
 

Hello Friends!

 

 

Welcome to the Inaugural 2017 Newsletter from the CityCenter Danbury Farmers Market!

 We're excited to kick off this season on the Danbury Green, Saturday, June 24th from 10:00 am

to 2:00 pmwith a host of classes, activities, and giveaways for the whole family!

 

 

*COMPLIMENTARY PARKING*

 

Patriot Garage - 1 Patriot Drive

 

 

 

FARMERS' MARKET NEWS

 

Better Food For Better Health!

 

 

THE MARKET HAS MOVED! 

 

 

CityCenter Danbury Green

 

 
 
 

 

Events

 

 

10:30 am: Ribbon Cutting and Opening Bell Ringing Ceremony with Mayor Boughton to

celebrate the first market of the season in our new location on the Danbury Green

 

·  Free give away to the first 100 people!

 

 

11:00 am &12:30 pm: Eat Smart: Live Strong - Two 30 - minute Nutrition Workshops with

our Nutritionist and Registered Dietitian
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·  Attendees will be given a $15.00 market produce coupon.

 

·  Space is limited to 25 people per workshop. Arrive early to grab your spot!

 

Throughout the day

 

·  Live music

 

·  Chalk walk

 

 
View all events

 

 

Vendors and Produce

 

 

Eggz Food Truck

 

·  Local eggs and produce served up fresh and healthy with a creative flair! 

 

Bees Knees Ice Pops

 

·  Handmade in small batches

 

·  All natural pops made with herbs, raw fruits, vegetables, and organic sugar cane

 

·  Peanut, soy, dairy-free, gluten-free, and vegan friendly

 

Farm Fresh

 

·  Lettuce

 

·  Herbs

 

·  Spinach

 

·  Strawberries

 

·  Snap Peas
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·  Rhubarb

 

·  Clams 

 

·  and more!

 

Other Products

 

·  Churros

 

·  Honey

 

·  Maple syrup

 

·  Flavored olive oils

 
Our Vendors

 

 

Remember we Double $$ SNAP and WIC/Senior FMNP!

 

 

We also provide Veterans Certificates, and accept both debit and credit cards.

 
 
 
Market Benefits

 

 

We are still accepting vendors for the 2017 season! Contact us for more details: 

 

 
2017 Vendor Form

 

 

We hope to see you there!

 

 

Funding provided, in part, by the Connecticut Department of Agriculture through the Community

Investment Act.
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For more information call (203) 792-1711 or visit DanburyFarmersMarket.org
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1055. Read: Academy Statement on Nutrition Facts Panel 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 14, 2017 17:59:23

Subject: Read: Academy Statement on Nutrition Facts Panel 

Attachment: unknown_name_3bwv1

Your message  

 

  To: Donna Martin  

  Subject: Academy Statement on Nutrition Facts Panel  

  Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2017 4:29:48 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)  

 

 was read on Wednesday, June 14, 2017 5:59:23 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada). 
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Final-recipient: RFC822; DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: 9str7VfhB0S+URPMvdwkYA==
Original-Message-ID:
	<BLUPR03MB15078D14474090408300DC34D1C30@BLUPR03MB1507.namprd03.prod.outlook.com>
X-Display-Name: Donna Martin



unknown_name_3bwv1



1056. Academy Statement on Nutrition Facts Panel 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Rhys Saunders

<rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 14, 2017 16:30:16

Subject: Academy Statement on Nutrition Facts Panel 

Attachment:

Hi Donna,

 

Hope all is well with you. We are getting media calls regarding the FDA’s announcement to delay

the Nutrition Facts Panel. We worked with the D.C. office to draft the statement below.

 

 

Please review and let us know your thoughts. Look forward to hearing back from you soon.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Doris

 

 

DRAFT

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics supports Americans’ ability to know what is in their food so

that they can make healthy choices at the point of purchase for themselves and their families. The

Food and Drug Administration’s proposed rule on menu labeling would do much to supply

consumers with that valuable information. The Academy is disappointed that, following a robust

notice and comment period, the FDA has delayed the rule’s implementation. The food industry has

been working to comply with the updated Nutrition Facts Label, which gives consumers calorie

information in a bolder format, uses more realistic serving sizes, and most importantly will provide

a separate line and Daily Value for added sugars. In the interest of assisting Americans in knowing

what is in their food, the Academy encourages the FDA to reconsider its decision and implement

the rule without delay.
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1057. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 14, 2017 13:57:10

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

June 14, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

House Hearing: Food Aid Does More Than Feed Hunger Abroad 

 The House Agriculture held a June 7 hearing on the future of international food aid and agriculture

development, including the effectiveness of programs in providing food for the desperately hungry.

Also discussed was the importance of food aid programs in national security, creating sustainable

agriculture in developing countries, promoting a healthy economy, employing Americans,

educating and empowering women and children, and ultimately saving the lives of millions of

people. 

 Learn More

 

House Hearing: Can Medicare Be More Efficient for Patients and Taxpayers? 

 With the growing elderly population, Medicare is an increasingly hot topic. Eligible beneficiaries

can receive benefits through Medicare Advantage, which is offered by private companies and

approved by Medicare. The House Ways and Means Committee's Health Subcommittee held a

June 7 hearing on how to make these programs more efficient for both taxpayers and patients,

including changes in program delivery and design. 

 Learn More

 

House Hearing: In a Technologically Advanced World, SNAP Has Frequent Glitches 

 The House Agriculture Committee's Nutrition Subcommittee held a June 8 hearing on "SNAP

Technology and Modernization," where ranking member Jim McGovern (Mass.) discussed glitches
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in the Electronic Benefit Transfer system and associated stigma that can lead participants to

abandon their food carts. The hearing included proposed solutions to enhance the EBT, including

privatizing technologies to increase efficiency at a reduced cost and the use of mobile apps to

allow self-service check-ins, banking and scanning. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

June 27 Webinar: Setting the Record Straight on Vitamin E 

 A June 27 webinar will cover important milestones in vitamin E research, distinguish between the

vitamin's two subgroups, tocopherols and tocotrienols, and identify current sources and

compositions of tocotrienols. New research will highlight tocotrienol's role as the 21st century

vitamin E. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

View Past Webinars and Earn CPEU 

 The Academy's webinar archives contain programs for individuals and groups and the chance to

earn CPEUs. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More
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Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 
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 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

What's in Store at FNCE? 

 Experience dynamic educational opportunities that are not available elsewhere. Gain access to

new trends, perspectives from expert speakers and applications that you can apply to practice

immediately. Plus, review products and services from over 330 exhibitors showcasing the latest

and greatest offerings in food and nutrition. Make plans to attend the Food &Nutrition Conference

&Expo, October 21 to 24 in Chicago. 

 Learn More

 

Fellows Look to the Future 

 Are you a leader who gets things done, serves your community and pursues lifelong learning? If

so, you should be recognized as a Fellow of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. As the

Academy celebrates 100 years and moves into our Second Century, showcase your expertise to

employers, colleagues, clients and the public - now and forever. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the 5th

edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is the ultimate

resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics. More

comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More
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Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

Academy in the News 

 The Academy works with the news media to raise public awareness of the Academy, the
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important contributions of Academy members, scientific research published in the Journal of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the importance of healthful nutrition for everyone. View a

selection of recent media coverage of the Academy from some of the country's top media outlets. 

 Learn More

 

2017-2019 Diversity Leaders 

 The Academy's Diversity Leaders Program supports Active members from underrepresented

groups within the nutrition and dietetics profession. The 2017-2019 Diversity Leaders are:

Suzanne Domel Baxter, PhD, RD, LD, FADA, FAND; Renee Conklin, MS, RD; Cassandra Holt,

RDN, LDN; and Prajakta Khare-Ranade, MSc, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND. 

 Learn More

 

Centennial Celebration in a Box 

 During the Academy's Centennial, we honor our past and celebrate the present, engaging

members and the public alike with a digital go-to guide to keep everyone celebrating throughout

2017. 

 Learn More

 

Now Open: Journal's Art of Dietetics Feature 

 The Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is accepting original photography

submissions from members relating to any aspect of the profession. All qualifying submissions will

appear on the Journal's website, with the best submissions featured in the pages of the Journal.

One entry will be selected for a Journal cover. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Foundation Welcomes New Board Members 

 The Foundation welcomes a new slate of 2017-2018 Officers and Board members, including Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND, financial officer; Catherine Christie, PhD,

RDN, LD/N, FAND, FADA, director-at-large; and August Schumacher Jr., public member. 

 Learn More

 

Join the Foundation's First Party of the Second Century at FNCE 

 Celebrate the Academy's Centennial with a bigger and bolder twist on the annual Foundation

Gala at the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. The exciting, new reception-style format will

bring people together and let you to socialize with colleagues and friends. Purchase tickets when

registering for FNCE. 

 Learn More

 

State Champion Raises Funds ... Her Way 

 Christina Nelson, MS, RD, LD, the volunteer fundraising champion for the West Virginia Academy
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of Nutrition and Dietetics, put together another successful event for the Foundation at WVAND's

2017 Annual Meeting. 

 Learn More

 

Students: Apply for $100 Stipend When Registering for FNCE 

 Students who have registered for the Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo can apply for a $100

stipend from the Foundation. Stipends are available thanks to the generosity of many dietetic

practice groups, affiliates and individual members. 

 Learn More

 

Leave Your Legacy: Join the I WILL Society 

 Academy members are showing their support by naming the Foundation in their wills. More

information and a complete list of the I WILL Legacy Society members is available on the

Foundation's website. 

 Learn More

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

 An online hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian assistance efforts in

developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this open-access collection

includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations and nutrient comparison

charts unique to the local food supply. The Academy will continue to expand its resources in this

exciting area. Help enhance them by sharing your feedback in a brief survey. 

 Learn More

 

From Our Colleagues

 

ASCIP Educational Conference &Expo 

 The Academy of Spinal Cord Injury Professionals' 2017 Educational Conference &Expo will be

held September 3 to 6 in Denver, Colo., focusing on cutting-edge and innovative strategies to

promote and achieve successful outcomes following spinal cord injuries and disorders. Register by

July 14 and save $100. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
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Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1058. Save on ANFP Online Course  Maximizing Menu Integration

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 14, 2017 12:18:55

Subject: Save on ANFP Online Course  Maximizing Menu Integration

Attachment:

Save on ANFP Online Course  Maximizing Menu Integration 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

 

You are receiving this message on behalf of our marketing partners at ANFP. 

  

The Association of Nutrition &Foodservice Professionals is offering Academy members a 10%

discount on the online course, Maximizing Menu Integration, during the month of June. This

course is designed to provide an understanding of the standards and common industry practices

used to serve guests safely. 

  

Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:

 

Identify and recognize the order in which things need to happen to create systemized ordering

and production tools and schedules. 

Identify, recognize, and create the tools needed to hold staff accountable to production and

ordering standards. 

Learn why it is important to integrate your menu(s) and the advantages of doing so. 

To purchase this 5-hour General CE course, visit HERE and enter ANFPANDJUNE17 to receive

the 10% discount, which reduces the price to $45. ANFP is a Continuing Professional Education

(CPE) Accredited Provider with the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR). CDR

Credentialed Practitioners will receive up to 5 Continuing Professional Education units (CPEUs)

for completing this online course.

 

This marketing partner email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future marketing partner emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1059. Re: Handouts for next 4 P's call

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 14, 2017 08:05:35

Subject: Re: Handouts for next 4 P's call

Attachment:

Thanks!

 

Sent from my iPhone

 

> On Jun 14, 2017, at 8:04 AM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Hi Donna,

> Pat and I agree. I will add it to the agenda.

> Thanks!

> Joan

>

> Joan Schwaba

> Director, Strategic Management

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

>

>

>

>> On Jun 13, 2017, at 3:50 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

>>

>> Pat and Joan,  Attached are two items I would like placed on the next 4 p's call.

>>

>> 1.  Adrienne Udarbe's resignation letter.  I would like to just discuss for nominating committee

purposes.

>>

>> 2.  Affiliate meeting grid I worked on for PPW.  I would like to address how we can target the

people who will be at PPW.

>>

>> Thanks!

>>

>> Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

>>

>> Director, School Nutrition Program

>>
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>> Burke County Board of Education

>>

>> 789 Burke Veterans Parkway

>>

>> Waynesboro, GA  30830

>>

>> work - 706-554-5393

>>

>> fax - 706-554-565

>>

>> President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

>> <Adrienne Udarbe resignation Letter.pdf>

>> <Affiliate Meetings.pdf>
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1060. Re: Handouts for next 4 P's call

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 14, 2017 08:04:30

Subject: Re: Handouts for next 4 P's call

Attachment:

Hi Donna,

Pat and I agree. I will add it to the agenda.

Thanks!

Joan

 

Joan Schwaba

Director, Strategic Management

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 

> On Jun 13, 2017, at 3:50 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

>

> Pat and Joan,  Attached are two items I would like placed on the next 4 p's call.

>

> 1.  Adrienne Udarbe's resignation letter.  I would like to just discuss for nominating committee

purposes.

>

> 2.  Affiliate meeting grid I worked on for PPW.  I would like to address how we can target the

people who will be at PPW.

>

> Thanks!

>

> Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

>

> Director, School Nutrition Program

>

> Burke County Board of Education

>

> 789 Burke Veterans Parkway

>

> Waynesboro, GA  30830

>
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> work - 706-554-5393

>

> fax - 706-554-565

>

> President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

> <Adrienne Udarbe resignation Letter.pdf>

> <Affiliate Meetings.pdf>
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1061. PHCNPG Weekly Update: June 11, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 22:02:01

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: June 11, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: June 11, 2017 

 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed!

 

In advance of the Academy’s June comments, we are asking for your involvement and

support with your submissions about  the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents,

and clients, and (2) your business, company, or specific facility.   Please send stories to 

klavensgi@gmail.com  You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s)

April 14 announcement that the  FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed

Rule (malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program.  The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)!  The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR  this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rule makings.   

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and  

Children’s Health

 

The next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C.  Academy

members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy Day of

Action.  Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding, and women and children’s

health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!   

 

For more information and to register to attend, click HERE! 

 

Public Health/Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Presentation 
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•
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•

 

***TIME CHANGE*** 

 

Tuesday August 15th, 2017 

 

1:00 to 2:30 CDT PM 

 

Customizing your career: Putting yourself on a global path

 

TATYANA EL-KOUR, MS, RDN, FAND 

 

Independent Consultant - Global and Health Nutrition Expert - Policy Strategist 

 

1 CPEU

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

At the end of this webinar, the participant will be able to: 

 

Identify career paths that may be options for dietetic and nutrition professionals in global public

health settings.  

Describe best strategies and qualities for success needed to effectively work in public health and

community nutrition globally.  

Apply practical tips for effectively customizing your career based on specific context and need. 

Conceptualize ways for improved career planning and learning in everyday practice. 

This webinar is a great place to start learning about the exciting career path where nutrition and

global public health meet. The webinar provides practical insight for career planning and discusses

the daily activities of practitioners employed in various sectors of the workforce. Several aspects of

global work, including job duties, demands, and rewards, as well as the qualities needed for

success will also be discussed.

 

Log In Information:

 

Meeting Information:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m1067e2fa5b8b9332370a36fcbb53f80e

 

Meeting number: 748 779 078

 

Meeting password:PHCNPG
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Audio connection:

 
1-866-477-4564   (US) Call-in toll-free number Conference Code: 791 694 9671 

 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public health and your livelihood as an RDN.

Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and donate to ANDPAC when you renew your

Academy membership. ANDPAC is the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food, nutrition

and health professionals.  View this video to see what other members are saying about the

importance of supporting ANDPAC.

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 

 

Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available! 

 

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our

PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 

 

The Student Digest   

The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply click on the link

below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional information!  
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 
If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
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Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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1062. Handouts for next 4 P's call

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 16:50:39

Subject: Handouts for next 4 P's call

Attachment: Adrienne Udarbe resignation Letter.pdf
Affiliate Meetings.pdf

Pat and Joan,  Attached are two items I would like placed on the next 4 p's call. 

1.  Adrienne Udarbe's resignation letter.  I would like to just discuss for nominating committee

purposes.  

2.  Affiliate meeting grid I worked on for PPW.  I would like to address how we can target the

people who will be at PPW.  

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1063. Important update:  IFN Online Certificate of Training Program

From: Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine DIFM

<info@integrativerd.org>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 15:08:29

Subject: Important update:  IFN Online Certificate of Training Program

Attachment:

Dear DIFM Members, 

 

We are sending this message as a courtesy to inform you that Module 3 - Detoxification of the

Online Certificate of Training Program in Integrative and Functional Nutrition is currently

unavailable for purchase as it is undergoing a mandatory revision per the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics provider requirements through the Commission on Dietetic Registration.  These

revisions are to ensure appropriateness and accuracy of content.  If you previously purchased and

completed Module 3, those CPEs are still being honored with CDR and your PDP plan. 

 

Due to the revisions and content review process, the revised module should be completed and

launched within the next 3-5 months. We see this as an opportunity to bring you an even stronger

and more robust module on the complex topic of detoxification and look forward to taking the

opportunity to dive even deeper into the research around it. 

 

The Academy Center for Lifelong Learning and DIFM are pleased to share that the Certificate of

Training program is still active, but now as a four-module program.  If you purchase four modules

now, you can receive the updated Module 3 - Detoxification topic at no charge when it comes back

online in the Academy EatRight Store.  The final revised module release timeframe is dependent

on CDR reviewer feedback and approval. 

 

If you have questions, please contact Susan Baron, Sr. Manager of Online Learning at the Center

for Lifelong Learning 312/899-4897 - sbaron@eatright.org.  

Sincerely,  

 

Mary Purdy, MS, RD  

DIFM Chair 2017-2018 

See what's happening on our social sites 
  

Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine DIFM | PO BOX 308, Please don't unsubscribe-

you will miss all the DIFM News and Happenings!, Mount Pleasant, SC 29465 Unsubscribe

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us About our service provider Sent by info@integrativerd.org in

collaboration with Try it free today 
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1064. Automatic reply: PPW and USDA  visits

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 14:29:39

Subject: Automatic reply: PPW and USDA  visits

Attachment:

Thank you for contacting me. I will be out of the office until Friday June 16

 

I will follow up with you when I return.  Have a great day! 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RD 

 Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460 

 Washington, DC 20036 

 312-899-1731
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1065. Re: PPW and USDA  visits

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 14:29:33

Subject: Re: PPW and USDA  visits

Attachment:

You are much to kind.  Everyone has been so nice when I go out to the States to talk.  I think the

thing they get most excited about is all our public policy efforts.  It is so easy to make a case for

what all of you are doing on their behalf in DC.  I really love that we have two USDA people on

both the Academy boards and the Foundation boards.  I think that will also further our efforts since

they are so tuned in.  I am going to try and follow up with my letters next week to see if we can

connect with "Sonny".    I appreciate all your efforts to try and get us connected.  Just like Mick

Jagger says, "start me up and I never stop"!  That was the theme song I used in Cleveland when I

spoke there.  Very fitting! 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-565

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

________________________________________

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2017 2:03 PM

To: Donna Martin

Cc: Jennifer Folliard; Jeanne Blankenship

Subject: PPW and USDA  visits

 

Just wanted to check in and give an update on our efforts.

 

We have requested for a meeting with the Secretary and you during PPW.  Because of the

uncertainty of how this Administration is operating, there is hesitation going to far out on

appointments.

 

Jenn has also been working to secure  an appointment with the Secretary's COS one of the few
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appointments made.  We are fortunate that one of RDNs colleagues who we have a great

relationship with has the ear of the COS.  This RDN is a highly respected Republican which is to

our benefit.  She was a featured speaker at FNCE a few years and was grateful to be asked.

 

When you are at United Fresh, feel free to ask Tom if he has any suggestions.  They use a high

level lobbyist (who also is employed by other commodity groups). Randy Green.  Randy had

become a friend over the years and might be able to move forward the meeting request.

 

I know you have been working on this as well.  I think once appointments are made the usda

vision and plan can be fleshed out.  Right now it is career staffers trying to carrying on.

 

Someone asked me the other day if I was sure Donna Martin didn't want to be part of this

Administration.  I told there would be a mutiny of our members if you left. LOL

 

Have a great meeting in Chicago.  We are so proud of you!

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1066. PPW and USDA  visits

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 14:04:10

Subject: PPW and USDA  visits

Attachment:

Just wanted to check in and give an update on our efforts.

 

We have requested for a meeting with the Secretary and you during PPW.  Because of the

uncertainty of how this Administration is operating, there is hesitation going to far out on

appointments.

 

Jenn has also been working to secure  an appointment with the Secretary's COS one of the few

appointments made.  We are fortunate that one of RDNs colleagues who we have a great

relationship with has the ear of the COS.  This RDN is a highly respected Republican which is to

our benefit.  She was a featured speaker at FNCE a few years and was grateful to be asked.

 

When you are at United Fresh, feel free to ask Tom if he has any suggestions.  They use a high

level lobbyist (who also is employed by other commodity groups). Randy Green.  Randy had

become a friend over the years and might be able to move forward the meeting request.

 

I know you have been working on this as well.  I think once appointments are made the usda

vision and plan can be fleshed out.  Right now it is career staffers trying to carrying on.

 

Someone asked me the other day if I was sure Donna Martin didn't want to be part of this

Administration.  I told there would be a mutiny of our members if you left. LOL

 

Have a great meeting in Chicago.  We are so proud of you!

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org
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1067. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 12:59:47

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

June 13, 2017

 

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Participate in the Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day – Immediate Action Needed 

Food Aid Does More than Feed Hunger Abroad – New 

Can Medicare be More Efficient for Both Patients and Taxpayers? -- New 

Technologically Advanced World, Yet SNAP Has Frequent Glitches -- New 

Webinar Opportunity: Advocacy Opportunities to Support Public Health and Access to Care –

New 

Webinar Opportunity: Stay-cation Advocacy – New 

It’s a Wrap! PPW Webinars Posted – Updated 

August Advocacy Day -- Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s

Health – Register Today!  

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Updated 

Dates to Remember – Must Attend Events in One Location! 
 
Participate in the Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day on June 15! 
 The Academy is participating as a partner on Thursday, June 15th and is asking all members to
register and attend.

 

Immediate action needed by Public Policy Coordinators and affiliate leaders! Please post

the Academy approved information below to your communication channel as soon as

possible. 

Participate in the Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day on June 15!

 

The Senate may soon consider legislation similar to the House-passed American Health Care Act

(AHCA). The Academy is joining partners on Thursday, June 15th for a Virtual Advocacy Day in

support of the Prevention and Public Health Fund. The Academy continues to oppose the AHCA’s

elimination of the Prevention Fund, the sole federal investment in prevention, which will harm state

and local communities that depend on effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of

their communities. 
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•

•

•

It is critical that your Members of Congress know about your support of the Prevention Fund.

Learn more about programs funded by the Prevention Fund that utilize the unique expertise of

RDNs, who are working on the front lines of preventive care across the country. 

  

We hope you will take three quick but important steps today:

 

First, sign up for a Thunderclap to spread the word about the June 15th Advocacy Day. 

Second, please RSVP for the Advocacy Day 

 You will receive a reminder email about the 15th and a link to a tool that will make it simple and

easy to contact your Members of Congress by phone and via social media. 

Finally, please forward this message to your colleagues and encourage them to participate in the

June 15th Advocacy Day. 

Food Aid Does More than Feed Hunger Abroad 

 On Wednesday, June 7th the House Committee on Agriculture discussed the future of

international Food Aid and agriculture development at a hearing. Stories were heard about how

these programs feed starving people; however, this unique panel also brought to light the

importance of Food Aid programs in other ways. Food Aid plays an important role in national

security, creates sustainable agriculture in developing countries, promotes a healthy economy,

employs Americans, educates and empowers women and children, and ultimately saves the lives

of millions of people. Read more about the critical need of Food Aid programs here and the

Academy’s recent addition of global food security

 

Can Medicare be More Efficient for Both Patients and Taxpayers? 

 With growing elderly population, Medicare is a hot topic. Those who are eligible can receive

Medicare benefits through Medicare Advantage (MA), which is offered by private companies and

approved by Medicare. On June 7th the Committee on Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health

discussed how to make these programs more efficient for both taxpayers and patients. This would

involve a change in program delivery and designs. There was discussion on moving to a value-

based insurance design (V-BID) to improve MA flexibility and providing more research on the

benefits of the various SNPs which are not currently studies by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

(CMS). Click here for more information on possible strategies to improve the efficiency of PACE

and SNPs.

 

Technologically Advanced World, Yet SNAP Has Frequent Glitches 

 The Farm Bill subcommittee on Nutrition held a hearing on June 8th titled, “SNAP Technology

and Modernization.” Ranking member Jim McGovern (MA-02) discussed the reality of glitches in

the EBT (Electronic Benefit Transfer) system and associated stigma that can lead participants to

abandon their food carts. Solutions were discussed to enhance the electronic benefits system,

including privatizing technologies to increase the system’s efficiency at a reduced cost. Another

solution offered was use to use mobile aps to allow self-service check-ins, banking, and scanning.

It was noted that with technology comes the potential risk of fraud. Learn more about the

technological needs set to be addressed in the upcoming Farm Bill here.
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Webinar: Advocacy Opportunities to Support Public Health and Access to Care 

 Join Academy partners’ American Public Health Association, Prevention Institute, Public Health

Institute, and Trust for America's Health for a Forum highlighting the status of the American Health

Care Act and the president’s budget. The session will explore issues likely to arise in the Senate,

and outline next steps. Panelists will discuss strategies and actions to ensure robust

communications are provided to key audiences including policymakers. Included is a Q&A session

with the panelists. Register here today for the webinar which will be held June 14th at 3:00 p.m.

Eastern Time.

 

Stay-cation Advocacy -- How to Win in Washington From Your Own Backyard 

 Traveling to Washington to meet lawmakers can be challenging for advocates, while members of

Congress often are harried and overbooked when in Washington. "Stay-cation" advocacy back

home can often be the best strategy to get "quality time" with key decision makers. Join Academy

partner, the Congressional Management Foundation for this webinar on June 22, 2017 at 1:00 PM

EST. Register here!

 

 

It’s a Wrap! PPW Webinars Posted

 

As a reminder those attending PPW should come prepared! Follow the links below to listen to the

recordings (internet access required) prior to your arrival as the information will not be repeated at

the meeting. CPEU certificates are posted on the PPW COI along with the MP4 versions of the

recordings.

 

 

Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers -- Recording 

Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill -- Recording 

Session 3: Academy Issue 1: Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment --

Recording

 

Session 4: Academy Issue 2: Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill -- Recording 

Session 5: Ready Set Charge! -- Recording 

 

The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are also available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the

PPW Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest.

 

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and
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1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

 

Tips on registering:  

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day;

 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.  

 

PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The almost-final list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy

Coordinator COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). A few edits are being

made this week in response to member changes to their voting states. To download a copy of

the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the

registration list. Please review the list to identify your state team members. As a reminder, PPCs

should contact those members attending from his/her affiliate to provide guidance on the

affiliate’s scheduling of Hill meetings. 

 

Dates to Remember

 

June 14, 2017 Advocacy Opportunities to Support Public Health and Access to Care;

Register Here

 
 
June 15, 2017 Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day; RSVP for the Advocacy Day and
Sign up for Thunderclap

 

June 22, 2017 Stay-cation Advocacy -- How to Win in Washington From Your Own

Backyard; Register here!
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June 25 – 26, 2017 Public Policy Workshop, Washington, D.C. (Registration Closed)

 

August 7, 2017 Quarterly Advocacy Day, Washington, D.C. -- Women and Children’s Health ;

Register Here

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1068. Public Policy Weekly News

From: jblankenship@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 12:36:18

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 

June 13, 2017

 

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Participate in the Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day – Immediate Action Needed 

Food Aid Does More than Feed Hunger Abroad – New 

Can Medicare be More Efficient for Both Patients and Taxpayers?  -- New 

Technologically Advanced World, Yet SNAP Has Frequent Glitches -- New 

Webinar Opportunity: Advocacy Opportunities to Support Public Health and Access to Care –

New 

Webinar Opportunity: Stay-cation Advocacy – New 

It’s a Wrap! PPW Webinars Posted – Updated 

August Advocacy Day -- Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s

Health – Register Today!  

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Updated 

Dates to Remember – Must Attend Events in One Location! 
 
Participate in the Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day on June 15! 
 The Academy is participating as a partner on Thursday, June 15th and is asking all members to
register and attend.

 

Immediate action needed by Public Policy Coordinators and affiliate leaders!  Please post

the Academy approved information below to your communication channel as soon as

possible.  

       Participate in the Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day on June 15!

 

The Senate may soon consider legislation similar to the House-passed American Health Care Act

(AHCA).  The Academy is joining partners on Thursday, June 15th for a Virtual Advocacy Day in

support of the Prevention and Public Health Fund. The Academy continues to oppose the AHCA’s

elimination of the Prevention Fund, the sole federal investment in prevention, which will harm state

and local communities that depend on effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of

their communities.  

  

It is critical that your Members of Congress know about your support of the Prevention Fund. 
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•

•

•

Learn more about programs funded by the Prevention Fund that utilize the unique expertise of

RDNs, who are working on the front lines of preventive care across the country. 

  

We hope you will take three quick but important steps today:

 

First, sign up for a Thunderclap to spread the word about the June 15th Advocacy Day. 

Second, please RSVP for the Advocacy Day 

 You will receive a reminder email about the 15th and a link to a tool that will make it simple and

easy to contact your Members of Congress by phone and via social media. 

Finally, please forward this message to your colleagues and encourage them to participate in the

June 15th Advocacy Day. 

Food Aid Does More than Feed Hunger Abroad 

 On Wednesday, June 7th the House Committee on Agriculture discussed the future of

international Food Aid and agriculture development at a hearing.  Stories were heard about how

these programs feed starving people; however, this unique panel also brought to light the

importance of Food Aid programs in other ways.  Food Aid plays an important role in national

security, creates sustainable agriculture in developing countries, promotes a healthy economy,

employs Americans, educates and empowers women and children, and ultimately saves the lives

of millions of people.  Read more about the critical need of Food Aid programs here and the

Academy’s recent addition of global food security

 

Can Medicare be More Efficient for Both Patients and Taxpayers? 

 With growing elderly population, Medicare is a hot topic.  Those who are eligible can receive

Medicare benefits through Medicare Advantage (MA), which is offered by private companies and

approved by Medicare.  On June 7th the Committee on Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health

discussed how to make these programs more efficient for both taxpayers and patients.  This would

involve a change in program delivery and designs.  There was discussion on moving to a value-

based insurance design (V-BID) to improve MA flexibility and providing more research on the

benefits of the various SNPs which are not currently studies by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

(CMS).  Click here for more information on possible strategies to improve the efficiency of PACE

and SNPs.

 

Technologically Advanced World, Yet SNAP Has Frequent Glitches 

 The Farm Bill subcommittee on Nutrition held a hearing on June 8th titled, “SNAP Technology

and Modernization.”  Ranking member Jim McGovern (MA-02) discussed the reality of glitches in

the EBT (Electronic Benefit Transfer) system and associated stigma that can lead participants to

abandon their food carts. Solutions were discussed to enhance the electronic benefits system,

including privatizing technologies to increase the system’s efficiency at a reduced cost.  Another

solution offered was use to use mobile aps to allow self-service check-ins, banking, and scanning. 

It was noted that with technology comes the potential risk of fraud.  Learn more about the

technological needs set to be addressed in the upcoming Farm Bill here.
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Webinar: Advocacy Opportunities to Support Public Health and Access to Care 

 Join Academy partners’ American Public Health Association, Prevention Institute, Public Health

Institute, and Trust for America's Health for a Forum highlighting the status of the American Health

Care Act and the president’s budget. The session will explore issues likely to arise in the Senate,

and outline next steps. Panelists will discuss strategies and actions to ensure robust

communications are provided to key audiences including policymakers. Included is a Q&A session

with the panelists. Register here today for the webinar which will be held June 14th at 3:00 p.m.

Eastern Time.

 

Stay-cation Advocacy -- How to Win in Washington From Your Own Backyard 

 Traveling to Washington to meet lawmakers can be challenging for advocates, while members of

Congress often are harried and overbooked when in Washington. "Stay-cation" advocacy back

home can often be the best strategy to get "quality time" with key decision makers. Join Academy

partner, the Congressional Management Foundation for this webinar on June 22, 2017 at 1:00 PM

EST. Register here!

 

 

It’s a Wrap! PPW Webinars Posted

 

As a reminder those attending PPW should come prepared!  Follow the links below to listen to the

recordings (internet access required) prior to your arrival as the information will not be repeated at

the meeting.  CPEU certificates are posted on the PPW COI along with the MP4 versions of the

recordings.

 

 

Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers -- Recording 

Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill -- Recording 

Session 3: Academy Issue 1: Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment --

Recording

 

Session 4: Academy Issue 2: Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill -- Recording 

Session 5: Ready Set Charge! -- Recording 

 

The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are also available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the

PPW Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest.

 

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and
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1.

2.

3.

4.

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

 

Tips on registering:  

 The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day;

 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.  
 
Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 
The almost-final list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator
COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs).   A few edits are being made this
week in response to member changes to their voting states.  To download a copy of the document
go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the registration list.
Please review the list to identify your state team members.  As a reminder, PPCs should contact
those members attending from his/her affiliate to provide guidance on the affiliate’s scheduling of
Hill meetings. 

 

Dates to Remember

 

June 14, 2017              Advocacy Opportunities to Support Public Health and Access to

Care; Register Here

 
 
June 15, 2017              Prevention Fund “Virtual” Advocacy Day;  RSVP for the Advocacy Day 
and Sign up for Thunderclap 
  

June 22, 2017        Stay-cation Advocacy -- How to Win in Washington From Your Own

Backyard;  Register here!
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June 25 – 26, 2017    Public Policy Workshop, Washington, D.C. (Registration Closed) 

  

August 7, 2017       Quarterly Advocacy Day, Washington, D.C. -- Women and Children’s

Health ;Register Here

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne 

  

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1069. RE:world congress of Diabetes

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <jschwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 11:07:33

Subject: RE:world congress of Diabetes

Attachment:

Hi Donna: 

Hope you are having a great morning!  

Dr. Ibrahim contacted us again to present for the 10 th World Congress of Diabetes and its

Complications  November 17-19 in Atlanta. I know we have spoken about a combined

presentation centered around children. He has requested we talk about pediatric obesity and

prediabetes. So this is what I envision. Still need a catchy title. 
 

Part 1 Lucille - 45 minutes 

The prevalence of obesity and pre-diabetes in children 

Developing an Obesity Screening program for Pediatric practices 

Imbedding RDN's Into Pediatric practices to provide reimbursable nutrition services 

New models to deliver nutrition care- telehealth 

Part 2 Donna - 45 minutes 

What schools are doing to address childhood obesity/pre-diabetes -- school food service,  kids eat

right programs 

What do you think? 

Q&A 15-30 minutes.   

Tell me what you think. This is a great opportunity to combine our knowledge base. If it comes off

great (which it will) we can take it on the road! Maybe...Hong Kong 2018!   Let me know. Thanks,

Lucille  

  

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  

 
 
 
 

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 
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Immediate Past President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 
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1070. Re: Kara LeClair

From: Michelle Gooden <michelle.a.gooden@gmail.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 11:06:33

Subject: Re: Kara LeClair

Attachment:

Thank you for the update, Donna.  I will add her to my communications. 
 

Best, 
 

Michelle 
 

On Tue, Jun 13, 2017 at 7:07 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

Michelle, Jeanne and Jenn,  Kara LeClair a RDN who works for me accidently put her home state,

New Hampshire on her registration for PPW.  She works with me and would like to visit the

Georgia Delegation.  Can we please have that changed?  I am copying our PPC  from our state

Michelle Gooden on this email.  Her state Representative would be Rick Allen.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 
 
 
 
--  
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Michelle Gooden, RDN, LD 

Public Policy Coordinator 

Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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1071. Kara LeClair

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Michelle Gooden <michelle.a.gooden@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Jun 13, 2017 07:07:34

Subject: Kara LeClair

Attachment:

Michelle, Jeanne and Jenn,  Kara LeClair a RDN who works for me accidently put her home state,

New Hampshire on her registration for PPW.  She works with me and would like to visit the

Georgia Delegation.  Can we please have that changed?  I am copying our PPC  from our state

Michelle Gooden on this email.  Her state Representative would be Rick Allen.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1072. Good wishes

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Lorlei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 21:52:21

Subject: Good wishes

Attachment:

Sending good thoughts to you both!

Donna you will be a wonderful speaker.

 

Lorelei....kudos on well deserved recognition!

 

And to you both ...a fun celebratory dinner!

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1073. Fwd: RI Acad of Nutrition and Dietetics

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

(jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Camille Range Cell

<Rangecamille@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 16:53:49

Subject: Fwd: RI Acad of Nutrition and Dietetics

Attachment: Farm Fresh RI & RIAND MOU.docx

Donna and colleagues,  
 

 Looking forward to discussing these innovative initiatives in Rhode Island that are working with

Academy young dietitians. I think Casey is one of your young members in Rhode Island doing

great nutrition work at www.farmfreshri.org.  
 

  Gus  

---------- Forwarded message ----------  

From: Sheri Griffin <sheri@farmfreshri.org>  

Date: Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 3:38 PM  

Subject: RI Acad of Nutrition and Dietetics  

To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

 

 

Dear Gus, 
 

Please find attached an MOU that we have in place between ourselves and the RI Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics to work together to promote our shared goal of good health for Rhode

Islanders.  
 

This MOU reflects a  formal agreement, that is in addition to an ongoing relationships where

dietetic students do their community rotation in our programs. We currently have a young person

in the office, Casey, who is doing programs for preschoolers and elementary school students in

schools and daycares, on tasting, nutrition and agriculture.  
 

The assistance of these interns is very important to our programming, as they bring capacity to

technical aspects of our presentations, and I know it brings a lot to their education to work with the

public in a variety of settings.  
 

Thanks for your interest in this area of our work.  
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Memorandum of Understanding



October 10, 2016



This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) documents the understandings between Farm Fresh Rhode Island (“FFRI”) and the Rhode Island Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (RIAND), regarding collaboration in connection with FFRI’s “Farm to Healthcare” project (“the “Project”). The Project is a part of FFRI’s “Farm to Cafeteria” initiative that fosters local food system development and community health by promoting Rhode Island products in institutions such as schools and hospitals and through direct consumer education and local food access opportunities.



Farm Fresh Rhode Island is growing a local food system that values the environment, health and quality of life of RI farmers and eaters. Through its various programs and operations, FFRI seeks to:



· Preserve Rhode Island farmland and our agricultural and culinary knowledge

· Build healthier communities

· Increase access to fresher, tastier food

· Improve impact of food production and distribution on our environment

· Strengthen community-based businesses



Through its Farm to Healthcare program, FFRI promotes the benefits of local foods by engaging hospitals and other health care facilities, health care practitioners, hospital employees and patients in educational events and cooking demonstrations. FFRI connects individuals and organizations to these foods via its “Veggie Box” subscription program and farmers markets throughout the state. With respect to institutional cafeterias, FFRI encourages procurement of local foods via its “Market Mobile” and other third party distributors. 



FFRI is a unique resource that can support and enhance the impact of the clinical practices of RIAND membership, as well as the role they play in improving the quality of hospital food service operations. FFRI respects and understands the professional connection that RIAND members have with individuals in need of nutritional guidance, as well as the critical role that they play in promoting the health of all Rhode Islanders through their services and advocacy.



The Rhode Island Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics an affiliate of the national Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, is a professional organization of food and nutrition experts committed to improving the nutrition and health of all Rhode Islanders. Rhode Island has over 400 licensed dietitians in the state who work in schools, hospitals, grocery stores, private practice, gyms, doctor’s offices, and more. Nutrition, exercise, and a healthy lifestyle benefit individuals, families, corporations, and the economy.



RIAND respects and understands the leading role that FFRI plays in building a robust local food system, educating consumers and through its wide variety of programs that promote individual and community health. Wholesome, nutritionally rich and tasty local foods, grown with environmentally sound agricultural practices can be a powerful tool in the work done by registered dietitians. 



Goals of the Collaboration



Recognizing the complimentary missions, capacities and expertise of FFRI and RIAND, the parties will collaborate to achieve the following goals:



· Increase the awareness and knowledge of local food systems and the critical importance of nutrition to health among the public, medical professionals and hospital leadership by providing essential information, in a variety of formats and venues, about the many benefits of locally grown and produced foods.



· Expand access to local, healthy foods by hospital clients of RIAND members and RI hospital communities by promoting local food distribution opportunities such as Veggie Box, Farm Fresh RI’s Market Mobile and farmers markets.



· Expand procurement and purchasing of Rhode Island grown and produced foods by hospitals and other health care institutions (and their food service management vendors) with which RIAND members are affiliated, encouraging them to model wellness behaviors through the provision of health-promoting meals in patient food service and cafeterias. 





Proposed Activities 



Organizational Liaison; RIAND member survey, Training for RIAND members



RIAND agrees to appoint an official “liaison” from within its organization to facilitate the work of the RIAND-FFRI collaboration.  



RIAND will conduct a survey to identify members of its organization who are interested in assisting with the work of the RIAND-FFRI collaboration. FFRI will provide RIAND with the survey questions. 



FFRI will provide RIAND members with a training to introduce members to the FFRI mission and scope of the Project. Training will educate RDNs about Veggie Box and hospital-based educational events and any other topic FFRI feels is important to a successful collaboration.



Hospital-based events and activities



RIAND will identify the RIAND members who provide services at Rhode Island hospitals, either as hospital employees, consultants or as employees of food service management companies serving specific hospitals, for the purpose of engaging these individuals in events hosted by FFRI on site at these hospitals.

Further, FFRI will mention its partnership with RIAND at hospital-based events it hosts.



RIAND agrees to provide a member of its organization as co-presenter in nutrition and food learning events (up to a maximum of 10 events per year) organized by FFRI at Rhode Island hospitals, outpatient clinics and other health care facilities. Such events will include, but not be limited to, “Continuing Medical Education” events for physicians. Further, the parties to this MOU agree to plan jointly for outreach and education events in health care related venues.



The parties agree to identify and promote opportunities for hospital patients (primarily outpatients) to subscribe to “Veggie Box” and direct any such patients to the most convenient pick up location.



RIAND members affiliated with Rhode Island hospitals will make their best effort to encourage their hospital to participate in FFRI’s “Harvest of the Month” program.



The parties agree that FFRI will provide brochures about FFRI programs and other informational information for distribution at the November 4, 2016 meeting.

FFRI will also provide a bibliography of articles relevant to the topic of this meeting, for RIAND to share with physician attendees.



RIAND 2017 Annual Meeting



The parties agree that FFRI will provide the keynote speaker and an informational booth for the annual convention of RIAND in May 2017. FFRI will also encourage Health Care Without Harm to participate in the annual convention by way of a booth and educational information and any other activity agreed upon by the parties and Health Care Without Harm.



Individual RIAND member practices



FFRI will make information available to RIAND members for distribution to their clients, regarding:



· FFRI’s Veggie Box subscription program and drop off locations 

· Location of farmers markets in Rhode Island



Communications



Immediately after this MOU is signed, FFRI and RIAND will issue a press release to print and digital media outlets in Rhode Island announcing the launch of this collaboration. Each organization will also post an article in their respective newsletters and websites regarding the start of the collaboration and the activities planned. 



FFRI also will list RIAND as a partner in Farm to Healthcare initiative on the “Market Connections” page of FFRI’s website.



From time to time, newsletter and blog articles will be posted by each organization in their respective newsletters and other communication vehicles, highlighting specific co-hosted events, as agreed upon the parties.



The parties will collaborate on the placement of articles, interviews and the like in external publications such as local, regional and national print and digital media.



Funding Opportunities



FFRI and RIAND agree to collaborate on potential funding opportunities to support the activities contemplated by this collaboration.





Term of Collaboration  



This MOU is not a binding legal obligation. It is intended only to reflect the scope of collaboration between the parties and to clarify activities that they will pursue in furtherance of the goals described above. This MOU may be renewed, which will be assessed in June 2018.



Signatures



Farm Fresh Rhode Island					RIAND

(address)							PO Box 6892

								Providence, RI 02940



By______________________					By:_________________



Title:____________________					Title:__________________________



Date:_________________						Date: ______________________				
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Farm Fresh RI & RIAND MOU.docx



 

All my best, 

Sheri 
 

Sheri Griffin  

Co-Executive Director  

Farm Fresh Rhode Island  

1005 Main St #8130  

Pawtucket  RI 02860  

401 312 4250 

sheri@farmfreshri.org 
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1074. RE: Susan Brantley

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele

Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 15:42:59

Subject: RE: Susan Brantley

Attachment: image002.gif
image003.png

Oh my goodness. So sorry to hear that.  Wishing her the best and speediest recovery.

 

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  

Assoc. Professor 

 The University of Alabama 

 Box 870360  

Tuscaloosa, AL 35487  

Phone 205-348-7961 | Fax 205-348-8611 
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From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 12:31 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; peark02@outlook.com; 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; 'Kevin

Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Susan Brantley

 

 

I am sorry to report that Susan Brantley had a very unfortunate accident last week. While assisting

at Bible school she fell. She underwent surgery and now has pins and rods in both the right and

left femurs. Regretfully Susan won’t be able to attend this week’s HLT meeting or the Board retreat

because she is in rehab. We sincerely hope she can attend FNCE. We are wishing Susan a

speedy and full recovery!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1075. Susan Brantley

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 13:31:18

Subject: Susan Brantley

Attachment: image001.png

I am sorry to report that Susan Brantley had a very unfortunate accident last week. While assisting

at Bible school she fell. She underwent surgery and now has pins and rods in both the right and

left femurs. Regretfully Susan won’t be able to attend this week’s HLT meeting or the Board retreat

because she is in rehab. We sincerely hope she can attend FNCE. We are wishing Susan a

speedy and full recovery!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 
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 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1076. FW: Introducing two favorites...

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 11:18:27

Subject: FW: Introducing two favorites...

Attachment: image001.png

fyi

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Gus Schumacher [mailto:gus@wholesomewave.org]  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 9:24 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: sara.beckwith@dc.gov 

 Subject: Re: Introducing two favorites...

 

 

Sara, 

 

 

  Mary Pat, so many thanks for introducing me to Sara-. 
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  Sara, I am close by in DC and would be pleased to drop by briefly for a short coffee--I used to

work at USDA some years back when we development the Senior Farmers Market Nutrition

program and have also worked with the City Council on the DC Produce Plus program. 

 

 

  Is there a day and time later this week that would be convenient for a short stop by--am headed

to Chicago June 26th for the Academy's Foundation Board meeting and would be pleased to

receive some insights on your DC and national work on SNAP ED. 

 

 

   Sincerely, 

 

 

   Gus Schumacher 202-549-3308

 

   Gus@wholesomewave.org

 

   www@wholesomewave.org '

 

 

 

On Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 9:13 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Sara and Gus,

 

I want to connect you two on Farmers Markets and nutrition education.  You are both stars in this

area.

 

 

Sara Beckwith has wonderful experience in nutrition education and is current chair of the national

snap-ed group.

 

 

Gus Schumacher is the champion of helping persons have access to fresh produce and a new

member of the Academy Foundation BOD. 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 
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Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
On Jun 12, 2017, at 8:53 AM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:

 

Mary Pat,  

 

  Good morning, would be terrific to receive an Intro to DC SNAP ED and also WIC Director for

DC--some $2 million in USDA SNAP, WIC and Senior vouchers plus DC Produce Plus now

available in 2017 and also for 2018 for promoting nutrition vouchers at DC farmers markets--

chunky--68 fruit and veggie farmers are delighted with the revenue as are some 15,000

recepients--

 

 

Gus

 

 

On Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 8:50 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks for sharing.  Let me know if you want to connect with the SNAP-Ed director for DC.  Sara

Beckwith also has great WIC experience.

 

 

I enjoyed the Anne Arundel Farmer’s market this weekend.  J

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

 

 

Nice pictures Gus! Thanks for passing this along!

 
 
On Jun 11, 2017, at 7:11 PM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:

 

Donna and colleagues, 

 

 

    Ref: Academy Member--Jessie Lupo--Dupont Farmers Market-June 11th

 

 

    Good morning, I think the pictures I tried to attach to my note over the weekend didn't attach-

here are the pictures of Academy Member, Jessie Lupo, RDN,LDN,CLC, working with frujit and

veggie farmers at the Dupont Farmers Market in DC to update them on WIC and Senior FMNP

vouchers distribution which starts shortly--farmers were pleased with her visit--some 68 fruit and

veggie farmers at some 50 DC  farmers markets are eligible to receive these USDA vouchers in

2017--
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     DC Dept of Health staff do a solid job of working with farmers and WIC families. 

 

 

     Some 20,000 farmers around the country at some 46 states are accepting USDA WIC and

Senior nutrition vouchers--and a # accepting WIC Cash Value Vouchers--

 

 

     Academy members such as Jessie Lupo doing an excellent job of promotion of these nutrition

incentives, including on the weekends. 

 

 

     Gus

 

 

<image.png>
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1077. RE: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 10:35:19

Subject: RE: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

Attachment: image001.png

I connected him with Sara as well.  J

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 9:45 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Gus Schumacher

<gus@wholesomewave.org>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org> 

 Subject: Re: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

 

 

By the way Jessie is an Academy member! 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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On Jun 12, 2017, at 8:51 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks for sharing.  Let me know if you want to connect with the SNAP-Ed director for DC.  Sara

Beckwith also has great WIC experience.

 

 

I enjoyed the Anne Arundel Farmer’s market this weekend.  J

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

 

 

Nice pictures Gus! Thanks for passing this along!

 
 
On Jun 11, 2017, at 7:11 PM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:
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Donna and colleagues, 

 

 

    Ref: Academy Member--Jessie Lupo--Dupont Farmers Market-June 11th

 

 

    Good morning, I think the pictures I tried to attach to my note over the weekend didn't attach-

here are the pictures of Academy Member, Jessie Lupo, RDN,LDN,CLC, working with frujit and

veggie farmers at the Dupont Farmers Market in DC to update them on WIC and Senior FMNP

vouchers distribution which starts shortly--farmers were pleased with her visit--some 68 fruit and

veggie farmers at some 50 DC  farmers markets are eligible to receive these USDA vouchers in

2017--

 

 

     DC Dept of Health staff do a solid job of working with farmers and WIC families. 

 

 

     Some 20,000 farmers around the country at some 46 states are accepting USDA WIC and

Senior nutrition vouchers--and a # accepting WIC Cash Value Vouchers--

 

 

     Academy members such as Jessie Lupo doing an excellent job of promotion of these nutrition

incentives, including on the weekends. 

 

 

     Gus
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1078. Travel for Catawba

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Cc: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, jdodd@pitt.edu <jdodd@pitt.edu>,

Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 09:47:45

Subject: Travel for Catawba

Attachment: image001.png

Good morning.  We look forward to a productive and fun trip to Catawba.  Please go ahead and

book your travel using the below instructions.  Susan has generously arranged a cruise on the

Stouffer yacht so please select flights that allow you to arrive prior to 12 noon on Wednesday,

August 23rd.  A more detailed agenda will be sent in advance of our time together, but please plan

your departures after 4 pm on Thursday, August 24th.  Attire for the meeting is casual.  

 

To book your travel through the Academy’s travel service, click on

www.atcmeetings.com/Academy and login using your email address and the password.  When

you reach the purchase trip page, select Academy Foundation Miscellaneous Travel from the

drop-down menu, enter the GL Code 3018399.  If you wish to book your travel on your own,

please submit your expenses for reimbursement after the conclusion of the meeting.  

 

If you do NOT have a traveler profile, please click HERE to complete a profile request form.

 

 

Booking Your Travel with an Agent ($33 service fee)

 

1)      Book your travel whenever possible Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.m.

and 7:00 p.m.  EST.

 

2)      For agent assisted booking, call ATC Travel Management at 800/458-9383 or 703/253-

6004.  You may also reach ATC via email at reservations@atcmeetings.com.

 

3)      Provide the agent with the Meeting Name, GL Code, and Meeting Authorization Code listed

above.

 

Thank you!
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Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1079. Re: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Gus Schumacher

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 09:45:02

Subject: Re: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

Attachment: image001.png

By the way Jessie is an Academy member!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 12, 2017, at 8:51 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thanks for sharing.  Let me know if you want to connect with the SNAP-Ed director for DC.  Sara

Beckwith also has great WIC experience.

 

 

I enjoyed the Anne Arundel Farmer’s market this weekend.  J

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

 

 

Nice pictures Gus! Thanks for passing this along!

 
 
On Jun 11, 2017, at 7:11 PM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:

 

Donna and colleagues, 

 

 

    Ref: Academy Member--Jessie Lupo--Dupont Farmers Market-June 11th

 

 

    Good morning, I think the pictures I tried to attach to my note over the weekend didn't attach-

here are the pictures of Academy Member, Jessie Lupo, RDN,LDN,CLC, working with frujit and

veggie farmers at the Dupont Farmers Market in DC to update them on WIC and Senior FMNP

vouchers distribution which starts shortly--farmers were pleased with her visit--some 68 fruit and

veggie farmers at some 50 DC  farmers markets are eligible to receive these USDA vouchers in

2017--

 

 

     DC Dept of Health staff do a solid job of working with farmers and WIC families. 

 

 

     Some 20,000 farmers around the country at some 46 states are accepting USDA WIC and

Senior nutrition vouchers--and a # accepting WIC Cash Value Vouchers--

 

 

     Academy members such as Jessie Lupo doing an excellent job of promotion of these nutrition

incentives, including on the weekends. 

 

 

     Gus
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1080. RE: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Gus Schumacher

<gus@wholesomewave.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

(jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 08:51:11

Subject: RE: DuPont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks for sharing.  Let me know if you want to connect with the SNAP-Ed director for DC.  Sara

Beckwith also has great WIC experience.

 

 

I enjoyed the Anne Arundel Farmer’s market this weekend.  J

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th
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Nice pictures Gus! Thanks for passing this along!

 
 
On Jun 11, 2017, at 7:11 PM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:

 

Donna and colleagues, 

 

 

    Ref: Academy Member--Jessie Lupo--Dupont Farmers Market-June 11th

 

 

    Good morning, I think the pictures I tried to attach to my note over the weekend didn't attach-

here are the pictures of Academy Member, Jessie Lupo, RDN,LDN,CLC, working with frujit and

veggie farmers at the Dupont Farmers Market in DC to update them on WIC and Senior FMNP

vouchers distribution which starts shortly--farmers were pleased with her visit--some 68 fruit and

veggie farmers at some 50 DC  farmers markets are eligible to receive these USDA vouchers in

2017--

 

 

     DC Dept of Health staff do a solid job of working with farmers and WIC families. 

 

 

     Some 20,000 farmers around the country at some 46 states are accepting USDA WIC and

Senior nutrition vouchers--and a # accepting WIC Cash Value Vouchers--

 

 

     Academy members such as Jessie Lupo doing an excellent job of promotion of these nutrition

incentives, including on the weekends. 

 

 

     Gus
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1081. Re: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

(jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 08:45:53

Subject: Re: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

Attachment: image.png

Nice pictures Gus! Thanks for passing this along! 
 
On Jun 11, 2017, at 7:11 PM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:  
 

Donna and colleagues,  
 

    Ref: Academy Member--Jessie Lupo--Dupont Farmers Market-June 11th
 

    Good morning, I think the pictures I tried to attach to my note over the weekend didn't attach-

here are the pictures of Academy Member, Jessie Lupo, RDN,LDN,CLC, working with frujit and

veggie farmers at the Dupont Farmers Market in DC to update them on WIC and Senior FMNP

vouchers distribution which starts shortly--farmers were pleased with her visit--some 68 fruit and

veggie farmers at some 50 DC  farmers markets are eligible to receive these USDA vouchers in

2017-- 
 

     DC Dept of Health staff do a solid job of working with farmers and WIC families.  
 

     Some 20,000 farmers around the country at some 46 states are accepting USDA WIC and

Senior nutrition vouchers--and a # accepting WIC Cash Value Vouchers-- 
 

     Academy members such as Jessie Lupo doing an excellent job of promotion of these nutrition

incentives, including on the weekends.  
 

     Gus 
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1082. Tomorrow, June 13- Evidence Based Nutrition Webinar!

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 12, 2017 06:07:27

Subject: Tomorrow, June 13- Evidence Based Nutrition Webinar!

Attachment:

Tomorrow, June 13- Evidence Based Nutrition Webinar! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
Evidence Based Nutrition: Using Scientific Evidence to Inform Clinical Practice

 

Date: Tuesday, June 13, 2017, 12 PM CST (1 hour event) 

 CPEU Hours: 1.0 

 CPE Level: 2 

  

Evidence based practice is considered the standard of care across health-care disciplines.

Unfortunately, most practicing RDs were not taught the foundations of the evidence based process

(the 5-Step Process and critical appraisal). Thus, while most RDs want and attempt to incorporate

evidence into their clinical practice, the process is arduous and inefficient. We will present the 5-

Step Process as a mechanism for practicing evidence based nutrition with emphasis on acquiring

and critiquing evidence. The necessity of using evidence to inform clinical decisions will be

identified. The 5-Step Process will be described, and how-to guidance will be provided for each

step. The evidence based hierarchy will be discussed, and strategies for efficiently locating

evidence will be presented. Resources for critically appraising the literature, and practical

strategies for incorporating evidence into the Nutrition Care Process will reviewed. 

  

Learning Objectives:

 

Explain the importance of integrating scientific evidence with experience and patient

preferences when developing recommendations for patient care or public health practice. 

Implement the 5-step process of evidence based practice. 

Identify and appraise appropriate sources of scientific evidence. 
 
Speaker:

 Dr. Teresa A. Marshall, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND coordinates and teaches the nutrition

curriculum, and has led a team to design and implement an evidence based dentistry (EBD)

curriculum within the University of Iowas College of Dentistry. Dr. Marshalls primary research

interests focus on the relationships among diet, nutrition, oral health, and systemic health. She is a
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research editor for the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and a reviewer for

multiple nutrition and dental journals.  REGISTER HERE!  

If your schedule changes and you cannot attend, note that the webinar will be recorded and

available at eatrightPRO for self-study.

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1083. Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 11, 2017 19:11:21

Subject: Dupont Farmers Market-Sunday-June 11th

Attachment: image.png

Donna and colleagues,  
 

    Ref: Academy Member--Jessie Lupo--Dupont Farmers Market-June 11th
 

    Good morning, I think the pictures I tried to attach to my note over the weekend didn't attach-

here are the pictures of Academy Member, Jessie Lupo, RDN,LDN,CLC, working with frujit and

veggie farmers at the Dupont Farmers Market in DC to update them on WIC and Senior FMNP

vouchers distribution which starts shortly--farmers were pleased with her visit--some 68 fruit and

veggie farmers at some 50 DC  farmers markets are eligible to receive these USDA vouchers in

2017-- 
 

     DC Dept of Health staff do a solid job of working with farmers and WIC families.  
 

     Some 20,000 farmers around the country at some 46 states are accepting USDA WIC and

Senior nutrition vouchers--and a # accepting WIC Cash Value Vouchers-- 
 

     Academy members such as Jessie Lupo doing an excellent job of promotion of these nutrition

incentives, including on the weekends.  
 

     Gus 
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1084. Re: Member: DC Dept of Health--Nutritionist

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 11, 2017 14:10:16

Subject: Re: Member: DC Dept of Health--Nutritionist

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Barbara. That is exactly what I needed. You could have waited until Monday to check, but

thanks. I am having a blast so far. Just got back from speaking at the Arizona Affiliate and only

50% of their RDN's  are members. Talked to the incoming President about having Membership as

a goal. She loved the idea. We will see where it goes from here?  Thanks again for the quick

response.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 11, 2017, at 11:47 AM, Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Donna:

 

Hope your first days of Academy Presidency are going well. 

I found a Jessie Lupo at the address below and she is an Academy member.  Let me know if you

need anything else, Barbara

 

 

Jessie L Lupo RDN 

 1443 East Capitol Street SE 

 Apt. # 3 

 Washington, DC 20003

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Saturday, June 10, 2017 4:30 AM 

 To: Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Fwd: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

 

 

Barbara, Hope you are having a good weekend or had a good weekend depending in when you

read this email. Can you check to see if Jessie Lupo is a member of the Academy and let me

know?  See below.  Thanks! 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Date: June 9, 2017 at 7:25:59 PM MST 

 To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Subject: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

 

Donna and Mary Pat,  

 

  Delighted to see  Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC supporting DC Farmers Markets on a Saturday. 

 

 

 Will try and meet her at the markets June 10th and get some pictures. Impressive work on a

weekend. Hope she is a member of the Academy. 

 

 

  Gus

 

 

Good evening Farmers and Market Managers,

 

 

First and foremost, I apologize for the late email.
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We received most of our FMNP/PP stamps and posters this week, so we are going to make some

trips out to the markets this weekend to hand deliver material to participating farmers. Please take

a look at the attachment to see if the market you participate in is on the list.  If it is not, we will

reach you during a weekday or weekend market next week. I will send out delivery schedules

throughout the week to alert farmers and market managers.

 

 

The delivers this weekend will be either myself, a DOH courier by the name of Melissa or Christi

Dorsey.

 

 

The materials being delivered will be:

 

·         FMNP stamps,

 

·         Produce Plus Stamps

 

·         Authorized FMNP Farmer Posters

 

·         Authorized FMNP Food List Posters

 

·         Justice for All posters

 

 

We are short on the authorized FMNP food list poster, so not all farmers will receive one during

this delivery. Also, some stamps still have not arrived, so if you only receive one or none, they will

be coming shortly and we will mail them through the postal mail.

 
 
If you have any questions, please get in touch with me! Looking forward to meeting some of
you tomorrow.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Jessie

 

 

Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC
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Public Health Nutritionist

 

DC WIC State Agency

 

District of Columbia Department of Health (DOH)

 

Government of the District of Columbia

 

899 N. Capitol St., NE

 

Washington, DC 20002

 
202-535-2993 voice

 
202-535-1710 fax

 
jessie.lupo@dc.gov

 
www.doh.dc.gov
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1085. Member: DC Dept of Health--Nutritionist

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 11, 2017 11:47:03

Subject: Member: DC Dept of Health--Nutritionist

Attachment: image001.png

Donna:

 

Hope your first days of Academy Presidency are going well. 

I found a Jessie Lupo at the address below and she is an Academy member.  Let me know if you

need anything else, Barbara

 

 

Jessie L Lupo RDN 

 1443 East Capitol Street SE 

 Apt. # 3 

 Washington, DC 20003

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Saturday, June 10, 2017 4:30 AM 

 To: Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Fwd: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

 

 

Barbara, Hope you are having a good weekend or had a good weekend depending in when you

read this email. Can you check to see if Jessie Lupo is a member of the Academy and let me

know?  See below.  Thanks! 
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Date: June 9, 2017 at 7:25:59 PM MST 

 To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Subject: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

 

Donna and Mary Pat,  

 

  Delighted to see  Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC supporting DC Farmers Markets on a Saturday. 

 

 

 Will try and meet her at the markets June 10th and get some pictures. Impressive work on a

weekend. Hope she is a member of the Academy. 

 

 

  Gus

 

 

Good evening Farmers and Market Managers,

 

 

First and foremost, I apologize for the late email.

 

 

We received most of our FMNP/PP stamps and posters this week, so we are going to make some

trips out to the markets this weekend to hand deliver material to participating farmers. Please take

a look at the attachment to see if the market you participate in is on the list.  If it is not, we will

reach you during a weekday or weekend market next week. I will send out delivery schedules

throughout the week to alert farmers and market managers.

 

 

The delivers this weekend will be either myself, a DOH courier by the name of Melissa or Christi

Dorsey.
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The materials being delivered will be:

 

·         FMNP stamps,

 

·         Produce Plus Stamps

 

·         Authorized FMNP Farmer Posters

 

·         Authorized FMNP Food List Posters

 

·         Justice for All posters

 

 

We are short on the authorized FMNP food list poster, so not all farmers will receive one during

this delivery. Also, some stamps still have not arrived, so if you only receive one or none, they will

be coming shortly and we will mail them through the postal mail.

 
 
If you have any questions, please get in touch with me! Looking forward to meeting some of
you tomorrow.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Jessie

 

 

Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC

 

Public Health Nutritionist

 

DC WIC State Agency

 

District of Columbia Department of Health (DOH)

 

Government of the District of Columbia

 

899 N. Capitol St., NE

 

Washington, DC 20002
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202-535-2993 voice

 
202-535-1710 fax

 
jessie.lupo@dc.gov

 
www.doh.dc.gov
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1086. Re: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and Reminder on

June 24th Race for a Cure

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 10, 2017 11:22:20

Subject: Re: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure

Attachment:

I know, even though it was meant not to be. I'll be sure to call her.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 10, 2017, at 7:49 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I have been trying to stay in touch with Diane. Hope to make it to Atlanta to spend the day with her

soon. She still talks about losing the election everytime I talk to her.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 9, 2017, at 6:36 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Thank you so much for sharing this and future updates, Pat. Incredibly moving stories of resilience

and the power of family and positivity! Keeping Diane and her family in constant prayer and

thoughts.  

 

Mary  

On Jun 9, 2017, at 6:54 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  

 

I'm sure you also get the updates. Be sure to look at her beautiful wedding photo below.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  
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Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: "Paul Heller" <profheller@gmail.com>  

To: " profheller@gmail.com" <profheller@gmail.com>  

Cc: " dwheller@mindspring.com" <dwheller@mindspring.com>  

Subject: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure 

 

<image003.png>Dear Family and Friends,

 

Diane Update:We wanted to share with you the recent picture we took in Asheville on May 31st

on our 30th Wedding Anniversary!

 

On Monday Diane had her 5th Chemotherapy treatment. Diane continues to be a trouper, as

despite trying everything but “the kitchen sink”, the nausea continues to make her continuously

uncomfortable during almost the entire three week period. In addition to the nausea, the chemo

creates havoc on the taste buds and very few foods are agreeable to her. The biggest recent

addition to her very limited diet is hot dogs! You might want to buy lots of shares of Oscar

Mayer/General Foods as I even see evidence of hot dog consumption in the middle of the night

with the frying pan left out dirty in the morning. She will have her last Chemo round June 26th and

her major surgery is scheduled for July 28th.

 

During her third week of Round 4 we traveled through North Carolina in route to celebrating our 30
th Wedding Anniversary in Asheville. We started in Raleigh to both (i) visit our nephew and niece

Justin/Meridith and their 3 young children (Wesley and Warren 6 month old twins along with older

sister Whitney, 3 years old) and (ii) drop off “Ace”, our stained glass German Shepherd who was

selected as part of a Gallery’s juried “Pets and People” exhibition during June. Diane and I are

miserable trying to figure out how we are going to survive a month without our pet dog. Next we

were very successful in leaving the Casino in Cherokee a few dollars ahead, after a couple days of

blackjack! Then an hour drive to Asheville to enjoy scenery, restaurants, and anticipated shopping

and browsing art galleries. You know Diane wasn’t herself when I didn’t have to spend hours

reading while she shopped … her total shopping time was about 45 minutes.

 

Supporting Breast Cancer Research: A reminder on Team “Fight Like Hell-er” race/walk June

24th in Atlanta. Daniel in conjunction with his brothers, have spearheaded this effort to create a

team for this year's Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. We are joining the fight against breast

cancer to help Komen fund local breast health initiatives and groundbreaking national research

that will make an impact right here in our local community.  Based on everyone’s generous

participation we are currently the 7th Top Fundraising team! We truly appreciate everyone’s

support!  We hope you can join us whether it is participating in the race or helping our team fund-
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raise. Just click on the link below and register for the Race for the Cure through "Join a Team."

 We will be providing t-shirts for all participants and donors, so please let me know what size shirt

you would like! Diane, Paul, Jay and Ross will be all be either running or walking race day. We will

be hosting a gathering after the race at the Corner Bakery Cafe at Lenox Square Mall (3368

Peachtree Road). If you haven’t done already, Please email Diane at

dwheller@mindspring.com with your T-Shirt Size (note that the race will also be providing a

separate T-Shirt).

 

Race Details

 

Saturday, June 24, 2017, Lenox Square, 3393 Peachtree Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30326

 

6:30 AM - Registration and Packet Pick-up Opens

 

7:30 AM - 1-Mile Walk Start

 

8:00 AM - 5k Run/Walk Start

 

8:45 AM - Awards and Post-Race Celebration 

9:45 AM - Survivor &Thriver Strut and Recognition Ceremony

 

Use link - http://www.info-

komen.org/site/TR/RacefortheCure/ATL_GreaterAtlantaAffiliate?pg=entry&fr_id=6729

 

 

Paul’s Been Influenced by Sheryl Sandberg’s Writings and Comments on Grief Connecting

Issues Related to Death and Serious Illness

 

In addition to Sheryl’s amazing book “Lean In”, she has just released a new book to address the

conversations around adversity entitled: “Option B: Facing Adversity, Building Resilence and

Finding Joy”. In conjunction with the book, Paul has had the opportunity to listen/read a podcast

with Katie Couric and a cover story in Time Magazine. She not only provides insights on how to

personally address grief, but discusses her beliefs on how people can best approach talking to,

deciding what to say to people in the midst of a significant death or illness/cancer. A couple of

comments that have resonated include:

 

·         “I thought back to a friend with late-state cancer telling me that for him the worst thing

people could say was, ‘It’s going to be OK’. He said the terrified voice in his head would wonder,

‘How do you know it’s going to be OK?’ ”.

 

·         “In the weeks after David died, I was shocked when I’d see friends who did not ask how I

was doing. I felt invisible, as if I were standing in front of them but they couldn’t see me”
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·         Paul Paraphrasing .. ‘People have difficulty trying to think of what to say .. I found people

expressing their difficulty in knowing what to say was fine, and asking “how I was today” sensitive

and caring’.

 

·         The importance of humor and finding joy despite the circumstances.
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1087. Re: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

Cc: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 10, 2017 09:47:44

Subject: Re: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

Attachment:

I think she might be a member of the practice group of the Academy that we discussed-Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition.

 

Enjoy your weekend!

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org

 

> On Jun 9, 2017, at 10:27 PM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:

>

> Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC
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1088. Re: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and Reminder on

June 24th Race for a Cure

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 10, 2017 08:49:41

Subject: Re: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure

Attachment:

I have been trying to stay in touch with Diane. Hope to make it to Atlanta to spend the day with her

soon. She still talks about losing the election everytime I talk to her.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 9, 2017, at 6:36 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Thank you so much for sharing this and future updates, Pat. Incredibly moving stories of resilience

and the power of family and positivity! Keeping Diane and her family in constant prayer and

thoughts.  

 

Mary  

On Jun 9, 2017, at 6:54 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  

 

I'm sure you also get the updates. Be sure to look at her beautiful wedding photo below.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: "Paul Heller" <profheller@gmail.com>  

To: " profheller@gmail.com" <profheller@gmail.com>  

Cc: " dwheller@mindspring.com" <dwheller@mindspring.com>  

Subject: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure 
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<image003.png>Dear Family and Friends,

 

Diane Update:We wanted to share with you the recent picture we took in Asheville on May 31st

on our 30th Wedding Anniversary!

 

On Monday Diane had her 5th Chemotherapy treatment. Diane continues to be a trouper, as

despite trying everything but “the kitchen sink”, the nausea continues to make her continuously

uncomfortable during almost the entire three week period. In addition to the nausea, the chemo

creates havoc on the taste buds and very few foods are agreeable to her. The biggest recent

addition to her very limited diet is hot dogs! You might want to buy lots of shares of Oscar

Mayer/General Foods as I even see evidence of hot dog consumption in the middle of the night

with the frying pan left out dirty in the morning. She will have her last Chemo round June 26th and

her major surgery is scheduled for July 28th.

 

During her third week of Round 4 we traveled through North Carolina in route to celebrating our 30
th Wedding Anniversary in Asheville. We started in Raleigh to both (i) visit our nephew and niece

Justin/Meridith and their 3 young children (Wesley and Warren 6 month old twins along with older

sister Whitney, 3 years old) and (ii) drop off “Ace”, our stained glass German Shepherd who was

selected as part of a Gallery’s juried “Pets and People” exhibition during June. Diane and I are

miserable trying to figure out how we are going to survive a month without our pet dog. Next we

were very successful in leaving the Casino in Cherokee a few dollars ahead, after a couple days of

blackjack! Then an hour drive to Asheville to enjoy scenery, restaurants, and anticipated shopping

and browsing art galleries. You know Diane wasn’t herself when I didn’t have to spend hours

reading while she shopped … her total shopping time was about 45 minutes.

 

Supporting Breast Cancer Research: A reminder on Team “Fight Like Hell-er” race/walk June

24th in Atlanta. Daniel in conjunction with his brothers, have spearheaded this effort to create a

team for this year's Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. We are joining the fight against breast

cancer to help Komen fund local breast health initiatives and groundbreaking national research

that will make an impact right here in our local community.  Based on everyone’s generous

participation we are currently the 7th Top Fundraising team! We truly appreciate everyone’s

support!  We hope you can join us whether it is participating in the race or helping our team fund-

raise. Just click on the link below and register for the Race for the Cure through "Join a Team."

 We will be providing t-shirts for all participants and donors, so please let me know what size shirt

you would like! Diane, Paul, Jay and Ross will be all be either running or walking race day. We will

be hosting a gathering after the race at the Corner Bakery Cafe at Lenox Square Mall (3368

Peachtree Road). If you haven’t done already, Please email Diane at

dwheller@mindspring.com with your T-Shirt Size (note that the race will also be providing a

separate T-Shirt).

 

Race Details
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Saturday, June 24, 2017, Lenox Square, 3393 Peachtree Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30326

 

6:30 AM - Registration and Packet Pick-up Opens

 

7:30 AM - 1-Mile Walk Start

 

8:00 AM - 5k Run/Walk Start

 

8:45 AM - Awards and Post-Race Celebration 

9:45 AM - Survivor &Thriver Strut and Recognition Ceremony

 

Use link - http://www.info-

komen.org/site/TR/RacefortheCure/ATL_GreaterAtlantaAffiliate?pg=entry&fr_id=6729

 

 

Paul’s Been Influenced by Sheryl Sandberg’s Writings and Comments on Grief Connecting

Issues Related to Death and Serious Illness

 

In addition to Sheryl’s amazing book “Lean In”, she has just released a new book to address the

conversations around adversity entitled: “Option B: Facing Adversity, Building Resilence and

Finding Joy”. In conjunction with the book, Paul has had the opportunity to listen/read a podcast

with Katie Couric and a cover story in Time Magazine. She not only provides insights on how to

personally address grief, but discusses her beliefs on how people can best approach talking to,

deciding what to say to people in the midst of a significant death or illness/cancer. A couple of

comments that have resonated include:

 

·         “I thought back to a friend with late-state cancer telling me that for him the worst thing

people could say was, ‘It’s going to be OK’. He said the terrified voice in his head would wonder,

‘How do you know it’s going to be OK?’ ”.

 

·         “In the weeks after David died, I was shocked when I’d see friends who did not ask how I

was doing. I felt invisible, as if I were standing in front of them but they couldn’t see me”

 

·         Paul Paraphrasing .. ‘People have difficulty trying to think of what to say .. I found people

expressing their difficulty in knowing what to say was fine, and asking “how I was today” sensitive

and caring’.

 

·         The importance of humor and finding joy despite the circumstances.
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1089. Fwd: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 10, 2017 05:30:28

Subject: Fwd: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

Attachment:

Barbara, Hope you are having a good weekend or had a good weekend depending in when you

read this email. Can you check to see if Jessie Lupo is a member of the Academy and let me

know?  See below.  Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

Date: June 9, 2017 at 7:25:59 PM MST  

To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Subject: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist 

 

Donna and Mary Pat,  
 

  Delighted to see  Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC supporting DC Farmers Markets on a Saturday.  
 

 Will try and meet her at the markets June 10th and get some pictures. Impressive work on a

weekend. Hope she is a member of the Academy.  
 

  Gus 
 

Good evening Farmers and Market Managers,

 

 

First and foremost, I apologize for the late email.

 

 

We received most of our FMNP/PP stamps and posters this week, so we are going to make some

trips out to the markets this weekend to hand deliver material to participating farmers. Please take

a look at the attachment to see if the market you participate in is on the list.  If it is not, we will

reach you during a weekday or weekend market next week. I will send out delivery schedules

throughout the week to alert farmers and market managers.
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The delivers this weekend will be either myself, a DOH courier by the name of Melissa or Christi

Dorsey.

 

 

The materials being delivered will be:

 

·         FMNP stamps,

 

·         Produce Plus Stamps

 

·         Authorized FMNP Farmer Posters

 

·         Authorized FMNP Food List Posters

 

·         Justice for All posters

 

 

We are short on the authorized FMNP food list poster, so not all farmers will receive one during

this delivery. Also, some stamps still have not arrived, so if you only receive one or none, they will

be coming shortly and we will mail them through the postal mail.

 
 
If you have any questions, please get in touch with me! Looking forward to meeting some of
you tomorrow.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Jessie

 

 

Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC

 

Public Health Nutritionist

 

DC WIC State Agency

 

District of Columbia Department of Health (DOH)
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Government of the District of Columbia

 

899 N. Capitol St., NE

 

Washington, DC 20002

 
202-535-2993 voice

 
202-535-1710 fax

 
jessie.lupo@dc.gov

 
www.doh.dc.gov
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1090. DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 22:26:29

Subject: DC Dept of Health--Nutritrionist

Attachment:

Donna and Mary Pat,  
 

  Delighted to see  Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC supporting DC Farmers Markets on a Saturday.  
 

 Will try and meet her at the markets June 10th and get some pictures. Impressive work on a

weekend. Hope she is a member of the Academy.  
 

  Gus 
 

Good evening Farmers and Market Managers,

 

First and foremost, I apologize for the late email.

 

We received most of our FMNP/PP stamps and posters this week, so we are going to make some

trips out to the markets this weekend to hand deliver material to participating farmers. Please take

a look at the attachment to see if the market you participate in is on the list.  If it is not, we will

reach you during a weekday or weekend market next week. I will send out delivery schedules

throughout the week to alert farmers and market managers.

 

The delivers this weekend will be either myself, a DOH courier by the name of Melissa or Christi

Dorsey.

 

The materials being delivered will be:

·         FMNP stamps,

·         Produce Plus Stamps

·         Authorized FMNP Farmer Posters

·         Authorized FMNP Food List Posters

·         Justice for All posters

 

We are short on the authorized FMNP food list poster, so not all farmers will receive one during

this delivery. Also, some stamps still have not arrived, so if you only receive one or none, they will

be coming shortly and we will mail them through the postal mail.
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If you have any questions, please get in touch with me! Looking forward to meeting some of
you tomorrow.

 

Thanks,

 

Jessie

 

Jessie Lupo, RD, LDN, CLC

Public Health Nutritionist

DC WIC State Agency

District of Columbia Department of Health (DOH)

Government of the District of Columbia

899 N. Capitol St., NE

Washington, DC 20002
202-535-2993 voice
202-535-1710 fax
jessie.lupo@dc.gov
www.doh.dc.gov
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1091. Re: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and Reminder on

June 24th Race for a Cure

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 21:36:45

Subject: Re: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure

Attachment: image003.png

Thank you so much for sharing this and future updates, Pat. Incredibly moving stories of resilience

and the power of family and positivity! Keeping Diane and her family in constant prayer and

thoughts.  

 

Mary  

On Jun 9, 2017, at 6:54 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  

 

I'm sure you also get the updates. Be sure to look at her beautiful wedding photo below.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: "Paul Heller" <profheller@gmail.com>  

To: " profheller@gmail.com" <profheller@gmail.com>  

Cc: " dwheller@mindspring.com" <dwheller@mindspring.com>  

Subject: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure 

 

<image003.png>Dear Family and Friends,

 

Diane Update:We wanted to share with you the recent picture we took in Asheville on May 31st

on our 30th Wedding Anniversary!

 

On Monday Diane had her 5th Chemotherapy treatment. Diane continues to be a trouper, as

despite trying everything but “the kitchen sink”, the nausea continues to make her continuously
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uncomfortable during almost the entire three week period. In addition to the nausea, the chemo

creates havoc on the taste buds and very few foods are agreeable to her. The biggest recent

addition to her very limited diet is hot dogs! You might want to buy lots of shares of Oscar

Mayer/General Foods as I even see evidence of hot dog consumption in the middle of the night

with the frying pan left out dirty in the morning. She will have her last Chemo round June 26th and

her major surgery is scheduled for July 28th.

 

During her third week of Round 4 we traveled through North Carolina in route to celebrating our 30
th Wedding Anniversary in Asheville. We started in Raleigh to both (i) visit our nephew and niece

Justin/Meridith and their 3 young children (Wesley and Warren 6 month old twins along with older

sister Whitney, 3 years old) and (ii) drop off “Ace”, our stained glass German Shepherd who was

selected as part of a Gallery’s juried “Pets and People” exhibition during June. Diane and I are

miserable trying to figure out how we are going to survive a month without our pet dog. Next we

were very successful in leaving the Casino in Cherokee a few dollars ahead, after a couple days of

blackjack! Then an hour drive to Asheville to enjoy scenery, restaurants, and anticipated shopping

and browsing art galleries. You know Diane wasn’t herself when I didn’t have to spend hours

reading while she shopped … her total shopping time was about 45 minutes.

 

Supporting Breast Cancer Research: A reminder on Team “Fight Like Hell-er” race/walk June

24th in Atlanta. Daniel in conjunction with his brothers, have spearheaded this effort to create a

team for this year's Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. We are joining the fight against breast

cancer to help Komen fund local breast health initiatives and groundbreaking national research

that will make an impact right here in our local community.  Based on everyone’s generous

participation we are currently the 7th Top Fundraising team! We truly appreciate everyone’s

support!  We hope you can join us whether it is participating in the race or helping our team fund-

raise. Just click on the link below and register for the Race for the Cure through "Join a Team."

 We will be providing t-shirts for all participants and donors, so please let me know what size shirt

you would like! Diane, Paul, Jay and Ross will be all be either running or walking race day. We will

be hosting a gathering after the race at the Corner Bakery Cafe at Lenox Square Mall (3368

Peachtree Road). If you haven’t done already, Please email Diane at

dwheller@mindspring.com with your T-Shirt Size (note that the race will also be providing a

separate T-Shirt).

 

Race Details

 

Saturday, June 24, 2017, Lenox Square, 3393 Peachtree Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30326

 

6:30 AM - Registration and Packet Pick-up Opens

 

7:30 AM - 1-Mile Walk Start
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8:00 AM - 5k Run/Walk Start

 

8:45 AM - Awards and Post-Race Celebration 

9:45 AM - Survivor &Thriver Strut and Recognition Ceremony

 

Use link - http://www.info-

komen.org/site/TR/RacefortheCure/ATL_GreaterAtlantaAffiliate?pg=entry&fr_id=6729

 

 

Paul’s Been Influenced by Sheryl Sandberg’s Writings and Comments on Grief Connecting

Issues Related to Death and Serious Illness

 

In addition to Sheryl’s amazing book “Lean In”, she has just released a new book to address the

conversations around adversity entitled: “Option B: Facing Adversity, Building Resilence and

Finding Joy”. In conjunction with the book, Paul has had the opportunity to listen/read a podcast

with Katie Couric and a cover story in Time Magazine. She not only provides insights on how to

personally address grief, but discusses her beliefs on how people can best approach talking to,

deciding what to say to people in the midst of a significant death or illness/cancer. A couple of

comments that have resonated include:

 

·         “I thought back to a friend with late-state cancer telling me that for him the worst thing

people could say was, ‘It’s going to be OK’. He said the terrified voice in his head would wonder,

‘How do you know it’s going to be OK?’ ”.

 

·         “In the weeks after David died, I was shocked when I’d see friends who did not ask how I

was doing. I felt invisible, as if I were standing in front of them but they couldn’t see me”

 

·         Paul Paraphrasing .. ‘People have difficulty trying to think of what to say .. I found people

expressing their difficulty in knowing what to say was fine, and asking “how I was today” sensitive

and caring’.

 

·         The importance of humor and finding joy despite the circumstances.
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1092. Fwd: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and Reminder

on June 24th Race for a Cure

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 19:55:01

Subject: Fwd: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure

Attachment: image003.png

I'm sure you also get the updates. Be sure to look at her beautiful wedding photo below.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: "Paul Heller" <profheller@gmail.com>  

To: " profheller@gmail.com" <profheller@gmail.com>  

Cc: " dwheller@mindspring.com" <dwheller@mindspring.com>  

Subject: Diane Update: Round 5 Underway, Asheville 30th Anniversary Photo and

Reminder on June 24th Race for a Cure 

 

Dear Family and Friends,

 

Diane Update:We wanted to share with you the recent picture we took in Asheville on May 31st

on our 30th Wedding Anniversary!

 

On Monday Diane had her 5th Chemotherapy treatment. Diane continues to be a trouper, as

despite trying everything but “the kitchen sink”, the nausea continues to make her continuously

uncomfortable during almost the entire three week period. In addition to the nausea, the chemo

creates havoc on the taste buds and very few foods are agreeable to her. The biggest recent

addition to her very limited diet is hot dogs! You might want to buy lots of shares of Oscar

Mayer/General Foods as I even see evidence of hot dog consumption in the middle of the night

with the frying pan left out dirty in the morning. She will have her last Chemo round June 26th and

her major surgery is scheduled for July 28th.
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During her third week of Round 4 we traveled through North Carolina in route to celebrating our 30
th Wedding Anniversary in Asheville. We started in Raleigh to both (i) visit our nephew and niece

Justin/Meridith and their 3 young children (Wesley and Warren 6 month old twins along with older

sister Whitney, 3 years old) and (ii) drop off “Ace”, our stained glass German Shepherd who was

selected as part of a Gallery’s juried “Pets and People” exhibition during June. Diane and I are

miserable trying to figure out how we are going to survive a month without our pet dog. Next we

were very successful in leaving the Casino in Cherokee a few dollars ahead, after a couple days of

blackjack! Then an hour drive to Asheville to enjoy scenery, restaurants, and anticipated shopping

and browsing art galleries. You know Diane wasn’t herself when I didn’t have to spend hours

reading while she shopped … her total shopping time was about 45 minutes.

 

Supporting Breast Cancer Research: A reminder on Team “Fight Like Hell-er” race/walk June

24th in Atlanta. Daniel in conjunction with his brothers, have spearheaded this effort to create a

team for this year's Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. We are joining the fight against breast

cancer to help Komen fund local breast health initiatives and groundbreaking national research

that will make an impact right here in our local community.  Based on everyone’s generous

participation we are currently the 7th Top Fundraising team! We truly appreciate everyone’s

support!  We hope you can join us whether it is participating in the race or helping our team fund-

raise. Just click on the link below and register for the Race for the Cure through "Join a Team."

 We will be providing t-shirts for all participants and donors, so please let me know what size shirt

you would like! Diane, Paul, Jay and Ross will be all be either running or walking race day. We will

be hosting a gathering after the race at the Corner Bakery Cafe at Lenox Square Mall (3368

Peachtree Road). If you haven’t done already, Please email Diane at

dwheller@mindspring.com with your T-Shirt Size (note that the race will also be providing a

separate T-Shirt).

 

Race Details

 

Saturday, June 24, 2017, Lenox Square, 3393 Peachtree Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30326

 

6:30 AM - Registration and Packet Pick-up Opens

 

7:30 AM - 1-Mile Walk Start

 

8:00 AM - 5k Run/Walk Start

 

8:45 AM - Awards and Post-Race Celebration 

9:45 AM - Survivor &Thriver Strut and Recognition Ceremony

 

Use link - http://www.info-

komen.org/site/TR/RacefortheCure/ATL_GreaterAtlantaAffiliate?pg=entry&fr_id=6729
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Paul’s Been Influenced by Sheryl Sandberg’s Writings and Comments on Grief Connecting

Issues Related to Death and Serious Illness

 

In addition to Sheryl’s amazing book “Lean In”, she has just released a new book to address the

conversations around adversity entitled: “Option B: Facing Adversity, Building Resilence and

Finding Joy”. In conjunction with the book, Paul has had the opportunity to listen/read a podcast

with Katie Couric and a cover story in Time Magazine. She not only provides insights on how to

personally address grief, but discusses her beliefs on how people can best approach talking to,

deciding what to say to people in the midst of a significant death or illness/cancer. A couple of

comments that have resonated include:

 

·         “I thought back to a friend with late-state cancer telling me that for him the worst thing

people could say was, ‘It’s going to be OK’. He said the terrified voice in his head would wonder,

‘How do you know it’s going to be OK?’ ”.

 

·         “In the weeks after David died, I was shocked when I’d see friends who did not ask how I

was doing. I felt invisible, as if I were standing in front of them but they couldn’t see me”

 

·         Paul Paraphrasing .. ‘People have difficulty trying to think of what to say .. I found people

expressing their difficulty in knowing what to say was fine, and asking “how I was today” sensitive

and caring’.

 

·         The importance of humor and finding joy despite the circumstances.
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1093. Re: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Cc: Martin Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Babjak Patricia

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Russell Mary K. <peark02@outlook.com>,

Dantone JoJo <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Garner Margaret <mgarner@ua.edu>, Polly

Dianne <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Kyle Marcia <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Lites Michele D. <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Lites Michele D.

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Sauer Kevin <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Brantley Susan <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

Milton.stokes@monsanto.com <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Yadrick

Marty <myadrick@computrition.com>, Miranda Steven A.

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, amy.myrdal@comcast.net

<amy.myrdal@comcast.net>, Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>,

Visocan Barbara <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>, Blankenship Jeanne <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Schwaba Joan <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>, Schofield Marsha <mschofield@eatright.org>,

Whalen Mary Beth Beth <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Misfud Paul

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Gregoire Mary <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Reidy

Chris <CREIDY@eatright.org>, McCauley Sharon <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Burns Susan <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 19:44:43

Subject: Re: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

Attachment:

I am truly honored by their contribution in my name. Both states are wonderful examples to all

states and our members for their generosity and vision. Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE  

President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

Immediate past  President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105 

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073 

954-360-7883 

fax: 954-360-7884
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Sent from my iPad 
 
On Jun 9, 2017, at 7:07 PM, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> wrote:  
 

This is great news and I’m glad my home state and California are stepping up! Let the competition

begin ! :) 
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Past Speaker, House Of Delegates
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
www.NutritiousTable.com
linda.farr@me.com
 
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On Jun 9, 2017, at 4:58 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 

Good news indeed!  Thanks to Amy Mydal Miller for her leadership in this endeavor. Shout out to

Prez Lucille for doing their keynote and the extra $500. These states are leading by example and,

hopefully, this will encourage other affiliates to support the Secind Century also.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 9, 2017, at 2:43 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Dear Academy Board,  

 

I’m always happy to share good news about fundraising for the Second Century.  I wanted you to

know that the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation (CANDF) voted in May to

contribute $5,000 to the Academy Foundation’s Second Century Campaign.  In addition, the

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (CAND) contributed $500 in honor of Lucille

Beseler’s presentation at their Annual Conference and another $3,500 to match the generous

support of  their members who made individual donations to the Second Century.   
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We thank both CANDF and CAND for the $9,000 contribution and especially, Amy Myrdal Miller,

MS, RDN, FAND for her help in championing the Second Century to both organizations. Below is

a quote from Amy. 

 

“The Executive Board of the California Academy felt it was important for us to support the Second

Century because funds will be used to advance our profession and to create new opportunities for

members working here in the U.S. as well as globally. A donation to the Second Century

campaign shows you support the future of nutrition and dietetics and the collective success and

impact of our profession,” - Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND, Immediate Past President,

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

Four other states have joined with their donations, including a $7,500 gift from Texas. We look

forward to welcoming many more affiliates to the campaign.  If you are interested in knowing how

your state affiliate is supporting the campaign and would like to help encourage their gift, please

reach out to Foundation Annual Fund Manager, Paul Slomski ( pslomski@eatright.org).  Thank

you and have a wonderful weekend. 

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

<image001.jpg>

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4856 
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

<image002.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

<image002.png><image001.jpg> 
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1094. Re: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Martin Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Babjak Patricia <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Russell Mary K.

<peark02@outlook.com>, Beseler Lucille <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Dantone JoJo <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Garner Margaret <mgarner@ua.edu>, Polly

Dianne <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Kyle Marcia <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Lites Michele D. <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Lites Michele D.

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Sauer Kevin <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Brantley Susan <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

Milton.stokes@monsanto.com <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Yadrick

Marty <myadrick@computrition.com>, Miranda Steven A.

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, amy.myrdal@comcast.net

<amy.myrdal@comcast.net>, Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>,

Visocan Barbara <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>, Blankenship Jeanne <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Schwaba Joan <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>, Schofield Marsha <mschofield@eatright.org>,

Whalen Mary Beth Beth <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Misfud Paul

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Gregoire Mary <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Reidy

Chris <CREIDY@eatright.org>, McCauley Sharon <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Burns Susan <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 19:07:54

Subject: Re: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

Attachment:

This is great news and I’m glad my home state and California are stepping up! Let the competition

begin ! :) 
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Past Speaker, House Of Delegates
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 
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(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
www.NutritiousTable.com
linda.farr@me.com
 
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On Jun 9, 2017, at 4:58 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 

Good news indeed!  Thanks to Amy Mydal Miller for her leadership in this endeavor. Shout out to

Prez Lucille for doing their keynote and the extra $500. These states are leading by example and,

hopefully, this will encourage other affiliates to support the Secind Century also.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 9, 2017, at 2:43 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Dear Academy Board,  

 

I’m always happy to share good news about fundraising for the Second Century.  I wanted you to

know that the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation (CANDF) voted in May to

contribute $5,000 to the Academy Foundation’s Second Century Campaign.  In addition, the

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (CAND) contributed $500 in honor of Lucille

Beseler’s presentation at their Annual Conference and another $3,500 to match the generous

support of  their members who made individual donations to the Second Century.   

 

We thank both CANDF and CAND for the $9,000 contribution and especially, Amy Myrdal Miller,

MS, RDN, FAND for her help in championing the Second Century to both organizations. Below is

a quote from Amy. 

 

“The Executive Board of the California Academy felt it was important for us to support the Second

Century because funds will be used to advance our profession and to create new opportunities for

members working here in the U.S. as well as globally. A donation to the Second Century

campaign shows you support the future of nutrition and dietetics and the collective success and

impact of our profession,” - Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND, Immediate Past President,

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

Four other states have joined with their donations, including a $7,500 gift from Texas. We look

forward to welcoming many more affiliates to the campaign.  If you are interested in knowing how
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your state affiliate is supporting the campaign and would like to help encourage their gift, please

reach out to Foundation Annual Fund Manager, Paul Slomski ( pslomski@eatright.org).  Thank

you and have a wonderful weekend. 

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

<image001.jpg>

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4856 
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

<image002.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

<image002.png><image001.jpg> 
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1095. Re: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, amy.myrdal@comcast.net

<amy.myrdal@comcast.net>, Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>,

Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary

Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 17:58:31

Subject: Re: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Good news indeed!  Thanks to Amy Mydal Miller for her leadership in this endeavor. Shout out to

Prez Lucille for doing their keynote and the extra $500. These states are leading by example and,

hopefully, this will encourage other affiliates to support the Secind Century also.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 9, 2017, at 2:43 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Dear Academy Board, 
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I’m always happy to share good news about fundraising for the Second Century.  I wanted you to

know that the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation (CANDF) voted in May to

contribute $5,000 to the Academy Foundation’s Second Century Campaign.  In addition, the

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (CAND) contributed $500 in honor of Lucille

Beseler’s presentation at their Annual Conference and another $3,500 to match the generous

support of  their members who made individual donations to the Second Century.  

 

We thank both CANDF and CAND for the $9,000 contribution and especially, Amy Myrdal Miller,

MS, RDN, FAND for her help in championing the Second Century to both organizations. Below is

a quote from Amy.

 

 

“The Executive Board of the California Academy felt it was important for us to support the Second

Century because funds will be used to advance our profession and to create new opportunities for

members working here in the U.S. as well as globally. A donation to the Second Century

campaign shows you support the future of nutrition and dietetics and the collective success and

impact of our profession,” - Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND, Immediate Past President,

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

 

 

Four other states have joined with their donations, including a $7,500 gift from Texas. We look

forward to welcoming many more affiliates to the campaign.  If you are interested in knowing how

your state affiliate is supporting the campaign and would like to help encourage their gift, please

reach out to Foundation Annual Fund Manager, Paul Slomski (pslomski@eatright.org).  Thank you

and have a wonderful weekend.

 

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

<image001.jpg>

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

<image002.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1096. CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy

Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan Brantley'

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Steve Miranda'

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: amy.myrdal@comcast.net <amy.myrdal@comcast.net>, Alison Steiber

<ASteiber@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>,

Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris

Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 17:43:45

Subject: CANDF and CAND gifts to the Second Century

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Dear Academy Board, 

 

I’m always happy to share good news about fundraising for the Second Century.  I wanted you to

know that the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation (CANDF) voted in May to

contribute $5,000 to the Academy Foundation’s Second Century Campaign.  In addition, the

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (CAND) contributed $500 in honor of Lucille

Beseler’s presentation at their Annual Conference and another $3,500 to match the generous

support of  their members who made individual donations to the Second Century.  
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We thank both CANDF and CAND for the $9,000 contribution and especially, Amy Myrdal Miller,

MS, RDN, FAND for her help in championing the Second Century to both organizations. Below is

a quote from Amy.

 

 

“The Executive Board of the California Academy felt it was important for us to support the Second

Century because funds will be used to advance our profession and to create new opportunities for

members working here in the U.S. as well as globally. A donation to the Second Century

campaign shows you support the future of nutrition and dietetics and the collective success and

impact of our profession,” - Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND, Immediate Past President,

California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

 

 

Four other states have joined with their donations, including a $7,500 gift from Texas. We look

forward to welcoming many more affiliates to the campaign.  If you are interested in knowing how

your state affiliate is supporting the campaign and would like to help encourage their gift, please

reach out to Foundation Annual Fund Manager, Paul Slomski (pslomski@eatright.org).  Thank you

and have a wonderful weekend.

 

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1097. PPW 2017 Update

From: jblankenship@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 15:47:32

Subject: PPW 2017 Update

Attachment:

 
 

June 9, 2017

 
 
Dear Public Policy Workshop attendees,

 

PPW is 16 days away! 

Just Announced!  DC Walking History Tour – Sponsored by ANDPAC 

 Are you arriving at PPW early?  If you are looking for a way to get your steps in and find out more

about our nation’s capital – we have the solution!  Join us for a walking tour led by history buff and

Academy staff member Pepin Tuma.  The event will be held on Sunday, June 25 from 8 to 10

a.m.  A $25 dollar contribution to ANDPAC is requested and can be paid onsite.  Register for the

event today!

 

PPW Session 5: Ready Set Charge! 

 The recording of this webinar is now available for online viewing by clicking the link below:

 
Play recording 
 Note: The webinar viewing will require a live internet connection to play as it will stream directly
via the WebEx system.

 

The webinar has been converted to an mp4 and is loaded on the Public Policy Workshop

Community of Interest, PPW topic, PPW 2017 Recorded Webinars subtopic and finally by session

number and title in the subtopic.

 

Hill Visit Appointments 

 As a reminder, the Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) or designated alternate for each affiliate will

work with you to schedule all of the Hill visits for your group.  Attendees do not need to schedule

their own visits, unless this has been agreed upon with or requested by your PPC.  If you have not

connected with your PPC, please let me know.  A list of PPCs and their contact information is

available on the COI.  The PPW Tool Kit contains sample scripts for scheduling meetings that may

be useful.
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1.

2.

 

Be Prepared for PPW! 

 Have you logged into the Public Policy Workshop Community of Interest yet? The community of

interest (COI) is an online forum that will help all PPW attendees get up-to-date information about

the conference, download handouts and presentations, view recorded webinars, link up with other

PPW registrants and discover fun PPW activities! We have more than 100 attendees who have

not yet visited the Community of Interest. As a reminder, you are expected to view the pre-PPW

webinar recordings located in the Public Policy Community of Interest Library. 

  

You can access this PPW community at https://pia.webauthor.com/ To log in, enter your Academy

username and your Academy password (which you use to log into the member area of

EatrightPRO.org). If you questions, please contact me. 

  

Affiliate PPCs, DPG/MIG PALs Meeting Reminder – June 25th  

We will meet in the Constitution Room A at 1 p.m. to cover last minute details and instructions.

The agenda for the meeting is posted in the PPW COI.  Each PPC will receive his or her state’s

leave-behind packets for Congressional offices at the meeting. The packets are easy to recognize,

green folders for the House of Representatives and red folders for the Senate. 

  

The “Big Two” PPW Legislative Issues  

Are you prepared for your Hill visits? Be sure to listen to the Recorded Webinars located on the

PPW Community of Interest! As a reminder the two nutrition policy issues are:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill 

The final tools have been posted to the PPW COI. We anticipate having an action alert open

before you arrive in Washington, DC. It is imperative that Academy members send as many letters

as possible in advance of our Capitol Hill visits next week. Ask your friends and colleagues to take

action. Congress needs to know that over 300 participants at PPW represent 100,000 food and

nutrition professionals. This will get their attention.  

 

ANDPAC’s Power Breakfast Update 

 If you signed up for the ANDPAC’s Power Breakfast, your name will be added to the registration

list.  A confirmation email will be send to registrants prior to PPW.  A limited number of seats are

still available so if you wish to sign up, please  contact ANDPAC@eatright.org for additional

information.  

 

Are You a Nursing Mother? 

 If you are breastfeeding and you need access to a lactation room on Capitol Hill, we can help! We

need to know in advance in order to make reservations. Please email govaffairs@eatright.org  to

request this service.
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Please let me know if you have questions.  We look forward to seeing you on Sunday, June 25! 

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1098. Re: AACE Appointment

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, AND BOD Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 11:41:45

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment

Attachment:

One of the objectives of the Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee is to: 
 

1.     Develop a web-based educational module that will help AACE members obtain a certification

in nutrition.
 

Would it be appropriate  to offer them something that we have already developed?

 
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

On Jun 8, 2017, at 9:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Absolutely, that's our job, so let me know what the topic of discussion is for each meeting and we'll

prepare talking points and provide you with data. Thanks so much for accepting and for helping us

establish credibility with the group.  

Pat   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 6:47 PM, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com> wrote:  
 

I understand and am honored to fulfill both committee appointments.  I would ask that if and when

either committee asks me for research information, especially on obesity, would it be possible to

obtain help from the Academy in gathering that data?  
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Jo Jo  
 

On Jun 8, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Hello Jo Jo, 

 

The staff contact at AACE informed us that all business is conducted by teleconference only,

usually in the evening for one hour in duration. There are 2-4 calls maximum per committee

annually. You were selected to be the representative to both in an effort to reestablish the

Academy’s credibility after Susan’s interaction with the group related to forming a DCE network. 

 

Best regards,  

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org   

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image001.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

From: JoJo Dantone [ mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]   

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 4:06 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc:  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment 

 

Pat, 

 

I am honored to accept this appointment.  I wish to thank the Academy and all those who made

this decision for their faith in me to carry our touch to the next level with AACE. 

 

I have a few questions.  

 

Is the request from AACE for two different people to two different committees.  If I am

misunderstanding that, I apologize.  Would it be better to request a suggestion from the Weight

Management DPG for the AACE Obesity Scientific Committee? Otherwise, I will do my best to

cover two committees, but I feel that a WM representative may be more beneficial.  
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I do not know the time commitment necessary for either committee.  I will endeavor to find out.

 Are these committee appointments funded by the Academy or AACE? 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 

 

On Jun 7, 2017, at 3:35 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

 

Hi Jo Jo,  

 

As you know Susan Yake submitted names to the 4Ps for consideration to represent the Academy

on the AACE committees. Today the decision was made to appoint you as the Academy's advisor

on the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee.

 Please see the attached letters.  

 

Congratulations!  

Pat  

Patricia M. Babjak  

Chief Executive Officer  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org< mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>  

www.eatright.org< http://www.eatright.org/> |  www.eatrightPRO.org< http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

|  www.eatrightSTORE.org< http://www.eatrightstore.org/>  

[100Year_FINAL]  

DONATE< http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!  

 

<winmail.dat> 
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1099. 2017-18 Board Meetings Calendar

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 10:59:14

Subject: 2017-18 Board Meetings Calendar

Attachment: image001.png
2017-18 BOD Meetings Calendar 060917.pdf

Attached is a copy of the 2017-18 Board meetings calendar. Please save the dates on your

schedule. The calendar is also posted on the Board portal at

https://academybod.webauthor.com/modules/library/library.cfm?id=15249. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
2017-18 MEETINGS CALENDAR   


Revised 06-09-17 


DATE MEETING LOCATION 


May 18-20, 2017 
- Thursday, May 18 


- Arrive in morning to attend 
Ohio Affiliate meeting 


- 5:30 pm Foundation Second 
Century Reception 


- Friday, May 19  
- 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
- 6:30 pm Board Celebration 


Dinner 
- Saturday, May 20 


- 7:30 am – 11:30 am 


Board of Directors Meeting for incoming and 
current Board members 
(Incoming and current Board members to attend 
portions of the Ohio Affiliate meeting on 
Thursday, May 18 and the morning of Friday, 
May 19, as schedule permits) 


Cleveland, OH 


June 25-26, 2017 
- Sunday, June 25  
- Monday, June 26 


Public Policy Workshop 
(D. Martin, M. Russell, L. Beseler, D. Polly, M. 
Kyle, L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak) 


Washington, DC 


July 19-21, 2017 
- Wednesday, July 19 


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


- Thursday, July 20 
- 7:30 am- 3:00 pm  
- Group Event and Dinner 


- Friday, July 21 
      -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm 


Board of Directors Orientation and Retreat Austin, TX 


September 14-15, 2017 
- Thursday, September 14 


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


- Friday, September 15 
- 7:30 am – 2:30 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting Chicago, IL 


October 20-21, 2017 HOD Fall Meeting Chicago, IL 
October 21-24, 2017 Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo Chicago, IL 
Friday, January 19, 2018 


-     11:00 am - 1:00 pm CT 
Board of Directors Webinar Meeting 


January 26-28, 2018 HOD Leadership Team Winter Retreat (HLT Board 
members) 


Chicago, IL 


1 
Continued on next page







DATE MEETING LOCATION 


February 22-23, 2018 
- Thursday, February 22 


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


- Friday, February 23 
- 7:30 am – 2:30 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting Chicago, IL 


Friday, April 6, 2018 
-     11:00 am - 1:00 pm CT 


Board of Directors Webinar Meeting 


April 20, 2018 HOD Leadership Team Meeting (HLT Board 
members) 


Chicago, IL 


April 21-22, 2018 HOD Spring Virtual Meeting (HLT Board 
members attend in person.  All other Board 
members are welcome to attend virtually) 


Chicago, IL 


April 23, 2018 HOD Leadership Team Meeting (HLT Board 
members) 


Chicago, IL 


May 10-11, 2018 
- Thursday, May 10 


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Board Celebration Dinner 


- Friday, May 11 
- 7:30 am – 2:30 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting for incoming and 
current Board members 


Chicago, IL 


2 





		BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

		2017-18 MEETINGS CALENDAR    



2017-18 BOD Meetings Calendar 060917.pdf



 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1100. Re: Gus

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 10:08:16

Subject: Re: Gus

Attachment:

Agree! Mary Pat has done a great job of working to help him understand our organization and

really our mission and vision. I am sure it is hard to differentiate initiatives of the Academy and

those of the Foundation.

 

It was nice to see him at the BPC event. I think he thought he threw me a softball with a question

he asked about fruits and vegetables, but it was a bit out of place with he focus on provider

training. It was like he wanted to mention Whitewave.  The importance of programs that increase

access to fruit and vegetables (and food overall) are important to obesity prevention. It it was really

in the weeds for the type of conversation that we were having. 

 

I am looking forward to working with him more, he defiantly has ideas and connections!

 

I am not sure what his role is for ANDPAC as that has not been shared with me.

Jeanne

 

> On Jun 9, 2017, at 8:23 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

>

> Mary Pat, Thanks so much for all the work you are doing to fully orient Gus to "our world".  He is

going to be much more of an asset to ANDPAC and ANDF because of your efforts. He was

influential already, but now armed with this knowledge, he might become a true champion for us.

Kudos to you!!!!

>

> Sent from my iPhone

>

>> On Jun 9, 2017, at 4:44 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

>>

>> Gus treated me to a wonderful lunch today at the World Bank.

>>

>> It was fun and productive as I think he continues to learn about the broadness and depth of our

profession.   We brainstormed about ideas that would be benefit our members from Farmer's
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Markets to food waste.

>>

>> He loved the recent call with ANDPAC leaders that gave him more insight into the ANDF.

Great job and kudos to you!

>>

>> Academy members are an amazing group in our reach in food and nutrition. He has become

more aware of this as he sees our work. 

>>

>> He was very impressed with Jeanne's role at the Bipartisan Policy Center roundtable on

obesity.  He learned of the depth of our Farm Bill work that nutrition education and nutrition

research.  With these exposures, his brain is already ruminating on opportunities for the

Foundation.

>>

>> At the FRAC dinner the night before, I shared with him that  Dan Glickman who was the

evening's host  was  also the Academy's recent Honorary member.  Again it showed him our

reach.

>>

>> We will share with him our Farm Bill Work Group recommendations as there will opportunities

to leverage his expertise.

>>

>> I will continue to be a resource for Gus as becomes an engaged ANDPAC member.  I know as

he learns more, it will benefit us all.

>>

>> Your questions are welcome!

>>

>> Mary Pat

>>

>> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

>> Vice President,

>> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

>> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

>> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

>> Suite 460

>> Washington, DC 20036

>> phone: 312.899.1731

>> mraimondi@eatright.org

>> www.eatright.org
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1101. RE: Gus

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 09:39:14

Subject: RE: Gus

Attachment:

Thanks Mary Pat.  He participated in the new Foundation Board member orientation web ex with

staff last week.  I sent him a follow up email offering to set up a call in preparation of the June

Board Meeting to answer any questions about the agenda or the role and work of the Foundation

versus the Academy.   

 

I will keep you posted, but think June will be a great opportunity for him to continue to be engaged

and understand the Foundation’s work.     

 

From: Marty Yadrick [mailto:myadrick@computrition.com]  

Sent: Friday, June 09, 2017 6:47 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Gus

 

 

Thanks, Mary Pat.  We are lucky to have him on the Foundation Board and I look forward to

meeting him later this month.

 

 

Marty

 

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, June 9, 2017 9:13:47 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Marty Yadrick; jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org; Patricia Babjak;

Susan Burns; Jeanne Blankenship; Jennifer Folliard 

 Subject: Gus 
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Gus treated me to a wonderful lunch today at the World Bank. 

  

It was fun and productive as I think he continues to learn about the broadness and depth of our

profession.   We brainstormed about ideas that would be benefit our members from Farmer's

Markets to food waste. 

  

He loved the recent call with ANDPAC leaders that gave him more insight into the ANDF.  Great

job and kudos to you! 

  

Academy members are an amazing group in our reach in food and nutrition. He has become more

aware of this as he sees our work.   

 

He was very impressed with Jeanne's role at the Bipartisan Policy Center roundtable on obesity. 

He learned of the depth of our Farm Bill work that nutrition education and nutrition research.  With

these exposures, his brain is already ruminating on opportunities for the Foundation. 

  

At the FRAC dinner the night before, I shared with him that  Dan Glickman who was the evening's

host  was  also the Academy's recent Honorary member.  Again it showed him our reach. 

  

We will share with him our Farm Bill Work Group recommendations as there will opportunities to

leverage his expertise.  

 

I will continue to be a resource for Gus as becomes an engaged ANDPAC member.  I know as he

learns more, it will benefit us all. 

  

Your questions are welcome! 

  

Mary Pat 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

 Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

 Washington, DC 20036 

 phone: 312.899.1731 

 mraimondi@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org
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1102. re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics's PR impact

From: Sam Spetalnick <sam.spetalnick@trendkite.com>

To: Donna Martin <dmartin@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 09:09:39

Subject: re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics's PR impact

Attachment:

Hi Donna, 
 

I’m following up because I haven't heard back. Would any time this week work for a quick call to

speak? 
 

I came across Academy press while working on another project and built a PR dashboard for

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Wanted to get your feedback on it.  
 

Best, 

Sam 

--  

Sam Spetalnick 

512 717 3846  

Sales &Business Development | TrendKite  

TrendKite.com  

 

 

 

Clients: Nike, Evernote, Hershey's, Kohler, Whole Foods &many more  
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1103. Automatic reply: Gus

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 08:23:16

Subject: Automatic reply: Gus

Attachment:

Thank you for your message.

 

 

I am out of the office June 8 and 9th.  If you need assistance, please contact Christine Rhone at

crhone@eatright.org or at extension 6017.  I will have limited access to email and phone service

 

 

I will look forward to connecting when I return.

 

 

Jeanne
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1104. Re: Gus

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 08:23:08

Subject: Re: Gus

Attachment:

Mary Pat, Thanks so much for all the work you are doing to fully orient Gus to "our world".  He is

going to be much more of an asset to ANDPAC and ANDF because of your efforts. He was

influential already, but now armed with this knowledge, he might become a true champion for us.

Kudos to you!!!!

 

Sent from my iPhone

 

> On Jun 9, 2017, at 4:44 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Gus treated me to a wonderful lunch today at the World Bank.

>

> It was fun and productive as I think he continues to learn about the broadness and depth of our

profession.   We brainstormed about ideas that would be benefit our members from Farmer's

Markets to food waste.

>

> He loved the recent call with ANDPAC leaders that gave him more insight into the ANDF.  Great

job and kudos to you!

>

> Academy members are an amazing group in our reach in food and nutrition. He has become

more aware of this as he sees our work. 

>

> He was very impressed with Jeanne's role at the Bipartisan Policy Center roundtable on obesity.

He learned of the depth of our Farm Bill work that nutrition education and nutrition research.  With

these exposures, his brain is already ruminating on opportunities for the Foundation.

>

> At the FRAC dinner the night before, I shared with him that  Dan Glickman who was the

evening's host  was  also the Academy's recent Honorary member.  Again it showed him our

reach.

>

> We will share with him our Farm Bill Work Group recommendations as there will opportunities to
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leverage his expertise.

>

> I will continue to be a resource for Gus as becomes an engaged ANDPAC member.  I know as

he learns more, it will benefit us all.

>

> Your questions are welcome!

>

> Mary Pat

>

> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

> Vice President,

> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

> Suite 460

> Washington, DC 20036

> phone: 312.899.1731

> mraimondi@eatright.org

> www.eatright.org
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1105. Re: Gus

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Patricia Babjak

<pbabjak@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <sburns@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<jfolliard@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 07:47:29

Subject: Re: Gus

Attachment:

Thanks, Mary Pat.  We are lucky to have him on the Foundation Board and I look forward to

meeting him later this month.  

 
 

Marty 
 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, June 9, 2017 9:13:47 AM  

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Marty Yadrick; jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org; Patricia Babjak; Susan

Burns; Jeanne Blankenship; Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: Gus 

 

Gus treated me to a wonderful lunch today at the World Bank.  

 

It was fun and productive as I think he continues to learn about the broadness and depth of our

profession.   We brainstormed about ideas that would be benefit our members from Farmer's

Markets to food waste.  

 

He loved the recent call with ANDPAC leaders that gave him more insight into the ANDF.  Great

job and kudos to you!  

 

Academy members are an amazing group in our reach in food and nutrition. He has become more

aware of this as he sees our work.   

 

He was very impressed with Jeanne's role at the Bipartisan Policy Center roundtable on obesity. 

He learned of the depth of our Farm Bill work that nutrition education and nutrition research.  With

these exposures, his brain is already ruminating on opportunities for the Foundation.  

 

At the FRAC dinner the night before, I shared with him that  Dan Glickman who was the evening's

host  was  also the Academy's recent Honorary member.  Again it showed him our reach.  
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We will share with him our Farm Bill Work Group recommendations as there will opportunities to

leverage his expertise.  

 

I will continue to be a resource for Gus as becomes an engaged ANDPAC member.  I know as he

learns more, it will benefit us all.  

 

Your questions are welcome!  

 

Mary Pat  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN  

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460  

Washington, DC 20036  

phone: 312.899.1731  

mraimondi@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org
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1106. Gus

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 09, 2017 07:44:07

Subject: Gus

Attachment:

Gus treated me to a wonderful lunch today at the World Bank.

 

It was fun and productive as I think he continues to learn about the broadness and depth of our

profession.   We brainstormed about ideas that would be benefit our members from Farmer's

Markets to food waste.

 

He loved the recent call with ANDPAC leaders that gave him more insight into the ANDF.  Great

job and kudos to you!

 

Academy members are an amazing group in our reach in food and nutrition. He has become more

aware of this as he sees our work. 

 

He was very impressed with Jeanne's role at the Bipartisan Policy Center roundtable on obesity.

He learned of the depth of our Farm Bill work that nutrition education and nutrition research.  With

these exposures, his brain is already ruminating on opportunities for the Foundation.

 

At the FRAC dinner the night before, I shared with him that  Dan Glickman who was the evening's

host  was  also the Academy's recent Honorary member.  Again it showed him our reach.

 

We will share with him our Farm Bill Work Group recommendations as there will opportunities to

leverage his expertise.

 

I will continue to be a resource for Gus as becomes an engaged ANDPAC member.  I know as he

learns more, it will benefit us all.

 

Your questions are welcome!

 

Mary Pat

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN
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Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1107. Re: AACE Appointment

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, AND BOD Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 22:07:41

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment

Attachment:

Absolutely, that's our job, so let me know what the topic of discussion is for each meeting and we'll

prepare talking points and provide you with data. Thanks so much for accepting and for helping us

establish credibility with the group.  

Pat   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 6:47 PM, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com> wrote:  
 

I understand and am honored to fulfill both committee appointments.  I would ask that if and when

either committee asks me for research information, especially on obesity, would it be possible to

obtain help from the Academy in gathering that data?  
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

On Jun 8, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Hello Jo Jo, 

 

The staff contact at AACE informed us that all business is conducted by teleconference only,

usually in the evening for one hour in duration. There are 2-4 calls maximum per committee

annually. You were selected to be the representative to both in an effort to reestablish the

Academy’s credibility after Susan’s interaction with the group related to forming a DCE network. 

 

Best regards,  
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Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org   

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image001.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

From: JoJo Dantone [ mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]   

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 4:06 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc:  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment 

 

Pat, 

 

I am honored to accept this appointment.  I wish to thank the Academy and all those who made

this decision for their faith in me to carry our touch to the next level with AACE. 

 

I have a few questions.  

 

Is the request from AACE for two different people to two different committees.  If I am

misunderstanding that, I apologize.  Would it be better to request a suggestion from the Weight

Management DPG for the AACE Obesity Scientific Committee? Otherwise, I will do my best to

cover two committees, but I feel that a WM representative may be more beneficial.  

 

I do not know the time commitment necessary for either committee.  I will endeavor to find out.

 Are these committee appointments funded by the Academy or AACE? 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
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JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 

 

On Jun 7, 2017, at 3:35 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

 

Hi Jo Jo,  

 

As you know Susan Yake submitted names to the 4Ps for consideration to represent the Academy

on the AACE committees. Today the decision was made to appoint you as the Academy's advisor

on the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee.

 Please see the attached letters.  

 

Congratulations!  

Pat  

Patricia M. Babjak  

Chief Executive Officer  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org< mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>  

www.eatright.org< http://www.eatright.org/> |  www.eatrightPRO.org< http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

|  www.eatrightSTORE.org< http://www.eatrightstore.org/>  

[100Year_FINAL]  

DONATE< http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!  

 

<winmail.dat> 
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1108. Re: AACE Appointment

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, AND BOD Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 19:47:19

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment

Attachment:

I understand and am honored to fulfill both committee appointments.  I would ask that if and when

either committee asks me for research information, especially on obesity, would it be possible to

obtain help from the Academy in gathering that data?  
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

On Jun 8, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Hello Jo Jo, 

 

The staff contact at AACE informed us that all business is conducted by teleconference only,

usually in the evening for one hour in duration. There are 2-4 calls maximum per committee

annually. You were selected to be the representative to both in an effort to reestablish the

Academy’s credibility after Susan’s interaction with the group related to forming a DCE network. 

 

Best regards,  

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org   

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image001.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

From: JoJo Dantone [ mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]   

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 4:06 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  
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Cc:  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment 

 

Pat, 

 

I am honored to accept this appointment.  I wish to thank the Academy and all those who made

this decision for their faith in me to carry our touch to the next level with AACE. 

 

I have a few questions.  

 

Is the request from AACE for two different people to two different committees.  If I am

misunderstanding that, I apologize.  Would it be better to request a suggestion from the Weight

Management DPG for the AACE Obesity Scientific Committee? Otherwise, I will do my best to

cover two committees, but I feel that a WM representative may be more beneficial.  

 

I do not know the time commitment necessary for either committee.  I will endeavor to find out.

 Are these committee appointments funded by the Academy or AACE? 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 

 

On Jun 7, 2017, at 3:35 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

 

Hi Jo Jo,  

 

As you know Susan Yake submitted names to the 4Ps for consideration to represent the Academy

on the AACE committees. Today the decision was made to appoint you as the Academy's advisor

on the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee.

 Please see the attached letters.  

 

Congratulations!  

Pat  

Patricia M. Babjak  

Chief Executive Officer  
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org< mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>  

www.eatright.org< http://www.eatright.org/> |  www.eatrightPRO.org< http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

|  www.eatrightSTORE.org< http://www.eatrightstore.org/>  

[100Year_FINAL]  

DONATE< http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!  

 

<winmail.dat> 
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1109. Re: 2017 Board Partners Program

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Kevin

Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny

<mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 18:09:26

Subject: Re: 2017 Board Partners Program

Attachment:

Thanks, Donna!  

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 4:49 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Matthew and Joan, Please add me to Dayle Hayes name, as I will be I introducing her for the

Cooper Lecture already. Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 5:17 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
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Dear Board of Directors,

 

 

The Board “Partners” Program serves an integral role in recognizing the Academy’s 2017 National

Honors and Awards recipients. This partner program was developed to ensure each recipient’s

award experience is a positive and memorable one. As you may recall, at the May Board meeting

you volunteered to partner with one or more of the 2017 Honors and Awards recipients (see

attachment). We ask that you initiate contact with your partner to extend your congratulations and

offer your assistance throughout the recognition process.

 

 

Please be sure to provide your contact information to your partner, offer to personally welcome

them at FNCE, and offer any assistance as needed. The day, date, time, and location of your

partner’s award presentation is listed on the attachment. Unless your partner is a Medallion

recipient, you are not required to attend your partner’s ceremony, but are welcome to if your

schedule permits. Partners of Medallion recipients will present the awards during the Honors

Breakfast on Sunday, October 22 (a script will be provided ahead of the breakfast).

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Matthew Novotny, Honors Committee staff liaison, by

phone at 1-800-877-1600 x4827 or by email at mnovotny@eatright.org.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image002.png>
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

 

<2017 BOD Partners Assignment Sign Up Sheet (Complete).docx> 
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1110. Re: 2017 Board Partners Program

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Kevin

Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny

<mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 17:49:07

Subject: Re: 2017 Board Partners Program

Attachment: image002.png

Matthew and Joan, Please add me to Dayle Hayes name, as I will be I introducing her for the

Cooper Lecture already. Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 5:17 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Dear Board of Directors,

 

 

The Board “Partners” Program serves an integral role in recognizing the Academy’s 2017 National

Honors and Awards recipients. This partner program was developed to ensure each recipient’s

award experience is a positive and memorable one. As you may recall, at the May Board meeting

you volunteered to partner with one or more of the 2017 Honors and Awards recipients (see

attachment). We ask that you initiate contact with your partner to extend your congratulations and

offer your assistance throughout the recognition process.
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Please be sure to provide your contact information to your partner, offer to personally welcome

them at FNCE, and offer any assistance as needed. The day, date, time, and location of your

partner’s award presentation is listed on the attachment. Unless your partner is a Medallion

recipient, you are not required to attend your partner’s ceremony, but are welcome to if your

schedule permits. Partners of Medallion recipients will present the awards during the Honors

Breakfast on Sunday, October 22 (a script will be provided ahead of the breakfast).

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Matthew Novotny, Honors Committee staff liaison, by

phone at 1-800-877-1600 x4827 or by email at mnovotny@eatright.org.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image002.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

 

<2017 BOD Partners Assignment Sign Up Sheet (Complete).docx> 
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1111. Automatic reply: Membership Renewal Follow-up

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 17:45:58

Subject: Automatic reply: Membership Renewal Follow-up

Attachment:

I am currently out of the office with limited access to email.  If you require immediate assistance

please contact Kim Cardwell at 312-899-4841.  Otherwise I will get back to you when I return to

the office on June 12th.
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1112. Re: Membership Renewal Follow-up

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Michelle Paprocki <MPaprocki@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<bvisocan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 17:45:49

Subject: Re: Membership Renewal Follow-up

Attachment: image001.png

Thank you so much Michelle. Great customer service!  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 5:35 PM, Michelle Paprocki <MPaprocki@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Donna,

 

Thank you for contacting me earlier this week to discuss your message from Marianne H Harris

regarding her membership renewal issue.  Just wanted to follow-up and let you know that I did

speak with Marianne and worked with her so she could renew her membership online as she

preferred.  She has renewed and I also invited her to contact me directly if she needs further

assistance in the future. 

Michelle

 

Michelle Paprocki, RDN

 

Director, Membership Operations

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza

 

Suite 2190

 

Chicago,  IL  60606-6995

 

800/877-1600, ext 4842

 
mpaprocki@eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>
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1113. Membership Renewal Follow-up

From: Michelle Paprocki <MPaprocki@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 17:35:29

Subject: Membership Renewal Follow-up

Attachment: image001.png

Donna,

 

Thank you for contacting me earlier this week to discuss your message from Marianne H Harris

regarding her membership renewal issue.  Just wanted to follow-up and let you know that I did

speak with Marianne and worked with her so she could renew her membership online as she

preferred.  She has renewed and I also invited her to contact me directly if she needs further

assistance in the future. 

Michelle

 

Michelle Paprocki, RDN

 

Director, Membership Operations

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza

 

Suite 2190

 

Chicago,  IL  60606-6995

 

800/877-1600, ext 4842

 
mpaprocki@eatright.org
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1114. 2017 Board Partners Program

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny

<mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 17:17:25

Subject: 2017 Board Partners Program

Attachment: image002.png
2017 BOD Partners Assignment Sign Up Sheet (Complete).docx

Dear Board of Directors,

 

 

The Board “Partners” Program serves an integral role in recognizing the Academy’s 2017 National

Honors and Awards recipients. This partner program was developed to ensure each recipient’s

award experience is a positive and memorable one. As you may recall, at the May Board meeting

you volunteered to partner with one or more of the 2017 Honors and Awards recipients (see

attachment). We ask that you initiate contact with your partner to extend your congratulations and

offer your assistance throughout the recognition process.

 

 

Please be sure to provide your contact information to your partner, offer to personally welcome

them at FNCE, and offer any assistance as needed. The day, date, time, and location of your

partner’s award presentation is listed on the attachment. Unless your partner is a Medallion

recipient, you are not required to attend your partner’s ceremony, but are welcome to if your

schedule permits. Partners of Medallion recipients will present the awards during the Honors
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ACADEMY NATIONAL HONORS AND AWARDS 

2017 “PARTNERS” ASSIGNMENTS



		

		

























		AWARD

		PRESENTATION

		RECIPIENT

		BOARD PARTNER



		Marjorie Hulsizer Copher



		Saturday, October 21

4:00 pm

McCormick Place West-375 CDE

		Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

(w) 805/756-6130

derelian@calpoly.edu





		Margaret Garner



		Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture



		Sunday, October 22

10:00 am

McCormick Place West-183 ABC

		Dayle M. Hayes, MS, RD

(w) 406/698-8868

EatWellatSchool@gmail.com





		--



		Honorary Membership

		Monday, October 23

10:00 am

McCormick Place West-375 CDE

		Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN

(w) 301/594-8864

andrew.narva@nih.gov



		--



		Honorary Membership



		Monday, October 23

10:00 am

McCormick Place West-375 CDE

		Michelle Obama, JD

(w) 202/204-1235

scheduling@obamaoffice44.org



		Donna Martin



		Medallion



		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

(h) 516/868-0605

krbatheja@gmail.com





		Manju Karkare



		Medallion



		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND

(w) 509/963-1975

bergmane@cwu.edu



		Linda Farr



		Medallion





		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

(w) 800/342-0285

Becky@BeckyDorner.com



		Marcy Kyle



		Medallion





		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Trisha Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN

(h) 636/458-5460

nutrisha50@earthlink.net

		Marty Yadrick



		Medallion



		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND

(w) 417/836-5389

judeian@sbcglobal.net



		Michele Lites



		Medallion



		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND

(w) 847/431-4408

fitfoodpro@gmail.com



		Dianne Polly



		Medallion







		Sunday, October 22

7:00 am

Hyatt Regency Chicago-Grand EF

		Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE

(h) 616/453-8182

sandymda@aol.com



		Jo Jo Dantone



		Trailblazer

		TBD

		Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

(w) 231/652-2708

bivens@ncats.net



		Mary Russell



		Media Excellence

		Tuesday, October 24

9:45 am – 11:15 am

McCormick Place West-184 ABCD

		Regan M. Jones, RDN

(w) 706/267-6525

reganmillerjones@gmail.com



		Milton Stokes



		Excellence in Practice - Clinical Practice

		Monday, October 23

8:00 am – 9:30 am

McCormick Place West-190 AB

		Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

(w) 206/598-1899

bogata@uw.edu



		Susan Brantley



		Excellence in Practice - Consultation & Business Practice

		Monday, October 23

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm

McCormick Place West-184 ABCD

		Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

(w) 630/752-8823

lroberts@rdoffice.net



		Jo Jo Dantone



		Excellence in Practice - Dietetic Research

		Sunday, October 22

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm

McCormick Place West-475 AB

		Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

(w) 225/763-2553

catherine.champagne@pbrc.edu



		--



		Excellence in Practice - Dietetic Technician, Registered



		Monday, October 23

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm

McCormick Place West-196 ABC

		Mark Dobson, DTR

(w) 802/863-6311

mcdobson17@comcast.net



		--



		Excellence in Practice - Dietetics Education





		Monday, October 23

3:30 pm – 5:00 pm

McCormick Place West-178 AB

		Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

(w) 517/355-8474

weathe43@anr.msu.edu



		Tammy Randall



		Excellence in Practice – Management Practice

		Sunday, October 22

3:30 pm – 5:00 pm

McCormick Place West-196 ABC

		Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

(c) 267/980-4456

koneksue@gmail.com



		Kevin Sauer







image1.jpeg
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Breakfast on Sunday, October 22 (a script will be provided ahead of the breakfast).

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Matthew Novotny, Honors Committee staff liaison, by

phone at 1-800-877-1600 x4827 or by email at mnovotny@eatright.org.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1115. RE: Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

From: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 16:28:58

Subject: RE: Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

Attachment:

Thanks Donna!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2017 3:28 PM 

 To: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

 

 

It is good to go. Thanks! 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 4:23 PM, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

Susie asked that I forward this attached letter for your approval.  We would like to send this letter

under your signature to the new Academy board members who have yet to give to the Second

Century in regards to the 100% Challenge.  Once you approve or provide your edits, I add your

electronic signature and will mail hard-copies and pledge forms to these board members:

 

 

Manju Karkare          

Kevin Sauer               

Milton Stokes            

Kevin Concannon 

 

Thanks!     
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Paul

 

Paul Slomski

 

Foundation Manager

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-1746

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<2017 Second Century Leadership Academy Board Letter v3.docx>
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1116. Re: Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 16:27:35

Subject: Re: Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

Attachment: image001.png

It is good to go. Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 4:23 PM, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna,

 

 

Susie asked that I forward this attached letter for your approval.  We would like to send this letter

under your signature to the new Academy board members who have yet to give to the Second

Century in regards to the 100% Challenge.  Once you approve or provide your edits, I add your

electronic signature and will mail hard-copies and pledge forms to these board members:

 

 

Manju Karkare          

Kevin Sauer               

Milton Stokes            

Kevin Concannon 

 

Thanks!     

 

Paul

 

Paul Slomski

 

Foundation Manager

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995
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312-899-1746

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<2017 Second Century Leadership Academy Board Letter v3.docx> 
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1117. Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

From: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 16:23:16

Subject: Appeal Letter to new Academy Board members

Attachment: image001.png
2017 Second Century Leadership Academy Board Letter v3.docx

Hi Donna,

 

 

Susie asked that I forward this attached letter for your approval.  We would like to send this letter

under your signature to the new Academy board members who have yet to give to the Second

Century in regards to the 100% Challenge.  Once you approve or provide your edits, I add your

electronic signature and will mail hard-copies and pledge forms to these board members:

 

 

Manju Karkare          

Kevin Sauer               

Milton Stokes            

Kevin Concannon 

 

Thanks!     

 

Paul

 

Paul Slomski

 

Foundation Manager

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-1746

 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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June 6, 2017

Name

Address



Dear (FIRST NAME),

This past year, the Academy Foundation kicked off our Second Century Campaign to raise funds that will support our bold, Second Century Initiative. As part of this, we are encouraging 100% participation from all Academy Board members.  The Academy Board has made tremendous progress towards this goal, having reached 100% last year. I am hoping you will join me in providing a gift to the Second Century to achieve our goal of 100% participation from our 2017 Academy Board of Directors.

Your gift will make you a member of our Second Century Giving Society. Academy leaders and members of all ages are making an investment in the future of our profession with a gift to the Second Century.  Help us reach our goal by filling out the attached pledge card for a gift that can be paid over a longer time period. 

Gifts to the Second Century will support initiatives that will have an impact in three focus areas identified by the Academy, including Food and Nutrition Security, Prevention and Wellness and Health Care and Health Systems. The initiatives will build upon the Foundation’s 50 plus years of success supporting dietetics professionals locally and nationally through scholarships, research grants and awards and community education -- accelerating these efforts and providing additional opportunities on the global stage.  

Joining us in supporting our Second Century Initiative shows your commitment to our vision of improving nutritional health world-wide and positioning Academy members to lead the charge. It also sets a great example for others to follow.  Your time, talent and treasure as a Board member is appreciated and will help us succeed in reaching our goal. 

We look forward to our 100-year celebration at the 2017 FNCE in Chicago.  Highlighting 100% participation from both the Academy and Foundation Board’s will be a proud moment for the Academy.  Together we can chart a brave, bold and bright future for our profession!

Sincerely,

						                              		 	                                                             

Donna S. Martin, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND		 

2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics President					
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1118. RE: AACE Appointment

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'JoJo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, AND BOD Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 12:21:49

Subject: RE: AACE Appointment

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Jo Jo,

 

 

The staff contact at AACE informed us that all business is conducted by teleconference only,

usually in the evening for one hour in duration. There are 2-4 calls maximum per committee

annually. You were selected to be the representative to both in an effort to reestablish the

Academy’s credibility after Susan’s interaction with the group related to forming a DCE network.

 

 

Best regards,  

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: JoJo Dantone [mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 4:06 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Re: AACE Appointment
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Pat,

 

 

I am honored to accept this appointment.  I wish to thank the Academy and all those who made

this decision for their faith in me to carry our touch to the next level with AACE.

 

 

I have a few questions.  

 

Is the request from AACE for two different people to two different committees.  If I am

misunderstanding that, I apologize.  Would it be better to request a suggestion from the Weight

Management DPG for the AACE Obesity Scientific Committee? Otherwise, I will do my best to

cover two committees, but I feel that a WM representative may be more beneficial. 

 

 

I do not know the time commitment necessary for either committee.  I will endeavor to find out.

 Are these committee appointments funded by the Academy or AACE?

 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

Treasurer - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

 

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

 

112 River Oaks Drive

 

LaPlace, LA 70068

 

(Cell) 662-809-8451

 

(Office) 985-651-2342

 

(eFax) 888-573-1919

 
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 

 

 

On Jun 7, 2017, at 3:35 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:
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Hi Jo Jo, 

  

As you know Susan Yake submitted names to the 4Ps for consideration to represent the Academy

on the AACE committees. Today the decision was made to appoint you as the Academy's advisor

on the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee.

 Please see the attached letters. 

  

Congratulations! 

 Pat 

 Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org> 

 www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/> |

www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/> 

 [100Year_FINAL] 

 DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

  

<winmail.dat>
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1119. Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 11:48:40

Subject: Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

Attachment:

From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

Beginning the second week in June, the Academys Knowledge Center Daily News will transition to

a weekly email titled Nutrition in the News, which will arrive by email every Friday morning. 

Nutrition in the News will continue to inform members of current news related to food, nutrition and

health from major news outlets. Look for the first issue of Nutrition in the News in your email inbox

on Friday, June 9
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1120. Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 11:46:49

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

Attachment:

Thanks for the clarification!  Hopefully Dr. Gavin can assist.  
 

Sanjay is looking good.  Final review is underway at CNN so they are in the review portion of our

lobbying efforts. 
 

Optimistic! 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 9:36 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Diane,  I think the issue is her coming period.  If she will commit to coming, we would be working

with her team to help her develop her presentation and can change the length, etc. I emailed Dr.

Gavin and Kelly Miterko  (did not copy you on that one) again.  Dr. Gavin is chairman of her board

and very tight with her.  I don't think the issue is how much time or what she is speaking on, but if

she will commit.  I will keep you in the loop.  Are we optimistic about Sanjay?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 11:13 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy 
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Hi Donna 
 

Would it be advantageous to follow up with Michelle's team and see if a 10-15 minute keynote talk

is more palatable for this opportunity?  Since we are in the hopeful home stretch for Sanjay Gupta,

doing something with Michelle focused around the honorary membership and some key talking

points may be a better fit for her. 
 

Thoughts? 
 

It would still be opening session. 
 
 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:53 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Dr. Gavin,  My name is Donna Martin and I am currently the President of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics.  I do not believe that we have ever met in person, but I am an admirer of you, and I

feel like we share the same values on how to improve the health of Americans.  I am reaching out

to you for help.  The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics just awarded Michelle Obama and

Honorary membership in the Academy.  We only give two of these memberships a year, which

makes them very prestigious.  We have invited Mrs. Obama to give our keynote address at our

annual Food and Nutrition Conference, which is being held in Chicago this year  on October 21-

24.  This is the Academy's Centennial year, and we feel like there is not a better inspirational

speaker, than her, to give our opening keynote address.  We are expecting approximately 12,000

RDN's and RDTR's at the meeting.  We were hoping that when she gave her address, we could

give her the honorary membership.  We have sent her office the letters and correspondence, but

we really do not have any way to contact her to find out if she might be interested in committing to

come?  Therefore, I am reaching out to you to see if you could facilitate anything through your
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channels on the speaking request and honorary membership?  I am attaching both letters we sent

to her office for information purposes.  If you have any suggestions on how to work on this I would

really appreciate hearing them.  I look forward to meeting you some day in person and thanks for

sharing your valuable time.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  

 

Director, School Nutrition Program  

 

Burke County Board of Education  

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway  

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830  

 

work - 706-554-5393  

 

fax - 706-554-565  

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018  

<Michelle Obama FNCE VIP Info 2017.docx> 

<2017 FNCE Opening Keynote Invitation.pdf> 
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1121. PDP Plan Approval Letter 000422251

From: cdr@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 11:45:58

Subject: PDP Plan Approval Letter 000422251

Attachment: report-2_2017-06-08_10-45_3238510.pdf

Thank you for your recent Step 1 Learning Plan submission.

 

Your Learning Plan has been approved by CDR. Please see the attached approval letter for

details. You may also print this letter for your records. If you have any questions, please contact

CDR at cdr@eatright.org.
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 6/08/2017


Donna Martin
789 Burke Veterans Parkway
Waynesboro GA 30830
United States of America


Dear Donna Martin Registration Number    422251


Your Professional Development Portfolio Step 1: Learning Plan has been received online and approved by the
Commission on Dietetics Registration (CDR).  Please return to http://www.cdrnet.org to review your approved Learning
Plan.


You must accrue 75 CPEUs for RDNs or 50 CPEUs for NDTRs within this current 5-year recertification cycle.  Activities
completed prior to your current recertification cycle cannot be recorded on your Log, unless you are eligible for the
CPEU Rollover (see PDP Guide for certain restrictions).  Note that you are responsible for meeting all requirements for
recertification as specified in your PDP Guide.


Continuing Professional Education (CPE) activities completed more than 120 days before the Learning Plan postmark
date will not be considered for continuing education credit.  Visit the CDR website for specific date information and to
view the 120 day calculation chart (http://www.cdrnet.org/calculator).  If you revised your Learning Plan, please be
assured that you will receive credit for your previous learning activities if they were consistent with the verified Learning
Plan CDR had on file at the time of your CPE activities.


Remember that if you participate in a CPE activity that is not related to a performance indicator on your current verified
Learning Plan, you must submit a revised Learning Plan to CDR no later than 120 days after the date of the activity.
You may submit your new plan online at http://www.cdrnet.org.


As you participate in (CPE) activities, please remember to:


          * Record each activity on your Step 2: Activity Log.  Note you may log your CPE activities online at
            www.cdrnet.org


          * Retain required documentation for each activity for two years beyond the end of your current
            recertification cycle.  Please refer to the CPE section of the PDP Guide for the required documentation.


Your Activity Log may be submitted to CDR as soon as you complete the required 75 CPEUs for RDNs or 50 CPEUs for
NDTRs.  It may be submitted anytime during your five-year recertification cycle, however it must be submitted no later
than May 31 of the last year of your five-year period.


Should you have any questions, please contact CDR at ext. 5500.


Caitlin Griffin
Senior Manager, Recertification and Professional Development


Your PDP recertification cycle began on 06/01/2017, and will end on 05/31/2022.





report-2_2017-06-08_10-45_3238510.pdf



1122. Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 11:37:05

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

Attachment:

Diane,  I think the issue is her coming period.  If she will commit to coming, we would be working

with her team to help her develop her presentation and can change the length, etc. I emailed Dr.

Gavin and Kelly Miterko  (did not copy you on that one) again.  Dr. Gavin is chairman of her board

and very tight with her.  I don't think the issue is how much time or what she is speaking on, but if

she will commit.  I will keep you in the loop.  Are we optimistic about Sanjay?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 11:13 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy 

 

Hi Donna 
 

Would it be advantageous to follow up with Michelle's team and see if a 10-15 minute keynote talk

is more palatable for this opportunity?  Since we are in the hopeful home stretch for Sanjay Gupta,

doing something with Michelle focused around the honorary membership and some key talking

points may be a better fit for her. 
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Thoughts? 
 

It would still be opening session. 
 
 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:53 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Dr. Gavin,  My name is Donna Martin and I am currently the President of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics.  I do not believe that we have ever met in person, but I am an admirer of you, and I

feel like we share the same values on how to improve the health of Americans.  I am reaching out

to you for help.  The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics just awarded Michelle Obama and

Honorary membership in the Academy.  We only give two of these memberships a year, which

makes them very prestigious.  We have invited Mrs. Obama to give our keynote address at our

annual Food and Nutrition Conference, which is being held in Chicago this year  on October 21-

24.  This is the Academy's Centennial year, and we feel like there is not a better inspirational

speaker, than her, to give our opening keynote address.  We are expecting approximately 12,000

RDN's and RDTR's at the meeting.  We were hoping that when she gave her address, we could

give her the honorary membership.  We have sent her office the letters and correspondence, but

we really do not have any way to contact her to find out if she might be interested in committing to

come?  Therefore, I am reaching out to you to see if you could facilitate anything through your

channels on the speaking request and honorary membership?  I am attaching both letters we sent

to her office for information purposes.  If you have any suggestions on how to work on this I would

really appreciate hearing them.  I look forward to meeting you some day in person and thanks for

sharing your valuable time.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  
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Director, School Nutrition Program  

 

Burke County Board of Education  

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway  

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830  

 

work - 706-554-5393  

 

fax - 706-554-565  

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018  

<Michelle Obama FNCE VIP Info 2017.docx> 

<2017 FNCE Opening Keynote Invitation.pdf> 
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1123. Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 11:13:55

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

Attachment:

Hi Donna 
 

Would it be advantageous to follow up with Michelle's team and see if a 10-15 minute keynote talk

is more palatable for this opportunity?  Since we are in the hopeful home stretch for Sanjay Gupta,

doing something with Michelle focused around the honorary membership and some key talking

points may be a better fit for her. 
 

Thoughts? 
 

It would still be opening session. 
 
 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:53 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Dr. Gavin,  My name is Donna Martin and I am currently the President of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics.  I do not believe that we have ever met in person, but I am an admirer of you, and I

feel like we share the same values on how to improve the health of Americans.  I am reaching out

to you for help.  The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics just awarded Michelle Obama and

Honorary membership in the Academy.  We only give two of these memberships a year, which

makes them very prestigious.  We have invited Mrs. Obama to give our keynote address at our
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annual Food and Nutrition Conference, which is being held in Chicago this year  on October 21-

24.  This is the Academy's Centennial year, and we feel like there is not a better inspirational

speaker, than her, to give our opening keynote address.  We are expecting approximately 12,000

RDN's and RDTR's at the meeting.  We were hoping that when she gave her address, we could

give her the honorary membership.  We have sent her office the letters and correspondence, but

we really do not have any way to contact her to find out if she might be interested in committing to

come?  Therefore, I am reaching out to you to see if you could facilitate anything through your

channels on the speaking request and honorary membership?  I am attaching both letters we sent

to her office for information purposes.  If you have any suggestions on how to work on this I would

really appreciate hearing them.  I look forward to meeting you some day in person and thanks for

sharing your valuable time.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  

 

Director, School Nutrition Program  

 

Burke County Board of Education  

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway  

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830  

 

work - 706-554-5393  

 

fax - 706-554-565  

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018  

<Michelle Obama FNCE VIP Info 2017.docx> 

<2017 FNCE Opening Keynote Invitation.pdf> 
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1124. Automatic reply: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:53:21

Subject: Automatic reply: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

Attachment:

Thank you for your email. I am currently out of the office for a business meeting and have

intermittent access to email June 8-9.  For immediate assistance, please contact me at 312-899-

1767.

 

 

Otherwise, I will respond to your message upon my return.

 

 

Regards, 

Diane 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 
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1125. Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: (jrgavin3@yahoo.com) <jrgavin3@yahoo.com>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Diane Enos

<denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:53:14

Subject: Michelle Obama Honorary Member of the Academy

Attachment: Michelle Obama FNCE VIP Info 2017.docx
2017 FNCE Opening Keynote Invitation.pdf

 Dr. Gavin,  My name is Donna Martin and I am currently the President of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics.  I do not believe that we have ever met in person, but I am an admirer of you, and I

feel like we share the same values on how to improve the health of Americans.  I am reaching out

to you for help.  The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics just awarded Michelle Obama and

Honorary membership in the Academy.  We only give two of these memberships a year, which

makes them very prestigious.  We have invited Mrs. Obama to give our keynote address at our

annual Food and Nutrition Conference, which is being held in Chicago this year  on October 21-

24.  This is the Academy's Centennial year, and we feel like there is not a better inspirational

speaker, than her, to give our opening keynote address.  We are expecting approximately

12,000 RDN's and RDTR's at the meeting.  We were hoping that when she gave her address, we

could give her the honorary membership.  We have sent her office the letters and correspondence,

but we really do not have any way to contact her to find out if she might be interested in

committing to come?  Therefore, I am reaching out to you to see if you could facilitate anything

through your channels on the speaking request and honorary membership?  I am attaching both

letters we sent to her office for information purposes.  If you have any suggestions on how to work

on this I would really appreciate hearing them.  I look forward to meeting you some day in person

and thanks for sharing your valuable time.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565
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May 22, 2017





Congratulations on being selected as a 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards recipient! As a key leader in the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, we are pleased to offer you the following meeting benefits. Please read the instructions and quick tips below in order to take proper advantage of your FNCE VIP benefits.



AWARD RECOGNITION

Your accomplishment will be highlighted in the FNCE App and on an honors display located in a highly visible locale within McCormick Place West.



Please submit a high-resolution color photograph (at least 300 dpi) in JPG, TIFF or EPS format via email to Matthew Novotny, Honors Committee staff liaison, at mnovotny@eatright.org, no later than May 31, 2017.



VIP Benefits Package for Michelle Obama

Category:	Honorary Membership Award

Master Bill: 	Yes, the Academy will cover up to 3 nights at the Hyatt Regency Chicago (FNCE HQ Hotel) room rate of $272.00 + tax. 

Your hotel room & tax will be directly billed for the number of nights listed above. You will be responsible for any additional nights and your incidentals, so please be prepared to provide a credit card upon checking in to the hotel.  

Registration:	Complimentary

Air Travel:	Complimentary when booked through the Academy Travel Desk



HOUSING INSTRUCTIONS

Headquarter (HQ) Housing Reservations – Housing open now through May 31st  

The HQ Housing block is available exclusively to you through May 31.  During this period you will have the opportunity to book your hotel room at the Hyatt Regency Chicago (HQ Hotel).  You will be asked for your credit card to guarantee your room reservation, however, nothing will be charged to this card except any room incidental charges, roommates and/or additional nights not approved by the Academy.

· Book your room:

· Online: 	 https://compass.onpeak.com/e/62EAT17/ 

· Please select “VIP” from the drop down menu

· It will then prompt you for a password, please enter “FNCE100” 

· Phone: 	Toll-free: 800/443-3976; Outside the U.S.: 312/527-7300 (M-F, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., CST)

· Credit card information will be required.

· Indicate the maximum number of nights you think you will stay. You can always change your arrival and departure dates if they change prior to the meeting by contacting FNCE Housing Services by phone, 800/443-3976 or e-mail, fnce@onpeakevents.com.



REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

Complimentary Registration – Available Now through Friday, September 8th

· Complete your registration online by going to http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/registration/ 

· Select the Registration link

· In the New Registration section on the left side, enter the registration code “17AWARD” under your name

· Continue and complete the required registration information.  

· Please register by September 8th. 

· Registration questions, please contact Rebecca McHale at 312/899-4851. 

AIR TRAVEL BOOKING INSTRUCTIONS 

Complimentary Travel 

Air travel arrangements should be made through ATC Travel Management, the official travel agency for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Please pay careful attention to the instructions for booking.

You must have a traveler profile prior to booking online or via telephone. If you have not used the Academy travel store before, please email Rebecca McHale (rmchale@eatright.org). Be sure to include your first and last name (as they appear on your driver’s license or state ID) and the email address you would like to use for the account. You’ll receive an activation email from Deem@work in 1-2 business days.



I. Booking Your Travel Online ($12 service fee)

1) Book your travel Monday through Friday between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6 p.m., CST

2) Go to www.atcmeetings.com/academy.

3) Log in to your account using the User ID (email address) and Password you created when setting up your profile.

4) Search  for and select your flights (book “non-refundable” fares only)

a. You have the option of searching by “Price” or “Schedule”. 

b. Click on your preferred airline if you only want to view their fares.

c. Click on Low fare options under the “Tools” box on the upper right side of the page to see less expensive options for your trip.

5) When you reach the Purchase Trip page, enter the information below: 

		Meeting Name (select from dropdown menu):

		2017 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo



		Meeting Location:

		Chicago, IL



		Dates:

		October 21 - 24, 2017



		GL Code (budget):

		1032432







6) If you need assistance, call the support team at 800/458-9383 or 703/253-6004. There is no additional charge for technical assistance.

· Booking Your Travel with an Agent ($33 service fee)

1) Book your travel Monday through Friday between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6 p.m., CST

2) For agent assisted booking, call ATC Travel Management at 800/458-9383 or 703/253-6004. Please reserve the use of this option to complex travel. 

3) Provide the agent with the information listed above when requested so that the airfare is charged to the Academy credit card.

Book your travel at least 60 days prior to departure whenever possible. Fares can be significantly discounted when booked this far in advance.

Expenses 

Please contact your Academy staff liaison, Matthew Novotny, with questions regarding reimbursable expenses for the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo.



We look forward to seeing you at FNCE! 
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Board of Directors 


2016-2017 


 


President 


Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND  


 


President-Elect 


Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  


 


Past President 


Dr. Evelyn F Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Treasurer 


Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 


 
Treasurer-Elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, 


CDE 
 


Past Treasurer 
Kay Wolf, PhD, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Chair, Academy Foundation 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Speaker, House of Delegates 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates 
Dianne Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND  
 


Past Speaker, House of Delegates 
Aida Miles, MMSc, RD, LD, FAND 


 


Directors 
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, LD  


Tracey Bates, MPH, RD, LDN, FAND  


Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSD  
Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, 


FAND 


Michele Delille Lites, RD, CSO 
Tamara Randall, MS, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 


 


Public Members 


Don W Bradley, MD, MHS-CL 


Steven A Miranda, SPHR, GPHR 


 
Chief Executive Officer 


Patricia M Babjak, GSLIS 


 
 
 


Mrs. Michelle Obama 


The Office of Barack and Michelle Obama 


scheduling@obamaoffice44.org 


 


Dear Mrs. Obama: 


 


During the Obama Administration and in particular with the creation and 


remarkable success of your Let’s Move! Initiative, it was my personal and 


professional honor to work with you and your team to improve the nutritional 


health of our nation’s children. Your visits to the Burke County schools and your 


kind invitation for me to attend the Let’s Move! celebratory event last October 


proved that we agree: There is no greater calling in life than to be able to teach 


children to live a healthier life. It was a joy and a privilege for eight years for our 


country to have a First Lady who shares the same passions as the registered 


dietitian nutritionists of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 


 


As a parent, grandparent, taxpayer and RDN, I could not have been happier to 


see what we can do – and are doing – for children. Nutrition and health for kids 


is a nonpartisan issue, and one that all of us can get behind and celebrate. We 


share your passion for molding a future for our children that will endure for their 


lifetimes. Healthier children really do make a healthier nation.  


 


In June, I will have the distinct honor of beginning my one-year term as 


President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. This honor is made even 


more special because 2017 is our Academy’s Centennial year. We are 


celebrating our past and planning for our Second Century as the leaders in food 


and nutrition. Since the Academy’s beginning, food and health systems have 


continued to evolve, becoming more global and complex. These challenges also 


create unprecedented opportunities for innovation and collaboration, 


 


The Academy’s Board recently adopted as our new vision: “A world where all 


people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition.” And we 


have dedicated ourselves to the new mission: “Accelerate improvements in 


global health and well-being through food and nutrition.” 


 


In October of this year, the Academy will officially celebrate our 100th birthday 


in our organization’s hometown – and yours – of Chicago, at our Food & 


Nutrition Conference & Expo. We can think of no individual who would be 


more appropriate than you to be the Keynote Speaker at our conference of more 


than 12,000 food and nutrition professionals.  


 


On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Board of Directors, it is my 


pleasure to invite you to present the 2017 Opening Keynote Lecture on October 


21, 2017. The Opening Session will be from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Central Time 


McCormick Place-West in the Skyline Ballroom.  
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The Opening Keynote Lecture annually focuses on an issue that is important for 


the future of the dietetics profession. I have personally experienced how you 


have moved the needle in terms of school nutrition and positively affected the 


health of millions of children. Academy members want to keep this momentum 


going, and you are the perfect person to speak to these dedicated professionals 


for whom nutrition and health are like oxygen! We are not yet where we need to 


be, but together we will get there.  


 


Academy members would be honored to hear your remarks and learn from your 


expertise on this important topic. I hope your schedule permits you to serve as 


our Keynote Speaker. Your scheduling staff can contact Diane Enos, the 


Academy’s Vice President of Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement, 


at 312/899-1767 or denos@eatright.org. 


 


I look forward to working with you in the years to come, and to seeing you at our 


conference in October.  


 


Respectfully, 


 
Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 


2017-2018 President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 


 


 


CC: Deb Eschmeyer debeschmeyer@gmail.com 


        Diane Enos 
 



mailto:denos@eatright.org

mailto:debeschmeyer@gmail.com
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1126. RE: DTR for Farm to School President's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:44:54

Subject: RE: DTR for Farm to School President's page

Attachment:

Thank you, Donna. Great ideas!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2017 7:17 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: DTR for Farm to School President's page

 

 

Tom,  Here is the information on the DTR I mentioned.  This award-winning DTR is a real leader in

SNA of NH. She just graduated and joined the Academy:

 

Doris Demers

 

Child Nutrition Director

 

Oyster River School District

 

33 Coe Drive

 

Durham, NH 03824

 
603-389-3310

 
ddemers@orcsd.org  

 

Her F2S work is outstanding ... 
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•

•

•

•

 

Farmers knock on the back door and delivered the veggies directly into the kitchen. 

They take herbs from the garden and make pizzas with them (along with kale and butternut

squash. 

She has done boat to tray with local fish ... and much, much more.  

More about her at:

 

https://www.facebook.com/OysterRiverChildNutrition/ 

She would be PERFECT!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1127. AND PAC Breakfast

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:34:49

Subject: AND PAC Breakfast

Attachment:

Jeanne,  I will be bringing you a check for the $125 when I get to DC.  I will also bring my annual

$250 contribution, if that is OK to wait until then? 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1128. Read: FW: Congratulations!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: President <President@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:31:15

Subject: Read: FW: Congratulations!

Attachment: unknown_name_njo60

Your message  

 

  To: Donna Martin  

  Subject: FW: Congratulations!  

  Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 10:17:47 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)  

 

 was read on Thursday, June 8, 2017 10:31:14 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada). 
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Final-recipient: RFC822; DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: J6r9HlhTnEqjVIsn4/wQsQ==
Original-Message-ID:
	<BLUPR03MB1507F8884D46C83F8A67DA5FD1C90@BLUPR03MB1507.namprd03.prod.outlook.com>
X-Display-Name: Donna Martin
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1129. Re: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:27:42

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg

Matthew,  OK thanks!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 9:45 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

This is the official notification email congratulating her and informing her of her Honorary

Membership Award. I’m afraid that we do not typically send anything else.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions.
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Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2017 6:48 AM 

 To: Matthew Novotny 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

 

 

Matthew,  Do you the congratulatory letter?  I am trying to talk to people about her coming and this

award so the actual initial letter of the award might be helpful too.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 5:38 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

This is the notification email we sent to Michelle Obama’s office.

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else.

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Honors  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:20 AM 

 To: 'scheduling@obamaoffice44.org' 

 Subject: Academy Honors &Awards 

 Importance: High
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Academy Honors and Awards

 

 

 

 

 

May 23, 2017

 

 

Dear Michelle,

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members wish to acknowledge

your outstanding and continued support of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession

by awarding you Honorary Membership. This honor is bestowed upon those who have made

notable contributions to the field of nutrition and dietetics.

 

 

Your Honorary Membership will be presented during the Member Showcase on Monday, October

23, 2017, at the Academy’s Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24, 2017, in Chicago,

Illinois. We sincerely hope it will be possible for you and a guest to attend. We also wish to invite

you to attend the Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22.

 

 

As an Honorary Member, you will receive access to the Academy’s Web site,

www.eatrightPRO.org, the quarterly Food and Nutrition magazine, our monthly scientific Journal of

the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and complimentary registrations to future FNCEs, including

invitations to the yearly Honors Breakfast.

 

 

Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow

as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-

resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use on the FNCE Honors

Display by May 31.

 

 

The Board of Directors and the entire membership of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are

pleased to welcome you as an Honorary Member!
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Sincerely,                                                       

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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1130. FW: Congratulations!

From: President <President@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 10:18:01

Subject: FW: Congratulations!

Attachment:

 

 

From: Lori Kaley [mailto:lori@lasutherlandgroup.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 3:57 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; President 

 Subject: Congratulations!

 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

Congratulations on starting your year as President of the Academy!! I am really looking forward to

this year, our 100th anniversary, and with you at the helm to usher us into our second century.

 

 

I have been a dietitian for over 25 years and a member of the Academy for that time. I have three

wonderful daughters and one of them decided to become a dietitian - which she did two years

ago now. I have encouraged her to remain a member of the Academy and her enthusiasm

continues to inspire me to attend FNCE.

 

 

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to ensure that you have a successful year in your

role as President. We are here for you!!

 

 

My best,

 

Lori 

 

 

 

Lori A. Kaley, MS, RDN, LD, MSB
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Managing Director

 
LA Sutherland Group, LLC

 

Greater Boston

 

207.242.6869

 
lori@lasutherlandgroup.com
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1131. RE: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 09:45:41

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg

Hi Donna,

 

 

This is the official notification email congratulating her and informing her of her Honorary

Membership Award. I’m afraid that we do not typically send anything else.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions.

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2017 6:48 AM 

 To: Matthew Novotny 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award
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Matthew,  Do you the congratulatory letter?  I am trying to talk to people about her coming and this

award so the actual initial letter of the award might be helpful too.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 5:38 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

This is the notification email we sent to Michelle Obama’s office.

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else.

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Honors  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:20 AM 

 To: 'scheduling@obamaoffice44.org' 

 Subject: Academy Honors &Awards 

 Importance: High

 

 

 

Academy Honors and Awards

 

 

 

 

 

May 23, 2017

 

 

Dear Michelle,

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members wish to acknowledge

your outstanding and continued support of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession

by awarding you Honorary Membership. This honor is bestowed upon those who have made

notable contributions to the field of nutrition and dietetics.

 

 

Your Honorary Membership will be presented during the Member Showcase on Monday, October

23, 2017, at the Academy’s Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24, 2017, in Chicago,

Illinois. We sincerely hope it will be possible for you and a guest to attend. We also wish to invite

you to attend the Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22.
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As an Honorary Member, you will receive access to the Academy’s Web site,

www.eatrightPRO.org, the quarterly Food and Nutrition magazine, our monthly scientific Journal of

the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and complimentary registrations to future FNCEs, including

invitations to the yearly Honors Breakfast.

 

 

Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow

as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-

resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use on the FNCE Honors

Display by May 31.

 

 

The Board of Directors and the entire membership of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are

pleased to welcome you as an Honorary Member!

 

 

Sincerely,                                                       

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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1132. Re: Michelle Obama

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 08:45:49

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

Sure he is a great guy on so many levels.  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:43 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 8:42 AM  
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To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama 

 

Sure 
jrgavin3@YAHOO.com 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:33 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Can you send me Jim Gavin's email address please?  I want to reach out about Michelle Obama. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 11:00 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama 
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I would suggest it goes to Kelly and maybe a note to Jim Gavin?  I think Pat reached out to him
regarding FNCE

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:46 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

 

 

I just asked to be the contact person, but not sure how they will notify her.  Especially since she is

in Italy!!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:45 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama 

 

Who notifies the First Lady?

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 

 

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com> 

 Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT 

 To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Michelle Obama

 

Mary Pat,
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I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1133. Re: Michelle Obama

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 08:43:37

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 8:42 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama 

 

Sure 
jrgavin3@YAHOO.com 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 
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phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:33 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Can you send me Jim Gavin's email address please?  I want to reach out about Michelle Obama. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 11:00 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama 

 
I would suggest it goes to Kelly and maybe a note to Jim Gavin?  I think Pat reached out to him
regarding FNCE

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036
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phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:46 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

 

 

I just asked to be the contact person, but not sure how they will notify her.  Especially since she is

in Italy!!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:45 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama 

 

Who notifies the First Lady?
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Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 

 

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com> 

 Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT 

 To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Michelle Obama

 

Mary Pat,

 

 

I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1134. Re: Michelle Obama

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 08:42:26

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

Sure 
jrgavin3@YAHOO.com 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 8, 2017, at 8:33 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Can you send me Jim Gavin's email address please?  I want to reach out about Michelle Obama. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 11:00 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama 

 
I would suggest it goes to Kelly and maybe a note to Jim Gavin?  I think Pat reached out to him
regarding FNCE

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:46 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

 

 

I just asked to be the contact person, but not sure how they will notify her.  Especially since she is

in Italy!!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:45 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama 

 

Who notifies the First Lady?

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 

 

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com> 

 Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT 
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 To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Michelle Obama

 

Mary Pat,

 

 

I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1135. Re: Michelle Obama

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 08:33:31

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

Can you send me Jim Gavin's email address please?  I want to reach out about Michelle Obama. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 11:00 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama 

 
I would suggest it goes to Kelly and maybe a note to Jim Gavin?  I think Pat reached out to him
regarding FNCE

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:46 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

 

 

I just asked to be the contact person, but not sure how they will notify her.  Especially since she is

in Italy!!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:45 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama 
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Who notifies the First Lady?

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 

 

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com> 

 Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT 

 To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Michelle Obama

 

Mary Pat,

 

 

I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1136. DTR for Farm to School President's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 08:17:08

Subject: DTR for Farm to School President's page

Attachment:

Tom,  Here is the information on the DTR I mentioned.  This award-winning DTR is a real leader in

SNA of NH. She just graduated and joined the Academy: 

Doris Demers

Child Nutrition Director 

Oyster River School District 

33 Coe Drive 

Durham, NH 03824 
603-389-3310
ddemers@orcsd.org   
 

Her F2S work is outstanding ...  

Farmers knock on the back door and delivered the veggies directly into the kitchen. 

  

They take herbs from the garden and make pizzas with them (along with kale and butternut

squash. 

She has done boat to tray with local fish ... and much, much more.  

More about her at: 

https://www.facebook.com/OysterRiverChildNutrition/ 

  

She would be PERFECT! 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565
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President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1137. Fw: RDN ... October President's Page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 08:13:50

Subject: Fw: RDN ... October President's Page

Attachment: Kara Sample.jpg
Real.Food.With.Local.Flavors-2.pdf
PPS Case Study.docx

Tom,  Here are some info on RDN's for the Farm to School Page.  These are excellent

suggestions.  I am going to send you a DTR also in a separate email.  I think it would be wonderful

to highlight a DTR who is doing amazing things in Farm to School.  Hope you are having a great

day!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Dayle Hayes <eatwellatschool@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 8:10 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RDN ... October President's Page 

 

I have two RDN suggestions ... both from the West to balance out Doris in NH. (BTW ... both of my

top suggestions are for not-so-well-known folks. Extraordinary members who are not as well-

known ... hoping that is what you are looking for).  
 

#1 ... Kara Sample, RDN, SNS, Greeley-Evans School District Six, Greeley, CO

She is young, enthusiastic, and completely devoted to being a school district dietitian. 
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Real Food with Local Flavors
Over 36% of our food purchases come from local farmers and producers. These “local flavors” bring the region’s great products to the 
students of Portland Public Schools.


Community Partners and Initiatives 
Supporting Healthy School Environments


Local Farmers
Cal Farms, Oregon City, OR • Kerslake Farms, Corbett, OR • Kiyokawa Family Orchards, Parkdale, OR
Mt. Hood Organic Farms, Parkdale, OR • Pollock and Sons, Hermiston, OR 
Rasmussen & Sons, Granger, WA • Siri & Son Farms, Organic Family Farming, Clackamas, OR Springbank Farm, 
Lebanon, OR • Stahlbush Island Farms, Corvallis, OR •  Strebin Farms, Troutdale, OR 
Local Companies
Alaskan Leader Seafoods, Seattle, WA • Alexis Foods, Portland, OR • Alpenrose Dairy, Portland, OR
Bakeworks, Vancouver, WA • Carman Ranch, Wallowa, OR • Curtis Restaurant Equipment, Beaverton, OR   
Don Pancho, Salem, OR • Goody Man Distributing, Tualatin, OR • Harry’s Fresh Foods, Portland, OR 
Heritage Specialty Foods, Portland, OR • McDonald Wholesale Company, Eugene, OR
Merchants Paper Company, Portland, OR • Norpac Foods, Salem OR • Organically Grown Company, Portland, OR 
Oregon Spice Company, Portland, OR • Pacific Coast Produce Company, Portland, OR
Portlandia Foods, Portland, OR • Ray’s Meat, WA • Roadrunner Pizza, Gladstone, OR • SA Piazza & Associates, 
LLC Clackamas, OR • Shepherd’s Grain, Pacific Northwest • Smith and Greene, Portland, OR • Taco House Annex, 
Portland, OR • Teeny Foods, Portland, OR • Tillamook, Tillamook, OR • Truitt Family Foods, Salem, OR •  Willamette 
Valley Fruit Company, Salem, OR • Yami Yogurt, Pacific Northwest • Zenner’s Sausage Company, Portland, OR





Real.Food.With.Local.Flavors-2.pdf


School District Profile: Portland Oregon Public Schools



Of the more than 100,000 US schools participating in school nutrition programs, no two are exactly the same. Key variables include geographic location; number of students and serving sites; percentage of students eligible for free and reduced-price meals; status of school kitchens, central kitchens and foodservice equipment; district finances and support for nutrition programming; availability of foodservice workers; professional staffing patterns; and participation in school nutrition initiatives.  Portland, Oregon, Public Schools (PPS) was chosen for this district profile because this large urban district illustrates many of the challenges and opportunities, including those for dietetic practice, in school nutrition. 



PPS enroll approximately 48,000 students with about 46% eligible for free and 3% eligible for reduced-price meals. Twenty-five of their schools are able to serve meals to all children through the Community Eligibility Provision (CEP). They have 84 kitchens and serve meals at more than 80 sites during the school year and 52 locations (schools and parks) during the summer. No a la carte items are served in the district. The average daily participation in USDA programs is approximately:

•	National School Breakfast Program – 11,000

•	National School Lunch Program – 20,000

•	Supper Program – 3,000

•	Summer Food Service Program – 5,000 

Portland is an ethnically diverse city with significant percentages of Hispanic (16.2%), African-American (10%) and Asian (7.3%) students, as well as small populations of Native American/Alaskan Native  (0.9%) and Pacific Islanders (0.9%). In school cafeterias there are menu cards in five languages:  Chinese, Vietnamese, Spanish, Russian and Somali. On the district website, the menu can be translated into any common language. 



PPS are committed to staffing their program with Registered Dietitian Nutritionists (RDN). As of school year 2015-16, there were six RDNs on staff; four permanent positions require an RDN: Director, Assistant Director, Program Manager and Coordinator. The program frequently hosts dietetic students and interns from Oregon programs. Several of these interns have been hired into temporary and permanent positions with PPS and other local school districts. Like many districts, Portland was already adhering to high standards of professional development before the implementation of the USDA standards in 2015. All staff are required to participate in multiple training opportunities including in-house sessions, workshops, webinars and School Nutrition Magazine continuing education credits. 



The Portland school district has worked hard to grow their school garden and farm to school initiatives. They currently have over 52 active gardens on school property and purchase approximately 38% of their food from local farms and manufacturers. Popular local foods include apples, watermelon, berries, potatoes, greens and ground beef, as well as bread products, pizza crust and ketchup. The benefits of local purchases and Harvest of Month include teaching students where their food comes from, connecting gardens to classrooms and an increased willingness to try new fruits and vegetables. Finding financial support for garden coordinator positions is an ongoing challenge. 



Nutrition education in PPS classrooms and gardens is provided through a variety of community partners, including Oregon SNAP-Ed, Growing Gardens, Earth Art Ag and the Schools Uniting Neighborhoods (SUN) Program. Marketing and promotion of meals is coordinated through a yearly menu calendar (featuring student art and distributed to all families), Harvest of the Month posters (printed and posted in school kitchens/cafeterias) and social media channels. PPS Nutrition Services has established a strong presence on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/pps.ns/) and Twitter (https://twitter.com/PPS_Nutrition).



Director Gitta Genther-Sweeney, MS, RDN, has led PPSs’ Nutrition Services for six years, after serving as assistant director for seven years. She has established an audacious mission for the program:  Educating palates, inspiring culinary curiosity and nourishing the health of the community through school meals. She notes that the greatest reward of working in school nutrition is “providing students a delicious, nutrient-rich meal on a shoe string budget!” 





PPS Case Study.docx
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She is part of the one of the strongest F2S teams that I have seen in a long time.  

They have a F2S coordinator and she is the assistant director ... but she is great! 

Kara Sample ... her contact information is attached as a JPG.  

You can read out my visit to Greeley in this blog: 

https://schoolmealsthatrock.org/2017/05/04/schoollunch-is-great-in-greeley/ 

  

You can also see them on their active and excellent social media: 

FB F2S ... https://www.facebook.com/d6farmtoschool/ 

FB Overall ... https://www.facebook.com/d6nutritionservices/ 

FB Food Truck ... https://www.facebook.com/D6elfuego/ 

FB Student Wellness ... https://www.facebook.com/d6studentwellness/ 

#2 ... my second choice (and she is fantastic) would be Gitta Genther-Sweeney, RDN, from

Portland (OR) Public Schools. gsweeney@pps.net 

She has been doing a great job and Portland OR is a tough market.  

Their website is probably the best place to read about their F2S. 

https://www.pps.net/Page/944 

  

Also see attachments.  

Real Food is about their program 

Case study is what I wrote for the in-progress Practice Paper 

Either one or BOTH ... ;-) ... would be terrific. I just like to see emerging leaders get some love.  
 

Let me know if you need any more information ... and let me know how I can help.  
 
 
 
 

On Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 3:43 PM, Dayle Hayes <eatwellatschool@gmail.com> wrote:  

The award-winning DTR is a real leader in SNA of NH. She just graduated and joined the

Academy: 

Doris Demers

 

Child Nutrition Director

 

Oyster River School District

 

33 Coe Drive

 

Durham, NH 03824

 
603-389-3310
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ddemers@orcsd.org   
 

Her F2S work is outstanding ...  

When I was there, a farmer knocked on the back door and delivered the veggies directly the

kitchen. 

  

They take herbs from the garden and make pizzas with them (along with kale and butternut

squash. 

She has done boat to tray with local fish ... and much, much more.  

More about her at: 

https://www.facebook.com/OysterRiverChildNutrition/ 

  

She would be PERFECT! 
 

Dayle 
 
 
 

On Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 2:10 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

Dayle, I am doing a Farm to School/Farm to Hospital president's page for October.  Who do you

think the biggest RDN guru is in Farm to school to interview?  I have the Farm to Hospital RDN's

names already.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 
 
 

--  
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Dayle Hayes, MS, RD

 

President, Nutrition for the Future, Inc.

 

3112 Farnam St., Billings, MT 59102

 

MOBILE: 406-698-8868

 
 

EMAIL: EatWellatSchool@gmail.com 

 

FACEBOOK: School Meals That Rock 

 

TWITTER: SchoolMealsRock

 

INSTAGRAM: schoolmealsthatrock

 

PINTEREST: School Meals That Rock

 

================================================================

 

"It does not matter how slowly you go so long as you do not stop." Confucious

 

================================================================

 

Please don't print this message unless you really need to. 
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1138. Re: Veggie Incentives and Health IMpact

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>, Lorelei DiSogra

<LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>, James Huang <jhuang@cfwdc.org>, Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 07:55:38

Subject: Re: Veggie Incentives and Health IMpact

Attachment:

Wow this is powerful information and so supports what we as RDN's have been saying for years! 

Thanks Gus!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

Sent: Thursday, June 8, 2017 6:49 AM  

To: Lorelei DiSogra; James Huang; Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin  

Cc: Camille Range Cell; Jeanne Blankenship; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)  

Subject: Veggie Incentives and Health IMpact 

 

Timely article on health benefits of incentives on heart attacks.  
 

  Gus 
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A 30% fruit and vegetable subsidy targeting only SNAP (or food stamp) recipients was

estimated to avert 35,100 CVD deaths; a mass media campaign to change dietary habits

might avert 25,800 CVD deaths,  

PUBLIC RELEASE: 6-JUN-2017 
 
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002311 

Food policies have potential to lower US
cardiovascular disease rates
 

PLOS

 
    SHARE
 PRINT   E-MAIL

Food policies, such as fruit and vegetable subsidies, taxes on sugar sweetened drinks, and mass

media campaigns to change dietary habits, could avert hundreds of thousands of deaths from

cardiovascular disease (CVD) in the United States, researchers project in a study published in 

PLOS Medicine by Jonathan Pearson-Stuttard from the University of Liverpool, UK and Imperial

College London, UK, and colleagues at the Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy at

Tufts University, US.

 

Efforts to improve dietary choices through economic incentives have been successful in the past,

but the impact of such changes on CVD--the leading cause of mortality in the US--has not been

clear. In the new work, researchers used the existing US IMPACT Food Policy Model, coupled

with data on CVD mortality, to determine how different food policy scenarios might impact CVD

deaths.

 

The researchers estimated that a national 10% subsidy for fruit and vegetables was likely to be the

most beneficial, potentially resulting in 150,500 fewer CVD deaths by 2030. A 30% fruit and

vegetable subsidy targeting only SNAP (or food stamp) recipients was estimated to avert 35,100

CVD deaths; a mass media campaign to change dietary habits might avert 25,800 CVD deaths,

and a 10% tax on sugar sweetened beverages might avert 31,000 deaths from CVD. The targeted

SNAP only subsidy would reduce disparities the most. An approach combining these policies, they

calculated, could have an especially large impact, saving around 230,000 lives and also reducing

the disparity between CVD in SNAP recipients and non-SNAP recipients. The study didn't

calculate effects on mortality through other causes that dietary changes would likely have at the

same time as CVD.

 

"The findings of this study have important implications for crafting specific price and incentive

policy approaches to optimize access to fruits and vegetables and reduce consumption of sugar

sweetened beverages," the authors say. "Policies effectively increasing fruit and vegetable

consumption or reducing sugar sweetened beverage consumption might powerfully reduce

cardiovascular disease mortality and disparities. Furthermore, a combination of these policies
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could be even more powerful."
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Organization, Astra Zeneca, Boston Heart Diagnostics, GOED, and DSM; was on the scientific

advisory board for Unilever North America until 2014; has received royalties from UpToDate for

online chapters on fish oil and dietary fat; is listed on Patent US8889739 B2 to Harvard University

as a co-inventor, for use of trans-palmitoleic acid in identifying and treating metabolic disease.
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Reducing US cardiovascular disease burden and disparities through national and targeted dietary
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American Heart Association, Washington, District of Columbia, United States of America
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United States of America

 

IN YOUR COVERAGE PLEASE USE THIS URL TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE FREELY

AVAILABLE PAPER:

 
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002311
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1139. Re: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 07:48:09

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

Attachment: image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg
image001.png

Matthew,  Do you the congratulatory letter?  I am trying to talk to people about her coming and this

award so the actual initial letter of the award might be helpful too.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 5:38 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

This is the notification email we sent to Michelle Obama’s office.

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else.
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Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Honors  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:20 AM 

 To: 'scheduling@obamaoffice44.org' 

 Subject: Academy Honors &Awards 

 Importance: High

 

 

 

Academy Honors and Awards

 

 

 

 

 

May 23, 2017

 

 

Dear Michelle,

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members wish to acknowledge

your outstanding and continued support of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession
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by awarding you Honorary Membership. This honor is bestowed upon those who have made

notable contributions to the field of nutrition and dietetics.

 

 

Your Honorary Membership will be presented during the Member Showcase on Monday, October

23, 2017, at the Academy’s Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24, 2017, in Chicago,

Illinois. We sincerely hope it will be possible for you and a guest to attend. We also wish to invite

you to attend the Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22.

 

 

As an Honorary Member, you will receive access to the Academy’s Web site,

www.eatrightPRO.org, the quarterly Food and Nutrition magazine, our monthly scientific Journal of

the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and complimentary registrations to future FNCEs, including

invitations to the yearly Honors Breakfast.

 

 

Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow

as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-

resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use on the FNCE Honors

Display by May 31.

 

 

The Board of Directors and the entire membership of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are

pleased to welcome you as an Honorary Member!

 

 

Sincerely,                                                       

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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1140. Veggie Incentives and Health IMpact

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

To: Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>, James Huang

<jhuang@cfwdc.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Donna

Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Jun 08, 2017 06:50:00

Subject: Veggie Incentives and Health IMpact

Attachment:

Timely article on health benefits of incentives on heart attacks.  
 

  Gus 
 

A 30% fruit and vegetable subsidy targeting only SNAP (or food stamp) recipients was

estimated to avert 35,100 CVD deaths; a mass media campaign to change dietary habits

might avert 25,800 CVD deaths,  

PUBLIC RELEASE: 6-JUN-2017 
 
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002311 

Food policies have potential to lower US
cardiovascular disease rates
PLOS
    SHARE
 PRINT   E-MAIL

Food policies, such as fruit and vegetable subsidies, taxes on sugar sweetened drinks, and mass

media campaigns to change dietary habits, could avert hundreds of thousands of deaths from

cardiovascular disease (CVD) in the United States, researchers project in a study published in 

PLOS Medicine by Jonathan Pearson-Stuttard from the University of Liverpool, UK and Imperial

College London, UK, and colleagues at the Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy at

Tufts University, US.

Efforts to improve dietary choices through economic incentives have been successful in the past,

but the impact of such changes on CVD--the leading cause of mortality in the US--has not been

clear. In the new work, researchers used the existing US IMPACT Food Policy Model, coupled

with data on CVD mortality, to determine how different food policy scenarios might impact CVD

deaths.

The researchers estimated that a national 10% subsidy for fruit and vegetables was likely to be the

most beneficial, potentially resulting in 150,500 fewer CVD deaths by 2030. A 30% fruit and

vegetable subsidy targeting only SNAP (or food stamp) recipients was estimated to avert 35,100

CVD deaths; a mass media campaign to change dietary habits might avert 25,800 CVD deaths,
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and a 10% tax on sugar sweetened beverages might avert 31,000 deaths from CVD. The targeted

SNAP only subsidy would reduce disparities the most. An approach combining these policies, they

calculated, could have an especially large impact, saving around 230,000 lives and also reducing

the disparity between CVD in SNAP recipients and non-SNAP recipients. The study didn't

calculate effects on mortality through other causes that dietary changes would likely have at the

same time as CVD.

"The findings of this study have important implications for crafting specific price and incentive

policy approaches to optimize access to fruits and vegetables and reduce consumption of sugar

sweetened beverages," the authors say. "Policies effectively increasing fruit and vegetable

consumption or reducing sugar sweetened beverage consumption might powerfully reduce

cardiovascular disease mortality and disparities. Furthermore, a combination of these policies

could be even more powerful."

###

Research Article

Funding:

This project was funded by a National Institutes of Health grant, number R01HL115189. No

funding bodies had any role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or

preparation of the manuscript.

Competing Interests:

I have read the journal's policy and the authors of this manuscript have the following competing

interests: LW serves as the Director of Policy Research for the American Heart Association. CDR

has consulted for the Almond Board of California and the Bell Institute of Health and Nutrition. DM

has received honoraria for one-time scientific presentations/reviews on diet from Haas Avocado

Board, and Pollock Communications; has done ad-hoc consulting for Life Sciences Research

Organization, Astra Zeneca, Boston Heart Diagnostics, GOED, and DSM; was on the scientific

advisory board for Unilever North America until 2014; has received royalties from UpToDate for

online chapters on fish oil and dietary fat; is listed on Patent US8889739 B2 to Harvard University

as a co-inventor, for use of trans-palmitoleic acid in identifying and treating metabolic disease.

Citation:

Pearson-Stuttard J, Bandosz P, Rehm CD, Penalvo J, Whitsel L, Gaziano T, et al. (2017)

Reducing US cardiovascular disease burden and disparities through national and targeted dietary

policies: A modelling study. PLoS Med 14(6): e1002311. 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002311

Author Affiliations:
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American Heart Association, Washington, District of Columbia, United States of America

Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts,

United States of America

IN YOUR COVERAGE PLEASE USE THIS URL TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE FREELY

AVAILABLE PAPER:
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002311
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1141. Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 17:38:25

Subject: Michelle Obama - Honorary Membership Award

Attachment: image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg
image001.png
Michelle Obama FNCE VIP Info 2017.docx

Hi Donna,

 

 

This is the notification email we sent to Michelle Obama’s office.

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else.

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Honors  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:20 AM 

 To: 'scheduling@obamaoffice44.org' 

 Subject: Academy Honors &Awards 
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May 22, 2017





Congratulations on being selected as a 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards recipient! As a key leader in the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, we are pleased to offer you the following meeting benefits. Please read the instructions and quick tips below in order to take proper advantage of your FNCE VIP benefits.



AWARD RECOGNITION

Your accomplishment will be highlighted in the FNCE App and on an honors display located in a highly visible locale within McCormick Place West.



Please submit a high-resolution color photograph (at least 300 dpi) in JPG, TIFF or EPS format via email to Matthew Novotny, Honors Committee staff liaison, at mnovotny@eatright.org, no later than May 31, 2017.



VIP Benefits Package for Michelle Obama

Category:	Honorary Membership Award

Master Bill: 	Yes, the Academy will cover up to 3 nights at the Hyatt Regency Chicago (FNCE HQ Hotel) room rate of $272.00 + tax. 

Your hotel room & tax will be directly billed for the number of nights listed above. You will be responsible for any additional nights and your incidentals, so please be prepared to provide a credit card upon checking in to the hotel.  

Registration:	Complimentary

Air Travel:	Complimentary when booked through the Academy Travel Desk



HOUSING INSTRUCTIONS

Headquarter (HQ) Housing Reservations – Housing open now through May 31st  

The HQ Housing block is available exclusively to you through May 31.  During this period you will have the opportunity to book your hotel room at the Hyatt Regency Chicago (HQ Hotel).  You will be asked for your credit card to guarantee your room reservation, however, nothing will be charged to this card except any room incidental charges, roommates and/or additional nights not approved by the Academy.

· Book your room:

· Online: 	 https://compass.onpeak.com/e/62EAT17/ 

· Please select “VIP” from the drop down menu

· It will then prompt you for a password, please enter “FNCE100” 

· Phone: 	Toll-free: 800/443-3976; Outside the U.S.: 312/527-7300 (M-F, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., CST)

· Credit card information will be required.

· Indicate the maximum number of nights you think you will stay. You can always change your arrival and departure dates if they change prior to the meeting by contacting FNCE Housing Services by phone, 800/443-3976 or e-mail, fnce@onpeakevents.com.



REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

Complimentary Registration – Available Now through Friday, September 8th

· Complete your registration online by going to http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/registration/ 

· Select the Registration link

· In the New Registration section on the left side, enter the registration code “17AWARD” under your name

· Continue and complete the required registration information.  

· Please register by September 8th. 

· Registration questions, please contact Rebecca McHale at 312/899-4851. 

AIR TRAVEL BOOKING INSTRUCTIONS 

Complimentary Travel 

Air travel arrangements should be made through ATC Travel Management, the official travel agency for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Please pay careful attention to the instructions for booking.

You must have a traveler profile prior to booking online or via telephone. If you have not used the Academy travel store before, please email Rebecca McHale (rmchale@eatright.org). Be sure to include your first and last name (as they appear on your driver’s license or state ID) and the email address you would like to use for the account. You’ll receive an activation email from Deem@work in 1-2 business days.



I. Booking Your Travel Online ($12 service fee)

1) Book your travel Monday through Friday between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6 p.m., CST

2) Go to www.atcmeetings.com/academy.

3) Log in to your account using the User ID (email address) and Password you created when setting up your profile.

4) Search  for and select your flights (book “non-refundable” fares only)

a. You have the option of searching by “Price” or “Schedule”. 

b. Click on your preferred airline if you only want to view their fares.

c. Click on Low fare options under the “Tools” box on the upper right side of the page to see less expensive options for your trip.

5) When you reach the Purchase Trip page, enter the information below: 

		Meeting Name (select from dropdown menu):

		2017 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo



		Meeting Location:

		Chicago, IL



		Dates:

		October 21 - 24, 2017



		GL Code (budget):

		1032432







6) If you need assistance, call the support team at 800/458-9383 or 703/253-6004. There is no additional charge for technical assistance.

· Booking Your Travel with an Agent ($33 service fee)

1) Book your travel Monday through Friday between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6 p.m., CST

2) For agent assisted booking, call ATC Travel Management at 800/458-9383 or 703/253-6004. Please reserve the use of this option to complex travel. 

3) Provide the agent with the information listed above when requested so that the airfare is charged to the Academy credit card.

Book your travel at least 60 days prior to departure whenever possible. Fares can be significantly discounted when booked this far in advance.

Expenses 

Please contact your Academy staff liaison, Matthew Novotny, with questions regarding reimbursable expenses for the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo.



We look forward to seeing you at FNCE! 
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Michelle Obama FNCE VIP Info 2017.docx



 Importance: High

 

 

 

Academy Honors and Awards

 

 

 

 

 

May 23, 2017

 

 

Dear Michelle,

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members wish to acknowledge

your outstanding and continued support of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession

by awarding you Honorary Membership. This honor is bestowed upon those who have made

notable contributions to the field of nutrition and dietetics.

 

 

Your Honorary Membership will be presented during the Member Showcase on Monday, October

23, 2017, at the Academy’s Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24, 2017, in Chicago,

Illinois. We sincerely hope it will be possible for you and a guest to attend. We also wish to invite

you to attend the Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22.

 

 

As an Honorary Member, you will receive access to the Academy’s Web site,

www.eatrightPRO.org, the quarterly Food and Nutrition magazine, our monthly scientific Journal of

the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and complimentary registrations to future FNCEs, including

invitations to the yearly Honors Breakfast.

 

 

Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow

as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-

resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use on the FNCE Honors

Display by May 31.

 

 

The Board of Directors and the entire membership of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are

pleased to welcome you as an Honorary Member!
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Sincerely,                                                       

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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1142. Michelle Obama Honoray Membership

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 17:33:57

Subject: Michelle Obama Honoray Membership

Attachment:

Matthew,  Can you please forward Michelle Obama's Honorary Membership letter to me?  I am

going to try and reach out to her about this.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1143. Re: AACE Appointment

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, AND BOD Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 17:23:44

Subject: Re: AACE Appointment

Attachment:

Pat, 
 

I am honored to accept this appointment.  I wish to thank the Academy and all those who made

this decision for their faith in me to carry our touch to the next level with AACE. 
 

I have a few questions.  
 

Is the request from AACE for two different people to two different committees.  If I am

misunderstanding that, I apologize.  Would it be better to request a suggestion from the Weight

Management DPG for the AACE Obesity Scientific Committee? Otherwise, I will do my best to

cover two committees, but I feel that a WM representative may be more beneficial.  
 

I do not know the time commitment necessary for either committee.  I will endeavor to find out.

 Are these committee appointments funded by the Academy or AACE?  
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On Jun 7, 2017, at 3:35 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Hi Jo Jo,  

 

As you know Susan Yake submitted names to the 4Ps for consideration to represent the Academy

on the AACE committees. Today the decision was made to appoint you as the Academy's advisor
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on the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee.

 Please see the attached letters.  

 

Congratulations!  

Pat  

Patricia M. Babjak  

Chief Executive Officer  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email: pbabjak@eatright.org< mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>  

www.eatright.org< http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org< http://www.eatrightpro.org/> |

www.eatrightSTORE.org< http://www.eatrightstore.org/>  

[100Year_FINAL]  

DONATE< http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!  

 

<winmail.dat> 
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1144. Congratulations!

From: Lori Kaley <lori@lasutherlandgroup.com>

To: Donna Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, president@eatright.org

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 16:57:32

Subject: Congratulations!

Attachment:

Hi Donna, 
 

Congratulations on starting your year as President of the Academy!! I am really looking forward to

this year, our 100th anniversary, and with you at the helm to usher us into our second century. 
 

I have been a dietitian for over 25 years and a member of the Academy for that time. I have three

wonderful daughters and one of them decided to become a dietitian - which she did two years

ago now. I have encouraged her to remain a member of the Academy and her enthusiasm

continues to inspire me to attend FNCE. 
 

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to ensure that you have a successful year in your

role as President. We are here for you!! 
 

My best, 

Lori  
 
 

Lori A. Kaley, MS, RDN, LD, MSB 

Managing Director 
LA Sutherland Group, LLC

Greater Boston 

207.242.6869 
lori@lasutherlandgroup.com
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1145. RE: Farm to School Hospital contact

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 16:36:07

Subject: RE: Farm to School Hospital contact

Attachment: image002.jpg

Perfect, thank you, Donna!

 

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: Farm to School Hospital contact

 

 

Tom,  Here is some information for the October Farm to School/Farm to Hospital page.  Lisa

McDowell is the contact RDN at The Farm at St. Joes Hospital in Ann Arbor Michigan.  There is

also a great program at Bronson Methodist Hospital in Kalamazoo, MI that is doing FANTASTIC

things.  See all links to programs below.  

 
https://www.bronsonhealth.com/patients-and-visitors/bronson-methodist-hospital/for-
patients/while-youre-here/food/bronson-winters-farmers-market/

 

 
Lisa.McDowell@stjoeshealth.org

 

 

Lisa McDowell - The Farm at St. Joes - Ann Arbor

 
http://www.foodandnutrition.org/September-October-2013/Lisa-McDowell-Hospital-Campus-Farm-
Pioneer/

 

 
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-taking-food-medicine-heart/story?id=27765127

 

 
http://www.stjoesannarbor.org/thefarm

 

 

Hope this helps!  I will get you some on Farm to School. 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565
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President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1146. AACE Appointment

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 16:35:49

Subject: AACE Appointment

Attachment: image001.png
AACE Letter June 7 2017.pdf
Academy Letter.pdf

Hi Jo Jo, 

 

As you know Susan Yake submitted names to the 4Ps for consideration to represent the Academy

on the AACE committees. Today the decision was made to appoint you as the Academy’s advisor

on the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee. 

Please see the attached letters. 

 

Congratulations!

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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June 7, 2017  


 
Board of Directors 
2017-2018 
 
President 
Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  
 
President-Elect 
Mary Russell, MS, RDN, LDN, FAND 
 
Past President 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND  
 
Treasurer 
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, 
CDE, FAND 
 
Treasurer-Elect 
Manjushree  Karkare, MS, RDN, LDN, FAND 
 
Past Treasurer 
Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 
 
Chair, Academy Foundation 
Martin Yadrick, MBI, MS, RDN, FAND 
 
Speaker, House of Delegates 
Dianne Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND  
 
Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates 
Marcia Kyle, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 
 
Past Speaker, House of Delegates 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 
 
Directors 
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, LD 
Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSD 
Michele Delille Lites, RD, CSO, FAND 
Tamara Randall, MS, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 
Kevin Sauer, PhD, RND, LD 
Milton Stokes, PhD, MPH, RD, FAND 
 
Public Members 
Kevin Concannon, MSW 
Steven A Miranda, SPHR, GPHR 
 
Chief Executive Officer 
Patricia M Babjak, GSLIS 
 
 
 


Ms. Angie Lopez and Ms. Lynn Blanco  
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 
245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
 
Dear Ms. Lopez and Ms. Blanco: 
 
On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) Board of 
Directors, I thank you again for the opportunity to appoint an advisor on the 
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) Lifestyle and 
Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity Scientific Committee.   
 
The Academy is pleased to appoint Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, 
LDN, CDE, FAND to the committees.  Ms. Dantone-DeBarbieris is a registered 
dietitian nutritionist and a nationally recognized Certified Diabetes Educator. 
Her curriculum vitae is attached and her contact information follows. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone- DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 
112 River Oaks Drive 
LaPlace, LA 70068 
(Cell) 662-809-8451 
(Office) 985-651-2342 
JoJo@NutritionEd.com  
 
Please feel free to contact Ms. Dantone-DeBarbieris directly with invitations to 
the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the Obesity 
Scientific Committee events and activities. The staff contact at the Academy is 
Diane Enos, Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement. 
Diane can be reached at denos@eatright.org or 312-899-1767. 
 
From AACE’s perspective, is there anything further needed to formalize our 
alliance relationship?  
 
Sincerely,  


 
Patricia Babjak 
 
C: J. Leffert 
     J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 
     D. Enos 
 
Enclosure 


 



mailto:JoJo@NutritionEd.com

mailto:denos@eatright.org
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Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 


 
EDUCATION 
  
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS 


Master of Science, Human Nutrition 1999  
 
Methodist Hospital, Memphis, TN 
Dietetic Internship, 1975 


  
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS 


Bachelor of Science in Institution Management, Dietetics, May 1973 


 
 
CREDENTIALS AND PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 
 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionist (RDN), Commission on Dietetic Registration, Certificate # 408179 


Initial registration (1976) - renewed every five years through qualifying continuing education.  
 


Certified Diabetes Educator (CDE), National Certification Board for Diabetes Educators, Certificate #0982-


0096 Initial certification (1998) - renewed every five years through continuing education. 
 
Licensed Dietitian Nutritionist (LDN), Louisiana #1654 - renewed every year.  


Licensed Dietitian (LD), Mississippi # D0298 - renewed every two years.  


Fellow of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (FAND) (2016) 


Medicare Provider - since date 2001.  National Provider Identifier supplied upon request. 


 


 


 NERI 
Nutrition Education Resources, 
Inc. 
112 River Oaks Drive 
LaPlace, LA 70068 


 


Office: 985-651-2342 
Cell:  662-809-8451 
Fax: 1-888-573-1919 
E-mail: JoJo@NutritionEd.com  
 



mailto:JoJo@NutritionEd.com
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CLINICAL AND FOODSERVICE WORK/BUSINESS EXPERIENCE 
 
1976 to Present    Nutrition Education Resources, Inc. (NERI), Chief Executive Officer, President 


and Owner, La Place, LA and Grenada, MS.   Duties include hiring, training and 
management of RDN staff, competency evaluations of staff, development of 
policies and procedures to fulfill regulatory agency requirements, keeping 
current on federal and state regulations, marketing to new business accounts, 
budget and strategic planning to promote positive outcomes for company’s 
financial viability.  
NERI has provided up to 80 Registered Dietitian Nutritionists to facilities and 
companies in as many as sixteen states.  These RDN’s provide services to a wide 
variety of facilities including: Long-term Care Facilities, Critical Access Hospitals, 
Acute Care Hospitals, Sub-acute Care Hospitals, L-TAC - Long-Term Acute Care 
Hospitals Home Health Agencies, Hospice Agencies, Recognized &/or Accredited, 
Diabetes Self-Management Education Programs, Behavioral Health Group Homes, 
Food Service Management Companies, Assisted Living Facilities, Adult Day Care 
Centers, Rural Healthcare Centers, Correctional Facilities, Industry Wellness 
Programs, Prenatal High Risk Management and Infant Services Systems (high risk 
population in WIC programs)   


 
1976  Director of Food and Nutrition Services Department, Grenada Lake Medical 


Center, Grenada, MS. Duties included management of budget, inventory, 
clinical, sanitation and food production responsibilities for a100 bed hospital.  


 
1975 to 1976  District Nutritionist, Mississippi State Department of Health, Greenwood, MS 


Duties included screening and education of patients with chronic illnesses, 
initiation and management of the WIC program in a 5 county district in the MS 
delta and hills areas. 


 
1974 to 1975   Clinical Dietitian, Methodist Hospital, Memphis, TN. 
 Duties included nutrition assessment and education of patients in an acute 


care setting; food service monitoring during service of patient trays; sanitation 
checks of kitchen. 


 
1973 to 1974 Food Service Supervisor, Union Memorial Hospital, El Dorado, AR 


Duties included management of employees for food production, service and 
sanitation; food inventory and ordering responsibilities; menu and recipe 
management; and employee work scheduling and on the job training and 
inservicing. 
 


 


 
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND POSITIONS 


 
1975-present:  Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (formerly the American Dietetic Association)- 
member, positions held: Treasurer-Elect, Treasurer (2016-2019), ADA Political Action Committee (PAC), 
Legislative and Public Policy Committee (LPPC), LPPC liaison to ADAPAC, Nursing Home Weight Loss 
Quality Measure Workgroup 
 
1998 to present: Diabetes Care and Education Dietetic Practice Group (DCE) - member, positions held: 
Public Policy Liaison, Chair-elect, Chair, Past-chair (2013-2016) 
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1975 to present: Dietitians in Health Care Communities (DHCC) (formerly Consultant Dietitian in 
Healthcare Facilities Dietetic Practice Group – CD HCF)- charter member, positions held: Area III 
Coordinator, Legislative Network Coordinator, Chair – elect, Chair, Past-chair (2005-2008). 
 
1996-1998: Nutrition Education for the Public Dietetic Practice Group (NEP)- member, positions held:  
Secretary. 
 
2006 to present: Louisiana Dietetic Association- member, positions held: Allied Group Representative, 
Public Policy Panel Member, President-elect, President, Past-President (2008-2011). 
 
1998 to present: American Association of Diabetes Educators- member 
 
1995 to present: American Diabetes Association- Professional member 
 
1981- 2006 Mississippi Dietetic Association- member, positions held: State Convention Hospitality 
Chairman, State Public Relations Chairman, State Fund Raising Chair for Licensure, State Legislative 
Committee Member, State Legislative Network Coordinator, State Convention Exhibits Chairman. 
 
1976-1984 Northwest District Mississippi Dietetic Association – member, positions held: Secretary, 
President-elect, President (1978-1980, 1982-1984), Publicity Chair. 
 
1977- 2000 Northwest District Consultant Dietitian in Healthcare Facilities Dietetic Practice Group 
Mississippi Consultant Dietitian in Healthcare Facilities Dietetic Practice Group: member, positions 
held: District representative, State Chair-elect, Chair (1986-1990, 1998-2000). 
 


 
 


VOLUNTEER WORK 
 
COMMUNITY, EDUCATIONAL, BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS  
 
2013-2015  Eli Lilly Institutionalized Patient Advisory Board, Board member 


2010-2015  University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS, Internship Preceptor 


2007-2011  State of Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals, Baton Rouge, La, Diabetes 
Initiative Council Member 


 
1998-2002  Mississippi Chronic Illness Coalition, Jackson, MS, Advocacy Committee Member 
 
2000-2002  Ross Labs Advisory Board, Advocacy Committee Member 


1990-2000  Diamond Crystal Gold Circle Club, Advocacy Committee Member 


1994-1996  Sysco Foods Advisory Board, Advocacy Committee Member 


1994-1996 Delta State University, Cleveland, MS, Dietetic Internship Advisory Board Member 
 
 


OTHER VOLUNTEER WORK 
 


2015  Jazzercise Fitness Club, Public Speaker on Wellness and Chronic Illness Prevention 


2011   Curve’s Women’s Fitness Club, Public Speaker on Diabetes 


2009-2010  St. Martins’s Episcopal Church, Metairie, LA, Disciples of Christ in Community Facilitator, 


Stewardship Committee, Vestry. 


1978-2000  Trinity Episcopal Church, Grenada, MS, Altar Guild, Sunday School Teacher 
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HONORS AND RECOGNITION 


   
2016 Legislative Activity Award, Diabetes Care and Education a Dietetic Practice Group of the Academy of 


  Nutrition and Dietetics 


        2016 Fellow of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (FAND)  


2014   “10 Incredible RDs Who Are Making a Difference” Today’s Dietitian Magazine 


2010    Outstanding Dietitian of the Year Award Louisiana Dietetic Association 


2009  F. Ann Gallagher Award for Legislative Activity Involvement, American Dietetic Association 


Foundation 


2004  Award of Excellence in Grassroots Political Action, ADA Political Action Committee 


2000  Outstanding Dietitian Award, Mississippi Dietetic Association 


 
PUBLICATIONS 


 
BOOKS:  
Dantone-DeBarbieris JJ. Bridging the Gap, Simple Diets for 
Complex Nutritional Demands (author) 
 
 
 
 


5th edition 2011 
4th edition 2005 
3rd edition 2000 
2nd edition 1997 
Original publication 1993 


Marrelli T. and Whittier S., Home Health Aide: Guidelines for 
Care (contributing author and reviewer) 
 


2nd edition 2005 and  
1st edition 1996 


Marrelli T. and Friend L. Home Health Aide: Guidelines for Care 
Instructors Manual  
(reviewer) 
 


2nd edition 2005  


Wakeen B., Montgomery J., Correctional Foodservice and 
Nutrition Manual, 2nd Edition, Consultant Dietitians in Healthcare 
Facilities, (contributing author) 
 


2005 


Consultant Dietitians in Healthcare Facilities, Inservice Manual 
Modules  (contributing author) 
 


2002 


Niedert K., Pocket Resource for Nutrition Assessment, 
Consultant Dietitians in Healthcare Facilities,  (contributing author) 
 


2001 


Volgelzang J., Dietetic Practitioner’s Guide to Home Health, 
Consultant Dietitians in Healthcare Facilities, American Dietetic 
Association, 2nd edition (contributing author) 
 


2000 


Dorner B., Pocket Resource for Management, Consultant 
Dietitians in Healthcare Facilities, (contributing author) 
 


2000 


Rice R. Manual of Home Health Nursing Procedures, Mosby- 1999 
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Year Book (author of Chapter on Nutrition Procedures) 
 
Consultant Dietitians in Healthcare Facilities, Guide for Nutrition 
Practice in Homecare, (author of chapter on Inservice and Staff 
Development) 


1994 


 
 
 


 


ARTICLES: 
Dantone J. “Chair Message”, News Flash - The Diabetes Care 
and Education DPG Newsletter. 


 
2014-2015 


 
Dantone J. “Nutrition Matters”, News Flash - The Diabetes Care 
and Education DPG Newsletter. 


 
2008-2011 


 
Dantone J. “The Chair’s Pinnacles”, The Consultant Dietitian 
Newsletter  
 


 
2006-2007  


Dantone J. “Dateline Washington”, The Consultant Dietitian 
Newsletter  
 


2001-2004  


Dantone J. “Tips Regarding Educational Materials to Use in Home 
Health”, The Consultant Dietitian Newsletter 
 


1995 


Marrelli T. “Dietary Interventions for Home Health Clinical Case 
Conferences”, Home Health Nurse News (contributing author) 
 


1995 


Dantone J. “Where Dietitians Fit in Home Care”, Food Service 
Director Magazine 
 


1994 


Dantone J. “Bridging the Gap Between Dietitians and Home Health 
Care”, The Consultant Dietitian Newsletter 
 


1994 


Dantone J. “Bridging the Gap Between Dietitians and Home Health 
Care”, Gerontological Nutritionist Newsletter 
 


1994 


Dantone J. “Bridging the Gap Between Dietitians and Home Health 
Care”, Networking News, Nutrition Education for the Public 
Newsletter 


1994 


 
PRESENTATIONS 
List provided upon request 
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May 24, 2017 
 
Patricia M. Babjak 
Chief Executive Officer 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
Chicago, IL  60606 
 
Dear Ms. Babjak: 
 
This letter is follow-up to an email Dan Kelsey received from Ms. JoJo Dantone 
regarding the appointment of representatives from the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics to the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity 
Scientific Committee. Ms. Dantone asked that I forward the request to your 
attention.  
 
As mentioned in my letter to Ms. Susan Yake on May 11, 2017, AACE agreed to 
include a member of the Academy as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition 
Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Mr. Kelsey spoke with each 
of the AACE committee chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from 
your representatives. Please coordinate your appointees with Ms. Angie Lopez 
(alopez@aace.com) and Lynn Blanco (lblanco@aace.com) at the AACE office.  
 
I look forward to our collaboration and the contributions of your advisors to these 
scientific committees.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 
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1147. Fw: Georgia-Farm Credit and FArmers Markets

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 16:34:17

Subject: Fw: Georgia-Farm Credit and FArmers Markets

Attachment: image.png
image.png
image.png

Nice shout out from Gus on Jeanne!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 4:32 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org); Camille Range Cell  

Subject: Re: Georgia-Farm Credit and FArmers Markets 

 

Donna and Gary,  
 

 Ref: SNAP Nutrition Incentives in Georgia-Burke County Farmers Market 
 

  Wonderful news on support from United Fresh Produce for your $895 EBT machine to take

SNAP at your farmers market. 
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 Will followup with Georgia Wholesome Wave re your modest $5,000  "ask" for covering SNAP

nutrition incentives at your market --both farmers and SNAP families will benefit greatly.  
 

  Looking forward to Chicago Academy Foundation sessions June 28th/29th-- 
 

  Also, the Academy's Jeanne Blankenship did a wonderful job this morning at the Obesity and

Nutrition session at Bipartisan Policy Coalition today --great audience and also on the web. 
 

  Former Sec of Ag Dan Glickman and former # 2 at CDC, Dr Bill Dietz hosted, Bill Dietz is  on

Jeanne's left.  
 

   Gus 
 
 
 

On Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 4:15 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

Gus,  United Fresh Produce gave me the $895 to buy our SNAP EBT machine so we can start

taking SNAP.  I am so excited.  Still working on finding funding for the Wholesome Wave part, but

can't wait to get our machine to help with SNAP as a place to start  See you in DC in a couple of

weeks I hope for Public Policy Workshop.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 4:12 PM  

To: Black, Gary; Donna Martin  

Cc: Gus Schumacher  

Subject: Georgia-Farm Credit and FArmers Markets 
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Gary and Donna,  
 

 Ref: Georgia Farm Credit Supporting Farmers Markets in Georgia with SNAP Nutrition Incentives 
 

 Pleased to see Georgia Farm Credit supporting farmers markets in Georgia--many providing

access to WIC, Seniors and  SNAP Nutrition Incentives.  
 

  Gus 
 
https://farmersmarketcoalition.org/spotlight-farm-credit-supporting-farmers-markets-across-
country/

 

 

 

Spotlight on Farm Credit: Supporting Farmers Markets Across the Country

 
 
Farm Credit is a nationwide network of 77 customer-owned lending institutions that support rural
communities and agriculture with reliable, consistent credit and financial services. While best
known for offering critical loans to farmers, ranchers, and other agribusinesses, Farm Credit
System Banks are also consistent supporters of farmers markets. This year, the Farmers Market
Coalition (FMC) is hearing from an unprecedented number of members who have received, or will
be receiving grants and other support from their local Farm Credit.

 
 

We’re seeing markets receive $500-5,000 in recurring support for promotional materials,

administrative expenses, and nutrition benefit matching programs. In some states, like Arkansas,

Farm Credit System banks are awarding competitive grants to farmers markets across the state.

Here are a few of the stories we’re seeing in the press:

 

·                     TEXAS: Capital Farm Credit awarded 29 grants totaling $31,500 to Farmers

Markets across the state in 2017.

 
 

·                     GEORGIA &SOUTH CAROLINA: AgSouth Farm Credit distributed $25,000 in grant

funds to local farmers markets to use for advertising and promotion, through their “Think Outside

the Store” program

 
 

·                     RHODE ISLAND &MASSACHUSETTS: Farm Credit East recently provided $1,000

grants to six markets to aid their efforts to increase local food access for consumers who may be

nutrition insecure or have limited resources. The member-owned cooperative also provided each

market with 100 reusable shopping bags, with messaging to support Northeast farmers.
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·                     ARKANSAS: Arkansas Agriculture Department (AAD) and Farm Credit of Western

Arkansas partnered again for the second annual Arkansas Farmers Market Promotion Program.

Funds can be used for promotional items that build community and regional awareness around

farmers market offerings.

 

Our member farmers markets are grateful for this support—funding enables markets to build their

management capacity, outreach and promotion and skills in improving nutrition for WIC, Seniors,

SNAP, Veterans, and increasingly, fruit and vegetable prescription programs.

 
 

FMC estimates nationally that the $63 million in estimated revenues from these nutrition incentive

programs improved incomes of some 21,000 fruit and vegetable farmers—revenues that allow a

number of Farm Credit borrowers, especially minority and new and beginning farmers, to improve

their creditworthiness for Farm Credit lending.

 
 

FMC recently submitted a letter to Farm Credit to express our gratitude for their ongoing support of

markets across the country, in partnership with our friends at the National Sustainable Agriculture

Coalition, Wholesome Wave, Massachusetts Federation of Farmers Markets, and Sustainable

Food Center. Visit their website to learn more about Farm Credit, and find a location near you. 
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1148. RE: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 15:52:42

Subject: RE: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

Attachment:

WOW! This is comprehensive … thank you!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 3:42 PM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

Here is the final paper that is excellent that Tracey Bates wrote!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 12:00 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship 

 Subject: RE: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

Thanks, Donna! 
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Im happy to give you a call with more detail! Generally, this bill is the start to a conversation. It

would have to be taken up in Child Nutrition Reauthorization, which we know probably isn’t going

anywhere in the next two years. We can work to get a Senate bill but have really spent a lot of

time getting the details of the bill ironed out, and garnering organizational support for the bill.

Currently the Farm to School Network, SHAPE America have endorsed the bill and we are close

to have endorsements from Society for Nutrition Education and Behavior,  Tisch Food, Education

and Policy Center at Columbia University and FoodCorps. 

 

More details: 

It is a 5 year grant through Team Nutrition. Congressman Tim Ryan is on appropriations

committee, and we have stressed the need to fully fund Team Nutrition at $25M, which is an

increase of $9.5M, to fund this grant program and as not to take away from current Team Nutrition

programming. 

 

Let me know if you have any additional thoughts or questions!

 

 

THANKS, DONNA! 

Jenn

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 11:54 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <

JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

Jenn,  I am just getting around to reading this proposed bill.  I look forward to talking to you more

about this.  Super exciting. For right now I have the following questions:

 

1.  Does the bill have co-sponsors?

 

2.  How much funding would he be asking for?

 

3.  Would this fund for 1 year or multiple years?

 

4.  Does this have a prayer of getting off the ground?

 

5.  What about a bill in the senate?
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I have some other similar questions, but you get my drift.  You can call me today or tomorrow if

you have time to discuss.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 12:18 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship 

 Subject: Fw: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hope you are well! Just wanted to put this on your radar. We have been working with

Congressman Tim Ryan's staff to get this bill off the ground. We think it fits nicely with our 2nd

Century objective to promote more Academy members in schools and strengthens

the requirements for wellness policies by providing funding to help LEAs implement

them. Written into the bill is a requirement to coordinate with school nutrition directors too. At the

end of this week Ill work with communications to get a quote from you to put into the

Congressman's press release when he introduces the bill at the end of the month. Very exciting! 

 

 

Lauren Au also brought to our attention her research presented last month which found:
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School wellness committees are associated with lower BMI z-scores and improved dietary

outcomes in U.S. schoolchildren. Presented at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Healthy

Eating Research Meeting on April 20, 2017 by Lauren Au PhD, RD, of the University of California,

Nutrition Policy Institute.

 

 

What is the association between school wellness committees and implementation of nutrition

wellness policies on: Children’s weight status (BMI-z); Obesity-related dietary outcomes?

 

-          An active wellness committee was associated with decreased BMI z-scores in U.S. School

children

 

-          Schools that reported better implementation of wellness policies had children with improved

obesity-related dietary outcomes

 

-          Active school engagement in wellness policy implementation appears to play a positive role

in efforts to reduce childhood obesity

 

 

Summary of the bill:

 

 

Congressman Tim Ryan is planning on introducing a bill to improve the implementation of nutrition

education through the utilization of nutrition specialists in local school districts. This bill titled 

Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act will allow qualified professionals to lead

nutrition education and promotion efforts by giving districts the ability to appoint a nutrition

coordinator to oversee their Team Nutrition (TN) activities and local wellness policies.

 

 

These programs include using innovative lunchroom strategies such as family style eating to

encourage healthy decision making, delivering hands-on nutrition education lessons that are

aligned across grade levels, and providing schools and child care providers the technical

assistance they need to develop health centered environments.

 

 

Very best,

 

Jenn
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1149. Farm to School Hospital contact

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 15:47:01

Subject: Farm to School Hospital contact

Attachment:

Tom,  Here is some information for the October Farm to School/Farm to Hospital page.  Lisa

McDowell is the contact RDN at The Farm at St. Joes Hospital in Ann Arbor Michigan.  There is

also a great program at Bronson Methodist Hospital in Kalamazoo, MI that is doing FANTASTIC

things.  See all links to programs below.  

 
https://www.bronsonhealth.com/patients-and-visitors/bronson-methodist-hospital/for-
patients/while-youre-here/food/bronson-winters-farmers-market/

 

 

Lisa.McDowell@stjoeshealth.org

 

 

Lisa McDowell - The Farm at St. Joes - Ann Arbor

 
http://www.foodandnutrition.org/September-October-2013/Lisa-McDowell-Hospital-Campus-Farm-
Pioneer/

 

 
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-taking-food-medicine-heart/story?id=27765127

 

 
http://www.stjoesannarbor.org/thefarm

 

 

Hope this helps!  I will get you some on Farm to School. 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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1150. Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 15:41:52

Subject: Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

Attachment: HSHC_Concept Note_FINAL_02 16 17a.docx

Here is the final paper that is excellent that Tracey Bates wrote!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 12:00 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship  

Subject: RE: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

Thanks, Donna! 

 

Im happy to give you a call with more detail! Generally, this bill is the start to a conversation. It

would have to be taken up in Child Nutrition Reauthorization, which we know probably isn’t going

anywhere in the next two years. We can work to get a Senate bill but have really spent a lot of

time getting the details of the bill ironed out, and garnering organizational support for the bill.

Currently the Farm to School Network, SHAPE America have endorsed the bill and we are close

to have endorsements from Society for Nutrition Education and Behavior,  Tisch Food, Education

and Policy Center at Columbia University and FoodCorps. 
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Healthy Schools, Healthy Communities: 

Activating Nutrition and Wellness to Create a Culture of Health



At a Glance:

This initiative strives to create a future where nutrition and wellness interventions are integrated into school culture, because children who are well nourished and active are more likely to attend school and are better prepared to learn and perform at their best. This project begins by convening national stakeholder organizations that support systems-level school wellness. Then, a multi-school pilot project will be planned that places specially-trained credentialed food and nutrition practitioners in diverse schools across the United States to implement a comprehensive school wellness intervention based on existing best practices and evaluate impact. The strength and influence of the national organizations will be leveraged to advocate for scaling effective interventions and ensuring that all schools have access to credentialed food and nutrition practitioners.



		TEAM



		Team Captain:

· Tracey Bates, MPH, RDN, LDN, FAND, Director, House of Delegates and Board Member, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics; School Nutrition Specialist, North Carolina Department of Public Instruction



		Team Members:



		· Shannon Robinson Ahmed, MA, Health Education Specialist, Division of Population Health, CDC

· Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD, Project Manager, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

· Wesley Delbridge, RDN, Spokesperson, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics; Director, Food & Nutrition, Chandler Unified School District

· Jessica Donze Black, MPH, RD, Vice President, Community Health, American Heart Association

· Judy Dodd, MS, RDN, LDN, FAND, Former Chair, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation; Assistant Professor, University of Pittsburgh

· Angela Douge, MPH, RDN, LDN, Consultant, Atlanta Public Schools

· Linda Farr, RDN, LD, FAND, Speaker, House of Delegates and Board Member, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics; Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA

· Steve Finn, Co-founder, Managing Director, ResponsEcology; Affiliated Faculty, University of Pennsylvania

· Marcie Garza, MS, RDN, LD, Campus Dietitian, Texas A&M University Corpus Christi

· Robert Langholz, Donor, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

· Valerie Lawson, MS, RD, LDN, Director of Discovery, Development and Improvement, YMCA

· Daun Longshore, Senior Manager, Corporate Relations, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

· Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND, President-Elect, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics; School Nutrition Director, Burke County Board of Education

· Caitlin Merlo, MPH, RD, Health Scientist, Division of Population Health, CDC

· Catharine Powers, MS, RDN, LD, Partner, Culinary Associates, LLC

· Margie Saidel, MPH, RD, Vice President, Nutrition and Sustainability, Chartwells K12

· Caroline Susie, RDN, LD, Manager, Employee Wellness, Methodist Health System

· Cecily Upton, MA, Co-Founder & VP of Innovation and Strategic Partnerships, FoodCorps





		WHAT WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED



		Project Description :



This project seeks to create a culture of health in K-12 schools that will optimize health and well-being through food and nutrition and empower members to be food and nutrition leaders. 



This will be accomplished by conducting a two-year pilot placing Registered Dietitians/Nutritionists (RDNs) and Nutrition and Dietetic Technicians, Registered (NDTRs) in diverse K-12 schools across the U.S. to determine the ideal RDN/NDTR to student ratio and demonstrate the impact of RDNs and NDTRs in creating and supporting a culture of health and modeling best practices in improving nutrition and health. 

· In this pilot, RDNs and NDTRs will collaborate with school and community partners to improve the nutrition and health of students, school staff, and their families and in turn positively impact wellness and academic outcomes for students and schools. 

· This will be achieved by collaborating with stakeholders, partnering with school nurses, and complementing efforts of school nutrition professionals to implement and evaluate robust wellness policies, provide integrated nutrition education, promote nutrition, physical activity and a healthy school environment, coordinate staff wellness programming, conduct education for and outreach to families, and offer medical nutrition therapy, as needed.



Additionally, the project aims to increase the number of RDNs and NDTRs working in K-12 schools. This will be done by:

· Promoting the value of RDNs and NDTRs to school and community stakeholders.

· Educating students, interns, RDNs and NDTRs regarding K-12 school career pathways.

· Providing experiential learning opportunities for dietetic students and interns in K-12 schools. 

· Offering professional development to strengthen the skills of NDTRs and RDNs working in the school setting. 



Dietetic interns and students, under the direction of qualified preceptors, can assist with these activities and be instrumental to providing the widespread outreach needed to achieve a significant impact in creating a culture of health in schools. Activities can align with competency requirements and hours can be documented to meet the requirements. 



		Project Objectives:



Goal: Create a culture of health that will optimize well-being through food and nutrition

1. The Academy, Foundation and Kids Eat Right seek funding for a pilot project to demonstrate the value and effectiveness of having RDNs and NDTRs in the K-12 school setting. 

· This project will include pilot sites in different regions of the country and in both urban and rural areas with the goals of developing an easily replicable model and validating the positive return on investment with health and academic impacts.

2. The Academy, Foundation and Kids Eat Right offer professional development on nutrition education and promotion (for in person and virtual environments) for educators, school nurses and School Nutrition professionals. 

· Materials developed to provide teacher training for Kids Eat Right could be used as a resource.

3. The Academy, the Foundation and Kids Eat Right identify and develop nutrition education and promotional resources.

· These resources will align with national dietary guidelines; adhere to state academic standards; utilize integrated instruction; be grade-specific and sequential in building skills for students to choose, prepare and consume healthy foods and beverages; and connect the classroom, school dining areas and community with involvement from teachers, school staff, school nutrition professionals, families, students and the community. 

· Nutrition education provided will be innovative and offer experiential learning opportunities, such as cooking in the classroom and working in school gardens. 

· Materials developed for the Academy Foundation Energy Balance for Healthy Kids project could be used as a resource.



Goal: Empower members to be food and nutrition leaders

1. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics work with Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND), Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors (NDEP) and Dietetic Practice Groups to promote opportunities for RDNs, NDTRs, dietetic interns and students in the K-12 school setting. 

· The Academy, in conjunction with DPGs, will develop resources members can use to help promote the expertise and benefits an RDN and NDTR can bring to schools. 

· The Academy will work with ACEND, NDEP and Dietetic Practice Groups to recruit preceptors working in K-12 schools and facilitate linkages of these preceptors with Dietetic Internship Programs. 

2. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics work with the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) to encourage RDNs and NDTRs to seek professional development in education theory, classroom management and other topic areas beneficial to working in the K-12 learning environment. 

· The potential for a Certificate of Training or Specialist Certification in nutrition education and promotion in schools will be explored. 

3. The Academy and CDR collaborate with universities and colleges regarding online programs to support RDNs and NDTRs in obtaining their teaching license.

4. The Academy work with ACEND, NDEP and dietetic education programs to encourage coursework in education theory and practice and training and experience in the school setting for students and interns to meet competency requirements. 

· The potential for dietetic program graduates to be eligible to sit for the RDN or NDTR exam and also obtain a teaching certificate will be explored.

5. The Academy Policy Initiatives and Advocacy (PIA) Team and the Legislative and Public Policy Committee (LPPC) in cooperation with grassroots leaders and stakeholders can advocate for policies to support the presence of RDNs and NDTRs in local education agencies.



Please refer to Appendix I for further details.



		Expected Results:



The Healthy Schools, Healthy Communities initiative seeks to demonstrate the value of RDNs and NDTRs in impacting nutrition and activity literacy, behavior, practices, policies, and consequently measures of health and academics for K-12 schools. See below for potential outcomes initially (short/medium-term) and over time (long-term). 



Additionally, this initiative seeks to promote K-12 career pathways and increase the number of students, interns, RDNs and NDTRs active in schools to create a culture of health.





		Potential Outcomes – Impact



		Short term

		Medium term

		Long term



		Learning (Awareness, Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes, Aspirations, Motivations)



Changes in:

· Awareness of food groups, nutrients, dietary guidelines, food labels

· Knowledge of strategies to prepare healthy meals and snacks, consume appropriate portion sizes, and reduce fat, sodium and added sugars

· Awareness of physical activity guidelines

· Knowledge of strategies to enhance activity time and type, including aerobic, flexibility and strength building activities

· Attitudes toward and motivation for positive nutrition and physical activity behavior change

		Actions (Behavior, Practice, Decision-making, Policies, Social action)



Changes in: 

· Absenteeism, tardiness, and disciplinary issues for students

· Dietary intake (increased consumption of fruits, vegetables, whole grains and lowfat/nonfat dairy; reduction in foods higher in fat, sodium and added sugar)

· School Nutrition Program participation

· Physical activity minutes and type (increase in moderate to vigorous)

· Teacher absenteeism, expense for substitutes

· Policies – local wellness policy, employee wellness, joint use, healthy eating and physical activity policies for in and out of school time, meetings and school events

		Conditions (Social, Economic, Civic, Environmental)



Changes in:

· Academic measures

· Body Mass Index

· Overweight and obesity

· Fitness level

· Health care costs

· Employee disability/workers compensation claims

· Food insecurity

· Food waste

· Local food production and sales









Please refer to Appendix I for further details.







		
WHY THIS INITIATIVE IS NEEDED



		Background and Context :



Envision healthy schools and communities where… Active routes to school are promoted. Schools have access to Registered Dietitians/Nutritionists (RDNs) and/or Nutrition and Dietetics Technicians, Registered (NDTRs) to teach students about nutrition, through hands-on experience growing and preparing food. RDNs and NDTRs lead school wellness teams; implement, communicate, and evaluate wellness policies; promote and support School Nutrition Programs; start or enhance farm to school programming; conduct outreach to families; and improve the school health environment. Students and staff can receive medical nutrition therapy from the school RDN. Staff teach and role model healthy behaviors. Only appealing, nutritious food and beverage choices are available and promoted to students. Student Nutrition Advisory Councils plan health education and promotional events. Schools purchase and serve locally-grown foods and are connected to local farmers. Students can participate in physical education and recess. Teachers lead students in activity breaks. Students work in the school garden to grow produce for taste tests and donate a portion of the harvest to the local food bank. Student artwork about healthy lifestyles and photos of students and staff eating healthy and being active are visible throughout the school. Staff and families can participate in nutrition, cooking, gardening, and activity workshops. Students, staff, and families have access to a farmers market on school campuses. Fundraisers promote healthy lifestyle choices and are not food-based. Neighborhood families are able to use the school for physical activity. School and community partners are aware of activities and opportunities to promote and support nutrition, physical activity and wellness through tailored communication strategies. Schools and communities collaborate to implement best practices in creating and supporting a culture of health.



Nutrition, health, and academics are interrelated. Schools cannot achieve their primary mission of education if students are not healthy physically, mentally, emotionally, and socially. Children who are well nourished and active are more prepared to learn, more likely to attend school, and better able to utilize educational opportunities. Schools and communities have the shared responsibility to provide students with access to quality, nutritious food, health and nutrition services, policies and environments that help students develop lifelong healthy behaviors.[footnoteRef:1] [1:  Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Health Guidelines to Promote Healthy Eating and Physical Activity. MMWR 2011;60(No. RR-5):1-76. Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/npao/strategies.htm.] 




Nutrition is not integrated into the national strategy to reduce gaps in educational opportunities and outcomes.[footnoteRef:2] As a result of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act requirements and the dedication of school nutrition professionals and health champions, recent progress has been made in implementing local wellness policies and offering healthier school meals and snacks to students. However, nutrition and health are not currently a part of the central mission of schools across the country. Integration of health and education must occur in order to achieve improvements.[footnoteRef:3] [2:  Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model. ASCD and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.ascd.org/programs/learning-and-health/wscc-model.aspx.]  [3:  Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Accessed November 29, 2016 at https://www.fns.usda.gov/school-meals/healthy-hunger-free-kids-act.] 




In the last 30 years, obesity rates have doubled in adults and children and quadrupled in adolescents. Rates of overweight and obesity for school age children are not significantly  declining.[footnoteRef:4],[footnoteRef:5],[footnoteRef:6],[footnoteRef:7] Children are not eating the recommended number of servings of fruits, vegetables, legumes, dairy, and whole grains. Over one-third of children and adolescents consume fast food on a given day.[footnoteRef:8] Only approximately three in ten children and one in ten adolescents meet the guidelines of 60 minutes of physical activity and limiting screen time to two hours each day.[footnoteRef:9],[footnoteRef:10],[footnoteRef:11],[footnoteRef:12] Unhealthy diet contributes to four of the top ten leading causes of death and increases risk for obesity, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, certain cancers and osteoporosis.[footnoteRef:13] Poor nutrition and excess weight cause problems not just for adults, but also for children.[footnoteRef:14] Most overweight children have at least one risk factor besides overweight for heart disease, such as high cholesterol, high triglycerides, high blood pressure or high insulin levels. Overweight children can also be affected by respiratory ailments and joint problem.4,5,6,7 Not only their physical health but also a child’s social and emotional health are impacted as soon as their weight crosses the threshold of “average.” Overweight children suffer disproportionately with lower self-esteem, negative body image, depression, stigmatizing, stereotyping, marginalization, teasing, and bullying.7 [4:  Ogden CL, Carroll MD, Kit BK, Flegal KM. Prevalence of childhood and adult obesity in the United States, 2011-2012. Journal of the American Medical Association 2014;311(8):806-814.]  [5:  National Center for Health Statistics. Health, United States, 2011: With Special Features on Socioeconomic Status and Health. Hyattsville, MD; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; 2012.]  [6:  CDC National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) data brief. Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db219.pdf.]  [7:  Daniels SR, Arnett DK, Eckel RH, et al. Overweight in children and adolescents: pathophysiology, consequences, prevention, and treatment. Circulation 2005;111;1999–2002.]  [8:  What We Eat in America, NHANES 2007-2010 for average intakes by age-sex group. Healthy U.S.-Style Food Patterns, which vary based on age, sex, and activity level, for recommended intakes and limits. Accessed November 29, 2016 at https://www.ars.usda.gov/northeast-area/beltsville-md/beltsville-human-nutrition-research-center/food-surveys-research-group/docs/wweianhanes-overview/.]  [9:  Bai Y, Chen S, Laurson KR, Kim Y, SaintMaurice PF, Welk GJ (2016). The Associations of Youth Physical Activity and Screen Time with Fatness and Fitness: The 2012 NHANES National Youth Fitness Survey. PLoSONE11(1):e0148038. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0148038.]  [10:  Barlow SE. Expert committee recommendations regarding the prevention, assessment, and treatment of child and adolescent overweight and obesity: Summary report. Pediatrics 2007;120:S164-S192.]  [11:  Strasburger V. Children, adolescents, obesity, and the media. Pediatrics 2011;128:201-208.]  [12:  U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans, 2008. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office; 2008.]  [13:  Health, United States, 2015. Accessed January 5, 2017 at https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/hus15.pdf#019.]  [14:  Office of the Surgeon General. The Surgeon General's Vision for a Healthy and Fit Nation. Rockville, MD, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; 2010. Accessed November 29, 2016 at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK44660/pdf/Bookshelf_NBK44660.pdf.] 




All children should have the right to consistent access to healthy, affordable food and to live healthy, active lives. In 2015, 13.1 million U.S. children lived in food insecure households.[footnoteRef:15] A lack of consistent access to healthy, affordable food has been linked to an increased risk for obesity.[footnoteRef:16] It affects millions of children and adults, and this paradox of food insecurity threatens the health of our nation's children. One child struggling with hunger is one too many.  [15:  Coleman-Jensen A, Rabbitt M, Gregory C, Singh A. (2016). Household Food Security in the United States in 2015. USDA ERS.]  [16:  Dinour LM, Bergen D, Yeh MC. The food insecurity-obesity paradox: a review of the literature and the role food stamps may play. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007; 107:195261.] 




Health and education affect individuals, society, and the economy. Estimated health care costs of obesity-related illness are $190.2 billion or nearly 21% of annual medical spending in the U.S. Childhood obesity alone is responsible for $14 billion in direct medical costs. Obesity-related medical costs in general are expected to rise significantly, especially because today’s obese children are likely to become tomorrow’s obese adults.[footnoteRef:17],[footnoteRef:18],[footnoteRef:19] In addition to growing health care costs attributed to obesity, the nation will incur higher costs for disability and unemployment benefits. Businesses are suffering due to obesity-related job absenteeism ($4.3 billion annually). These costs also will continue to rise.[footnoteRef:20] [17:  Cawley J, Meyerhoefer C. The medical care costs of obesity: an instrumental variables approach. Journal of Health Economics. 31(1):219-230. 2012.]  [18:  Marder W and Chang S. Childhood Obesity: Costs, Treatment Patterns, Disparities in Care, and Prevalent Medical Conditions. Thomson Medstat Research Brief, 2006.]  [19:  Wang LY, Chyen D, Lee S, et al. "The Association Between Body Mass Index in Adolescence and Obesity in Adulthood." Journal of Adolescent Health, 42(5): 512–518, 2008.]  [20:  Cawley, J. "Occupation-Specific Absenteeism Costs Associated with Obesity and Morbid Obesity." Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 49(12): 1317-1323, 2007.] 




RDNs are uniquely equipped to maximize the positive effect nutrition can have for our students, schools, and communities. Given that unhealthy diet contributes to four of the top ten leading causes of death; increases risk for obesity, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer and osteoporosis; and impacts academic success, schools need access to RDNs who can collaborate with school and community partners and lead efforts to improve the nutrition and health of students, school staff, and their families and in turn impact wellness and academic outcomes.



Schools can play a critical role in creating a culture of health by providing opportunities for students to learn about and practice healthy behaviors and by establishing a safe, supportive environment with policies and practices that support healthy behaviors and provide the foundation for overall wellness.





		Competitive Landscape:



· Action for Healthy Kids (AFHK) fights childhood obesity, undernourishment and physical inactivity by helping schools through resources, grants and volunteer stakeholder support.

· Alliance for a Healthier Generation’s Healthy Schools Program is currently building healthier school environments for more than 19 million students to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity and to empower kids to develop lifelong, healthy habits. 

· CATCH (Coordinated Approach to Child Health) unites multiple players in a child’s life to create a community of health and is proven to prevent childhood obesity and supported by 25 years and 120 academic papers indicating as much as 11% decrease in overweight and obesity. 

· Cooperative Extension brings evidence-based science and modern technologies to farmers, consumers, and families. The Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) has successfully addressed critical societal concerns by employing paraprofessional staff and influencing nutrition and physical activity behaviors of low-income families, particularly those with young children. 

· Feeding America is the nation’s largest domestic hunger-relief organization. In addition to offering food banks in the community, Feeding America works to establish and support school-based pantries to provide an easily accessible source of food assistance to low-income students and their families. 

· FoodCorps is a national organization that places Americorps service members in high-need schools to teach kids about food and nutrition and increase their access to healthy meals in schools.

· FNV was launched by Partnership for a Healthier America and a collaboration of companies, celebrities, athletes and organizations with the goal on increasing fruit and vegetable consumption using edgy creative, social media and more than 50 celebrity endorsers to create an emotional connection between consumers and fruits and vegetables.

· Fuel Up to Play 60 is an in-school nutrition and physical activity program launched by National Dairy Council and NFL, in collaboration with the USDA, to help encourage today's youth to lead healthier lives. 

· Kaiser Permanente is partnering with leading national organizations on Thriving Schools — a comprehensive effort to create a culture of health and wellness for students, staff and teachers in K-12 schools. 

· National Farm to School Network is an information, advocacy and networking hub for communities working to bring local food sourcing and food and agriculture education into school and early care and education settings.

· The PTA Healthy Lifestyles program provides family-centered education and tools that connect them with schools and advocate for healthy changes in nutrition and physical activity. 

· Shape America works with its 50 state affiliates and national partners to offer credentialing, professional development, research, resources, grants and awards and support health and wellness initiatives. 

· The Share Our Strength No Kid Hungry campaign connects kids in need with nutritious food and the Cooking Matters program teaches families how to cook, healthy affordable food.

· SPARK PE strives to improve the health of children, adolescents, and adults by disseminating evidence-based Physical Education, After School, Early Childhood, and Coordinated School Health programs to teachers and recreation leaders serving pre-K through 12th grade students. 

· U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), SNAP ED teaches people using or eligible for SNAP about good nutrition and how to make their food dollars stretch further. 

· The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) promotes the health and well-being of children and adolescents through schools, enabling them to become healthy and productive adults. CDC supports core school health functions by funding state health and education agencies, communities, and national partners, using the Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model, supporting parent engagement, promoting health and academic success, and investing in surveillance and epidemiology.

· USDA Team Nutrition (TN) Training Grants offer funding to State agencies to establish or enhance sustainable infrastructures to achieve Team Nutrition's goal of improving children's lifelong eating and physical activity habits.





		Rationale for Collaboration: 



The Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model emphasizes the relationship between educational attainment and health by putting the child at the center of a system designed to support both. This framework can be applied at the state, local education agency (LEA), and building levels and requires collaboration from school and community partners in order to address students’ health needs in ten focus areas: Health Education; Physical Education and Physical Activity; Nutrition Environment and Services; Health Services; Counseling, Psychological, and Social Services; Social and Emotional Climate; Physical Environment; Employee Wellness; Family Engagement; and Community Involvement.2 Local education agencies and schools are required to include a diverse group of stakeholders in the development, implementation, evaluation and communication of local wellness policies.3



Recent laws, policies, and initiatives have helped to encourage better school environments and wellness policies on campus yet nutrition and health are not currently a part of the central mission of schools across the country, nor has it been integrated into the broader national strategy to reduce gaps in educational opportunities and outcomes. Health and education affect individuals, society and the economy. Integration of health and education must occur in order to achieve improvements and collaboration is critical to success. Schools and communities have the shared responsibility to provide students with access to high quality, nutritious foods and beverages, school based health and nutrition services that are an integral part of the education program, strong local wellness policies, and environments that enhance nutrition integrity and help students develop lifelong healthy behaviors. Schools have access to school nurses and other health professionals now, this initiative aims to work with school and communities partners for RDNs and NDTRs to be included as part of the Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model and coordinated school health.2







		WHO WILL MAKE IT HAPPEN



		Collaborating Organizations:



School administrators will be key to implementation, supporting memorandums of agreement and allowing RDNs and NDTRs to work in schools. Families can be tremendous advocates for the health, well-being and academic success of their children and thus the services and expertise that RDNs and NDTRs can provide to schools. Students can also advocate for change in their schools to improve the environment, policies and practices in support of healthy eating and physical activity. RDNs and NDTRs will need to collaborate with other food and nutrition, health and education professionals already working in the school setting to effectively create a culture of health. Please see below for potential partner organizations that represent these stakeholders. Also, some organizations have already been working in the school setting to improve nutrition, physical activity and health. Recognizing this, collaboration to effectively utilize resources while not duplicating efforts will be imperative to maximizing impact. The project initiative supports the visions and missions of all of these organizations. In addition, researchers with a university or other academic institution could provide valuable input and assistance with evaluation of the project.   



· The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, is committed to improving health and advancing the profession of dietetics through research, education and advocacy. The Academy Foundation is committed to working with RDNs and NDTRs to help kids and their families eat right. In addition, members of the Food and Culinary Professionals, Hunger and Environmental Nutrition, Public Health/Community Nutrition and School Nutrition Services and other Dietetic Practice Groups (DPGs) within the Academy can provide essential resources and expertise to the project.

· Action for Healthy Kids (AFHK)® fights childhood obesity, undernourishment and physical inactivity by transforming schools to become healthier places so kids can live healthier lives. 

· American Association of Family & Consumer Sciences (AAFCS) represents and works together with Family and Consumer professionals and partners to help individuals, families and communities achieve optimal quality of life.

· The Culinary Institute of America (CIA) Healthy Kids Collaborative is a focused collaboration between school nutrition professionals and chefs, suppliers, and other school nutrition stakeholders. The CIA Healthy Kids, Healthy Flavors initiative is dedicated to exploring culinary solutions to increase the availability and acceptance of healthy food in schools.

· The National Association of School Nurses (NASN) vision is that every student is healthy, safe, and ready to learn. NASN has emerged to lead the transformation of school health. 

· National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE), representing state boards of education, works to strengthen state leadership in educational policymaking, promote excellence in the education of all students, advocate equality of access to educational opportunity, and ensure continued citizen support for public education.

· National School Boards Association (NSBA) represents state school boards and their local school board members advocating for public education in America, directly impacting public policy. 

· National Education Association (NEA), the nation's largest professional education organization, is committed to advancing the cause of public education.

· National Dairy Council (NDC) is dedicated to healthy foods, healthy people, healthy communities and a healthy planet, now and for generations. NDC is a leading partner, providing funding and expertise, for the national Fuel Up to Play 60 initiative and also Action for Healthy Kids.

· The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) mission is to make every child’s potential a reality by engaging and empowering families and communities to advocate for all children, including changes in schools to support nutrition, physical activity and health. 

· School Nutrition Association (SNA) is recognized as the authority on school nutrition and has been advancing the availability, quality and acceptance of school nutrition programs as an integral part of education.

· The School Superintendents Association, AASA, advocates for the highest quality public education for all students.

Society for Nutrition education and Behavior

· The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides leadership on food, agriculture, natural resources, rural development, nutrition, and related issues. USDA administers and oversees Child Nutrition Programs at the federal level.

· The U.S. Department of Education mission is to promote student achievement and preparation for global competitiveness by fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access. 

· The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) promotes the health and well-being of children and adolescents through schools, enabling them to become healthy and productive adults. CDC supports core school health functions by funding state health and education agencies, communities, and national partners, using the Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model, supporting parent engagement, promoting health and academic success, and investing in surveillance and epidemiology.



		Funders:



A list of potential funders can be found in the Appendix.



		Other Key Stakeholders: 



RDNs and NDTRs must seek to collaborate with school administrators, school nurses, other health professionals, Family and Consumer Science professionals, physical education (PE) teachers, coaches, classroom teachers, school nutrition professionals, chefs, farmers, students, families, Cooperative Extension, health departments, health care systems, farmers markets, food banks, and community organizations. 







		HOW IT WILL BE ACHIEVED



		Project Timeline:





		Pilot

· Implement pilot and collect data to identify health and academic benefits from fostering a culture of health in schools and demonstrate the value of schools having access to RDNs and NDTRs. 

March-July 2017

· Recruit school and community collaborators, including a university partner for evaluation.

· Secure funding for the pilot.

August 2017-July 2018

· Develop resources needed for pilot.

· Recruit local education agencies for the pilot.

· Recruit and train RDNs and NDTRs for the pilot.

August 2018-June 2020

· Implement pilot and collect data.

June-September 2020

· Analyze data and prepare manuscript for publication.

· Submit applications to present at conferences. 

· Identify and disseminate best practices.

· Advocate for all schools to have access to RDNs/NDTRs.

· Cultivate diverse partnerships with relevant stakeholders, including the national PTA.

· Utilize tailored, innovative marketing strategies.







		Career Pathways and Professional Development

· Promote career pathways for working in K-12 school settings to students, interns, NDTRs and RDNs. 

March-May 2017

· Survey students, RDNs and NDTRs to gauge interest in working in schools.

· Solicit and promote success stories of RDNs and NDTRs working in K-12 school settings. 

June-August 2017

· Develop fact sheet on K-12 career pathways, conduct outreach to dietetic education programs encouraging education coursework and K-12 experiential learning opportunities, and recruit preceptors working in K-12 schools.

· Promote online training programs RDNs/NDTRs can use to obtain teaching license. 

· Develop resources for RDNs and NDTRs to promote their value to schools.

September-December 2017

· Offer webinar(s) on K-12 opportunities/career pathways.

· Explore coordination of dietetic education programs with teacher preparation programs to support students graduating qualified to sit for the RDN or NDTR exam along with teacher licensing exams. 

· Provide professional development to strengthen skills of NDTRs and RDNs working in K-12 schools.

Ongoing (multi-year) starting in Fall 2017

· Offer webinars, online learning and face to face professional development opportunities.

· Promote FNCE professional development and networking opportunities in collaboration with DPGs.

· Explore the potential for a Certificate of Training (COT).

· Conduct an environmental scan to determine competition in the marketplace, the potential need based on data, and then ultimately the ability of the COT program to address content not being covered elsewhere that would help to advance practice skills and opportunities.

· Explore the potential for a Specialist Certification.

· Submit a petition to the Council on Future Practice.

· Develop a content outline.

· Conduct a needs assessment, including market analysis and a practice audit. 

Please refer to Appendix I for further details.



		Key actions:



As trained specialists in understanding the role that nutrition plays in overall wellness and educational outcomes, RDNs and NDTRs provide a unique value to optimizing the school learning environment. In the pilot program, these credentialed food and nutrition practitioners will help create a culture of health in schools by:



Nutrition:

· Teaching students nutrition throughout the lifecycle, including hands on experience with growing and preparing food and how to extend this knowledge into the home and community. Nutrition education will: 

· Align with dietary guidelines

· Integrate into state academic standards

· Be grade-specific and sequential in building skills for students to choose, prepare and consume healthy foods and beverages, 

· Connect the classroom, school dining areas and community with involvement from teachers, school staff, school nutrition professionals, families, students, and the community.

· Providing medical nutrition therapy (RDNs) to students and/or staff.

· Assisting students who require dietary accommodations (RDNs).

· Making intentional connections with School Nutrition Programs and supporting school nutrition professionals to ensure that nutrition guidelines are established for foods and beverages available on campus and that foods provided to students meet these standards. Additionally, they can work with school nutrition professionals to:

· Assist with nutrient analysis and menu planning to ensure school meals and snacks are nutritious, ethnically diverse, appealing to students, and in appropriate portions.

· Promote whole grains, vegetables, fruits, lean proteins, low fat or nonfat dairy and water.

· Provide technical assistance for food purchasing.

· Improve access to school meals.

· Promote and increase participation in School Nutrition Programs.

· Utilize behavioral economics to increase consumption of healthy choices.

· Conduct taste tests and other nutrition promotion activities.

· Create and support Student Nutrition Advisory Councils.

· Starting or expanding farm to school programming, offering gardening activities and connecting students to farms, including hosting farmers markets at schools.

· Increasing students’ awareness of career pathways and opportunities to become RDNs and NDTRs. 

· Conducting nutrition and activity outreach to families, including cooking classes.

· Providing technical assistance to schools on the Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model; School Health Index, Smarter Lunchroom Scorecard or other health assessments; and Team Nutrition School application.



Wellness:

· Implementing best practices to create and support a culture of health.

· Taking steps to improve the school health environment and making the healthy choice the easy choice within the school setting.

· Utilizing the Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Model to address the health needs of all students by ensuring access to services in:

		Health Education

		Social and Emotional Climate

		Employee Wellness



		Physical Education and Physical Activity

		Counseling, Psychological, and Social Services

		Nutrition Environment and Services 



		Family Engagement

		Physical Environment

		Community Involvement 



		Health Services

		

		





· Implementing, evaluating, communicating, and involving school and community stakeholders with local wellness policies and policies for healthy eating and physical activity for meetings and other school events as well as before or after school programming.

· Offering wellness programming for school staff and encouraging employees to serve as healthy role models for students.

· Providing professional development to educators, school nurses and school nutrition staff on nutrition and activity education and promotion.

· Modeling non-food related rewards and ensuring foods are not used as a disciplinary measure.

· Employing non-food or other healthy fundraisers that promote healthy choices.

· Establishing and maintaining school gardens and playgrounds. 

· Conducting outreach to families about the importance of and strategies for healthy eating and physical activity.

· Participating on and providing expertise to School Health Advisory Councils and school wellness teams.

· Identifying and applying for grants and awards (i.e., HealthierUS Schools Challenge Awards).





Physical Activity:

· Supporting active routes to school, promoting students walking and biking to school daily.

· Promoting daily moderate to vigorous physical activity for students before, during and after school through physical education, other curriculum-based physical activity programs, dance, recess, classroom-based physical activity, intramurals, and interscholastic sports.

· Offering recess of unstructured free play or structured games and activities.

· Utilizing alternative disciplinary strategies rather than taking away recess and physical activity or assigning exercise as a form of punishment.

· Implementing joint use agreements to support utilization of facilities by families for physical activity during out of school time.

· Providing guidance to parents on appropriate amounts of screen time and offer tips on other activities and programs in lieu of screen time.1,2,3,[footnoteRef:21],[footnoteRef:22],[footnoteRef:23],[footnoteRef:24],[footnoteRef:25],[footnoteRef:26] [21:  Smarter Lunchrooms Scorecard, Cornell Center for Behavioral Economics in Child Nutrition Programs. Accessed November 29, 2016 at http://smarterlunchrooms.org/resource/lunchroom-self-assessment-score-card.]  [22:  Model Joint Use Agreements, ChangeLab Solutions. Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.changelabsolutions.org/publications/model-JUAs-national.]  [23:  Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Health Index (SHI): Self-Assessment & Planning Guide 2014. Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/shi/index.htm.]  [24:  Team Nutrition School, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.fns.usda.gov/tn/join-team-become-team-nutrition-school.]  [25:  HealthierUS School Challenge: Smarter Lunchrooms, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Accessed November 29, 2016 at www.fns.usda.gov/hussc/healthierus-school-challenge-smarter-lunchrooms.]  [26:  Madsen K, Linchey J, Gerstein D, Ross M, Myers E, Brown K, Crawford P. Energy Balance 4 Kids with Play: Results from a Two-Year Cluster-Randomized Trial. Child Obes. 2015 Aug;11(4):375-83.] 




		Resources:



The initiative can be funded through a combination of public, non-profit, and private funding. Funding may be available from the federal, state, or local level. Additionally, support can be explored from business and non-profit partners. Health and education organizations may be willing to partner with the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics to advocate for the presence of RDNs and NDTRs in schools or to apply for grant funding to support the provision of nutrition services by these credentialed food and nutrition professionals.



Volunteer Resources: Commitment, expertise and time of Healthy Kids, Healthy Communities Second Century Team, Dietetic Practice Group leaders, and Kids Eat Right volunteers to develop and implement initiative plans and resources



Staff Resources: Academy, Foundation, ACEND and CDR staff support for pilot, career pathway promotion and professional development



Funding: Costs for implementing this project have been estimated based on a preliminary assessment of resource requirements and include: personnel, professional services, technology, grants/stipends, and travel/meeting costs.  



		Success Factors:



· Memorandum of agreement from school administration

· Permission from parent/guardians for student participation

· Support from students, families, teachers, school nutrition professionals, school nurses and other health professionals, school administrators, and community partners

· RDNs, NDTRs and Dietetic Interns to implement the initiative

· Funding to implement and sustain the initiative

· University/research partner for evaluation

· Collaboration from ACEND, NDEP, Dietetic Education Programs, Preceptors and CDR

· Support from Academy, Foundation, ACEND and CDR staff












APPENDIX



Appendix I: Pilot Program

This initiative will conduct a two year pilot placing RDNs and NDTRs in K-12 schools across the U.S. to determine the ideal RDN/NDTR to student ratio (A Healthy People 2020 goal aims for one school nurse for every 750 students.[footnoteRef:27] A recent American Academy of Pediatrics policy statement recommends one school nurse in every school.[footnoteRef:28]), demonstrate the impact of RDNs and NDTRs in creating a culture of health, and model best practices in improving nutrition and health. Local education agencies will be selected diverse in economic status, gender, race, ethnicity, size, geographical location and population density, from each of the following USDA Food and Nutrition Services Regions: [27:  Healthy People 2020. Accessed January 12, 2017 at https://www.healthypeople.gov.]  [28:  AAP Council on School Health. Role of the School Nurse in Providing School Health Services. Pediatrics.2016;137(6):e20160852.] 


· Mid-Atlantic Region: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Virginia, West Virginia

· Midwest Region: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin

· Mountain Plains Region: Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming

· Northeast Region: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont

· Southeast Region: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee

· Southwest Region: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas

· Western Region: Alaska, American Samoa, Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Northern Mariana Islands, Nevada, Oregon, Washington



Additionally, the project aims to increase the number of RDNs and NDTRs working in K-12 schools by promoting the value of RDNs and NDTRs to school and community stakeholders, marketing K-12 school career pathways to students, interns, RDNs and NDTRs, providing experiential learning opportunities in K-12 schools for dietetic students and interns, and providing professional development to enhance skills for RDNs and NDTRs working in the school setting. 



The following components will be employed in the intervention schools:

· RDN Coaches. RDN coaches will oversee delivery of classroom lessons and hands-on nutrition education activities (including cooking and gardening), leading of physically active games during classroom lessons and physical education time, facilitation of school wellness policy and environmental changes with school health councils/wellness teams, planning family nutrition and activity workshops/outreach activities, and providing professional development to educators, school nurses and school nutrition professionals on nutrition education/promotion and physical activity. RDN coaches can provide medical nutrition therapy to students and work with School Nutrition Professionals, school nurses and other health professionals to assist students who require dietary modifications to school meals and snacks. RDN coaches will work with the school health council/wellness team and the School Nutrition Program to complete the School Health Index, Smarter Lunchroom Scorecard or other health assessment, set goals for, evaluate and communicate the local wellness policy, and establish healthy eating and physical activity policies for school meetings and events, Healthy Eating and Physical Activity Standards for Out-of-School time, and joint use policies to encourage school facility use for physical activity. In addition, these partners can work together to apply the Whole Community, Whole School, Whole Child Model, implement comprehensive school physical activity programs, start or expand farm to school programming, establish and/or maintain school gardens and playgrounds, conduct nutrition promotional outreach, use behavioral economics to increase consumption of healthy choices, utilize non-food fundraisers to promote healthy lifestyle choices, host and promote Jr. Iron Chef competitions, establish and oversee Student Nutrition Advisory Councils, plan and facilitate employee wellness for school staff, assist students in setting and achieving nutrition and physical activity goals, recruit and train student, educator and parent/family health ambassadors, host farmers markets at schools, identify and apply for grants, sign up to be a Team Nutrition School and apply for a HealthierUS School Challenge Award or other awards. The RDN coaches can also work with the school health/wellness councils, school staff, students, families, community partners, local food policy councils, health departments, community gardens, food banks, food insecurity organizations and community partners to promote food and nutrition assistance programs and ensure access to healthy, affordable food. To support communication, the RDN Coaches will work with school administration and Public Information staff to utilize social and other media for outreach to students, families, school staff and the community. The RDN coaches can work with NDTRs, Cooperative Extension agents, SNAP Ed staff, school nurses and other health professionals, health educators, teachers, Family and Consumer Science professionals, chefs, FoodCorps service members, and other partners to implement nutrition and physical activity education and promotion and environmental and policy changes in the intervention schools. RDNs and NDTRs will operate within their respective Scope of Practice. Dietetic interns can assist with the above activities under supervision from a qualified preceptor. Activities can be aligned with the competency requirements and hours can be documented for dietetic internships.

· RDN Coach Training. Prior to the start of the intervention, RDN coaches will participate in a combination of in-person and virtual professional development. The webinars will provide an in-depth overview of the guide, curriculum lessons and activities, physical activity games as well as topics specific to being successful in a school environment, such as ages and stages of child development, school funding, school meal patterns and requirements, local wellness policy requirements, the School Health Index, Smart Lunchroom Scorecard, the HealthierUS School Challenge, leading school wellness environmental and policy changes, effective communication with students, families and school staff administrators, and cultural competence and sensitivity. In-person training will provide an opportunity to practice lessons and physical activity games, organize group play and effectively transition students from activity to learning readiness, and integrate physical activity into classrooms and offer strategies for delivering nutrition and activity messages during recess, training students and staff to be healthy role models, and working with parents/families. Additional trainings/webinars, teleconferences and in-person meetings will be provided as needed throughout the intervention. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics can foster networking among the RDN Coaches to identify and share best practices and resources that other RDNs and NDTRs working in schools could use.

· Food and Nutrition Education. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, Academy Foundation, Kids Eat Right along with Academy Dietetic Practice Groups will develop nutrition education and promotional resources that align with national dietary and physical activity guidelines, adhere to state academic standards; utilize integrated instruction, are grade-specific and sequential in building skills for students to choose, prepare and consume healthy foods and beverages; and connect the classroom, school dining areas and community with involvement from teachers, school staff, Family and Consumer Science professionals, chefs, School Nutrition professionals, families, students and other partners. Food and nutrition education provided should be innovative and offer experiential learning opportunities, such as cooking and gardening. In addition, a flipped classroom approach can be used to allow students to work on their own time and at their own pace to study nutrition information and then participate in hands-on activities within the school setting. RDN coaches will oversee delivery of grade-specific nutrition education to students using interactive teaching strategies (e.g., games, worksheets, food preparation and tastings, small group activities, and a physical activity led with the assistance of a student). Lesson topics will include: MyPlate; food labels; beverages; eating on the go; and lessons targeting each meal of the day and healthy snacks. Though topics may change with the variety of lessons and activities, energy balance concepts, consumption fruit, vegetable, vegetable, whole grains and lowfat or nonfat dairy, and the practice of choosing nutrient-dense foods will be promoted throughout the program. 

· Nutrition Promotions. RDN coaches will lead nutrition promotions with posters, banners and other resources promoting nutrient-dense foods and energy balance messages. RDN coaches take pictures of students eating fruits, vegetables, whole grains and lowfat/nonfat dairy to display on a banners in the cafeteria. Taste tests will be conducted, and take-home recipe cards will be provided. School Nutrition professionals will encourage and praise students for making healthy selections. RDN coaches will work with school administrators, teachers, Family and Consumer Science professionals, chefs and School Nutrition professionals, students, families and other partners to plan and implement Jr. Iron Chef Competitions to encourage students in developing healthy, appealing recipes and entering the nationwide Jr. Iron Chef Competitions hosted by USDA.

· Farm to School. RDN coaches can work with farmers, Cooperative Extension, Family and Consumer Sciences professionals, chefs, School Nutrition professionals, teachers, students and families to start or expand farm to school programming, including procuring, serving and promoting local foods, gardening, connecting students with farmers, and teaching students about where food comes from.

· Food Insecurity. Students and families may not have consistent access to healthy, affordable food. RDN coaches can work with school administrators, educators, school nurses, School Nutrition professionals, the school health/wellness council, health departments, local food policy councils, community gardens, food banks, food insecurity organizations and other partners to ensure students and their families know about and utilize School Nutrition programs, are aware of and apply for other food and nutrition assistance programs for which they may be eligible, and are connected to food banks, soup kitchens, community gardens or other local hunger relief supports (i.e., school food pantry, backpack buddies, etc.) as needed.

· Nutrition and Physical Activity Coaching. During physical education class, RDN coaches and PE teachers will meet with groups of 4–6 students for 2–5 minutes of active coaching. Students set goals for eating and activity and strategize how to make healthy choices in- and outside of school. The coaching sessions are designed to personalize the curriculum for students in order to promote the adoption of the healthy behaviors. Classroom teachers can also assist students in setting and evaluating progress toward goals. 

· Class Game Time. At least twice a month, the PE teacher or recess coach leads class game time (CGT); students and the classroom teacher participate in physical activity games during this time. CGT provides the classroom teacher with an opportunity to learn relevant games and observe techniques used by the PE teacher or recess coach to organize students for active play, prevent disruptive behavior, manage student conflict in the play yard, and easily transition students back to the classroom for learning readiness.

· Recess. PE teachers, recess coaches, teachers or teaching assistants will provide safe, active play opportunities during recess. Designated game areas will be organized in the play yard. Students will be taught how to play games in a safe, respectful manner that minimizes conflicts and includes all students in physical activities. Older students can serve as recess buddies and mentors to younger students, role modeling healthy behaviors through fun activities during recess. 

· Before and After School. The RDN coach and school can work with local YMCAs, Parks and Recreation Departments, Boys & Girls Clubs, and other partners to provide safe, active play opportunities that align with the Healthy Eating and Physical Activity Standards for Out-of-School Time. Students are encouraged to participate in the before and after school physical activity opportunities. 

· Health Ambassadors. Students, educators, and family members can be recruited or nominated to serve as Health Ambassadors. Health Ambassadors serve as role models for nutrition and physical activity and can assist with nutrition and activity education and promotion. 

· Professional Development. RDN coaches will provide professional development for educators, school nurses, and School Nutrition professionals on nutrition and physical activity education, promotion and role modeling. A 30-minute to 1-hour initial training introduces the program, its goals and activities, and expectations for involvement. Additional webinars and/or in-person sessions can address components of and national guidelines for nutrition and physical activity, school nutrition regulation requirements, methods for serving quality school meals, strategies for linking the cafeteria to the classroom with nutrition education, ways to promote school meals and healthy eating, and school wellness. Educators and School Nutrition professionals can assist and support nutrition education, taste tests, hands-on food preparation, gardening, farm to school programming, and nutrition promotion. A classroom challenge to promote physical activity breaks in the classroom at least once per day are introduced to teachers during the training. Minutes of classroom physical activity are tracked by teachers and students using a classroom poster over a 4-week period; prizes are awarded to classrooms with the most minutes of physical activity. Teachers can assist with assessment of nutrition and activity knowledge, changes in academic measures and student goal setting and evaluation. 

· School Nutrition Programs. RDN coaches can work with School Nutrition administrators and professionals to offer nutrition education, promote school meals and healthy eating, conduct tastes, support hands-on cooking by students and the Jr. Iron Chef competition, start or expand farm to school programming and procure, serve and promote local foods and evaluate changes in sales of school meals and a la carte items along with plate waste. RDN coaches can work with School Nutrition administrators and professionals to encourage any school that has not already done to sign up to be a Team Nutrition school. In addition, these partners can work together to conduct the Smarter Lunchroom Scorecard and identify, implement and evaluate behavioral economics strategies to increase consumption of school meals, fruits, vegetables, whole grains and lowfat or nonfat milk. RDN coaches can also work with School Nutrition administrators and professionals to apply for and celebrate HealthierUS School Challenge Awards. RDN coaches can also assist the School Nutrition program in applying for grants or other awards. 

· Recreational Sports Leagues. PE teachers, recess coaches or other trained educators will lead four recreational sports leagues for students in the intervention schools each school year, providing an opportunity for students to participate in a variety of sports in a friendly, safe, and supervised setting, outside of school time, at no cost. The aim of each of these sports leagues is to involve at least 15 students from each school who have not previously played this sport and give families a chance to watch their students play by hosting these events in the evening.

· Employee Wellness. RDN coaches can work with school administrators and staff and the school health/wellness council to assess how supportive the school environment and policies are for employee wellness, the interest of school staff in employee wellness activities and the type of wellness opportunities desired. These partners can work together to plan, implement, and evaluate employee wellness programming. 

· Family and Community Visibility and Engagement. A strong effort is made to raise awareness of the program among community stakeholders and families through newsletters, school-specific events, and educational materials for students to share with families. At least two school/parent events each year include nutrition and activity program messages and materials (e.g., a booth, handouts, and tasting activities at back-to-school night; a hydration station with water bottles and handouts at recreational sports league games). RDN coaches will work with school administrators and Public Information staff to utilize social and other media for outreach to families, school staff and the community. In addition to informing stakeholders about the program, the head RDN coach will seek collaborations with local organizations through complementary programs and services, such as Cooperative Extension, Dairy Council, local health departments, local parks and recreation departments, local food banks, and farm to school programs. 

· School Health/Wellness Team. The RDN coach works with the school principal to recruit school staff, teachers and community partners to participate in a health/wellness team at each school. The health/wellness team can use the School Health Index to assess their school’s current wellness environment and progress with local wellness policy implementation and create an action plan to apply for USDA HealthierUS School Challenge awards. In addition, the team can be involved with recruiting and nominating health ambassadors, planning and implementation of nutrition and physical activity workshops for families, school promotions, and wellness programming for employees. RDN coaches will also work with school health advisory councils at the local education agency or district level to implement, evaluate and communicate the local wellness policy along with the Whole Community, Whole School, Whole Child framework for coordinated school health.



Evaluation components (metrics) for the pilot are proposed below:

1. Demographic data: All participating students complete a student questionnaire to collect demographic information, including age, gender, and race/ethnicity.

2. Nutrition knowledge data: Responses to nutrition knowledge questions pre and post intervention can be combined to create a nutrition knowledge score for students, parents/families, teachers and school staff.

3. Dietary intake data: Sales data from School Nutrition Programs pre and post intervention can be analyzed. Students’ self-reported breakfast, whole grain, fruit, vegetable, milk, sweetened beverage, snack, and restaurant food consumption pre and post intervention can be assessed with questions adapted from the School Physical Activity and Nutrition questionnaire and the Child Food Consumption Questionnaire. Digital images of students’ trays pre and post meal consumption can be collected and analyzed to assess 1 day of students’ school breakfast and lunch consumption. A questionnaire for parents/families can assess intake away from school. Dietary intake of teachers and school staff can be assessed by self-report through a pre and post intervention survey. 

4. Physical activity data: Physical activity during the school day can be assessed through student and teacher self-report and compared to minutes of physical activity during the school day measured through accelerometers. Physical activity away from school can be assessed through students and parents/families self-report via survey responses. Physical activity of teachers and school staff can be assessed through self-report via survey responses. In addition, the System for Observing Fitness Instruction Time (SOFIT) and the System for Observing Play and Leisure Activity in Youth (SOPLAY) can be used to assess physical activity. Physical activity data can be collected pre and post intervention. 

5. Fitness data: A 1-mile run test pre and post intervention can be administered to measure of cardiorespiratory fitness in participating students.

6. Anthropometric data: Standing height (in centimeters) and weight (in kilograms) measures can be obtained from all participating students pre and post intervention using National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey anthropometry standardized protocols. These measurements can be used to calculate BMI. BMI z-scores can be calculated using the CDC Growth Charts for the United States.

7. Fruit and vegetable attitude data: A student questionnaire pre and post intervention can include six attitudinal questions pertaining to fruit and vegetables adapted from the Wilson and colleagues child nutrition questionnaire.

8. Time on task: Tardiness, absenteeism, disciplinary referrals and visits to the school nurse, and academic measures (i.e., test scores) pre and post intervention can be tracked and compared. 

9. Employee wellness data: Staff absenteeism due to illness or injury, funding spent on substitutes, health care costs, available health risk data (i.e., change in weight, body composition, blood pressure, blood cholesterol, and blood glucose), and workers’ compensation claims pre and post intervention can be tracked and compared. Schools may also assess employee satisfaction and morale, productivity and turnover.

10. Program fidelity data: Throughout the intervention, the interventionists will track all programming in logs that are kept at each of the schools. These logs will be collected each semester and assessed for program fidelity and dose.

# of nutrition education lessons, # of students reached through nutrition education

# of hands-on cooking activities, # of students reached through hands-on cooking activities

# of hands-on gardening activities, # of students reached through gardening activities

# of farmer interactions

# of local foods served

# of taste tests, # of students, school staff and family members reached

# of pounds of food diverted from waste

# of professional development opportunities for teachers and school nutrition professionals, # of teachers and school nutrition professionals reached

# of employee wellness activities for school staff, # of school staff reached

# of workshops for parents/families, # of parents/family member reached

# of nutrition and activity goals set by students, impact from goal implementation

# of school health councils established

# of Student Nutrition Advisory Councils established

# of local wellness policy goals set, impact of action toward goals

# of student, teacher and parent health ambassadors recruited

# of schools implementing Healthy Eating and Physical Activity Standards for Out-of-School time (before/after school and school breaks)

# of schools adopting healthy eating and physical activity policies for meetings and other school events

# of schools setting joint use policy to support facility use for physical activity

# of schools completing Smarter Lunchroom Assessment, # of Smarter Lunchroom strategies implemented

# of schools completing School Health Index

# of Team Nutrition schools

# of HealthierUS School Challenge Awards

# of media impressions, # of people reached through media outreach1-9










Appendix II: Nutrition, Physical Activity, Obesity and Chronic Disease



Childhood obesity has more than doubled in children and quadrupled in adolescents in the past 30 years. The percentage of obese children aged 6–11 years in the United States increased from 7% in 1980 to nearly 18% in 2012. Similarly, the percentage of obese adolescents aged 12–19 years increased from 5% to nearly 21% over the same period.4,5 In 2012, more than one-third of children and adolescents were overweight or obese.4 Examining from a more recent time period of 2011-14 reveals only slight improvement, with the prevalence of obesity being 17.5% among 6- to 11-year-olds and 20.5% among 12- to 19-year-olds.6 Overweight and obesity are affected by various genetic, behavioral, and environmental factors.7,14



According to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, males and females across age groups have intakes of vegetables, fruits, and dairy that are below recommendations of the Healthy U.S.-Style Eating Pattern. Data from 2007 to 2010 revealed that males ages 4 to 18 years of age consumed on average 0.8 to 1.3 cups of vegetables, 6.1 to 8.2 ounce equivalents of grain, 2.2 to 2.5 cup equivalents of dairy, and 3.7 to 6.0 ounce equivalents of protein foods per day. Females ages 4 to 18 years of age consumed on average 0.8 to 1.1 cups of vegetables, 5.6 to 6.1 ounce equivalents of grain, and 3.5 to 4.2 ounce equivalents for protein foods per day. Consumption declined with age for servings of fruit and dairy with females 4 to 8 years old consuming 1.2 cups of fruit and 2.1 cup equivalents of dairy and 14-18 year olds consuming 0.8 cups of fruit and 1.6 cup equivalents of dairy per day. For 2011-12, over one-third of children and adolescents consumed fast food on a given day, consuming on average 12.4% of their daily calories from fast food restaurants. Intakes of total grains and protein foods may be close to the recommendations but do not reflect the subgroup goals. Average intakes of whole grains are far below recommended levels across all age-sex groups, and average intakes of refined grains are well above recommended limits for most age-sex groups. Overall, average intakes of seafood are low for all age-sex groups. Average intakes of nuts, seeds, and soy products are close to recommended levels. Average intakes of meats, poultry, and eggs are high for teen boys and adult men. Legumes (beans and peas), a vegetables subgroup, also may be considered as part of the protein foods group. Intakes of legumes are below vegetable group recommendations.8



The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recommends that young people aged 6–17 years participate in at least 60 minutes of physical activity daily.12 The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute and American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) issued recommendations for television viewing and screen time, indicating that children should be limited to 2 hours or less screen time per day. A study on 692 children and 422 adolescents with complete examination and questionnaire data from the 2012 NHANES National Youth Fitness Survey revealed that only approximately 3 in 10 children and 1 in 10 adolescents met both the physical activity and sedentary time guidelines, while 3 in 10 children and 5 in 10 adolescents did not meet either the physical activity and sedentary time guideline. Regular physical activity in childhood and adolescence improves strength and endurance, helps build and maintain healthy bones and muscles, controls weight, reduces anxiety and stress, increases self-esteem, and may improve blood pressure and cholesterol levels. Physical activity reduces the risk of developing obesity and chronic diseases, such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and colon cancer. Physical activity may also improve students’ academic performance, (i.e., academic achievement and grades), academic behavior, (i.e., time on task) and factors that influence academic achievement (i.e., concentration and attentiveness in the classroom).1,9,10,11,[footnoteRef:29],[footnoteRef:30] [29:  Expert Panel on Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents: summary report. Pediatrics 2011;128(Suppl. 5):S213-56]  [30:  Expert Panel on Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction. Pediatrics 2012;129:e1111.] 




The dietary and physical activity behaviors of children and adolescents are influenced by many sectors of society, including families, communities, schools, child care settings, medical care providers, faith-based institutions, government agencies, the media, and the food and beverage industries and entertainment industries. Schools can play a particularly critical role by establishing a safe and supportive environment with policies and practices that support healthy behaviors and provide the foundation for overall wellness. Schools also provide opportunities for students to learn about and practice healthy eating and physical activity behaviors.1






Appendix III: Potential Funders	

· The Aetna Foundation mission is to promote wellness, health, and access to high-quality health care for everyone, while supporting the communities we serve. The Aetna Foundation works at two levels – 1) partnering with national and select international organizations, funding their pioneering approaches to improving health among large groups of people, and2) giving grants to local nonprofits across the United States, nurturing innovations that can inspire healthier lifestyles across communities.

· The Anthem Foundation, as the philanthropic arm of Anthem, Inc., promotes the organization's commitment to enhance the health and well-being of individuals and families in the communities it serves. Since its establishment, the Anthem Foundation and its affiliated foundations have awarded more than $146 million in local and national grants, while partnering with thousands nonprofits across the country.

· The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is a grant making foundation that supports initiatives in education, world heath and population, and community giving. In developing countries, it focuses on improving people’s health and giving them the chance to lift themselves out of hunger and extreme poverty. In the United States, it seeks to ensure that all people, especially those with the fewest resources, have access to the opportunities they need to succeed in school and life. 

· The Blue Cross Blue Shield Association is a national association of 36 independent, community-based and locally operated Blue Cross Blue Shield companies. Every year, Blue Cross Blue Shield companies make investments to meet the most pressing healthcare challenges communities face: how to expand access to care, enable healthier living and improve healthcare quality and affordability. Resources support organizations and programs that promote healthier living through fitness and nutrition, positive patient-physician relationships and medical research, especially in medically underserved areas. BCBS employees also give back to the community through volunteering.

· The California Endowment is a private health foundation that provides grants to community-based organizations throughout California to expand access to affordable, quality health care for underserved individuals and communities and to promote fundamental improvements in the health status of Californians.

· The mission of the Chef Ann Foundation mission is to provide tools that help schools serve children healthy and delicious scratch-cooked meals made with fresh, whole food. 

· The Clinton Foundation is a nonprofit organization that works to build partnerships between business, governments, NGOs and individuals to transform communities. The Clinton Foundation work in health and wellness emphasizes prevention, identifying small measures individual and communities can take to improve health and scaling those measures to impact a greater number of people, prevent chronic disease, reduce health care costs and provide families and communities with knowledge of how to live healthier. The Alliance for a Healthier Generation, founded by the American Heart Association and the Clinton Foundation, works to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity and to empower kids to develop lifelong healthy habits.

· The GE Foundation, the philanthropic organization of GE, empowers people to develop skills to succeed in a global economy, equips communities with the technology and capacity to improve access to better health and education and elevates ideas that are tackling the world’s toughest challenges to advance economic development and improve lives. The Developing Futures in EducationTM program supports high-impact initiatives that improve equity and quality of K-12 public education in the U.S. Developing HealthTM supports the healthyimagination initiative to bring better and cheaper healthcare to more people. 

· The Hearst Foundations are national philanthropic resources for organizations and institutions working in the field of education, health, culture and social service. The goals of the Hearst Foundations is to ensure that people of all backgrounds have the opportunity to build healthy, productive and inspiring lives. 

· The Kresge Foundation is a $3.6 billion private, national foundation that works to expand opportunities in America’s cities through grant making and social investing in arts and culture, education, environment, health, human services and community development. 

· The Life Time Foundation partners with school districts to provide financial support in the form of grants that are customized for every school. The foundation has given grants for capital equipment, education and marketing to help schools eliminate the Harmful 7 Ingredients of Concern. The foundation also offers nutrition staff and administrators with the tools and training they need to make the transition as seamless as possible and educates kids through nutrition and movement lessons.

· The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) is the nation’s largest philanthropy dedicated solely to health. It supports a wide array of research and programs which are working to help build a national Culture of Health. 

· The United Health Foundation was established as a not-for-profit, private foundation dedicated to improving health and health care. The United Health Foundation is committed to sourcing, developing and supporting innovative and evidence-based ideas that help the health system work better. The foundation supports partnerships and initiatives that have the potential to be scaled, leading to improved access to care, better health outcomes, and healthier communities. The foundation partners with organizations that have a shared mission to improve the health and quality of life for all people. Initiatives include preventive health, disease prevention and management, healthy aging and physical fitness.

· The Walmart Foundation meets needs of the under-served by directed charitable giving toward core areas of focus: opportunity (helping create economic opportunity for individuals and fostering economic growth), sustainability (enhancing the sustainability of global supply chains in food, apparel and general merchandise), and community (strengthening the resilience and cohesion of local communities and inspiring associates to give back). 

· The Whole Kids Foundation is an organization devoted to improving children's nutrition and wellness with the goal of ending the childhood obesity epidemic. The Whole Kids Foundation offers grants and resources to support schools and inspire families to improve children’s nutrition and wellness.

· The W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s work includes both nationwide grant making and, to a lesser extent, more localized projects in areas other than our priority places. Within the United States, priority places include Michigan, Mississippi, New Mexico and New Orleans. In all cases, grants are focused upon our strategic goals and our commitment to working alongside grantees, communities and others to help create conditions in which all children can thrive.

· The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) funds all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and communities to advance the nation’s chronic disease prevention and health promotion efforts. Funded programs include the State Public Health Actions to Prevent and Control Diabetes, Heart Disease, Obesity and Associated Risk Factors and Promote School Health (State Public Health Actions), and the Programs to Reduce Obesity in High Obesity Areas (High Obesity). These two cooperative agreements support CDC’s Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Obesity’s efforts nationwide to make healthy living easier for all Americans through physical activity and healthy nutrition strategies. State Public Health Actions also support CDC’s Division of Population Health, School Health Branch’s efforts to create health school environments.

· The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Team Nutrition (TN) Training Grants have been identified in USDA's National Strategic Plan for Training and Technical Assistance as one of the anchor delivery systems for supporting the implementation of USDA's nutrition requirements and the Dietary Guidelines for Americans in meals served in schools and child care institutions. TN Training Grants offer funding to State agencies to establish or enhance sustainable infrastructures to achieve Team Nutrition's goal of improving children's lifelong eating and physical activity habits.

· The U.S. Department of Education and State Departments of Education mission is to promote student achievement and preparation for global competitiveness by fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access. The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) includes new language which allows states and school districts to use school improvement funding (funding set aside to support school improvement in the lowest performing schools) to support student engagement and healthy and supportive school environments. Funding for professional development can include providing school staff with the knowledge and skills need to create healthier school environments. Title IV of the ESSA authorizes funding for programming to support safe and healthy students. Title I intends to engage key stakeholders, including teachers, principals, parents, school health providers and others, in the development of state and local plans for how funding will be used, which can include health and wellness components. ESSA funds are allocated to facilitate well-rounded education, which can include health and physical education to improve the performance of a student.










Appendix IV: Competitive Landscape

· Action for Healthy Kids (AFHK)® fights childhood obesity, undernourishment and physical inactivity by helping schools, through resources, grants and volunteer stakeholder support, to become healthier places so kids can live healthier lives. AFHK’s grassroots efforts are supported by a collaboration of more than 75 organizations, corporations and government agencies. 

· Alliance for a Healthier Generation works with schools, companies, community organizations, healthcare professionals and families to transform the conditions and systems that lead to healthier kids. The evidence-based, Healthy Schools Program is currently building healthier school environments for more than 19 million students in more than 31,000 schools in every state and the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico with the goal to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity and to empower kids to develop lifelong, healthy habits. 

· CATCH stands for a Coordinated Approach to Child Health. By uniting multiple players in a child’s life to create a community of health, CATCH is proven to prevent childhood obesity and supported by 25 years and 120 academic papers indicating as much as 11% decrease in overweight and obesity. The program aims to impact messaging a child receives in physical education, the lunchroom, the classroom, and the home, to form an effective resource that impacts a child’s choices not only in school, but lifelong.

· Cooperative Extension brings evidence-based science and modern technologies to farmers, consumers, and families. By educating farmers on business operations and on modern agricultural science and technologies, extension contributes to the success of countless farms, ranches, and rural business. Further, these services improve the lives of consumers and families through nutrition education, food safety training, and youth leadership development. The Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) has successfully addressed critical societal concerns by employing paraprofessional staff and influencing nutrition and physical activity behaviors of low-income families, particularly those with young children. Through a community-based, relationship-driven, hands-on educational approach, EFNEP has directly impacted economic, obesity, and food insecurity challenges that hinder the health and well-being of this nation.

· The Feeding America network is the nation’s largest domestic hunger-relief organization. In addition to offering food banks in the community, Feeding America works to establish and support school-based pantries to provide an easily accessible source of food assistance to low-income students and their families. Feeding America works to source and distribute fruits, vegetables, whole grains, lowfat dairy and lean proteins and to educate, connect and engage health, nutrition and hunger-relief professionals, as well as those experiencing hunger. Feeding America also offers Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program outreach and application assistance to ensure that eligible families know about and apply for SNAP.

· FoodCorps is a national organization that places Americorps service members in high-need schools to teach kids about food and nutrition and increase their access to healthy meals in schools.

· Fuel Up to Play 60 is an in-school nutrition and physical activity program launched by National Dairy Council and NFL, in collaboration with the USDA, to help encourage today's youth to lead healthier lives. FUTP60 brings together students, educators, parents and the community to improve the school environment in regards to nutrition and physical activity. Program resources and participation are free. Up to $4,000 per year is available to qualified K-12 schools enrolled in Fuel Up to Play 60 to jumpstart healthy changes.

· Kaiser Permanente, as part of our ongoing commitment to improve community health, is partnering with leading national organizations on Thriving Schools — a comprehensive effort to create a culture of health and wellness for students, staff and teachers in K-12 schools. 

· The PTA Healthy Lifestyles program provides family-centered education and tools that connect them with schools and advocate for healthy changes in nutrition and physical activity. The School Meals Toolkit provides resources and solutions to PTAs and families to support their school meals program and advocate for an environment that promotes healthy behaviors. The Improving Energy Balance Toolkit provides local PTAs with tools to engage families in addressing energy balance. Active School Fundraising helps PTAs fundraise through walks, runs and other fun physical activity challenges. Fire Up Your Feet encourages schools, students and families in select states to walk more to and from school and in daily life. PTA works with school and community partners to offer grants and implement programs to improve the school environment for nutrition and physical activity. 

· Shape America works with its 50 state affiliates and national partners to offer credentialing, professional development, research, resources, grants and awards and support initiatives such as the Presidential Youth Fitness Program, Let's Move! Active Schools, the Jump Rope For Heart/Hoops For Heart and 50 Million Strong for 2029 programs. SHAPE America's mission is to advance professional practice and promote research related to health and physical education, physical activity, dance, and sport.

· The Share Our Strength No Kid Hungry campaign connects kids in need with nutritious food and the Cooking Matters program teaches families how to cook, healthy affordable food.

· SPARK PE strives to improve the health of children, adolescents, and adults by disseminating evidence-based Physical Education, After School, Early Childhood, and Coordinated School Health programs to teachers and recreation leaders serving Pre-K through 12th grade students. 

· SNAP-Ed is an evidence-based program that helps people lead healthier lives. SNAP-Ed teaches people using or eligible for SNAP about good nutrition and how to make their food dollars stretch further. SNAP-Ed participants also learn to be physically active. SNAP-Ed works by building partnerships with all types of community organizations.  Communities have social marketing campaigns, hold nutrition education classes, and improve their policies, systems, and the environment of the community.

· The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Team Nutrition (TN) Training Grants have been identified in USDA's National Strategic Plan for Training and Technical Assistance as one of the anchor delivery systems for supporting the implementation of USDA's nutrition requirements and the Dietary Guidelines for Americans in meals served in schools and child care institutions. TN Training Grants offer funding to State agencies to establish or enhance sustainable infrastructures to achieve Team Nutrition's goal of improving children's lifelong eating and physical activity habits.
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More details: 

It is a 5 year grant through Team Nutrition. Congressman Tim Ryan is on appropriations

committee, and we have stressed the need to fully fund Team Nutrition at $25M, which is an

increase of $9.5M, to fund this grant program and as not to take away from current Team Nutrition

programming. 

 

Let me know if you have any additional thoughts or questions!

 

 

THANKS, DONNA! 

Jenn

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 11:54 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

Jenn,  I am just getting around to reading this proposed bill.  I look forward to talking to you more

about this.  Super exciting. For right now I have the following questions:

 

1.  Does the bill have co-sponsors?

 

2.  How much funding would he be asking for?

 

3.  Would this fund for 1 year or multiple years?

 

4.  Does this have a prayer of getting off the ground?

 

5.  What about a bill in the senate?

 

I have some other similar questions, but you get my drift.  You can call me today or tomorrow if

you have time to discuss.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 12:18 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship 

 Subject: Fw: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hope you are well! Just wanted to put this on your radar. We have been working with

Congressman Tim Ryan's staff to get this bill off the ground. We think it fits nicely with our 2nd

Century objective to promote more Academy members in schools and strengthens

the requirements for wellness policies by providing funding to help LEAs implement

them. Written into the bill is a requirement to coordinate with school nutrition directors too. At the

end of this week Ill work with communications to get a quote from you to put into the

Congressman's press release when he introduces the bill at the end of the month. Very exciting! 

 

 

Lauren Au also brought to our attention her research presented last month which found:

 

 

School wellness committees are associated with lower BMI z-scores and improved dietary

outcomes in U.S. schoolchildren. Presented at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Healthy

Eating Research Meeting on April 20, 2017 by Lauren Au PhD, RD, of the University of California,

Nutrition Policy Institute.

 

 

What is the association between school wellness committees and implementation of nutrition

wellness policies on: Children’s weight status (BMI-z); Obesity-related dietary outcomes?
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-          An active wellness committee was associated with decreased BMI z-scores in U.S. School

children

 

-          Schools that reported better implementation of wellness policies had children with improved

obesity-related dietary outcomes

 

-          Active school engagement in wellness policy implementation appears to play a positive role

in efforts to reduce childhood obesity

 

 

Summary of the bill:

 

 

Congressman Tim Ryan is planning on introducing a bill to improve the implementation of nutrition

education through the utilization of nutrition specialists in local school districts. This bill titled 

Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act will allow qualified professionals to lead

nutrition education and promotion efforts by giving districts the ability to appoint a nutrition

coordinator to oversee their Team Nutrition (TN) activities and local wellness policies.

 

 

These programs include using innovative lunchroom strategies such as family style eating to

encourage healthy decision making, delivering hands-on nutrition education lessons that are

aligned across grade levels, and providing schools and child care providers the technical

assistance they need to develop health centered environments.

 

 

Very best,

 

Jenn
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1151. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 14:44:40

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

June 7, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

Academy Commends Senators for Introducing Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act in 115th

Congress 

 The Academy commended U.S. Sens. Shelley Moore Capito (W.Va.) and Gary Peters (Mich.) for

re-introducing the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act in the Senate. The bill's language is the

same as in the previous Congress, and would provide Medicare coverage of medical nutrition

therapy for prediabetes provided by registered dietitian nutritionists. The House version of the bill

should be introduced in the next few weeks. More information will be shared soon on how

Academy members can reach out to your members of Congress to support this important

legislation that would improve access to nutrition services. 

 Learn More

 

June 8 PFSE Webinar: Food Safety Education Using Positive Deviance Approach 

 A June 8 webinar sponsored by the Partnership for Food Safety Education will show health

professionals how to improve food safety education using a "positive deviance" approach.

Researchers from the University of California - Davis will share results of their research behind this

powerful behavior change tool and its use in outreach to high-risk populations. The Academy is a

partner in PFSE. 

 Learn More
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Obesity Roundtable Releases Prevention and Treatment Workshop Proceedings 

 The National Academy of Science Engineering and Medicine has released "Driving Action and

Progress on Obesity Prevention and Treatment: Proceedings of a Workshop," which summarizes

the September 2016 event of the same name. The workshop highlighted the multisector nature of

the Obesity Roundtable, bringing together the Academy and other leaders from health policy,

philanthropy, business, health care, early education, nutrition and physical activity, and

government to present their visions for improving opportunities for Americans to move more and

eat better, and offered practical steps to achieve that vision. 

 Learn More

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children's Health 

 The Academy's next quarterly advocacy day will be held August 7 in Washington, D.C., as

members join the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy Day of Action following

the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convention in Arlington, Va., on August 4 to 6. Attendance

at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration fee of $35

for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center, materials,

briefing and training, and round-trip transportation from Arlington, if needed. For those able to

attend, a briefing will be held August 6. Others can participate in a preparation webinar that will be

announced at a later date. For more information about the convention, email Sara Walz at

swalz@usbreastfeeding.org. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

June 13 Webinar: Using Scientific Evidence to Inform Clinical Practice 

 Evidence-based practice is considered the standard of care across health care disciplines, but

most practicing registered dietitian nutritionists are not taught the foundations of the evidence-

based process. A June 13 webinar will present the 5-Step Process as a mechanism for practicing

evidence-based nutrition with emphasis on acquiring and critiquing evidence. The webinar offers 1

CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

June 27 Webinar: Setting the Record Straight on Vitamin E 

 A June 27 webinar will cover important milestones in vitamin E research, distinguish between the

vitamin's two subgroups, tocopherols and tocotrienols, and identify current sources and

compositions of tocotrienols. New research will highlight tocotrienol's role as the 21st century

vitamin E. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

View Past Webinars and Earn CPEU 

 The Academy's webinar archives contain programs for individuals and groups and the chance to

earn CPEUs. 
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 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation
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techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More
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CAREER RESOURCES

 

Make Plans Now: Attend FNCE 

 Attend the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo for access to new trends, perspectives from

expert speakers and practical applications you can apply right away. FNCE provides all the

elements essential for career advancement, including more than 130 exciting educational

sessions, face-to-face networking, the Expo and much more. A payment plan option is available. 

 Learn More

 

New Edition: MNT Provider 

 Learn about the drivers of health care innovation, practice and payment resources, and the

limitations of balanced billing practices in the latest issue of the MNT Provider. 

 Learn More

 

Become a Student Leader: Now Accepting Student Liaison Applications 

 Build your leadership skills, boost your career and enhance your resume. Apply to represent your

dietetics program by signing up as an Academy Student Liaison for the 2017-2018 membership

year. 

 Learn More

 

Updated Definition of Terms List 

 The Academy's Definition of Terms list was updated in June to serve as standardized language

for registered dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered to guide

individual scope of practice and to apply standards in various practice settings. The list includes

new terms, definitions and key considerations for Certified Health Coach; National Board Certified

Health and Wellness Coach; and Wellness Coach. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is

the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More

 

Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic
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Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Now Available in 10-Packs: Get Your Clients on the Healthy Track with the Latest Tech 

 Bits and Bytes: A Guide to Digitally Tracking Your Food, Fitness and Health describes how to get

started with digital health tracking and choose the right tools to achieve personal health goals.

With colorful illustrations and sample screens, this guide compares popular apps and tracking

programs, explaining the features they offer. Bits and Bytes is now available in economy packs of

10, making them easy to distribute to clients. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES
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Welcome Academy's 2017-2018 Leaders 

 The Academy's elected leaders for 2017-2018 took office on June 1. Please welcome the

Academy's President, Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND, and the members of the

Board of Directors.

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Welcome from New Foundation Chair 

 Read a welcome message from the Foundation's incoming chair, Martin M. Yadrick, MS, MBI,

RDN, FAND. 

 Learn More

 

Foundation Infographics: "U.S. Farming 101" and "Feeding the World" 

 Two Foundation infographics contain valuable information for Academy members on current

challenges and innovative strategies: "U.S. Farming 101" and "Feeding the World." The

infographics were developed through an educational grant from Elanco. 

 Learn More

 

Join Kids Eat Right Group on LinkedIn 

 There is a great place for Academy members and Kids Eat Right volunteers to get more involved

and discuss topics specifically related to children and our program. A subgroup of the Academy's

LinkedIn group is open to members only. Request access, then start talking with like-minded

peers. 

 Learn More

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

 An online hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian assistance efforts in

developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this open-access collection

includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations and nutrient comparison

charts unique to the local food supply. The Academy will continue to expand its resources in this

exciting area. Help enhance them by sharing your feedback in a brief survey. 

 Learn More
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Support the Foundation with a Monthly Recurring Donation 

 Your Foundation is the only charitable organization exclusively devoted to nutrition and dietetics

and does not receive a portion of any members' dues. The success and impact of its programs

and services are attributed to the generous support of donors who have helped the Foundation

become a catalyst for members and the profession to come together and improve the nutritional

health of the public. Donate today by setting up a monthly, recurring donation to provide year-

round support for scholarships, awards, research grants and public education programs. 

 Learn More

 

From Our Colleagues

 

ANFP Online Course: Maximizing Menu Integration 

 The Association of Nutrition &Foodservice Professionals is offering Academy members a 10

percent discount during June on the online course "Maximizing Menu Integration." The course

explains how to create a system of menus, recipes, order guides and other tracking tools to

ensure consistent success. Enter the code ANFPANDJUNE17 when registering to receive the

discount. ANFP is a continuing professional education-accredited provider with the Commission

on Dietetic Registration. Credentialed practitioners will receive up to 5 CPEUs. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1152. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 14:29:23

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Tomorrow morning at 9 works.  Call me at 706-554-5393.  Thanks for the quick prompt reply

everyone.  I love this team work!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 1:22 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Patricia Babjak; Lucille Beseler; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: RE: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

Thank you for reaching out.  I can give you a call tomorrow (Thurs June 8) morning at 8 am

CT/9am ET – will that work for you?  If any others want to be on the call, let me know and I will set

up a conference line.
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I have had several email and phone conversations with Lori and she had sent ACEND the

document you attached.  The summary of my conversations with Lori and the documents she sent

were all shared with the ACEND Standards Committee as they reviewed input on the proposed

Future Education Model Standards and made suggested revisions.  The revised standards will be

discussed by the ACEND Board at their meeting next week.

 

 

Thank you for taking time from your busy schedule to talk with the educators in AZ.  I look forward

to talking with you.

 

 

Mary 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 10:29 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>; Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Fw: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

 

 

Pat and Mary,  See email below.  Can you and Mary Gregorie review this document and get back

to me before this meeting I have with them on Friday of this week at 11 am?  Any help would be

appreciated.  If Mary would prefer to call me tomorrow, I have some time in the morning before I

fly out around lunchtime.  I would like to have as many answers as possible before I go.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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From: Lori Anonsen <lori.anonsen@paradisevalley.edu> 

 Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 11:07 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: glennamccollum@gmail.com; Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne

Udarbe; Susan Gaumont 

 Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hello all,

 

Tina Shepard, ASU Faculty &Dietetic Internship Director, will also be attending the meeting at

11am.  She can only attend from 11-11:15am, so it is best if everyone meets approx. 10:50am at

the registration table so the meeting begins on time.  I believe Margie and Adrienne can attend

longer. 

  

President Donna Martin, I am sorry to have to miss this wonderful opportunity to meet you, but I

cannot attend the meeting due to a family conflict.  I have attached my concerns regarding the

Future Education Model Accreditation Standards, which is a topic that will be discussed at the

meeting.  If you have time, we would appreciate it if you would review the attached document prior

to the meeting.   

 

Margie Tate, MS RD, has been a key faculty in the success of the Paradise Valley (PVCC)

&Chandler-Gilbert (CGCC) Community College DT Consortium Program for many years, and has

been instrumental in it's success.  In addition, we have worked closely with Tina Shepard in the

smooth transfer of our students into ASU's Nutrition and Dietetics program.  We are deeply

concerned about the future of the two year DT Programs, and so are the many dietetic

professionals and health care employers we work closely with in the Phoenix Metropolitan area.  

We appreciate you taking the time to listen to our concerns, and I have also discussed our

concerns in length with Mary Gregoire. 

  

Thank you Glenna for initiating and helping to set up this meeting!

 

Lori Anonsen, MS RD

 

PVCC Faculty &Dietetic Technology Consortium Program Director

 

 

On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

They already scheduled a meeting for 11 am. So we are good to go. 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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>On Jun 3, 2017, at 2:39 PM, "glennamccollum@gmail.com" <glennamccollum@gmail.com>
wrote: 
 > 
>Donna: 
 >Thank you. I will reach out to Lori and Adrienne for a suggested time after your Keynote in the
morning, then work through Margie to coordinate. I'm at the airport now - and wish you a great trip
to AZ! It's warm .... 
 >Glenna 
 > 
>Glenna McCollum, PhD 
 >Sent from my iPhone 
 > 
>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 12:10 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 >> 
>>Glenna, I will be available to meet with Maragret, Nancy, Lori and Adrienne at their
convenience. They know when I am speaking and I am staying through Friday night. Anytime they
want to meet Friday when I am not speaking will work for me. Just let me know. I will look forward
to it. 
 >> 
>>Sent from my iPhone 
 >> 
>>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:03 PM, Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com> wrote: 
 >>> 
>>>President Donna Martin, 
 >>> 
>>>Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday,
June 9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ
85040). 
 >>> 
>>>As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy
leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to
their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a
time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues
impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice. 
 >>> 
>>>Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have
encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the
Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy
Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as
well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 >>> 
>>>Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young
professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,
and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for
when you are in Arizona. 
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 >>> 
>>>Thank you Donna, 
 >>>Glenna 
 >>>Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 
 >>>Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 >>>Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 >>>(602) 770-0772
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1153. RE: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 14:02:13

Subject: RE: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

I have just concluded my meeting with Mary and was informed that Lori Anonsen has already

submitted her concerns several times  to her personally, as well as to ACEND, and has been

informed about the demonstration programs and that no decision regarding DTR,  the

Baccalaureate, or the “nutrition health worker”  standards have yet been made (projected timeline

for that is 10 years). This information has also been communicated to Glenna by Mary previously

and it would have been more “presidential” for her to explain the ACEND standards of

accreditation process and the autonomous standard setting nature of ACEND. Mary indicated she

will speak with you tomorrow, Donna, and will reach out to schedule a time. She will  also suggest

talking points. 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 10:47 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Cc: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

 

 

Yes, Mary and I will discuss the concerns today and Mary will connect with you tomorrow. Thanks.

 

Pat 

  

Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org
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On Jun 7, 2017, at 10:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Pat and Mary,  See email below.  Can you and Mary Gregorie review this document and get back

to me before this meeting I have with them on Friday of this week at 11 am?  Any help would be

appreciated.  If Mary would prefer to call me tomorrow, I have some time in the morning before I

fly out around lunchtime.  I would like to have as many answers as possible before I go.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lori Anonsen <lori.anonsen@paradisevalley.edu> 

 Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 11:07 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: glennamccollum@gmail.com; Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne

Udarbe; Susan Gaumont 

 Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hello all,

 

Tina Shepard, ASU Faculty &Dietetic Internship Director, will also be attending the meeting at

11am.  She can only attend from 11-11:15am, so it is best if everyone meets approx. 10:50am at

the registration table so the meeting begins on time.  I believe Margie and Adrienne can attend

longer. 

  

President Donna Martin, I am sorry to have to miss this wonderful opportunity to meet you, but I

cannot attend the meeting due to a family conflict.  I have attached my concerns regarding the

Future Education Model Accreditation Standards, which is a topic that will be discussed at the

meeting.  If you have time, we would appreciate it if you would review the attached document prior
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to the meeting.   

 

Margie Tate, MS RD, has been a key faculty in the success of the Paradise Valley (PVCC)

&Chandler-Gilbert (CGCC) Community College DT Consortium Program for many years, and has

been instrumental in it's success.  In addition, we have worked closely with Tina Shepard in the

smooth transfer of our students into ASU's Nutrition and Dietetics program.  We are deeply

concerned about the future of the two year DT Programs, and so are the many dietetic

professionals and health care employers we work closely with in the Phoenix Metropolitan area.  

We appreciate you taking the time to listen to our concerns, and I have also discussed our

concerns in length with Mary Gregoire. 

  

Thank you Glenna for initiating and helping to set up this meeting!

 

Lori Anonsen, MS RD

 

PVCC Faculty &Dietetic Technology Consortium Program Director

 

 

On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

They already scheduled a meeting for 11 am. So we are good to go. 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
>On Jun 3, 2017, at 2:39 PM, "glennamccollum@gmail.com" <glennamccollum@gmail.com>
wrote: 
 > 
>Donna: 
 >Thank you. I will reach out to Lori and Adrienne for a suggested time after your Keynote in the
morning, then work through Margie to coordinate. I'm at the airport now - and wish you a great trip
to AZ! It's warm .... 
 >Glenna 
 > 
>Glenna McCollum, PhD 
 >Sent from my iPhone 
 > 
>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 12:10 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 >> 
>>Glenna, I will be available to meet with Maragret, Nancy, Lori and Adrienne at their
convenience. They know when I am speaking and I am staying through Friday night. Anytime they
want to meet Friday when I am not speaking will work for me. Just let me know. I will look forward
to it. 
 >> 
>>Sent from my iPhone 
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 >> 
>>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:03 PM, Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com> wrote: 
 >>> 
>>>President Donna Martin, 
 >>> 
>>>Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday,
June 9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ
85040). 
 >>> 
>>>As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy
leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to
their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a
time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues
impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice. 
 >>> 
>>>Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have
encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the
Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy
Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as
well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 >>> 
>>>Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young
professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,
and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for
when you are in Arizona. 
 >>> 
>>>Thank you Donna, 
 >>>Glenna 
 >>>Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 
 >>>Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 >>>Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 >>>(602) 770-0772

 

 

<ACEND Survey Response.pdf>
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1154. RE: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 13:22:57

Subject: RE: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Hi Donna

 

 

Thank you for reaching out.  I can give you a call tomorrow (Thurs June 8) morning at 8 am

CT/9am ET – will that work for you?  If any others want to be on the call, let me know and I will set

up a conference line.

 

 

I have had several email and phone conversations with Lori and she had sent ACEND the

document you attached.  The summary of my conversations with Lori and the documents she sent

were all shared with the ACEND Standards Committee as they reviewed input on the proposed

Future Education Model Standards and made suggested revisions.  The revised standards will be

discussed by the ACEND Board at their meeting next week.

 

 

Thank you for taking time from your busy schedule to talk with the educators in AZ.  I look forward

to talking with you.

 

 

Mary 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 10:29 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>; Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Fw: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

 

 

Pat and Mary,  See email below.  Can you and Mary Gregorie review this document and get back

to me before this meeting I have with them on Friday of this week at 11 am?  Any help would be

appreciated.  If Mary would prefer to call me tomorrow, I have some time in the morning before I
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fly out around lunchtime.  I would like to have as many answers as possible before I go.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lori Anonsen <lori.anonsen@paradisevalley.edu> 

 Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 11:07 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: glennamccollum@gmail.com; Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne

Udarbe; Susan Gaumont 

 Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hello all,

 

Tina Shepard, ASU Faculty &Dietetic Internship Director, will also be attending the meeting at

11am.  She can only attend from 11-11:15am, so it is best if everyone meets approx. 10:50am at

the registration table so the meeting begins on time.  I believe Margie and Adrienne can attend

longer. 

  

President Donna Martin, I am sorry to have to miss this wonderful opportunity to meet you, but I

cannot attend the meeting due to a family conflict.  I have attached my concerns regarding the

Future Education Model Accreditation Standards, which is a topic that will be discussed at the

meeting.  If you have time, we would appreciate it if you would review the attached document prior

to the meeting.   

 

Margie Tate, MS RD, has been a key faculty in the success of the Paradise Valley (PVCC)

&Chandler-Gilbert (CGCC) Community College DT Consortium Program for many years, and has

been instrumental in it's success.  In addition, we have worked closely with Tina Shepard in the

smooth transfer of our students into ASU's Nutrition and Dietetics program.  We are deeply

concerned about the future of the two year DT Programs, and so are the many dietetic
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professionals and health care employers we work closely with in the Phoenix Metropolitan area.  

We appreciate you taking the time to listen to our concerns, and I have also discussed our

concerns in length with Mary Gregoire. 

  

Thank you Glenna for initiating and helping to set up this meeting!

 

Lori Anonsen, MS RD

 

PVCC Faculty &Dietetic Technology Consortium Program Director

 

 

On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

They already scheduled a meeting for 11 am. So we are good to go. 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
>On Jun 3, 2017, at 2:39 PM, "glennamccollum@gmail.com" <glennamccollum@gmail.com>
wrote: 
 > 
>Donna: 
 >Thank you. I will reach out to Lori and Adrienne for a suggested time after your Keynote in the
morning, then work through Margie to coordinate. I'm at the airport now - and wish you a great trip
to AZ! It's warm .... 
 >Glenna 
 > 
>Glenna McCollum, PhD 
 >Sent from my iPhone 
 > 
>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 12:10 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 >> 
>>Glenna, I will be available to meet with Maragret, Nancy, Lori and Adrienne at their
convenience. They know when I am speaking and I am staying through Friday night. Anytime they
want to meet Friday when I am not speaking will work for me. Just let me know. I will look forward
to it. 
 >> 
>>Sent from my iPhone 
 >> 
>>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:03 PM, Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com> wrote: 
 >>> 
>>>President Donna Martin, 
 >>> 
>>>Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday,
June 9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ
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85040). 
 >>> 
>>>As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy
leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to
their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a
time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues
impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice. 
 >>> 
>>>Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have
encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the
Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy
Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as
well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 >>> 
>>>Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young
professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,
and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for
when you are in Arizona. 
 >>> 
>>>Thank you Donna, 
 >>>Glenna 
 >>>Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 
 >>>Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 >>>Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 >>>(602) 770-0772
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•

•

1155. Foundation FNCE Student Stipend Program

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 12:20:52

Subject: Foundation FNCE Student Stipend Program

Attachment:

 
 
Dear NDEP Members,   
 
Please let your students know the Academy Foundation’s Student Stipend Program is now
accepting applications!  This program was designed to help active Academy student members
attend FNCE ®. Students who have registered for FNCE ® can apply for a $100 stipend, which
have been made available from the Academy Foundation thanks to the generosity of the many
dietetic practice groups, state affiliates and individual Academy members who have supported this
program. 

Our application process in now open.

 

Stipend recipients will be selected by random and will be contacted by the Foundation via email in

September. In order to be eligible for the $100 stipend you must meet the following criteria:

 

Must be enrolled for Fall 2017 and a student member of the Academy in 2017-2018. 

Must be registered for FNCE® by Friday, September 8 – which is also the Early Bird registration

pricing deadline. 

Must complete the following brief questionnaire by Friday, September 8. 

For more information and to apply click link below:   

http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/foundation-student-stipend-program/
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1156. RE: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 12:00:26

Subject: RE: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

Attachment:

Thanks, Donna! 

 

Im happy to give you a call with more detail! Generally, this bill is the start to a conversation. It

would have to be taken up in Child Nutrition Reauthorization, which we know probably isn’t going

anywhere in the next two years. We can work to get a Senate bill but have really spent a lot of

time getting the details of the bill ironed out, and garnering organizational support for the bill.

Currently the Farm to School Network, SHAPE America have endorsed the bill and we are close

to have endorsements from Society for Nutrition Education and Behavior,  Tisch Food, Education

and Policy Center at Columbia University and FoodCorps. 

 

More details: 

It is a 5 year grant through Team Nutrition. Congressman Tim Ryan is on appropriations

committee, and we have stressed the need to fully fund Team Nutrition at $25M, which is an

increase of $9.5M, to fund this grant program and as not to take away from current Team Nutrition

programming. 

 

Let me know if you have any additional thoughts or questions!

 

 

THANKS, DONNA! 

Jenn

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 11:54 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

Jenn,  I am just getting around to reading this proposed bill.  I look forward to talking to you more

about this.  Super exciting. For right now I have the following questions:
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1.  Does the bill have co-sponsors?

 

2.  How much funding would he be asking for?

 

3.  Would this fund for 1 year or multiple years?

 

4.  Does this have a prayer of getting off the ground?

 

5.  What about a bill in the senate?

 

I have some other similar questions, but you get my drift.  You can call me today or tomorrow if

you have time to discuss.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 12:18 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship 

 Subject: Fw: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hope you are well! Just wanted to put this on your radar. We have been working with

Congressman Tim Ryan's staff to get this bill off the ground. We think it fits nicely with our 2nd
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Century objective to promote more Academy members in schools and strengthens

the requirements for wellness policies by providing funding to help LEAs implement

them. Written into the bill is a requirement to coordinate with school nutrition directors too. At the

end of this week Ill work with communications to get a quote from you to put into the

Congressman's press release when he introduces the bill at the end of the month. Very exciting! 

 

 

Lauren Au also brought to our attention her research presented last month which found:

 

 

School wellness committees are associated with lower BMI z-scores and improved dietary

outcomes in U.S. schoolchildren. Presented at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Healthy

Eating Research Meeting on April 20, 2017 by Lauren Au PhD, RD, of the University of California,

Nutrition Policy Institute.

 

 

What is the association between school wellness committees and implementation of nutrition

wellness policies on: Children’s weight status (BMI-z); Obesity-related dietary outcomes?

 

-          An active wellness committee was associated with decreased BMI z-scores in U.S. School

children

 

-          Schools that reported better implementation of wellness policies had children with improved

obesity-related dietary outcomes

 

-          Active school engagement in wellness policy implementation appears to play a positive role

in efforts to reduce childhood obesity

 

 

Summary of the bill:

 

 

Congressman Tim Ryan is planning on introducing a bill to improve the implementation of nutrition

education through the utilization of nutrition specialists in local school districts. This bill titled 

Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act will allow qualified professionals to lead

nutrition education and promotion efforts by giving districts the ability to appoint a nutrition

coordinator to oversee their Team Nutrition (TN) activities and local wellness policies.

 

 

These programs include using innovative lunchroom strategies such as family style eating to

encourage healthy decision making, delivering hands-on nutrition education lessons that are

aligned across grade levels, and providing schools and child care providers the technical
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assistance they need to develop health centered environments.

 

 

Very best,

 

Jenn
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1157. Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 11:53:42

Subject: Re: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

Attachment:

Jenn,  I am just getting around to reading this proposed bill.  I look forward to talking to you more

about this.  Super exciting. For right now I have the following questions:

 

1.  Does the bill have co-sponsors?

 

2.  How much funding would he be asking for?

 

3.  Would this fund for 1 year or multiple years?

 

4.  Does this have a prayer of getting off the ground?

 

5.  What about a bill in the senate?

 

I have some other similar questions, but you get my drift.  You can call me today or tomorrow if

you have time to discuss.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 12:18 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship  

Subject: Fw: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

 
 

Donna,

 

 

Hope you are well! Just wanted to put this on your radar. We have been working with

Congressman Tim Ryan's staff to get this bill off the ground. We think it fits nicely with our 2nd

Century objective to promote more Academy members in schools and strengthens

the requirements for wellness policies by providing funding to help LEAs implement

them. Written into the bill is a requirement to coordinate with school nutrition directors too. At the

end of this week Ill work with communications to get a quote from you to put into the

Congressman's press release when he introduces the bill at the end of the month. Very exciting! 

 

 

Lauren Au also brought to our attention her research presented last month which found:

 

 

School wellness committees are associated with lower BMI z-scores and improved dietary

outcomes in U.S. schoolchildren. Presented at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Healthy

Eating Research Meeting on April 20, 2017 by Lauren Au PhD, RD, of the University of California,

Nutrition Policy Institute.

 

 

What is the association between school wellness committees and implementation of nutrition

wellness policies on: Children’s weight status (BMI-z); Obesity-related dietary outcomes?

 

-          An active wellness committee was associated with decreased BMI z-scores in U.S. School

children

 

-          Schools that reported better implementation of wellness policies had children with improved

obesity-related dietary outcomes

 

-          Active school engagement in wellness policy implementation appears to play a positive role

in efforts to reduce childhood obesity
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Summary of the bill:

 

 

Congressman Tim Ryan is planning on introducing a bill to improve the implementation of nutrition

education through the utilization of nutrition specialists in local school districts. This bill titled 

Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act will allow qualified professionals to lead

nutrition education and promotion efforts by giving districts the ability to appoint a nutrition

coordinator to oversee their Team Nutrition (TN) activities and local wellness policies.

 

 

These programs include using innovative lunchroom strategies such as family style eating to

encourage healthy decision making, delivering hands-on nutrition education lessons that are

aligned across grade levels, and providing schools and child care providers the technical

assistance they need to develop health centered environments.

 
 

Very best,

 

Jenn
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1158. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 11:47:03

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Yes, Mary and I will discuss the concerns today and Mary will connect with you tomorrow. Thanks.

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 10:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Pat and Mary,  See email below.  Can you and Mary Gregorie review this document and get back

to me before this meeting I have with them on Friday of this week at 11 am?  Any help would be

appreciated.  If Mary would prefer to call me tomorrow, I have some time in the morning before I

fly out around lunchtime.  I would like to have as many answers as possible before I go.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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From: Lori Anonsen <lori.anonsen@paradisevalley.edu>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 11:07 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: glennamccollum@gmail.com; Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne

Udarbe; Susan Gaumont  

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hello all,  

 

Tina Shepard, ASU Faculty &Dietetic Internship Director, will also be attending the meeting at

11am.  She can only attend from 11-11:15am, so it is best if everyone meets approx. 10:50am at

the registration table so the meeting begins on time.  I believe Margie and Adrienne can attend

longer.  

 

President Donna Martin, I am sorry to have to miss this wonderful opportunity to meet you, but I

cannot attend the meeting due to a family conflict.  I have attached my concerns regarding the

Future Education Model Accreditation Standards, which is a topic that will be discussed at the

meeting.  If you have time, we would appreciate it if you would review the attached document prior

to the meeting.   

 

Margie Tate, MS RD, has been a key faculty in the success of the Paradise Valley (PVCC)

&Chandler-Gilbert (CGCC) Community College DT Consortium Program for many years, and has

been instrumental in it's success.  In addition, we have worked closely with Tina Shepard in the

smooth transfer of our students into ASU's Nutrition and Dietetics program.  We are deeply

concerned about the future of the two year DT Programs, and so are the many dietetic

professionals and health care employers we work closely with in the Phoenix Metropolitan area.  

We appreciate you taking the time to listen to our concerns, and I have also discussed our

concerns in length with Mary Gregoire.  

 

Thank you Glenna for initiating and helping to set up this meeting!  

 

Lori Anonsen, MS RD  

PVCC Faculty &Dietetic Technology Consortium Program Director  
 

On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

They already scheduled a meeting for 11 am. So we are good to go.  

 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
>On Jun 3, 2017, at 2:39 PM, " glennamccollum@gmail.com" <glennamccollum@gmail.com>
wrote:  
> 
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>Donna:  
>Thank you. I will reach out to Lori and Adrienne for a suggested time after your Keynote in the
morning, then work through Margie to coordinate. I'm at the airport now - and wish you a great trip
to AZ! It's warm ....  
>Glenna  
> 
>Glenna McCollum, PhD  
>Sent from my iPhone  
> 
>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 12:10 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
>> 
>>Glenna, I will be available to meet with Maragret, Nancy, Lori and Adrienne at their
convenience. They know when I am speaking and I am staying through Friday night. Anytime they
want to meet Friday when I am not speaking will work for me. Just let me know. I will look forward
to it.  
>> 
>>Sent from my iPhone  
>> 
>>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:03 PM, Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com> wrote:  
>>> 
>>>President Donna Martin,  
>>> 
>>>Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday,
June 9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ
85040).  
>>> 
>>>As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy
leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to
their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a
time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues
impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
>>> 
>>>Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have
encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the
Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy
Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as
well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center.  
>>> 
>>>Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young
professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,
and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for
when you are in Arizona.  
>>> 
>>>Thank you Donna,  
>>>Glenna  
>>>Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND  
>>>Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  
>>>Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.  
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>>>(602) 770-0772 
 

<ACEND Survey Response.pdf> 
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1159. Fw: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 11:28:54

Subject: Fw: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment: ACEND Survey Response.pdf

Pat and Mary,  See email below.  Can you and Mary Gregorie review this document and get back

to me before this meeting I have with them on Friday of this week at 11 am?  Any help would be

appreciated.  If Mary would prefer to call me tomorrow, I have some time in the morning before I

fly out around lunchtime.  I would like to have as many answers as possible before I go.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lori Anonsen <lori.anonsen@paradisevalley.edu>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 11:07 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: glennamccollum@gmail.com; Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne

Udarbe; Susan Gaumont  

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hello all,  

 

Tina Shepard, ASU Faculty &Dietetic Internship Director, will also be attending the meeting at

11am.  She can only attend from 11-11:15am, so it is best if everyone meets approx. 10:50am at

the registration table so the meeting begins on time.  I believe Margie and Adrienne can attend
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As	  the	  Program	  Director	  for	  the	  Paradise	  Valley	  Community	  College	  (PVCC)	  &	  
Chandler-‐Gilbert	  Community	  College	  (CGCC)	  Dietetic	  Technology	  (DT)	  Consortium	  
Program,	  I	  am	  very	  disheartened	  by	  the	  proposed	  Future	  Education	  Model	  
Accreditation	  Standards.	  	  It	  is	  a	  giant	  step	  backwards	  for	  the	  profession,	  and	  I	  
believe	  it	  is	  a	  model	  that	  has	  been	  developed	  by	  those	  who	  do	  not	  fully	  understand	  
the	  success	  of	  two-‐year	  DT	  programs.	  	  	  Major	  concerns	  I	  have	  are:	  
	  


1. To	  successfully	  become,	  and	  work	  as	  a	  DTR	  “does	  not”	  require	  a	  four-‐year	  
degree	  as	  proven	  by	  the	  success	  of	  our	  two-‐year	  DT	  program.	  	  I	  believe	  it	  is	  
unethical	  to	  start	  to	  require	  a	  four-‐year	  degree	  as	  the	  only	  pathway	  for	  
eligibility	  to	  become	  a	  DTR.	  


2. Requiring	  a	  four-‐year	  degree	  with	  much	  less	  supervised	  practice	  experience	  
will	  not	  better	  prepare,	  elevate	  the	  DTR,	  increase	  their	  salaries	  or	  expand	  
their	  scope	  of	  practice.	  


3. The	  diversity	  of	  individuals	  who	  pursue	  the	  DTR	  will	  be	  affected	  since	  many	  
adult	  re-‐entry	  and	  other	  students	  cannot	  afford	  to	  attend	  a	  four-‐year	  
institution	  due	  to	  time,	  financial	  and	  family	  constraints.	  	  	  


4. There	  are	  not	  desirable	  job	  opportunities	  with	  comparable	  salaries	  to	  a	  DTR	  
for	  a	  Nutrition	  Health	  Associate,	  and	  therefore,	  it	  is	  misleading	  to	  offer	  this	  as	  
an	  occupational	  program	  for	  students	  (note	  that	  this	  could	  be	  a	  successful	  
early	  college	  certificate	  program,	  and	  feeder	  into	  a	  DT	  Program).	  


5. 	  Completing	  health	  and	  safety	  requirements	  along	  with	  training	  so	  students	  
are	  allowed	  to	  work	  at	  a	  healthcare	  facility	  require	  a	  great	  deal	  of	  time	  and	  
money	  on	  the	  part	  of	  the	  student,	  preceptor,	  clinical	  coordinator,	  program	  
director	  and	  faculty.	  To	  then	  require	  a	  minimal	  number	  of	  hours	  to	  just	  meet	  
competencies	  seems	  unfair	  to	  the	  student	  and	  preceptor	  in	  terms	  of	  what	  
each	  will	  get	  out	  of	  the	  short	  experience.	  	  Our	  students	  work	  an	  entire	  
semester	  (133-‐167	  hours	  depending	  on	  the	  practicum)	  and	  are	  able	  to	  
provide	  assistance	  to	  the	  preceptor	  and	  staff,	  then	  often	  get	  a	  job	  offer	  or	  
strong	  reference	  when	  they	  complete	  the	  supervised	  practice	  experience.	  	  
And	  it	  is	  because	  of	  the	  length	  of	  time	  that	  students	  work	  at	  a	  facility,	  going	  
beyond	  just	  meeting	  the	  competencies,	  that	  benefits	  both	  them	  and	  the	  
facility.	  	  	  	  	  	  


	  
For	  the	  past	  10+	  years,	  the	  PVCC	  &	  CGCC	  DT	  Consortium	  Program	  has	  proven	  every	  
year,	  that	  graduates	  with	  a	  two-‐year	  Associate	  in	  Applied	  Science	  (AAS)	  degree	  in	  
Dietetic	  Technology	  can	  successfully	  work	  in	  the	  field	  as	  a	  Dietetic	  Technician,	  
Registered	  (DTR)	  in	  a	  wide	  variety	  of	  practice	  areas	  in	  dietetics.	  	  	  
	  
We	  have	  graduates	  from	  our	  program	  working	  as	  Clinical	  DTRs	  in	  acute	  and	  long	  
term	  care	  facilities	  all	  over	  the	  Phoenix	  Metropolitan	  area.	  	  Examples	  include	  Mayo	  
Clinic	  Hospital,	  St.	  Joseph’s	  Medical	  Center	  (Dignity	  Health),	  all	  Banner	  Health	  
facilities,	  and	  the	  Honor	  Health	  facilities.	  	  Many	  of	  our	  graduates	  working	  at	  long-‐
term	  care	  facilities	  are	  directors	  of	  the	  facility’s	  nutrition/food	  service	  departments,	  
and	  the	  RDs	  visit	  monthly	  as	  consultants.	  	  Therefore,	  our	  graduates	  often	  work	  
above	  the	  typical	  scope	  of	  practice	  of	  a	  DTR	  by	  completing	  assessments,	  providing	  







consults	  and	  management	  for	  both	  uncomplicated	  and	  more	  complex	  nutrition	  care,	  
and	  many	  are	  even	  responsible	  for	  tasks	  such	  as	  tube	  feedings.	  	  One	  of	  our	  
graduates	  is	  responsible	  for	  the	  management	  of	  three	  long-‐term	  care	  facilities.	  	  
Other	  jobs	  secured	  by	  our	  graduates	  include	  positions	  at	  WIC,	  the	  Health	  &	  Wellness	  
Coordinator	  for	  Mayo	  (the	  job	  was	  created	  for	  the	  graduate	  based	  on	  her	  
performance	  in	  her	  community	  nutrition	  practicum),	  Nutrition	  Services	  Director	  for	  
three	  local	  YMCAs	  (again	  the	  position	  was	  created	  for	  the	  graduate),	  working	  for	  
private	  consulting	  businesses,	  some	  have	  started	  their	  own	  consulting	  businesses.	  	  
In	  addition,	  several	  are	  faculty	  and	  preceptors	  for	  our	  program,	  or	  are	  faculty	  for	  
other	  nutrition	  and	  dietetics	  programs	  within	  the	  Maricopa	  County	  Community	  
College	  District	  (MCCCD).	  	  A	  snapshot	  of	  many	  of	  our	  student	  successes	  and	  more	  
about	  our	  program	  can	  be	  found	  on	  our	  website	  at	  
www.paradisevalley.edu/nutrition.	  	  	  
	  
Our	  graduates	  have	  helped	  to	  elevate	  the	  DTR	  in	  the	  Phoenix	  Metropolitan	  area	  and	  
many	  facilities	  will	  now	  only	  hire	  DTRs	  for	  Diet	  Tech	  positions.	  	  Our	  graduates	  often	  
get	  the	  job	  over	  four-‐year	  degree	  dietetics	  students	  because	  of	  the	  extensive	  
supervised	  practice	  experience	  they	  get	  through	  our	  program	  in	  MNT,	  Food	  Service	  
Management	  and	  Community	  Nutrition	  Practicum	  courses	  (i.e.	  466	  hours).	  	  We	  also	  
teach	  them	  at	  a	  higher	  level	  than	  their	  scope	  of	  practice	  because	  we	  know	  what	  they	  
are	  often	  required	  to	  do	  once	  employed.	  	  We	  have	  a	  100%	  job	  placement	  rate	  –	  
every	  student/graduate	  that	  has	  attempted	  to	  get	  a	  job	  in	  the	  field	  has	  gotten	  a	  job!	  	  
I	  have	  employers	  contacting	  me	  every	  week	  to	  put	  out	  the	  word	  for	  wonderful	  job	  
opportunities	  they	  are	  offering	  for	  our	  two-‐year	  students/graduates.	  	  
	  
Many	  of	  the	  students	  in	  our	  two-‐year	  DT	  program	  would	  not	  complete	  a	  four-‐year	  
degree	  in	  dietetics	  to	  become	  a	  DTR.	  	  	  Many	  are	  adult	  re-‐entry	  students	  who	  begin	  
our	  program	  with	  bachelor’s/master’s	  degrees	  and	  job	  experience	  in	  other	  areas.	  	  
They	  are	  either	  returning	  to	  the	  workforce	  or	  seeking	  a	  career	  change	  into	  a	  helping,	  
more	  rewarding	  profession	  such	  as	  nutrition	  and	  dietetics.	  	  They	  are	  not	  interested	  
in	  pursuing	  a	  four-‐year	  degree,	  then	  an	  internship	  to	  become	  an	  RD,	  and	  as	  
mentioned,	  they	  “do	  not”	  need	  a	  four-‐year	  degree	  to	  successfully	  practice	  as	  a	  DTR.	  
And	  some	  are	  not	  able	  to	  complete	  a	  four-‐year	  degree	  due	  to	  time,	  financial	  and/or	  
family	  constraints.	  
	  
We	  also	  have	  the	  traditional	  student	  right	  out	  of	  high	  school,	  and	  they	  often	  use	  the	  
DTR	  as	  a	  stepping-‐stone	  to	  a	  four-‐year	  degree.	  	  This	  is	  an	  excellent	  pathway,	  
because	  they	  get	  466	  hours	  of	  supervised	  practice	  experience	  in	  our	  program,	  then	  
get	  a	  job	  in	  the	  field	  that	  often	  pays	  for	  tuition	  and	  provides	  additional	  experiences	  
to	  help	  them	  get	  an	  RD	  internship	  following	  their	  four-‐year	  degree.	  	  And	  many	  get	  
the	  DTR	  and	  combine	  the	  education/credential	  with	  a	  four-‐year	  degree	  in	  a	  
different	  area	  of	  the	  Health	  Sciences.	  	  We	  always	  encourage	  further	  education.	  
	  	  
Please	  note	  that	  all	  of	  the	  above	  is	  well	  documented	  in	  our	  2016	  ACEND	  self-‐study	  
and	  site	  visit	  report	  for	  reaccreditation,	  and	  you	  may	  contact	  our	  three	  site	  
reviewers	  that	  spent	  four	  days	  with	  us,	  and	  interviewed	  over	  150	  students,	  







graduates,	  preceptors,	  faculty	  and	  administrators	  who	  were	  present	  to	  support	  our	  
program.	  	  	  	  My	  hope	  is	  that	  accreditation	  self	  study	  and	  site	  visit	  reports	  from	  
successful	  DT	  programs	  are	  reviewed	  by	  the	  ACEND	  Board	  of	  Directors,	  as	  well	  as	  
ACEND	  staff,	  and	  are	  used	  in	  making	  decisions	  regarding	  the	  proposed	  education	  
model,	  in	  addition	  to	  ACEND	  surveys	  and	  other	  methods	  of	  data	  collection.	  
	  
It	  would	  be	  wonderful	  if	  ACEND	  put	  it’s	  energy	  1)	  into	  mentoring	  DT	  programs	  that	  
have	  not	  been	  as	  successful	  as	  our	  program	  and	  help	  them	  become	  more	  successful	  
vs	  alleviating	  them,	  2)	  into	  supporting	  DT	  Program	  Directors	  by	  mandating	  that	  
they	  get	  sufficient	  release	  hours	  to	  manage	  their	  programs	  as	  Nursing	  Program	  
Directors	  do,	  and	  most	  important,	  3)	  into	  elevating	  the	  DTR	  and	  possibly	  providing	  
more	  pathways	  to	  becoming	  an	  RD	  as	  was	  done	  many	  years	  ago.	  More	  pathways	  to	  
become	  eligible	  to	  take	  the	  RD	  exam,	  and	  the	  continuation	  of	  the	  current	  pathways	  
for	  the	  DTR	  would	  allow	  our	  profession	  to	  grow	  and	  improve	  upon	  the	  current	  
documented	  ratio	  of	  1	  dietetic	  professional	  to	  every	  8000	  individuals	  in	  the	  US.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
With	  over	  100	  graduates,	  our	  program	  continues	  to	  grow.	  	  We	  placed	  18	  students	  at	  
18	  different	  acute/long	  term	  care	  facilities	  and	  private	  consulting	  firms	  for	  the	  
upcoming	  summer	  MNT	  practicum	  class	  at	  PVCC.	  	  We	  anticipate	  a	  larger	  number	  for	  
the	  Food	  Service	  Management	  practicum	  in	  Fall	  2017	  and	  Community	  Nutrition	  
Practicum	  in	  Spring	  2018.	  	  We	  have	  tremendous	  collaboration	  and	  partnerships	  
with	  dietetics	  professionals	  in	  healthcare	  and	  community	  nutrition	  facilities	  
throughout	  the	  Phoenix	  Metropolitan	  area.	  	  So	  again,	  the	  thought	  of	  our	  DT	  program	  
going	  away	  is	  truly	  disheartening!	  
	  
I	  am	  available	  at	  any	  time	  to	  provide	  more	  insight	  on	  the	  success	  of	  a	  two-‐year	  DT	  
program,	  and	  the	  importance	  of	  keeping	  them	  in	  place.	  	  I	  am	  hoping	  ACEND	  involves	  
DT	  Program	  Directors	  of	  successful	  programs	  to	  help	  reevaluate	  the	  Future	  
Education	  Model.	  	  And	  instead	  of	  taking	  “giant	  steps”	  backwards,	  we	  ask	  that	  you	  
help	  us	  continue	  to	  elevate	  the	  DTR	  and	  our	  profession.	  	  	  	  
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longer.  

 

President Donna Martin, I am sorry to have to miss this wonderful opportunity to meet you, but I

cannot attend the meeting due to a family conflict.  I have attached my concerns regarding the

Future Education Model Accreditation Standards, which is a topic that will be discussed at the

meeting.  If you have time, we would appreciate it if you would review the attached document prior

to the meeting.   

 

Margie Tate, MS RD, has been a key faculty in the success of the Paradise Valley (PVCC)

&Chandler-Gilbert (CGCC) Community College DT Consortium Program for many years, and has

been instrumental in it's success.  In addition, we have worked closely with Tina Shepard in the

smooth transfer of our students into ASU's Nutrition and Dietetics program.  We are deeply

concerned about the future of the two year DT Programs, and so are the many dietetic

professionals and health care employers we work closely with in the Phoenix Metropolitan area.  

We appreciate you taking the time to listen to our concerns, and I have also discussed our

concerns in length with Mary Gregoire.  

 

Thank you Glenna for initiating and helping to set up this meeting!  

 

Lori Anonsen, MS RD  

PVCC Faculty &Dietetic Technology Consortium Program Director  
 

On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

They already scheduled a meeting for 11 am. So we are good to go.  

 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
>On Jun 3, 2017, at 2:39 PM, " glennamccollum@gmail.com" <glennamccollum@gmail.com>
wrote:  
> 
>Donna:  
>Thank you. I will reach out to Lori and Adrienne for a suggested time after your Keynote in the
morning, then work through Margie to coordinate. I'm at the airport now - and wish you a great trip
to AZ! It's warm ....  
>Glenna  
> 
>Glenna McCollum, PhD  
>Sent from my iPhone  
> 
>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 12:10 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
>> 
>>Glenna, I will be available to meet with Maragret, Nancy, Lori and Adrienne at their
convenience. They know when I am speaking and I am staying through Friday night. Anytime they
want to meet Friday when I am not speaking will work for me. Just let me know. I will look forward
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to it.  
>> 
>>Sent from my iPhone  
>> 
>>>On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:03 PM, Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com> wrote:  
>>> 
>>>President Donna Martin,  
>>> 
>>>Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday,
June 9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ
85040).  
>>> 
>>>As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy
leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to
their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a
time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues
impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
>>> 
>>>Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have
encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the
Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy
Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as
well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center.  
>>> 
>>>Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young
professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,
and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for
when you are in Arizona.  
>>> 
>>>Thank you Donna,  
>>>Glenna  
>>>Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND  
>>>Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  
>>>Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.  
>>>(602) 770-0772 
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1160. FW:  Finance and Audit Committee - Thank You

From: Charlene Rice <crice@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 11:22:57

Subject: FW:  Finance and Audit Committee - Thank You

Attachment: image001.png
Finance Audit - Martin - 060617 2.pdf

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

Please see attached letter from Academy President Lucille Beseler and Speaker Linda Farr

thanking you for your service to the Academy.  

 

Take care.

 

 

Charlene Rice

 

Coordinator, Governance Department

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606

 

(312) 899 – 4892

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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June 6, 2017 


 


 


Donna S. Martin, RDN  LD  SNS  EDS  FAND 


789 Burke Veterans Parkway 


Waynesboro, GA  30830 


 


Dear Donna: 


 


On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the Board of Directors and the 


House of Delegates, thank you for participating on the Finance and Audit Committee 


during the 2016-2017 program year. Without your outstanding leadership, commitment, 


professionalism and participation, your committee and the Academy would not have 


accomplished what needs to be done to support our members. The Academy's continued 


success in accelerating improvements in global health and well-being through food and 


nutrition is the result of your efforts, as a member leader. Thank you for your gift of 


leadership! 


 


Wishing you success in your professional and Academy endeavors. We look forward to 


the opportunity to work with you again in future Academy activities. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 


President, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 


2016-2017 


 


 


 
 


 


Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 


Speaker, House of Delegates 


2016-2017 


 


 


cc: Marsha Schofield, Senior Director, Governance  


 Paul Mifsud, Staff Partner 
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1161. Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 11:10:42

Subject: Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

Attachment:

From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center 

 Beginning the second week in June, the Academys Knowledge Center Daily News will transition

to a weekly email titled Nutrition in the News, which will arrive by email every Friday morning.

Nutrition in the News will continue to inform members of current news related to food, nutrition and

health from major news outlets. Look for the first issue of Nutrition in the News in your email inbox

on Friday, June 9.
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1162. Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 10:37:46

Subject: Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

Attachment:

Thanks Carrolyn!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 10:34 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: CEO Performance Evaluation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

Thanks again for completing the CEO evaluation.  I am confirming that I received your response.

    

 

Have a great day!

 

Carrolyn
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:35 AM 

 To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

 

 

I will be happy to do it again.  I did do it immediately so maybe that is what happened.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: CEO Performance Evaluation 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you doing well.  I am writing with some bad news.  There seems to have

been a system glitch with your response to the CEO Performance Evaluation in that we did not

receive it.  I wonder if you responded so quickly after the link was sent out that the system did not

process your response as this has not been an issue with any of the other responses.  

 

After much troubleshooting and back and forth with Survey Monkey, I am unsuccessful in locating

your response.  As much as I do not want to ask you to do this, I need you to complete the

evaluation again.  I am so sorry for all of this and truly hope you understand.  Below is the link to

the performance appraisal for your convenience.  
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TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:   

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

 

I would appreciate it if you would notify me when you have completed the evaluation so that I can

confirm receipt on my end.   

 

Thanks Donna and please let me know if you have any questions.  

  

Carrolyn

 

 

Carrolyn Patterson, MBA

 

Senior Director, Human Resources and Office Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

312/899-4733

 

312/899-4766 fax
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1163. RE: CEO Performance Evaluation

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 10:34:23

Subject: RE: CEO Performance Evaluation

Attachment:

Hello Donna,

 

 

Thanks again for completing the CEO evaluation.  I am confirming that I received your response.

    

 

Have a great day!

 

Carrolyn

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:35 AM 

 To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

 

 

I will be happy to do it again.  I did do it immediately so maybe that is what happened.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: CEO Performance Evaluation 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you doing well.  I am writing with some bad news.  There seems to have

been a system glitch with your response to the CEO Performance Evaluation in that we did not

receive it.  I wonder if you responded so quickly after the link was sent out that the system did not

process your response as this has not been an issue with any of the other responses.  

 

After much troubleshooting and back and forth with Survey Monkey, I am unsuccessful in locating

your response.  As much as I do not want to ask you to do this, I need you to complete the

evaluation again.  I am so sorry for all of this and truly hope you understand.  Below is the link to

the performance appraisal for your convenience.  

 

TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:   

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

 

I would appreciate it if you would notify me when you have completed the evaluation so that I can

confirm receipt on my end.   

 

Thanks Donna and please let me know if you have any questions.  

  

Carrolyn

 

 

Carrolyn Patterson, MBA

 

Senior Director, Human Resources and Office Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

312/899-4733
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312/899-4766 fax
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1164. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 10:03:33

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

This is a new day, with 3 - new "President's", and we are going to make your life much easier than

previous administrations!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 10:00 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Lucille Beseler; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Thanks to all of you for your decisiveness and speedy replies!  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  
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Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 8:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I am good with that!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 9:25 AM  

To: Lucille Beseler  

Cc: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

JoJo would like to be the representative. If you all agree, I can inform her and AACE. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 7:49 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

It is due to JoJo that they want to collaborate. She represented us at their meeting and held

discussion with board members on the importance of having an RDN on their advisory boards.
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Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 8:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   
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Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:
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1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.
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               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High
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Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane
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Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1165. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 10:00:29

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

Thanks to all of you for your decisiveness and speedy replies!  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 8:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I am good with that!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 9:25 AM  

To: Lucille Beseler  
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Cc: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

JoJo would like to be the representative. If you all agree, I can inform her and AACE. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 7:49 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

It is due to JoJo that they want to collaborate. She represented us at their meeting and held

discussion with board members on the importance of having an RDN on their advisory boards.

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 8:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!
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Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  
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               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT
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2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials
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Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1166. RE: September president's page possibility

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 09:57:56

Subject: RE: September president's page possibility

Attachment: image002.jpg
image004.jpg

Thank you, Donna. This sounds like a great idea, and we will seek member(s) to spotlight. A very

interesting topic!

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 6:07 AM 
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 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: September president's page possibility

 

 

Tom,  I would like us to think about October's President page as a Farm to School, Farm to

Hospital page.  October is Farm to School Month.  Unless you have other ideas!!!  Have a great

day!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 5:54 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: September president's page possibility 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well for you in your first week as president! For your September

president’s page, we were thinking of spotlighting sports dietitians as a possible career path, and

get input from the members you suggested – Roberta Anding and Marie Spano. 

 

Please let us know what you think, or if you would like us to go in a different direction, we’re glad

to do so.

 

Thanks very much, talk to you soon!
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Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1167. RE: September president's page possibility

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 09:55:19

Subject: RE: September president's page possibility

Attachment: image001.jpg

Thank you, Donna! We’ll get started. Talk to you soon.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 7:30 PM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: September president's page possibility

 

 

Tom, things are going well thanks to you and your team.  This is exactly the direction I wanted to

go in for the September President's page.  I would like to bring in the School Nutrition aspect of

this problem too (as usual).  Here is the link to the CBS that was done on our football team. It will

give you some perspective. 

 

 

Here are some thoughts on the subject.  Please feel free to reword.  I would also like you to

mention, if you have room, that my college football team (University of Georgia) has 6 RDN's on

Staff.  

 

For the student athletes in Burke County providing an extra meal (supper) not only nourished

them, but allowed them to complete their practices and compete better on the field.  For a lot of my

students getting an athletic scholarship is the only way they hope to go to college.  By doing better

on the field, they have a better chance of getting that scholarship.  It also has a secondary benefit,

that in order to play on a team, they have to keep their grades up.  We worked with athletes who

needed to gain weight, lose weight, build muscle mass and increase endurance.  Special after

school snacks, smoothies and supper did the trick!  Very proud of our Burke County Bears!   
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/high-school-football-team-battles-malnutrition/
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Look forward to hearing back from you!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 5:54 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: September president's page possibility 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well for you in your first week as president! For your September

president’s page, we were thinking of spotlighting sports dietitians as a possible career path, and

get input from the members you suggested – Roberta Anding and Marie Spano. 

 

Please let us know what you think, or if you would like us to go in a different direction, we’re glad

to do so.

 

Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom
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Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1168. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 09:38:17

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

Agree!!  

 

Mary  
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 8:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I am good with that!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 9:25 AM  

To: Lucille Beseler  

Cc: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

JoJo would like to be the representative. If you all agree, I can inform her and AACE. Thanks! 

Pat  
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Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 7:49 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

It is due to JoJo that they want to collaborate. She represented us at their meeting and held

discussion with board members on the importance of having an RDN on their advisory boards.

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 8:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  
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Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <
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LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.
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               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314
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Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate
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The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1169. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 09:28:24

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

I am good with that!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 9:25 AM  

To: Lucille Beseler  

Cc: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

JoJo would like to be the representative. If you all agree, I can inform her and AACE. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 7:49 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

It is due to JoJo that they want to collaborate. She represented us at their meeting and held

discussion with board members on the importance of having an RDN on their advisory boards.

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 8:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 
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I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps
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Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.
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               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com
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From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.
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Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1170. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 09:25:58

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

JoJo would like to be the representative. If you all agree, I can inform her and AACE. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 7, 2017, at 7:49 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

It is due to JoJo that they want to collaborate. She represented us at their meeting and held

discussion with board members on the importance of having an RDN on their advisory boards.

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 8:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
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On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.
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During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.
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Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:
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Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1171. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Mary Russell

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 08:50:08

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

It is due to JoJo that they want to collaborate. She represented us at their meeting and held

discussion with board members on the importance of having an RDN on their advisory boards.

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 8:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  
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To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 
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 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.
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               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314
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Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate
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The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1172. FW: Appreciative Inquiry Toolkit

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, ' (tlk3@case.edu)'

<tlk3@case.edu>, hope.barkoukis@case.edu <hope.barkoukis@case.edu>,

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 08:42:33

Subject: FW: Appreciative Inquiry Toolkit

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Hi,

 

 

Apparently my attachments exceeded the limits of your email systems. So I’m resending the

message without the attachments. As noted in the message below, you can access the files on the

BOD portal.

 

 

Warm regards,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Marsha Schofield  

Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 7:35 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Jo Jo Dantone-

DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Aida Miles'

<miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Denice Ferko-

Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>;

'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Jean

Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'Don Bradley' <dwbradley51@gmail.com>; 'Steve

Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org>; 'Mary Russell'

<peark02@outlook.com>; Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Marcia Kyle

(bkyle@roadrunner.com) <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Appreciative Inquiry Toolkit

 

 

Good morning,

 

 

At the May Board of Directors meeting, a request was made to share the Appreciative Inquiry (AI)

Toolkit developed by the House Leadership Team (HLT) for the delegates to use to conduct Open

Space Sessions on Wellness and Prevention. We thought other members beyond the one

requestor might be interested in these materials. The Toolkit and PPT Template are attached to

this message as well as posted on the BOD portal at

https://academybod.webauthor.com/modules/library/library.cfm?id=6372. BOD members may find

these tools useful if you ever want to offer an AI-type open space session in your personal or

professional lives. You may also be interested in the resources on AI noted at the end of the

workbook.
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Feel free to reach out to me or any members of the 2016-2017 HLT if you have questions or would

like more information.

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1173. Re: September president's page possibility

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 07, 2017 07:07:10

Subject: Re: September president's page possibility

Attachment: image002.jpg

Tom,  I would like us to think about October's President page as a Farm to School, Farm to

Hospital page.  October is Farm to School Month.  Unless you have other ideas!!!  Have a great

day!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 5:54 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: September president's page possibility 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well for you in your first week as president! For your September

president’s page, we were thinking of spotlighting sports dietitians as a possible career path, and

get input from the members you suggested – Roberta Anding and Marie Spano. 

 

Please let us know what you think, or if you would like us to go in a different direction, we’re glad

to do so.
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Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1174. Re: September president's page possibility

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 20:29:52

Subject: Re: September president's page possibility

Attachment: image002.jpg

Tom, things are going well thanks to you and your team.  This is exactly the direction I wanted to

go in for the September President's page.  I would like to bring in the School Nutrition aspect of

this problem too (as usual).  Here is the link to the CBS that was done on our football team. It will

give you some perspective. 

 

 

Here are some thoughts on the subject.  Please feel free to reword.  I would also like you to

mention, if you have room, that my college football team (University of Georgia) has 6 RDN's on

Staff.  

 

For the student athletes in Burke County providing an extra meal (supper) not only nourished

them, but allowed them to complete their practices and compete better on the field.  For a lot of my

students getting an athletic scholarship is the only way they hope to go to college.  By doing better

on the field, they have a better chance of getting that scholarship.  It also has a secondary benefit,

that in order to play on a team, they have to keep their grades up.  We worked with athletes who

needed to gain weight, lose weight, build muscle mass and increase endurance.  Special after

school snacks, smoothies and supper did the trick!  Very proud of our Burke County Bears!   
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/high-school-football-team-battles-malnutrition/

 

 

 

Look forward to hearing back from you!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 5:54 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: September president's page possibility 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well for you in your first week as president! For your September

president’s page, we were thinking of spotlighting sports dietitians as a possible career path, and

get input from the members you suggested – Roberta Anding and Marie Spano. 

 

Please let us know what you think, or if you would like us to go in a different direction, we’re glad

to do so.

 

Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1175. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 20:03:41

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

Sorry guys, just getting to this email.  I say let's talk about this on the next 4 P's call too.  The good

news is that they want to collaborate with us and we also have some well qualified candidates.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 7:34 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Mary Russell; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   
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Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:
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1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.
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               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High
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Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane
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Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1176. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 19:34:16

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment:

Hi Pat 

I have a number of comments about Susan's email that I would prefer discussing on our P call.

First and foremost we need to be ensuring our alliance benefits the Academy and its members.

Since when do we write or develop revenue producing continuing education programs for another

group.  When we choose someone we need to be sure that they understand "collaboration". Some

of these names believe we need to help other health professionals provide low level nutrition

services. I can not support those individuals. I like very much having someone that is on the board

on Other advisory boards. JoJo would be my choice. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 6:19 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!
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Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  
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               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT
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2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials
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Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1177. CDR Survey Invitation

From: Commission on Dietetic Registration <cdr@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 19:34:10

Subject: CDR Survey Invitation

Attachment:

Commission on Dietetic Registration - Weight Management Programs 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

CDR Survey Invitation

 

Since FNCE 2016, CDR and their marketing team, Big Voice Communications, have been working

to create new messaging and marketing materials which promote the DTR credential. As the next

step in this process, we are looking for information and testimonials as to how DTRs are utilized in

the workplace. 

  

We are in the process of creating a detailed and extensive library of case studies and job

descriptions that highlight the variety of roles DTRs fulfill in various work settings. In order to

capture these descriptions, we are hosting several listening sessions this summer to gather

information. 

  

If you would like to participate in a listening session please complete the following survey by

Tuesday, June 13 (This survey should take no more than 5 minutes of your time). Once we

receive all the completed surveys, we will reach out to you regarding participation in a session. All

participants selected for a listening session will receive a $50 honorarium for their time. 

  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PYRPM37 

  

If you have any questions about the survey or the listening sessions, please contact Melanie

Preve at Melanie@bigvoicecomm.com or 203-389-5223.

 

You have received this email from the Commission on Dietetic Registration. 

  If you prefer not to receive future emails from CDR, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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1178. Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 18:20:05

Subject: Re: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment: image001.png

Jo Jo is interested and clearly qualified. I assume that she has evaluated the time commitment

and found it consistent with her other responsibilities including Treasurer. 

My only concern with naming her is-will appointing a BoD member have the appearance of a

conflict? 
 

If we do not appoint JoJo I suggest Alison. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 6, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl <

LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas' <

thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:
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1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.

 

3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.
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               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.

 

               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High
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Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane
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Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1179. FW: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 18:07:42

Subject: FW: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

Attachment: image001.png

Are you ready to make a selection of an Academy alliance representative to AACE? Some names

from the DCE DPG follow. I know Jo Jo is interested. Thank you!

 

 

Pat

 

 

From: Susan Yake [mailto:susan.yake@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:26 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana' <liz.quintana.rdcde@gmail.com>; Linda Flanagan Vahl

<LFlanag@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'DCE Alyce Thomas'

<thomasa@sjhmc.org> 

 Subject: RE: AACE Alliance - Next Steps

 

 

Hi Diane,

 

 

This is good news that the Academy is inviting AACE to have an alliance.  There is much to be

gained by both organizations.  After attending the AACE Conference, Liz and I noticed several

areas where the alliance can be helpful:

 

 

1.       Many of our legislative issues are similar supporting some of the same bills and wanting the

same objectives to help our patients

 

2.       Each of us would benefit by sponsoring speakers for each other’s conferences.  DCE’s idea

is to have Maggie Powers speak on the position statement for referring patients for DSMT. 

Another dietitian and physician team tell about how having a dietitian in the Endocrinologist’s office

benefits the patients and can be reimbursed for diabetes and pre-dialysis renal disease.
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3.       AACE needs better materials in their store for nutrition information.  The only book they had

on nutrition contained information that was very outdated.  Recommend we have a marketing

agreement for them to be able to sell some of the Academy publications.  They need materials on

obesity, diabetes, cardio-vascular health, general nutrition, and coding for reimbursement for MNT

for those who hire dietitians.

 

4.       They are planning to develop a nutrition module for continuing education for their members. 

We can offer are well qualified dietitians to write it for them.

 

 

During our weekly Chair Call, DCE decided on a list of potential volunteers for the alliance

representatives.  All six of them have chaired DCE.  We feel that several people can play key

roles:  

 

               Maggie Powers, PhD, RD, CDE – 00396770 - She is the primary author of the DSMES

position statement and promotes it very well.  She is an excellent speaker and well respected. 

She has served in the leadership of ADA.  Although she is interested in the position, she is

concerned about the time commitment.   She may be a better selection for being a speaker than

serving on a committee or another board.

 

               Melinda Maryniuk, MEd, RD, CDE, FADA – 00490043 – Also is an author of the DSMES

position statement.  Physicians rave about her nutrition presentations.  She works very well with

physicians and they see her as an equal (very important when working with AACE)  Her

experience working a Joslin is well known.

 

               Alison Evert, MS, RD, CDE – 00579412 – Alison has done projects with AACE in the

past and works very well with the Endocrinologists at the University of Washington.  Their practice

is a model for how we would want other doctors to work with dietitians.  She knows what works

and what does not.  She has been very involved with writing and updating the SOP/SOPP for

diabetes.  The physicians listen to her and take her advice.  She is a valued speaker.  She

responded within an hour after I sent the invitation to send a bio.

 

               Molly Gee, MEd, RD, LD – 00354672 – Will be out of office until 12 June so has not seen

my email to invite her to apply.  We thought her best contribution would be to write the obesity

session of the AACE nutrition module

 

               Charlotte Hayes, MMSc, RD, LD, CDE – 00632783 – she did not respond to the

invitation.  We believe that is because she is working with Novo Nordisk and may be restricted

from being on the board.  We thought she would be good for working with their legislative team

because of her experience on the Legislative and Public Policy Committee.
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               Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND – 00408179 – Jo Jo really wants to take the

position and has a relationship with a few of the AACE Leaders.  She attended their conference for

the past 2 years.

 

 

Of these six candidates, three of them are most interested in being the alliance representative:

Melinda, Alison, and Jo Jo.  I will be sending their response for a short bio and CV separately.

 

 

Thank You,

 

 

Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT

 

2017-2018 DCE Industry Chair 

6669 Cortez PL NW 

Bremerton WA 98311-8945

 

Home (360)692 -7314

 

Mobile 360-990-4473 When Traveling

 
susan.yake@gmail.com

 

 

From: Diane Enos [mailto:denos@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 8:24 AM 

 To: Susan Yake 

 Cc: 'Elizabeth Quintana'; 'Betty Krauss'; Linda Flanagan Vahl; Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: AACE Alliance - Next Steps 

 Importance: High

 

 

Good morning, Susan-

 

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.
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Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1180. September president's page possibility

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 17:54:48

Subject: September president's page possibility

Attachment: image002.jpg

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well for you in your first week as president! For your September

president’s page, we were thinking of spotlighting sports dietitians as a possible career path, and

get input from the members you suggested – Roberta Anding and Marie Spano. 

 

Please let us know what you think, or if you would like us to go in a different direction, we’re glad

to do so.

 

Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1181. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 16:44:52

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

June 6, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Ready, Set Charge! – PPW Session 5 – Register Today! 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Panel on June 7 – Register Today! Time is

Running Out! 

Obesity Roundtable Proceedings Released – New! 

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Legislation – New! 

Webinar Offered -- Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach -- New! 

August Advocacy Day -- Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s

Health – Register Today!  

Action Alert Update – Updated! 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs 

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Updated! 

Dates to Remember – Must Attend Events in One Location! 

Set Charge! – PPW Session 5 

All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. The session on Wednesday, June 7 is the final PPW

preparation webinar. This is your chance to put it all together! Please register for the webinar to

participate in the live event or plan to listen to the recording. The recordings will be posted to the

PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic

folder. 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers
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Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 17

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Register today – Event is tomorrow! “Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care”

Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity.
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A webcast has been set up for attendees who cannot attend the in-person event, click here to

register for the June 7, 10 - 11:30 a. m. (Eastern Time) session to learn about these first-of-their-

kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can be implemented, and what

adoption of these competencies could mean for patients. Jeanne Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the

Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will join other patient and provider

advocates on the panel.

 

Obesity Roundtable Solutions Proceedings Released 

 Driving Action and Progress on Obesity Prevention and Treatment—Proceedings of a Workshop,

which summarizes the September 2016 National Academy of Science Engineering and Medicine

workshop of the same name. This workshop highlighted the multisector nature of the Obesity

Roundtable, bringing together leaders from health policy, philanthropy, business, health care, early

education, nutrition and physical activity, and government to present their visions for improving

opportunities for all Americans to move more and eat better, and offered practical steps to get

there.

 

The publication is available for download from the National Academies Press (nap.edu). Additional

resources from the workshop, including the videos of panel sessions and the Proceedings—in

Brief, can be found on the workshop webpage.

 

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act to be Introduced in the 115th Congress 

 On June 6, Senators Capito (W. Va.) and Peters (Mich.) are expected to re-introduce the

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act in the Senate. The bill language is the same as in the 114th

Congress, and would allow Medicare coverage of medical nutrition therapy provided by registered

dietitian nutritionists for prediabetes. The House version of the bill should be introduced in the next

few weeks. The Academy will share an update when the House bill is introduced. Stay tuned for

ways to reach out to your Members of Congress to support this important legislation that would

improve access to nutrition services!

 

Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach 

 On June 8 at 1pm EST, join Academy partners at the Partnership for Food Safety Education to

learn about food safety education using a Positive Deviance approach! Researchers from the

University of California, Davis will share the results of their research behind this powerful behavior

change tool and its use in outreach to high-risk populations. They will also provide curriculum

ideas and take-home activities to strengthen correct food safety behaviors. Learn more and

register here.

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

Tips on registering:

 

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day; 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. 

Action Alert Update 

 As a reminder, the action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary

and the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 were closed at the fiscal year ended. Watch for

new action alerts to be posted in the next two weeks that correspond to the issues for which

Academy members will be advocating at PPW. Stay tuned! We will need your help to ensure

members of Congress receive letters from Academy members before PPW!

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.
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PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The final list of registrants for PPW 2017 will be posted in the Public Policy Coordinator COI for

use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) by Friday, June 9th. To download a copy of

the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the

registration list. Please review the list to identify your state team members. If you have any

questions, please let us know.

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 10 – 11:30 a.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Webinar 

 Register Here

 

Thursday, June 8

 

1 – 2 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach Webinar 

 Register here 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge! 

 Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop 

 Washington, D.C.
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Monday, August 7, 2017

 

Quarterly Advocacy Day 

 Washington, D.C. 

 Women and Children’s Health 

 Register Here

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1182. Public Policy Weekly News

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 16:22:38

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 

June 6, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

1.    Ready, Set Charge! – PPW Session 5 – Register Today!

 

2.    Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Panel on June 7 – Register Today!  Time

is Running Out!

 

3.    Obesity Roundtable Proceedings Released – New!

 

4.    Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Legislation – New!

 

5.    Webinar Offered -- Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach -- New!

 

6.    August Advocacy Day -- Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s

Health – Register Today! 

7.    Action Alert Update – Updated!

 

8.    PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs

 

9.    Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Updated!

 

10.  Dates to Remember – Must Attend Events in One Location!

 

Ready, Set Charge! – PPW Session 5 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. The session on Wednesday, June 7 is the final PPW

preparation webinar.   This is your chance to put it all together! Please register for the webinar to

participate in the live event or plan to listen to the recording. The recordings will be posted to the

PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic

folder.
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PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 17

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!
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Register Here

 

Register today – Event is tomorrow! “Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care”

Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity.

 

A webcast has been set up for attendees who cannot attend the in-person event, click here to

register for the June 7, 10 - 11:30 a. m. (Eastern Time) session to learn about these first-of-their-

kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can be implemented, and what

adoption of these competencies could mean for patients. Jeanne Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the

Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will join other patient and provider

advocates on the panel.

 

Obesity Roundtable Solutions Proceedings Released 

 Driving Action and Progress on Obesity Prevention and Treatment—Proceedings of a Workshop,

which summarizes the September 2016 National Academy of Science Engineering and Medicine

workshop of the same name. This workshop highlighted the multisector nature of the Obesity

Roundtable, bringing together leaders from health policy, philanthropy, business, health care, early

education, nutrition and physical activity, and government to present their visions for improving

opportunities for all Americans to move more and eat better, and offered practical steps to get

there.

 

The publication is available for download from the National Academies Press (nap.edu). Additional

resources from the workshop, including the videos of panel sessions and the Proceedings—in

Brief, can be found on the workshop webpage.

 

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act to be Introduced in the 115th Congress 

 On June 6, Senators Capito (W. Va.) and Peters (Mich.) are expected to re-introduce the

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act in the Senate. The bill language is the same as in the 114th

Congress, and would allow Medicare coverage of medical nutrition therapy provided by registered

dietitian nutritionists for prediabetes. The House version of the bill should be introduced in the next

few weeks.  The Academy will share an update when the House bill is introduced.  Stay tuned for

ways to reach out to your Members of Congress to support this important legislation that would

improve access to nutrition services!

 

Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach 

 On June 8 at 1pm EST, join Academy partners at the Partnership for Food Safety Education to
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learn about food safety education using a Positive Deviance approach!  Researchers from the

University of California, Davis will share the results of their research behind this powerful behavior

change tool and its use in outreach to high-risk populations. They will also provide curriculum

ideas and take-home activities to strengthen correct food safety behaviors. Learn more and

register here.

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

Tips on registering:

 

1.    The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day;

 

2.    Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00).

 

3.    In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom.

 

4.    Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action.

 

5.    Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.

 

Action Alert Update 

 As a reminder, the action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary

and the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 were closed at the fiscal year ended.  Watch for

new action alerts to be posted in the next two weeks that correspond to the issues for which

Academy members will be advocating at PPW.  Stay tuned!  We will need your help to ensure

members of Congress receive letters from Academy members before PPW!
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PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The final list of registrants for PPW 2017 will be posted in the Public Policy Coordinator COI for

use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) by Friday, June 9th. To download a copy of

the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the

registration list. Please review the list to identify your state team members. If you have any

questions, please let us know.

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 10 – 11:30 a.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Webinar 

 Register Here

 

Thursday, June 8

 

1 – 2 p.m. (Eastern Time)
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Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach Webinar 

 Register here 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge! 

 Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop 

 Washington, D.C.

 

Monday, August 7, 2017

 

Quarterly Advocacy Day 

 Washington, D.C. 

 Women and Children’s Health 

 Register Here

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1183. Public Policy Weekly News

From: jblankenship@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 16:19:19

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

June 6, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Ready, Set Charge! – PPW Session 5 – Register Today! 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Panel on June 7 – Register Today!  Time

is Running Out! 

Obesity Roundtable Proceedings Released – New! 

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Legislation – New! 

Webinar Offered -- Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach -- New! 

August Advocacy Day -- Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s

Health – Register Today!  

Action Alert Update – Updated! 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs 

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Updated! 

Dates to Remember – Must Attend Events in One Location! 

Ready, Set Charge! – PPW Session 5 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. The session on Wednesday, June 7 is the final PPW

preparation webinar.   This is your chance to put it all together! Please register for the webinar to

participate in the live event or plan to listen to the recording. The recordings will be posted to the

PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic

folder.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here
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Wednesday, May 17

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Register today – Event is tomorrow! “Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care”

Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity.
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A webcast has been set up for attendees who cannot attend the in-person event, click here to

register for the June 7, 10 - 11:30 a. m. (Eastern Time) session to learn about these first-of-their-

kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can be implemented, and what

adoption of these competencies could mean for patients. Jeanne Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the

Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will join other patient and provider

advocates on the panel.

 

Obesity Roundtable Solutions Proceedings Released 

 Driving Action and Progress on Obesity Prevention and Treatment—Proceedings of a Workshop,

which summarizes the September 2016 National Academy of Science Engineering and Medicine

workshop of the same name. This workshop highlighted the multisector nature of the Obesity

Roundtable, bringing together leaders from health policy, philanthropy, business, health care, early

education, nutrition and physical activity, and government to present their visions for improving

opportunities for all Americans to move more and eat better, and offered practical steps to get

there.

 

The publication is available for download from the National Academies Press (nap.edu). Additional

resources from the workshop, including the videos of panel sessions and the Proceedings—in

Brief, can be found on the workshop webpage.

 

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act to be Introduced in the 115th Congress 

 On June 6, Senators Capito (W. Va.) and Peters (Mich.) are expected to re-introduce the

Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act in the Senate. The bill language is the same as in the 114th

Congress, and would allow Medicare coverage of medical nutrition therapy provided by registered

dietitian nutritionists for prediabetes. The House version of the bill should be introduced in the next

few weeks.  The Academy will share an update when the House bill is introduced.  Stay tuned for

ways to reach out to your Members of Congress to support this important legislation that would

improve access to nutrition services!

 

Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach 

 On June 8 at 1pm EST, join Academy partners at the Partnership for Food Safety Education to

learn about food safety education using a Positive Deviance approach!  Researchers from the

University of California, Davis will share the results of their research behind this powerful behavior

change tool and its use in outreach to high-risk populations. They will also provide curriculum

ideas and take-home activities to strengthen correct food safety behaviors. Learn more and

register here.

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!
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The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

Tips on registering:

 

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day; 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. 

Action Alert Update 

 As a reminder, the action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary

and the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 were closed at the fiscal year ended.  Watch for

new action alerts to be posted in the next two weeks that correspond to the issues for which

Academy members will be advocating at PPW.  Stay tuned!  We will need your help to ensure

members of Congress receive letters from Academy members before PPW!

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.
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PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The final list of registrants for PPW 2017 will be posted in the Public Policy Coordinator COI for

use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) by Friday, June 9th. To download a copy of

the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the

registration list. Please review the list to identify your state team members. If you have any

questions, please let us know.

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 10 – 11:30 a.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Webinar 

 Register Here

 

Thursday, June 8

 

1 – 2 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Food Safety Education Using a Positive Deviance Approach Webinar 

 Register here 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge! 

 Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop 

 Washington, D.C.

 

Monday, August 7, 2017
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Quarterly Advocacy Day 

 Washington, D.C. 

 Women and Children’s Health 

 Register Here

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1184. PHCNPG Weekly Update: June 4, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 16:01:53

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: June 4, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: June 4, 2017 

 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed!

 

In advance of the Academy’s June comments, we are asking for your involvement and

support with your submissions about  the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents,

and clients, and (2) your business, company, or specific facility.   Please send stories to 

klavensgi@gmail.com  You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s)

April 14 announcement that the  FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed

Rule (malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program.  The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)!  The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR  this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rule makings.   

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and  

Children’s Health

 

The next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C.  Academy

members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy Day of

Action.  Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding, and women and children’s

health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!   

 

For more information and to register to attend, click HERE! 

 

Public Health/Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Presentation 
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Tuesday June 13, 2017 

 

1:00 to 2:30 CDT PM 

 

Customizing your career: Putting yourself on a global path

 

TATYANA EL-KOUR, MS, RDN, FAND 

 

Independent Consultant - Global and Health Nutrition Expert - Policy Strategist 

 

1 CPEU

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

At the end of this webinar, the participant will be able to: 

 

Identify career paths that may be options for dietetic and nutrition professionals in global public

health settings.  

Describe best strategies and qualities for success needed to effectively work in public health and

community nutrition globally.  

Apply practical tips for effectively customizing your career based on specific context and need. 

Conceptualize ways for improved career planning and learning in everyday practice. 

This webinar is a great place to start learning about the exciting career path where nutrition and

global public health meet. The webinar provides practical insight for career planning and discusses

the daily activities of practitioners employed in various sectors of the workforce. Several aspects of

global work, including job duties, demands, and rewards, as well as the qualities needed for

success will also be discussed.

 

Log In Information:

 

Meeting Information:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m1067e2fa5b8b9332370a36fcbb53f80e

 

Meeting number: 748 779 078

 

Meeting password:PHCNPG

 

Audio connection:
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1-866-477-4564   (US) Call-in toll-free number Conference Code: 762 092 3680 

 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public health and your livelihood as an RDN.

Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and donate to ANDPAC when you renew your

Academy membership. ANDPAC is the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food, nutrition

and health professionals.  View this video to see what other members are saying about the

importance of supporting ANDPAC.

 

Membership Renewal for the 2017-2018 Year is Now Open!     

There are several options to renew including:   

 

- Online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew    

- By phone at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000. (Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Central

Time). International members can call +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000.   

- If you have any questions please contact our Membership Committee Chair, Kayla Fitzgerald at 

phcnpgmembers@gmail.com

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 

 

Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  

 

Registration is Now Open: Public Policy Workshop 2017 

Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop,  June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make this year's PPW the

"go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the profession and develop new

high-level personal and professional relationships.  Click here for registration and other information

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available! 

 

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our

PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 
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The Student Digest   

The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply click on the link

below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional information!  
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 
If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
  
Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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1185. RE: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 15:49:01

Subject: RE: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks, Donna! 

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 2:36 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

 

 

Joan,  I don't have any preferences on the dates with the exception of not wanting to do the

Memorial Day dates.  All the other ones work.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 1:46 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation 

 

Thanks, Donna! 

Since the 2017-18 calendar is starting to fill in, I’d like to schedule the dates for the February and

May BOD meetings. Looking not to overlap with other Academy units’ meetings and national

observances, the following dates are open. Do you have a preference for what works best with

your schedule? 

 

Already scheduled: January 19 - BOD business teleconference webinar (2hrs)

 

Potential meeting dates:

 

February

 

Thursday, February 22 (1-6pm) – Friday, February 23 (7:30am-2:30pm)

 

Friday, February 23 (1-6pm) – Saturday, February 24 (7:30am-2:30pm)

 

 

May 

May 3-5  - You’re speaking at the California Affiliate

 

Thursday, May 10 (1-6pm) – Friday, May 11 (7:30am-2:30pm) – Mother’s Day is May 13

 

Wednesday, May 16 (1-6pm) – Thursday, May 17 (7:30am-2:30pm) – Food Management

Networking Meeting traditionally is the morning of May 18 and National Restaurant Assoc Show is
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May 22-24 (hotel room prices are steep)

 

Thursday, May 24 (1-6pm) – Friday, May 25 (7:30am-2:30pm) - Memorial Day is May 28

 

 

Thanks, again. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 11:03 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

 

 

I have it on my calendar now!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:38 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation 

 

Hello Donna, 

The Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is requesting your attendance at its 2018

Annual Meeting &Exhibition on April 5-7 in Grantville, PA. Attached is the completed request form. 

The President’s calendar appears open on that date. Please let me know how you’d like to attend

and I will be happy to respond to the affiliate on your behalf.   

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1186. Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 15:36:23

Subject: Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

Attachment: image001.png

Joan,  I don't have any preferences on the dates with the exception of not wanting to do the

Memorial Day dates.  All the other ones work.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 1:46 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation 

 

Thanks, Donna! 

Since the 2017-18 calendar is starting to fill in, I’d like to schedule the dates for the February and

May BOD meetings. Looking not to overlap with other Academy units’ meetings and national

observances, the following dates are open. Do you have a preference for what works best with

your schedule? 

 

Already scheduled: January 19 - BOD business teleconference webinar (2hrs)

 

Potential meeting dates:
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February

 

Thursday, February 22 (1-6pm) – Friday, February 23 (7:30am-2:30pm)

 

Friday, February 23 (1-6pm) – Saturday, February 24 (7:30am-2:30pm)

 

 

May 

May 3-5  - You’re speaking at the California Affiliate

 

Thursday, May 10 (1-6pm) – Friday, May 11 (7:30am-2:30pm) – Mother’s Day is May 13

 

Wednesday, May 16 (1-6pm) – Thursday, May 17 (7:30am-2:30pm) – Food Management

Networking Meeting traditionally is the morning of May 18 and National Restaurant Assoc Show is

May 22-24 (hotel room prices are steep)

 

Thursday, May 24 (1-6pm) – Friday, May 25 (7:30am-2:30pm) - Memorial Day is May 28

 

 

Thanks, again. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 11:03 AM 
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 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

 

 

I have it on my calendar now!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:38 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation 

 

Hello Donna, 

The Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is requesting your attendance at its 2018

Annual Meeting &Exhibition on April 5-7 in Grantville, PA. Attached is the completed request form. 

The President’s calendar appears open on that date. Please let me know how you’d like to attend

and I will be happy to respond to the affiliate on your behalf.   

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
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 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1187. FW: Invitation from AADE President - AADE17

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 14:48:42

Subject: FW: Invitation from AADE President - AADE17

Attachment: image001.png
image002.png
image003.jpg
image004.png
image005.png
image006.png
image007.png
image008.png
image009.png

FYI.  Jo Jo will join us on the next 4Ps call. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Gregg Lapin [mailto:glapin@aadenet.org]  

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 8:26 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Charles Macfarlane <cmacfarlane@aadenet.org> 

 Cc: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>;

'equintana@hsc.wvu.edu' <equintana@hsc.wvu.edu> 

 Subject: RE: Invitation from AADE President - AADE17
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Good morning Pat

 

 

Thanks for the info.  We will follow up directly with Jo Jo.

 

 

Thanks

 

 

Gregg

 

 

Gregg Lapin, CMP 

 Director of Meeting Services 

 American Association of Diabetes Educators 

 200 W Madison, Suite 800 

 Chicago, IL 60606

 

312.601.4816

 
diabeteseducator.org | Follow us:      

 

 
 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, June 1, 2017 4:57 PM 

 To: Charles Macfarlane <cmacfarlane@aadenet.org> 

 Cc: Gregg Lapin <glapin@aadenet.org>; JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>; Diane Enos <

denos@eatright.org>; 'equintana@hsc.wvu.edu' <equintana@hsc.wvu.edu> 

 Subject: RE: Invitation from AADE President - AADE17

 

 

Dear Chuck,

 

 

Thank you for the invitation to attend the August 4-7 AADE Conference in Indianapolis.

Unfortunately, both Lucille Beseler and I are unable to attend the conference this year due to

schedule conflicts. We are very pleased that Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE,

FAND, our current Treasurer and nationally respected certified diabetes educator, will be formally

representing the Academy this year at the AADE Conference. As the Academy’s official

representative, can complimentary registration be extended to her? We will be pleased to
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reciprocate for an official AADE representative to attend FNCE 2017 being held October 21-24 in

Chicago. Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Best wishes for a successful meeting!

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Gregg Lapin [mailto:glapin@aadenet.org]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 12:54 PM 

 To: lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Invitation from AADE President - AADE17

 

 

Good afternoon

 

 

Please see the attached invitation from AADE President, Nancy D’Hondt.  We hope to see you in

Indianapolis. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Thanks
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Gregg

 

 

Gregg Lapin 

 Director of Meeting Services 

 American Association of Diabetes Educators 

 200 W Madison, Suite 800 

 Chicago, IL 60606

 

312.601.4816

 
diabeteseducator.org | Follow us:      

 
 
 
 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this
communication in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy the email in its
entirety. AADE accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this
email. 
 
 
 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this
communication in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy the email in its
entirety. AADE accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this
email. 
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1188. RE: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 13:46:22

Subject: RE: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks, Donna! 

Since the 2017-18 calendar is starting to fill in, I’d like to schedule the dates for the February and

May BOD meetings. Looking not to overlap with other Academy units’ meetings and national

observances, the following dates are open. Do you have a preference for what works best with

your schedule? 

 

Already scheduled: January 19 - BOD business teleconference webinar (2hrs)

 

Potential meeting dates:

 

February

 

Thursday, February 22 (1-6pm) – Friday, February 23 (7:30am-2:30pm)

 

Friday, February 23 (1-6pm) – Saturday, February 24 (7:30am-2:30pm)

 

 

May 

May 3-5  - You’re speaking at the California Affiliate

 

Thursday, May 10 (1-6pm) – Friday, May 11 (7:30am-2:30pm) – Mother’s Day is May 13

 

Wednesday, May 16 (1-6pm) – Thursday, May 17 (7:30am-2:30pm) – Food Management

Networking Meeting traditionally is the morning of May 18 and National Restaurant Assoc Show is

May 22-24 (hotel room prices are steep)

 

Thursday, May 24 (1-6pm) – Friday, May 25 (7:30am-2:30pm) - Memorial Day is May 28

 

 

Thanks, again. 

Joan
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 11:03 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

 

 

I have it on my calendar now!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:38 AM 
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 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation 

 

Hello Donna, 

The Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is requesting your attendance at its 2018

Annual Meeting &Exhibition on April 5-7 in Grantville, PA. Attached is the completed request form. 

The President’s calendar appears open on that date. Please let me know how you’d like to attend

and I will be happy to respond to the affiliate on your behalf.   

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1189. Fw: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 12:18:25

Subject: Fw: Updated draft and Academy endorsement 

Attachment: Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act - Talking Points.docx
Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act.pdf

 

Donna,

 

 

Hope you are well! Just wanted to put this on your radar. We have been working with

Congressman Tim Ryan's staff to get this bill off the ground. We think it fits nicely with our 2nd

Century objective to promote more Academy members in schools and strengthens

the requirements for wellness policies by providing funding to help LEAs implement

them. Written into the bill is a requirement to coordinate with school nutrition directors too. At the

end of this week Ill work with communications to get a quote from you to put into the

Congressman's press release when he introduces the bill at the end of the month. Very exciting! 

 

 

Lauren Au also brought to our attention her research presented last month which found:

 

 

School wellness committees are associated with lower BMI z-scores and improved dietary

outcomes in U.S. schoolchildren. Presented at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Healthy

Eating Research Meeting on April 20, 2017 by Lauren Au PhD, RD, of the University of California,

Nutrition Policy Institute.

 

 

What is the association between school wellness committees and implementation of nutrition

wellness policies on: Children’s weight status (BMI-z); Obesity-related dietary outcomes?

 

-          An active wellness committee was associated with decreased BMI z-scores in U.S. School

children

 

-          Schools that reported better implementation of wellness policies had children with improved

obesity-related dietary outcomes
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Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act 

Bill Description and Talking Points 


Bill Description: 

· The Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act provides five year grants to local school districts to give them the ability to appoint qualified professionals to lead nutrition education and promotion efforts by giving districts the ability to appoint a nutrition coordinator to oversee their Team Nutrition (TN) and local wellness programs.



· It allows nutrition coordinators to partner with school food service directors and community initiatives to conduct trainings and facilitate information sharing of the best nutrition and wellness practices. 



· It ensures students receive meals that are nutritionally balanced and promotes programs that get students participating in school wellness activities. 



· These activities can include using innovative lunchroom strategies such as family style eating to encourage healthy decision making, developing schools meal patterns that meet USDA nutrition requirements, delivering hands-on nutrition education lessons that are aligned across grade levels, and providing schools and child care providers the technical assistance they need to develop health centered environments. 



· Nutrition Coordinators will collaborate with nutrition education programs and cooperative extension services which bring informal research based education and learning activities to people creating positive changes in rural and urban communities. 

Talking points: 

· This legislation promotes programs that have been shown to improve the overall health of the student body, decreasing the number of overweight youth and increasing the amount of fruits and vegetables they are eating. They also help students develop healthy eating habits so that they can do better in school because they are more energized and alert. 



· A Government Accountability Office (GAO) study found that the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) did not have an adequate structure to deliver nutrition education, disseminate nutrition education materials or to coordinate across State health and nutrition programs. This bill will help create that structure. 



· By appointing local nutrition coordinators, Team Nutrition programs will be able to connect a student’s access to foods that fit strong nutrition standards with their ability to make intelligent choices about what they are eating.  



· When effective nutrition education is paired with access to healthy foods, we get the most out of our country’s investments and create the opportunity to develop a generation of healthy eaters. 



· When 20 percent of school aged children are obese and our country is losing over $250 billion in diabetes related costs, we have to make the most out of our investments in improving student health and wellness. 

Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act - Talking Points.docx




..................................................................... 


(Original Signature of Member) 


115TH CONGRESS 
1ST SESSION H. R. ll 


To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a grant program 


to appoint nutrition coordinators to oversee local school nutrition policies 


in local educational agencies, and for other purposes. 


IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


Mr. RYAN of Ohio introduced the following bill; which was referred to the 


Committee on llllllllllllll 


A BILL 
To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish 


a grant program to appoint nutrition coordinators to 


oversee local school nutrition policies in local educational 


agencies, and for other purposes.


Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-1


tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 2


SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 3


This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Nutrition Coordinators 4


for Local Healthy Youth Act’’. 5
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2


SEC. 2. GRANT PROGRAM FOR NUTRITION COORDINATORS. 1


Section 19 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 2


U.S.C. 1788) is amended—3


(1) by redesignating subsection (l) as subsection 4


(m); and 5


(2) by inserting after subsection (k) the fol-6


lowing new subsection: 7


‘‘(l) GRANT PROGRAM FOR NUTRITION COORDINA-8


TORS.—9


‘‘(1) ESTABLISHMENT OF GRANT PROGRAM.—10


The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of 11


Education, shall establish a program to make grants 12


to local educational agencies to appoint nutrition co-13


ordinators to carry out the activities described in 14


paragraph (4). 15


‘‘(2) APPLICATION.—To be selected to receive a 16


grant under paragraph (1), a local educational agen-17


cy, in consultation with the State agency that ad-18


ministers school lunch programs in the geographic 19


area served by such local educational agency, shall 20


submit an application at such time, in such manner, 21


and containing such information as the Secretary 22


may require. 23


‘‘(3) USE OF FUNDS.—A local educational 24


agency that receives a grant under this subsection 25


shall use such funds to appoint a nutrition coordi-26
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3


nator to, with respect to the geographic area served 1


by such agency—2


‘‘(A) ensure compliance with local school 3


wellness policies under section 9A of the Rich-4


ard B. Russell National School Lunch Act (42 5


U.S.C. 1758b); 6


‘‘(B) coordinate nutrition education pro-7


grams with school food service directors for 8


such local educational agency; 9


‘‘(C) conduct trainings and facilitate infor-10


mation sharing of best practices that—11


‘‘(i) encourage students to participate 12


in healthy eating and active living; and 13


‘‘(ii) are consistent with the Dietary 14


Guidelines for Americans published under 15


section 301 of the National Nutrition Mon-16


itoring and Related Research Act of 1990 17


(7 U.S.C. 5341); 18


‘‘(D) work with programs that promote 19


and motivate students to participate in school 20


wellness activies; 21


‘‘(E) coordinate and collaborate with other 22


nutrition education programs, including—23


‘‘(i) programs under the Supplemental 24


Nutrition Assistance Program under the 25
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4


Food and Nutrition Act of 2008 (7 U.S.C. 1


2011 et seq.); 2


‘‘(ii) cooperative extension services (as 3


such term is defined in section 1404 of the 4


Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 (7 5


U.S.C. 3103)); 6


‘‘(iii) nutrition education programs 7


carried out by community-based organiza-8


tions; and 9


‘‘(iv) other team network nutrition 10


programs; 11


‘‘(F) provide community outreach to pro-12


mote nutrient-rich foods and farm-to-table ac-13


tivities; 14


‘‘(G) promote regular physical activity in 15


students before, during, and after school; 16


‘‘(H) ensure students receive effective and 17


consistent messages regarding healthy eating 18


and active living; and 19


‘‘(I) to promote nutrition education and 20


team network nutrition programs in the State 21


in which such local educational agency is lo-22


cated, coordinate and collaborate with—23


‘‘(i) the team nutrition network coor-24


dinator for the State; and 25
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‘‘(ii) community partners. 1


‘‘(4) NUTRITION COORDINATOR REQUIRE-2


MENTS.—A nutrition coordinator may not be ap-3


pointed under this subsection unless the Coordinator 4


has a background in nutrition education, dietetics, 5


or nutrition program management. 6


‘‘(5) NUTRITION COORDINATOR REPORTS.—Not 7


later than 1 year after the date on which a nutrition 8


coordinator is appointed under this subsection, the 9


nutrition coordinator shall submit to the Secretary a 10


report that includes—11


‘‘(A) a plan to implement activities under 12


this section; and 13


‘‘(B) a review of, and plan for, coordina-14


tion and collaboration with nutrition education 15


programs described in paragraph (4)(E). 16


‘‘(6) EVALUATION OF GRANT PROGRAM.—Not 17


later than January 1, 2019, the Secretary shall sub-18


mit a report to Congress that includes—19


‘‘(A) the results of an evaluation of the 20


grant program established under this subsection 21


under; 22


‘‘(B) a review of the implementation of this 23


subsection; 24
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‘‘(C) an assessment of local educational 1


agencies with respect to activities conducted to 2


ensure students receive nutrition education con-3


sistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Ameri-4


cans published under section 301 of the Na-5


tional Nutrition Monitoring and Related Re-6


search Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 5341); 7


‘‘(D) best practices for encouraging stu-8


dents to participate in healthy eating and active 9


living; and 10


‘‘(E) an assessment of local school wellness 11


policies under section 9A of the Richard B. 12


Russell National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 13


1758b).’’.14
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 [Discussion Draft] 
    
 (Original Signature of Member) 
 [DISCUSSION DRAFT] 
  
  
 
  
 I 
 115th CONGRESS  1st Session 
 H. R. __ 
 IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
  
  
  Mr. Ryan of Ohio introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on ______________ 
 
 A BILL 
 To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a grant program to appoint nutrition coordinators to oversee local school nutrition policies in local educational agencies, and for other purposes. 
 
  
  1. Short title This Act may be cited as the  Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act. 
  2. Grant program for nutrition coordinators Section 19 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1788) is amended— 
  (1) by redesignating subsection (l) as subsection (m); and 
  (2) by inserting after subsection (k) the following new subsection: 
  
  (l) Grant program for nutrition coordinators 
  (1) Establishment of grant program The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of Education, shall establish a program to make grants to local educational agencies to appoint nutrition coordinators to carry out the activities described in paragraph (4). 
  (2) Application To be selected to receive a grant under paragraph (1), a local educational agency, in consultation with the State agency that administers school lunch programs in the geographic area served by such local educational agency, shall submit an application at such time, in such manner, and containing such information as the Secretary may require.  
  (3) Use of funds A local educational agency that receives a grant under this subsection shall use such funds to appoint a nutrition coordinator to, with respect to the geographic area served by such agency— 
  (A) ensure compliance with local school wellness policies under section 9A of the Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1758b);  
  (B) coordinate nutrition education programs with school food service directors for such local educational agency; 
  (C) conduct trainings and facilitate information sharing of best practices that— 
  (i) encourage students to participate in healthy eating and active living; and 
  (ii) are consistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans published under section 301 of the National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 5341); 
  (D) work with programs that promote and motivate students to participate in school wellness activies; 
  (E) coordinate and collaborate with other nutrition education programs, including— 
  (i) programs under the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program under the Food and Nutrition Act of 2008 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.); 
  (ii) cooperative extension services (as such term is defined in section 1404 of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 3103));  
  (iii) nutrition education programs carried out by community-based organizations; and 
  (iv) other team network nutrition programs; 
  (F) provide community outreach to promote nutrient-rich foods and farm-to-table activities; 
  (G) promote regular physical activity in students before, during, and after school;  
  (H) ensure students receive effective and consistent messages regarding healthy eating and active living; and 
  (I) to promote nutrition education and team network nutrition programs in the State in which such local educational agency is located, coordinate and collaborate with— 
  (i) the team nutrition network coordinator for the State; and 
  (ii) community partners. 
  (4) Nutrition coordinator requirements A nutrition coordinator may not be appointed under this subsection unless the Coordinator has a background in nutrition education, dietetics, or nutrition program management.  
  (5) Nutrition coordinator reports Not later than 1 year after the date on which a nutrition coordinator is appointed under this subsection, the nutrition coordinator shall submit to the Secretary a report that includes— 
  (A) a plan to implement activities under this section; and 
  (B) a review of, and plan for, coordination and collaboration with nutrition education programs described in paragraph (4)(E). 
  (6) Evaluation of grant program Not later than January 1, 2019, the Secretary shall submit a report to Congress that includes— 
  (A) the results of an evaluation of the grant program established under this subsection under; 
  (B) a review of the implementation of this subsection; 
  (C) an assessment of local educational agencies with respect to activities conducted to ensure students receive nutrition education consistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans published under section 301 of the National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 5341);  
  (D) best practices for encouraging students to participate in healthy eating and active living; and 
  (E) an assessment of local school wellness policies under section 9A of the Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1758b). . 
 



Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act.pdf



-          Active school engagement in wellness policy implementation appears to play a positive role

in efforts to reduce childhood obesity

 

 

Summary of the bill:

 

 

Congressman Tim Ryan is planning on introducing a bill to improve the implementation of nutrition

education through the utilization of nutrition specialists in local school districts. This bill titled 

Nutrition Coordinators for Local Healthy Youth Act will allow qualified professionals to lead

nutrition education and promotion efforts by giving districts the ability to appoint a nutrition

coordinator to oversee their Team Nutrition (TN) activities and local wellness policies.

 

 

These programs include using innovative lunchroom strategies such as family style eating to

encourage healthy decision making, delivering hands-on nutrition education lessons that are

aligned across grade levels, and providing schools and child care providers the technical

assistance they need to develop health centered environments.

 
 

Very best,

 

Jenn
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1190. Re: August training in Chicago

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 12:15:34

Subject: Re: August training in Chicago

Attachment:

Thanks Doris!  I will put it on my calendar.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 12:12 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: August training in Chicago 

 

Hi Donna, 

The best day for the group is Tuesday, August 15. You can fly in on Monday and we will spend all

day Tuesday in training. Please mark your calendar and we will discuss in more detail in July.

Thank you very much.

 

 

Exciting to even start thinking about FNCE!

 

Best regards,

 

Doris
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From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 10:13 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: Re: August training in Chicago

 

 

Hi Donna,

 

That week works well. I am just waiting to hear back from our trainer and audio visuals folks to

secure the time for Monday, August 14. I am so excited to work with you on the centennial

celebration. I know that you will do a spectacular job! This is going to be a great FNCE! 

 

 

Please hold the date and I will get back with you soon.

 

 

Best regard,,

 

 

Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 

 www.eatright.org

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 9:44:08 AM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Re: August training in Chicago 

 

Doris, I am excited to be President, and one of the reasons is because I have you on my team.

The week of August 14-18 works best for me. I would prefer to come in Sunday night and do what

we need to do to starting Monday morning to save work time.  I could also do the end of the week,

but really can work around what works best. Thanks! 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:28 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:
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Good afternoon Madame President,

 

I hope all is going well. Please let me know when you are available in August to come into

Chicago for training. I am open all month and we will work around your schedule. Thank you and I

look forward to hearing back from you soon.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Doris Acosta

 

Chief Communications Officer

 

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4822

 

800/877-1600, ext. 4822

 
www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2.jpg>
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1191. RE: August training in Chicago

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 12:12:33

Subject: RE: August training in Chicago

Attachment:

Hi Donna, 

The best day for the group is Tuesday, August 15. You can fly in on Monday and we will spend all

day Tuesday in training. Please mark your calendar and we will discuss in more detail in July.

Thank you very much.

 

 

Exciting to even start thinking about FNCE!

 

Best regards,

 

Doris

 

 

 

From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 10:13 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: Re: August training in Chicago

 

 

Hi Donna,

 

That week works well. I am just waiting to hear back from our trainer and audio visuals folks to

secure the time for Monday, August 14. I am so excited to work with you on the centennial

celebration. I know that you will do a spectacular job! This is going to be a great FNCE! 

 

 

Please hold the date and I will get back with you soon.

 

 

Best regard,,
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Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 

 www.eatright.org

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 9:44:08 AM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Re: August training in Chicago 

 

Doris, I am excited to be President, and one of the reasons is because I have you on my team.

The week of August 14-18 works best for me. I would prefer to come in Sunday night and do what

we need to do to starting Monday morning to save work time.  I could also do the end of the week,

but really can work around what works best. Thanks! 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:28 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good afternoon Madame President,

 

I hope all is going well. Please let me know when you are available in August to come into

Chicago for training. I am open all month and we will work around your schedule. Thank you and I

look forward to hearing back from you soon.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Doris Acosta

 

Chief Communications Officer

 

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4822
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800/877-1600, ext. 4822

 
www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2.jpg>
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1192. RE: Exhibitor appeal

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 12:11:23

Subject: RE: Exhibitor appeal

Attachment: image001.png

Great.  Thanks to you both!  

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 11:10 AM 

 To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> 

 Subject: Re: Exhibitor appeal

 

 

It works for me!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 9:48 AM 

 To: Donna Martin; Marty Yadrick 

 Subject: Exhibitor appeal 

 

Hi Donna and Marty.  We want to solicit all exhibitors for a nominal gift to the Second Century in

honor of the 100th celebration and were hoping to send the attached letter, along with a
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contribution form, under both your signatures.  Does this work for you?  

 

If so, please let me know if you have any changes to the letter.  Don’t worry, this is in addition to

larger asks we will be developing for industry based on the second century strategies and

innovative projects.  Thanks.  

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1193. Re: Exhibitor appeal

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 12:09:48

Subject: Re: Exhibitor appeal

Attachment: image001.png

It works for me!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 9:48 AM  

To: Donna Martin; Marty Yadrick  

Subject: Exhibitor appeal 

 

Hi Donna and Marty.  We want to solicit all exhibitors for a nominal gift to the Second Century in

honor of the 100th celebration and were hoping to send the attached letter, along with a

contribution form, under both your signatures.  Does this work for you?  

 

If so, please let me know if you have any changes to the letter.  Don’t worry, this is in addition to

larger asks we will be developing for industry based on the second century strategies and

innovative projects.  Thanks.  

 

Susie
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Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1194. Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 12:03:10

Subject: Re: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

Attachment: image001.png

I have it on my calendar now!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:38 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation 

 

Hello Donna, 

The Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is requesting your attendance at its 2018

Annual Meeting &Exhibition on April 5-7 in Grantville, PA. Attached is the completed request form. 

The President’s calendar appears open on that date. Please let me know how you’d like to attend

and I will be happy to respond to the affiliate on your behalf.   

Thanks!

 

Joan
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1195. RE: CEO Performance Evaluation

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 11:43:43

Subject: RE: CEO Performance Evaluation

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

Thank you so much!!!  

 

Carrolyn

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 10:35 AM 

 To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

 

 

I will be happy to do it again.  I did do it immediately so maybe that is what happened.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Subject: CEO Performance Evaluation 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you doing well.  I am writing with some bad news.  There seems to have

been a system glitch with your response to the CEO Performance Evaluation in that we did not

receive it.  I wonder if you responded so quickly after the link was sent out that the system did not

process your response as this has not been an issue with any of the other responses.  

 

After much troubleshooting and back and forth with Survey Monkey, I am unsuccessful in locating

your response.  As much as I do not want to ask you to do this, I need you to complete the

evaluation again.  I am so sorry for all of this and truly hope you understand.  Below is the link to

the performance appraisal for your convenience.  

 

TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:   

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

 

I would appreciate it if you would notify me when you have completed the evaluation so that I can

confirm receipt on my end.   

 

Thanks Donna and please let me know if you have any questions.  

  

Carrolyn

 

 

Carrolyn Patterson, MBA

 

Senior Director, Human Resources and Office Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

312/899-4733

 

312/899-4766 fax
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1196. PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 11:39:00

Subject: PA Academy Affiliate Invitation

Attachment: image001.png
Pennsylvania_Affiliate Speaker Request Form 2017-2018 PA Academy.pdf

Hello Donna, 

The Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is requesting your attendance at its 2018

Annual Meeting &Exhibition on April 5-7 in Grantville, PA. Attached is the completed request form. 

The President’s calendar appears open on that date. Please let me know how you’d like to attend

and I will be happy to respond to the affiliate on your behalf.   

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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Affiliate Meeting 
Board of Directors/Staff Request Form  


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Board of Directors and/or staff members are available to present at 
affiliate meetings. The presentation by an Academy Board of Directors member offers a report on recent 
developments of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the Foundation. The presentation highlights the top 
changes, challenges and initiatives of the profession while focusing on future trends and opportunities. The many 
benefits to membership will be discussed including the myriad resources available to assist members in their 
personal and professional development. The presentation summarizes the many roles played by dietetics 
professionals in improving the nutrition and health of the public, educates members on the rich history of their 
organization, and keeps members well-informed of activities being carried out on their behalf, such as public 
policy and advocacy, the projects of the Academy Foundation, news media outreach programs and the Second 
Century Vision. Click to view the Academy Board of Directors. 
 
The presentation by an Academy Board member will include a brief update on Second Century. Your affiliate is 
welcome to request that an Academy staff member attend to present a more depth about Second Century. 
(Note, the expenses for a staff member to attend will be covered by the affiliate.) 
 
Submission Process: 


1. The Affiliate completes and submits this Board of Directors/Staff Request Form and sends to 
affiliate@eatright.org at least 60 days out from the meeting. (Forms must be submitted even if the 
affiliate has already spoken with the Board/staff member.) 


2. The Academy staff will coordinate availability with the requested Board or staff member. 
3. The Academy staff will contact the affiliate within 10 business days of the submitted request with 


additional questions or Board/staff confirmation of attendance. 
4. Upon confirmation of availability the affiliate and speaker will coordinate additional plans for the speaking 


opportunity. 
 


Affiliate Responsibilities for Board of Directors/Staff Speakers: 


 Reimbursement: Each Affiliate will reimburse all expenses incurred by the Academy Board and/or staff 
member. This includes air/ground transportation, subsistence, and lodging. If the affiliate has specific rates 
for reimbursement, the affiliate needs to share that information with the speaker. 


 


 Travel Arrangements: Affiliates should initiate the communication regarding the date, time, place and other 
logistical arrangements. Hotel arrangements should be arranged by the host organization. If the speaker 
uses the Academy’s travel system to make arrangements, an invoice will be sent to the affiliate for 
reimbursement of expenses. 


 


 Honoraria and Fees: An Academy Board/Staff member may not accept an honorarium or fee for 
representing the organization or for presenting on organization-related business or initiatives. Board 
members who are also requested to present a continuing professional development session are entitled to 
receive compensation. The amount will be negotiated between the Affiliate and the Board member.  


 


 When to Issue a 1099: 
o 1099’s are issued if a speaker was provided an honorarium. The 1099 will be issued directly to the 


speaker and reference their social security number. 
o 1099’s are not to include any amounts that were due to reimbursement of expenses. 



http://www.eatrightpro.org/resources/leadership/board-of-directors

mailto:affiliate@eatright.org
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o As an example, if a speaker presents two topics – one as an Academy Board member and one for 
presenting continuing professional development, only the funds received as an honorarium related to 
the continuing professional development would be included on the 1099.  Any expenses incurred would 
not be included in the 1099. 


 


Affiliate Meeting 
Board of Directors/Staff Request Form  


Your Affiliate 


Affiliate Name: Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 


Submitter Name: Shawnee M. Kelly, MS, RDN, LDN—PA Academy Affiliate President  


Submitter E-mail: pandpres@gmail.com   


Submission Date: June 1, 2017 


 
Meeting Details 


Meeting Dates April 5-7, 2018 
Meeting 


Location(City/State) Grantville, PA 


Proposed Speaker  Name Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 


Speaker’s  Academy Position President  


Anticipated Attendance ~200 people  


Expense Reimbursement 
Contact (Name and Email) 


Address) 
Shawnee M. Kelly, MS, RDN, LDN  


Comments 
This is our Affiliate Annual Meeting & Exhibition—Our membership really enjoys the 
opportunity to hear from the Academy president. 


 


 
We acknowledge the Affiliate’s responsibility to provide transportation, subsistence and lodging for the 
requested speaker.  Once the speaker has been confirmed, we understand it is the affiliate’s responsibility to 
communicate directly with the speaker to make arrangements. 
 
 
 


   June 1, 2017 


Affiliate President Signature   Date 
 
 
 
Please submit this form to affiliate@eatright.org.  Please allow up to 10 business days to receive confirmation. 
 



mailto:pandpres@gmail.com

mailto:affiliate@eatright.org



Pennsylvania_Affiliate Speaker Request Form 2017-2018 PA Academy.pdf
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1197. New CPE Cycle, New Opportunities

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 11:37:43

Subject: New CPE Cycle, New Opportunities

Attachment:

New CPE Cycle, New Opportunities 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

The new CPE annual cycle has begun, and the Center for Lifelong Learning has everything you

need to stay up-to-date for your credential and advance your career.

  

  

WEBINARS

 

Order any of the Center for Lifelong Learnings hot-topic webinar series recordings and earn group

or individual learning credits on your own time. 

  

Upcoming:

 

June 13  Evidence Based Nutrition: Using Scientific Evidence to Inform Clinical Practice 

June 27  Vitamin E: Setting the Record Straight 

Recorded:

 

Orthorexia Comes of Age: Perspectives on the Healthy Eating Disorder 

TeleDietitian: The Future of Dietitian Consulting 

Branding: Creating Your Professional Image 

 VIEW ALL WEBINARS   

  

CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING PROGRAMS

 

Satisfy 8-12.5 hours of CPE credit for your CDR portfolio, and add value to your professional

brand. Here are just a few of the programs available at a reduced-rate for Academy members:

 

Informatics in Nutrition: Spanning All Areas of Practice - New 

Integrative and Functional Nutrition - New 

Nutritional Counseling 
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•Advancing Your Role as a Leader 

 VIEW ALL PROGRAMS   

  

FNCE®-ON-DEMAND 

Access recent Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo sessions through these complete recording

sets. View dynamic educational sessions not available elsewhere, and utilize these recordings to

increase your knowledge while earning CPE credits on your own time!

  VIEW ALL RECORDINGS  

For all of the Academys CPE offerings, visit the Distance Learning Center.

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1198. Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 11:34:55

Subject: Re: CEO Performance Evaluation

Attachment:

I will be happy to do it again.  I did do it immediately so maybe that is what happened.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 11:28 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: CEO Performance Evaluation 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you doing well.  I am writing with some bad news.  There seems to have

been a system glitch with your response to the CEO Performance Evaluation in that we did not

receive it.  I wonder if you responded so quickly after the link was sent out that the system did not

process your response as this has not been an issue with any of the other responses.  

 

After much troubleshooting and back and forth with Survey Monkey, I am unsuccessful in locating

your response.  As much as I do not want to ask you to do this, I need you to complete the

evaluation again.  I am so sorry for all of this and truly hope you understand.  Below is the link to

the performance appraisal for your convenience.  
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TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:   

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

 

I would appreciate it if you would notify me when you have completed the evaluation so that I can

confirm receipt on my end.   

 

Thanks Donna and please let me know if you have any questions.  

  

Carrolyn

 

 

Carrolyn Patterson, MBA

 

Senior Director, Human Resources and Office Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

312/899-4733

 

312/899-4766 fax
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1199. CEO Performance Evaluation

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 11:28:31

Subject: CEO Performance Evaluation

Attachment:

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you doing well.  I am writing with some bad news.  There seems to have

been a system glitch with your response to the CEO Performance Evaluation in that we did not

receive it.  I wonder if you responded so quickly after the link was sent out that the system did not

process your response as this has not been an issue with any of the other responses.  

 

After much troubleshooting and back and forth with Survey Monkey, I am unsuccessful in locating

your response.  As much as I do not want to ask you to do this, I need you to complete the

evaluation again.  I am so sorry for all of this and truly hope you understand.  Below is the link to

the performance appraisal for your convenience.  

 

TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:   

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

 

I would appreciate it if you would notify me when you have completed the evaluation so that I can

confirm receipt on my end.   

 

Thanks Donna and please let me know if you have any questions.  

  

Carrolyn

 

 

Carrolyn Patterson, MBA

 

Senior Director, Human Resources and Office Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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312/899-4733

 

312/899-4766 fax
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1200. Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 11:09:34

Subject: Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

Attachment:

From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center 

 Beginning the second week in June, the Academys Knowledge Center Daily News will transition

to a weekly email titled Nutrition in the News, which will arrive by email every Friday morning.

Nutrition in the News will continue to inform members of current news related to food, nutrition and

health from major news outlets. Look for the first issue of Nutrition in the News in your email inbox

on Friday, June 9.
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1201. FY17 Expenses

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele

Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Don Bradley' <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda'

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 10:31:24

Subject: FY17 Expenses

Attachment: image001.png
Expense Report-BOD.docx

As you are aware, the Academy’s fiscal year ended on Wednesday, May 31, 2017. Please submit

all expense reports for the 2016-17 program year by 12:00PM on Friday, June 9th, 2017 in order

to have the expenses reflected within FY17. If circumstances require you to submit after July 9

please let me know. You have the option to use the web based application to submit your

reimbursable expenses online at www.eatright.org/expense or use the paper expense form

(attached). 

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 
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FOR ACCOUNTING TEAM USE ONLY

  VENDOR #______________________



  REFERENCE #___________________

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS/FOUNDATION

GENERAL EXPENSE REPORT FORM

			

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES.

______  ü AND HIGHLIGHT IF ADDRESS HAS CHANGED SINCE THE LAST REQUEST.



		NAME

	

		

		NAME OF BOARD OR COMMITTEE OR PRACTICE GROUP

Board of Directors



		STREET

		

		TRIP TO





		CITY                                            STATE    ZIP

		

		PURPOSE





		PHONE



		

		





_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

		TRANSPORTATION:

		DATE



		DATE



		DATE



		DATE



		DATE



		TOTALS

		ACCOUNT ITEM CODE



		AIRFARE NOT DIRECTLY BILLED 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		  TO/FROM AIRPORT 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		  TOLLS/PRKG/CAR RENTAL/MILEAGE   _______ mi.  (@ $0.54 ¢ per mile) 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		  LOCAL BUSINESS TRANSPORTATION

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		  LUGGAGE 

  (2 bags maximum each way)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		TRANSPORTATION SUB TOTAL

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

103-520-4850-2430



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		HOTEL ROOM TOTAL (room & taxes only)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

103-520-4810-2430



		   Master Hotel Billing for MEMO PURPOSES ONLY   è

		$

		

		

		

		

		

		



		DAILY MAXIMUM EXPENSE ALLOWANCE 

Chicago  $74, Boston $69, all other cities $61

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		   BREAKFAST

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		   LUNCH

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		   DINNER

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		   NON-MEAL TIPS/OTHER

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		   LOCAL TRANSPORTATION

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		               EXPENSE ALLOWANCE SUB TOTAL                         

		

		

		

		

		

		

		103-520-4830-2430



		OTHER BUSINESS EXPENSES:

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		   TELEPHONE

		

		

		

		

		

		

		103-545-4510-2430



		   POSTAGE

		

		

		

		

		

		

		103-530-4520-2430



		   PRINTING/COPYING

		

		

		

		

		

		

		103-620-4710-2430



		   *MISCELLANEOUS (NOTE IN COMMENTS BELOW)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		*Comments:  (Other than details that are to be recorded on receipts.)

		

		

		GRAND TOTAL

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		(-) Academy Advance

		

(              )

		

-115-1270



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		BALANCE DUE YOU

		

$

		



		Your

Signature:______________________________

		

Date:_____________

		

		

		

		

OR

		

		



		Academy

Approval:  _____________________________

		

Date:_____________

		

		

		

		BALANCE DUE ACADEMY

		

$

		





,  SEND ORIGINAL TO: ACADEMY HEADQUARTERS, ATTENTION: Joan Schwaba

	120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2000 | Chicago, Illinois | 60606-6995 or jschwaba@eatright.org





GENERAL EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics reimburses individuals for ordinary, necessary, and reasonable expenses that are directly related to Association business.  Reimbursement should be fair and equitable to the individual and the Academy.  Violation of the policy may result in denial of reimbursement.  



EVERY FULLY REIMBURSABLE EXPENDITURE MUST BE SUBSTANTIATED WITH AN ORIGINAL RECEIPT.  Receipts should be attached chronologically as referenced on the expense report. Please be advised that a credit card statement alone is not considered proof of purchase.  You must have a receipt for each credit card purchase.   Tear-off tabs for meals are not considered appropriate receipts unless validated by a cash register.  If paying for other reimbursable individuals, it is preferable that each individual pay separately and obtain a receipt.  If this is not appropriate whoever pays the bill must list on the expense report who is covered on the receipt.  Entertainment expenses incurred by individuals are allowable for approved business reasons.  Receipts must list each attendee’s name, their company, title, and business purpose.  If a receipt is lost, the traveler must seek a duplicate.  If this is impossible due to the nature of the receipt, a memo explaining the circumstances will be accepted.  



For all non-local travel for the Chicago and Washington staff, the Request for Travel Authorization form signed by the Vice President of the department must be attached to the expense reimbursement form in order to process your reimbursement.



1.  TRANSPORTATION:

Air travel should be reserved and confirmed through the Academy’s official travel agent, the Travel Desk.  Reimbursable expenses may include transportation to/from airport, other local businesses, tolls, parking, subway, train, bus and/or actual car mileage.  The most economical route and/or mode of transportation are to be used.  Automobile travel when properly authorized will be reimbursed at $0.54 cents per mile.  Traffic fines, parking violations, and automobile maintenance or repair are not reimbursable. A maximum of two bags reimbursed for checked luggage each way.

Car rental requires prior approval on travel authorization form.  Local business transportation is for cabs/buses used for only business purposes during the stay (i.e. to/from convention center and meetings) Local Transportation is for cabs/ buses for purposes (i.e. to/from non business related dinner)



2.  HOTEL ROOM:

Lodging expenses are eligible for reimbursement only when they are incurred more than 50 miles from the individual traveler’s home of record.  The appropriate director may grant exceptions for unusual circumstances.  

When checking in the hotel, use your name and the name and address of the Academy.  If the Headquarters Office has arranged for the cost of your room and room tax to be billed directly to the Academy you will need to pay all incidental room charges upon checkout (telephone calls, room service, hotel restaurant meals charged to your room, etc.).   For individual travel, direct billing is not always an option.  The traveler is expected to pay for lodging and submit the expense on an expense report. 



Hotel expenses should be for room and taxes only.  Other expenses on bill for parking, meals etc. should be shown on the appropriate expense line item on the expense report form.   Please be advised that a credit card statement is no longer accepted as stand alone proof of payment for hotel expenses.  A paid itemized hotel bill must be submitted along with the credit card statement to be processed for payment.  



3.   DAILY MAXIMUM EXPENSE ALLOWANCE:

A daily amount of $61 per day, except $74 in Chicago, and $69 in Boston and one travel day is allowed.  This covers meals, tips, local non-business transportation, laundry and valet, and necessary incidental expenses while you are at the meeting site.  



If you have any questions, call Eduardo Ortiz at 1-800-877-1600 extension 4888.  

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THE ACADEMY POLICY MAY RESULT IN REIMBURSEMENT DELAY.

UPDATED 051016



I.2



Expense Report-BOD.docx



 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1202. RE: Exhibitor appeal

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 09:52:06

Subject: RE: Exhibitor appeal

Attachment: image002.jpg

Looks good to me.  Thanks!

 

 

Marty

 

 

 

From: Susan Burns [mailto:Sburns@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 6, 2017 8:48 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> 

 Subject: Exhibitor appeal

 

 

Hi Donna and Marty.  We want to solicit all exhibitors for a nominal gift to the Second Century in

honor of the 100th celebration and were hoping to send the attached letter, along with a

contribution form, under both your signatures.  Does this work for you?  

 

If so, please let me know if you have any changes to the letter.  Don’t worry, this is in addition to

larger asks we will be developing for industry based on the second century strategies and

innovative projects.  Thanks.  

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995
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image002.jpg



 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1203. Exhibitor appeal

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>

Sent Date: Jun 06, 2017 09:48:43

Subject: Exhibitor appeal

Attachment: image001.png
FNCE Exhibitor Appeal Letter.docx

Hi Donna and Marty.  We want to solicit all exhibitors for a nominal gift to the Second Century in

honor of the 100th celebration and were hoping to send the attached letter, along with a

contribution form, under both your signatures.  Does this work for you?  

 

If so, please let me know if you have any changes to the letter.  Don’t worry, this is in addition to

larger asks we will be developing for industry based on the second century strategies and

innovative projects.  Thanks.  

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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June 15, 2017									



NAME

Company

Address

City, STATE, ZIP



Dear NAME,



This is the year the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics celebrates our 100th anniversary — and our second century begins! To honor this event and raise funds for our Second Century initiatives, the Academy Foundation has launched a $5 million Second Century Fundraising Campaign. There will be many celebrations throughout the 2017 FNCE to acknowledge our 100th anniversary.  As a 2017 FNCE exhibitor, we are hoping that COMPANY NAME will join in our celebration and show your support with a donation.



The Second Century Fund advances the newly established vision of a world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition. Strategies have been identified around a model that includes the intersection of research, education and workforce capacity to maximize impacts for these innovative projects and other opportunities. The Second Century Fund will build upon the Academy and Foundation’s success supporting dietetics professionals locally and nationally through scholarships, research grants and awards and community education -- accelerating these efforts and providing additional opportunities on the global stage.  



Our volunteer leaders and members have been asked to give and have been stepping up in a big way. To date, we have raised more than $2.4 million towards our goal. We would like you to consider making a contribution of $500 to the campaign.



Your celebratory gift will not go unnoticed. Your gift of $500, made by September 15, 2017, will be recognized through:

· A color 2’ x 2’ Second Century Donor sign for your exhibit space

· A Second Century Donor icon on your exhibitor listing on the 2017 FNCE Mobile App

· Second century donor ribbons for staff working your booth

· Recognition at the 2017 Foundation Gala at Chicago’s Navy Pier in conjunction with the 2017 FNCE

· Your company name listed according to your donor level on the Academy Foundation Second Century webpage



The Second Century Campaign honors our past and supports our future. We hope COMPANY NAME will be a part of it by filling out the enclosed contribution form and returning it by September 15, 2017 to be fully recognized. Thank you again for your valued relationship with the Academy, its members and our Foundation, and consideration of this gift. We look forward to working with you the throughout the next 100 years!



Sincerely,

		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Academy President, 2017-2018

		



Martin M. Yadrick, MBI, MS, RDN, FAND

Foundation Chair, 2017-2018
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1204. Re: August training in Chicago

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 23:13:07

Subject: Re: August training in Chicago

Attachment:

Hi Donna, 

That week works well. I am just waiting to hear back from our trainer and audio visuals folks to

secure the time for Monday, August 14. I am so excited to work with you on the centennial

celebration. I know that you will do a spectacular job! This is going to be a great FNCE!  
 

Please hold the date and I will get back with you soon. 
 

Best regard,, 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Sunday, June 4, 2017 9:44:08 AM  

To: Doris Acosta  

Subject: Re: August training in Chicago 

 

Doris, I am excited to be President, and one of the reasons is because I have you on my team.

The week of August 14-18 works best for me. I would prefer to come in Sunday night and do what

we need to do to starting Monday morning to save work time.  I could also do the end of the week,

but really can work around what works best. Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:28 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Good afternoon Madame President, 

I hope all is going well. Please let me know when you are available in August to come into

Chicago for training. I am open all month and we will work around your schedule. Thank you and I

look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

 

Best regards, 
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Doris Acosta

Chief Communications Officer

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4822 

800/877-1600, ext. 4822 
www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2.jpg> 
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1205. RE: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act reintroduction

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Rhys Saunders

<rsaunders@eatright.org>, Sarah Amundsen <samundsen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 20:31:33

Subject: RE: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act

reintroduction

Attachment:

Thank you, Donna! Talk to you soon.

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 7:17 PM

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>; Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>; Sarah

Amundsen <samundsen@eatright.org>

Subject: Re: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act reintroduction

 

Tom,  this is fine to go.  Thanks for checking.

 

Sent from my iPad

 

> On Jun 5, 2017, at 5:29 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well with you in Week 1 as president. Congratulations!

>

> We just received the attached press release draft from the Academy's DC office -- Senators

Peters and Capito are planning to reintroduce the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act tomorrow

afternoon. This release is an updated version of one we put out last year in support of the bill. It

quotes you, so could you please review it and let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make

any edits, which we are glad to do.

>
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> Our plan is to send it out tomorrow once the bill is introduced.  Please let us know what you

think; thank you very much! Talk to you soon.

>

> Tom

>

> Tom Ryan

> Senior Editorial Manager

> Strategic Communications Team

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 South Riverside Plaza #2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606

> 312/899-4894

> www.eatright.org

>

>

> <Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Commends Senators Peters.docx>
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1206. Automatic reply: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act

reintroduction

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 20:17:28

Subject: Automatic reply: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in

Medicare Act reintroduction

Attachment:

Hello, I am out of the office and will return Wednesday, June 7. If you need immediate assistance,

please email media@eatright.org. Otherwise, I will reply to all emails upon my return. Thank you. 
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1207. Re: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act reintroduction

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Rhys Saunders

<rsaunders@eatright.org>, Sarah Amundsen <samundsen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 20:17:18

Subject: Re: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act

reintroduction

Attachment:

Tom,  this is fine to go.  Thanks for checking.

 

Sent from my iPad

 

> On Jun 5, 2017, at 5:29 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well with you in Week 1 as president. Congratulations!

>

> We just received the attached press release draft from the Academy's DC office -- Senators

Peters and Capito are planning to reintroduce the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act tomorrow

afternoon. This release is an updated version of one we put out last year in support of the bill. It

quotes you, so could you please review it and let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make

any edits, which we are glad to do.

>

> Our plan is to send it out tomorrow once the bill is introduced.  Please let us know what you

think; thank you very much! Talk to you soon.

>

> Tom

>

> Tom Ryan

> Senior Editorial Manager

> Strategic Communications Team

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 South Riverside Plaza #2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606

> 312/899-4894

> www.eatright.org

>

>

> <Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Commends Senators Peters.docx>
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1208. For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act reintroduction

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Rhys Saunders

<rsaunders@eatright.org>, Sarah Amundsen <samundsen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 17:29:57

Subject: For review: Press release for Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act

reintroduction

Attachment: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Commends Senators Peters.docx

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well with you in Week 1 as president. Congratulations!

 

We just received the attached press release draft from the Academy's DC office -- Senators

Peters and Capito are planning to reintroduce the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act tomorrow

afternoon. This release is an updated version of one we put out last year in support of the bill. It

quotes you, so could you please review it and let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make

any edits, which we are glad to do.

 

Our plan is to send it out tomorrow once the bill is introduced.  Please let us know what you think;

thank you very much! Talk to you soon.

 

Tom

 

Tom Ryan

Senior Editorial Manager

Strategic Communications Team

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

120 South Riverside Plaza #2190

Chicago, Illinois 60606

312/899-4894

www.eatright.org
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Commends Senators Peters and Capito for Introducing Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act



Wednesday, June X, 2017

CHICAGO – The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the world's largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, commends U.S. Senators Gary Peters (Mich.) and Shelley Moore Capito (W.Va.) for introducing the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act in the Senate. 

The Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act is critical to improve patients access to nutrition services to prevent diabetes in the senior population.  The Academy represents more than 100,000 food and nutrition professionals throughout the U.S. and the world.

"Nearly 10 percent of the U.S. population has diabetes," said registered dietitian nutritionist and Academy President Donna Martin. "And unfortunately, there is even more reason to be concerned. In 2012, 86 million Americans age 20 and older had prediabetes, which is a state of being at extremely high risk for developing Type 2 diabetes. A diagnosis of prediabetes should not be hopeless, as there are proven interventions to prevent and delay the onset of Type 2 diabetes."

One of the most successful diabetes interventions is medical nutrition therapy, or MNT. This important legislation would allow Medicare beneficiaries to receive coverage of medical nutrition therapy for prediabetes, helping millions of Americans receive the services they need and preventing a massive increase in the number of people with Type 2 diabetes.

"Numerous studies support the effectiveness of MNT, showing recipients losing weight and improving blood glucose levels, often without the use of expensive drug therapy. This effective and comprehensive treatment is an evidence-based service performed by registered dietitian nutritionists for disease management, such as delaying and even preventing the onset of Type 2 diabetes," Martin said.

The use of MNT as an intervention is strongly supported by research and professional organizations. Studies indicate that people who consult with registered dietitian nutritionists and diabetes educators have improved diabetes outcomes and quality of life.

"However, while Medicare covers screening for Type 2 diabetes and covers MNT for individuals with diabetes, it does not cover MNT for individuals with prediabetes," Martin said. "Without this coverage, many of those with prediabetes are unable to afford services to prevent disease progression."



Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Commends Senators Peters.docx



1209. RE: Manager for CNN interview

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Sarah Amundsen <samundsen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 15:23:48

Subject: RE: Manager for CNN interview

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

I’ve heard back from the folks at CNN. Ciara indicated that they’re hopeful that the story will run

this Friday or early next week. She said she thinks she has everything she needs from us, but may

have one or two follow-up questions tomorrow. I’ll be out of the office tomorrow, but my colleague,

Sarah Amundsen, will be fielding the media inbox and has been brought up to speed. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:54 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Manager for CNN interview

 

 

Rhys, Did they ever run this interview?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:54 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Manager for CNN interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Thanks so much!

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 10:57 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Manager for CNN interview

 

 

She can call Crystal Davis. Manager at Blakeney Elementary her cell phone number is.  (706)

871-6640 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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1210. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 13:39:19

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Thank you Donna!! 

I am trying hard these days to "assume positive intent" with everyone,  however in this case and

with this individual in general that is a challenge. Ulterior motive seems likely. 

Very distressing to hear about the ICDA snafu.  
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 12:35 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

That was my thought too!  Just wanted to let you know what she was up to.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 1:14 PM  

To: Donna Martin; Mary Russell  

Cc: Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 
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Hi Donna  

I am concerned that Glenna has set herself as the go between. I am concerned about her motives

and what conversations she may had with these individuals. Good luck! Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 10:29 AM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Thanks Donna-interesting indeed! Excited to hear what these members have to share. 
 

I spoke at the DNS meeting in AZ Saturday, and prior to that had a chance to meet and talk with

several student members from U of Arizona. They were passionate about the Academy and the

profession-and advocated for "more scholarships" "more internships" and more affordable hotel

and travel options for FNCE. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 9:14 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Just wanted to show you this email I got from Glenna.  I have already set up a meeting with the

individuals in the email for this Friday when I am in Arizona.  Thought what she had as her

signature was interesting?  Also interesting that she will not be at her state meeting.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018
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From: Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Lori Anonsen; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne Udarbe; Glenna

McCollum  

Subject: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

President Donna Martin, 
 

Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday, June

9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ

85040).  
 

As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy

leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to

their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a

time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues

impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
 

Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have

encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the

Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy

Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as

well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 

Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young

professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,

and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for

when you are in Arizona. 
 

Thank you Donna, 

Glenna 

Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

(602) 770-0772  
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1211. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mary Russell

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 13:35:03

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

That was my thought too!  Just wanted to let you know what she was up to.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 1:14 PM  

To: Donna Martin; Mary Russell  

Cc: Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

Hi Donna  

I am concerned that Glenna has set herself as the go between. I am concerned about her motives

and what conversations she may had with these individuals. Good luck! Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 
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Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 10:29 AM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Thanks Donna-interesting indeed! Excited to hear what these members have to share. 
 

I spoke at the DNS meeting in AZ Saturday, and prior to that had a chance to meet and talk with

several student members from U of Arizona. They were passionate about the Academy and the

profession-and advocated for "more scholarships" "more internships" and more affordable hotel

and travel options for FNCE. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 9:14 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Just wanted to show you this email I got from Glenna.  I have already set up a meeting with the

individuals in the email for this Friday when I am in Arizona.  Thought what she had as her

signature was interesting?  Also interesting that she will not be at her state meeting.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Lori Anonsen; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne Udarbe; Glenna

McCollum  

Subject: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 
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President Donna Martin, 
 

Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday, June

9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ

85040).  
 

As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy

leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to

their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a

time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues

impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
 

Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have

encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the

Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy

Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as

well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 

Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young

professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,

and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for

when you are in Arizona. 
 

Thank you Donna, 

Glenna 

Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

(602) 770-0772  
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1212. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 13:25:39

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

I wondered about that too.  As a go between, she left the ICDA board ( reps from around the

world) insulted when she was asked to set up a reception w the Az affiliate. Never followed

through and it was embarrassing.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 12:14 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna  

I am concerned that Glenna has set herself as the go between. I am concerned about her motives

and what conversations she may had with these individuals. Good luck! Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 10:29 AM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Thanks Donna-interesting indeed! Excited to hear what these members have to share. 
 

I spoke at the DNS meeting in AZ Saturday, and prior to that had a chance to meet and talk with

several student members from U of Arizona. They were passionate about the Academy and the

profession-and advocated for "more scholarships" "more internships" and more affordable hotel

and travel options for FNCE. 
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Mary  
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 9:14 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Just wanted to show you this email I got from Glenna.  I have already set up a meeting with the

individuals in the email for this Friday when I am in Arizona.  Thought what she had as her

signature was interesting?  Also interesting that she will not be at her state meeting.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Lori Anonsen; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne Udarbe; Glenna

McCollum  

Subject: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

President Donna Martin, 
 

Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday, June

9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ

85040).  
 

As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy

leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to

their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a

time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues

impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
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Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have

encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the

Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy

Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as

well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 

Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young

professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,

and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for

when you are in Arizona. 
 

Thank you Donna, 

Glenna 

Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

(602) 770-0772  
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1213. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Russell

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 13:14:16

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Hi Donna  

I am concerned that Glenna has set herself as the go between. I am concerned about her motives

and what conversations she may had with these individuals. Good luck! Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 10:29 AM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Thanks Donna-interesting indeed! Excited to hear what these members have to share. 
 

I spoke at the DNS meeting in AZ Saturday, and prior to that had a chance to meet and talk with

several student members from U of Arizona. They were passionate about the Academy and the

profession-and advocated for "more scholarships" "more internships" and more affordable hotel

and travel options for FNCE. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 9:14 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Just wanted to show you this email I got from Glenna.  I have already set up a meeting with the

individuals in the email for this Friday when I am in Arizona.  Thought what she had as her

signature was interesting?  Also interesting that she will not be at her state meeting.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Lori Anonsen; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne Udarbe; Glenna

McCollum  

Subject: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

President Donna Martin, 
 

Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday, June

9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ

85040).  
 

As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy

leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to

their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a

time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues

impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
 

Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have

encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the

Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy

Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as

well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 

Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young

professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,

and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for

when you are in Arizona. 
 

Thank you Donna, 
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Glenna 

Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

(602) 770-0772  
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1214. RE: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

From: Dodd, Judith L <jdodd@pitt.edu>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>,

Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Cc: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 11:10:50

Subject: RE: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

Attachment: image001.png

Hello….I am ok at whatever time.   

 

Judy

 

 

From: Susan Burns [mailto:Sburns@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 10:21 AM 

 To: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>; Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>; Dodd, Judith L <jdodd@pitt.edu>; Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

 

Good morning.  Susan Finn has graciously offered to arrange a Lake Erie cruise on the Stouffer

yacht to kick off our time in Catawba.  We would need everyone to arrive in Cleveland by noon on

the 23rd so wanted to check if that is feasible with you travel schedules.  Please let me know and

we can determine if this is something that will work for the group.  Thanks!

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1215. RE: Manager for CNN interview

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 11:02:19

Subject: RE: Manager for CNN interview

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re having a great Monday so far. They have not run it yet. I’m checking with the

reporter now to get a better idea when it will run. I’ll let you know as soon as I hear back from her.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:54 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Manager for CNN interview

 

 

Rhys, Did they ever run this interview?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565
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President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:54 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Manager for CNN interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Thanks so much!

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 10:57 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Manager for CNN interview

 

 

She can call Crystal Davis. Manager at Blakeney Elementary her cell phone number is.  (706)

871-6640 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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1216. Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:56:31

Subject: Nutrition in the News coming Friday, June 9

Attachment:

From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

Beginning the second week in June, the Academys Knowledge Center Daily News will transition to

a weekly email titled Nutrition in the News, which will arrive by email every Friday morning. 

Nutrition in the News will continue to inform members of current news related to food, nutrition and

health from major news outlets. Look for the first issue of Nutrition in the News in your email inbox

on Friday, June 9

 

 

.
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1217. Re: Manager for CNN interview

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:54:12

Subject: Re: Manager for CNN interview

Attachment:

Rhys, Did they ever run this interview?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:54 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Manager for CNN interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Thanks so much!

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 10:57 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Manager for CNN interview

 

 

She can call Crystal Davis. Manager at Blakeney Elementary her cell phone number is.  (706)

871-6640 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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1218. Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:29:37

Subject: Re: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Thanks Donna-interesting indeed! Excited to hear what these members have to share. 
 

I spoke at the DNS meeting in AZ Saturday, and prior to that had a chance to meet and talk with

several student members from U of Arizona. They were passionate about the Academy and the

profession-and advocated for "more scholarships" "more internships" and more affordable hotel

and travel options for FNCE. 
 
Mary  
 
On Jun 5, 2017, at 9:14 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Just wanted to show you this email I got from Glenna.  I have already set up a meeting with the

individuals in the email for this Friday when I am in Arizona.  Thought what she had as her

signature was interesting?  Also interesting that she will not be at her state meeting.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  
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Cc: Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Lori Anonsen; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne Udarbe; Glenna

McCollum  

Subject: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

President Donna Martin, 
 

Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday, June

9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ

85040).  
 

As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy

leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to

their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a

time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues

impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
 

Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have

encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the

Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy

Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as

well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 

Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young

professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,

and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for

when you are in Arizona. 
 

Thank you Donna, 

Glenna 

Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

(602) 770-0772  
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1219. Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:27:46

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and

CEO

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Pat,  I concur with Lucille in congratulating you on seeing the future, and always positioning the

Academy where we need to be to make sure we make the most of every opportunity afforded us. 

Judy is the perfect person to help us capitalize on this opportunity too! 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Thursday, June 1, 2017 8:22 AM  

To: Patricia Babjak; Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Hi Pat: 

You nailed it! You predicted Marsha's retirement last year when we were at Canada's meeting and

then went into a visionary planning mode starting with a discussion on what Academy leader could

move us into a leadership position at ICDA. Thank you for your vision and I am so glad that Judy

is our representative.   
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Another Second Century vision. Lucille  

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

 President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

Immediate Past President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 

   
 
 
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; "DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us"

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; "peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>  

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 6:05 PM  

Subject: FW: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO  
 

Please read the communication from Marsha Sharp below. Just as I predicted. Although she

asked me not to share her news, I thought I’d give you a heads-up since this fits nicely with my

goal of the Academy being the Secretariat. I’m thinking the news will be made at the DC meeting

held the second week of June and that ICDA would be informed concurrently. Joan will include the

topic on the next 4Ps call. 

 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4856 
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

From: Marsha Sharp [ mailto:marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 5:24 PM  
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To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Dear Pat, 

 

Hope you are very well!  

 

I am writing to share my news -- to retire.  I provided Notice to the Board in March after 12 months

of serious planning for transition.  I don't have an absolute final date as I provided the Board time

to work out its tImeline and preferences re overlap or not.  October is my target, and final date will

be communicated to the Board shortly. I have not shared with ICDA Board or others in ICDA.  The

Board made a public announcement in May and followed that with an announcement about the

Search Process, in accordance with a plan we had developed together.  

 

My personal decision caused me a lot of anxiety during ICD in Granada, as the new ICDA Board

was pressing me to serve as Chair.  At any rate, as I am Chair although underperforming due to

matters I have had to attend to here,  I have to work through how my retirement plan will impact

my term as ICDA Chair.  Please don't share my news yet.  I am sharing with you before Marty

does (:)).  I will share with ICDA Board very soon.   

 

Would have been great to see you again, but it seems we won't get that chance soon. I won't

assume we might not cross paths again.  Knowing you has been one of the great opportunities of

my role at DC. 

 

My best, 

 

Marsha 

 

Marsha Sharp, CEO 

Dietitians of Canada  

416 642 9314 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 5:56 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

Dear Frances, 

 

Thank you very much for your quick response. I forwarded your communication and instructions to

Martin (Marty) who will get back to you shortly. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 
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From: Frances Scovil [ mailto:frances.scovil@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 4:40 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc: Marsha Sharp <marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Hello Patricia 

 

We are so pleased that Martin will be coming to represent the Academy! I have attached a copy of

the conference preliminary program for Martin to review. 

 

He can register at  https://secure.effreg.com/register/dcnc17. He should choose "Guest" as his

Conference Role and enter the Invitation Code "DC17GST" to receive complimentary registration. 

 

If Martin would like to stay at our host hotel, the Delta St. John's, I have a guestroom available that

we could reserve for him. Please let me know his arrival and departure dates. 

 

Best regards, 
 

Frances Scovil / Events Coordinator

Dietitians of Canada 

480 University Ave., Suite 604, Toronto ON M5G 1V2 

P: 416 642 9308

E : frances.scovil@dietitians.ca  

 

Find great live learning at:  www.dietitians.ca/events and great on-demand learning at:

www.dietitians.ca/elearning.  

 

 

On Thu, May 25, 2017 at 10:49 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

Hello Frances, 

 

Martin Yadrick, MBI, MS, RDN, FAND Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair as of

June 1 and former Academy President will be officially representing the Academy this year at the

Dietitians of Canada National Conference. As the Academy’s official representative, can comp

registration be extended him? We will reciprocate for DC at FNCE. Thank you! 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer
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120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
312/899-4856
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1220. RE: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:25:08

Subject: RE: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

Attachment: image001.png

Great.  I will keep you posted!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:23 AM 

 To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

 

I can get to the Cleveland airport by 10 am.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 10:20 AM 

 To: Marty Yadrick; Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak; Alison Steiber; Katie Brown; Beth Labrador 

 Cc: Susan Finn; jdodd@pitt.edu; Mary Beth Whalen; Dante Turner; Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

 

Good morning.  Susan Finn has graciously offered to arrange a Lake Erie cruise on the Stouffer

yacht to kick off our time in Catawba.  We would need everyone to arrive in Cleveland by noon on

the 23rd so wanted to check if that is feasible with you travel schedules.  Please let me know and
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we can determine if this is something that will work for the group.  Thanks!

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1221. Re: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:23:10

Subject: Re: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

Attachment: image001.png

I can get to the Cleveland airport by 10 am.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, June 5, 2017 10:20 AM  

To: Marty Yadrick; Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak; Alison Steiber; Katie Brown; Beth Labrador  

Cc: Susan Finn; jdodd@pitt.edu; Mary Beth Whalen; Dante Turner; Joan Schwaba  

Subject: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

 

Good morning.  Susan Finn has graciously offered to arrange a Lake Erie cruise on the Stouffer

yacht to kick off our time in Catawba.  We would need everyone to arrive in Cleveland by noon on

the 23rd so wanted to check if that is feasible with you travel schedules.  Please let me know and

we can determine if this is something that will work for the group.  Thanks!

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns
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Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1222. Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>,

Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Cc: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, jdodd@pitt.edu <jdodd@pitt.edu>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:21:09

Subject: Catawba arrival time on August 23rd 

Attachment: image001.png

Good morning.  Susan Finn has graciously offered to arrange a Lake Erie cruise on the Stouffer

yacht to kick off our time in Catawba.  We would need everyone to arrive in Cleveland by noon on

the 23rd so wanted to check if that is feasible with you travel schedules.  Please let me know and

we can determine if this is something that will work for the group.  Thanks!

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1223. Re: Dairy Sustainability Forum

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Forgac, Tab <Tab.Forgac@dairy.org>

Cc: Patey, Camellia <camellia.patey@dairy.org>, Brown, Katie

<kbrown@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:18:56

Subject: Re: Dairy Sustainability Forum

Attachment: image001.png

Tab,  I talked to Pat Babjak at the Academy, and she said with this much advance time they would

be able to help me get a presentation together for me to be able to participate in the panel

discussion.  I can help get it together some, but am somewhat time limited right now with other

commitments.  She said she would have our staff get with you and Camellia to get the

presentation together.  If that is not acceptable, then let me know.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Forgac, Tab <Tab.Forgac@dairy.org>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 12:38 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Patey, Camellia; Brown, Katie  

Subject: Dairy Sustainability Forum 

 

Donna – I left you a voice mail message on your cell phone, and said that I would follow-up with

an email with more details. Katie Brown, Camellia and I have discussed this opportunity and think

you would be perfect for this panel of experts. The meeting will be held in Chicago at the Loews

Hotel Downtown (Loews Chicago Hotel (Downtown) at 455 N. Park Drive in Chicago, IL. I am not
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sure if you are involved in the AND Foundation Board meeting on June 28-29, but this is early in

the morning and I hope that you can participate. Your valuable experience as the School Nutrition

Director for Burke County as well as your expertise as an RDN would really add to this panel. 

 

The description of the session and the invited panelists are noted below.

 

 

Could you let me know at your earliest convenience, if you are interested and able to participate? 

If I need to go through some specific channels at the Academy now that you are President, please

let me know and I will do that.  

 

Thanks in advance for considering.  Tab 

 

 

Marketing Food Through Hope, Not Fear (June 29 - 7:30-8:45)

 

 

The United States has one of the safest and most productive food systems on the planet, all while

enabling consumers to spend the smallest percentage of income to purchase food. If we can

agree that we want to produce food that is safe, affordable, accessible and nutritious, why are food

marketers increasingly using tactics designed to erode consumer trust in food production? An

executive panel of experts will discuss the ethics of food marketing as it relates to sustainability

and agriculture. 

 

Opening: Chris Policinski, Innovation Center Board Chair and CEO, Land O’Lakes and video

remarks by Congresswoman Marcia Fudge (15 minutes)

 

 

Panel:

 

Moderator: Barb O’Brien, President, Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy (45 minutes) 

 Pamela Bailey, CEO, GMA (invited) 

 Charlie Arnot, CEO, Center for Food Integrity 

 Mike McCloskey, CEO, Select Milk Producers and Co-Founder, Fairlife (invited) 

 Donna Martin, President, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 Questions (15 Minutes)

 

 

 

Tab Forgac,  MS, RDN, LDN, SNS| VP Health and Nutrition Partnerships
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National Dairy Council | 10255 W Higgins Rd Suite 900|Rosemont, IL 60018-5616

 

Office: 847.627.3345 | Cell: 847.774.1529| tab.forgac@dairy.org
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1224. Save the Date - June 13  Evidence Based Nutrition Webinar

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:14:27

Subject: Save the Date - June 13  Evidence Based Nutrition Webinar

Attachment:

Save the Date - June 13  Evidence Based Nutrition Webinar 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
Evidence Based Nutrition: Using Scientific Evidence to Inform Clinical Practice

 

Date: Tuesday, June 13, 2017, 12 PM CST (1 hour event) 

 CPEU Hours: 1.0 

 CPE Level: 2 

  

Evidence based practice is considered the standard of care across health-care disciplines.

Unfortunately, most practicing RDNs were not taught the foundations of the evidence based

process (the 5-Step Process and critical appraisal). Thus, while most RDNs want and attempt to

incorporate evidence into their clinical practice, the process is arduous and inefficient. We will

present the 5-Step Process as a mechanism for practicing evidence based nutrition with emphasis

on acquiring and critiquing evidence. The necessity of using evidence to inform clinical decisions

will be identified. The 5-Step Process will be described, and how-to guidance will be provided for

each step. The evidence based hierarchy will be discussed, and strategies for efficiently locating

evidence will be presented. Resources for critically appraising the literature, and practical

strategies for incorporating evidence into the Nutrition Care Process will reviewed. 

  

Learning Objectives:

 

Explain the importance of integrating scientific evidence with experience and patient

preferences when developing recommendations for patient care or public health practice. 

Implement the 5-step process of evidence based practice. 

Identify and appraise appropriate sources of scientific evidence. 
 
Speaker:

 Dr. Teresa A. Marshall, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND coordinates and teaches the nutrition

curriculum, and has led a team to design and implement an evidence based dentistry (EBD)

curriculum within the University of Iowas College of Dentistry. Dr. Marshalls primary research

interests focus on the relationships among diet, nutrition, oral health, and systemic health. She is a
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research editor for the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and a reviewer for

multiple nutrition and dental journals.  REGISTER HERE!  

If your schedule changes and you cannot attend, note that the webinar will be recorded and

available at eatrightPRO for self-study.

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1225. Fw: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Mary Russell

<peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Jun 05, 2017 10:14:09

Subject: Fw: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting

Attachment:

Just wanted to show you this email I got from Glenna.  I have already set up a meeting with the

individuals in the email for this Friday when I am in Arizona.  Thought what she had as her

signature was interesting?  Also interesting that she will not be at her state meeting.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-565

 

President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017-2018

 

From: Glenna McCollum <glennamccollum@gmail.com>  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Margaret Tate; Nancy Teeter; Lori Anonsen; Adrienne Udarbe; Adrienne Udarbe; Glenna

McCollum  

Subject: AZ AND Visit and Request for Meeting 

 

President Donna Martin, 
 

Arizona is glad you will be joining us for the annual AZ AND meeting scheduled for Friday, June

9th 2017 at the Desert Willow Conference Center (4340 E. Cotton Center Blvd, Phoenix, AZ

85040).  
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As Past-President I know affiliate and DPG meetings provide an opportunity for Academy

leadership to update members as well as to hear from our members regarding issues important to

their area of practice, state or DPG.  With that being said, we would like to ask that you provide a

time for a few of Arizona's members to meet with you to share their perspective regarding issues

impacting them - directly related to their work and area of practice.  
 

Adrienne Udarbe and Lori Anonson (or colleague) have spoken with me already and I have

encouraged both to meet with you as our professional leader and as the elected President of the

Academy.  I've included both on this email along with Margie Tate (Executive Director) and Nancy

Teeter (AZ AND President).  Margie has indicated she would be available to for the meeting as

well and will help identify a meeting place at the Desert Will Conference Center. 
 

Though I will be traveling out of state and will not be at the meeting, I know these two young

professionals look forward to having a conversation with you - both to share as well as to listen,

and we look forward to hearing from you regarding your suggested meeting time and schedule for

when you are in Arizona. 
 

Thank you Donna, 

Glenna 

Dr. Glenna McCollum, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Past President, The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

Past President, The Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

(602) 770-0772  
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1226. Re: August training in Chicago

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 04, 2017 10:44:20

Subject: Re: August training in Chicago

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg
Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2.jpg

Doris, I am excited to be President, and one of the reasons is because I have you on my team.

The week of August 14-18 works best for me. I would prefer to come in Sunday night and do what

we need to do to starting Monday morning to save work time.  I could also do the end of the week,

but really can work around what works best. Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:28 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Good afternoon Madame President, 

I hope all is going well. Please let me know when you are available in August to come into

Chicago for training. I am open all month and we will work around your schedule. Thank you and I

look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

 

Best regards, 

 

Doris Acosta

Chief Communications Officer

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4822 

800/877-1600, ext. 4822 
www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1227. RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Steve Miranda'

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Diane

Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha

Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 17:38:10

Subject: RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

Attachment: image003.jpg
image004.jpg

I forgot to include thanks to Alison Steiber, who is a big part of these successes as well !

 

 

Marty

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 1:42 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; peark02@outlook.com; 'Lucille Beseler'
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<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; 'Susan Brantley'

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; 'Kevin

Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>; Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>; Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Malnutrition Op-Ed

 

 

I wanted to alert you to some great news regarding the Academy’s leadership on the crucial issue

of malnutrition. The Academy’s Strategic Communications Team worked with our partners at

Abbott on an article calling on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to support

improvements in malnutrition quality care. The article, under Lucille Beseler’s byline, appeared

today on FierceHealthcare, one of the top online health care publications, with more than 140,000

unique visitors per month. Below is a link to the article. It will be shared today on the Academy’s

social media platforms.

 
http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/hospital-impact-adopting-malnutrition-measures-critical-
ensuring-quality-senior

 

 

Regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1228. RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Steve Miranda'

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Diane

Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha

Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 15:47:19

Subject: RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

Attachment: image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.png

This is incredible and so very exciting as more pick up our messaging and proactive initiatives to

serve the nation’s health and wellbeing.

 

 

Wow! Thanks to all staff and volunteers who continue to give us so much to celebrate.

 

Margaret
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Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017 1:42 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; peark02@outlook.com; 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; 'Susan Brantley'

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; 'Kevin

Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>; Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>; Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Malnutrition Op-Ed

 

 

I wanted to alert you to some great news regarding the Academy’s leadership on the crucial issue

of malnutrition. The Academy’s Strategic Communications Team worked with our partners at

Abbott on an article calling on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to support
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improvements in malnutrition quality care. The article, under Lucille Beseler’s byline, appeared

today on FierceHealthcare, one of the top online health care publications, with more than 140,000

unique visitors per month. Below is a link to the article. It will be shared today on the Academy’s

social media platforms.

 
http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/hospital-impact-adopting-malnutrition-measures-critical-
ensuring-quality-senior

 

 

Regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1229. Read: August training in Chicago

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 15:33:20

Subject: Read: August training in Chicago

Attachment: unknown_name_qdou4

Your message  

 

  To: Donna Martin  

  Subject: August training in Chicago  

  Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 3:28:34 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)  

 

 was read on Friday, June 2, 2017 3:33:20 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada). 
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Final-recipient: RFC822; DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: S5b2N0giXkKwNnlDAGf7og==
Original-Message-ID:
	<BLUPR03MB1507FDE7BDFE81F3C642F111D1F70@BLUPR03MB1507.namprd03.prod.outlook.com>
X-Display-Name: Donna Martin



unknown_name_qdou4



1230. August training in Chicago

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 15:28:40

Subject: August training in Chicago

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg
Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2.jpg

Good afternoon Madame President, 

I hope all is going well. Please let me know when you are available in August to come into

Chicago for training. I am open all month and we will work around your schedule. Thank you and I

look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

 

Best regards, 

 

Doris Acosta

Chief Communications Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4822 

800/877-1600, ext. 4822 
www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1231. Re: Dairy Sustainability Forum

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 15:23:13

Subject: Re: Dairy Sustainability Forum

Attachment: image001.png

We have enough time to get information to you since it's the latter part of June. If you are

interested and it won't create too much stress on you with such a busy schedule,  please respond

to Tab that you can make it and we'll take care of the rest  working with Tab and her team.

 Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 2, 2017, at 2:01 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Pat, wanted to forward this request  onto you from the dairy council.  I think I can work it out in my

schedule, but I do not have time to get the talk together.  I called Katie Brown, but her Dad just

died so I cannot count on her to help. Between now and then I have Arizona Academy, keynote at

United Fresh Produce and then PPW. I don't have much in my bag of tricks based on what they

want already prepared to create a talk. Camelia and Tab said they would help with getting

presentation together. They want me to bring in healthcare as well as school stuff. Advise please?  

Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: "Forgac, Tab" <Tab.Forgac@dairy.org>  

Date: June 2, 2017 at 12:38:29 PM EDT  

To: " dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us" <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Cc: "Patey, Camellia" <camellia.patey@dairy.org>, "Brown, Katie" <kbrown@eatright.org>  

Subject: Dairy Sustainability Forum 

 

Donna – I left you a voice mail message on your cell phone, and said that I would follow-up with

an email with more details. Katie Brown, Camellia and I have discussed this opportunity and think
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you would be perfect for this panel of experts. The meeting will be held in Chicago at the Loews

Hotel Downtown (Loews Chicago Hotel (Downtown) at 455 N. Park Drive in Chicago, IL. I am not

sure if you are involved in the AND Foundation Board meeting on June 28-29, but this is early in

the morning and I hope that you can participate. Your valuable experience as the School Nutrition

Director for Burke County as well as your expertise as an RDN would really add to this panel. 

 

The description of the session and the invited panelists are noted below.

 

 

Could you let me know at your earliest convenience, if you are interested and able to participate? 

If I need to go through some specific channels at the Academy now that you are President, please

let me know and I will do that.  

 

Thanks in advance for considering.  Tab 

 

 

Marketing Food Through Hope, Not Fear (June 29 - 7:30-8:45)

 

 

The United States has one of the safest and most productive food systems on the planet, all while

enabling consumers to spend the smallest percentage of income to purchase food. If we can

agree that we want to produce food that is safe, affordable, accessible and nutritious, why are food

marketers increasingly using tactics designed to erode consumer trust in food production? An

executive panel of experts will discuss the ethics of food marketing as it relates to sustainability

and agriculture. 

 

Opening: Chris Policinski, Innovation Center Board Chair and CEO, Land O’Lakes and video

remarks by Congresswoman Marcia Fudge (15 minutes)

 

 

Panel:

 

Moderator: Barb O’Brien, President, Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy (45 minutes) 

 Pamela Bailey, CEO, GMA (invited) 

 Charlie Arnot, CEO, Center for Food Integrity 

 Mike McCloskey, CEO, Select Milk Producers and Co-Founder, Fairlife (invited) 

 Donna Martin, President, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 Questions (15 Minutes)
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Tab Forgac,  MS, RDN, LDN, SNS| VP Health and Nutrition Partnerships

 

National Dairy Council | 10255 W Higgins Rd Suite 900|Rosemont, IL 60018-5616

 

Office: 847.627.3345 | Cell: 847.774.1529| tab.forgac@dairy.org

 

 
<image001.png>
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1232. Re: Day two....

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 15:07:03

Subject: Re: Day two....

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg

You know I love you guys, and I feel your support, and it is much appreciated.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 2, 2017, at 2:58 PM, Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna. Congratulations on stepping into the role of President! You will be fantastic. We are with

you every step of the way! 

 

 

 

Beth Labrador  

Development Director  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

312-899-4821  

www.eatright.org

 

 

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1233. Fwd: Dairy Sustainability Forum

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Pat Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>,

Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <jschwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 15:01:22

Subject: Fwd: Dairy Sustainability Forum

Attachment: image001.png

Pat, wanted to forward this request  onto you from the dairy council.  I think I can work it out in my

schedule, but I do not have time to get the talk together.  I called Katie Brown, but her Dad just

died so I cannot count on her to help. Between now and then I have Arizona Academy, keynote at

United Fresh Produce and then PPW. I don't have much in my bag of tricks based on what they

want already prepared to create a talk. Camelia and Tab said they would help with getting

presentation together. They want me to bring in healthcare as well as school stuff. Advise please?  

Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: "Forgac, Tab" <Tab.Forgac@dairy.org>  

Date: June 2, 2017 at 12:38:29 PM EDT  

To: " dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us" <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Cc: "Patey, Camellia" <camellia.patey@dairy.org>, "Brown, Katie" <kbrown@eatright.org>  

Subject: Dairy Sustainability Forum 

 

Donna – I left you a voice mail message on your cell phone, and said that I would follow-up with

an email with more details. Katie Brown, Camellia and I have discussed this opportunity and think

you would be perfect for this panel of experts. The meeting will be held in Chicago at the Loews

Hotel Downtown (Loews Chicago Hotel (Downtown) at 455 N. Park Drive in Chicago, IL. I am not

sure if you are involved in the AND Foundation Board meeting on June 28-29, but this is early in

the morning and I hope that you can participate. Your valuable experience as the School Nutrition

Director for Burke County as well as your expertise as an RDN would really add to this panel. 

 

The description of the session and the invited panelists are noted below.

 

 

Could you let me know at your earliest convenience, if you are interested and able to participate? 

If I need to go through some specific channels at the Academy now that you are President, please

let me know and I will do that.  

 

Thanks in advance for considering.  Tab 
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Marketing Food Through Hope, Not Fear (June 29 - 7:30-8:45)

 

 

The United States has one of the safest and most productive food systems on the planet, all while

enabling consumers to spend the smallest percentage of income to purchase food. If we can

agree that we want to produce food that is safe, affordable, accessible and nutritious, why are food

marketers increasingly using tactics designed to erode consumer trust in food production? An

executive panel of experts will discuss the ethics of food marketing as it relates to sustainability

and agriculture. 

 

Opening: Chris Policinski, Innovation Center Board Chair and CEO, Land O’Lakes and video

remarks by Congresswoman Marcia Fudge (15 minutes)

 

 

Panel:

 

Moderator: Barb O’Brien, President, Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy (45 minutes) 

 Pamela Bailey, CEO, GMA (invited) 

 Charlie Arnot, CEO, Center for Food Integrity 

 Mike McCloskey, CEO, Select Milk Producers and Co-Founder, Fairlife (invited) 

 Donna Martin, President, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 Questions (15 Minutes)

 

 

 

Tab Forgac,  MS, RDN, LDN, SNS| VP Health and Nutrition Partnerships

 

National Dairy Council | 10255 W Higgins Rd Suite 900|Rosemont, IL 60018-5616

 

Office: 847.627.3345 | Cell: 847.774.1529| tab.forgac@dairy.org
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1234. Day two....

From: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 14:58:43

Subject: Day two....

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg

Hi Donna. Congratulations on stepping into the role of President! You will be fantastic. We are with

you every step of the way! 

 

 

 

Beth Labrador  

Development Director  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

312-899-4821  

www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1235. RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Steve Miranda'

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Diane

Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha

Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 14:49:23

Subject: RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

Attachment: image003.jpg
image004.jpg

It’s great to see this moving forward so positively and rapidly due to everyone’s efforts, especially

Sharon McCauley and the Quality Management team, Doris Acosta and the Communications

team, and Jeanne, Mary Pat and the DC office.  And of course thanks to Abbott and Avalere! 

Thanks!

 

 

Marty
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From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 1:42 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; peark02@outlook.com; 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; 'Susan Brantley'

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; 'Kevin

Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>; Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>; Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Malnutrition Op-Ed

 

 

I wanted to alert you to some great news regarding the Academy’s leadership on the crucial issue

of malnutrition. The Academy’s Strategic Communications Team worked with our partners at

Abbott on an article calling on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to support

improvements in malnutrition quality care. The article, under Lucille Beseler’s byline, appeared

today on FierceHealthcare, one of the top online health care publications, with more than 140,000

unique visitors per month. Below is a link to the article. It will be shared today on the Academy’s

social media platforms.

 
http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/hospital-impact-adopting-malnutrition-measures-critical-
ensuring-quality-senior

 

 

Regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak
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Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1236. Malnutrition Op-Ed

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy

Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan Brantley'

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Steve Miranda'

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Diane

Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha

Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Paul

Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>,

Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 14:42:34

Subject: Malnutrition Op-Ed

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

I wanted to alert you to some great news regarding the Academy’s leadership on the crucial issue

of malnutrition. The Academy’s Strategic Communications Team worked with our partners at

Abbott on an article calling on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to support

improvements in malnutrition quality care. The article, under Lucille Beseler’s byline, appeared

today on FierceHealthcare, one of the top online health care publications, with more than 140,000

unique visitors per month. Below is a link to the article. It will be shared today on the Academy’s

social media platforms.
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http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/hospital-impact-adopting-malnutrition-measures-critical-
ensuring-quality-senior

 

 

Regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1237. Dairy Sustainability Forum

From: Forgac, Tab <Tab.Forgac@dairy.org>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patey, Camellia <camellia.patey@dairy.org>, Brown, Katie

<kbrown@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 12:38:37

Subject: Dairy Sustainability Forum

Attachment: image001.png

Donna – I left you a voice mail message on your cell phone, and said that I would follow-up with

an email with more details. Katie Brown, Camellia and I have discussed this opportunity and think

you would be perfect for this panel of experts. The meeting will be held in Chicago at the Loews

Hotel Downtown (Loews Chicago Hotel (Downtown) at 455 N. Park Drive in Chicago, IL. I am not

sure if you are involved in the AND Foundation Board meeting on June 28-29, but this is early in

the morning and I hope that you can participate. Your valuable experience as the School Nutrition

Director for Burke County as well as your expertise as an RDN would really add to this panel. 

 

The description of the session and the invited panelists are noted below.

 

 

Could you let me know at your earliest convenience, if you are interested and able to participate? 

If I need to go through some specific channels at the Academy now that you are President, please

let me know and I will do that.  

 

Thanks in advance for considering.  Tab 

 

 

Marketing Food Through Hope, Not Fear (June 29 - 7:30-8:45)

 

 

The United States has one of the safest and most productive food systems on the planet, all while

enabling consumers to spend the smallest percentage of income to purchase food. If we can

agree that we want to produce food that is safe, affordable, accessible and nutritious, why are food

marketers increasingly using tactics designed to erode consumer trust in food production? An

executive panel of experts will discuss the ethics of food marketing as it relates to sustainability

and agriculture. 

 

Opening: Chris Policinski, Innovation Center Board Chair and CEO, Land O’Lakes and video

remarks by Congresswoman Marcia Fudge (15 minutes)
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Panel:

 

Moderator: Barb O’Brien, President, Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy (45 minutes) 

 Pamela Bailey, CEO, GMA (invited) 

 Charlie Arnot, CEO, Center for Food Integrity 

 Mike McCloskey, CEO, Select Milk Producers and Co-Founder, Fairlife (invited) 

 Donna Martin, President, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 Questions (15 Minutes)

 

 

 

Tab Forgac,  MS, RDN, LDN, SNS| VP Health and Nutrition Partnerships

 

National Dairy Council | 10255 W Higgins Rd Suite 900|Rosemont, IL 60018-5616

 

Office: 847.627.3345 | Cell: 847.774.1529| tab.forgac@dairy.org
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1238. Daily News & Journal  Review: Friday, June 2, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 11:49:00

Subject: Daily News & Journal  Review: Friday, June 2, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

Beginning the second week in June, the Academys Knowledge Center Daily News will transition to

a weekly email titled Nutrition in the News, which will arrive by email every Friday morning.

Nutrition in the News will continue to inform members of current news related to food, nutrition and

health from major news outlets. Look for the first issue of Nutrition in the News in your email inbox

on Friday, June 9.

 

Study: Quality Improvement Interventions Reduce Hospital Readmissions, but Savings

Vary 

 https://www.healthcare-informatics.com/news-item/payment/study-quality-improvement-

interventions-reduce-hospital-readmissions-savings-vary 

 Source: Journal of the American Medical Association Internal Medicine. 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/article-abstract/2629495 

 Related Resource: Case Study/Domain Measure: All-Condition Risk-Adjusted Potentially

Preventable Hospital Readmissions Rates 

 http://www.eatrightstore.org/product/C9320187-97FE-42AE-9722-272CC9D48304

 

Excess Weight Increases Costs Across Health Care Settings 

 Percentage increases in costs associated with obesity were highest for medications,

higher for women 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=723063 

 Source: Obesity Reviews 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/obr.12560/abstract 

 Related Resource: Treating Excess Weight and Obesity Requires Many Different Approaches

and the Expertise of Registered Dietitian Nutritionists: Updated Position Paper of Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/media/press-releases/positions-and-issues/interventions-for-

treatment-of-overweight-and-obesity-in-adults-position

 

Breastfeeding linked to lower endometrial cancer risk 

 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-breastfeeding-endometrial-canc-idUSKBN18S64K 
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 Source: Obstetrics &Gynecology 

 

http://journals.lww.com/greenjournal/Abstract/2017/06000/Breastfeeding_and_Endometrial_Cance

r_Risk__An.16.aspx 

 Related Resource: Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 Association between Dietary Isoflavones in Soy and Legumes and Endometrial Cancer: A

Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 

 http://jandonline.org/article/S2212-2672(16)31203-5/abstract

 

Drinking tea may alter women's gene expression 

 (drinking tea appears to trigger epigenetic changes in women that are associated with cancer and

the metabolism of the hormone estrogen. However, whether these epigenetic changes protect

against cancer or drive the disease remain to be seen.) 

 http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317734.php 

 Source: Human Molecular Genetics 

 https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-abstract/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddx194/3848993/Tea-and-coffee-

consumption-in-relation-to-DNA?redirectedFrom=fulltext

 

Low Albumin Predicts Mortality in Renal Replacement Therapy 

 Low albumin level is only variable independently associated with mortality during one-year

follow-up 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=723012 

 Source: Journal of Renal Care 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jorc.12205/abstract

 

What Type of Eggs Should You Buy? 

 http://www.foodandnutrition.org/Stone-Soup/June-2017/What-Type-of-Eggs-Should-You-Buy/

 

Wild 'Death Cap' Mushroom Seriously Sickens 14 in California 

 Foraging by novices tied to 3 people needing liver transplants and permanent brain

damage in a child 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/food-poisoning-news-

319/wild-death-cap-mushroom-seriously-sickens-14-in-california-723293.html 

 Source: MMWR 

 https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/wr/mm6621a1.htm?s_cid=mm6621a1_w

 

Pasta demand wanes as health-conscious consumers see it as carb demon 

 http://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/25/pasta-demand-chills-as-health-conscious-eating-trend-affects-

sales-.html

 

FDA Sampling Finds High Level of Compliance with Gluten-Free Standards 

 https://www.fda.gov/Food/NewsEvents/ConstituentUpdates/ucm560874.htm
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MedlinePlus: Latest Heath News 

 -Getting Bedbugs Out of Nursing Homes, Apartment Buildings - for Good 

 Taking steps to keep pests away is key in multi-unit housing, insect specialist says 

 -The Whole Truth About Whole Fruits 

 Why it's often better to skip the smoothie 

 -Transgender People Report More Health Problems 

 Disparities can't be explained by lower income, other factors, researcher says 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Journal Review

 

Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, June 1, 2017, Online First 

 http://jandonline.org/inpress 

 -2015 Evidence Analysis Library Evidence-Based Nutrition Practice Guideline for the

Management of Hypertension in Adults

 

American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, May 31, 2017, Online First 

 http://ajcn.nutrition.org/content/early/recent 

 -Higher densities of fast-food and full-service restaurants are not associated with obesity

prevalence 

 -Association of dietary nitrate with atherosclerotic vascular disease mortality: a prospective cohort

study of older adult women

 

European Journal of Nutrition, June 2, 2017, Online First 

 https://link.springer.com/journal/394/onlineFirst/page/1 

 -Yogurt consumption, body composition, and metabolic health in the Québec Family Study

 

Journal of Human Nutrition and Dietetics, June 1, 2017, Online First 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1365-277X/earlyview 

 -Integrating renal nutrition guidelines into daily family life: a qualitative exploration

 

Lancet, June 3, 2017 

 http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/current 

 -Advising women with diabetes in pregnancy to express breastmilk in late pregnancy (Diabetes

and Antenatal Milk Expressing [DAME]): a multicentre, unblinded, randomised controlled trial 

 -Extended and standard duration weight-loss programme referrals for adults in primary care

(WRAP): a randomised controlled trial

 

Nutrition and Cancer, June 1, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.tandfonline.com/action/showAxaArticles?journalCode=hnuc20 

 -Impact of Early Enteral Nutrition on Nutritional and Immunological Outcomes of Gastric Cancer
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Patients Undergoing Gastrostomy: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 

 -Effectiveness of Parenteral Glutamine on Methotrexate-induced Oral Mucositis in Children with

Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia

 

Nutrition in Clinical Practice, June 1, 2017, Online First 

 http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ncp/0/0 

 -Effects of Chromium on Glucose Tolerance in Infants Receiving Parenteral Nutrition Therapy

 

Nutrition Today, May/June 2017 

 http://journals.lww.com/nutritiontodayonline/Pages/currenttoc.aspx 

 -Making the Case for Nutrition Screening in Older Adults in Primary Care

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1239. RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 11:44:29

Subject: RE: Malnutrition Op-Ed

Attachment: image001.png

Great, thanks!

 

 

From: Rhys Saunders  

Sent: Friday, June 02, 2017 11:44 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Malnutrition Op-Ed

 

 

All,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re having great day so far. Here is a link to Lucille’s malnutrition piece that ran in

FierceHealthcare, a notable online health publication: 

 
http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/hospital-impact-adopting-malnutrition-measures-critical-
ensuring-quality-senior

 

 

We plan to promote this on social media today.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1240. Malnutrition Op-Ed

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 02, 2017 11:44:02

Subject: Malnutrition Op-Ed

Attachment: image001.png

All,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re having great day so far. Here is a link to Lucille’s malnutrition piece that ran in

FierceHealthcare, a notable online health publication: 

 
http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/hospitals/hospital-impact-adopting-malnutrition-measures-critical-
ensuring-quality-senior

 

 

We plan to promote this on social media today.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1241. Re: Yay!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 22:56:34

Subject: Re: Yay!

Attachment: image001.png

You are so very sweet. Very excited.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Jun 1, 2017, at 5:47 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Congratulations on your first day Madam President.  So excited to continue this Second Century

journey under your amazing leadership.  Thanks for all you do to support the Foundation and our

team.  Sending you a virtual toast!  

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1242. RE: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception

From: Christie Tarantino-Dean <ctarantino@ift.org>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Offices <executiveoffices@ift.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 19:21:43

Subject: RE: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception

Attachment: image002.jpg
image003.jpg

You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception 
Hi Pat –

 
 
Thank you for letting us know.  You all will be missed, but we certainly understand!

 

 

Regards,

 

Christie

 

 

Christie Tarantino-Dean, FASAE, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

Institute of Food Technologists® 

525 W. Van Buren Street, Suite 1000 

Chicago, IL 60607-3830 USA

 

+1.312.604.0210 Ph 

+1.312.596.5710 Fax 
ctarantino@ift.org 
ift.org | @IFT

 
 
Develop. Network. Innovate. Advocate.   
Register today!
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From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, June 1, 2017 4:53 PM 

 To: Christie Tarantino-Dean <ctarantino@ift.org> 

 Cc: Executive Offices <executiveoffices@ift.org>; Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception

 

 

Dear Christie,

 

 

Thank you for the invitation to attend the President's Reception at IFT17 in Las Vegas.

Unfortunately, Donna Martin, our 2017-18 President, Lucille Beseler, our Immediate Past

President, and I are unable to attend the IFT Conference this year due to schedule conflicts. We

are holding our annual Public Policy Workshop and a Foundation Board of Directors meeting the

week of IFT17. 

 

Have a great meeting and hope to see you soon!

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: John Coupland, PhD, CFS [mailto:executiveoffices@ift.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 01, 2017 4:08 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception
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You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception 

This invitation is non-transferable.
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1243. FW: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Christie Tarantino-Dean' <ctarantino@ift.org>

Cc: 'executiveoffices@ift.org' <executiveoffices@ift.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 17:53:24

Subject: FW: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception

Attachment: image001.png

You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception 

Dear Christie,

 

 

Thank you for the invitation to attend the President's Reception at IFT17 in Las Vegas.

Unfortunately, Donna Martin, our 2017-18 President, Lucille Beseler, our Immediate Past

President, and I are unable to attend the IFT Conference this year due to schedule conflicts. We

are holding our annual Public Policy Workshop and a Foundation Board of Directors meeting the

week of IFT17. 

 

Have a great meeting and hope to see you soon!

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: John Coupland, PhD, CFS [mailto:executiveoffices@ift.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 01, 2017 4:08 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception

 

 

You're Invited: IFT17 President's Reception 

This invitation is non-transferable.
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1244. Yay!

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 17:43:31

Subject: Yay!

Attachment: image001.png

Congratulations on your first day Madam President.  So excited to continue this Second Century

journey under your amazing leadership.  Thanks for all you do to support the Foundation and our

team.  Sending you a virtual toast!  

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1245. Upcoming CDR Weight Management Programs

From: Commission on Dietetic Registration <weightmgmt@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 17:23:55

Subject: Upcoming CDR Weight Management Programs

Attachment:

Commission on Dietetic Registration - Weight Management Programs 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Certificate of Training in Adult Weight Management 

 June 22-24, 2017 ~ Cincinnati, Ohio 

 September 29-October 1, 2017 ~ Phoenix, Arizona 

 October 19-21, 2017 ~ Chicago, Illinois 

 November 16-18, 2017 ~ Orlando, Florida 

 Registration Fee: $370.00 

 CPE Hours Awarded: 35 

 For registration information and to view the certificate requirements, timeline, registration

deadlines and agenda: 

 http://cdrnet.org/weight-management-adult-program 

  

Certificate of Training in Childhood and Adolescent 

 Weight Management 

 September 7-9, 2017 ~ Memphis, Tennessee 

 Registration Fee: $370.00 

 CPE Hours Awarded: 35 

 For registration information and to view the certificate requirements, timeline, registration

deadlines and agenda: 

 http://cdrnet.org/weight-management-childhood-adolescent-program 

  

Level 2 Certificate of Training in Adult Weight Management 

 October 19-21, 2017 ~ Chicago, Illinois 

 Registration Fee: $445.00 

 CPE Hours Awarded: 50 

 For registration information and to view the certificate requirements, timeline, registration

deadlines and agenda: 

 http://cdrnet.org/weight-management/level2 

  

Steps to earn certificate:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Register for a certificate program. 

Read pre-work materials which include research articles, resources and activities. 

Pass multiple choice pre-test with a minimum score of 80%. The questions are based on the

pre-work readings. 

Attend a 2 1/2 day on-site workshop where you can learn and network with peers. 

Pass a take-home multiple choice post-test with a minimum score of 80%. The questions are

based on the on-site presentations and pre-work readings. 
Click here to view what previous participants have to say about the programs. 
  
If you are unable to attend an on-site program, you may wish to consider one of our self-study
modules. The modules are now available in paper and on-line versions. Learn more.

 

You have received this email from the Commission on Dietetic Registration. 

  If you prefer not to receive future emails from CDR, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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1246. Welcome to Membership in NDEP!

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 16:24:39

Subject: Welcome to Membership in NDEP!

Attachment:

 
 

Congratulations on being a member of the Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors

(NDEP) Group. To see our new higher profile page, log into www.eatrightpro.org and select the

orange Member Benefits button on the green menu bar at the top. From the left sidebar, select

Academy Groups, and then click Other Academy Groups.  You will see:

 

Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors (NDEP) 

Click More Information to read our new Vision, Mission and Values. A list of the officers on the

NDEP Council can be located there as well.

 

Want to volunteer for a committee or task force? Contact Vice Chair Claudia Scott at

claudiawscott@gmail.com.

 

WEBPAGE

 

Our webpage is: www.ndepnet.org  Log in the same way you do at the Academy’s homepage (

www.eatright.org).  On this page, you can find information about the NDEP Council members, the

upcoming regional meetings, the NDEP portal and electronic mailing list (EML), and other

pertinent information.

 

The NDEP Portal and the Electronic Mailing List (formerly known as the LISTSERV)

 

The NDEP online portal is a communication and networking tool for the members of the Nutrition

and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors (NDEP) Group. The portal includes a message board, an

electronic mailing list (EML), a resource library and calendars for all NDEP events. This portal will

be the main communication system between the NDEP leadership and the members through

email blasts and messages.

 

Once you become a member of the NDEP group, you are automatically a member of the portal.

There is no need to sign up! You can visit the portal at http://ndep.webauthor.com to access all the

features of the portal.  Your user name and password are the same as your Academy member ID

and password that you use to log into the Academy’s eatrightpro.org website. If you do not

remember your Academy user name and password, please call Member Services at 800-877-
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1600 ext. 5000 and ask for your Academy user name and password.  

There are two ways to begin using the EML.  One way is to log into the portal, visit the

Discussions tab, which is the EML, and post a new message. Your message will be posted both

as a discussion in the portal and also be sent out to NDEP members as an EML via email. Another

way is by emailing ndep@ndep.webauthor.com directly.  All instructions, which include a webinar,

are listed in the library tab.  You can, as an NDEP member, opt out or change settings of the EML

by updating your settings under My Profile once you have logged into the portal. The current

default setting is “Daily Digest,” which means you will receive an email with all the EML messages

once per day.  If you want an alternative setting such as “Real Time” or “No” EML messages, you

can update these preferences by going to the Settings button in the upper right hand corner and

then to “My Profile.” In “Real Time,” the EML messages will come to your email as they are

posted, the same as any email message.

 

If you have any questions regarding the EML or the portal, please contact ndep@eatright.org.

 

NDEP Regions Realignment 

Beginning June 1, 2017:  NDEP is now in 6 regions instead of 7 areas!

 

WEST REGION 

 

West Coast: Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Alaska, Hawaii,

International

 

West Central: Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma,

Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana

 

CENTRAL REGION            

North Central: Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee

 

South Central: Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia

 

EASTERN REGION           

North East: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Connecticut,

Rhode Island, Massachusetts

 

South East: Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Puerto Rico

 

Check out the NDEP website – www.ndepnet.org to find your Regional Director’s contact

information.

 

Please be sure to contact your Regional Director with your comments, questions, concerns, ideas,

etc. to assist him/her in representing you and your colleagues at our monthly NDEP Council
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meetings as well as in other forums.

 

2018 Regional Meetings

 

NDEP holds spring meetings throughout the country each year. These are a great place to earn

CPEU credits, keep up with what is happening in the education, accreditation, and registration

worlds, and network with other educators and preceptors.  Online registration for the 2018 area

meetings will begin in January 2018.  Check the NDEP website for more information later this

year.    

NDEP-Line Newsletter

 

NDEP-Line is the quarterly newsletter. To submit an article to the NDEP-Line, contact the

Newsletter Editor, Colleen McGrief at mccric@sage.edu.  We especially welcome articles from

preceptors about how you teach interns during supervised practice. Have an interesting case

study or learning activity? Please share it!

 

NDEP - Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

NDEP holds a section in the Journal where four times each year a Practice Applications article

written by an NDEP member is published. If you have a Best Practice, an educational topic, or

other application paper that is pertinent to educator issues, you are encouraged to submit the

article to the NDEP section of the Journal.   The NDEP Council can work directly with members

who wish to submit articles on emerging studies in Education for the Practice Applications section,

and has designated expert peer reviewers to provide streamlined feedback to assist with the

publication process. To review author guidelines for submission of Practice Applications articles to

the Journal go to www.andjrnl.org. Contact Mary-Jon Ludy at mludy@bgsu.edu for details about

submitting an article.

 

EBlast

 

Not everyone wants to subscribe to the EML, so an EBlast is a service by which we send out

important messages to all NDEP members. Your NDEP-Line newsletter will arrive as a .pdf file

attached to an EBlast message directly to your inbox.

 

NDEP Graduate Student Mentoring Program

 

NDEP is beginning a program to provide an opportunity for graduate students to network and learn

from other NDEP members who are in the job positions that they wish to attain (DPD Directions,

Faculty Members, etc.). Many graduate students have questions on negotiating salaries, the

accreditation process, pedagogy techniques, and tenure in teaching positions, and the NDEP

Graduate Student Representative is looking for mentors.  Mentors will have the opportunity to

share their experiences and knowledge related to the characteristics, skills and experiences

necessary to succeed in their current role as a program director and/or faculty member.  If you are
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interested in being a mentor or have questions about this program, please contact Emily Riddle at

esr146@gmail.com.

 

Again, thanks for joining NDEP. We have exciting things ahead this year! If you have any

questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me, or email ndep@eatright.org.

 

 

Patricia M. Knisley, RD, MS, LD

 

NDEP Chair

Director of Dietetic Internship 

Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital 

Nutrition and Food Services (120D) 

5000 South 5th Avenue 

Hines, IL 60141 

Phone: (708) 202-8387 Ext. 22728 
pmk356@aol.com
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1247. Public Policy Workshop -- Welcome Attendees!

From: govaffairs@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 15:26:46

Subject: Public Policy Workshop -- Welcome Attendees!

Attachment:

 

Dear PPW 2017 Attendee, 

  

The Academy's premier Public Policy Workshop is only 25 days away! We are looking forward to

seeing you!  

 

PPW Legislative Issue 2: Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 

The recording of the webinar is now available for online viewing by clicking the link in the table

below. Note: The webinar viewing will require a live internet connection to play as it will stream

directly via the WebEx system.

 

The webinar has also been converted to an mp4 and is loaded on the Public Policy Workshop

Community of Interest, or the PPW COI.  Select PPW topic, PPW 2017 Recorded Webinars

subtopic and finally by session number and title in the subtopic.

 

 

PPW Agenda

 

The agenda is posted on the PPC COI.  The workshop is a paperless conference so be sure to

download or print any materials you wish to reference or review onsite. 
 
Meeting Location 
 Grand Hyatt Washington DC 
 Constitution Ballroom BCDE 
 1000 H Street NW

 

Washington, D.C., USA, 20001

 

Tel: 202 582 1234 

  

Note: There will be Wi-Fi in the Constitution Ballroom. 

  

Registration Hours: 

 Stop by the Registration Desk to pick up your name badge and ribbons. Registration will be
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located in the Constitution Ballroom E Foyer in the hotel. Registration will be open on Sunday,

June 25 at 12:00 p.m. Please stop by registration at your earliest convenience to avoid the rush! 

Important Note: arrive at least 30 minutes in advance of the start of the program. 

  

PPW Community of Interest 

 The community of interest (PPW COI) is an online forum that will help all PPW attendees get up-

to-date information about the conference, download handouts and presentations, view recorded

webinars, link up with other PPW registrants and discover fun PPW activities! You can access this

community by pasting the following URL into your browser if necessary: 

https://pia.webauthor.com/.  To log in enter your Academy username and your Academy password

(which you use to log into the member area of eatrightpro.org). If you need assistance, please

contact us. 

  

Get a head start, Be prepared for PPW!  

All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Four of the five

webinars have now been recorded and are posted in the PPW COI. Participants will receive 1

CPEU for each session.  

  

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10

 

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here

 

   Wednesday, May 17

 

Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here
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Wednesday, May 31 

  

Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 
 
PPW Resources 
 You will find several new resources in the PPW COI in the library folder entitled “PPW Tool
Kit.” The Issue Brief, Leave Behind resource, Talking Points and the Commonly Asked
Questions from Capitol Hill are posted in the 2017 Issue Briefs and Talking Points topic folder --
be sure to be familiar with the materials before the workshop. There is a subtopic folder titled with
each issue name. 
  
You Might be Asking, "Who Get's What???" 
  
Documents for Academy Members and Attendees Only 
 Issue Briefs -- these documents summarize the issue and research for the issue.  They are
intended for Academy members since they are more in-depth and include information intended to
help members be informed on the issue. 
  
Commonly Asked Questions -- some questions can be anticipated so we have prepared
answers for you! 
  
Talking Points -- we have narrowed down the information to help you deliver the key messages
during your meetings. 
  
Documents for Members of Congress 
 The Leave Behinds -- Members of Congress want a concise two-page summary of the
information you discuss.  Leave this with the staff member when the meeting concludes or better
yet, allow them to review it while you deliver your messages. 
  
Please note that we will not provide printed copies at PPW except for the Leave Behinds which
will be included in the folders for each visit.  Your affiliate's public policy coordinator will arrange
for you to have the folders needed for your visits.  
  
ANDPAC Invitation 
 ANDPAC’s Chair Susan Scott personally invites you to the ANDPAC Power Breakfast on
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Monday, June 26th. The Power Breakfast will once again be held at the prestigious National
Press Club.  Make an advanced reservation today or add to your PPW registration. Making
your donation for the $125 breakfast (ticket required) is very effective in providing Academy
members the opportunities to speak with members of Congress and candidates on your behalf.
For questions, email ANDPAC@eatright.org.  
 
Making a donation now will allow you to focus on your leadership and advocacy efforts during your
short stay in Washington D.C. ANDPAC funds raised help to recognize RDNs and NDTRs as
trusted nutrition professionals, encourage our presence at the decision-making policy table,
protect jobs, and help to make for a healthier world. 
  
See you in Washington, D.C. on June 25!  And remember, dietetics is your profession, policy
must be your passion! 
  
Best regards, 
  
Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 
 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 
 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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1248. Daily News: Thursday, June 1, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 11:23:01

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, June 1, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Donna Martin Becomes 2017-2018 President of Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/media/press-releases/leadership-announcements/martin-

becomes-2017-2018-academy-president

 

Nearly 4 Percent of Americans Suffer From Food Allergies 

 Study finds most common allergy is to shellfish, but peanuts also pose big threat 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/respiratory-and-allergy-information-2/food-allergy-news-

16/nearly-4-percent-of-americans-suffer-from-food-allergies-723189.html 

 Source: Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 

 http://www.jacionline.org/article/S0091-6749(17)30672-3/abstract 

 Related Resource: Practice Paper: Role of the RDN in the Diagnosis and Management of Food

Allergies 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-papers/practice-

papers/practice-paper-role-of-the-rdn-in-the-diagnosis-and-management-of-food-allergies

 

Heres how to help your allergic child deal with food bullying 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/heres-how-to-help-your-allergic-child-

deal-with-food-bullying/2017/05/26/17457b90-2930-11e7-be51-

b3fc6ff7faee_story.html?utm_term=.6ee43b2733ff

 

Self-Pay for Obesity Treatment Doesn't Improve Weight Loss 

 Weight loss doesn't differ for employees with insurance, nonemployees who pay out of

pocket 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=723141 

 Source: Obesity 
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 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/oby.21837/abstract

 

Obese Women May Have More Intense Hot Flashes 

 Body fat might trap heat inside the body, researchers say 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/women-s-health-information-34/menopause-and-

postmenopause-news-472/obese-women-may-have-more-intense-hot-flashes-723186.html 

 Source: Menopause 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28562488

 

Why Saying 'Thank You' Can Help You Become a Healthier Eater 

 A new Gallup survey points to three things you can do to eat better this week (hint: none

of them involve food) 

 https://www.nbcnews.com/better/diet-fitness/why-saying-thank-you-can-help-you-become-

healthier-eater-n766166

 

New Review Supports Aggressive BP Targets 

 Meta-analysis supports a systolic blood pressure target of 120 mm Hg 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/Cardiology/CardioBrief/65702?xid=nl_mpt_DHE_2017-06-

01&eun=g94186d0r&pos=0 

 Source: JAMA Cardiology 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamacardiology/fullarticle/2629537 

 Related Resource: Evidence Analysis Library Hypertension Systematic Review and Guideline 

 http://andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5285

 

Handwashing with cold water just as good as hot water for killing bacteria 

 http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317712.php 

 Source: Journal of Food Protection 

 http://jfoodprotection.org/doi/10.4315/0362-028X.JFP-16-370?code=fopr-site

 

The healthiest way to improve your sleep: exercise 

 http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/29/health/exercise-sleep-tips/index.html

 

ClinicalTrials.gov 

 ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported

clinical studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

 -Behavioral CVD Prevention Using Informatics 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02752464?term=NCT02752464&rank=1

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.
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To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1249. Re: Celebration in a Box Webpage

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, evelyncrayton64

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, craytef@charter.net <'craytef@charter.net'>,

jojo@nutritioned.com <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne

Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Aida Miles-school <miles081@umn.edu>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

michelelites@sbcglobal.net <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, Tammy.randall@case.edu

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, brantley.susan@gmail.com

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, dwbradley51@gmail.com

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, don.bradley@duke.edu

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, steve.miranda44@gmail.com

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Terri Raymond (TJRaymond@aol.com) <TJRaymond@aol.com>,

rangecamille@gmail.com <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Executive Team

Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 10:49:40

Subject: Re: Celebration in a Box Webpage

Attachment:

Outstanding!!!!! So very, very proud.  Margaret   

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND  

Executive Director 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  

Box 870360 
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Tuscaloosa , AL 35487 

205-348-7960 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Mar 20, 2017, at 4:22 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

During the Academy’s Centennial, we are honoring our past and celebrating the present. To assist

Academy groups share in the excitement and to engage members and the public, we have

created a digital go-to guide to keep everyone celebrating throughout 2017. Watch President

Lucille Beseler introduce the Celebration in a Box webpage on eatrightPRO.org. We will share this

information with Academy members this week. The site has many resources for members

including, video messages, digital assets, photos and messaging for social media, articles

reflecting on the Academy’s rich history, a link to the Second Century Initiative and much more.

The party continues all year, so check back often for new resources to share with members.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1250. Re: CMS Promotes MNT Benefit during National Nutrition Month

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, evelyncrayton64

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, craytef@aces.edu <craytef@aces.edu>,

craytef@charter.net <craytef@charter.net>, Margaret Garner

(mgarner@ua.edu) <mgarner@ua.edu>, jojo@nutritioned.com

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Aida Miles-

school <miles081@umn.edu>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, michelelites@sbcglobal.net

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>,

Tammy.randall@case.edu <Tammy.randall@case.edu>,

brantley.susan@gmail.com <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, dwbradley51@gmail.com

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, steve.miranda44@gmail.com

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, don.bradley@duke.edu <don.bradley@duke.edu>, Executive

Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 10:49:34

Subject: Re: CMS Promotes MNT Benefit during National Nutrition Month

Attachment:

Thank you for this great update.  I hope the numbers keep  growing every year.   

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND  

Executive Director 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  

Box 870360 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487 

205-348-7960 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Mar 17, 2017, at 7:35 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:  
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Good morning,

 

 

For the 9th consecutive year, we collaborated with the Centers for Medicare &Medicaid Services

to share a message to providers promoting the Medicare MNT benefit during National Nutrition

Month®.  The message (below and attached), published in yesterday’s Provider e-newsletter,

encourages physicians to help their Medicare patients adopt a healthy lifestyle in 2017 by

encouraging use of Medicare-covered nutrition-related services, including medical nutrition

therapy.  We will be sharing the message with our members through Eat Right Weekly, the

communication platforms of our organizational units, and social media. The full message is posted

on the Academy’s website at http://www.eatrightpro.org/resources/news-center/in-practice/quality-

and-coverage. 

 

Publication of this message represents one of the many ways in which we collaborate with CMS to

promote our members and the valuable services they  provide to the Medicare population. We

also had the opportunity last month to promote National Nutrition Month® at the CMS’ Caregivers

Workgroup Meeting. This group represents approximately 1600 organizations that reach a broad

segment of population caregivers, patient advocate groups, communities of faith, and provider

organizations.

 

 

 
Improve Health during National Nutrition Month®
 

 

During National Nutrition Month, talk to your patients about making informed food choices to help

prevent or reduce nutrition-related health conditions, including diabetes, chronic kidney disease,

and obesity. Empower your patients to adopt a healthy lifestyle by encouraging them to take

advantage of appropriate Medicare-covered preventive services:

 

·         Medical Nutrition Therapy 

·         Diabetes Screening

 

·         Diabetes Self-Management Training

 

·         Intensive Behavioral Therapy for Obesity

 

·         Intensive Behavioral Therapy for Cardiovascular Disease

 

·         Annual Wellness Visit
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For More Information:

 

·         Medicare Preventive Services Educational Tool 

·         National Nutrition Month website

 

·         National Diabetes Education Program website 

·         National Kidney Disease Education Program website 

·         Million Hearts® website

 

·         Find a Registered Dietician/Nutritional Professional 

 

Visit the Preventive Services website to learn more about Medicare-covered services.

 

 

Marsha

 

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image001.png>
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

<2017-03-16-eNews National Nutrition Month.pdf> 
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1251. ACH Check deposit notification

From: eortiz@eatright.org

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 10:42:08

Subject: ACH Check deposit notification

Attachment: report-2_2017-06-01_09-38_6739607_c2c598a3-be58-428f-ba9c-158bc13
27b46.pdf

See attached file
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A deposit for the amount of                   2,500.00 
will be made to your designated account on         6/02/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
CHKREQUST DMARTIN060          JUNE 2017 PRES STIPEND/DONNA S MARTIN                             2,500.00 
 





report-2_2017-06-01_09-38_6739607_c2c598a3-be58-428f-ba9c-158bc13 27b46.pdf




 
 
 
 
 
A deposit for the amount of                   2,500.00 
will be made to your designated account on         6/02/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
CHKREQUST DMARTIN060          JUNE 2017 PRES STIPEND/DONNA S MARTIN                             2,500.00 
 





report-2_2017-06-01_09-38_6739607_c2c598a3-be58-428f-ba9c-158bc13 27b46.pdf



1252. Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 09:19:58

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and

CEO

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Thanks!!  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Jun 1, 2017, at 7:26 AM, lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Hi Pat: 

You nailed it! You predicted Marsha's retirement last year when we were at Canada's meeting and

then went into a visionary planning mode starting with a discussion on what Academy leader could

move us into a leadership position at ICDA. Thank you for your vision and I am so glad that Judy

is our representative.   

Another Second Century vision. Lucille  

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

 President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

Immediate Past President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
www.nutritionandfamily.com

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 
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From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; " DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; " peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>  

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 6:05 PM  

Subject: FW: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO  
 

Please read the communication from Marsha Sharp below. Just as I predicted. Although she

asked me not to share her news, I thought I’d give you a heads-up since this fits nicely with my

goal of the Academy being the Secretariat. I’m thinking the news will be made at the DC meeting

held the second week of June and that ICDA would be informed concurrently. Joan will include the

topic on the next 4Ps call. 

 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4856 
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

From: Marsha Sharp [ mailto:marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 5:24 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Dear Pat, 

 

Hope you are very well!  

 

I am writing to share my news -- to retire.  I provided Notice to the Board in March after 12 months

of serious planning for transition.  I don't have an absolute final date as I provided the Board time

to work out its tImeline and preferences re overlap or not.  October is my target, and final date will

be communicated to the Board shortly. I have not shared with ICDA Board or others in ICDA.  The

Board made a public announcement in May and followed that with an announcement about the

Search Process, in accordance with a plan we had developed together.  
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My personal decision caused me a lot of anxiety during ICD in Granada, as the new ICDA Board

was pressing me to serve as Chair.  At any rate, as I am Chair although underperforming due to

matters I have had to attend to here,  I have to work through how my retirement plan will impact

my term as ICDA Chair.  Please don't share my news yet.  I am sharing with you before Marty

does (:)).  I will share with ICDA Board very soon.   

 

Would have been great to see you again, but it seems we won't get that chance soon. I won't

assume we might not cross paths again.  Knowing you has been one of the great opportunities of

my role at DC. 

 

My best, 

 

Marsha 

 

Marsha Sharp, CEO 

Dietitians of Canada  

416 642 9314 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 5:56 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

Dear Frances, 

 

Thank you very much for your quick response. I forwarded your communication and instructions to

Martin (Marty) who will get back to you shortly. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

 

From: Frances Scovil [ mailto:frances.scovil@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 4:40 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc: Marsha Sharp <marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Hello Patricia 

 

We are so pleased that Martin will be coming to represent the Academy! I have attached a copy of

the conference preliminary program for Martin to review. 

 

He can register at  https://secure.effreg.com/register/dcnc17. He should choose "Guest" as his

Conference Role and enter the Invitation Code "DC17GST" to receive complimentary registration. 
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If Martin would like to stay at our host hotel, the Delta St. John's, I have a guestroom available that

we could reserve for him. Please let me know his arrival and departure dates. 

 

Best regards, 
 

Frances Scovil / Events Coordinator

Dietitians of Canada 

480 University Ave., Suite 604, Toronto ON M5G 1V2 

P: 416 642 9308

E : frances.scovil@dietitians.ca  

 

Find great live learning at:  www.dietitians.ca/events and great on-demand learning at:

www.dietitians.ca/elearning.  

 

 

On Thu, May 25, 2017 at 10:49 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

Hello Frances, 

 

Martin Yadrick, MBI, MS, RDN, FAND Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair as of

June 1 and former Academy President will be officially representing the Academy this year at the

Dietitians of Canada National Conference. As the Academy’s official representative, can comp

registration be extended him? We will reciprocate for DC at FNCE. Thank you! 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

<image001.jpg>

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
312/899-4856
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 

<image002.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1253. NEW: Member Survey on Electronic Health Records

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 09:17:57

Subject: NEW: Member Survey on Electronic Health Records

Attachment:

NEW: Member Survey on Electronic Health Records 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

A new online survey in the Academys Member Engagement Zone asks members to share how the

implementation of Electronic Health Records has impacted your documentation of nutrition

services. 

  

The Member Engagement Zone is a platform developed to gather insights and secure feedback

on issues affecting the nutrition and dietetics profession. You can help advance the Academy and

the profession by taking this short, one-question survey.

 

 TAKE SURVEY  

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1254. Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 08:30:44

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and

CEO

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Hi Pat: 

You nailed it! You predicted Marsha's retirement last year when we were at Canada's meeting and

then went into a visionary planning mode starting with a discussion on what Academy leader could

move us into a leadership position at ICDA. Thank you for your vision and I am so glad that Judy

is our representative.   

Another Second Century vision. Lucille  

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

Immediate Past President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 

   
 
 
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; "DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us"

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; "peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>  

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 6:05 PM  

Subject: FW: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO  
 

Please read the communication from Marsha Sharp below. Just as I predicted. Although she

asked me not to share her news, I thought I’d give you a heads-up since this fits nicely with my

goal of the Academy being the Secretariat. I’m thinking the news will be made at the DC meeting

held the second week of June and that ICDA would be informed concurrently. Joan will include the
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topic on the next 4Ps call. 

 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4856 
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

From: Marsha Sharp [ mailto:marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 5:24 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Dear Pat, 

 

Hope you are very well!  

 

I am writing to share my news -- to retire.  I provided Notice to the Board in March after 12 months

of serious planning for transition.  I don't have an absolute final date as I provided the Board time

to work out its tImeline and preferences re overlap or not.  October is my target, and final date will

be communicated to the Board shortly. I have not shared with ICDA Board or others in ICDA.  The

Board made a public announcement in May and followed that with an announcement about the

Search Process, in accordance with a plan we had developed together.  

 

My personal decision caused me a lot of anxiety during ICD in Granada, as the new ICDA Board

was pressing me to serve as Chair.  At any rate, as I am Chair although underperforming due to

matters I have had to attend to here,  I have to work through how my retirement plan will impact

my term as ICDA Chair.  Please don't share my news yet.  I am sharing with you before Marty

does (:)).  I will share with ICDA Board very soon.   

 

Would have been great to see you again, but it seems we won't get that chance soon. I won't

assume we might not cross paths again.  Knowing you has been one of the great opportunities of

my role at DC. 
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My best, 

 

Marsha 

 

Marsha Sharp, CEO 

Dietitians of Canada  

416 642 9314 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 5:56 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

Dear Frances, 

 

Thank you very much for your quick response. I forwarded your communication and instructions to

Martin (Marty) who will get back to you shortly. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

 

From: Frances Scovil [ mailto:frances.scovil@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 4:40 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc: Marsha Sharp <marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO 

 

Hello Patricia 

 

We are so pleased that Martin will be coming to represent the Academy! I have attached a copy of

the conference preliminary program for Martin to review. 

 

He can register at  https://secure.effreg.com/register/dcnc17. He should choose "Guest" as his

Conference Role and enter the Invitation Code "DC17GST" to receive complimentary registration. 

 

If Martin would like to stay at our host hotel, the Delta St. John's, I have a guestroom available that

we could reserve for him. Please let me know his arrival and departure dates. 

 

Best regards, 
 

Frances Scovil / Events Coordinator

Dietitians of Canada 

480 University Ave., Suite 604, Toronto ON M5G 1V2 

P: 416 642 9308

E : frances.scovil@dietitians.ca  
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Find great live learning at:  www.dietitians.ca/events and great on-demand learning at:

www.dietitians.ca/elearning.  

 

 

On Thu, May 25, 2017 at 10:49 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 

Hello Frances, 

 

Martin Yadrick, MBI, MS, RDN, FAND Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair as of

June 1 and former Academy President will be officially representing the Academy this year at the

Dietitians of Canada National Conference. As the Academy’s official representative, can comp

registration be extended him? We will reciprocate for DC at FNCE. Thank you! 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

<image001.jpg>

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
312/899-4856
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter| Facebook| LinkedIn| YouTube

 

<image002.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1255. Re: Quick update-Gus

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 05:31:02

Subject: Re: Quick update-Gus

Attachment:

I also met yesterday with someone leading the national efforts of improving Native American

nutrition.

It is a great project.

 

I will detail that more later but Gus would be ideal to help in this area as well.

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org

> On May 31, 2017, at 8:24 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

>

> That is wonderful Mary Pat.

>

> Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

> Director, School Nutrition Program

> Burke County Board of Education

> 789 Burke Veterans Parkway

> Waynesboro, GA  30830
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> work - 706-554-5393

> fax - 706-554-5655

> President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

>

> ________________________________________

> From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

> Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 8:21 PM

> To: Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak

> Subject: Quick update-Gus

>

> Saw Gus tonight at an event and it was a great conversation.  We brainstormed lots of ideas for

our members and opportunities to work with farmers market.  I think he is listening and learning

our involvement with these groups.

>

> He invited me to lunch at the World Bank which is very nice.

>

> I will keep you all posted but wanted to share as it was so positive.

>

> MP

>

> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

> Vice President,

> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

> Suite 460

> Washington, DC 20036

> phone: 312.899.1731

> mraimondi@eatright.org

> www.eatright.org
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1256. Webinar Today, June 1- New Global Resource Hub

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation <foundation@eatright.org>

To: Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Jun 01, 2017 05:11:47

Subject: Webinar Today, June 1- New Global Resource Hub

Attachment:

Academy Foundation Email 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Foundation:

 

Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

  

A food and nutrition resource hub supporting health professionals' humanitarian assistance efforts

in developing areas of Central America is now available. Funded through the Academy's

Foundation, this open-access collection includes:

 

Background information on key nutrition-related topics in Central America, including how to

explain health and nutrition concepts to this population 

Educational illustrations to help teach key nutrition-related topics in Central America 

A collection of food illustrations and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply 

The Academy will continue to expand its resources for global nutrition education. 

  
LEARN MORE 

Plus, check out this informative webinar on
June 1: Expanding our Impact: International
Nutrition Resources and Global Outreach
 

Learning objectives:

 

Describe some of the current Academy and Foundation work in the global space 

Tour the Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and the resources available there 

Be engaged and inspired to learn more about international nutrition programs and pursue

opportunities in the global space 

  

Webinar details:

 

Thursday, June 1, 12:00  1:00 pm CT 

CPEU hours: 1.0 
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•Register here 

This email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation. 

 If you prefer not to receive future Foundation emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1257. Automatic reply: Academy Staffing

From: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 21:39:52

Subject: Automatic reply: Academy Staffing

Attachment:

I will be out of the office from Tuesday, May 30th  through Friday, June 9th with limited access to

email.  If this happens to need immediate attention, please contact Jennifer Herendeen at

jherendeen@eatright.org.
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1258. Re: Academy Staffing

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan

Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Kevin Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Carrolyn Patterson

<CPatterson@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 21:39:39

Subject: Re: Academy Staffing

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png
image002.png

Steve,  You are such a valuable member of this board.  Your comments are both timely and on

target.  They will help us be the best board members we can be and to focus on what are tasks

are.  We have enough to say grace over as it is and this will help us continue to focus on what is

the most important work for us to do.  Much thanks!  So very glad to have you on our team! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education 

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 9:29 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; Evelyn Crayton; peark02@outlook.com; Margaret Garner; Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris; Kay Wolf; Manju Karkare; Linda Farr; Dianne Polly; Aida Miles; Marcy

Kyle; Michele Lites; Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Hope Barkoukis; Denice Ferko-Adams; Kevin Sauer;

Tammy Randall; Susan Brantley; Tracey Bates; Milton Stokes; Jean Ragalie-Carr; Marty Yadrick;

Don Bradley; Kevin Concannon; Carrolyn Patterson; Mary Beth Whalen; Paul Mifsud  

Subject: Re: Academy Staffing 

 

Dear Academy Board, 
 

Once again, I greatly enjoyed seeing all of you at last week's Board meeting in Cleveland. Apart

from the always thoughtful discussion, it was terrific to see the great strides Cleveland has made

in its downtown area. Read that, great choice on the venue! 
 

I wanted to take a few minutes to followup on my presentation regarding CEO evaluation and

compensation with a very short commentary on something I should have spent a little more time

discussing with the Board. As I touched on during the Executive Session, it's important that all of

us as Board members have a clear understanding of where our responsibility ends and where

Pat's begins. Literally translated, this means that it's our role to find and evaluate the CEO and its

the CEO's role to find and evaluate the staff. Reading between the lines of Pat's email (hope I'm

not off base here Pat!) I sense that some of us may be playing a much more hands-on role than

may be appropriate as it regards staff. 
 

Having been in Pat's shoes in a previous life (ie on the staff side of a non-profit organization), I can

tell you that good intentions can sometimes have some very unintended consequences. And these

consequences often make life for the CEO much more difficult and challenging. I'd therefore

encourage all of us to let Pat run the organization and raise any relevant concerns about staff

through Donna as current President or Lucille as past President. This will help ensure that each of

our concerns are being heard but also haven them expressed through the appropriate channels. 
 

Hopefully there's no real issue at play here but my "spider sense" tingled when I read Pat's email. I

therefore thought a quick follow-up email was in order. Thanks for listening. 
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Steve 
 

On Thu, May 25, 2017 at 11:12 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  

This is a follow up to the recent Finance and Audit Committee call. It was brought to my attention

that some of you may not have been aware of Mary Pat’s retirement at the end of this fiscal year

and the transition plan.  Attached is the April 18 email that I forwarded to the Board. As the letter

mentions,  I decided to keep Mary Pat on for a short duration to ensure a smooth transition and to

support the Academy’s ongoing work in D.C.; her work as VP however ends on May 31. This

expense is covered with funds that were already budgeted for an external D.C. consultant.

 

 

It is also important that I address communication protocol regarding the transition of employees.

The Academy supports Human Resources best practices and has adopted a longstanding

protocol that is also recommended by legal counsel. It is our business practice that I communicate

with the Board regarding the employment status of executive team members. Vice Presidents and

Directors communicate all other staff departures, promotions and alignments with their respective

committees. 

  

I hope that this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------  
From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  
To: "'Lucille Beseler'" <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, " DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <
DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, "'evelyncrayton64'" <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, "'
craytef@aces.edu'" <' craytef@aces.edu'>, "' craytef@charter.net'" <' craytef@charter.net'>,
"'Garner, Margaret'" <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, "' jojo@nutritioned.com'" <' jojo@nutritioned.com
'>, "'Kay Wolf'" <Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, "'Linda Farr'" <linda.farr@me.com>, "'Dianne
Polly'" <diannepolly@gmail.com>, "''Aida Miles-school'" <miles081@umn.edu>, "'
Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'" <' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, "' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'" <'
michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, "'Hope Barkoukis'" <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, "'
DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'" <' DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, "'
Tammy.randall@case.edu'" <' Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, "' brantley.susan@gmail.com'" <'
brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, "'Tracey Bates'" <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, "'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'"
<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, "' dwbradley51@gmail.com'" <' dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, "'
don.bradley@duke.edu'" <don.bradley@duke.edu>, "' steve.miranda44@gmail.com'" <'
steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, " peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>, "'Marcy Kyle'"
<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, "'Manju Karkare'" <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, " ksauer@ksu.edu" <
ksauer@ksu.edu>, "Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com)" <
milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, "'Marty Yadrick'" <myadrick@computrition.com>, "
k.w.concannon@gmail.com" <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>  
Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <
mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <
Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <
mraimondi@eatright.org>  
Bcc:   
Date: Tue, 18 Apr 2017 17:56:40 +0000  
Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi  

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of
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Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

--  

Steve Miranda 
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1259. RE: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 20:33:57

Subject: RE: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks!  J

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 8:33 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

I have the best team behind me with you all! 

  

Sent from my iPad
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On May 31, 2017, at 8:29 PM, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks Donna.

 

Best wishes for an excellent presentation----and a successful Presidency!

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 8:14 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Thanks Mark, but I will be in Chicago giving a key note address to the United Fresh Produce

Association and would not be able to attend.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:28 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Pepin Tuma 

 Subject: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

As an expert in the field, you may already be aware of the referenced meeting, but I wanted to

share it with you.   Details are below.  

 

The Task Force Meeting will be held on Wednesday June 14 at the CDC Edward R. Roybal

Campus, CDC Headquarters (Building 19), 1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta, GA 30329. The

meeting will be held from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm EDT and Thursday, June 15 from 8:30 am to 1:00

pm EDT. CDC will send the webcast URL to registrants upon receipt of their registration.  

A public comment period, limited to three minutes per person, will follow the Task Force's

discussion of each systematic review FOR THOSE ATTENDEES ON-SITE.  NOTE: PUBLIC

COMMENT IS NOT POSSIBLE VIA WEBCAST AND NO OPPORTUNITY FOR WRITTEN

COMMENT IS PLANNED.  

 

Systematic review topics proposed for discussion: 

Diabetes prevention: Diabetes Prevention and Control (Effectiveness of Mobile Phone

Applications to Improve Glycemic Control (HbA1c) in the Self-management of Diabetes); 

Obesity Prevention and Control (Economics of School-based Interventions for Obesity

Prevention, Availability of Healthy Food and Beverage (AHFB) and Snack Food and

Beverage (SFB)); 

Physical Activity (Effectiveness of Activity Monitors for Increasing Physical Activity in Adults with

Overweight or Obesity); 
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Nutrition (Telehealth Methods to Deliver Dietary Interventions in Adults with Chronic

Disease); 

and Women's Health (Effectiveness of Interventions for the Primary Prevention of Intimate Partner

Violence and Sexual Violence Among Youth).

 

 

The Task Force's recommendations, along with the systematic reviews of the evidence on which

they are based, are compiled in the Guide to Community Preventive Services (The Guide).   No

draft documents are available, but the agency has agreed to send meeting transcripts when

available and notify us of the release of the updated Guide.  The agenda is subject to change

without notice.  The Task Force roster is here 

 

The full meeting announcement is here.  

 

I hope you are available to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

 

Thanks again for your interest in public policy issues.

 

 

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1260. Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 20:33:02

Subject: Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

Attachment: image001.png

I have the best team behind me with you all!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 31, 2017, at 8:29 PM, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thanks Donna.

 

Best wishes for an excellent presentation----and a successful Presidency!

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 8:14 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Thanks Mark, but I will be in Chicago giving a key note address to the United Fresh Produce

Association and would not be able to attend.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:28 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Pepin Tuma 

 Subject: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

As an expert in the field, you may already be aware of the referenced meeting, but I wanted to

share it with you.   Details are below.  

 

The Task Force Meeting will be held on Wednesday June 14 at the CDC Edward R. Roybal

Campus, CDC Headquarters (Building 19), 1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta, GA 30329. The

meeting will be held from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm EDT and Thursday, June 15 from 8:30 am to 1:00

pm EDT. CDC will send the webcast URL to registrants upon receipt of their registration.  

A public comment period, limited to three minutes per person, will follow the Task Force's

discussion of each systematic review FOR THOSE ATTENDEES ON-SITE.  NOTE: PUBLIC

COMMENT IS NOT POSSIBLE VIA WEBCAST AND NO OPPORTUNITY FOR WRITTEN
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COMMENT IS PLANNED.  

 

Systematic review topics proposed for discussion: 

Diabetes prevention: Diabetes Prevention and Control (Effectiveness of Mobile Phone

Applications to Improve Glycemic Control (HbA1c) in the Self-management of Diabetes); 

Obesity Prevention and Control (Economics of School-based Interventions for Obesity

Prevention, Availability of Healthy Food and Beverage (AHFB) and Snack Food and

Beverage (SFB)); 

Physical Activity (Effectiveness of Activity Monitors for Increasing Physical Activity in Adults with

Overweight or Obesity); 

Nutrition (Telehealth Methods to Deliver Dietary Interventions in Adults with Chronic

Disease); 

and Women's Health (Effectiveness of Interventions for the Primary Prevention of Intimate Partner

Violence and Sexual Violence Among Youth).

 

 

The Task Force's recommendations, along with the systematic reviews of the evidence on which

they are based, are compiled in the Guide to Community Preventive Services (The Guide).   No

draft documents are available, but the agency has agreed to send meeting transcripts when

available and notify us of the release of the updated Guide.  The agenda is subject to change

without notice.  The Task Force roster is here 

 

The full meeting announcement is here.  

 

I hope you are available to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

 

Thanks again for your interest in public policy issues.

 

 

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036
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202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1261. RE: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 20:29:38

Subject: RE: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Donna.

 

Best wishes for an excellent presentation----and a successful Presidency!

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 8:14 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Thanks Mark, but I will be in Chicago giving a key note address to the United Fresh Produce

Association and would not be able to attend.  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:28 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Pepin Tuma 

 Subject: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

As an expert in the field, you may already be aware of the referenced meeting, but I wanted to

share it with you.   Details are below.  

 

The Task Force Meeting will be held on Wednesday June 14 at the CDC Edward R. Roybal

Campus, CDC Headquarters (Building 19), 1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta, GA 30329. The

meeting will be held from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm EDT and Thursday, June 15 from 8:30 am to 1:00

pm EDT. CDC will send the webcast URL to registrants upon receipt of their registration.  

A public comment period, limited to three minutes per person, will follow the Task Force's

discussion of each systematic review FOR THOSE ATTENDEES ON-SITE.  NOTE: PUBLIC

COMMENT IS NOT POSSIBLE VIA WEBCAST AND NO OPPORTUNITY FOR WRITTEN

COMMENT IS PLANNED.  

 

Systematic review topics proposed for discussion: 

Diabetes prevention: Diabetes Prevention and Control (Effectiveness of Mobile Phone

Applications to Improve Glycemic Control (HbA1c) in the Self-management of Diabetes); 

Obesity Prevention and Control (Economics of School-based Interventions for Obesity

Prevention, Availability of Healthy Food and Beverage (AHFB) and Snack Food and
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Beverage (SFB)); 

Physical Activity (Effectiveness of Activity Monitors for Increasing Physical Activity in Adults with

Overweight or Obesity); 

Nutrition (Telehealth Methods to Deliver Dietary Interventions in Adults with Chronic

Disease); 

and Women's Health (Effectiveness of Interventions for the Primary Prevention of Intimate Partner

Violence and Sexual Violence Among Youth).

 

 

The Task Force's recommendations, along with the systematic reviews of the evidence on which

they are based, are compiled in the Guide to Community Preventive Services (The Guide).   No

draft documents are available, but the agency has agreed to send meeting transcripts when

available and notify us of the release of the updated Guide.  The agenda is subject to change

without notice.  The Task Force roster is here 

 

The full meeting announcement is here.  

 

I hope you are available to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

 

Thanks again for your interest in public policy issues.

 

 

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1262. Re: Quick update-Gus

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 20:28:14

Subject: Re: Quick update-Gus

Attachment:

That is wonderful Mary Pat.

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 8:21 PM

To: Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak

Subject: Quick update-Gus

 

Saw Gus tonight at an event and it was a great conversation.  We brainstormed lots of ideas for

our members and opportunities to work with farmers market.  I think he is listening and learning

our involvement with these groups.

 

He invited me to lunch at the World Bank which is very nice.

 

I will keep you all posted but wanted to share as it was so positive.

 

MP

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460
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Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1263. Quick update-Gus

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 20:25:50

Subject: Quick update-Gus

Attachment:

Saw Gus tonight at an event and it was a great conversation.  We brainstormed lots of ideas for

our members and opportunities to work with farmers market.  I think he is listening and learning

our involvement with these groups.

 

He invited me to lunch at the World Bank which is very nice.

 

I will keep you all posted but wanted to share as it was so positive.

 

MP

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1264. Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 20:14:18

Subject: Re: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Mark, but I will be in Chicago giving a key note address to the United Fresh Produce

Association and would not be able to attend.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education 

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:28 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Pepin Tuma  

Subject: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

As an expert in the field, you may already be aware of the referenced meeting, but I wanted to

share it with you.   Details are below.  

 

The Task Force Meeting will be held on Wednesday June 14 at the CDC Edward R. Roybal

Campus, CDC Headquarters (Building 19), 1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta, GA 30329. The

meeting will be held from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm EDT and Thursday, June 15 from 8:30 am to 1:00

pm EDT. CDC will send the webcast URL to registrants upon receipt of their registration.  
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A public comment period, limited to three minutes per person, will follow the Task Force's

discussion of each systematic review FOR THOSE ATTENDEES ON-SITE.  NOTE: PUBLIC

COMMENT IS NOT POSSIBLE VIA WEBCAST AND NO OPPORTUNITY FOR WRITTEN

COMMENT IS PLANNED.  

 

Systematic review topics proposed for discussion: 

Diabetes prevention: Diabetes Prevention and Control (Effectiveness of Mobile Phone

Applications to Improve Glycemic Control (HbA1c) in the Self-management of Diabetes); 

Obesity Prevention and Control (Economics of School-based Interventions for Obesity

Prevention, Availability of Healthy Food and Beverage (AHFB) and Snack Food and

Beverage (SFB)); 

Physical Activity (Effectiveness of Activity Monitors for Increasing Physical Activity in Adults with

Overweight or Obesity); 

Nutrition (Telehealth Methods to Deliver Dietary Interventions in Adults with Chronic

Disease); 

and Women's Health (Effectiveness of Interventions for the Primary Prevention of Intimate Partner

Violence and Sexual Violence Among Youth).

 

 

The Task Force's recommendations, along with the systematic reviews of the evidence on which

they are based, are compiled in the Guide to Community Preventive Services (The Guide).   No

draft documents are available, but the agency has agreed to send meeting transcripts when

available and notify us of the release of the updated Guide.  The agenda is subject to change

without notice.  The Task Force roster is here 

 

The full meeting announcement is here.  

 

I hope you are available to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

 

Thanks again for your interest in public policy issues.

 

 

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1265. Re: President Monthly Stipend

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 19:52:37

Subject: Re: President Monthly Stipend

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Pat for letting me know.  I still do not need an American Express card, but thanks for the

offer.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:08 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: President Monthly Stipend 

 

Donna,

 
 
As of June 1, 2017 your monthly stipend will increase from $750 per month to $2,500 per month.
This increase helps cover the incidental costs you may incur. As before, it will be directly
deposited into your bank account the first week of every month and you will receive an email the
day prior notifying you of the deposit. No paperwork is required for your use of the stipend. In
addition to the stipend, you will still be reimbursed for all expenses incurred on behalf of and
approved by the Academy. You declined our offer of an American Express card from the
Academy; if at any time you change your mind please, let me know.
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If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me.

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1266. Re: Thank You from Linda Farr

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

To: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Cc: Wolf Kay <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Miranda Steven A.

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Bradley Dr. Don <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Yadrick Marty <myadrick@computrition.com>, Milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Bates Tracey <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Brantley Susan <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Sauer Kevin <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Ferko-Adams

Denice <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Lites Michele D. <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>,

Lites Michele D. <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Kyle Marcia

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Miles Aida <miles081@umn.edu>, Polly Dianne

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Dantone JoJo <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Garner Margaret <mgarner@ua.edu>,

Russell Mary K. <peark02@outlook.com>, Martin Donna

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Beseler Lucille <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND Evelyn <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>, Whalen, Mary Beth

<mwhalen@eatright.org>, Misfud Paul <PMifsud@eatright.org>, Babjak,

Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, Schofield Marsha

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Shlachter Anna <ashlachter@eatright.org>,

Visocan Barbara <bvisocan@eatright.org>, Alison Steiber

<ASteiber@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 19:40:46

Subject: Re: Thank You from Linda Farr

Attachment:

Thanks for your leadership!   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 31, 2017, at 1:21 PM, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> wrote:  
 

Dear Academy BOD members and staff members, 

As this term of office comes to a close, I want to thank each of you for your friendship and support

of the HOD and me as Speaker. It has been my pleasure to work with staff and be on a BOD with

such distinguished Academy thought leaders and passionate professionals. I have grown

tremendously as a leader and strategic thinker through our interactions.
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I would like to publicly thank a few Academy staff members who have really been the “wind

beneath my wings” this year.

 

Marsha Schofield, Senior Director of Governance and Nutrition Services Coverage, was my

trusted advisor and confidant throughout the whole year. She has never failed to have the right

thing to say at the right time, yet always giving me confidence to make my best decision. In spite

of her many responsibilities, I always felt that the HOD and I were her first priority.

 

Anna Shlachter, Director of Governance, worked with me daily as we constructed delegate

trainings and communications, coordinated HLT meetings and discussions and addressed

individual delegate issues. She has been in this role less than one year and yet she performed like

a seasoned director, always positive, respectful of individual differences, creative and supportive.

She was truly my right hand.

 

Doris Acosta, Chief Communications Officer, and her team were willing to jump on any creative

endeavor I requested. From colorizing and freshening the tired old HOD slide deck, to developing

a “silence your cell phone video”, to creating e-cards for the delegates and revamping of the

weekly Speaker Messages, the quality of their work has been so impressive and energizing.

 

Pat Babjack. Pat is deeply committed to the HOD and has attended every single HLT planning

retreat and HOD meeting that I can recall over the past 6 years. Her valued insight and guidance

has helped the HLT integrate the Academy’s strategic plan into the work of the HOD, for a unified

approach to governance. Whenever I had a question or suggestion, she was there for me, always

encouraging me to be a fierce leader.

 

It has been my privilege to serve as Speaker and to work with each of you. Thanks for a really

great year. I’ve had the time of my life!

 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
www.NutritiousTable.com
linda.farr@me.com
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NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
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1267. May Board Meeting Minutes

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 18:29:54

Subject: May Board Meeting Minutes

Attachment: image001.png
Att 1.1 May 19-20, 2017 Minutes.doc

Attached are the draft minutes for the May 19-20 Board meeting. Please make your editorial

changes to provide time to focus our discussions on substantive issues at the September Board

meeting. 

 

 

Best regards,

 

Joan
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Attachment 1.1



		MAY 19-20, 2017 MINUTES

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING            DRAFT

		







		Board of Directors in Attendance




		Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis,


Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Susan Brantley Evelyn F. Crayton, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, 

Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles (for 5/19 and a portion of 5/20), Steven Miranda, Dianne Polly, 

Jean Ragalie-Carr, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf



		Incoming Board of Directors in Attendance

		Kevin Concannon. Manju Karkare, Marcia Kyle, Mary Russell, 


Kevin Sauer, Milton Stokes, Marty Yadrick



		Staff in Attendance

		Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Susan Burns (for 5/19 only), Diane Enos, Sharon McCauley, Paul Mifsud, William Murphy (portion of 5/20 only), Marsha Schofield, Mary Pat Raimondi, Chris Reidy (for 5/19 only), Joan Schwaba, Alison Steiber, Barbara Visocan,


Mary Beth Whalen





May 19, 2017

Executive Session


		Motion #1 Approved

		Move into Executive Session.





Executive session convened at 1:06 pm.

		Motion #2


Approved

		          Move out of Executive Session.








Executive session adjourned at 1:57 pm.


Call to Order

A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 2:10 pm.  

Consent Agenda


No items were removed from the consent agenda for discussion. 

		Motion #3


Approved

		Move to accept the consent agenda.





Regular Agenda


		Motion #4

Approved

		Move to approve the agenda.





Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy


Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda item.  


FY18 Budget 

Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.


The Treasurer presented the 2017 year end forecast and 2018 budget that has been reviewed and approved by the Finance and Audit Committee.  The 2017 year end results will have an operational deficit, but it is forecasted to be $63,000 lower than the budget.  This continues the improvements begun at the end of the 2015 Fiscal Year.  Staff believes the Academy is on target to achieve, if not exceed, the current projections.  The result will be achieved even though the revenue will fall short of the budget expectations by over $1 million.


The 2018 budget will be balanced, after investment returns.  Operationally, the Academy is expecting an operating deficit of $1,150,000.  This is a 26% improvement over 2017 and a 63% improvement since the end of 2015.


The budget does reflect a 7.5% revenue growth driven by FNCE, Sponsorships, Professional Development and Electronic Publications.  Even though this is aggressive, staff and the Finance Committee believe this is achievable given the 100th anniversary celebration at FNCE.


Reserve levels are expected to remain flat at the end of 2018 when compared to 2017. Overall, reserves will be healthy and well above the 50% requirement. 

		Motion #5

Approved

		Move to accept the FY18 budget as recommended by the Finance & Audit Committee. 





House of Delegates Spring Meeting

Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 


L. Farr reported on the outcomes of the House of Delegates (HOD) Spring meeting. Day one of the meeting focused on the mega issue, “How can food and nutrition practitioners elevate the profession, expand opportunities, and enhance practice for the Second Century?” Day two was a continuance of the Fall HOD dialogue on Wellness and Prevention, with a focus on the last two Appreciative Inquiry steps: design and deploy. In addition, the HOD approved two bylaws amendments: one shifting responsibility for identifying candidates for elected seats on the Commission for Dietetic Registration (CDR) from the Nominating Committee to CDR to meet new external accreditation standards, and another to add the Associate Members category of membership to the Academy bylaws. 


2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Nominees

Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.


Annually, the Academy honors outstanding food and nutrition practitioners and supporters of the profession.  The Honors Committee reviews the submissions for all national Academy honors and awards using standardized procedures and scoring processes.


The nominees for the 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards were presented to the Board for approval. The Board was reminded to keep the information confidential until recipients and non-recipients have been notified.

The Board passed a motion asking the 2017-2018 Honors Committee to consider revising the Academy’s national honors and awards program by simplifying the application process, revising the Honors Policy to consider posthumous awards if the individual was deceased five years or less, and to enhance the Honors marketing plan.


		Motion #6

Approved

		Move to approve the Honors Committee’s recommendations for the 2017 awards and honors recipients.





		Motion #7

Approved

		Move that the 2017-2018 Honors Committee consider revising the Academy’s national honors and awards program by simplifying the application process, revising the Honors Policy to consider posthumous awards if the individual was deceased five years or less, and to enhance the Honors marketing plan.





Second Century Update


Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.

A Second Century update was presented to the Board. Based on input from the Board, the Executive Team and select staff, the first three Nutrition Impact Summit initiatives recommended for development and implementation planning are: Global Nutrition Collaborative; Lifestyles First; and Nutrition in Population Health.

Through 2025, the Academy will prioritize programs and initiatives to demonstrate significant impact in Prevention and Wellness, Health Care and Health Systems, and Food and Nutrition Security. The Second Century strategy will build on core organizational strengths: food and nutrition research, professional development and workforce capacity.

Several activities which align with the Second Century focus areas are underway and were shared with the Board. Funding for the Second Century initiatives will come from internal grants (Second Century fund), external grants, and products and services developed from Second Century Initiatives. 


RECESS

The Board recessed at 4:45 pm.

May 20, 2017

Strategic Measures 

Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 

The Strategic Measures are used to evaluate progress toward achieving the Strategic Plan and organizational goals. An update on the current data was shared with the Board. 

The Board provided feedback on multiple measures, and key points for review and revision were: the addition of sentiment analysis to media impressions outcomes, the addition of social media to media impressions, the need for benchmarking and additional investigation into members’ perception of membership value, and investigation into additional dimensions of employee engagement beyond simple retention data.


Board Dietetic Practice Group Task Force: Interim Update 


Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.

The Board heard an interim update on the work of the DPG Business Plan Task Force in advance of the July Board retreat.  The Board task force recently met by teleconference to align the business plan to Second Century efforts. Alignment efforts focus on operational, professional, financial and strategic communications. A three-year draft implementation cycle was also presented outlining the fiscal year 2018 through 2020 efforts.  The Board supported the direction of the task force for further development of the business plan for presentation at the July Board retreat.

Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative Progress Update 


Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.


The Board received a progress report on the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii), a multi-year partnership with Avalere Health and Abbott. Over the past four years, the Academy been successful in raising awareness of malnutrition among older adults as a public health problem that necessitates immediate resolution among key stakeholders, including CMS.  A significant number of public comments were submitted to CMS and the National Quality Forum (NQF) in support of measure endorsement and adoption. The four malnutrition measures were included in the published Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Pre-Rule in April 2017. It is now important the Academy works with stakeholders to submit supporting comments for the electronic clinical quality measures (eCQM) be included in the August CMS final rule. 


Currently over 50 innovative hospitals across the country have been successfully recruited and enrolled, tasked with implementing a dual pronged quality improvement initiative, coupled with eCQMs adoption to showcase the scalability of this approach. The initiative has been presented at several venues including FNCE, The White House Council on Aging, Institute for Healthcare Improvement, and CMS among others. 

The Academy and Avalere are in the early stages of developing a Global Malnutrition Composite Score to measure steps of malnutrition care including screening, assessment, and diagnosis and care plan, which may be considered for NQF endorsement. Another milestone is the release of the National Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults outlining potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute, and community settings. Finally, there are plans for many malnutrition related events at FNCE 2017 Chicago including a Malnutrition Track with several sessions, opening session spotlight videos, Learning Collaborative 2.0 facility successes, and a Hot Topic to define interprofessional work on malnutrition and any latest updates from CMS.


Board Activities


Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.


The Board retreat will be held on July 19-21, 2017 in Austin, Texas, and will focus on strategic thinking and planning. Glenn Tecker from Tecker International, LLC, will join us to facilitate our strategic planning dialogue. The retreat will also include orientation on the Board’s roles and responsibilities. In June a link will be sent to Board members to view and download the 2017-18 Board Handbook on the Board portal.


Adjournment

The meeting was adjourned by consensus at 11:30 am.

4
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1268. FW: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 18:09:08

Subject: FW: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and

CEO

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Please read the communication from Marsha Sharp below. Just as I predicted. Although she

asked me not to share her news, I thought I’d give you a heads-up since this fits nicely with my

goal of the Academy being the Secretariat. I’m thinking the news will be made at the DC meeting

held the second week of June and that ICDA would be informed concurrently. Joan will include the

topic on the next 4Ps call. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Marsha Sharp [mailto:marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 5:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO

 

 

Dear Pat,

 

 

Hope you are very well!  

 

I am writing to share my news -- to retire.  I provided Notice to the Board in March after 12 months

of serious planning for transition.  I don't have an absolute final date as I provided the Board time

to work out its tImeline and preferences re overlap or not.  October is my target, and final date will

be communicated to the Board shortly. I have not shared with ICDA Board or others in ICDA.  The

Board made a public announcement in May and followed that with an announcement about the

Search Process, in accordance with a plan we had developed together.  

 

My personal decision caused me a lot of anxiety during ICD in Granada, as the new ICDA Board

was pressing me to serve as Chair.  At any rate, as I am Chair although underperforming due to

matters I have had to attend to here,  I have to work through how my retirement plan will impact

my term as ICDA Chair.  Please don't share my news yet.  I am sharing with you before Marty

does (:)).  I will share with ICDA Board very soon.  

  

Would have been great to see you again, but it seems we won't get that chance soon. I won't

assume we might not cross paths again.  Knowing you has been one of the great opportunities of

my role at DC.

 

 

My best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Sharp, CEO

 

Dietitians of Canada 

 

416 642 9314
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On May 25, 2017, at 5:56 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Dear Frances,

 

 

Thank you very much for your quick response. I forwarded your communication and instructions to

Martin (Marty) who will get back to you shortly.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

 

From: Frances Scovil [mailto:frances.scovil@dietitians.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 4:40 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Marsha Sharp <marsha.sharp@dietitians.ca>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Dietitians of Canada National Conference and invitation to President and CEO

 

 

Hello Patricia

 

 

We are so pleased that Martin will be coming to represent the Academy! I have attached a copy of

the conference preliminary program for Martin to review.

 

 

He can register at https://secure.effreg.com/register/dcnc17. He should choose "Guest" as his

Conference Role and enter the Invitation Code "DC17GST" to receive complimentary registration. 

 

 

If Martin would like to stay at our host hotel, the Delta St. John's, I have a guestroom available that

we could reserve for him. Please let me know his arrival and departure dates.

 

 

Best regards,

 
 

Frances Scovil / Events Coordinator
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Dietitians of Canada 

480 University Ave., Suite 604, Toronto ON M5G 1V2

 

P: 416 642 9308

 

E: frances.scovil@dietitians.ca  

 

Find great live learning at: www.dietitians.ca/events and great on-demand learning at:

www.dietitians.ca/elearning. 

 

 

 

On Thu, May 25, 2017 at 10:49 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hello Frances,

 

 

Martin Yadrick, MBI, MS, RDN, FAND Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair as of

June 1 and former Academy President will be officially representing the Academy this year at the

Dietitians of Canada National Conference. As the Academy’s official representative, can comp

registration be extended him? We will reciprocate for DC at FNCE. Thank you!

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

<image001.jpg>

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org
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Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

<image002.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1269. On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  2016-17 CEO Performance Evaluation Survey  - REMINDER

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu' <'craytef@aces.edu'>,

'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>, 'Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com' <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay

Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, don.bradley@duke.edu

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 17:50:44

Subject: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  2016-17 CEO Performance Evaluation Survey  -

REMINDER

Attachment:

TO:        Academy Board of Directors  

FROM:  Lucille Beseler

 

The deadline to complete the CEO Performance Evaluation was today, May 31st.  We are still

missing about nine responses so the date has been extended to Friday, June 2nd.  I ask that

you please have the evaluation completed by the new deadline.  Please see below for the link to

the performance evaluation.  

If you have any questions about the evaluation, please contact me at lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net.

 

Thank you!

 

Lucille

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

One of our Board responsibilities is to annually evaluate the CEO’s performance.  It is time for us

Board members to complete section II of the evaluation -  Competency Evaluation.  It is available
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on survey monkey.  Prior to doing the evaluation, take a look at Board agendas, general

communications to the Board, CEO summary reports in Board meeting packets, executive session

discussions with Pat as well as minutes from our Board meetings. 

Please complete the questionnaire by Wednesday, May 31, 2017.  The CEO Compensation

Committee will summarize the responses, provide you with a summary report and

recommendation regarding the CEO base salary for 2017-18 that will be discussed via conference

call.  We will contact you via doodle poll for a call in August.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

Thank you for participating!

 

TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

The survey does not need to be completed in one sitting. If you wish to exit the survey and return

to complete it later, please feel free to do so.  Prior to the deadline, you will be able to log back in

and resume the survey from where you left off by using the link above, which is unique to you.

 

If you have any questions about the evaluation, please contact me at lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net.

 

Thank you!

 

Lucille

 

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 

Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. Suite 105 

Coconut Creek, FL 33073 

O: 954/360-7883 (Asst #) 

C: 954/614-7403 AND #708470 
lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net 
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1270. CPE & Evaluation Survey: PPW Session 4: Legislative Issue 1: Nutrition Education in the

Farm Bill

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 15:27:33

Subject: CPE & Evaluation Survey: PPW Session 4: Legislative Issue 1: Nutrition

Education in the Farm Bill

Attachment: 2017 PPW Issue 2- Farm Bill Webinar (code 175).pdf
2017 PPW Issue 2- Farm Bill Webinar.pdf

Dear PPW Attendees, 

 

Please assist the Academy’s policy and advocacy team with improving the events offered. It will

take less than 2 minutes of your time to evaluate the event and provide comments and questions,

click here to complete.

 

 

Attached please find your CPE certificate for participating in the PPW Session 3: Legislative Issue

1: Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment. The recording of this webinar is now

available for online viewing by clicking the link below: 

 
Play recording

 

 

 

Note: The webinar recording/viewing will require a live internet connection to play as it will stream

directly via the WebEx system.

 

 

The webinar will be converted to an MP4 and will be loaded on the Public Policy Workshop

Community of Interest, PPW 2017 Recorded Webinars topic.  Each webinar will be loaded in a

subtopic by session number and title.

 

 

We look forward to your participation on future policy and advocacy events. If you have any

questions, please contact me.

 

 

Thank You,
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Continuing Professional Education Certificate of Attendance 
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Date Completed:    Number of CPEUs Awarded:    
 


*Suggested Learning Need Code(s):     
 


*Suggested Performance Indicator(s):    
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Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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1271. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 14:36:53

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

May 31, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

Wanted: Your Feedback on Electronic Health Record Implementation 

 A new online survey in the Academy's Member Engagement Zone asks members to share how

the implementation of Electronic Health Records has impacted your documentation of nutrition

services. The Member Engagement Zone is a platform developed to gather insights and secure

feedback on issues affecting the nutrition and dietetics profession. You can help advance the

Academy and the profession by taking this short, one-question survey. 

 Learn More

 

June 2 Deadline: Public Policy Workshop Registration and Housing 

 In a new video, learn why you should join more than 400 Academy members in standing up for

important priorities at the Academy's Public Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C.

Register by June 2 to secure your spot at the world's largest food and nutrition policy and

advocacy summit. You must reserve your hotel room by no later than 5 p.m. Eastern time on June

2; rooms are based on availability and may sell out prior to the deadline. Registration and housing

information and the tentative PPW agenda are available on the Academy's website. 

 Learn More

 

ANDPAC Breakfast at PPW 

 Join Public Policy Workshop attendees June 25 at one of the most notable Academy political

action committee gatherings of the year. Meet and mingle with an invited member of Congress at
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the exclusive ANDPAC Breakfast Event. A ticket can be obtained with a $125 contribution to

ANDPAC when you register for PPW. Note: PPW registration is not required to attend the

ANDPAC Breakfast. Email ANDPAC@eatright.org with any questions. 

 Learn More

 

June 7 Panel Discussion: 'Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care' 

 Even though more than one-third of U.S. adults are obese, with obesity care costing as much as

$210 billion per year, obesity is not a major focus in the training and education of current and

future health care providers. To address this critical gap, educators from more than 20

organizations representing a dozen health professions have collaborated on the first set of

interdisciplinary educational competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity. A June 7

panel discussion will address these first-of-their-kind competencies, how they were developed and

how they can be implemented, and what adoption of these competencies could mean for patients.

Speakers will include Jeanne Blankenship, MS, RD, vice president for policy initiatives and

advocacy. 

 Learn More

 

Safety Standards and Staffing Ratios: Amended Bill in California 

 California Senate Bill 349 sets forth facility safety standards and staffing ratios for certain health

care professionals who provide services in settings where chronic dialysis services are provided.

On May 26, the bill was amended to include registered dietitian nutritionists: "Commencing

January 1, 2019, a chronic dialysis clinic shall ensure that a registered dietitian is not assigned

more than 75 patients." Since the bill was introduced in February, the Academy has been working

with the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics to improve this legislation for RDNs. 

 Learn More

 

Do You Work in a Hospital or Long-Term Care? Tell the Academy About Malnutrition's Impact on

Patients and Practice 

 As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of

malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility. 

 Learn More

 

Academy's Centennial Resolution Gains Additional Co-Sponsors in Congress 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the congressional resolution commemorating the

Academy's Centennial has gained two new co-sponsors in the House: Marcy Kaptur (Ohio) and

Mo Brooks (Ala.). Please take a moment to ask your member of Congress to join in celebrating the
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Academy's Centennial by co-sponsoring the resolution and send a note of thanks to those who

already have. 

 Learn More

 

Budget Proposal Would Drastically Cut Funding for Programs Important to RDNs 

 Vital food, nutrition and health programs and services would face severe reductions in funding

under President Trumps proposed budget for the 2018 fiscal year. The Academy urged Congress

to fully fund those programs and services and will be engaging members in continuing to advocate

for them. The Academy's website contains information on how the presidents budget proposal

would affect programs that are important to registered dietitian nutritionists. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

June 13 Webinar: Using Scientific Evidence to Inform Clinical Practice 

 Evidence-based practice is considered the standard of care across health care disciplines, but

most practicing registered dietitian nutritionists are not taught the foundations of the evidence-

based process. A June 13 webinar will present the 5-Step Process as a mechanism for practicing

evidence-based nutrition with emphasis on acquiring and critiquing evidence. The webinar offers 1

CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

June 27 Webinar: Setting the Record Straight on Vitamin E 

 A June 27 webinar will cover important milestones in vitamin E research, distinguish between the

vitamin's two subgroups, tocopherols and tocotrienols, and identify current sources and

compositions of tocotrienols. New research will highlight tocotrienol's role as the 21st century

vitamin E. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

View Past Webinars and Earn CPEU 

 The Academy's webinar archives contain programs for individuals and groups and the chance to

earn CPEUs. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 
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 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate
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program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

Membership Renewal Deadline Is Today 

 May 31 is your last day to renew your membership and stay connected to the Academy. Renew

through the Member Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (weekdays, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Central time) or online. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is
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the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More

 

Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Now Available in 10-Packs: Get Your Clients on the Healthy Track with the Latest Tech 

 Bits and Bytes: A Guide to Digitally Tracking Your Food, Fitness and Health describes how to get

started with digital health tracking and choose the right tools to achieve personal health goals.

With colorful illustrations and sample screens, this guide compares popular apps and tracking

programs, explaining the features they offer. Bits and Bytes is now available in economy packs of

10, making them easy to distribute to clients. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery

models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and

timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 
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 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

New Video: Passing the Presidential Gavel 

 During the Board of Directors' May meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN,

CDE, FAND, symbolically "passed the gavel" of the Academy's presidency to Donna S. Martin,

EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. The exchange took place during an event at the Dittrick Medical

History Center, on the campus of Case Western Reserve University, honoring the Academy's

Centennial and depicting 100 years of bringing nutrition and health to the public. 

 Learn More

 

National Honors and Awards Recipients 

 In recognition of outstanding service and contributions to the nutrition and dietetics profession, 19

people have been selected by the Honors Committee and Board of Directors to receive top

Academy national honors and awards at the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo in Chicago. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Attend the Foundation's First Party of the Second Century 

 Give back while celebrating the Academy's Second Century at the Food &Nutrition Conference

&Expo's premier event on October 23 at the beautiful Crystal Garden at Chicago's Navy Pier. This

new reception-style format will bring people together and provide a unique experience for all

guests. Prepare to be dazzled as you celebrate the many Foundation accomplishments and the

Second Century Initiative. Similar to the next 100 years of the Academy and profession, this year's
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event, from beginning to end, is guaranteed to be inspirational and motivational. Registration is

also open for Foundation Symposiums on October 21. 

 Learn More

 

Texas Affiliate Commits to Second Century Campaign in a Big Way 

 The Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics recently committed $7,500 from its reserves as a

gift to the Foundation's Second Century Campaign. TAND has also formed a Second Century

Committee to develop and conduct a plan to raise $5,000 from its members. 

 Learn More

 

Three New Infographics 

 Three new Foundation infographics are available to accompany the recorded webinars "Tossed

Treasures: America's Wasted Food Problem and How Dietetics Professionals Can Help"; "What's

in Our Food? The Science and Safety of Food Additives"; and "The Nutrition Professional's Guide

to GMOs." The infographics were made possible through an educational grant from National Dairy

Council. 

 Learn More

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and June 1

Webinar 

 An online hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian assistance efforts in

developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this open-access collection

includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations and nutrient comparison

charts unique to the local food supply. The Academy will continue to expand its resources for

global nutrition education. Help enhance them by sharing your feedback in a brief survey. A June

1 webinar titled "Expanding Our Impact: International Nutrition Resources and Global Outreach"

will tour the hub and educate members about programs and opportunities in this area. The

webinar offer 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

Donate to Second Century Campaign 

 Gifts to the Second Century campaign will support a bold new future in which registered dietitian

nutritionists lead the charge in improving nutritional health worldwide. 

 Learn More
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1272. Thank You from Linda Farr

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Wolf Kay <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Miranda Steven A.

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Bradley Dr. Don <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Yadrick Marty <myadrick@computrition.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Bates Tracey <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Brantley Susan <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Sauer Kevin <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Ferko-Adams

Denice <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Lites Michele D. <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>,

Lites Michele D. <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Kyle Marcia

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Miles Aida <miles081@umn.edu>, Polly Dianne

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Dantone JoJo <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Garner Margaret <mgarner@ua.edu>,

Russell Mary K. <peark02@outlook.com>, Martin Donna

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Beseler Lucille <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND Evelyn <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>

Cc: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>, Whalen Mary Beth Beth

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Misfud Paul <PMifsud@eatright.org>, Babjak

Patricia <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Schofield Marsha

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Shlachter Anna <ashlachter@eatright.org>,

Visocan Barbara <bvisocan@eatright.org>, Alison Steiber

<ASteiber@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 13:25:07

Subject: Thank You from Linda Farr

Attachment:

Dear Academy BOD members and staff members, 

As this term of office comes to a close, I want to thank each of you for your friendship and support

of the HOD and me as Speaker. It has been my pleasure to work with staff and be on a BOD with

such distinguished Academy thought leaders and passionate professionals. I have grown

tremendously as a leader and strategic thinker through our interactions.

I would like to publicly thank a few Academy staff members who have really been the “wind

beneath my wings” this year.

Marsha Schofield, Senior Director of Governance and Nutrition Services Coverage, was my

trusted advisor and confidant throughout the whole year. She has never failed to have the right

thing to say at the right time, yet always giving me confidence to make my best decision. In spite

of her many responsibilities, I always felt that the HOD and I were her first priority.
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Anna Shlachter, Director of Governance, worked with me daily as we constructed delegate

trainings and communications, coordinated HLT meetings and discussions and addressed

individual delegate issues. She has been in this role less than one year and yet she performed like

a seasoned director, always positive, respectful of individual differences, creative and supportive.

She was truly my right hand.

Doris Acosta, Chief Communications Officer, and her team were willing to jump on any creative

endeavor I requested. From colorizing and freshening the tired old HOD slide deck, to developing

a “silence your cell phone video”, to creating e-cards for the delegates and revamping of the

weekly Speaker Messages, the quality of their work has been so impressive and energizing.

Pat Babjack. Pat is deeply committed to the HOD and has attended every single HLT planning

retreat and HOD meeting that I can recall over the past 6 years. Her valued insight and guidance

has helped the HLT integrate the Academy’s strategic plan into the work of the HOD, for a unified

approach to governance. Whenever I had a question or suggestion, she was there for me, always

encouraging me to be a fierce leader.

It has been my privilege to serve as Speaker and to work with each of you. Thanks for a really

great year. I’ve had the time of my life!
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
www.NutritiousTable.com
linda.farr@me.com
 
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
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1273. Final 2016-17 HOD Speaker Message

From: House of Delegates <HOD@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 13:12:00

Subject: Final 2016-17 HOD Speaker Message

Attachment:

Speaker Message 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

2017 Spring Meeting Outcomes and Public Policy
 

Task Force Action Plan
 

Spring 2017 Meeting Outcomes 

Review the Call to Action for Future Practice and the Spring 2017 Meeting Outcomes documents. 

Encourage all members to take the “Call to Action” for Future Practice.  

This document also highlights current Academy work and initiatives and  identifies key areas to

advance the profession. 

Share the Spring 2017 Meeting Outcomes document.  

This document contains information on the Future Practice dialogue as well as updates on

Wellness and Prevention. 

HOD Public Policy Task Force Action Items and Timeline 

 

The HOD Public Policy task force explored ways that the HOD could expand leadership

opportunities and increase public policy engagement. 

Review the following documents to learn more about the work of the task force, the role of the

HOD in Public Policy, and the timeline for actions.  

HOD Public Policy Action Plan and Timeline 

HOD Public Policy Task Force Report 

HOD Public Policy Survey Results 

Thanks again to the HOD Public Policy Task Force members for their work:

 

Berit Dockter 

Amanda Gallaher 

Barbara Ann Hughes 

Cynthia Taft Bayerl 

Denise Andersen 
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•

•

Diane Duncan-Goldsmith 

HLT Liaisons: Tracey Bates and Dianne Polly 

The first 2017-18 Speaker Message will be send on June 8, 2017.

 

Thank you for an outstanding year of service to House of Delegates!  It has been my privilege to

serve as Speaker and to work with each and every one of you.

 

Linda T. Farr, Speaker 2016-2017

 

For more information 

 Contact Linda Farr (linda.farr@me.com) or 

 Anna Shlachter (ashlachter@eatright.org, 800/877-1600, ext. 4819)

 

This House of Delegates email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you

prefer not to receive future HOD emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
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1274. Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, May 31, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<Knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 11:17:02

Subject: Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, May 31, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

Childhood obesity treatment as effective for parents without the child, study finds 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/childhood-obesity-treatment-effective-parents-child-study-

finds/story?id=47722631&cid=clicksource_26_null_bsq_hed 

 Source: JAMA Pediatrics 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28558104

 

Preschoolers Who Know Snack-Food Brands on Road to Obesity? 

 An unhealthy diet may be why they can ID these logos, researchers suggest 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/food-and-nutrition-news-

316/preschoolers-who-know-snack-food-brands-on-road-to-obesity-722396.html 

 Source: Appetite 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0195666317305159

 

ACOG: Assess All Active Women for Female Athlete Triad 

 Main intervention is aimed at adjusting energy expenditure, energy availability 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=722969 

 Source: Obstetrics &Gynecology 

 

http://journals.lww.com/greenjournal/Fulltext/2017/06000/Committee_Opinion_No__702_Summary

___Female_Athlete.46.aspx

 

Gyms are in a position to spot eating disorders  but actually helping is tricky 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/gyms-are-in-a-position-to-spot-eating-

disorders--but-actually-helping-is-tricky/2017/05/26/df57725a-3b50-11e7-8854-

21f359183e8c_story.html?utm_term=.2ac5b4310738
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Drinking coffee daily may halve liver cancer risk 

 http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317695.php 

 Source: BMJ Open 

 http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/7/5/e013739.full?ijkey=PdzUkpR0ZSqp8Cu&keytype=ref

 

Boost Your Workouts With Caffeine, Even if You Chug Coffee Daily 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/31/well/move/boost-your-workouts-with-caffeine-even-if-you-

chug-coffee-daily.html

 

Breaking Up Sedentary Time With Upper Body Activity Beneficial 

 Short bouts of arm ergometry linked to reductions in mean blood glucose, insulin iAUC in

obese individuals 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=723138 

 Source: Diabetes Obes Metab 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dom.13016/abstract

 

Can a 70-Year-Old Have the Arteries of a 20-Year-Old? 

 It's possible, but hard work in today's 'Western' culture, study finds 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/circulatory-system-information-7/coronary-and-artery-news-

356/can-a-70-year-old-have-the-arteries-of-a-20-year-old-723167.html 

 Source: Hypertension 

 http://hyper.ahajournals.org/content/early/2017/05/30/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.09026

 

1 in 4 Nursing Home Residents Has Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria 

 More infection-prevention education and policies are needed, study findings suggest 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/infectious-disease-information-21/antibiotics-news-30/1-in-4-

nursing-home-residents-has-antibiotic-resistant-bacteria-722299.html 

 Source: American Journal of Infection Control 

 http://www.ajicjournal.org/article/S0196-6553(17)30085-8/abstract

 

Scientists Tweak Antibiotic to Boost Power Against 'Superbugs' 

 New form of vancomycin hits bacteria in 3 ways, helping curb the threat of microbial

resistance 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/infectious-disease-information-21/antibiotics-news-30/scientists-

tweak-antibiotic-to-boost-power-against-superbugs-723169.html 

 Source: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 

 http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2017/05/23/1704125114.abstract?sid=bec5dfd2-b211-4872-

830d-cf054d1e1138

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Heath News 

 -Depression Often a Precursor to Falls in Elderly People 
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 But study found proper dose of psychiatric drugs might erase that danger 

 -Warming Climate, More Sleepless Nights? 

 Poor and elderly will feel the heat the most, study predicts 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Journal Review

 

Canadian Journal of Dietetic Practice and Research, June 2017 

 http://dcjournal.ca/toc/cjdpr/78/2 

 -Dietary Intake of DHA and EPA in a Group of Pregnant Women in the Moncton Area 

 -Prepregnancy Body Mass Index as a Significant Predictor of Total Gestational Weight Gain and

Birth Weight

 

Clinical Nutrition, June 2017 

 http://www.clinicalnutritionjournal.com/current 

 -Tomato-based randomized controlled trial in prostate cancer patients: Effect on PSA 

 -Pilot study evaluating the efficacy, tolerance and safety of a peptide-based enteral formula

versus a high protein enteral formula in multiple ICU settings (medical, surgical, cardiothoracic) 

 -Extra virgin olive oil improves post-prandial glycemic and lipid profile in patients with impaired

fasting glucose

 

Food Quality and Preference, May 19, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/aip/09503293 

 -How to improve food choices through vending machines: The importance of healthy food

availability and consumers awareness

 

International Journal of Food Sciences and Nutrition, May 25, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.tandfonline.com/action/showAxaArticles?journalCode=iijf20 

 -Relationship between sleep pattern and efficacy of calorie-restricted Mediterranean diet in

overweight/obese subjects

 

International Journal of Sport Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism, June 2017 

 http://journals.humankinetics.com/toc/ijsnem/27/3 

 -Influence of Dietary Acid Load on Exercise Performance

 

Journal of the American College of Nutrition, May 26, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.tandfonline.com/action/showAxaArticles?journalCode=uacn20 

 -Nutritional Risk and Nutritional Status at Admission and Discharge among Chinese Hospitalized

Patients: A Prospective, Nationwide, Multicenter Study

 

-Effect of Honey and Royal Jelly against Cisplatin-Induced Nephrotoxicity in Patients with Cancer
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Nutrition in Clinical Practice, May 24-26, 2017, Online First 

 http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ncp/0/0 

 -Preventing Underfeeding and Overfeeding: A Clinicians Guide to the Acquisition and

Implementation of Indirect Calorimetry 

 -Efficacy, Safety, and Preparation of Standardized Parenteral Nutrition Regimens: Three-

Chamber Bags vs Compounded MonobagsA Prospective, Multicenter, Randomized, Single-Blind

Clinical Trial

 

Quote of the Week 

 You rarely have time for everything you want in this life, so you need to make choices. And

hopefully your choices can come from a  deep sense of who you are. 

 -Fred Rogers

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1275. Follow up: Donna Martin requesting a call

From: Mukul Mittal <mukulm@zivebox.com>

To: dmartin@eatright.org

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 31, 2017 08:12:31

Subject: Follow up: Donna Martin requesting a call

Attachment:

Dear Donna Martin,  
 

Greetings from ZiveBox. 
 

I wanted to follow up on my previous email and introduce ZiveBox, that will benefit your

organisation in increasing accountability, visibility and productivity of employees. 
 

Our product answers most of the challenges faced by organisations today. I would be happy to

schedule a call with you and brief you about how companies like yours are using our product and

dealing with these challenges. 
 

Will be happy to schedule the call as per your convenience. 
 

Looking forward to a discussion with you. 
 

Regards, 
 

Mukul Mittal 

Asst. Manager, Sales 

ZiveBox - Do More! 

+91 9993123544 
www.ZiveBox.com
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1276. MIDAN Figs and Olives, Spring 2017

From: info@MuslimDietitians.org <info@muslimdietitians.org>

To: info@MuslimDietitians.org

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 21:54:18

Subject: MIDAN Figs and Olives, Spring 2017

Attachment: Figs & Olives Spring 2017.pdf

Dear MIDAN Members, 

 

Salam &Ramadan Greetings! 

 

Attached please find the Spring 2017 version of the MIDAN newsletter, Figs and Olives.

In addition to many useful Academy resources, it is filled with contributions and highlights of many

of our talented and accomplished members! 

 

For upcoming fall edition, please email Valerie Houghton

at valerieonperdido@yahoo.com for contributions on research articles, ethnic recipes, nutritional

education tips, or even your volunteering efforts  specifically towards improving Muslim clients

dietary habits. 

 

Hope, you would enjoy this edition of the newsletter! We are open to receive your educational

criticism and advice for future improvements. 

 

In Health! 

Your MIDAN Colleagues 
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In this issue: 


Editor’s Message 


Calendar Notes 


Career News 


Public Policy Alert! Become 
Involved. 


Are you LinkedIn?  


Do You have the Right Vision?  
Academy’s Visioning Report 


Sarah Khan- Are you a fast or 
slow caffeine metabolizer?  


Editor’s Message 


AssalamuAlaikum  (May peace be Upon You) 


. 


 


In this issue of Figs & Olives you will be pleased to see:  
• Fitness Camp Experience 
• Get Renewed!  
• Research –Is that your Interest?  
• Career News 
• Public Policy & Dietetics-get involved!  
• Get LinkedIN!  
• The Academy’s Knowledge Center 
• Sarah Khan-Are you a fast or slow caffeine metabolizer?  
• Dietetics News from Overseas 
• Lama Mrayati, NNM Mini Grant Winner! 
• 2017 Visioning Report   


Calendar Notes: 
• 2017 Food & Nutrition 


Conference & Expo ™ 
Oct. 21-24, 2017 
Chicago, IL  


• 2018 Food & Nutrition 


Conference & Expo ™ 
Oct. 20-23, 2018 
Washington, DC  


I am honored to write this spring message to all our talented and active 
MIDAN members. Reading the accomplishments of MIDAN community & The 
Academy imparts such a feeling of pride. We are truly fortunate to have such 
an enthusiastic membership that continuously strives to promote health and 
wellness through so many different channels impacting thousands of lives 
each day. If I could spotlight one article in this newsletter it would be the 
Visioning Report. I am sure you have heard the mantra regarding change in 
respect to it being the only thing you can rely on to be consistent in life-well 
this is also very true of our Organization. The Academy has been embarking on 
a long term visioning project that will set the stage for the future of dietetics 
practice. I would encourage you to sit down in a comfortable spot (with a cup 
of tea) and read the 2017 Visioning Report so that you are aware of where we 
are going as a profession and the map to get there.  
Thank you again to everyone who contributed content to the Spring Figs and 
Olives newsletter and to you, the reader and members of MIDAN, for all that 
you do.  
Happy Spring Everyone! 
Respectfully,   
Valerie    


AMHP Atlanta Health and Fitness Camp 
 


On February 11th, 2017, the American Muslim Health Professionals 
(AMHP) National and AMHP-Atlanta in collaboration with ATL Rat Pack, 
and Emory University MSA joined forces for a health and fitness camp 
with former NBA Player Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf and former NCAA 
Women's Basketball Player, Bilqis Abdul-Qaadir. The event was hosted at 
Emory University and included icebreaker activities, physical exercises 
and motivational speeches from our keynote guests as well as Atlanta 
based Registered Dietitian & MIDAN member, YaQutullah Ibraheem 
Muhammad MS, RD, LD.  
 
The aim of the camp was to promote mental, physical and spiritual 
health of youth. YaQutullah has provided nutrition information, a video 
on balancing nutrition and healthy food choices as well as a nutrition 
trivia game for the youth after lunch which included nutrition snacks and 
take away goodies. YaQutullah challenged & interacted with the youth to 
think about nutrition and the role that it plays in their overall health and 
wellness and daily activities.  


VOL- I, Spring 2017 


We look forward to receiving your input  on ways to strengthen MIDAN  further  by contacting  MIDAN  
at info@muslimdietitians.org  or bushra.rd15@gmail.com. 
 
Bushra Islam & MIDAN Executive Committee 2016-2017 


Nutrition snacks and take away goodies as part of the nutrition 
trivia game by YaQutullah 
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FIGS AND  OLIVES NEWSLETTER  VOL-I Spring 2017 


Renew Now!  
 


Thank you for your membership with the Academy 
of Nutrition and Dietetics. As an Academy member 
you have access to a variety of career enhancing 
benefits such as the Academy’s member-only 
website, our dietetic practice groups (DPGs) and 
member interest groups (MIGs), the Evidence 
Analysis Library®, Food & Nutrition Magazine®, and 
many more. 
 
For your convenience, Academy membership 
renewal for the June 1, 2017 - May 31, 2018 year is 
now open. You may renew your Academy 
membership now as well as renew or add DPGs, 
MIGs and Academy Groups by signing in to your 
online account at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew 
  
Print invoices will be mailed in April. 
 
Feel free to e-mail membership@eatright.org if you 
have any questions. 


Career News 
 


Move UP! Power UP! 
The Academy offers an incredible opportunity for you 
to grow your career in dietetics with EatRight Careers. 
You can search hundreds of dietetics jobs around the 
globe, set job alerts, upload your resume and stay in 
sync with what’s happening in the job world. Check out  
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resources/career/career-
development/eatright-careers 


Tap into the Academy’s 
Knowledge Center 
 


Ever wondered Why? The Knowledge 
Center is an excellent resource tool 
that provides answers to common 
questions in the nutrition profession, 
as well as articles featuring the latest 
nutrition research and findings in 
areas of dietetics practice. Check out 
Nutrition Trends –an easy to access 
site that includes a wide variety of 
topics from diseases and conditions  
such as diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease and food allergies to concepts 
and issues related to foodservice and 
food safety. 
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resources
/membership/member-
benefits/knowledge-center 
 


Be Involved! Dietetics and Public Policy is Always Rockin; 
 
Here’s a news clip from the latest Public Policy Advocate Group and a 
call to action!   
Two action alerts remains open!  
As of May 9, 2017 more than 10,650 Academy members have sent 
24,653 letters to Members of Congress.  Be part of history, take action 
by utilizing the Action Center to send letters to your members of 
Congress. There is power in numbers but only if we activate our 
membership!  
Dear Colleague, 
If you have not taken the action alert that opened on February 24 
please take action today! It takes only a few minutes!  
Please access this link to take action today: 
http://www.eatrightpro.org/action%20center 
  
Please assist the Academy with continuing to urge Congress to support 
the “Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017” that will allow registered 
dietitian nutritionists to independently bill for obesity counseling to 
Medicare patients. Medicare recipients deserve access to obesity 
counseling from Registered Dietitian Nutritionists who have the 
expertise and training to provide quality care.  
Please also take the action alert recognizing the 100th Anniversary of 
the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.  
It is urgent that members of the 115th Congress hear from you. 
  
Your RDN friend, 
MIDAN 
 
For more information on how to become involved in public policy issues 
contact:  
Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 
Director, Grassroots Advocacy 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 tnece@eatright.org 


Join the other 11,588 members! 
 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  On LinkedIn and More! 
This group is open to active members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics only. The Academy is the 
world's largest organization of food and nutrition professionals; it is committed to improving the nation’s 
health and advancing the profession of dietetics through research, education and advocacy. 
Check out this site for more information on the Academy’s social media policies and options. 
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resources/about-us/our-policies/social-media-policy 
 


Is Research Your Interest?  
If so, then check out this latest from the National Institute of 
Health 
 
Help Shape the Next Ten Years of NIH Nutrition Research   
The NIH Nutrition Research Task Force (NRTF) 
https://www.niddk.nih.gov/about-niddk/advisory-coordinating-
committees/nih-nutrition-research-task-force/Pages/default.aspx  
is developing the first ever NIH-wide strategic plan for nutrition 
research for the next 10 years. The strategic plan will emphasize 
cross-cutting, innovative opportunities to advance nutrition 
research across a wide range of areas, from basic science to 
experimental design to training. These opportunities will 
complement and enhance ongoing research efforts across NIH to 
improve health and to prevent or combat diseases and conditions 
affected by nutrition.  
 
 The NRTF invites input on critical gaps or opportunities in 
nutrition that could be addressed by research funded by the NIH.  
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Dear Members: Be sure to renew your membership and donate to the 
Academy Foundation! 


 
MIDAN Second Century Donor Spotlight: 
 
Many thanks to the following MIDAN members for their generous donations to the 
Second Century Campaign  
http://eatrightfoundation.org/why-it-matters/second-century/ 
  
Beseler, Lucille;  Bruning, Jennifer; Enos, Diane M; Martin, Donna S; Rodriguez, 
Judith C; and Visocan, Barbara  
 
Check out MIDAN's name on 2015-2016 list of donors under $250-$499 category 
here: 
http://eatrightfoundation.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/2016FoundationDonorReport.pdf 


 


Email from the 2016 stipend winner: 
“Hello Islam Bushra, 
I was the recipient of your Academy 
Foundation donation for this year's 
Student stipend program. I greatly 
appreciate your donation because it 
has allowed me to come to FNCE® 
this year and present research I have 
helped with! 
Thank you again, 
Josie Mansperger 
Bowling Green State University” 


 


MIDAN Members,  welcome the holy month of Ramadan 2017!  
  
This year, the Islamic month of fasting in United States is beginning on Friday May 
27th and ending on Sunday June 25th, 2017. In an effort to show appreciation to 
our new and renewed members, MIDAN is offering a free Ramadan Toolkit to all the 
current members. 
  
To access your free toolkit, please email Yaqutullah at yaqutullah@gmail.com. Non-
MIDAN Academy members and non-members can purchase the toolkit 
at http://www.eatrightstore.org/product/03970A19-A231-48A2-9AB0-
500C90510AEF 
  
The MIDAN Ramadan Toolkit was created by MIDAN as a joint effort between the 
member interest group's sponsors, community partners, and over a dozen member 
volunteers. This highly diverse team of collaborators represents a wide range of 
ethnic, religious, cultural, educational, and practice backgrounds, which has 
ensured a finished product that has proven to be of benefit to the widest possible 
community and professional audiences. From seasoned experts in Muslim culture 
to professionals who have never before met a Muslim, the MIDAN Ramadan Toolkit 
promises to have something for everyone. 
  
 Approved for 2.5 Continuing Professional Education (CPE) 


units in a convenient electronic zip file format, Ramadan 


Toolkit includes: 


• "Healthy Eating During Ramadan" Practitioner 


Guide (includes background on Islam, Muslims, 


Ramadan, and fasting as well as nutritional, cultural, 


and other considerations) 


• "Healthy Eating During Ramadan" PowerPoint 


Presentation 


• "Healthy Eating During Ramadan" Participant 


Handout 


• "Healthy Eating During Ramadan" Customizable 


Event Flyer 


• Glossaries of South Asian and Arab Foods, by MEND 


• Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen In-Service Kit, by 


Med-Diet 
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Josie Mansperger, Student Stipend Winner 2016 and 
Bushra Islam, RDN Chair of MIDAN 


Student Stipends of $100 for 2 Academy student members attending 
FNCE®  2017 in Chicago:  
Please visit this link to learn more. 
http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/foundation-student-stipend-program/ 
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What’s Happening Overseas? 
 
Get connected to international dietetic 
practice with the American Overseas 
Dietetic Association (AODA) whose 
mission is to: “Empower members to be 
international food and nutrition 
ambassadors”  
Check out these educational 
opportunities around the globe:  
• The 5th Annual International 


Conference on Health & Medical 
Sciences 
 Athens, Greece, May 1-4, 2017 


• PAN African Congress of Integrative 
Medicine 
Cape Town, South Africa, May 4-6, 
2017 


• The 7th Science of Nutrition in 
Medicine Conference 
Melbourne, Australia, May 13-17, 
2017 


• 1st SEA-PHN Conference: Together in 
Advancing Public Health Nutrition 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, May 14-17, 
2017 


• 10th World Congress on Nutrition & 
Food Sciences 
Osaka, Japan, May 29-31, 2017 


• 3rd International Conference on Food 
and Beverage Packaging 
London, UK, June 12-13, 2017 


• Nutrition and Nurture in Infancy and 
Childhood: Bio-cultural Perspectives 
Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria, UK, 
June 12-14, 2017 


• 11th European Nutrition and Dietetics 
Conference 
Madrid, Spain, June 29- July 01, 2017 


• Technologies for Value Addition in 
Food Products 
Chandigarh, India, 20-21 July, 2017 


• 4th National Eating Disorders and 
Obesity Conference 
Gold Coast, Australia, August 7-8, 
2017 


Are You a Fast or Slow Caffeine Metabolizer? 
Sarah Khan 
 
Over the past few months, DNA testing has become increasingly popular, especially 23andMe. This test gives the client information about their DNA. Clients 
can also connect their information from 23andme to a program called Promethease to receive a detailed report on their DNA.  From there, clients can 
educate themselves on certain single-nucleotide polymorphism (snp) from their human genome.  
According to Snpedia, Gene CYP1A2 is part of the cytochrome P450 (CYP). The CYP1A2 gene is found in a cluster with CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 on chromosome 
15(1). Caffeine is almost 100% metabolized,  < 3% is excreted in urine. Caffeine is metabolized by CYP1A2 in the liver.  Rs762551: is the SNP encoding 
CYP1A2*1F allele of the CYP1A2 gene.  Fast caffeine metabolizer is rs762551 (A) or CYP1A2*1F, if you are a carrier of the C allele you are a slow caffeine 
metabolizer (2).  
 Everyone loves caffeine, especially coffee. Your genetics affect how you metabolize caffeine and how much you are able to consume. If you are a fast caffeine 
metabolizer, Current research shows there is a link with decreased chance of heart attack. There are also links showing caffeine will be less effective at 
preventing Breast Cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease (2). If you are a slow caffeine metabolizer, you are strongly affected by caffeine. The 
liver will process the break down of caffeine at a slower rate.  According to research, slow metabolizer’s of caffeine are at risk of heart attacks but when it 
comes to Breast Cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease a slow caffeine metabolizer is more protective (2).  
Parkinson’s Disease: 
Caffeine has been linked with protective effects on Parkinson’s disease. This neurodegenerative disorder affects millions of individuals worldwide.  Caffeine 
functions as an adenosine receptor antagonist. Coffee/ caffeine intake is an environmental factor that has been associated with PD in many studies, not all 
studies have found an association. Several studies have found that the protective effects of coffee/caffeine intake are gender specific. Estrogen status plays a 
factor, suggesting more of protective factor in men (3).  
A study conducted on 446 sibling pairs and 158 unrelated pairs concluded that SNP CYP1A2 showed no association with the risk of PD. Furthermore, another 
association study (418 cases) found no effect of CYP1A2 on the onset of PD or interactions with caffeine. Research concludes more studies are needed to 
further evaluate the association of CYP1A2 and Parkinson’s disease- results should be interpreted with caution. (3). 
Breast Cancer: 
Coffee consumption and susceptibility of breast cancer can be found in two genes: BRCA1 or BRCA2. Studies found a reduction in the risk of breast cancer 
among women who drank six or more cups of coffee per day, compared to those who never drank coffee. The mutation BRCA1 had a higher association than 
BRCA2. A study concluded: (170 cases and 241 controls) CYP1A2 genotype did not affect breast cancer risk. If women have one variant C allele (AC or CC) and 
consumed coffee had a 64% reduction in breast cancer risk, compared with non-coffee drinkers. There is no significant impact with CYP1A2 AA genotypes.  
Myocardial Infarction: 
A longitudinal study conducted in Costa Rica on 2,014 eligible first acute nonfatal MI individuals concluded that coffee consumption increased MI risk only 
among slow caffeine metabolizers. This study also mentions regardless if you are a slow or fast caffeine metabolizer, factors such as age, smoking, diet choices 
can hinder this (4).  Another study which was conducted on Serbs and Swedish individuals, looked at how coffee influenced CYP1A2 enzyme activity. They 
concluded that 3 cups of coffee or more daily resulted in increased CYP1A2 enzyme activity; heavy smokers also saw increased activity- slow metabolizer (5). 
Results concluded that regardless of fast or slow metabolizer, heart disease can be influenced by other factors such as sex, age, smoking vs. non smoking, the 
amount and type of coffee you are drinking, and physical activity, overall conclusion no significant results (6). Inclusive majority of studies researched 
concluded similar results stating fast metabolizers have decreased risk of MI.  
Conclusion: 
More research has to be done with this particular SNP to come up with solid conclusions. Nutrition can play a big role with this SNP. A lot of studies looked at 
caffeine consumption and smoking habits. Smoking in particular does not have much to do with nutrition, but lifestyle habits can alter your risk of heart 
disease, Parkinson’s disease and breast cancer. Make sure to take this information with a grain of salt; all results can vary person to person- it’s all in your 
genes!  
References: 
1. Get to Know an Enzyme: CYP1A2. (n.d.). Retrieved December 03, 2016, from http://www.pharmacytimes.com/publications/issue/2007/2007-11/2007-11-8279. 
2. Rs762551. (n.d.). Retrieved December 03, 2016, from https://www.snpedia.com/index.php/Rs762551.  
3. Yamada-Fowler, N., & Söderkvist, P. (2015). Coffee, Genetic Variants, and Parkinson's Disease: Gene–Environment Interactions. Journal of caffeine research, 5(1), 3-10. 
4. Cornelis, M. C., El-Sohemy, A., Kabagambe, E. K., & Campos, H. (2006). Coffee, CYP1A2 genotype, and risk of myocardial infarction. Jama, 295(10), 1135-1141. 
5. Djordjevic, N., Ghotbi, R., Bertilsson, L., Jankovic, S., & Aklillu, E. (2008). Induction of CYP1A2 by heavy coffee consumption in Serbs and Swedes. European journal of clinical 
pharmacology, 64(4), 381-385. 
6. Rodenburg, E. M., Eijgelsheim, M., Geleijnse, J. M., Amin, N., van Duijn, C. M., Hofman, A., ... & Visser, L. E. (2012). CYP1A2 and coffee intake and the modifying effect of sex, age, and 
smoking. The American journal of clinical nutrition, 96(1), 182-187. 
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Our Future is Being Defined NOW! 
Read what’s ahead for you and the future practice of dietetics. 
 
Exponential changes are on the horizon with major advancements in health care, 
medicine, technology and food systems. Read the Council on Future Practice’s 
Visioning Report 2017: A Preferred Path Forward for the Nutrition and Dietetics 
Profession and become proactive in the movement to collectively create our 
preferred future 
 
What can you do to prepare for your practice in the future? You can read the Council 
on Future Practice’s Visioning Report 2017 at http://www.andjrnl.org/article/S2212-
2672(16)31194-7/fulltext 
Some highlights are below:  
 


CFP Visioning Report Talking Points from the Council on Future Practice specifically for 
DPG and MIG Audience:  
 .   


• The Report  describes the Council on Future Practice’s (CFP) 2014-2017 visioning process 
methodology and outcomes, which include 10 priority change drivers, their associated trends and 
implications, 12 priority recommendations and 7 statements of support for Academy ongoing 
initiatives. 


• The recommendations are specific, actionable items that can be pursued in the next 10 to 15 years 
to advance the profession of nutrition and dietetics.  


• The Report also includes data and feedback on the outcomes of the visioning process from 
Academy members, Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) credentialed dietetics practitioners, 
Academy organizational units, CFP think tank members, and Academy external organization 
liaisons. 


• To learn more about the Council on Future Practice and our visioning work, visit: 
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/leadership/volunteering/committees-and-task-
forces/council-on-future-practice or contact futurepractice@eatright.org   
 


Background on the CFP  
• The Council on Future Practice is an Academy committee that collaborates with the Accreditation 


Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND), the Commission on Dietetic Registration 
(CDR), and NDEP to project future practice needs for the profession of nutrition and dietetics. 
Future practice, accreditation, credentialing and education represent the four critical organizational 
units and segments necessary to produce new practitioners and assist experienced practitioners in 
advancing their careers.  


• One of the functions of the Council is to ensure the viability and relevance of the profession of 
nutrition and dietetics by engaging in a visioning process to identify the preferred future of the 
profession. This is a transparent process that is not prescriptive, but rather a generation of 
evidence-based ideas to empower practitioners. 


• The Council is comprised of ten (10) Academy members who represent the practice, credentialing 
and education communities and various areas of nutrition and dietetic practice. 


• Outcomes from the Council’s past visioning work include recommendations for CDR specialist 
credentials; and, recommendations by ACEND for changes to the minimum educational preparation 
for RDNs. 


Lama Mrayati-(National Nutrition 
Month) NNM Mini-Grant Winner and 
a MIDAN Member! 
 


“Thank you MIDAN for the $75 mini-grant 
that enabled me to participate in the  
educational nutrition session at IQRA 
Institute Philadelphia after school program. 
More than 15 kids and 5 parents attended 
and we played an educational game about  
different food groups using MyPlate Pocket 
Chart game. 
It was a great experience for me, 
Alhamdillah, (praise be to God) to work 
with the kids and teach them about 
nutrition. 
I used the $75 to purchase the MyPlate 
Pocket Chart game and MyPlate Healthy 
Helping Game along with a large bag of 
apples for demonstration. I also printed 
handouts for the kids to take home. 
Participating in NNM and using this grant 
has encouraged me to provide more 
nutrition  
education in my local Muslim community”. 
Well done Lama!  
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Lama playing  MyPlate 
Games with children 


Above: Lama Mrayati, MIDAN 
member and NNM Mini-Grant 
Winner 
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MIDAN would like to acknowledge and thank the Islamic Food 


and Nutrition Council for their continued sponsorship.  We truly 


appreciate all that you do for us! 


Membership in the Muslims in Dietetics and Nutrition (MIDAN) 


member interest group (MIG)  is open to all Academy of  Nutrition 


and Dietetics members, regardless  of religion, and offers many 


benefits. 
ifan(a MIDAN is a proud Sponsor of 


HOW TO JOIN  MIDAN 


MIDAN  membership  and  payment  of dues are managed  directly 


through the Academy. Membership is  affordably priced  at $25 for 


the Academy year.  Student members are eligible for the discounted 


student price of $15. 


JOIN  ONLINE 


not  already  an Academy  member,  visit  the  Academy 


www.eatright.org  and click  on the LOGIN/JOIN  button 


If  you  are 


website  at 


on the top right  corner of the screen.   Scroll  to the bottom  of the 


page and select  the Join Now  option. Follow  the instructions  to 


join  as prompted. In  the Dietetic  Practice  Group (DPG)/Member 


Interest Group (MIG) section,  check the box for MIG-07:  Muslims 


in Dietetics and Nutrition,  along with any of the other amazing  


DPGs/ MIGs you may be interested  in joining. 
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1277. Re: Academy Staffing

From: Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Carrolyn Patterson

<CPatterson@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 21:34:02

Subject: Re: Academy Staffing

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png
image002.png

Dear Academy Board, 
 

Once again, I greatly enjoyed seeing all of you at last week's Board meeting in Cleveland. Apart

from the always thoughtful discussion, it was terrific to see the great strides Cleveland has made

in its downtown area. Read that, great choice on the venue! 
 

I wanted to take a few minutes to followup on my presentation regarding CEO evaluation and

compensation with a very short commentary on something I should have spent a little more time

discussing with the Board. As I touched on during the Executive Session, it's important that all of

us as Board members have a clear understanding of where our responsibility ends and where

Pat's begins. Literally translated, this means that it's our role to find and evaluate the CEO and its

the CEO's role to find and evaluate the staff. Reading between the lines of Pat's email (hope I'm

not off base here Pat!) I sense that some of us may be playing a much more hands-on role than

may be appropriate as it regards staff. 
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Having been in Pat's shoes in a previous life (ie on the staff side of a non-profit organization), I can

tell you that good intentions can sometimes have some very unintended consequences. And these

consequences often make life for the CEO much more difficult and challenging. I'd therefore

encourage all of us to let Pat run the organization and raise any relevant concerns about staff

through Donna as current President or Lucille as past President. This will help ensure that each of

our concerns are being heard but also haven them expressed through the appropriate channels. 
 

Hopefully there's no real issue at play here but my "spider sense" tingled when I read Pat's email. I

therefore thought a quick follow-up email was in order. Thanks for listening. 
 

Steve 
 

On Thu, May 25, 2017 at 11:12 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  

This is a follow up to the recent Finance and Audit Committee call. It was brought to my attention

that some of you may not have been aware of Mary Pat’s retirement at the end of this fiscal year

and the transition plan.  Attached is the April 18 email that I forwarded to the Board. As the letter

mentions,  I decided to keep Mary Pat on for a short duration to ensure a smooth transition and to

support the Academy’s ongoing work in D.C.; her work as VP however ends on May 31. This

expense is covered with funds that were already budgeted for an external D.C. consultant.

 

 

It is also important that I address communication protocol regarding the transition of employees.

The Academy supports Human Resources best practices and has adopted a longstanding

protocol that is also recommended by legal counsel. It is our business practice that I communicate

with the Board regarding the employment status of executive team members. Vice Presidents and

Directors communicate all other staff departures, promotions and alignments with their respective

committees. 

  

I hope that this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------  
From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  
To: "'Lucille Beseler'" <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, " DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <
DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, "'evelyncrayton64'" <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, "'
craytef@aces.edu'" <' craytef@aces.edu'>, "' craytef@charter.net'" <' craytef@charter.net'>,
"'Garner, Margaret'" <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, "' jojo@nutritioned.com'" <' jojo@nutritioned.com
'>, "'Kay Wolf'" <Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, "'Linda Farr'" <linda.farr@me.com>, "'Dianne
Polly'" <diannepolly@gmail.com>, "''Aida Miles-school'" <miles081@umn.edu>, "'
Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'" <' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, "' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'" <'
michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, "'Hope Barkoukis'" <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, "'
DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'" <' DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, "'
Tammy.randall@case.edu'" <' Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, "' brantley.susan@gmail.com'" <'
brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, "'Tracey Bates'" <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, "'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'"
<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, "' dwbradley51@gmail.com'" <' dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, "'
don.bradley@duke.edu'" <don.bradley@duke.edu>, "' steve.miranda44@gmail.com'" <'
steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, " peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>, "'Marcy Kyle'"
<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, "'Manju Karkare'" <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, " ksauer@ksu.edu" <
ksauer@ksu.edu>, "Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com)" <
milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, "'Marty Yadrick'" <myadrick@computrition.com>, "
k.w.concannon@gmail.com" <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>  
Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <
mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <
Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <
mraimondi@eatright.org>  
Bcc:   
Date: Tue, 18 Apr 2017 17:56:40 +0000  
Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi  
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For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 
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Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

--  

Steve Miranda 
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1278. Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 17:20:07

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg
image002.jpg
image002.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Thanks  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 30, 2017, at 5:19 PM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Made the edits and sent back to Jeanne to respond to Priscilla 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 5:11:13 PM  

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

Thanks Donna!!  
 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN  

Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460  

Washington, D.C. 20036  

Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021  

Fax number 202-775-8284  

www.eatright.org

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 5:14:22 PM  

To: Jennifer Folliard  
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Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

Jenn ,  Please make the following changes.  Let me know if you have questions. 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 4:12 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: ANDPAC  

Subject: RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

How does this look? Donna and I collaborated for the response. THANKS!

 

 

 

Dear Priscilla,

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 
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With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

The Academy and its grassroots network have activated to send thousands of letters to member of

Congress on the importance of child nutrition programs, specifically school nutrition. Last year,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop, attended by over 400, member policy

leaders were trained on the importance of child nutrition programs. That workshop culminated

in storming Capitol Hill to tell their members of Congress in person the enormous public benefit of

feeding our children healthy foods at school and the professionalism of those leading these

programs. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” Our hope is to get more dietetic interns exposed to School Nutrition Programs. (or

something like that)

 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has spoke at a congressional hearing on

School Nutrition, and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to

help plant her garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s

garden.  In those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and

how she couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!
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Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

<image001.jpg>
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Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 
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You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1279. Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 17:19:45

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Made the edits and sent back to Jeanne to respond to Priscilla 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 5:11:13 PM  

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us  

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

Thanks Donna!!  
 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN  

Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460  

Washington, D.C. 20036  

Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021  

Fax number 202-775-8284  

www.eatright.org

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 5:14:22 PM  

To: Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

Jenn ,  Please make the following changes.  Let me know if you have questions. 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 4:12 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: ANDPAC  

Subject: RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

How does this look? Donna and I collaborated for the response. THANKS!

 

 

 

Dear Priscilla,

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

The Academy and its grassroots network have activated to send thousands of letters to member of

Congress on the importance of child nutrition programs, specifically school nutrition. Last year,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop, attended by over 400, member policy
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leaders were trained on the importance of child nutrition programs. That workshop culminated

in storming Capitol Hill to tell their members of Congress in person the enormous public benefit of

feeding our children healthy foods at school and the professionalism of those leading these

programs. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” Our hope is to get more dietetic interns exposed to School Nutrition Programs. (or

something like that)

 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has spoke at a congressional hearing on

School Nutrition, and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to

help plant her garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s

garden.  In those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and

how she couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!
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That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years
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ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
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 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1280. Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 17:15:15

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Thanks Donna!!  
 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN  

Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460  

Washington, D.C. 20036  

Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021  

Fax number 202-775-8284  

www.eatright.org

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 5:14:22 PM  

To: Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

Jenn ,  Please make the following changes.  Let me know if you have questions. 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 4:12 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: ANDPAC  

Subject: RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

How does this look? Donna and I collaborated for the response. THANKS!

 

 

 

Dear Priscilla,

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

The Academy and its grassroots network have activated to send thousands of letters to member of

Congress on the importance of child nutrition programs, specifically school nutrition. Last year,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop, attended by over 400, member policy

leaders were trained on the importance of child nutrition programs. That workshop culminated

in storming Capitol Hill to tell their members of Congress in person the enormous public benefit of

feeding our children healthy foods at school and the professionalism of those leading these

programs. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past
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year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” Our hope is to get more dietetic interns exposed to School Nutrition Programs. (or

something like that)

 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has spoke at a congressional hearing on

School Nutrition, and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to

help plant her garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s

garden.  In those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and

how she couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.
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Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
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DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1281. Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 17:14:22

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Jenn ,  Please make the following changes.  Let me know if you have questions. 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 4:12 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: ANDPAC  

Subject: RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

 

How does this look? Donna and I collaborated for the response. THANKS!

 

 

 

Dear Priscilla,
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Thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

The Academy and its grassroots network have activated to send thousands of letters to member of

Congress on the importance of child nutrition programs, specifically school nutrition. Last year,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop, attended by over 400, member policy

leaders were trained on the importance of child nutrition programs. That workshop culminated

in storming Capitol Hill to tell their members of Congress in person the enormous public benefit of

feeding our children healthy foods at school and the professionalism of those leading these

programs. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” Our hope is to get more dietetic interns exposed to School Nutrition Programs. (or

something like that)

 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has spoke at a congressional hearing on

School Nutrition, and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to

help plant her garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s

garden.  In those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and
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how she couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,
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Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 
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 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action
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committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1282. PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 28, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 17:05:39

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 28, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 28, 2017 

 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed!

 

In advance of the Academy’s June comments, we are asking for your involvement and

support with your submissions about  the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents,

and clients, and (2) your business, company, or specific facility.   Please send stories to 

klavensgi@gmail.com  You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s)

April 14 announcement that the  FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed

Rule (malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program.  The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)!  The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR  this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rule makings.   

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Webinar 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation invites you to join a webinar exploring the

Academy and Foundation’s international journey, including the direction for our Second Century.

The Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub, developed through an educational grant from the

Foundation, will be featured, including materials focused on Central America:

 

Background information on key nutrition-related topics in Central America, including how to

explain health and nutrition concepts to this population 

Educational illustrations to help teach these key nutrition-related topics in Central America 

A collection of food illustrations and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food

supply of Central America 
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Main learning objectives of this webinar are to:

 

Describe some of the current Academy and Foundation work in the global space 

Tour the Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and the resources available there 

Be engaged and inspired to learn more about international nutrition programs and pursue

opportunities in the global space 

Webinar details:

 

Thursday, June 1, 12:00 – 1:00 pm CT 

CPEU hours: 1.0 

Register here 

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and  

Children’s Health

 

The next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C.  Academy

members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy Day of

Action.  Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding, and women and children’s

health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!   

 

For more information and to register to attend, click HERE! 

 

Public Health/Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Presentation 

 

Tuesday June 13, 2017 

 

1:00 to 2:30 CDT PM 

 

Customizing your career: Putting yourself on a global path

 

TATYANA EL-KOUR, MS, RDN, FAND 

 

Independent Consultant - Global and Health Nutrition Expert - Policy Strategist 

 

1 CPEU

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

At the end of this webinar, the participant will be able to: 

 

Identify career paths that may be options for dietetic and nutrition professionals in global public

health settings.  
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Describe best strategies and qualities for success needed to effectively work in public health and

community nutrition globally.  

Apply practical tips for effectively customizing your career based on specific context and need. 

Conceptualize ways for improved career planning and learning in everyday practice. 

This webinar is a great place to start learning about the exciting career path where nutrition and

global public health meet. The webinar provides practical insight for career planning and discusses

the daily activities of practitioners employed in various sectors of the workforce. Several aspects of

global work, including job duties, demands, and rewards, as well as the qualities needed for

success will also be discussed.

 

Log In Information:

 

Meeting Information:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m1067e2fa5b8b9332370a36fcbb53f80e

 

Meeting number: 748 779 078

 

Meeting password:PHCNPG

 

Audio connection:

 
1-866-477-4564   (US) Call-in toll-free number Conference Code: 762 092 3680 

 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public health and your livelihood as an RDN.

Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and donate to ANDPAC when you renew your

Academy membership. ANDPAC is the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food, nutrition

and health professionals.  View this video to see what other members are saying about the

importance of supporting ANDPAC.

 

Membership Renewal for the 2017-2018 Year is Now Open!     

There are several options to renew including:   

- Online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew    

- By phone at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000. (Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Central

Time). International members can call +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000.   

- If you have any questions please contact our Membership Committee Chair, Kayla Fitzgerald at 

phcnpgmembers@gmail.com

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 
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Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  

 

Registration is Now Open: Public Policy Workshop 2017 

Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop,  June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make this year's PPW the

"go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the profession and develop new

high-level personal and professional relationships.  Click here for registration and other information

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available! 

 

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our

PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 

The Student Digest  

The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply click on the link

below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional information! 
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest  
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 
If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
  
Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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1283. Preceptor CPEs - Updated Verification Form

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 16:28:40

Subject: Preceptor CPEs - Updated Verification Form

Attachment:

 
 

Dear NDEP Members,

 

CDR received a request during the Spring NDEP regional meetings to consider expanding the

signature for the verification form to include the internship coordinator or other internship director

designee. The CDR Competency Assurance Panel considered this request at its recent meeting

and voted to revise the form to include this request. The updated form is now available on the

NDEP Portal under Library, then Preceptor Resources, then CPE’s for Preceptors.

 

As a reminder, CDR has made the decision to award continuing professional education credit to

preceptors. Precepting will be included under the current Leadership activity type with a three (3)

CPEU/ year, fifteen (15) CPEUS per five year recertification period maximum for Leadership

and/or Precepting activities.  This change will be effective with Professional Development Portfolio

Guide published on June 2, 2017.
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1284. RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 16:16:48

Subject: RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

How does this look? Donna and I collaborated for the response. THANKS!

 

 

 

Dear Priscilla,

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to provided your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

The Academy and its grassroots network have activated to send thousands of letters to member of

Congress on the importance of child nutrition programs, specifically school nutrition. Last year,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop attended by over 400 member policy

leaders were trained on the importance of child nutrition programs. That workshop culminated in

stormomg Capitol Hill to tell their members of Congress in person the enormous public benefit of

feeding our children healthy foods at school and the professionalism of those leading these

programs. 
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USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has sat at her Congressman’s’ table,

and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to help plant her

garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s garden.  In

those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and how she

couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.
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Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
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DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1285. FW: Farm Bill Work Group Recommendations APPROVED 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 15:37:00

Subject: FW: Farm Bill Work Group Recommendations APPROVED 

Attachment: image001.png
LPPC Memo Farm Bill Marker Bills May 2017 FINAL .pdf
Farm Bill 2018 Summary FINAL May 2017.pdf
Farm Bill 2018 Full Report Final May 2017.pdf

Donna,

 

 

I just wanted to give you a heads up J We missed you on the discussion during LPPC but totally

understand that when CNN calls … you answer! 

 

If you want me to outline these in detail or in summary just let me know! 

 

Best,

 

Jenn

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 11:40 AM 

 To: 'Tracy Fox' <tracy@foodnutritionpolicy.com>; 'pkeane@salud.unm.edu'

<pkeane@salud.unm.edu>; 'Johannah O'Malley' <jo19omalley@gmail.com>;

'amanda.s.hege@gmail.com' <amanda.s.hege@gmail.com>; 'janicegiddens@gmail.com'

<janicegiddens@gmail.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>;

'chons1355@gmail.com' <chons1355@gmail.com>; 'Karen Ehrens'

<karen@ehrensconsulting.com>; 'Karen Bakies' <karen.bakies@drink-milk.com>; Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; 'Edwards Hall, Leigh Ann' <lahall@strength.org>; 'Fern

Gale Estrow - FGE Team' <festrow@fgeteam.com>; Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>;

'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>; 'harna001@umn.edu' <harna001@umn.edu> 

 Subject: Farm Bill Work Group Recommendations APPROVED 

 

Good morning,

 

 

We have great news to share! 
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Date: May 22, 2017  
To: Legislative and Public Policy Committee  
From: Farm Bill Work Group, Jennifer Folliard PIA staff  
Subject: Farm Bill Marker Bills  
 


 
The Farm Bill presents and opportunity, every five years, to reauthorize many food and 
nutrition programs and research. The Farm Bill Work Group has worked diligently to update 
and add new recommendations for Congress to consider as they are writing the 2018/2019 
Farm Bill.  
 
As Congress debates the merits of programmatic changes, many legislators and advocacy 
groups, will introduce legislation ideas in what is called a “marker bill”. These marker bills hope 
to gain support from a diverse stakeholders and legislators.  
 
Below are 5 marker bills that may be considered as part of the 2018/2019 Farm Bill. A few of 
these bills typically would be considered as part of Child Nutrition Reauthorization, but because 
CNR did not pass last year, these bills may be considered with the Farm Bill. These bills fit within 
either the newly developed 2018/2019 Farm Bill Recommendations, or within the 2015 Child 
Nutrition Reauthorization Recommendations.   
 


Farm Bill Jurisdiction  


Bill 
Number Bill Name  


Original 
Sponsors  Summary  FB Rec Alignment 


HR 1078 


Military 
Hunger 
Prevention Act 


S. Davis; L. 
Jenkins; J. 
McGovern; D. 
Young; T. 
Walz; GT 
Thompson; S. 
Moulton; S. 
Peters; J. 
Walter.  


This bill excludes the value of 
a housing allowance for a 
member of a uniformed 
service from any income, 
assets, or resources 
calculation for determining 
eligibility for any federal 
program issuing benefits for 
nutrition assistance 
(including the family 
subsistence supplemental 
allowance program). 


Eliminate the 
requirement that 
basic allowance for 
housing for our 
military members be 
included in their 
income calculations 
to receive SNAP 
benefits.  


TBD 
The Food Date 
Labeling Act 


HOUSE - C. 
Pingree 
SENATE - R. 
Blumenthal  


The purpose of this 
legislation is to modernize 
our nation’s food date 
labeling regime by 
standardizing food date 
labels across food products 
and throughout the country.  
Currently, no national 


Support initiatives to 
reduce consumer 
food waste.  







uniform system for date 
labeling exists.  


HR 1276 
Closing the 
Meal Gap  


A. Adams (43 
co-sponsors) 


his bill amends the Food and 
Nutrition Act of 2008 to 
revise the requirements for 
calculating Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP, formerly known as 
the food stamp program) 
benefits. 
 
The bill increases the 
minimum SNAP benefit and 
requires benefits to be 
calculated using a low-cost 
food plan.  


Increase the SNAP 
benefit level to 
prevent hunger and 
provide resources to 
help families make 
healthful food 
choices. 


Child Nutrition Reauthorization Jurisdiction  


Bill 
Number Bill Name   


Original 
Sponsors  Summary  


FB/CNR Rec 
Alignment 


HR 952 


Food 
Donation Act 
of 2017 


M. Fudge; 
C.Pingree; J. 
McGovern; T. 
O'Halleran; G. 
Moore 


 Amend the CNA of 1966 to 
clarify and expand food 
donation under the Bill 
Emerson Emerson Good 
Samaritan Food Donation 
Act: • Require grocery 
products fit for donation to 
meet safety and safety-
related labeling standards 
instead of quality and 
general labeling standards; • 
Expand protection under the 
law to donors that charge a 
“Good Samaritan Reduced 
Price” ; • Extend protections 
to direct donations  


Support initiatives to 
reduce consumer 
food waste.  







HR 2401; 
S.  


To prohibit 
the 
stigmatization 
of children 
who are 
unable to pay 
for meals 


HOUSE - R. 
Davis; B. Scott; 
R. DeLauro; B. 
Lujan 
Senate - T. 
Udall; R. 
Casey; M. 
Heinrich  


legislation aims to streamline 
the process for applying for 
free and reduced lunch by 
making clear that Congress 
expects schools to give 
applications to families in 
need, coordinate with other 
programs to ensure that 
homeless and foster children 
are enrolled for free meals 
and set up online systems to 
make paying for meals easier 
for parents.  


Provide adequate 
funding for schools 
to purchase healthy, 
quality foods for 
school meals and 
snacks; Streamline 
access to healthy 
meals for young 
children in child care, 
such as those 
identified in 
the CACFP 
Paperwork 
Reduction Report 
Recommendations 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Priorities for the 2018 Farm Bill: 


Promoting Healthy People, Healthful Food Systems and a Strong Economy 
 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to improving the health of Americans by 


ensuring access to a nourishing, safe and affordable food supply. The Academy is also committed 


to ensuring that quality nutrition services and nutrition education are integral components of 


nutrition assistance programs. The Academy offers the following recommendations to build upon 


and strengthen existing Farm Bill programs; increase access to affordable, nutritious food, 


especially for those most in need; and improve the demand and marketplace for a diversity of foods 


that contribute to health and food security. 


 


The Academy’s guiding principle is our commitment to improving health for all, especially those 


most susceptible to and that experience food insecurity, and is the basis for our recommendations. 


 


1. Empower Consumers – Drive Demand Toward Healthful Foods and Reduce 


Food Waste.   


 


Goal: Nutrition education programs authorized in the Farm Bill are tailored to 


participants’ education levels and lifestyles to help them make lifelong healthful behavior 


changes.  


 


The Academy supports: 


 Provision of sufficient funding for effective and innovative nutrition education programs 


and initiatives authorized in the Farm Bill Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 


Nutrition Education and Obesity Prevention Grant Program (SNAP-Ed) and the Expanded 


Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP).  


 Identification of opportunities to ensure program effectiveness and efficiencies in public 


nutrition education and assistance programs to promote positive consumer behavior 


change. 


 Initiatives to reduce consumer food waste.  


 Provide support for necessary leadership within the USDA and specifically in the regional 


offices on nutrition and nutrition education.   


 


2. Ensure Sound Science and Program Evaluation for Future Evidenced-Based 


Decision Making 
 


Goal: A strong science portfolio informs development and enhancement of nutrition 


program content, and high-quality, systematic monitoring and evaluation provide guidance 


for structuring and strengthening consumer education implementation and delivery 


systems. 


 


The Academy supports: 


 Establishment of a consistent USDA funding authorization to accomplish the 


requirements in the 1990 National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Act.  


 Provision of sufficient funding for the completion of the Pregnancy and Birth to 24 


Months nutrition guidance project, as required in the Agricultural Act of 2014.  


 Increased funding for vital primary agricultural and nutrition research: National Institute 


of Food and Agriculture including the 1) Agricultural and Food Research Initiative 







 


 


(AFRI), 2) Agricultural Research Service Human Nutrition Research Centers and 3) 


maintain funding for the Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research. 


 Adequate evaluation funding and program expertise to examine ways to improve health 


outcomes related to nutrition status, such as SNAP benefit adequacy, SNAP disbursement 


frequency (i.e., weekly or bi-monthly), reduction of participant stigma in nutrition 


assistance programs and child nutrition programs, and improved nutritional health of 


SNAP recipients. These projects should adhere to rigorous study design and build on past 


research conducted by USDA and HHS.   


 Continue to strengthen linkages to nutrition programming and nutrition education 


research through the Interagency Committee on Human Nutrition Research, as outlined in 


the National Nutrition Research Roadmap. 


 


3. Support Innovative Nutrition Assistance Programs to Improve Access to 


Healthful, Affordable and Safe Foods  
 


Goal:  Domestic and International Nutrition Safety Nets Are Protected and Strengthened by 


Streamlining Administrative Requirements for All Nutrition Assistance Programs and 


Coordinating Healthful Food Production with Nutrition Assistance Programs. 


 


The Academy supports: 


 


 Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) 


o Maintain the current structure of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 


Program (SNAP). The Academy would oppose any effort to change the 


structure of this program to shift to a state-based grant system, such as block 


grants, which would cap funding and limit the agility of the program to be 


responsive to fluctuating economic condition.  


o Increase the SNAP benefit level to prevent hunger and provide resources to 


help families make healthful food choices. 


o Update standards for SNAP retailers that increase the availability of healthful 


foods. 


 Ensure final regulations lead to enhanced retail offerings to promote 


and sell healthy foods. 


 Ensure adequate training and technical assistance are provided to assist 


transition to updated standards.  


 Encourage coordination efforts with SNAP-Ed and CDC to assist 


retailers with strategies to improve healthier options and drive demand 


for these healthier options.  


o Eliminate the requirement that basic allowance for housing for our military 


members be included in their income calculations to receive SNAP benefits.  


 Food Distribution Programs 


o Reauthorize the Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) to ensure 


that low-income seniors have access to nutritious monthly food packages and 


increase funding to provide an opportunity for the two remaining states 


(Alabama and Wyoming) to participate in the program. 


o Maintain current funding for The Emergency Food Assistance Program 


(TEFAP) to ensure a steady flow of nutritious commodities through the 


emergency food system of charitable providers, such as food banks and 


pantries.  







 


 


o Provide adequate funding authorization for transportation of TEFAP 


commodities. 


o Continue support of projects to integrate more traditional foods and updates to 


distribution sites that allow the distribution of more fresh, frozen and 


perishable foods on Indian reservations and throughout the entire food 


distribution system. 


o Maintain current funding and integrity of the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Snack 


Program.  


 Food Insecurity Nutrition Incentives grants: 


o Maintain funding for the successful, research-based FINI grants, which provide 


financial incentives for families to purchase healthful foods. Through the grant 


process, place priority on those projects that: 


 Seek to engage retailers of all sizes as active partners. 


 Focus on the development of technology that could facilitate use of 


incentives in the retail setting.  


 Encourage and prioritize coordination with nutrition education 


programming, such as SNAP-Ed and EFNEP. 


 Encourage and provide technical assistance for projects with varying 


population densities and retail outlets.  


 


4. Support the Food Supply Chain: Producers and Retailers That Create a 


Healthful and Safe Food System and Reduces Food Waste.  


 
Goal: Support Producers and Retailers to Meet Demand for Healthful Foods. 


 


The Academy supports: 
 Funding and federal support for a variety of community-based and regional agriculture 


and food access initiatives that expand the availability of regionally-grown food, create 


jobs and promote economic development. Examples include Farmers Market and Local 


Food Promotion Programs, Senior and WIC Farmers Market Nutrition Programs, 


Community Food Projects and Value-Added Producer Grants. 


 Farm practices and policies that conserve soil, water, air, habitat and biodiversity.  


 Policies and programs to ensure the next generation of farmers have access to land, skills 


and incentives to grow healthful foods. 


 Maintaining funding for the Specialty Crop Block Grants to support food safety and drive 


demand through education for specialty crops to increase dietary diversity as an aid to help 


people achieve the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. 


 Supply chain innovation for food retail outlets.  


o Reduce the cost and administrative burden for farmers markets, farm stands, green 


cart, community-supported agriculture, small rural grocers and other non-traditional 


vendors and convenience stores to accept EBT and participate in Farmers Market 


Nutrition Programs.  


o Provide targeted solutions for communities living in food deserts.  


 Reauthorize the Healthy Food Financing Initiative (HFFI), which will 


stimulate economic development, create jobs and improve health in low-


income, underserved communities and communities of color in urban and 


rural areas by supporting farmers and healthy food retailers to improve access 


to nutritious, affordable food. 


o Support nutrition assistance programs for populations that may need additional 


outreach and support. 







 


 


 Continue to learn from and fund pilot projects that test innovative approaches 


to delivery of groceries, while ensuring client privacy is protected. 


 Support community efforts to reach isolated older adults to provide healthful 


food options to help maintain their independence.  


 Initiatives to reduce pre- and post-consumer food waste throughout the food system.  
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Priorities for the 2018 Farm Bill: 


Promoting Healthy People, Healthful Food Systems and a Strong Economy 
 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to improving the health of Americans by 


ensuring access to a nourishing, safe and affordable food supply. The Academy is also committed 


to ensuring that quality nutrition services and nutrition education are integral components of 


nutrition assistance programs. The Academy offers the following recommendations to build upon 


and strengthen existing Farm Bill programs; increase access to affordable, nutritious food, 


especially for those most in need; and improve the demand and marketplace for a diversity of foods 


that contribute to health and food security. 


 


The Academy’s guiding principle is our commitment to improving health for all, especially those 


most susceptible to and that experience food insecurity, and is the basis for our recommendations. 


 


1. Empower Consumers – Drive Demand for and Reduce Waste of Healthful 


Foods 


 


Goal: Nutrition education programs authorized in the Farm Bill are tailored to 


participants’ education levels and lifestyles to help them make lifelong healthful behavior 


changes.  


 


The Academy supports: 


 Provision of sufficient funding for effective and innovative nutrition education programs 


and initiatives authorized in the Farm Bill Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 


Nutrition Education and Obesity Prevention Grant Program (SNAP-Ed) and the Expanded 


Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP).  


 Identification of opportunities to ensure program effectiveness and efficiencies in public 


nutrition education and assistance programs to promote positive consumer behavior 


change. 


 Initiatives to reduce consumer food waste.  


 Provide support for necessary leadership within the USDA and specifically in the regional 


offices on nutrition and nutrition education.   


 
Rationale 


The majority of Americans should improve their diet quality regardless of income status.i The 


Academy believes that improving access/supply and education/demand for healthy foods will 


improve long-term healthii. Improving demand and consumption of healthy foods is accomplished 


through evidenced-based nutrition education and promotion programs authorized in the Farm Bill. 


The programs listed below coordinate and create synergies to maximize reach with limited funding. 


Effective nutrition education must be delivered with adequate dosage and intensity to empower 


families to make healthy choices. These recommendations aim to support the structure of the 


programs and improve support, coordination, expertise and leadership within USDA and as 


implemented through the state agencies.   


 


SNAP Nutrition Education and Obesity Prevention Program, or SNAP-Ed, and the Expanded Food 


and Nutrition Program (EFNEP), are innovative nutrition education programs that meet the unique 


needs of low-income communities nationwide. These programs provide targeted, effective nutrition 


education that empowers families to make lasting behavior changes and build skills to manage 


limited resources beyond the short time that a typical SNAP participant utilizes the benefits. 


Nutrition education is critical to good health and the development of lifelong healthy behaviors. 







 


 


Effective education strategies in combination and coordination with nutrition assistance programs 


ensure our federal investment in these programs is optimized. 


  


Early adoption of healthy habits and resource management skills, coupled with systems approaches 


that support those habits, are key to reducing health care costs related to chronic diseases like 


obesity, diabetes and heart disease. Nutrition education programs simultaneously empower families 


to make healthier choices and provide knowledge and skills to help attain food security.  


  


Nationally, a snapshot of SNAP-Ed and EFNEP successes show: 


      Indiana household food security improved by 25% in households with at least one person 


participating in the SNAP-Ed curriculum compared to a control group. Participants saw 


lasting effects one year post interventioniii. 


      A California SNAP-Ed program found a significant increase in the number of participants 


meeting the recommended 5+ servings of fruit and vegetables daily. The greatest 


improvements were seen in populations with most need for improvement: 91% 


improvement in the segment of the population with lowest incomes, 77% improvement in 


the African American population and 43% improvement in the Latino populationiv. 


      A Pennsylvania SNAP-Ed program, as part of a multifaceted approach, has shown a 50% 


reduction in the incidence of overweight among elementary school studentsv. 


 Nationally, review of the EFNEP program showed that 94% of adults improved their diet, 


including consuming an additional ½ cup of fruits and vegetables dailyvi. 


 According to an analysis by the Agricultural and Applied Economics Association, $1 spent 


on the adult EFNEP program produced a benefit equivalent to $10.96. Other results 


differed, ranging from Oregon’s $3.62 benefit per $1 to Iowa’s $12.50 benefit per $1, but 


all point to significant programmatic valuevii 


 


Nutrition education provided through SNAP-Ed has undergone significant changes in the last seven 


years. The passage of the Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act of 2010viii and resulting USDA guidance, 


regulations and the federal/state cooperation formalized and strengthened the mission of SNAP-


Edix. These changes included: adding physical activity and obesity prevention to the mission; the 


ability of SNAP-Ed to reach more low-income people more easily; authorization of a mix of 


activities to include a higher-impact blend of education, marketing, public health and community 


approaches; coordination with other federal agencies, especially CDC and NIH; the identification 


and use of evidence-based interventions; and accountability through a clear set of potential 


outcomes and results as detailed in the SNAP-Ed Evaluation Framework. 


 
SNAP-Ed and EFNEP continue to innovate and coordinate with other health focused programs. 


States like Minnesota and Iowa are leading the country to coordinate across federally funded 


nutrition and nutrition education programming as required by FY16 and FY17 SNAP-Ed guidance. 


The Iowa Nutrition Network (INN), established in the 1990s, began with a one-time infusion of 


funding to create this networkx. The INN fosters collaboration, nutrition leadership and the 


commitment among programs to discuss program successes and planning for SNAP-Ed, EFNEP, 


WIC, Senior Meals, Team Nutrition, Food Corps and CDC funding dedicated to nutrition and 


nutrition education. Minnesota has leveraged private funding through a state-based health insurer to 


establish a first-ever Minnesota Food Charterxi. The people brought together through the Charter 


have worked to gather input and build consensus around food and nutrition planning and 


coordination throughout the state.  


 


These two states have done amazing work, but across the nation there is a lack of sufficient 


resources within USDA to share and disseminate best practices. The Academy recommends that 


Congress direct USDA to continue their progress with state agencies and implementing agencies to 







 


 


facilitate a network of shared resources and best practices, improved technical assistance and 


nutrition education leadership. Additional staff support within USDA headquarters, including a 


high-level nutrition officer and additional regional support in each of the USDA regions, could: 


create easily shared resources for technical assistance, especially as more comprehensive data is 


collected through updated EARS and utilization of the SNAP-Ed Evaluation Framework; 


encourage a shared services model for social marketing activities; and provide leadership as 


directed through the SNAP-Ed guidance to support coordination within other FNS programs 


around nutrition education. All of these potential activities would maximize federal investments, 


enhance program reach and ultimately improve population health and reduce healthcare costs.  


 
The U.S. wastes 40% of food available for consumption throughout the food supply chainxii. The 


USDA defines food waste as “a component of food loss and occurs when an edible item goes 


unconsumed, as in food discarded by retailers due to color or appearance and plate waste by 


consumers”xiii. Wasted food can occur along the entire food supply chain. Identifying where wasted 


food occurs along the food supply chain is necessary to develop effective strategies to increase 


efficiencies.  


 


To address confusion with consumers, the Academy strongly encourages efforts by Congress to 


address this issue and can lend expertise to provide much needed consumer education on confusing 


date labeling of foodsxiv. We encourage Congress to work with industry to standardize date labels 


based on food safety standards and provide education to consumers on this issue. 


 


 


2. Ensure Sound Science and Program Evaluation for Future Evidenced-Based 


Decision Making 
 


Goal: A strong science portfolio informs development and enhancement of nutrition 


program content, and high quality, systematic monitoring and evaluation provide guidance 


for structuring and strengthening consumer education implementation and delivery 


systems. 


 


The Academy supports: 


 Establishment of a consistent USDA funding authorization to accomplish the 


requirements in the 1990 National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Act.  


 Provision of sufficient funding for the completion of the Pregnancy and Birth to 24 


Months nutrition guidance project, as required in the Agricultural Act of 2014.  


 Increased funding for vital primary agricultural and nutrition research: National Institute 


of Food and Agriculture including the 1) Agricultural and Food Research Initiative 


(AFRI), 2) Agricultural Research Service Human Nutrition Research Centers and 3) 


maintain funding for the Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research. 


 Adequate evaluation funding and program expertise to examine ways to improve health 


outcomes related to nutrition status, such as SNAP benefit adequacy, SNAP disbursement 


frequency (i.e., weekly or bi-monthly), reduction of participant stigma in nutrition 


assistance programs and child nutrition programs, and improved nutritional health of 


SNAP participants. These projects should adhere to rigorous study design and build on 


past research conducted by USDA and HHS.   


 Continue to strengthen linkages to nutrition programming and nutrition education 


research through the Interagency Committee on Human Nutrition Research, as outlined in 


the National Nutrition Research Roadmap. 


 







 


 


Rationale  


More than 75,000 Academy members rely on current high-quality nutrition science and the gold 


standard rigorous systematic reviews – that controls for bias – conducted by the Center for 


Nutrition Policy and Promotion. Academy members perform primary nutrition research, lead 


systematic reviews and translate systematic reviews to actionable messages for consumers, all with 


the goal of improving the health of Americans.  


 


To reflect the highest integrity, transparency and rigor, there must be an investment to meet the 


USDA’s mandate as required by the National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Act of 


1990xv and the Agricultural Act of 2014xvi. According to 2005 study, the average cost for a 


systematic review was $250,000xvii and recent estimates note that these systematic reviews can cost 


up to $500,000 per question. To meet the requirement in Agricultural Act of 2014, which called for 


the development of the pregnancy and birth to 24 months dietary guidance, USDA and HHS will 


need to conduct numerous original systematic reviews. USDA and HHS are extremely efficient 


with their work and leverage public/private partnerships with professional and medical associations 


to conduct this work. But this cannot be sustained through public/private partnerships; there must 


be additional federal support. With the recent review of the process related to the Dietary 


Guidelines for Americans by the National Academies of Medicine, clear recommendations were 


given that could strengthen this review process, including adequate fundingxviii. The upcoming 


Farm Bill could include language to support these efforts to continue to provide rigorous science-


based reviews. 


 


Primary research on agriculture and nutrition, through National Institute of Food and Agriculture 


(NIFA) and Agricultural and Food Research Initiative (AFRI), the Agricultural Research Service 


that includes Human Nutrition Research Centers and the Foundation for Food and Agriculture 


Research, are critical to maintain and improve the nation’s food security. This competitive funding 


is essential to ensure programs provide optimal food and nutrition tailored specifically to their 


audiences, which leads to improved nutrition and health outcomes, strengthens food security and 


reduces overall health care costs. According to testimony provided to the U.S. House Committee 


on Agriculture, Subcommittee on Biotechnology, Horticulture, and Research, “In fiscal 2015, more 


than 2,600 proposals were submitted for AFRI funding, requesting almost $1.8 billion. Through a 


rigorous peer-review process, over 1,400 were recommended for funding, but only 569 could be 


supported with the funds available.”xix 


 


Released in 2016, The National Nutrition Research Roadmap was written to better outline the goals 


of the Interagency Committee on Human Nutrition Research (ICHNR) on researching and 


understanding federally supported or conducted human nutrition research and associated 


programming. The ICHNR was established in 1983 to better facilitate “planning, coordination, and 


communication” with federal agencies and departments like the USDA, NIH, HHS, DoD and 


others. As outlined in the roadmap, each participating group is tasked with establishing their own 


cooperative relationships among themselves and should focus on sharing past experiences and 


knowledge in their areas of human nutrition research. Overall, ICHNR believes that doing this will 


“effectively and efficiently advance the role of nutrition in improving and sustaining health”.xx 


 


The Farm Bill provides a time to reinforce the importance and need for investment in foundational 


nutrition science, and coordination of research as the federal government invests in tackling issues 


related to human nutrition and increasing health care costs related to diet-related chronic diseases.  


 


3. Support Innovative Nutrition Assistance Programs to Improve Access to 


Healthful, Affordable and Safe Foods  
 







 


 


Goal:  Domestic and International Nutrition Safety Nets Are Protected and Strengthened by 


Streamlining Administrative Requirements for All Nutrition Assistance Programs and 


Coordinating Healthful Food Production with Nutrition Assistance Programs. 


 


The Academy supports: 


 


 Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) 


o Maintain the current structure of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 


Program (SNAP). The Academy would oppose any effort to change the 


structure of this program to shift to a state-based grant system, such as block 


grants, which would cap funding and limit the agility of the program to be 


responsive to fluctuating economic condition.  


o Increase the SNAP benefit level to prevent hunger and provide resources to 


help families make healthful food choices. 


o Update standards for SNAP retailers that increase the availability of healthful 


foods. 


 Ensure final regulations lead to enhanced retail offerings to promote 


and sell healthy foods. 


 Ensure adequate training and technical assistance are provided to assist 


transition to updated standards.  


 Encourage coordination efforts with SNAP-Ed and CDC to assist 


retailers with strategies to improve healthier options and drive demand 


for these healthier options.  


o Eliminate the requirement that basic allowance for housing for our military 


members be included in their income calculations to receive SNAP benefits.  


 Food Distribution Programs 


o Reauthorize the Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) to ensure 


that low-income seniors have access to nutritious monthly food packages and 


increase funding to provide an opportunity for the two remaining states 


(Alabama and Wyoming) to participate in the program. 


o Maintain current funding for The Emergency Food Assistance Program 


(TEFAP) to ensure a steady flow of nutritious commodities through the 


emergency food system of charitable providers, such as food banks and 


pantries.  


o Provide adequate funding authorization for transportation of TEFAP 


commodities. 


o Continue support of projects to integrate more traditional foods and updates to 


distribution sites that allow the distribution of more fresh, frozen and 


perishable foods on Indian reservations and throughout the entire food 


distribution system. 


o Maintain current funding and integrity of the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Snack 


Program.  


 Food Insecurity Nutrition Incentives grants: 


o Maintain funding for the successful, research-based FINI grants, which provide 


financial incentives for families to purchase healthful foods. Through the grant 


process, place priority on those projects that: 


 Seek to engage retailers of all sizes as active partners. 


 Focus on the development of technology that could facilitate use of 


incentives in the retail setting.  


 Encourage and prioritize coordination with nutrition education 


programming, such as SNAP-Ed and EFNEP. 







 


 


 Encourage and provide technical assistance for projects with varying 


population densities and retail outlets.  


 
Rationale 


Food insecurity is declining, but is still above pre-recession level. In 2015, 12.7% (15.8 million) of 


households were food insecure compared to 11.1% in 2007, with the recession peak of 14.9% in 


2011. Of these households, 5% experienced very low food security, meaning some members ate 


less. Also in 2015, 7.8% of households with children experienced food insecurityxxi. SNAP, our 


nation’s largest and widest reaching nutrition safety net, is critical to addressing basic nutritional 


needs for families.  


 


Studies show SNAP is effective in reducing food insecurity and improving health. In a survey of 


3,000 households with children, SNAP participation decreased odds of children experiencing food 


insecurity by one-thirdxxii. In a survey of 6,500 households, SNAP participation decreased food 


insecurity by 6-17%, and decreased very low food security by 12-19% over six monthsxxiii xxiv. 


SNAP participation during pregnancy reduced likelihood of low birth weight by 23%, and a 


mother’s access to food assistance during pregnancy increased her child’s birth weight. SNAP 


participation is also inversely associated with anemia, failure to thrive and nutritional deficiency.  


 


According to a 2013 report by the IOM, individual, household and environmental factors impact 


the adequacy of SNAP benefits. The maximum benefit guarantee, based on the Thrifty Food Plan, 


may not be sufficient. The Thrifty Food Plan assumes that a family has enough time to prepare 


meals from scratch, does not account for geographic variation in food costs and calculates benefits 


based on food costs 16 months in advance. Net income deduction calculations may not be 


adequate. For example, households face housing costs greater than the shelter deduction cap. 


Medical expense deductions do not include out-of-pocket costs for non-elderly, nondisabled 


patientsxxv. 


 


Blumenthal, Hoffnagle, Leung et al., in a 2014 survey of 522 SNAP participants, recorded that 


70% disagreed that benefits were adequate to maintain a healthy dietxxvi. Increased SNAP benefits 


may improve diet quality and decrease health care spending. Medicaid cost growth decreased in 


Massachusetts after SNAP benefits increased, especially among those with chronic illnesses that 


are highly sensitive to food insecurityxxvii. Another way to address benefit adequacy issues is to pair 


healthy food incentives with nutrition education, which has been shown to maximize current 


benefit levels. In the USDA Healthy Incentives Pilot completed in 2014, a 30% incentive on 


targeted fruits and vegetables significantly increased participants’ fruit and vegetable 


consumptionxxviii.  


 


Food distribution programs aim to meet the needs of the communities they serve, and the Academy 


encourages Congress to support and maintain funding for these programs. The Emergency Food 


Assistance Program (TEFAP) supplements the diets of low-income individuals by providing 


emergency food and nutrition assistance, largely through food banks. In 2012, TEFAP distributed 


over 723 million pounds of USDA Foods, and represents a federal investment that supports 


producers. This investment included nearly 306 million pounds of fruits and vegetables, 180 


million pounds of meat, 105 million pounds of milk and juice, and 75 million pounds of grains. 


Nearly 90 healthy products - including canned fruits and vegetables, dried beans, grains and pasta 


products, milk, juice and meat products – are provided through TEFAP to local soup kitchens, food 


pantries and community action agencies across the country. A recent analysis found that TEFAP 


foods achieved a score 89 out of 100 on the Health Eating Index, a measure of diet quality based on 


the Dietary Guidelines for Americansxxix.  


 







 


 


Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) is expected to serve 697,000 low-income senior 


citizens by supplementing their diets with nutritious USDA foods in 2017xxx. This is an important 


supplement for older adults and protects against food insecurity and malnutrition. We applaud FNS 


for conducting a comprehensive food package review that includes nutritional and operational 


review. The Academy supports this program and is asking for an increase in funding to expand the 


program to the last two states that do not have this program to provide food and administrative 


funds to supplement the diets of older Americansxxxi.  


 


4. Support the Food Supply Chain: Producers and Retailers That Create a 


Healthful and Safe Food System and Reduces Food Waste.  


 
Goal: Support Producers and Retailers to Meet Demand for Healthful Foods. 


 


The Academy supports: 
 Funding and federal support for a variety of community-based and regional agriculture 


and food access initiatives that expand the availability of regionally-grown food, create 


jobs and promote economic development. Examples include Farmers Market and Local 


Food Promotion Programs, Senior and WIC Farmers Market Nutrition Programs, 


Community Food Projects, and Value-Added Producer Grants. 


 Farm practices and policies that conserve soil, water, air, habitat and biodiversity.  


 Policies and programs to assure the next generation of farmers have access to land, skills 


and incentives to grow healthful foods. 


 Maintaining funding for the Specialty Crop Block Grants to support food safety and drive 


demand through education for specialty crops to increase dietary diversity as an aid to help 


people achieve the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. 


 Supply chain innovation for food retail outlets.  


o Reduce the cost and administrative burden for farmers markets, farm stands, green 


cart, community-supported agriculture, small rural grocers and other non-traditional 


vendors and convenience stores to accept EBT and participate in Farmers Market 


Nutrition Programs.  


o Provide targeted solutions for communities living in food deserts.  


 Reauthorize of the Healthy Food Financing Initiative (HFFI), which will 


stimulate economic development, create jobs and improve health in low-


income, underserved communities and communities of color in urban and 


rural areas by supporting farmers and healthy food retailers to improve access 


to nutritious, affordable food. 


o Support nutrition assistance programs for populations that may need additional 


outreach and support. 


 Continue to learn from and fund pilot projects that test innovative approaches 


to delivery of groceries, while ensuring client privacy is protected. 


 Support community efforts to reach isolated older adults to provide healthful 


food options to help maintain their independence.  


 Initiatives to reduce pre- and post-consumer food waste throughout the food system.  


 


Rationale 


The Academy is a steady partner with agriculture leaders as we support producers who are 


entrusted to create a healthy food system. We continue to ask Congress to ensure a variety of 


expertise and funding for community-based and regional agriculture initiatives. We know this is a 


wise investment that helps provide more options for consumers and expands the availability of 







 


 


regionally-grown food, creates jobs and promotes economic development. Supporting producers in 


this way ensures survival of our most valuable resources, water and land.  


 


We also support and recognize the need to train new farmers and ranchers to ensure that the next 


generation of farmers have access to land, as well as the skills and incentives to grow healthy 


foodsxxxii. The rising average age of U.S. farmers and the 8% projected decrease in the number of 


farmers and ranchers between 2008 and 2018 solidifies the growing recognition that new programs 


are needed to meet the needs of the next generation of beginning farmers and ranchersxxxiii. We 


encourage Congress to direct USDA to find more innovative ways to provide guidance and support 


for beginning farmers and ranchers.  


 


Food retailers are a critical partner in increasing food security, decreasing food waste and 


improving the health of all. We suggest supports and incentives for supply chain innovation that 


would decrease food deserts and waste, and link retailers to technical expertise to facilitate the 


availability of healthy options. Nutrition education and promotion efforts drive demand for healthy 


foods, and we encourage supply efforts also coordinate with these demand drivers to support small 


and large retail operations.  


 


The USDA estimates that supermarkets lose $15 billion annually in unsold fruits and 


vegetablesxxxiv. The Academy supports removing barriers or perceived barriers to food donation, or 


innovative food distribution with a strong emphasis on food safety considerations.   


 


We applaud Congress’ foresight to address the unique needs of certain populations such as 


veterans, seniors, homebound people and citizens living in food deserts, who struggle with food 


insecurity and poor access to healthy foods. We encourage Congress to continue to fund USDA 


pilot projects that test innovative ways to address the nutritional needs of these vulnerable groups.   


 


The Academy strongly believes these efforts to ensure access to adequate, safe, and nutritious 


food will benefit economic growth, public health, agriculture and national security. 
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Lauren Au, our co-chair, presented the Farm Bill Work Group’s recommendations to the

Legislative and Public Policy Committee on Friday afternoon and the recommendations were

approved! 

 

These recommendations will be sent to the Board of Directors, with the support of the Legislative

and Public Policy Committee. Lauren did an amazing job presenting our recommendations, and

the discussions our work group has had over the last 4 months. We also included a memo that

noted marker bills related to the Farm Bill (attached). 

 

The final approved documents are attached for your reference. We are working on a

communication plan to release these recommendations and we hope to keep you all engaged as

the Farm Bill process unfolds in Congress this summer. 

 

We will also use the recommendations on nutrition education programs, EFNEP and SNAP-Ed,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop. During that workshop we will train our

member leaders on these two programs and they will then go to Capitol Hill to advocate to their

members of Congress! 

 

Working with you on these recommendations has been exciting and rewarding! I have enjoyed

getting to know each of you better, and learning from you. Thank you for your sharing your time

and expertise to craft these recommendations and contributing to your profession. 

 

 

On another but similar note, we wanted to make sure you saw this announcement from the

Academy and how it impacts programs we care about like SNAP and food and nutrition research. 

 

President's Budget Proposal Would Drastically Cut Funding for Programs Important to

RDNs

 

Vital food, nutrition, and health programs and services would face severe reductions in funding

under President Trump’s proposed budget for the 2018 fiscal year. The Academy recently

released a statement urging Congress to fully fund those programs and services, and it will

continue to advocate for them.

 

To read more on how the president’s budget proposal would affect programs that are important to

Registered Dietitian Nutritionists: http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-

public-policy/from-the-hill/budget-proposal-would-drastically-cut-funding-for-programs-important-

to-rdns

 

 

Very best,
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Jenn

 

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 9:57 AM 

 To: 'Tracy Fox' <tracy@foodnutritionpolicy.com>; 'pkeane@salud.unm.edu' <

pkeane@salud.unm.edu>; 'Johannah O'Malley' <jo19omalley@gmail.com>;

'amanda.s.hege@gmail.com' <amanda.s.hege@gmail.com>; 'janicegiddens@gmail.com' <

janicegiddens@gmail.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>;

'chons1355@gmail.com' <chons1355@gmail.com>; 'Karen Ehrens' <

karen@ehrensconsulting.com>; 'Karen Bakies' <karen.bakies@drink-milk.com>; Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; 'Edwards Hall, Leigh Ann' <lahall@strength.org>; 'Fern

Gale Estrow - FGE Team' <festrow@fgeteam.com>; Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>;

'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>; 'harna001@umn.edu' <harna001@umn.edu> 

 Subject: RE: FINAL DRAFT Farm Bill Work Group Recommendations 

 

Good morning!

 

 

Just a friendly reminder to send along any edits by end of the day today. 

 

THANK YOU!!

 

Jenn

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 12:06 PM 

 To: Tracy Fox <tracy@foodnutritionpolicy.com>; pkeane@salud.unm.edu; Johannah O'Malley <

jo19omalley@gmail.com>; amanda.s.hege@gmail.com; janicegiddens@gmail.com; Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; chons1355@gmail.com; Karen Ehrens <

karen@ehrensconsulting.com>; Karen Bakies <karen.bakies@drink-milk.com>; Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Edwards Hall, Leigh Ann <lahall@strength.org>; Fern Gale

Estrow - FGE Team <festrow@fgeteam.com>; Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>; Lauren

Au <au.lauren@gmail.com>; 'harna001@umn.edu' <harna001@umn.edu> 

 Subject: FINAL DRAFT Farm Bill Work Group Recommendations 

 

Good morning!
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We have a final draft of our Farm Bill recommendations! There is a summary (attachment 1) and a

full report (attachment 2). Note that these have not gone through our communications department

for final editing. Our process was to get this to you all first for review and comment. I hope that we

have captured your ideas into this document. 

 

Thank you for all of your input in this process thus far! 

 

Please make your comments in track changes/comment box and save with your initials in the title.

I will need your comments by end of business next Wednesday, May 17. 

 

I will compile edits and create a final document which Lauren Au, our co-chair, will present to the

Legislative and Public Policy Team during their monthly call on Friday May 26. 

 

MANY MANY THANKS! For all your work to provide vision and direction for the Academy on the

Farm Bill. 

 

If you have any questions, please email or call Jenn.

 

 

Very best,

 

Jenn, Lauren and Karen

 

 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN 

 Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021 

 Fax number 202-775-8284 

 www.eatright.org
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1286. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 15:00:28

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Special Announcement 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill – PPW Session 4 – Register Today! 

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Posted Today! 

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing – Register Today! 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Panel on June 7 – Register Today! 

Last Chance! Do You Work in a Hospital or Long-Term Care? Tell the Academy about

Malnutrition's Impact on Patients and Practice 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health – Register

Today!  

Academy’s Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress  

Action Alert Update 

President's Budget Proposal Would Drastically Cut Funding for Programs Important to RDNs 

California Bill (SB 349) Passes a Hurdle  

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs 

Dates to Remember – Events for in One Location! 

Special Announcement

 

a reminder, I am retiring and tomorrow is my last day working for the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics. It has been an honor and privilege to work with each of you over the

past few years. Again, thank you for your leadership in affiliates, DPGs and MIGs. I have many

treasured memories. 

 

Please contact Jeanne Blankenship at jblankenship@eatright.org beginning June 1 if you have

questions or need assistance.

 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill – PPW Session 4 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. The session on Wednesday, May 24 is the first of the two

legislative issues preparation webinars. Please register for the webinar to participate in the live

event or plan to listen to the recording. Webinars are recorded. The recordings will be posted to

the PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017
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topic folder.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 17

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!
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Register Here

 

Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The updated list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator

COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). To download a copy of the document

go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the registration list.

Please review the list to identify your state team members. If members are missing from the list, it

means that their registration has not been processed. If you have any questions, please let us

know.

 

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing 

 Please join the over 300 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2 to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. You must reserve your

room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2; rooms are based on availability and may

sellout prior to the deadline. For information about the tentative PPW agenda, click here.

 

“Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care” Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity.

 

A webcast has been set up for attendees who cannot attend the in-person event, click here to

register for the June 7, 10 - 11:30 a. m. (Eastern Time) session to learn about these first-of-their-

kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can be implemented, and what

adoption of these competencies could mean for patients. Jeanne Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the

Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will join other patient and provider

advocates on the panel.

 

Last Chance! Do You Work in a Hospital or Long-Term Care? Tell the Academy about

Malnutrition's Impact on Patients and Practice

 

As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of
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malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility.

Please provide your submissions.

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

Tips on registering:

 

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day; 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. 

Academy's Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, H. Res. 161/S. Res. 75, the centennial resolution

commemorating the Academy's Centennial, has two new cosponsors in the House of

Representatives; Reps. Marcy Kaptur (Ohio) and Mo Brooks (Ala.). Please take a moment to ask

your member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy's Centennial by co-sponsoring the

resolution and send a note of thanks to those who already have. 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 have been closed. The reports listing the number of Academy

members who have responded to the action alerts is posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The

reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in the Participation topic on the community of

interest.
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The affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of

members posted in the May 2017 subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public

Policy Coordinator COI. We ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another

affiliate) for public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage

members to send letters to Congress.

 

Here is a chart identifying the final action alert statistics:

 

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

79

 

83

 

Congress Contacted

 

97.2%

 

99.8%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,829

 

24,894

 

Members participating

 

4%
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8.5%

 

President's Budget Proposal Would Drastically Cut Funding for Programs Important to

RDNs 

 Vital food, nutrition, and health programs and services would face severe reductions in funding

under President Trump’s proposed budget for the 2018 fiscal year. The Academy recently

released a statement urging Congress to fully fund those programs and services, and it will

continue to advocate for them. Click here to read more on how the president’s budget proposal

would affect programs that are important to Registered Dietitian Nutritionists.

 

California Bill (SB 349) Passes a Hurdle  

The California Senate Bill 349 was introduced in February 2017. The bill sets forth facility safety

standards and staffing ratios for certain healthcare professionals providing services in settings in

which chronic dialysis services are provided. On May 26, the California bill (SB 349) was

amended to include registered dietitians, stating “Commencing January 1, 2019, a chronic dialysis

clinic shall ensure that a registered dietitian is not assigned more than 75 patients.” 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has been working with the California Academy on this

legislation since February. The amended bill passed the California Senate Appropriations

Committee on Friday, May 26. To read the bill text, click here.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.
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Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1287. Your Investment Goes a Long Way

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 14:47:19

Subject: Your Investment Goes a Long Way

Attachment:

Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo 

Make plans to attend the Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24 in Chicago and

celebrate the Academy's Centennial. 
View in browser.

  

Invest in Your Career: Attend FNCE®

 

Nothing could provide greater value for your career than attending FNCE®. In just four days, you

will:

 

Learn the latest scientific information on food and nutrition 

Discover new dietetics trends 

Connect with peers and top experts in the field 

And you’ll learn how to apply your updated skills and knowledge, so you can immediately improve

your employer’s workplace practices and performance. The return on investment will be evident in

the bottom line! 

  
Learn more and register today!

 

This FNCE email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not to

receive future FNCE emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1288. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 13:58:48

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 

May 30, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Special Announcement 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill – PPW Session 4 – Register Today! 

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators – Posted Today! 

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing – Register Today! 

Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care Panel on June 7 – Register Today! 

Last Chance! Do You Work in a Hospital or Long-Term Care? Tell the Academy about

Malnutrition's Impact on Patients and Practice 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health – Register

Today!  

Academy’s Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress  

Action Alert Update 

President's Budget Proposal Would Drastically Cut Funding for Programs Important to RDNs 

California Bill (SB 349) Passes a Hurdle  

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs 

Dates to Remember – Events for in One Location! 

Special Announcement

 

As a reminder, I am retiring and tomorrow is my last day working for the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics.   It has been an honor and privilege to work with each of you over the

past few years. Again, thank you for your leadership in affiliates, DPGs and MIGs. I have many

treasured memories.

 

 

Please contact Jeanne Blankenship at jblankenship@eatright.org beginning June 1 if you have

questions or need assistance.

 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill – PPW Session 4 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. The session on Wednesday, May 24 is the first of the two

legislative issues preparation webinars. Please register for the webinar to participate in the live
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event or plan to listen to the recording. Webinars are recorded. The recordings will be posted to

the PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017

topic folder. 

  

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

  

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

  

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

  

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 
 
Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 
 The updated list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator
COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). To download a copy of the document
go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the registration list.
Please review the list to identify your state team members. If members are missing from the list, it
means that their registration has not been processed. If you have any questions, please let us
know.

 

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing 

 Please join the over 300 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2 to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. You must reserve your

room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2; rooms are based on availability and may

sellout prior to the deadline. For information about the tentative PPW agenda, click here.

 

“Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care” Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity.

 

A webcast has been set up for attendees who cannot attend the in-person event, click here to

register for the June 7, 10 - 11:30 a. m. (Eastern Time) session to learn about these first-of-their-

kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can be implemented, and what

adoption of these competencies could mean for patients. Jeanne Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the

Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will join other patient and provider

advocates on the panel. 

  

Last Chance! Do You Work in a Hospital or Long-Term Care? Tell the Academy about

Malnutrition's Impact on Patients and Practice

 

As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition
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immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of

malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility.

Please provide your submissions.

 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

Tips on registering:

 

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day; 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. 

Academy's Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, H. Res. 161/S. Res. 75, the centennial resolution

commemorating the Academy's Centennial, has two new cosponsors in the House of

Representatives; Reps. Marcy Kaptur (Ohio) and Mo Brooks (Ala.).  Please take a moment to ask

your member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy's Centennial by co-sponsoring the

resolution and send a note of thanks to those who already have.  

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 have been closed.  The reports listing the number of Academy

members who have responded to the action alerts is posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The

reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in the Participation topic on the community of
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interest.

 

The affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of

members posted in the May 2017 subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public

Policy Coordinator COI. We ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another

affiliate) for public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage

members to send letters to Congress.

 

Here is a chart identifying the final action alert statistics:

  

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

79

 

83

 

Congress Contacted

 

97.2%

 

99.8%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,829

 

24,894

 

Members participating

 

4%
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8.5%

 
 
President's Budget Proposal Would Drastically Cut Funding for Programs Important to
RDNs 
 Vital food, nutrition, and health programs and services would face severe reductions in funding
under President Trump’s proposed budget for the 2018 fiscal year. The Academy recently
released a statement urging Congress to fully fund those programs and services, and it will
continue to advocate for them. Click here to read more on how the president’s budget proposal
would affect programs that are important to Registered Dietitian Nutritionists.

 

California Bill (SB 349) Passes a Hurdle  

The California Senate Bill 349 was introduced in February 2017. The bill sets forth facility safety

standards and staffing ratios for certain healthcare professionals providing services in settings in

which chronic dialysis services are provided. On May 26, the California bill (SB 349) was

amended to include registered dietitians, stating “Commencing January 1, 2019, a chronic dialysis

clinic shall ensure that a registered dietitian is not assigned more than 75 patients.” 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has been working with the California Academy on this

legislation since February. The amended bill passed the California Senate Appropriations

Committee on Friday, May 26. To read the bill text, click here.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.
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Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1289. Daily News:Tuesday, May 30, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 11:15:28

Subject: Daily News:Tuesday, May 30, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

One Man's Trash Is Another's Fiber 

 Wasted food in U.S. would reduce nutritional shortfalls, researchers say 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/food-and-nutrition-news-

316/one-man-s-trash-is-another-s-fiber-722719.html 

 Source: Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 http://jandonline.org/article/S2212-2672(17)30325-8/fulltext

 

Dining halls at Harvard, Stanford, and other schools are using their kitchens as 'living

laboratories' to change the eating habits of students 

 http://www.businessinsider.com/college-dining-halls-are-trying-to-change-student-eating-habits-

2017-5

 

Put the Brakes on Mindless Eating 

 And reconnect with real hunger signals; your scale will thank you 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/food-and-nutrition-news-

316/put-the-brakes-on-mindless-eating-722475.html 

 Related Resource: Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 An Expanded Model for Mindful Eating for Health Promotion and Sustainability: Issues and

Challenges for Dietetics Practice 

 http://jandonline.org/article/S2212-2672(16)30077-6/abstract

 

Gut Bacteria Changes After Some Weight-Loss Surgeries 

 Better diversity seen after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, researchers say 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/microbiome-probiotics-

986/gut-bacteria-changes-after-some-weight-loss-surgeries-723082.html 

 Source: International Society for Microbial Ecology 
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 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28548658

 

Celiac disease symptoms more likely to resolve in children 

 http://www.foxnews.com/health/2017/05/29/celiac-disease-symptoms-more-likely-to-resolve-in-

children.html 

 Source: Journal of Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition 

 Celiac Disease Symptom Resolution: Effectiveness of the Gluten Free Diet 

 http://insights.ovid.com/crossref?an=00005176-900000000-97158

 

Riboflavin Shows Positive Effect for Migraine in Adults 

 Data from five clinical trials show consistent positive therapeutic effect in adults 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=722587 

 Source: Journal of Clinical Pharmacy and Therapeutics 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jcpt.12548/abstract

 

Some Benefit for Curcuminoids in Knee Osteoarthritis 

 Reduced knee pain, improved quality of life versus placebo; less so than ibuprofen 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=722442 

 Source: Int J Rheum Dis 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28470851

 

Adults Who Love Exercise May Gain 9 'Biological' Years 

 Regular jogging and other pursuits delay cellular aging, study finds 

 (The study is scheduled for publication in the July issue of the journal Preventive Medicine) 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/fitness-information-14/misc-health-news-265/adults-who-love-

exercise-may-gain-9-biological-years-722619.html

 

5 Essential Tips for Hospital Patients and Their Visitors 

 Start by keeping hands clean, health experts say 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/general-health-information-16/hygiene-health-news-396/5-

essential-tips-for-hospital-patients-and-their-visitors-722399.html

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Heath News 

 -Alzheimer's Deaths Jump 55 Percent: CDC 

 More patients also dying at home, with the caregiving burden falling on loved ones 

 -Hospitals Vary in Moving Stroke Patients to Comfort or Hospice Care 

 Study found doctors more apt to suggest it sooner for older, white, female and uninsured patients 

 -Kidneys From Deceased Diabetics Might Ease Organ Shortage: Study 

 More than 100,000 people are on the U.S. kidney transplant wait-list 

 -New Cholesterol Fighting Meds Target Key Gene 

 Two trials show promise for non-statin approach to heart health 

 Stroke Risk Can Rise With Pregnancy-Linked High Blood Pressure 
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 Infections, clotting disorders, history of high blood pressure puts women with preeclampsia in

jeopardy, study says 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1290. RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 30, 2017 09:42:52

Subject: RE: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Donna, 

 

Made some more changes. Look good as a draft? 

 

Hope you had a great weekend J 

 

Jenn

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 3:20 PM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Looks great.  There is the word worth at the end of the letter and I am not sure why that is there?

 The only other thing we might add is how we always talk to our congreeman and congresswoman

about SNP when we go to DC for PPW.  
 
Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 2:34 PM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Let me know what you think. 

 

Dear Priscilla,
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Thank you for taking the time to provided your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

The Academy and its grassroots network have activated to send thousands of letters to member of

Congress on the importance of child nutrition programs, specifically school nutrition. Last year,

during the Academy’s annual Public Policy Workshop attended by over 400 member policy

leaders were trained on the importance of child nutrition programs. That workshop culminated in

stormomg Capitol Hill to tell their members of Congress in person the enormous public benefit of

feeding our children healthy foods at school and the professionalism of those leading these

programs. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has sat at her Congressman’s’ table,

and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to help plant her

garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s garden.  In

those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and how she

couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs.  
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From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?
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Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!
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Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.
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This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1291. Your FREE Chapter of a New Academy Publication is Available Here

From: eatrightSTORE <eatrightstore@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 29, 2017 13:50:58

Subject: Your FREE Chapter of a New Academy Publication is Available Here

Attachment:

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Email 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

Bits and Bytes: A Guide to Digitally Tracking Your Food, Fitness, and Health  

 View your free chapter now!

 
This accessible guide describes how to get started with digital health tracking and choose the right
tools to achieve personal health goals. With colorful illustrations and sample screens, this guide
compares popular apps and tracking programs, explaining the features they offer. PLUS, Bits and
Bytes is available in economy packs of ten, making them easy to distribute to clients!

 
 
And now through Tuesday, June 6, download a FREE chapter with the Academys eReader
app  also free! After downloading the eReader app, put your free chapter on your mobile device or
read it online. If youve already installed the eReader, all you need to do is open the app to view
the free chapter.

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This product email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future product emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1292. Re: PPW Agenda and Your Involvement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 22:06:19

Subject: Re: PPW Agenda and Your Involvement

Attachment:

Great and thank you. Teresa 
 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 8:52:22 PM  

To: Teresa Nece  

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: Re: PPW Agenda and Your Involvement 

 

Hi Teresa 

Thanks. Jeanne did speak to me and I am thrilled with the non partisan approach. Congrats on

your impending retirement. Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 9:24 PM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

HI Donna, Lucille and Mary,

 

 

Attached find a copy of the agenda for PPW.  Jeanne had planned to speak with you at the Board

meeting last week but did not get that opportunity.  

 

We have identified a moderator role for each of you.  In addition, we are planning to have a panel

interview as a part of the last session on Sunday June 25.  It will be approximately a 20 minute

event.  Mary will serve as the interviewer for the session.  We will be working with you on the

specifics.  The topic is “keeping it nonpartisan”.  The PIA team will assist with the scripts for your

moderator portion of the program as well as developing the questions for the panel.  There will be
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more information very soon.

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions,  Thank you in advance for support.  

 

Best always, 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

<PPW 2017-Attendee Agenda - Final draft 5 22 2017.docx> 
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1293. Re: PPW Agenda and Your Involvement

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 21:56:21

Subject: Re: PPW Agenda and Your Involvement

Attachment:

Hi Teresa 

Thanks. Jeanne did speak to me and I am thrilled with the non partisan approach. Congrats on

your impending retirement. Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

Immediate past President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 9:24 PM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

HI Donna, Lucille and Mary,

 

 

Attached find a copy of the agenda for PPW.  Jeanne had planned to speak with you at the Board

meeting last week but did not get that opportunity.  

 

We have identified a moderator role for each of you.  In addition, we are planning to have a panel

interview as a part of the last session on Sunday June 25.  It will be approximately a 20 minute

event.  Mary will serve as the interviewer for the session.  We will be working with you on the

specifics.  The topic is “keeping it nonpartisan”.  The PIA team will assist with the scripts for your

moderator portion of the program as well as developing the questions for the panel.  There will be

more information very soon.

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions,  Thank you in advance for support.  

 

Best always, 

 

Teresa
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Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

<PPW 2017-Attendee Agenda - Final draft 5 22 2017.docx> 
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1294. Nutrition Impact Summit: Initiative Project Update

From: nutritionimpactsummit <nutritionimpactsummit@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 18:49:15

Subject: Nutrition Impact Summit: Initiative Project Update

Attachment:

Hello! 

 

I am excited to share with you an update on the innovation projects that emerged from the

Academy’s September 2016 Nutrition Impact Summit and the Academy’s continued strategic

planning. We are thrilled that all nine projects submitted for consideration were well-received by

the Academy and Foundation Boards. The expertise and time you gave has done much to further

evolve the projects into detailed concept notes.

 

 

As you know, the Academy unveiled a new vision and mission for our organization in late

February. Since then, we have identified Second Century focus areas that will help the Academy

prioritize programs and initiatives through 2025 and demonstrate our significant impact on

prevention and wellness, health care and health systems, and food and nutrition security.

 

 

Since the Summit, some of the projects folded, changed scope or were merged before they were

presented to the Academy and Foundation Boards in February. Members of the Boards, along

with Academy staff, provided thoughtful feedback to prioritize which projects will move forward

first. 

 

Given the availability of staff and resources, three projects will move to the next phase of business

plan development: Global Nutrition Collaborative, Lifestyle First and the Nutrition in

Population Health Fellowship Program. We will revisit the other six projects as additional staff

and resources become available.

 

 

The three projects moving forward align closely with the Academy’s focus areas. We welcome

your continued involvement as these projects evolve. 

 

Please reply to this email if you are interested in serving as an expert reviewer for any of these

three business plans, whether or not you were on the initial project team. 
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Thank you again for your continued leadership of the Academy’s Second Century!

 

 

Yours in health,

 

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President, 2016-2017
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1295. Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 15:19:36

Subject: Re: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Looks great.  There is the word worth at the end of the letter and I am not sure why that is there?

 The only other thing we might add is how we always talk to our congreeman and congresswoman

about SNP when we go to DC for PPW.  
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 2:34 PM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Let me know what you think. 

 

Dear Priscilla,

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to provided your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to
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Talk!” 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has sat at her Congressman’s’ table,

and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to help plant her

garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s garden.  In

those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and how she

couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs. worth.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:
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Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC
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P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 
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The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1296. DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 14:34:25

Subject: DRAFT - Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Let me know what you think. 

 

Dear Priscilla,

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to provided your feedback. Your feedback is valuable but we are

disappointed to hear that you have not seen any value and leadership within the Academy as it

relates to child nutrition programs. We have been working tirelessly here in DC and throughout the

country to support Academy members who lead child nutrition programs. In fact the Academy’s

Council on Future Practice has identified child nutrition programs as a potential growth market for

Academy members and we couldn’t agree more! 

 

With the passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act in 2010, the Academy led efforts to

include rigorous education requirements and continuing education benchmarks for school

nutrition professionals nation-wide. These standards ensured that qualified professionals, like

DTRs and RDNs, were leading school nutrition programs at the local and state director levels. In

DC we vigorously support nutrition standards for school meals that meet the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, and the provision that requires qualified professionals to run school

nutrition programs. These efforts are directly supported by ANDPAC. 

 

USDA and the Academy have had a wonderful partnership and understanding that child nutrition

programs are a rewarding avenue that utilizes the unique skills of DTRs and RDNs. Over the past

year USDA and the Academy have worked together to provide materials to Dietetic Internship

Directors and Child Nutrition Program State Agencies about the outstanding benefits that a dietetic

intern can bring to child nutrition programs. The overall objective was captured in the December

2016 blog post by USDA “USDA Child Nutrition Program to Dietetics Interns: We Need to

Talk!” 

 

I am guessing you have not had the pleasure of meeting or hearing speak the Academy’s

President-Elect, Donna Martin EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND. Donna is constantly touting School

Nutrition as a great career and stating how having  Academy members on staff would help

manage child nutrition programs more effectively.  Donna has sat at her Congressman’s’ table,
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and the former First Lady of the US, Michelle Obama came to her district to help plant her

garden and then Donna went to the White House to help harvest the First Lady’s garden.  In

those meetings Donna’s uplifting message always focuses on the kids she serves and how she

couldn’t do what she does without her team which includes many RDNs. worth.  

 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:57 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!
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Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134
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From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 
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Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1297. Public Policy Workshop 2017 News Update

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 13:57:55

Subject: Public Policy Workshop 2017 News Update

Attachment:

May 26, 2017

 

PPW is 30 days away! Visit the PPW COI to prepare for the largest food and nutrition policy and

advocacy conference.  

PPW Legislative Issue 1: Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment  

The recording of this webinar is now available for online viewing by clicking the link below: 

  
Play recording

 

Note: The webinar viewing will require a live internet connection to play as it will stream directly via

the WebEx system.

 

The webinar has been converted to an mp4 and is loaded on the Public Policy Workshop

Community of Interest, PPW topic, PPW 2017 Recorded Webinars subtopic  and finally by session

number and title in the subtopic.

 

PPW Preparation Webinars 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Three of the five

webinars have now been recorded and are posted in the Public Policy Workshop Community of

Interest.  Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. Below please find registration links for

the final two sessions and links to the recording for the other three sessions that can be streamed

directly via the WebEx system. 

  

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

 

Wednesday, May 10 

  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here
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Wednesday, May 17

 

 

Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

  

 

Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

 

Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

 

 Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Registration Hours: Registration will be located in the Grand Hyatt Constitution E Ballroom

Foyer. Registration will be open on Sunday June 25 from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.

 

Public Policy Workshop Agenda 

 We are providing you an updated agenda for PPW.  

  

  Sunday, June 25, 2017
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1 – 1:50 p.m.

 

 

Affiliate PPC, and DPG/MIG PALs 

 (Invitation only event) 

 Constitution A

 

2 – 3:15 p.m.

 

Opening Session - How to Build Relationships Back HomeConstitution BCDE

 

3:15 – 3:25 p.m.

 

The Power of the PAC

 

3:25 – 4:30 p.m.

 

 

Preparing for “Act”ion:  Take Two!

 

Take 1: Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 

Take 2: Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 

4:30 – 5:40 p.m.

 

Preparing for “Act”ion on the Hill: Take Two Table Talk!

 

5:40 – 6:30 p.m.

 

Final Preparation for “Act”ion on the Hill: Final Take!

 

6:30 – 7:30 p.m.

 

Opening Reception (for all attendees) 

 Independence FGHI 

  

Monday, June 26, 2017

 

 

7 – 9 a.m.
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ANDPAC Power Breakfast (TICKETED EVENT) 

 National Press Club

 

9 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

 

Hill Visits

 
 
Visit the PPW Community of Interest 
 If you haven’t visited the PPW COI, please read the following and connect with us!   
 
What is a Community of Interest (COI)? It is an online forum that will help all PPW attendees get
up-to-date information about the conference, download handouts and presentations, link up with
other PPW registrants and discover fun PPW activities!  
 
You can access this new community at https://pia.webauthor.com  

Logging In: To log in enter your Academy username and your Academy password (which you

use to log into the member area of Eatright.org). Your Academy membership will be verified and

then you will be granted access to all the features of the community. You can complete your

profile, post your photo, and join or start a variety of discussions!  

 

We look forward to seeing you in June! If you have questions, please send your questions to

PPW@eatright.org. 

  

We wish you a pleasant Memorial Day weekend!

 

Best, 

  

Teresa 

  

Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036
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1298. All Your Patients' Needs in One Digital Resource

From: eatrightSTORE <eatrightstore@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 12:41:36

Subject: All Your Patients' Needs in One Digital Resource

Attachment:

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Email 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

Nutrition Care Manual® Products are internet-based diet manuals and professional practice

resources for RDNs, NDTRs, and allied health professionals. NCM products give you access to

evidence- and knowledge-based nutrition information that saves you time, and keeps you

current and compliant. 

   

Nutrition Care Manual® (NCM) has nutrition care info and resources for over 200 topics, while

the Pediatric Nutrition Care Manual (PNCM) covers over 80 pediatric-specific topics. 

 Features include:

 

Menu customization and analysis from USDA Nutrient Database 

Up-to-date clinical info for hundreds of diseases and conditions 

Disease-specific client education handouts, including Spanish and Chinese translations 

Formulary database of tube feeding and oral solutions 

Sports Nutrition Care Manual (SNCM) contains info on a variety of topics such as vegetarian,

adolescent, and college athletes, managing weight gain and loss, and nutrition for injury recovery

and rehabilitation. 

 Features include:

 

Research-based info written by Board Certified Specialists in Sports Dietetics 

Calculators for energy needs, sweat rate, lean body mass, desirable and healthy body weight 

Formulary database of products from major sports nutrition companies, including recovery drinks,

carbohydrate-electrolyte beverages, and weight gainers 
Learn more and subscribe here.

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This product email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future product emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 
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You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1299. RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 12:01:15

Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Thanks for helping on this!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!
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Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134
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From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions
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aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1300. RE: Manager for CNN interview

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 12:01:04

Subject: RE: Manager for CNN interview

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

Thanks so much!

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 10:57 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Manager for CNN interview

 

 

She can call Crystal Davis. Manager at Blakeney Elementary her cell phone number is.  (706)

871-6640 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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1301. Manager for CNN interview

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 11:57:07

Subject: Manager for CNN interview

Attachment:

She can call Crystal Davis. Manager at Blakeney Elementary her cell phone number is.  (706)

871-6640 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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1302. Daily News & Journal Review: Friday, May 26, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 11:36:49

Subject: Daily News & Journal Review: Friday, May 26, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

Special Diets, Supplements for Autism Still a Question Mark 

 Analysis of 19 trials turned up little proof they actually work; more definitive research

needed 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/cognitive-health-information-26/autism-news-51/special-diets-

supplements-for-autism-still-a-question-mark-723084.html 

 Source: Pediatrics 

 http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/early/2017/05/24/peds.2017-0346

 

Higher BMI Tied to Bigger Healthcare Costs 

 Ambulatory, inpatient care, cost of meds linked to obesity status 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/Endocrinology/Obesity/65566?xid=nl_mpt_DHE_2017-05-

26&eun=g411013d0r&pos=1

 

Teasing Teens About Weight May Do Lasting Harm 

 They're more likely to be obese and struggle with emotional eating as adults, research

finds 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/obesity-health-news-

505/teasing-teens-about-weight-may-do-lasting-harm-722395.html 

 Source: Preventive Medicine 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28450124

 

How Much Sugar Is in a Glass of Wine 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/26/well/eat/how-much-sugar-is-in-a-glass-of-wine.html

 

What is botulism, and how does it kill? 

 A common culprit in food-borne botulism is improperly canned or fermented food 
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 (Two separate outbreaks this month of the rare but deadly toxin botulism have focused attention

on this potentially fatal illness, which usually strikes about 150 people a year, mostly infants.) 

 http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/25/health/what-is-botulism/index.html

 

Charcoal or Gas? Depends on What Youre Grilling 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/23/dining/grill-charcoal-or-gas.html

 

Onsite farm, greenhouse supply much of hospitals produce needs 

 http://www.food-management.com/healthcare/onsite-farm-greenhouse-supply-much-hospital-s-

produce-needs?NL=FM-01&Issue=FM-01_20170526_FM-

01_437&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1&utm_rid=CPG06000000008660&utm_campaign=16522&ut

m_medium=email&elq2=a77e826c0901489db890f9e8edc33401

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Heath News 

 -Can Tracking Germs in One Hospital Make All Hospitals Safer? 

 Study mapped history of bacteria, viruses and fungi to understand how diseases spread among

patient 

 -FDA OKs First Cancer Drug by Genetic Type, Not Organ of Origin 

 Keytruda is targeted to specific cancers with specific DNA that can arise in multiple site 

 -Hospital Protocol Helps Thwart Serious Infection 

 Study finds faster treatment leads to lower risk of dying from sepsis 

 -3 Key Lifestyle Factors Can Lower Breast Cancer Odds 

 Stay trim, exercise and cut back on drinking, review findings suggest 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Journal Review

 

American Journal of Preventive Medicine, May 19, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.ajpmonline.org/inpress 

 -Two-Year Healthy Eating Outcomes: An RCT in Afterschool Programs

 

British Journal of Nutrition, May 24, 2017, Online First 

 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/british-journal-of-nutrition/firstview 

 -The effect of increased fruit and vegetable consumption on selected macronutrient and

micronutrient intakes in four randomised-controlled trials

 

Canadian Journal of Dietetic Practice and Research, May 23-24, 2017, Online First 

 http://dcjournal.ca/toc/cjdpr/0/0 

 -Qualitative Assessment of Key Messages about Nutrition and Weight Gain in Pregnancy in

Printed Educational Materials in Alberta 

 -The Nature of Competition in Dietetics Education: A Narrative Review
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Clinical Nutrition, May 23-24, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.clinicalnutritionjournal.com/inpress 

 -Is a Low FODMAP Diet Beneficial for Patients with Inflammatory Bowel Disease? A Meta-

analysis and Systematic Review 

 -Intake of B vitamins and impairment in physical function in older adults

 

Diabetes Care, May 25, 2017 

 http://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/early/recent 

 -Factors Associated With Diabetes-Specific Health-Related Quality of Life in Youth With Type 1

Diabetes: The Global TEENs Study

 

European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, May 24, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.nature.com/ejcn/journal/vaop/ncurrent/index.html#24052017 

 -Effects of supplementation with quercetin on plasma C-reactive protein concentrations: a

systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials

 

Journal of Womens Health, May 19, 2017, Online First 

 http://online.liebertpub.com/toc/jwh/0/0 

 -Where Do Women Get Advice About Weight, Eating, and Physical Activity During Pregnancy? 

 -Influence of the 5A's Counseling Strategy on Weight Gain During Pregnancy: An Observational

Study

 

Pediatrics, May 22-26, 2017, Online First 

 http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/early/recent 

 -Nutritional and Dietary Interventions for Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Systematic Review 

 -Fruit Juice in Infants, Children, and Adolescents: Current Recommendations

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1303. Please Support ANDPAC Once Again, We Need You!

From: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

To: Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 11:13:15

Subject: Please Support ANDPAC Once Again, We Need You!

Attachment:

Please Support ANDPAC Once Again, We Need You! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

Academy success in public policy furthers career opportunities for RDNs  

 

Thanks to relationships built by the Academy and made stronger through ANDPAC, funding for

federal food, nutrition, and health programs has helped to serve children, battle chronic disease,

feed our nations seniors -- and very importantly provides employment for RDNs and NDTRs. 

  

We need your help to continue these programs! Stand RDN and NDTR strong and proud to

advocate for nutrition in health care and for the funding of federal preventive care services.

  

 

 

Now more than ever your voice and support is needed 

 Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact your livelihood as an

RDN or NDTR. See how in this short video*! 

  

Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC as you

renew your Academy membership 

  

 DONATE TODAY!  

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 
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Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1304. President Monthly Stipend

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 11:12:14

Subject: President Monthly Stipend

Attachment: image001.png

Donna,

 
 
As of June 1, 2017 your monthly stipend will increase from $750 per month to $2,500 per month.
This increase helps cover the incidental costs you may incur. As before, it will be directly
deposited into your bank account the first week of every month and you will receive an email the
day prior notifying you of the deposit. No paperwork is required for your use of the stipend. In
addition to the stipend, you will still be reimbursed for all expenses incurred on behalf of and
approved by the Academy. You declined our offer of an American Express card from the
Academy; if at any time you change your mind please, let me know.

 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me.

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1305. Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics/American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

Networking Agreement

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Dan Kelsey' <dkelsey@aace.com>

Cc: 'PMarkowski@aace.com' <PMarkowski@aace.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>,

Angie Lopez <alopez@aace.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 10:39:08

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics/American Association of Clinical

Endocrinologists Networking Agreement

Attachment: image001.png
AACE Letter May 26 2017.pdf

A communication from Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics CEO, Patricia Babjak is attached. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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May 26, 2017  
 


Board of Directors 


2016-2017 


 


President 


Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND  


 


President-Elect 


Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  


 


Past President 


Dr. Evelyn F Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Treasurer 


Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 
 


Treasurer-Elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, 
CDE, FAND 


 


Past Treasurer 
Kay Wolf, PhD, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Chair, Academy Foundation 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Speaker, House of Delegates 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates 
Dianne Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND  
 


Past Speaker, House of Delegates 
Aida Miles, MMSc, RD, LD, FAND 


 


Directors 
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, LD  


Tracey Bates, MPH, RDN, LDN, FAND  


Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSD  
Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, 


FAND 


Michele Delille Lites, RD, CSO, FAND 
Tamara Randall, MS, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 


 


Public Members 


Don W Bradley, MD, MHS-CL 


Steven A Miranda, SPHR, GPHR 


 
Chief Executive Officer 


Patricia M Babjak, GSLIS 


 
 
 


  
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 


President 


American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 


245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200 


Jacksonville, FL 32202 
 


Dear Dr. Leffert: 
 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) is honored to have the 


opportunity to appoint advisors on the American Association of Clinical 


Endocrinologists (AACE) Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the 


Obesity Scientific Committee.  We will follow up with Ms. Angie Lopez and 


Ms. Lynn Blanco at the AACE offices by the first week of June to provide the 


names. 
 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the 


Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics represents more than 100,000 registered 


dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered, working 


across the food and health spectrum in hospitals, foodservice, academia, 


business, wellness, agriculture and private practice. Additionally, the core of 


the profession remains in clinical care across the lifecycle with well over 50% 


of food and nutrition professionals working in this practice area.  Together, 


with its members and allied health professionals, the Academy has spent the 


last century improving the nation’s health through research, education and 


advocacy. 
 


The Academy is charting a new vision for the future, grounded in a 


commitment to collaboration, a focus on service and an emphasis on 


accelerating the progress towards solving the greatest food and nutrition 


challenges of the 21st century. 
 


We believe that a formal alliance relationship between AACE and the 


Academy, would be mutually beneficial to advance our shared commitment to 


excellence and quality in clinical patient care.   
 


I would welcome a conversation about the benefits of formalizing a 


professional alliance between AACE and the Academy. I will contact you in 


early June to assess your interest.  
 


Sincerely,  


 
Patricia Babjak 
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1306. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 10:35:37

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

I hope you’re having a great Friday! I heard back from Ciara, the reporter from CNN. She indicated

that you provided great insight during the conversation yesterday. 

 

She is wondering if she could speak with one of the cafeteria managers in your school district

because she wants to explore a few key elements, such as advancements made in kitchen

equipment that have helped serving healthier foods to students and some of the day-to-day

operations.

 

 

I’m not sure whether that would be possible or what the protocol is in your school district, but I told

her I’d reach out to you and ask.

 

 

Thanks again for agreeing to the interview yesterday.

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:20 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I handled them very diplomatically and told them I did not think it was industry driving this,

but members who did not get on the train soon enough.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 3:14 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

That’s fantastic!! Thank you so much. How did the questions about the School Nutrition

Association go? 

 

Thanks again. I really appreciate it.

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:17 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

Just spent 45 minutes with them on the phone.  I think it went great.  Gave her lots to think about. 

She seemed very pleased.  Watch for the article.  Not sure when it will come out.  They have been

working on it for 2 weeks.  I had to tiptoe around a lot of issues.  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:15 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Oh wow! How exciting. I hope it goes well!!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?
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Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?
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Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769

 

 

<image001.png>
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1307. Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Cc: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 09:59:16

Subject: Re: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

That would be great. I would definitely tell her that we now have a president who is out constantly

touting School Nutrition as a great career and how having  RDN's on staff would cute all our

problems. The new regs are now requiring more education for directors depending on the size of

the  system. AND PAC is the best way to help us get this message out.  RDN's have got to

become ambassadors to help show what we are worth. I feel like statistically we have seen a huge

increase in the numbers of RDN's in SNP. Just some initial thoughts.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 26, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!
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As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:
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It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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1308. RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 09:33:10

Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Absolutely! Donna do you want me to take the first stab at drafting? 

 

From: ANDPAC  

Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 9:27 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  
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Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS

 

PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
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Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1309. FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 26, 2017 09:30:26

Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Jennifer and Donna,

 

Any chance that I can get you guys to respond to her?

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net [mailto:priscilla@succeedwithpride.net]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 11:48 AM 

 To: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

As school nutrition professional and a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, including

the Texas affiliate, I am writing to tell you that I do not donate to the state or national Political

Action Committee (PAC).  My reason for this is quite honestly that the state and national

associations have done little to nothing to address my on-going concerns regarding the state of

affairs in school nutrition programs where registered dietitians and other qualified nutrition

professionals have been replaced in local, state and regional offices with individuals who have NO

training in nutrition or food service.  I have repeatedly expressed this concern to the Texas affiliate

even having a discussion with the TAND president and public policy liaison about five (5) years

ago and also discussing it with those working the PAC booth at the AND FNCE.  

 

Our jobs are being taken by those with no nutrition or food service training and we wonder why the

interests of public health nutrition are being ignored in Washington, DC. We should expect no less,

so until AND and the state affiliates take a much bigger stand to protect the profession and seek

for nutrition professionals to be strategically placed in government, there is no reason to support a

PAC at any level.

 

 

Priscilla Riedel-Cohan, MS, RDN, SNS
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PriDe Performance Consulting, LLC

 

P. O. Box 421848

 

Houston, TX  77242-1848

 

Phone:  (713) 270-0134

 
 

From: ANDPAC [mailto:ANDPAC@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:07 PM 

 To: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 
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*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: priscilla@succeedwithpride.net

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1310. Re: For review: August president's page

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Tom Ryan

<Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 23:00:41

Subject: Re: For review: August president's page

Attachment:

Donna, 

You did an awesome job on the interviews!! Thank you so much! You make us so proud! 
 

Have a great holiday! 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 6:58:45 PM  

To: Tom Ryan  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: Re: For review: August president's page 

 

Tom,  it is great. I don't know how you do it, but I am so glad you do.  I don't have any edits. Just

know that because you are doing this, it allows me to do interviews like the one I did with CNN and

The University of Georgia today.  You all have been so great in supporting me.  Best to you!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi, Donna: Attached for your review is our draft of your August president’s page. Can you please

let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do. (We’re at

the word limit now, so any edits can’t increase the article’s net length.)

 

 

Because of the references to the Foundation and its programs in the article, we sent this text to

the Foundation for their review, and they have OK’d it as is.

 

 

With your OK, we’ll send the text to the Journal. Thanks very much, talk to you soon!
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Tom

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<August 2017 President's Page Martin food waste 4.docx> 
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1311. Re: For review: August president's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 22:40:29

Subject: Re: For review: August president's page

Attachment:

Thank you so much, Donna! Of course we are glad to help. We'll send the text to the Journal in

the morning.  
 

Thank you again, talk to you soon.  

 

Tom 
 
 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 6:54 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Tom,  it is great. I don't know how you do it, but I am so glad you do.  I don't have any edits. Just

know that because you are doing this, it allows me to do interviews like the one I did with CNN and

The University of Georgia today.  You all have been so great in supporting me.  Best to you!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi, Donna: Attached for your review is our draft of your August president’s page. Can you please

let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do. (We’re at

the word limit now, so any edits can’t increase the article’s net length.)

 

 

Because of the references to the Foundation and its programs in the article, we sent this text to

the Foundation for their review, and they have OK’d it as is.

 

 

With your OK, we’ll send the text to the Journal. Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom
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Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<August 2017 President's Page Martin food waste 4.docx> 
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1312. Re: Academy Staffing

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, AND BOD Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, AND FAC

Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, AND FAC Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, DCE Linda T. Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, AND

FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles

<miles081@umn.edu>, AND Marcia Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele

Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, AND

Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, AND HR Carrolyn Patterson

<CPatterson@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

ADA MIFSUD PAUL <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 21:57:15

Subject: Re: Academy Staffing

Attachment:

Thank you Pat for this explanation and for clarifying this matter.  Out of questions come growth.  
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On May 25, 2017, at 10:12 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
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This is a follow up to the recent Finance and Audit Committee call. It was brought to my attention

that some of you may not have been aware of Mary Pat’s retirement at the end of this fiscal year

and the transition plan.  Attached is the April 18 email that I forwarded to the Board. As the letter

mentions,  I decided to keep Mary Pat on for a short duration to ensure a smooth transition and to

support the Academy’s ongoing work in D.C.; her work as VP however ends on May 31. This

expense is covered with funds that were already budgeted for an external D.C. consultant. 

 

It is also important that I address communication protocol regarding the transition of employees.

The Academy supports Human Resources best practices and has adopted a longstanding

protocol that is also recommended by legal counsel. It is our business practice that I communicate

with the Board regarding the employment status of executive team members. Vice Presidents and

Directors communicate all other staff departures, promotions and alignments with their respective

committees. 

  

I hope that this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

Regards, 

 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer

<image001.jpg>

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

312/899-4856 
pbabjak@eatright.org  |  www.eatright.org
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

<image002.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

<Mail Attachment.eml> 
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1313. PPW Agenda and Your Involvement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 21:28:07

Subject: PPW Agenda and Your Involvement

Attachment: image001.png
PPW 2017-Attendee Agenda - Final draft 5 22 2017.docx

HI Donna, Lucille and Mary,

 

 

Attached find a copy of the agenda for PPW.  Jeanne had planned to speak with you at the Board

meeting last week but did not get that opportunity.  

 

We have identified a moderator role for each of you.  In addition, we are planning to have a panel

interview as a part of the last session on Sunday June 25.  It will be approximately a 20 minute

event.  Mary will serve as the interviewer for the session.  We will be working with you on the

specifics.  The topic is “keeping it nonpartisan”.  The PIA team will assist with the scripts for your

moderator portion of the program as well as developing the questions for the panel.  There will be

more information very soon.

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions,  Thank you in advance for support.  

 

Best always, 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460
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2017 Public Policy Workshop – Washington, DC





		Sunday, June 25, 2017

		(M): Moderator

(S): Speaker 



		12 p.m. – 6 p.m.

		Registration

Constitution E Foyer 

		 



		1 – 1:50 p.m.





		Affiliate PPC, and DPG/MIG PALs (Invitation only event) 

Constitution A

		(M): Mike Glasgow

 (S): Lorri Holzberg

 (S): Susan Scott





		2 – 3:15 p.m.

		Opening Session - How to Build Relationships Back Home

Constitution BCDE

· National Anthem: TBD

		(M): Donna Martin

(S):   Seth Turner



		3:15 – 3:25 p.m.

		The Power of the PAC

Constitution BCDE

		(M): Donna Martin

(S):   Susan Scott





		3:25 – 4:30 p.m.







		Preparing for “Act”ion:  Take Two!

Constitution BCDE

· Take 1: Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment



· Take 2: Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill 

		(M): Lucille Beseler

(S):   Lorri Holzberg 

(S):   Mike Glasgow





(S):   Patty Keane

(S):   Lauren Au

(S):   Kevin Concannon





		4:30 – 5:40 p.m.

		Preparing for “Act”ion on the Hill: Take Two Table Talk!

Constitution BCDE



		(M): Lucille Beseler

(S):   Mike Glasgow



		5:40 – 6:30 p.m.

		Final Preparation for “Act”ion on the Hill: Final Take! 

Constitution BCDE

   Academy Awards

· Award for Grassroots Advocacy

· Public Policy Leadership Award



 Keeping It Nonpartisan Panel Interview 

   

 Final Charge to the Hill!



		(M): Mary Russell

(S): Donna Martin

(S): Lucille Beseler

(S): Lorri Holzberg

(S): Nancy Farrell





		6:30 – 7:30 p.m.

		Opening Reception

Independence FGHI

		



		Monday, June 26, 2017

		 

 



		7 – 9 a.m.

		ANDPAC Power Breakfast (TICKETED EVENT)



· Please visit the ANDPAC Booth if you are interested in attending this fundraiser

		(M): Donna Martin



Location: Off-site

National Press Club

529 14th Street NW

Washington, D.C.





		9 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

		Hill Visits

		Off-site
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Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1314. Re: AACE

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, AND BOD Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 21:11:48

Subject: Re: AACE

Attachment:

Thank you Pat.  The letter you wrote is very strong.  It makes me proud to be an Academy

member.  I hope this all works out.  
 

As a side note, DCE did offer AACE a networking agreement, but it was declined by their BOD.  I

know an alliance agreement from the Academy is completely different.  Hopefully you can have a

conversation with Dr. Leffert and /or the new AACE CEO, Paul Markowski, CAE.  His contact

information is below.  I did have the opportunity to meet Mr. Markowski while at the AACE Annual

Conference this month.  His reputation is one of inclusion, so I anticipate he will welcome this

alliance.  
 
PMarkowski@aace.com

(904) 353-7878 

ext 141  
 

 Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.  

 

Jo Jo  
 

On May 25, 2017, at 5:00 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

I received the attached letter from Dr. Leffert, AACE President, inviting the Academy to appoint a

member as an advisor on their Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific

Committee. Diane Enos wrote to Susan Yake that the appointee recommendations need to come

to the Academy's President and CEO. The letter is below.  

 

My letter to Dr. Leffert initiating a formalized alliance relationship is also attached.  

 

Best regards,  

Pat  

Patricia M. Babjak  

Chief Executive Officer  
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email: pbabjak@eatright.org< mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>  

www.eatright.org< http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org< http://www.eatrightpro.org/> |

www.eatrightSTORE.org< http://www.eatrightstore.org/>  

[100Year_FINAL]  

DONATE< http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!  

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

On May 25, 2017, at 10:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org< mailto:denos@eatright.org>>

wrote:  

Good morning, Susan-  

 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.  

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents' consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration.

  Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:  

 

Name  

Credentials  

Member ID  

Brief Rationale for Nomination  

Short Bio/CV for Candidate  

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.  

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.  

 

Regards,  

Diane  
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Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement  

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org< mailto:denos@eatright.org>  

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606  

www.eatright.org< http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org< http://www.eatrightpro.org/> |

www.eatrightSTORE.org< http://www.eatrightstore.org/>  

 

 

<winmail.dat> 
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1315. Re: For review: August president's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 19:58:46

Subject: Re: For review: August president's page

Attachment: image001.png

Tom,  it is great. I don't know how you do it, but I am so glad you do.  I don't have any edits. Just

know that because you are doing this, it allows me to do interviews like the one I did with CNN and

The University of Georgia today.  You all have been so great in supporting me.  Best to you!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 25, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi, Donna: Attached for your review is our draft of your August president’s page. Can you please

let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do. (We’re at

the word limit now, so any edits can’t increase the article’s net length.)

 

 

Because of the references to the Foundation and its programs in the article, we sent this text to

the Foundation for their review, and they have OK’d it as is.

 

 

With your OK, we’ll send the text to the Journal. Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<August 2017 President's Page Martin food waste 4.docx> 
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1316. AACE

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 18:04:49

Subject: AACE

Attachment: image001.png
Academy Letter.pdf
AACE Letter May 25 2017.pdf

I received the attached letter from Dr. Leffert, AACE President, inviting the Academy to appoint a

member as an advisor on their Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific

Committee. Diane Enos wrote to Susan Yake that the appointee recommendations need to come

to the Academy’s President and CEO. The letter is below. 

 

My letter to Dr. Leffert initiating a formalized alliance relationship is also attached. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

On May 25, 2017, at 10:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning, Susan-
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May 24, 2017 
 
Patricia M. Babjak 
Chief Executive Officer 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
Chicago, IL  60606 
 
Dear Ms. Babjak: 
 
This letter is follow-up to an email Dan Kelsey received from Ms. JoJo Dantone 
regarding the appointment of representatives from the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics to the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity 
Scientific Committee. Ms. Dantone asked that I forward the request to your 
attention.  
 
As mentioned in my letter to Ms. Susan Yake on May 11, 2017, AACE agreed to 
include a member of the Academy as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition 
Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Mr. Kelsey spoke with each 
of the AACE committee chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from 
your representatives. Please coordinate your appointees with Ms. Angie Lopez 
(alopez@aace.com) and Lynn Blanco (lblanco@aace.com) at the AACE office.  
 
I look forward to our collaboration and the contributions of your advisors to these 
scientific committees.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 





Academy Letter.pdf




   
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


May 25, 2017  
 


Board of Directors 


2016-2017 


 


President 


Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND  


 


President-Elect 


Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  


 


Past President 


Dr. Evelyn F Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Treasurer 


Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 
 


Treasurer-Elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, 
CDE, FAND 


 


Past Treasurer 
Kay Wolf, PhD, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Chair, Academy Foundation 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Speaker, House of Delegates 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates 
Dianne Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND  
 


Past Speaker, House of Delegates 
Aida Miles, MMSc, RD, LD, FAND 


 


Directors 
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, LD  


Tracey Bates, MPH, RDN, LDN, FAND  


Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSD  
Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, 


FAND 


Michele Delille Lites, RD, CSO, FAND 
Tamara Randall, MS, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 


 


Public Members 


Don W Bradley, MD, MHS-CL 


Steven A Miranda, SPHR, GPHR 


 
Chief Executive Officer 


Patricia M Babjak, GSLIS 


 
 
 


  
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 


President 


American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 


245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200 


Jacksonville, FL 32202 
 


Dear Dr. Leffert - 
 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) is honored to have the 


opportunity to appoint advisors on the American Association of Clinical 


Endocrinologists (AACE) Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the 


Obesity Scientific Committee.  We will follow up with Ms. Angie Lopez and 


Ms. Lynn Blanco at the AACE offices by the first week of June to provide the 


names. 
 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the 


Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics represents more than 100,000 registered 


dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered, working 


across the food and health spectrum in hospitals, foodservice, academia, 


business, wellness, agriculture and private practice. Additionally, the core of 


the profession remains in clinical care across the lifecycle with well over 50% 


of food and nutrition professionals working in this practice area.  Together, 


with its members and allied health professionals, the Academy has spent the 


last century improving the nation’s health through research, education and 


advocacy. 
 


The Academy is charting a new vision for the future, grounded in a 


commitment to collaboration, a focus on service and an emphasis on 


accelerating the progress towards solving the greatest food and nutrition 


challenges of the 21st century. 
 


We believe that a formal alliance relationship between AACE and the 


Academy, would be mutually beneficial to advance our shared commitment to 


excellence and quality in clinical patient care.   
 


I would welcome a conversation about the benefits of formalizing a 


professional alliance between AACE and the Academy. I will contact you in 


early June to assess your interest.  
 


Sincerely,  


 
Patricia Babjak 







May 25, 2017 


Page 2 of 2 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 





AACE Letter May 25 2017.pdf



 

I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement
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312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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1317. AACE

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 17:57:30

Subject: AACE

Attachment: image001.png
Academy Letter.pdf
AACE Letter May 25 2017.pdf

I received the attached letter from Dr. Leffert, AACE President, inviting the Academy to appoint a

member as an advisor on their Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific

Committee. Diane Enos wrote to Susan Yake that the appointee recommendations need to come

to the Academy’s President and CEO. The letter is below. 

 

My letter to Dr. Leffert initiating a formalized alliance relationship is also attached. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

On May 25, 2017, at 10:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning, Susan-
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May 24, 2017 
 
Patricia M. Babjak 
Chief Executive Officer 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
Chicago, IL  60606 
 
Dear Ms. Babjak: 
 
This letter is follow-up to an email Dan Kelsey received from Ms. JoJo Dantone 
regarding the appointment of representatives from the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics to the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity 
Scientific Committee. Ms. Dantone asked that I forward the request to your 
attention.  
 
As mentioned in my letter to Ms. Susan Yake on May 11, 2017, AACE agreed to 
include a member of the Academy as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition 
Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Mr. Kelsey spoke with each 
of the AACE committee chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from 
your representatives. Please coordinate your appointees with Ms. Angie Lopez 
(alopez@aace.com) and Lynn Blanco (lblanco@aace.com) at the AACE office.  
 
I look forward to our collaboration and the contributions of your advisors to these 
scientific committees.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 
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Board of Directors 


2016-2017 


 


President 


Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND  


 


President-Elect 


Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  


 


Past President 


Dr. Evelyn F Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Treasurer 


Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 
 


Treasurer-Elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, 
CDE, FAND 


 


Past Treasurer 
Kay Wolf, PhD, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Chair, Academy Foundation 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Speaker, House of Delegates 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates 
Dianne Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND  
 


Past Speaker, House of Delegates 
Aida Miles, MMSc, RD, LD, FAND 


 


Directors 
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, LD  


Tracey Bates, MPH, RDN, LDN, FAND  


Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSD  
Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, 


FAND 


Michele Delille Lites, RD, CSO, FAND 
Tamara Randall, MS, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 


 


Public Members 


Don W Bradley, MD, MHS-CL 


Steven A Miranda, SPHR, GPHR 


 
Chief Executive Officer 


Patricia M Babjak, GSLIS 


 
 
 


  
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 


President 


American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 


245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200 


Jacksonville, FL 32202 
 


Dear Dr. Leffert - 
 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) is honored to have the 


opportunity to appoint advisors on the American Association of Clinical 


Endocrinologists (AACE) Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and the 


Obesity Scientific Committee.  We will follow up with Ms. Angie Lopez and 


Ms. Lynn Blanco at the AACE offices by the first week of June to provide the 


names. 
 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the 


Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics represents more than 100,000 registered 


dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered, working 


across the food and health spectrum in hospitals, foodservice, academia, 


business, wellness, agriculture and private practice. Additionally, the core of 


the profession remains in clinical care across the lifecycle with well over 50% 


of food and nutrition professionals working in this practice area.  Together, 


with its members and allied health professionals, the Academy has spent the 


last century improving the nation’s health through research, education and 


advocacy. 
 


The Academy is charting a new vision for the future, grounded in a 


commitment to collaboration, a focus on service and an emphasis on 


accelerating the progress towards solving the greatest food and nutrition 


challenges of the 21st century. 
 


We believe that a formal alliance relationship between AACE and the 


Academy, would be mutually beneficial to advance our shared commitment to 


excellence and quality in clinical patient care.   
 


I would welcome a conversation about the benefits of formalizing a 


professional alliance between AACE and the Academy. I will contact you in 


early June to assess your interest.  
 


Sincerely,  


 
Patricia Babjak 







May 25, 2017 


Page 2 of 2 
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I am reaching out to you to inform DCE leaders that the Academy Board of Directors has formally

extended an alliance invitation to AACE.  By formalizing an alliance, it will allow the two

organizations to collaborate across a variety of programs and initiatives.

 

 

Once the alliance is formalized, the Academy will need to appoint an alliance representative.  We

welcome recommendations from DCE DPG for the three Academy Presidents’ consideration for

the representative role.  Since we are aware of some initial conversations that DCE was having

with AACE, including a potential volunteer role for Maggie Powers, we would encourage DCE to

refocus at this time by developing a list of alliance representative candidates for consideration. 

 Please provide the following information for each individual that DCE may choose to put forward

for consideration of the alliance representative role:

 

 

Name

 

Credentials

 

Member ID

 

Brief Rationale for Nomination

 

Short Bio/CV for Candidate

 

 

The Academy leadership and Presidents will be in communication with DCE about future

reciprocal collaborations with AACE as those opportunities are identified.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement
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312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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1318. Action/Attention Requested: 2017 LPPC Monthly Meeting-May

From: crhone@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 17:12:31

Subject: Action/Attention Requested: 2017 LPPC Monthly Meeting-May

Attachment: unknown_name_v9wtf
unknown_name_uu3wz

 
May 25, 2017  
 
Greetings LPPC members:  
 
All documents for tomorrow's meeting have now been loaded to the COI and, for your
convenience, a combined PDF of all documents has also been added. Please also note that a
memo related to the Farm Bill has been attached to this email in both PDF and Word versions.
Jennifer Folliard of the PIA team will be discussing the memo.  
 
Do not hesitate to let  me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Thank you,

 
Christine A. Rhone 
 Office Administrator 
 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW 
 Suite 460 
 Washington DC 20036 
 O: 202.775.8277 ext. 6017 
 F: 202.775.8284
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Date: May 22, 2017 

To: Legislative and Public Policy Committee 

From: Farm Bill Work Group, Jennifer Folliard PIA staff 

Subject: Farm Bill Marker Bills 





The Farm Bill presents and opportunity, every five years, to reauthorize many food and nutrition programs and research. The Farm Bill Work Group has worked diligently to update and add new recommendations for Congress to consider as they are writing the 2018/2019 Farm Bill. 



As Congress debates the merits of programmatic changes, many legislators and advocacy groups, will introduce legislation ideas in what is called a “marker bill”. These marker bills hope to gain support from a diverse stakeholders and legislators. 



Below are 5 marker bills that may be considered as part of the 2018/2019 Farm Bill. A few of these bills typically would be considered as part of Child Nutrition Reauthorization, but because CNR did not pass last year, these bills may be considered with the Farm Bill. These bills fit within either the newly developed 2018/2019 Farm Bill Recommendations, or within the 2015 Child Nutrition Reauthorization Recommendations.  



		Farm Bill Jurisdiction 



		Bill Number

		Bill Name 

		Original Sponsors 

		Summary 

		FB Rec Alignment



		HR 1078

		Military Hunger Prevention Act

		S. Davis; L. Jenkins; J. McGovern; D. Young; T. Walz; GT Thompson; S. Moulton; S. Peters; J. Walter. 

		This bill excludes the value of a housing allowance for a member of a uniformed service from any income, assets, or resources calculation for determining eligibility for any federal program issuing benefits for nutrition assistance (including the family subsistence supplemental allowance program).

		Eliminate the requirement that basic allowance for housing for our military members be included in their income calculations to receive SNAP benefits. 



		TBD

		The Food Date Labeling Act

		HOUSE - C. Pingree
SENATE - R. Blumenthal 

		The purpose of this legislation is to modernize our nation’s food date labeling regime by standardizing food date labels across food products and throughout the country.  Currently, no national uniform system for date labeling exists. 

		Support initiatives to reduce consumer food waste. 



		HR 1276

		Closing the Meal Gap 

		A. Adams (43 co-sponsors)

		his bill amends the Food and Nutrition Act of 2008 to revise the requirements for calculating Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly known as the food stamp program) benefits.

The bill increases the minimum SNAP benefit and requires benefits to be calculated using a low-cost food plan. 

		Increase the SNAP benefit level to prevent hunger and provide resources to help families make healthful food choices.



		Child Nutrition Reauthorization Jurisdiction 



		Bill Number

		Bill Name  

		Original Sponsors 

		Summary 

		FB/CNR Rec Alignment



		HR 952

		Food Donation Act of 2017

		M. Fudge; C.Pingree; J. McGovern; T. O'Halleran; G. Moore

		 Amend the CNA of 1966 to clarify and expand food donation under the Bill Emerson Emerson Good Samaritan Food Donation Act: • Require grocery products fit for donation to meet safety and safety-related labeling standards instead of quality and general labeling standards; • Expand protection under the law to donors that charge a “Good Samaritan Reduced Price” ; • Extend protections to direct donations 

		Support initiatives to reduce consumer food waste. 



		HR 2401; S. 

		To prohibit the stigmatization of children who are unable to pay for meals

		HOUSE - R. Davis; B. Scott; R. DeLauro; B. Lujan
Senate - T. Udall; R. Casey; M. Heinrich 

		legislation aims to streamline the process for applying for free and reduced lunch by making clear that Congress expects schools to give applications to families in need, coordinate with other programs to ensure that homeless and foster children are enrolled for free meals and set up online systems to make paying for meals easier for parents. 

		Provide adequate funding for schools to purchase healthy, quality foods for school meals and snacks; Streamline access to healthy meals for young children in child care, such as those identified in
the CACFP Paperwork Reduction Report Recommendations







unknown_name_v9wtf




Date: May 22, 2017  
To: Legislative and Public Policy Committee  
From: Farm Bill Work Group, Jennifer Folliard PIA staff  
Subject: Farm Bill Marker Bills  
 
 
The Farm Bill presents and opportunity, every five years, to reauthorize many food and 
nutrition programs and research. The Farm Bill Work Group has worked diligently to update 
and add new recommendations for Congress to consider as they are writing the 2018/2019 
Farm Bill.  
 
As Congress debates the merits of programmatic changes, many legislators and advocacy 
groups, will introduce legislation ideas in what is called a “marker bill”. These marker bills hope 
to gain support from a diverse stakeholders and legislators.  
 
Below are 5 marker bills that may be considered as part of the 2018/2019 Farm Bill. A few of 
these bills typically would be considered as part of Child Nutrition Reauthorization, but because 
CNR did not pass last year, these bills may be considered with the Farm Bill. These bills fit within 
either the newly developed 2018/2019 Farm Bill Recommendations, or within the 2015 Child 
Nutrition Reauthorization Recommendations.   
 


Farm Bill Jurisdiction  
Bill 
Number Bill Name  


Original 
Sponsors  Summary  FB Rec Alignment 


HR 1078 


Military 
Hunger 
Prevention Act 


S. Davis; L. 
Jenkins; J. 
McGovern; D. 
Young; T. 
Walz; GT 
Thompson; S. 
Moulton; S. 
Peters; J. 
Walter.  


This bill excludes the value of 
a housing allowance for a 
member of a uniformed 
service from any income, 
assets, or resources 
calculation for determining 
eligibility for any federal 
program issuing benefits for 
nutrition assistance 
(including the family 
subsistence supplemental 
allowance program). 


Eliminate the 
requirement that 
basic allowance for 
housing for our 
military members be 
included in their 
income calculations 
to receive SNAP 
benefits.  


TBD 
The Food Date 
Labeling Act 


HOUSE - C. 
Pingree 
SENATE - R. 
Blumenthal  


The purpose of this 
legislation is to modernize 
our nation’s food date 
labeling regime by 
standardizing food date 
labels across food products 
and throughout the country.  
Currently, no national 


Support initiatives to 
reduce consumer 
food waste.  







uniform system for date 
labeling exists.  


HR 1276 
Closing the 
Meal Gap  


A. Adams (43 
co-sponsors) 


his bill amends the Food and 
Nutrition Act of 2008 to 
revise the requirements for 
calculating Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP, formerly known as 
the food stamp program) 
benefits. 
 
The bill increases the 
minimum SNAP benefit and 
requires benefits to be 
calculated using a low-cost 
food plan.  


Increase the SNAP 
benefit level to 
prevent hunger and 
provide resources to 
help families make 
healthful food 
choices. 


Child Nutrition Reauthorization Jurisdiction  
Bill 
Number Bill Name   


Original 
Sponsors  Summary  


FB/CNR Rec 
Alignment 


HR 952 


Food 
Donation Act 
of 2017 


M. Fudge; 
C.Pingree; J. 
McGovern; T. 
O'Halleran; G. 
Moore 


 Amend the CNA of 1966 to 
clarify and expand food 
donation under the Bill 
Emerson Emerson Good 
Samaritan Food Donation 
Act: • Require grocery 
products fit for donation to 
meet safety and safety-
related labeling standards 
instead of quality and 
general labeling standards; • 
Expand protection under the 
law to donors that charge a 
“Good Samaritan Reduced 
Price” ; • Extend protections 
to direct donations  


Support initiatives to 
reduce consumer 
food waste.  







HR 2401; 
S.  


To prohibit 
the 
stigmatization 
of children 
who are 
unable to pay 
for meals 


HOUSE - R. 
Davis; B. Scott; 
R. DeLauro; B. 
Lujan 
Senate - T. 
Udall; R. 
Casey; M. 
Heinrich  


legislation aims to streamline 
the process for applying for 
free and reduced lunch by 
making clear that Congress 
expects schools to give 
applications to families in 
need, coordinate with other 
programs to ensure that 
homeless and foster children 
are enrolled for free meals 
and set up online systems to 
make paying for meals easier 
for parents.  


Provide adequate 
funding for schools 
to purchase healthy, 
quality foods for 
school meals and 
snacks; Streamline 
access to healthy 
meals for young 
children in child care, 
such as those 
identified in 
the CACFP 
Paperwork 
Reduction Report 
Recommendations 
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1319. For review: August president's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 16:45:16

Subject: For review: August president's page

Attachment: image001.png
August 2017 President's Page Martin food waste 4.docx

Hi, Donna: Attached for your review is our draft of your August president’s page. Can you please

let us know if it is OK or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do. (We’re at

the word limit now, so any edits can’t increase the article’s net length.)

 

 

Because of the references to the Foundation and its programs in the article, we sent this text to

the Foundation for their review, and they have OK’d it as is.

 

 

With your OK, we’ll send the text to the Journal. Thanks very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

August 2017 President’s Page

Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

Approx. 750 words plus 3 footnotes



Food Waste: A Solvable Problem



For school nutrition professionals, August means one thing above all: “Back to school!” And one of the most serious issues faced by those of us in school nutrition is one that all Academy members need to help address: the solvable problem of food waste. 



A study published in the May Journal by Academy member Marie Spiker, MSPH, RDN, senior analyst at the Global Obesity Prevention Center at Johns Hopkins University, and her colleagues found Americans waste the equivalent of more than 1,200 calories of food per day, including significant amounts of protein, fiber, vitamin D, calcium and potassium. As they write: “Efforts to redistribute surplus foods where appropriate and prevent food waste in the first place could increase the availability of nutrients for Americans, while saving money and natural resources,” (1) 



SHIFT THE CULTURE’S MINDSET 

Food and nutrition security is one of the major emerging focus areas for the Academy’s Second Century, creates opportunities for us to make an impact in food waste. With the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Environmental Protection Agency and others, the Academy is a founding member of the Further with Food Center for Food Loss and Waste Solutions (furtherwithfood.org), an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions to cut food waste in half by 2030. Further with Food is designed to be the definitive online destination for businesses, government entities, investor, non-governmental organizations, educators and other interested individuals to learn more about their role in meeting national food waste reduction goals.  



Academy members are doing much to address food waste. The Foundation recently published “The State of America’s Wasted Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference.” (2) Written by Chris Vogliano, MS, RD, LD, former agriculture, health and nutrition research fellow at the Academy; and Katie Brown, EdD, RDN, LD, the Academy Foundation’s chief global nutrition strategy officer, the report says: 

There is an immense need to shift our culture’s mindset towards one of conservation, especially American consumers, as we produce the largest amount of wasted food. The good news is that reducing wasted food makes sense – economically, environmentally and socially. Making any change towards a reduction of wasted food is a commendable step in the right direction.



I am honored that my school district’s efforts were featured in the report, and proud of the four Academy members who were profiled for their efforts to decrease food waste:

· Janice Giddens, nutrition and wellness program manager at the Atlanta Community Food Bank.

· Barbara Hartman, chief of nutrition and foodservice at Martinsburg VA Medical Center in West Virginia

· Alice Henneman, nutrition educator at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln Extension

· Janell Walker, director of nutrition and community outreach at DC Central Kitchen in Washington, D.C.



I hope you will take the time to read this important and thought-provoking report.






WHAT ELSE CAN WE DO?

On the Foundation’s website is a recorded webinar and accompanying infographic titled “Tossed Treasures: America’s Wasted Food Problem and How Dietetics Professionals Can Help,” made possible through an educational grant from National Dairy Council. (3) As we have done in past years, the Academy will donate excess food from the exhibit floor at the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo to local depositories, and attendees are encouraged to make a donation when you register for FNCE.



I see the problems – and opportunities – every day. School nutrition programs have received criticism about supposed increased food waste since new standards were instituted as part of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. In my county, we make sure we don’t have food waste by giving kids choices of fruits and vegetables when they come through the serving line. Offer versus serve allows children to pick up what they will eat, not plating food that may not be eaten. 



For food that isn’t eaten, schools all over the country are composting food thrown into trash cans and using it to fertilize their school gardens. Using more local farm-to-school products cuts down on schools’ carbon footprint and helps farmers sell products that might otherwise go to waste. Serving leftovers the next day also helps ensure food is not wasted. Kids in our lunch lines routinely ask if there is any leftover beef stir-fry from the day before. 



Better than almost anyone else, we know food waste is not an abstract issue, it is an everyday problem that we as Academy members are ideally qualified to address for the individuals, families and communities we serve.



Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

president@eatright.org







1 http://jandonline.org/article/S2212-2672(17)30325-8/fulltext

2 http://eatrightfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/The-State-of-Americas-Food-Waste-Report.pdf 

3 http://eatrightfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/TossedTreasuresEnglishHandout.pdf 



(Note: all sources accessed on May 25, 2017)
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1320. NEW: Member Survey on Informatics Resources

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 16:27:04

Subject: NEW: Member Survey on Informatics Resources

Attachment:

NEW: Member Survey on Informatics Resources 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

A new online survey in the Academys Member Engagement Zone asks members to share which

of the Academys nutrition informatics resources you have found most useful. The Member

Engagement Zone is a platform developed to gather insights and secure feedback on issues

affecting the nutrition and dietetics profession. You can help advance the Academy and the

profession by taking this short, one-question survey.

 

 TAKE SURVEY  

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1321. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 15:20:17

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Excellent. Thanks so much!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:20 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I handled them very diplomatically and told them I did not think it was industry driving this,

but members who did not get on the train soon enough.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 3:14 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 
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Donna,

 

 

That’s fantastic!! Thank you so much. How did the questions about the School Nutrition

Association go? 

 

Thanks again. I really appreciate it.

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:17 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

Just spent 45 minutes with them on the phone.  I think it went great.  Gave her lots to think about. 

She seemed very pleased.  Watch for the article.  Not sure when it will come out.  They have been

working on it for 2 weeks.  I had to tiptoe around a lot of issues.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:15 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Oh wow! How exciting. I hope it goes well!!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,
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Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?
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Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 
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Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,
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Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1322. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 15:19:35

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

I think I handled them very diplomatically and told them I did not think it was industry driving this,

but members who did not get on the train soon enough.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 3:14 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

That’s fantastic!! Thank you so much. How did the questions about the School Nutrition

Association go? 

 

Thanks again. I really appreciate it.

 

 

Best,
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Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:17 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

Just spent 45 minutes with them on the phone.  I think it went great.  Gave her lots to think about. 

She seemed very pleased.  Watch for the article.  Not sure when it will come out.  They have been

working on it for 2 weeks.  I had to tiptoe around a lot of issues.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:15 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Oh wow! How exciting. I hope it goes well!!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!
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Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  
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On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1323. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 15:18:31

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

That’s fantastic!! Thank you so much. How did the questions about the School Nutrition

Association go? 

 

Thanks again. I really appreciate it.

 

 

Best,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:17 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

Just spent 45 minutes with them on the phone.  I think it went great.  Gave her lots to think about. 

She seemed very pleased.  Watch for the article.  Not sure when it will come out.  They have been

working on it for 2 weeks.  I had to tiptoe around a lot of issues.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:15 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Oh wow! How exciting. I hope it goes well!!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 
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I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1324. Complimentary Webinar-Advancing the Academy’s Second Century Commitment to Global

Health: The Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 15:16:58

Subject: Complimentary Webinar-Advancing the Academy’s Second Century

Commitment to Global Health: The Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub

Attachment:

 
 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation invites you to join a webinar exploring the
Academy and Foundation’s international journey, including the direction for our Second Century.
The Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub, developed through an educational grant from the
Foundation, will be featured, including materials focused on Central America: 

Background information on key nutrition-related topics in Central America, including how to

explain health and nutrition concepts to this population 

Educational illustrations to help teach these key nutrition-related topics in Central America 

A collection of food illustrations and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food

supply of Central America 

Main learning objectives of this webinar are to:

 

Describe some of the current Academy and Foundation work in the global space 

Tour the Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and the resources available there 

Be engaged and inspired to learn more about international nutrition programs and pursue

opportunities in the global space 

Webinar details:

 

Thursday, June 1, 12:00 – 1:00 pm CT 

CPEU hours: 1.0 

Register here 
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1325. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 15:16:36

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Just spent 45 minutes with them on the phone.  I think it went great.  Gave her lots to think about. 

She seemed very pleased.  Watch for the article.  Not sure when it will come out.  They have been

working on it for 2 weeks.  I had to tiptoe around a lot of issues.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:15 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Oh wow! How exciting. I hope it goes well!!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 1:07 PM 
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 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 
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I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 
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If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  
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On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1326. RE: Board Retreat July 19-21

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000]' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

Cc: lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:42:43

Subject: RE: Board Retreat July 19-21

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Milton, 

We have reserved your room for July 20, for one night. Please let me know if you need anything

else. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] [mailto:milton.stokes@monsanto.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 3:41 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Cc: lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: RE: Board Retreat July 19-21
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Joan,

 

 

As we’ve discussed before, I will be coming in July 20 and landing 845 am. I will head straight

away to the Driskill.

 

 

I apologize for missing July 19, but I’m unavailable.

 

 

I only need one night for the hotel.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

Milton

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 1:33 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

peark02@outlook.com; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <

manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly' <

diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer' <

ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; STOKES, MILTON

[AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>;

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>;

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

'Snetselaar, Linda G' <linda-snetselaar@uiowa.edu>; 'Coleen Liscano' <

coleen.liscano@gmail.com>; 'Marisa Moore' <marisa@marisamoore.com>; 'wmorgan@nmsu.edu'

<wmorgan@nmsu.edu> 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Jennifer Herendeen <

Jherendeen@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Board Retreat July 19-21

 

 

The Board retreat will be held on July 19 – July 21 at the Driskill Hotel in Austin, Texas. The

retreat will concentrate on developing the new strategic plan and will include a Board orientation
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focusing on governance. Glenn Tecker from Tecker International, LLC, a well-known consultant in

non-profit governance, will join us to facilitate our strategic planning deliberations. Glenn has a rich

knowledge of governance best practices/trends in large membership associations and is very

familiar with the Academy; he presented Governance Models and Best Practices at the November

2016 Board meeting. In June you will be receiving a link to view and download the 2017-18 Board

Handbook on the Board portal.

 

 

The tentative retreat schedule follows.

 

 

Wednesday, July 19

 

-        1:00 pm – 4:00 pm

 

-        Group Event and Dinner

 

Thursday, July 20

 

-        7:30 am- 4:00 pm 

-        Group Event and Dinner

 

Friday, July 21

 

      -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm

 

                       

The Executive Office staff will make your hotel reservations at the Driskill Hotel for arrival on

Wednesday, July 19 and departure on Friday, July 21, unless you request otherwise.  Your hotel

room will be master-billed; you will be asked to pay for incidentals. You are approved to make your

travel arrangements. Please fly into the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (AUS) airport the

morning of Wednesday, July 19 and depart on Friday, July 21 after 12:00 pm.  The airport is

located approximately 5.5 miles (approx. 15 minutes by taxi) from the hotel. To book your travel

through the Academy’s travel service please click on www.atcmeetings.com/Academy and login

using your email address and the password you created when you activated your account. When

you reach the Purchase Trip page, select Academy Board of Directors Retreat 7/19/2017 –

7/21/2017 Austin, TX from the drop-down menu, enter the GL Code 1032430. If you wish to book

your travel on your own, please submit your expenses for reimbursement after the conclusion of

the meeting.
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Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1327. Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:32:21

Subject: Meeting Announcement: Community Preventive Services Task Force 

Attachment: image001.png

Dear Donna,

 

 

As an expert in the field, you may already be aware of the referenced meeting, but I wanted to

share it with you.   Details are below.  

 

The Task Force Meeting will be held on Wednesday June 14 at the CDC Edward R. Roybal

Campus, CDC Headquarters (Building 19), 1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta, GA 30329. The

meeting will be held from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm EDT and Thursday, June 15 from 8:30 am to 1:00

pm EDT. CDC will send the webcast URL to registrants upon receipt of their registration.  

A public comment period, limited to three minutes per person, will follow the Task Force's

discussion of each systematic review FOR THOSE ATTENDEES ON-SITE.  NOTE: PUBLIC

COMMENT IS NOT POSSIBLE VIA WEBCAST AND NO OPPORTUNITY FOR WRITTEN

COMMENT IS PLANNED.  

 

Systematic review topics proposed for discussion: 

Diabetes prevention: Diabetes Prevention and Control (Effectiveness of Mobile Phone

Applications to Improve Glycemic Control (HbA1c) in the Self-management of Diabetes); 

Obesity Prevention and Control (Economics of School-based Interventions for Obesity

Prevention, Availability of Healthy Food and Beverage (AHFB) and Snack Food and

Beverage (SFB)); 

Physical Activity (Effectiveness of Activity Monitors for Increasing Physical Activity in Adults with

Overweight or Obesity); 

Nutrition (Telehealth Methods to Deliver Dietary Interventions in Adults with Chronic

Disease); 

and Women's Health (Effectiveness of Interventions for the Primary Prevention of Intimate Partner

Violence and Sexual Violence Among Youth).

 

 

The Task Force's recommendations, along with the systematic reviews of the evidence on which

they are based, are compiled in the Guide to Community Preventive Services (The Guide).   No

draft documents are available, but the agency has agreed to send meeting transcripts when

available and notify us of the release of the updated Guide.  The agenda is subject to change
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without notice.  The Task Force roster is here 

 

The full meeting announcement is here.  

 

I hope you are available to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

 

Thanks again for your interest in public policy issues.

 

 

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1328. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:19:35

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Oh wow! How exciting. I hope it goes well!!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 
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Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769

 

 

<image001.png>
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1329. RE: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>, pbabjak@eatright.org

<pbabjak@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>,

Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <alopez@aace.com>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:15:27

Subject: RE: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment: AND Letter.pdf

Dear Ms. Babjak –

 

 

As follow-up to JoJo’s email, please see the attached letter from Dr. Leffert, AACE President.

 

 

Sincerely

 

 

Dan Kelsey

 

 

From: JoJo Dantone [mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 8:21 PM 

 To: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com> 

 Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; AND BOD Donna Martin

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>; AND PAT BABJAK <pbabjak@eatright.org>; Shannon Lyvers

<slyvers@aace.com> 

 Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

 

 

Dear Dan,

 

 

It was nice to meet you at AACE a few weeks ago.  I hope you have had some down time after the

conference to catch up.

 

 

Last week The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had our quarterly Board of Directors meeting.

 At that meeting I was able to speak with the Academy's President (Lucille Beseler) and President
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May 24, 2017 
 
Patricia M. Babjak 
Chief Executive Officer 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
Chicago, IL  60606 
 
Dear Ms. Babjak: 
 
This letter is follow-up to an email Dan Kelsey received from Ms. JoJo Dantone 
regarding the appointment of representatives from the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics to the AACE Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific Committee and Obesity 
Scientific Committee. Ms. Dantone asked that I forward the request to your 
attention.  
 
As mentioned in my letter to Ms. Susan Yake on May 11, 2017, AACE agreed to 
include a member of the Academy as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition 
Scientific Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Mr. Kelsey spoke with each 
of the AACE committee chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from 
your representatives. Please coordinate your appointees with Ms. Angie Lopez 
(alopez@aace.com) and Lynn Blanco (lblanco@aace.com) at the AACE office.  
 
I look forward to our collaboration and the contributions of your advisors to these 
scientific committees.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 





AND Letter.pdf



Elect (Donna Martin).  They have expressed their excitement for the possibility of a closer

collaboration between AACE and the Academy.  

 

They have asked me to request that you send the letter of request for the committee appointments

to the Academy instead of only to DCE (Diabetes Care and Education practice group).  DCE is a

subgroup of the Academy as I mentioned when we met.  The Academy would be the leading

organization to appoint the RDNs to the committees you mentioned in your letter as attached.

 

 

The person who should be contacted with the request letter is:

 

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

312/899-4856 

 
pbabjak@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

Treasurer Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

 

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

 

112 River Oaks Drive

 

LaPlace, LA 70068
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(Cell) 662-809-8451

 

(Office) 985-651-2342

 

(eFax) 888-573-1919

 
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 

 
 
 

Begin forwarded message:

 

 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>

 

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT

 

To: "susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, "jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>

 

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>

 

 

Dear Susan –

 

 

Attached is a letter in response to the DCE networking agreement request. Please contact Dan

Kelsey if you have any questions.

 

 

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Shannon Lyvers

 

Executive Assistant to the Deputy CEO
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American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

 

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200, Jacksonville, FL  32202

 

Direct: 904-404-4147|Fax: 904-404-4207|Main: 904-353-7878

 

 

2018 AACE Annual Meeting – Boston

 

27th Annual Scientific &Clinical Congress in Boston, MA  - May 16-20, 2018

 

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center and Sheraton Boston Hotel

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain AACE privileged

and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee. Any dissemination,

distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by anyone

other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have

received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above

AACE email address or postmaster@aace.com. Sender and AACE accept no liability for

any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this email.

 

 

Click here to report this email as spam to the AACE mail administrator.
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1330. Re: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:10:05

Subject: Re: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event

Attachment:

Got it, I was thinking United Fresh was here.  LOL  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 25, 2017, at 1:47 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Janey Thornton sent me an invite, but I will be in Chicago with United Fresh that week Wednesday

and Thursday doing their keynote on how to get involved with legislation as a SNP director.  I

loved it last year, but felt like it would be pushing it to ask to go this year.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:22 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event 

 

This might be of interest, this is the one you attended last year.

 

 
http://gcnf.org/events/gala/adesina/

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1331. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:07:11

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

I missed the call and I have left a message for them to call back.  I was doing an interview with the

University of Georgia on a spread they are doing on me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 2:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 
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Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 
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One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769

 

 

<image001.png>
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1332. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 14:06:07

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I just wanted to check in to see how the interview went. Was it OK?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1333. Re: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 13:51:10

Subject: Re: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event

Attachment:

Janey Thornton sent me an invite, but I will be in Chicago with United Fresh that week Wednesday

and Thursday doing their keynote on how to get involved with legislation as a SNP director.  I

loved it last year, but felt like it would be pushing it to ask to go this year.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:22 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event 

 

This might be of interest, this is the one you attended last year.

 

 

http://gcnf.org/events/gala/adesina/

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 
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Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1334. ACH Check deposit notification

From: eortiz@eatright.org

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 13:13:08

Subject: ACH Check deposit notification

Attachment: report-2_2017-05-25_12-09_8049361_31325cd9-f7bf-41cd-8451-d354dad
2761d.pdf

See attached file
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A deposit for the amount of                      75.20 
will be made to your designated account on         5/26/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
ERS31927                      taxi & parking                                                       75.20 
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A deposit for the amount of                      75.20 
will be made to your designated account on         5/26/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
ERS31927                      taxi & parking                                                       75.20 
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1335. Research Spotlight on ANDHII

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 12:24:15

Subject: Research Spotlight on ANDHII

Attachment:

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

ANDHII – Online Platform Supporting Patient Care  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) provides

practitioners with tools to track and report outcomes for individual patients and for their practice as

a whole. ANDHI plays a key role in nationwide research initiatives in areas such as malnutrition

diagnosis, evidence based practice guideline implementation and comparative effectiveness

research. 

  

Showcase Your Value….By Proving Outcomes 

 The power of outcomes research is in your hands! ANDHII provides the tools you need to

document efficiently and accurately use the Nutrition Care Process. This not only validates your

role, but elevates the profession of dietetics by aggregating data which will improve overall quality

of nutrition interventions. 

  

Learn more about ANDHII 

  

Prove your Nutrition Expertise with eNCPT 

 Registered dietitian nutritionists must prove effectiveness in solving patients’ nutritional problems

by fully adopting the Nutrition Care Process and using the same terminology. Implementing the

nutrition care process allows for a consistent and standardized way for practice making outcomes

research much easier. The electronic Nutrition Care Process Terminology (eNCPT) helps in this

way. eNCPT is an online publication containing a narrative explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process. Subscribers of the eNCPT have access to the most up-to-date terminology used in

nutrition care. 

  

Learn more about eNCPT today.

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not

to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.
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1336. Incorporate Healthcare Delivery and Payment into Your Program

From: eatrightSTORE <eatrightstore@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 12:21:40

Subject: Incorporate Healthcare Delivery and Payment into Your Program

Attachment:

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Email 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
 
 
Three modules are available to dietetics educators to assist with providing content about emerging
healthcare delivery models and the role of the RDN. Each module includes:

 

Objectives 

Recommended reading 

A narrated presentation 

A suggested student activity 

Educators can easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this

complex and timely topic. 

  

Get the complete set or individual modules here. 

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This product email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future product emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1337. Academy Staffing

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 11:31:55

Subject: Academy Staffing

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png
Mary Pat Raimondi.eml

This is a follow up to the recent Finance and Audit Committee call. It was brought to my attention

that some of you may not have been aware of Mary Pat’s retirement at the end of this fiscal year

and the transition plan.  Attached is the April 18 email that I forwarded to the Board. As the letter

mentions,  I decided to keep Mary Pat on for a short duration to ensure a smooth transition and to

support the Academy’s ongoing work in D.C.; her work as VP however ends on May 31. This

expense is covered with funds that were already budgeted for an external D.C. consultant.

 

 

It is also important that I address communication protocol regarding the transition of employees.

The Academy supports Human Resources best practices and has adopted a longstanding

protocol that is also recommended by legal counsel. It is our business practice that I communicate

with the Board regarding the employment status of executive team members. Vice Presidents and

Directors communicate all other staff departures, promotions and alignments with their respective

committees. 
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For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedicati=
on, skill and leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary =
Pat has announced that she will be retiring from the Academy effective May =
31. It goes without saying that her leadership and encouragement will be mi=
ssed.



Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creativel=
y devoted herself to improving the health of all Americans and advancing th=
e role of registered dietitian nutritionists in providing top-quality healt=
h care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and enthusiasm to =
leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy C=
ommittee, president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative=
 of Minnesota in the House of Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Acad=
emy's Board.



Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger =
nationally and in her community as program director for health and nutritio=
n programs at the University of Minnesota. In addition to community work, s=
he served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a past mem=
ber of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest=
 Heartland and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Pro=
grams. She received the Hunger and Environmental Nutrition DPG's Award of E=
xcellence and served on the Academy's Sustainable Food System Task Force.



In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of=
 skills to the Academy's Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives =
and Advocacy group in Washington, D.C., as vice president for strategic pol=
icy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this critical position, s=
he has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked=
 with members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throu=
ghout the federal government, ensuring that the Academy and registered diet=
itian nutritionists are included in legislation, programs and decision maki=
ng roles that secure the health of the public.



Our successes in the nation's capital have been many, they have been signif=
icant and they will be lasting, thanks to Mary Pat's contributions. She has=
 agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the transition. Our hearts ar=
e sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we ar=
e happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life.



Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which=
 are better off because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat=
 and warmly wishing her all the best on her retirement.



Best regards,

Pat

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995
Phone: 312/899-4856
Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>
www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www=
.eatrightpro.org/> | www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>



DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Found=
ation> today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second =
Century Initiative!
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bPnz047uTvjy5TZzg29Fppbmfu7/iqmm/qe9GWqmiq3Z5/6wsTRW0UG13nnmx6MJl7t6+HjgFTZz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--_9fe822d4-ea1b-40e3-b5af-36b9febf0621_--


Mary Pat Raimondi.eml



  

I hope that this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Regards,

 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1338. Daily News: Thursday, May 25, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 11:29:18

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, May 25, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Asks Congress to Fully Fund Vital Food, Nutrition

and Health Programs and Services 

 http://www.newswise.com/articles/statement-from-academy-of-nutrition-and-dietetics-president-s-

budget-to-congress-jeopardizes-nutrition-and-public-health-programs-and-services

 

Reducing Caloric Intake Appears to Slow Biological Aging 

 Study found middle-aged adults who reduced their intake showed slower biological aging 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=722935 

 Source: Journals of Gerontology, Series A: Biological Sciences and Medical Sciences 

 https://academic.oup.com/biomedgerontology/article/3834057/Change-in-the-Rate-of-Biological-

Aging-in-Response

 

Thick Middle May Raise Risk of Some Cancers 

 Where fat is carried is as strong a predictor as BMI, research suggests 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/obesity-health-news-

505/thick-middle-may-raise-risk-of-some-cancers-723001.html 

 Source: British Journal of Cancer 

 https://www.nature.com/bjc/journal/v116/n11/full/bjc2017106a.html#abs

 

High-Fiber Diet Tied to Less Knee Arthritis 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/24/well/eat/high-fiber-diet-tied-to-less-knee-arthritis.html?_r=0 

 Source: Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases 

 http://ard.bmj.com/content/early/2017/05/04/annrheumdis-2016-210810

 

Risk of illness from unpasteurized milk, cheese likely to grow 

 http://www.ift.org/food-technology/daily-news/2017/may/23/risk-of-illness-from-unpasteurized-
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milk-cheese-likely-to-grow.aspx 

 Source: Emerging Infectious Diseases 

 https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/23/6/15-1603_article

 

That map of tastes on the tongue you learned in school is all wrong 

 http://www.cbsnews.com/news/tongue-taste-buds-map-all-wrong/

 

Dietitian makes pureed food more appetising with moulded foods in Gold Coast hospital

(Australia) 

 http://www.goldcoastbulletin.com.au/news/gold-coast/dietitian-makes-pureed-food-more-

appetising-with-moulded-foods-in-gold-coast-hospital/news-

story/1455b6408c79b295d314d57eda75dbff 

 Related Resource: The International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/nutrition-trends/foodservice-and-food-safety/the-

international-dysphagia-diet-standardisation-initiative

 

For the first time, more than half of Americans are getting the recommended amount of

exercise 

 https://qz.com/989773/for-the-first-time-more-than-half-of-americans-are-getting-the-

recommended-amount-of-exercise/ 

 Source: CDC 

 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/releases/released201705.htm#TechNotes

 

ClinicalTrials.gov 

 ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported

clinical studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

 -Effects of Recess Timing and Activity on Children's Eating Behaviors 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03119506?term=NCT03119506&rank=1

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1339. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 11:01:37

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

The reporter is Ciara Frisbie, and she should be calling you within the next half hour. Please let

me know if you need anything! And thanks again.

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 
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 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1340. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 10:33:57

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

I’ll pass along your information. Thanks so much! 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:33 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 
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Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1341. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 10:33:17

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

I think I can couch it so we don't seem like we are fighting.  cell 706-836-1331

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 10:28 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things
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began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!
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-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story
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involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1342. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 10:31:58

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Donna,

 

 

Sounds great! The reporter, Cara, just got back to me. This is specifically what they want to

discuss with you. Are you still comfortable talking to the reporter, and if so, what number should I

have her call you at?

 

 

Information wise, we are looking to discuss the relationship between the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics and the School Nutrition Association in previous years. Shirley Watkins (Former SNA

president) informed us yesterday that there used to be a relationship between the two, but things

began breaking off with SNA when it went in a separate direction for its viewpoints on healthier

meals for K-12 students. 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2017 9:00 AM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 
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 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1343. Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 10:26:25

Subject: Global Child Nutrition Foundation (GCNF) event

Attachment:

This might be of interest, this is the one you attended last year.

 

 

http://gcnf.org/events/gala/adesina/

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1344. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 10:00:18

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

You can send them to me whenever you want!  I am prepared!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:22 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

 

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 
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If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  
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On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1345. RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 25, 2017 08:07:44

Subject: RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

Attachment: PRINCIPLES OF ADVANCING  AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH TO IMPROVE
HEALTH OUTCOMES_SDO.docx

Attached is a draft of principles I have been working on to bring together the Ag and Nutrition
groups.  We could easily do one for the FB and the Academy that would be the start of a solid
relationship moving forward.

 

Keep us posted! 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:31 PM 

 To: sued@fb.org; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>; Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Gary Black

<gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>; Gary Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall
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PRINCIPLES OF ADVANCING AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH TO IMPROVE HEALTH OUTCOMES

The National Council of Agricultural and Food Research (National C-FAR) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, consensus-based and customer-led coalition that brings food, agriculture, nutrition, conservation and natural resource stakeholders together with the food and agriculture research community, serving as a forum and a unified voice in support of sustaining and increasing public investment at the national level in food and agricultural research, extension and education.

Mission: Through education and outreach efforts, National C-FAR is seeking to sustain and enhance federal funding for food and agricultural research, extension and education to advance research outcomes that provide a range of major public benefits, including:

· Safer, more nutritious, convenient and affordable foods to sustain a well-nourished, healthy population

· More efficient and environmentally friendly food, fiber and forest production

· Improved water quality, land and wildlife conservation and other environmental conditions

· Less dependence on non-renewable sources of energy

· Expanded global markets and improved balance of trade

· More jobs and sustainable rural economic development



Our Beliefs:



· We believe in knowledge and scientific inquiry and in the power of research to address and solve societal problems

· Safe, nutritious, and affordable food for all

· Food and agricultural research plays a critical role in ensuring healthy families

	

We Support:



· Investments in agriculture, food and nutrition research to help improve health outcomes

· Public awareness of food safety, food production and food waste

· Bridging the divide between the agriculture and health communities and rural and urban communities





Our Position:



We improve the health of our nations -from all perspectives- by identifying and advocating for evidence- based agricultural and nutrition research that showcases and strengthens the connections between agriculture and health, and gives influencers more confidence to meet the global challenges we face as a nation and a world.

We are committed to health from all perspectives -plant health, environmental health, animal health, public health and economic health.







PRINCIPLES OF ADVANCING  AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH TO IMPROVE HEALTH OUTCOMES_SDO.docx
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The National Council of Agricultural and Food Research (National C-FAR) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, consensus-based and customer-led coalition that brings food, agriculture, nutrition, conservation and natural resource stakeholders together with the food and agriculture research community, serving as a forum and a unified voice in support of sustaining and increasing public investment at the national level in food and agricultural research, extension and education.

Mission: Through education and outreach efforts, National C-FAR is seeking to sustain and enhance federal funding for food and agricultural research, extension and education to advance research outcomes that provide a range of major public benefits, including:

· Safer, more nutritious, convenient and affordable foods to sustain a well-nourished, healthy population

· More efficient and environmentally friendly food, fiber and forest production

· Improved water quality, land and wildlife conservation and other environmental conditions

· Less dependence on non-renewable sources of energy

· Expanded global markets and improved balance of trade

· More jobs and sustainable rural economic development



Our Beliefs:



· We believe in knowledge and scientific inquiry and in the power of research to address and solve societal problems

· Safe, nutritious, and affordable food for all

· Food and agricultural research plays a critical role in ensuring healthy families

	

We Support:



· Investments in agriculture, food and nutrition research to help improve health outcomes

· Public awareness of food safety, food production and food waste

· Bridging the divide between the agriculture and health communities and rural and urban communities





Our Position:



We improve the health of our nations -from all perspectives- by identifying and advocating for evidence- based agricultural and nutrition research that showcases and strengthens the connections between agriculture and health, and gives influencers more confidence to meet the global challenges we face as a nation and a world.

We are committed to health from all perspectives -plant health, environmental health, animal health, public health and economic health.
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Sue,  I am attaching a formal letter to request a meeting with Zippy Duvall please.  See attached

letter.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1346. Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 20:53:30

Subject: Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment:

Thank you to you all for getting to this quickly.  As I mentioned in a recent email, Susan Yake is

moving forward with this quickly and needs to be notified ASAP of the Academy’s position to

cease her involvement without Academy approval. 
 

As for names, Maggie Powers is a good choice, but if considered not a conflict of interest I would

also like to be considered.   Other names that come to mind are the following for the Lifestyle and

Nutrition Scientific Committee: 
 

Carol Brunzell 

Joan Hill 

Melinda D. Maryniuk 

Tami Ross 

Allison Evert 

Linda Delahanty 
 

Names that come to mind are the following for the Obesity Scientific Committee: 
 

Linda Gigliotti 

Juli Schwartz 

Kristen Smith 

Anne Daly  

Mary Ann Hodorowicz 

Anne Wolf 
 

One of the Past Presidents of AACE also mentioned to me that when the National Clinical Care

Commission Act is passed and becomes a reality, that AACE would appoint one of their Past

President’s (most likely George Grunberger) as chair of the Commission and that there

would/should be a position on that Commission for an RDN.  So we could possibly have three

RDNs represented within AACE. 
 

Jo Jo  
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On May 24, 2017, at 5:29 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Diane Enos and I are in complete agreement that the appointment process to AACE go through

the the Academy. Tomorrow I will request an alliance with AACE to formalize the collaboration and

thereby the appointment process. AACE is not an alliance network of DCE but even if it was,

standard operating procedure is that appointments come from the Academy President and CEO.

Generally, input is requested from DPGs when appropriate.  
 

I will let you know when I receive the request from Dan. In the interim, please think about potential

names.  
 

Thank you and best regards, 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 7:20:30 PM CDT  

To: AACE Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>  

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, " DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, AACE Shannon Lyvers <

slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

 

Dear Dan, 
 

It was nice to meet you at AACE a few weeks ago.  I hope you have had some down time after the

conference to catch up. 
 

Last week The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had our quarterly Board of Directors meeting.

 At that meeting I was able to speak with the Academy's President (Lucille Beseler) and President

Elect (Donna Martin).  They have expressed their excitement for the possibility of a closer

collaboration between AACE and the Academy.  
 

They have asked me to request that you send the letter of request for the committee appointments

to the Academy instead of only to DCE (Diabetes Care and Education practice group).  DCE is a
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subgroup of the Academy as I mentioned when we met.  The Academy would be the leading

organization to appoint the RDNs to the committees you mentioned in your letter as attached. 
 

The person who should be contacted with the request letter is: 
 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL  60606 

312/899-4856  
pbabjak@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT  

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>  
 

Dear Susan – 

 

Attached is a letter in response to the DCE networking agreement request. Please contact Dan

Kelsey if you have any questions. 
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Best regards, 

 

Shannon Lyvers

Executive Assistant to the Deputy CEO 

American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200, Jacksonville, FL  32202 

Direct: 904-404-4147|Fax: 904-404-4207|Main: 904-353-7878 

 

2018 AACE Annual Meeting – Boston 

27th Annual Scientific &Clinical Congress in Boston, MA  - May 16-20, 2018

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center and Sheraton Boston Hotel

 

 

 

 
 
 

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain AACE privileged

and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee. Any dissemination,

distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by anyone

other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have

received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above

AACE email address or postmaster@aace.com. Sender and AACE accept no liability for

any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this email.

 
 

<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf> 
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1347. Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny

<mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 18:36:05

Subject: Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

Attachment: image001.png

Yes, please!! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 24, 2017, at 8:27 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Pat,  I was out of the meeting when we got to sign up for Honor and  Award recipients as BOD

liaisons.  I would assume that you would want me to be the lead with Michelle Obama?  Just

needed confirmation please.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:54 PM  

To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon'  

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns  

Subject: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients 

 

All Academy national honors and awards recipients have now been contacted, so please feel free

to offer your congratulations. The list of recipients follows. 

Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award:

 

Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018):

 

Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD

 

 

Honorary Membership:

 

Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN

 

Michelle Obama

 

 

Medallion Awards:

 

Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

 

Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN

 

Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND
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Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND

 

Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

 

Trailblazer Award:

 

Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Media Excellence Award:

 

Regan M. Jones, RDN

 

 

Excellence in Practice Awards:

 

Clinical Practice

 

Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

 

Consultation and Business Practice

 

Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research

 

Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

 

Dietetic Technician, Registered

 

Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education

 

Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice

 

Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND
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Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1348. Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: jojo@nutritioned.com <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 18:33:40

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf
ATT00001.htm

Diane Enos and I are in complete agreement that the appointment process to AACE go through

the the Academy. Tomorrow I will request an alliance with AACE to formalize the collaboration and

thereby the appointment process. AACE is not an alliance network of DCE but even if it was,

standard operating procedure is that appointments come from the Academy President and CEO.

Generally, input is requested from DPGs when appropriate.  
 

I will let you know when I receive the request from Dan. In the interim, please think about potential

names.  
 

Thank you and best regards, 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 7:20:30 PM CDT  

To: AACE Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>  

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, " DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, AACE Shannon Lyvers <

slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

 

Dear Dan, 
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May 11, 2017 
 
Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT 
2016‐2017 DCE Chair  
6669 Cortez PL NW  
Bremerton WA 98311‐8945 
 
Dear Susan: 
 
This letter is in response to the proposed network agreement between the Diabetes Care and 
Education Practice Group (DCE) of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and AACE. As you 
know, the AACE Executive Committee discussed the agreement during their meeting held on 
May 1st. The Executive Committee agreed to work with the DCE in areas of mutual interest, but 
did not feel as though a formal networking agreement was necessary.  
 
After the meeting I spoke with Dan Kelsey, AACE Deputy CEO, and stated that AACE could 
include a member of your group as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific 
Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Dan has since spoken with each of the committee 
chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from your representatives. Please 
coordinate your appointees with Mr. Kelsey. 
 
One of my goals as president of AACE is to promote collaboration among various groups to 
ensure we realize our shared vision of providing better care for patients, and it is my belief that 
including representatives from the Academy of Nutrition of Dietetics will demonstrate our 
collaborative efforts. I look forward to our groups working together. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 
 


OFFICERS 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
Dallas, TX – President  
Daniel L. Hurley, MD, FACE 
Rochester, MN – President Elect 
Sandra L. Weber, MD, FACP, FACE 
Greenville, SC – Vice President 
Howard M. Lando, MD, FACP, FACE 
Alexandria, VA – Treasurer 
Felice A. Caldarella, MD, FACP, CDE, FACE 
Clinton, NJ - Secretary 
Pauline M. Camacho, MD, FACE 
Maywood, IL – Immediate Past President 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TERMS EXPIRE 2018 
David S.H. Bell, MD, FACP, MB, FACE 
Mountain Brook, AL 
Richard A. Haas, MD, FACE 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Elizabeth Holt, MD, FACE 
Raleigh, NC 
W. Reid Litchfield, MD, FACE, ECNU † 
Henderson, NV 
Gregory Randolph, MD, FACS, FACE 
Boston, MA 
Christine L. Twining, MD, FACE 
Brunswick, ME 
William D. Zigrang, MD, CCD, FACE 
Hillsborough, CA 
 
TERMS EXPIRE 2019 
Michael A. Bush, MD 
Beverly Hills, CA 
W. Timothy Garvey, MD, FACE 
Birmingham, AL 
Ved V. Gossain, MD, FRCP(C), MACP, FACE 
East Lansing, MI 
Chris K. Guerin, MD, FACE, FNLA 
Oceanside, CA 
Janet B. McGill, MD, FACE 
St. Louis, MO 
Rachel Pessah-Pollack, MD, FACE 
Lake Success, NY 
Susan L. Samson, MD, PhD, FRCPC, FACE 
Houston, TX 
 
TERMS EXPIRE 2020 
Elise M. Brett, MD, FACE, ECNU 
New York, NY 
Vivian A. Fonseca, MD, FACE 
New Orleans, LA 
Mark A. Lupo, MD, FACE, ECNU 
Sarasota, FL 
S. Sethu K. Reddy, MD, MBA, FRCPC, FACP, MACE * 
Cleveland, OH 
Vin Tangpricha, MD, PhD, FACE 
Atlanta, GA 
Guillermo E. Umpierrez, MD, FACP, FACE 
Atlanta, GA 
Aaron I. Vinik, MD, PhD, FCP, MACP, FACE 
Norfolk, VA 
 
COLLEGE OFFICERS 
R. Mack Harrell, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
Hollywood, FL – President 
George Grunberger, MD, FACP, FACE 
Bloomfield Hills, MI – President Elect 
Jeffrey I. Mechanick, MD, FACP, FACE, FACN, ECNU 
New York, NY – Immediate Past President 
 
FELLOW-IN-TRAINING 
Jad Sfeir, MD 
Rochester, MN 
 
ADVISORY MEMBERS 
Gary W. Edelson, MD, FACE 
West Bloomfield, MI 
Leslie S. Eldeiry, MD, FACE, ECNU  
Boston, MA 
Alan J. Garber, MD, PhD, FACE 
Houston, TX 
Scott D. Isaacs, MD, FACP, FACE 
Atlanta, GA  
Peter A. Singer, MD, FACE  
Los Angeles, CA 
 
EMERITUS 
Yank D. Coble, MD, MACP, MACE 
Jacksonville Beach, FL 
 
PARLIAMENTARIAN 
John A. Seibel, MD, FACP, MACE 
Los Ranchos, NM 
 
(*) New Board Member Orientation Coordinator 
(†) Vice Parliamentarian 


 


Paul A. Markowski, CAE 
Jacksonville, FL 


Chief Executive Officer 





Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf





ATT00001.htm



 

It was nice to meet you at AACE a few weeks ago.  I hope you have had some down time after the

conference to catch up. 
 

Last week The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had our quarterly Board of Directors meeting.

 At that meeting I was able to speak with the Academy's President (Lucille Beseler) and President

Elect (Donna Martin).  They have expressed their excitement for the possibility of a closer

collaboration between AACE and the Academy.  
 

They have asked me to request that you send the letter of request for the committee appointments

to the Academy instead of only to DCE (Diabetes Care and Education practice group).  DCE is a

subgroup of the Academy as I mentioned when we met.  The Academy would be the leading

organization to appoint the RDNs to the committees you mentioned in your letter as attached. 
 

The person who should be contacted with the request letter is: 
 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL  60606 

312/899-4856  
pbabjak@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT  
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To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>  
 

Dear Susan – 

 

Attached is a letter in response to the DCE networking agreement request. Please contact Dan

Kelsey if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Best regards, 

 

Shannon Lyvers

Executive Assistant to the Deputy CEO 

American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200, Jacksonville, FL  32202 

Direct: 904-404-4147|Fax: 904-404-4207|Main: 904-353-7878 

 

2018 AACE Annual Meeting – Boston 

27th Annual Scientific &Clinical Congress in Boston, MA  - May 16-20, 2018

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center and Sheraton Boston Hotel

 

 

 

 
 
 

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain AACE privileged

and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee. Any dissemination,

distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by anyone

other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have

received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above

AACE email address or postmaster@aace.com. Sender and AACE accept no liability for

any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this email.
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1349. Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 18:32:44

Subject: Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment:

I've been called worse.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 24, 2017, at 3:46 PM, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com> wrote:  
 

Fyi - and I did make sure he had Pat’s name correct.  
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>  

Subject: RE: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 24, 2017 at 2:57:02 PM CDT  

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  
 
Hi JoJo –

 

Wanted to let you know that I am working on the letter from Dr. Leffert to Ms. Babcock. 

 

Dan Kelsey 

 

From: JoJo Dantone [ mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]   

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 8:21 PM  

To: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>  

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; AND BOD Donna Martin <
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dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>; AND PAT BABJAK <pbabjak@eatright.org>; Shannon Lyvers <

slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

 

Dear Dan, 

 

It was nice to meet you at AACE a few weeks ago.  I hope you have had some down time after the

conference to catch up. 

 

Last week The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had our quarterly Board of Directors meeting.

 At that meeting I was able to speak with the Academy's President (Lucille Beseler) and President

Elect (Donna Martin).  They have expressed their excitement for the possibility of a closer

collaboration between AACE and the Academy.  

 

They have asked me to request that you send the letter of request for the committee appointments

to the Academy instead of only to DCE (Diabetes Care and Education practice group).  DCE is a

subgroup of the Academy as I mentioned when we met.  The Academy would be the leading

organization to appoint the RDNs to the committees you mentioned in your letter as attached. 

 

The person who should be contacted with the request letter is: 

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL  60606 

312/899-4856  
pbabjak@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
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Begin forwarded message: 

 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com> 

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT 

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com> 

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com> 

 

Dear Susan – 

 

Attached is a letter in response to the DCE networking agreement request. Please contact Dan

Kelsey if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Best regards, 

 

Shannon Lyvers

Executive Assistant to the Deputy CEO 

American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200, Jacksonville, FL  32202 

Direct: 904-404-4147|Fax: 904-404-4207|Main: 904-353-7878 

 

2018 AACE Annual Meeting – Boston 

27th Annual Scientific &Clinical Congress in Boston, MA  - May 16-20, 2018

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center and Sheraton Boston Hotel

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain AACE privileged

and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee. Any dissemination,

distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by anyone

other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have

received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above

AACE email address or postmaster@aace.com. Sender and AACE accept no liability for
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any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this email.

 

Click here to report this email as spam to the AACE mail administrator.
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1350. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 17:26:03

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Will do. Thanks!

 

 

-Rhys-

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769

 

 

<image001.png>
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1351. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 17:25:11

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

If you could get more information that would be great. Timeline etc.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:24 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 
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One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1352. RE: CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 17:24:18

Subject: RE: CNN Interview 

Attachment:

Would you like me to get more information from the reporter first, or do you want me to go ahead

and connect the two of you?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 4:23 PM 

 To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

 

I would be happy to.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  
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On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1353. Re: CNN Interview 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 17:23:14

Subject: Re: CNN Interview 

Attachment: image001.png

I would be happy to.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 5:21 PM, Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 
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 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1354. CNN Interview 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 17:21:29

Subject: CNN Interview 

Attachment: image001.png

Donna,

 

 

Hello, I hope you’re doing well today! 

 

We were contacted today by a reporter with CNN who is working on a story about the school lunch

proclamation that Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue recently announced. One aspect of the story

involves the School Nutrition Association. 

 

One of the Association’s former managers, Shirley Watkins, spoke to the reporter this afternoon

about the organization’s position change throughout the years. They briefly mentioned the

Academy. The reporter wants to “get some perspective on how the relationship(s) have changed”

and wants to know if someone is available to talk this week.  

 

On its face, the interview seems to be similar, subject-wise, to an article in which you were

recently quoted:

 

 
http://www.pressrepublican.com/news/local_news/food-fight-on-over-changes-to-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_5077d9c6-7779-5728-b75b-f394451dba2f.html

 

 

Would you be interested in talking to the CNN reporter?

 

 

Thanks!

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1355. Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, AND PAT BABJAK

<pbabjak@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 16:50:20

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment:

Fyi - and I did make sure he had Pat’s name correct.  
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>  

Subject: RE: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 24, 2017 at 2:57:02 PM CDT  

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  
 
Hi JoJo –

 

Wanted to let you know that I am working on the letter from Dr. Leffert to Ms. Babcock. 

 

Dan Kelsey 

 

From: JoJo Dantone [ mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]   

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 8:21 PM  

To: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>  

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; AND BOD Donna Martin <

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>; AND PAT BABJAK <pbabjak@eatright.org>; Shannon Lyvers <

slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

 

Dear Dan, 

 

It was nice to meet you at AACE a few weeks ago.  I hope you have had some down time after the

conference to catch up. 

 

Last week The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had our quarterly Board of Directors meeting.

 At that meeting I was able to speak with the Academy's President (Lucille Beseler) and President
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Elect (Donna Martin).  They have expressed their excitement for the possibility of a closer

collaboration between AACE and the Academy.  

 

They have asked me to request that you send the letter of request for the committee appointments

to the Academy instead of only to DCE (Diabetes Care and Education practice group).  DCE is a

subgroup of the Academy as I mentioned when we met.  The Academy would be the leading

organization to appoint the RDNs to the committees you mentioned in your letter as attached. 

 

The person who should be contacted with the request letter is: 

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL  60606 

312/899-4856  
pbabjak@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 
 

Begin forwarded message: 

 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com> 

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT 

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com> 

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com> 
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Dear Susan – 

 

Attached is a letter in response to the DCE networking agreement request. Please contact Dan

Kelsey if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Best regards, 

 

Shannon Lyvers

Executive Assistant to the Deputy CEO 

American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200, Jacksonville, FL  32202 

Direct: 904-404-4147|Fax: 904-404-4207|Main: 904-353-7878 

 

2018 AACE Annual Meeting – Boston 

27th Annual Scientific &Clinical Congress in Boston, MA  - May 16-20, 2018

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center and Sheraton Boston Hotel

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain AACE privileged

and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee. Any dissemination,

distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by anyone

other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have

received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above

AACE email address or postmaster@aace.com. Sender and AACE accept no liability for

any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this email.

 

Click here to report this email as spam to the AACE mail administrator.
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1356. RE: Board Retreat July 19-21

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Donna Martin

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 16:47:14

Subject: RE: Board Retreat July 19-21

Attachment: image001.png

Joan,

 

 

As we’ve discussed before, I will be coming in July 20 and landing 845 am. I will head straight

away to the Driskill.

 

 

I apologize for missing July 19, but I’m unavailable.

 

 

I only need one night for the hotel.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

Milton

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 1:33 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

peark02@outlook.com; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; STOKES, MILTON

[AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>;

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>;

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

'Snetselaar, Linda G' <linda-snetselaar@uiowa.edu>; 'Coleen Liscano'

<coleen.liscano@gmail.com>; 'Marisa Moore' <marisa@marisamoore.com>;
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'wmorgan@nmsu.edu' <wmorgan@nmsu.edu> 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Jennifer Herendeen

<Jherendeen@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Board Retreat July 19-21

 

 

The Board retreat will be held on July 19 – July 21 at the Driskill Hotel in Austin, Texas. The

retreat will concentrate on developing the new strategic plan and will include a Board orientation

focusing on governance. Glenn Tecker from Tecker International, LLC, a well-known consultant in

non-profit governance, will join us to facilitate our strategic planning deliberations. Glenn has a rich

knowledge of governance best practices/trends in large membership associations and is very

familiar with the Academy; he presented Governance Models and Best Practices at the November

2016 Board meeting. In June you will be receiving a link to view and download the 2017-18 Board

Handbook on the Board portal.

 

 

The tentative retreat schedule follows.

 

 

Wednesday, July 19

 

-          1:00 pm – 4:00 pm

 

-          Group Event and Dinner

 

Thursday, July 20

 

-          7:30 am- 4:00 pm 

-          Group Event and Dinner

 

Friday, July 21

 

      -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm

 

                       

The Executive Office staff will make your hotel reservations at the Driskill Hotel for arrival on

Wednesday, July 19 and departure on Friday, July 21, unless you request otherwise.  Your hotel

room will be master-billed; you will be asked to pay for incidentals. You are approved to make your

travel arrangements. Please fly into the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (AUS) airport the

morning of Wednesday, July 19 and depart on Friday, July 21 after 12:00 pm.  The airport is
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located approximately 5.5 miles (approx. 15 minutes by taxi) from the hotel. To book your travel

through the Academy’s travel service please click on www.atcmeetings.com/Academy and login

using your email address and the password you created when you activated your account. When

you reach the Purchase Trip page, select Academy Board of Directors Retreat 7/19/2017 –

7/21/2017 Austin, TX from the drop-down menu, enter the GL Code 1032430. If you wish to book

your travel on your own, please submit your expenses for reimbursement after the conclusion of

the meeting.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1357. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:56:33

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

May 24, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources | Research

Announcements 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

New: Member Survey on Informatics Resources 

 A new online survey in the Academy's Member Engagement Zone asks members to share which

of the Academy's nutrition informatics resources you have found most useful. The Member

Engagement Zone is a platform developed to gather insights and secure feedback on issues

affecting the nutrition and dietetics profession. You can help advance the Academy and the

profession by taking this short, one-question survey. 

 Learn More

 

June 2 Deadline: Public Policy Workshop Registration and Housing 

 In a new video, learn why you should join more than 400 Academy members in standing up for

important priorities at the Academy's Public Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C.

Register by June 2 to secure your spot at the world's largest food and nutrition policy and

advocacy summit. You must reserve your hotel room by no later than 5 p.m. Eastern time on June

2; rooms are based on availability and may sell out prior to the deadline. Registration and housing

information and the tentative PPW are available on the Academy's website. 

 Learn More

 

Academy's Stance: President's Budget Jeopardizes Nutrition Programs and Services 

 President Trump's 2018 budget proposal would drastically cut domestic spending, including
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substantial funding for vital nutrition assistance programs and health care assistance. The

Academy opposes cuts to programs that curb food insecurity and provide nutrition education to the

most vulnerable populations and stabilize health insurance markets. The Academy is working with

both parties in Congress against these cuts that jeopardize vital programs and services. 

 Learn More

 

Do You Work in a Hospital or Long-Term Care? Tell the Academy About Malnutrition's Impact on

Patients and Practice 

 As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of

malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility. 

 Learn More

 

Menu Labeling Progresses in New York City, Delayed Nationwide 

 New York City will become the first jurisdiction to enforce menu labeling rules that include chain

restaurants, chain convenience stores and grocery stores, despite the Trump administration's

decision to delay the national menu labeling requirements until May 2018. The Academy strongly

supports menu labeling. In issuing the delay for the national menu labeling standards, the Food

and Drug Administration said it is seeking public comment on "approaches to reduce regulatory

burden or increase flexibility." The Academy will respond consistent with our previous comments

and input from Dietetic Practice Groups. 

 Learn More

 

New CDC Infographic: Impact of Obesity Epidemic on National Security 

 A new infographic titled "Unfit to Serve: Obesity is Impacting National Security" is available from

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity and

Obesity in partnership with Mission Readiness, an organization of retired admirals and generals

whose goal is to strengthen national security by ensuring children "stay in school, stay fit, and stay

out of trouble." The infographic details how the obesity epidemic affects national security, with

more than a quarter of young adults being too heavy to serve in the military. The Academy has

worked with Mission Readiness on anti-obesity initiatives, including programs for legislators and

media who attended the 2016 national party conventions. 

 Learn More

 

June 13 Workshop and Webcast: Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-Being 

 The National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine Roundtable on the Promotion of

Health Equity and the Elimination of Health Disparities and the Roundtable on Population Health
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Improvement will hold a June 13 workshop in Prattville, Ala., and via webcast on "Achieving Rural

Health Equity and Well-Being: Challenges and Opportunities." The workshop will illustrate

promising and constructive actions that rural communities are taking. Registration for the

workshop and webcast is now open. 

 Learn More

 

In August: Advocate for Women and Children's Health 

 The Academy's next quarterly advocacy day will be held August 7 in Washington, D.C., as

members join the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy Day of Action following

the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convention in Arlington, Va., on August 4 to 6. For more

information about the convention, email Sara Walz at swalz@usbreastfeeding.org. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

June 27 Webinar: Setting the Record Straight on Vitamin E 

 A June 27 webinar will cover important milestones in vitamin E research, distinguish between the

vitamin's two subgroups, tocopherols and tocotrienols, and identify current sources and

compositions of tocotrienols. New research will highlight tocotrienol's role as the 21st century

vitamin E. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised
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recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More
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Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

One Week Left: Renew Your Academy Membership 

 Stay connected to your Academy: Renew your membership by May 31 through the Member

Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central

Time), or online. 

 Learn More

 

New Issue: MNT Provider 

 Are you ready to begin using the new ABN form with your Medicare patients? Do you want to play

a role in the new Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program benefit? Read the MNT Provider

newsletter to position yourself for success. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is

the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More
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Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Now Available in 10-Packs: Get Your Clients on the Healthy Track with the Latest Tech 

 Bits and Bytes: A Guide to Digitally Tracking Your Food, Fitness and Health describes how to get

started with digital health tracking and choose the right tools to achieve personal health goals.

With colorful illustrations and sample screens, this guide compares popular apps and tracking

programs, explaining the features they offer. Bits and Bytes is now available in economy packs of

10, making them easy to distribute to clients. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery

models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and

timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study
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plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 
RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

 

Nutrition Research Month 

 May is Nutrition Research Month. Helping to gather data is just one more way in which registered

dietitian nutritionists can build evidence for dietetics practice and improve patient outcomes. 

 Learn More

 

ANDHII Can Help Teach Research and Informatics Basics 

 Finding new ways to get students involved in research can be as easy using the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics Health Informatics Infrastructure. ANDHII is a member benefit that

educators can access for your classrooms to demonstrate how to document in an electronic health

record, record patient data and track patient and client outcomes. Students can use the

aggregated patient outcomes for research projects to assess the value and impact of nutrition

interventions. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

Academy Highlights: Year in Review 2016-2017 

 In keeping with the Academy's commitment to transparency and to keeping members informed of

the organization's activities, President Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND, and Chief

Executive Officer Patricia Babjak presented a report to the Board of Directors at its May meeting.

View "Highlights: A Year in Review 2016-2017" for details on events and activities of the Academy

over the past fiscal year. 

 Learn More

 

Stay on the Cutting Edge of Dietetics: Attend FNCE 

 Advance your career by being up to date on the latest in dietetics. The Food &Nutrition

Conference &Expo offers must-attend events including advanced programming where you can
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gain insights while also earning CPEUs. Don't miss the Research, Project and Program, and

Innovations Posters and Research and Quality Symposia. Registration is now open. 

 Learn More

 

May 30 Submission Deadline: Late-Breaking FNCE Abstracts 

 Do you have new, groundbreaking research to present? The Academy will accept a limited

number of late-breaking abstracts for the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. The

submission deadline is May 30. 

 Learn More

 

Promote Summer Meal Programs 

 Help connect kids and families to free summer meals using the U.S. Department of Agriculture's

Summer Food Service Program's summer meal site locator tool. Additional resources include

toolkits, flyers and more.

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Foundation Hosts Reception Where It All Started for the Academy 

 The Foundation hosted a historic Second Century Campaign reception last week in Cleveland,

site of the founding meeting of the Academy in 1917 as the American Dietetic Association. Thanks

to the reception's sponsors: Abbott Nutrition, American Dairy Association Mideast and the J.M.

Smucker Company. 

 Learn More

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and June 1

Webinar 

 An online hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian assistance efforts in

developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this open-access collection

includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations and nutrient comparison

charts unique to the local food supply. The Academy will continue to expand its resources for

global nutrition education. Help enhance them by sharing your feedback in a brief survey. A June

1 webinar titled "Expanding Our Impact: International Nutrition Resources and Global Outreach"

will tour the hub and educate members about programs and opportunities in this area. The

webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More
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Leaders' Reception Raises Awareness, Funds for Second Century 

 Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND, and Stella H. Cash, MS, MEd, FAND, hosted a brunch

in Cashs Bath, Mich., home on May 13 to awareness and funds for the Foundation's Second

Century initiative. 

 Learn More

 

Foundation Report: Opportunities to Reduce Food Waste 

 Registered dietitian nutritionists are uniquely qualified to help reduce food loss and waste by

individuals, families, communities, business and industry, according to a report funded by the

Academy's Foundation. "The State of America's Wasted Food and Opportunities to Make a

Difference" is available on the Foundation's website. 

 Learn More

 

Honor a Mentor 

 Has someone motivated or inspired you throughout your career? Recognize and honor your

mentor with a Tribute Gift to the Foundation. 

 Learn More

 

From Our Colleagues

 

ANFP Online Course: Food Safety and Technology 

 The Association of Nutrition &Foodservice Professionals is offering Academy members a 10

percent discount during May on the online course "Food Safety and Technology." This five-hour

course provides an understanding of standards and common industry practices used to serve

guests safely. Use the code ANFPANDMAY17 when registering to receive the discount. ANFP is a

continuing professional education-accredited provider with the Commission on Dietetic

Registration; the course offers up to 5 CPEUS. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1358. RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:46:13

Subject: RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

Attachment:

Keep me posted and how we can help!

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:45 PM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

 

 

Their headquarters are in DC so I assumed he was there.  Gary Black acted like he was there.  If

he is in Georgia, that will be even easier.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:40 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall 

 

Is he in DC?  Thinking he was still in GA?

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:31 PM 

 To: sued@fb.org; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <
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JFolliard@eatright.org>; Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Gary Black <

gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>; Gary Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>; Patricia Babjak <

PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

 

 

Sue,  I am attaching a formal letter to request a meeting with Zippy Duvall please.  See attached

letter.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1359. Re: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:44:59

Subject: Re: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

Attachment:

Their headquarters are in DC so I assumed he was there.  Gary Black acted like he was there.  If

he is in Georgia, that will be even easier.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:40 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall 

 
Is he in DC?  Thinking he was still in GA?

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460
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Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:31 PM 

 To: sued@fb.org; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>; Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Gary Black

<gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>; Gary Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

 

 

Sue,  I am attaching a formal letter to request a meeting with Zippy Duvall please.  See attached

letter.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1360. RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:43:51

Subject: RE: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

Attachment:

Is he in DC?  Thinking he was still in GA?

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 2:31 PM 

 To: sued@fb.org; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>; Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Gary Black

<gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>; Gary Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

 

 

Sue,  I am attaching a formal letter to request a meeting with Zippy Duvall please.  See attached

letter.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1361. Board Retreat July 19-21

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

'Snetselaar, Linda G' <linda-snetselaar@uiowa.edu>, 'Coleen Liscano'

<coleen.liscano@gmail.com>, 'Marisa Moore' <marisa@marisamoore.com>,

'wmorgan@nmsu.edu' <wmorgan@nmsu.edu>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Jennifer Herendeen <Jherendeen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:36:44

Subject: Board Retreat July 19-21

Attachment: image001.png

The Board retreat will be held on July 19 – July 21 at the Driskill Hotel in Austin, Texas. The

retreat will concentrate on developing the new strategic plan and will include a Board orientation

focusing on governance. Glenn Tecker from Tecker International, LLC, a well-known consultant in

non-profit governance, will join us to facilitate our strategic planning deliberations. Glenn has a rich

knowledge of governance best practices/trends in large membership associations and is very

familiar with the Academy; he presented Governance Models and Best Practices at the November

2016 Board meeting. In June you will be receiving a link to view and download the 2017-18 Board

Handbook on the Board portal.

 

 

The tentative retreat schedule follows.
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Wednesday, July 19

 

-        1:00 pm – 4:00 pm

 

-        Group Event and Dinner

 

Thursday, July 20

 

-        7:30 am- 4:00 pm 

-        Group Event and Dinner

 

Friday, July 21

 

      -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm

 

                       

The Executive Office staff will make your hotel reservations at the Driskill Hotel for arrival on

Wednesday, July 19 and departure on Friday, July 21, unless you request otherwise.  Your hotel

room will be master-billed; you will be asked to pay for incidentals. You are approved to make your

travel arrangements. Please fly into the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (AUS) airport the

morning of Wednesday, July 19 and depart on Friday, July 21 after 12:00 pm.  The airport is

located approximately 5.5 miles (approx. 15 minutes by taxi) from the hotel. To book your travel

through the Academy’s travel service please click on www.atcmeetings.com/Academy and login

using your email address and the password you created when you activated your account. When

you reach the Purchase Trip page, select Academy Board of Directors Retreat 7/19/2017 –

7/21/2017 Austin, TX from the drop-down menu, enter the GL Code 1032430. If you wish to book

your travel on your own, please submit your expenses for reimbursement after the conclusion of

the meeting.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1362. Automatic reply: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:30:48

Subject: Automatic reply: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

Attachment:

Thank you for contacting me. I will be out of the office until Tuesday May 30.

 

If you need immediate assistance please contact Paulina Weeden at pweeden@eatright.org

 

I will follow up with you when I return.  Have a great day! 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RD 

 Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460 

 Washington, DC 20036 

 312-899-1731
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1363. Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: sued@fb.org <sued@fb.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Lorelei DiSogra

<LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>, Gary Black <gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>,

Gary  Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:30:40

Subject: Schedule a Meeting with Zippy Duvall

Attachment: Zippy Duvall .pdf

Sue,  I am attaching a formal letter to request a meeting with Zippy Duvall please.  See attached

letter.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1364. Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:05:35

Subject: Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

Attachment: image001.png
image001.png

Great! 
 

I am submitting the offer for Sanjay Gupta today and will get a courtesy hold for Bert.   

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 1:56 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Diane,  I am good with Bert Jacobs as our backup!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 5:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Opening Keynote - Option #2 

 

I agree that Sanjay is by far the #1 choice, but let me know more after you look at the back up.

 

 

Sanjay/CNN is tricky.  It will take up to 10 days for CNN to clear our offer as it is really up to them.

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 4:03 PM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

 

 

My first thought is that he is cute. That always helps. I am going to hold out hope for Sanjay. We

are lobbyists for an organization that supports the work he does. Not one that is really selling stuff

unless you count selling prevention.  That is my story anyway. I will check more into this guy

tomorrow.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:15 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna-
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Sanjay is available, but I am trying to clear the concerns and limitations he has with CNN about

not speaking for anyone with active lobbyists (4 people in the DC office are registered lobbyists).

 

 

If that is a sticking point for us to be unable to get him, here is another option to consider…Bert

consistently gets Standing “O’s” at TEDX and other keynotes.  Thoughts?

 

 

 

 

<image002.jpg>BERT JACOBS – CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OPTIMIST OF LIFE

IS GOOD

 

Known for their lifestyle brand spreading the power of optimism and helping kids in need, Bert and

John Jacobs have grown a social following of 2.5 million optimists and counting over the past 20

years of their business. From selling their designs at street fairs to, today, over 4,500 retailers

nationwide carrying Life is good products, the company’s growth and success lies in its connection

to the community. The company donates 10 percent of its net profits to The Life is good Kids

Foundation. Bert and the company have been featured on CNNMoney, CNBC’s Business

Nation, ABC Nightline, NBC’s The Today Show, and in The New York Times, Wall Street

Journal, Inc., Men’s Health and Men’s Journal, among others. 

 

 

The Life is good Company spreads the power of optimism and donates 10 percent of its net profits

to help kids in need. The company has raised $11 million for kids in need to date, principally

through Life is good products, events and community fundraising efforts. Life is good® is a

registered trademark of The Life is good Company.

 

 

The Life is good Kids Foundation is an accredited 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization established by

Life is good to raise money to help kids in need. The Life is good Kids Foundation directly funds

the Life is good Playmakers program, which provides training and support to childcare

professionals who use these tools to ensure that children grow up feeling safe, loved and joyful.

Life is good donates 10 percent of its net profits to help kids in need through The Life is good Kids

Foundation. 

 

Mr. Jacobs’ honorarium is the $65,000 to $70,000 range plus First Class travel and expenses. For

additional information, please visit: Bert Jacobs' Webpage 
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Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1365. Revised Message -- Academy Honors and Awards Announced

From: jblankenship@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:04:50

Subject: Revised Message -- Academy Honors and Awards Announced

Attachment:

 REVISED!!

 

ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members, 

  

Please join me in congratulating our colleagues who are honor and award recipients for 2017. We

have worked with many of these members on policy initiatives and are happy to see one of our

own, Lorraine Weatherspoon, PhD, RD from the CPLS receive the Excellence in Practice Award

for Dietetic Education.  In addition, Trish Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN  our current

ANDPAC vice chair will receive a Medallian Award.

 

Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award: 

 Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018): 

 Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD

 

Honorary Membership: 

 Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN 

 Michelle Obama

 

Medallion Awards: 

 Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND 

 Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND 

 Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND 

 Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN 

 Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND 

 Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND 

 Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

Trailblazer Award: 

 Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

Media Excellence Award: 

 Regan M. Jones, RDN
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Excellence in Practice Awards: 

 Clinical Practice 

 Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

 

Consultation and Business Practice 

 Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research 

 Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

 

Dietetic Technician, Registered 

 Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education 

 Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice 

 Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

 

Please let me know if you have questions, feel free to share this information and to reach out to

these award recipients. 

  

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1366. Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 14:00:30

Subject: Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

Attachment: image001.png

Diane,  I am good with Bert Jacobs as our backup!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 5:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Opening Keynote - Option #2 

 

I agree that Sanjay is by far the #1 choice, but let me know more after you look at the back up.

 

 

Sanjay/CNN is tricky.  It will take up to 10 days for CNN to clear our offer as it is really up to them.

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 4:03 PM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

 

 

My first thought is that he is cute. That always helps. I am going to hold out hope for Sanjay. We

are lobbyists for an organization that supports the work he does. Not one that is really selling stuff

unless you count selling prevention.  That is my story anyway. I will check more into this guy

tomorrow.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:15 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna-

 

 

Sanjay is available, but I am trying to clear the concerns and limitations he has with CNN about

not speaking for anyone with active lobbyists (4 people in the DC office are registered lobbyists).

 

 

If that is a sticking point for us to be unable to get him, here is another option to consider…Bert

consistently gets Standing “O’s” at TEDX and other keynotes.  Thoughts?

 

 

 

 

<image002.jpg>BERT JACOBS – CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OPTIMIST OF LIFE

IS GOOD

 

Known for their lifestyle brand spreading the power of optimism and helping kids in need, Bert and

John Jacobs have grown a social following of 2.5 million optimists and counting over the past 20

years of their business. From selling their designs at street fairs to, today, over 4,500 retailers

nationwide carrying Life is good products, the company’s growth and success lies in its connection

to the community. The company donates 10 percent of its net profits to The Life is good Kids

Foundation. Bert and the company have been featured on CNNMoney, CNBC’s Business

Nation, ABC Nightline, NBC’s The Today Show, and in The New York Times, Wall Street

Journal, Inc., Men’s Health and Men’s Journal, among others. 
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The Life is good Company spreads the power of optimism and donates 10 percent of its net profits

to help kids in need. The company has raised $11 million for kids in need to date, principally

through Life is good products, events and community fundraising efforts. Life is good® is a

registered trademark of The Life is good Company.

 

 

The Life is good Kids Foundation is an accredited 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization established by

Life is good to raise money to help kids in need. The Life is good Kids Foundation directly funds

the Life is good Playmakers program, which provides training and support to childcare

professionals who use these tools to ensure that children grow up feeling safe, loved and joyful.

Life is good donates 10 percent of its net profits to help kids in need through The Life is good Kids

Foundation. 

 

Mr. Jacobs’ honorarium is the $65,000 to $70,000 range plus First Class travel and expenses. For

additional information, please visit: Bert Jacobs' Webpage 

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1367. Academy Statement on the Administration's Budget Proposal

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

nutrisha50@earthlink.net <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, lorri@irvingholzberg.com

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, clarehmiller@hotmail.com

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, lpennington@dietitianassociates.com

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Anna Shlachter

<ashlachter@eatright.org>, dlkingrd@gmail.com <dlkingrd@gmail.com>,

nancy@farrelldietitian.com <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>,

Denice@WellnessPress.com <Denice@WellnessPress.com>,

nutrisha50@earthlink.net <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>, chons1355@gmail.com

<chons1355@gmail.com>, kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com

<kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>, wellfedct@gmail.com

<wellfedct@gmail.com>, cgr14@pitt.edu <cgr14@pitt.edu>,

scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>, easaden@aol.com

<easaden@aol.com>, hwietjes@aol.com <hwietjes@aol.com>,

iameatonwright@gmail.com <iameatonwright@gmail.com>,

deniceferkoadams@gmail.com <deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>, Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Linda Serwat <LSerwat@eatright.org>, 'Kevin

Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Alicia Grove

<aliciagrove@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

Cc: DC Office eMail Group <DCOfficeeMailGroup@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 13:58:59

Subject: Academy Statement on the Administration's Budget Proposal

Attachment: image001.png
2018 Federal Budget Statement pdf.pdf

LPPC and ANDPAC Members,
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FOR RELEASE MAY 24, 2017 
 


 
Media contact:  Rhys Saunders 


  800/877-1600, ext. 4769 


  media@eatright.org  


 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Asks Congress to  


Fully Fund Vital Food, Nutrition and Health Programs and Services 


 
CHICAGO – The Administration’s proposed budget for 2018 contains funding cuts to nutrition assistance 


programs, food and nutrition research and health care infrastructure that provide a safety net for our country’s 


most vulnerable populations and the evidence base to support good nutritional health. The Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics asks Congress to fully fund these vital food, nutrition, and health programs and services. 


 


Investment in public health infrastructure and the nutrition safety net are critical to Americans’ health and well-


being. The Academy will continue to advocate for nutrition and public health programs and numerous other 


services where registered dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. Eliminating or underfunding 


nutrition programs will risk people’s access to nutritious food, which is critical to prevent and treat chronic 


disease.  


 


Based on the Academy’s mission and vision, the Academy urges Congress to reject the cuts in nutrition and 


public health programs in the current budget proposal and instead to recognize that these vital programs and 


services are important to keeping the nation healthy.  


 


### 


 
All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 
 



mailto:media@eatright.org

http://www.eatright.org/
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As you likely heard, the Administration’s budget proposal was released yesterday and

recommends significant cuts to domestic programs. We have reviewed the budget and will be

issuing a statement today highlighting the impact this proposal would have on nutrition programs,

public health infrastructure and our country’s health. 

 

The Academy's statement is high-level and focused on the larger issue of decreased funding, as

opposed to effects on individual programs. We will post a more detailed report of the budget

proposal’s impact at the end of this week on eatrightPRO that will call out specific programmatic

cuts that would take place if this budget were to be adopted.

 

 

Now that the budget has been released, Congress takes over. No president’s budget in modern

history has been approved as submitted. It is likely this budget will meet that same fate and will be

used by Congress to guide its work but will not be adopted in its entirety. Our responsibility is to

continue to advocate: to prevent elimination or deep cuts by Congressional appropriators in

nutrition programs that keep our nation healthy and employ the Academy's members.

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Jenn Folliard.

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1368. Academy Statement on Administration’s Budget Proposal 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Diane

Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Marsha

Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris

Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Anna Shlachter

<ashlachter@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 13:40:20

Subject: Academy Statement on Administration’s Budget Proposal 

Attachment: image001.png
2018 Federal Budget Statement pdf.pdf

Dear Board of Directors, 

 

As you likely heard, the Administration’s budget proposal was released yesterday and

recommends significant cuts to domestic programs. We have reviewed the budget and will be
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FOR RELEASE MAY 24, 2017 
 


 
Media contact:  Rhys Saunders 


  800/877-1600, ext. 4769 


  media@eatright.org  


 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Asks Congress to  


Fully Fund Vital Food, Nutrition and Health Programs and Services 


 
CHICAGO – The Administration’s proposed budget for 2018 contains funding cuts to nutrition assistance 


programs, food and nutrition research and health care infrastructure that provide a safety net for our country’s 


most vulnerable populations and the evidence base to support good nutritional health. The Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics asks Congress to fully fund these vital food, nutrition, and health programs and services. 


 


Investment in public health infrastructure and the nutrition safety net are critical to Americans’ health and well-


being. The Academy will continue to advocate for nutrition and public health programs and numerous other 


services where registered dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. Eliminating or underfunding 


nutrition programs will risk people’s access to nutritious food, which is critical to prevent and treat chronic 


disease.  


 


Based on the Academy’s mission and vision, the Academy urges Congress to reject the cuts in nutrition and 


public health programs in the current budget proposal and instead to recognize that these vital programs and 


services are important to keeping the nation healthy.  


 


### 


 
All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 
 



mailto:media@eatright.org

http://www.eatright.org/
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issuing a statement today highlighting the impact this proposal would have on nutrition programs,

public health infrastructure and our country’s health. 

 

The Academy's statement is high-level and focused on the larger issue of decreased funding, as

opposed to effects on individual programs. We will post a more detailed report of the budget

proposal’s impact at the end of this week on eatrightPRO that will call out specific programmatic

cuts that would take place if this budget were to be adopted.

 

 

Now that the budget has been released, Congress takes over. No president’s budget in modern

history has been approved as submitted. It is likely this budget will meet that same fate and will be

used by Congress to guide its work but will not be adopted in its entirety. Our responsibility is to

continue to advocate: to prevent elimination or deep cuts by Congressional appropriators in

nutrition programs that keep our nation healthy and employ the Academy's members.

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Jenn Folliard.

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1369. Academy Honors and Awards Announced

From: jblankenship@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 13:19:59

Subject: Academy Honors and Awards Announced

Attachment:

 
ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members,  
 
Please join me in congratulating our colleagues who are honor and award recipients for 2017.  We
have worked with many of these members on policy initiatives and are happy to see one of our
own, Lorraine Weatherspoon, PhD, RD from the CPLS receive the Excellence in Practice Award
for Dietetic Education.  

Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award: 

 Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018): 

 Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD

 

Honorary Membership: 

 Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN 

 Michelle Obama

 

Medallion Awards: 

 Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND 

 Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND 

 Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND 

 Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN 

 Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND 

 Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND 

 Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

Trailblazer Award: 

 Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

Media Excellence Award: 

 Regan M. Jones, RDN

 

Excellence in Practice Awards: 

 Clinical Practice 

 Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD
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Consultation and Business Practice 

 Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research 

 Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

 

Dietetic Technician, Registered 

 Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education 

 Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice 

 Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

 

Please let me know if you have questions, feel free to share this information and to reach out to

these award recipients. 

  

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1370. RE: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 12:29:53

Subject: RE: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

Work those connections!  I think it is great that Gary can help connect you.  Keep us posted!

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:28 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

 

 

Thanks Mary Pat,  I had a phone conversation with Gary Black, Georgia Ag Commissioner and

best friend of Sonny Perdue, about getting a meeting with him.  I have drafted two letters that I will

be sending him as soon as I can get his email address. I am asking for an appointment to see him,

and asking for him to attend our Feed my School Event in August.  Gary Black said, if I copied him

on the letters, he would help.  Let's do this!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 6:58 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta; Jennifer Folliard; Jeanne Blankenship; Lucille Beseler; peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio 

 

This is perfect timing! We met yesterday with our partners who are RDNs and have the ear of

Secretary Perdue.  They were unaware of your work and were delighted to hear about it.  And you

are from Georgia! No wonder they were so excite when I shared the grits information.

 

 

We have decided this is the time to bring everyone together and help the new Administration

especially the federal agencies. We will lead this effort so more to come.

 

 

Back to your article.  We also told our friends that you and other SNS leaders are not bound by

regulations.  You know the science and your heart is with the kids.  That combination is a winner

for our children.

 

 

They did ask if it was too late for you to be undersecretary.  

 

 

Thanks for your leadership. And this appreciation is expanded to everyone on this email for your

time and leadership!

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 

 

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
On May 23, 2017, at 2:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!

 

 
http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1371. RE: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED-- wanted to

share- 5/24/2017

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>, Kashi Rita Batheja

<krbatheja@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Chris

Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 11:29:01

Subject: RE: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED--

wanted to share- 5/24/2017

Attachment:

Thank you Rita!  I concur with Alison.  I look forward to hearing about the conference.

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

From: Alison Steiber  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:49 AM 

 To: Kashi Rita Batheja <krbatheja@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>; lbeseler fnc

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED-- wanted to

share- 5/24/2017

 

 

Rita

 

 

Thank you for sharing this, it looks like a very important document with many prestigious authors

(yourself included J). I know Stephanie Harris well and she is an exceptional researcher, fun to

see her listed.
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Enjoy your conference in India!

 

 

Warm regards

 

Alison

 

 

From: Kashi Rita Batheja [mailto:krbatheja@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:11 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Joan Schwaba <

JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <

JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield <

mschofield@eatright.org>; lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Alison Steiber <

ASteiber@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud <

PMifsud@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED-- wanted to

share- 5/24/2017

 

 

GM  Pat, Lucille, Donna, Marsha, Paul, Jeanne, Mary Pat, Doris  and friends in BCC,

 

 

Wanted to share below information.. Please see ATTACHED. Nationally and Internationally

renouned  MDs ( various specialty ), RDNs, NDs, DCs, Microbiologist, Researchers 

 

 

and Pharmacist have shared their chapters. ( friends ). Bringing Allied Health Professionals

TOGETHER on ONE platform to the world. Positioning RDNs as  EXPERT 

 

 

NUTRITION PROFESSIONALS  prominently with  the WORLD

 

 

.THANK YOU to ALL of you who are striving for the BEST for our profession among the public.in

USA and INTERNATIONALLY.

 

 

AAPI National President Dr. Lodha has invited Kashi and Myself to attend Indian Physician's

National Convention next month. 
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FYI

 

 

Have an amazing day.

 

 

Rita Batheja

 

 

Long Island, NY

 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 

 

 Dear Dr. Jeff Bland, Mark Hyman and Patrick Hanaway,

 

 

I wanted to share the following information.

 

 

 

Attached please see upcoming AAPI eBook 3 next month to be released at the AAPI National

convention on 6/21. 2500 Physicians, AMA 

 

 

president, Senators, Congressmen, Ambassador of few countries and other dignitaries will be

present.

 

 

Mark, I want to tell you that Brigid has shared her chapter with other colleagues and Cleveland

Clinic's name will be prominent. I am sure she makes you proud..

 

 

 

Andy, IFM will be in  the forefront as IFM Faculty members like Michael Stone, MD, Joel Evans,

MD, Leslie Stone MD, Deanna Minich IFMCP , Terry Wahls, Dale Bredesen 
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have contributed their chapters. Example is in the attachment. Trying my best to inspire Young

and Seasoned MDs to take AFMCP and  IFM's

 

 

some of the Module OR get IFMCP certification.

 

 

Liz, Appreciate you sending an email announcement  showing COVER page ONLY to  IHS folks

know about this eBook 3.

 

 

Joel  Evans MD has been invited speaker to  Bangalore -India in August  2017. Joel proud of you.

Joel has passion for India and Indians.

 

 

Dr. Lodha,AAPI National President is  Originally from Rajsthan India and his desire is  to bring

Functional Medicine concepts to India.

 

 

Wait till you read Introduction for this eBook Mark !

 

 

All of you are champions and I must say that in 2008  it was Diana Noland  who invited me to

attend IFM's AFMCP and Kathie Swift to be credited who invited me to to attend Dr. Gordon's

FAM program twice. That was the beginning of my journey. I was very impressed by Michael

Stone MD  since then,

 

 

THANK YOU Dr. Bland, Mark and Patrick. You all are my Heros..

 

 

Hope you all are doing well.

 

 

LOL

 

 

Rita  K Batheja,MS RDN CDN FAND AFMCP

 

 

Long island, New York
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1372. RE: Michelle Obama

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 11:04:43

Subject: RE: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

I would suggest it goes to Kelly and maybe a note to Jim Gavin?  I think Pat reached out to him
regarding FNCE

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:46 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

 

 

I just asked to be the contact person, but not sure how they will notify her.  Especially since she is

in Italy!!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:45 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama 

 

Who notifies the First Lady?

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, 

 

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- 

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
 
Begin forwarded message:
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From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com> 

 Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT 

 To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Michelle Obama

 

Mary Pat,

 

 

I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1373. Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jennifer

Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 11:02:52

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

Amen to all of Lucille's comments!!  

Donna to D.C.!!! 
 
Mary Russell 
 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 9:36 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

I really like this article. The reporter struck a really good objective balance. So refreshing when

folks can look at both sides of the issue and come out with great ideas. I really like your comments

Donna. You should be under secretary- commute to D.C. 

Very proud! Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 9:27 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thanks Mary Pat,  I had a phone conversation with Gary Black, Georgia Ag Commissioner and

best friend of Sonny Perdue, about getting a meeting with him.  I have drafted two letters that I will

be sending him as soon as I can get his email address. I am asking for an appointment to see him,

and asking for him to attend our Feed my School Event in August.  Gary Black said, if I copied him

on the letters, he would help.  Let's do this!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 6:58 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta; Jennifer Folliard; Jeanne Blankenship; Lucille Beseler; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio 

 

This is perfect timing! We met yesterday with our partners who are RDNs and have the ear of

Secretary Perdue.  They were unaware of your work and were delighted to hear about it.  And you

are from Georgia! No wonder they were so excite when I shared the grits information. 
 

We have decided this is the time to bring everyone together and help the new Administration

especially the federal agencies. We will lead this effort so more to come. 
 

Back to your article.  We also told our friends that you and other SNS leaders are not bound by

regulations.  You know the science and your heart is with the kids.  That combination is a winner

for our children. 
 

They did ask if it was too late for you to be undersecretary.   
 

Thanks for your leadership. And this appreciation is expanded to everyone on this email for your

time and leadership!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 
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Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 2:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!

 

 
http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1374. RE: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 11:00:01

Subject: RE: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

Attachment:

This is great, hooray for them recognizing you.  You changed lives to be healthier.  

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:17 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

 

 

YAY! Congratulations, Lorelei!!! This is so well-deserved. Your life’s work … dedicated to

increasing fruit and veggie consumption … something to celebrate indeed! J 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:13 AM 
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 To: Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org

>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

 

 

Lorelei,  This is so well deserved and so overdue!  I am so proud to call you friend and will be glad

I will be there to help you celebrate!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: United Fresh <united=unitedfresh.org@send.aweber.com> on behalf of United Fresh <

united@unitedfresh.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:53 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced! 

 

Join us in Chicago, June 13-15

 

Lorelei DiSogra Ed.D., R.D. 

Named 2017 Women in Produce Honoree 

 

 

Retiring industry veteran and nutrition champion Lorelei DiSogra Ed.D., R.D., is this year's

honoree and featured speaker at the Reception Honoring Women In Produce, taking place from

4:30-5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, June 14 at the United Fresh Convention in Chicago.
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Prior to her decade of service to the industry at United Fresh, Lorelei served as the Director of the

National 5 A Day Program at the National Cancer Institute and Vice President of Nutrition at Dole

Food Company. Throughout her career, Lorelei has worked tirelessly to advance children's access

to fresh fruits and vegetables. 

 

 

Her work has helped expand the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program to schools in all 50 states;

get fresh fruit and vegetables included in WIC Food Packages; and increased fruits and

vegetables in school meals across the country to benefit more than 32 million students a day. At

the time of her retirement, more than 5,000 salad bars will have been donated to schools across

the country, thanks to her efforts as one of the creators of the Let’s Move Salad Bars to Schools 

program. 

 

 

Lorelei will join a distinguished community of past honorees, including:

 

 

•    Dan’l Mackey Almy, DMA Solutions, Inc. 

 •    Tonya Antle, Organic Produce Network 

 •    Frieda Caplan, Frieda’s, Inc. 

 •    Karen Caplan, Frieda’s, Inc. 

 •    Margaret D’Arrigo, Taylor Farms, Inc. 

 •    Jan DeLyser, California Avocado Commission 

 •    Jan Fleming, Strube Celery &Vegetable Company

 

•    Joline Godfrey, An Income of her Own

 

•    JoAnn Hines, Women in Packaging

 

•    Janice Honigberg, Sun Belle, Inc. 

 •    Lorri Koster, Mann Packing Company 

 •    Julie Krivanek, Krivanek Consulting Inc. 

 •    Lisa McNeece Miceli, Grimmway Enterprises Inc. 

 •    Teri Miller, The Fresh Market

 

•    Kathleen Nave, California Table Grape Commission 

 •    Dr. Martha Rhodes-Roberts, Roberts Associates 

 •    Steffanie Smith, Andrew Smith Company 

 •    Heather Shavey, Costco Wholesale 

 •    Mayda Sotomayor-Kirk, Seald Sweet/Greenyard USA 

 •    Rosemary Talley, Talley Farms 

 •    Jenney Tenney, The Kroger Company
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•    Claire Thornton, The Fresh Approach

 

 

Join us this June at one of the most popular networking events of the show, to celebrate Lorelei

and all women working in the fresh produce industry! Ensure your spot to this event with an All

Access Package.

 

 
Register Today 

To ensure future delivery of email, please add united@unitedfresh.org to your address book,

contacts or safe sender list.

 

 

United Fresh Produce Association 

 Phone: 202.303.3400 | Fax: 202.303.3433 | unitedfresh.org

 

 

               

1901 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

 Suite 1100 

 Washington DC 20006 

 USA  

 

Unsubscribe | Change Subscriber Options  
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1375. RE: For review: press release on becoming president

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 11:00:00

Subject: RE: For review: press release on becoming president

Attachment: image001.png

Thank you very much, Donna! Glad to send to Birmingham media. We’ll talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:41 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: For review: press release on becoming president

 

 

You both are my hero's!!!  This is perfect in every way!!  If you could send it to the Birmingham, AL

newspapers that would be great too!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:50 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: For review: press release on becoming president 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is well! Attached for your review is our draft of a press release that we’ll put

out on June 1 announcing that you’re our new president. Could you please let us know if this text

looks OK to you, or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do.

 

We will compile a distribution list for this release of health care, nonprofit and business-related

media outlets, as well as the Georgia news media. If there are any media outlets or individuals to

whom you would like us to send the release, please let us know and we’ll be glad to send it to

them as well.

 

 

Thank you very much, talk to you soon! Have a great holiday weekend.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1376. Re: Michelle Obama

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:45:41

Subject: Re: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

I just asked to be the contact person, but not sure how they will notify her.  Especially since she is

in Italy!!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:45 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama 

 

Who notifies the First Lady?  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
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mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT  

To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Subject: Michelle Obama 

 

Mary Pat,

 

 

I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1377. Re: For review: press release on becoming president

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:41:05

Subject: Re: For review: press release on becoming president

Attachment: image001.png

You both are my hero's!!!  This is perfect in every way!!  If you could send it to the Birmingham, AL

newspapers that would be great too!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:50 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: For review: press release on becoming president 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is well! Attached for your review is our draft of a press release that we’ll put

out on June 1 announcing that you’re our new president. Could you please let us know if this text

looks OK to you, or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do.

 

We will compile a distribution list for this release of health care, nonprofit and business-related

media outlets, as well as the Georgia news media. If there are any media outlets or individuals to

whom you would like us to send the release, please let us know and we’ll be glad to send it to

them as well.
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Thank you very much, talk to you soon! Have a great holiday weekend.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1378. Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:39:51

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

I really like this article. The reporter struck a really good objective balance. So refreshing when

folks can look at both sides of the issue and come out with great ideas. I really like your comments

Donna. You should be under secretary- commute to D.C. 

Very proud! Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 24, 2017, at 9:27 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thanks Mary Pat,  I had a phone conversation with Gary Black, Georgia Ag Commissioner and

best friend of Sonny Perdue, about getting a meeting with him.  I have drafted two letters that I will

be sending him as soon as I can get his email address. I am asking for an appointment to see him,

and asking for him to attend our Feed my School Event in August.  Gary Black said, if I copied him

on the letters, he would help.  Let's do this!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 6:58 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta; Jennifer Folliard; Jeanne Blankenship; Lucille Beseler; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio 

 

This is perfect timing! We met yesterday with our partners who are RDNs and have the ear of

Secretary Perdue.  They were unaware of your work and were delighted to hear about it.  And you

are from Georgia! No wonder they were so excite when I shared the grits information. 
 

We have decided this is the time to bring everyone together and help the new Administration

especially the federal agencies. We will lead this effort so more to come. 
 

Back to your article.  We also told our friends that you and other SNS leaders are not bound by

regulations.  You know the science and your heart is with the kids.  That combination is a winner

for our children. 
 

They did ask if it was too late for you to be undersecretary.   
 

Thanks for your leadership. And this appreciation is expanded to everyone on this email for your

time and leadership!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 2:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!
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http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1379. RE: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lorelei DiSogra

<LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:21:01

Subject: RE: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

Attachment:

YAY! Congratulations, Lorelei!!! This is so well-deserved. Your life’s work … dedicated to

increasing fruit and veggie consumption … something to celebrate indeed! J 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 10:13 AM 

 To: Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

 

 

Lorelei,  This is so well deserved and so overdue!  I am so proud to call you friend and will be glad

I will be there to help you celebrate!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: United Fresh <united=unitedfresh.org@send.aweber.com> on behalf of United Fresh <

united@unitedfresh.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:53 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Subject: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced! 

 

Join us in Chicago, June 13-15

 

Lorelei DiSogra Ed.D., R.D. 

Named 2017 Women in Produce Honoree 

 

 

Retiring industry veteran and nutrition champion Lorelei DiSogra Ed.D., R.D., is this year's

honoree and featured speaker at the Reception Honoring Women In Produce, taking place from

4:30-5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, June 14 at the United Fresh Convention in Chicago.

 

 

Prior to her decade of service to the industry at United Fresh, Lorelei served as the Director of the

National 5 A Day Program at the National Cancer Institute and Vice President of Nutrition at Dole

Food Company. Throughout her career, Lorelei has worked tirelessly to advance children's access

to fresh fruits and vegetables. 

 

 

Her work has helped expand the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program to schools in all 50 states;

get fresh fruit and vegetables included in WIC Food Packages; and increased fruits and

vegetables in school meals across the country to benefit more than 32 million students a day. At

the time of her retirement, more than 5,000 salad bars will have been donated to schools across

the country, thanks to her efforts as one of the creators of the Let’s Move Salad Bars to Schools 

program. 

 

 

Lorelei will join a distinguished community of past honorees, including:

 

 

•    Dan’l Mackey Almy, DMA Solutions, Inc. 

 •    Tonya Antle, Organic Produce Network 

 •    Frieda Caplan, Frieda’s, Inc. 

 •    Karen Caplan, Frieda’s, Inc. 

 •    Margaret D’Arrigo, Taylor Farms, Inc. 

 •    Jan DeLyser, California Avocado Commission 

 •    Jan Fleming, Strube Celery &Vegetable Company

 

•    Joline Godfrey, An Income of her Own

 

•    JoAnn Hines, Women in Packaging
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•    Janice Honigberg, Sun Belle, Inc. 

 •    Lorri Koster, Mann Packing Company 

 •    Julie Krivanek, Krivanek Consulting Inc. 

 •    Lisa McNeece Miceli, Grimmway Enterprises Inc. 

 •    Teri Miller, The Fresh Market

 

•    Kathleen Nave, California Table Grape Commission 

 •    Dr. Martha Rhodes-Roberts, Roberts Associates 

 •    Steffanie Smith, Andrew Smith Company 

 •    Heather Shavey, Costco Wholesale 

 •    Mayda Sotomayor-Kirk, Seald Sweet/Greenyard USA 

 •    Rosemary Talley, Talley Farms 

 •    Jenney Tenney, The Kroger Company

 

•    Claire Thornton, The Fresh Approach

 

 

Join us this June at one of the most popular networking events of the show, to celebrate Lorelei

and all women working in the fresh produce industry! Ensure your spot to this event with an All

Access Package.

 

 
Register Today 

To ensure future delivery of email, please add united@unitedfresh.org to your address book,

contacts or safe sender list.

 

 

United Fresh Produce Association 

 Phone: 202.303.3400 | Fax: 202.303.3433 | unitedfresh.org

 

 

               

1901 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

 Suite 1100 

 Washington DC 20006 

 USA  

 

Unsubscribe | Change Subscriber Options  
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1380. Request for you to attend Feed my School Event in Georgia

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: sonny.perdue@osec.usda.gov <sonny.perdue@osec.usda.gov>, Gary Black

<gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>, Gary  Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>, Mary

Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:19:54

Subject: Request for you to attend Feed my School Event in Georgia

Attachment: FMS perdue request.pdf

Secretary Perdue,  Please see the attached request to formally invite you to a "Feed my School"

event in Georgia, August 29th.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1381. Request for a Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: sonny.perdue@osec.usda.gov <sonny.perdue@osec.usda.gov>, Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Gary Black <gary.black@agr.georgia.gov>, Gary

Black <gwb@agr.georgia.gov>, Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:16:20

Subject: Request for a Meeting

Attachment: PPW Perdue Request.pdf

Secretary Perdue,  Please see the attached letter requesting a meeting with you.  I look forward to

hearing back from you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1382. Fw: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lorelei DiSogra <LDiSogra@unitedfresh.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 10:12:53

Subject: Fw: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced!

Attachment:

Lorelei,  This is so well deserved and so overdue!  I am so proud to call you friend and will be glad

I will be there to help you celebrate!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: United Fresh <united=unitedfresh.org@send.aweber.com> on behalf of United Fresh

<united@unitedfresh.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:53 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: 2017 Women In Produce Honoree Announced! 

 

Join us in Chicago, June 13-15 

Lorelei DiSogra Ed.D., R.D. 

Named 2017 Women in Produce Honoree 
 

Retiring industry veteran and nutrition champion Lorelei DiSogra Ed.D., R.D., is this year's

honoree and featured speaker at the Reception Honoring Women In Produce, taking place from

4:30-5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, June 14 at the United Fresh Convention in Chicago. 
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Prior to her decade of service to the industry at United Fresh, Lorelei served as the Director of the

National 5 A Day Program at the National Cancer Institute and Vice President of Nutrition at Dole

Food Company. Throughout her career, Lorelei has worked tirelessly to advance children's access

to fresh fruits and vegetables. 
 
 

Her work has helped expand the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program to schools in all 50 states;

get fresh fruit and vegetables included in WIC Food Packages; and increased fruits and

vegetables in school meals across the country to benefit more than 32 million students a day. At

the time of her retirement, more than 5,000 salad bars will have been donated to schools across

the country, thanks to her efforts as one of the creators of the  Let’s Move Salad Bars to Schools 

program.  
 

Lorelei will join a distinguished community of past honorees, including:
 

•    Dan’l Mackey Almy, DMA Solutions, Inc.  

•    Tonya Antle, Organic Produce Network  

•    Frieda Caplan, Frieda’s, Inc.  

•    Karen Caplan, Frieda’s, Inc.  

•    Margaret D’Arrigo, Taylor Farms, Inc.  

•    Jan DeLyser, California Avocado Commission  

•    Jan Fleming, Strube Celery &Vegetable Company 

•    Joline Godfrey, An Income of her Own 

•    JoAnn Hines, Women in Packaging 

•    Janice Honigberg, Sun Belle, Inc.  

•    Lorri Koster, Mann Packing Company  

•    Julie Krivanek, Krivanek Consulting Inc.  

•    Lisa McNeece Miceli, Grimmway Enterprises Inc.  

•    Teri Miller, The Fresh Market 

•    Kathleen Nave, California Table Grape Commission  

•    Dr. Martha Rhodes-Roberts, Roberts Associates  

•    Steffanie Smith, Andrew Smith Company  

•    Heather Shavey, Costco Wholesale  

•    Mayda Sotomayor-Kirk, Seald Sweet/Greenyard USA  

•    Rosemary Talley, Talley Farms  

•    Jenney Tenney, The Kroger Company 

•    Claire Thornton, The Fresh Approach 
 

Join us this June at one of the most popular networking events of the show, to celebrate Lorelei

and all women working in the fresh produce industry! Ensure your spot to this event with an All

Access Package. 
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Register Today 

To ensure future delivery of email, please add united@unitedfresh.org to your address book,

contacts or safe sender list. 
 

United Fresh Produce Association 

Phone: 202.303.3400 | Fax: 202.303.3433 | unitedfresh.org

 

               

1901 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  

Suite 1100  

Washington DC 20006  

USA  

 

Unsubscribe | Change Subscriber Options  
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1383. Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:55:10

Subject: Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks,  I was going to cc him, but could not find his email address.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:44 AM  

To: Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Matthew Novotny  

Subject: RE: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients 

 

Donna—I cc’d Matthew so that he can insert your name as her Partner.

 

Barbara

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 8:31 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

 

 

Pat,  I was out of the meeting when we got to sign up for Honor and  Award recipients as BOD

liaisons.  I would assume that you would want me to be the lead with Michelle Obama?  Just

needed confirmation please.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:54 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns 

 Subject: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients 
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All Academy national honors and awards recipients have now been contacted, so please feel free

to offer your congratulations. The list of recipients follows. 

Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award:

 

Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018):

 

Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD

 

 

Honorary Membership:

 

Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN

 

Michelle Obama

 

 

Medallion Awards:

 

Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

 

Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN

 

Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND

 

Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND

 

Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

 

Trailblazer Award:

 

Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND
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Media Excellence Award:

 

Regan M. Jones, RDN

 

 

Excellence in Practice Awards:

 

Clinical Practice

 

Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

 

Consultation and Business Practice

 

Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research

 

Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

 

Dietetic Technician, Registered

 

Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education

 

Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice

 

Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1384. RE: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED-- wanted to

share- 5/24/2017

From: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>

To: Kashi Rita Batheja <krbatheja@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, lbeseler fnc

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Paul

Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:52:22

Subject: RE: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED--

wanted to share- 5/24/2017

Attachment:

Rita

 

 

Thank you for sharing this, it looks like a very important document with many prestigious authors

(yourself included J). I know Stephanie Harris well and she is an exceptional researcher, fun to

see her listed.

 

 

Enjoy your conference in India!

 

 

Warm regards

 

Alison

 

 

From: Kashi Rita Batheja [mailto:krbatheja@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 9:11 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>; lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Alison Steiber

<ASteiber@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED-- wanted to
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share- 5/24/2017

 

 

GM  Pat, Lucille, Donna, Marsha, Paul, Jeanne, Mary Pat, Doris  and friends in BCC,

 

 

Wanted to share below information.. Please see ATTACHED. Nationally and Internationally

renouned  MDs ( various specialty ), RDNs, NDs, DCs, Microbiologist, Researchers 

 

 

and Pharmacist have shared their chapters. ( friends ). Bringing Allied Health Professionals

TOGETHER on ONE platform to the world. Positioning RDNs as  EXPERT 

 

 

NUTRITION PROFESSIONALS  prominently with  the WORLD

 

 

.THANK YOU to ALL of you who are striving for the BEST for our profession among the public.in

USA and INTERNATIONALLY.

 

 

AAPI National President Dr. Lodha has invited Kashi and Myself to attend Indian Physician's

National Convention next month. 

 

 

FYI

 

 

Have an amazing day.

 

 

Rita Batheja

 

 

Long Island, NY

 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 

 

 Dear Dr. Jeff Bland, Mark Hyman and Patrick Hanaway,
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I wanted to share the following information.

 

 

 

Attached please see upcoming AAPI eBook 3 next month to be released at the AAPI National

convention on 6/21. 2500 Physicians, AMA 

 

 

president, Senators, Congressmen, Ambassador of few countries and other dignitaries will be

present.

 

 

Mark, I want to tell you that Brigid has shared her chapter with other colleagues and Cleveland

Clinic's name will be prominent. I am sure she makes you proud..

 

 

 

Andy, IFM will be in  the forefront as IFM Faculty members like Michael Stone, MD, Joel Evans,

MD, Leslie Stone MD, Deanna Minich IFMCP , Terry Wahls, Dale Bredesen 

 

 

have contributed their chapters. Example is in the attachment. Trying my best to inspire Young

and Seasoned MDs to take AFMCP and  IFM's

 

 

some of the Module OR get IFMCP certification.

 

 

Liz, Appreciate you sending an email announcement  showing COVER page ONLY to  IHS folks

know about this eBook 3.

 

 

Joel  Evans MD has been invited speaker to  Bangalore -India in August  2017. Joel proud of you.

Joel has passion for India and Indians.

 

 

Dr. Lodha,AAPI National President is  Originally from Rajsthan India and his desire is  to bring

Functional Medicine concepts to India.
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Wait till you read Introduction for this eBook Mark !

 

 

All of you are champions and I must say that in 2008  it was Diana Noland  who invited me to

attend IFM's AFMCP and Kathie Swift to be credited who invited me to to attend Dr. Gordon's

FAM program twice. That was the beginning of my journey. I was very impressed by Michael

Stone MD  since then,

 

 

THANK YOU Dr. Bland, Mark and Patrick. You all are my Heros..

 

 

Hope you all are doing well.

 

 

LOL

 

 

Rita  K Batheja,MS RDN CDN FAND AFMCP

 

 

Long island, New York
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1385. RE: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:48:22

Subject: RE: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

Attachment: image001.png

Donna—I cc’d Matthew so that he can insert your name as her Partner.

 

Barbara

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 8:31 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

 

 

Pat,  I was out of the meeting when we got to sign up for Honor and  Award recipients as BOD

liaisons.  I would assume that you would want me to be the lead with Michelle Obama?  Just

needed confirmation please.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:54 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns 

 Subject: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients 

 

All Academy national honors and awards recipients have now been contacted, so please feel free

to offer your congratulations. The list of recipients follows. 

Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award:

 

Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018):

 

Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD

 

 

Honorary Membership:

 

Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN

 

Michelle Obama
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Medallion Awards:

 

Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

 

Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN

 

Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND

 

Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND

 

Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

 

Trailblazer Award:

 

Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Media Excellence Award:

 

Regan M. Jones, RDN

 

 

Excellence in Practice Awards:

 

Clinical Practice

 

Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

 

Consultation and Business Practice

 

Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research

 

Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS
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Dietetic Technician, Registered

 

Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education

 

Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice

 

Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1386. Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:31:09

Subject: Re: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

Attachment: image001.png

Pat,  I was out of the meeting when we got to sign up for Honor and  Award recipients as BOD

liaisons.  I would assume that you would want me to be the lead with Michelle Obama?  Just

needed confirmation please.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:54 PM  

To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon'  

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns  

Subject: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients 

 

All Academy national honors and awards recipients have now been contacted, so please feel free

to offer your congratulations. The list of recipients follows. 
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Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award:

 

Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018):

 

Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD

 

 

Honorary Membership:

 

Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN

 

Michelle Obama

 

 

Medallion Awards:

 

Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

 

Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN

 

Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND

 

Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND

 

Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

 

Trailblazer Award:

 

Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Media Excellence Award:
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Regan M. Jones, RDN

 

 

Excellence in Practice Awards:

 

Clinical Practice

 

Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

 

Consultation and Business Practice

 

Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research

 

Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

 

Dietetic Technician, Registered

 

Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education

 

Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice

 

Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1387. Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:27:53

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

Thanks Mary Pat,  I had a phone conversation with Gary Black, Georgia Ag Commissioner and

best friend of Sonny Perdue, about getting a meeting with him.  I have drafted two letters that I will

be sending him as soon as I can get his email address. I am asking for an appointment to see him,

and asking for him to attend our Feed my School Event in August.  Gary Black said, if I copied him

on the letters, he would help.  Let's do this!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 6:58 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta; Jennifer Folliard; Jeanne Blankenship; Lucille Beseler; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio 

 

This is perfect timing! We met yesterday with our partners who are RDNs and have the ear of

Secretary Perdue.  They were unaware of your work and were delighted to hear about it.  And you
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are from Georgia! No wonder they were so excite when I shared the grits information. 
 

We have decided this is the time to bring everyone together and help the new Administration

especially the federal agencies. We will lead this effort so more to come. 
 

Back to your article.  We also told our friends that you and other SNS leaders are not bound by

regulations.  You know the science and your heart is with the kids.  That combination is a winner

for our children. 
 

They did ask if it was too late for you to be undersecretary.   
 

Thanks for your leadership. And this appreciation is expanded to everyone on this email for your

time and leadership!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 2:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!

 

 
http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1388. Re: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

From: Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>

To: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>,

Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Jojo Dantone

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcia Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:22:20

Subject: Re: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

Attachment:

Well said Aida. 

Thank you for your perspective. 
 

Manju 
 

Manju Karkare MS RDN LDN CLT FAND 
manjukarkare@gmail.com
 
www.nutritionallyyoursnc.com

Twitter: @manjukarkare 

Facebook: Nutritionally Yours 

Subscribe to the blog: 
https://nutritionallyyoursnc.wordpress.com/
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On May 24, 2017, at 7:56 AM, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu> wrote: 
 

I don't typically "reply all," but I will this time.  If one looks at the requirements for the award

packets, and the evaluation criteria, it is actually not hard to see how an exceedingly qualified

individual might not "make the cut" on a certain year.  Having put together packets myself for

various DPG candidates, it is an incredibly demanding and time consuming task to put these

packets together.  The "packet" makes it or breaks it; the 'very qualified individual' is at the mercy

of the quality of that packet. 
 

Lucille- as you chair the awards and honors committee this coming year, I would encourage you

and the committee members to start reviewing the criteria and perhaps making changes. This way

very qualified individuals do not slip through the cracks because there was an item in that packet

that wasn't quite up to par.  
 

I believe Marty said this, Jesus himself might not qualify or get the award the first time around.  As

a "packet-preparer," we always warned people to be ready to NOT get the award and that it

typically took multiple submissions; some people gave up as it was discouraging to not get the

award year after year. 
 

I am, by no means, saying to lower the standards.  These are sought-after, prestigious

awards.  But truly, people slip through the cracks because of the complexity of those packets. I am

not pointing fingers, we have all operated based on what we have considered best. Policies and

procedures are reviewed often for good reason! 
 

I do want to thank Barb Visocan for the great support she provides to this committee. Although a

disappointing outcome for many who did not get an award, I am glad this issue came to the BOD's

attention.  Change is good and sometimes unexpected outcomes bring out positive change. 
 

Best wishes in the year to come,  
 

Aida 
 

Aida Miles, MMSc, RDN, LD, LMNT, FAND

U of Minnesota, School of Public Health 
Director, Coordinated MPH Nutrition Program
Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics Past-Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Member, Board of Directors 

 1300 S 2nd St. Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454
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V.Mail: 612-625-5865.  email (preferred): miles081@umn.edu 
 
 

On Tue, May 23, 2017 at 6:00 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  

And to think she did not qualify for a Medallion. How ? .  

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 23, 2017, at 3:09 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

You may remember at this past week’s Board meeting that we talked about the many

accomplishments of Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA. We just learned that Dr.

Karmally spearheaded a working group of RDNs to develop new guidelines on nutrition therapy for

patients with a rare lipid disorder called familial chylomicronemia syndrome (FCS), which causes a

buildup of triglycerides (TGs) in the blood, a trait that can lead to life-threatening pancreatitis.  

 

Dr. Karmally is the lead guideline researcher for the new dietitian-recommended guidelines which

suggest limiting fat intake to <20 grams per day or 15% of total calories. Patients should also

avoid alcohol and sugar and limit simple carbohydrates. These guidelines are designed to help

RDNs work with patients to navigate a nutritional plan that can potentially reduce the risk of

pancreatitis and improve quality of life. The guidelines were presented at the National Lipid

Association’s annual meeting in Philadelphia this month.

 

Best regards, 

Pat

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1389. Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED-- wanted to share-

5/24/2017

From: Kashi Rita Batheja <krbatheja@gmail.com>

To: Pat ADA CEO Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org>, Donna Martin RD Ga

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Joan MS RD LD IL Schwaba

<jschwaba@eatright.org>, LizRD IL ADA Spittler <dacosta@eatright.org>,

Jeanne ADA DC Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat RD DC

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Marsha RD/ADA Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Alison

RD OH Academy Steiber <asteiber@eatright.org>, Chris IL CDR Reidy

<Creidy@eatright.org>, pmisfud@eatright.org

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 09:14:31

Subject: Re : Rita Batheja- RDN- NY--- AAPI eBook 3- please see ATTACHED--

wanted to share- 5/24/2017

Attachment: 1-12 Pages.pdf

GM  Pat, Lucille, Donna, Marsha, Paul, Jeanne, Mary Pat, Doris  and friends in BCC, 
 

Wanted to share below information.. Please see ATTACHED. Nationally and Internationally

renouned  MDs ( various specialty ), RDNs, NDs, DCs, Microbiologist, Researchers  
 

and Pharmacist have shared their chapters. ( friends ). Bringing Allied Health Professionals

TOGETHER on ONE platform to the world. Positioning RDNs as  EXPERT  
 

NUTRITION PROFESSIONALS  prominently with  the WORLD 
 

.THANK YOU to ALL of you who are striving for the BEST for our profession among the public.in

USA and INTERNATIONALLY.  
 

AAPI National President Dr. Lodha has invited Kashi and Myself to attend Indian Physician's

National Convention next month.  
 

FYI 
 

Have an amazing day. 
 

Rita Batheja 
 

Long Island, NY 
 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
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 Dear Dr. Jeff Bland, Mark Hyman and Patrick Hanaway,
 

I wanted to share the following information. 
 
 

Attached please see upcoming AAPI eBook 3 next month to be released at the AAPI National

convention on 6/21. 2500 Physicians, AMA  
 

president, Senators, Congressmen, Ambassador of few countries and other dignitaries will be

present. 
 

Mark, I want to tell you that Brigid has shared her chapter with other colleagues and Cleveland

Clinic's name will be prominent. I am sure she makes you proud.. 
 
 

Andy, IFM will be in  the forefront as IFM Faculty members like Michael Stone, MD, Joel Evans,

MD, Leslie Stone MD, Deanna Minich IFMCP , Terry Wahls, Dale Bredesen  
 

have contributed their chapters. Example is in the attachment. Trying my best to inspire Young

and Seasoned MDs to take AFMCP and  IFM's 
 

some of the Module OR get IFMCP certification. 
 

Liz, Appreciate you sending an email announcement  showing COVER page ONLY to  IHS folks

know about this eBook 3. 
 

Joel  Evans MD has been invited speaker to  Bangalore -India in August  2017. Joel proud of you.

Joel has passion for India and Indians. 
 

Dr. Lodha,AAPI National President is  Originally from Rajsthan India and his desire is  to bring

Functional Medicine concepts to India. 
 

Wait till you read Introduction for this eBook Mark ! 
 

All of you are champions and I must say that in 2008  it was Diana Noland  who invited me to

attend IFM's AFMCP and Kathie Swift to be credited who invited me to to attend Dr. Gordon's

FAM program twice. That was the beginning of my journey. I was very impressed by Michael

Stone MD  since then, 
 

THANK YOU Dr. Bland, Mark and Patrick. You all are my Heros.. 
 

Hope you all are doing well. 
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LOL 
 

Rita  K Batheja,MS RDN CDN FAND AFMCP 
 

Long island, New York  
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1390. Re: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

From: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele

Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan

Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 08:01:22

Subject: Re: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

Attachment:

I don't typically "reply all," but I will this time.  If one looks at the requirements for the award

packets, and the evaluation criteria, it is actually not hard to see how an exceedingly qualified

individual might not "make the cut" on a certain year.  Having put together packets myself for

various DPG candidates, it is an incredibly demanding and time consuming task to put these

packets together.  The "packet" makes it or breaks it; the 'very qualified individual' is at the mercy

of the quality of that packet. 
 

Lucille- as you chair the awards and honors committee this coming year, I would encourage you

and the committee members to start reviewing the criteria and perhaps making changes. This way

very qualified individuals do not slip through the cracks because there was an item in that packet

that wasn't quite up to par.  
 

I believe Marty said this, Jesus himself might not qualify or get the award the first time around.  As

a "packet-preparer," we always warned people to be ready to NOT get the award and that it
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typically took multiple submissions; some people gave up as it was discouraging to not get the

award year after year. 
 

I am, by no means, saying to lower the standards.  These are sought-after, prestigious

awards.  But truly, people slip through the cracks because of the complexity of those packets. I am

not pointing fingers, we have all operated based on what we have considered best. Policies and

procedures are reviewed often for good reason! 
 

I do want to thank Barb Visocan for the great support she provides to this committee. Although a

disappointing outcome for many who did not get an award, I am glad this issue came to the BOD's

attention.  Change is good and sometimes unexpected outcomes bring out positive change. 
 

Best wishes in the year to come,  
 

Aida 
 

Aida Miles, MMSc, RDN, LD, LMNT, FAND

U of Minnesota, School of Public Health 
Director, Coordinated MPH Nutrition Program
Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics Past-Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Member, Board of Directors 

 1300 S 2nd St. Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454

V.Mail: 612-625-5865.  email (preferred): miles081@umn.edu 
 
 

On Tue, May 23, 2017 at 6:00 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  

And to think she did not qualify for a Medallion. How ? .  

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 23, 2017, at 3:09 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

You may remember at this past week’s Board meeting that we talked about the many

accomplishments of Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA. We just learned that Dr.

Karmally spearheaded a working group of RDNs to develop new guidelines on nutrition therapy for

patients with a rare lipid disorder called familial chylomicronemia syndrome (FCS), which causes a

buildup of triglycerides (TGs) in the blood, a trait that can lead to life-threatening pancreatitis.  
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Dr. Karmally is the lead guideline researcher for the new dietitian-recommended guidelines which

suggest limiting fat intake to <20 grams per day or 15% of total calories. Patients should also

avoid alcohol and sugar and limit simple carbohydrates. These guidelines are designed to help

RDNs work with patients to navigate a nutritional plan that can potentially reduce the risk of

pancreatitis and improve quality of life. The guidelines were presented at the National Lipid

Association’s annual meeting in Philadelphia this month.

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1391. Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 24, 2017 07:02:11

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

This is perfect timing! We met yesterday with our partners who are RDNs and have the ear of

Secretary Perdue.  They were unaware of your work and were delighted to hear about it.  And you

are from Georgia! No wonder they were so excite when I shared the grits information. 
 

We have decided this is the time to bring everyone together and help the new Administration

especially the federal agencies. We will lead this effort so more to come. 
 

Back to your article.  We also told our friends that you and other SNS leaders are not bound by

regulations.  You know the science and your heart is with the kids.  That combination is a winner

for our children. 
 

They did ask if it was too late for you to be undersecretary.   
 

Thanks for your leadership. And this appreciation is expanded to everyone on this email for your

time and leadership!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 2:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!
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http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1392. Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: AACE Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, AND PAT BABJAK

<pbabjak@eatright.org>, AACE Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 20:24:25

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf

Dear Dan, 
 

It was nice to meet you at AACE a few weeks ago.  I hope you have had some down time after the

conference to catch up. 
 

Last week The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had our quarterly Board of Directors meeting.

 At that meeting I was able to speak with the Academy's President (Lucille Beseler) and President

Elect (Donna Martin).  They have expressed their excitement for the possibility of a closer

collaboration between AACE and the Academy.  
 

They have asked me to request that you send the letter of request for the committee appointments

to the Academy instead of only to DCE (Diabetes Care and Education practice group).  DCE is a

subgroup of the Academy as I mentioned when we met.  The Academy would be the leading

organization to appoint the RDNs to the committees you mentioned in your letter as attached. 
 

The person who should be contacted with the request letter is: 
 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL  60606 

312/899-4856  
pbabjak@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.
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May 11, 2017 
 
Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT 
2016‐2017 DCE Chair  
6669 Cortez PL NW  
Bremerton WA 98311‐8945 
 
Dear Susan: 
 
This letter is in response to the proposed network agreement between the Diabetes Care and 
Education Practice Group (DCE) of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and AACE. As you 
know, the AACE Executive Committee discussed the agreement during their meeting held on 
May 1st. The Executive Committee agreed to work with the DCE in areas of mutual interest, but 
did not feel as though a formal networking agreement was necessary.  
 
After the meeting I spoke with Dan Kelsey, AACE Deputy CEO, and stated that AACE could 
include a member of your group as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific 
Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Dan has since spoken with each of the committee 
chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from your representatives. Please 
coordinate your appointees with Mr. Kelsey. 
 
One of my goals as president of AACE is to promote collaboration among various groups to 
ensure we realize our shared vision of providing better care for patients, and it is my belief that 
including representatives from the Academy of Nutrition of Dietetics will demonstrate our 
collaborative efforts. I look forward to our groups working together. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 
 


OFFICERS 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
Dallas, TX – President  
Daniel L. Hurley, MD, FACE 
Rochester, MN – President Elect 
Sandra L. Weber, MD, FACP, FACE 
Greenville, SC – Vice President 
Howard M. Lando, MD, FACP, FACE 
Alexandria, VA – Treasurer 
Felice A. Caldarella, MD, FACP, CDE, FACE 
Clinton, NJ - Secretary 
Pauline M. Camacho, MD, FACE 
Maywood, IL – Immediate Past President 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TERMS EXPIRE 2018 
David S.H. Bell, MD, FACP, MB, FACE 
Mountain Brook, AL 
Richard A. Haas, MD, FACE 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Elizabeth Holt, MD, FACE 
Raleigh, NC 
W. Reid Litchfield, MD, FACE, ECNU † 
Henderson, NV 
Gregory Randolph, MD, FACS, FACE 
Boston, MA 
Christine L. Twining, MD, FACE 
Brunswick, ME 
William D. Zigrang, MD, CCD, FACE 
Hillsborough, CA 
 
TERMS EXPIRE 2019 
Michael A. Bush, MD 
Beverly Hills, CA 
W. Timothy Garvey, MD, FACE 
Birmingham, AL 
Ved V. Gossain, MD, FRCP(C), MACP, FACE 
East Lansing, MI 
Chris K. Guerin, MD, FACE, FNLA 
Oceanside, CA 
Janet B. McGill, MD, FACE 
St. Louis, MO 
Rachel Pessah-Pollack, MD, FACE 
Lake Success, NY 
Susan L. Samson, MD, PhD, FRCPC, FACE 
Houston, TX 
 
TERMS EXPIRE 2020 
Elise M. Brett, MD, FACE, ECNU 
New York, NY 
Vivian A. Fonseca, MD, FACE 
New Orleans, LA 
Mark A. Lupo, MD, FACE, ECNU 
Sarasota, FL 
S. Sethu K. Reddy, MD, MBA, FRCPC, FACP, MACE * 
Cleveland, OH 
Vin Tangpricha, MD, PhD, FACE 
Atlanta, GA 
Guillermo E. Umpierrez, MD, FACP, FACE 
Atlanta, GA 
Aaron I. Vinik, MD, PhD, FCP, MACP, FACE 
Norfolk, VA 
 
COLLEGE OFFICERS 
R. Mack Harrell, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
Hollywood, FL – President 
George Grunberger, MD, FACP, FACE 
Bloomfield Hills, MI – President Elect 
Jeffrey I. Mechanick, MD, FACP, FACE, FACN, ECNU 
New York, NY – Immediate Past President 
 
FELLOW-IN-TRAINING 
Jad Sfeir, MD 
Rochester, MN 
 
ADVISORY MEMBERS 
Gary W. Edelson, MD, FACE 
West Bloomfield, MI 
Leslie S. Eldeiry, MD, FACE, ECNU  
Boston, MA 
Alan J. Garber, MD, PhD, FACE 
Houston, TX 
Scott D. Isaacs, MD, FACP, FACE 
Atlanta, GA  
Peter A. Singer, MD, FACE  
Los Angeles, CA 
 
EMERITUS 
Yank D. Coble, MD, MACP, MACE 
Jacksonville Beach, FL 
 
PARLIAMENTARIAN 
John A. Seibel, MD, FACP, MACE 
Los Ranchos, NM 
 
(*) New Board Member Orientation Coordinator 
(†) Vice Parliamentarian 


 


Paul A. Markowski, CAE 
Jacksonville, FL 


Chief Executive Officer 





Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf



112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT  

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>  
 

Dear Susan – 

 

Attached is a letter in response to the DCE networking agreement request. Please contact Dan

Kelsey if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Best regards, 

 

Shannon Lyvers

Executive Assistant to the Deputy CEO 

American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 200, Jacksonville, FL  32202 

Direct: 904-404-4147|Fax: 904-404-4207|Main: 904-353-7878 

 

2018 AACE Annual Meeting – Boston 

27th Annual Scientific &Clinical Congress in Boston, MA  - May 16-20, 2018

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center and Sheraton Boston Hotel
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This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain AACE privileged

and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee. Any dissemination,

distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by anyone

other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have

received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above

AACE email address or postmaster@aace.com. Sender and AACE accept no liability for

any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this email.
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1393. Re: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan

Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 19:04:14

Subject: Re: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

Attachment:

And to think she did not qualify for a Medallion. How ? .  

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 23, 2017, at 3:09 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

You may remember at this past week’s Board meeting that we talked about the many

accomplishments of Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA. We just learned that Dr.

Karmally spearheaded a working group of RDNs to develop new guidelines on nutrition therapy for

patients with a rare lipid disorder called familial chylomicronemia syndrome (FCS), which causes a
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buildup of triglycerides (TGs) in the blood, a trait that can lead to life-threatening pancreatitis.  

 

Dr. Karmally is the lead guideline researcher for the new dietitian-recommended guidelines which

suggest limiting fat intake to <20 grams per day or 15% of total calories. Patients should also

avoid alcohol and sugar and limit simple carbohydrates. These guidelines are designed to help

RDNs work with patients to navigate a nutritional plan that can potentially reduce the risk of

pancreatitis and improve quality of life. The guidelines were presented at the National Lipid

Association’s annual meeting in Philadelphia this month.

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1394. 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 17:58:08

Subject: 2017 Academy National Honors and Awards Recipients

Attachment: image001.png

All Academy national honors and awards recipients have now been contacted, so please feel free

to offer your congratulations. The list of recipients follows. 

Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award:

 

Doris V. Derelian, PhD, JD, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture (presented at FNCE 2018):

 

Ann Louise Albright, PhD, RD
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Honorary Membership:

 

Andrew S. Narva, MD, FASN

 

Michelle Obama

 

 

Medallion Awards:

 

Rita Batheja, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

 

Ethan A. Bergman, PhD, RDN, CDN, FADA, FAND

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Mary Patricia Fuhrman, MS, RDN, LD, FAND, FASPEN

 

Anne Marie Hunter, PhD, RDN, LD, FADA, FAND

 

Jacqueline B. Marcus, MS, RDN, LDN, CNS, FADA, FAND

 

Sandra A. Parker, RDN, CDE, FAND

 

 

Trailblazer Award:

 

Barbara J. Ivens, MS, RDN, FADA, FAND

 

 

Media Excellence Award:

 

Regan M. Jones, RDN

 

 

Excellence in Practice Awards:

 

Clinical Practice

 

Beth N. Ogata, MS, RD, CSP, CD

 

Consultation and Business Practice
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Linda Roberts, MS, RD, LDN

 

Dietetic Research

 

Catherine M. Champagne, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND, FTOS

 

Dietetic Technician, Registered

 

Mark Dobson, DTR

 

Dietetics Education

 

Lorraine J. Weatherspoon, PhD, RDN

 

Management Practice

 

Susan H. Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LD, FAND

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1395. For review: press release on becoming president

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 17:54:49

Subject: For review: press release on becoming president

Attachment: image001.png
Martin president release 6-17 1.docx

Hi, Donna: Hope all is well! Attached for your review is our draft of a press release that we’ll put

out on June 1 announcing that you’re our new president. Could you please let us know if this text

looks OK to you, or if you would like us to make any edits, which we’re glad to do.

 

We will compile a distribution list for this release of health care, nonprofit and business-related

media outlets, as well as the Georgia news media. If there are any media outlets or individuals to

whom you would like us to send the release, please let us know and we’ll be glad to send it to

them as well.

 

 

Thank you very much, talk to you soon! Have a great holiday weekend.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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FOR RELEASE JUNE 1, 2017



Media contact: 	Rhys Saunders

		800/877-1600, ext. 4769

		media@eatright.org 



AUGUSTA, GA., REGISTERED DIETITIAN NUTRITIONIST DONNA S. MARTIN
 BECOMES 2017-2018 PRESIDENT OF ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS



CHICAGO – Registered dietitian nutritionist Donna S. Martin begins her one-year term on June 1 as the 2017-2018 President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. Martin, of Augusta, Ga., served as the Academy’s president-elect during 2016-2017.



Martin is the director of the Burke County school nutrition program, which has 4,500 students in five schools, serving breakfast, lunch, after-school snacks and supper. Four of the schools have been acknowledged as HealthierUS School Challenge Gold winners.



“During 2017-2018 – our Academy’s Centennial Year – we honor our past and choose a bold, purposeful way to continue our proud legacy with a new vision for the Academy’s Second Century. We will elevate the profession, expand our reach and do more to improve health around the world,” Martin said.



“In my capacity as a school nutrition director, I had the pleasure of meeting and interacting with former First Lady Michelle Obama on several occasions, and to attend the October 2016 celebration at the White House of the Let’s Move! initiative and help with the final fall harvest of the White House Garden. One of the most interesting and inspiring parts of the garden is a table created by faculty and students at the University of Virginia. 



“The table and other structures in the garden include wood from many important places in U.S. history, including wood from significant sites in American history, including Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello, James Madison’s Montpelier, James Monroe’s Ash Lawn-Highland and – a welcome sight for this lifelong Georgian – Martin Luther King Jr.’s home in Atlanta,” Martin said.



“As I looked at the table, I thought of the Academy and our leadership in the world of food and nutrition. We often describe our leadership role by saying ‘We are at the table.’ But we are not just at the table, we are setting the table and inviting others to join us. For me, that idea captures the meaning of our Second Century and the part that the Academy, our members and the nutrition and dietetics profession we will play in creating it.”



Martin has received many honors and awards including Recognized Young Dietitian of the Year and the Outstanding Dietitian of the Year from the Georgia Dietetic Association; the Excellence in Practice Award from the Academy’s School Nutrition Services dietetic practice group; and the Academy Foundation’s 2007 Judy Ford Stokes Award for Innovation in Administrative Dietetics.



An active member of the Academy’s School Nutrition Services dietetic practice group, Martin was the group’s electronic communications chair and newsletter editor. She represented the Georgia Dietetic Association in the Academy’s House of Delegates and served on the Georgia Department of Education’s Task Force on Nutrition Standards for School Nutrition Programs. She served as the Academy’s treasurer-elect in 2012-2013 and the Academy’s treasurer in 2013-2015.



Martin is a graduate of the University of Georgia and earned a master’s degree from the University of Alabama–Birmingham and an education specialist degree from Augusta State University.



###



Media interviews with Martin may be arranged by contacting the Academy at media@eatright.org or 312/899-4769. Photos of Martin are available.



All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials have identical meanings.



The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org.



Martin president release 6-17 1.docx



 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1396. Fwd: Michelle Obama

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 17:48:55

Subject: Fwd: Michelle Obama

Attachment:

Who notifies the First Lady?  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Catharine Powers <powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 5:16:12 PM EDT  

To: 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Subject: Michelle Obama 

 

Mary Pat,

 

 

I want to thank you for ALL of your help in putting together Michelle Obama’s nomination for

Honorary Membership in the Academy.  Your insights and suggestions were invaluable!

 

 

Most of all….I appreciate all you are doing in DC to help move nutrition forward.

 

 

THANKS, 

 Cathy
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1397. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 17:27:23

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment: unknown_name_ryaii

 
 

May 21, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment Webinar – Register Today!  

Free May 24 Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter – Register Today!  

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health – Register

Today!  

Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-being: Challenges and Opportunities  

Academy’s Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress  

Menu Labeling Progresses in NYC, Delayed Nationwide 

New Infographic on Impact of Obesity Epidemic on National Security 

Chronic Cate Legislation Advances: Efforts Continue to Add New Obesity Provisions 

Work in a Hospital? Long Term Care? Tell Us about Malnutrition’s Impact on Patients and

Practice 

List of Recorded webinars Available on Communities of Interest 

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators  

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing – Register Today! 

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs 

Action Alert Update 

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment Webinar – PPW Session 3 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. The session on Wednesday, May 24 is the first of the two

legislative issues preparation webinars. Please register for the webinar to participate in the live

event or plan to listen to the recording. Webinars are recorded. The recordings will be posted to

the PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017

topic folder.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees
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Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 


Public Policy Open Forum, Training Webinars and Public Policy Workshop Recordings  


2013 - 2017 


 


Recordings Posted on Communities of Interest at https://pia.webauthor.com  


 


Quarterly Advocacy Day Recordings 
Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment (April 11, 2017) 


Obesity Advocacy Preparing for IN-state Meetings with Congress Members (February 14, 2017) 


Malnutrition Advocacy Training (September 7, 2016) 


Connecting with Congress: Malnutrition Advocacy for Older Adults (September 30, 2017) 


 


Academy’s Strategic Measures Reports and Guidance 
Strategic Measures Reports for Affiliates (December 2016) 
Strategic Measures Reports for DPGs and MIGs Leaders (December 2016) 
Strategic Measures for Affiliates (January 2016) 
Strategic Measures for DPGs and MIGs Leaders (January 2016) 
 


Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
 


2017 Forum Recordings 


January – On to the States! Enabling RDNs to Order Therapeutic Diets in Long Term Care Settings 


February – Federal Policy Issues: A New Year 


March – Success Stories for Increasing Member Engagement 


April – Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the Public Comment Period 


 


2016 Forum Recordings 


January - Working Together to Improve Nutrition Services Coverage 


March - Federal Policy Issues Update 


April - Preparing Your Team for Congressional Visits 


July - Connecting with Members of Congress in August 2016 


August - Affiliates and Lobbyists: Hiring and Working with Outside Advocates 


September - Patient Centered Nutrition Services Payment Model: An Approach to Incentivizing the 


Routine Provision of High Quality Nutrition Services 


November - Federal Public Policy and Legislative Update: Looking Forward to the 115th Congress 


December - Building Connections with State Legislators  


 


2015 Forum Recordings 


January - Meeting with Your State Insurance Commissioner to Advocate for MNT 


February - Reaching Congress with the Academy’s Messages 


March - Never Say Never: When to Open Your State Statute 


September - The Road to Medicaid Coverage: The Tale of Two Affiliates 


November - Consumer Protection Strategies in Amending Licensure 


December - Strategies for Creating a Successful State Legislative Day 


 


2014 Forum Recordings 


January - Mentoring Future Leaders 


February - Motivating Your PPW 2014 Team 


March - Continuing the PPW Momentum 


April - Utilizing Social Media to Connect with State Legislators 



https://pia.webauthor.com/
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May - Jump Start Your Planning for the New Year 


June - Connecting with Members of Congress 


July - Reflections on the Year – Challenges and Effective Strategies 


August - Planning for the Year Ahead: Implementing Your Policy and Advocacy Plan 


September - Setting Group Priorities and Identifying Local Insurance Plans 


November - Consumer Protection and Licensure Summit: Next Steps 


December - Planning a Successful State Legislative Day 


 


2014 Licensure Recordings 


January - Collaborate in 2014 for Success in Your State 


February - Building Relationships for Success in Your State 


April - Tales of Successful Lobbyists 


May - Seeking New Horizons for Consumer Protection Planning 


 


2013 Forum Recordings 


August – Building an Effective Public Policy Team 


September – Planning your work and working your plan 


October - Planning a State Legislative Day 


November - Using ANDPAC to Enhance Relationships 


December - Get to Know Your Elected Officials 


 


2013 Licensure Recordings 


September - Under the “Umbrella” Board 


November - Consumer Protection Coordinator Successes 


December - Every Affiliate Needs a Consumer Protection Coordinator – So How Can You Find One? 


 


 


Public Policy Training Recordings 
 


2016 Training Recordings 


Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 


Reimbursement Representative (not posted yet) 


CPC Reporting Harm Tool Training 


 


2015 Training Recordings 


Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 


Reimbursement Representative 


Overview of Child Nutrition Program Reauthorization 


 


2014 Training Recordings 
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Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 


Therapeutic Diet Orders 


Regulatory Webinar for CPCs 


CPC Licensure Training: Train Your Membership 


 


2013 Training Recordings 


Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Licensure Board Liaison 


 


Public Policy Workshop (PPW) Training Recordings 
 


2017 PPW Training Recordings 


PPW Boot Camp Session 1: Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities  


PPW Boot Camp Session 2: Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW 


PPW Boot Camp Session 3: Final Preparations for Making Connections Work  


PPW Session 1: What’s in it for me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers 


PPW Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 


PPW Session 3: Issue 1 - Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment 


PPW Session 4: Issue 1 – Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill 


PPW Session 5: Ready Set Charge! 


 


2016 PPW Training Recordings 


PPW Boot Camp Session 1: What I Learned When I Walked in Your Shoes 


PPW Boot Camp Session 2: Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities 


PPW Boot Camp Session 3: Connecting with Congressional Staff 


PPW Boot Camp Session 4: Making the Issue Personal: Helping Members Tell the Story  


PPW Session 1: What is Our Message? 


PPW Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 


PPW Session 3: Connecting the Dots 


PPW Session 4: It’s a Wrap 


PPW Issues Webinars: 


Issue 1: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act  


Issue 2: Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act  


Issue 3: Child Nutrition Programs Reauthorization 


 


2015 PPW Training Recordings 


PPW Legislative Messaging  


Pre-PPW Training for PPC 


PPC Final Preparation for PPW 


Issues Webinars:  


Issue1: Older Americans Act 


Issue 2: Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act  


Issue 3: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act 
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2014 PPW Training Recordings 


Messaging for Legislative Priorities for PPW 


Training 2016 PPW 


Regulatory Webinar for PPW 


Regulatory Webinar for CPC’s 


Final Preparation for PPW 


 





unknown_name_ryaii



PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!
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Register Here

 
 
Free May 24 Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter 
 Up to half of older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery of care.
The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped develop the National
Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The blueprint outlines
potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing
malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute and community settings, as well as
strategies to address malnutrition. The webinar on May 24, 3:30 p.m. (Eastern Time) will show
members how you can make a difference. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. To register, click here. 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners!

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date. For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today!

 

Tips on registering:

 

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day; 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq. Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. 

Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-being: Challenges and Opportunities 

 On June 13, 2017, the National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine Roundtable on

the Promotion of Health Equity and the Elimination of Health Disparities and the Roundtable on

Population Health Improvement will hold a joint 1-day workshop in Prattville, Alabama and via

webcast on "Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-Being: Challenges and Opportunities.”

Participants will explore a range of initiatives focused on improving community well-being. The

workshop is intended to illustrate some promising and constructive actions that rural communities
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facing these enormous challenges are taking to equitably improve residents' health and well-

being. Visit the Roundtable’s website for more information, including in-person and webcast

registration.

 

Academy's Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, H. Res. 161/S. Res. 75, the centennial resolution

commemorating the Academy's 100th Anniversary, has three new cosponsors in the House of

Representatives and one new cosponsor in the Senate! In the House, the new cosponsors are

Reps. Al Lawson (Fla.), Diana DeGette (Colo.) and David Joyce (Ohio). In the Senate, the new

cosponsor is Senator Luther Strange (Ala.). Please take a moment to ask your member of

Congress to join in celebrating the Academy's Centennial by co-sponsoring the resolution and

send a note of thanks to those who already have. 

Menu Labeling Progresses in NYC, Delayed Nationwide 

 New York City announced it will enforce its menu labeling rules, which includes chain restaurants,

chain convenience stores, and grocery stores (the first jurisdiction to do so), beginning May 22,

despite the Trump administration’s decision to delay the national menu labeling requirements for

yet another year until May 2018. The Academy strongly supports menu labeling, which gives

consumers necessary information about calories at the point of purchase (and other nutritional

information upon request) to help them make a healthful choices. In issuing the delay for the

national menu labeling standards, the FDA is seeking public comment on “approaches to reduce

regulatory burden or increase flexibility,” to which the Academy will respond consistent with its

previous comments and input received from our Dietetic Practice Groups.

 

New Infographic on Impact of Obesity Epidemic on National Security 

 Check out a new infographic “Unfit to Serve –Obesity is Impacting National Security” from the

CDC’s Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Obesity in partnership with Mission Readiness, a

team of “retired admirals and generals strengthening national security by ensuring kids stay in

school, stay fit, and stay out of trouble.” This infographic details the extent to which the obesity

epidemic in the United States impacts our national security, with over one in four young adults

being too heavy in serve in our military, and demonstrates how improved nutrition and increased

physical activity are essential to a strong nation. The Academy has worked with Mission

Readiness on a number of anti-obesity initiatives, including programs for legislators and media

attending the national party conventions in 2016.

 

Chronic Care Legislation Advances; Efforts Continue to Add New Obesity Provisions 

 On May 18, the Senate Finance Committee passed the CHRONIC Act of 2017, which focuses on

ways to improve health outcomes for millions of Americans living with chronic illnesses. Bipartisan

work will continue on a number of amendments offered during the hearing, including an

amendment offered by Senator Cassidy (La.) to incorporate provisions of the Academy’s Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act (TROA) into the legislation and obtain a Congressional Budget Office

score for TROA. The Academy continues to urge that any meaningful health care reform must

include implementation of whole-population prevention strategies and specific chronic disease
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management that includes nutrition counseling and self-care.

 

Work in a Hospital? Long Term Care? Tell Us about Malnutrition’s Impact on Patients and

Practice 

 As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of

malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility.

Please provide your submissions.

 

List of Recorded Webinars Available on Communities of Interest 

 Attached please find an undated list of the recorded webinars that are available on the

Policy and Advocacy communities of interest (COI) in the Library. The PPW sessions 3, 4

and 5 recordings will be after the live broadcasts. 

Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The updated list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator

COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). To download a copy of the document

go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the registration list.

Please review the list to identify your state team members. If members are missing from the list, it

means that their registration has not been processed. If you have any questions, please let us

know.

 

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing 

 Please join the over 400 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2 to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. You must reserve your

room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2; rooms are based on availability and may

sellout prior to the deadline. For information about the tentative PPW agenda, click here. 

  

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

 The affiliate public policy coordinators are encouraged to begin scheduling meetings with US

Senators and Representatives. The “Meeting Scripts and Outline for contacting your Members of

Congress” is available in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit subtopic on the Community of Interest. 

  

Two sample Hill Day meeting schedule forms can also be found in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit

subtopic on the Community of Interest. One is an Excel file and the other is a Word document.

Each sample has an example meeting shown. Please edit, add additional items or change the

document to meet your affiliate needs. For example, you may want add a column to identify the
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2.

name of the staff member(s) you will be meeting with or you may wish to identify legislation that

the member of Congress has supported in the past. If you need assistance, please let us know.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue to need your assistance to increase

member action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

 

The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts is

posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in

the Participation topic on the community of interest.

 

The affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of

members posted in the May 2017 subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public

Policy Coordinator COI. We ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another
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affiliate) for public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage

members to send letters to Congress.

 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 5/22/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

73

 

90

 

Congress Contacted

 

98.1%

 

99.8%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,784

 

24,819

 

Members participating

 

4%

 

8.5%
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Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

3:30 – 4:30 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Making Malnutrition Matter

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.
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Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1398. Re: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m. CDT

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA MIFSUD PAUL <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Cc: GARNER MARGARET <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, AND FAC Kay Wolf

<kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-

carr@rosedmi.com>, AND BOD Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

AND FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, AND FAC Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Amanda Jones <amanda@justjones.es>,

Ksauer@ksu.edu <Ksauer@ksu.edu>, AND FAC Christian Krapp

<ckrapp@eatright.org>, AND FAC Maria G Juarez <MJuarez@eatright.org>,

carole.clemente@rosedmi.com <carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>, Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Rollins.christina@mhsil.com

<Rollins.christina@mhsil.com>, coleen.liscano@gmail.com

<coleen.liscano@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, AND Marcia Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

catherinesavannah@yahoo.com <catherinesavannah@yahoo.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 17:22:04

Subject: Re: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m.

CDT

Attachment:

Thank you Paul!  Success stories indeed!  We are proud of those accomplishments for the

Academy. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On May 23, 2017, at 4:08 PM, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

All, 
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During our call today, two things came up that I wanted close the loop on; Nutrition Focused

Physical Exam (NFPE) program and the name of the program for Food and Nutrition Magazine. 

 

Regarding the NFPE program; it has generated $207, 000 in revenue this year and is $23,612

above budget through April.  The program I could not remember for Food and Nutrition Magazine

is the “Engagement program”.  It has generated $170,200 in revenue this year and is $75,000 over

budget through April.  

 

These are two of our success stories in FY17! 

 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 
 
Paul 

 

From: Paul Mifsud   

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 8:06 AM  

To: Paul Mifsud; 'Garner, Margaret'; 'Jojo Dantone'; ' kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Amanda Jones'; '

Ksauer@ksu.edu'  

Cc: Christian Krapp; Maria Juarez; ' carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'; Dante Turner; Mary Beth

Whalen; Patricia Babjak; 'Singerman, Carol'; 'Marty Yadrick'; ' Rollins.christina@mhsil.com'; '

coleen.liscano@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcia Kyle'; '

catherinesavannah@yahoo.com'; Executive Team Mailbox  

Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m. CDT 

 

Good morning to everyone, 

 

As you know, we have our final Finance and Audit  Committee call for the 2017 Fiscal Year on

Tuesday, May 23 rd at 1 p.m. CDT.  I am attaching the agenda for your review.  This month, we

will focus on the following; 

 

1.       March final financials 

2.       April preliminary financials 

3.       Feedback from the Board on the FY18 budget 

 

Most of the information should be posted to the portal this afternoon.  Since Christian has a big job

in completing the narratives, this might not make it until tomorrow.  In both cases, Maria will let you

know when the information is available. 

 

You should also receive an email from the Academy IT department.  This will be the webinar

invitation.  If you don’t receive it today, please let me know and I will follow up to have it resent. 
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We also will have guests joining our meeting this month.  The members who will be joining this

Committee in FY18 have all been invited to audit the call.  I know schedules are difficult and not

everyone will be able to attend. However, everyone is welcome.  For those of you who are new to

the Committee in FY18 and have not served on this Committee in the past, you will have the

option to receive an orientation to the Committee.  More news to follow on this issue.    Of course,

if the former members of this Committee would like a “refresher”, just let me know.  Finally, the

Academy Executive team is always welcome to audit the Finance Committee calls.  So, some of

them may join us as well. 

 

If you can’t make it on Tuesday, please let me know. 

 

 

Paul 
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1399. RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m. CDT

From: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'Jojo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>, 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <Ksauer@ksu.edu>

Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>, Maria Juarez

<MJuarez@eatright.org>, 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'

<carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org>,

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Rollins.christina@mhsil.com'

<Rollins.christina@mhsil.com>, 'coleen.liscano@gmail.com'

<coleen.liscano@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Marcia Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'catherinesavannah@yahoo.com' <catherinesavannah@yahoo.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 17:12:43

Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m.

CDT

Attachment:

All,

 

 

During our call today, two things came up that I wanted close the loop on; Nutrition Focused

Physical Exam (NFPE) program and the name of the program for Food and Nutrition Magazine. 

 

Regarding the NFPE program; it has generated $207, 000 in revenue this year and is $23,612

above budget through April.  The program I could not remember for Food and Nutrition Magazine

is the “Engagement program”.  It has generated $170,200 in revenue this year and is $75,000 over

budget through April.  

 

These are two of our success stories in FY17!

 

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.
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Paul

 

 

From: Paul Mifsud  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 8:06 AM 

 To: Paul Mifsud; 'Garner, Margaret'; 'Jojo Dantone'; 'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Amanda Jones';

'Ksauer@ksu.edu' 

 Cc: Christian Krapp; Maria Juarez; 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'; Dante Turner; Mary Beth

Whalen; Patricia Babjak; 'Singerman, Carol'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Rollins.christina@mhsil.com';

'coleen.liscano@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcia Kyle';

'catherinesavannah@yahoo.com'; Executive Team Mailbox 

 Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m. CDT

 

 

Good morning to everyone,

 

 

As you know, we have our final Finance and Audit  Committee call for the 2017 Fiscal Year on

Tuesday, May 23rd at 1 p.m. CDT.  I am attaching the agenda for your review.  This month, we will

focus on the following;

 

 

1.       March final financials

 

2.       April preliminary financials

 

3.       Feedback from the Board on the FY18 budget

 

 

Most of the information should be posted to the portal this afternoon.  Since Christian has a big job

in completing the narratives, this might not make it until tomorrow.  In both cases, Maria will let you

know when the information is available.

 

 

You should also receive an email from the Academy IT department.  This will be the webinar

invitation.  If you don’t receive it today, please let me know and I will follow up to have it resent.

 

 

We also will have guests joining our meeting this month.  The members who will be joining this

Committee in FY18 have all been invited to audit the call.  I know schedules are difficult and not
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everyone will be able to attend. However, everyone is welcome.  For those of you who are new to

the Committee in FY18 and have not served on this Committee in the past, you will have the

option to receive an orientation to the Committee.  More news to follow on this issue.    Of course,

if the former members of this Committee would like a “refresher”, just let me know.  Finally, the

Academy Executive team is always welcome to audit the Finance Committee calls.  So, some of

them may join us as well.

 

 

If you can’t make it on Tuesday, please let me know.

 

 

 

Paul
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1400. Great meeting today regarding USDA...

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 16:57:10

Subject: Great meeting today regarding USDA...

Attachment:

We had a great meeting today with Beth Johnson and Maggie Sommers.  Beth is a RDN and a

former high ranking member of the Bush Administration at USDA.  

 

We have forged a very nice trusting friendship.  As a result Beth and Maggie have briefed us on

the new Administration/USDA’s plans. They have a great relationship with Mr. Perdue and staff

and are willing to make more connections for us.  As you know, we have been working on getting

a meeting with you and the Secretary.  Although we have not pushed waiting for the

undersecretary to be announced, rather we are establishing new relationships. 

 

We have identified opportunities for the Academy to take on the leadership of several issues that

are ahead.   And to continue to be the bridge on some of these more difficult conversations.  

 

Beth and Maggie have been recently hired by SNA to provide some guidance on messaging on

legislative issues and are doing a great job.  We discussed the possibility of having a joint meeting

with you and USDA and bringing in SNA.  I know it would be hard but I think you would be a great

leader to help repair some things for SNA.  I am wondering though if it makes more sense to wait

until Lynn assumes Presidency.  Or try to schedule something with Becky still in office?

 

 

Your thoughts are welcome!

 

 

Beth’s info is below….
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Beth Johnson, MS, RD, Principal &CEO

 

Elizabeth (Beth) Johnson, MS, RD, founded Food Directions LLC in February 2010. Johnson’s

unique experience and skill set helps clients gain valuable insight into the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA), Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) and Capitol Hill. Johnson also has strong relationships with thought leaders at

NGOs, food associations, and consumer groups, which help Food Directions gain a diverse

perspective on food issues. Johnson is regularly tapped to speak at food related conferences and

events.

 

Prior to starting Food Directions LLC, Johnson served as Executive Vice President for Public

Affairs for the National Restaurant Association where she oversaw government affairs, public

policy and communications for the organization. In 2008, Johnson was named Acting Under

Secretary for Food Safety at USDA where she lead and oversaw the Food Safety and Inspection

Service (FSIS), USDA’s public health agency that ensures the nation’s commercial meat, poultry,

and certain egg products are safe, wholesome, and correctly labeled and packaged. In addition to

her service as Acting Under Secretary for Food Safety, Johnson was deputy chief of staff and

senior advisor for the Secretary of Agriculture at USDA, where she focused on agricultural trade,

animal health, food safety and nutrition. She joined the department in 2002 after nearly four years

at Fleishman-Hillard, Inc., where she was a vice president with clients in the food and agriculture

arena. Her previous experiences include positions as a senior professional staff member at the

U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry; a nutritionist at the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration; and a research dietitian at USDA. Johnson also worked at the National

Cattlemen’s Beef Association as associate director for food policy.

 

Johnson is a member of the Institute of Food Technologists (IFT), serves on the National Food

Policy Conference Advisory Committee, Food Research &Action Center (FRAC) host committee,

and on Dunkin Brands’ Nutrition Advisory Board and is a Food Cowboy Advisor.  Johnson has

been quoted in numerous media outlets including USA Today, HealthDay, Supermarket News,

Food Navigator USA, AdWeek, Washington Times, Politico, and The Hill, among others.

 

Johnson holds a BS in Dietetics from Ball State University and an MS in Nutrition from the

University of Maryland. Johnson lives in Maryland with her husband Bill and daughters Hanah and

Sara.

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1401. Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org>

To: Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 16:37:15

Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

Its Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!

 
 
Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 DONATE TODAY!  

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.
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This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1402. RE: Go Get 'Em!

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 16:36:41

Subject: RE: Go Get 'Em!

Attachment:

Well...who would not agree with Angie?

 

Agree though she is someone that is a terrific leader in our world.

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

fax: 202.775.8284

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:31 PM

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Subject: Fw: Go Get 'Em!

 

How nice is this?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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________________________________________

From: angie.tagtow@mac.com <angie.tagtow@mac.com>

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 11:34 AM

To: Donna Martin

Subject: Go Get 'Em!

 

Hi Donna, just wanted to drop you a note to let you know I'm thinking of you as you take the helm

as President of AND. You are an amazing leader and the Academy is very fortunate to have your

vision, initiative and energy to steer the organization for the next year. Best wishes on an amazing

and successful year! Angie
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1403. FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

From: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

<Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, craytef@charter.net <craytef@charter.net>,

Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, scsnutr@comcast.net

<scsnutr@comcast.net>, nutrisha50@earthlink.net

<nutrisha50@earthlink.net>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 16:21:26

Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

Attachment:

Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW! 

Hello all,

 

 

Each year ANDPAC distributes one all member e-blast. As Academy Presidents, I wanted to

share with you the message the ANDPAC Communication Workgroup developed for 2017 (scroll

down). The Academy will be sending this message out later today; tomorrow at the latest.

 

 

I want to thank you each of you for your continued support and promotion of ANDPAC, and its

message, to Academy members. 

 

I’m looking forward to seeing all of you in June for PPW! Have a great evening. 

 

Regards,

 

 

Nancy Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist

 

Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404 www.farrelldietitian.com

 
Facebook  Twitter 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) PAC Chair (2016)

 

AND National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)
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Past Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics State Public Policy Rep. (2014-15)

 

 

 

 
 

From: Jeanne Blankenship [mailto:JBlankenship@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:38 PM 

 To: Drew Wohlberg <dwohlberg@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com> 

 Subject: RE: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Good to go!

 

 

From: Drew Wohlberg  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:37 PM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: FW: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Revised email below.

 

 

From: ANDPAC <ANDPAC@eatright.org> 

 Date: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 at 2:36 PM 

 To: "2prachyls@gmail.com" <2prachyls@gmail.com> 

 Subject: Join with other RDNs and ACT NOW!

 

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

 

It’s Our Responsibility 

 Your voice and support is needed now more than ever!
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Federal food, nutrition and health related legislation and regulations impact public policies and
your livelihood as an RDN - see how in this video*. 
  
 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 
 As the only political action committee that represents RDNs, your donations to ANDPAC bring
the voice of the Academy and RDNs closer to Congressional members and federal officials. 
  
Please Give a Little to Help a lot by making at least a $5-10 donation to ANDPAC today! 
  

 

 
DONATE TODAY! 

 

 

*The above video is for Academy members only and should not be shared on public social media

sites. 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee is a separate segregated fund

of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics used to support candidates and elected officials.

Academy members are not required to contribute to ANDPAC and there is no reprisal for not

contributing. Amounts recommended for contribution in Academy publications are merely

suggestions and there is no minimum contribution level. 

  

Federal law requires political committees to report to Federal Election Commission the name,

mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions

aggregate in excess of $200.00 in a calendar year. Corporate contributions are prohibited by law.

Individuals can not contribute more than $5000 per calendar year to the same political action

committee. Donations to ANDPAC are not tax deductible.

 

 

 

This ANDPAC email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future ANDPAC emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: 2prachyls@gmail.com

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2000 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2015. All Rights Reserved.
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1404. Re: Go Get 'Em!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 15:35:23

Subject: Re: Go Get 'Em!

Attachment:

Love me some Jenn!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:30 PM  

To: Donna Martin; Mary Pat Raimondi  

Subject: Re: Go Get 'Em! 

 

She is a class act :) ... and to that I say ... takes one to know one :) 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:31:18 PM  

To: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: Fw: Go Get 'Em! 

 

How nice is this?  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  

Director, School Nutrition Program  
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Burke County Board of Education  

789 Burke Veterans Parkway  

Waynesboro, GA  30830  

work - 706-554-5393  

fax - 706-554-5655  

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017  

 

________________________________________  

From: angie.tagtow@mac.com <angie.tagtow@mac.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 11:34 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Go Get 'Em!  

 

Hi Donna, just wanted to drop you a note to let you know I’m thinking of you as you take the helm

as President of AND. You are an amazing leader and the Academy is very fortunate to have your

vision, initiative and energy to steer the organization for the next year. Best wishes on an amazing

and successful year! Angie  
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1405. Re: Go Get 'Em!

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 15:34:03

Subject: Re: Go Get 'Em!

Attachment:

She is a class act :) ... and to that I say ... takes one to know one :) 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:31:18 PM  

To: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: Fw: Go Get 'Em! 

 

How nice is this?  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  

Director, School Nutrition Program  

Burke County Board of Education  

789 Burke Veterans Parkway  

Waynesboro, GA  30830  

work - 706-554-5393  

fax - 706-554-5655  

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017  

 

________________________________________  

From: angie.tagtow@mac.com <angie.tagtow@mac.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 11:34 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Go Get 'Em!  

 

Hi Donna, just wanted to drop you a note to let you know I’m thinking of you as you take the helm

as President of AND. You are an amazing leader and the Academy is very fortunate to have your

vision, initiative and energy to steer the organization for the next year. Best wishes on an amazing

and successful year! Angie  
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1406. Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 15:32:25

Subject: Re: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

Nice article Donna :) !!!! 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 2:32:28 PM  

To: Doris Acosta; Mary Pat Raimondi; Jennifer Folliard; Jeanne Blankenship; Lucille Beseler;

peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio 

 

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!

 

 
http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1407. Fw: Go Get 'Em!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 15:31:20

Subject: Fw: Go Get 'Em!

Attachment:

How nice is this?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: angie.tagtow@mac.com <angie.tagtow@mac.com>

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 11:34 AM

To: Donna Martin

Subject: Go Get 'Em!

 

Hi Donna, just wanted to drop you a note to let you know I’m thinking of you as you take the helm

as President of AND. You are an amazing leader and the Academy is very fortunate to have your

vision, initiative and energy to steer the organization for the next year. Best wishes on an amazing

and successful year! Angie
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1408. Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>,

Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 15:13:10

Subject: Dietary Guidelines for Patients with High Risk of Pancreatitis

Attachment: image001.png

You may remember at this past week’s Board meeting that we talked about the many

accomplishments of Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA. We just learned that Dr.

Karmally spearheaded a working group of RDNs to develop new guidelines on nutrition therapy for

patients with a rare lipid disorder called familial chylomicronemia syndrome (FCS), which causes a

buildup of triglycerides (TGs) in the blood, a trait that can lead to life-threatening pancreatitis.  

 

Dr. Karmally is the lead guideline researcher for the new dietitian-recommended guidelines which

suggest limiting fat intake to <20 grams per day or 15% of total calories. Patients should also

avoid alcohol and sugar and limit simple carbohydrates. These guidelines are designed to help

RDNs work with patients to navigate a nutritional plan that can potentially reduce the risk of

pancreatitis and improve quality of life. The guidelines were presented at the National Lipid

Association’s annual meeting in Philadelphia this month.
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Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1409. Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 14:34:29

Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

Thanks! Just sent you the story in another newspaper right before I got this from you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 2:28 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Hi Donna,

 

You did an awesome job! Here is the link to the story:

 

 
http://www.tahlequahdailypress.com/news/school-lunch-nutrition-standards-
relaxed/article_761d0f1a-79f7-5e95-8ca9-1188941e7edb.html
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Thank you!!

 

Doris

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 4:14 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta; Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Subject: Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> 

 Date: May 19, 2017 at 4:55:34 PM EDT 

 To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

 

Hi Donna, thanks so much It was so great talking to you

 

On May 19, 2017, at 3:37 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

 

Absolutely. 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:36 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:

 

Hi Donna, thank you so much. I should be here at my desk,, but could you please call my cell at

202-286-8727 just in case i step away? 
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On May 19, 2017, at 3:34 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

 

Can I call you between 4 and 4:30. 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:18 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:

 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking

to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 

 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon?

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1410. Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 14:32:28

Subject: Article I interviewed for when I was in Ohio

Attachment:

Here is the article I interviewed for while in Cleveland!

 

 
http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-
standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1411. RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 14:32:10

Subject: RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

Hi Donna,

 

You did an awesome job! Here is the link to the story:

 

 
http://www.tahlequahdailypress.com/news/school-lunch-nutrition-standards-
relaxed/article_761d0f1a-79f7-5e95-8ca9-1188941e7edb.html

 

 

Thank you!!

 

Doris

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 4:14 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta; Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Subject: Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> 

 Date: May 19, 2017 at 4:55:34 PM EDT 

 To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest
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Hi Donna, thanks so much It was so great talking to you

 

On May 19, 2017, at 3:37 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

 

Absolutely. 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:36 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:

 

Hi Donna, thank you so much. I should be here at my desk,, but could you please call my cell at

202-286-8727 just in case i step away? 

 

 

On May 19, 2017, at 3:34 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

 

Can I call you between 4 and 4:30. 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:18 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:

 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking

to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 

 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon?

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)
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Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1412. RE: Ohio Reception 

From: West, Katherine A <Katherine.West@abbott.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 14:11:49

Subject: RE: Ohio Reception 

Attachment: image001.gif
image002.jpg

Thank you both, what a fun picture and great memory!  Last week was very exciting, motivating,

and educational.  I sincerely look forward to the ongoing journey ahead with you!

 

 

Kind Regards,

 

Kathy

 

 

Kathy West, MS, RD, LD

 

Senior Manager

 

Professional Alliances &Education 

 Abbott Nutrition Health Institute 

  

3300 Stelzer Road 

 Department 106720/RP2-3 

 Columbus, Ohio 43219

 

Office 614-624-4269  

Cell 614-753-2389 

 Fax 614-727-4269 

 katherine.west@abbott.com

 
 

This communication may contain information that is proprietary, confidential, or exempt from

disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please note that any other dissemination,

distribution, use or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Anyone who receives this

message in error should notify the sender immediately by telephone or by return e-mail and delete

it from his or her computer.
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:59 AM 

 To: Susan Burns; West, Katherine A 

 Cc: Beth Labrador 

 Subject: Re: Ohio Reception 

 

Could not agree more, so appreciate Abbott's support and look forward to working even more with

Abbott in the future!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 7:33 AM 

 To: West, Katherine A 

 Cc: Donna Martin; Beth Labrador 

 Subject: Ohio Reception 

 

Hi Kathy.  It was so great to see you in Cleveland.  Thank you for Abbott Nutrition’s support of the

Academy Foundation’s Second Century Reception.  I wanted to share this cute photo from the

evening.  We thought it was a great event and opportunity to celebrate Cleveland!  
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1413. Introducing Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’s app

From: Mukul Mittal <mukulm@zivebox.com>

To: dmartin@eatright.org

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 14:10:25

Subject: Introducing Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’s app

Attachment: ZiveBox.pdf

Dear Donna Martin 
 

My name is Mukul Mittal and I am from ZiveBox.
 

ZiveBox enables organisations with their own customised branded app that helps them to- 
 

· Create accountability and ownership in teams.

· Measure performance of individuals and teams.

· Increase productivity & visibility among employees.

· Manage and analyse your administrative spends.
 

ZiveBox is used in organisations of varying sizes and Industry. Some of our select customers

include LinkedIn, Ab In Bev, Avon, Bayer, Future Group, Decathlon, TataSky, and Essar Group,
 

Kindly refer attached file for a brief overview of our offerings.
 

We believe that our product will add a lot of value to Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
 

When will you be available for a quick call anytime this week?
 

Look forward to hearing back.

 

Kind Regards,

 

Mukul Mittal

Asst.Manager, Sales

ZiveBox- Do More!
www.zivebox.com

Contact- 9993123544
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DOMORE!







Key Benefits


 Create accountability & ownership


 Improve productivity & employee utilization


 Reduce dependency on emails for to-do’s and follow-ups


 Real time Data driven decisions on org. capabilities


 Conduct Virtual Reality recruitment & training 


 Empower your org. through a Mobile-led Digital solution


“I am impressed, seriously 


impressed. This is the kind of 


technology we need”


Ed Koch, Global Technology 


Excellence Director, Ab In Bev


“After using ZiveBox for over 1.5 
years, Happy to recommend 


this. Great product and a fab 


team to work with” Andy 


Yasutake, Sr. Director, 


Technology, Linkedin


ZiveBox – Empowering Organizations to Do More!


Reduction in 
Emails


60%
Saved Everyday / 


Employee


40 Mins
Reduction in Avg. Time for 


Common Tasks


25%
Increase in Employee 


Utilization


6%
Increase in Employee 


Engagement


5X







ZiveBox – Empowering Organizations to Do More!


 Tasks, Sub Tasks, Initiatives


 Guest Users & Watchers


 Customized User Dashboards & Smart Notifications


 Auto update of task status


 Integrated smart file & folder mgmt.


 Custom management dashboards


Task Management


 Home screen with your own branded App


 One on one messaging and group messaging


 Integrated smart file & folder mgmt.


 Guest Users


 Polling


 Video Conferencing, Voice Conferencing & Screen Share


 Team directory  with customized fields


Enterprise Messaging


 Foster right culture by encouraging employees through on spot 


appreciation


 Define your organizational values


 Give public appreciation through points / badges


 Link rewards & recognitions through points based redemption


 Customized rewards 


 300 different types of experiences


 500 different type of gift Vouchers


 Ability to define your own rewards


Micro Rewards


 Digitized approval and expense management


 Define approval categories and spend limits for different spend 


categories


 Attach multiple bills of any format and size


 Receive, Submit and Co-ordinate on approvals on the Go


 Multi person approvals


 Link to the financial system for payouts and control


Approvals & Expense Management







ZiveBox – Empowering Organizations to Do More!


Continuous Performance Management


 Integrated with Small folder and file management system


 Read / Write / Access control for all folders and files


 Auto creation of files and folders with respective rights for each task and 


sub task


 Secured on Amazon AWS


 Upto 100 GB of storage per user


Integrated File Management System


 Track location of your on-field sales team


 Admin can specify the users to be tracked, the days and time interval


 Define frequency for location update alerts


 Daily consolidated report provided to admin


GPS Tracking


 Customized for organization specific processes, reports and functions


 Organization specific branding, design and Logo


 Multiple options available for security: on premise hosting, multi factor 


authentication, 2 factor authentication


 Active Directory integration available


Security & Customizations


 Generate feedback from your peers/managers on a periodic basis


 Specify key goals/ performance criteria for each individual/ department 


organization


 Assign list of users and define periodicity of approval


 Customized Management Dashboards


 Get real-time updates of your organizations’ capabilities.


 Define training programs based on score







Thank You


For Any Clarification, Please contact


info@ZiveBox.com
+91 9699 239 175


ZiveBox – Mumbai ZiveBox – Bangalore
5th Floor, Ackruti Trade Centre 3rd Floor, Padmavati Complex 
MIDC Nanjappa Reddy Layout
Andheri West Koramangala
Mumbai – 53 Bangalore - 95
India India


ZiveBox – Trivandrum
7th Floor, Ganga
Phase III Campus, 
Technopark
Trivandrum – 83
India



mailto:info@ZiveBox.com



ZiveBox.pdf



1414. Fw: WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 14:02:49

Subject: Fw: WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

Attachment: WebEx_Meeting.ics

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Academy IT Department <messenger@webex.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 10:46 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting 

 

Hello, Academy IT Department invites you to join this WebEx meeting.  Finance and Audit

Committee Meeting Tuesday, May 23, 2017 1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  1 hr 30 mins Meeting number: 740 911 082 Meeting password: dietetics  Add to

Calendar When it's time, join the meeting.  Join by phone Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbers Conference Code: 943 178 7218  Can't join the meeting?

 IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information

sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining

this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being

recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session. 
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Microsoft Corporation//Outlook 10.0 MIMEDIR//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REQUEST
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:Central Time
BEGIN:STANDARD
DTSTART:20151101T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=1SU;BYMONTH=11
TZOFFSETFROM:-0500
TZOFFSETTO:-0600
TZNAME:Standard Time
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
DTSTART:20150301T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=2SU;BYMONTH=3
TZOFFSETFROM:-0600
TZOFFSETTO:-0500
TZNAME:Daylight Savings Time
END:DAYLIGHT
END:VTIMEZONE
BEGIN:VEVENT
ATTENDEE;CN="";ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:MAILTO:dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
ORGANIZER;CN="Academy IT Department":MAILTO:itoperations@eatright.org
DTSTART;TZID="Central Time":20170523T130000
DTEND;TZID="Central Time":20170523T143000
LOCATION:https://eatright.webex.com/eatright
TRANSP:OPAQUE
SEQUENCE:1495118803
UID:dc687a8b-a00d-4f4f-bcd5-d8ebabd0ccd4
DTSTAMP:20170523T180000Z
DESCRIPTION:\n\n\nJOIN WEBEX MEETING\nhttps://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m695bb78d35b48599974f54d19973b8b9\nMeeting number: 740 911 082\nMeeting password: dietetics\n\n\nJOIN BY PHONE\nCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US)\nShow global numbers:\nhttps://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218\nConference Code: 943 178 7218\n\n\n\nCan't join the meeting?\nhttps://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412\n\nIMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.\n
X-ALT-DESC;FMTTYPE=text/html:	<FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="ARIAL">		<a href="https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m695bb78d35b48599974f54d19973b8b9"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Join WebEx meeting</FONT></a>			<table>				<tr>					<td>						<FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting number: 740 911 082</FONT>					</td>				</tr>			</table>						<table><tr><td><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting password:</FONT></td><td><FONT SIZE="2"  COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">dietetics</FONT></td></tr></table>		</FONT><FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR></FONT><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="Segoe UI"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Join by phone</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Call-in toll-free number:&nbsp;1-866-477-4564  (US)</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI"><a href="https://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218"><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Segoe UI">Show global numbers</FONT></a></FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Conference Code:&nbsp;943 178 7218</FONT>&nbsp; <BR></FONT><BR>	&nbsp;<BR>	<a href="https://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412">	<FONT SIZE="1" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Can't join the meeting?</FONT></a>	&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT COLOR="#A0A0A0" size="1" FACE="arial">IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.</FONT></FONT>
SUMMARY:Finance and Audit Committee Meeting
PRIORITY:5
CLASS:PUBLIC
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR
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1415. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 13:58:46

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment: unknown_name_miyuh
unknown_name_vbl4k

 
 
May 21, 2017

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment Webinar – Register Today!  

Free May 24 Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter – Register Today!  

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health – Register

Today!  

Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-being: Challenges and Opportunities  

Academy’s Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress   

Menu Labeling Progresses in NYC, Delayed Nationwide 

New Infographic on Impact of Obesity Epidemic on National Security 

Chronic Cate Legislation Advances: Efforts Continue to Add New Obesity Provisions 

Work in a Hospital? Long Term Care? Tell Us about Malnutrition’s Impact on Patients and

Practice 

List of Recorded webinars Available on Communities of Interest 

Updated PPW Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators  

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing – Register Today! 

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for Affiliate PPCs and DPG/MIG PALs 

Action Alert Update 

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment Webinar – PPW Session 3 

 All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session.  The session on Wednesday, May 24 is the first of the two

legislative issues preparation webinars. Please register for the webinar to participate in the live

event or plan to listen to the recording. Webinars are recorded. The recordings will be posted to

the PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017

topic folder. 

  

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics
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1 
 


Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 
Public Policy Open Forum, Training Webinars and Public Policy Workshop Recordings  


2013 - 2017 
 


Recordings Posted on Communities of Interest at https://pia.webauthor.com  
 
2017 Public Policy Workshop Training Recordings 
PPW Boot Camp Session 1: Leadership: Your Roles and Responsibilities 
PPW Boot Camp Session 2: Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW  
PPW Boot Camp Session 3: Final Preparations for Making Connections Work  
PPW Session 1: What’s in it for me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers 


PPW Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 


PPW Session 3: Issue 1 - Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment 


PPW Session 4: Issue 1 – Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill 


PPW Session 5: Ready Set Charge! 


 
2017 Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
January - On to the States! Enabling RDNs to Order Therapeutic Diets in Long Term Care Settings 
February - Federal Policy Issues: A New Year 
March - Success Stories for Increasing Member Engagement 
April - Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the Public Comment Period 
 
2017 Quarterly Advocacy Day Recordings 
Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care (April 11) 
Obesity Advocacy Preparing for In-state Meetings with Congress Members (Feb 14) 
 
2016 Quarterly Advocacy Day Recordings 
Malnutrition Advocacy Training (Sept 7) 
Connecting with Congress: Malnutrition Advocacy for Older Adults (Sept 30) 
 
2016 Public Policy Training Webinar Recordings 
Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 
Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 
Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    
State Policy Rep Orientation   
State Regulatory Rep Orientation   
Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 
Reimbursement Representative (not posted yet) 
CPC Reporting Harm Tool Training 
 
2016 Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
January - Working Together to Improve Nutrition Services Coverage 
March - Federal Policy Issues Update 
April - Preparing Your Team for Congressional Visits 
July - Connecting with Members of Congress in August 2016 
August - Affiliates and Lobbyists: Hiring and Working with Outside Advocates 
September - Patient Centered Nutrition Services Payment Model: An Approach to Incentivizing the 
Routine Provision of High Quality Nutrition Services 



https://pia.webauthor.com/





 


2 
 


November - Federal Public Policy and Legislative Update: Looking Forward to the 115th Congress 
December - Building Connections with State Legislators  
 
2016 Public Policy Workshop Training Recordings 
PPW Boot Camp Session 1: What I Learned When I Walked in Your Shoes 
PPW Boot Camp Session 2: Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities 
PPW Boot Camp Session 3: Connecting with Congressional Staff 
PPW Boot Camp Session 4: Making the Issue Personal: Helping Members Tell the Story  
PPW Session 1: What is Our Message? 
PPW Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 
PPW Session 3: Connecting the Dots 
PPW Session 4: It’s a Wrap 
PPW Issues Webinars: 


Issue 1: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act  
Issue 2: Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act  
Issue 3: Child Nutrition Programs Reauthorization 
 


2016 Academy’s Strategic Measures Reports and Guidance 
Strategic Measures Reports for Affiliates (December 2016) 
Strategic Measures Reports for DPGs and MIGs Leaders (December 2016) 
Strategic Measures for Affiliates (January 2016) 
Strategic Measures for DPGs and MIGs Leaders (January 2016) 
 
2015 Public Policy Training Webinar Recordings 
Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 
Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 
Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    
State Policy Rep Orientation   
State Regulatory Rep Orientation   
Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 
Reimbursement Representative 
Overview of Child Nutrition Program Reauthorization 
 
2015 Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
January - Meeting with Your State Insurance Commissioner to Advocate for MNT 
February - Reaching Congress with the Academy’s Messages 
March - Never Say Never: When to Open Your State Statute 
September - The Road to Medicaid Coverage: The Tale of Two Affiliates 
November - Consumer Protection Strategies in Amending Licensure 
December - Strategies for Creating a Successful State Legislative Day 
 
2015 Public Policy Workshop Training Recordings 
PPW Legislative Messaging  
Pre-PPW Training for PPC 
PPC Final Preparation for PPW 
Issues Webinars:  


Issue1: Older Americans Act 
Issue 2: Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act  
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Issue 3: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act 
 
2014 Public Policy Training Webinar Recordings 
Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 
Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 
Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    
State Policy Rep Orientation   
State Regulatory Rep Orientation   
Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 
Therapeutic Diet Orders 
Regulatory Webinar for CPCs 
CPC Licensure Training: Train Your Membership 
 
2014 Licensure Open Forum Recordings 
January - Collaborate in 2014 for Success in Your State 
February - Building Relationships for Success in Your State 
April - Tales of Successful Lobbyists 
May - Seeking New Horizons for Consumer Protection Planning 
 
2014 Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
January - Mentoring Future Leaders 
February - Motivating Your PPW 2014 Team 
March - Continuing the PPW Momentum 
April - Utilizing Social Media to Connect with State Legislators 


May - Jump Start Your Planning for the New Year 
June - Connecting with Members of Congress 
July - Reflections on the Year – Challenges and Effective Strategies 
August - Planning for the Year Ahead: Implementing Your Policy and Advocacy Plan 


September - Setting Group Priorities and Identifying Local Insurance Plans 
November - Consumer Protection and Licensure Summit: Next Steps 
December - Planning a Successful State Legislative Day 
 
2014 Public Policy Workshop Training Recordings 
Messaging for Legislative Priorities for PPW 
Training 2016 PPW 
Regulatory Webinar for PPW 
Regulatory Webinar for CPC’s 
Final Preparation for PPW 
 
2013 Public Policy Training Webinar Recordings 
Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 
Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    
State Policy Rep Orientation   
State Regulatory Rep Orientation   
Licensure Board Liaison 
 
2013 Licensure Open Forum Recordings 
September - Under the “Umbrella” Board 
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November - Consumer Protection Coordinator Successes 
December - Every Affiliate Needs a Consumer Protection Coordinator – So How Can You Find One? 
 
2013 Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
August – Building an Effective Public Policy Team 
September – Planning your work and working your plan 
October - Planning a State Legislative Day 
November - Using ANDPAC to Enhance Relationships 
December - Get to Know Your Elected Officials 
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Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 


Public Policy Open Forum, Training Webinars and Public Policy Workshop Recordings  


2013 - 2017 


 


Recordings Posted on Communities of Interest at https://pia.webauthor.com  


 


Quarterly Advocacy Day Recordings 
Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment (April 11, 2017) 


Obesity Advocacy Preparing for IN-state Meetings with Congress Members (February 14, 2017) 


Malnutrition Advocacy Training (September 7, 2016) 


Connecting with Congress: Malnutrition Advocacy for Older Adults (September 30, 2017) 


 


Academy’s Strategic Measures Reports and Guidance 
Strategic Measures Reports for Affiliates (December 2016) 
Strategic Measures Reports for DPGs and MIGs Leaders (December 2016) 
Strategic Measures for Affiliates (January 2016) 
Strategic Measures for DPGs and MIGs Leaders (January 2016) 
 


Public Policy Open Forum Recordings 
 


2017 Forum Recordings 


January – On to the States! Enabling RDNs to Order Therapeutic Diets in Long Term Care Settings 


February – Federal Policy Issues: A New Year 


March – Success Stories for Increasing Member Engagement 


April – Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the Public Comment Period 


 


2016 Forum Recordings 


January - Working Together to Improve Nutrition Services Coverage 


March - Federal Policy Issues Update 


April - Preparing Your Team for Congressional Visits 


July - Connecting with Members of Congress in August 2016 


August - Affiliates and Lobbyists: Hiring and Working with Outside Advocates 


September - Patient Centered Nutrition Services Payment Model: An Approach to Incentivizing the 


Routine Provision of High Quality Nutrition Services 


November - Federal Public Policy and Legislative Update: Looking Forward to the 115th Congress 


December - Building Connections with State Legislators  


 


2015 Forum Recordings 


January - Meeting with Your State Insurance Commissioner to Advocate for MNT 


February - Reaching Congress with the Academy’s Messages 


March - Never Say Never: When to Open Your State Statute 


September - The Road to Medicaid Coverage: The Tale of Two Affiliates 


November - Consumer Protection Strategies in Amending Licensure 


December - Strategies for Creating a Successful State Legislative Day 


 


2014 Forum Recordings 


January - Mentoring Future Leaders 


February - Motivating Your PPW 2014 Team 


March - Continuing the PPW Momentum 


April - Utilizing Social Media to Connect with State Legislators 
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May - Jump Start Your Planning for the New Year 


June - Connecting with Members of Congress 


July - Reflections on the Year – Challenges and Effective Strategies 


August - Planning for the Year Ahead: Implementing Your Policy and Advocacy Plan 


September - Setting Group Priorities and Identifying Local Insurance Plans 


November - Consumer Protection and Licensure Summit: Next Steps 


December - Planning a Successful State Legislative Day 


 


2014 Licensure Recordings 


January - Collaborate in 2014 for Success in Your State 


February - Building Relationships for Success in Your State 


April - Tales of Successful Lobbyists 


May - Seeking New Horizons for Consumer Protection Planning 


 


2013 Forum Recordings 


August – Building an Effective Public Policy Team 


September – Planning your work and working your plan 


October - Planning a State Legislative Day 


November - Using ANDPAC to Enhance Relationships 


December - Get to Know Your Elected Officials 


 


2013 Licensure Recordings 


September - Under the “Umbrella” Board 


November - Consumer Protection Coordinator Successes 


December - Every Affiliate Needs a Consumer Protection Coordinator – So How Can You Find One? 


 


 


Public Policy Training Recordings 
 


2016 Training Recordings 


Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 


Reimbursement Representative (not posted yet) 


CPC Reporting Harm Tool Training 


 


2015 Training Recordings 


Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 


Reimbursement Representative 


Overview of Child Nutrition Program Reauthorization 


 


2014 Training Recordings 
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Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Affiliate President, President-Elect and Delegate 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Consumer Protection and Licensure Coordinator 


Therapeutic Diet Orders 


Regulatory Webinar for CPCs 


CPC Licensure Training: Train Your Membership 


 


2013 Training Recordings 


Public Policy Panel Orientation (all Affiliate policy leaders) 


Public Policy Coordinator Orientation    


State Policy Rep Orientation   


State Regulatory Rep Orientation   


Licensure Board Liaison 


 


Public Policy Workshop (PPW) Training Recordings 
 


2017 PPW Training Recordings 


PPW Boot Camp Session 1: Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities  


PPW Boot Camp Session 2: Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW 


PPW Boot Camp Session 3: Final Preparations for Making Connections Work  


PPW Session 1: What’s in it for me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers 


PPW Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 


PPW Session 3: Issue 1 - Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment 


PPW Session 4: Issue 1 – Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill 


PPW Session 5: Ready Set Charge! 


 


2016 PPW Training Recordings 


PPW Boot Camp Session 1: What I Learned When I Walked in Your Shoes 


PPW Boot Camp Session 2: Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities 


PPW Boot Camp Session 3: Connecting with Congressional Staff 


PPW Boot Camp Session 4: Making the Issue Personal: Helping Members Tell the Story  


PPW Session 1: What is Our Message? 


PPW Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 


PPW Session 3: Connecting the Dots 


PPW Session 4: It’s a Wrap 


PPW Issues Webinars: 


Issue 1: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act  


Issue 2: Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act  


Issue 3: Child Nutrition Programs Reauthorization 


 


2015 PPW Training Recordings 


PPW Legislative Messaging  


Pre-PPW Training for PPC 


PPC Final Preparation for PPW 


Issues Webinars:  


Issue1: Older Americans Act 


Issue 2: Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act  


Issue 3: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act 
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2014 PPW Training Recordings 


Messaging for Legislative Priorities for PPW 


Training 2016 PPW 


Regulatory Webinar for PPW 


Regulatory Webinar for CPC’s 


Final Preparation for PPW 
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Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Recording Available Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Register Here

 
 
Free May 24 Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter 
 Up to half of older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery of care.
The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped develop the National
Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The blueprint outlines
potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing
malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute and community settings, as well as
strategies to address malnutrition. The webinar on May 24, 3:30 p.m. (Eastern Time) will show
members how you can make a difference. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. To register, click here. 

Join the Academy and USBC to Advocate for Women and Children’s Health 

 The Academy’s next quarterly advocacy day will be held on August 7 in Washington, D.C., when

Academy members will be joining the United States Breastfeeding Committee for its Advocacy

Day of Action. Participate in this one-day event to advocate for breastfeeding and women and

children’s health issues with one of the Academy’s national alliance partners! 

 

The advocacy day will follow the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening (NBCC); however,

attendance at the conference is not necessary to participate in the advocacy event. A registration

fee of $35 for the conference includes a lunch voucher to dine in the Capitol Visitors Center,

materials, briefing/training, and round trip transportation from Arlington, Virginia if needed. For

those able to attend, a briefing will be held on Sunday, August 6 from 3-5 p.m. Others can choose

to participate in a preparation webinar that will be announced at a later date.  For more information

about the NBCC, contact Sara Walz, or register today! 

 

Tips on registering:

 

The online registration for the National Breastfeeding Coalitions Convening is being used for

attendees, even for those who are only attending the advocacy day; 

Select the Registration Type “Optional Event Attendee Only” (base price $0.00). 

In the box next to the registration type use the following code: nyajyvfq.  Do not enter this code

at the box at the bottom. 

Fill out the registration form (two pages) and when you arrive at the “Additional Registration

Options,” add the Advocacy Day of Action. 

Pay $35 using a Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. 

Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-being: Challenges and Opportunities 

 On June 13, 2017, the National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine Roundtable on

the Promotion of Health Equity and the Elimination of Health Disparities and the Roundtable on

Population Health Improvement will hold a joint 1-day workshop in Prattville, Alabama and via

webcast on "Achieving Rural Health Equity and Well-Being: Challenges and Opportunities.”

Participants will explore a range of initiatives focused on improving community well-being. The

workshop is intended to illustrate some promising and constructive actions that rural communities

facing these enormous challenges are taking to equitably improve residents' health and well-
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being. Visit the Roundtable’s website for more information, including in-person and webcast

registration.

 

Academy's Centennial Resolution Gains Cosponsors in Congress 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, H. Res. 161/S. Res. 75, the centennial resolution

commemorating the Academy's 100th Anniversary, has three new cosponsors in the House of

Representatives and one new cosponsor in the Senate! In the House, the new cosponsors are

Reps. Al Lawson (Fla.), Diana DeGette (Colo.) and David Joyce (Ohio). In the Senate, the new

cosponsor is Senator Luther Strange (Ala.). Please take a moment to ask your member of

Congress to join in celebrating the Academy's Centennial by co-sponsoring the resolution and

send a note of thanks to those who already have. 

Menu Labeling Progresses in NYC, Delayed Nationwide 

 New York City announced it will enforce its menu labeling rules, which includes chain restaurants,

chain convenience stores, and grocery stores (the first jurisdiction to do so), beginning May 22,

despite the Trump administration’s decision to delay the national menu labeling requirements for

yet another year until May 2018. The Academy strongly supports menu labeling, which gives

consumers necessary information about calories at the point of purchase (and other nutritional

information upon request) to help them make a healthful choices. In issuing the delay for the

national menu labeling standards, the FDA is seeking public comment on “approaches to reduce

regulatory burden or increase flexibility,” to which the Academy will respond consistent with its

previous comments and input received from our Dietetic Practice Groups.

 

New Infographic on Impact of Obesity Epidemic on National Security 

 Check out a new infographic “Unfit to Serve –Obesity is Impacting National Security” from the

CDC’s Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity, and Obesity in partnership with Mission Readiness, a

team of “retired admirals and generals strengthening national security by ensuring kids stay in

school, stay fit, and stay out of trouble.” This infographic details the extent to which the obesity

epidemic in the United States impacts our national security, with over one in four young adults

being too heavy in serve in our military, and demonstrates how improved nutrition and increased

physical activity are essential to a strong nation. The Academy has worked with Mission

Readiness on a number of anti-obesity initiatives, including programs for legislators and media

attending the national party conventions in 2016.

 

Chronic Care Legislation Advances; Efforts Continue to Add New Obesity Provisions 

 On May 18, the Senate Finance Committee passed the CHRONIC Act of 2017, which focuses on

ways to improve health outcomes for millions of Americans living with chronic illnesses. Bipartisan

work will continue on a number of amendments offered during the hearing, including an

amendment offered by Senator Cassidy (La.) to incorporate provisions of the Academy’s Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act (TROA) into the legislation and obtain a Congressional Budget Office

score for TROA. The Academy continues to urge that any meaningful health care reform must

include implementation of whole-population prevention strategies and specific chronic disease

management that includes nutrition counseling and self-care.
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Work in a Hospital? Long Term Care? Tell Us about Malnutrition’s Impact on Patients and

Practice 

 As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of

malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility.

Please provide your submissions.

 

List of Recorded Webinars Available on Communities of Interest 

 Attached please find an undated list of the recorded webinars that are available on the

Policy and Advocacy communities of interest (COI) in the Library.  The PPW sessions 3, 4

and 5 recordings will be after the live broadcasts. 

Updated PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The updated list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator

COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). To download a copy of the document

go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the registration list.

Please review the list to identify your state team members.  If members are missing from the list, it

means that their registration has not been processed.  If you have any questions, please let us

know.

 

June 2 Deadline: PPW Registration and Housing 

 Please join the over 400 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2  to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. You must reserve your

room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2; rooms are based on availability and may

sellout prior to the deadline. For information about the tentative PPW agenda, click here. 

  

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

 The affiliate public policy coordinators are encouraged to begin scheduling meetings with US

Senators and Representatives. The “Meeting Scripts and Outline for contacting your Members of

Congress” is available in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit subtopic on the Community of Interest. 

  

Two sample Hill Day meeting schedule forms can also be found in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit

subtopic on the Community of Interest. One is an Excel file and the other is a Word document.

Each sample has an example meeting shown. Please edit, add additional items or change the

document to meet your affiliate needs. For example, you may want add a column to identify the

name of the staff member(s) you will be meeting with or you may wish to identify legislation that
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1.

2.

the member of Congress has supported in the past. If you need assistance, please let us know.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue to need your assistance to increase

member action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

 

The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts is

posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in

the Participation topic on the community of interest.

 

The affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of

members posted in the May 2017 subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public

Policy Coordinator COI. We ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another

affiliate) for public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage
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members to send letters to Congress.

 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 5/22/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

73

 

90

 

Congress Contacted

 

98.1%

 

99.8%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,784

 

24,819

 

Members participating

 

4%

 

8.5%
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Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24

 

3:30 – 4:30 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Making Malnutrition Matter

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register
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Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1416. FW: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 13:34:20

Subject: FW: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

Attachment: image001.png
image002.png
image002.png

Hello Donna, 

 

Please see below. Your hotel reservations have been secured at the Marriott Marquis arriving 7/9

and departing 7/12. This week Dante will be registering you for the event. Just as a reminder here

is the link to the online representation at meetings and events form to complete your report after

the conference. Also please know the Academy will cover any additional expenses you incur; you

may submit to me online for reimbursement. 
https://academybod.webauthor.com/modules/portal/complete_form.cfm?xm_form_id=192&commu
nity_id=1122

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else.

 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 11:02 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fwd: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Donna all set for hotel room at Marriott Marquis.  See below 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Lauren Guthrie <lguthrie@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Date: May 19, 2017 at 8:28:05 AM CDT 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org>, Nita Artis <eartis@schoolnutrition.org

>, Sara Kilkenny <skilkenny@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Cc: Sherry Carrigan <scarrigan@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

Great, I will put her on our VIP rooming list at the Marriott Marquis arriving 7/9 and departing 7/12.

I will list her as IPO for her payment method. 

 

Best,

 

Lauren

 

 

From: Patricia Montague  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 9:09 AM 

 To: Nita Artis <eartis@schoolnutrition.org>; Sara Kilkenny <skilkenny@schoolnutrition.org>;

Lauren Guthrie <lguthrie@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Cc: Sherry Carrigan <scarrigan@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: FW: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

See below on night’s that Donna Martin will need hotel room reservation.
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Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 8:02 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: Fwd: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Hello Patti,

 

Donna will need a hotel room Sunday through Tuesday night. 

 

Thank you, again!

 

Joan 

  

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 

 

From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Just please send which nights she needs hotel room so I can share with my meetings team. 

Thanks

 

 

 

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer
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SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

120 Waterfront Street, Suite 300

 

National Harbor, MD 20745

 

(301) 686-3100 Phone

 

(301) 686-3115 Fax

 
www.schoolnutrition.org

 
pmontague@schoolnutrition.org

 

 

 

Register for the school nutrition event of the year! #ANC17

 
ANC 2017 in Atlanta, GA

 

July 9-12, 2017

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/Meetings/ANC/2017/

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 5:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Many thanks, Patti! 

Donna is excited to attend. We will complete the forms and submit for housing. 

Best regards, 

Joan
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:22 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Hi Joan

 

 

Once again we would be very happy to have Donna Martin attend ANC representing AND and

offer a reciprocal registration.  Below is the link to the registration form.  Please fill out and write

Comp Registration Per P. Montague on top and return to me and I will make sure she is

registered.

 

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/uploadedFiles/2_Meetings_and_Events/ANC_2017/Pages/ANC2017-
REGULAR-Registration-Form.pdf

 

 

The headquarter’s hotel is the Marriott Marquis.  You have to be registered before you can book a

room.  We usually have extra rooms and will make sure my staff holds one for her.  I will let you

know if they need a credit card deposit.

 

 

I will reach out to Donna in terms of events for her to attend.
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If you have any questions, please let me know.  Thanks

 

 

 

           

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Dear Patti, 

 

Donna Martin, 2017-18 Academy President, will be representing the Academy at the annual

School Nutrition Association Nutrition Conference in Atlanta on July 9-12.  As in the past years we

would be pleased if you can provide Donna with complimentary registration for SNA and we will be

happy to reciprocate for FNCE, to be held October 21-24 in Chicago. If there are social events that

she should attend, please let me know and we will register and pay for her. Donna’s contact

information follows below. If you can share information about the headquarters hotel, I will be

happy to book her room. 

 

Donna Martin, EdS, RD, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA 30830

 
dmartin@burke.K12.ga.us 
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Thank you for your consideration! 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1417. PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 21, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 13:05:28

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 21, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 21, 2017 

 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed!

 

In advance of the Academy’s June comments, we are asking for your involvement and

support with your submissions about  the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents,

and clients, and (2) your business, company, or specific facility.   Please send stories to 

klavensgi@gmail.com 

  

You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) April 14 announcement

that the  FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed Rule (malnutrition

measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new malnutrition-

focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR Program.  The

Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality measures

(screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the proposed

CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program (IQR)!  The

Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four proposed

malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR  this year and to adopt malnutrition measures in post-

acute care and community settings in future rule makings.  

Complementary Webinar:  Making Malnutrition Matter -- Introducing a New Quality

Blueprint for Action

 

Up to one out of two older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery

of care.  The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped to develop the

National Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The Blueprint outlines

potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing

malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute, and community settings as well as

strategies to address malnutrition. Join us on May 24, 2017 at 3:30 p.m. to learn how Academy

members can make a difference!  One CPEU offered to attendees, register today.
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•

•

•

•

 

Public Health/Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Presentation 

 

Tuesday June 13, 2017 

 

1:00 to 2:30 CDT PM 

 

Customizing your career: Putting yourself on a global path

 

TATYANA EL-KOUR, MS, RDN, FAND 

 

Independent Consultant - Global and Health Nutrition Expert - Policy Strategist 

 

1 CPEU

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

At the end of this webinar, the participant will be able to: 

 

Identify career paths that may be options for dietetic and nutrition professionals in global public

health settings.  

Describe best strategies and qualities for success needed to effectively work in public health and

community nutrition globally.  

Apply practical tips for effectively customizing your career based on specific context and need. 

Conceptualize ways for improved career planning and learning in everyday practice. 

This webinar is a great place to start learning about the exciting career path where nutrition and

global public health meet. The webinar provides practical insight for career planning and discusses

the daily activities of practitioners employed in various sectors of the workforce. Several aspects of

global work, including job duties, demands, and rewards, as well as the qualities needed for

success will also be discussed.

 

Log In Information:

 

Meeting Information:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m1067e2fa5b8b9332370a36fcbb53f80e

 

Meeting number: 748 779 078

 

Meeting password:PHCNPG
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Audio connection:

 
1-866-477-4564   (US) Call-in toll-free number Conference Code: 762 092 3680 
 
Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal - VIDEO 
Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public health and your livelihood as an RDN.
Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and donate to ANDPAC when you renew your
Academy membership. ANDPAC is the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food, nutrition
and health professionals.  View this video to see what other members are saying about the
importance of supporting ANDPAC. 

 

Membership Renewal for the 2017-2018 Year is Now Open!     

There are several options to renew including:  

- Online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew    

- By phone at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000. (Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Central

Time). International members can call +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000.   

- If you have any questions please contact our Membership Committee Chair, Kayla Fitzgerald at 

phcnpgmembers@gmail.com

 

Free Webinar: The Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP): Opportunities for food

and dietetics practitioners

 

Learn about the key roles and growth opportunities for food and dietetics practitioners through the

new Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP) by participating in a 1.5 hour free webinar

entitled, The Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP): Opportunities for food and dietetics

practitioners, scheduled for May 24, from 12:30 pm to 2:00 pm CDST. Join Marcy Kyle RDN, LD,

CDE, FAND, Regional Manager for the Pen Bay and Waldo County Ambulatory Diabetes and

Nutrition Services in Maine, and Maine, and Joyce Green Pastors, RD, MS, CDE, Director of the

Virginia Center for Diabetes Prevention and Education at the University of Virginia, as they review

the nuts and bolts of the MDPP and explain how this new benefit fits into the “big picture” of

diabetes prevention. Learn about Academy resources to help food and dietetics practitioners get

involved and earn 1.5 hours of continuing education credit. To register for the webinar, click here. 

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 

 

Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  

 

Registration is Now Open: Public Policy Workshop 2017 

Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop,  June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make this year's PPW the
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"go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the profession and develop new

high-level personal and professional relationships.  Click here for registration and other information

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available! 

 

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our

PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 

The Student Digest The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply

click on the link below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional

information! 
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest  
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 
If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
  
Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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1418. Introducing ’s own branded app

From: Mukul Mittal <mukulm@zivebox.com>

To: dmartin@eatright.org

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 12:44:52

Subject: Introducing ’s own branded app

Attachment: ZiveBox.pdf

Dear  
 

My name is Mukul Mittal and I am from ZiveBox.
 

ZiveBox is enabling organisations with their own customised branded app that helps them to- 
 

· Create accountability and ownership in teams.

· Measure performance of individuals and teams.

· Increase productivity & visibility among employees.

· Manage and analyse your administrative spends.
 

ZiveBox is used in organisations of varying sizes and Industry. Some of our select customers

include LinkedIn, Ab In Bev, Avon, Bayer, Future Group, Decathlon, TataSky, and Essar Group,
 

Kindly refer attached file for a brief overview of our offerings.
 

We believe that our product will add a lot of value to .
 
 

When will you be available for a quick call anytime this week?
 

Look forward to hearing back.

 

Kind Regards,

 

Mukul Mittal

Asst.Manager, Sales

ZiveBox- Do More!
www.zivebox.com

Contact- 9993123544
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Key Benefits


 Create accountability & ownership


 Improve productivity & employee utilization


 Reduce dependency on emails for to-do’s and follow-ups


 Real time Data driven decisions on org. capabilities


 Conduct Virtual Reality recruitment & training 


 Empower your org. through a Mobile-led Digital solution


“I am impressed, seriously 


impressed. This is the kind of 


technology we need”


Ed Koch, Global Technology 


Excellence Director, Ab In Bev


“After using ZiveBox for over 1.5 
years, Happy to recommend 


this. Great product and a fab 


team to work with” Andy 


Yasutake, Sr. Director, 


Technology, Linkedin


ZiveBox – Empowering Organizations to Do More!


Reduction in 
Emails


60%
Saved Everyday / 


Employee


40 Mins
Reduction in Avg. Time for 


Common Tasks


25%
Increase in Employee 


Utilization


6%
Increase in Employee 


Engagement


5X







ZiveBox – Empowering Organizations to Do More!


 Tasks, Sub Tasks, Initiatives


 Guest Users & Watchers


 Customized User Dashboards & Smart Notifications


 Auto update of task status


 Integrated smart file & folder mgmt.


 Custom management dashboards


Task Management


 Home screen with your own branded App


 One on one messaging and group messaging


 Integrated smart file & folder mgmt.


 Guest Users


 Polling


 Video Conferencing, Voice Conferencing & Screen Share


 Team directory  with customized fields


Enterprise Messaging


 Foster right culture by encouraging employees through on spot 


appreciation


 Define your organizational values


 Give public appreciation through points / badges


 Link rewards & recognitions through points based redemption


 Customized rewards 


 300 different types of experiences


 500 different type of gift Vouchers


 Ability to define your own rewards


Micro Rewards


 Digitized approval and expense management


 Define approval categories and spend limits for different spend 


categories


 Attach multiple bills of any format and size


 Receive, Submit and Co-ordinate on approvals on the Go


 Multi person approvals


 Link to the financial system for payouts and control


Approvals & Expense Management







ZiveBox – Empowering Organizations to Do More!


Continuous Performance Management


 Integrated with Small folder and file management system


 Read / Write / Access control for all folders and files


 Auto creation of files and folders with respective rights for each task and 


sub task


 Secured on Amazon AWS


 Upto 100 GB of storage per user


Integrated File Management System


 Track location of your on-field sales team


 Admin can specify the users to be tracked, the days and time interval


 Define frequency for location update alerts


 Daily consolidated report provided to admin


GPS Tracking


 Customized for organization specific processes, reports and functions


 Organization specific branding, design and Logo


 Multiple options available for security: on premise hosting, multi factor 


authentication, 2 factor authentication


 Active Directory integration available


Security & Customizations


 Generate feedback from your peers/managers on a periodic basis


 Specify key goals/ performance criteria for each individual/ department 


organization


 Assign list of users and define periodicity of approval


 Customized Management Dashboards


 Get real-time updates of your organizations’ capabilities.


 Define training programs based on score







Thank You


For Any Clarification, Please contact


info@ZiveBox.com
+91 9699 239 175


ZiveBox – Mumbai ZiveBox – Bangalore
5th Floor, Ackruti Trade Centre 3rd Floor, Padmavati Complex 
MIDC Nanjappa Reddy Layout
Andheri West Koramangala
Mumbai – 53 Bangalore - 95
India India


ZiveBox – Trivandrum
7th Floor, Ganga
Phase III Campus, 
Technopark
Trivandrum – 83
India



mailto:info@ZiveBox.com
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1419. Daily News: Tuesday, May 23, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 12:30:39

Subject: Daily News: Tuesday, May 23, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to 

 food, nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to 

 online content.

 

 

Trump proposes dramatic changes to federal government, slashing safety net programs

that affect up to a fifth of Americans 

 www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/05/23/trump-proposes-dramatic-changes-to-

federal-government-slashing-safety-net-programs-that-affect-up-to-a-fifth-of-americans/  

 Related article: Food fight over roll back of federal nutrition standards for school lunches 

 http://www.daltondailycitizen.com/news/local_news/food-fight-over-roll-back-of-federal-nutrition-

standards-for/article_23d6a812-a5bc-5c4f-9d8e-0a5c9b401a15.html

 

Gastric Band Reoperation Rates: Prevalent and Pricey 

 Should payers reconsider coverage of the gastric band device? 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/Endocrinology/Obesity/65476  

 Source: JAMA Surgery  

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamasurgery/article-abstract/2626422

 

Just one alcoholic drink a day increases risk of breast cancer, study says 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2017/05/23/just-one-alcoholic-drink-a-

day-increases-risk-of-breast-cancer-study-says/  

 Source: American Institute for Cancer Research- Continuous Update Project 

 http://www.aicr.org/continuous-update-project/

 

No food or drink will turn you into a calorie-burning machine. But these can help. 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/no-food-or-drink-will-turn-you-into-a-calorie-

burning-machine-but-these-can-help/2017/05/22/12004556-3a4d-11e7-8854-

21f359183e8c_story.html
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Healthy grilling ideas for summer 

 http://www.9news.com/life/food/healthy-grilling-ideas-for-summer/441799007  

 Related Resource: Healthy Grilling 

 http://www.eatright.org/resource/homefoodsafety/safety-tips/outdoor-dining/healthy-grilling

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Dying Patients Often Given Medicines That Won't Help Them 

 Study finds many still prescribed long-term disease-preventing medications 

 -Poverty Could Make Lupus Even Worse| 

 Second study saw pregnancy complications higher among non-whites 

 -Suicide by Insulin? 

 Self-harm and suicidal behavior may not always be obvious in people with diabetes 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1420. Re: Food Waste Article for Journal

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 10:48:50

Subject: Re: Food Waste Article for Journal

Attachment:

Thank you, Donna! This is excellent information to have. We were going to include the

Foundation's food waste report, and the profiles of you and the other members in it, so this

information will work very well in the page. We will send you a draft this week to review. Thank you

very much again, talk to you soon! 
 

Tom 
 
 
 
Tom Ryan 

Senior Editorial Manager 

Strategic Communications Team  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza #2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312/899-4894 
www.eatright.org
 
 
On May 23, 2017, at 9:23 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Tom,  I wanted to give you some ideas for the food waste article on what we are doing here in

Burke County to help with food waste. 

 

School Nutrition Programs have been receiving a lot of criticism about increased food waste since

the new standards came out as part of the Healthy Hunger Free Kids act of 2010.  Critics say that

this new law increased food waste in School Nutrition Programs all over the country.  I beg to differ

with that assessment.  In Burke County we make sure we don't have food waste by giving kids lots

of choices of fruits and vegetables when they come through the serving line.  Offer versus serve

allows children to pick up what they will eat, not plating food that may not be eaten.  We make

sure all our fruit, like apples and oranges, are cut up so that children who may not have enough

time to eat lunch, have enough time to eat the fruit.  Schools all over the country are composting

what food goes into the trash cans and using it to fertilize their school gardens.  By using more

local farm to school products we are cutting down on our carbon footprint, and helping farmers sell
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products that might be in abundance in their fields and could potentially be wasted instead of

eaten. We also serve our leftover the next day so food is not wasted.  Lots of our kids come into

the lunch and will ask if we have any leftover beef stir fry we served the day before.  

 

Hope this helps!!!   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1421. Food Waste Article for Journal

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 10:27:14

Subject: Food Waste Article for Journal

Attachment:

Tom,  I wanted to give you some ideas for the food waste article on what we are doing here in

Burke County to help with food waste. 

 

School Nutrition Programs have been receiving a lot of criticism about increased food waste since

the new standards came out as part of the Healthy Hunger Free Kids act of 2010.  Critics say that

this new law increased food waste in School Nutrition Programs all over the country.  I beg to differ

with that assessment.  In Burke County we make sure we don't have food waste by giving kids lots

of choices of fruits and vegetables when they come through the serving line.  Offer versus serve

allows children to pick up what they will eat, not plating food that may not be eaten.  We make

sure all our fruit, like apples and oranges, are cut up so that children who may not have enough

time to eat lunch, have enough time to eat the fruit.  Schools all over the country are composting

what food goes into the trash cans and using it to fertilize their school gardens.  By using more

local farm to school products we are cutting down on our carbon footprint, and helping farmers sell

products that might be in abundance in their fields and could potentially be wasted instead of

eaten. We also serve our leftover the next day so food is not wasted.  Lots of our kids come into

the lunch and will ask if we have any leftover beef stir fry we served the day before.  

 

Hope this helps!!!   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1422. Re: Ohio Reception 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, West, Katherine A

<Katherine.West@abbott.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 09:59:32

Subject: Re: Ohio Reception 

Attachment: DSC_0534.JPG

Could not agree more, so appreciate Abbott's support and look forward to working even more with

Abbott in the future!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 7:33 AM  

To: West, Katherine A  

Cc: Donna Martin; Beth Labrador  

Subject: Ohio Reception 

 

Hi Kathy.  It was so great to see you in Cleveland.  Thank you for Abbott Nutrition’s support of the

Academy Foundation’s Second Century Reception.  I wanted to share this cute photo from the

evening.  We thought it was a great event and opportunity to celebrate Cleveland!  
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1423. Re: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 09:42:26

Subject: Re: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

Attachment:

This is exactly the reason we need to be working on getting these DPG's into the fold more. 

Maybe part of the problem is also retiring!  Anxious to hear how this transpired.  So much for them

saying big brother is watching.   Not in this case!

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:23 AM  

To: Patricia Babjak; Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: Re: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

You know my thoughts...REALLY!  Are we all on the same team or what? I understand they want

to build revenue but not by cannibalizing the rest of our organization.  Troubling to say the least. 

Some of the DPG chairs feel that they are completely independent of the Academy, the CEO and

the President/BOD and it is reflected in their decisions. Lucille 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

 President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 
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President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 

   
 
 
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; "DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us"

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; "peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:09 AM  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year  
 

FYI  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:08:20 AM CDT  

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Cc: Liz Spittler <LSpittler@eatright.org>, "Mary C. Wolski" <MWolski@eatright.org>, Lori Granich

<LGranich@eatright.org>, Amy Biedenharn <ABiedenharn@eatright.org>, Georgia Gofis <

GGofis@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

It's hard to fathom that they don't see the problem here. Diane, this is a good example to use with

the task force as well as with the Board. Thanks for sharing.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 7:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I want you all to be aware of a sponsored listserv post that was sent out on the NE listserv.  I

asked the manager for the background of review and approval for this post as it should not have

been allowed to post with this subject line. 
 

I will give you all and update shortly. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:20:49 AM EDT  

To: Katie Gustafson <KGustafson@eatright.org>  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

Katie 
 

Can you give me some background on this NE DPG listserv post?  I realize this is sponsored, but

explain to me who reviewed/approved this posting wording.  We have the centennial FNCE

coming up, which is easily the largest meeting for RDNs based on the meetings industry reports.

 Yet we allowed an outside post with a subject line stating they are the #1 nutrition conference of

the year? 
 

This is very concerning.  Please advise. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
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From: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:01:43 AM EDT  

To: <denos@eatright.org>  

Subject: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

Reply-To: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

 

You are receiving this e-blast as part of a sponsorship agreement to support Nutrition

Entrepreneurs DPG.  View this email in your browser 

Experience THE nutrition conference of the year! IDEA World Nutrition &Behavior Change Summit

lands in Las Vegas this July. 
 
Save $50 With Code NUTRITION17SAVE50
Join the World's Leading Nutrition &Behavior Change Experts at the IDEA® World Nutrition
&Behavior Change Summit! 

You heard right—we've rounded up the world's top experts, presenters and chefs for THE nutrition

and behavior change event of the year. Join us to experience cutting-edge thought leadership,

industry best practices and unparalleled networking opportunities that will give you the tools you

need to help ignite sustainable lifestyle change in your clients.  

 

Nutrition Entrepreneurs - Register by June 9 and save up to $80 off your full or 1-day

registration with Early-Bird pricing. Use code  NUTRITION17DAVE50. 
Check out the incredible lineup for this one-of-a-kind learning experience: 
Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND 
CAND, President 
Michael Greger, MD, FACLM 
NutritionFacts.org, Founder 
Pamela Peeke, MD, MPH, FACP, FACSM 
Renowned Expert in Fitness, Nutrition and Integrative Medicine 
Mark Berman, MD, FACLM 
FareWell, LLC, Head of Health 
Chef Chad Sarno 
Chef, Consultant and Speaker 
P.K. Newby, ScD, MPH, MS 
Harvard University, Adjunct Professor of Nutrition 
Ashley Koff, RD  
Better Nutrition, Simplified, Founder 
Chef Steven Petusevsky 
Acclaimed Author, Speaker and Culinary Expert 
Rebecca Scritchfield, MS, RD, LD 
Author of Body Kindness 
Christopher McGrath, MS 
Movement First, LLC, Founder 
Jessica Matthews, MS 
ACE, Senior Advisor for Health and Fitness Education 
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If you want to grow professionally, break through plateaus with your clients, network with like-

minded leaders and learn real-world solutions to help others create powerful and lasting change,

this is THE event for you! 
 
 

Share this Event:  

 
 
You are receiving this e-blast as part of a sponsorship agreement  between NE and Idea Health
&Fitness Association to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.   
 
You are receiving this email because you are a member of the Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG and
we want to keep you up-to-date and in-the-know!  
 
Want to change how you receive these emails?  
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 
 

Copyright © 2017 Nutrition Entrepreneurs Dietetic Practice Group, All rights reserved. 
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1424. Re: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 09:39:31

Subject: Re: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

Attachment:

Hi-it'll be very helpful to hear the response re the approval process that led to this post. 

My sense from DNS is that everything DPG related (sponsored or not) requires review and

approval. Impossible to imagine that this post went through that. 
 
Mary  
 
On May 23, 2017, at 8:23 AM, lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

You know my thoughts...REALLY!  Are we all on the same team or what? I understand they want

to build revenue but not by cannibalizing the rest of our organization.  Troubling to say the least. 

Some of the DPG chairs feel that they are completely independent of the Academy, the CEO and

the President/BOD and it is reflected in their decisions. Lucille 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

 President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
www.nutritionandfamily.com

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 

   
 
 
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; " DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; " peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:09 AM  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year  
 

FYI  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 
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Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:08:20 AM CDT  

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Cc: Liz Spittler <LSpittler@eatright.org>, "Mary C. Wolski" <MWolski@eatright.org>, Lori Granich

<LGranich@eatright.org>, Amy Biedenharn <ABiedenharn@eatright.org>, Georgia Gofis <

GGofis@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

It's hard to fathom that they don't see the problem here. Diane, this is a good example to use with

the task force as well as with the Board. Thanks for sharing.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 7:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I want you all to be aware of a sponsored listserv post that was sent out on the NE listserv.  I

asked the manager for the background of review and approval for this post as it should not have

been allowed to post with this subject line. 
 

I will give you all and update shortly. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
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From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:20:49 AM EDT  

To: Katie Gustafson <KGustafson@eatright.org>  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

Katie 
 

Can you give me some background on this NE DPG listserv post?  I realize this is sponsored, but

explain to me who reviewed/approved this posting wording.  We have the centennial FNCE

coming up, which is easily the largest meeting for RDNs based on the meetings industry reports.

 Yet we allowed an outside post with a subject line stating they are the #1 nutrition conference of

the year? 
 

This is very concerning.  Please advise. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:01:43 AM EDT  

To: <denos@eatright.org>  

Subject: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

Reply-To: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

 

Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year You are receiving this e-blast as part of a

sponsorship agreement to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.  View this email in your browser 

Experience THE nutrition conference of the year! IDEA World Nutrition &Behavior Change Summit

lands in Las Vegas this July. 
 
Save $50 With Code NUTRITION17SAVE50
Join the World's Leading Nutrition &Behavior Change Experts at the IDEA® World Nutrition
&Behavior Change Summit! 

You heard right—we've rounded up the world's top experts, presenters and chefs for THE nutrition

and behavior change event of the year. Join us to experience cutting-edge thought leadership,

industry best practices and unparalleled networking opportunities that will give you the tools you

need to help ignite sustainable lifestyle change in your clients.  
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Nutrition Entrepreneurs - Register by June 9 and save up to $80 off your full or 1-day

registration with Early-Bird pricing. Use code  NUTRITION17DAVE50. 
Check out the incredible lineup for this one-of-a-kind learning experience: 
Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND 
CAND, President 
Michael Greger, MD, FACLM 
NutritionFacts.org, Founder 
Pamela Peeke, MD, MPH, FACP, FACSM 
Renowned Expert in Fitness, Nutrition and Integrative Medicine 
Mark Berman, MD, FACLM 
FareWell, LLC, Head of Health 
Chef Chad Sarno 
Chef, Consultant and Speaker 
P.K. Newby, ScD, MPH, MS 
Harvard University, Adjunct Professor of Nutrition 
Ashley Koff, RD  
Better Nutrition, Simplified, Founder 
Chef Steven Petusevsky 
Acclaimed Author, Speaker and Culinary Expert 
Rebecca Scritchfield, MS, RD, LD 
Author of Body Kindness 
Christopher McGrath, MS 
Movement First, LLC, Founder 
Jessica Matthews, MS 
ACE, Senior Advisor for Health and Fitness Education 

If you want to grow professionally, break through plateaus with your clients, network with like-

minded leaders and learn real-world solutions to help others create powerful and lasting change,

this is THE event for you! 
 
 

Share this Event:  

 
 
You are receiving this e-blast as part of a sponsorship agreement  between NE and Idea Health
&Fitness Association to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.   
 
You are receiving this email because you are a member of the Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG and
we want to keep you up-to-date and in-the-know!  
 
Want to change how you receive these emails?  
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 
 

Copyright © 2017 Nutrition Entrepreneurs Dietetic Practice Group, All rights reserved. 
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1425. Re: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 09:27:35

Subject: Re: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

Attachment:

You know my thoughts...REALLY!  Are we all on the same team or what? I understand they want

to build revenue but not by cannibalizing the rest of our organization.  Troubling to say the least. 

Some of the DPG chairs feel that they are completely independent of the Academy, the CEO and

the President/BOD and it is reflected in their decisions. Lucille 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 

   
 
 
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; "DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us"

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; "peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 9:09 AM  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year  
 

FYI  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
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From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:08:20 AM CDT  

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Cc: Liz Spittler <LSpittler@eatright.org>, "Mary C. Wolski" <MWolski@eatright.org>, Lori Granich

<LGranich@eatright.org>, Amy Biedenharn <ABiedenharn@eatright.org>, Georgia Gofis <

GGofis@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

It's hard to fathom that they don't see the problem here. Diane, this is a good example to use with

the task force as well as with the Board. Thanks for sharing.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 7:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I want you all to be aware of a sponsored listserv post that was sent out on the NE listserv.  I

asked the manager for the background of review and approval for this post as it should not have

been allowed to post with this subject line. 
 

I will give you all and update shortly. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:20:49 AM EDT  

To: Katie Gustafson <KGustafson@eatright.org>  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

Katie 
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Can you give me some background on this NE DPG listserv post?  I realize this is sponsored, but

explain to me who reviewed/approved this posting wording.  We have the centennial FNCE

coming up, which is easily the largest meeting for RDNs based on the meetings industry reports.

 Yet we allowed an outside post with a subject line stating they are the #1 nutrition conference of

the year? 
 

This is very concerning.  Please advise. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:01:43 AM EDT  

To: <denos@eatright.org>  

Subject: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

Reply-To: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

 

Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year You are receiving this e-blast as part of a

sponsorship agreement to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.  View this email in your browser 

Experience THE nutrition conference of the year! IDEA World Nutrition &Behavior Change Summit

lands in Las Vegas this July. 
 
Save $50 With Code NUTRITION17SAVE50
Join the World's Leading Nutrition &Behavior Change Experts at the IDEA® World Nutrition
&Behavior Change Summit! 

You heard right—we've rounded up the world's top experts, presenters and chefs for THE nutrition

and behavior change event of the year. Join us to experience cutting-edge thought leadership,

industry best practices and unparalleled networking opportunities that will give you the tools you

need to help ignite sustainable lifestyle change in your clients.  

 

Nutrition Entrepreneurs - Register by June 9 and save up to $80 off your full or 1-day

registration with Early-Bird pricing. Use code  NUTRITION17DAVE50. 
Check out the incredible lineup for this one-of-a-kind learning experience: 
Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND 
CAND, President 
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Michael Greger, MD, FACLM 
NutritionFacts.org, Founder 
Pamela Peeke, MD, MPH, FACP, FACSM 
Renowned Expert in Fitness, Nutrition and Integrative Medicine 
Mark Berman, MD, FACLM 
FareWell, LLC, Head of Health 
Chef Chad Sarno 
Chef, Consultant and Speaker 
P.K. Newby, ScD, MPH, MS 
Harvard University, Adjunct Professor of Nutrition 
Ashley Koff, RD  
Better Nutrition, Simplified, Founder 
Chef Steven Petusevsky 
Acclaimed Author, Speaker and Culinary Expert 
Rebecca Scritchfield, MS, RD, LD 
Author of Body Kindness 
Christopher McGrath, MS 
Movement First, LLC, Founder 
Jessica Matthews, MS 
ACE, Senior Advisor for Health and Fitness Education 

If you want to grow professionally, break through plateaus with your clients, network with like-

minded leaders and learn real-world solutions to help others create powerful and lasting change,

this is THE event for you! 
 
 

Share this Event:  

 
 
You are receiving this e-blast as part of a sponsorship agreement  between NE and Idea Health
&Fitness Association to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.   
 
You are receiving this email because you are a member of the Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG and
we want to keep you up-to-date and in-the-know!  
 
Want to change how you receive these emails?  
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 
 

Copyright © 2017 Nutrition Entrepreneurs Dietetic Practice Group, All rights reserved. 
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1426. Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 09:13:03

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year

Attachment:

FYI  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:08:20 AM CDT  

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Cc: Liz Spittler <LSpittler@eatright.org>, "Mary C. Wolski" <MWolski@eatright.org>, Lori Granich

<LGranich@eatright.org>, Amy Biedenharn <ABiedenharn@eatright.org>, Georgia Gofis <

GGofis@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

It's hard to fathom that they don't see the problem here. Diane, this is a good example to use with

the task force as well as with the Board. Thanks for sharing.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 23, 2017, at 7:24 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I want you all to be aware of a sponsored listserv post that was sent out on the NE listserv.  I

asked the manager for the background of review and approval for this post as it should not have
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been allowed to post with this subject line. 
 

I will give you all and update shortly. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:20:49 AM EDT  

To: Katie Gustafson <KGustafson@eatright.org>  

Subject: Fwd: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

 

Katie 
 

Can you give me some background on this NE DPG listserv post?  I realize this is sponsored, but

explain to me who reviewed/approved this posting wording.  We have the centennial FNCE

coming up, which is easily the largest meeting for RDNs based on the meetings industry reports.

 Yet we allowed an outside post with a subject line stating they are the #1 nutrition conference of

the year? 
 

This is very concerning.  Please advise. 
 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  

Date: May 23, 2017 at 8:01:43 AM EDT  

To: <denos@eatright.org>  

Subject: Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year 

Reply-To: Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG <NEadmin@nedpg.org>  
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Register for the #1 Nutrition Conference of the Year You are receiving this e-blast as part of a

sponsorship agreement to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.  View this email in your browser 

Experience THE nutrition conference of the year! IDEA World Nutrition &Behavior Change Summit

lands in Las Vegas this July.

 
 
Save $50 With Code NUTRITION17SAVE50

 Join the World's Leading Nutrition &Behavior Change Experts at the IDEA® World

Nutrition &Behavior Change Summit! 

You heard right—we've rounded up the world's top experts, presenters and chefs for THE nutrition

and behavior change event of the year. Join us to experience cutting-edge thought leadership,

industry best practices and unparalleled networking opportunities that will give you the tools you

need to help ignite sustainable lifestyle change in your clients. 

  

Nutrition Entrepreneurs - Register by June 9 and save up to $80 off your full or 1-day

registration with Early-Bird pricing. Use code NUTRITION17DAVE50.

 Check out the incredible lineup for this one-of-a-kind learning experience: 
Amy Myrdal Miller, MS, RDN, FAND 
CAND, President 
Michael Greger, MD, FACLM 
NutritionFacts.org, Founder 
Pamela Peeke, MD, MPH, FACP, FACSM 
Renowned Expert in Fitness, Nutrition and Integrative Medicine 
Mark Berman, MD, FACLM 
FareWell, LLC, Head of Health 
Chef Chad Sarno 
Chef, Consultant and Speaker 
P.K. Newby, ScD, MPH, MS 
Harvard University, Adjunct Professor of Nutrition 
Ashley Koff, RD  
Better Nutrition, Simplified, Founder 
Chef Steven Petusevsky 
Acclaimed Author, Speaker and Culinary Expert 
Rebecca Scritchfield, MS, RD, LD 
Author of Body Kindness 
Christopher McGrath, MS 
Movement First, LLC, Founder 
Jessica Matthews, MS 
ACE, Senior Advisor for Health and Fitness Education 

If you want to grow professionally, break through plateaus with your clients, network with like-

minded leaders and learn real-world solutions to help others create powerful and lasting change,

this is THE event for you!
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Share this Event:  

 
 
You are receiving this e-blast as part of a sponsorship agreement  between NE and Idea Health
&Fitness Association to support Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG.   
 
You are receiving this email because you are a member of the Nutrition Entrepreneurs DPG and
we want to keep you up-to-date and in-the-know!  
 
Want to change how you receive these emails?  
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 
 

Copyright © 2017 Nutrition Entrepreneurs Dietetic Practice Group, All rights reserved. 
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1427. Ohio Reception 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: West, Katherine A <Katherine.West@abbott.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 23, 2017 07:38:17

Subject: Ohio Reception 

Attachment: DSC_0534.JPG

Hi Kathy.  It was so great to see you in Cleveland.  Thank you for Abbott Nutrition’s support of the

Academy Foundation’s Second Century Reception.  I wanted to share this cute photo from the

evening.  We thought it was a great event and opportunity to celebrate Cleveland!  
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1428. FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

From: President <President@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 21:13:42

Subject: FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

Attachment: IMAGE.jpg
IMAGE.jpg
IMAGE.jpg
IMAGE.jpg
IMAGE.png

Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership 

 

 

From: Trisha Lyons [mailto:tlyons@metrohealth.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 7:54 PM 

 To: President 

 Subject: Re: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

 

 

Hello Donna!  

 

Congratulations on becoming our Academy President!  It has been a long time! I was in your AADI

class of 1990.  Not at all surprised how much you have accomplished professionally.  :-)  When I

saw you were running (Jeanne Lee first sent out an e-mail), I forwarded your name to all of my

colleagues and encouraged them to vote for dynamic you!  Wishing you a successful and

rewarding presidency.  

 

Best to you,

 

Trisha Bury Lyons 

 

 

 

Trisha Lyons, RDN, LD 

 MetroHealth Medical Center

 

Department of Clinical Nutrition 

 Outpatient Pavilion- 2010 

 2500 MetroHealth Drive 

 Cleveland, OH 44109
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Celiac Disease Appointments: 

216-778-7835

 

 

Northeast Ohio Celiac Network:  
www.neohioceliac.com

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
>>>"Academy President" <president@eatright.org> 05/22/17 1:20 PM >>>

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

 

Renew and Be Part of the Celebration

 

Hi Trisha, 

  

My name is Donna S. Martin. I have been a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for

more than 40 years, and it is my privilege to be serving as the Academy’s 2017-2018 President.

The Academy has been an invaluable part of my career as a registered dietitian nutritionist, and I

am certain that Academy membership enhances your career as well. For this reason, I am writing

to personally encourage you to renew your Academy membership for the coming year. 

  

During 2017, we mark the centennial of the Academy’s founding. Today, as the largest

organization of food and nutrition experts in the world, the Academy provides resources in more

than 25 specialties within the profession – from renal to diabetes, to nutrition education and sports

nutrition – all in one location. You don’t have to search dozens of sites or join multiple

organizations; the Academy does the heavy lifting for you. 

  

You can renew online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew or by calling the Academy’s Member

Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (weekdays, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central Time).

International callers can reach us at +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000. 

  

Don’t miss out on the advantages of Academy membership and the excitement of our centennial

celebration and our Second Century! Please join me and renew today. 
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Sincerely, 

  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 President 2017-2018 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This membership email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future membership emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: tlyons@metrohealth.org

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2015. All Rights Reserved.

 

 

 
 
 
MetroHealth’s Mission: Leading the way to a healthier you and a healthier community
through service, teaching, discovery and teamwork. This email and all attachments that may
have been included are intended only for the use of the party to whom/which the email is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or the employee or agent of the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from printing, storing,
disseminating, distributing, or copying this communication. If you have received this notification in
error, please contact the Interim Privacy Officer at 216-778-7751. For a copy of our Notice of
Privacy Practices, please visit http://www.metrohealth.org/financial-services/privacy-policy 
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1429. Read: FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: President <President@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 17:55:47

Subject: Read: FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy

Membership

Attachment: unknown_name_btbvv

Your message  

 

  To: Donna Martin  

  Subject: FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership  

  Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 5:51:37 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)  

 

 was read on Monday, May 22, 2017 5:55:47 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada). 
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Final-recipient: RFC822; DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: GapV6uLAf0q53VUhpsJHwg==
Original-Message-ID:
	<BLUPR03MB15079D1EE62657A4BFEBC57CD1F80@BLUPR03MB1507.namprd03.prod.outlook.com>
X-Display-Name: Donna Martin



unknown_name_btbvv



1430. FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

From: President <President@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 17:55:25

Subject: FW: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

Attachment: image003.png
image005.png
image006.jpg
image007.jpg

Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership 

 

 

From: Spangler, Anne [mailto:Anne.Spangler@hfit.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 4:31 PM 

 To: President 

 Subject: RE: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

 

 

Hello Donna – and thank you for the reminder to renew my AND membership.

 

 

It’s been 35 years, but you may remember me from your Augusta Area Dietetic Internship class of

1981-1982—the very first! It’s almost unimaginable that 35 years have passed. 

 

Congratulations on your elected role of AND President! Wishing you a productive and gratifying

term. Proud that you are representing Georgia at this national level!

 

 

Perhaps there will be an opportunity to re-connect in person at some point. That would be nice.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Anne

 

 

ANNE SPANGLER, MS, RDN, LD

 

Product Manager
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HealthFitness

 

Phone: 770.928.9205 

Fax: 770.928.9205 (please call first)

 

Email: anne.spangler@hfit.com

 

Time Zone: Eastern Daylight Time

 
www.healthfitness.com  

 
       

 

 

 

 

From: Academy President [mailto:president@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 12:59 PM 

 To: Spangler, Anne <Anne.Spangler@hfit.com> 

 Subject: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership

 

 

CAUTION - THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL. Do not open attachments or click links from unknown

sources or unexpected email. 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

 

 

Renew and Be Part of the Celebration

 

Hi Anne, 

  

My name is Donna S. Martin. I have been a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for

more than 40 years, and it is my privilege to be serving as the Academy’s 2017-2018 President.

The Academy has been an invaluable part of my career as a registered dietitian nutritionist, and I

am certain that Academy membership enhances your career as well. For this reason, I am writing

to personally encourage you to renew your Academy membership for the coming year. 

  

During 2017, we mark the centennial of the Academy’s founding. Today, as the largest
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organization of food and nutrition experts in the world, the Academy provides resources in more

than 25 specialties within the profession – from renal to diabetes, to nutrition education and sports

nutrition – all in one location. You don’t have to search dozens of sites or join multiple

organizations; the Academy does the heavy lifting for you. 

  

You can renew online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew or by calling the Academy’s Member

Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (weekdays, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central Time).

International callers can reach us at +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000. 

  

Don’t miss out on the advantages of Academy membership and the excitement of our centennial

celebration and our Second Century! Please join me and renew today. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 President 2017-2018 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This membership email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future membership emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: anne.spangler@hfit.com

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2015. All Rights Reserved.

 

 

NOTICE:  This message and all attachments transmitted with it may contain sensitive and/or

confidential information intended solely for the use of the addressee. If the reader of this message

is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any reading, dissemination, distribution,

copying, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received

this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message and all

copies and backups thereof. If you choose to communicate with us by email, you should be aware

that the security of incoming Internet email is not secure. We strongly encourage you to use

encrypted email when sending sensitive and/or confidential information. By sending sensitive or

confidential email messages that are not encrypted, you accept the risks of such lack of security

and possible lack of confidentiality. If you elect to communicate from your workplace computer,
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you also should be aware that your employer and its agents have access to email communications

between you and us. 
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1431. Action/Attention Requested: 2017 LPPC Monthly Meeting-May

From: crhone@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 17:21:35

Subject: Action/Attention Requested: 2017 LPPC Monthly Meeting-May

Attachment:

 
May 22, 2017  
 

Dear LPPC Leaders:

 

Agenda items for Friday’s meeting have been uploaded to the LPPC Community of Interest which

can be accessed here.  The following items are still outstanding and will be available no later than

COB tomorrow:

 

4.0(a) April LPPC Meeting Minutes

 

A combined PDF of all documents will be made available prior to Friday’s meeting. As a reminder,

the information needed to access the meeting is detailed below:

 

Step 1: Log into the webinar via the personalized link provided here.

 

The meeting password is: LPPC17

 

Step 2: Follow the audio prompts to use the “CALL ME” feature to have the Web-Ex system dial

you in the audio portion of the meeting.  This will sync your computer and the audio together

accordingly.  Do not dial into the meeting directly when connecting to Web-Ex unless you do not

have a direct dial phone number (If you do not have a direct dial phone number, please select the

option to dial-in from the drop-down menu – the number will be provided).  By using the Call Me

feature, the system will sync your web and audio connections together under your attendee name

in Web-Ex.

 

Note: For those individuals unable to participate in the web portion of the meeting and/or do not

have a direct dial phone number, you can dial in to the meeting as follows:

 

Dial In: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 As always, if you have any questions I am happy to assist!
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Regards,

 
Christine A. Rhone 
 Office Administrator 
 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW 
 Suite 460 
 Washington DC 20036 
 O: 202.775.8277 ext. 6017 
 F: 202.775.8284
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1432. RE: Opening Keynote - Option #2

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 17:06:13

Subject: RE: Opening Keynote - Option #2

Attachment: image001.png

I agree that Sanjay is by far the #1 choice, but let me know more after you look at the back up.

 

 

Sanjay/CNN is tricky.  It will take up to 10 days for CNN to clear our offer as it is really up to them.

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 4:03 PM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

 

 

My first thought is that he is cute. That always helps. I am going to hold out hope for Sanjay. We

are lobbyists for an organization that supports the work he does. Not one that is really selling stuff

unless you count selling prevention.  That is my story anyway. I will check more into this guy

tomorrow.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:15 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna-

 

 

Sanjay is available, but I am trying to clear the concerns and limitations he has with CNN about

not speaking for anyone with active lobbyists (4 people in the DC office are registered lobbyists).
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If that is a sticking point for us to be unable to get him, here is another option to consider…Bert

consistently gets Standing “O’s” at TEDX and other keynotes.  Thoughts?

 

 

 

 

<image002.jpg>BERT JACOBS – CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OPTIMIST OF LIFE

IS GOOD

 

Known for their lifestyle brand spreading the power of optimism and helping kids in need, Bert and

John Jacobs have grown a social following of 2.5 million optimists and counting over the past 20

years of their business. From selling their designs at street fairs to, today, over 4,500 retailers

nationwide carrying Life is good products, the company’s growth and success lies in its connection

to the community. The company donates 10 percent of its net profits to The Life is good Kids

Foundation. Bert and the company have been featured on CNNMoney, CNBC’s Business

Nation, ABC Nightline, NBC’s The Today Show, and in The New York Times, Wall Street

Journal, Inc., Men’s Health and Men’s Journal, among others. 

 

 

The Life is good Company spreads the power of optimism and donates 10 percent of its net profits

to help kids in need. The company has raised $11 million for kids in need to date, principally

through Life is good products, events and community fundraising efforts. Life is good® is a

registered trademark of The Life is good Company.

 

 

The Life is good Kids Foundation is an accredited 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization established by

Life is good to raise money to help kids in need. The Life is good Kids Foundation directly funds

the Life is good Playmakers program, which provides training and support to childcare

professionals who use these tools to ensure that children grow up feeling safe, loved and joyful.

Life is good donates 10 percent of its net profits to help kids in need through The Life is good Kids

Foundation. 

 

Mr. Jacobs’ honorarium is the $65,000 to $70,000 range plus First Class travel and expenses. For

additional information, please visit: Bert Jacobs' Webpage 

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement
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312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1433. Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 17:02:36

Subject: Re: Opening Keynote - Option #2

Attachment: image002.jpg
image003.png

My first thought is that he is cute. That always helps. I am going to hold out hope for Sanjay. We

are lobbyists for an organization that supports the work he does. Not one that is really selling stuff

unless you count selling prevention.  That is my story anyway. I will check more into this guy

tomorrow.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:15 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna-

 

 

Sanjay is available, but I am trying to clear the concerns and limitations he has with CNN about

not speaking for anyone with active lobbyists (4 people in the DC office are registered lobbyists).

 

 

If that is a sticking point for us to be unable to get him, here is another option to consider…Bert

consistently gets Standing “O’s” at TEDX and other keynotes.  Thoughts?

 

 

 

 

<image002.jpg>BERT JACOBS – CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OPTIMIST OF LIFE

IS GOOD

 

Known for their lifestyle brand spreading the power of optimism and helping kids in need, Bert and

John Jacobs have grown a social following of 2.5 million optimists and counting over the past 20

years of their business. From selling their designs at street fairs to, today, over 4,500 retailers

nationwide carrying Life is good products, the company’s growth and success lies in its connection

to the community. The company donates 10 percent of its net profits to The Life is good Kids

Foundation. Bert and the company have been featured on CNNMoney, CNBC’s Business

Nation, ABC Nightline, NBC’s The Today Show, and in The New York Times, Wall Street

Journal, Inc., Men’s Health and Men’s Journal, among others. 
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The Life is good Company spreads the power of optimism and donates 10 percent of its net profits

to help kids in need. The company has raised $11 million for kids in need to date, principally

through Life is good products, events and community fundraising efforts. Life is good® is a

registered trademark of The Life is good Company.

 

 

The Life is good Kids Foundation is an accredited 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization established by

Life is good to raise money to help kids in need. The Life is good Kids Foundation directly funds

the Life is good Playmakers program, which provides training and support to childcare

professionals who use these tools to ensure that children grow up feeling safe, loved and joyful.

Life is good donates 10 percent of its net profits to help kids in need through The Life is good Kids

Foundation. 

 

Mr. Jacobs’ honorarium is the $65,000 to $70,000 range plus First Class travel and expenses. For

additional information, please visit: Bert Jacobs' Webpage 

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1434. Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 17:00:14

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

Attachment:

I agree-  I did not want it to come from Linda. Just was curious if she thought she should take the

lead on this- which she shouldn't.   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:57 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I agree it needs to come from the CEO. I think we need to continue to push the member focused

over the member driven mantra.  Let's put it in our talking points for the retreat or get Glenn

Tecker to address it.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:21 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

No, Doris was suggesting that the response come from Linda. I disagree and am afraid that Stacia

will then want to "engage" the delegates in rethinking the decision. That's why it's better coming

from me or Diane since it went to 

some of the DPGs. Elevating it to the highest leaders gives it credence.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
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On May 22, 2017, at 2:37 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Thanks for keeping us in the loop. Funny, I did not get her email. I think she is a little late to the

party. Where was she the last 5 years? Maybe we should say something about engaged

members!!! Did Linda write that letter?  

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 3:05 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 22, 2017 at 2:02:13 PM CDT  

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

One more thing and I heard someone say it at the Board meeting too-- that we are member driven.

We are member focused, which we decided was the terminology to be used per Sandra Gill's

recommendation at the Board retreat in New Orleans. The Board agreed. Joan, is that the term --

member focused-please see notes. Thanks.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:58 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

In my mind it's a bit of a disconnect for Linda to do it when it's an organizational issue. I don't want

her to get the idea to send It to the House, like was done w the NDA. There's a line in the Q&A

about the legalities of selecting a name ( why the Board did it) which may be of help to squelch her

unmmm creativity. I can send it or Diane can as she offered because of Stacia's reaching out to

the DPGs and affiliates. I hate to elevate these issues which waste everyone's time to the

President or Speaker. It gives an importance to this issue which it doesn't deserve.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 10:14 AM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I suggest this come from Speaker of the HOD rather than Lucille.

 

 

DRAFT FOR REVIEW

 

 

Dear Stacia: 

Thank you for your email. The two items you mention, the name change and the optional RDN

credential, were widely shared with members at all every stage of planning and discussion and

members’ feedback was taken into account. As you may know, the Board of Directors sets and

monitors the strategic direction for the organization and the profession, and works closely with the

House of Delegates. In fact six members of the House Leadership Team serve on the Academy’s

Board of Directors. At the time these decisions were made, I served on the Academy’s Board as a

Director and I fully supported both. 

 

Following our name change in 2012, the Academy experienced a noticeable increase in the

numbers of organizations who were interested in collaborating with us on initiatives to improve the

public’s health – in many cases, these are initiatives in which the Academy is taking the lead. Our

media coverage also increased significantly, over 7 billion impressions, after the name change. In

short, our objectives in making the change were achieved.
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Regarding the RDN credential, let me emphasize that this credential is offered as an option to RDs

who want to convey the nutrition aspect of the credential to the public and to other health

practitioners. Use of the RDN credential is totally optional.

 

 

I hope this is helpful to you.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Farr

 

Speaker of the House

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 11:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos 

 Cc: Doris Acosta; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 

I was with Lucille when Milton texted her to beware and not get into a # match. I would like to see

the reply before it is sent. Doris, we have the version that talks about how many more impressions

we received within a few months and being invited to the table. This does not warrant an extensive

reply even though it went to the affiliates. It's about who we are and what we do. Short response

 and to the point. Say something like since implementation (blank) years ago, the expected.

outcome was achieved . 

 

I know I wrote before, but I'm astounded about this though not completely surprised. We still have

appeals about grandfathering which occurred in 1969.  

  

Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org
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On May 20, 2017, at 3:49 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks!   

On May 20, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely. I will gather the information once I land.

 

 

Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 

 www.eatright.org

 

From: Diane Enos 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 4:37:08 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

Appears we all received it.

 

 

Can I connect with you on Monday to pull the master letters/response template about the positive

outcomes from when we changed our name.  Also, the one we used when RDN went into effect?

 

 

Since she blasted it out on one affiliate listserv and three DPG listservs, I am happy to send a

response to her.

 

 

Diane 

 On May 20, 2017, at 3:53 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

FYI ... Stacia is complaining about the name change as well as adding nutritionist to the credential.

She originally wrote to the membership email. Now she copied Andy Bellatti's DFPI group, as well

as several DPG listservs.
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From: Stacia Nordin, RD [ Stacia Nordin, RD [mailto:nordinmalawi@gmail.com] 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 12:54 PM 

 To: AODA-Members@yahoogroups.com; HENDPG@yahoogroups.com;

FoodCulinaryProfs@yahoogroups.com; nepdpg@yahoogroups.com; DFPI <

integritydietitians@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Academy Member Services <Alias_ced6c0@eatright.onmicrosoft.com>; President <

President@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 
 
Dear fellow members, 

 

 

I have two issues that I think will better our nutrition and dietetics membership organization, and

I'm wondering if anyone else out there feels the same.  I outline the issues below in a message to

our "membership" address - maybe it doesn't work any longer as I've not heard back. 

 

 

If these two issues are of concern to you as well, maybe we could have a small group to write two

short documents for consideration in the house of delegates discussions and decision making

process?

 

 

Stacia

 

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: "Stacia Nordin, RD" <nordinmalawi@gmail.com> 

 Date: 9 April 2017 at 07:44:23 CAT 

 To: membership@eatright.org 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 
 
Dear colleague, 
  
How can we start a dialogue about our identity as an organization?  I somehow missed, as I
believe many others did as well two things that still leave me unsettled: 
 1 - Changing our name from the American Dietetic Association to the Academy. 
 2 - Adding Nutritionist to Dietitian coming up with a new term Dietitian Nutritionist 
 I believe this has taken our membership organization in the wrong direction.  
 
I can live with people taking on Nutritionist to their title, I often call myself a Nutritionist as some
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audiences I work with absorb this term better.  But, I think the dialogue around changes like this
need full discussion among members and that is where I would like to focus my efforts.  We are a
membership organizations and it should function at the will of its members, only.  It should be an
extremely democratic organization and have democratic systems in place.  We need lots of
discussions and membership votes for making major changes, not through a house of delegates,
but through membership voting. 
  
I would like to start a discussion within our membership about changing our name and acronym to:

 
 
American Nutrition and Dietetic Association, ANDA. 
  
I would like to discuss and institute new processes for annual membership voting alongside voting
for our leadership. 
  
Looking forward to your thoughts on this, 
  
Stacia

 

-- 

Stacia Nordin, RD (Registered Dietitian)

 

 

NeverEndingFood, PDN x-124 Crossroads, Lilongwe, Malawi

 

(+265) 999.333.073 (Malawi is +2 GMT)

 

StaciaAtWork (Skype)

 
NordinMalawi@gmail.com

 
www.NeverEndingFood.org/Sustainable-Nutrition-Manual

 
https://www.facebook.com/nordinmalawi

 
https://twitter.com/NeverEndingFood

 

 

Co-Author of the Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

 

Nutrition Security in Developing Nations: Sustainable Food, Water and

Health. JAND. 2013; 113(4);581-595.  

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-

papers/position-papers/nutrition-security-in-developing-nations-

sustainable-food-water-and-health
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1435. Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 16:57:23

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

Attachment:

I agree it needs to come from the CEO. I think we need to continue to push the member focused

over the member driven mantra.  Let's put it in our talking points for the retreat or get Glenn

Tecker to address it.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:21 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

No, Doris was suggesting that the response come from Linda. I disagree and am afraid that Stacia

will then want to "engage" the delegates in rethinking the decision. That's why it's better coming

from me or Diane since it went to 

some of the DPGs. Elevating it to the highest leaders gives it credence.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 2:37 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Thanks for keeping us in the loop. Funny, I did not get her email. I think she is a little late to the

party. Where was she the last 5 years? Maybe we should say something about engaged

members!!! Did Linda write that letter?  

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 
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Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 3:05 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 22, 2017 at 2:02:13 PM CDT  

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

One more thing and I heard someone say it at the Board meeting too-- that we are member driven.

We are member focused, which we decided was the terminology to be used per Sandra Gill's

recommendation at the Board retreat in New Orleans. The Board agreed. Joan, is that the term --

member focused-please see notes. Thanks.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:58 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

In my mind it's a bit of a disconnect for Linda to do it when it's an organizational issue. I don't want

her to get the idea to send It to the House, like was done w the NDA. There's a line in the Q&A

about the legalities of selecting a name ( why the Board did it) which may be of help to squelch her

unmmm creativity. I can send it or Diane can as she offered because of Stacia's reaching out to

the DPGs and affiliates. I hate to elevate these issues which waste everyone's time to the

President or Speaker. It gives an importance to this issue which it doesn't deserve.   
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Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 10:14 AM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I suggest this come from Speaker of the HOD rather than Lucille.

 

 

DRAFT FOR REVIEW

 

 

Dear Stacia: 

Thank you for your email. The two items you mention, the name change and the optional RDN

credential, were widely shared with members at all every stage of planning and discussion and

members’ feedback was taken into account. As you may know, the Board of Directors sets and

monitors the strategic direction for the organization and the profession, and works closely with the

House of Delegates. In fact six members of the House Leadership Team serve on the Academy’s

Board of Directors. At the time these decisions were made, I served on the Academy’s Board as a

Director and I fully supported both. 

 

Following our name change in 2012, the Academy experienced a noticeable increase in the

numbers of organizations who were interested in collaborating with us on initiatives to improve the

public’s health – in many cases, these are initiatives in which the Academy is taking the lead. Our

media coverage also increased significantly, over 7 billion impressions, after the name change. In

short, our objectives in making the change were achieved.

 

 

Regarding the RDN credential, let me emphasize that this credential is offered as an option to RDs

who want to convey the nutrition aspect of the credential to the public and to other health

practitioners. Use of the RDN credential is totally optional.

 

 

I hope this is helpful to you.

 

 

Best regards,
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Linda Farr

 

Speaker of the House

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 11:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos 

 Cc: Doris Acosta; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 

I was with Lucille when Milton texted her to beware and not get into a # match. I would like to see

the reply before it is sent. Doris, we have the version that talks about how many more impressions

we received within a few months and being invited to the table. This does not warrant an extensive

reply even though it went to the affiliates. It's about who we are and what we do. Short response

 and to the point. Say something like since implementation (blank) years ago, the expected.

outcome was achieved . 

 

I know I wrote before, but I'm astounded about this though not completely surprised. We still have

appeals about grandfathering which occurred in 1969.  

  

Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org

 
 
On May 20, 2017, at 3:49 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks!   

On May 20, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely. I will gather the information once I land.

 

 

Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 
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 www.eatright.org

 

From: Diane Enos 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 4:37:08 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

Appears we all received it.

 

 

Can I connect with you on Monday to pull the master letters/response template about the positive

outcomes from when we changed our name.  Also, the one we used when RDN went into effect?

 

 

Since she blasted it out on one affiliate listserv and three DPG listservs, I am happy to send a

response to her.

 

 

Diane 

 On May 20, 2017, at 3:53 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

FYI ... Stacia is complaining about the name change as well as adding nutritionist to the credential.

She originally wrote to the membership email. Now she copied Andy Bellatti's DFPI group, as well

as several DPG listservs.

 

 

 

From: Stacia Nordin, RD [ Stacia Nordin, RD [mailto:nordinmalawi@gmail.com] 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 12:54 PM 

 To: AODA-Members@yahoogroups.com; HENDPG@yahoogroups.com;

FoodCulinaryProfs@yahoogroups.com; nepdpg@yahoogroups.com; DFPI <

integritydietitians@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Academy Member Services <Alias_ced6c0@eatright.onmicrosoft.com>; President <

President@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 
 
Dear fellow members, 
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I have two issues that I think will better our nutrition and dietetics membership organization, and

I'm wondering if anyone else out there feels the same.  I outline the issues below in a message to

our "membership" address - maybe it doesn't work any longer as I've not heard back. 

 

 

If these two issues are of concern to you as well, maybe we could have a small group to write two

short documents for consideration in the house of delegates discussions and decision making

process?

 

 

Stacia

 

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: "Stacia Nordin, RD" <nordinmalawi@gmail.com> 

 Date: 9 April 2017 at 07:44:23 CAT 

 To: membership@eatright.org 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 
 
Dear colleague, 
  
How can we start a dialogue about our identity as an organization?  I somehow missed, as I
believe many others did as well two things that still leave me unsettled: 
 1 - Changing our name from the American Dietetic Association to the Academy. 
 2 - Adding Nutritionist to Dietitian coming up with a new term Dietitian Nutritionist 
 I believe this has taken our membership organization in the wrong direction.  
 
I can live with people taking on Nutritionist to their title, I often call myself a Nutritionist as some
audiences I work with absorb this term better.  But, I think the dialogue around changes like this
need full discussion among members and that is where I would like to focus my efforts.  We are a
membership organizations and it should function at the will of its members, only.  It should be an
extremely democratic organization and have democratic systems in place.  We need lots of
discussions and membership votes for making major changes, not through a house of delegates,
but through membership voting. 
  
I would like to start a discussion within our membership about changing our name and acronym to:

 
 
American Nutrition and Dietetic Association, ANDA. 
  
I would like to discuss and institute new processes for annual membership voting alongside voting
for our leadership. 
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Looking forward to your thoughts on this, 
  
Stacia

 

-- 

Stacia Nordin, RD (Registered Dietitian)

 

 

NeverEndingFood, PDN x-124 Crossroads, Lilongwe, Malawi

 

(+265) 999.333.073 (Malawi is +2 GMT)

 

StaciaAtWork (Skype)

 
NordinMalawi@gmail.com

 
www.NeverEndingFood.org/Sustainable-Nutrition-Manual

 
https://www.facebook.com/nordinmalawi

 
https://twitter.com/NeverEndingFood

 

 

Co-Author of the Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

 

Nutrition Security in Developing Nations: Sustainable Food, Water and

Health. JAND. 2013; 113(4);581-595.  

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-

papers/position-papers/nutrition-security-in-developing-nations-

sustainable-food-water-and-health
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1436. Re: How cute is this?? 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 16:54:20

Subject: Re: How cute is this?? 

Attachment:

Me too! Both up and coming leaders. It is a keeper.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 4:34 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Love this photo!  

 

_____________________________________________  

From: Beth Labrador  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 2:29 PM  

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <

Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Subject: How cute is this?? 

 

 

<<File: DSC_0547.JPG >>

 

 

 

Beth Labrador  

Development Director  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

312-899-4821  

www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1437. RE: How cute is this?? 

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 16:34:13

Subject: RE: How cute is this?? 

Attachment:

Love this photo!  

 

_____________________________________________  

From: Beth Labrador  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 2:29 PM  

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Subject: How cute is this?? 

 

 

<<File: DSC_0547.JPG >>

 

 

 

Beth Labrador  

Development Director  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

312-899-4821  

www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1438. Expense report approved

From: Expense reporting system <No-replyapproval@eatright.org>

To: Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Schwaba Joan <jschwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 16:22:31

Subject: Expense report approved

Attachment:

 

Expense report has been approved by Schwaba Joan

 

Thank you
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1439. Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 16:21:49

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

Attachment:

No, Doris was suggesting that the response come from Linda. I disagree and am afraid that Stacia

will then want to "engage" the delegates in rethinking the decision. That's why it's better coming

from me or Diane since it went to 

some of the DPGs. Elevating it to the highest leaders gives it credence.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 2:37 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Thanks for keeping us in the loop. Funny, I did not get her email. I think she is a little late to the

party. Where was she the last 5 years? Maybe we should say something about engaged

members!!! Did Linda write that letter?  

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 3:05 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 22, 2017 at 2:02:13 PM CDT  

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

One more thing and I heard someone say it at the Board meeting too-- that we are member driven.

We are member focused, which we decided was the terminology to be used per Sandra Gill's

recommendation at the Board retreat in New Orleans. The Board agreed. Joan, is that the term --

member focused-please see notes. Thanks.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:58 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

In my mind it's a bit of a disconnect for Linda to do it when it's an organizational issue. I don't want

her to get the idea to send It to the House, like was done w the NDA. There's a line in the Q&A

about the legalities of selecting a name ( why the Board did it) which may be of help to squelch her

unmmm creativity. I can send it or Diane can as she offered because of Stacia's reaching out to

the DPGs and affiliates. I hate to elevate these issues which waste everyone's time to the

President or Speaker. It gives an importance to this issue which it doesn't deserve.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 10:14 AM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
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I suggest this come from Speaker of the HOD rather than Lucille.

 

 

DRAFT FOR REVIEW

 

 

Dear Stacia: 

Thank you for your email. The two items you mention, the name change and the optional RDN

credential, were widely shared with members at all every stage of planning and discussion and

members’ feedback was taken into account. As you may know, the Board of Directors sets and

monitors the strategic direction for the organization and the profession, and works closely with the

House of Delegates. In fact six members of the House Leadership Team serve on the Academy’s

Board of Directors. At the time these decisions were made, I served on the Academy’s Board as a

Director and I fully supported both. 

 

Following our name change in 2012, the Academy experienced a noticeable increase in the

numbers of organizations who were interested in collaborating with us on initiatives to improve the

public’s health – in many cases, these are initiatives in which the Academy is taking the lead. Our

media coverage also increased significantly, over 7 billion impressions, after the name change. In

short, our objectives in making the change were achieved.

 

 

Regarding the RDN credential, let me emphasize that this credential is offered as an option to RDs

who want to convey the nutrition aspect of the credential to the public and to other health

practitioners. Use of the RDN credential is totally optional.

 

 

I hope this is helpful to you.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Farr

 

Speaker of the House

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 11:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos 
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 Cc: Doris Acosta; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 

I was with Lucille when Milton texted her to beware and not get into a # match. I would like to see

the reply before it is sent. Doris, we have the version that talks about how many more impressions

we received within a few months and being invited to the table. This does not warrant an extensive

reply even though it went to the affiliates. It's about who we are and what we do. Short response

 and to the point. Say something like since implementation (blank) years ago, the expected.

outcome was achieved . 

 

I know I wrote before, but I'm astounded about this though not completely surprised. We still have

appeals about grandfathering which occurred in 1969.  

  

Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org

 
 
On May 20, 2017, at 3:49 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks!   

On May 20, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely. I will gather the information once I land.

 

 

Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 

 www.eatright.org

 

From: Diane Enos 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 4:37:08 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 
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Appears we all received it.

 

 

Can I connect with you on Monday to pull the master letters/response template about the positive

outcomes from when we changed our name.  Also, the one we used when RDN went into effect?

 

 

Since she blasted it out on one affiliate listserv and three DPG listservs, I am happy to send a

response to her.

 

 

Diane 

 On May 20, 2017, at 3:53 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

FYI ... Stacia is complaining about the name change as well as adding nutritionist to the credential.

She originally wrote to the membership email. Now she copied Andy Bellatti's DFPI group, as well

as several DPG listservs.

 

 

 

From: Stacia Nordin, RD [ Stacia Nordin, RD [mailto:nordinmalawi@gmail.com] 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 12:54 PM 

 To: AODA-Members@yahoogroups.com; HENDPG@yahoogroups.com;

FoodCulinaryProfs@yahoogroups.com; nepdpg@yahoogroups.com; DFPI <

integritydietitians@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Academy Member Services <Alias_ced6c0@eatright.onmicrosoft.com>; President <

President@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 
 
Dear fellow members, 

 

 

I have two issues that I think will better our nutrition and dietetics membership organization, and

I'm wondering if anyone else out there feels the same.  I outline the issues below in a message to

our "membership" address - maybe it doesn't work any longer as I've not heard back. 

 

 

If these two issues are of concern to you as well, maybe we could have a small group to write two

short documents for consideration in the house of delegates discussions and decision making

process?
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Stacia

 

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: "Stacia Nordin, RD" <nordinmalawi@gmail.com> 

 Date: 9 April 2017 at 07:44:23 CAT 

 To: membership@eatright.org 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 
 
Dear colleague, 
  
How can we start a dialogue about our identity as an organization?  I somehow missed, as I
believe many others did as well two things that still leave me unsettled: 
 1 - Changing our name from the American Dietetic Association to the Academy. 
 2 - Adding Nutritionist to Dietitian coming up with a new term Dietitian Nutritionist 
 I believe this has taken our membership organization in the wrong direction.  
 
I can live with people taking on Nutritionist to their title, I often call myself a Nutritionist as some
audiences I work with absorb this term better.  But, I think the dialogue around changes like this
need full discussion among members and that is where I would like to focus my efforts.  We are a
membership organizations and it should function at the will of its members, only.  It should be an
extremely democratic organization and have democratic systems in place.  We need lots of
discussions and membership votes for making major changes, not through a house of delegates,
but through membership voting. 
  
I would like to start a discussion within our membership about changing our name and acronym to:

 
 
American Nutrition and Dietetic Association, ANDA. 
  
I would like to discuss and institute new processes for annual membership voting alongside voting
for our leadership. 
  
Looking forward to your thoughts on this, 
  
Stacia

 

-- 

Stacia Nordin, RD (Registered Dietitian)
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NeverEndingFood, PDN x-124 Crossroads, Lilongwe, Malawi

 

(+265) 999.333.073 (Malawi is +2 GMT)

 

StaciaAtWork (Skype)

 
NordinMalawi@gmail.com

 
www.NeverEndingFood.org/Sustainable-Nutrition-Manual

 
https://www.facebook.com/nordinmalawi

 
https://twitter.com/NeverEndingFood

 

 

Co-Author of the Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

 

Nutrition Security in Developing Nations: Sustainable Food, Water and

Health. JAND. 2013; 113(4);581-595.  

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-

papers/position-papers/nutrition-security-in-developing-nations-

sustainable-food-water-and-health
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1440. Opening Keynote - Option #2

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 16:15:32

Subject: Opening Keynote - Option #2

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image003.png

Hi Donna-

 

 

Sanjay is available, but I am trying to clear the concerns and limitations he has with CNN about

not speaking for anyone with active lobbyists (4 people in the DC office are registered lobbyists).

 

 

If that is a sticking point for us to be unable to get him, here is another option to consider…Bert

consistently gets Standing “O’s” at TEDX and other keynotes.  Thoughts?

 

 

 

 

BERT JACOBS – CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OPTIMIST OF LIFE IS GOOD

 

Known for their lifestyle brand spreading the power of optimism and helping kids in need, Bert and

John Jacobs have grown a social following of 2.5 million optimists and counting over the past 20

years of their business. From selling their designs at street fairs to, today, over 4,500 retailers

nationwide carrying Life is good products, the company’s growth and success lies in its connection

to the community. The company donates 10 percent of its net profits to The Life is good Kids

Foundation. Bert and the company have been featured on CNNMoney, CNBC’s Business

Nation, ABC Nightline, NBC’s The Today Show, and in The New York Times, Wall Street

Journal, Inc., Men’s Health and Men’s Journal, among others. 

 

 

The Life is good Company spreads the power of optimism and donates 10 percent of its net profits

to help kids in need. The company has raised $11 million for kids in need to date, principally

through Life is good products, events and community fundraising efforts. Life is good® is a

registered trademark of The Life is good Company.

 

 

The Life is good Kids Foundation is an accredited 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization established by

Life is good to raise money to help kids in need. The Life is good Kids Foundation directly funds
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the Life is good Playmakers program, which provides training and support to childcare

professionals who use these tools to ensure that children grow up feeling safe, loved and joyful.

Life is good donates 10 percent of its net profits to help kids in need through The Life is good Kids

Foundation. 

 

Mr. Jacobs’ honorarium is the $65,000 to $70,000 range plus First Class travel and expenses. For

additional information, please visit: Bert Jacobs' Webpage 

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1441. Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 15:41:05

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

Attachment:

Thanks for keeping us in the loop. Funny, I did not get her email. I think she is a little late to the

party. Where was she the last 5 years? Maybe we should say something about engaged

members!!! Did Linda write that letter?  

Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 3:05 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 22, 2017 at 2:02:13 PM CDT  

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 
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One more thing and I heard someone say it at the Board meeting too-- that we are member driven.

We are member focused, which we decided was the terminology to be used per Sandra Gill's

recommendation at the Board retreat in New Orleans. The Board agreed. Joan, is that the term --

member focused-please see notes. Thanks.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:58 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

In my mind it's a bit of a disconnect for Linda to do it when it's an organizational issue. I don't want

her to get the idea to send It to the House, like was done w the NDA. There's a line in the Q&A

about the legalities of selecting a name ( why the Board did it) which may be of help to squelch her

unmmm creativity. I can send it or Diane can as she offered because of Stacia's reaching out to

the DPGs and affiliates. I hate to elevate these issues which waste everyone's time to the

President or Speaker. It gives an importance to this issue which it doesn't deserve.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 10:14 AM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I suggest this come from Speaker of the HOD rather than Lucille.

 

 

DRAFT FOR REVIEW

 

 

Dear Stacia: 

Thank you for your email. The two items you mention, the name change and the optional RDN

credential, were widely shared with members at all every stage of planning and discussion and

members’ feedback was taken into account. As you may know, the Board of Directors sets and

monitors the strategic direction for the organization and the profession, and works closely with the

House of Delegates. In fact six members of the House Leadership Team serve on the Academy’s

Board of Directors. At the time these decisions were made, I served on the Academy’s Board as a
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Director and I fully supported both. 

 

Following our name change in 2012, the Academy experienced a noticeable increase in the

numbers of organizations who were interested in collaborating with us on initiatives to improve the

public’s health – in many cases, these are initiatives in which the Academy is taking the lead. Our

media coverage also increased significantly, over 7 billion impressions, after the name change. In

short, our objectives in making the change were achieved.

 

 

Regarding the RDN credential, let me emphasize that this credential is offered as an option to RDs

who want to convey the nutrition aspect of the credential to the public and to other health

practitioners. Use of the RDN credential is totally optional.

 

 

I hope this is helpful to you.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Farr

 

Speaker of the House

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 11:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos 

 Cc: Doris Acosta; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 

I was with Lucille when Milton texted her to beware and not get into a # match. I would like to see

the reply before it is sent. Doris, we have the version that talks about how many more impressions

we received within a few months and being invited to the table. This does not warrant an extensive

reply even though it went to the affiliates. It's about who we are and what we do. Short response

 and to the point. Say something like since implementation (blank) years ago, the expected.

outcome was achieved . 

 

I know I wrote before, but I'm astounded about this though not completely surprised. We still have

appeals about grandfathering which occurred in 1969.  
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Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org

 
 
On May 20, 2017, at 3:49 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks!   

On May 20, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely. I will gather the information once I land.

 

 

Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 

 www.eatright.org

 

From: Diane Enos 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 4:37:08 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

Appears we all received it.

 

 

Can I connect with you on Monday to pull the master letters/response template about the positive

outcomes from when we changed our name.  Also, the one we used when RDN went into effect?

 

 

Since she blasted it out on one affiliate listserv and three DPG listservs, I am happy to send a

response to her.

 

 

Diane 

 On May 20, 2017, at 3:53 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:
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FYI ... Stacia is complaining about the name change as well as adding nutritionist to the credential.

She originally wrote to the membership email. Now she copied Andy Bellatti's DFPI group, as well

as several DPG listservs.

 

 

 

From: Stacia Nordin, RD [ Stacia Nordin, RD [mailto:nordinmalawi@gmail.com] 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 12:54 PM 

 To: AODA-Members@yahoogroups.com; HENDPG@yahoogroups.com;

FoodCulinaryProfs@yahoogroups.com; nepdpg@yahoogroups.com; DFPI <

integritydietitians@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Academy Member Services <Alias_ced6c0@eatright.onmicrosoft.com>; President <

President@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 
 
Dear fellow members, 

 

 

I have two issues that I think will better our nutrition and dietetics membership organization, and

I'm wondering if anyone else out there feels the same.  I outline the issues below in a message to

our "membership" address - maybe it doesn't work any longer as I've not heard back. 

 

 

If these two issues are of concern to you as well, maybe we could have a small group to write two

short documents for consideration in the house of delegates discussions and decision making

process?

 

 

Stacia

 

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: "Stacia Nordin, RD" <nordinmalawi@gmail.com> 

 Date: 9 April 2017 at 07:44:23 CAT 

 To: membership@eatright.org 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 
 
Dear colleague, 
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How can we start a dialogue about our identity as an organization?  I somehow missed, as I
believe many others did as well two things that still leave me unsettled: 
 1 - Changing our name from the American Dietetic Association to the Academy. 
 2 - Adding Nutritionist to Dietitian coming up with a new term Dietitian Nutritionist 
 I believe this has taken our membership organization in the wrong direction.  
 
I can live with people taking on Nutritionist to their title, I often call myself a Nutritionist as some
audiences I work with absorb this term better.  But, I think the dialogue around changes like this
need full discussion among members and that is where I would like to focus my efforts.  We are a
membership organizations and it should function at the will of its members, only.  It should be an
extremely democratic organization and have democratic systems in place.  We need lots of
discussions and membership votes for making major changes, not through a house of delegates,
but through membership voting. 
  
I would like to start a discussion within our membership about changing our name and acronym to:

 
 
American Nutrition and Dietetic Association, ANDA. 
  
I would like to discuss and institute new processes for annual membership voting alongside voting
for our leadership. 
  
Looking forward to your thoughts on this, 
  
Stacia

 

-- 

Stacia Nordin, RD (Registered Dietitian)

 

 

NeverEndingFood, PDN x-124 Crossroads, Lilongwe, Malawi

 

(+265) 999.333.073 (Malawi is +2 GMT)

 

StaciaAtWork (Skype)

 
NordinMalawi@gmail.com

 
www.NeverEndingFood.org/Sustainable-Nutrition-Manual

 
https://www.facebook.com/nordinmalawi

 
https://twitter.com/NeverEndingFood
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Co-Author of the Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

 

Nutrition Security in Developing Nations: Sustainable Food, Water and

Health. JAND. 2013; 113(4);581-595.  

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-

papers/position-papers/nutrition-security-in-developing-nations-

sustainable-food-water-and-health
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1442. How cute is this?? 

From: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 15:33:15

Subject: How cute is this?? 

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg
DSC_0547.JPG

 

 

 

Beth Labrador  

Development Director  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

312-899-4821  

www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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1443. Fwd: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 15:09:17

Subject: Fwd: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

Attachment:

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 22, 2017 at 2:02:13 PM CDT  

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

One more thing and I heard someone say it at the Board meeting too-- that we are member driven.

We are member focused, which we decided was the terminology to be used per Sandra Gill's

recommendation at the Board retreat in New Orleans. The Board agreed. Joan, is that the term --

member focused-please see notes. Thanks.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:58 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
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In my mind it's a bit of a disconnect for Linda to do it when it's an organizational issue. I don't want

her to get the idea to send It to the House, like was done w the NDA. There's a line in the Q&A

about the legalities of selecting a name ( why the Board did it) which may be of help to squelch her

unmmm creativity. I can send it or Diane can as she offered because of Stacia's reaching out to

the DPGs and affiliates. I hate to elevate these issues which waste everyone's time to the

President or Speaker. It gives an importance to this issue which it doesn't deserve.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 22, 2017, at 10:14 AM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I suggest this come from Speaker of the HOD rather than Lucille.

 

 

DRAFT FOR REVIEW

 

 

Dear Stacia: 

Thank you for your email. The two items you mention, the name change and the optional RDN

credential, were widely shared with members at all every stage of planning and discussion and

members’ feedback was taken into account. As you may know, the Board of Directors sets and

monitors the strategic direction for the organization and the profession, and works closely with the

House of Delegates. In fact six members of the House Leadership Team serve on the Academy’s

Board of Directors. At the time these decisions were made, I served on the Academy’s Board as a

Director and I fully supported both. 

 

Following our name change in 2012, the Academy experienced a noticeable increase in the

numbers of organizations who were interested in collaborating with us on initiatives to improve the

public’s health – in many cases, these are initiatives in which the Academy is taking the lead. Our

media coverage also increased significantly, over 7 billion impressions, after the name change. In

short, our objectives in making the change were achieved.

 

 

Regarding the RDN credential, let me emphasize that this credential is offered as an option to RDs

who want to convey the nutrition aspect of the credential to the public and to other health

practitioners. Use of the RDN credential is totally optional.
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I hope this is helpful to you.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Farr

 

Speaker of the House

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 11:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos 

 Cc: Doris Acosta; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 

I was with Lucille when Milton texted her to beware and not get into a # match. I would like to see

the reply before it is sent. Doris, we have the version that talks about how many more impressions

we received within a few months and being invited to the table. This does not warrant an extensive

reply even though it went to the affiliates. It's about who we are and what we do. Short response

 and to the point. Say something like since implementation (blank) years ago, the expected.

outcome was achieved . 

 

I know I wrote before, but I'm astounded about this though not completely surprised. We still have

appeals about grandfathering which occurred in 1969.  

  

Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org

 
 
On May 20, 2017, at 3:49 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thanks!   

On May 20, 2017, at 4:45 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:
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Absolutely. I will gather the information once I land.

 

 

Doris Acosta 

 Chief Communications Officer 

 312/899-4822 

 www.eatright.org

 

From: Diane Enos 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 4:37:08 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak; Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: Re: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven 

 

Appears we all received it.

 

 

Can I connect with you on Monday to pull the master letters/response template about the positive

outcomes from when we changed our name.  Also, the one we used when RDN went into effect?

 

 

Since she blasted it out on one affiliate listserv and three DPG listservs, I am happy to send a

response to her.

 

 

Diane 

 On May 20, 2017, at 3:53 PM, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> wrote:

 

FYI ... Stacia is complaining about the name change as well as adding nutritionist to the credential.

She originally wrote to the membership email. Now she copied Andy Bellatti's DFPI group, as well

as several DPG listservs.

 

 

 

From: Stacia Nordin, RD [ Stacia Nordin, RD [mailto:nordinmalawi@gmail.com] 

 Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 12:54 PM 

 To: AODA-Members@yahoogroups.com; HENDPG@yahoogroups.com;

FoodCulinaryProfs@yahoogroups.com; nepdpg@yahoogroups.com; DFPI <

integritydietitians@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Academy Member Services <Alias_ced6c0@eatright.onmicrosoft.com>; President <

President@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 

 
 
Dear fellow members, 

 

 

I have two issues that I think will better our nutrition and dietetics membership organization, and

I'm wondering if anyone else out there feels the same.  I outline the issues below in a message to

our "membership" address - maybe it doesn't work any longer as I've not heard back. 

 

 

If these two issues are of concern to you as well, maybe we could have a small group to write two

short documents for consideration in the house of delegates discussions and decision making

process?

 

 

Stacia

 

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: "Stacia Nordin, RD" <nordinmalawi@gmail.com> 

 Date: 9 April 2017 at 07:44:23 CAT 

 To: membership@eatright.org 

 Subject: Membership Organization - an Association that is member driven

 
 
Dear colleague, 
  
How can we start a dialogue about our identity as an organization?  I somehow missed, as I
believe many others did as well two things that still leave me unsettled: 
 1 - Changing our name from the American Dietetic Association to the Academy. 
 2 - Adding Nutritionist to Dietitian coming up with a new term Dietitian Nutritionist 
 I believe this has taken our membership organization in the wrong direction.  
 
I can live with people taking on Nutritionist to their title, I often call myself a Nutritionist as some
audiences I work with absorb this term better.  But, I think the dialogue around changes like this
need full discussion among members and that is where I would like to focus my efforts.  We are a
membership organizations and it should function at the will of its members, only.  It should be an
extremely democratic organization and have democratic systems in place.  We need lots of
discussions and membership votes for making major changes, not through a house of delegates,
but through membership voting. 
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I would like to start a discussion within our membership about changing our name and acronym to:

 
 
American Nutrition and Dietetic Association, ANDA. 
  
I would like to discuss and institute new processes for annual membership voting alongside voting
for our leadership. 
  
Looking forward to your thoughts on this, 
  
Stacia

 

-- 

Stacia Nordin, RD (Registered Dietitian)

 

 

NeverEndingFood, PDN x-124 Crossroads, Lilongwe, Malawi

 

(+265) 999.333.073 (Malawi is +2 GMT)

 

StaciaAtWork (Skype)

 
NordinMalawi@gmail.com

 
www.NeverEndingFood.org/Sustainable-Nutrition-Manual

 
https://www.facebook.com/nordinmalawi

 
https://twitter.com/NeverEndingFood

 

 

Co-Author of the Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

 

Nutrition Security in Developing Nations: Sustainable Food, Water and

Health. JAND. 2013; 113(4);581-595.  

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-

papers/position-papers/nutrition-security-in-developing-nations-

sustainable-food-water-and-health
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1444. Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 14:05:47

Subject: Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

Attachment: image011.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg

I don't really think you need my advice on this since we are both thinking exactly along the same

lines. :) So go ahead and tell me who should be 2 and 3 on the list?  :)

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 2:00 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote 

 

That was mine as well.  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 
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120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:57 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

My first thought is definitely Sanjay Gupta.  Look into him and I will work to see what my second

choice is.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 1:31 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote 

 

Gut reaction to any of the below? 
 

Fyi- don't fret about prices...those are negotiation points for me. 
 

 

DANICA PATRICK – FIRST FEMALE NASCAR DRIVER
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Danica Patrick is one of the biggest names on the racing circuit with a talent and dedication that

makes her stand out in the crowd. She maintains focus and class while standing square in the

white hot spotlight of auto-racing’s biggest stage. The high speeds with which she races are

matched only by the high emphasis she places on excellence in her off-track endeavors which

include TV host, spokesperson, cover model, author, actor and more. Patrick appeals to a wide

audience and has graced covers such as ESPN the Magazine, SHAPE, and Sports Illustrated,

and has twice been featured in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. Recognizing the power she

has as a pop-icon, Danica lends her support to various charitable causes. A multi-faceted pop-

icon, Danica is always in the driver's seat, whether on or off the track. 

 

 

·         Danica Patrick's Video

 

·         Topics: Motivation, Achieving your dreams

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $95,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two

 

 

 

ROB REINER – ACTOR, DIRECTOR &PRODUCER

 

 

Rob Reiner has directed some of the most popular and influential motion pictures of the past two

decades, deftly moving among many styles. He has created films that win both audience

enthusiasm and critical acclaim.

 

 

The versatile filmmaker has been immersed in the entertainment business for much of his life,

succeeding first as an actor, then as a director and producer. Prior to his directorial debut, Reiner

acted in many television and feature productions. It was, however, his Emmy Award-winning work

as the son-in-law of ‘Archie Bunker’ in the hit series All in the Family that made him a household

name.

 

 

Reiner’s credits as a director of feature films include, among others, the now-legendary This is

Spinal Tap, a parody documentary about a mythical heavy metal group; Stand By Me, about four

boys coming of age in the fifties, for which he received Best Director nominations from the

Directors Guild of America and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association; the much loved fantasy 

The Princess Bride, adapted for the screen by Academy Award winner William Goldman from his
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original novel.

 

 

Reiner was a co-founder of Castle Rock Entertainment, and under that banner produced and

directed When Harry Met Sally… (Directors Guild nomination), Misery, A Few Good Men

 (Directors Guild nomination and Academy Award nomination for Best Picture), The American

President, and Ghosts of Mississippi. His recent films include The Story of Us, Alex &Emma,

Rumor Has It…, The Bucket List, and Flipped. He has recently completed Summer at Dog Dave’s

, starring Morgan Freeman. At the 2015 Toronto Film Festival, Reiner premiered Being Charlie,

written by his now clean son Nick Reiner and inspired by his son’s heroine addiction and its effects

on the family.

 

 

·         Rob Reiner's Video

 

·         Topics: Comedy, Business, Art, Current Events, Behind the scenes stories

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $100,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two

 

 

CAL RIPKEN, JR. – LEGENDARY “IRON MAN” OF BASEBALL 

Baseball’s “Iron Man,” Cal Ripken Jr. broke several professional baseball records during his 21

seasons, but none is as sacred as his consecutive-games-played record. Shattering Lou Gehrig’s

streak of 2,131 games by more than 500, Ripken displayed perseverance, endurance, and an

everyday work ethic that endeared him to fans, transformed him into a national icon—and some

argue, even saved baseball at its darkest moment. He is the author of 2004's Play Baseball the

Ripken Way, 2006's Parenting Young Athletes the Ripken Way: Ensuring the Best Experience for

Your Kids in Any Sport, and Get in the Game: 8 Elements of Perseverance That Make the

Difference, released in 2007.

 

As a celebrity and sports speaker, Cal Ripken Jr. is the personification of leadership, commitment,

and excellence. In a warm and witty presentation filled with stories from his illustrious career, he

shows how these keys to success apply to the business world as well as they do to the baseball

field. He recounts lessons learned in both victory and defeat, and insights given to him by family

members and Hall of Fame competitors alike. From his own philanthropy with the Cal Ripken, Sr.

Foundation and his dedication to helping children around the country through the Boys &Girls

Clubs and the charity NikeGo, Ripken also showcases how individuals can give back and create

new opportunities for others. One of the most popular athletes of his generation, Cal Ripken’s

example inspires audience members of all ages to achieve their own brand of success.
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Mr. Ripken’s honorarium is $65,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two (2).

 

DR. SANJAY GUPTA - CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT, CNN; MULTIPLE AWARD-

WINNING JOURNALIST, AUTHOR AND NEUROSURGEON

 

Dr. Sanjay Gupta is the multiple Emmy® award winning chief medical correspondent for CNN.

Gupta, a practicing neurosurgeon, plays an integral role in CNN's reporting on health and medical

news for all of CNN's shows domestically and internationally, and contributes to CNN.com. His

medical training and public health policy experience distinguishes his reporting from war zones

and natural disasters, as well as on a range of medical and scientific topics, including the recent

Ebola outbreak, brain injury, disaster recovery, health care reform, fitness, military medicine, and

HIV/AIDS. Additionally, Dr. Gupta is the host of Vital Signs for CNN International and Accent

Health for Turner Private Networks.

 

Gupta's passion for inspiring Americans to lead healthier, more active lives led him to launch "Fit

Nation," CNN's multi-platform anti-obesity initiative. In 2009, "Fit Nation" followed the progress of

Gupta and six CNN viewers as they inspired each other while training for a triathlon. The program

is now in its sixth year.  In 2003, Gupta was named one of PEOPLE magazine's "Sexiest Men

Alive" and a "pop culture icon" by USA Today. That same year, he also won the Humanitarian

Award from the National Press Photographers Association. In 2004, the Atlanta Press Club named

him "Journalist of the Year" and in 2009, he won both the first Health Communications

Achievement Award from the American Medical Association's Medical Communications

Conference and the Mickey Leland Humanitarian Award from the National Association for Multi-

ethnicity in Communications (NAMIC). In 2010, Gupta was honored by John F. Kennedy

University with its Laureate Award for leaders in health and wellness. 2011, Forbes magazine

named him as one of the "Ten Most Influential Celebrities."

 

Dr. Gupta’s honorarium is $90,000 plus First Class travel for two (2), Coach Class travel for one

(1), hotel and expenses for three (3).  For additional information, please visit: 

http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/sanjay-gupta/

 

 

<image015.jpg>DEEPAK CHOPRA, M.D., F.A.C.P. – FOUNDER OF THE CHOPRA CENTER

FOR WELLBEING

 

 

Deepak Chopra, M.D is the author of more than 65 books, including numerous New York

Times bestsellers. His medical training is in internal medicine and endocrinology, and he is a

Fellow of the American College of Physicians, a member of the American Association of Clinical

Endocrinologists, and an adjunct professor of Executive Programs at the Kellogg School of

Management at Northwestern University. He is also a Distinguished Executive Scholar at
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Columbia Business School, Columbia University, and a Senior Scientist at the Gallup organization.

For more than a decade, he has participated as a lecturer at the Update in Internal Medicine, an

annual event sponsored by Harvard Medical School’s Department of Continuing Education and

the Department of Medicine, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

 

 

Dr. Chopra’s honorarium is $125,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two; however, I think

he may be willing to be flexible. For additional information, please visit: Deepak Chopra’s Video

 

 
 

Carly Fiorina                       http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/carly-fiorina/

 
 

Kevin O’Leary                    http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/kevin-oleary/

 
 

Pat Lencioni                        http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/patrick-lencioni/

 
 

Susan Cain                          http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/susan-cain/

 
 

Ben Stein                             http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/ben-stein/
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1445. Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 14:04:26

Subject: Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

Attachment: image011.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg
image015.jpg
image011.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg

That was mine as well.  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 1:57 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

My first thought is definitely Sanjay Gupta.  Look into him and I will work to see what my second

choice is.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 1:31 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote 

 

Gut reaction to any of the below? 
 

Fyi- don't fret about prices...those are negotiation points for me. 
 

 

DANICA PATRICK – FIRST FEMALE NASCAR DRIVER

 

 

Danica Patrick is one of the biggest names on the racing circuit with a talent and dedication that

makes her stand out in the crowd. She maintains focus and class while standing square in the

white hot spotlight of auto-racing’s biggest stage. The high speeds with which she races are

matched only by the high emphasis she places on excellence in her off-track endeavors which

include TV host, spokesperson, cover model, author, actor and more. Patrick appeals to a wide

audience and has graced covers such as ESPN the Magazine, SHAPE, and Sports Illustrated,

and has twice been featured in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. Recognizing the power she

has as a pop-icon, Danica lends her support to various charitable causes. A multi-faceted pop-

icon, Danica is always in the driver's seat, whether on or off the track. 

 

 

·         Danica Patrick's Video

 

·         Topics: Motivation, Achieving your dreams

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $95,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two
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ROB REINER – ACTOR, DIRECTOR &PRODUCER

 

 

Rob Reiner has directed some of the most popular and influential motion pictures of the past two

decades, deftly moving among many styles. He has created films that win both audience

enthusiasm and critical acclaim.

 

 

The versatile filmmaker has been immersed in the entertainment business for much of his life,

succeeding first as an actor, then as a director and producer. Prior to his directorial debut, Reiner

acted in many television and feature productions. It was, however, his Emmy Award-winning work

as the son-in-law of ‘Archie Bunker’ in the hit series All in the Family that made him a household

name.

 

 

Reiner’s credits as a director of feature films include, among others, the now-legendary This is

Spinal Tap, a parody documentary about a mythical heavy metal group; Stand By Me, about four

boys coming of age in the fifties, for which he received Best Director nominations from the

Directors Guild of America and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association; the much loved fantasy 

The Princess Bride, adapted for the screen by Academy Award winner William Goldman from his

original novel.

 

 

Reiner was a co-founder of Castle Rock Entertainment, and under that banner produced and

directed When Harry Met Sally… (Directors Guild nomination), Misery, A Few Good Men

 (Directors Guild nomination and Academy Award nomination for Best Picture), The American

President, and Ghosts of Mississippi. His recent films include The Story of Us, Alex &Emma,

Rumor Has It…, The Bucket List, and Flipped. He has recently completed Summer at Dog Dave’s

, starring Morgan Freeman. At the 2015 Toronto Film Festival, Reiner premiered Being Charlie,

written by his now clean son Nick Reiner and inspired by his son’s heroine addiction and its effects

on the family.

 

 

·         Rob Reiner's Video

 

·         Topics: Comedy, Business, Art, Current Events, Behind the scenes stories

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation
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·         $100,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two

 

 

CAL RIPKEN, JR. – LEGENDARY “IRON MAN” OF BASEBALL 

Baseball’s “Iron Man,” Cal Ripken Jr. broke several professional baseball records during his 21

seasons, but none is as sacred as his consecutive-games-played record. Shattering Lou Gehrig’s

streak of 2,131 games by more than 500, Ripken displayed perseverance, endurance, and an

everyday work ethic that endeared him to fans, transformed him into a national icon—and some

argue, even saved baseball at its darkest moment. He is the author of 2004's Play Baseball the

Ripken Way, 2006's Parenting Young Athletes the Ripken Way: Ensuring the Best Experience for

Your Kids in Any Sport, and Get in the Game: 8 Elements of Perseverance That Make the

Difference, released in 2007.

 

As a celebrity and sports speaker, Cal Ripken Jr. is the personification of leadership, commitment,

and excellence. In a warm and witty presentation filled with stories from his illustrious career, he

shows how these keys to success apply to the business world as well as they do to the baseball

field. He recounts lessons learned in both victory and defeat, and insights given to him by family

members and Hall of Fame competitors alike. From his own philanthropy with the Cal Ripken, Sr.

Foundation and his dedication to helping children around the country through the Boys &Girls

Clubs and the charity NikeGo, Ripken also showcases how individuals can give back and create

new opportunities for others. One of the most popular athletes of his generation, Cal Ripken’s

example inspires audience members of all ages to achieve their own brand of success.

 

Mr. Ripken’s honorarium is $65,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two (2).

 

DR. SANJAY GUPTA - CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT, CNN; MULTIPLE AWARD-

WINNING JOURNALIST, AUTHOR AND NEUROSURGEON

 

Dr. Sanjay Gupta is the multiple Emmy® award winning chief medical correspondent for CNN.

Gupta, a practicing neurosurgeon, plays an integral role in CNN's reporting on health and medical

news for all of CNN's shows domestically and internationally, and contributes to CNN.com. His

medical training and public health policy experience distinguishes his reporting from war zones

and natural disasters, as well as on a range of medical and scientific topics, including the recent

Ebola outbreak, brain injury, disaster recovery, health care reform, fitness, military medicine, and

HIV/AIDS. Additionally, Dr. Gupta is the host of Vital Signs for CNN International and Accent

Health for Turner Private Networks.

 

Gupta's passion for inspiring Americans to lead healthier, more active lives led him to launch "Fit

Nation," CNN's multi-platform anti-obesity initiative. In 2009, "Fit Nation" followed the progress of

Gupta and six CNN viewers as they inspired each other while training for a triathlon. The program

is now in its sixth year.  In 2003, Gupta was named one of PEOPLE magazine's "Sexiest Men
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Alive" and a "pop culture icon" by USA Today. That same year, he also won the Humanitarian

Award from the National Press Photographers Association. In 2004, the Atlanta Press Club named

him "Journalist of the Year" and in 2009, he won both the first Health Communications

Achievement Award from the American Medical Association's Medical Communications

Conference and the Mickey Leland Humanitarian Award from the National Association for Multi-

ethnicity in Communications (NAMIC). In 2010, Gupta was honored by John F. Kennedy

University with its Laureate Award for leaders in health and wellness. 2011, Forbes magazine

named him as one of the "Ten Most Influential Celebrities."

 

Dr. Gupta’s honorarium is $90,000 plus First Class travel for two (2), Coach Class travel for one

(1), hotel and expenses for three (3).  For additional information, please visit: 

http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/sanjay-gupta/

 

 

<image015.jpg>DEEPAK CHOPRA, M.D., F.A.C.P. – FOUNDER OF THE CHOPRA CENTER

FOR WELLBEING

 

 

Deepak Chopra, M.D is the author of more than 65 books, including numerous New York

Times bestsellers. His medical training is in internal medicine and endocrinology, and he is a

Fellow of the American College of Physicians, a member of the American Association of Clinical

Endocrinologists, and an adjunct professor of Executive Programs at the Kellogg School of

Management at Northwestern University. He is also a Distinguished Executive Scholar at

Columbia Business School, Columbia University, and a Senior Scientist at the Gallup organization.

For more than a decade, he has participated as a lecturer at the Update in Internal Medicine, an

annual event sponsored by Harvard Medical School’s Department of Continuing Education and

the Department of Medicine, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

 

 

Dr. Chopra’s honorarium is $125,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two; however, I think

he may be willing to be flexible. For additional information, please visit: Deepak Chopra’s Video

 

 
 

Carly Fiorina                       http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/carly-fiorina/

 
 

Kevin O’Leary                    http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/kevin-oleary/

 
 

Pat Lencioni                        http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/patrick-lencioni/
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Susan Cain                          http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/susan-cain/

 
 

Ben Stein                             http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/ben-stein/
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1446. Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 14:01:13

Subject: Re: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

Attachment: image011.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg
image015.jpg

My first thought is definitely Sanjay Gupta.  Look into him and I will work to see what my second

choice is.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 1:31 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote 

 

Gut reaction to any of the below? 
 

Fyi- don't fret about prices...those are negotiation points for me. 
 

 

DANICA PATRICK – FIRST FEMALE NASCAR DRIVER
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Danica Patrick is one of the biggest names on the racing circuit with a talent and dedication that

makes her stand out in the crowd. She maintains focus and class while standing square in the

white hot spotlight of auto-racing’s biggest stage. The high speeds with which she races are

matched only by the high emphasis she places on excellence in her off-track endeavors which

include TV host, spokesperson, cover model, author, actor and more. Patrick appeals to a wide

audience and has graced covers such as ESPN the Magazine, SHAPE, and Sports Illustrated,

and has twice been featured in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. Recognizing the power she

has as a pop-icon, Danica lends her support to various charitable causes. A multi-faceted pop-

icon, Danica is always in the driver's seat, whether on or off the track. 

 

 

·         Danica Patrick's Video

 

·         Topics: Motivation, Achieving your dreams

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $95,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two

 

 

 

ROB REINER – ACTOR, DIRECTOR &PRODUCER

 

 

Rob Reiner has directed some of the most popular and influential motion pictures of the past two

decades, deftly moving among many styles. He has created films that win both audience

enthusiasm and critical acclaim.

 

 

The versatile filmmaker has been immersed in the entertainment business for much of his life,

succeeding first as an actor, then as a director and producer. Prior to his directorial debut, Reiner

acted in many television and feature productions. It was, however, his Emmy Award-winning work

as the son-in-law of ‘Archie Bunker’ in the hit series All in the Family that made him a household

name.

 

 

Reiner’s credits as a director of feature films include, among others, the now-legendary This is

Spinal Tap, a parody documentary about a mythical heavy metal group; Stand By Me, about four

boys coming of age in the fifties, for which he received Best Director nominations from the

Directors Guild of America and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association; the much loved fantasy 

The Princess Bride, adapted for the screen by Academy Award winner William Goldman from his
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original novel.

 

 

Reiner was a co-founder of Castle Rock Entertainment, and under that banner produced and

directed When Harry Met Sally… (Directors Guild nomination), Misery, A Few Good Men

 (Directors Guild nomination and Academy Award nomination for Best Picture), The American

President, and Ghosts of Mississippi. His recent films include The Story of Us, Alex &Emma,

Rumor Has It…, The Bucket List, and Flipped. He has recently completed Summer at Dog Dave’s

, starring Morgan Freeman. At the 2015 Toronto Film Festival, Reiner premiered Being Charlie,

written by his now clean son Nick Reiner and inspired by his son’s heroine addiction and its effects

on the family.

 

 

·         Rob Reiner's Video

 

·         Topics: Comedy, Business, Art, Current Events, Behind the scenes stories

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $100,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two

 

 

CAL RIPKEN, JR. – LEGENDARY “IRON MAN” OF BASEBALL 

Baseball’s “Iron Man,” Cal Ripken Jr. broke several professional baseball records during his 21

seasons, but none is as sacred as his consecutive-games-played record. Shattering Lou Gehrig’s

streak of 2,131 games by more than 500, Ripken displayed perseverance, endurance, and an

everyday work ethic that endeared him to fans, transformed him into a national icon—and some

argue, even saved baseball at its darkest moment. He is the author of 2004's Play Baseball the

Ripken Way, 2006's Parenting Young Athletes the Ripken Way: Ensuring the Best Experience for

Your Kids in Any Sport, and Get in the Game: 8 Elements of Perseverance That Make the

Difference, released in 2007.

 

As a celebrity and sports speaker, Cal Ripken Jr. is the personification of leadership, commitment,

and excellence. In a warm and witty presentation filled with stories from his illustrious career, he

shows how these keys to success apply to the business world as well as they do to the baseball

field. He recounts lessons learned in both victory and defeat, and insights given to him by family

members and Hall of Fame competitors alike. From his own philanthropy with the Cal Ripken, Sr.

Foundation and his dedication to helping children around the country through the Boys &Girls

Clubs and the charity NikeGo, Ripken also showcases how individuals can give back and create

new opportunities for others. One of the most popular athletes of his generation, Cal Ripken’s

example inspires audience members of all ages to achieve their own brand of success.
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Mr. Ripken’s honorarium is $65,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two (2).

 

DR. SANJAY GUPTA - CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT, CNN; MULTIPLE AWARD-

WINNING JOURNALIST, AUTHOR AND NEUROSURGEON

 

Dr. Sanjay Gupta is the multiple Emmy® award winning chief medical correspondent for CNN.

Gupta, a practicing neurosurgeon, plays an integral role in CNN's reporting on health and medical

news for all of CNN's shows domestically and internationally, and contributes to CNN.com. His

medical training and public health policy experience distinguishes his reporting from war zones

and natural disasters, as well as on a range of medical and scientific topics, including the recent

Ebola outbreak, brain injury, disaster recovery, health care reform, fitness, military medicine, and

HIV/AIDS. Additionally, Dr. Gupta is the host of Vital Signs for CNN International and Accent

Health for Turner Private Networks.

 

Gupta's passion for inspiring Americans to lead healthier, more active lives led him to launch "Fit

Nation," CNN's multi-platform anti-obesity initiative. In 2009, "Fit Nation" followed the progress of

Gupta and six CNN viewers as they inspired each other while training for a triathlon. The program

is now in its sixth year.  In 2003, Gupta was named one of PEOPLE magazine's "Sexiest Men

Alive" and a "pop culture icon" by USA Today. That same year, he also won the Humanitarian

Award from the National Press Photographers Association. In 2004, the Atlanta Press Club named

him "Journalist of the Year" and in 2009, he won both the first Health Communications

Achievement Award from the American Medical Association's Medical Communications

Conference and the Mickey Leland Humanitarian Award from the National Association for Multi-

ethnicity in Communications (NAMIC). In 2010, Gupta was honored by John F. Kennedy

University with its Laureate Award for leaders in health and wellness. 2011, Forbes magazine

named him as one of the "Ten Most Influential Celebrities."

 

Dr. Gupta’s honorarium is $90,000 plus First Class travel for two (2), Coach Class travel for one

(1), hotel and expenses for three (3).  For additional information, please visit: 

http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/sanjay-gupta/

 

 

DEEPAK CHOPRA, M.D., F.A.C.P. – FOUNDER OF THE CHOPRA CENTER FOR WELLBEING

 

 

Deepak Chopra, M.D is the author of more than 65 books, including numerous New York

Times bestsellers. His medical training is in internal medicine and endocrinology, and he is a

Fellow of the American College of Physicians, a member of the American Association of Clinical

Endocrinologists, and an adjunct professor of Executive Programs at the Kellogg School of

Management at Northwestern University. He is also a Distinguished Executive Scholar at

Columbia Business School, Columbia University, and a Senior Scientist at the Gallup organization.
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For more than a decade, he has participated as a lecturer at the Update in Internal Medicine, an

annual event sponsored by Harvard Medical School’s Department of Continuing Education and

the Department of Medicine, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

 

 

Dr. Chopra’s honorarium is $125,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two; however, I think

he may be willing to be flexible. For additional information, please visit: Deepak Chopra’s Video

 

 
 

Carly Fiorina                       http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/carly-fiorina/

 
 

Kevin O’Leary                    http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/kevin-oleary/

 
 

Pat Lencioni                        http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/patrick-lencioni/

 
 

Susan Cain                          http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/susan-cain/

 
 

Ben Stein                             http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/ben-stein/
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1447. Fwd: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 13:34:48

Subject: Fwd: Speaker inquiry: 2017 FNCE Opening Session Keynote

Attachment: image011.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg
image015.jpg

Gut reaction to any of the below? 
 

Fyi- don't fret about prices...those are negotiation points for me. 
 

 

DANICA PATRICK – FIRST FEMALE NASCAR DRIVER

 

 

Danica Patrick is one of the biggest names on the racing circuit with a talent and dedication that

makes her stand out in the crowd. She maintains focus and class while standing square in the

white hot spotlight of auto-racing’s biggest stage. The high speeds with which she races are

matched only by the high emphasis she places on excellence in her off-track endeavors which

include TV host, spokesperson, cover model, author, actor and more. Patrick appeals to a wide

audience and has graced covers such as ESPN the Magazine, SHAPE, and Sports Illustrated,

and has twice been featured in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. Recognizing the power she

has as a pop-icon, Danica lends her support to various charitable causes. A multi-faceted pop-

icon, Danica is always in the driver's seat, whether on or off the track. 

 

 

·         Danica Patrick's Video

 

·         Topics: Motivation, Achieving your dreams

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $95,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two

 

 

 

ROB REINER – ACTOR, DIRECTOR &PRODUCER
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Rob Reiner has directed some of the most popular and influential motion pictures of the past two

decades, deftly moving among many styles. He has created films that win both audience

enthusiasm and critical acclaim.

 

 

The versatile filmmaker has been immersed in the entertainment business for much of his life,

succeeding first as an actor, then as a director and producer. Prior to his directorial debut, Reiner

acted in many television and feature productions. It was, however, his Emmy Award-winning work

as the son-in-law of ‘Archie Bunker’ in the hit series All in the Family that made him a household

name.

 

 

Reiner’s credits as a director of feature films include, among others, the now-legendary This is

Spinal Tap, a parody documentary about a mythical heavy metal group; Stand By Me, about four

boys coming of age in the fifties, for which he received Best Director nominations from the

Directors Guild of America and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association; the much loved fantasy 

The Princess Bride, adapted for the screen by Academy Award winner William Goldman from his

original novel.

 

 

Reiner was a co-founder of Castle Rock Entertainment, and under that banner produced and

directed When Harry Met Sally… (Directors Guild nomination), Misery, A Few Good Men

 (Directors Guild nomination and Academy Award nomination for Best Picture), The American

President, and Ghosts of Mississippi. His recent films include The Story of Us, Alex &Emma,

Rumor Has It…, The Bucket List, and Flipped. He has recently completed Summer at Dog Dave’s

, starring Morgan Freeman. At the 2015 Toronto Film Festival, Reiner premiered Being Charlie,

written by his now clean son Nick Reiner and inspired by his son’s heroine addiction and its effects

on the family.

 

 

·         Rob Reiner's Video

 

·         Topics: Comedy, Business, Art, Current Events, Behind the scenes stories

 

·         Format: Either keynote or moderated conversation

 

·         $100,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two
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CAL RIPKEN, JR. – LEGENDARY “IRON MAN” OF BASEBALL 

Baseball’s “Iron Man,” Cal Ripken Jr. broke several professional baseball records during his 21

seasons, but none is as sacred as his consecutive-games-played record. Shattering Lou Gehrig’s

streak of 2,131 games by more than 500, Ripken displayed perseverance, endurance, and an

everyday work ethic that endeared him to fans, transformed him into a national icon—and some

argue, even saved baseball at its darkest moment. He is the author of 2004's Play Baseball the

Ripken Way, 2006's Parenting Young Athletes the Ripken Way: Ensuring the Best Experience for

Your Kids in Any Sport, and Get in the Game: 8 Elements of Perseverance That Make the

Difference, released in 2007.

 

As a celebrity and sports speaker, Cal Ripken Jr. is the personification of leadership, commitment,

and excellence. In a warm and witty presentation filled with stories from his illustrious career, he

shows how these keys to success apply to the business world as well as they do to the baseball

field. He recounts lessons learned in both victory and defeat, and insights given to him by family

members and Hall of Fame competitors alike. From his own philanthropy with the Cal Ripken, Sr.

Foundation and his dedication to helping children around the country through the Boys &Girls

Clubs and the charity NikeGo, Ripken also showcases how individuals can give back and create

new opportunities for others. One of the most popular athletes of his generation, Cal Ripken’s

example inspires audience members of all ages to achieve their own brand of success.

 

Mr. Ripken’s honorarium is $65,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two (2).

 

DR. SANJAY GUPTA - CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT, CNN; MULTIPLE AWARD-

WINNING JOURNALIST, AUTHOR AND NEUROSURGEON

 

Dr. Sanjay Gupta is the multiple Emmy® award winning chief medical correspondent for CNN.

Gupta, a practicing neurosurgeon, plays an integral role in CNN's reporting on health and medical

news for all of CNN's shows domestically and internationally, and contributes to CNN.com. His

medical training and public health policy experience distinguishes his reporting from war zones

and natural disasters, as well as on a range of medical and scientific topics, including the recent

Ebola outbreak, brain injury, disaster recovery, health care reform, fitness, military medicine, and

HIV/AIDS. Additionally, Dr. Gupta is the host of Vital Signs for CNN International and Accent

Health for Turner Private Networks.

 

Gupta's passion for inspiring Americans to lead healthier, more active lives led him to launch "Fit

Nation," CNN's multi-platform anti-obesity initiative. In 2009, "Fit Nation" followed the progress of

Gupta and six CNN viewers as they inspired each other while training for a triathlon. The program

is now in its sixth year.  In 2003, Gupta was named one of PEOPLE magazine's "Sexiest Men

Alive" and a "pop culture icon" by USA Today. That same year, he also won the Humanitarian

Award from the National Press Photographers Association. In 2004, the Atlanta Press Club named

him "Journalist of the Year" and in 2009, he won both the first Health Communications

Achievement Award from the American Medical Association's Medical Communications
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Conference and the Mickey Leland Humanitarian Award from the National Association for Multi-

ethnicity in Communications (NAMIC). In 2010, Gupta was honored by John F. Kennedy

University with its Laureate Award for leaders in health and wellness. 2011, Forbes magazine

named him as one of the "Ten Most Influential Celebrities."

 

Dr. Gupta’s honorarium is $90,000 plus First Class travel for two (2), Coach Class travel for one

(1), hotel and expenses for three (3).  For additional information, please visit: 

http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/sanjay-gupta/

 

 

DEEPAK CHOPRA, M.D., F.A.C.P. – FOUNDER OF THE CHOPRA CENTER FOR WELLBEING

 

 

Deepak Chopra, M.D is the author of more than 65 books, including numerous New York

Times bestsellers. His medical training is in internal medicine and endocrinology, and he is a

Fellow of the American College of Physicians, a member of the American Association of Clinical

Endocrinologists, and an adjunct professor of Executive Programs at the Kellogg School of

Management at Northwestern University. He is also a Distinguished Executive Scholar at

Columbia Business School, Columbia University, and a Senior Scientist at the Gallup organization.

For more than a decade, he has participated as a lecturer at the Update in Internal Medicine, an

annual event sponsored by Harvard Medical School’s Department of Continuing Education and

the Department of Medicine, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

 

 

Dr. Chopra’s honorarium is $125,000 plus First Class travel and expenses for two; however, I think

he may be willing to be flexible. For additional information, please visit: Deepak Chopra’s Video

 

 
 

Carly Fiorina                       http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/carly-fiorina/

 
 

Kevin O’Leary                    http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/kevin-oleary/

 
 

Pat Lencioni                        http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/patrick-lencioni/

 
 

Susan Cain                          http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/susan-cain/

 
 

Ben Stein                             http://www.wwsg.com/speakers/ben-stein/
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1448. Re: Keynote speaker

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 13:00:19

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

Attachment:

Thank you.  :) 
 

The feeling is mutual!  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
 
 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 12:50 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Sounds like a plan and I still love you!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 12:22 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Remember you love me: 
 

Ken is getting an award at the national archives that evening and is unable to do it and Neil is

already committed elsewhere and he is over 200,000 so we couldn't afford him anyway. 
 

I am working with my go to person in New York with the worldwide speaker group who is the EVP

there and we are going to strategize and give you some amazing options that are names that any

generation should recognize. 
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Diane 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 9:54 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Love me some Diane Enos!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 9:46 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Keynote speaker 

 

Fingers crossed for Ken…I have them down below 100K (barely, but it is a significant decrease),

so now it is all about availability.

 

 

Reached out to the Foundation this morning to see if any funding was available as well.  We are

thinking alike…I mentioned the Finns!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Diane 
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Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1449. Re: Keynote speaker

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 12:53:41

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

Attachment:

Sounds like a plan and I still love you!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 12:22 PM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Remember you love me: 
 

Ken is getting an award at the national archives that evening and is unable to do it and Neil is

already committed elsewhere and he is over 200,000 so we couldn't afford him anyway. 
 

I am working with my go to person in New York with the worldwide speaker group who is the EVP

there and we are going to strategize and give you some amazing options that are names that any

generation should recognize. 
 

Diane 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 9:54 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Love me some Diane Enos!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 9:46 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Keynote speaker 

 

Fingers crossed for Ken…I have them down below 100K (barely, but it is a significant decrease),

so now it is all about availability.

 

 

Reached out to the Foundation this morning to see if any funding was available as well.  We are

thinking alike…I mentioned the Finns!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Diane 

  

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1450. Re: Keynote speaker

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 12:22:20

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

Attachment: image001.png

Remember you love me: 
 

Ken is getting an award at the national archives that evening and is unable to do it and Neil is

already committed elsewhere and he is over 200,000 so we couldn't afford him anyway. 
 

I am working with my go to person in New York with the worldwide speaker group who is the EVP

there and we are going to strategize and give you some amazing options that are names that any

generation should recognize. 
 

Diane 
 
On May 22, 2017, at 9:54 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Love me some Diane Enos!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 9:46 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Keynote speaker 
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Fingers crossed for Ken…I have them down below 100K (barely, but it is a significant decrease),

so now it is all about availability.

 

 

Reached out to the Foundation this morning to see if any funding was available as well.  We are

thinking alike…I mentioned the Finns!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Diane 

  

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1451. RE: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 10:58:00

Subject: RE: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

Attachment: image001.png

MP said you were interviewing … Ill definitely keep my eyes peeled for it. I did let NANA know that

you had done a piece on school meals last week and there was another School nutrition RD from

Indianapolis that did a news story: http://fox59.com/2017/05/03/ips-trumps-scaled-back-school-

lunch-guidelines-wont-have-much-of-an-impact/ 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 10:54 AM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

 

It is off to a great start.  Thanks so much for keeping me informed on all this.  Obviously, I do not

have time to keep up with it so I cam glad you keep me in the loop.  Interviewed Friday with Kery

Murakami (CNHI Newspaper reporter) on article about School Nutrition.  Be on the look out for it

please.  It will be a good one for us!!! Keeping my fingers crossed for you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 10:45 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Subject: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

 

Donna,

 

 

Just wanted to send a quick note to let you know that I had reached out the Cathy Schuhart and

Sherry Lavin at SNA regarding the rumors that President Trump may include block grants to CN

programs in his budget request to Congress. I wanted to let them know we stand with them to

oppose any potential cuts and we would be opposing the President’s budget if large cuts to CN

programs were the case. 

 

We now don’t expect big cuts to CN programs, but we do expect cuts to SNAP, welfare, and

Medicaid. 

 

 

Hope your Monday is off to great start!

 

Jenn

 

 

 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN 

 Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021 

 Fax number 202-775-8284 

 www.eatright.org
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1452. Re: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 10:53:56

Subject: Re: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

Attachment: image001.png

It is off to a great start.  Thanks so much for keeping me informed on all this.  Obviously, I do not

have time to keep up with it so I cam glad you keep me in the loop.  Interviewed Friday with Kery

Murakami (CNHI Newspaper reporter) on article about School Nutrition.  Be on the look out for it

please.  It will be a good one for us!!! Keeping my fingers crossed for you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 10:45 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi  

Subject: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

 

Donna,

 

 

Just wanted to send a quick note to let you know that I had reached out the Cathy Schuhart and

Sherry Lavin at SNA regarding the rumors that President Trump may include block grants to CN

programs in his budget request to Congress. I wanted to let them know we stand with them to

oppose any potential cuts and we would be opposing the President’s budget if large cuts to CN
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programs were the case. 

 

We now don’t expect big cuts to CN programs, but we do expect cuts to SNAP, welfare, and

Medicaid. 

 

 

Hope your Monday is off to great start!

 

Jenn

 

 

 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN 

 Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021 

 Fax number 202-775-8284 

 www.eatright.org
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1453. SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 10:49:17

Subject: SNA and President's budget proposal this week 

Attachment: image001.png

Donna,

 

 

Just wanted to send a quick note to let you know that I had reached out the Cathy Schuhart and

Sherry Lavin at SNA regarding the rumors that President Trump may include block grants to CN

programs in his budget request to Congress. I wanted to let them know we stand with them to

oppose any potential cuts and we would be opposing the President’s budget if large cuts to CN

programs were the case. 

 

We now don’t expect big cuts to CN programs, but we do expect cuts to SNAP, welfare, and

Medicaid. 

 

 

Hope your Monday is off to great start!

 

Jenn

 

 

 

Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH, RDN 

 Director, USDA Legislation and Policy  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone 202-775-8277 ext. 6021 

 Fax number 202-775-8284 

 www.eatright.org
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1454. Re: Just got your note!!!

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 10:28:17

Subject: Re: Just got your note!!!

Attachment:

You are so sweet! I am really looking forward to your year as president -- I know we are in great

hands!  
 

It was great to see you in Cleveland, you guys did a great job with the meeting!  Exciting times

ahead! 

Jeanne  
 
On May 22, 2017, at 9:44 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Jeanne,  I just got your note and I have tears in my eyes!  It meant the world to me that you wrote

it.  Know that I will support everything the Academy does, but Public Policy just seems to be my

strongest area!!!  I will miss being on LPPC next year.  Let me know whatever I can help with!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1455. RE: Keynote speaker

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 10:03:12

Subject: RE: Keynote speaker

Attachment: image001.png

Made my day!!!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:58 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Love me some Diane Enos!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 9:46 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Keynote speaker 

 

Fingers crossed for Ken…I have them down below 100K (barely, but it is a significant decrease),

so now it is all about availability.

 

 

Reached out to the Foundation this morning to see if any funding was available as well.  We are

thinking alike…I mentioned the Finns!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Diane 

  

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1456. Re: Keynote speaker

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 09:57:52

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

Attachment: image001.png

Love me some Diane Enos!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 9:46 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Keynote speaker 

 

Fingers crossed for Ken…I have them down below 100K (barely, but it is a significant decrease),

so now it is all about availability.

 

 

Reached out to the Foundation this morning to see if any funding was available as well.  We are

thinking alike…I mentioned the Finns!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement
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312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now.

 

 

Thanks,
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Diane 

  

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1457. Re: ANDPAC Student Representative

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 09:54:48

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Student Representative

Attachment: image002.jpg
image001.png

Thanks for sharing! 

Dianne 
 

On Mon, May 22, 2017 at 8:12 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

I agree, very exciting!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:33 AM  

To: Dianne Polly; Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: ANDPAC Student Representative 

 

Good morning,

 

 

I hope you both enjoyed your visit to Cleveland, birthplace of the Academy. I want to share with

you a committee update that does not require any action on your part (I know that makes you both

very happy). There is a separate application and selection process for a student representative to
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ANDPAC, who also serves on the Student Advisory Committee.  That selection process is

complete so we’ll be sending an official appointment letter to Alicia Grove. It’s very exciting to see

the large number of students interested in serving in this capacity. Our future is strong!

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 9:10 AM 

 To: Lilliane Smothers <LSmothers@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: ANDPAC Student Representative
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Lilliane,

 

 

I wanted to let you know that we have offered the position to Alicia Grove who has accepted.  We

had nearly 30 applications and it was a challenge to narrow it down.  We are likely asking one of

the applicants to sit in on the LPPC as an ex-oficio and will determine if we want to continue that

moving forward.  The applicants that were not selected have been encouraged to participate on

the advisory panel for the PAC, which involves answer short surveys on an occasional basis.

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions!

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 
 
 
 

--  

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

Executive Director, 

Shelby County Education Foundation 
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901-335-6106 
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1458. RE: Keynote speaker

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 09:50:13

Subject: RE: Keynote speaker

Attachment: image001.png

Fingers crossed for Ken…I have them down below 100K (barely, but it is a significant decrease),

so now it is all about availability.

 

 

Reached out to the Foundation this morning to see if any funding was available as well.  We are

thinking alike…I mentioned the Finns!  J

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:45 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

 

 

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Diane 

  

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1459. Just got your note!!!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 09:48:22

Subject: Just got your note!!!

Attachment:

Jeanne,  I just got your note and I have tears in my eyes!  It meant the world to me that you wrote

it.  Know that I will support everything the Academy does, but Public Policy just seems to be my

strongest area!!!  I will miss being on LPPC next year.  Let me know whatever I can help with!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1460. Re: Keynote speaker

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 09:45:20

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

Attachment:

Maybe Sue Finn will help pay for him (Ken Burns) to come.  She loves him!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2017 10:58 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker 

 

Hi Donna 
 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now. 
 

Thanks, 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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1461. Re: ANDPAC Student Representative

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 09:12:27

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Student Representative

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

I agree, very exciting!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 8:33 AM  

To: Dianne Polly; Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: ANDPAC Student Representative 

 

Good morning,

 

 

I hope you both enjoyed your visit to Cleveland, birthplace of the Academy. I want to share with

you a committee update that does not require any action on your part (I know that makes you both

very happy). There is a separate application and selection process for a student representative to

ANDPAC, who also serves on the Student Advisory Committee.  That selection process is

complete so we’ll be sending an official appointment letter to Alicia Grove. It’s very exciting to see

the large number of students interested in serving in this capacity. Our future is strong!
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Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 9:10 AM 

 To: Lilliane Smothers <LSmothers@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: ANDPAC Student Representative

 

 

Lilliane,
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I wanted to let you know that we have offered the position to Alicia Grove who has accepted.  We

had nearly 30 applications and it was a challenge to narrow it down.  We are likely asking one of

the applicants to sit in on the LPPC as an ex-oficio and will determine if we want to continue that

moving forward.  The applicants that were not selected have been encouraged to participate on

the advisory panel for the PAC, which involves answer short surveys on an occasional basis.

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions!

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1462. FW: ANDPAC Student Representative

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 08:37:34

Subject: FW: ANDPAC Student Representative

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Good morning,

 

 

I hope you both enjoyed your visit to Cleveland, birthplace of the Academy. I want to share with

you a committee update that does not require any action on your part (I know that makes you both

very happy). There is a separate application and selection process for a student representative to

ANDPAC, who also serves on the Student Advisory Committee.  That selection process is

complete so we’ll be sending an official appointment letter to Alicia Grove. It’s very exciting to see

the large number of students interested in serving in this capacity. Our future is strong!

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762
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mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Saturday, May 20, 2017 9:10 AM 

 To: Lilliane Smothers <LSmothers@eatright.org>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: ANDPAC Student Representative

 

 

Lilliane,

 

 

I wanted to let you know that we have offered the position to Alicia Grove who has accepted.  We

had nearly 30 applications and it was a challenge to narrow it down.  We are likely asking one of

the applicants to sit in on the LPPC as an ex-oficio and will determine if we want to continue that

moving forward.  The applicants that were not selected have been encouraged to participate on

the advisory panel for the PAC, which involves answer short surveys on an occasional basis.

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions!

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1.

2.

3.

1463. [REMINDER] Get CPEU on May 25  Integrate Mobile Apps into Practice Webinar

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 22, 2017 06:11:37

Subject: [REMINDER] Get CPEU on May 25  Integrate Mobile Apps into Practice

Webinar

Attachment:

[REMINDER] Get CPEU on May 25  Integrate Mobile Apps into Practice Webinar 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
Beyond the App Game: Integrating Mobile Apps into Dietetics Practice 

Date: Thursday, May 25, 2017, 12 PM CST (1 hour event) 

 CPEU Hours: 1.0 

 CPE Level: 2 

  

With thousands of mobile diet apps available and utilized by the public, dietetics professionals and

other health providers need effective, evidence-based strategies for incorporating apps into

practice. This session will provide best practices for evaluating and implementing apps in patient

counseling sessions based on the latest research. Patient and provider perceptions of apps will be

discussed, along with research-related outcomes of app interventions on changes in patients

nutrition knowledge, behaviors, weight, and biochemical markers. HIPPA-compliance and FDA

regulation in apps will also be covered. 

  

Learning Objectives:

 

Utilize behavior change strategies incorporated into mobile apps to support dietetics practice. 

Evaluate apps for use in dietary counseling. 

Explore current developments and future directions of apps in dietetics research and practice

settings. 

Speakers:

 Kristen DiFilippo, MS, RDN is a PhD candidate in Nutritional Sciences at the University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign. Kristens research focuses on app-based strategies to support nutrition

education for behavior change. Her research includes the development of a tool for nutrition app

evaluation, for which she won the Nutrition Education for the Public DPG Award of Excellence in

2016. Justine Karduck MS, RDN, CDE is a Clinical Assistant Professor and the Director of the

Didactic Program in Dietetics in the Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She previously worked as a clinical dietitian, diabetes
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educator, and as nutrition consultant for a fitness center and Headstart. She is a part-time doctoral

student in Human Nutrition at the University of Illinois and her dissertation research is focused on

mobile apps in the clinical management of diabetes and obesity.  REGISTER HERE!  

If your schedule changes and you cannot attend, note that the webinar will be recorded and

available at eatrightPRO for self-study

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1464. Re: Keynote speaker

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 21, 2017 23:02:39

Subject: Re: Keynote speaker

Attachment:

Hi Donna 
 

I will keep you posted about Ken.  Neil is pretty expensive (at least the last time I checked in 2015)

but that price may have adjusted by now. 
 

Thanks, 

Diane  

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND 

Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 21, 2017, at 7:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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1465. Keynote speaker

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 21, 2017 19:35:23

Subject: Keynote speaker

Attachment:

Diane,  if Ken Burns does not work out then Neil Degasse Tyson is another excellent choice. He

brings diversity and lots of people have recommended him to me. He may be too expensive also.

Keep me informed. Sorry this has been a pain, but we want to get it right.

 

Sent from my iPhone
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1466. Re: #OurSecondCentury

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: ADA YADRICK MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>

Cc: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, AND BOD Joan Schwaba

<jschwaba@eatright.org>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <escottstumps@ecu.edu>,

Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Susan Burns

<sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, AND

BOD Donna Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, GARNER MARGARET

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, maha.tahiri@genmills.com

<maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

AND PAT BABJAK <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>,

gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

sandy.stelflug@genmills.com <sandy.stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth

Whalen <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, AND

Beth Labrador <blabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Martha

Ontiveros <montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 20, 2017 19:54:07

Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment:

Never liked rap, but I will now make an exception!  Great work - great art.  Cleveland is definitely

the home of rock and roll!!!  Love the idea of a contest.  
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

On May 19, 2017, at 8:32 PM, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> wrote: 
 

I can die happy!  

 
 

Marty 
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From: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 8:31:38 PM  

To: Joan Schwaba; Escott-Stump, Sylvia  

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean; Susan Burns;  tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick; 

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;  mgarner@cchs.ua.edu;  constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; 

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;  Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com;  kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; 

rangecamille@gmail.com;  sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Patricia Babjak;  peark02@outlook.com; 

JoJo@NutritionEd.com;  c.christie@unf.edu;  gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole; Singerman,

Carol; Dante Turner;  Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Mary Beth Whalen; Katie Brown; Beth

Labrador; Paul Slomski; Deneen Taylor; Martha Ontiveros; Stacy Chassagne; Diane Enos  

Subject: RE: #OurSecondCentury 

 

Oh my gosh! I just got a chance to watch this evening and had no idea what it was, but then got a

squealing phone call from my cousin Josie, who just finished up her junior year in Bowling Green

State University’s dietetics program. She is SO excited! She’s the cute little blonde in the orange

sunglasses. The future’s so bright…they gotta wear shades!! 

 

---

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD

Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

P: 312-899-1748  |   E:  nbrown@eatright.org
www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatright.org/foundation

Follow me: @NicciBrownRD

 

<image001.png> 

 
Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

From: Joan Schwaba   

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 12:21 PM  

To: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>  

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; 

tjraymond@aol.com;  myadrick@computrition.com;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu;  constancegeiger@cgeiger.net;  Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu; 

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com;  kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com;  rangecamille@gmail.com; 

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;  peark02@outlook.com; 

JoJo@NutritionEd.com;  c.christie@unf.edu;  gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <

carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Dante Turner <

dturner@eatright.org>;  Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Mary Beth Whalen <
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Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <

BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>; Diane Enos <

denos@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury 

 

Great idea, Sylvia! Yesterday Diane Enos met with the students in the video to talk about their

involvement at FNCE in Chicago. I have copied Diane on this thread, in the event you have any

questions.  

Thanks!  

Joan   

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:50 AM, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu> wrote:

How clever this video.  We should ask all dietetic students (SDA, etc.) to create one of their own

for a contest!  Wouldn’t it be great to recognize them at Opening Ceremony in Chicago? 

Sylvia 
 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [ mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]   

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:48 AM  

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Cc:  tjraymond@aol.com;  myadrick@computrition.com;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu;  constancegeiger@cgeiger.net;  Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu; 

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>; 

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com;  rangecamille@gmail.com;  sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia

<pbabjak@eatright.org>;  peark02@outlook.com;  JoJo@NutritionEd.com;  c.christie@unf.edu;

gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <

carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <

dturner@eatright.org>;  Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth <

mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <

BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>  

Subject: #OurSecondCentury 

 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!!  
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Watch this! 
 
 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100 th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at  hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend. 

 

 

Susie

Susie Burns 

Senior Director 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995 

312-899-4752 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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1467. Re: 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 22:53:14

Subject: Re: 

Attachment:

So sad!    

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 5:58 PM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:  
 
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/politics/2017/05/19/former-gov-tom-vilsacks-
granddaughter-passes-away/333425001/ 
 
Shared via the Google app
 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
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1468. RE: #OurSecondCentury

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<jschwaba@eatright.org>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <escottstumps@ecu.edu>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Susan Burns

<sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>,

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>,

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>,

constancegeiger@cgeiger.net <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu <eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>,

maha.tahiri@genmills.com <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>,

rangecamille@gmail.com <rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, jojo@nutritioned.com

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>,

gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

sandy.stelflug@genmills.com <sandy.stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth

Whalen <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <blabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Martha Ontiveros

<montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 20:36:11

Subject: RE: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment: image001.png

I can die happy!  

 
 

Marty 
 

From: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 8:31:38 PM  

To: Joan Schwaba; Escott-Stump, Sylvia  

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean; Susan Burns; tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net;

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu; Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com;

rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Patricia Babjak; peark02@outlook.com;
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JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu; gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole; Singerman,

Carol; Dante Turner; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Mary Beth Whalen; Katie Brown; Beth

Labrador; Paul Slomski; Deneen Taylor; Martha Ontiveros; Stacy Chassagne; Diane Enos  

Subject: RE: #OurSecondCentury 

 

Oh my gosh! I just got a chance to watch this evening and had no idea what it was, but then got a

squealing phone call from my cousin Josie, who just finished up her junior year in Bowling Green

State University’s dietetics program. She is SO excited! She’s the cute little blonde in the orange

sunglasses. The future’s so bright…they gotta wear shades!!

 

 

---

 

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD

 

Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

P: 312-899-1748  |  E: nbrown@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatright.org/foundation

 

Follow me: @NicciBrownRD

 

 

 
Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 12:21 PM 

 To: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu> 

 Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>;

tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com;

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com;

JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu; gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole
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<carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>; Diane Enos

<denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury

 

 

Great idea, Sylvia! Yesterday Diane Enos met with the students in the video to talk about their

involvement at FNCE in Chicago. I have copied Diane on this thread, in the event you have any

questions. 

 

Thanks! 

 

Joan  

  

Joan Schwaba

 

Director, Strategic Management

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:50 AM, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu> wrote:

 

How clever this video.  We should ask all dietetic students (SDA, etc.) to create one of their own

for a contest!  Wouldn’t it be great to recognize them at Opening Ceremony in Chicago?

 

Sylvia

 
 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:48 AM 

 To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Cc: tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>;

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <

pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu;
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gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <

carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <

dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth <

mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <

BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: #OurSecondCentury

 

 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!! 

 
 
 
 

Watch this!

 
 
 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.
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Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx>
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1469. RE: #OurSecondCentury

From: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>,

myadrick@computrition.com <myadrick@computrition.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>,

constancegeiger@cgeiger.net <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu <Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com <Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>,

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>,

rangecamille@gmail.com <rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com

<JoJo@NutritionEd.com>, c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>,

gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 20:35:25

Subject: RE: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment: image001.png

Oh my gosh! I just got a chance to watch this evening and had no idea what it was, but then got a

squealing phone call from my cousin Josie, who just finished up her junior year in Bowling Green

State University’s dietetics program. She is SO excited! She’s the cute little blonde in the orange

sunglasses. The future’s so bright…they gotta wear shades!!

 

 

---

 

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD
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Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

P: 312-899-1748  |  E: nbrown@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatright.org/foundation

 

Follow me: @NicciBrownRD

 

 

 
Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 12:21 PM 

 To: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu> 

 Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>;

tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com;

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com;

JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu; gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>; Diane Enos

<denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury

 

 

Great idea, Sylvia! Yesterday Diane Enos met with the students in the video to talk about their

involvement at FNCE in Chicago. I have copied Diane on this thread, in the event you have any

questions. 
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Thanks! 

 

Joan  

  

Joan Schwaba

 

Director, Strategic Management

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:50 AM, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu> wrote:

 

How clever this video.  We should ask all dietetic students (SDA, etc.) to create one of their own

for a contest!  Wouldn’t it be great to recognize them at Opening Ceremony in Chicago?

 

Sylvia

 
 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:48 AM 

 To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Cc: tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>;

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <

pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu;

gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <

carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <

dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth <

mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <

BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: #OurSecondCentury

 

 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!! 
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Watch this!

 
 
 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx>
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1470. 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 17:58:32

Subject:

Attachment:

http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/politics/2017/05/19/former-gov-tom-vilsacks-
granddaughter-passes-away/333425001/ 
 
Shared via the Google app
 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
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1471. On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  2016-17 CEO Performance Evaluation Survey

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu' <'craytef@aces.edu'>,

'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>, 'Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com' <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay

Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, don.bradley@duke.edu

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 17:46:22

Subject: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  2016-17 CEO Performance Evaluation Survey

Attachment:

TO:        Academy Board of Directors  

FROM:  Lucille Beseler

 

One of our Board responsibilities is to annually evaluate the CEO’s performance.  It is time for us

Board members to complete section II of the evaluation -  Competency Evaluation.  It is available

on survey monkey.  Prior to doing the evaluation, take a look at Board agendas, general

communications to the Board, CEO summary reports in Board meeting packets, executive session

discussions with Pat as well as minutes from our Board meetings. 

Please complete the questionnaire by Wednesday, May 31, 2017.  The CEO Compensation

Committee will summarize the responses, provide you with a summary report and

recommendation regarding the CEO base salary for 2017-18 that will be discussed via conference

call.  We will contact you via doodle poll for a call in August.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

Thank you for participating!
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TO BEGIN THE SURVEY click or copy this link into your browser:  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/276SXTS

 

The survey does not need to be completed in one sitting. If you wish to exit the survey and return

to complete it later, please feel free to do so.  Prior to the deadline, you will be able to log back in

and resume the survey from where you left off by using the link above, which is unique to you.

 

If you have any questions about the evaluation, please contact me at lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net.

 

Thank you!

 

Lucille

 

 

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 

Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. Suite 105 

Coconut Creek, FL 33073 

O: 954/360-7883 (Asst #) 

C: 954/614-7403 AND #708470 
lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net 
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1472. Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 17:13:33

Subject: Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com>  

Date: May 19, 2017 at 4:55:34 PM EDT  

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Hi Donna, thanks so much It was so great talking to you  

On May 19, 2017, at 3:37 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 

Absolutely.  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:36 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna, thank you so much. I should be here at my desk,, but could you please call my cell at

202-286-8727 just in case i step away? 
 
 

On May 19, 2017, at 3:34 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 

Can I call you between 4 and 4:30.  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:18 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:  
 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking
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to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 
 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon? 
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  

 

202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  

 

202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  

 

202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1473. Action/Attention Requested: 2017 Monthly Meeting-May

From: crhone@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 17:01:11

Subject: Action/Attention Requested: 2017 Monthly Meeting-May

Attachment:

 

May 19, 2017

 

Dear LPPC Leaders:

 

The agenda for next Friday’s meeting has been uploaded to the LPPC Community of Interest

which can be accessed here. All agenda items will be uploaded to the COI no later than COB

Tuesday, May 23rd.

 

As a reminder, the information needed to access the meeting is detailed below:

 

Step 1: Log into the webinar via the personalized link provided here.

 

The meeting password is: LPPC17

 

Step 2: Follow the audio prompts to use the “CALL ME” feature to have the Web-Ex system dial

you in the audio portion of the meeting. This will sync your computer and the audio together

accordingly. Do not dial into the meeting directly when connecting to Web-Ex unless you do not

have a direct dial phone number (If you do not have a direct dial phone number, please select the

option to dial-in from the drop-down menu – the number will be provided). By using the Call Me

feature, the system will sync your web and audio connections together under your attendee name

in Web-Ex.

 

Note: For those individuals unable to participate in the web portion of the meeting and/or do not

have a direct dial phone number, you can dial in to the meeting as follows:

 

Dial In: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

As always, if you have any questions I am happy to assist!

 

Regards, 
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Christine A. Rhone 

 Office Administrator 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW 

 Suite 460 

 Washington DC 20036 

 O: 202.775.8277 ext. 6017 

 F: 202.775.8284
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1474. Read: RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 15:57:17

Subject: Read: RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the

Public Interest

Attachment: unknown_name_grmhq

Your message  

 

  To: Donna Martin  

  Subject: RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest  

  Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 3:47:37 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)  

 

 was read on Friday, May 19, 2017 3:57:16 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada). 
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Final-recipient: RFC822; DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: RNEqZnf1nESqwC7ukH3Kow==
Original-Message-ID:
	<BLUPR03MB1507D25123E6710A2F7B763DD1E50@BLUPR03MB1507.namprd03.prod.outlook.com>
X-Display-Name: Donna Martin



unknown_name_grmhq



1475. RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 15:51:28

Subject: RE: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

This is a wonderful opportunity! 

Doris

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 2:43 PM 

 To: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPad

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> 

 Date: May 19, 2017 at 3:33:04 PM EDT 

 To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

 

Hi Donna, thank you so much. I should be here at my desk,, but could you please call my cell at

202-286-8727 just in case i step away? 

 

 

On May 19, 2017, at 3:34 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

 

Can I call you between 4 and 4:30. 

  

Sent from my iPad
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On May 19, 2017, at 3:18 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:

 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking

to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 

 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon?

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000

 

 

 

Kery Murakami 

 CNHI Washington DC Bureau 

 1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900 

 Washington, DC 20005 

  

202-824-8256 (desk) 

 202-286-8727 (cell)

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1476. Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 15:46:12

Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

Sounds good. 
 

I told Margo that we were not that concerned with the announcement.  Our members would

continue to follow the science and use this for healthy meals. And those that need mentoring, we

are there for them. 
 

I also said maybe it is time to advocate for more money for school meals. Yes,I know that will be

supported by all members of Congress but at least they should hear it. 
 

Good luck!  :-) 
 

For your eyes only 

It is not that big of a deal to keep beating this issue and it takes this out of appropriations  
 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:31 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I am going to try and call her between 4 and 4:30.   

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
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From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com>  

Date: May 19, 2017 at 3:14:28 PM EDT  

To: " DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us" <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Subject: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking

to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 
 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon? 
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  

 

202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1477. Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 15:42:38

Subject: Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com>  

Date: May 19, 2017 at 3:33:04 PM EDT  

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Subject: Re: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Hi Donna, thank you so much. I should be here at my desk,, but could you please call my cell at

202-286-8727 just in case i step away? 
 
 

On May 19, 2017, at 3:34 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 

Can I call you between 4 and 4:30.  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:18 PM, Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com> wrote:  
 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking

to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 
 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon? 
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  
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202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  

 

202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1478. Legislative and Public Policy Committee Meeting on May 26

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, 'Lorri Holzberg'

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 15:36:08

Subject: Legislative and Public Policy Committee Meeting on May 26

Attachment:

Dianne, Kevin and Mary –

 

 

We are looking forward to having you join us for the LPPC this next fiscal year.  Although we don’t

technically transition until June, I wanted to reach out and invite you to our next meeting which is

scheduled for May 26th from 12 – 2 p.m. Eastern Time.  Our team will send you the calendar invite

and if you are available, feel free to accept.

 

 

Christine Rhone will be reaching out to you to ensure we have your information for the roster

including your head shot.  We can use the same information and photo that is used for the board if

you desire.  She will also make sure you are added to our Community of Interest (COI) so that you

can access materials for the meetings.

 

 

I am happy to schedule time for a committee orientation if you feel like that would be helpful,

however I know that your time is valuable and likely you can get up to speed quickly.  As you may

know, the LPPC is one of the few committees that follows the calendar year versus the Academy’s

fiscal year.  That means that while you will be new to the committee, the remainder of the

members have been in place since January.

 

 

I look forward to working with you on the Academy’s policy efforts!

 

 

I

 

Jeanne
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1479. Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 15:35:11

Subject: Fwd: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public

Interest

Attachment:

I am going to try and call her between 4 and 4:30.   

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Kery Murakami <kMurakami@cnhi.com>  

Date: May 19, 2017 at 3:14:28 PM EDT  

To: " DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us" <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Subject: press inquiry from DC: referred by the Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

Hi Ms. Martin, I’m the DC reporter for CNHI, a chain of 68 daily papers in 23 states, including

several in Georgia. I’m working on a story about the interim school lunch rules. I was talking

to Margo Wootan at the Center for Science in the Public Interest about the argument that schools

are having trouble finding whole grain or lower sodium foods and she suggested I talk to you. 
 

Do you have a few minutes to chat this afternoon? 
 
 

Kery Murakami  

CNHI Washington DC Bureau  

1100 Vermont Ave. NW, Suite 900  

Washington, DC 20005  

 

202-824-8256 (desk)  

202-286-8727 (cell)  

 

Community Newspaper Holdings Inc. is a chain of 68 daily newspapers  in 23 states with a

combined daily circulation of 550,000
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1480. Complimentary New Release from the Academy

From: Anika Swarn <aswarn@eatright.org>

To: Eatrightstore <eatrightstore@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 14:08:09

Subject: Complimentary New Release from the Academy

Attachment: image001.png
image002.png

Hello Academy BOD Member,

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is pleased to announce the release of the fifth edition of

the best-selling consumer reference book: The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete

Food and Nutrition Guide by Roberta L. Duyff, MS, RDN, FAND, CFCS.

 

             
The Complete Food and Nutrition Guide has been widely recognized as the ultimate resource for
practical, accurate healthy eating information for individuals and families. The new edition contains
hundreds of pages of new information, updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, Academy positions and other authoritative guidelines, food and marketplace trends,
and more. 

 

This completely revised guide addresses timely topics such as organic versus conventional foods,

food processing, waste reduction, new Nutrition Facts and restaurant labeling, plant-based eating,

pre- and probiotics, gut health, food allergies and intolerances, dietary supplements, mindful

eating, cooking for flavor and health, eating out, and sustainable choices.

 

 

PLUS, the book’s forward is written by the BOD’s very own Lucille Beseler!

 

 

As a member of the Academy’s Board of Directors, you are entitled to a complimentary

copy of this publication for your library and speaking engagements. Please allow 7-14

business days to receive your shipment. 

 

 

 

Thank you,
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The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4807  

Fax number: 312-899-5357

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century
Initiative!
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1481. Re: #OurSecondCentury

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>,

myadrick@computrition.com <myadrick@computrition.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>,

constancegeiger@cgeiger.net <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu <Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com <Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>,

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>,

rangecamille@gmail.com <rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com

<JoJo@NutritionEd.com>, c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>,

gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 13:25:16

Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment:

Great idea, Sylvia! Yesterday Diane Enos met with the students in the video to talk about their

involvement at FNCE in Chicago. I have copied Diane on this thread, in the event you have any

questions.  

Thanks!  

Joan   

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 19, 2017, at 3:50 AM, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu> wrote:  
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How clever this video.  We should ask all dietetic students (SDA, etc.) to create one of their own

for a contest!  Wouldn’t it be great to recognize them at Opening Ceremony in Chicago?

 

Sylvia

 
 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:48 AM 

 To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Cc: tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>;

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <

pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu;

gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <

carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <

dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth <

mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <

BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: #OurSecondCentury

 

 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!! 

 
 
 

Watch this!

 
 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:
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To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx>
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1482. Article on food policy ...

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 13:00:28

Subject: Article on food policy ...

Attachment:

http://www.newhope.com/news/dear-mr-obama-food-policy-wish-list?NL=NP-05&Issue=NP-
05_20170518_NP-
05_899&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_2&utm_rid=CNHNM000001050658&utm_campaign=21328
&utm
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1483. You have a new Leadership Directory message from hfgh@asdasd.com

From: Leadership@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 11:28:48

Subject: You have a new Leadership Directory message from hfgh@asdasd.com

Attachment:

* PLEASE DON’T NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. Use the contact information below to respond to

the member’s message.  

 

------------------------------------------  

 

From: fgdfg ( hfgh@asdasd.com)  

 

Subject: sadf  

 

asdf
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1484. Daily News & Journal Review: Friday, May 19, 2019

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 11:08:41

Subject: Daily News & Journal Review: Friday, May 19, 2019

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to 

 food, nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to 

 online content.

 

 

How Much Weight Do I Need to Lose to Prevent Diabetes 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/19/well/live/how-much-weight-do-i-need-to-lose-to-prevent-

diabetes.html  

 Related Resources: Free Webinar: Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/member-updates/events-and-

deadlines/medicare-diabetes-prevention-program-webinar  

 EAL- Prevention of Type 2 Diabetes Project 

 http://www.andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5344

 

Fruits, Vegetables in Diet Linked to Lower Risk of PAD 

 Suggests a role for lifestyle counseling in  peripheral artery disease(PAD) management 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/Cardiology/PeripheralArteryDisease/65399  

 Source: Arteriosclerosis, Thombosis, and Vascular Biology 

 http://atvb.ahajournals.org/content/early/2017/05/18/ATVBAHA.116.308474

 

Just 2 Weeks on the Couch Can Trigger Body's Decline 

 Constant daily activity vital to optimal health, lifestyle experts say 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/fitness-information-14/misc-health-news-265/just-2-weeks-on-

the-couch-can-trigger-body-s-decline-722778.html

 

A healthy diet is cheaper, but Australians are still spending big on junk foods 

 http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/health-and-wellbeing/nutrition/a-healthy-diet-is-cheaper-but-were-

still-spending-big-on-junk-foods-20170518-gw7pyr.html
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Computer game helps kids make healthy food choices 

 http://www.upi.com/Health_News/2017/05/17/Computer-game-helps-kids-make-healthy-food-

choices/5841495029058/  

 Source: Appetite 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0195666317301368

 

An embarrassment: U.S. health care far from the top in global study 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2017/05/18/an-embarrassment-u-s-

health-care-far-from-the-top-in-global-study/  

 Source: Lancet 

 http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(17)30818-8/fulltext

 

Food To Cure What Ails You: When Cookbooks Treated Meals As Medicine 

 http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2017/05/17/528123967/food-to-cure-what-ails-you-when-

cookbooks-treated-meals-as-medicine

 

Journal Review

 

Clinical Nutrition, May 18, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.clinicalnutritionjournal.com/inpress 

 -Omega 3 Fatty Acids in Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors: An Updated Systematic Review of

Randomised Clinical Trials

 

European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, May 17, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.nature.com/ejcn/journal/vaop/ncurrent/index.html#17052017 

 -Prevalence of malnutrition in a cohort of 509 patients with acute hip fracture: the importance of a

comprehensive assessment

 

Journal of Human Nutrition and Dietetics, June 2017 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jhn.2017.30.issue-3/issuetoc 

 -Dietary and nutrition interventions for the therapeutic treatment of chronic fatigue

syndrome/myalgic encephalomyelitis: a systematic review 

 -Effects of Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension diet on androgens, antioxidant status and body

composition in overweight and obese women with polycystic ovary syndrome: a randomised

controlled trial 

 -Dietitians' practice in giving carbohydrate advice in the management of type 2 diabetes: a mixed

methods study

 

Journal of the National Cancer Institute, June 2017 

 https://academic.oup.com/jnci/issue/109/6 

 -Grilled, Barbecued, and Smoked Meat Intake and Survival Following Breast Cancer
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Journal of Nutrition, Health &Aging, May 19, 2017, Online First 

 https://link.springer.com/journal/12603/onlineFirst/page/1 

 -Dysphagia in hospitalized older patients: Associated factors and nutritional interventions

 

Journal of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition, May 18, 2017, Online First 

 http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/pen/0/0 

 -Malnutrition, Critical Illness Survivors, and Postdischarge Outcomes: A Cohort Study

 

New England Journal of Medicine, May 18, 2017 

 http://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/medical-journal 

 -Aerobic or Resistance Exercise, or Both, in Dieting Obese Older Adults

 

Nutrition, June 2017 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/08999007/38 

 -Orange juice allied to a reduced-calorie diet results in weight loss and ameliorates obesity-

related biomarkers: A randomized controlled trial 

 -The excessive caloric intake and micronutrient deficiencies related to obesity after a long-term

interdisciplinary therapy

 

Nutrition in Clinical Practice, May 18, 2017, Online First 

 http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ncp/0/0 

 -Oral Feeding Difficulties in Children With Short Bowel Syndrome: A Narrative Review

 

Nutrition Reviews, May 2017 

 https://academic.oup.com/nutritionreviews/issue/75/5 

 -Lifestyle recommendations for the prevention and management of metabolic syndrome: an

international panel recommendation

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1485. Fwd: Short Stop by

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 10:08:06

Subject: Fwd: Short Stop by

Attachment:

 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

Date: May 19, 2017 at 9:57:09 AM EDT  

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Short Stop by 

 

Let's grab a coffee when you return. Great talk with Donna yesterday. Give her my best if you see

her today.  
 

Gus 
 
 

On Fri, May 19, 2017 at 9:54 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:  

I would love to see you but I am at the BOD meeting in Cleveland.  

Raincheck?  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN  

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  
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Suite 460  

Washington, DC 20036  

phone: 312.899.1731 

mraimondi@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org 
 
>On May 19, 2017, at 9:43 AM, Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> wrote:  
> 
>Mary Pat,  
> 
>    Many thanks for coming by the Pew session and your support for these nutrition incentive
initiatives.  
> 
>    Downtown this morning and wonder if I could stop by for a few minutes around 11:30 or noon?
Donna Martin rang yesterday and I would like to brief you on our discussion.  
> 
>    My # is 202-549-3308.  
> 
>    Gus  
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1486. [REMINDER] AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 09:44:42

Subject: [REMINDER] AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey

Attachment:

[REMINDER] AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey 

 LAST CHANCE -- SURVEY CLOSES MAY 24

 

AMIA invites the members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics to participate in its first

Informatics Workforce Surveyan important and unique opportunity to help shape the future of

informatics. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is distributing this survey to ensure the

specific perspectives of its members are considered in the development of programs to support

informatics professionals.  

  

To participate, click this link or paste it into your browser: 

 https://www.amia.org/ahic/survey 

  

Please complete this survey by May 24, 2017. 

  

The survey is designed for professionals and students from all informatics domains and should

take approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete. By completing this survey, you will become

eligible to enter a drawing for one of ten $250 VISA gift cards. No identifying information will be

revealed in reporting results of this survey. 

  

AMIA is seeking broad representation from the informatics field. Please share the survey link with

colleagues who may be interested in participating. 

  

If you have any questions or comments, please contact workforcesurvey@AMIA.org.

 

Thank you for your time!

 
 
 
About AMIA 
 AMIA the leading professional association for informatics professionals, is the center of action for
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5,400 informatics professionals from more than 65 countries. As the voice of the nations top
biomedical and health informatics professionals, AMIA and its members play a leading role in
advancing the field of informatics. AMIA actively supports five domains in informatics: translational
bioinformatics, clinical research informatics, clinical informatics, consumer health informatics, and
public health informatics.

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1487. Need CPEUs by the May 31 deadline?

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 06:18:03

Subject: Need CPEUs by the May 31 deadline?

Attachment:

Need CPEUs by the May 31 deadline? 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

CPEUs at Your Fingertips 

  

The CPE annual cycle ends May 31, but the Center for Lifelong Learning can help you stay up-to-

date for your credential and advance your career.

  

  

WEBINARS

 

Order any of the Center for Lifelong Learnings hot-topic webinar series recordings and earn group

or individual learning credits on your own time. 

  

Upcoming:

 

May 25  Beyond the App Game: Integrating Mobile Apps into Dietetics Practice 

Recorded:

 

International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative 

Orthorexia Comes of Age: Perspectives on the Healthy Eating Disorder 

TeleDietitian: The Future of Dietitian Consulting 

 VIEW ALL WEBINARS   

  

CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING PROGRAMS

 

Satisfy 8-12.5 hours of CPE credit for your CDR portfolio, and learn how to impact the profession.

Here are just a few of the programs available at a reduced-rate for Academy members:

 

Informatics in Nutrition: Spanning All Areas of Practice - New 

Integrative and Functional Nutrition - New 
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Nutritional Counseling 

Developing Your Role as a Leader 

Executive Management 

 VIEW ALL PROGRAMS   

  

FNCE-ON-DEMAND 

Access recent Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo recordings through these complete sets. View

dynamic educational sessions not available anywhere else, and utilize these recording sets to

increase your knowledge while earning CPE credits on your own time!

  VIEW ALL RECORDINGS  

For all of the Academys CPE offerings, visit the Distance Learning Center.

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1488. RE: #OurSecondCentury

From: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>

To: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Cc: tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, mgarner@cchs.ua.edu

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary

Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 19, 2017 04:11:27

Subject: RE: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment:

How clever this video.  We should ask all dietetic students (SDA, etc.) to create one of their own

for a contest!  Wouldn’t it be great to recognize them at Opening Ceremony in Chicago?

 

Sylvia

 
 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:48 AM 

 To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Cc: tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>;
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kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia

<pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu;

gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth

<mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: #OurSecondCentury

 

 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!! 

 
 
 

Watch this!

 
 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.
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Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx>
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1489. FW: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m. CDT

From: Maria Juarez <MJuarez@eatright.org>

To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'Jojo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com'>, 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>, 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <'Ksauer@ksu.edu'>

Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>, Maria Juarez

<MJuarez@eatright.org>, 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'

<'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org>,

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Rollins.christina@mhsil.com'

<'Rollins.christina@mhsil.com'>, 'coleen.liscano@gmail.com'

<'coleen.liscano@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Marcia Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'catherinesavannah@yahoo.com' <'catherinesavannah@yahoo.com'>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 18:31:18

Subject: FW: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m.

CDT

Attachment: image001.png

All,

 

As Paul mentioned in his email this is our final Finance and Audit  Committee call for the 2017

Fiscal Year on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1 p.m. CDT.  The documents are loaded in the portal with

the exception of the narrative.  This will be loaded tomorrow.

 

 

1.      April 25-26, 2017 minutes

 

2.      March final financials

 

3.      April  2017 narrative

 

4.      April preliminary financials
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5.      Feedback from the Board on the FY18 budget

 

 

Please let us know if you have problems connecting to the portal. 

 

Maria G Juarez

 

Manager General Accounting 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Il 60606

 

Ph 312-899-4886

 

mjuarez@eatright.org
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1490. Re: Thursday Night Dinner

From: Don Bradley, M.D. <don.bradley@duke.edu>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, evelyncrayton64

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, craytef@charter.net <'craytef@charter.net'>,

'Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, jojo@nutritioned.com

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Aida

Miles-school <miles081@umn.edu>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, michelelites@sbcglobal.net

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, Tammy.randall@case.edu

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, brantley.susan@gmail.com

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, dwbradley51@gmail.com

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, steve.miranda44@gmail.com

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Marcy

Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Marty

Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 17:49:29

Subject: Re: Thursday Night Dinner

Attachment: image001.png

I will attend.  

Don  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 18, 2017, at 3:48 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

We have arranged for a group dinner tonight at 7:00pm at the Hilton in the Burnham restaurant’s

private dining room.  If you already have plans tonight, please know this is just optional.  Please

reply to me if you plan on attending. The restaurant is located on the second floor of the hotel;

please go to the host stand and they will direct you to the private dining room. 

Thanks!
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Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1491. Automatic reply: Thursday Night Dinner

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 17:18:12

Subject: Automatic reply: Thursday Night Dinner

Attachment:

Thank you for your message. I am currently out of the office attending the Academy Board

meeting from May 18-20 and will have intermittent access to email.  I will respond to your

message upon my return.  

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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1492. Re: Thursday Night Dinner

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 17:00:10

Subject: Re: Thursday Night Dinner

Attachment: image001.png

I will be there with bells on my toes.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 18, 2017, at 4:10 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

We have arranged for a group dinner tonight at 7:00pm at the Hilton in the Burnham restaurant’s

private dining room.  If you already have plans tonight, please know this is just optional.  Please

reply to me if you plan on attending. The restaurant is located on the second floor of the hotel;

please go to the host stand and they will direct you to the private dining room. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1493. Thursday Night Dinner

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>,

''Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com'

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida

Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'milton.stokes@monsanto.com'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'ksauer@ksu.edu' <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'k.w.concannon@gmail.com'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 16:10:27

Subject: Thursday Night Dinner

Attachment: image001.png

We have arranged for a group dinner tonight at 7:00pm at the Hilton in the Burnham restaurant’s

private dining room.  If you already have plans tonight, please know this is just optional.  Please

reply to me if you plan on attending. The restaurant is located on the second floor of the hotel;

please go to the host stand and they will direct you to the private dining room. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1494. Nutrition Research Month Spotlight on EAL®

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 13:51:47

Subject: Nutrition Research Month Spotlight on EAL®

Attachment:

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

Access Relevant Nutrition Research through the EAL® 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics' Evidence Analysis Library® launched in 2004. This online

website (free to Academy members) is a growing series of systematic reviews and evidence-

based nutrition practice guidelines for registered dietitian nutritionists and other members of the

health care team. 

  

Join an Evidence Analysis Workgroup 

 Serve as an expert workgroup member to formulate and answer research questions and develop

evidence-based nutrition practice guidelines using the Academy's Evidence Analysis Process.

Workgroup members, with the assistance of lead analysts, review, analyze and summarize

nutrition research. Resulting information is published on the Evidence Analysis Library 

  

EAL® Toolkits for your Practice 

 Implement evidence-based practice and the Academy's Nutrition Care Process. The EAL®

toolkits—in downloadable format—are designed to assist the registered dietitian nutritionist in

applying the evidence-based nutrition practice guidelines. The toolkits include MNT protocol,

documentation forms, case studies, and much more! 

  

 

Learn More!

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not

to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1495. HOD Speaker Message 44 Input Requested

From: House of Delegates <HOD@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 13:13:21

Subject: HOD Speaker Message 44 Input Requested

Attachment:

Speaker Message 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

Speaker Message 44 
 Delegate Input Requested
 

 

Input Requested 

 The HLT is seeking your input by Thursday, May 25, 2017.

 

Complete the Mega Issue Survey 

The HLT is interested in hearing from you, as a delegate, on ideas for potential mega issue

discussions. 

Complete the Weekly Speaker Message Survey and HOD End of Year Evaluation 

The HLT is seeking feedback in two areas on this one survey: the new Speaker Message and the

evaluation of your work in the 2016-2017 HOD. 

Motion Outcomes 

 Thank you for participating in the electronic voting related to the Academy Bylaws Amendments. 

 93 of the 103 delegates eligible to vote did so. Two delegates (At-large: CDR and At-large:

ACEND) declared their non-voting status as HOD members. 

 

Electronic Motion #1: Academy Bylaws Amendment- Associate Member Qualifications and

Privileges of Membership 

Motion 1: 92 supported/ 1 opposed – motion carried

The Member Services Advisory Committee will be notified of the result. 

Electronic Motion #2: Academy Bylaws Amendment- CDR Nominations 

Motion 2: 92 supported/ 1 opposed – motion carried

CDR will be notified of the result. 
 
The Academy Bylaws will be updated and the changes are effective as of May 18, 2017. 

Public Policy Update 

 Weekly public policy updates are provided for your review and information. By staying on top of

public policy updates, you can support your affiliate or DPG policy team and serve as a role model
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for Action Alerts.

 

For more information 

 Contact Linda Farr (linda.farr@me.com) or 

 Anna Shlachter (ashlachter@eatright.org, 800/877-1600, ext. 4819)

 

This House of Delegates email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you

prefer not to receive future HOD emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
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1496. Re: #OurSecondCentury

From: TJRaymond@aol.com

To: jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org, Sburns@eatright.org

Cc: myadrick@computrition.com, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us,

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net,

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com,

escottstumps@ecu.edu, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com,

rangecamille@gmail.com, sitoyaj@hotmail.com, pbabjak@eatright.org,

peark02@outlook.com, JoJo@NutritionEd.com, c.christie@unf.edu,

gussch@aol.com, carole.clemente@dairy.org, carol.singerman@dairy.org,

JSchwaba@eatright.org, dturner@eatright.org, Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com,

mwhalen@eatright.org, kbrown@eatright.org, BLabrador@eatright.org,

pslomski@eatright.org, nbrown@eatright.org, dtaylor@eatright.org,

Montiveros@eatright.org, schassagne@eatright.org

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 12:51:26

Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment: image001.png

This is great! Love the banana on the piano! 

Terri 

 

In a message dated 5/18/2017 4:37:08 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org

writes: 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!!  
 

Watch this! 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair
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I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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1497. Daily News: Thursday, May 18, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 12:05:27

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, May 18, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to 

 food, nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to 

 online content.

 

 

Early Feeding May Benefit Patients With Mild Pancreatitis 

 http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/880039#vp_2  

 Source: Annals of Internal Medicine 

 http://annals.org/aim/article/2626467/early-versus-delayed-feeding-patients-acute-pancreatitis-

systematic-review

 

Blacks' high blood pressure linked to where they live 

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2017/05/17/african-american-high-blood-

pressure/328811001/  

 Source: JAMA Internal Medicine 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2626858

 

Popular weight-loss surgery puts patients at high risk for alcohol problems 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170516090838.htm  

 Source: Surgery for Obesity and Related Diseases 

 http://www.soard.org/article/S1550-7289(17)30152-1/fulltext

 

Nearly 20 percent of gastric band patients face additional surgeries, study finds 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/20-percent-gastric-band-patients-face-additional-surgeries/story

 

For colon cancer survivors, following simple steps can be life-changing 

 http://www.nbcnews.com/nightly-news/video/for-colon-cancer-survivors-following-simple-steps-

can-be-life-changing-946539587521  

 Related Resource: American Cancer Society 

 https://www.cancer.org/content/dam/cancer-org/research/cancer-facts-and-statistics/cancer-
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prevention-and-early-detection-facts-and-figures/cancer-prevention-and-early-detection-facts-and-

figures-2017.pdf

 

Suspected Cases of Ebola Rise to 18 in Democratic Republic of Congo 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/18/world/africa/ebola-outbreak-congo-virus.html  

 Source: CDC 

 https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/outbreaks/drc/2017-may.html

 

ClinicalTrials.gov  

 ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported clinical

studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/  

 -Cancer Prevention and Care Among Aged 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01831375?term=cancer+prevention&rank=16

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Heart Disease the No. 1 Killer Worldwide 

 Low-cost, effective treatment programs are needed, researcher says 

 -Is the AIDS Epidemic Winding Down in the U.S.? 

 Infection rate could be as low as 12,000 people a year by 2025, researchers report 

 -Some Lead Poisoning Tests May Be Faulty 

 But the majority of tests are unaffected, U.S. officials say 

 -This Combo Workout May Suit Obese Seniors Best 

 Aerobic-plus-resistance regimen boosts bone and muscles, study shows 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the

 

referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of listed

articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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2.

3.

1498. Get CPEU on May 25  Integrate Mobile Apps into Practice Webinar

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 11:36:20

Subject: Get CPEU on May 25  Integrate Mobile Apps into Practice Webinar

Attachment:

Get CPEU on May 25  Integrate Mobile Apps into Practice Webinar 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
Beyond the App Game: Integrating Mobile Apps into Dietetics Practice 

Date: Thursday, May 25, 2017, 12 PM CST (1 hour event) 

 CPEU Hours: 1.0 

 CPE Level: 2 

  

With thousands of mobile diet apps available and utilized by the public, dietetics professionals and

other health providers need effective, evidence-based strategies for incorporating apps into

practice. This session will provide best practices for evaluating and implementing apps in patient

counseling sessions based on the latest research. Patient and provider perceptions of apps will be

discussed, along with research-related outcomes of app interventions on changes in patients

nutrition knowledge, behaviors, weight, and biochemical markers. HIPPA-compliance and FDA

regulation in apps will also be covered. 

  

Learning Objectives:

 

Utilize behavior change strategies incorporated into mobile apps to support dietetics practice. 

Evaluate apps for use in dietary counseling. 

Explore current developments and future directions of apps in dietetics research and practice

settings. 

Speakers:

 Kristen DiFilippo, MS, RDN is a PhD candidate in Nutritional Sciences at the University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign. Kristens research focuses on app-based strategies to support nutrition

education for behavior change. Her research includes the development of a tool for nutrition app

evaluation, for which she won the Nutrition Education for the Public DPG Award of Excellence in

2016. Justine Karduck MS, RDN, CDE is a Clinical Assistant Professor and the Director of the

Didactic Program in Dietetics in the Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She previously worked as a clinical dietitian, diabetes

educator, and as nutrition consultant for a fitness center and Headstart. She is a part-time doctoral
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student in Human Nutrition at the University of Illinois and her dissertation research is focused on

mobile apps in the clinical management of diabetes and obesity.  REGISTER HERE!  

If your schedule changes and you cannot attend, note that the webinar will be recorded and

available at eatrightPro for self-study

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1499. WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

From: Academy IT Department <messenger@webex.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 10:50:23

Subject: WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

Attachment: WebEx_Meeting.ics

Hello, Academy IT Department invites you to join this WebEx meeting.  Finance and Audit

Committee Meeting Tuesday, May 23, 2017 1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  1 hr 30 mins Meeting number: 740 911 082 Meeting password: dietetics  Add to

Calendar When it's time, join the meeting.  Join by phoneCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbersConference Code: 943 178 7218  Can't join the meeting?

 IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information

sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining

this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being

recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Microsoft Corporation//Outlook 10.0 MIMEDIR//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REQUEST
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:Central Time
BEGIN:STANDARD
DTSTART:20151101T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=1SU;BYMONTH=11
TZOFFSETFROM:-0500
TZOFFSETTO:-0600
TZNAME:Standard Time
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
DTSTART:20150301T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=2SU;BYMONTH=3
TZOFFSETFROM:-0600
TZOFFSETTO:-0500
TZNAME:Daylight Savings Time
END:DAYLIGHT
END:VTIMEZONE
BEGIN:VEVENT
ATTENDEE;CN="";ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:MAILTO:dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
ORGANIZER;CN="Academy IT Department":MAILTO:itoperations@eatright.org
DTSTART;TZID="Central Time":20170523T130000
DTEND;TZID="Central Time":20170523T143000
LOCATION:https://eatright.webex.com/eatright
TRANSP:OPAQUE
SEQUENCE:1495118803
UID:dc687a8b-a00d-4f4f-bcd5-d8ebabd0ccd4
DTSTAMP:20170523T180000Z
DESCRIPTION:\n\n\nJOIN WEBEX MEETING\nhttps://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m695bb78d35b48599974f54d19973b8b9\nMeeting number: 740 911 082\nMeeting password: dietetics\n\n\nJOIN BY PHONE\nCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US)\nShow global numbers:\nhttps://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218\nConference Code: 943 178 7218\n\n\n\nCan't join the meeting?\nhttps://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412\n\nIMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.\n
X-ALT-DESC;FMTTYPE=text/html:	<FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="ARIAL">		<a href="https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m695bb78d35b48599974f54d19973b8b9"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Join WebEx meeting</FONT></a>			<table>				<tr>					<td>						<FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting number: 740 911 082</FONT>					</td>				</tr>			</table>						<table><tr><td><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting password:</FONT></td><td><FONT SIZE="2"  COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">dietetics</FONT></td></tr></table>		</FONT><FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR></FONT><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="Segoe UI"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Join by phone</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Call-in toll-free number:&nbsp;1-866-477-4564  (US)</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI"><a href="https://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218"><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Segoe UI">Show global numbers</FONT></a></FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Conference Code:&nbsp;943 178 7218</FONT>&nbsp; <BR></FONT><BR>	&nbsp;<BR>	<a href="https://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412">	<FONT SIZE="1" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Can't join the meeting?</FONT></a>	&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT COLOR="#A0A0A0" size="1" FACE="arial">IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.</FONT></FONT>
SUMMARY:Finance and Audit Committee Meeting
PRIORITY:5
CLASS:PUBLIC
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR


WebEx_Meeting.ics



1500. RE: ANDPAC Video #2

From: Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>

To: 'Debra King' <dlkingrd@gmail.com>, 'Lorri Holzberg'

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Jeanne Blankenship'

<jblankenship@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, 'Sarah Mott' <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare

Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, 'Lauren  Au' <Au.lauren@gmail.com>,

'Krista Yoder Latortue' <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, 'Carol Brunzell'

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, 'Linda Pennington'

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, 'Jennifer Folliard'

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, 'Stefanie Reinehart' <swinston@eatright.org>,

'Pepin Tuma' <ptuma@eatright.org>, 'Mark Rifkin' <mrifkin@eatright.org>,

'Susan Scott' <scsnutr@comcast.net>, 'Donna Martin'

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 10:02:47

Subject: RE: ANDPAC Video #2

Attachment:

Nice. This is excellent. I’ll pass it on to WI affiliate leaders, too. 

 

Mike

 
 

From: Debra King [mailto:dlkingrd@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:58 AM 

 To: 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Jeanne Blankenship'

<jblankenship@eatright.org>; 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>; 'Christine Rhone'

<crhone@eatright.org>; 'Nadine Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; 'Sarah Mott'

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; 'Lauren Au'

<Au.lauren@gmail.com>; 'Krista Yoder Latortue' <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; 'Carol

Brunzell' <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; 'Linda Pennington' <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>;

'Jennifer Folliard' <JFolliard@eatright.org>; 'Stefanie Reinehart' <swinston@eatright.org>; 'Pepin

Tuma' <ptuma@eatright.org>; 'Mark Rifkin' <mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; 'Susan Scott' <scsnutr@comcast.net>; 'Donna Martin'

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com> 

 Subject: RE: ANDPAC Video #2

 

 

This is great. Can we share it on our affiliate social media?
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Debra King

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 6:48 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org

>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>;

Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <

Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington <

lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <

mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <

DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; Donna Martin <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 

 Subject: ANDPAC Video #2

 

 

Hi all:

 

I want to share with you the second video made by the communications committee of ANDPAC.

 

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office.

 

Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

 

Lorri

 

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018
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Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 
 

Confidentiality Notice: Waukesha County is subject to Wisconsin’s Public Records Law. However,

if the information in this e-mail is confidential, it may not be subject to disclosure under the Public

Records Law or other applicable law. This e-mail is intended for the specific delivery to and use by

the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this e-mail in error, you are notified

that any disclosure, copying, distribution and use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited.

Please reply to the sender immediately if you have received the e-mail in error, and delete the

original and any copy from your computer. Thank you. 
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1501. Re: #OurSecondCentury

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Susan Burns

<sburns@eatright.org>

Cc: tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, mgarner@cchs.ua.edu

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, maha.tahiri@genmills.com

<maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, jojo@nutritioned.com <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<jschwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

sandy.stelflug@genmills.com <sandy.stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary

Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <blabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, jason.roberts@va.gov <jason.roberts@va.gov>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 09:49:34

Subject: Re: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment:

OMG!  Brilliant!  

 
 

Marty 
 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 5:48:21 AM  

To: Susan Burns  

Cc: tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; mgarner@cchs.ua.edu;

constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu; Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-

Stump, Sylvia; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com;

Babjak, Patricia; peark02@outlook.com; JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu;
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gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole; Singerman, Carol; Joan Schwaba; Dante Turner;

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth; Brown, Katie; Beth Labrador; Paul Slomski;

Nicci Brown; Deneen Taylor; Martha Ontiveros; Stacy Chassagne  

Subject: #OurSecondCentury 

 

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!!  
 

Watch this! 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation
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120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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1502. Re: ANDPAC Video #2

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Debra King <dlkingrd@gmail.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Susan Scott

<scsnutr@comcast.net>, Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 09:26:14

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Video #2

Attachment:

Sure.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 

iPad  
 
On May 18, 2017, at 4:57 AM, Debra King <dlkingrd@gmail.com> wrote:  
 
This is great. Can we share it on our affiliate social media?

 

Debra King

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 6:48 PM 

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org

>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>;

Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <

Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington <

lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <

mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <

DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; Donna Martin <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 
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Subject: ANDPAC Video #2

 

Hi all:

I want to share with you the second video made by the communications committee of ANDPAC.

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office.

Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile
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1503. RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m. CDT

From: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'Jojo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>, 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <Ksauer@ksu.edu>

Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>, Maria Juarez

<MJuarez@eatright.org>, 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'

<carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org>,

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Rollins.christina@mhsil.com'

<Rollins.christina@mhsil.com>, 'coleen.liscano@gmail.com'

<coleen.liscano@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Marcia Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'catherinesavannah@yahoo.com' <catherinesavannah@yahoo.com>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 09:09:29

Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, May 23rd at 1:00 p.m.

CDT

Attachment: May 2017 Agenda.doc

Good morning to everyone,

 

 

As you know, we have our final Finance and Audit  Committee call for the 2017 Fiscal Year on

Tuesday, May 23rd at 1 p.m. CDT.  I am attaching the agenda for your review.  This month, we will

focus on the following;

 

 

1.       March final financials

 

2.       April preliminary financials

 

3.       Feedback from the Board on the FY18 budget
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		Finance and Audit Committee Meeting


May 23th, 2017 Agenda

Webinar

Call in number 866-477-4564


Conference code: 9431787218#




		

		







		TIME

		AGENDA ITEM

		PRESENTER(S)

		EXPECTED OUTCOME



		1:00

		1.0   Call to Order

		M. Garner

		



		1:05

		2.0 Welcome 

		M. Garner

		



		1:15

		3.0 April 25th and April 26th minutes(

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion/Action



		1:20

		4.0 Board Feedback on 2018 budget

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion



		1:30

		5.0 Financials

4.1 Final March financials (

4.2 Preliminary April financials(

		P. Mifsud/C Krapp

		Information/Discussion/Action



		2:00

		5.0 New Business

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion



		2:10

		6.0 Farewell

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion



		2:20

		8.0 Adjourn

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion/Action





· Attachment (Material to be Reviewed)




May 2017 Agenda.doc



Most of the information should be posted to the portal this afternoon.  Since Christian has a big job

in completing the narratives, this might not make it until tomorrow.  In both cases, Maria will let you

know when the information is available.

 

 

You should also receive an email from the Academy IT department.  This will be the webinar

invitation.  If you don’t receive it today, please let me know and I will follow up to have it resent.

 

 

We also will have guests joining our meeting this month.  The members who will be joining this

Committee in FY18 have all been invited to audit the call.  I know schedules are difficult and not

everyone will be able to attend. However, everyone is welcome.  For those of you who are new to

the Committee in FY18 and have not served on this Committee in the past, you will have the

option to receive an orientation to the Committee.  More news to follow on this issue.    Of course,

if the former members of this Committee would like a “refresher”, just let me know.  Finally, the

Academy Executive team is always welcome to audit the Finance Committee calls.  So, some of

them may join us as well.

 

 

If you can’t make it on Tuesday, please let me know.

 

 

 

Paul
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1504. RE: ANDPAC Video #2

From: Debra King <dlkingrd@gmail.com>

To: 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Jeanne Blankenship'

<jblankenship@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, 'Sarah Mott' <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare

Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, 'Lauren  Au' <Au.lauren@gmail.com>,

'Krista Yoder Latortue' <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, 'Carol Brunzell'

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, 'Linda Pennington'

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, 'Jennifer Folliard'

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, 'Stefanie Reinehart' <swinston@eatright.org>,

'Pepin Tuma' <ptuma@eatright.org>, 'Mark Rifkin' <mrifkin@eatright.org>,

'Glasgow, Michael' <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>, 'Donna Martin' <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 08:04:55

Subject: RE: ANDPAC Video #2

Attachment:

This is great. Can we share it on our affiliate social media?

 

Debra King

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 6:48 PM 

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org>;

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>; Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare Miller

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; Donna Martin

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 

Subject: ANDPAC Video #2

 

Hi all:

I want to share with you the second video made by the communications committee of ANDPAC.

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office.
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Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile
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1505. #OurSecondCentury

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Cc: tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, mgarner@cchs.ua.edu

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary

Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 06:52:17

Subject: #OurSecondCentury

Attachment: image001.png

Did u see this video? It is so hysterical and creative. Another example of why I'm optimistic about

our future #oursecondcentury for Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics!!  
 

Watch this! 
 
https://content.screencast.com/users/TCSSoftware/folders/OAND/media/dc729bd2-071b-4b76-
afae-6d78b8442e51/OAND%20Promo%20Video%202017.mp4

 

 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
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To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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1506. The Washington Post: Trump and DeVos plan to reshape higher education finance. 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 18, 2017 06:31:52

Subject: The Washington Post: Trump and DeVos plan to reshape higher education

finance. 

Attachment:

This will impact potential members especially in recruiting more diversity.

 

Trump and DeVos plan to reshape higher education finance. Here’s what it might mean for you.

The full White House budget is proposing a raft changes that could have significant impact on

college students and graduates.

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2017/05/17/trump-and-devos-plan-to-

reshape-higher-education-finance-heres-what-it-might-mean-for-you/

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1507. Re: Gift from CDR

From: TJRaymond@aol.com

To: ksauer@ksu.edu, DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us, jojo@nutritioned.com

Cc: Montiveros@eatright.org, c.christie@unf.edu, gus@wholesomewave.org,

peark02@outlook.com, rangecamille@gmail.com, Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu,

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com,

maha.tahiri@genmills.com, mgarner@cchs.ua.edu,

myadrick@computrition.com, PBABJAK@eatright.org,

escottstumps@ecu.edu, sitoyaj@hotmail.com, BLabrador@eatright.org,

dtaylor@eatright.org, kbrown@eatright.org, Mwhalen@eatright.org,

nbrown@eatright.org, pslomski@eatright.org, schassagne@eatright.org,

Sburns@eatright.org, CREIDY@eatright.org

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 22:05:40

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR

Attachment:

 

Hi Kevin,

 

Thank you for sharing our gratitude with all those that made this gift possible – Chris Reidy, the

Commissioners and the support team at CDR.  As they say – it takes a village and we are grateful.

 In addition this gift represents a wonderful alliance between our organizations and a shared belief

in the future of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

Thank you! 

Terri Raymond 

 

In a message dated 5/17/2017 5:38:33 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time, ksauer@ksu.edu writes: 

Dear Donna and Colleagues,

 
 

Thank you very much for your kinds words and acknowledgement.  I really must direct much of the

credit to other important individuals.   

First, like I try to teach my own students, behind every successful balance sheet, is a passionate

and skillful manager and leader.  That leader is CDR Executive Director, Chris Reidy.  Her

financial acumen is really what keeps CDR in such good standing so that these decisions are

possible.

 
 

Second, the CDR Finance Committee and Commissioners invest great time and thought into

these decisions.  I'm so proud to have been associated with them.   
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In the spirit of our great profession, thank you again for your dedication and reciprocal support.   
 

Warmest wishes, Kevin  
 
 

Kevin Sauer, PhD, RDN, LD  I Associate Professor I Dietetics

 

Department of Food, Nutrition, Dietetics and Health 

 

Kansas State University, College of Human Ecology

 

201 Justin Hall (NEW), Manhattan, KS  66506-1404

 

Phone: 785-532-5581
 
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 7:09 PM  

To: JoJo Dantone  

Cc: Martha Ontiveros; Cathy Christie; Gus Schumacher Jr; peark02@outlook.com; Camille

Range; Eileen Kennedy; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org); Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com); Maha Tahiri; GARNER MARGARET; ADA YADRICK MARTY;

ADA BABJAK PAT; Sylvia Escott-Stump; Terri Raymond; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Kevin Sauer; AND

Beth Labrador; Deneen Taylor; Katie Brown; Mary Beth Whalen; Nicci Brown; Paul Slomski; Stacy

Chassagne; Susan Burns; ADA REIDY CHRIS  

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR 

 

Kevin and CDR,  This gift comes at a great time, as we all are getting so excited about our Second

Century and all of the great initiiatives we have planned.  This donation will help us show the world

the true transformative power of food and nutrition.  Couple the Second Century donation with the

diversity funding and you all have hit a home run or I should say grand slam!  Thanks so much!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 6:06 PM, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com> wrote:  
 

WOW!  What a great gift!  Thank you Kevin for supporting the Second  Century Campaign and

helping to ensure our organization’s future as well as the RDN/NDTR’s future all over the world.

 CDR is very generous and we appreciate your direction in facilitating both of these awesome gifts!

 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND
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Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On May 17, 2017, at 3:22 PM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

Chair  

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of 

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing  $276,000 to renew

the CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s

outstanding support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher

education and to creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin

Sauer, CDR Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support!  

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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1508. Re: Gift from CDR

From: Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, JoJo Dantone

<jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

GARNER MARGARET <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, ADA BABJAK PAT

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>,

Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, AND Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>,

Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy

Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, ADA REIDY CHRIS <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 20:42:09

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR

Attachment:

Dear Donna and Colleagues,

 
 

Thank you very much for your kinds words and acknowledgement.  I really must direct much of the

credit to other important individuals.   

First, like I try to teach my own students, behind every successful balance sheet, is a passionate

and skillful manager and leader.  That leader is CDR Executive Director, Chris Reidy.  Her

financial acumen is really what keeps CDR in such good standing so that these decisions are

possible.

 
 

Second, the CDR Finance Committee and Commissioners invest great time and thought into

these decisions.  I'm so proud to have been associated with them.   
 

In the spirit of our great profession, thank you again for your dedication and reciprocal support.   
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Warmest wishes, Kevin  
 
 

Kevin Sauer, PhD, RDN, LD  I Associate Professor I Dietetics

 

Department of Food, Nutrition, Dietetics and Health 

 

Kansas State University, College of Human Ecology

 

201 Justin Hall (NEW), Manhattan, KS  66506-1404

 

Phone: 785-532-5581

 
 
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 7:09 PM  

To: JoJo Dantone  

Cc: Martha Ontiveros; Cathy Christie; Gus Schumacher Jr; peark02@outlook.com; Camille

Range; Eileen Kennedy; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org); Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com); Maha Tahiri; GARNER MARGARET; ADA YADRICK MARTY;

ADA BABJAK PAT; Sylvia Escott-Stump; Terri Raymond; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Kevin Sauer; AND

Beth Labrador; Deneen Taylor; Katie Brown; Mary Beth Whalen; Nicci Brown; Paul Slomski; Stacy

Chassagne; Susan Burns; ADA REIDY CHRIS  

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR 

 

Kevin and CDR,  This gift comes at a great time, as we all are getting so excited about our Second

Century and all of the great initiiatives we have planned.  This donation will help us show the world

the true transformative power of food and nutrition.  Couple the Second Century donation with the

diversity funding and you all have hit a home run or I should say grand slam!  Thanks so much!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 6:06 PM, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com> wrote:  
 

WOW!  What a great gift!  Thank you Kevin for supporting the Second  Century Campaign and

helping to ensure our organization’s future as well as the RDN/NDTR’s future all over the world.

 CDR is very generous and we appreciate your direction in facilitating both of these awesome gifts!

 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics
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CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On May 17, 2017, at 3:22 PM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

Chair  

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of 

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing  $276,000 to renew

the CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s

outstanding support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher

education and to creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin

Sauer, CDR Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support!  

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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1509. Automatic reply: Gift from CDR

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 20:10:00

Subject: Automatic reply: Gift from CDR

Attachment:

Hi.  I am sorry I missed you.  I will be out of the office on business May 18th and 19th and will

respond to your email when I return.  If you need immediate assistance, please contact Martha

Ontiveros at montiveros@eatright.org.  Thanks and have a great day!  
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1510. Re: Gift from CDR

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Cc: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

GARNER MARGARET <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, ADA BABJAK PAT

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>,

Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, AND Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, ADA REIDY CHRIS

<CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 20:09:52

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR

Attachment:

Kevin and CDR,  This gift comes at a great time, as we all are getting so excited about our Second

Century and all of the great initiiatives we have planned.  This donation will help us show the world

the true transformative power of food and nutrition.  Couple the Second Century donation with the

diversity funding and you all have hit a home run or I should say grand slam!  Thanks so much!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 6:06 PM, JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com> wrote:  
 

WOW!  What a great gift!  Thank you Kevin for supporting the Second  Century Campaign and

helping to ensure our organization’s future as well as the RDN/NDTR’s future all over the world.

 CDR is very generous and we appreciate your direction in facilitating both of these awesome gifts!

 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics
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CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On May 17, 2017, at 3:22 PM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

Chair  

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of 

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing  $276,000 to renew

the CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s

outstanding support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher

education and to creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin

Sauer, CDR Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support!  

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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1511. Re: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 19:59:27

Subject: Re: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

Attachment:

Great! 

See you tomorrow!  

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 5:52 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Yes, Sunday through Tuesday night. Thanks.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 5:33 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna, 

As you can see below, Patti is happy you are attending the SNA conference. They have graciously

provided comp registration for you. Do you know which dates you will need hotel

accommodations? I will let Patti know, and we will take care of reserving them for you. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Just please send which nights she needs hotel room so I can share with my meetings team. 

Thanks

 

 

 

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

120 Waterfront Street, Suite 300

 

National Harbor, MD 20745

 

(301) 686-3100 Phone

 

(301) 686-3115 Fax

 
www.schoolnutrition.org

 
pmontague@schoolnutrition.org

 

 
<image002.png>
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Register for the school nutrition event of the year! #ANC17

 
ANC 2017 in Atlanta, GA

 

July 9-12, 2017

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/Meetings/ANC/2017/

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 5:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Many thanks, Patti! 

Donna is excited to attend. We will complete the forms and submit for housing. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:22 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Hi Joan

 

 

Once again we would be very happy to have Donna Martin attend ANC representing AND and

offer a reciprocal registration.  Below is the link to the registration form.  Please fill out and write

Comp Registration Per P. Montague on top and return to me and I will make sure she is

registered.

 

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/uploadedFiles/2_Meetings_and_Events/ANC_2017/Pages/ANC2017-
REGULAR-Registration-Form.pdf

 

 

The headquarter’s hotel is the Marriott Marquis.  You have to be registered before you can book a

room.  We usually have extra rooms and will make sure my staff holds one for her.  I will let you

know if they need a credit card deposit.

 

 

I will reach out to Donna in terms of events for her to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.  Thanks

 

 

 

           

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 
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From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Dear Patti, 

 

Donna Martin, 2017-18 Academy President, will be representing the Academy at the annual

School Nutrition Association Nutrition Conference in Atlanta on July 9-12.  As in the past years we

would be pleased if you can provide Donna with complimentary registration for SNA and we will be

happy to reciprocate for FNCE, to be held October 21-24 in Chicago. If there are social events that

she should attend, please let me know and we will register and pay for her. Donna’s contact

information follows below. If you can share information about the headquarters hotel, I will be

happy to book her room. 

 

Donna Martin, EdS, RD, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA 30830

 
dmartin@burke.K12.ga.us 

 

Thank you for your consideration! 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1512. ANDPAC Video #2

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>,

Krista Yoder Latortue <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 19:51:47

Subject: ANDPAC Video #2

Attachment:

Hi all:

I want to share with you the second video made by the communications committee of ANDPAC.

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office.

Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile
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1513. Re: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 18:56:24

Subject: Re: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

Attachment: image002.png
image003.png

Yes, Sunday through Tuesday night. Thanks.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 5:33 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna, 

As you can see below, Patti is happy you are attending the SNA conference. They have graciously

provided comp registration for you. Do you know which dates you will need hotel

accommodations? I will let Patti know, and we will take care of reserving them for you. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Just please send which nights she needs hotel room so I can share with my meetings team. 

Thanks

 

 

 

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

120 Waterfront Street, Suite 300

 

National Harbor, MD 20745

 

(301) 686-3100 Phone

 

(301) 686-3115 Fax

 
www.schoolnutrition.org

 
pmontague@schoolnutrition.org

 

 
<image002.png>

 

 

Register for the school nutrition event of the year! #ANC17

 
ANC 2017 in Atlanta, GA

 

July 9-12, 2017

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/Meetings/ANC/2017/
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From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 5:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Many thanks, Patti! 

Donna is excited to attend. We will complete the forms and submit for housing. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:22 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request
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Hi Joan

 

 

Once again we would be very happy to have Donna Martin attend ANC representing AND and

offer a reciprocal registration.  Below is the link to the registration form.  Please fill out and write

Comp Registration Per P. Montague on top and return to me and I will make sure she is

registered.

 

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/uploadedFiles/2_Meetings_and_Events/ANC_2017/Pages/ANC2017-
REGULAR-Registration-Form.pdf

 

 

The headquarter’s hotel is the Marriott Marquis.  You have to be registered before you can book a

room.  We usually have extra rooms and will make sure my staff holds one for her.  I will let you

know if they need a credit card deposit.

 

 

I will reach out to Donna in terms of events for her to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.  Thanks

 

 

 

           

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Dear Patti, 

 

Donna Martin, 2017-18 Academy President, will be representing the Academy at the annual

School Nutrition Association Nutrition Conference in Atlanta on July 9-12.  As in the past years we
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would be pleased if you can provide Donna with complimentary registration for SNA and we will be

happy to reciprocate for FNCE, to be held October 21-24 in Chicago. If there are social events that

she should attend, please let me know and we will register and pay for her. Donna’s contact

information follows below. If you can share information about the headquarters hotel, I will be

happy to book her room. 

 

Donna Martin, EdS, RD, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA 30830

 
dmartin@burke.K12.ga.us 

 

Thank you for your consideration! 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image003.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1514. Re: Gift from CDR 

From: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>

To: Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

Cc: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie

Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 18:52:23

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR 

Attachment:

Great news and thanks CDR! 

Sylvia  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 9:26 PM, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu> wrote:  
 

Wow, thank you Kevin and CDR for these outstanding contributions to our second century and to

our graduate and diverse students. What a gift!

 

 

Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND

 

Interim Dean, Brooks College of Health

 

Professor and Nutrition Graduate Program Director
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University of North Florida

 

1 UNF Drive

 

Jacksonville, FL 32224

 

904-620-2810

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:22 PM 

 To: Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>;

JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com; Camille Range <

rangecamille@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy <

Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Margaret Garner <

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak <

PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond <

tjraymond@aol.com>; sitoyaj@hotmail.com 

 Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <

dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <

schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <

CREIDY@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift from CDR 

 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing $276,000 to renew the

CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s outstanding

support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher education and to

creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin Sauer, CDR

Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support! 

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995
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www.eatright.org/foundation  
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1515. Re: Gift from CDR

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

Cc: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, AND

BOD Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, GARNER MARGARET

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, ADA BABJAK PAT

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>,

Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, AND Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, ADA REIDY CHRIS

<CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 18:06:45

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR

Attachment:

WOW!  What a great gift!  Thank you Kevin for supporting the Second  Century Campaign and

helping to ensure our organization’s future as well as the RDN/NDTR’s future all over the world.

 CDR is very generous and we appreciate your direction in facilitating both of these awesome gifts!

 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
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On May 17, 2017, at 3:22 PM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

Chair  

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of 

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing  $276,000 to renew

the CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s

outstanding support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher

education and to creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin

Sauer, CDR Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support!  

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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1516. FW: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 17:33:29

Subject: FW: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

Attachment: image002.png
image003.png

Hi Donna, 

As you can see below, Patti is happy you are attending the SNA conference. They have graciously

provided comp registration for you. Do you know which dates you will need hotel

accommodations? I will let Patti know, and we will take care of reserving them for you. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Just please send which nights she needs hotel room so I can share with my meetings team. 

Thanks
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Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

120 Waterfront Street, Suite 300

 

National Harbor, MD 20745

 

(301) 686-3100 Phone

 

(301) 686-3115 Fax

 
www.schoolnutrition.org

 
pmontague@schoolnutrition.org

 

 

 

Register for the school nutrition event of the year! #ANC17

 
ANC 2017 in Atlanta, GA

 

July 9-12, 2017

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/Meetings/ANC/2017/

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 5:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request
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Many thanks, Patti! 

Donna is excited to attend. We will complete the forms and submit for housing. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Montague [mailto:pmontague@schoolnutrition.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:22 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Hi Joan

 

 

Once again we would be very happy to have Donna Martin attend ANC representing AND and

offer a reciprocal registration.  Below is the link to the registration form.  Please fill out and write

Comp Registration Per P. Montague on top and return to me and I will make sure she is

registered.

 

 
https://schoolnutrition.org/uploadedFiles/2_Meetings_and_Events/ANC_2017/Pages/ANC2017-
REGULAR-Registration-Form.pdf
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The headquarter’s hotel is the Marriott Marquis.  You have to be registered before you can book a

room.  We usually have extra rooms and will make sure my staff holds one for her.  I will let you

know if they need a credit card deposit.

 

 

I will reach out to Donna in terms of events for her to attend.

 

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.  Thanks

 

 

 

           

Patti Montague, CAE

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

SCHOOL NUTRITION ASSOCIATION 

 

From: Joan Schwaba [mailto:JSchwaba@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Patricia Montague <pmontague@schoolnutrition.org> 

 Subject: SNA Nutrition Conference Registration Request

 

 

Dear Patti, 

 

Donna Martin, 2017-18 Academy President, will be representing the Academy at the annual

School Nutrition Association Nutrition Conference in Atlanta on July 9-12.  As in the past years we

would be pleased if you can provide Donna with complimentary registration for SNA and we will be

happy to reciprocate for FNCE, to be held October 21-24 in Chicago. If there are social events that

she should attend, please let me know and we will register and pay for her. Donna’s contact

information follows below. If you can share information about the headquarters hotel, I will be

happy to book her room. 

 

Donna Martin, EdS, RD, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA 30830

 
dmartin@burke.K12.ga.us 

 

Thank you for your consideration! 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1517. RE: Gift from CDR 

From: Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>

Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie

Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 16:29:52

Subject: RE: Gift from CDR 

Attachment:

Wow, thank you Kevin and CDR for these outstanding contributions to our second century and to

our graduate and diverse students. What a gift!

 

 

Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND

 

Interim Dean, Brooks College of Health

 

Professor and Nutrition Graduate Program Director

 

University of North Florida

 

1 UNF Drive

 

Jacksonville, FL 32224
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904-620-2810

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 4:22 PM 

 To: Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>;

JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com; Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>; sitoyaj@hotmail.com 

 Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift from CDR 

 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing $276,000 to renew the

CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s outstanding

support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher education and to

creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin Sauer, CDR

Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support! 

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
www.eatright.org/foundation  
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1518. Re: Gift from CDR 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

To: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

Cc: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, Escott-

Stump, Sylvia <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Brown,

Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 16:29:33

Subject: Re: Gift from CDR 

Attachment:

Thank you so much for being a great and generous partner!!  It will make a difference for decades

to come #OurSecondCentury  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 17, 2017, at 3:24 PM, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> wrote:  
 

Great news – thanks to Kevin and CDR !

 

 

 

Marty

 

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 3:22 PM 

 To: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>; JoJo
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Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com; Camille Range <

rangecamille@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy <

Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Margaret Garner <

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak <

PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond <

tjraymond@aol.com>; sitoyaj@hotmail.com 

 Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <

dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <

schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <

CREIDY@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift from CDR 

 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing $276,000 to renew the

CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s outstanding

support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher education and to

creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin Sauer, CDR

Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support! 

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
www.eatright.org/foundation  
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1519. RE: Gift from CDR 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>

Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie

Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 16:28:22

Subject: RE: Gift from CDR 

Attachment: image001.jpg

Outstanding!  Thanks Kevin and all the CDR Staff and Volunteers for the countless sources of

value you bring to practitioners, the profession, and to the future of the Academy.

 

We are truly indebted,

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine
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Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 3:22 PM 

 To: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>; JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com; Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>; sitoyaj@hotmail.com 

 Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift from CDR 

 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing $276,000 to renew the

CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s outstanding

support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher education and to

creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin Sauer, CDR

Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support! 

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
www.eatright.org/foundation  
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1520. RE: Gift from CDR 

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sylvia

Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>

Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie

Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 16:28:18

Subject: RE: Gift from CDR 

Attachment:

Great news – thanks to Kevin and CDR !

 

 

 

Marty

 

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 3:22 PM 

 To: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>; JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com; Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak
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<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>; sitoyaj@hotmail.com 

 Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift from CDR 

 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing $276,000 to renew the

CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s outstanding

support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher education and to

creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin Sauer, CDR

Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support! 

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
www.eatright.org/foundation  
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1521. Gift from CDR 

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>

Cc: ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie

Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy

Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 16:26:00

Subject: Gift from CDR 

Attachment:

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

I am thrilled to announce that the Commission on Dietetic Registration has made a commitment of

$250,000 to our Second Century Campaign!  Additionally, CDR is providing $276,000 to renew the

CDR Doctoral and Diversity Scholarships as well as the CDR PhD Fellowship. CDR’s outstanding

support demonstrates their unparalleled commitment to the profession, to higher education and to

creating pathways of success for all candidates. Please join me in thanking Kevin Sauer, CDR

Chair, for the Commission’s very generous support! 

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
www.eatright.org/foundation  
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1522. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 15:08:48

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

May 17, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources | Research

Announcements 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

June 2 Deadline: Public Policy Workshop Registration and Housing 

 Please join more than 400 Academy members in standing up for important priorities at the

Academy's Public Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Register by June 2 to

secure your spot at the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. You must

reserve your hotel room by no later than 5 p.m. Eastern time on June 2; rooms are based on

availability and may sell out prior to the deadline. Registration and housing information and the

tentative PPW are available on the Academy's website. 

 Learn More

 

May Is Older Americans Month 

 The White House has proclaimed May as Older Americans Month, recognizing the need for older

adults to receive "the best health care available." The Administration for Community Living leads

the celebration and created the 2017 theme "Age Out Loud." ACL was also instrumental in

developing the interagency "2016 Profile of Older Americans." The Academy is working with ACL

and other government agencies to enhance effective wrap-around services that will reduce costs,

improve health and promote older adults' independence by utilizing registered dietitian

nutritionists, nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered and other qualified providers to provide

more sophisticated and a broader set of services through existing care channels.
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Health Hearings Abound on Capitol Hill 

 The Senate Finance Committee held a hearing May 16 on the CHRONIC Act of 2017, which

focuses on ways to improve health outcomes for millions of Americans living with chronic

illnesses. The Academy continues to urge that any meaningful health care reform must include

implementation of whole-population prevention strategies and specific chronic disease

management that includes nutrition counseling and self-care.The House Energy and Commerce

Committee's health subcommittee held a hearing May 1 on four bipartisan bills addressing public

health. The House Labor, Health and Human Services subcommittee on Appropriations is holding

a hearing May 17 on the Fiscal Year 2018 budget for health research. The House Ways and

Means Committee will hold a May 18 hearing on Medicare payment systems and programs that

are set to expire by the end of the year. The Academy works closely with these committees and

their staffs, providing research demonstrating the value of nutrition services in prevention and

treatment and advocating for coverage of these crucial services throughout the continuum of care.

 

Expected Soon: President's Budget Request for Fiscal Year 2018 

 Congress recently completed work on the delayed Fiscal Year 2017 budget, and House

Appropriations Committee members are immediately gearing up to respond to President Trump's

anticipated detailed budget request for Fiscal Year 2018, which begins October 1. In light of

proposed significant cuts to many federal programs, the Academy will continue to vigorously

advocate for sufficient funding for programs and agencies through which members effectively

promote better health through food and nutrition. 

 Learn More

 

Free May 24 Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter 

 Up to half of older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery of care.

The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped develop the National

Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The blueprint outlines potential

actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing malnutrition

care across the continuum of acute, post-acute and community settings, as well as strategies to

address malnutrition. A May 24 webinar will show members how you can make a difference. The

webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

Members' Input Needed: Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice 

 As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and

to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of
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malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

May 23 Webinar: Introducing Academy Secondary Datasets 

 A May 23 webinar will provide an introduction to de-identified data and how it can be a good entry

point into scientific research. Special ethical considerations for working with this data will be

discussed. Secondary datasets newly available through the Academy's Dietetics Practice Based

Research Network will be presented and the process for obtaining the data will be described. The

webinar will offer 1 CPEU (pending approval). 

 Learn More

 

May 25 Webinar: Integrating Apps Into Practice 

 With thousands of mobile diet apps available and used by the public, dietetics professionals and

other health providers need effective, evidence-based strategies for incorporating apps into

practice. A May 25 webinar titled "Beyond the App Game: Integrating Mobile Apps into Dietetics

Practice" will provide best practices for evaluating and implementing apps in patient counseling

sessions based on the latest research. Patient and provider perceptions of apps will be discussed,

with research-related outcomes of app interventions on changes in patients' nutrition knowledge,

behaviors, weight and biochemical markers. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More
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Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 
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 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

Two Weeks Left: Renew Your Academy Membership 

 Stay connected to the Academy: Renew your membership by May 31 through the Member

Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central

Time), or online. 

 Learn More

 

Help Your Employer See Value of Paying Your Membership Dues 

 Both you and your employer benefit from your Academy membership. Showcase the value of

membership to your employer using the Employer Dues Toolkit. 

 Learn More

 

Build Career Value at FNCE 

 Nothing can provide you with a greater value than the career benefits you'll receive from attending

the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. FNCE is where you can learn the latest scientific

information on food and nutrition, discover new trends, connect with peers and access the top

experts, all in just four days. Learn how to apply your updated skills and knowledge, enabling you

to immediately improve your overall workplace practices and performance. The return on

investment will be evident in your employer's bottom line. 

 Learn More
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Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is

the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More

 

Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Now Available in 10-Packs: Get Your Clients on the Healthy Track with the Latest Tech 

 Bits and Bytes: A Guide to Digitally Tracking Your Food, Fitness and Health describes how to get

started with digital health tracking and choose the right tools to achieve personal health goals.

With colorful illustrations and sample screens, this guide compares popular apps and tracking

programs, explaining the features they offer. Bits and Bytes is now available in economy packs of

10, making them easy to distribute to clients. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery
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models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and

timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 
RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

 

ANDHII Helps Researchers Improve Practice 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Health Informatics Infrastructure allows researchers to

access large datasets for unique comparisons and show how standardized terminology is used.

Especially during Research Month in May, use ANDHII to show dietetic outcomes across all areas

of practice, identify opportunities for improvement and demonstrate value by analyzing data pre-

and post-implementation of interventions. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

Journal's New Website Address 

 Update your browser's bookmarks, the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has a

new web address: www.jandonline.org. All the Journal content you rely on is still available. The

change helps create a unified Journal brand across online platforms (website, apps, social media)

and makes the Journal more easily searchable. Email journal@eatright.org with any questions.

 

May 30 Submission Deadline: Late-Breaking FNCE Abstracts 

 Do you have new, groundbreaking research to present? The Academy will accept a limited
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number of late-breaking abstracts for the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. The

submission deadline is May 30. 

 Learn More

 

Members to Serve on CMS Clinical Subcommittees 

 Academy members Sarah Peterson, PhD, RDN, and Kate Willcutts, DCN, RDN, have been

selected to serve on two new clinical subcommittees to help the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services identify key items, care and services to achieve quality outcomes in the

inpatient setting which will further enable CMS to pursue improvements in quality and reductions in

costs through the Quality Payment Program. Peterson will serve on the Pulmonary Disease

Management subcommittee and Willcutts will serve on the Gastrointestinal Disease Management

subcommittee. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and June 1 Webinar 

 A food and nutrition resource hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian

assistance efforts in developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this

open-access collection includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations

and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply. A June 1 webinar titled "Expanding

Our Impact: International Nutrition Resources and Global Outreach" will tour the hub and educate

members about programs and opportunities in this area. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More

 

Register for Foundation FNCE Events 

 Registration is now open for Foundation Symposiums on October 21 and the Foundation Gala at

Navy Pier on October 23. 

 Learn More

 

Remember Foundation When Renewing Your Membership Online 

 The Foundation is the only charitable organization exclusively devoted to nutrition and dietetics

and does not receive a portion of any members' dues. The success and impact of its programs

and services are attributed to the generous support of donors who have helped the Foundation

become a catalyst for members and the profession to come together and improve the nutritional
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health of the public. 

 Learn More

 

Now Available: Three New Webinar Recordings 

 Three new Foundation recorded webinars are available: "Tossed Treasures: America's Wasted

Food Problem and How Dietetics Professionals Can Help"; "What's in Our Food? The Science and

Safety of Food Additives"; and "The Nutrition Professional's Guide to GMOs." Each webinar offers

1 CPEU. The webinars are made possible through an educational grant from National Dairy

Council. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1523. FW: Affiliate State Meetings

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 14:21:43

Subject: FW: Affiliate State Meetings

Attachment: image001.png
BOD Representation at Affliliate Meetings.xlsx

Hi Donna, 

 

I worked with Amy Biedenharn, Senior Manager of Affiliate and MIG Relations, to gather the

names of the affiliate presidents and have added them to the attached affiliate list.   Annually Amy

sends out a survey to the affiliates to collect incoming leaders’ names; the current survey is open

until May 31.  The attached list reflects the names submitted to date; the only outstanding survey

is for Nevada. Kansas and Massachusetts turn over officers July 1 and the leaders listed are the

current presidents until July. Please let me know how I can assist further. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 
 
Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Date: May 8, 2017 at 3:46:03 PM CDT 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 
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Alpha

		Affiliate		Last Visit		Membership		2017-18 President First Name		2017-18 President Last Name 		Email		Notes

		Alabama 		2017		1309		Diane		Bridgewater		DBridgewater@ches.ua.edu

		Alaska		2014		222		Carly		Pearl		Carly.Pearl@gmail.com

		Arizona		2017		805		Elva		Hooker		ehooker47@icloud.com

		Arkansas		2016		1719		April		Hobbs		amhobbs@uams.edu

		CA		2018		10295		Ruth		Frechman		Ruth@RuthFrechman.com

		CO		2011		2207		Tyson		Marden		tyson.marden@ucdenver.edu

		Conn		2012		1401		Ava		McGlew		Avamcglew@gmail.com

		Deleware		2017		300		Anja		Leefeldt		aleefeldt@hotmail.com

		DC Metro		never		238		Hannah		Martin		hannahemartin1@gmail.com

		Florida		2017		4767		Michelle		Stewart		mstewart@thenutritionplanner.com

		GA		2017		2353		Jessica		Avasthi		jess.avasthi@gmail.com

		HI		2014		397		Cynthia		Endrizal		cyndylk@gmail.com

		Idaho		2018		602		Crystal		Wilson		cjwilson@idahodairycouncil.org

		Illinois		2016		4058		Melissa		Prest		melissaprest.rdn@gmail.com

		Indiana		2010		1952		Amanda		Kruse		kruseama@gmail.com

		Iowa		2010		1080		Becky		Prostine		becky.prostine@wsr.k12.ia.us

		Kansas		2010		992		Gretchen		Strathe		gstrat16@gmail.com

		Kentucky		2010		1314		Mudita		Arora		mudita.arora@gmail.com

		LA		2015		1379		Emily		Walker		emily.walker@va.gov

		Maine		2012		426		Ali		Caron		caronam9@gmail.com

		Maryland		2017		1838		Harlivleen		Gill		livleen.gill@gmail.com

		Mass		2012		2778		Kristen		Schreck		kristen.p.schreck@gmail.com

		Michigan		2010		3273		Rubina		Haque		rhaque@emich.edu

		Minnesota		2014		2360		Daniel		Greenwood		dangreenwood22@gmail.com

		Mississippi		2016		778		Ashley		Thomas		ashley.m.thomas@hotmail.com

		MINK - Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas		2015		MO 1926 IA 1080 NE 750 KS 992

		Missouri		2010		1926		Debra		Schumer		dschumer@sfmc.net

		Montana		2014		384		Colleen		Miller		colleen.p.miller@gmail.com

		Nebraska		2012		750		Kayla		Colgrove		kayla.colgrove@unl.edu

		Nevada		2017		552

		New Hampshire		2010		569		Margaret		Connors		peggyconnors33@gmail.com

		New Jersey		2010		2865		Jenna		Cope		Jenna.Cope@us.nestle.com

		New Mexico		2017		428		Kirsten		Bennett		kdbennett@salud.unm.edu

		NY		2017		6687		Julie		Raway		jraway@btboces.org

		NC		2014		3119		Jennifer		Logan		jmande03@gmail.com

		North Dakota		2012		400		Betty		Larson		blarson@cord.edu

		Ohio		2017		4368		Heather		McCormick		heather@alyfewellbeing.com

		OK		2015		1102		Misti		Leyva		misti-leyva@ouhsc.edu

		Oregon		2014		1182		Jeri		Finn		greenbej@ohsu.edu

		PA		2017		4500		Shawnee		Kelly		smc28@psu.edu

		Puerto Rico		2016		268		Juan		Cruz Colon		juanlo_777@hotmail.com

		RI		never		397		Mary		Broe		mfbroe@gmail.com

		SC		2014		1139		Lindsay		Shazly		lindsayrayfield@hotmail.com

		South Dakota		2010		308		Michele		Brandenburger		drshelly.brandenburger@gmail.com

		Southern Nevada		2017

		TN		never		2014		Brian		Jones		brian_j82@hotmail.com

		TX		2017		6566		Karen		Geismar		ksgeismar@tamu.edu

		UT		2010		973		Robin		Aufdenkampe		robin.aufdenkampe@imail.org

		Vermont		2010		232		Kathryn		Lawson		kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com

		VA		2013		2328		Crista		Galvin-Cox		cristagc@yahoo.com

		Washington State		2013		2439		Benjamin Elmendorf		Atkinson		batkinso@u.washington.edu

		West Virgnia		2017		349		Heather		Dyson		dysonh@wvumedicine.org

		WI		2017		2211		Christina		Lemon		christinaclemon@gmail.com

		Wyoming		never		146		Heidi		Gillette		heidi.gillette@ccmh.net

		American Overseas		2012				Marianella		Herrera 		manyma@gmail.com

		Needs a visit**
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 Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> 

 Subject: Afflilate State Meetings

 

Joan,  Attached is the state listing by alphabetically order and the second tab is by when they were

last visited.  Do you think under the last visited tab you could list the President and President-

elects names for us and then we might be able to see if we know any of them before we decide

how to reach out to them?  If it is easier to list their names under the alphabetical section that

would be fine too!  Not a great chart when you look at the results.  I added the state membership

numbers so that might help us assess if we fund to go or they fund us or maybe we split the cost? 

We can and will do better!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1524. Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, May 17, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 11:32:08

Subject: Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, May 17, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to 

 food, nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to 

 online content.

 

 

A Better Way to Measure Body Fat in the Young? 

 Tri-ponderal mass index scores more accurate for body fat estimates 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/Pediatrics/GeneralPediatrics/65321  

 Source: JAMA Pediatrics 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2627569

 

Confused about whats healthy? A new nutrition survey shows youre not alone. 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/confused-about-whats-healthy-a-new-nutrition-

survey-shows-youre-not-alone/2017/05/15/ad75f7e2-367e-11e7-b4ee-434b6d506b37_story.html  

 Source: IFIC- 12th annual Food and Health Survey 

 http://www.foodinsight.org/press-releases/survey-nutrition-information-abounds-many-doubt-food-

choices

 

Protein supplements for teens: Are they safe? 

 http://www.foxnews.com/health/2017/05/16/protein-supplements-for-teens-are-safe.html

 

Expenditures for Commonly Treated Conditions among Adults Age 18 and Older in the U.S.

Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population, 2013 

 https://meps.ahrq.gov/data_files/publications/st487/stat487.shtml

 

Women in 30s now having more babies than younger moms in US 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/women-30s-now-babies-younger-moms-us-

47453572
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How to Safely Use Glucose Meters and Test Strips for Diabetes 

 https://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm049051.htm

 

Hospitals remain key targets as ransomware attacks expected to increase 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-remain-key-targets-ransomware-attacks-expected-

increase/story

 

Diabetes Drug Found to Increase Risk of Amputations 

 http://www.mdmag.com/medical-news/diabetes-drug-found-to-increase-risk-of-amputations  

 Source: FDA 

 https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm500965.htm

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Hormone Therapy Not Advised for Preventing Disease After Menopause 

 Benefits of treatment don't outweigh the risks, U.S. task force reiterates 

 -Houston, You Have a 'Superbug' 

 Researchers don't know why strain of antibiotic-resistant bacteria is affecting this one U.S. city 

 -Many Under 40 May Not Need Regular Cholesterol Checks: Study  

 But heart experts note that screening sooner can help some patients make lifestyle changes early

in the game 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Journal Review

 

Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, May 15, 2017, Online First 

 http://jandonline.org/inpress 

 -Wasted Food, Wasted Nutrients: Nutrient Loss from Wasted Food in the United States and

Comparison to Gaps in Dietary Intake

 

Annals of Internal Medicine, May 16, 2017 

 http://annals.org/aim/latest  

 -Early Versus Delayed Feeding in Patients With Acute Pancreatitis: A Systematic Review

 

British Journal of Nutrition, May 11-16, 2017, Online First 

 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/british-journal-of-nutrition/firstview  

 -Evaluation of diet pattern and weight gain in postmenopausal women enrolled in the Womens

Health Initiative Observational Study 

 -Synbiotic supplementation and the effects on clinical and metabolic responses in patients with

rheumatoid arthritis: a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial
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Diabetes Care, May 12, 2017, Online First 

 http://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/early/recent  

 -A National Effort to Prevent Type 2 Diabetes: Participant-Level Evaluation of CDCs National

Diabetes Prevention Program

 

European Journal of Nutrition, May 9, 2017, Online First 

 https://link.springer.com/journal/394/onlineFirst/page/1  

 -Fish consumption, intake of fats and cognitive decline at middle and older age: the Doetinchem

Cohort Study

 

JAMA, May 16, 2017 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/currentissue  

 -Effect of Oral Iron Repletion on Exercise Capacity in Patients With Heart Failure With Reduced

Ejection Fraction and Iron Deficiency: The IRONOUT HF Randomized Clinical Trial 

 -Trends and Patterns of Geographic Variation in Cardiovascular Mortality Among US Counties,

1980-2014

 

Molecular Nutrition &Food Research, May 3-8, 2017, Online First 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)1613-4133/earlyview  

 -Low dose of caffeine enhances the efficacy of antidepressants in major depressive disorder and

the underlying neural substrates 

 -Development of a reference database for assessing dietary nitrate in vegetables

 

Nutrients, May 2017 

 http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/9/5  

 -The Prevalence of Vitamin D Insufficiency and Deficiency and Their Relationship with Bone

Mineral Density and Fracture Risk in Adults Receiving Long-Term Home Parenteral Nutrition  

 -Trace Elements in Parenteral Nutrition: Considerations for the Prescribing Clinician  

 -The Impact of Exclusive Enteral Nutrition (EEN) on the Gut Microbiome in Crohns Disease: A

Review

 

Nutrition &Diabetes, May 15, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.nature.com/nutd/journal/v7/n5/index.html  

 -Food security is related to adult type 2 diabetes control over time in a United States safety net

primary care clinic population

 

Urology, April 20-26, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.goldjournal.net/inpress  

 -Dietary Sodium Restriction Reduces Nocturnal Urine Volume and Nocturnal Polyuria Index in

Renal Allograft Recipients with Nocturnal Polyuriac 

 -Clinical Efficacy of 1-Year Intensive Systematic Dietary Manipulation as Complementary and

Alternative Medicine Therapies on Female Interstitial Cystitis/Bladder Pain Syndrome Patients
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Quote of the Week

 

 The doctor of the future will no longer treat the human frame with drugs, but rather will

cure and prevent disease with nutrition.   

-Thomas Edison

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1525. RE: Review needed--Compensation & Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs -

invitations

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 10:26:56

Subject: RE: Review needed--Compensation & Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content

docs - invitations

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Donna.  I will work with Dick Rogers of Readex to do that.

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 9:24 AM 

 To: Barbara Visocan 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Re: Review needed--Compensation &Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs -

invitations

 

 

Barbara,  The language on the documents is fine, but I wish we would include a sentence at the

beginning as to how the compensation and benefits survey results are used by members and

employers?  I think people who are asked to complete the survey don't totally get what the survey

is all about, and how people and employers use the results.   I just think if we put a little something

more about that in the request we might get more people to fill out the survey?  Just my thoughts,

take them or leave them.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 10:04 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Review needed--Compensation &Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs - invitations

 

Donna:

 

Please read the attachment, which contains the standard emails that accompany the

Compensation and Benefits Survey.  Send any edits my way by COB Monday, May 22nd if

possible.

 

Barbara

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org
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From: Dick Rogers [mailto:drogers@readexresearch.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 7:44 AM 

 To: Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: RE: Compensation &Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs - invitations

 

 

5/17/2017

 

 

Barbara, here are drafts of the survey emails and cover letters.  In addition to edits/approvals, we'll

need Donna Martin's signature, a lightweight Academy logo to use in the emails, and the 2017

order form.

 

 

Let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Dick

 

attached: 18497_I01.docx
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1526. Re: Review needed--Compensation & Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs -

invitations

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 10:24:10

Subject: Re: Review needed--Compensation & Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content

docs - invitations

Attachment: image001.png

Barbara,  The language on the documents is fine, but I wish we would include a sentence at the

beginning as to how the compensation and benefits survey results are used by members and

employers?  I think people who are asked to complete the survey don't totally get what the survey

is all about, and how people and employers use the results.   I just think if we put a little something

more about that in the request we might get more people to fill out the survey?  Just my thoughts,

take them or leave them.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 10:04 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: Review needed--Compensation &Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs - invitations 

 

Donna:
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Please read the attachment, which contains the standard emails that accompany the

Compensation and Benefits Survey.  Send any edits my way by COB Monday, May 22nd if

possible.

 

Barbara

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org

 

 

From: Dick Rogers [mailto:drogers@readexresearch.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 7:44 AM 

 To: Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: RE: Compensation &Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs - invitations

 

 

5/17/2017

 

 

Barbara, here are drafts of the survey emails and cover letters.  In addition to edits/approvals, we'll

need Donna Martin's signature, a lightweight Academy logo to use in the emails, and the 2017

order form.

 

 

Let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Dick

 

attached: 18497_I01.docx
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1527. Review needed--Compensation & Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs - invitations

From: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 10:08:03

Subject: Review needed--Compensation & Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs -

invitations

Attachment: image001.png
18497_I01.docx

Donna:

 

Please read the attachment, which contains the standard emails that accompany the

Compensation and Benefits Survey.  Send any edits my way by COB Monday, May 22nd if

possible.

 

Barbara

 

 

Barbara J Visocan, MS, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 

 Vice President, Member Services 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone 312/899-4891; Fax 312/899-5350

 
bvisocan@eatright.org 
 www.eatright.org

 

 

From: Dick Rogers [mailto:drogers@readexresearch.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 7:44 AM 

 To: Barbara Visocan 

 Subject: RE: Compensation &Benefits Survey 2017 - initial content docs - invitations

 

 

5/17/2017

 

 

Barbara, here are drafts of the survey emails and cover letters.  In addition to edits/approvals, we'll

need Donna Martin's signature, a lightweight Academy logo to use in the emails, and the 2017
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members email 1



[FROM=Donna Martin - Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics]

[SUBJECT=2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey]



June 15, 2017



Dear FULL NAME:



In service to our profession, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has (since 2002) sponsored the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available.



The 2017 research is now under way, and you have been scientifically selected for inclusion.  Your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  By completing it you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.  And as an Academy member, you will also receive free access to the full report when it is published.



Please take a few minutes to complete the survey here:



   [LINK]



Thank you in advance for helping us bring this benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely,



Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



--------------------------------

We apologize if this correspondence reached you in error. Your e-mail address was selected by Readex Research from a list provided by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for the purpose of this survey only. Readex adheres to ethical survey research practices, and respects your rights of privacy and choice. To be eliminated from additional contact from Readex on behalf of this survey sponsor, please go here - [optoutlink][emailaddress].



If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not reply to this message. Instead, please contact us at emailhelp@readexresearch.com.



Readex Research

2251 Tower Drive W

Stillwater, MN 55082   USA






members email 2



[FROM=Donna Martin - Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics]

[SUBJECT=2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey]



June 21, 2017



Dear FULL NAME:



A few days ago I emailed to invite your participation in the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available for our profession.



To date, many valuable replies have been received, but yours is not among them.  If you have now completed your survey, many thanks.



If not, we need to hear from you.



Because you have been scientifically selected for inclusion, your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  By completing it you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.  And as an Academy member, you will also receive free access to the full report when it is published.



Please take a few minutes now to complete the survey here:



   [LINK]



Thank you in advance for helping us bring this benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely, 



Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



--------------------------------

We apologize if this correspondence reached you in error. Your e-mail address was selected by Readex Research from a list provided by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for the purpose of this survey only. Readex adheres to ethical survey research practices, and respects your rights of privacy and choice. To be eliminated from additional contact from Readex on behalf of this survey sponsor, please go here - [optoutlink][emailaddress].



If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not reply to this message. Instead, please contact us at emailhelp@readexresearch.com.



Readex Research

2251 Tower Drive W

Stillwater, MN 55082   USA






members email 3



[FROM=Donna Martin - Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics]

[SUBJECT=2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey - Final Request]



June 28, 2017



Dear FULL NAME:



Over the past few weeks I've emailed to invite your participation in the Academy's 2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey - and I will not trouble you again.  But I wanted to give you one last opportunity to be a part of this worthy project.



Because you have been scientifically selected for inclusion, your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



Please take a few minutes now to complete the survey here:



   [LINK]



Responses received by July 3 will be included in the analysis, so please do it today.  Your assistance will help us bring this important benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely, 



Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



--------------------------------

We apologize if this correspondence reached you in error. Your e-mail address was selected by Readex Research from a list provided by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for the purpose of this survey only. Readex adheres to ethical survey research practices, and respects your rights of privacy and choice. To be eliminated from additional contact from Readex on behalf of this survey sponsor, please go here - [optoutlink][emailaddress].



If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not reply to this message. Instead, please contact us at emailhelp@readexresearch.com.



Readex Research

2251 Tower Drive W

Stillwater, MN 55082   USA






members kit letter







June 29, 2017



Name

Address

Address

CSZ



Dear FULL NAME:



In service to our profession, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has (since 2002) sponsored the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available.



The 2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey is now under way, and you have been scientifically selected for inclusion.  Your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  By completing it you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.  And as an Academy member, you will also receive free access to the full report when it is published.



Please take a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey form.  You can return it to Readex Research using the postage-paid envelope provided.  Or, if you prefer, you can complete the survey at this secure web site hosted by Readex:



   https://www.readexsurvey.net/acb/survey.asp    enter password: 00000abc



Thank you in advance for helping us bring this benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely,







Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



P.S.  Don't forget to enter your email address at the end of the survey form to receive the free, early-bird Executive Summary of results.  We appreciate your assistance!






members followup kit letter







July 19, 2017



Name

Address 

CSZ



Dear FULL NAME:



A few weeks ago, I mailed you to invite your participation in the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available for our profession.



To date, many valuable replies to the 2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey have been received, but yours is not among them.  If you have now completed and returned your survey, many thanks.



If not, we need to hear from you.



Because you have been scientifically selected for inclusion, your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  By completing it you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.  And as an Academy member, you will also receive free access to the full report when it is published.



Please take a few minutes now to complete the enclosed duplicate survey form.  A postage-paid envelope is provided to speed its return.  Or, if you prefer, you can complete the survey at this secure web site:



    https://www.readexsurvey.net/acb/survey.asp    enter password: 00000abc



Responses received by August 13 will be included in the analysis, so please do it today.  Your assistance helps us bring this important benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely,







Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



P.S.  As a way of saying thank you, we're happy to send you a free early-bird Executive Summary of results - just fill in your email address at the end of the survey form.  





nonmembers email 1



[FROM=Donna Martin - Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics]

[SUBJECT=2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey]



June 15, 2017



Dear FULL NAME:



In service to our profession, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has (since 2002) sponsored the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available.



The 2017 research is now under way, and you have been scientifically selected for inclusion.  Your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  And by completing it, you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.



Please take a few minutes to complete the survey here:



   [LINK]



Thank you in advance for helping us bring this benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely,



Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



--------------------------------

We apologize if this correspondence reached you in error. Your e-mail address was selected by Readex Research from a list provided by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for the purpose of this survey only. Readex adheres to ethical survey research practices, and respects your rights of privacy and choice. To be eliminated from additional contact from Readex on behalf of this survey sponsor, please go here - [optoutlink][emailaddress].



If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not reply to this message. Instead, please contact us at emailhelp@readexresearch.com.



Readex Research

2251 Tower Drive W

Stillwater, MN 55082   USA








nonmembers email 2



[FROM=Donna Martin - Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics]

[SUBJECT=2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey]



June 21, 2017



Dear FULL NAME:



A few days ago I emailed to invite your participation in the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available for our profession.



To date, many valuable replies have been received, but yours is not among them.  If you have completed your survey, many thanks.



If not, we need to hear from you.



Because you have been scientifically selected for inclusion, your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  And by completing it, you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.



Please take a few minutes now to complete the survey here:



   [LINK]



Thank you in advance for helping us bring this benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely, 



Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



--------------------------------

We apologize if this correspondence reached you in error. Your e-mail address was selected by Readex Research from a list provided by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for the purpose of this survey only. Readex adheres to ethical survey research practices, and respects your rights of privacy and choice. To be eliminated from additional contact from Readex on behalf of this survey sponsor, please go here - [optoutlink][emailaddress].



If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not reply to this message. Instead, please contact us at emailhelp@readexresearch.com.



Readex Research

2251 Tower Drive W

Stillwater, MN 55082   USA






nonmembers email 3



[FROM=Donna Martin - Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics]

[SUBJECT=2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey - Final Request]



June 28, 2017



Dear FULL NAME: 



Over the past few weeks I've emailed to invite your participation in the Academy's 2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey - and I will not trouble you again.  But I wanted to give you one last opportunity to be a part of this worthy project.



Because you have been scientifically selected for inclusion, your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



Please take a few minutes now to complete the survey here:



   [LINK]



Responses received by July 3 will be included in the analysis, so please do it today.  Your assistance will help us bring this important benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely, 



Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



P.S. By completing the survey, you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.  Please do it today!



--------------------------------

We apologize if this correspondence reached you in error. Your e-mail address was selected by Readex Research from a list provided by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for the purpose of this survey only. Readex adheres to ethical survey research practices, and respects your rights of privacy and choice. To be eliminated from additional contact from Readex on behalf of this survey sponsor, please go here - [optoutlink][emailaddress].



If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not reply to this message. Instead, please contact us at emailhelp@readexresearch.com.



Readex Research

2251 Tower Drive W

Stillwater, MN 55082   USA










June 29, 2017nonmembers kit letter





Name

Address 

CSZ



Dear FULL NAME:



In service to our profession, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has (since 2002) sponsored the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available.



The 2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey is now under way, and you have been scientifically selected for inclusion.  Your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  And by completing it, you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.



Please take a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey form.  You can return it to Readex Research using the postage-paid envelope provided.  Or, if you prefer, you can complete the survey at this secure web site hosted by Readex:



   https://www.readexsurvey.net/acb/survey.asp    enter password: 00000abc



Thank you in advance for helping us bring this benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely,







Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



P.S.  As mentioned, by completing the survey you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results - just fill in your email address at the end of the survey form.  For an even more comprehensive look at nutrition/dietetics compensation, including extensive breakdowns of results by position, location, setting, education, experience, and much more, order your copy of the Compensation and Benefits Survey 2017 report at a significant early-order discount price.  See the reverse side of this letter for details.








July 19, 2017nonmembers followup kit letter





Name

Address 

CSZ



Dear FULL NAME:



A few weeks ago, I mailed you to invite your participation in the most extensive recurring survey of compensation and benefits available for our profession.



To date, many valuable replies to the 2017 Compensation and Benefits Survey have been received, but yours is not among them.  If you have now completed and returned your survey, many thanks.



If not, we need to hear from you.



Because you have been scientifically selected for inclusion, your reply is critical for the validity of results - it will stand for many others like you.  This is true even if you are not currently working in the field - we need to know that, too.



Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential by the company conducting the research for us, and used only in tabulation with others.



The survey should take only 10-15 minutes to complete.  And by completing it, you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results.



Please take a few minutes now to complete the enclosed duplicate survey form.  A postage-paid envelope is provided to speed its return.  Or, if you prefer, you can complete the survey at this secure web site:



    https://www.readexsurvey.net/acb/survey.asp    enter password: 00000abc



Responses received by August 13 will be included in the analysis, so please do it today.  Your assistance helps us bring this important benefit to you and to all in our profession.



Sincerely,







Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President, 2017-2018, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



P.S.  As mentioned, by completing the survey you become eligible for a free emailed early-bird Executive Summary of results - just fill in your email address at the end of the survey form.  For an even more comprehensive look at nutrition/dietetics compensation, including extensive breakdowns of results by position, location, setting, education, experience, and much more, order your copy of the Compensation and Benefits Survey 2017 report at a significant early-order discount price.  See the reverse side of this letter for details.

18497_I01.docx



order form.

 

 

Let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Dick

 

attached: 18497_I01.docx
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1528. Board Minutes

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul

Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 17, 2017 08:24:58

Subject: Board Minutes

Attachment: image002.png
May 16, 2017 Board Minutes.docx

Good morning,

 

Attached are the Board minutes, please review and reply if you have edits by May 24.

 

Thank you!

 

 

Martha Ontiveros

 

Executive Assistant, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Foundation Board of Directors Meeting 

May 16, 2017



Participants

Foundation Board: P. Babjak, M. Garner, D. Martin, J. Ragalie-Carr, C. Range, T. Raymond,  K. Wilson-Gold and M. Yadrick  



Absent

E. Kennedy, S. Mansell, S. Escott-Stump, M. Tahiri 



Incoming Board Members (auditors)

C. Christie, V. Dantone-DeBarbieris, M. Russell, A. Schumacher



Academy & Foundation Staff

K. Brown, N. Brown, S. Burns, B. Labrador, P. Mifsud, M. Ontiveros, P. Slomski, MB Whalen

Guest

A. Bryant (Segall, Bryant & Hamill)



Call to Order

J. Ragalie-Carr called the meeting to order at 1:03 p.m. CST



1.0 Conflict of Interest Policy and Disclosure

J. Ragalie-Carr reviewed the conflict of interest policy.



2.0 Investment Update

A. Bryant from Segall, Bryant & Hamill presented the investment update that showed the Foundation in good standing with a record reserve and estimated yearly return of 8%, the 10-year average.



3.0 FY18 Budget

P. Mifsud and S. Burns presented the FY18 to the Board that was approved by the Finance Committee.



MOTION#: 677

ACCEPT THE FY18 BUDGET AS APPROVED BY THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

APPROVED 



MOTION# 678

ADJOURN THE MEETING AT 1:47 PM CST

APPROVED
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

Phone # 1-800-877-1600, Ext 4773 or 312-899-4773   

Fax # 312-899-4796 

 Email montiveros@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org/foundation  |  www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | 

www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1529. Re: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  Executive Session Materials and CEO Performance

Evaluation Update

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 21:54:18

Subject: Re: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  Executive Session Materials and CEO

Performance Evaluation Update

Attachment: May2017BoardMtgCEOEvaluation.pdf

Dear Fellow Board Members: 

Steve Miranda will be conducting an in service on how to evaluate a CEO. Attached is a copy of

the presentation. Please review prior to the meeting and be prepared to discuss.  Looking forward

to seeing you all. Safe travels. Thank you. Regards, Lucille 

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 
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From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; "DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us"

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>;

"peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>; Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>; Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>; Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>; Manju

Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>; Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; "Michele.D.Lites@kp.org"

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>; Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>; Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>; Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Don Bradley

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>; Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 11:57 AM  

Subject: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler: Executive Session Materials and CEO Performance

Evaluation Update  
 

A communication from Lucille Beseler follows below: 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Hello All, 

 

Attached are the agenda and supporting materials for the Executive Session on Friday, May 19 at

1:00 p.m.  

 

In addition, immediately following the board meeting on Friday, be on the lookout for an email

regarding the CEO Performance Evaluation for Completion by 2016-17 Board Only. 

Please be sure to complete the evaluation by the deadline.  

 

Thanks, 

Lucille 

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 
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1530. Fwd: Elmira E. Blecha, dietician

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, evelyncrayton64@gmail.com

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 20:56:15

Subject: Fwd: Elmira E. Blecha, dietician

Attachment: image001.png

I thought you might be interested in this since it's our anniversary( or any time really). The

interesting thing is that we have no record of her being a member. Since she died in 1956 she

would not have been registered since that began in 1969.  

See you soon! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Carolyn Hall <ceebeehall@gmail.com>  

Date: May 16, 2017 at 7:47:06 PM CDT  

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Elmira E. Blecha, dietician 

 

Dear Pat, 
 

Thank you so much for all the information about Elmira and for attaching the Journal articles. I

have tried to get some of those but it's been difficult since they were published so long ago.  
 

I had learned of the TAND scholarship in her honor and I was able to travel to Texas last year to

attend the award ceremony and present the scholarship. It was quite an honor and special

occasion. I was unable to attend this year due to work constraints but hope to make it an annual

event. This past fall I had occasion to be in Houston and enjoyed a very nice meeting with the

current director of the VA dietetic internship program. She had a lot of photos of Elmira in her

archives. 
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Sadly, Elmira died in August 1956 of breast cancer. She was only 42. I only knew her as a young

child but have always held her in a bit of awe. After finding so much information about her via a

Google search a couple years ago, I have been intent on learning as much about her professional

accomplishments as I can. You have contributed significantly to my goal and I thank you! 
 
Carolyn 
 
On May 16, 2017, at 12:23, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Dear Carolyn, 

 

Thank you for contacting the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Your aunt and godmother, Elmira

Blecha, was a actively involved with the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, formerly known as the

American Dietetic Association. She was the author or co-author of several scientific articles that

were published in the Journal of the American Dietetic Association. The Journal is our

interdisciplinary, peer reviewed publication, highly ranked in the scientific community.  Attached

are copies of her articles. Also included is an attachment that refers to an excerpt from Carry the

Flame, our historical anthology, which states the following in chapter six: “The chairs of this

section from 1950 to 1956 were Marguerite Pettee, Corrine Robinson, Doris Johnson, and Elmira

Blecha.”

 

 

In 1956, Ms. Blecha served as the American Dietetic Association’s Senior Delegate at Large.

Currently, the Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, our state affiliate, offers The Elmira

Blecha Scholarship. You may want to contact Dolores Cheek, the Executive Director of the Texas

affiliate, for more information about the scholarship at tand@eatrighttexas.org.

 

 

Ms. Blecha was obviously a highly regarded and accomplished nutrition professional. 

 

We hope the information is helpful to you. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 
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 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Carolyn Hall [mailto:ceebeehall@gmail.com]  

Sent: Sunday, May 14, 2017 10:27 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fwd: Elmira E. Blecha, dietician

 

 

Dear Ms. Babjak:

 

 

Please see my inquiry below. I later found your contact info on the website and thought you might

be able to direct my inquiry.

 

 

Thank you.

 
 
Carolyn Hall

 

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Carolyn Hall <ceebeehall@gmail.com> 

 Date: May 13, 2017 at 08:39:08 PDT 

 To: membership@eatright.org 

 Subject: Elmira E. Blecha, dietician

 

Dear Eat Right,

 

 

Not sure if this is the correct email address for my inquiry, though it is the only one I located on

your website.

 

 

I would like to find out if your organization has any mention in its archives of my aunt and

godmother, Elmira Blecha, a dietician of some note in the 1940s and 1950s. 
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Elmira was a graduate of Wayne State University and on the faculty of the University of Michigan

School of Medicine for a time. After that, she went on to head up the dietetics internship program

at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Houston, a program thriving to this day. Elmira authored

and co-authored scholarly articles in medical journals and I believe she may have authored some

in the Journal of the American Dietetic Association.

 

 

I would be most grateful if you could respond or forward my inquiry to an appropriate person or

department at your organization who may be able to respond.

 

 

Many thanks,

 

 Carolyn Blecha Hall

 

415-359-8397

 

<J Am Diet Assoc_1943Mar_19_3_165_72.pdf> 

<J Am Diet Assoc_1949Oct_25_10_842_4.pdf> 

<J Am Diet Assoc_1951Nov_27_11_968_9.pdf> 

<Carry the Flame_pages204_205.pdf> 

<J Am Diet Assoc_1953Sep_29_9_906_914.pdf> 
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1531. RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Nancy Farrell

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, Trisha Fuhrman <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>,

Heidi Wietjes <Heidi.Wietjes@cashwa.com>, Carla Honselman

<chons1355@gmail.com>, Judy Prager <wellfedct@gmail.com>, Elise Smith

<easaden@aol.com>, Kathryn Lawson <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>, Lisa

Eaton Wright <iameatonwright@gmail.com>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Riedel, Courtney G <CGR14@pitt.edu>,

Tammy Beasley <tammy@revitup4life.com>, Dr. Patricia Marincic

<pzm0015@auburn.edu>, Susan Miller <uabmiller@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 18:56:06

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Thank you for the very kind words.  It has been my pleasure and honor to work with you!

 

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Susan Scott [mailto:scsnutr@comcast.net]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 5:49 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma

<ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>; Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>; Trisha Fuhrman

<nutrisha50@earthlink.net>; Heidi Wietjes <Heidi.Wietjes@cashwa.com>; Carla Honselman

<chons1355@gmail.com>; Judy Prager <wellfedct@gmail.com>; Elise Smith

<easaden@aol.com>; Kathryn Lawson <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>; Lisa Eaton Wright

<iameatonwright@gmail.com>; Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>; Riedel,

Courtney G <CGR14@pitt.edu>; Tammy Beasley <tammy@revitup4life.com>; Dr. Patricia

Marincic <pzm0015@auburn.edu>; Susan Miller <uabmiller@gmail.com> 
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 Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

 

Congratulations on retirement!! Here’s a toast to a fantastic next chapter – making memories and

traveling to exotic islands!!

 

 

I am grateful for the countless hours of work that you have spent mentoring those of us in the

Alabama Dietetic Association in grassroots advocacy!!! Your direction, education, passion, and

tireless help is so appreciated. 

 

 

And, may I speak on behalf of the ANDPAC BOD, We Thank YOU – your guiding efforts continue

as a legacy into the future. 

 

Leader. Mentor. Organizer. Trainer. Applause.

 

 

We have all been richly rewarded by knowing you.

 

Stay safe. Have fun. Wear sunscreen.

 

 

Warm regards,

 

Susan

 

 

Susan C Scott, MS RDN LD

 

SCS Nutrition Consulting, LLC l 256.508.0214 l SCSnutr@comcast.net

 

Chair 2017, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) 

 

Public Policy Coordinator,  Alabama affiliate of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (ALDA)

 

Twitter @Susan_C_Scott
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From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
   

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail. 
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1532. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>

To: Teresa Nece <tnece@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Blankenship Jeanne

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, Trisha

Fuhrman <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>, Heidi Wietjes

<Heidi.Wietjes@cashwa.com>, Carla Honselman <chons1355@gmail.com>,

Judy Prager <wellfedct@gmail.com>, Elise Smith <easaden@aol.com>,

Kathryn Lawson <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>, Lisa Eaton Wright

<iameatonwright@gmail.com>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Riedel, Courtney G <CGR14@pitt.edu>,

Tammy Beasley <tammy@revitup4life.com>, Dr. Patricia Marincic

<pzm0015@auburn.edu>, Susan Miller <uabmiller@gmail.com>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 18:56:01

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Dear Teresa,
 

Congratulations on retirement!! Here’s a toast to a fantastic next chapter – making memories and

traveling to exotic islands!!
 

I am grateful for the countless hours of work that you have spent mentoring those of us in the

Alabama Dietetic Association in grassroots advocacy!!! Your direction, education, passion, and

tireless help is so appreciated. 
 

And, may I speak on behalf of the ANDPAC BOD, We Thank YOU – your guiding efforts continue

as a legacy into the future. 

Leader. Mentor. Organizer. Trainer. Applause.
 

We have all been richly rewarded by knowing you.

Stay safe. Have fun. Wear sunscreen.
 

Warm regards,

Susan
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Susan C Scott, MS RDN LD

SCS Nutrition Consulting, LLC l 256.508.0214 l SCSnutr@comcast.net

Chair 2017, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) 

Public Policy Coordinator,  Alabama affiliate of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (ALDA)

Twitter @Susan_C_Scott
 
 

 

 

From: < crhone@eatright.org>  

Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM  

To: < lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

 

Sincerely,

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F 202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org 

Skype: jblankenship66 
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Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
 
 
The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail.  
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1533. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>

To: Teresa Nece <tnece@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Blankenship Jeanne

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, Trisha

Fuhrman <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>, Heidi Wietjes

<Heidi.Wietjes@cashwa.com>, Carla Honselman <chons1355@gmail.com>,

Judy Prager <wellfedct@gmail.com>, Elise Smith <easaden@aol.com>,

Kathryn Lawson <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>, Lisa Eaton Wright

<iameatonwright@gmail.com>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Riedel, Courtney G <CGR14@pitt.edu>,

Tammy Beasley <tammy@revitup4life.com>, Dr. Patricia Marincic

<pzm0015@auburn.edu>, Susan Miller <uabmiller@gmail.com>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 18:53:40

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Dear Teresa,
 

Congratulations on retirement!! Here’s a toast to a fantastic next chapter – making memories and

traveling to exotic islands!!
 

I am grateful for the countless hours of work that you have spent mentoring those of us in the

Alabama Dietetic Association in grassroots advocacy!!! Your direction, education, passion, and

tireless help is so appreciated. 
 

And, may I speak on behalf of the ANDPAC BOD, We Thank YOU – your guiding efforts continue

as a legacy into the future. 

Leader. Mentor. Organizer. Trainer. Applause.
 

We have all been richly rewarded by knowing you.

Stay safe. Have fun. Wear sunscreen.
 

Warm regards,

Susan
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Susan C Scott, MS RDN LD

SCS Nutrition Consulting, LLC l 256.508.0214 l SCSnutr@comcast.net

Chair 2017, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) 

Public Policy Coordinator,  Alabama affiliate of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (ALDA)

Twitter @Susan_C_Scott
 
 

 

 

From: < crhone@eatright.org>  

Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM  

To: < lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

 

Sincerely,

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F 202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org 

Skype: jblankenship66 
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Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
 
 
The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail.  
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1534. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 17:07:29

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

May 16, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

Important Announcement 

Centennial Resolution – New Cosponsors! 

Administration Formally Recognizes May 2017 as Older Americans Month 

Health Hearings Abound on Capitol Hill! 

President’s Budget Request for FY18 Expected Soon 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

PPW 2017 Updated Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series – Join Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill Tomorrow!  

Important Reminder: PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 – Register Today! 

Important Reminder: PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

Action Alert Update 

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

 Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public health and your livelihood as an

RDN. Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and donate to ANDPAC when you

renew your Academy membership. ANDPAC is the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food,

nutrition and health professionals.

 

Please share this video with members; and show it at affiliate annual, district, DPG and MIG

meetings. This video is the second in a five-part series that the ANDPAC Board of Directors is

distributing to generate an understanding, interest and engagement in the Academy’s public policy

efforts on Capitol Hill. Your voice and support is needed now more than ever.

 

 

REMINDER – this video is a solicitation for Academy members only. It can be shared in private,

Academy member based social media sites. However, the link cannot be shared in public social
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media sites

 

Important Announcement 

 I am writing this section as a special thank you for the work that each of you do to advance the

policy and legislative work of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. As our paths in life change, it

is time for me to make a change - I am retiring. My last day as an Academy staff member will be

May 31, 2017. It has been an honor and privilege to work with each of you over the past four

years. I look forward to connecting with you during the next two weeks. Again, thank you for your

leadership in affiliates, DPGs and MIGs. It has been a great experience to work for the Academy

of Nutrition and Dietetics. Please watch for additional information in the next two issues of Public

Policy Weekly News on the transition plans. If you have questions, please let us know.

 

Centennial Resolution - New Cosponsors 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the Congressional Resolution Commemorating the

Academy’s Centennial (H. Res. 161) now has 8 cosponsors in the House of Representatives! We

are pleased to announce that Representatives Tim Ryan (Ohio), Carol Shea-Porter (NH), Jamie

Raskin (Md.), Zoe Lofgren (Calif.), Jim McGovern (Mass.), Joyce Beatty (Ohio) and Anna Eshoo

(Calif.) have co-sponsored the Resolution. Our Congressional champions in both the House and

Senate appreciate the work of Academy members in reaching out to Congress! Please take a

moment to ask your Member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy’s Centennial by co-

sponsoring the Congressional Resolution.

 

Administration Formally Recognizes May 2017 as Older Americans Month 

 The White House has formally issued a proclamation that recognizes May 2017 as Older

Americans Month, recognizing the need for older adults to receive “the best healthcare available,”

among other issues. The Administration on Community Living also released the 2016 Profile of

Older Americans, which provides key statistics on older Americans across the country. The

Academy continues to work to protect nutrition services for older Americans, and appreciate the

work of our members in this field!

 

Health Hearings Abound on Capitol Hill! 

 Both the House of Representatives and the Senate are in session this week, and have a packed

schedule before the Memorial Day recess! On Tuesday, May 16, the Senate Finance Committee

is holding a hearing on S. 870, the CHRONIC Act of 2017, which focuses on ways to improve

health outcomes for patients living with chronic illness. The Academy continues to urge Congress

that meaningful reform must include implementation of whole-population prevention strategies and

specific chronic disease management that includes nutrition counseling and self-care to provide

patients of all ages and medical conditions with the knowledge and tools necessary to improve

their health.

 

On Wednesday, May 17, the Energy and Commerce health subcommittee will hold a hearing on

four bipartisan bills that address public health. The House Labor, Health and Human Services
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subcommittee on Appropriations will hold a hearing on the Fiscal Year 2018 budget for health

research. On Thursday, May 18, the House Ways and Means Committee will hold a hearing on

Medicare payment systems, and programs that are set to expire by the end of the year. The

Academy will continue to work with these committees to demonstrate the value of nutrition

services in prevention and treatment.

 

President’s Budget Request for FY 18 Expected Soon 

 Although Congress recently completed work on the Fiscal Year 2017 budget, members of the

Appropriations Committee do not get a break in their workload! We are now gearing up the

President’s budget request for Fiscal Year 2018, which begins on October 1. The Academy

continues to advocate for many different issues that align our mission and goals, including

investing federal funds in specific food and nutrition programs, and agencies, that promote healthy

eating for all Americans. 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

 You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) April 14

announcement that the FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed Rule

(malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program. The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)! The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings. In advance of the Academy’s

June comments, we are asking for your involvement and support with your submissions

about the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents, and clients, and (2) your

business, company, or specific facility.

 

PPW 2017 Updated Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The updated list of registrants for PPW 2017 will be posted later today in the Public Policy

Coordinator COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). To download a copy of

the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the

registration list. Please review the list to identify your state team members. If members are missing

from the list, it means that their registration has not been processed. If you have any questions,

please let me know.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series – Join Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill!  

All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. Webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to

the PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017

topic folder.
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PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Important Reminder: PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 

 Please join the over 400 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2 to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. For information about

the PPW including the tentative agenda, click here.

 

Important Reminder: PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

 You must reserve your room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2. Sleeping rooms are

based on availability and may sellout prior to the deadline. For information about PPW Housing,

click here. 

  

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

 The affiliate public policy coordinators will begin scheduling meetings with US Senators and

Representatives in the next few weeks. The ideal time to request a meeting is 3-4 weeks in

advance. The “Meeting Scripts and Outline for contacting your Members of Congress” is available

in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit subtopic on the Community of Interest. 

  

Two sample Hill Day meeting schedule forms can also be found in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit

subtopic on the Community of Interest. One is an Excel file and the other is a Word document.

Each sample has an example meeting shown. Please edit, add additional items or change the

document to meet your affiliate needs. For example, you may want add a column to identify the

name of the staff member(s) you will be meeting with or you may wish to identify legislation that

the member of Congress has supported in the past. If you need assistance, please let us know.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW
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2.

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue to need your assistance to increase

member action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts is

posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in

the Participation topic on the community of interest. The affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs)

will find participation report listing the names of members posted in the May 2017 subtopic located

in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy Coordinator COI. We ask that you don’t post

names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for public viewing. PPCs should review the

action alert participation list and encourage members to send letters to Congress.

 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 5/14/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Action Alert Participation Average %

 

ANDPAC Average Participation %

 

Date Opened
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3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Days Open

 

66

 

83

 

-

 

-

 

Congress Contacted

 

97.1%

 

99.8%

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,741

 

24,762

 

-

 

-

 

Members participating
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4.0%

 

8.5%

 

4.8%

 

2.8%

 

Board of Directors

 

50.0%

 

83.3%

 

56.9%

 

94.4%

 

House of Delegates

 

63.0%

 

74.1%

 

58.8%

 

67.6%

 

Former Presidents

 

36.7%

 

40.0%

 

28.3%

 

46.7%

 

Affiliate Positions 
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Affiliate Presidents 

50.0%

 

71.2%

 

53.6%

 

38.5%

 

Affiliate President-elects

 

56.9%

 

68.6%

 

47.8%

 

27.5%

 

Affiliate Past Presidents

 

36.5%

 

53.8%

 

38.7%

 

19.2%

 

PPC

 

90.9%

 

92.7%

 

73.4%

 

56.4%
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SPR

 

78.0%

 

78.0%

 

60.3%

 

34.0%

 

SRS

 

66.0%

 

70.2%

 

51.3%

 

31.9%

 

RR

 

77.6%

 

91.8%

 

62.2%

 

34.7%

 

CPC

 

59.6%

 

70.2%

 

49.7%

 

29.8%

 

DPG Positions
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DPG Chair

 

46.2%

 

65.4%

 

45.2%

 

46.2%

 

DPG Chair-Elect

 

50.0%

 

65.4%

 

40.9%

 

38.5%

 

DPG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

33.3%

 

27.1%

 

20.8%

 

DPG PAL

 

108.3%

 

108.3%

 

71.9%
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79.2%

 

DPG RR

 

70.0%

 

90.0%

 

60.0%

 

50.0%

 

Secretary

 

24.0%

 

56.0%

 

32.0%

 

32.0%

 

Treasurer

 

42.3%

 

57.7%

 

35.1%

 

34.6%

 

MIG Positions

 

 

 

 

 

MIG Chair
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25.0%

 

25.0%

 

12.5%

 

25.0%

 

MIG Chair-Elect

 

25.0%

 

25.0%

 

21.9%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

9.4%

 

25.0%

 

MIG PAL

 

50.0%

 

75.0%

 

59.4%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Secretary

 

0.0%
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0.0%

 

3.1%

 

0.0%

 

MIG Treasurer

 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

34.4%

 

0.0%

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2
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Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 Please let me know if you have questions.  

 

Best Regards,  

 

Teresa 

Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS  

Director, Grassroots Advocacy  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460  

Washington, D.C. 20036  

Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022  

Fax: 202.775.8284  

Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1535. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 16:54:16

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 
May 16, 2017

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

Important Announcement 

Centennial Resolution – New Cosponsors! 

Administration Formally Recognizes May 2017 as Older Americans Month 

Health Hearings Abound on Capitol Hill! 

President’s Budget Request for FY18 Expected Soon 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

PPW 2017 Updated Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series – Join Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill Tomorrow!    

Important Reminder: PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 – Register Today! 

Important Reminder: PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

Action Alert Update 

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Support ANDPAC with your Membership Renewal 

 Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public health and your livelihood as an

RDN. Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and donate to ANDPAC when you

renew your Academy membership. ANDPAC is the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food,

nutrition and health professionals.

 

Please share this video with members; and show it at affiliate annual, district, DPG and MIG

meetings. This video is the second in a five-part series that the ANDPAC Board of Directors is

distributing to generate an understanding, interest and engagement in the Academy’s public policy

efforts on Capitol Hill. Your voice and support is needed now more than ever.

 

 

REMINDER – this video is a solicitation for Academy members only. It can be shared in private,

Academy member based social media sites. However, the link cannot be shared in public social

media sites
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Important Announcement 

 I am writing this section as a special thank you for the work that each of you do to advance the

policy and legislative work of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. As our paths in life change, it

is time for me to make a change - I am retiring. My last day as an Academy staff member will be

May 31, 2017.  It has been an honor and privilege to work with each of you over the past four

years.  I look forward to connecting with you during the next two weeks.  Again, thank you for your

leadership in affiliates, DPGs and MIGs.  It has been a great experience to work for the Academy

of Nutrition and Dietetics. Please watch for additional information in the next two issues of Public

Policy Weekly News on the transition plans.  If you have questions, please let us know.

 

Centennial Resolution - New Cosponsors 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the Congressional Resolution Commemorating the

Academy’s Centennial (H. Res. 161) now has 8 cosponsors in the House of Representatives! We

are pleased to announce that Representatives Tim Ryan (Ohio), Carol Shea-Porter (NH), Jamie

Raskin (Md.), Zoe Lofgren (Calif.), Jim McGovern (Mass.), Joyce Beatty (Ohio) and Anna Eshoo

(Calif.) have co-sponsored the Resolution.  Our Congressional champions in both the House and

Senate appreciate the work of Academy members in reaching out to Congress! Please take a

moment to ask your Member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy’s Centennial by co-

sponsoring the Congressional Resolution.

 

Administration Formally Recognizes May 2017 as Older Americans Month 

 The White House has formally issued a proclamation that recognizes May 2017 as Older

Americans Month, recognizing the need for older adults to receive “the best healthcare available,”

among other issues.  The Administration on Community Living also released the 2016 Profile of

Older Americans, which provides key statistics on older Americans across the country.  The

Academy continues to work to protect nutrition services for older Americans, and appreciate the

work of our members in this field!

 

Health Hearings Abound on Capitol Hill! 

 Both the House of Representatives and the Senate are in session this week, and have a packed

schedule before the Memorial Day recess!  On Tuesday, May 16, the Senate Finance Committee

is holding a hearing on S. 870, the CHRONIC Act of 2017, which focuses on ways to improve

health outcomes for patients living with chronic illness. The Academy continues to urge Congress

that meaningful reform must include implementation of whole-population prevention strategies and

specific chronic disease management that includes nutrition counseling and self-care to provide

patients of all ages and medical conditions with the knowledge and tools necessary to improve

their health.

 

On Wednesday, May 17, the Energy and Commerce health subcommittee will hold a hearing on

four bipartisan bills that address public health.  The House Labor, Health and Human Services

subcommittee on Appropriations will hold a hearing on the Fiscal Year 2018 budget for health
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research.  On Thursday, May 18, the House Ways and Means Committee will hold a hearing on

Medicare payment systems, and programs that are set to expire by the end of the year.  The

Academy will continue to work with these committees to demonstrate the value of nutrition

services in prevention and treatment.

 

President’s Budget Request for FY 18 Expected Soon 

 Although Congress recently completed work on the Fiscal Year 2017 budget, members of the

Appropriations Committee do not get a break in their workload! We are now gearing up the

President’s budget request for Fiscal Year 2018, which begins on October 1.  The Academy

continues to advocate for many different issues that align our mission and goals, including

investing federal funds in specific food and nutrition programs, and agencies, that promote healthy

eating for all Americans. 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

 You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) April 14

announcement that the FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed Rule

(malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program. The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)! The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings. In advance of the Academy’s

June comments, we are asking for your involvement and support with your submissions

about the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents, and clients, and (2) your

business, company, or specific facility.

 

PPW 2017 Updated Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The updated list of registrants for PPW 2017 will be posted later today in the Public Policy

Coordinator COI for use by the affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs). To download a copy of

the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017 subfolder to find the

registration list. Please review the list to identify your state team members.  If members are

missing from the list, it means that their registration has not been processed.  If you have any

questions, please let me know.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series – Join Session 2: Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill!    

All PPW attendees are expected to participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will

receive 1 CPEU for each session. Webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to

the PPW Community of Interest the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017

topic folder. 
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PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Recording Available

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1:

 

Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: 

Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Important Reminder: PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 

 Please join the over 400 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2  to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. For information about

the PPW including the tentative agenda, click here.

 

Important Reminder: PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

 You must reserve your room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2. Sleeping rooms are

based on availability and may sellout prior to the deadline. For information about PPW Housing,

click here. 

  

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

 The affiliate public policy coordinators will begin scheduling meetings with US Senators and

Representatives in the next few weeks. The ideal time to request a meeting is 3-4 weeks in

advance.  The “Meeting Scripts and Outline for contacting your Members of Congress” is

available in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit subtopic on the Community of Interest. 

  

Two sample Hill Day meeting schedule forms can also be found in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit

subtopic on the Community of Interest. One is an Excel file and the other is a Word document.

Each sample has an example meeting shown. Please edit, add additional items or change the

document to meet your affiliate needs. For example, you may want add a column to identify the

name of the staff member(s) you will be meeting with or you may wish to identify legislation that

the member of Congress has supported in the past. If you need assistance, please let us know.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the PPW

Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. Click on the link below to view the

webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW
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Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue to need your assistance to increase

member action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts is

posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in

the Participation topic on the community of interest. The affiliate public policy coordinators (PPCs)

will find participation report listing the names of members posted in the May 2017 subtopic located

in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy Coordinator COI. We ask that you don’t post

names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for public viewing. PPCs should review the

action alert participation list and encourage members to send letters to Congress.

 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 5/14/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Action Alert Participation Average %

 

ANDPAC Average Participation %

 

Date Opened
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3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Days Open

 

66

 

83

 

-

 

-

 

Congress Contacted

 

97.1%

 

99.8%

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,741

 

24,762

 

-

 

-

 

Members participating
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4.0%

 

8.5%

 

4.8%

 

2.8%

 

Board of Directors

 

50.0%

 

83.3%

 

56.9%

 

94.4%

 

House of Delegates

 

63.0%

 

74.1%

 

58.8%

 

67.6%

 

Former Presidents

 

36.7%

 

40.0%

 

28.3%

 

46.7%

 

Affiliate Positions 
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Affiliate Presidents 

50.0%

 

71.2%

 

53.6%

 

38.5%

 

Affiliate President-elects

 

56.9%

 

68.6%

 

47.8%

 

27.5%

 

Affiliate Past Presidents

 

36.5%

 

53.8%

 

38.7%

 

19.2%

 

PPC

 

90.9%

 

92.7%

 

73.4%

 

56.4%
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SPR

 

78.0%

 

78.0%

 

60.3%

 

34.0%

 

SRS

 

66.0%

 

70.2%

 

51.3%

 

31.9%

 

RR

 

77.6%

 

91.8%

 

62.2%

 

34.7%

 

CPC

 

59.6%

 

70.2%

 

49.7%

 

29.8%

 

DPG Positions
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DPG Chair

 

46.2%

 

65.4%

 

45.2%

 

46.2%

 

DPG Chair-Elect

 

50.0%

 

65.4%

 

40.9%

 

38.5%

 

DPG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

33.3%

 

27.1%

 

20.8%

 

DPG PAL

 

108.3%

 

108.3%

 

71.9%
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79.2%

 

DPG RR

 

70.0%

 

90.0%

 

60.0%

 

50.0%

 

Secretary

 

24.0%

 

56.0%

 

32.0%

 

32.0%

 

Treasurer

 

42.3%

 

57.7%

 

35.1%

 

34.6%

 

MIG Positions

 

 

 

 

 

MIG Chair
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25.0%

 

25.0%

 

12.5%

 

25.0%

 

MIG Chair-Elect

 

25.0%

 

25.0%

 

21.9%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

9.4%

 

25.0%

 

MIG PAL

 

50.0%

 

75.0%

 

59.4%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Secretary

 

0.0%
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0.0%

 

3.1%

 

0.0%

 

MIG Treasurer

 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

34.4%

 

0.0%

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2
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Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1536. Gavel Passing Talking Points and LPPC Report

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 15:05:44

Subject: Gavel Passing Talking Points and LPPC Report

Attachment: image001.png
Beseler-Martin gavel transfer 5-19 final.docx
May 26 LPPC Report.doc

Hi Donna, 

Attached is a copy of the passing of the gavel talking points. On Friday at 5pm the Board and staff

will be going over to the Dittrick museum to view the 100th Anniversary display and we will hold

the ceremony during our visit.  We have champagne chilling to help us celebrate the event!  

Also attached is your BOD report for the May 26 LPPC meeting consent agenda. I used the

accomplishments report from the BOD packet – it highlights the Academy’s many achievements

for the past year. 

See you soon!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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Transfer of President’s Gavel - Friday, May 19, 2017

Comments by

Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND



LUCILLE:

· In my last Journal President’s Page this month, I wrote, “Is it May already?!”

· This has been the fastest year of my life! I want to thank all members, the Academy’s hardworking and often-unsung Headquarters Team led by Pat Babjak, and my colleagues on the Board for the opportunity to serve as your 2016-2017 President. 

· I learned a lot this past year, from our members and from outside groups and individuals alike. I listened to all opinions and comments and found many to be wonderfully insightful; they will help shape our future.

· I have viewed myself during the past year as members’ “Chief Motivating Officer,” and I believe we have experienced success.

· At FNCE, I spoke about why we should take calculated risks. I shared some of my business expertise in the hope that understanding business and consumer attitudes can enable us to be competitive in the health care market. 

· Besides being the influencers, we need to keep an eye on how our services in any venue can influence outcomes and profitability. These ensure more jobs for members and more supportive services to enhance our work. 

· As a science-based profession, we must use our critical thinking skills and we must not allow others who are not part of our profession to make decisions that shape our future.

· Helping consumers instead of dictating to them is how we will gain popularity as important and caring health professionals. 

· Finally, my goal was to engage members to care about our professional association and to help shape the future during our Second Century. 

· It has been my honor to serve, and I will continue to do all I can for our Academy as past-president and as a proud Academy member. 

· At this time, it is my great pleasure to hand over the presidential gavel to our 2017-2018 President Donna Martin. Our Academy will be in great hands with Donna at the helm. Thank you, Donna, and congratulations!



(GAVEL-PASSING. APPLAUSE, PHOTOS, ETC.)


DONNA:

· Thank you, Lucille! You have been a spectacular president and it’s been a pleasure to serve side by side with you this past year.

· It will be a special honor to be serve as our Academy’s 2017-2018 President. It’s even more special because 2017 is our Academy’s Centennial year. 

· Especially during this year, we are honoring our past and choosing a bold, purposeful way to continue our proud legacy with a new vision for the Academy’s Second Century. 

· Since the beginning, food and health systems have continued to evolve, becoming more global and complex. These challenges also create unprecedented opportunities for innovation and collaboration, and for the evolving roles of registered dietitian nutritionists and the nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered in the 21st century: 

· What will we be doing? How will we promote nutrition and health in the coming years and decades? Where do we find innovation and creativity? Who are our role models? 

· I hope to ignite a year-long conversation: How can we best honor the spirit and legacy of our founders and, in our Second Century, create a profession that lives up to their inspiration. Most importantly, how can we forge a promising future for the next generation of practitioners?

· I look forward to working together to elevate the profession, expand our reach and do more to improve health around the world. 

· Thank you again, Lucille, and to all our colleagues on the Board and staff. It will be a pleasure to make our Second Century a reality with you.
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		BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT


LPPC TELECONFERENCE 


MAY 26, 2017 

		





I am sharing this report containing selected highlights from the past fiscal year.  It is not a comprehensive report of all of the events and activities of the Academy.  


JUNE 2016


Dietitians of Canada National Conference


Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak attended Dietitians of Canada’s National Conference. They met with leaders of DC, networked with the Board of Directors and attended the keynote sessions, symposia and workshops. DC’s major initiatives related to branding the RDN. The organization shifted its credential from RD to RDN to maintain consistency in North America. The Academy continues to work with DC, specifically on joint efforts related to International Confederation of Dietetic Associations and collaborating across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities.


Public Policy Workshop


Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin, Evelyn Crayton, Linda Farr, Diane Polly, Aida Miles, Denice Ferko-Adams and Pat Babjak met in Washington, D.C., with more than 325 passionate Academy members at the Public Policy Workshop. Members representing each of the 50 states, as well as Academy DPGs and MIGs, visited Capitol Hill to communicate nutrition policy that will positively affect the health of the nation and the nutrition and dietetics profession. Members reviewed the Academy’s priority areas to effectively communicate nutrition messages to congressmen and senators. Members were encouraged to build relationships with their representatives to prioritize nutrition policy for the health of their constituents.


JULY 2016


IFT’s Annual Meeting


Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak attended the Institute of Food Technologists annual meeting and food expo, the biggest gathering of food science professionals. They met with IFT leaders and senior-level executives from the world’s top food companies. The event brought together food professionals from around the world — in industry, government and academia — for knowledge exchange, networking and problem solving. Presenters addressed the latest global trends and the newest innovations in food technology.


2017 Trailblazer Award 


The joint Academy and IFT Trailblazer Award was presented to Connie Weaver, PhD. The recipient has demonstrated innovative contributions to improved health among underserved populations through at least one aspect of food science and technology and has exhibited intellectual courage in research, instruction and/or communication at this intersection. In 2016, Weaver joined the Academy. This year the award will be presented at the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in October; the Board will approve the recommendation at the May meeting.


Advocacy Efforts at Political Conventions


Policy Initiatives and Advocacy staff and Lucille Beseler met with policy and entertainment industry leaders at the Republican and Democratic National Conventions. Jeanne Blankenship, vice president for policy initiatives and advocacy, joined Lucille at the Republican Convention in Cleveland; and Pepin Tuma, senior director for government and regulatory affairs, joined Lucille at the Democratic Convention in Philadelphia. Briefings were held to educate policymakers about obesity and to increase support for access to evidence-based care by advocating for the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act (H.R. 2404). Denice Ferko-Adams also attended the DNC.


AUGUST 2016


AADE Meeting


Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak met with the presidents and CEOs of the American Diabetes Association and the American Association of Diabetes Educators at AADE’s Annual Meeting in San Diego. The discussions addressed key issues and opportunities for collaboration to provide improved care for persons newly diagnosed with diabetes and pathways for MNT reimbursement. They also met with DCE DPG leaders to discuss concerns over health coaches encroaching on RDN scope of practice.


Third Annual Kids Eat Right Month 


An initiative of the Foundation, Kids Eat Right Month focused on the importance of healthful eating and active lifestyles for children and families and featured expert advice from members. The Academy developed member, consumer and media messaging around KER’s core principles: “shop smart, cook healthy and eat right.” Kids Eat Right reached a milestone of 200,000 social media followers.


SEPTEMBER 2016


International Congress of Dietetics 
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin and Pat Babjak were among Academy members and representatives who joined presidents and directors from nutrition and dietetics organizations from more than 40 countries September 7 to 10 at the XVII International Congress of Dietetics in Granada, Spain. At this quadrennial conference, nutritionists and dietitians from around the world gathered to share knowledge and practice perspectives. The theme of the 2016 conference was “Going to Sustainable Eating.” The Academy’s representatives presented several sessions at ICD and hosted a global nutrition collaborative meeting with leaders of the International Confederation of Dietetics Associations and the European Federation of the Association of Dietitians. The Academy’s recommendations related to international education and accreditation standards were shared. Past Academy President Judy Rodriguez was elected to the ICDA Board of Directors. 


Nutrition Impact Summit


The Academy convened the Nutrition Impact Summit, which brought together more than 175 leaders, including Academy members and participants from the Alliance for a Healthier Generation, Feeding America, PEW Charitable Trusts, YMCA, Kaiser Permanente, Abbott Nutrition, Project Peanut Butter, Kroger, USDA Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and Wholesome Wave; as well as institutions including Duke University, Tufts University’s Gerald J. and Dorothy R. Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy and Johns Hopkins University’s Bloomberg School of Public Health. Thought leaders in food, wellness and health care systems identified potential projects and strategic partners in the U.S. and worldwide. Areas discussed included improving food system resilience, scaling nutrition solutions and transforming treatment through nutrition interventions. The Summit provided opportunities for participating organizations to collaborate on national and global health issues and informs the strategic planning process for the Second Century.


Briefing on Malnutrition to Highlight Need for Medical Intervention


In cooperation with Defeat Malnutrition Today, the Academy organized a congressional briefing on “The Growing Crisis of Malnutrition in Older Adults.” The Washington, D.C., briefing addressed the current state of health care delivery for adults with malnutrition in the United States; malnutrition’s effect on health care costs; and interventions that could help reduce incidents of malnutrition and improve the quality of life for adult patients. U.S. Rep. Don Beyer (Va.) gave opening remarks. Speakers included RDNs representing the Academy and other partner organizations. This event kicked off Malnutrition Awareness Week and the Academy’s Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill, where RDNs, other health care professionals, advocates and private sector stakeholders visited more than 60 Congressional offices and encouraged all members to support the measures with a sign-on letter.


Third Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit


Lucille Beseler appointed Anne Wolf, MS, RDN, to represent the Academy at National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit in Chicago. Representatives from more than 30 major health and medical organizations convened for discussions about how the different health specialties and the organizations themselves can better collaborate on providing care to individuals affected by obesity. The Summit was orchestrated and hosted by the American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery. Summit participants discussed prevention and treatment strategies for obesity, patient access to treatment, the continuum of care and potential opportunities for collaboration.


OCTOBER 2016


Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo


· Attendees from 49 countries


· More than 10,000 attendees


· 135 educational sessions, with 92 percent of them at  Level 2 or Level 3


· Social media impressions:


· 51.6 million impressions


· #FNCE trended nationally for 2 days


· More than 21,000 posts from October 13 to 21


· Topics that trended locally: Orthorexia, Yoga, FODMAP


· FNCE mobile app had a 83 percent adoption rate with 7,076 users


· 13 hotel rooms were utilized with 15,200 rooms which generated more than $300,000 in hotel rebates.


· Two new FNCE toolkits designed for attendee and employer ROI


· For the first time, we opened registration onsite for the next FNCE, which generated $66,075 in revenue.


· The Academy received a Hermes Creative Gold Award for the 2016 FNCE Exhibitor Prospectus.


Let’s Move! Program Event


Donna Martin joined First Lady Michelle Obama and delivered remarks, addressing an audience of more than 200 people from various sectors that have championed healthier eating and active living. There were approximately ten RDNs in attendance, including Jean Ragalie-Carr. Donna also participated with President and Mrs. Obama in welcoming children participating in Let’s Move! programs. These programs were launched in collaboration with federal agencies, businesses and nonprofits to mobilize every sector to help kids and families lead healthier lives. 


Malnutrition and Quality Improvement Initiative Video


Lucille Beseler filmed a video to update members on the new Malnutrition and Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii), and the toolkit and resources that have been developed to assist in the diagnosis and treatment of malnutrition, especially among hospitalized adults. MQii was established in partnership Avalere Health, and other stakeholders providing guidance through key technical expert and advisory roles. The engagement was undertaken to advance evidence-based, high-quality, patient-driven care for hospitalized older adults (age 65 and older) who are malnourished or at-risk for malnutrition. Support for the MQii was provided by Abbott.


New Member Engagement Zone 


This new online platform was created and launched to secure member feedback, comments and opinions on issues affecting the profession; Obtain member input quickly on new products and services; Engage members in Academy programs, services and initiative; and Involve members in the strategic direction and initiatives of the Academy. 


In October, the first question was launched:


The Academy has advanced malnutrition documentation in the inpatient setting and provided many resources for RDNs to be successful in diagnosing malnutrition. What tools and resources are needed to expand this focus to identify and prevent malnutrition in the community? 


In a week, we received 1,070 responses from Academy members. 


NOVEMBER 2016


Publicity and Award Nomination: Vegetarian Diets Position Paper (Updated)


The Academy updated the position paper on vegetarian diets and it was nominated for the  Atlas Award, designed by Elsevier to highlight research that could have a significant social impact. Nominees are selected from among all Elsevier journals and are evaluated by an advisory board of representatives from international nongovernmental organizations. The panel typically favors original research, so it is unusual for a position paper to be considered. The paper has an Altmetric score of 1,150, based on 102 news articles, 318 tweets and 216 Facebook posts. The Academy’s press release on the vegetarian position paper generated dozens of news stories and interviews with Academy Spokespeople and was prominently featured on the Academy’s social media channels. In addition, the paper was translated into Italian by the Scientific Society of Vegetarian Nutrition, which also translated the Academy’s 2009 position paper on this topic.


Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood Obesity Prevention


Lucille Beseler attended the national conference Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood Obesity Prevention in Washington, D.C. Discussions with the National Maternal and Child Oral Health Resource Center, American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, American Dental Association, American Dental Hygienists Association and others provided an opportunity for collaboration and educating them on the role of RDNs.


The Obesity Society Meeting


At the Obesity Society meeting in New Orleans, Donna Martin participated in a panel discussion addressing school nutrition policy changes with Kevin Concannon, Under Secretary of USDA-FNCS.


World Diabetes Day


Lucille Beseler represented the Academy at an event in New York City commemorating World Diabetes Day. Novo Nordisk hosted the event at the Danish Consulate. The discussions included the important work done by thousands of Academy members in diabetes prevention and care.


Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit


Lucille Beseler attended American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit in Downers Grove, Ill. Presenters at the summit spoke positively about the role and value of RDNs in patient care for obesity management. Staff is continuing the dialogue with the organization related to practice and experiential simulations.


DECEMBER 2016


Transition to New Office Space


The Academy relocated to the 21st floor of our Chicago headquarters at 120 South Riverside Plaza and the staff smoothly settled in. The move was a business decision based on current best practices and leverages a clean and efficient office design with better usage of space. Unlike the old office space, the new suite has state-of-the-art technology, recently renovated facilities and upgraded meeting rooms. Dedicated staff made a seamless transition to the new space providing members the superlative service they have come to expect from the Academy. The open-plan office design facilitates increased communication and collaboration among departments and individuals alike. The new layout promotes flexibility for staff to accomplish their work, with various-sized conference rooms, small “huddle” rooms and private areas for phone conversations and meetings. 

The move has resulted in direct cost savings to the Academy in rent and utilities. In addition, the Academy also donated excess furniture, supplies and other materials to organizations and agencies including the Chicago Public Schools, Kids in Need, Open Books, American Red Cross, a nursing home, a child care center and other entities. The move immediately resulted in a cost savings benefit of more than $70,000 per month and is expected to generate more $15 million in savings over the life of the lease.


On January 26, Lucille Beseler hosted a ribbon cutting at Headquarters and expressed thanks and congratulations. The Headquarters team is enjoying the new workspace and is also excited about beginning the Academy’s Second Century in an environment that reflects 21st-century needs which can be easily adapted as needed in the years to come. 


ACEND’s Draft Future Education Model Standards 


The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics released the draft Future Education Model Accreditation Standards for Associate, Bachelor and Master Degree Programs for public comment. The development of these standards began in 2013 with a visioning process. Subsequent phases have included an environmental scan, development of a Rationale Document and multiple rounds of stakeholder input and data collection. The Board provided regular feedback.


New USDA/Academy Effort to Bring Interns to Child Nutrition


The Academy has been working with leadership at USDA to provide more internship opportunities for dietetics students at federal, state and local levels. USDA and the Academy are making it easier than ever for interns to find the Child Nutrition Program rotation that is right for them. A toolkit of resources to help state agencies get ready to host and prepare interns for rotations. 


9th World Congress on Prevention of Diabetes


Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin, Jo Jo Dantone and Marcy Kyle attended the 9th World Congress on Prevention of Diabetes and Its Complications in Atlanta, Ga. They presented a workshop and a session highlighting the importance of the RDN and nutrition services in diabetes prevention and care. They contributed comments to the consensus paper “Global Status of Diabetes Prevention and Prospects for Action.”


Fiscal Year 2016 Annual Report
The Academy’s Annual Report contained highlights and accomplishments from the past fiscal year as well as the financial statements for the Academy and Foundation. It is available to read or download on the Academy’s website as well as on the Commitment to Transparency site. The Academy’s Annual Report received a Platinum Hermes Creative Award for excellence in graphic design.


JANUARY 2017


Academy’s Centennial Year Launched
For a century, the Academy has been dedicated to building a profession that optimizes health through food and nutrition. As we plan for the future with the Second Century initiative, the Academy is honoring our past and celebrating the present throughout 2017. A new page was launched in January on the Academy’s website; it contains information on the Academy’s history and how all members can get involved in the celebration activities as we prepare for a new direction in our Second Century.


Consumer Electronics Show


Lucille Beseler attended the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. She met with representatives of companies and discussed how RDNs can be instrumental in helping advance their products and services and encouraged technology companies to exhibit at FNCE.


New Initiative: Further With Food
The Academy is a founding member, along with the Rockefeller Foundation, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and leading private sector and nonprofit organizations, of the “Further with Food Center for Food Loss and Waste Solutions,” an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions to cut food waste in half by 2030. Further with Food is designed to be the definitive online destination for businesses, government entities, investor, non-governmental organizations, educators and other interested individuals to learn more about their role in meeting the national food waste reduction goal. The Academy is proud to be one of the founders of this collaborative effort to solve one of the most pressing challenges of our time. Some of those areas that the Academy and the Further with Food team have identified include:


· Household behavior change


· Food waste diversion


· Recycling and upcycling (conversion of food waste into energy)


· Consumer education


· Government action and policy.  


More information on Further with Food is available at www.furtherwithfood.org.


Academy Joins in Farewell to USDA Under Secretary Concannon


Donna Martin joined staff from the USDA’s Food, Nutrition and Consumer Services in Washington, D.C., to bid a fond farewell to Under Secretary Concannon and celebrate the collective accomplishments under his leadership.


Malnutrition Collaboration 


The Academy and the American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition continue to collaborate on efforts to support the identification and treatment of malnutrition. The Academy signed a letter with ASPEN’s president that was sent to public and private payers recommending they not use low BMI as the only diagnostic criteria for identifying malnutrition in hospitalized patients. Since the release in 2012 of the Academy/ASPEN Consensus Statement on identifying and documenting adult malnutrition, members have periodically brought to our attention the fact that payers have been denying hospital claims for patients with malnutrition based on BMI alone. Several state Medicaid programs have acknowledged receipt of our letter and have requested conference calls with staff for further information and education on this topic.


Academy Participates in Obesity Quality Measures Discussion
The Academy was one of more than 20 groups who met as part of the Strategies to Overcome and Prevent Obesity Alliance to discuss the development of obesity quality measures. As part of the discussion, the National Quality Forum Incubator Project Team presented an environmental scan that identified NQF-endorsed measures related to obesity or weight assessment. The Academy will continue to participate in future discussions with the STOP Obesity Alliance to advance policies supporting obesity management and coverage.


Council on Future Practice’s 2017 Visioning Report in the Journal

The Council on Future Practice completed a three-year visioning cycle designed to help inform members and organizational units for moving the profession forward. Visioning Report 2017: A Preferred Path Forward for the Nutrition and Dietetics Profession was published in the January issue of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the final version of the document, “Change Drivers and Trends Driving the Profession: A Prelude to the Visioning Report 2017” was published on the Academy’s website. The report outlines recommendations for specific, actionable items that can be pursued in the next 10 to 15 years to advance the profession. The work done by the Council helped inform the Nutrition Impact Summit Briefing Paper and efforts on the Second Century Initiative.


International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative


The Academy and the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association announced their support of a new global initiative to standardize diets for the treatment of people who suffer from swallowing disorders. The International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative created global standardized terminology and definitions for texture-modified foods and thickened liquids to improve the safety and care for individuals with dysphagia, a swallowing disorder, which affects an estimated 560 million people worldwide. The Academy’s Evidence Based Practice Committee reviewed IDDSI’s 2015 article, “The Influence of Food Texture and Liquid Consistency Modification on Swallowing Physiology and Function: A Systematic Review, Dysphagia” and determined the methodology is sound. Based on this and other reviews, Academy leaders voted to support the adoption of IDDSI. ASHA supported IDDSI’s multidisciplinary effort to gather information from clinicians around the world that led to the IDDSI framework and methods for standardizing both food and drink and its Board of Directors passed a resolution in 2016 to support the IDDSI Framework. IDDSI is leading the implementation of this program in 21 countries.


Interprofessional Education Collaborative 


The Academy was accepted as a member of the nation’s leading advocacy organization for team-based care. The Academy will ensure that students and interns have opportunities for Interprofessional Education (IPE) and practicing RDNs are included in Interprofessional Practice Teams. Kathy Kolasa, PhD, RDN, LDN, represented the Academy at the Interprofessional Education Collaborative (www.ipeccollaborative.org) in Washington, D.C. The meeting was hosted by the Association of American Medical Colleges. IPEC is looking toward expanding programming: focus on wellbeing; developing webinar series; developing an IPEC Leadership Institute to focus on Deans and senior leaders; and developing assessment tools to determine how effective IPE programs are on campuses. IPEC’s mission is to ensure that new and current health professionals are proficient in the competencies essential for patient-centered, community and population oriented, interprofessional, collaborative practice. Eligible institutional members must be associations that represent and serve academic units at institutions of higher education that provide an educational program leading to the award of one or more academic degrees to students in one or more of the health professions that provide direct care to patients. The next meeting of the IPEC Council will be held June 7.


FEBRUARY 2017


The following Position Papers were released:


· Treating Excess Weight and Obesity Requires Many Different Approaches and the Expertise of Registered Dietitian Nutritionists (updated paper)

Excess weight and obesity among adults results from many influences including personal factors, the communities where people live and government policies. Therefore, successful weight loss must include multiple strategies addressing each of these influences, as well as the expertise of RDNs. 


· Individualized Nutrition Support Is Critical to Athletic Performance (revised paper)


Nutrition-related factors influence athletic performance and RDNs who are also certified specialists in sports dietetics are the best-qualified professionals to assist active adults and competitive athletes, according to this revised position paper from the Academy, Dietitians of Canada and American College of Sports Medicine. 


Sponsorship Evaluation Process Approved


The Board of Directors accepted the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s recommended sponsor evaluation process and forms, which were developed with feedback from dietetic practice groups and member interest groups. Companies that are interested in becoming a National- or Premier-level sponsor will use the new evaluation process.


Leaders Receive NAFEM Honors 


The North American Association of Food Equipment Manufacturers has a long tradition of honoring volunteer leaders who have contributed to the foodservice industry with the doctorate of foodservice award.  Lucille Beseler and Immediate Past President Evelyn Crayton were honored with the award and recognized for the Academy’s leadership and the contributions to the industry at-large during two special events during NAFEM’s Show, February 9-11 in Orlando, Fla. 


United Nations: International Day of Women and Girls in Science


Lucille Beseler represented the Academy on February 10 at the International Day of Women and Girls in Science commemoration at the United Nations in New York City. She spoke on “Gender, Science and Sustainable Development: The Impact of Media from Vision to Action.” Her remarks included a discussion of the Academy’s history, Second Century, the future of the dietetics profession and the future of women in STEM fields.


NASDAQ Opening Bell


The Academy rang the NASDAQ opening bell on February 16. Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak were joined by members who live in the New York area. Lucille’s remarks highlighted the Academy’s Centennial, the Second Century initiative, Academy members and their great work in optimizing the nutritional health of individuals, families, communities and the world. The NASDAQ ceremony was broadcast live on NASDAQ’s website and on video screens in Times Square. The Academy’s Centennial logo was broadcast on NASDAQ’s tower with the message “The Stock Exchange Welcomes the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.”


Congressional Briefing: Economics of Obesity


The Academy co-hosted a briefing for members of Congress and their staffs February 27 in Washington, D.C., on “The Economics of Obesity: Implications for Productivity and Competitiveness.” The Academy is a member of the Obesity Care Advocacy Network. Speakers addressed obesity’s impact on the U.S. economy and the need for access to obesity management services. One of the Academy’s highest legislative priorities is passage of the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act. This bipartisan bill would give the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services the authority to allow health care providers such as RDNs to offer intensive behavioral therapy – or IBT – services. The Academy highlighted research showing that allowing RDNs to treat obesity is not only clinically effective but also cost-effective.


MARCH 2017


New Organizational Vision, Mission and Principles 


The Board of Directors established a new vision, mission, principles to support a future strategic direction that will expand the influence and reach of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession. The Academy’s new vision, as endorsed by the Board, is: A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition; with a mission to: Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition.

The Academy’s principles are: The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members:


· Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and discovery


· Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future


· Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors


· Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition


· Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and capability.


Put Your Best Fork Forward: National Nutrition Month (NNM) and Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Day


Expanded social media promotion greatly increased visibility of NNM and RDNs. In March, the official hashtag #NationalNutritionMonth saw a reach of 41.4 million social media users. Many individuals continued to use the previous hashtag #NNM, which saw a reach of 9.9 million social media users. The #NNMchat hashtag saw a reach of 1.5 million users and it even trended nationally on Twitter on Wednesday, March 1. The hashtag #RDNday was used 2,911 times by 1,771 unique authors for a reach of 2.6 million users and 11.1 million impressions. More than 600,000 unique users came to eatright.org and viewed more than 1.4 million pages, of which 13 percent were specifically National Nutrition Month articles and content. The National Nutrition Month landing page saw more than 61,000 page views and the NNM Handouts and Tip sheets page saw more than 23,000 page views. Additionally, on RDN Day, the website saw more than 29,000 unique visitors.


APRIL 2017


Academy Participated in National Public Health Week


The Academy partnered with the American Public Health Association on National Public Health Week from April 3 to 9. Observed for more than two decades, National Public Health Week recognizes the contributions of public health and highlights important issues. This year’s theme was “Healthiest Nation 2030,” with the goal of making the U.S. the healthiest nation in one generation.


Malnutrition Measures Included in CMS’ Proposed Rule


On April 14, CMS favorably received a recommendation by the Academy and the coalition groups that will help improve the health of millions of adults, including half of all older patients who face malnutrition. CMS proposed the adoption of malnutrition-focused quality measures into a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. CMS has proposed to adopt recommendations of the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (mqii.today), which developed and tested four malnutrition electronic clinical quality measures. 


· NQF #3087: Completion of a Malnutrition Screening within 24 hours of Admission


· NQF #3088: Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for Patients Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening


· NQF #3089: Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified as Malnourished after a Completed Nutrition Assessment


· NQF #3090: Appropriate Documentation of a Malnutrition Diagnosis


These measures, which were the focus of the Academy’s September 26 Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill, are for malnutrition screening, assessment, care planning and documentation that will be includes in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy will submit formal comments as CMS refines its proposal. 


Membership Update


Year-to-date membership dues revenue is outpacing FY17 budget projections. If the trend continues, at year-end, dues revenue will exceed the FY17 budget projections. Retired category membership has grown 22.2 percent over the past year; although 2016 ACEND student enrollment has decreased, the Academy continues to maintain an 85 percent market share of student members.


Increasing Diversity


Nearing the end of the program’s second year, 24 affiliates have a Diversity Liaison and the Academy received 10 applications for a Diversity Mini-Grant to help fund diversity outreach events. This is a 58 percent growth in the number of affiliates who had a Diversity Liaison from 2015-2016 to 2016-2017. Plans are in the works to open the Diversity Liaison program to dietetic practice groups in the 2017-2018 year.


Fifth Edition of Best-Selling Complete Food and Nutrition Guide Released


The new fifth edition of the Complete Food and Nutrition Guide contains hundreds of pages of new information and is the go-to resource for member and consumers. 


Stance on Health Coaches


Consumers are not aware that health coaches or personal trainers may not have the educational background to address anything beyond general nutrition education and cannot provide medical nutrition therapy. People do not know that health coaches or personal trainers may not have the educational background to address anything beyond general nutrition education and cannot provide medical nutrition therapy. Lucille Beseler spearheaded an effort to develop an Academy stance and the Board of Directors agreed to educate organizations that hire coaches. The messaging will inform them that only an RDN has the qualifications to provide medical nutrition therapy. The Academy will soon launch an assertive strategic communications campaign and will seek and seize opportunities to provide reimbursable nutrition services or oversee services to ensure use of evidence-based protocols.


Wasted Food Initiative: IFT/ASN/Academy/IFIC


Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak met with the presidents and CEOs of IFT, ASN and IFIC to propose a collaboration on reducing food loss and waste in the United States. The proposal was unanimously accepted and the organizations will collectively align educational efforts for reducing food loss and waste in the United States. The Academy will lead the collaboration to provide access to information on best practices for preventing, recovering and recycling food loss and waste. Food and nutrition security is an emerging focus area for the Academy’s Second Century and creates many opportunities for impact in food waste. Academy members, like members of ASN and IFT, are well-positioned to elevate the food loss/waste/recovery dialogue to the next level. We will partner to educate and empower consumers in reducing wasted food in the home and secure commitments and measure impact of retailers in diverting perishable food to food banks and feed food insecure families.


The initiative will apply innovative communication strategies to reach consumers and prevent food waste, including tips on grocery shopping, using leftovers, planning meals, eating out and food safety. The campaign includes recruiting retailers committed to being socially responsible community partners in food and would establish baseline measures of food loss, set measurable goals, provide technical assistance in creating systems for donating to food banks and food pantries and measure progress on commitments. 


Academy Receives Publication Editors’ Awards 


Food & Nutrition magazine was honored with the following American Society of Healthcare Publication Editors’ Awards:


· Gold Award in the Best Use of Social Media Category: Engage


· Silver Award in the Best Regular Department Category: Savor


· Silver Award in the Best Blog Category: Stone Soup. 


ASHPE recognizes editorial excellence and achievement in the field of health care publishing. The annual awards competition honors the very best the health care sector has to offer. 


Food & Nutrition Magazine’s Test Kitchen


Lucille Beseler participated in Food & Nutrition Magazine’s first test kitchen event held in Chicago. Academy members prepared, tested and refined a recipe that was featured in the print issue and online at www.FoodandNutrition.org. Over 150 members joined Lucille for a Twitter chat and members posted photos and used #FNTestKitchen social sharing wall. 


MAY 2017


Museum Display to Commemorate Centennial of the Dietetics Profession


To commemorate the Academy’s Centennial, the Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are hosting a display at the Dittrick Museum of Medical History at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. The display, “Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America: 100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition,” will run through May 22 and includes original photographs, archives and commemorative items documenting the organization’s first century.


May is Nutrition Research Month


The Academy’s Research Month takes place every May. The annual theme “Research Matters!” will highlight the relevance and importance of scientific research in nutrition and dietetics, while promoting valuable resources the Academy provides to encourage and support the research process by all RDNs.


Food Service Guidelines Collaborative’s Food Systems Engagement Meeting 


Lucille Beseler attended the Food Service Guideline Collaborative’s Food Systems Engagement Meeting on May 5 in Washington, D.C. The group discussed opportunities and barriers to align the food system with dietary needs. The meeting included representatives from across the food system such as food manufacturers to end users such as government entities and Fortune 500 companies. 


Special Olympics Inclusive Health Forum 


Lucille Beseler attended the Special Olympics Inclusive Health Forum meeting on May 9 in Washington, D.C. The Academy is collaborating with this leading organization to advocate for nutrition services provided by RDNs to improve the health of people with intellectual disabilities, especially individuals who have chronic diseases such as obesity. The Academy was recognized by the Special Olympics as a key champions of health with expertise and influence that could greatly affect the lives of people with intellectual disabilities. The Health Forum addressed how attendees can collectively have a profound impact on the health of people with intellectual disabilities by ensuring that people with and without disabilities have the same opportunities to be healthy.


Academy Applies for USAID Grant


The Academy was invited by Research Triangle Institute International to participate as a partner in a grant proposal on Multisector Nutrition Activities to the United States Agency for International Development. If the grant is accepted, the Academy will provide assistance to governments and training and educational institutions related to the accreditation of global training programs and worldwide credentialing. The Academy will also provide consultation and technical assistance on the development of pre-service and in-service training curricula for related medical/clinical training programs in developing countries to build capacity in nutrition. 


Pew Research Center: Global Research and Public Policy 


The Academy is working with the Pew Research Center to ensure that kitchen equipment and infrastructure provisions as included in the School Food Modernization Act are included in any child nutrition reauthorization legislation. This will spotlight the important role of members who work in school nutrition and foodservice.


World Nutrition Policy Center at Duke University


Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak will be meeting with Kelly D. Brownell, PhD, dean of the Sanford School of Public Policy at Duke University, to explore opportunities to collaborate with the university’s World Nutrition Policy Center. Given mutual interests in worldwide nutritional health and joint working relationship as members of the National Academy of Medicine’s Obesity Roundtable, the Academy and the World Nutrition Policy Center will exchange ideas, discuss future goals and determine opportunities that might exist to partner strategically.


Managing CVD Risk in Diabetes Roundtable


Lucille Beseler appointed Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA, to represent the Academy at the American College of Cardiology’s 2017 Managing CVD Risk in Diabetes Roundtable, scheduled for June 20 in Washington, D.C. The purpose of the roundtable is to explore recent trial evidence for new antidiabetic drugs, their demonstrated improved cardiovascular outcomes and what that means for the cardiology community. The one-day meeting will engage participants in interactive discussions to facilitate a greater understanding of real-life challenges faced by patients, caregivers, clinicians, payers and health systems in incorporating newer agents for improved outcomes in patients with Type 2 diabetes that are either at high risk for or have established CVD. Outcomes of the roundtable may include identifying the need for an expert consensus document, developing care algorithms and/or practical tools to address the CV team’s role in the management of diabetes to reduce cardiovascular risk. Wahida has served as chairman of the nutrition committee of the American Heart Association in New York and also is a certified diabetes educator. She is also a member of several AHA committees including Physicians' Cholesterol Education Program, Public Policy and Government Affairs, Women and Heart disease, Prevention Cardiology and she has served on its board of directors for two terms. 


Certificates of Training Programs 


The Academy’s Center for Lifelong Learning collaborated with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, to offer an online Certificate of Training program in Informatics to ensure nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all areas of the profession. The information provided is critical to the nutrition professional and can be successfully utilized on a daily basis, covering topics such as, Electronic Health Records, security and ethics and utilizing data. 


New Guideline Published on Evidence Analysis Library 

The Academy’ Evidence Analysis Library published the Gestational Diabetes Evidence-based Nutrition Practice Guideline and Supporting Systematic Reviews. Highlights of the publication include 17 evidence-based nutrition recommendations and supporting systematic reviews of MNT, calories, macronutrients, dietary patterns and meal and snack distributions. The guideline is free and available to all Academy members and EAL subscribers. 


Academy Positions Committee Update


APC facilitated the National Osteoporosis Foundation and the American Society for Preventive Cardiology request to support their joint position statement on calcium and cardiovascular disease. APC, Evidence-Based Practice Committee (EBPC) and the SCAN DPG reviewed and recommended support. The House Leadership Team voted for the Academy to support this position statement. APC also supported, along with EBPC and Pediatric Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group, Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. HLT voted to support this Guideline.


The following position/practice papers have been submitted for publication in the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

· Inter-professional Education in Nutrition as an Essential Component of Medical Education position paper to be published in July


· Classic and Modified Diets for Treatment of Epilepsy practice paper to be published in August


All published position and practice papers can be viewed at http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-papers/position-papers/academy-position-papers-index

Partnership for a Healthier America Summit


Former President Bill Clinton recognized the work of RDNs during his remarks at the Partnership for a Healthier America’s seventh annual summit in Washington, D.C. The meeting convened some of the nation’s most influential leaders in the fight to end childhood obesity. The summit provided a unique opportunity for business and industry leaders to sit at the table with their nonprofit, academic and government counterparts to address major considerations for the health of our nation’s youth. 


American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Conference 


Jo Jo Dantone represented the Academy at the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Conference in Austin. Through many discussions with their leadership an RDN will now serve on two committees.  This is a major accomplishment and will further the education of endocrinologists about the importance and benefit of inclusion of an RDN in their practices to promote positive patient outcomes through Medical Nutrition Therapy and Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support. 

SUBMITTED BY:
Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
                                        President-elect, 2016-17 Board of Directors
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1537. Talk FNCE® to Your Employer

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:56:35

Subject: Talk FNCE® to Your Employer

Attachment:

Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo 

Make plans to attend the Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24 in Chicago and

celebrate the Academy's Centennial. 
View in browser.

  

Attend the Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo™ and kick-start your professional learning. You will

return from FNCE® with advanced knowledge and skills to contribute to your organization—a

benefit to both you and your employer! But your employer needs to know why to invest in you

before they say “yes.” 

  

Here are some key reasons:

 

You will learn about new products impacting the field of dietetics. 

The sessions offer insights into best practices that you can implement and share with your

colleagues. 

Ample networking opportunities will provide valuable business contacts. 

See the Talk FNCE® to Your Employer toolkit for more tips. 

  

Learn More or Register

 

This FNCE email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not to

receive future FNCE emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1538. Re: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  Executive Session Materials and CEO Performance

Evaluation Update

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan

Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:37:49

Subject: Re: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  Executive Session Materials and CEO

Performance Evaluation Update

Attachment:

All new incoming board members will be allowed to audit the executive session. Unable to vote if

there is an action item. Thanks Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 16, 2017, at 11:57 AM, Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

A communication from Lucille Beseler follows below: 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Hello All,

 

 

Attached are the agenda and supporting materials for the Executive Session on Friday, May 19 at

1:00 p.m.  

 

In addition, immediately following the board meeting on Friday, be on the lookout for an email

regarding the CEO Performance Evaluation for Completion by 2016-17 Board Only. 

Please be sure to complete the evaluation by the deadline.  

 

Thanks,

 

Lucille

 

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883

 

 

<00 Executive Session Agenda May 2017.pdf> 

<Att 2.0 CEO Evaluation Timeline.pdf> 
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1539. Re: FLOTUS

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:33:41

Subject: Re: FLOTUS

Attachment: image001.png

My sentiments exactly!!!!  I think it is just to far out for her to commit!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:29 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: FLOTUS 

 

L

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036
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phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:32 PM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: FLOTUS

 

 

This is what I got back from my email to her.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kelly Miterko <kelly.miterko@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 10:36 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Diane Enos 

 Subject: Re: FLOTUS 

 

Hi Donna,
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Great to hear from you! Camille mentioned she was with you recently, and I had been meaning to

reach out. I hope you're doing well. 

 

 

Thanks for your note about the PHA Summit. It was a great event, and Mrs. Obama was fantastic.

I'm glad everyone you heard from enjoyed it. 

 

 

As far as the Academy's annual meeting, I would suggest reaching out to other people for the

keynote. You can also following up with the scheduling email where you sent the invite to check in.

I have a feeling that with this being the first year out and the event not until the fall, that it's unlikely

Mrs. Obama would be able to commit any time soon if she could attend, and unfortunately it's

probably unlikely that she will be able to attend. I think it's worth following up with the scheduling

email, and I can try to reach out from my end as well. But I would suggest seeking out other

options for speakers because I wouldn't want you to be stuck in a place where it's last minute

trying to find someone. 

 

 

Let me know next time you are in DC if you're ever up here, and maybe we can find some time for

coffee to catch up. 

 

 

Kelly

 

 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:46 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Kelly,  Mary Pat said she saw you working with FLOTUS for the Partnership for a Healthier

America meeting in DC.  I heard nothing, but unbelievable comments from everyone who

attended.  Congratulations on another excellent event.  Just so you know, we reached out to Mrs.

Obama and her team back in early March about the possibility of her coming to do the keynote

address this year at the Academy's annual meeting in Chicago on Saturday, October 21.  As you

know, we are celebrating our 100th year in existence and getting ready for the Second Century to

begin.  There is no one better than Mrs. Obama to kick off the second century.  We got a response

that they received our request and that it would be 3-4 weeks before we heard anything. It has

been 2 months now and we need to try and determine if it is a definite no or a maybe?  I have

emailed Deb and have not heard anything back.  Do you have any suggestions on which way to

go?  We have got to get the information out about the meeting soon, and need to know if we need

to look elsewhere for an opening keynote speaker?  There will be at least 12,000 people in

attendance and I cannot think of a better way to get her message out.  Any advice would be
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appreciated!!   Best to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1540. RE: FLOTUS

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:32:56

Subject: RE: FLOTUS

Attachment: image001.png

L

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:32 PM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: FLOTUS

 

 

This is what I got back from my email to her.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kelly Miterko <kelly.miterko@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 10:36 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Diane Enos 

 Subject: Re: FLOTUS 

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

Great to hear from you! Camille mentioned she was with you recently, and I had been meaning to

reach out. I hope you're doing well. 

 

 

Thanks for your note about the PHA Summit. It was a great event, and Mrs. Obama was fantastic.

I'm glad everyone you heard from enjoyed it. 

 

 

As far as the Academy's annual meeting, I would suggest reaching out to other people for the

keynote. You can also following up with the scheduling email where you sent the invite to check in.

I have a feeling that with this being the first year out and the event not until the fall, that it's unlikely

Mrs. Obama would be able to commit any time soon if she could attend, and unfortunately it's

probably unlikely that she will be able to attend. I think it's worth following up with the scheduling

email, and I can try to reach out from my end as well. But I would suggest seeking out other

options for speakers because I wouldn't want you to be stuck in a place where it's last minute

trying to find someone. 

 

 

Let me know next time you are in DC if you're ever up here, and maybe we can find some time for

coffee to catch up. 
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Kelly

 

 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:46 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Kelly,  Mary Pat said she saw you working with FLOTUS for the Partnership for a Healthier

America meeting in DC.  I heard nothing, but unbelievable comments from everyone who

attended.  Congratulations on another excellent event.  Just so you know, we reached out to Mrs.

Obama and her team back in early March about the possibility of her coming to do the keynote

address this year at the Academy's annual meeting in Chicago on Saturday, October 21.  As you

know, we are celebrating our 100th year in existence and getting ready for the Second Century to

begin.  There is no one better than Mrs. Obama to kick off the second century.  We got a response

that they received our request and that it would be 3-4 weeks before we heard anything. It has

been 2 months now and we need to try and determine if it is a definite no or a maybe?  I have

emailed Deb and have not heard anything back.  Do you have any suggestions on which way to

go?  We have got to get the information out about the meeting soon, and need to know if we need

to look elsewhere for an opening keynote speaker?  There will be at least 12,000 people in

attendance and I cannot think of a better way to get her message out.  Any advice would be

appreciated!!   Best to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1541. Fw: FLOTUS

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:31:55

Subject: Fw: FLOTUS

Attachment:

This is what I got back from my email to her.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kelly Miterko <kelly.miterko@gmail.com>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 10:36 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Diane Enos  

Subject: Re: FLOTUS 

 

Hi Donna, 
 

Great to hear from you! Camille mentioned she was with you recently, and I had been meaning to

reach out. I hope you're doing well.  
 

Thanks for your note about the PHA Summit. It was a great event, and Mrs. Obama was fantastic.

I'm glad everyone you heard from enjoyed it.  
 

As far as the Academy's annual meeting, I would suggest reaching out to other people for the

keynote. You can also following up with the scheduling email where you sent the invite to check in.

I have a feeling that with this being the first year out and the event not until the fall, that it's unlikely

Mrs. Obama would be able to commit any time soon if she could attend, and unfortunately it's
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probably unlikely that she will be able to attend. I think it's worth following up with the scheduling

email, and I can try to reach out from my end as well. But I would suggest seeking out other

options for speakers because I wouldn't want you to be stuck in a place where it's last minute

trying to find someone.  
 

Let me know next time you are in DC if you're ever up here, and maybe we can find some time for

coffee to catch up.  
 

Kelly 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:46 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Kelly,  Mary Pat said she saw you working with FLOTUS for the Partnership for a Healthier

America meeting in DC.  I heard nothing, but unbelievable comments from everyone who

attended.  Congratulations on another excellent event.  Just so you know, we reached out to Mrs.

Obama and her team back in early March about the possibility of her coming to do the keynote

address this year at the Academy's annual meeting in Chicago on Saturday, October 21.  As you

know, we are celebrating our 100th year in existence and getting ready for the Second Century to

begin.  There is no one better than Mrs. Obama to kick off the second century.  We got a response

that they received our request and that it would be 3-4 weeks before we heard anything. It has

been 2 months now and we need to try and determine if it is a definite no or a maybe?  I have

emailed Deb and have not heard anything back.  Do you have any suggestions on which way to

go?  We have got to get the information out about the meeting soon, and need to know if we need

to look elsewhere for an opening keynote speaker?  There will be at least 12,000 people in

attendance and I cannot think of a better way to get her message out.  Any advice would be

appreciated!!   Best to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1542. FW: I can feel your vibes here....

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:30:21

Subject: FW: I can feel your vibes here....

Attachment:

fyi

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

fax: 202.775.8284

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Kelly Miterko [mailto:kelly.miterko@gmail.com]

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 10:03 PM

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Subject: Re: I can feel your vibes here....

 

Hi Mary Pat!

 

Sorry to miss you at the PHA Summit. I was around but mostly backstage making sure everything

was set for Mrs. Obama's participation... just like the old days :).

 

I'm doing well. I don't think I've updated you yet, but I'm working at Burness. It's a communications

firm based in Bethesda that works with nonprofits and foundations mainly on public health and

health care issues. I'm working with RWJF, AHA, Pew, Rudd, and others so it's a nice continuation

of working with similar groups on similar issues like school nutrition, food policy, early child care,

etc.

 

And then I was helping with Mrs. Obama's participation in PHA.
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How are you doing??

 

> On May 12, 2017, at 10:10 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> How are you???

>

> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

> Vice President,

> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

> Suite 460

> Washington, DC 20036

> phone: 312.899.1731

> mraimondi@eatright.org

> www.eatright.org
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1543. PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 14, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 13:05:39

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 14, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 14, 2017 

 

Interested in Volunteering for the PHCNPG?  

We have appointed positions available for the 2017-2018 Academy Year! 

If you would like to apply for a position, please send your resume/CV (indicate how many years

you have been involved with our DPG) and a brief note about why you would like to hold the

position to jcperalez@gmail.com. Links to position descriptions below!    

 

- Electronic Communications Coordinator    

 

All positions include the responsibilities of a monthly conference call, regular email communication

and presence at FNCE® for an Executive Committee meeting (expenses paid by the DPG).  

 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed!

 

In advance of the Academy’s June comments, we are asking for your involvement and

support with your submissions about the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents,

and clients, and (2) your business, company, or specific facility.   Please send stories to

klavensgi@gmail.com 

  

You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) April 14 announcement

that the  FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed Rule (malnutrition

measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new malnutrition-

focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR Program.  The

Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality measures

(screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the proposed

CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program (IQR)!  The

Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four proposed

malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR  this year and to adopt malnutrition measures in post-
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•

•

•

•

acute care and community settings in future rule makings.  

Complementary Webinar:  Making Malnutrition Matter -- Introducing a New Quality

Blueprint for Action

 

Up to one out of two older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery

of care.  The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped to develop the

National Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The Blueprint outlines

potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing

malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute, and community settings as well as

strategies to address malnutrition. Join us on May 24, 2017 at 3:30 p.m. to learn how Academy

members can make a difference!  One CPEU offered to attendees, register today.

 

Public Health/Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Presentation 

 

Tuesday June 13, 2017 

 

1:00 to 2:30 CDT PM 

 

Customizing your career: Putting yourself on a global path

 

TATYANA EL-KOUR, MS, RDN, FAND 

 

Independent Consultant - Global and Health Nutrition Expert - Policy Strategist 

 

1 CPEU

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

At the end of this webinar, the participant will be able to: 

 

Identify career paths that may be options for dietetic and nutrition professionals in global public

health settings.  

Describe best strategies and qualities for success needed to effectively work in public health and

community nutrition globally.  

Apply practical tips for effectively customizing your career based on specific context and need. 

Conceptualize ways for improved career planning and learning in everyday practice. 

This webinar is a great place to start learning about the exciting career path where nutrition and

global public health meet. The webinar provides practical insight for career planning and discusses

the daily activities of practitioners employed in various sectors of the workforce. Several aspects of

global work, including job duties, demands, and rewards, as well as the qualities needed for

success will also be discussed.
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Log In Information:

 

Meeting Information:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m1067e2fa5b8b9332370a36fcbb53f80e

 

Meeting number: 748 779 078

 

Meeting password:PHCNPG

 

Audio connection:

 
1-866-477-4564   (US) Call-in toll-free number 
Conference Code: 762 092 3680

 

Membership Renewal for the 2017-2018 Year is Now Open!     

There are several options to renew including:  

  

- Online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew    

- By phone at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000. (Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Central

Time). International members can call +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000.   

- If you have any questions please contact our Membership Committee Chair, Kayla Fitzgerald at 

phcnpgmembers@gmail.com

 

Free Webinar: The Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP): Opportunities for food

and dietetics practitioners

 

Learn about the key roles and growth opportunities for food and dietetics practitioners through the

new Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP) by participating in a 1.5 hour free webinar

entitled, The Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP): Opportunities for food and dietetics

practitioners, scheduled for May 24, from 12:30 pm to 2:00 pm CDST. Join Marcy Kyle RDN, LD,

CDE, FAND, Regional Manager for the Pen Bay and Waldo County Ambulatory Diabetes and

Nutrition Services in Maine, and Maine, and Joyce Green Pastors, RD, MS, CDE, Director of the

Virginia Center for Diabetes Prevention and Education at the University of Virginia, as they review

the nuts and bolts of the MDPP and explain how this new benefit fits into the “big picture” of

diabetes prevention. Learn about Academy resources to help food and dietetics practitioners get

involved and earn 1.5 hours of continuing education credit. To register for the webinar, click here. 

 

Thank You, Members! 

The following PHCNPG members have already generously donated to the Second Century

Campaign: 
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· Andersen, Denise A

 

· Barkoukis, Hope D

 

· Bates, Tracey L

 

· Bayerl, Cynthia T

 

· Beseler, Lucille

 

· Brown, Nicole E

 

· El-Kour, Tatyana Y

 

· Enos, Diane M

 

· Fredericks, Doris C

 

· Gilmore, Carol J

 

· Grella, Romilda

 

· Herrera, Marianella

 

· Jeffrey, Renee

 

· Klavens-Giunta, Judy

 

· Lenihan, Alice J

 

· Mansell, Sitoya

 

· Martin, Donna S

 

· Miles, Aida C G

 

· Morgan, Audrey A

 

· Nece, Teresa A

 

· Offenberger, Elisabeth Ann
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· Polly, Dianne K

 

· Ragalie-Carr, Jean H

 

· Raimondi, Mary Pat

 

· Randall, Tamara L

 

· Range, Camille Perrice

 

· Rauth, Leslye L

 

· Raway, Julie M

 

· Robson, Shannon M

 

· Rodriguez, Judith C

 

· Visocan, Barbara J

 

· Weems, Mary Suzy K

 

· Woods, Sarah Kenna

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 

 

Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  

 

Registration is Now Open: Public Policy Workshop 2017 

Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop,  June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make this year's PPW the

"go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the profession and develop new

high-level personal and professional relationships.  Click here for registration and other information

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available! 

 

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our
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PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 

The Student Digest The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply

click on the link below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional

information! 
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest  
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 
If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
  
Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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1544. Daily News:Tuesday, May 16, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 12:01:45

Subject: Daily News:Tuesday, May 16, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to 

 food, nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to 

 online content.

 

Red Meat Increases Risk of Dying From 9 Disease 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/15/well/eat/red-meat-increases-risk-of-dying-from-9-

diseases.html  

 Source:BMJ 

 http://www.bmj.com/content/357/bmj.j1957

 

Good Diet, Exercise Can Potentially Prevent Osteoarthritis 

 http://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/38008/20170515/good-diet-exercise-potentially-prevent-

osteoarthritis.htm  

 Source: Nature Review Rheumatology  

 http://www.nature.com/nrrheum/journal/v13/n5/full/nrrheum.2017.50.html

 

Dietitians weigh in on popular alkaline diet craze 

 http://www.nbcmontana.com/news/keci/dietitians-weigh-in-on-popular-alkaline-diet-

craze/494810643

 

Nutrition is Iowa's next frontier in college football development's feeding frenzy 

 http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/sports/football/2017/05/12/college-footballnutrition-iowa-

hawkeyes-chris-doyle-iowa-state-cyclones/315125001/

 

This is how much caffeine it takes to kill an average person 

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2017/05/16/south-carolina-teen-dies-caffeine-

how-much-coffee-can-kill-you/99975022/  

 Related article: Caffeine Overdose Killed South Carolina Teen, Coroner Rules 

 http://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/south-carolina-teen-died-caffeine-overdose-coroner-

rules-n759716
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NRA Show 2017 to offer insights on sustainability, millennial trends and more 

 http://www.smartbrief.com/original/2017/05/nra-show-2017-offer-insights-sustainability-millennial-

trends-and-more

 

1.2 million adolescents' deaths mostly preventable, report says 

 http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/16/health/adolescent-teenager-deaths-who/  

 Source: WHO 

 http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs345/en/

 

Minneapolis-St. Paul is the fittest city in the U.S. 

 http://www.today.com/health/minneapolis-st-paul-fittest-city-u-s-t111584 

 Source: 2017 AFI Report 

 http://www.americanfitnessindex.org/report/

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1545. On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  Executive Session Materials and CEO Performance

Evaluation Update

From: Carrolyn Patterson <CPatterson@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 12:01:23

Subject: On Behalf of Lucille Beseler:  Executive Session Materials and CEO

Performance Evaluation Update

Attachment: 00 Executive Session Agenda May 2017.pdf
Att 2.0 CEO Evaluation Timeline.pdf

A communication from Lucille Beseler follows below: 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

 

Hello All,

 

 

Attached are the agenda and supporting materials for the Executive Session on Friday, May 19 at

1:00 p.m.  

 

In addition, immediately following the board meeting on Friday, be on the lookout for an email

regarding the CEO Performance Evaluation for Completion by 2016-17 Board Only. 

Please be sure to complete the evaluation by the deadline.  
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
May 19, 2017          


 


 
 
 
 


AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER 


Friday, May 19 at 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM  


1.0 Call to Order L. Beseler 


2.0 CEO Evaluation Process 
 


L. Beseler/ 
S. Miranda 


3.0 CEO Evaluation Timeline L. Beseler 


 
 


   Attachment [material(s) to be reviewed] 
   Attachment will be on-arrival  
 
 





00 Executive Session Agenda May 2017.pdf




Attachment 2.0 
  
COMPENSATION COMMITTEE 


 


 
 


Approved 9-21-16 
Rev 4-18-17 


Purpose/Charge 
The Compensation Committee shall assist the Academy Board of Directors in fulfilling its oversight 
responsibilities related to the compensation package for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).  The committee 
reports to the Board of Directors. 
 
Composition 
The committee shall be composed of the Academy Board of Directors Executive Committee: President, 
President-elect, Treasurer, Treasurer-elect, Foundation Chair, Speaker and Speaker-elect. The President 
shall serve as the chair. 
 
Procedures 
The committee shall meet at least twice annually in person or by teleconference, and more often if 
necessary to carry out its duties and responsibilities. The chair will schedule meetings; additional meetings 
may be held at the request of members of the committee or the CEO.   
 
Roles and Responsibilities 


• Develop a compensation philosophy and policies for approval by the Academy Board. 
 


• Determine the CEO’s compensation and benefits benchmarked to the marketplace. 
 


• Determine appropriate changes in the CEO’s compensation and/or benefits (including retirement 
benefits or issues relating to retirement) based upon, as appropriate, performance evaluations, past 
compensation, comparable compensation at peer and other relevant institutions, general market 
conditions and legal requirements.  


 


• Review external benchmark information to ensure that compensation is reasonable and appropriate.  
The committee shall have the authority, within Academy guidelines, to consult internal and/or 
external legal, accounting or other advisors.  


 
• Review and recommend goals and objectives relevant to CEO compensation using Hay analysis 


targets (range of 80% - 120% of the market mean). 
 


• Annually evaluate the CEO’s performance and recommend CEO compensation to the Academy 
Board. 
 


• Report its activities and decisions to the Board annually. 
 


• Conduct an annual committee performance evaluation of the execution of its charge and other 
matters as the committee may deem appropriate.  The performance evaluation shall be presented to 
the Board annually and should include any recommended changes to the charge. 
 


• Possess resources and authority to discharge its duties and responsibilities, including (within 
Academy guidelines) authority to select, retain, terminate, and approve the fees and other retention 
terms of special or independent counsel, or other experts or consultants relating to compensation, 
benefits or other matters. 


 
 
 







Attachment 2.0 
 
CEO Performance Evaluation and Compensation Philosophy and Guidelines 


 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Compensation Committee conducts the performance evaluation 
and develops the CEO compensation package for consideration by the Academy Board of Directors based 
on the following philosophy1: 


• CEO compensation decisions are made by the Board of Directors of the Academy.  
• The Board of Directors has a Compensation Committee with defined purpose/charge, composition, 


procedures, roles and responsibilities, timeline and staff support. 
• The Compensation Committee articulates the underpinnings of the Academy’s approach to 


compensation, which may include pay for performance, percentage of pay at risk, multi-year goals 
and any intent to include a range of mission-based measures (not just financial) in determining 
compensation.   


• The Compensation Committee defines the organization’s peer groups for comparison purposes and 
has as its target to meet, at minimum, the mean compensation of the survey peer group.   


• The Compensation Committee describes, in addition to the base pay, all benefits and deferred 
compensation, so the total CEO compensation is clear. 


• The rationale and basis for determining incentive awards and total compensation for the CEO is 
suggested by the Compensation Committee and approved by the Board of Directors.  The goal is to 
establish incentive award opportunities at five levels: minimum (0% of baseline compensation), 
threshold (10%), targeted (15%), stretch 17.5%) and maximum (20%) incentive opportunity. 


 
Guiding Principles  


• CEO goals are aligned with Academy goals and strategies 
• CEO evaluation is based on a fair process that gathers input from a variety of sources  
• Legal counsel is a basic and fundamental data resource related to CEO performance and 


compensation guidelines 
• The Academy desires to provide the CEO with a cash compensation which is competitive relative 


to the market median for the established survey peer group based on achievement of target annual 
goals and objectives.   


 
1Bader BS, Zablocki E. Best practices for board oversight of executive compensation. Great Boards, Winter 2006. 
 
Compensation Committee Timeline  
 
There should be a yearly timeline for the Compensation Committee to follow.  For example:   
February/March • Review CEO performance objectives and evaluation tool.  


• Gather benchmark information as needed including average executive increase in 
base salary for coming year. 


June/July • Collaboratively develop performance objectives with CEO for next fiscal year. 
• Have Board complete CEO evaluation survey that uses the Competency 


Evaluation from the CEO performance evaluation form. 
• Review and summarize survey results and benchmark information by end of July. 


August • Determine contract status and if applicable, develop timeline for renewal. 
September 
 
 


• Meet with Board during Executive Session to share Compensation Committee 
proposal.  


• President, President-elect and Treasurer meet with CEO to conduct annual 
evaluation. 


 
Staffing 
 
The Director of Human Resources will serve as staff supporting the committee. 





Att 2.0 CEO Evaluation Timeline.pdf



 

Thanks,

 

Lucille

 

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883
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1546. Re: A Response From Johnny Isakson

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 10:12:12

Subject: Re: A Response From Johnny Isakson

Attachment:

Donna, 

I am wondering if you could meet with his district staff to follow up on this? I feel like they are

missing the boat if he thinks senior citizens on Medicare need obesity prevention in the home.  We

could get some WMDPG leaders to go with you or your policy team.  Thoughts? 

Jeanne  
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Very disappointing response from Senator Isakson's office.  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Senator Johnny Isakson <senator@isakson.senate.gov>  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 2:23 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: A Response From Johnny Isakson 

 

          Thank you for contacting me regarding S. 830, the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017. I

appreciate hearing from you, and I am glad to have the opportunity to respond.
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          Introduced by Senator Cassidy (R-LA), S. 830 would authorize the Department of Health

and Human Services (HHS) to cover intensive behavioral therapy for obesity under the Medicare

program. This bill would also authorize HHS to cover medication for the treatment of obesity or for

weight loss management for an overweight individual with one or more related comorbidities under

Medicare Part D.

 

          There are many well-chronicled health complications associated with obesity.  I believe

these health problems threaten the long-term health of our nation and these issues need to be

addressed.  While I am committed to finding the appropriate way to educate the public about

obesity, I believe that obesity prevention starts in the home.  Families can take simple steps to

prevent and address obesity, such as physical activity, healthy food choices and education about

physical health.  I believe these measures are the best and most effective way to address obesity

in America.

 

          This bill has been referred to the Senate Committee on Finance, of which I am a member.

Please know that I will keep your thoughts in mind should this bill come to the floor for a vote.

 

          Thank you again for contacting me. Please visit my webpage at http://isakson.senate,gov/

for more information on the issues important to you and to sign up for my e-newsletter.

 

Sincerely, 

 Johnny Isakson 

 United States Senator 

  

For future correspondence with my office, please visit my web site at

http://www.isakson.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/email-me. You can also click here to sign up for

the eNewsletter
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1547. RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>,

Margaret Garner <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Martha

Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 16, 2017 09:15:29

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

Attachment:

TO:  Foundation BOD 

Sitoya Mansell is unable to make the Foundation BOD call today. 

 

From: Sitoya Mansell [ mailto:sitoyaj@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 6:57 PM  

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT 

 

Good Afternoon Susan,  

 

Unfortunately, I will be unable to make it to the meeting Tuesday, I am completing my Clinical

Rotation and in staff relief all next week. Please relay message to all.  

 

Thank you,  
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Sitoya Mansell, MPH, CHES 

 

_____________________________________________  

From: Susan Burns  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 2:15 PM  

To: Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>; Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; escottstumps@ecu.edu;

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; Gus Schumacher

<gus@wholesomewave.org>; jojo@nutritioned.com; Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>  

Cc: mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Jean Ragalie-Carr

(jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>;

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Linda

Serwat <LSerwat@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>  

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT 

 

 

Good afternoon.  Please find the agenda and budget deck for the Foundation Budget Call.  Al

Bryant will provide a brief investment update before the FY18 Budget being proposed by the

Foundation Finance Committee is discussed and approved.  We look forward to having our

incoming members audit the call.  Thanks and have a great weekend.    

 

<<File: Agenda 5-16-17.docx >> <<File: 2018 foundation board final budget.ppt >>

Subject: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT  

When: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US &Canada).  

Where: Web Ex 

 

 

Foundation BOD Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  1 hr 

 

 

 
Join WebEx meeting 
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Meeting number: 744 881 386 Meeting password: 0516 

 

 

 

Join by phone Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US) Call-in number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbers Conference Code: 824 097 8145 
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1548. Re: FLOTUS

From: Kelly Miterko <kelly.miterko@gmail.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 22:40:35

Subject: Re: FLOTUS

Attachment:

Hi Donna, 
 

Great to hear from you! Camille mentioned she was with you recently, and I had been meaning to

reach out. I hope you're doing well.  
 

Thanks for your note about the PHA Summit. It was a great event, and Mrs. Obama was fantastic.

I'm glad everyone you heard from enjoyed it.  
 

As far as the Academy's annual meeting, I would suggest reaching out to other people for the

keynote. You can also following up with the scheduling email where you sent the invite to check in.

I have a feeling that with this being the first year out and the event not until the fall, that it's unlikely

Mrs. Obama would be able to commit any time soon if she could attend, and unfortunately it's

probably unlikely that she will be able to attend. I think it's worth following up with the scheduling

email, and I can try to reach out from my end as well. But I would suggest seeking out other

options for speakers because I wouldn't want you to be stuck in a place where it's last minute

trying to find someone.  
 

Let me know next time you are in DC if you're ever up here, and maybe we can find some time for

coffee to catch up.  
 

Kelly 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:46 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Kelly,  Mary Pat said she saw you working with FLOTUS for the Partnership for a Healthier

America meeting in DC.  I heard nothing, but unbelievable comments from everyone who

attended.  Congratulations on another excellent event.  Just so you know, we reached out to Mrs.

Obama and her team back in early March about the possibility of her coming to do the keynote

address this year at the Academy's annual meeting in Chicago on Saturday, October 21.  As you

know, we are celebrating our 100th year in existence and getting ready for the Second Century to

begin.  There is no one better than Mrs. Obama to kick off the second century.  We got a response

that they received our request and that it would be 3-4 weeks before we heard anything. It has

been 2 months now and we need to try and determine if it is a definite no or a maybe?  I have
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emailed Deb and have not heard anything back.  Do you have any suggestions on which way to

go?  We have got to get the information out about the meeting soon, and need to know if we need

to look elsewhere for an opening keynote speaker?  There will be at least 12,000 people in

attendance and I cannot think of a better way to get her message out.  Any advice would be

appreciated!!   Best to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1549. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Teresa Nece <tnece@eatright.org>

Cc: Brunzell, Carol M <CBRUNZE1@Fairview.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Blankenship Jeanne

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>,

Krista Yoder Latortue <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, King Debbie <DLKingRD@gmail.com>,

Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Martin Donna

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:52:38

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Dear Teresa. I’m so happy for you, and hope that one day we bump into each other on a Hawaiian

beach! :) You have been so kind, helpful, patient and encouraging to me and others in your role as

Grassroots Advocacy Director. Thank you for your leadership and friendship!  
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
linda.farr@me.com
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
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On May 15, 2017, at 1:34 PM, Teresa Nece <tnece@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

Thank you.  Teresa 

 

From: Brunzell, Carol M [ mailto:CBRUNZE1@Fairview.org]   

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:33 PM  

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>; Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>; Nadine Braunstein <

nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare Miller <

clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <

Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>;

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>;

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <

MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <

scsnutr@comcast.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>  

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

Hello Teresa, I echo everyone’s sentiments about you. You have been a wonderful resource and

advocate for our profession, and I have appreciated all of your hard work and patience you have

shown us even during the most hectic of times! Thanks so much Teresa for everything and I hope

you will enjoy your retirement to the fullest! 

Best wishes to you Teresa, 

Carol 

 

Carol Brunzell RD, LD, CDE 

Diabetes Education 

University of Minnesota Health 

909 Fulton St SE 

Room 3-279A 

Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Phone: 612-676-5796 

Fax: 612-676-4077 

 

From: Teresa Nece [ mailto:TNece@eatright.org]   

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:06 PM  

To: Lorri Holzberg  

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine Braunstein; Sarah Mott;

Clare Miller; Lauren Au; Krista Yoder Latortue; Brunzell, Carol M; Linda Pennington; Jennifer

Folliard; Stefanie Winston Rinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael; Debra King;

Susan Scott;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr  
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Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

Thank you Lorri.  It has been my honor and privilege to work with each of you.  Your kind words

touch my heart and soul. I wish the best always to each of you. I hope our paths cross in the

future. 

 

Your friend and colleague, 

 

Teresa 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [ mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]   

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 12:45 PM  

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org

>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>;

Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <

Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington <

lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <

mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <

DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com>  

Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

Dear Teresa, 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader. 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy. 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart, 

Lorri 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 
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ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018 

Past President 2010-2011 

650-384-6154 – home 

650-868-7359 - mobile 

 

 

 

From: < crhone@eatright.org>  

Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM  

To: < lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

 

Sincerely,

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F 202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org 

Skype: jblankenship66 
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Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
 
 
The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail.  
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1550. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:45:35

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

I am not going to see it till 70 at least! I better get in better shape. :)  

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 9:30 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

thanks for the level-set Lucille! Retirement age keeps looking younger and younger to me.

 

Mary

  

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 8:19 PM  

To: Mary Russell  

Cc: Patricia Babjak; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

All are at or past retirement age does not seem odd to me. See you soon. Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 9:04 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
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Interesting--3 retirements in a short time, 2 in DC. Look forward to catching up in Cleveland! 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 5:14 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: crhone@eatright.org 

Date: May 15, 2017 at 8:39:17 AM CDT  

To: pbabjak@eatright.org 

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
 

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1551. Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:38:43

Subject: Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

Attachment:

I know I'll need to. We don't have to be the first ones there.   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 15, 2017, at 8:26 PM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Hope we have a little time to freshen up before the Wednesday night event.   

See you soon. Lucille   

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Looking forward to it!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 2:06 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  

Subject: Arrival in Cleveland 

 

Dear Lucille and Donna, 

 

We will be meeting at the Delta flight #1158 baggage claim around 4:45pm on Wednesday. Mary

is arriving the next day. Please let me know if there is anything you need. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1552. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:33:54

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

thanks for the level-set Lucille! Retirement age keeps looking younger and younger to me.

 

Mary

  

 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 8:19 PM  

To: Mary Russell  

Cc: Patricia Babjak; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us  

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

All are at or past retirement age does not seem odd to me. See you soon. Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 9:04 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Interesting--3 retirements in a short time, 2 in DC. Look forward to catching up in Cleveland! 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 5:14 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: crhone@eatright.org 

Date: May 15, 2017 at 8:39:17 AM CDT  

To: pbabjak@eatright.org 

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
 

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 
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 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1553. Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Donna Martin

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:29:52

Subject: Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

Attachment:

Hope we have a little time to freshen up before the Wednesday night event.   

See you soon. Lucille   

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 2:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Looking forward to it!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 2:06 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  
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Subject: Arrival in Cleveland 

 

Dear Lucille and Donna, 

 

We will be meeting at the Delta flight #1158 baggage claim around 4:45pm on Wednesday. Mary

is arriving the next day. Please let me know if there is anything you need. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1554. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:23:16

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

All are at or past retirement age does not seem odd to me. See you soon. Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 9:04 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 

Interesting--3 retirements in a short time, 2 in DC. Look forward to catching up in Cleveland! 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 5:14 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: crhone@eatright.org 

Date: May 15, 2017 at 8:39:17 AM CDT  

To: pbabjak@eatright.org 

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 
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May 15, 2017  
 

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1555. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 21:08:03

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Interesting--3 retirements in a short time, 2 in DC. Look forward to catching up in Cleveland! 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 5:14 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: crhone@eatright.org 

Date: May 15, 2017 at 8:39:17 AM CDT  

To: pbabjak@eatright.org 

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
 

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and
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public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1556. Re: Talking Points

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 20:22:29

Subject: Re: Talking Points

Attachment:

Sounds good!  

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 7:07 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

She did not send them. It will just provide a little break in the ceremony and I think she will

appreciate it.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 8:01 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Can't wait to hear it! I will forward your talking points for the gavel exchange, unless Doris sent

them to you already?  

Thanks! 

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 6:52 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Joan, I also wrote a poem about her for the gavel ceremony. It is not as clever as Mary Beth's, but

it should work for the gavel ceremony. Thanks for sending this in advance.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On May 15, 2017, at 7:49 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello Donna, 

Attached are your talking points for the celebration dinner and the Board meeting (please keep the

poem a secret for right now J). For agenda item 12.0  - Board calendar, Lucille will turn it over to

you to tell the BOD about the upcoming retreat. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

<Lucille's Poem.docx> 

<Talking Points Dinner Script - D. Martin.doc> 

<D. Martin May Board Mtg Talking Points.docx> 
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1557. Re: Talking Points

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 20:10:43

Subject: Re: Talking Points

Attachment:

She did not send them. It will just provide a little break in the ceremony and I think she will

appreciate it.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 8:01 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Can't wait to hear it! I will forward your talking points for the gavel exchange, unless Doris sent

them to you already?  

Thanks! 

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 6:52 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Joan, I also wrote a poem about her for the gavel ceremony. It is not as clever as Mary Beth's, but

it should work for the gavel ceremony. Thanks for sending this in advance.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 7:49 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello Donna, 

Attached are your talking points for the celebration dinner and the Board meeting (please keep the

poem a secret for right now J). For agenda item 12.0  - Board calendar, Lucille will turn it over to

you to tell the BOD about the upcoming retreat. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks!

 

Joan
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

<Lucille's Poem.docx> 

<Talking Points Dinner Script - D. Martin.doc> 

<D. Martin May Board Mtg Talking Points.docx> 
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1558. Re: Talking Points

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 20:01:09

Subject: Re: Talking Points

Attachment:

Can't wait to hear it! I will forward your talking points for the gavel exchange, unless Doris sent

them to you already?  

Thanks! 

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 6:52 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Joan, I also wrote a poem about her for the gavel ceremony. It is not as clever as Mary Beth's, but

it should work for the gavel ceremony. Thanks for sending this in advance.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 7:49 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello Donna, 

Attached are your talking points for the celebration dinner and the Board meeting (please keep the

poem a secret for right now J). For agenda item 12.0  - Board calendar, Lucille will turn it over to

you to tell the BOD about the upcoming retreat. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

<Lucille's Poem.docx> 

<Talking Points Dinner Script - D. Martin.doc> 

<D. Martin May Board Mtg Talking Points.docx> 
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1559. Re: Talking Points

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 19:55:19

Subject: Re: Talking Points

Attachment: image001.png

Joan, I also wrote a poem about her for the gavel ceremony. It is not as clever as Mary Beth's, but

it should work for the gavel ceremony. Thanks for sending this in advance.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 7:49 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello Donna, 

Attached are your talking points for the celebration dinner and the Board meeting (please keep the

poem a secret for right now J). For agenda item 12.0  - Board calendar, Lucille will turn it over to

you to tell the BOD about the upcoming retreat. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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<Lucille's Poem.docx> 

<Talking Points Dinner Script - D. Martin.doc> 

<D. Martin May Board Mtg Talking Points.docx> 
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1560. Talking Points

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 19:49:29

Subject: Talking Points

Attachment: image001.png
Lucille's Poem.docx
Talking Points Dinner Script - D. Martin.doc
D. Martin May Board Mtg Talking Points.docx

Hello Donna, 

Attached are your talking points for the celebration dinner and the Board meeting (please keep the

poem a secret for right now J). For agenda item 12.0  - Board calendar, Lucille will turn it over to

you to tell the BOD about the upcoming retreat. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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Catching Fire, an Ode to Lucille Beseler

Lucille Beseler catching fire, launched a legacy to take us higher.

Accepting the torch that the members handed.  She rose to the challenge and look where we’ve landed!

Perched on the precipice, leaving no doubt. There’s no going backwards we have to step out.

It felt like a free fall, more questions to ponder.  What does it all mean folks started to wonder?

Going global? Food Security?  What next, cure cancer?  It’s all about nutrition and dietitians are the answer.  

But the question isn’t how the question is who and Lucille told the members the answer is you!

You need to engage, you need to do service.  Don’t sit on the sidelines cause that’s going to hurt us!

You can stick with your day job and remain status quo, or you can follow her footsteps, oh how far you will go!

From the streets of Granada to the halls of Las Vegas, she carried the message of promise she gave us. 

Rallying the Dow with her official bell ringing, speaking to the UN our praises she’s singing. 

She met REAL ROYALTY and told her own story -- a modest beginning --a quick rise to glory.  It touched the heart of Princess Nisreen and now she wants to work with our Queen.

She’s poised but she’s tough, not at all touchie feelie … start running if you hear her mutter …, “oh really? 

It’s probably because some amateur act tried to offer an opinion passed off as a fact, these alternative truths make a New York gal mad, ‘cause nutrition’s a science it is not a fad!



Lucille's Poem.docx


Donna Martin

May 19, 2017

Board of Directors Celebration Dinner/Lucille’s Gift Presentation

Gift to Lucille [follows Lucille’s gift presentation to outgoing Board members and memento gifts to all Board]

Thank you, Lucille!


I would like to present Lucille with a token of our appreciation acknowledging her enormous contributions to the Academy and the profession. 

Lucille, during your year of many achievements we experienced the exciting journey into the Second Century and our new vision and mission! 

You definitely are our President on fire!!


 [Let her open]

My role is to keep our tradition going with a tribute poem written on behalf of all of us by our in-house poet laureate, Mary Beth Whalen. [Read poem]


Talking Points Dinner Script - D. Martin.doc




		DONNA MARTIN

TALKING POINTS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

MAY 19-20, 2017

		









Prior to adjournment 



· Thank you, Lucille. 



· The 2017 Board meeting calendar under tab 12.0 in your packet, and it is available on the Board portal.



· On July 19-21 we will hold our Board retreat in Austin, Texas. The retreat will focus on strategic thinking and planning. Pat is preparing a draft and we will be building on to it.  



· The retreat will also include orientation on the Board’s roles and responsibilities. In June you will be receiving a link to view and download the 2017-18 Board Handbook on the Board portal.



· Glenn Tecker from Tecker International, LLC, a well-known consultant in non-profit governance, will join us to facilitate our strategic planning dialogue. Glenn has a vast knowledge of best practices and trends in large membership associations and is very familiar with the Academy; he presented Governance Models and Best Practices at the November 2016 Board meeting. 



· Please look for a communication next week from Joan regarding details on making your travel arrangements. 



· Lucille, I turn it back to you. 
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D. Martin May Board Mtg Talking Points.docx



1561. RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

From: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, escottstumps@ecu.edu

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>, jojo@nutritioned.com

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

Cc: mgarner@cchs.ua.edu <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Linda

Serwat <LSerwat@eatright.org>, Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com

<Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 18:52:51

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

Attachment: 2018 foundation board final budget.ppt

All, 

 

I apologize, but, I found a typo on the budget deck. So, this is the same deck Susan sent to you,

but, without the typo. Please disregard the previous version. 

 

Paul 

 

_____________________________________________  

From: Susan Burns  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 2:15 PM  

To: Terri Raymond; Camille Range; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy; Kathy Wilson-

Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com); escottstumps@ecu.edu; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Maha Tahiri;

Patricia Babjak; peark02@outlook.com; Gus Schumacher; jojo@nutritioned.com; Christie,

Catherine  
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

FY17 Forecast and FY18 Budget Review 

May 16, 2017

Confidential: 	Not to be disclosed outside of the Academy Foundation 		Board of 	Directors



On to our annual note session.  Naturally, th









2

ANDF Overview



		Financial results, through March 2017, reflected a suplus of $741.4K after investment returns.

		Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $23.9M at the end of March.

		Forecasted FY17 financial results are expected to reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of $553.0K, which is $886.6K better than the budget.

		Net Assets/Reserves are expected to finish the year at nearly $23.7M; a record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.



FY17



		FY18 budget will reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of nearly $600K.

		FY18 revenue will decline by $596.4K or 25.5% due to a conservative approach to budgeting and the funding by the Academy for the 2nd Century program ending in FY17.

		FY18 expenses will decline $764.7K or 21.3% due primarily to the the 2nd Century Summit and consulting expenses in FY17 ending.

		FY18 year ending Net Assets/Reserves are expected to increase to nearly $24.3M; another record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.



FY18
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Foundation results, thru March

Foundation has performed well with revenue growing 7.9% driven by 2nd Century support (+$333K) and lower expenses due to program timing and adjustments.



		FY17 budget vs. FY17 actuals

		2016      Actuals		2017   Budget		2017   Actuals		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Operating Revenue		 $     1,777.1 		 $     1,968.5 		 $     2,124.8 		$          156.3 		7.9%

		 		 

		Operating Expense		        2,397.4 		        3,403.0 		        2,942.8 		460.2 		13.5%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(deficit)		$       (620.3) 		 $  (1,435.5)		 $      (818.0) 		 $          616.5 		43.0%

		 		 

		Investment Returns		        (156.6) 		        1,271.4 		        1,559.4 		        287.9 		22.6%

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(deficit)		 		 $     (776.9) 		 		 $      (163.1) 		 		 $         741.4 		 		 $          904.4 		 		554.7%























































Foundation funds currently stand at nearly $23.9M.   Foundation is performing well.
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Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $24 million

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		 

		Revenue		 $               735.1 		 $          1,185.0   		 $               204.7 		 $           2,124.8 

		Release from Restrictions		      1,552.5 		 		     (1,552.5)		 		               -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		      2,287.6 		      (   367.5) 		         204.7 		      2,124.8 

		 

		Direct Expense		      2,942.8 		              -   		              -   		      2,942.8 

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (655.1)		 		$             (367.5) 		 		$                204.7 		 		$             (818.0) 

		 

		Investment Income		         393.9 		      1,165.5 		              -   		      1,559.4 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (261.2) 		 		$             797.9 		 		$                204.7 		 		$             741.4 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,764.2 		8,781.5 		8,581.4 		23,127.1 

		 

		Net Assets as of March 31, 2016 		 $           5,502.9 		 		 $           9,579.4 		 		 $           8,786.1 		 		 $ 23,868.5 
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Forecasted results for FY17 will continue to be strong... 

Foundation financials are expected to perform better than the budget operationally by nearly $600K and provide an overall surplus of $553K for FY17.

		FY17 Budget vs. FY17 Forecast

		2016 		2017 		2017 		$ Variance		% Variance

		Actuals		Budget		Forecast		fav/(unfav)		 		 		fav/(unfav)

		Revenue		 $      2,403.6 		 $      2,235.2 		 $      2,336.9 		 $           101.7 		4.5%

		 		 

		Direct Expense		         2,931.5 		         4,094.5 		         3,597.5 		            497.0		12.1%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		 $       (527.9)		 $   (1,859.3)		 $   (1,260.6)		 $           598.7 		 		32.2%

		 		 

		Investment Income/(loss)		29.1 		1,525.7 		1,813.6 		287.9 		18.9%

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		 $       (498.8) 		 $       (333.6)		 $      553.0		 $         886.6 		 		265.8%































































The Foundation’s Net Assets/Reserves are expected to end the year at nearly $23.7M.
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…and Net Assets/Reserves will continue to grow...

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		 

		Revenue		 $              891.5 		 $            1,360.4 		 $                  85.0 		 $         2,336.9 

		Release from Restrictions		2,082.7        		 		        (2,082.7)		 		                 -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		       2,974.2 		          (722.3)		           85.0 		      2,336.9 

		 

		Direct Expense		       3,597.5 		                -   		                -   		      3,597.5 

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$            (623.2)		 		$             (722.3)		 		$                   85.0 		 		$       (1,260.6)

		 

		Investment Income		          458.1 		         1,355.5 		                -   		      1,813.6 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$            (165.1) 		 		$                 633.2 		 		$                   85.0 		 		$             553.0 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,764.2 		8,781.5 		8,581.4 		23,127.1 

		 

		Net Assets - FY17 Year End 		 $           5,599.1 		 		 $           9,414.7 		 		 $            8,666.4 		 		 $       23,680.2 
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…and achieve a new record, year-ending, high.

$11.5

$12.4

$12.1

$15.1

$18.0

$18.4

$20.3

Foundation will have strong reserves entering FY18.

$22.5

$23.6

$23.1
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FY18 budget will result in a net surplus…

The Foundation is projecting a Net Surplus, after investments, which will continue the growth of the Foundation’s assets.

		FY17 Forecast vs. FY18 Budget

		2016 		2017 		2018 		$ Variance		% Variance

		Actuals		Forecast		Budget		fav/(unfav)		 		 		fav/(unfav)

		Revenue		 $    2,403.6 		 $    2,336.9 		 $    1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)

		 		 

		Direct Expense		       2,931.5 		       3,597.5 		       2,832.8 		            764.7 		21.3%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		 $     (527.9)		 $  (1,260.6)		 $  (1,092.3)		 $         168.3		 		13.4%

		 		 

		Investment Income/(loss)		29.1 		1,813.6 		1,690.5 		(123.1)		(6.8%)

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		 $     (498.8)		 $        553.0 		 $        598.2		 $              45.2		 		8.2%































































FY18 will result in the Foundation’s assets exceeding $24M.
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…and result in higher Net Assets/Reserves...

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total FY18

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		Budget 

		Revenue		 $           477.0 		 $           1,138.5  		 $              125.0 		 $           1,740.5 

		Release from Restrictions		      1,821.9 		 		     (1,821.9)		 		               -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		      2,298.9 		      (683.5) 		         125.0		      1,740.5 

		 

		Direct Expense		      2,832.8 		              -   		              -   		2,832.8

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (533.9)		 		$             (683.5) 		 		$125.0 		 		$          (1,092.3) 

		 

		Investment Income		         399.7 		      1,290.8 		              -   		      1,690.5 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (134.2) 		 		$            607.3 		 		$              125.0 		 		$             598.2 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,599.1		9,414.7 		8,666.4 		23,680.2 

		 

		Net Assets at end of FY18		 $           5,464.9 		 		 $         10,022.0 		 		 $          8,791.4 		 		 $         24,278.4 
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Even with the use of reserves for funded programs and services, the Foundation’s assets continue to grow.
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FY18 revenue will decline 25.5 percent…

Revenue is decreasing due to the Academy’s support for the 2nd Century ending in FY17, and a conservative approach to budgeting.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Grants and Donations		 $      386.1 		 $         259.2 		 $         147.5 		 $         (111.7)		(43.1%)

		 		 

		Member Contributions		          1,017.7 		         955.5 		          1,065.5 		            110.0		11.5%

		 		 

		Corporate Contributions		         803.8 		         1,023.2 		          411.0		           (612.2)		(59.8%)

		 		 

		Sponsorships		            196.0 		            99.0 		            116.5 		             17.5 		17.7%

		 		 

		Total Revenue		 $      2,403.6 		 $       2,336.9		 $      1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)
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…distributed across most programs.

Revenue is declining in FY18 due to lower corporate funding for programs like 2nd Century and a conservative expectation of revenue from member contributions.  The Foundation staff is continuing discussions for corporate funding from CDR and others.  This is not included in the FY18 budget since the funding has not yet been secured.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Administration		 $                  - 		 $                  - 		$                    -                  		 $                     -		N/A

		Fundraising		287.4		256.8		264.0		7.2		2.8%

		FNCE/GALA		          351.2		         228.4 		            213.0 		            (15.4)		(6.7%)

		Future of Foods		262.6		73.8		37.6		 (36.2)		(49.1%)

		NEP		         114.8 		         165.5		143.7		   (21.8) 		(13.2%)

		Scholarships and Awards		414.2		159.6		195.0		35.4		22.2%

		CDR Support		264.0		264.0		276.0		12.0		4.5%

		2nd Century/100th Anniv.		525.8		1,125.7		645.0		(480.7)		(42.7%)

		Research		183.7		63.2		(33.7)		(96.9)		(153.3%)

		All Other		                  0.0 		                      -		                      -		                        -		                  N/A

		Total Revenue		 $       2,403.6 		 $       2,336.9		 $      1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)
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Key FY18 revenue assumptions include;

		Grants and Donations are decreasing primarily due to not budgeting for new funds to support the Team Nutrition program from the Iowa Department of Education (-$50K), lower funding from Feeding America to support the Future of Foods program (-$37K) and lower Research grants (-$25K).

		Corporate Contributions are decreasing primarily due to lower Academy Funding for the 2nd Century project (-$599K).

		Sponsorship is increasing primarily due to higher FNCE sponsors (+$18K). 

		Member Contributions are increasing primarily due to higher 2nd Century contributions (+$160K), and funds for Scholarships (+$60K).



Staff has not factored into the budget any bequests or large member/corporate donations in order to be “conservative”.  Staff will continue to work to drive revenues higher and exceed expecations.
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FY18 expenses are expected to decrease by 21.3%...

Expenses are decreasing primarily due to Travel, Professional Fees and Meeting Services driven by the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018
  Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Personnel		 $         827.1 		 $         956.1 		 $         992.3 		 $          (36.2)		(3.8%)

		Travel		            180.1 		            307.4 		            180.4 		127.0		41.3%

		Professional Fees		         631.9 		            888.5 		           417.3 		471.2 		53.0%

		Postage and Mailing		             4.1 		             11.6 		             12.8 		(1.2) 		(10.3%)

		Rent and Utilities		             90.1 		             91.4 		             60.0 		31.4		34.4%

		Scholarships and Awards		         813.2 		         767.5 		         714.2 		53.3 		6.9%

		Office Supplies		             1.7 		               7.5 		               6.0 		1.5 		20.0%

		Printing		             4.9 		             13.9 		             13.2 		0.7 		5.0%

		Insurance		             16.5 		             17.4 		             17.7 		(0.3)		(1.7%)

		Bank and Trust fees		             126.6 		            129.0 		            129.1 		(0.1)		(0.0%)

		Telecommunications		             22.5 		             24.8 		             20.1 		4.7		19.0%

		Meeting Services		            131.9 		            252.5 		            169.5 		83.0		32.9%

		Computer		             19.5 		            46.0 		             47.7 		(1.7)		(3.7%)

		Legal		               6.3 		               0.7 		               0.7 		0.0		0.0%

		Depreciation		             27.8 		             24.5 		             17.6 		6.9		28.2%

		All Other		27.3 		58.6 		34.2 		24.4 		41.6%

		Total Expense		 $      2,931.5 		 $      3,597.5 		 $      2,832.8 		 $         764.7 		21.3%
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…driven by specific programs.

2nd Century expenses for the Summit and consulting end in FY17, resulting in a large reduction in costs in FY18.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Administration		 $          663.6                   		 $          874.3                   		 $       883.6		 $              (9.3)                    		(1.1%)

		Fundraising		1.1		12.9		17.0		(4.1)		(31.8%)

		FNCE/GALA		          148.0		         161.0 		            135.7 		            25.3		15.7%

		Future of Foods		199.5		236.2		175.7		 60.5		25.6%

		NEP		         300.9 		         336.3		209.7		      126.6		37.6%

		Scholarships and Awards		579.6		542.8		586.1		(43.3)		(8.0%)

		CDR Support		398.6		445.7		379.5		66.2		14.9%

		2nd Century/100th Anniv.		330.2		944.9		385.0		559.9		59.3%

		Research		85.0		19.6		30.2		(10.6)		(54.1%)

		All Other		             225.0		             23.8		             30.3		               (6.5)		            (27.3%)

		Total Expense		 $      2,931.5 		 $       3,597.5		 $       2,832.8 		 $            764.7		21.3%
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Key expense assumptions include;

		No new positions have been added in FY18. 

		Salary and benefits will be consistent with Academy expectations; 3% salary pool increase, 8% contribution to the 401K.

		Professional fees are decreasing primarily due to the consulting fees for the 2nd Century program ending (-$460K).

		Travel is decreasing primarily due to the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18     (-$138K).

		Meeting Services is decreasing primarily due to 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18 (-$64K) and a change in the FNCE GALA (-$16K).

		Rent and Utilities are decreasing (-$31.4K) due to the rent reduction negotiated by the Academy being shared by each group.

		Scholarships and Awards are decreasing primarily due to fewer CDR supported awards            (-$57K) being distributed.



Staff will continue to look for opportunities to reduce expenses without impacting value.







Conclusion
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		Financial results, through March 2017, reflected a suplus of $741.4K after investment returns.

		Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $23.9M at the end of March.

		Forecasted FY17 financial results are expected to reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of $553.0K, which is $886.6K better than the budget.

		Net Assets/Reserves are expected to finish FY17 at nearly $23.7M; a record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.

		FY18 budget will reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of nearly $600K.

		FY18 revenue will decline by $596.4K or 25.5% due to a conservative approach to budgeting and the funding by the Academy for the 2nd Century program ending in FY17.

		FY18 expenses will decline $764.7K or 21.3% due primarily to the the 2nd Century Summit and consulting expenses in FY17 ending.

		FY18 year ending Net Assets/Reserves are expected to increase to nearly $24.3M; another record year-ending, high for the Foundation.



The Foundation will end FY18 in very strong financial shape.













Next Steps
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		Foundation Board:

		Modifies the proposed FY18 budget (if applicable)

		Approves the FY18 budget as proposed or modified for implementation
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Additional Support
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Revenue
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Grants and Donations

Grants and Donations are decreasing 43.1% due to programs ending and the Foundation developing a conservative budget.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		Iowa Dept of Education	- $      50K

		Future of Foods	- $      30K

		Research Grants	- $      25K

		All Other	- $        7K



	Total	- $   112K 
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Member Contributions

Member contributions are increasing 11.5% primarily due to increased donations for the 100th anniversary/2nd Century initiative.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		100th anniversary/2nd Century	+$    160K

		Research	- $      38K

		Scholarships/Awards	- $      15K

		All Other	+$        3K



	Total	+$    110K  
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Corporate Contributions

Corporate contributions are decreasing 59.8% primarily due to the Academy contribution towards the 2nd Century program ending if FY17 and a restructuring of the FNCE GALA.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is increasing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $   590K

		FNCE GALA 	- $     23K

		All Other Programs	+$        1K



	Total	- $   612K 
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Sponsorships

Sponsorship is increasing 17.7% due to anticipated higher sponsorships for FNCE GALA.  

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		FNCE GALA	+$      18K
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Expense
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Personnel expenses

Personnel expenses will grow 3.8% due to the impact of salary and benefit increases.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		Salary increases	+ $     23K

		Benefit increases	+ $     13K



	Total	+ $     36K 
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Travel

Travel expenses are decreasing 41.3% primarily due to the 2nd Century Summit held in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $   138K

		All Other Programs	+$      11K



	Total	-$    127K 
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Professional Fees

Professional Fees are decreasing 53.0% primarily due 2nd Century/100th Anniversary expenses in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	          - $   460K

		Iowa Department of Education	          - $      42K

		Board	+$      25K

		All Other Programs	+$        6K



	Total	- $   471K 
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Postage and Mailing

Postage and Mailing costs are increasing 10.3% primarily due to increased costs for fundraising.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		Annual Fund	+$        3K

		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $        2K



Total	+$        1K
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Rent and Utilities

Rent and utility costs are decreasing 34.4% due to savings associated with the Academy headquarter’s move.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  Reduction due to move savings              - $  31K
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Scholarships and Awards

Scholarships and Awards are decreasing 6.9% primarily due to lower releases of CDR funds to support scholarships and awards.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		CDR	- $      57K

		All Other programs	+$        4K



	Total	- $      53K 
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Office Supplies

Office Supplies are decreasing 20.0% primarily due 2nd Century/100th Anniversary cost decreases. 

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $        2K
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Printing

Printing costs are decreasing 5.0% primarily due to lower FNCE GALA costs associated with the structure change.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		FNCE GALA	- $       1K
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Insurance

Insurance expenses are expected to increase 1.7% primarily due to basic rate increases passed along by the Academy.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  Basic rate increases 		          +$     0.3K
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Bank and Trust fees

Bank and Trust fees are anticipated to stay flat.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		No material variances
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Telecommunication

Telecommunication expenses are decreasing 19.0% primarily due lower 2nd Century/100th Anniversary costs.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  100th Anniversary/2nd Century             - $       2K

		  Administration		           - $       2K

		  NEP			           - $       1K



   Total			           - $       5K		
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Meeting Services

Meeting Services expenses are decreasing 32.9% primarily due to costs associated with the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18 and the restructuring of the FNCE GALA.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $      64K

		FNCE GALA   	- $      16K

		All Other Programs	- $        3K



	Total	- $      83K 
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Computer

Computer expenses are increasing 3.7% primarily due to normal cost increases.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is increasing due to the following;



		All programs	   +$        2K 
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Legal

Legal expenses are remaining flat in FY18 when compared to FY17.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		No change
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Depreciation

Depreciation is increasing by 28.2 % due to the net affect of some capital being totally depreciated. Depreciation expenses are the recovery of assets purchased during a previous period. 

Expense

Explanation

Depreciation is changing due to:



		Administration         	            - $      7K 
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All Other expenses

“Other” expense are decreasing 41.6% primarily due to 2nd Century/100th Anniversary costs in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $      22K

		All other	- $        2K



	Total	- $      24K

Other expenses includes items such as Seminar Fees, Membership Dues, Outside Services and Miscellaneous expenses that do not fall in a specific category.
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2018 foundation board final budget.ppt



Cc: mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; Marty Yadrick; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org); Paul

Mifsud; Mary Beth Whalen; Joan Schwaba; Linda Serwat; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com;

Singerman, Carol; Clemente, Carole; Martha Ontiveros; Nicci Brown; Paul Slomski; Beth

Labrador; Katie Brown  

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT 

 

 

Good afternoon.  Please find the agenda and budget deck for the Foundation Budget Call.  Al

Bryant will provide a brief investment update before the FY18 Budget being proposed by the

Foundation Finance Committee is discussed and approved.  We look forward to having our

incoming members audit the call.  Thanks and have a great weekend.    

 

<<File: Agenda 5-16-17.docx >> <<File: 2018 foundation board final budget.ppt >>

Subject: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT  

When: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US &Canada).  

Where: Web Ex 

 

 

Foundation BOD Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  1 hr 

 

 

 
Join WebEx meeting 

 

Meeting number: 744 881 386 Meeting password: 0516 

 

 

 

Join by phone Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US) Call-in number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbers Conference Code: 824 097 8145 
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1562. Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 18:30:58

Subject: Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

Attachment: image001.png

Same here!!  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 15, 2017, at 1:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Looking forward to it!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 2:06 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  
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Subject: Arrival in Cleveland 

 

Dear Lucille and Donna, 

 

We will be meeting at the Delta flight #1158 baggage claim around 4:45pm on Wednesday. Mary

is arriving the next day. Please let me know if there is anything you need. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1563. Fwd: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 18:19:44

Subject: Fwd: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

FYI   

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: crhone@eatright.org 

Date: May 15, 2017 at 8:39:17 AM CDT  

To: pbabjak@eatright.org 

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 
 
May 15, 2017  
 

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.
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It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1564. Save on ANFP Online Course  Food Safety and Technology

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 17:15:24

Subject: Save on ANFP Online Course  Food Safety and Technology

Attachment:

Save on ANFP Online Course  Food Safety and Technology 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

 

You are receiving this message on behalf of our marketing partners at ANFP. 

  

The Association of Nutrition &Foodservice Professionals is offering Academy members a 10%

discount on the online course, Food Safety and Technology, during the month of May. This

course is designed to provide an understanding of the standards and common industry practices

used to serve guests safely. 

  

Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:

 

Identify and recognize the tools used to serve food safely 

Understand the history and reason we use some of the most commonly accepted standards and

practices used throughout the industry today 

Identify comparable practices of keeping food safe that have been developed recently to increase

our operational effectiveness. 

To purchase this 5-hour SAN CE course, visit here and enter ANFPANDMAY17 to receive the

10% discount, which reduces the price to $45. ANFP is a Continuing Professional Education

(CPE) Accredited Provider with the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR). CDR

Credentialed Practitioners will receive up to 5 Continuing Professional Education units (CPEUs)

for completing this online course.

 

This marketing partner email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future marketing partner emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1565. Fw: May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda and Attachments

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Delia Peel <DPeel@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 15:24:07

Subject: Fw: May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda and Attachments

Attachment: image001.png
Att 2.0 May 19-20 BOD Meeting AgendaREV051017.pdf
May 19-20, 2017 BOD Meeting Packet_.pdf
May BOD Travel.pdf
OAND Event Highlights.pdf

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 5:14 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; 'craytef@charter.net'; ''Margaret Garner';

'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-school';

'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis';

'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; 'brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu';

'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Marcy Kyle';

milton.stokes@monsanto.com; ksauer@ksu.edu; 'Marty Yadrick'; k.w.concannon@gmail.com;

Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns;

William Murphy  

Subject: May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda and Attachments 
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Attachment 2.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Thursday, May 18, 2017                                                                                                                              Revised 05-10-17                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century Reception, Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Veterans Ballroom 
 
 


Friday, May 19, 2017 - Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio – Hope E Ballroom 
   TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
12:00 pm LUNCH – Center Street Room B    
1:00 pm Executive Session  L. Beseler  Action 
2:00 pm  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME L. Beseler   
2:15 pm 1.0 Consent Agenda* 


1.1 April 4, 2017 Minutes 
1.2 February 24, 2017 Minutes  
1.3 February 23, 2017 Minutes 
1.4 Highlights…A Year in Review 2016-2017 
1.5 Foundation Report 
1.6 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report 
1.7 2017-2018 Committee Appointments 
1.8 Motion Tracking 


  Action  


2:20 pm 2.0  Regular Agenda L. Beseler  Action 
2:30 pm 3.0 Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy L. Beseler Generative Information 
2:35 pm 4.0  FY18 Budget 


Is the Board ready to approve the FY18 budget recommendations 
from the Finance and Audit Committee? 


M. Garner/ 
P. Mifsud 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary  


Action 


4:00 pm 5.0  Second Century Update         P. Babjak Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


4:30 pm RECESS L. Beseler   
5:00 pm Board shuttle to visit the Academy’s 100th Anniversary display developed 


by the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics at the  
Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library  


   


5:30 pm Transfer of the Gavel Ceremony    
6:00 pm Board shuttle to Pura Vida for Celebration Dinner    
6:15 pm Celebration Dinner - Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, (216) 987-0103    


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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Attachment 2.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Revised 05-08-17 
 
Saturday, May 20, 2017,  Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114 – Hope E Ballroom 
TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
7:30 am BREAKFAST - Center Street Room B    
8:00 am CALL TO ORDER L. Beseler   
8:00 am 6.0 Board Dietetic Practice Group Taskforce: Interim Update D. Enos Strategic/Generative/ 


Fiduciary 
Information/ 
Discussion 


8:15 am 7.0 Strategic Measures and Metrics W. Murphy Strategic/Generative 
 


Information/ 
Discussion 


9:15 am BREAK    
9:30 am 
 


8.0 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees 
Is the Board ready to approve the nominees as presented? 


E. Crayton Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


9:45 am 9.0 House of Delegates Spring Meeting Report L. Farr Strategic/Generative Information/ 
Discussion 


10:00 am 10.0 Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii) Progress Update 
                    


S. McCauley/ 
A. Steiber 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


11:00 am 11.0 Consent Agenda L. Beseler Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


11:15 am 12.0   Board Activities: July 19-21 Board Orientation and Retreat  L. Beseler Strategic Information 
11:30 am ADJOURNMENT    


 
 


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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Academy Board of Directors Meeting 


May 19-20, 2017 
 







Attachment 1.1 
APRIL 4, 2017 MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING   DRAFT 


 


 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Tracey Bates, Hope Barkoukis, 
Don Bradley, Susan Brantley, Evelyn F. Crayton,  
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, 
Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles, 
Steven Miranda, Dianne Polly, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Tamara Randall, 
Kay Wolf 


  
Staff in Attendance Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Susan Burns, Diane Enos,  


Sharon McCauley, Paul Mifsud, Mary Pat Raimondi, Marsha Schofield, 
Alison Steiber, Pepin Tuma, Mary Beth Whalen  


Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 11:00am CT.   
 
Regular Agenda 
 


Motion #1 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 


 
 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda 
item.   
 
Health and/or Wellness Coaches Stance and Communication Campaign 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
 
Jeanne Blankenship, Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, and Pepin Tuma, Senior 
Director for Government and Regulatory Affairs introduced a proposed Academy stance 
specifying the minimum qualifications and training for any provider of medical nutrition therapy 
that are necessary to protect the health and safety of the public.  The proliferation of credentials--
both reputable and not--in the health, wellness, and nutrition space makes it confusing for both 
consumers and allied health providers to know which credentials and which providers they can 
trust.  The Academy is prepared to lead in this area by developing clear, objective standards for 
education, training, and practice (that differ by the nature and level of professional practice) and 
working with other stakeholders to ensure these standards are met.   
  
In addition, at the request of Speaker-Elect Dianne Polly, J. Blankenship, P. Tuma, and Sharon 
McCauley, Senior Director for Quality Management, updated the Board on the status of 
therapeutic diet ordering privileges among the various states.  The Academy, working with state 
affiliates, has made significant progress changing necessary laws and regulations to facilitate 
changes as needed to implement the regulatory changes the Academy pushed the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services to make across the continuum of care, and we continue to make 
progress to our goal of fifty-state implementation. 
 


Motion #2 
Approved 


Move that the Board approve the Consumer Protection and Licensure 
Subcommittee/Legislative and Public Policy Committee recommended stance 
regarding minimum qualifications for providers of MNT. 
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Attachment 1.1 
Public Policy Leadership Award & Grassroots Advocacy Award 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
 
The nominees for the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award and the 2017 Award for Grassroots 
Excellence were presented for consideration by the Board.  
 


Motion #3 
Approved 


Move to approve Patty Keane, MS, RDN, as the recipient of the 2017 Award for 
Grassroots Excellence and Senators Gary Peters (Mich.) and Pat Roberts (Kan.) 
as recipients of the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award to be presented at the 
Public Policy Workshop in June 2017. 


 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00pm CT by consensus. 
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Attachment 1.2 
FEBRUARY 24, 2017 MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING   DRAFT 


 


 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis, 
Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Evelyn F. Crayton,  
Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, Denice Ferko-Adams,  
Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles,  
Steven Miranda, Jean Ragalie-Carr,  
Susan Brantley, Dianne Polly, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors not in 
Attendance 
 


 
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 


Invited Presenters in 
Attendance for a 
Portion of the Meeting 


John Whalen, CEO of Whalen Consulting; Ellie Moss, Consultant, 
Whalen Consulting; Lorri Holzberg, Chair, Legislative and Public Policy 
Committee; Cathy Christie, Chair, Member Sponsorship Review 
Committee 


  
Staff Attendance Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown,  


Nicci Brown (for a portion of the meeting), Susan Burns,  
Diane Enos, Jennifer Horton (by phone for a portion of the meeting), 
Daun Longshore (for a portion of the meeting), Paul Mifsud,  
Mary Pat Raimondi, Christine Reidy, Marsha Schofield, Alison Steiber,  
Pepin Tuma (by phone for a portion of the meeting), Dante Turner, 
Barbara Visocan, Mary Beth Whalen  


           
Executive Session 
Motion #1 
Approved 


 
Move into Executive Session. 


 
 
Executive session convened at 8:11am. 
 
Motion #2 
Approved 


 
Move out of Executive Session. 


Executive session adjourned at 8:56am. 
  
Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 9:00am.   
 
Consent Agenda 
 


Motion #3 
Approved 


Move to accept the consent agenda. 


 
Regular Agenda 
 


Motion #4 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 
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Attachment 1.2 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda 
item.  A new Board meeting evaluation form was presented by S. Brantley and T. Randall. Board 
members were asked to pilot test the form to evaluate the February 24 meeting and respond with 
their feedback.   
 
Second Century Working Session  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.  
 


In continuation from the February 23 joint Academy and Foundation Board retreat the Academy 
Board was asked to approve a new Academy vision, mission, principles, and strategy.  These 
will be used as a backdrop for the strategic planning session in July.  In a group discussion, 
Board members contributed organizational implication questions for the staff to address in 
preparation for the July strategic planning meeting.  The Board discussed where it saw the 
biggest opportunities for growth as an organization and increasing value to members while 
making an impact in the world. The Academy’s new vision, mission and principles were 
informed by collective best thinking and reflect member and stakeholder input. The Board also 
participated in an activity to explain the Second Century ‘elevator speech’ to members and 
external stakeholders.  The Board agreed to provide assessment of the initiative projects via 
electronic survey.  The data will be used to inform the decision to move the projects to the next 
level of business plan development.  Talking points for the Board will be developed and 
distributed the week following the February 24 meeting, along with a communication to staff, 
members and summit participants announcing the new Academy vision, mission and principles 
which follow below.  
 
Vision 
A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition 
  
Mission 
Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition 
 
Principles 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members: 


• Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and 
discovery  


• Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future 
• Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors 
• Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition 
• Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and 


capability.  
 


Motion #5 
Approved 


Move to accept the schematic for the Second Century centers of 
excellence and strategic model.   


 
 
Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors (NDEP) Standards of Professional 
Performance 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
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On February 20, 2017 the NDEP chair sent a letter requesting that the Academy Board of 
Directors and Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) reevaluate the budget and the funding 
requirement for updating the NDEP Standards of Professional Performance (SOPP). 
 
The FAC discussed the request on its February 21 conference call and recommended to the 
Board that the cost sharing strategy established by the Academy and in place since 2013 would 
continue to be followed.  The cost sharing strategy was communicated to NDEP leadership in 
2013 and again in 2016.  The Board discussed and upheld the FAC recommendation. NDEP’s 
reserves are healthy and could be used to cover the costs of updating its Standards of 
Professional Performance. Last year the CEO approved additional staff to work on the SOPPs 
with authors, reviewers, a workgroup and the Quality Management Committee. The Board 
encourages NDEP to consider conducting a survey in order to assess its members’ perception of 
the value of revising the SOPPs.   
 
Motion #6 
Approved 


Move to approve the FAC recommendation to continue to follow the cost 
sharing strategy established by the Academy.  


 
Conflict of Interest 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
The BOD reviewed and approved the proposal from the Council on Research for a consistent 
Conflict of Interest (COI) form that would be completed online. The BOD supported the idea of 
an online training about COI and how to use the new form and asked the Council on Research to 
develop such a training.  Staff will work to implement the online COI form for the start of the 
new fiscal year. 
 
Motion #7 
Approved 


Move to approve the proposed online Conflict of Interest form to be 
adopted consistently across the organization. 


   
Health Care Reform Update  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
Legislative and Public Policy Committee Chair Lorri Holzberg outlined the policy stances for 
health reform that were approved by the board of directors in January 2009.  She noted that upon 
review, the LPPC reached consensus that the policy stances provide direction for current health 
reform discussions regarding the repeal of the Affordable Care Act. She also shared that the 
LPPC voted to reaffirm the stances and also took action to reconvene the Health Reform Task 
Force.  The group will meet for approximately six months and submit a report to the LPPC that 
includes recommendations for new stances and/or edits of the previous stances.  Once the task 
force completes its work and LPPC reviews the recommendations they will then be voted on by 
the Board. 
 
Board members shared ideas for edits to the stances as well as offering names of individuals who 
would be well suited for the task force.  Board members noted that the Affordable Care Act 
included significant provisions for nutrition and that its repeal will impact programs and services.  
This topic was noted to be a priority for future meetings and communications. 
 
Public Member 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced  
 
A public member position will be vacated by Don Bradley in May 2017. The Board was asked to 
identify three to five candidates for the position of public member from a list of nominees. The 
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Board prioritized three top candidates to fill the public member position vacancy. The President-
elect will extend the invitation to the selected nominees in the order prioritized. 
 
Member Sponsorship Review Committee 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced  
 
Cathy Christie chair of the Member Sponsorship Review Committee presented the pilot report 
and recommendations of the committee to the Board for consideration. After discussion the 
Board approved the recommendations.  The strategic communications team is working on a 
release of this information to the leadership and membership of the Academy.   
 
Motion #8 
Approved 


Move to accept the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommendation of the distribution of Best Practices for Sponsorship 
Relationships for DPGs, MIGs and Affiliates along with examples from 
Oregon Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship Policies and 
Procedures, California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship 
Policy and Food & Culinary Professionals DPG Sponsorship Guidelines 
and Policy. 


 
Motion #9 
Approved 


Move to accept the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s adjusted 
review process for Academy national level sponsorship categories. 


 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:15pm by consensus. 
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FEBRUARY 23, 2017 MINUTES 
JOINT ACADEMY AND FOUNDATION  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS RETREAT         DRAFT           


 
 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis, 
Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Evelyn F. Crayton, Michele Delille Lites,  
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Linda T. Farr, Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, 
Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles, Steven Miranda, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Susan Brantley, 
Dianne Polly, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf 


 
Foundation Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 


 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Margaret Garner, Eileen Kennedy, 
Sitoya Mansell, Donna Martin, Camille Range, Terri Raymond,  
Sylvia Escott-Stump, Kathleen Wilson-Gold, Marty Yadrick   


 
Foundation Board of 
Directors not in 
Attendance 
 


 
Constance Geiger, Maha Tahiri 


Invited Guests in 
Attendance 


Kevin Sauer, chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration; Linda Snetselaar, 
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 


Invited Presenters in 
Attendance for a 
Portion of the Meeting 


John Whalen, CEO of Whalen Consulting; Ellie Moss, Consultant, Whalen 
Consulting   


  
Staff Attendance Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Nicci Brown, Susan Burns,  


Diane Enos, Mary Gregoire (by phone for a portion of the meeting),Beth Labrador, 
Paul Mifsud, Martha Ontiveros, Mary Pat Raimondi, Christine Reidy,  
Marsha Schofield, Joan Schwaba, Paul Slomski, Alison Steiber, Pepin Tuma (by 
phone for a portion of the meeting), Barbara Visocan, Mary Beth Whalen  


     
Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Academy President Lucille Beseler and Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-Carr 
called the meeting to order at 12:00pm.   
 
Regular Agenda 


Motion #1 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 


 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda item.   
 
House of Delegates (HOD): Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) Motion, Practice and 
Position Papers, Associate Membership, Spring Virtual HOD Meeting, Mega Issue Question 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.  
L. Farr provided an update on HOD activities. The HOD approved a bylaws amendment related to the 
removal and vacancy of Commissioners within CDR to meet new external accreditation standards. The 
HOD also approved several changes to the Associate Members category of membership as proposed by the 
Member Services Advisory Committee. The HOD Leadership Team plays an important role in approving 
Academy position statements and requests from external organizations for Academy support of various 
statements and publications. Since August, the HOD Leadership Team (HLT) has voted to approve the 
Academy’s support of five requests from external organizations regarding position papers and other 
publications relevant to Academy members. In addition, HLT approved the revised position statement for 
the updated Vegetarian Diets position paper. Finally, HLT voted to support the proposal from the Academy 
Positions Committee to conduct an evaluation of their processes as part of their continuous quality 
improvement efforts. Academy Board members were invited to attend the Spring 2017 Virtual Meeting on 
April 22-23, 2017. “Tips for BOD Member Participation in HOD Meetings” were shared. Day one of the 
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meeting will address: “How can food and nutrition practitioners elevate the profession, expand 
opportunities, and enhance practice for the Second Century?” Day two will be a continuance of the Fall 
HOD dialogue on Wellness and Prevention, with a focus on the last two Appreciative Inquiry steps: design 
and deploy. 
 
Education and Regulation: Future Education Model, Regulatory Landscape 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 


Future Education Model  
The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND) Standards Committee 
has been developing standards and competencies for a new recommended model for education in 
nutrition and dietetics with the purpose of advancing the profession and protecting the public. The 
ACEND Board released the first draft Future Education Model Accreditation Standards for Associate, 
Bachelor and Master Degree Programs in Nutrition and Dietetics for public comment in September 
2016 and encouraged all stakeholders to provide comment. Based on input received from this survey 
and additional input from both formal and informal organizations and groups, the ACEND Board 
revised the draft Future Education Model Standards including the expected competencies and 
performance indicators for each degree level program. ACEND Executive Director Mary Gregoire 
presented the major changes made to the Future Education Model Standards and the next steps.  


The Boards participated in working groups to discuss the impact of the draft Future Education Model 
on the Academy, the profession, the educational system and the public, at the Associate, Bachelor, 
Master levels. Concerns and questions from the break out session feedback follows.  


• Are knowledge and competencies driving the education model?  
• Differentiation (product line) between the three levels: Associate, Bachelor, Master - may be 


confusion between the profession and the public.  
• What products, services and opportunities is the Academy creating for the various levels?  
• Studies show no adverse impact on diversity numbers with increased education levels. 
• Need to be fast, fluid and flexible.  
• Where will the shortage of preceptors be a factor?  
• The education model creates pathways for students and career progression.  
 
Regulatory Landscape  
An overview of the regulatory landscape for consumer protection and licensure was provided.  The 
Consumer Protection and Licensure Subcommittee (CPLS) has engaged in a dialogue with ACEND 
regarding the Future Education Model and shared specific concerns related to state licensure laws and 
regulations in its communication to the Board.  In collaboration with the Commission on Dietetic 
Registration, the Academy is currently in the process of reviewing the laws and regulations and 
preparing a report.  Board members were encouraged to consider the issues brought forward by the 
CPLS in the discussion that followed. 


   
Second Century Working Session  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
The Academy and Foundation Board, along with the Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration and 
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, participated in a Second Century 
working session, where they considered a proposed new Academy vision, mission, principles, and 
strategy.  In small groups they deliberated on each of these and shared their reflections with the 
group.  They also reviewed the nine initiative proposals from the Nutrition Impact Summit. A summary of 
the organizational implications from the Second Century discussion are attached.  
 
Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was made by Academy President Lucille Beseler and Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-
Carr at 6:20pm and approved by consensus. 
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FEBRUARY 23, 2017 SUMMARY NOTES 
SECOND CENTURY WORKING SESSION   


 


 
 


Organizational Implications: Questions to Address 


• Do you have the skill sets in the organization to do this? 
• Are you structured correctly to deliver on the vision? 
• Do you have the buy in and willingness of staff, members, and Board to do this? 


o How will it help members today? 
• Do you have the relationships you need to do this? 
• Have we thought on an aspirational enough level? 
• Are we willing to give up sacred cows? 
• Are we financially able to do this? 
• What will it take to make this sustainable?  
• Will it raise my dues? 
• Is it sustainable and scalable? 
• How and when will we evaluate if we have made an impact? 
• Have we thought about the return on investment – what makes money, what doesn’t, how can it 


support itself without increased costs? 
• What does success look like and how do we measure it? 
• How do our students and our brand new members see themselves in this specifically? 
• Do we have an appropriate plan for new infrastructure required to execute? 
• Communication plan?  
• How do we fully leverage technology and informatics? 
• What is the plan for globalization? 
• What are the roles of the Foundation and the Academy, CDR, ACEND (all organizations)? 
• Does this expand our membership – are there different levels or options? 
• Do we have a plan for naysayers / critics? 
• Is there educational vision and alignment with the new vision here?  
• What are the unintended consequences of success or failure?  
• How do we learn from others who have already done this? Associations, trades, corporations – 


let’s not reinvent the wheel. 
• How do we leverage non-members to rejoin us with this new strategy? 
• Are there governance implications? 
• Who are the partners externally who we have identified that are committed? 
• How do we learn and collaborate with others?  
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HIGHLIGHTS … A YEAR IN REVIEW 
2016 – 2017  


 
 


 
This report contains selected highlights from the past fiscal year and it is not a comprehensive report of all  
of the events and activities of the Academy.   
 
JUNE 2016 
 
Dietitians of Canada National Conference 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak attended Dietitians of Canada’s National Conference. They met with leaders of DC, 
networked with the Board of Directors and attended the keynote sessions, symposia and workshops. DC’s major 
initiatives related to branding the RDN. The organization shifted its credential from RD to RDN to maintain 
consistency in North America. The Academy continues to work with DC, specifically on joint efforts related to 
International Confederation of Dietetic Associations and collaborating across disciplines with international food 
and nutrition communities. 
 
Public Policy Workshop 
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin, Evelyn Crayton, Linda Farr, Diane Polly, Aida Miles, Denice Ferko-Adams and 
Pat Babjak met in Washington, D.C., with more than 325 passionate Academy members at the Public Policy 
Workshop. Members representing each of the 50 states, as well as Academy DPGs and MIGs, visited Capitol Hill 
to communicate nutrition policy that will positively affect the health of the nation and the nutrition and dietetics 
profession. Members reviewed the Academy’s priority areas to effectively communicate nutrition messages to 
congressmen and senators. Members were encouraged to build relationships with their representatives to prioritize 
nutrition policy for the health of their constituents. 
 
JULY 2016 
 
IFT’s Annual Meeting 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak attended the Institute of Food Technologists annual meeting and food expo, the 
biggest gathering of food science professionals. They met with IFT leaders and senior-level executives from the 
world’s top food companies. The event brought together food professionals from around the world — in industry, 
government and academia — for knowledge exchange, networking and problem solving. Presenters addressed the 
latest global trends and the newest innovations in food technology. 
 
2017 Trailblazer Award  
The joint Academy and IFT Trailblazer Award was presented to Connie Weaver, PhD. The recipient has 
demonstrated innovative contributions to improved health among underserved populations through at least one 
aspect of food science and technology and has exhibited intellectual courage in research, instruction and/or 
communication at this intersection. In 2016, Weaver joined the Academy. This year the award will be presented at 
the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in October; the Board will approve the recommendation at the May 
meeting. 
 
Advocacy Efforts at Political Conventions 
Policy Initiatives and Advocacy staff and Lucille Beseler met with policy and entertainment industry leaders at the 
Republican and Democratic National Conventions. Jeanne Blankenship, vice president for policy initiatives and 
advocacy, joined Lucille at the Republican Convention in Cleveland; and Pepin Tuma, senior director for 
government and regulatory affairs, joined Lucille at the Democratic Convention in Philadelphia. Briefings were 
held to educate policymakers about obesity and to increase support for access to evidence-based care by 
advocating for the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act (H.R. 2404). Denice Ferko-Adams also attended the DNC. 
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AUGUST 2016 
 
AADE Meeting 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak met with the presidents and CEOs of the American Diabetes Association and the 
American Association of Diabetes Educators at AADE’s Annual Meeting in San Diego. The discussions addressed 
key issues and opportunities for collaboration to provide improved care for persons newly diagnosed with diabetes 
and pathways for MNT reimbursement. They also met with DCE DPG leaders to discuss concerns over health 
coaches encroaching on RDN scope of practice. 
 
Third Annual Kids Eat Right Month  
An initiative of the Foundation, Kids Eat Right Month focused on the importance of healthful eating and active 
lifestyles for children and families and featured expert advice from members. The Academy developed member, 
consumer and media messaging around KER’s core principles: “shop smart, cook healthy and eat right.” Kids Eat 
Right reached a milestone of 200,000 social media followers. 
 
SEPTEMBER 2016 
 
International Congress of Dietetics  
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin and Pat Babjak were among Academy members and representatives who joined 
presidents and directors from nutrition and dietetics organizations from more than 40 countries September 7 to 10 
at the XVII International Congress of Dietetics in Granada, Spain. At this quadrennial conference, nutritionists and 
dietitians from around the world gathered to share knowledge and practice perspectives. The theme of the 2016 
conference was “Going to Sustainable Eating.” The Academy’s representatives presented several sessions at ICD 
and hosted a global nutrition collaborative meeting with leaders of the International Confederation of Dietetics 
Associations and the European Federation of the Association of Dietitians. The Academy’s recommendations 
related to international education and accreditation standards were shared. Past Academy President Judy Rodriguez 
was elected to the ICDA Board of Directors.  
 
Nutrition Impact Summit 
The Academy convened the Nutrition Impact Summit, which brought together more than 175 leaders, including 
Academy members and participants from the Alliance for a Healthier Generation, Feeding America, PEW 
Charitable Trusts, YMCA, Kaiser Permanente, Abbott Nutrition, Project Peanut Butter, Kroger, USDA Center for 
Nutrition Policy and Promotion, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and Wholesome Wave; as well as 
institutions including Duke University, Tufts University’s Gerald J. and Dorothy R. Friedman School of Nutrition 
Science and Policy and Johns Hopkins University’s Bloomberg School of Public Health. Thought leaders in food, 
wellness and health care systems identified potential projects and strategic partners in the U.S. and worldwide. 
Areas discussed included improving food system resilience, scaling nutrition solutions and transforming treatment 
through nutrition interventions. The Summit provided opportunities for participating organizations to collaborate 
on national and global health issues and informs the strategic planning process for the Second Century. 
 
Briefing on Malnutrition to Highlight Need for Medical Intervention 
In cooperation with Defeat Malnutrition Today, the Academy organized a congressional briefing on “The Growing 
Crisis of Malnutrition in Older Adults.” The Washington, D.C., briefing addressed the current state of health care 
delivery for adults with malnutrition in the United States; malnutrition’s effect on health care costs; and 
interventions that could help reduce incidents of malnutrition and improve the quality of life for adult patients. 
U.S. Rep. Don Beyer (Va.) gave opening remarks. Speakers included RDNs representing the Academy and other 
partner organizations. This event kicked off Malnutrition Awareness Week and the Academy’s Advocacy Day on 
Capitol Hill, where RDNs, other health care professionals, advocates and private sector stakeholders visited more 
than 60 Congressional offices and encouraged all members to support the measures with a sign-on letter. 
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Third Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit 
Lucille Beseler appointed Anne Wolf, MS, RDN, to represent the Academy at National Obesity Collaborative Care 
Summit in Chicago. Representatives from more than 30 major health and medical organizations convened for 
discussions about how the different health specialties and the organizations themselves can better collaborate on 
providing care to individuals affected by obesity. The Summit was orchestrated and hosted by the American 
Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery. Summit participants discussed prevention and treatment strategies for 
obesity, patient access to treatment, the continuum of care and potential opportunities for collaboration. 
 
OCTOBER 2016 
 
Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo 


• Attendees from 49 countries 
• More than 10,000 attendees 
• 135 educational sessions, with 92 percent of them at  Level 2 or Level 3 
• Social media impressions: 


o 51.6 million impressions 
o #FNCE trended nationally for 2 days 
o More than 21,000 posts from October 13 to 21 
o Topics that trended locally: Orthorexia, Yoga, FODMAP 


• FNCE mobile app had a 83 percent adoption rate with 7,076 users 
• 13 hotel rooms were utilized with 15,200 rooms which generated more than $300,000 in hotel rebates. 
• Two new FNCE toolkits designed for attendee and employer ROI 
• For the first time, we opened registration onsite for the next FNCE, which generated $66,075 in revenue. 
• The Academy received a Hermes Creative Gold Award for the 2016 FNCE Exhibitor Prospectus. 


 
Let’s Move! Program Event 
Donna Martin joined First Lady Michelle Obama and delivered remarks, addressing an audience of more than 200 
people from various sectors that have championed healthier eating and active living. There were approximately ten 
RDNs in attendance, including Jean Ragalie-Carr. Donna also participated with President and Mrs. Obama in 
welcoming children participating in Let’s Move! programs. These programs were launched in collaboration with 
federal agencies, businesses and nonprofits to mobilize every sector to help kids and families lead healthier lives.  
 
Malnutrition and Quality Improvement Initiative Video 
Lucille Beseler filmed a video to update members on the new Malnutrition and Quality Improvement Initiative 
(MQii), and the toolkit and resources that have been developed to assist in the diagnosis and treatment of 
malnutrition, especially among hospitalized adults. MQii was established in partnership Avalere Health, and other 
stakeholders providing guidance through key technical expert and advisory roles. The engagement was undertaken 
to advance evidence-based, high-quality, patient-driven care for hospitalized older adults (age 65 and older) who 
are malnourished or at-risk for malnutrition. Support for the MQii was provided by Abbott. 
 
New Member Engagement Zone  
This new online platform was created and launched to secure member feedback, comments and opinions on issues 
affecting the profession; Obtain member input quickly on new products and services; Engage members in 
Academy programs, services and initiative; and Involve members in the strategic direction and initiatives of the 
Academy.  


In October, the first question was launched: 
The Academy has advanced malnutrition documentation in the inpatient setting and provided many 
resources for RDNs to be successful in diagnosing malnutrition. What tools and resources are needed 
to expand this focus to identify and prevent malnutrition in the community?  
 
In a week, we received 1,070 responses from Academy members.  
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NOVEMBER 2016 
 
Publicity and Award Nomination: Vegetarian Diets Position Paper (Updated) 
The Academy updated the position paper on vegetarian diets and it was nominated for the  Atlas Award, designed 
by Elsevier to highlight research that could have a significant social impact. Nominees are selected from among all 
Elsevier journals and are evaluated by an advisory board of representatives from international nongovernmental 
organizations. The panel typically favors original research, so it is unusual for a position paper to be considered. 
The paper has an Altmetric score of 1,150, based on 102 news articles, 318 tweets and 216 Facebook posts. The 
Academy’s press release on the vegetarian position paper generated dozens of news stories and interviews with 
Academy Spokespeople and was prominently featured on the Academy’s social media channels. In addition, the 
paper was translated into Italian by the Scientific Society of Vegetarian Nutrition, which also translated the 
Academy’s 2009 position paper on this topic. 
 
Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood Obesity Prevention 
Lucille Beseler attended the national conference Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in 
Childhood Obesity Prevention in Washington, D.C. Discussions with the National Maternal and Child Oral Health 
Resource Center, American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, American Dental Association, American Dental 
Hygienists Association and others provided an opportunity for collaboration and educating them on the role of 
RDNs. 
 
The Obesity Society Meeting 
At the Obesity Society meeting in New Orleans, Donna Martin participated in a panel discussion addressing school 
nutrition policy changes with Kevin Concannon, Under Secretary of USDA-FNCS. 
 
World Diabetes Day 
Lucille Beseler represented the Academy at an event in New York City commemorating World Diabetes Day. 
Novo Nordisk hosted the event at the Danish Consulate. The discussions included the important work done by 
thousands of Academy members in diabetes prevention and care. 
 
Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit 
Lucille Beseler attended American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit in Downers Grove, 
Ill. Presenters at the summit spoke positively about the role and value of RDNs in patient care for obesity 
management. Staff is continuing the dialogue with the organization related to practice and experiential simulations. 
 
DECEMBER 2016 
 
Transition to New Office Space 
The Academy relocated to the 21st floor of our Chicago headquarters at 120 South Riverside Plaza and the staff 
smoothly settled in. The move was a business decision based on current best practices and leverages a clean and 
efficient office design with better usage of space. Unlike the old office space, the new suite has state-of-the-art 
technology, recently renovated facilities and upgraded meeting rooms. Dedicated staff made a seamless transition 
to the new space providing members the superlative service they have come to expect from the Academy. The 
open-plan office design facilitates increased communication and collaboration among departments and individuals 
alike. The new layout promotes flexibility for staff to accomplish their work, with various-sized conference rooms, 
small “huddle” rooms and private areas for phone conversations and meetings.  
 
The move has resulted in direct cost savings to the Academy in rent and utilities. In addition, the Academy also 
donated excess furniture, supplies and other materials to organizations and agencies including the Chicago Public 
Schools, Kids in Need, Open Books, American Red Cross, a nursing home, a child care center and other entities. 
The move immediately resulted in a cost savings benefit of more than $70,000 per month and is expected to 
generate more $15 million in savings over the life of the lease. 
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On January 26, Lucille Beseler hosted a ribbon cutting at Headquarters and expressed thanks and congratulations. 
The Headquarters team is enjoying the new workspace and is also excited about beginning the Academy’s Second 
Century in an environment that reflects 21st-century needs which can be easily adapted as needed in the years to 
come.  
 
ACEND’s Draft Future Education Model Standards  
The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics released the draft Future Education Model 
Accreditation Standards for Associate, Bachelor and Master Degree Programs for public comment. The 
development of these standards began in 2013 with a visioning process. Subsequent phases have included an 
environmental scan, development of a Rationale Document and multiple rounds of stakeholder input and data 
collection. The Board provided regular feedback. 
 
New USDA/Academy Effort to Bring Interns to Child Nutrition 
The Academy has been working with leadership at USDA to provide more internship opportunities for dietetics 
students at federal, state and local levels. USDA and the Academy are making it easier than ever for interns to find 
the Child Nutrition Program rotation that is right for them. A toolkit of resources to help state agencies get ready to 
host and prepare interns for rotations.  
 
9th World Congress on Prevention of Diabetes 
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin, Jo Jo Dantone and Marcy Kyle attended the 9th World Congress on Prevention of 
Diabetes and Its Complications in Atlanta, Ga. They presented a workshop and a session highlighting the 
importance of the RDN and nutrition services in diabetes prevention and care. They contributed comments to the 
consensus paper “Global Status of Diabetes Prevention and Prospects for Action.” 
 
Fiscal Year 2016 Annual Report 
The Academy’s Annual Report contained highlights and accomplishments from the past fiscal year as well as the 
financial statements for the Academy and Foundation. It is available to read or download on the Academy’s 
website as well as on the Commitment to Transparency site. The Academy’s Annual Report received a Platinum 
Hermes Creative Award for excellence in graphic design. 
 
JANUARY 2017 
 
Academy’s Centennial Year Launched 
For a century, the Academy has been dedicated to building a profession that optimizes health through food and 
nutrition. As we plan for the future with the Second Century initiative, the Academy is honoring our past and 
celebrating the present throughout 2017. A new page was launched in January on the Academy’s website; it 
contains information on the Academy’s history and how all members can get involved in the celebration activities 
as we prepare for a new direction in our Second Century. 
 
Consumer Electronics Show 
Lucille Beseler attended the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. She met with representatives of companies 
and discussed how RDNs can be instrumental in helping advance their products and services and encouraged 
technology companies to exhibit at FNCE. 
 
New Initiative: Further With Food 
The Academy is a founding member, along with the Rockefeller Foundation, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and leading private sector and nonprofit organizations, of the “Further with 
Food Center for Food Loss and Waste Solutions,” an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions to 
cut food waste in half by 2030. Further with Food is designed to be the definitive online destination for businesses, 
government entities, investor, non-governmental organizations, educators and other interested individuals to learn 
more about their role in meeting the national food waste reduction goal. The Academy is proud to be one of the 
founders of this collaborative effort to solve one of the most pressing challenges of our time. Some of those areas 
that the Academy and the Further with Food team have identified include: 
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• Household behavior change 
• Food waste diversion 
• Recycling and upcycling (conversion of food waste into energy) 
• Consumer education 
• Government action and policy.   


More information on Further with Food is available at www.furtherwithfood.org. 
 
Academy Joins in Farewell to USDA Under Secretary Concannon 
Donna Martin joined staff from the USDA’s Food, Nutrition and Consumer Services in Washington, D.C., to bid a 
fond farewell to Under Secretary Concannon and celebrate the collective accomplishments under his leadership. 
 
Malnutrition Collaboration  
The Academy and the American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition continue to collaborate on efforts to 
support the identification and treatment of malnutrition. The Academy signed a letter with ASPEN’s president that 
was sent to public and private payers recommending they not use low BMI as the only diagnostic criteria for 
identifying malnutrition in hospitalized patients. Since the release in 2012 of the Academy/ASPEN Consensus 
Statement on identifying and documenting adult malnutrition, members have periodically brought to our attention 
the fact that payers have been denying hospital claims for patients with malnutrition based on BMI alone. Several 
state Medicaid programs have acknowledged receipt of our letter and have requested conference calls with staff for 
further information and education on this topic. 
 
Academy Participates in Obesity Quality Measures Discussion 
The Academy was one of more than 20 groups who met as part of the Strategies to Overcome and Prevent Obesity 
Alliance to discuss the development of obesity quality measures. As part of the discussion, the National Quality 
Forum Incubator Project Team presented an environmental scan that identified NQF-endorsed measures related to 
obesity or weight assessment. The Academy will continue to participate in future discussions with the STOP 
Obesity Alliance to advance policies supporting obesity management and coverage. 
 
Council on Future Practice’s 2017 Visioning Report in the Journal 
The Council on Future Practice completed a three-year visioning cycle designed to help inform members and 
organizational units for moving the profession forward. Visioning Report 2017: A Preferred Path Forward for the 
Nutrition and Dietetics Profession was published in the January issue of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition 
and Dietetics and the final version of the document, “Change Drivers and Trends Driving the Profession: A 
Prelude to the Visioning Report 2017” was published on the Academy’s website. The report outlines 
recommendations for specific, actionable items that can be pursued in the next 10 to 15 years to advance the 
profession. The work done by the Council helped inform the Nutrition Impact Summit Briefing Paper and efforts 
on the Second Century Initiative. 
 
International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative 
The Academy and the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association announced their support of a new global 
initiative to standardize diets for the treatment of people who suffer from swallowing disorders. The International 
Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative created global standardized terminology and definitions for texture-
modified foods and thickened liquids to improve the safety and care for individuals with dysphagia, a swallowing 
disorder, which affects an estimated 560 million people worldwide. The Academy’s Evidence Based Practice 
Committee reviewed IDDSI’s 2015 article, “The Influence of Food Texture and Liquid Consistency Modification 
on Swallowing Physiology and Function: A Systematic Review, Dysphagia” and determined the methodology is 
sound. Based on this and other reviews, Academy leaders voted to support the adoption of IDDSI. ASHA 
supported IDDSI’s multidisciplinary effort to gather information from clinicians around the world that led to the 
IDDSI framework and methods for standardizing both food and drink and its Board of Directors passed a 
resolution in 2016 to support the IDDSI Framework. IDDSI is leading the implementation of this program in 21 
countries. 
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Interprofessional Education Collaborative  
The Academy was accepted as a member of the nation’s leading advocacy organization for team-based care. The 
Academy will ensure that students and interns have opportunities for Interprofessional Education (IPE) and 
practicing RDNs are included in Interprofessional Practice Teams. Kathy Kolasa, PhD, RDN, LDN, represented 
the Academy at the Interprofessional Education Collaborative (www.ipeccollaborative.org) in Washington, D.C. 
The meeting was hosted by the Association of American Medical Colleges. IPEC is looking toward expanding 
programming: focus on wellbeing; developing webinar series; developing an IPEC Leadership Institute to focus on 
Deans and senior leaders; and developing assessment tools to determine how effective IPE programs are on 
campuses. IPEC’s mission is to ensure that new and current health professionals are proficient in the competencies 
essential for patient-centered, community and population oriented, interprofessional, collaborative practice. 
Eligible institutional members must be associations that represent and serve academic units at institutions of higher 
education that provide an educational program leading to the award of one or more academic degrees to students in 
one or more of the health professions that provide direct care to patients. The next meeting of the IPEC Council 
will be held June 7. 
 
FEBRUARY 2017 
 
The following Position Papers were released: 


• Treating Excess Weight and Obesity Requires Many Different Approaches and the Expertise of 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionists (updated paper) 
Excess weight and obesity among adults results from many influences including personal factors, the 
communities where people live and government policies. Therefore, successful weight loss must 
include multiple strategies addressing each of these influences, as well as the expertise of RDNs.  


 
• Individualized Nutrition Support Is Critical to Athletic Performance (revised paper) 


Nutrition-related factors influence athletic performance and RDNs who are also certified specialists in 
sports dietetics are the best-qualified professionals to assist active adults and competitive athletes, 
according to this revised position paper from the Academy, Dietitians of Canada and American 
College of Sports Medicine.  


 
Sponsorship Evaluation Process Approved 
The Board of Directors accepted the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s recommended sponsor 
evaluation process and forms, which were developed with feedback from dietetic practice groups and member 
interest groups. Companies that are interested in becoming a National- or Premier-level sponsor will use the 
new evaluation process. 
 
Leaders Receive NAFEM Honors  
The North American Association of Food Equipment Manufacturers has a long tradition of honoring 
volunteer leaders who have contributed to the foodservice industry with the doctorate of foodservice award.  
Lucille Beseler and Immediate Past President Evelyn Crayton were honored with the award and recognized 
for the Academy’s leadership and the contributions to the industry at-large during two special events during 
NAFEM’s Show, February 9-11 in Orlando, Fla.  
 
United Nations: International Day of Women and Girls in Science 
Lucille Beseler represented the Academy on February 10 at the International Day of Women and Girls in Science 
commemoration at the United Nations in New York City. She spoke on “Gender, Science and Sustainable 
Development: The Impact of Media from Vision to Action.” Her remarks included a discussion of the Academy’s 
history, Second Century, the future of the dietetics profession and the future of women in STEM fields. 
 
NASDAQ Opening Bell 
The Academy rang the NASDAQ opening bell on February 16. Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak were joined by 
members who live in the New York area. Lucille’s remarks highlighted the Academy’s Centennial, the Second 
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Century initiative, Academy members and their great work in optimizing the nutritional health of individuals, 
families, communities and the world. The NASDAQ ceremony was broadcast live on NASDAQ’s website and on 
video screens in Times Square. The Academy’s Centennial logo was broadcast on NASDAQ’s tower with the 
message “The Stock Exchange Welcomes the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.” 
 
Congressional Briefing: Economics of Obesity 
The Academy co-hosted a briefing for members of Congress and their staffs February 27 in Washington, D.C., on 
“The Economics of Obesity: Implications for Productivity and Competitiveness.” The Academy is a member of the 
Obesity Care Advocacy Network. Speakers addressed obesity’s impact on the U.S. economy and the need for 
access to obesity management services. One of the Academy’s highest legislative priorities is passage of the Treat 
and Reduce Obesity Act. This bipartisan bill would give the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services the 
authority to allow health care providers such as RDNs to offer intensive behavioral therapy – or IBT – services. 
The Academy highlighted research showing that allowing RDNs to treat obesity is not only clinically effective but 
also cost-effective. 
 
MARCH 2017 
 
New Organizational Vision, Mission and Principles  
The Board of Directors established a new vision, mission, principles to support a future strategic direction that will 
expand the influence and reach of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession. The Academy’s new 
vision, as endorsed by the Board, is: A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and 
nutrition; with a mission to: Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition. 
 
The Academy’s principles are: The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members: 


• Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and discovery 
• Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future 
• Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors 
• Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition 
• Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and capability. 


 
Put Your Best Fork Forward: National Nutrition Month (NNM) and Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Day 
Expanded social media promotion greatly increased visibility of NNM and RDNs. In March, the official hashtag 
#NationalNutritionMonth saw a reach of 41.4 million social media users. Many individuals continued to use the 
previous hashtag #NNM, which saw a reach of 9.9 million social media users. The #NNMchat hashtag saw a reach 
of 1.5 million users and it even trended nationally on Twitter on Wednesday, March 1. The hashtag #RDNday was 
used 2,911 times by 1,771 unique authors for a reach of 2.6 million users and 11.1 million impressions. More than 
600,000 unique users came to eatright.org and viewed more than 1.4 million pages, of which 13 percent were 
specifically National Nutrition Month articles and content. The National Nutrition Month landing page saw more 
than 61,000 page views and the NNM Handouts and Tip sheets page saw more than 23,000 page views. 
Additionally, on RDN Day, the website saw more than 29,000 unique visitors. 
 
APRIL 2017 
 
Academy Participated in National Public Health Week 
The Academy partnered with the American Public Health Association on National Public Health Week from April 
3 to 9. Observed for more than two decades, National Public Health Week recognizes the contributions of public 
health and highlights important issues. This year’s theme was “Healthiest Nation 2030,” with the goal of making 
the U.S. the healthiest nation in one generation. 
 
Malnutrition Measures Included in CMS’ Proposed Rule 
On April 14, CMS favorably received a recommendation by the Academy and the coalition groups that will help 
improve the health of millions of adults, including half of all older patients who face malnutrition. CMS proposed 
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the adoption of malnutrition-focused quality measures into a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. 
CMS has proposed to adopt recommendations of the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (mqii.today), 
which developed and tested four malnutrition electronic clinical quality measures.  


• NQF #3087: Completion of a Malnutrition Screening within 24 hours of Admission 
• NQF #3088: Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for Patients Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition 


within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening 
• NQF #3089: Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified as Malnourished after a Completed Nutrition 


Assessment 
• NQF #3090: Appropriate Documentation of a Malnutrition Diagnosis 


These measures, which were the focus of the Academy’s September 26 Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill, 
are for malnutrition screening, assessment, care planning and documentation that will be includes in a future 
Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy will submit formal comments as CMS refines its 
proposal.  
 
Membership Update 
Year-to-date membership dues revenue is outpacing FY17 budget projections. If the trend continues, at year-end, 
dues revenue will exceed the FY17 budget projections. Retired category membership has grown 22.2 percent over 
the past year; although 2016 ACEND student enrollment has decreased, the Academy continues to maintain an 85 
percent market share of student members. 
 
Increasing Diversity 
Nearing the end of the program’s second year, 24 affiliates have a Diversity Liaison and the Academy received 10 
applications for a Diversity Mini-Grant to help fund diversity outreach events. This is a 58 percent growth in the 
number of affiliates who had a Diversity Liaison from 2015-2016 to 2016-2017. Plans are in the works to open the 
Diversity Liaison program to dietetic practice groups in the 2017-2018 year. 
 
Fifth Edition of Best-Selling Complete Food and Nutrition Guide Released 
The new fifth edition of the Complete Food and Nutrition Guide contains hundreds of pages of new information 
and is the go-to resource for member and consumers.  
 
Stance on Health Coaches 
Consumers are not aware that health coaches or personal trainers may not have the educational background to 
address anything beyond general nutrition education and cannot provide medical nutrition therapy. People do not 
know that health coaches or personal trainers may not have the educational background to address anything beyond 
general nutrition education and cannot provide medical nutrition therapy. Lucille Beseler spearheaded an effort to 
develop an Academy stance and the Board of Directors agreed to educate organizations that hire coaches. The 
messaging will inform them that only an RDN has the qualifications to provide medical nutrition therapy. The 
Academy will soon launch an assertive strategic communications campaign and will seek and seize opportunities 
to provide reimbursable nutrition services or oversee services to ensure use of evidence-based protocols. 
 
Wasted Food Initiative: IFT/ASN/Academy/IFIC 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak met with the presidents and CEOs of IFT, ASN and IFIC to propose a collaboration 
on reducing food loss and waste in the United States. The proposal was unanimously accepted and the 
organizations will collectively align educational efforts for reducing food loss and waste in the United States. The 
Academy will lead the collaboration to provide access to information on best practices for preventing, recovering 
and recycling food loss and waste. Food and nutrition security is an emerging focus area for the Academy’s 
Second Century and creates many opportunities for impact in food waste. Academy members, like members of 
ASN and IFT, are well-positioned to elevate the food loss/waste/recovery dialogue to the next level. We will 
partner to educate and empower consumers in reducing wasted food in the home and secure commitments and 
measure impact of retailers in diverting perishable food to food banks and feed food insecure families. 
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The initiative will apply innovative communication strategies to reach consumers and prevent food waste, 
including tips on grocery shopping, using leftovers, planning meals, eating out and food safety. The campaign 
includes recruiting retailers committed to being socially responsible community partners in food and would 
establish baseline measures of food loss, set measurable goals, provide technical assistance in creating systems for 
donating to food banks and food pantries and measure progress on commitments.  
 
Academy Receives Publication Editors’ Awards  
Food & Nutrition magazine was honored with the following American Society of Healthcare Publication Editors’ 
Awards: 


• Gold Award in the Best Use of Social Media Category: Engage 
• Silver Award in the Best Regular Department Category: Savor 
• Silver Award in the Best Blog Category: Stone Soup.  


ASHPE recognizes editorial excellence and achievement in the field of health care publishing. The annual awards 
competition honors the very best the health care sector has to offer.  
 
Food & Nutrition Magazine’s Test Kitchen 
Lucille Beseler participated in Food & Nutrition Magazine’s first test kitchen event held in Chicago. Academy 
members prepared, tested and refined a recipe that was featured in the print issue and online at 
www.FoodandNutrition.org. Over 150 members joined Lucille for a Twitter chat and members posted photos and 
used #FNTestKitchen social sharing wall.  
 
MAY 2017 
 
Museum Display to Commemorate Centennial of the Dietetics Profession 
To commemorate the Academy’s Centennial, the Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the Greater 
Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are hosting a display at the Dittrick Museum of Medical History at 
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. The display, “Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics 
Profession in America: 100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition,” will run through May 22 and 
includes original photographs, archives and commemorative items documenting the organization’s first century. 
 
May is Nutrition Research Month 
The Academy’s Research Month takes place every May. The annual theme “Research Matters!” will highlight the 
relevance and importance of scientific research in nutrition and dietetics, while promoting valuable resources the 
Academy provides to encourage and support the research process by all RDNs. 
 
Food Service Guidelines Collaborative’s Food Systems Engagement Meeting  
Lucille Beseler attended the Food Service Guideline Collaborative’s Food Systems Engagement Meeting on May 5 
in Washington, D.C. The group discussed opportunities and barriers to align the food system with dietary needs. 
The meeting included representatives from across the food system such as food manufacturers to end users such as 
government entities and Fortune 500 companies.  
 
Special Olympics Inclusive Health Forum  
Lucille Beseler attended the Special Olympics Inclusive Health Forum meeting on May 9 in Washington, D.C. The 
Academy is collaborating with this leading organization to advocate for nutrition services provided by RDNs to 
improve the health of people with intellectual disabilities, especially individuals who have chronic diseases such as 
obesity. The Academy was recognized by the Special Olympics as a key champions of health with expertise and 
influence that could greatly affect the lives of people with intellectual disabilities. The Health Forum addressed 
how attendees can collectively have a profound impact on the health of people with intellectual disabilities by 
ensuring that people with and without disabilities have the same opportunities to be healthy. 
 
Academy Applies for USAID Grant 
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The Academy was invited by Research Triangle Institute International to participate as a partner in a grant 
proposal on Multisector Nutrition Activities to the United States Agency for International Development. If the 
grant is accepted, the Academy will provide assistance to governments and training and educational institutions 
related to the accreditation of global training programs and worldwide credentialing. The Academy will also 
provide consultation and technical assistance on the development of pre-service and in-service training curricula 
for related medical/clinical training programs in developing countries to build capacity in nutrition.  
 
Pew Research Center: Global Research and Public Policy  
The Academy is working with the Pew Research Center to ensure that kitchen equipment and infrastructure 
provisions as included in the School Food Modernization Act are included in any child nutrition reauthorization 
legislation. This will spotlight the important role of members who work in school nutrition and foodservice. 
 
World Nutrition Policy Center at Duke University 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak will be meeting with Kelly D. Brownell, PhD, dean of the Sanford School of Public 
Policy at Duke University, to explore opportunities to collaborate with the university’s World Nutrition Policy 
Center. Given mutual interests in worldwide nutritional health and joint working relationship as members of the 
National Academy of Medicine’s Obesity Roundtable, the Academy and the World Nutrition Policy Center will 
exchange ideas, discuss future goals and determine opportunities that might exist to partner strategically. 
 
Managing CVD Risk in Diabetes Roundtable 
Lucille Beseler appointed Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA, to represent the Academy at the 
American College of Cardiology’s 2017 Managing CVD Risk in Diabetes Roundtable, scheduled for June 20 in 
Washington, D.C. The purpose of the roundtable is to explore recent trial evidence for new antidiabetic drugs, their 
demonstrated improved cardiovascular outcomes and what that means for the cardiology community. The one-day 
meeting will engage participants in interactive discussions to facilitate a greater understanding of real-life 
challenges faced by patients, caregivers, clinicians, payers and health systems in incorporating newer agents for 
improved outcomes in patients with Type 2 diabetes that are either at high risk for or have established CVD. 
Outcomes of the roundtable may include identifying the need for an expert consensus document, developing care 
algorithms and/or practical tools to address the CV team’s role in the management of diabetes to reduce 
cardiovascular risk. Wahida has served as chairman of the nutrition committee of the American Heart Association 
in New York and also is a certified diabetes educator. She is also a member of several AHA committees including 
Physicians' Cholesterol Education Program, Public Policy and Government Affairs, Women and Heart disease, 
Prevention Cardiology and she has served on its board of directors for two terms.  
 
Certificates of Training Programs  
The Academy’s Center for Lifelong Learning collaborated with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC 
Consumer Health Informatics Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, to offer an online 
Certificate of Training program in Informatics to ensure nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest 
methods of processing and using data in all areas of the profession. The information provided is critical to the 
nutrition professional and can be successfully utilized on a daily basis, covering topics such as, Electronic Health 
Records, security and ethics and utilizing data.  
 
New Guideline Published on Evidence Analysis Library  
The Academy’ Evidence Analysis Library published the Gestational Diabetes Evidence-based Nutrition Practice 
Guideline and Supporting Systematic Reviews. Highlights of the publication include 17 evidence-based nutrition 
recommendations and supporting systematic reviews of MNT, calories, macronutrients, dietary patterns and meal 
and snack distributions. The guideline is free and available to all Academy members and EAL subscribers.  
 
Academy Positions Committee Update 
APC facilitated the National Osteoporosis Foundation and the American Society for Preventive Cardiology request 
to support their joint position statement on calcium and cardiovascular disease. APC, Evidence-Based Practice 
Committee (EBPC) and the SCAN DPG reviewed and recommended support. The House Leadership Team voted 
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for the Academy to support this position statement. APC also supported, along with EBPC and Pediatric Nutrition 
Dietetic Practice Group, Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy from the National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. HLT voted to support this Guideline. 
 
The following position/practice papers have been submitted for publication in the Journal of the Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics: 


• Inter-professional Education in Nutrition as an Essential Component of Medical Education position paper 
to be published in July 


• Classic and Modified Diets for Treatment of Epilepsy practice paper to be published in August 
All published position and practice papers can be viewed at http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-
and-practice-papers/position-papers/academy-position-papers-index 
 
Partnership for a Healthier America Summit 
Former President Bill Clinton recognized the work of RDNs during his remarks at the Partnership for a Healthier 
America’s seventh annual summit in Washington, D.C. The meeting convened some of the nation’s most 
influential leaders in the fight to end childhood obesity. The summit provided a unique opportunity for business 
and industry leaders to sit at the table with their nonprofit, academic and government counterparts to address major 
considerations for the health of our nation’s youth.  
 
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Conference  
Jo Jo Dantone represented the Academy at the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual 
Conference in Austin. Through many discussions with their leadership an RDN will now serve on two committees.  
This is a major accomplishment and will further the education of endocrinologists about the importance and benefit 
of inclusion of an RDN in their practices to promote positive patient outcomes through Medical Nutrition Therapy 
and Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support.  
 
 
A full calendar of representation at meetings and events is attached. 
 
SUBMITTED BY: Lucille Beseler, President 2016-2017 
   Patricia M. Babjak, Chief Executive Officer 
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Representation at Meetings and Events Calendar 


2016-2017  


Criteria for Representation at Meetings or Events: 


 The philosophy and values of the external organization are consistent with that of the Academy.


 The meeting or event supports the Academy’s strategic direction.


 The expected outcomes of representation are pre-established.


 The human capital and financial resources required of the Academy are reasonable and within budget.


 The external organization is willing to incur the direct and indirect associated costs, whenever possible.


 The organization’s membership and leadership include a significant portion of Academy members or potential Academy members.


 The Academy is not expected to endorse or help position any commercial product(s) or service(s).


DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


June 7-10, 2016 Association of Healthcare Foodservice (AHF) 2016 Annual Conference Dallas, TX M Yadrick (reciprocal reg) 


June 8-11, 2016 Dietitians of Canada Winnipeg, Canada L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


June 9-11, 2016 HLT Summer Retreat Chicago, IL HLT Members, P. Babjak 


June 10, 2016 Arkansas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Meeting Little Rock, AR J. Ragalie-Carr 


June 10-13, 2016 ANFP Annual Meeting (Academy exhibit booth) Indianapolis, IN B. Richardson (reciprocal booth) 


June 15-17, 2016 SNAL Meeting Shreveport, LA E. Crayton 


June 17, 2016 Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Phoenix, AZ L. Farr 


June 20-21 Advisory Committee on Minority Health Meeting Bethesda, MD L. Smothers 


June, 22-23, 2016 Foundation Board Meeting Washington, D.C. D. Martin, P. Babjak 


June 23 - 24, 2016 Public Policy Workshop (PPW) Washington, D.C. L. Beseler, D. Martin,  


E. Crayton, L. Farr, D. Polly, 


A. Miles, C. Christie,  


D. Ferko-Adams, P. Babjak 


July 10-13, 2016 School Nutrition Association Annual Conference San Antonio, TX D. Martin (reciprocal reg) 
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DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


July 15 -16, 2016 Texas Academy Leadership Orientation McKinney, TX Provided Presidential Video 


July 16-19, 2016 Institute of Food Technologists Annual Conference Chicago, IL L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


July 20, 2016 


July 27, 2016 


Republican National Convention  


Democratic National Convention 


Cleveland, OH 


Philadelphia, PA 


L. Beseler, J. Blankenship, 


P. Tuma 


July 24-27, 2016 Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Tampa, FL L. Beseler 


August 12-15, 2016 American Association of Diabetes Educators Annual Meeting San Diego, CA L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


August 18,2016 California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Leadership Los Angeles, CA M. Lites 


August 24-25, 2016 Academy/Foundation Planning Meeting Catawba, OH J. Ragalie-Carr, L. Beseler, 


P. Babjak, M.B. Whalen,  


K. Brown, A. Steiber, 


August 31, 2016 Board of Directors Webinar BOD Members 


September 7-10, 2016 International Congress of Dietetics Granada, Spain L. Beseler, D. Martin 


S. Escott-Stump, J. Rodriguez, 


P. Babjak 


September 12, 2016 Panera National Press Club “Kids Meal Promise” Washington, DC L. Beseler 


M.P. Raimondi 


September 16-17, 2016 ASMBS 3rd Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit Chicago, IL Anne Wolf 


September 20-21, 2016 Board of Directors Meeting Irving, TX BOD Members 


September 21-23, 2016 Second Century Summit Irving, TX BOD Members 


October 6, 2016 White House Kitchen Garden for the Let’s Move! Celebratory Event Washington, DC D. Martin 


October 11-15, 2016 The 2016 "Borlaug Dialogue" International Symposium and Global Youth 


Institute 


Des Moines, IA E. Bergman 


October 13, 2016 HOD Leadership Team Meeting (HLT members) Boston, MA 


October 13-15, 2016 CDR Level 2 Program Boston, MA L. Beseler 


October 14-15, 2016 HOD Fall Meeting Boston, MA BOD members 


October 15-16, 2016 Mega Nutrition 2016 San Paulo, Brazil Provided a video on the topic of 


the EAL 


October 15-18, 2016 FNCE Boston, MA BOD members 
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DATE 


 


MEETING 


 


LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


November 3-4, 2016 Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood 


Obesity Prevention National Conference  


Washington, DC L. Beseler 


 


November 4, 2016 The Obesity Society Meeting: Panel discussion addressing school nutrition 


policy changes with Kevin Concannon, Under Secretary of USDA-FNCS  


New Orleans, LA D. Martin 


November 6-7, 2016 Board of Directors Meeting Rosemont, IL BOD Members 


November 10-12, 2016  CDR Level 2 Program Long Beach, CA L. Beseler 


November 14, 2016 World Diabetes Day- Danish Consulate General’s Residence New York, NY L. Beseler 


 


November 21-22, 2016 American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Downers Grove, IL L. Beseler 


 


December 2-4, 2016 9th World Congress on the Prevention of Diabetes Atlanta, GA L. Beseler 


D. Martin 


M. Kyle 


J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 


December 7, 2016 Fuel up to Play 60 Gala New York, NY L. Beseler 


J.  Ragalie-Carr 


M. Whalen 


 


January 5-7, 2017 Consumer Electronics Association: Health innovations in the palm of your 


hand 


Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler 


January 12, 2017 Farewell to Under Secretary Kevin Concannon Washington, DC D. Martin 


January 13, 2017 


11:00am CT – 1:00pm 


CT 


 


Board of Directors Meeting (Webinar) _____ BOD Members 


January 17-20, 2017 Committee for Life Long Learning Chicago, IL D. Martin, P. Babjak 


January 18, 2017 Food and Nutrition Science Solution Joint Task Force Leadership Meeting  Washington, DC L. Beseler, B. Ivens 


P. Babjak 


January 20-22, 2017 HLT Winter Retreat Chicago P. Babjak 


HLT Members 


February 8-11, 2017 North American Association of Food Equipment Manufactures (NAFEM) Orlando, FL L. Beseler, E. Crayton 


February 9, 2017 United Nations  New York, NY L. Beseler 


February 15, 2017 NASDAQ New York, NY L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


D. Acosta  
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DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


February 23, 2017 Joint Academy/Foundation Board Meeting Chicago, IL Academy and Foundation Board 


members 


February 24, 2017 Board Meeting Chicago, IL BOD members 


February 26-27, 2017 Quarterly Advocacy Day Washington, DC D. Martin 


L. Farr 


D. Ferko-Adams 


P. Babjak 


March 1-3, 2017 Alabama Dietetic Association Meeting Birmingham, AL D. Martin 


March 13, 2017 Committee Appointment Meeting Chicago, IL D. Martin, D. Polly, 


P. McConnell 


March 12-14, 2017 NDEP Western Region Pacific Grove, CA A. Miles 


March 15-16, 2017 Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Savannah, GA D. Martin 


March 18, 2017 Clinical Nutrition Managers DPG Symposium St. Petersburg, FL L. Beseler 


March, 21, 2017 VHA Grand Rounds Webinar (45min session with 15 minute Q/A)- 


Request by Angel Planeris 


n/a L. Beseler 


March 27, 2017 Panera Webinar n/a L. Beseler 


March 28, 2017 Update on Diabetes and Prediabetes Management- Mississippi Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference  


Biloxi, MS J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 


March 30, 2017 Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference Georgetown, TX L. Farr 


March 30-31, 2017 NDEP Central Region Louisville, KY T. Randall 


March 31- April 1, 


2017 


Nevada Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Reno, NV L. Beseler 


April 4, 2017 


11:00am CT – 1:00pm 


CT 


BOD Meeting Webinar BOD Members 


April 4-5, 2017 PEW: Kids Safe and Healthy Schools Capstone Event” From Policy to 


Plate- Opportunities to continue healthy trends in school nutrition programs 


Washington, DC D. Martin 


April 6-7, 2017 Wisconsin Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference Elkhart, WI D. Martin 


April 7-9, 2017 Nutrition News Forecast Meeting Denver, CO L. Beseler, D. Martin 


P. Babjak, M. Russell 


April 19, 2017 Southern Nevada Dietetic Associations Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler 


April 19, 2017 NAMA Nutrition Advisory Council RoundTable Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler 


April 20-21, 2017 NDEP Eastern Region Baltimore, MD A. Miles 
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DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


April 20-21, 2017 New Mexico Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference Santa Fe, NM D. Martin 


April 22, 2017 Food and Nutrition Science TF/ CEO Meeting/ ASN Chicago, IL L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


April 22-23, 2017 HOD Virtual Meeting BOD Members, as schedule 


permits 


April 22-23, 2017 Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference King of Prussia, PA L. Beseler 


April 27-29, 2017 California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference McClellan, CA L. Beseler 


May 3-7, 2017 American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Meeting Austin, TX J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 


May 4-5, 2017 Food Systems Engagement Meeting hosted by the Food Service Guidelines 


Collaborative 


Bipartisan Policy Center 


in Washington, DC 


L. Beseler 


May 5, 2017 Delaware Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Newark, DE D. Martin 


May 9, 2017 Special Olympics and Association of University Centers on Disabilities 


Inclusive Health Forum 


Washington, DC L. Beseler 


May 10-12, 2017 Partnership for a Healthier America Summit Washington, DC MP Raimondi 


May 10-12, 2017 New York State Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Lake Placid, NY L. Beseler 


May 12, 2017 Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Linthicum Heights, MD L. Beseler 


May 11-12, 2017 West Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference Huntington, WV D. Martin 


May 17-18, 2017 Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference Cleveland, OH BOD Members, as schedule 


permits 


May 19-20, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting Cleveland, OH BOD Members 
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FOUNDATION REPORT 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 


 


 


 
The Academy Foundation launched its Second Century Fundraising Campaign during FNCE 
2016 with a goal to raise $5 million by FNCE 2020.  Following is an overview of solicitation 
activities, campaign and leadership status, funds expended and donor listing. 
 
Second Century Solicitations:   
 


• FNCE Second Century Fundraising activities at booth 
• All Member email solicitation following FNCE 
• Nutrition Impact Summit Attendees solicitation 
• FNCE Attendees follow-up email appeal 
• November Foundation Chair Message Second Century Appeal 
• Second Century messaging and appeals through various Academy communications 


including EatRight Weekly, Student Scoop and the NDEP message board. 
• Appeal to all NDEP program administrators 
• Leadership 100% Challenge to Academy and Foundation Boards, HOD, Past Presidents 


and Chairs, and Current/Past Spokespeople 
• Proposals to Affiliates with request for gifts from their budget or reserves and to hold a 


fundraiser at their annual meeting 
• Proposals to DPG’s and MIG’s requesting 5% of their reserves 
• Academy Staff Executive team and Foundation Staff ask 
• CDR Request 
• Second Century receptions in Columbus, Kansas City, Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, East 


Lansing and Cleveland 
 


Campaign Dashboard: 


          


Campaign Goal $5,000,000  


Total Raised To-Date $2,484,218.68  


Cash In $1,925,571.68  


Outstanding Pledges $558,647.00   


Dollars expended $1,429,457.60 


Average Individual Gift $3,202.68  


Total Number of Gifts 364 
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Dollars expended have supported: 
 
• Academy/Foundation Steering Committee  
• Blue Ribbon Panel to develop and test a concept note 
• Leader and member engagement 
• External stakeholder engagement 
• International landscape study 
• Nutrition Impact Summit  
• Infrastructure and strategic planning  
• Marketing, communications and branding  
• Fundraising activities 
 
Leadership Challenge: 
 


 
 
Second Century Giving Society: 
 
Founders  
 
$1,000,000.00  
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
$250,000 - $499,999 
Susan C. Finn 
Commission on Dietetic Registration 
 
$100,000 - $249,999 
Anonymous 
Mary Abbott Hess 


Neva H. Cochran 
Sonja L. Connor 
Susan Laramee 
 
 
Torchbearers 
 
$50,000 - $99,999 
Anonymous 
Jean H. Hankin 
Diane W. Heller 
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$25,000 - $49,999 
Patricia M. Babjak 
 
$10,000 - $24,999 
Jean H. Ragalie-Carr 
Martha L. Rew 
Mary Beth Whalen 
 
Leaders 
 
$5,000 - $9,999  
Sylvia A. Escott-Stump 
Jane V. White 
 
$2,500 - $4,999 
American Dairy Association - Mideast 
Kathryn A. Brown 
Diane M. Enos 
Donna S. Martin 
Barbara J. Visocan 
 
$1,000 - $2,499 
Anonymous 
Lucille Beseler 
Susan M. Burns 
Ann M. Coulston 
Virginia J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 
Nancy M. DiMarco 
Judith L. Dodd 
Ellyn C. Elson 
Trisha P. Fuhrman 
Margaret P. Garner 
Linda M. Gigliotti 
Eileen T. Kennedy 
Penny E. McConnell 
Carolyn A. O'Neil 
Anita L. Owen 
Mary Pat Raimondi 
Tamara L. Randall 
Mary K. Russell 
Marsha K. Schofield 
Alison L. Steiber 
The J M Smucker Company 
Kathleen A. Wilson-Gold 
Kay N. Wolf 
Lauri Y. Wright 
Martin M. Yadrick 
 
$500 - $999 
Roberta H. Anding 


Carl D. Barnes 
Tracey L. Bates 
Cynthia T. Bayerl 
Nicole E. Brown 
Joan G. Fischer 
Edith H. Hogan 
Mary Beth Kavanagh 
Kim D. Larson 
Angela M. Lemond 
Kathryn F. Martinez 
Aida C G. Miles 
Steven A. Miranda 
Teresa A. Nece 
Jessie M. Pavlinac 
Joan T. Schwaba 
Linda V. Van Horn 
 
Champions 
 
$250 - $499 
Denise A. Andersen 
Joan E. Bechtold 
Ethan A. Bergman 
Don W. Bradley 
Karen R. Casarin 
Chicago Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
Becky Dorner 
Clinical Nutrition Management 
Wanema M. Frye 
Cynthia L. Kleckner 
Marcia A. Kyle 
Margie McAllister 
Christine M. Reidy 
Ellen Rosa Shanley 
Elisa S. Zied 
 
$100 - $249 
Beverly B. Bajus 
Hope D. Barkoukis 
Vera Marie Bartasavich 
Behavioral Health Nutrition  
Lois L. Bloomberg 
Deanne S. Brandstetter 
Nadine S. Braunstein 
Jennifer C. Bruning 
Columbus Foundation 
Maureen E. Conway 
Margaret E. Cook-Newell 
Ginnefer O. Cox 
Cynthia C. Cunningham 
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Maria A. Davis 
Carol A. Denysschen 
Sharon J. Emley 
Linda T. Farr 
Nancy Z. Farrell 
Denice Ferko-Adams 
Doris C. Fredericks 
Barbara S. Gollman 
Joanne M. Graham 
Rita J. Grandgenett 
Beverly W. Henry 
Debra G. Hook 
Linda L. Hoops 
Barbara Ann F. Hughes 
Kendra K. Kattelmann 
Linda I. Kluge 
A. K. Lewis 
Michele D. Lites 
Ainsley M. Malone 
Danna J. Malone 
Jacqueline B. Marcus 
Martha L. McHenry 
Lisa M. Medrow 
Minnesota Dietetics in Health Care 
Communities 
Amy K. Moore 
Karen A. Morrison 
Eileen S. Myers 
Charnette Norton 
Bettye J. Nowlin 
Sara C. Parks 
Dianne K. Polly 
Jason D. Roberts 
Judith C. Rodriguez 
Maria Rzeznik 
Roberta L. Scheuer 
Lisa M. Sheehan-Smith 
Anna M. Shlachter 
Megan M. Sliwa 
Paul Slomski 
Elise A. Smith 
Sachiko St. Jeor 
Susan R. Straub 
Caroline L. Susie 
Naomi Trostler 
Jeannine Windbigler 
Cynthia A. Wolfram 
Audrey C. Wright 
Lisa E. Wright 
Mary K. Young 


Kathleen M. Zelman 
 
$50 - $99 
American Overseas Dietetic Association 
Janine M. Bamberger 
Shirley A. Blakely 
Wendelyn E. Boehm 
Nancy A. Boyd 
Susan L. Brantley 
Phillip Carr 
Evelyn F. Crayton 
Athena C. Evans 
Gloria A. Fishburn 
Margery J. Gann 
Barbara J. Gordon 
Romilda Grella 
Diane L. Griffith 
Jo Ann T. Hattner 
Carla S. Honselman 
Carol S. Ireton-Jones 
Page Love 
Sitoya Mansell 
Phyllis J. Marsch 
Mary A. Miller 
Audrey A. Morgan 
Cordialis C. Msora-Kasago 
Margaret S. O'Neill 
Rory C. Pace 
Lisa S. Paige 
Caroline W. Passerrello 
Robin D. Plotkin 
Dee F. Pratt 
Camille P. Range 
Sharon E. Rhodes 
Shannon M. Robson 
Margaret M. Rowe 
John A. Ruibal 
Susan C. Scott 
Judy R. Simon 
Anne M. Smith 
Mary Ellen Smith 
Cynthia A. Stegeman 
Kirsten A. Straughan 
Bethany L. Thayer 
Theresa Verason 
Katherine A. West 
Bernestine F. Williams 
Meghan E. Windham 
Abby M. Wood 
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$25 - $50 
Susan E. Adams 
Barbara M. Ainsley 
Ivonne Anglero 
Anonymous 
Donna O. Burnett 
Erica J. Charles 
Michelle H. Clinton-Hahn 
Amy Davis 
Jennifer S. DeHart 
Madhu B. Gadia 
Amie K. Hardin 
Susan E. Helm 
Marianella Herrera 
Renee Jeffrey 
Patricia A. Kempen 
Sarah W. Kilpatrick 
Susan H. Konek 
Amanda E. Kruse 
Kathryn E. Lawson 
Aija R. Leimanis 
Alice J. Lenihan 
Monica J. McCorkle 


M Geraldine McKay 
Martha Ontiveros 
Karmen Ovsepyan 
Karin M. Palmer 
Nadine M. Pazder 
Mary J. Plesac 
Judy E. Prager 
Shoreh T. Rassekh 
Courtney Riedel 
Linda Rocafort 
Rosanne N. Rust 
Claire D. Schmelzer 
Julie F. Schwartz 
Christina W. Shepard 
Barbara J. Shorter 
Norma E. Simbra 
Barbara M. Spalding 
Jennifer L. Tate 
Deneen Taylor 
Eileen M. Thibeault 
Christine K. Weithman 
Heidi M. Wietjes 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBMITTED BY: JEAN RAGALIE-CARR, RDN, LDN, FAND, FOUNDATION CHAIR 
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International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report


SUBMITTED BY: JUDITH RODRIGUEZ, 3/30/17 


INSIGHTS FROM MEMBER COMMENTS AND OTHER INFO SOURCES 


Key areas of interest to members: advancing and marketing the profession, creating job 


opportunities and building network capacity, NDA Rep and workforce development and lack of 


infrastructure to collect data. 


UPDATE ON ICDA BOARD CONFERENCE CALLS AND MEETINGS 


1. There was a conference call in December to plan the upcoming Feb-Mar 2017 Board


meeting.


2. The Board met in Monterrey, MX 2/28-3/2/17. All board members were there (Marsha


Sharp, Chair, Carole Middleton, Secretary, Tatsushi Komatsu, Yoriko Heianza, Translator,


Sheela Krishnaswamy, Judith Rodriguez, Giuseppe Russolillo, Elizabeth Perez Solis).


Sandra Capra was a guest 3/1/17 to discuss the work related to education and accreditation.


3. Board next face to face meeting will be held in April 2018 after the Easter Break. Giuseppe


Russolillo agreed to investigate holding the meeting in Rome.


WORK UPDATES/POTENTIAL WORK IDEAS 


1. ICDA will proceed with accreditation as part of the ICDA strategic direction with an


implementation phase of 1 year, 2017-2018, formation of an independent body in decision


making accountable to the Board to be called ICDA- Commission for Dietitian-Nutritionist


Education and Accreditation, or I-CDEA. Sandra Capra will lead the I-CDEA initiative.


The document needs revision, agreement on financial issues related to the assessment, and


reviewers. Implementation pilots with 3-4 universities from a range of countries.


2. The Board adopted the August 2016 Competency Standards and will publish the document


on the website and alert the NDAs. There needs to be a tool kit or explanation and examples


of how to apply in different domains of practice.


3. Data on Education and Work of Dietitians-Nutritionists to be collected (due 2020), perhaps


on topics such as Inter-Professional Education and work what Dietitian-Nutritionists are


doing related to food and agriculture, new areas of work.


4. Revise the Welcome Fund Proposal proposal for submission to AND. (Note: I wrote such


and sent to ICDA for formal submission to AND)


5. Submit a proposal to AND for NDA and leader development as part of the Second Century


GNC. (Note: I wrote such and sent to ICDA for formal submission to AND)


6. Develop a vision for the next 10 years on what we want to achieve and how NDAs can


participate in the GNC.
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7. Need to consider an electronic annual report of the highlights and achievements of ICDA


8. Expand areas on the website to encourage dialogue, share best practices or have discussion


forums for the Representatives.


9. ICDA propose a “Theme Day” topic each year or align with an international organization


that does so.


10. Perhaps ICDA should revise the existing marketing plan to create a Marketing Committee.


11. Consider sharing of resources and ask NDAs if they would share resources at low cost.


12. Find out what AND wants from an ICDA Representative on the eNCPT Committee.


OPERATIONAL UPDATES 


1. The Board was given an orientation to Basecamp, which will be the communication


platform.


2. Minutes of the 67th Meetings held in Granada were adopted.


3. Info gathered from each of the ICDA led workshops held at ICD, Granada were reviewed.


4. The Spanish Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics plans to make the SustainablEating


documentary (shown at ICD in Granada) available at a cost. Other options discussed.


5. The Board Communication Working Group (renamed the Board Communication


Committee or BCC) and Board Communications Plan were approved. (Note: I wrote such


and sent to ICDA for formal approval after the Board meeting)


6. Belgium membership was approved.


7. The Board agreed to support the International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation (IDDS);


more importantly it was agreed that policy and procedure guidance is needed on how


decisions regarding what and how to support projects is needed.


8. The need for terms of Reference, deliverables, etc. for Dietetics Around the World (DAW)


Newsletter and protection of Name, Logo, and IP were discussed.


9. ICDA Policy Manual was reviewed.


10. Revision of the By-laws was required to allow for continuity of Board Members and a


move away from Board Members also being NDA Representatives.


11. Some finance items were reviewed and approved (e.g, 69th Meeting and Board meeting


expenses)


12. Budget for 2017-2018 was deferred to the next meeting.


Submitted by: 


Judith Rodriguez, PhD, RDN 3/30/17 
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Committee/Committee Members Term Year Comments 


+ Continues to serve on committee to complete term of office 
Page 2 of 9 


Academy Board of Directors 


Executive Committee  


Staff: Patricia Babjak 


Donna Martin 1 year 2017-2018 President 


Mary Russell 1 year 2017-2018 President-elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 1 year 2017-2018 Treasurer 


Martin Yadrick 1 year 2017-2018 Academy Foundation Chair 


Dianne Polly 1 year 2017-2018 Speaker 


Marcia Kyle 1 year 2017-2018 Speaker-elect 


Academy Political Action 


Committee  


Staff:  Jeanne Blankenship 


Susan C. Scott+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 Chair, 2017 


Trisha Fuhrman+ 4 years 1/1/16 – 12/31/19 Vice Chair, 2017 


Nancy Z. Farrell 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 Past Chair, 2017 


Lisa Eaton Wright+ 3 years 1/1/17 – 12/31/19 


Carla Honselman+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Heidi Wietjes+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Judy Prager 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Kathryn Lawson 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Elise Smith+ 3 years 1/1/17 – 12/31/19 


TBD 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 Student rep to AND PAC 


Michele Delilles Lites 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 BOD liaison to ANDPAC 


Lorri Holzberg 1 year 1/1/17 – 12/31/17 Ex-officio LPPC 


Academy Positions Committee Staff:  Donna Wickstrom 


Ainsley Malone 3 years 2015-2018 Chair, 2016-2018 


Mary Marian+ 6 years 2013-2019 Vice Chair, 2016-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Mary Kay Meyer+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Jesse M. Pace+ 3 years 2016-2019 HOD representative 


Sandra J. Morreale+ 3 years 2016-2019 
Valaree Williams 4 years 2014-2018 


Nancy Munoz 3 years 2015-2018 


Rick Hall+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Cyndia Kanarek Culver+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Brenda Richardson+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Board of Directors Representative 


to NDEP 


Staff: Lauren Boznich 


Kevin Sauer 1 year 2017-2018 


CDR Representative to NDEP 


Rebecca Brody 1 year 2017-2018 
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+ Continues to serve on committee to complete term of office 
Page 3 of 9 


Committee for Lifelong 


Learning  


Staff: Lori Granich 


Christine Weithman+ 5 years 10/14-10/19 Chair- 10/17-10/18;  


Past Chair – 10/18-10/19; Host 


State Rep: MA 


Meghan Adler+ 5 years 10/15-10/20 Vice Chair, 10/17-10/18; Chair, 


10/18-10/19; Past Chair, 10/19-


10/20 


Roberta Anding+ 6 years 10/12-10/18 Past Chair, 10/17-10/18 


Dr. Anne Marie Davis+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 


Kimberly Kirchherr+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 
Mary Beth Kavanagh+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 
Mindy Hermann 3 years 10/17-10/20 


Amanda Kruse 3 years 10/17-10/20 Host State Representative: 


Indiana 


Susan L. Smith 3 years 10/17-10/20 


Kathleen Niedert+ 3 years 10/15-10/18 


Mary Russell 1 year 2017-2018 Advisor (President-elect) 


Zachari  R. Breeding+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 


Maggie Murphy 3 years 10/17-10/20 


Committee for Public 


Health/Community Nutrition 


Staff: Diane Juskelis/Mya Wilson 


Phyllis Stell Crowley+ 2 years 2016-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


TBD Vice chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Samia Hamdan+ 2 ½ years 2016-2018 Term started January 2016 


Caroline Roffidal-Blanco 3 years 2017-2020 


Melissa Pflugh Prescott 3 years 2017-2020 


Lauren Melnick 3 years 2017-2020 


Tammy Randall 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Michele Guerrero+ 3 years 2016-2019 Member with <7 years of 


experience 


Shannon Robson+ 3 years 2016-2019 Expert in PHCN education 


Consumer Protection and 


Licensure Sub-committee (of the 


Legislative & Public Policy 


Committee)  


Staff: Pepin Tuma 


Debbie King+ 3 years 1/1/16 – 


12/31/18 


Chair, 2017 


Wendy Phillips+ 5 years 1/1/15 – 


12/31/19 


Vice Chair, 2017 


Lisa A. Jones 4 ½  year 6/1/13 -12/31/17 Past Chair, 2017 


Nadine Pazder+ 3 years 1/1/17 – 


12/31/19 


Meg Rowe+ 3 years 1/1/16 - 12/31/18 


Lorraine Weatherspoon+ 3 years 1/1/16 - 12/31/18 


Barbara Wakeen+ 3 years 1/1/16 - 12/31/18 


Jessie Pavlinac 1 year 6/1/17 - 5/31/18 CDR Representative, Ex-officio 


Jennifer Bueche 1 year 6/1/17 – 5/31/18 ACEND Representative, Ex-


officio 
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Council on Future Practice Staff:  Marsha Schofield/ 


Anna Shlachter 


Susan Roberts+ 4 years 2014-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Lisa Roberson+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Rebecca Kelly 3 years 2017-2020 


Chris Vogliano+ 2 years 2016-2018 Young Practitioner 


Valerie M. Houghton+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Paula Leibovitz 1 year 2017-2018 CDR Representative 


Robyn Osborn 1 year 2017-2018 NDEP Representative 


Christine Hartney 1 year 2017-2018 ACEND Representative; ex-


officio 


Julie Kennel 3 years 2017-2020 


Tammy Randall+ 2 years 2016-2018 BOD Liaison 


Council on Research Staff: Alison Steiber 


Jennifer Ann Garner+ 2 years 2016-2018 Chair, 2017-2018; Education 


representative  


TBD (by Council) 1 year 2017-2018 Vice Chair 


Satya Jonnalagadda 3 years 2017-2020 Member, Industry representative 


Kathryn Hoy 1 year 2017-2018 Member, Government 


representative 


Sarah A Johnson 1 year 2017-2018 EBPC Chair 


Chris Biesemeier 1 year 2017-2018 NCPROC Chair 


Susan Goolsby 1 year 2017-2018 DPBRNOC Chair 


Lawrence Molinar 1 year 2017-2018 NIC Chair 


Sharon Solomon 1 year 2017-2018 ISC Chair 


Mike Glasgow 1 year 2017-2018 LPPC Chair 


Ainsley Malone 1 year 2017-2018 APC Chair 


Amy Davis 1 year 2017-2018 NSPC Chair 


Barbara Gordon 1 year 2017-2018 Research DPG Exec Committee 


Liaison 


Hope Barkoukis 1 year 2017-2018 BOD liaison 


TBD 1 year 2017-2018 Ex-officio—CDR Representative 


Dietetics Practice Based Research 


Network Oversight Committee  


Staff: Jenica Abram 


Susan Goolsby+ 3 years 2015-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Alanna Moshfegh+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Christine County 3 years 2017-2020 


Carrie King 3 years 2017-2020 


Barbara Wunsch+ 3 years 2016-2019 
Linda Easter+ 3 years 2016-2019 
Crystal Wynn 3 years 2017-2020 


Bonnie Jortberg 3 years 2017-2020 


Jimin Yang+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Tatyana El-Kour+ 3 years 2015-2018 International 


Diversity Committee (9 positions: Staff: Lilliane Smothers 


Joseph (Joey) Quinlan+ 4 years 2015-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; Past Chair 


2018-2019 


Teresa Turner+ 5 years 2015-2020 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019; Past Chair 2019-2020 
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Marcelina Garza+ 4 years 2014-2018 Past Chair, 2017-2018 


Aida Miles 2 years 2017-2019 


Judith Anglin 2 years 2017-2019 


Deanne Brandstetter+ 2 years 2016-2018 


Geeta Sikand+ 2 years 2016-2018 


Nilofer Hamed 2 years 2017-2019 


Milton Stokes 1 year 2017-2018 BOD  Liaison 


Ethics Committee Staff:  Barbara Visocan/ 


Sharon Denny 


Susan Laramee+ 3 years 8/1/2016 – 


5/31/2018 


CDR Representative - Kathleen 


Niedert resigned 7/29/16; Chair 


2017-2018 


Jody Vogelzang 3 years 2017-2020 HOD Representative 


Catherine Christie+ 3 years 2016-2019 BOD Representative 


Evidence-Based Practice 


Committee  
Staff: Lisa Moloney 


Sarah A. Johnson+ 4 years 2015-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; 2018-2019 


stays on as Past-Chair  


Shannon Goff+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair, 


2018-2019 


Kristi Crowe-White+ 3 years 2015-2018 Past-Chair, 2017-2018 


Diana Gonzales-Pacheco 3 years 2017-2020 


Aisling Whelan+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Keiy Murofushi 3 years 2017-2020 


Jennifer Carvalho-Salemi+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Carol O’Neil+  3 years 2015-2018 


Carolyn Silzle 3 years 2017-2020 


Kevin Sauer 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Finance and Audit Committee Staff:  Paul Mifsud 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris+ 1 year 2017-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Manjushree (Manju) Karkare 1 year 2017-2018 Treasurer-elect 


Margaret Garner+ 1 year 2017-2018 Immediate Past Treasurer 


Martin Yadrick 1 year 2017-2018 Academy Foundation Chair 


Mary Russell 1 year 2017-2018 President-elect 


Marcia Kyle 1 year 2017-2018 Speaker-elect 


Christina Rollins 1 year 2017-2018 At-Large Member (completing 


term for Manju) 


Catherine Austin 2 years 2017-2019 At-Large Member (HOD) 


Coleen Liscano 1 year 2017-2018 CDR Representative 
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House of Delegates 


Representatives 


Staff:  Anna Shlachter 


HOD Mentor Program (co-chairs): 


Nina Roofe+ 1 year 2017-2018 
Amanda Gallaher 1 year 2017-2018 
Linda Farr 1 year 2017-2018 HLT Liaison/Past Speaker holds 


this position 


Bylaws: Staff: Anna Shlachter/Marsha 


Schofield 


Susan Brantley 1 year 2017-2018 HLT Liaison 


Honors Committee Staff: Barbara Visocan, 


Matthew Novotny  


Lucille Beseler 2 years 2017-2019 Chair/Past Academy President, 


2017-2018; ex-officio, immediate 


past chair 2018-2019 


Evelyn Crayton+ 2 years 2016-2018 Ex-officio, immediate past chair 


2017-2018 


Alyce Thomas+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Charnette Norton+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Penny McConnell 2 years 2017-2019 


Jamie Stang+ 2 years 2016-2018 


Jessica L. Bachman 2 years 2017-2019 
Helen W. Lane 2 years 2017-2019 
Shannon Corlett 2 years 2017-2019 


Christine Gosch 2 years 2017-2019 


Michele Delille Lites 2 years 2017-2019 BOD Director at Large 


House of Delegates Leadership 


Team  


Staff:  Anna Shlachter/Marsha 


Schofield 


Dianne Polly+ 3 years 2016-2019 Speaker, 2017-2018 


Marcia Kyle 3 years 2017-2020 Speaker-elect, 2017-2018 


Linda Farr+ 3 years 2015-2018 Past Speaker, 2017-2018 


Susan Brantley+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Milton Stokes 3 years 2017-2020 


Tamara Randall+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Interoperability & Standards 


Committee  


Staff: Lindsey Hoggle 


Sharon Solomon+ 5 years 2014-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; Past Chair 


2018-2019 


Benjamin Elmendorf Atkinson+ 4 years 2016-2020 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019, Past Chair 2019-2020 


Donna Quirk+ 5 years 2013-2018 Past Chair, 2017-2018 


James Allain 3 years 2017-2020 


Leslye Rauth 3 years 2017-2020 


Amy Wootton 3 years 2017-2020 


Della Rieley+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Jennifer Bradley Harward+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Sue Kent 3 years 2017-2020 


Paul Armiger 3 years 2017-2020 
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Legislative and Public Policy 


Committee  


Staff: Jeanne Blankenship 


Lorri Holzberg+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 Chair, 2017 


Mike Glasgow+ 3 years 1/1/17-12/31/19 Vice Chair, 2017 


Susan C. Scott 1 year 1/1/17-12/31/17 Ex-officio, ANDPAC 


Nadine Braunstein 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 Past Chair, 2017 


Lauren Au 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Sarah Mott 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Krista Yoder Latortue 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 LPPC Liaison to NSPC (6/1/16-


5/31/17) 


Carol Brunzell+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Clare Miller+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Linda Pennington+ 3 years 1/1/17-12/31/19 


Mary Russell 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 Ex-officio, President-elect 


Dianne Polly 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 Ex-officio, Speaker 


Member Services Advisory 


Committee   


Staff: Michelle Paprocki 


Michelle Mudge-Riley+ 3 years 2015-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Taryn Hehl+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 (Young practitioner) 


Alexis Fissinger (recent grad)+ 2 years 2016-2018 Young practitioner 


Whitney Duddey+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Mary Catherine Schallert 2 years 2017-2019 


Sarah Eanes (recent grad)+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Shelley Rael+ 2 years 2016-2018 Young practitioner 


Moira Faris 2 years 2016-2018 
Nikki Nies 2 years 2017-2019 Young practitioner 


Laura Paulsen 2 years 2017-2019 Young practitioner 


Nutrition Care Process Research 


Outcomes Committee (formerly 


Nutrition Care Process and 


Terminology Committee)  


Staff: 


 Constantina Papoutsakis 


Chris Biesemeier+ 2 years 2016-2018 Chair, 2017-2018, USA 


Representative 


Lyn Lloyd+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018, 


International representative 


Hollie Raynor 2 years  2017-2019 USA representative 


Angela Vivanti 2 years 2017-2019 International representative 


Brenda Hotson+ 2 years 2016-2018 International representative; 


served on NCPT from 2015-2016 


Amy Hess-Fischl 2 years 2017-2019 USA representative 
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Nutrition Informatics Committee    Staff: Lindsey Hoggle/ 


Alison Steiber 


Lawrence Molinar+ 5 years 2014-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; Past Chair 


2018-2019 


Carrie Hamady+ 4 years 2016-2020 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019; Past Chair 2019-2020 


Sarah Rusnak+ 3 years 2015-2018 Past Chair, 2017-2018 


Hannah Wigington+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Kathleen Pellechia+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Nicole Fox+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Susan Evanchak 3 years 2017-2020  


Sharon Solomon 1 year 2017-2018 Interoperability & Standards 


Committee Chair 


Clare Hicks 3 years 2017-2020  


    


Nutrition Services Payment 


Committee  


  Staff:  Marsha Schofield 


Amy Davis+ 4 years 2014-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Natalie Stephens+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Gina Bayless+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Harlivleen Gill+  3 years 2015-2018  


Krista Yoder Latortue 1 year 2017-2018 LPPC Liaison 


Amy R. Allen 3 years 2017-2020  


Marcia Kyle 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Keith Ayoob 1 year 2017-2018 Ex-officio; AMA Coding 


Representative 


Karen G. Smith 1 year 2017-2018 Ex-officio; AMA Coding 


Representative 


 
Quality Management Committee    Staff: Sharon McCauley 


Sherri L. Jones+  4 years 2014-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Shari Baird+ 5 years 2014-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Pamela Wu+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Denise Andersen+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Kimi McAdam 3 years 2017-2020  


Nancy Walters 3 years 2017-2020  


Alexandra Kazaks 3 years 2017-2020  


Barbara Grant+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Shyamala Ganesh+  3 years 2015-2018  


Egondu Onuoha+ 3 years 2015-2018  


Susan Konek+ 3 years 2015-2018  


Kelly Leonard+  3 years 2015-2018  


Margaret Garner 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Kathryn Hamilton+ 3 years 2015-2018 CDR Liaison 
 
 


   


Student Advisory Committee    Staff: Hannah Phelps Proctor 


Kiri Michell 1 year 2017-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Tatianna Muniz 1 year 2017-2018 Vice Chair, 2017-2018 


Matthew Landry 1 year 2017-2018 At-large Delegate, HOD 


Tammy (Tamsin) Shephard 1 year 2017-2018  
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Brianna Dumas 1 year 2017-2018  


William Van Hook 1 year 2017-2018  


TBD 1 year 2017-2018 AND PAC Representative 


Carina Chiodo  1 year 2017-2018 ACEND Representative 
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MOTION TRACKING 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017       


 


 


 


 
Motion Follow-up Status 


February 4-5, 2011  
Move that the Academy Board 
aggressively support working with 
CMS to assure consistent application 
and uniformity in interpretation of 
the regulation concerning nutrition 
supplements and therapeutic diet 
orders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


In June 2011, the Academy’s definition of therapeutic diet and 
interpretation of the regulation concerning nutrition supplements was 
included in the CMS Long Term Care Resident Assessment Instrument 
Minimum Data Set (MDS) 3.0. The Academy’s response in December 
2011 to the CMS proposed rule allowing hospital non-physician 
practitioners to perform at their highest scope of practice level led to CMS 
proposed amended regulations in February 2013 permitting hospitals to 
privilege qualified RDNs to prescribe therapeutic diets. The Academy 
submitted comments to CMS on the proposed rule change and CMS 
published the final rule in the Federal Register effective July 11, 2014. 
FAQs, a state map listing assessed ability to implement the rule and two 
Practice Tips on ordering privileges for the RDN detailing the hospital 
regulation and implementation steps are accessible to credentialed 
nutrition and dietetics practitioners at www.eatrightpro.org/dietorders.  
Subsequent practitioner education is ongoing. Academy staff continues to 
work closely with individual Affiliates to remove statutory and regulatory 
impediments to full implementation, which often require changes to state 
licensure statutes and concomitant opposition from other nutrition 
professionals’ organizations thereto. Continuing with this priority directive 
of the Board, CMS announced a proposed rule on July 16, 2015 that 
allows the attending physician in long-term care facilities to delegate to an 
RDN (or “qualified dietitian”) the task of prescribing a resident’s diet, 
including a therapeutic diet, to the extent in allowed by state law. This 
proposed rule for Long-Term Care facilities adds to the existing July 16, 
2014 hospital final rule. RDNs will soon have the ability to independently 
order therapeutic diets in multiple care settings. Academy staff has 
reviewed the proposed rule, worked closely with the Dietitians in Health 
Care Communities dietetic practice group and other experts, prepared 
input, and submitted to CMS on September 14, 2015. FNCE 2015 had an 
education session, Town Hall discussions on licensure and therapeutic diet 
order issues, and QM staff participation in practice implementation issues 
discussions.  
In January 2016, the Quality Management Committee published the 
revised Academy’s Definition of Terms list which includes new terms and 
definitions for nutrition-related services, dietary supplement, medical food, 
oral nutritional supplement, enteral nutrition, parenteral nutrition as well as 
a revision to the term and definition for therapeutic diet. The terms should 
assist with consistent application and uniformity in interpretation for 
various regulations concerning nutrition supplements and therapeutic diet 
orders (continued on next page).  
CMS published a proposed regulation specifically providing qualified 
RDNs with the ability to independently order therapeutic diets in another 
regulated facility, Critical Access Hospitals (CAHs), on June 16, 2016.  
CMS issued a final rule on October 4, 2016 that enables RDNs in long 
term care facilities to order therapeutic diets if a physician delegates that 
responsibility, and we have been successful in implementing these changes 
in a variety of state laws and regulations. We have also initiated 
discussions surrounding ordering privileges in dialysis centers. To guide 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 1 
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(Continued) February 4-5, 2011  
Move that the Academy Board 
aggressively support working with 
CMS to assure consistent application 
and uniformity in interpretation of 
the regulation concerning nutrition 
supplements and therapeutic diet 
orders. 


our Long Term Care (LTC) practitioners with implementing the final rule 
and regulations, in November 2016, Quality Management developed a 
‘Practice Tip: Reform Requirements for the RDN in Long Term Care’. 
The Practice Tip outlines changes in the State Operations Manual for LTC 
facilities to be executed over a three-year span effective on November 28, 
2016 and is located on the Academy Webpage for CMS – Joint 
Commission Updates: www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/quality-
management/quality-care-basics/cms-tjc-and-hfap-updates. 


February 4-5, 2011  
Move to conceptually approve the 
Research Institute for further 
investigation. 


The Research Committee discussed the Research Institute at its January 
2014 Research Institute subcommittee meeting. The subcommittee 
presented the concept and future options to the newly developed Research 
Council at its face-to-face meeting in summer 2014. In October 2014 the 
Council on Research met and drafted its mission, vision and goals to align 
both with RISA and the Academy’s Strategic Plan. A subcommittee has 
been working on understanding what is required for the formation of a 
Research Institute, what are the financial and infrastructures needs are, and 
conducting a benefit to cost ratio on the concept. The Research Institute as 
well as the concept for an IRB were added to the POW for the new and 
incoming Council on Research. An initial environmental scan was 
conducted by RISA staff to gather information and present data to the 
council for consideration. Work on the Research Institute concept 
continues and new proposed shifts in FTE allocation, in addition to the 
current manpower makes this concept much more feasible. 


October 10, 2012  
Move to accept the concepts of the 
International Business Strategies and 
recommend to incrementally build 
them into future budgets as 
financially feasible. 


In 2014-2015, RISA actively solicited funding for international work that 
met the international strategies/objectives. The international plan was 
approved by the Board in January 2015 and is currently being 
implemented. Strategic measures have been developed and data is being 
captured to track the international plan efforts. That data is shared with the 
Board as a part of the overall strategic measures. Collaborations with the 
World Health Organization, the U.S. Agency for International 
Development, National Institute of Health, and the International Society of 
Renal Nutrition and Metabolism/Chronic Kidney Disease all continue with 
efforts to establish international expertise and presence in global nutrition. 
International work continues and line items for the RISA budget include 
both travel to international meetings and work with other international 
organizations. This work aligns well the Second Century efforts and while 
there is currently no direct budget line for international efforts a lot of 
work is happening including: fellowship partnerships with Gardens for 
Health International and the Maya Health Alliance, pilot study with 
Chinese Dietetic Association, systematic reviews with WHO, and eNCPT 
translations. Ongoing work continues. 


May 14-15, 2014  
Move to approve $30,000 out of 
reserves to be used to contract a 
licensure consultant/lobbyist.  
Additional reserve funds would be 
considered by FAC contingent on 
submission of a national licensure 
plan proposal. 


DC staff worked successfully with the Florida Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics and The Advocacy Group, a Florida lobbying firm, in achieving 
defined deliverables. On April 22, 2015, the Florida Senate joined the 
Florida House in unanimously passing the revised dietetics practice act, 
which was signed by Governor Scott.  The Academy continues to work 
closely with the Florida Academy and other stakeholders to revise 
regulations in accord with the amended statute. The Florida regulations 
have not been 100% finalized, although they are expected to be soon.  


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 2 
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July 21-23, 2014  
Move to accept recommendation #1 
of the Nutrition and Dietetics 
Associate (NDA) ad hoc Committee: 
Build upon existing DTR Pathway 
III and differentiate between 
academic requirements to obtain the 
Nutrition and Dietetics Technician, 
Registered (NDTR). 


Since implementation of Pathway 3 in 2009, the number of DTRs who 
transition to RDN has increased from less than 10 per year to over 200 in 
2016.  
An update on the action items follows. 
• Academy Legal Counsel has filed the NDTR with US Patent and 


Trademark office 
• CDR promotes the NDTR Pathway 3 option to dietetics education 


program directors by direct mail, on the NDEP portal and  during its 
presentations at the NDEP Area Meetings 


• As of February 2017, there are a total of 5, 708 NDTRs .There were 
a total of 811 new NDTRs in the 2015-2016 program year (June1-
May 31).  This is the highest number of new NDTRs in a single year 
since the credential was established in 1986   


• CDR conducted focus groups during FNCE 2016 followed by 
surveys in January 2017 with Pathway 3 NDTRs and DPD program 
directors to inform marketing efforts with this population 


• At its February 2017 meeting, CDR considered a request from the 
Academy Student Council to include Pathway 3 NDTRs as eligible 
for the CDR Board Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics 
certification. After consideration of this request CDR passed a 
motion to include Pathway NDTRs in the next practice audit survey 
to be conducted in FY 2018  


The number of NDTRs transitioning to RDN status continues to grow. It is 
interesting to note, that there has also been an increase in the number of 
traditional associate degree prepared NDTRs. 


March 6, 2015  
Move to accept the Food & Nutrition 
Conference & Expo™ business plan 
as presented. 
 


The Board accepted the business plan as presented and it was successfully 
implemented as proposed for FNCE® 2015 and 2016.  The third year of the 
business plan is being implemented for FNCE® 2017, which includes:  
• Dynamic attendee engagement through interactive sessions, mobile 


app technology, implementation of a smart building, and live polling 
• Expanded mobile access through the attendee app which includes a 


virtual program and attendee bag, one-click to session evaluations, 
Expo diagrams, speaker bios, and overall dynamic content to support 
the show 


• A revised platform for both call for sessions and abstracts that has 
resulted in a 40% lift for FNCE® 2017 


• Comprehensive attendee and employer toolkits designed for 
demonstrated ROI 


• Implementation of thought starter zones throughout program, dynamic 
educational session rooms, incorporation of practice applications and 
simulations throughout sessions 


• Leveraging Academy alliance relationships to develop additional level 
two and three programming in long term care, integrative are, 
sports/exercise, and advanced clinical care  


• Continued alignment of Expo floor specialty pavilions with the 
educational specialty tracks 


• Expanded engagement opportunities include a stronger social media 
presence using the #FNCE hashtag, onsite video wall, and full digital 
buyout of graphics at the convention center 


• Level 3 Leadership track to dually align the FNCE® and Leadership 
business plans 


The business plan is being implemented as approved. 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 3 
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March 6, 2015 
Move to approve the Scientific 
Integrity Principles. 
 
September 20, 2016   
Move that the Council on Research 
be charged to review and catalog 
current Conflict of Interest (COI) 
forms being used by the Academy 
and recommend a single 
standardized COI form to the Board 
for use across the Academy. 
 
February 24, 2017 
Move to approve the proposed online 
Conflict of Interest form to be 
adopted consistently across the 
organization. 
 
 


The Scientific Integrity Principles (SIP) were published in the September 
2015 Journal.  The principles were highlighted in a FNCE session in 
2015.  Further dissemination to membership is ongoing. A workgroup of 
the 2015-16 Council on Research developed a process by which 
committees and units assessed their policies for alignment with the 
principles in consultation with the Council on Research.  The Council 
workgroup reviewed committees’ submissions and identified that all but 
five committees conduct scientific activities.  Most policies that are in 
place were considered in line with the SIP, however there were some 
scientific activities that did not have policies to govern them.  Committees 
were informed where their policies were considered in alignment with the 
SIP and where revisions were needed.  During their review of the 
committee self-assessment forms, it became clear that there are 
opportunities for the creation of uniform policies and procedures to cover 
the certain frequent circumstances.  These were presented to the BOD in 
September 2016 and approved; the policies were then distributed to 
staff.  The Council has worked with the Lifelong Learning and 
Professional Engagement Team to disseminate information about the SIP 
to the DPGs/MIGs in March 2017.   
The Council on Research catalogued existing Academy COI forms and 
recommended one consistent form which was approved by the Board at its 
February 2017 meeting.  The Council is collaborating with the Governance 
team to create a method for implementing the new Conflict of Interest 
form across the organization. These efforts are in alignment with the 
published Scientific Integrity Principles.  The Council is developing a 
training to go with the new form for FY18.          


October 7, 2015  
Move to accept the Council on 
Future Practice request to conduct a 
two year pilot for the Transforming 
Vision into Action award.  


The Council on Future Practice (CFP) Workgroup has finalized the criteria 
for the award, developed the scoring rubric for evaluation of applicants 
and developed a communications plan. Three applications were received 
and are under evaluation to determine which ones will move forward to the 
Academy membership for a vote. 


October 7, 2015  
Move to accept the Quality 
Management Committee 
Scope/Standards of Practice 
Workgroup Report for 
implementation, along with CEO 
input on staffing.  


COMPLETED 
Quality Management (QM) is working with the CEO to establish staffing 
resources required to begin the implementation plan for the 
Scope/Standards of Practice program in FY2016. A ‘Headcount Request 
Form’ for FY2017 budget per accounting request was completed and 
approved by the CEO. The Manager, Quality Standards Operations 
position was filled in July 2016. Training is currently occurring with this 
new position. Focus Area SOP/SOPP work is commencing with DPG 
authors in Oncology, Mental Health, Extended Care Settings (Post-Acute 
Care), Diabetes, and Integrative and Functional Medicine. QM Committee 
finalized and approved the Revised 2017 SOP in Nutrition Care and SOPP 
for RDNs. Work continues on the Revised 2017 SOP in Nutrition Care and 
SOPP for NDTRs. 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 4 
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January 12, 2016 
Move to approve one million dollars 
to fund the development of a plan 
and its implementation for the 
Second Century visioning. 
 
February 24, 2017  
Move to accept the schematic for the 
Second Century centers of 
excellence and strategic model. 
 


170 attendees attended The Nutrition Impact Summit, September 21-23, 
2016 at the Omni Mandalay Hotel in Irving, TX. A summit briefing paper 
was distributed to summit participants the week of September 12. The 
Second Century Communications, Engagement and Fundraising plans 
continue to be developed and implemented according to determined 
timelines, including plans for FNCE.  A Second Century Town Hall as 
well as several meetings with Academy groups was held at FNCE. A post-
summit process for innovation ideas and organizational implications has 
been developed. In November, a Member Engagement Zone survey to 
receive member input informing the development of the proposed 
Academy’s Second Century vision was launched in November 2016. A 
post-summit webinar for all Summit attendees was hosted in January 2016 
to provide updates on the innovation projects.  Facilitation of the initiative 
working groups have been provided since September, and their final 
concept proposals were completed in late January 2016.  The Academy 
and Foundation Boards along with the CDR Chair, and the Journal of the 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Editor-in-chief, met on February 23, 
2017, and were presented with a proposed Second Century vision, mission, 
principles, strategy, and nine innovation projects.  The attendees worked in 
small groups to consider and discuss, then shared out and discussed with 
the group at large.  On February 24, the Academy BOD unanimously 
approved a new vision, mission, principles, and strategy.  For the 
innovation projects, the BOD decided to utilize an online tool to survey the 
BOD and executive staff to assess and prioritize the projects in order to 
determine which ones will go forward to the next level of business plan 
development. 
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January 13, 2016 
Move that a Sponsorship Review 
Committee be implemented as a one-
year pilot for national sponsorships, 
and that the Academy Board review 
outcomes at nine months. DPGs and 
Affiliates are encouraged to follow a 
similar process and to report their 
experience and outcomes. Academy 
staff will develop an implementation 
plan for the pilot. 
 
February 24, 2017 
Move to accept the Member 
Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommendation of the distribution 
of Best Practices for Sponsorship 
Relationships for DPGs, MIGs and 
Affiliates along with examples from 
Oregon Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics Sponsorship Policies and 
Procedures, California Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship 
Policy and Food & Culinary 
Professionals DPG Sponsorship 
Guidelines and Policy. 
 
February 24, 2017 
Move to accept the Member 
Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
adjusted review process for 
Academy national level sponsorship 
categories. 
 


COMPLETED 
Follow up communication outlining next steps and expectations was sent 
out to all DPG, MIG, and Affiliate leaders. The Sponsorship Advisory 
Task Force forms A and B were provided as interactive documents to 
encourage use and ongoing feedback during the pilot. This feedback will 
help determine the Academy sponsorship review process and outcomes at 
the end of the pilot. 
In March 2016 the Member Sponsorship Review Committee (MSRC) 
made up of nine Academy members began its work to document and 
provide input and recommendations regarding the proposed review process 
and the tools.  
A potential new sponsor, BENEO-Institute, began the MSRC review 
process with Forms A/B/C along with additional research materials 
supplied on March 7, 2016. On March 29, 2016 the committee collectively 
discussed feedback on the BENEO background information and Form C. 
They requested more time to finesse Form C and resubmit their Form C 
recommendation based on the adjusted Form C. On April 13, 2016 per the 
MSRC’s completion of Form C, they voted in favor of recommending 
BENEO as an Academy Premier sponsor to the Board. The Board 
approved the recommendation of the MSRC to accept the BENEO 
Institute as an Academy Premier Sponsor at the May 2016 meeting.  
The next few MSRC calls focused on further adjustments to Forms A/B/C 
and discussions related to the process for the Academy and entities. The 
DPG/MIG chairs and chair-elects received a survey for their input on 
Forms A/B and the process. The results of this survey were part of the 
August MSRC call. A MSRC Update was added to the Academy’s 
Commitment to Transparency web page. 
The September and December calls focused on continued discussion 
around Forms A/B and the process related to the Academy DPG/MIGs. It 
was determined to reach out to a number of DPGs and Affiliates for phone 
interviews to learn about their sponsorship process and decision making on 
whether to enter into a sponsorship relationship. The outcome of these 
calls were discussed on the January 2017 call resulting in 
recommendations to the Board for the February 2017 meeting.  
The Board accepted the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommended sponsor evaluation process and forms, which were 
developed with feedback from dietetic practice groups and member 
interest groups. The strategic communications team released an update to 
the leadership and membership of the Academy in the March 8, 2017, Eat 
Right Weekly.  
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/member-updates/from-
our-leaders/msrc-update 


March 20, 2016  
Move that the CEO take the 
comments and discussion related to 
the ICDA proposal, especially with 
regard to accreditation, and work 
with ACEND and CDR to develop 
comments related to the ICDA 
proposal for Board approval. 


COMPLETED 
The CEO held a meeting with the Executive Directors of ACEND and 
CDR to discuss comments related to the ICDA International Accreditation 
Proposal. The comments were brought to the Board for discussion and 
consideration to inform the Academy’s ICDA representative how to vote 
on the proposal in September.  
The Board discussed the ICDA competence standards and accreditation 
report at its May 2016 BOD meeting. The CEO summarized the comments 
in a formal report to the ICDA which was approved by the Board.  


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 6 
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May 12-13, 2016 
Move that the Board receive the 
ICDA competence standards and 
accreditation report and provide 
feedback to ICDA as discussed 
regarding a tiered approach to 
competency levels. 


COMPLETED 
(see previous page) 


May 12-13, 2016  
Move to accept the FY17 budget as 
recommended by the Finance & 
Audit Committee. The Board 
requests that the Academy Executive 
Team present potential strategic 
alternatives for Academy 
sustainability at the January 2017 
Board meeting. 


The budget was implemented and is being monitored and managed.  The 
potential strategic alternatives for Academy sustainability is an on-going 
process that is impacted by the Second Century discussions and strategic 
direction. 


May 12-13, 2016  
Move to approve the conceptual 
Member Interest Group Business 
Plan as presented. 


MIG leaders and staff continue to work on the implementation of a 
restructured MIG program. (On track for a full implementation by June, 1, 
2018). 
Evaluation and assessment of the current programs including a member 
feedback survey are being conducted. Results will be used to determine 
MIG programming and goals. Following this assessment procedural 
documents and policies will be developed, websites will be updated, and a 
plan for communicating the changes to MIG members will be developed. 
FNCE® 2017 is being targeted as the initial roll-out of communication to 
members during the DPG/MIG Showcase and Joint MIG Reception. 
Internal work is being done to ensure the program is ready for the start of 
Academy membership renewals including database work, updates to 
accounting systems, marketing communications, and website changes. 
Additional staff realignments are underway to support the rollout of the 
new MIG program.   


May 12-13, 2016  
Move to declare 2016 as the 
International Year of Nutrition and 
Dietetics and publicize our efforts. 
Staff will approach Congress to ask 
for a resolution. 
  


It was reported at the November 2016 BOD meeting that Congress does 
not have the authority for International declarations. The resolution will 
now focus on support of the Second Century efforts. 
Senators Portman and Brown along with Representatives Tiberi and Fudge 
plan to introduce the resolution to celebrate the Academy’s 100 year 
anniversary in the new Congress.  
Resolution was introduced in Congress.  The Board members were asked 
to reach out to their members of Congress to support the resolution. An 
Action Alert was sent to all Academy members to ask their elected 
representatives to support the resolution. 


August 31, 2016 
Move to approve Option 3 as 
presented: Include and define a new 
term for ‘Nutrition and Dietetics’ 
using a combined definition for 
Nutrition and Dietetics and referring 
to the separate terms ‘Nutrition’ and 
‘Dietetics’ in the Key Considerations 


COMPLETED 
The final BOD motion for terms and definitions was presented to members 
of the Quality Management Committee (QMC) on September 27 
conference call, reviewed with the CDR Competency Assurance Panel on 
September 19 and presented to the CDR during their FNCE meeting on 
October 15. The QMC will inform via memo the Consumer Protection and 
Licensure Subcommittee, the Model Practice Act and Regulations 
Taskforce and the Council on Future Practice to include the revised and 
new terms in their documents and work deliverables as appropriate. The 
updated Academy Definition of Terms list with new definitions is now 
available on the Academy webpage—ww.eatrightpro.org/scope.  


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 7 







                                                                                                                                                              Attachment 1.8 
Motion Follow-up Status 


September 20, 2016   
Move that the Lifelong Learning and 
Professional Development team 
work with the identified Board 
subgroup to identify needs of the 
Dietetic Practice Groups (DPGs) and 
the Academy to improve the DPGs 
effectiveness and efficiency, and 
then develop a plan to be presented 
to the Board. 


The Board subgroup met on September 21 immediately after the 
conclusion of the BOD meeting.  A set of three initial conversation 
starters/questions has been developed for distribution to the Board for use 
at FNCE® in their discussions with DPG leaders.  Based on the feedback 
received, the information will be used to further define the next steps for 
the DPG Business plan development. 
The BOD subgroup meetings are on hold until after the Second Century 
mission, vision, and overall strategic direction is determined at the 
February 2017 BOD meeting.  Once those strategic decisions are finalized, 
the subgroup will reconvene and determine what adjustments need to be 
made to the original conceptual proposal to bring forth for further 
discussion at the BOD level. 
As of April 2017, the BOD subgroup is in the process of establishing a 
series of working “sessions” to continue to build out the proposal.  The 
goal is to bring a formal proposal to the BOD at the July 2017 Board 
Retreat in Austin, TX. 


September 20, 2016  
Move that the Board approves the 
three Council on Research policies 
as presented. 


COMPLETED 
The policies for IRB approval, Conflict of Interest disclosure at non-
lifelong learning events and disclosure of funding when the Academy is 
the only funding source have been added to the Academy's policy and 
procedure manual and sent to committee staff partners.   


 
November 7, 2016  
Move to approve the proposed 
revisions to the Disciplinary and 
Ethics Complaints Policy as 
amended. 


COMPLETED 
The Disciplinary and Ethics Complaints policy has been added to CDR’s 
and the Academy's policy and procedure manuals and posted to the Ethics 
Committee’s portal. 
 


November 7, 2016 
Move to accept the Hardship Dues 
policy as presented. 


COMPLETED 
The Hardship Dues Policy has been added to the Academy's policy and 
procedure manual and sent to membership staff for implementation. 
 


February 24, 2017 
Move to approve the FAC 
recommendation to continue to 
follow the cost sharing strategy 
established by the Academy. 


COMPLETED 
The Board sent a letter to the Nutrition and Dietetics Educators and 
Practitioners council (NDEP) informing NDEP that it discussed and 
upheld the FAC recommendation that the cost sharing strategy established 
by the Academy and in place since 2013 would continue to be followed. 
The Board suggested that NDEP may want to consider conducting a 
survey in order to assess its members’ perception of the value of revising 
the SOPPs.   


April 4, 2017 
Move to approve the Consumer 
Protection and Licensure 
Subcommittee/Legislative and 
Public Policy Committee 
recommended stance 
regarding minimum qualifications 
for providers of MNT. 


Academy teams are developing an integrated communications and 
education plan around this stance and its commitment to strong objective 
standards and interprofessional collaboration for both our members and 
for other stakeholders whom we may engage on health and wellness 
policies, professional regulation, reimbursement, and interprofessional 
competencies. 


 


 
 
 
 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 8 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
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Thursday, May 18, 2017                                                                                                                              Revised 05-10-17                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century Reception, Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Veterans Ballroom 
 
 


Friday, May 19, 2017 - Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio – Hope E Ballroom 
   TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
12:00 pm LUNCH – Center Street Room B    
1:00 pm Executive Session  L. Beseler  Action 
2:00 pm  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME L. Beseler   
2:15 pm 1.0 Consent Agenda* 


1.1 April 4, 2017 Minutes 
1.2 February 24, 2017 Minutes  
1.3 February 23, 2017 Minutes 
1.4 Highlights…A Year in Review 2016-2017 
1.5 Foundation Report 
1.6 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report 
1.7 2017-2018 Committee Appointments 
1.8 Motion Tracking 


  Action  


2:20 pm 2.0  Regular Agenda L. Beseler  Action 
2:30 pm 3.0 Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy L. Beseler Generative Information 
2:35 pm 4.0  FY18 Budget 


Is the Board ready to approve the FY18 budget recommendations 
from the Finance and Audit Committee? 


M. Garner/ 
P. Mifsud 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary  


Action 


4:00 pm 5.0  Second Century Update         P. Babjak Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


4:30 pm RECESS L. Beseler   
5:00 pm Board shuttle to visit the Academy’s 100th Anniversary display developed 


by the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics at the  
Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library  


   


5:30 pm Transfer of the Gavel Ceremony    
6:00 pm Board shuttle to Pura Vida for Celebration Dinner    
6:15 pm Celebration Dinner - Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, (216) 987-0103    


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Revised 05-08-17 
 
Saturday, May 20, 2017,  Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114 – Hope E Ballroom 
TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
7:30 am BREAKFAST - Center Street Room B    
8:00 am CALL TO ORDER L. Beseler   
8:00 am 6.0 Board Dietetic Practice Group Taskforce: Interim Update D. Enos Strategic/Generative/ 


Fiduciary 
Information/ 
Discussion 


8:15 am 7.0 Strategic Measures and Metrics W. Murphy Strategic/Generative 
 


Information/ 
Discussion 


9:15 am BREAK    
9:30 am 
 


8.0 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees 
Is the Board ready to approve the nominees as presented? 


E. Crayton Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


9:45 am 9.0 House of Delegates Spring Meeting Report L. Farr Strategic/Generative Information/ 
Discussion 


10:00 am 10.0 Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii) Progress Update 
                    


S. McCauley/ 
A. Steiber 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


11:00 am 11.0 Consent Agenda L. Beseler Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


11:15 am 12.0   Board Activities: July 19-21 Board Orientation and Retreat  L. Beseler Strategic Information 
11:30 am ADJOURNMENT    


 
 


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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CRITERIA FOR EFFECTIVE MEETINGS 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MAY 19-20, 2017 


Meeting Prerequisites 


• Fully engage in dialogue and turn off cell phones.


• Prepare for and actively participate in discussions.


• Declare conflict of interest, if appropriate.


• Respect time limits – they are necessary to achieve what the Board needs to accomplish.


• Leave meetings with clarity on what was discussed and what was decided.


Key Considerations 


• Focus discussion on strategic issues.


• Use the strategic plan and Board’s program of work priorities to guide dialogue and


deliberations.


• Relate decisions and actions taken to the strategic plan.


• Consider what is best for the Academy when deliberating.


• Maintain a member focus – “what would members say?”


Nature of Debate 


• Discuss all sides of an issue and encourage others to provide their perspectives.


• Listen when others are speaking; avoid side conversations and ask for clarification if


needed.


• Provide opportunities for clarification and on what was discussed and decided


• Respect different points of view.


• Exhibit courage with tough decisions.


• Have fun!
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EVALUATION RESULTS 


FEBRUARY 24, 2017 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


Respondents: 


TOTAL 


POINTS 


SCORE 


1 The board materials provided were useful for making 


informed decisions 
72 


4.80 


2 The time given to all agenda was: 


(Inadequate=1/Adequate=5) 
67 4.79 


3 Reports given during the meeting were clear, concise, and 


contained important information (Too 


Detailed=1/Appropriate=5) 
69 4.60 


4 Diverse opinions were expressed and issues were dealt 


with in a respectful manner (Never=1/Always=5) 
71 4.73 


5 Opportunities to discuss all sides of an issue were provided 


(Limited=1/Adequate=5) 
70 4.67 


6 The focus of the meeting was (Operational=1/Strategic=5) 
70.5 4.70 


7 Consideration was given to what is best for the Academy 


while recognizing that this is a “member-focused” 


organization (Never=1/Always=5) 
68 4.53 


8 Board members were prepared to discuss materials sent in 


advanced (Not Prepared=1/Prepared=5) 
73.5 4.90 


9 The board’s decision-making process were effective 


(Never=1/Always=5) 
65.5 4.37 


10 Next action steps were identified and responsibility 


assigned (Unclear=1/Clear=5) 
62 4.13 


11 Overall assessment of this board meeting’s impact on the 


Academy and its members (Very Low=1/Very High=5) 
63 4.20 
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Comments: 


 Talking points/action summary for Board members to take back to discuss/share with


Affiliate/DPGs


o We have discussed doing this before –nothing has happened


o Great to be proactively discussing BOD meetings


 Arrive the night before—BOD needs time to ___ and debrief from travel—to have 2-3


hour meeting that day


 Not totally sure about exact steps on Second Century. Approval process?


 Members leaving early again 


 Could have used a break on first day


 Great meals


 Meeting was fun enough!


 This was perhaps THE BEST AND BOARD MEETING I’ve attended. The Board


generally stayed at the strategic level, balanced member-centric and broader (e.g global)


perspectives, and kept travel to an absolute minimum. Certainly, working on the Second


Century mission/vision, etc, helped to keep us focused. It has been an honor to work with


the AND Board. Keep up the great work!


 Nice evaluation form.


 Thank you for the agendas in hard copy


 I fell this has been a really high level strategic board meeting. I hope we can continue at


this level


 Second Century—The materials/slides should be more concise—too much flowery


verbiage.


 I am concerned that the Whalen group stated that they don’t really know our profession


and organization. After one year and untold $$ that should not be said by a lead


consultant.


 Whalen group does not recognize the projects and services that the Academy already has


in place. These projects are not accidental as was mentioned


 Perhaps we need to rethink having members come in at noon, many take flights at 5am-6-


6am and are really tired by the afternoon.


 On a whole great meeting. Thank you everyone for being engaged!


 Their evaluation form was more relevant.


 Nice to have the input of the Foundation Board when discussing the Second Century.


 Well run meeting. Good discussions allowed but focus was also very good.


 Great meetings but it was completely unrealistic to hold a 6 hour meeting with zero


scheduled breaks. This is especially true since most of us arrived the same day after way


early flights.







 







EVALUATION FORM 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MAY 19-20, 2017 


NAME: _____________________________________________________ Date: __________________ 


CIRCLE ONE CATEGORY 
Leadership 


1. The board materials provided were useful for making informed decisions.


NOT HELPFUL  1  2  3  4  5   HELPFUL  Unable to assess 


2. The time given to all agenda items was


INADEQUATE  1  2  3  4  5   ADEQUATE  Unable to assess 


3. Reports given during the meeting were clear, concise, and contained important information.


TOO DETAILED  1  2  3  4  5   APPROPRIATE  Unable to assess 


Interpersonal Skills 


4. Diverse opinions were expressed and issues were dealt with in a respectful manner.


NEVER   1  2  3  4  5   ALWAYS  Unable to assess 


5. Opportunities to discuss all sides of an issue were provided.


LIMITED  1  2  3  4  5   ADEQUATE  Unable to assess 


Strategic Thinking 


6. The focus of the meeting was


OPERATIONAL  1  2  3  4  5   STRATEGIC  Unable to assess 


7. Consideration was given to what is best for the Academy while recognizing that this
is a “member-focused” organization. 


 NEVER  1  2  3  4  5   ALWAYS  Unable to assess 


Board Member Contribution 


8. Board members were prepared to discuss materials sent in advance.


NOT PREPARED  1  2  3  4  5    PREPARED  Unable to assess 


9. The board’s decision-making processes were effective.


NEVER  1  2  3  4  5   ALWAYS  Unable to assess 


10. Next action steps were identified and responsibility assigned.


UNCLEAR  1  2  3  4  5   CLEAR  Unable to assess 


Overall assessment of this board meeting’s impact on the Academy and its members: 


Very low  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Very high 


Any other comments?  ________________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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DRAFT Conflict of Interest Form                                                                                                                                             Attachment 3.0 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics ("Academy") wishes to avoid possible conflict of interest involving members of an Academy board, 
committee, task force or workgroup ("Group"),  and/or contractors or speakers at Academy events ("Event") as defined by state and federal 
law, in accordance with the Academy Conflict of Interest Policy currently in effect (pdf). The Board asks for you to continually be cognizant of 
fiduciary duties to the Academy arising out of positions of confidence within the organization, in accordance with the Academy Conflict of 
Interest policy in effect. Therefore, please complete the following, either as a member or member under consideration for a Group, 
consultancy, or speaking engagement. This form will be shared with the chair and/or staff liaison of the relevant Group(s)/Event(s) for their 
review. The form will be shared with other members at their request. Addressing conflicts of interest is a shared responsibility. If you have 
concerns that another individual has a conflict influencing the Group(s)/Event(s) please contact the chair or Academy staff. Thank you.


First Name Last Name
Professional Credentials Address 1:
Address 2: City:
State: Select State Zip/Postal Code:


Country Phone: xxxxxxxxxx
Email: name@domain.com


Please read and check each box
I acknowledge that I have been appointed or am being considered to perform certain services for or on behalf of the Academy. 
Those services require objectivity, credibility, the avoidance of actual or appearance of external influence, and the absence of 
a conflict with Academy positions, statements, priorities, and Academy-led activities.


I am aware of the need to disclose any facts or circumstances that might create the appearance of a conflict with these 
standards.


I agree to disclose any companies, organizations or enterprises from which I receive compensation or with which I have an 
ongoing relationship and which are relevant to the Group(s)/Event(s) of which I am a member/participant.


I understand, and agree to, recuse myself from participating or voting in any Group work/Event where there is a potential for 
conflict of interest. I understand that I have a responsibility to act in the best interests of the Academy when acting as a 
member of the Group(s)/Event and to leave my personal interests/agendas aside. 


I understand that if I refuse to complete this form, I will be disqualified or removed from the Group(s)/Event(s).


I agree that this Disclosure Statement may be made public or shared with any Academy member or interested party.


I agree to update this form annually as well as within 30 days after I establish any new financial relationships that could 
represent a potential conflict of interest and within 30 days after I take on new Group/Event roles in the Academy.


I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, no aspect of my personal or professional circumstances or that of my 
immediate family, within the last 3 years, places me in the position of having private interest that is in conflict with any material 
interest of the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) or with my obligations to the Group(s)/Event(s) except for the following:


A. List employment with companies within the last 3 years (list the most current first.)


Company Name Your Title Start Dates End Dates


mm/dd/yyyy mm/dd/yyyy Delete


Add Employment


B. Provide the information requested below if applicable within the last 3 years related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) topic


ExplanationType


Principal Investigator or CoInvestigator on 
Grants / Research on the Academy Group(s)/
Event(s) topic


Consultant on Academy Group(s).Event(s) topic


Participation in review activities for the Academy 
Group(s)/Event(s) topic


Writing or reviewing a manuscript on the Academy 
or Group(s)/Event(s)  topic


Leadership role or membership in organizations 
related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) 



https://eal.webauthor.com/modules/library/item.cfm?item_type=cms_File&id=48743
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C. List publications (articles or books) that you have authored or coauthored within the last 3 years related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) topic


Title of 
Journal/
Publication Date Volume/Issue Pages


mm/dd/yyyy Delete


Add Publication


D. List publications (blogs or other website postings) that you have authored or coauthored within the last 3 years related to the
Academy Group(s)/Event(s) topic


Title URL Date Comments


mm/dd/yyyy Delete


Add Blog


E. Indicate sources of income within the last 3 years related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s)  topic


Type None


Money Paid 
to You
(over $5,000)


Paid 
to your spouse
(over $5,000) Payor


Board membership


Consultancy


Expert Testimony


PI or CoPI on Grants/Grants pending


Lectures including service on speakers bureau


Editor, Author or coauthor of book on topic


Royalties


Payment for development of educational presentations


Stock/Stock options


Travel, accommodations, meeting expenses


Other


eSignature


Money Paid to
 your employer
(over $5,000)


Date



http://www.webauthor.com/
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NON-DISCLOSURE CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 


This Agreement is entered into as of this  day of  , 2017 
by and between “Party in which you are entering agreement” (Confidant) and Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics (Company), an Illinois, Not for Profit Corporation with a place of business at 120 S. Riverside 
Plaza, Suite 2190, Chicago, Illinois 60606. 


Company possesses valuable business and technical information including, among other things, concepts, 
know-how, trade secrets, business forecasts, business and financial plans. 


Company desires written assurance that information disclosed in confidence to Confidant will be 
maintained in confidence and not used against Company’s interests.  The term “Confidential Information” 
used below means all valuable business or technical information Company has that involves any of the 
matters referred to above, that the Confidant obtains directly or indirectly from Company.  Company will 
disclose, or allow Confidant access to Confidential Information only for the purposes of facilitating 
Confidant’s providing services to Company.  Confidant shall be permitted to use such information as may 
be necessary or desirable in the course of providing such services. 


Confidant agrees, except as may be provided in any future written agreement that may be entered into 
between Company and Confidant, that Confidant shall: 


(1.)   take all such precautions as may be reasonably necessary to prevent the disclosure to any 
third party of Company’s Confidential Information. 


(2.)   not use for Confidant’s own benefit any of Company’s Confidential Information; and 


(3.)   to the extent Confidant has not already done so, require its employees, agents, firm and 
associates to be bound in the same manner. 


(4.)   not disclose any of Company’s Confidential Information received hereunder to any 
third party and not to use the same, except for the purpose noted above, for a period 
of five years from the date of disclosure hereunder. 


This agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the law of the State of Illinois. 


AGREED TO BY: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and 


Signed 


Dated 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 


DATE: May 19, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: FY18 Budget AGENDA 
ITEM: 


  4.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses registered dietitians as food and nutrition experts 
  Goal 2 The Academy improves the health of Americans 
  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as key to professional success 
 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Priorities 
   Governance Priorities 
   Operational Priorities 
BACKGROUND 
As a part of the on-going operational responsibilities, the Finance and Audit Committee manages and monitors the 
financial performance of the ANDF, Academy and related organizations.  Included in this responsibility is the 
development of the annual budget.  Attached are the Academy 2017 Fiscal Year forecast and the 2018 Fiscal Year 
budget. 
ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
 


FY17 
• Academy expenses will under-run the FY17 budget by $1,122,100.   
• Revenue will fall short of budget by $1,058,500. 
• Operating margins will exceed budget expectations by $63,600. However, when compared to FY16, and 


before the impact of the 2nd Century program, operating margins will improve by $435,000. 
• Investment returns are expected to be $1,513,000. This is $263,200 better than budget expectations. 
• Academy is projecting a total operating deficit of $1,556,400, before the impact of the 2nd Century program, 


and final deficit of $2,156,400 after.  These are both better than budget expectations. 
• Reserve levels are expected to be at $15.3M (65.0%) of the FY17 expense budget by the end of May. 


 
FY18 


• The budget will have an overall final operating deficit of $1,149,300.  This is $407,100 smaller (better) than 
the FY17 forecasted results, before 2nd Century is considered.   Factoring in the 2nd Century initiative, the 
results would be $1,007,100 smaller (better) than FY17 forecasted results. 


• After investment returns, the Academy anticipates a small, positive “bottom line” result. 
• Investment reserves, at the end of FY18, are expected to decline slightly to $15.2M or 64.6% of the FY18 


expense budget. 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
Human Resource Implications:  None  
Financial Implications: 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


   Approved by the CEO on _4/18/17_    
   Approved by the Finance Committee on __4/25/17 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
See Above 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
That the Board consider approving the FY2018 budget as presented. 


SUBMITTED BY: Finance and Audit Committee  
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
FY18 Budget Overview


May 19, 2017


Confidential: Not to be disclosed outside of the Academy Board of 
Directors
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Overview


• Academy expenses will under-run the FY17 budget by $1,122,100.  
• Revenue will fall short of budget by $1,058,500.
• Operating margins will exceed budget expectations by $63,600. However, when compared to 


FY16, and before the impact of the 2nd Century program, operating margins will improve by 
$435,000.


• Investment returns are expected to be $1,513,200. This is $263,200 better than budget 
expectations.


• Academy is projecting a total operating deficit of $1,556,400, before the impact of the 2nd


Century program, and final deficit of $2,156,400 after.  These are both better than budget 
expectations.


• Reserve levels are expected to be at $15.3M (65.0%) of the FY17 expense budget by the end 
of May.


FY17


• The budget will have an overall final operating deficit of $1,149,300.  This is $407,100 smaller 
(better) than the FY17 forecasted results, before 2nd Century is considered.   Factoring in the 2nd


Century initiative, the results would be $1,007,100 smaller (better) than FY17 forecasted results.
• After investment returns, the Academy anticipates a small, positive “bottom line” result.
• Investment reserves, at the end of FY18, are expected to decline slightly to $15.2M or 64.6% of 


the FY18 expense budget.


FY18
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FY17 results, overall, are expected to achieve budget goals…


Academy’s lower operating expenses will offset the revenue shortfall.


2016 2017 2017 $ Variance % Variance
Actuals Budget Forecast fav/(unfav) fav/(unfav)


Revenue 21,160.5$          21,886.2$          20,827.7$          (1,058.5)$       (4.8%)


Direct Expense* 23,151.9            23,506.2            22,384.1            1,122.1          4.8%


Operational Sur/(Def) (1,991.4)$           (1,620.0)$          (1,556.4)$           63.6$             3.9%


2nd Century Support (277.1) (600.0) (600.0) 0.0 0.0%


Total Operational Sur/(Def) (2,268.5)$           (2,220.0)$          (2,156.4)$           63.6$             2.9%


Investment Income/(loss) 125.2 1,250.0 1,513.2 263.2 21.1%


Final Income/(Deficit) (2,143.2)$           (970.0)$             (643.2)$              326.8$           33.7%


FY17 budget vs. FY17 forecast


* Before 2nd Century support
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…continuing the Academy’s operational improvement.


Operationally, since the end of FY15, the Academy will improve operating margins at 
the end of FY17, by over $1.5M or 49.8%, before the 2nd Century impact, and over 
$0.9M or 30.4% after the impact of 2nd Century.


2015 2016 2017 $ Variance % Variance
Actuals Actuals Forecast fav/(unfav) fav/(unfav)


Revenue 21,137.3$           21,160.5$          20,827.7$           (309.6)$          (1.5%)


Direct Expense * 24,236.4             23,151.9            22,384.1             1,852.3          7.6%


Operational Sur/(Def) (3,099.1)$           (1,991.4)$           (1,556.4)$           1,542.7$        49.8%


2nd Century Support 0.0 (277.1) (600.0) (600.0) (100.0%)


Total Operational Sur/(Def) (3,099.1)$           (2,268.5)$           (2,156.4)$           942.7$           30.4%


FY17 Forecast vs. FY15 


* Before 2nd Century support
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FY18 budget will continue to improve….


The Academy’s financial performance will continue to improve in FY18.


2016 2017 2018 $ Variance % Variance
Actuals Forecast Budget fav/(unfav) fav/(unfav)


Revenue 21,160.5$          20,827.7$          22,386.3$          1,558.6$        7.5%


Direct Expense* 23,151.9            22,384.1            23,535.6            (1,151.4)         (5.1%)


Operational Sur/(Def) (1,991.4)$           (1,556.4)$           (1,149.3)$           407.1$           26.2%


2nd Century Support (277.1) (600.0) 0.0 600.0 100.0%


Total Operational Sur/(Def) (2,268.5)$           (2,156.4)$           (1,149.3)$           1,007.1$        46.7%


Investment Income/(loss) 125.2 1,513.2 1,150.0 (363.2) (24.0%)


Final Income/(Deficit) (2,143.2)$           (643.2)$              0.7$                   643.9$           100.1%


FY18 budget vs. FY17 forecast


* Before 2nd Century support







..and Academy Investment Reserves will remain healthy.
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Reserve balances in FY18 will decline slightly but will remain above the 50% 
minimum requirement.
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Academy Operating results* continue to move in the right direction


Staff continues to focus on improving Operating results.
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FY18 budget required small, but important, changes


Staff created budgets that did not require too much change.  However, staff will 
continue to look for additional operating improvements that will complement any 
changes generated by the 2nd Century project plan due in July.


Academy CEO made minor adjustments to help achieve the budget.


• Freezing and eliminating positions through attrition $   517,000


• Membership Stretch Objective $   50,000


Total Adjustments $   567,000
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FY18 will be driven by a 7.5% increase in revenue…


Revenue growth is dependent upon Programs and Meetings (driven by FNCE) and 
Sponsorships.  Together, they account for nearly 91% of the total revenue growth.


FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget


2016      


Actuals


2017      


Forecast


2018     


Budget


$ Variance    


fav/(unfav)


% Variance    


fav/(unfav)


Membership Dues $      9,352.8 $      9,373.7 $      9,190.8 $      (  182.9) (   2.0%)


Programs and Meetings 4,509.9 4,512.7 5,557.9 1,045.2 23.2%


Publications & Materials 2,304.8 2,225.1 2,352.9 127.8 5.7%


Sponsorships 1,114.7 980.1 1,353.3 373.2 38.1%


Subscriptions 2,199.6 2,233.1 2,361.8 128.7 5.8%


Grants 388.2 129.8 121.9 (    7.9)             ( 6.1%)


Advertising 266.2 151.9 180.0 28.1 18.5%


All Other 1,024.3 1,221.3 1,267.7 46.4                3.8%


Total Revenue $    21,160.5 $    20,827.7 $    22,386.3 $   1,558.6 7.5%
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…that is concentrated in a few programmatic areas.
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These five areas account for over $1.6 million in revenue increases; exceeding 
the total budgeted increase of $1.56 million.
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Revenue growth has risks


Revenue growth is concentrated and risky.  However, there may be opportunities as well, resulting 
in a more successful outcome. Staff will continue to monitor activities to maximize revenue.


• FY18 FNCE attendance in Chicago is expected to increase when compared to attendance in Boston.  
This is due to the Centennial anniversary. 


• Professional Development is being aggressive and believes they can meet the challenge.  This is 
helped along by the Nutrition Focused Physical Exam Training.


• Sponsorships are growing for FNCE and Nutrition News Forecast.  However,  Marketing is expecting 
to grow sponsorship outside of these two events as well. This expectation could be a risk.


• Nutrition News Forecast (NNF) is looking to grow sponsorship.  This will be helped by increasing 
attendance for NNF.  If sponsorship sales are not successful, some costs would be reduced.  
However,  this would still have a negative impact on the Academy operating income.


• Electronic Publications is comprised of the NCM product line ($69K) and eNCPT ($62K).  The eNCPT 
increase may be aggressive.


• Membership (not listed on previous page) is declining, but, a $50K stretch objective has been 
included in the revenue.  Even though the FY17 stretch objective will be met and surpassed, adding a 
new stretch objective in FY18 could still be a risk.


• Advertising revenue for Food and Nutrition Magazine (not listed on previous page) is aggressive.  
However, staff feels confident it can be achieved.


• Publications revenue (not listed on previous page) is disbursed across mutiple product areas, but 
would be at risk if any plans are delayed, or sales volumes are not achieved.
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FY18 expenses are expected to increase by 5.1%*


Expenses are shifting primarily due to higher FNCE costs in FY18, the one time benefit of 
the building move received in FY17, and operational changes.


FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget


2016     


Actuals


2017      


Forecast


2018     


Budget


$ Variance    


fav/(unfav)


% Variance    


fav/(unfav)


Personnel $    12,679.6 $    13,189.8 $    13,184.0 $       5.8 0.0%
Publications 2,455.5 2,403.6 2,317.7 85.9    3.6%
Meeting Services 1,786.7 1,906.3 2,395.0 (  488.7) (25.6%)
Professional Fees 1,429.1 1,329.7 1,311.5 18.2 1.4%   
Travel 1,232.9 1,035.4 1,129.2 (   93.8) (9.1%)
Rent and Utilities 1,239.6 164.7 873.9 (  709.2) (430.6%)
Depreciation 1,138.4 1,379.9 1,396.6 (    16.7) (1.2%)
Postage and Mailing 614.0 619.1 633.3 (    14.2) (2.3%)
Printing 194.9 194.2 201.3 (      7.1) (3.7%)
Computer 664.4 688.9 749.2 ( 60.3) (8.8%)
Office Supplies 224.1 223.8 224.3 ( 0.5) (0.2%)
Telecommunications 174.7 147.3 135.3 12.0 8.1%
Legal and Audit 187.4 215.5 220.0 (      4.5) (2.1%)
Advertising and Promotion 82.1 72.8 86.1 (    13.3) (18.3%)
Insurance 79.5 81.6 80.8 0.8 1.0%
All Other (1,031.0) (1,268.5) (1,402.6) 134.1 10.6%
Total Expense $    23,151.9 $    22,384.1 $    23,535.6 $      (1,151.5) (5.1%)


* Before 2nd Century support
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Expenses have risks


• Attrition expected for personnel reductions may not materialize requiring 
other means to reduce staff.


• FNCE costs could grow higher than anticipated.  Some of the costs are 
variable and, if necessary, could be adjusted if required.


• Inflation may grow faster than anticipated resulting in higher costs 
across various areas of the business.


Staff will continue to review existing programs to determine if there are more cost effective 
ways to manage the operations without signficantly impacting member value.
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Funds are included for capital projects


Capital investment will continue, but, remain below the anticipated depreciation of $1.3M.  
Re-investment into the capital structure helps to keep the Academy stay current with the 
latest technology and infrastructure.  Each project will be evaluated further to identify 
potential cost savings.


Item Costs Explanation


Annual PC and Laptop Upgrades $  50,000 Continue the laptop upgrades.  Moving towards all 
computers being laptops to provide greater flexibility.


Infrastructure Upgrades $  83,000 Network upgrades to ensure IT infrastructure continues 
to improve quality.


Website Upgrades $  250,000 Continued expansion of website.  


NCM Upgrades $  80,000 Upgrades to NCM and related products.


EAL and eNCPT Upgrades $  171,000 Further development and enhancement of these 
systems.


AMS Upgrade $    80,000 Upgrade Association Management Software to latest 
version


Learning Management System $100,000 The LMS would be the consistent product used for all 
future educational and training opportunities offered 
through the Academy and related groups.


Capitalized Headcount $    50,000 Staff support for all capital projects.


Total Capital $864,000 







Conclusion


• Academy FY17 Operating results will achieve the budget expectations and continue the 
improvement that began in FY15. 


• FY17 revenues will fall short of budget expectations.  However, expenses will be below 
budget and will offset the revenue shortfall.


• FY17 investment results will exceed budget expectations and reserve levels are expected 
to be at $15.3M or 65.0% of the FY17 expense budget.


• FY18 will have a balanced budget after investment returns.
• FY18 revenue will grow by 7.5% driven primarily by FNCE, Professional Development, 


Sponsorships and Electronic Publications.
• FY18 Operating expenses will grow by 5.1%, excluding 2nd Century.  This includes 


operational adjustments and the impact of higher FNCE costs in Chicago.
• Academy investment reserves are expected to end the FY18 fiscal year at $15.2M or 


64.6% of the FY18 expense budget.
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Over the next few months, staff will continue to monitor the business activity to see if any 
additional opportunities exist to enhance the FY18 financials. 
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Next steps


• Academy Board of Directors:
1. Modifies the proposed budget (if 


applicable)
2. Approves the FY18 budget
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Revenue Support
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Membership Dues revenue is expected to decrease…


FY17 Membership Dues are expected to decline by 2.0% even with a stretch objective 
added to the budget.


Revenue Explanation


Membership revenue is declining by 
$182.9K, even with a stretch objective,  due 
to decreasing membership and shifting 
membership categories (ex. Active to 
Retired).


Total Membership is expected to decline 
from 72,945 to 72,688.


Fellow program is expected to remain flat at 
$14K.
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..due to a decrease in membership.


The Academy membership will decline.  The Membership team believes membership could 
decline to 72,288.  Staff has been provided a stretch objective raising this number to 72,688. As 
is the case in FY17, the distribution of membership may help achieve the $50,000 stretch 
objective.
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Dues, as a percentage of operating revenue, will decrease
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Membership dues, as a percentage of total operating revenues, is budgeted to decrease in 
FY18.  This is due to both lower membership revenue and the growth in non-dues revenue 
areas of the business.


*   American Society of Association Executives (ASAE) 14th edition
** Does not include Fellow program
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Programs and Meetings revenue is expected to increase


Programs and Meetings revenue is growing by 23.2% driven primarily by FNCE.  It is 
aggressive, but, given this is the Centennial celebration, is believed to be achievable.


Revenue Explanation
Revenue is changing due to the following;


• FNCE Registration +$   710K
• FNCE Exhibits +$   140K
• E-Learning +$   136K
• Focused Physical Exam Training +$    58K
• All Other Programs +$       1K


Total +$1,045K 


• FNCE registration management is expecting 
higher attendees in Chicago for the Centennial 
celebration.  


• FNCE exhibit management believes, given the 
current sales, this goal should be achievable.


• E-learning is expected to grow as it expands its 
offerings and implements a Learning 
Management System.


• Focused Physical Exam training continues to be 
in high demand and resources have been 
adjusted to continue its expansion.
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Publications and Materials revenue will grow


Publication and Materials revenue is increasing by 5.7% primarily due to the growth of 
sales through all channels.


Revenue Explanation
Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Traditional Publications +$     35K
• Focused Physical Exam +$     31K
• List Rental +$     28K
• Journal +$     25K
• National Nutrition Month +$     21K
• All Other Programs - $     12K


Total +$   128K 


• Traditional Publications growth is due to the roll-
out of new products in FY17 that will impact 
FY18.


• Focused Physical Exam training is expanding 
which will increase the sales of publications for 
this program.


• List Rental is due to the availability of an 
expanded membership list.


• Journal increase is due to renegotiated contract.
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Sponsorship revenue will grow


Sponsorship is growing 38.1% as new sponsors are added.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Additional Corporate Sponsors +$   190K
• Nutrition News Forecast +$   131K
• FNCE +$    52K


Total +$   373K
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• The Sponsorship team is looking to grow 
revenue in FY18.  This will be done through 
increased sponsorships for FNCE, new 
sponsorships for Nutrition News Forecast 
and additional Premiere sponsors overall for 
the Academy.
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Subscription revenue will rise


Subscription revenue will increase 5.8% primarily due to the growing subscriptions of 
eNCPT, and the moderate growth and price increases for the NCM product line.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• NCM    +$     69K
• eNCPT +$     62K
• All Other Programs - $       2K


Total +$   129K 


• The Research team, along with marketing 
and sales, have renewed their focus on 
selling eNCPT.  Resource gaps in FY17 that 
have been resolved should enhance future 
sales of this product.


• NCM and related products are expected to 
grow primarily due to a small growth in 
subscriptions and full year’s impact of price 
increases from FY17.
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Grant revenue will decline


Grant revenue is expected to decline by 6.1% primarily due to decreased Research 
grants, no Carry the Flame grants in FY18, and other miscellaneous grant reductions.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Focused Physical Exam +$     25K
• Research - $     21K
• Carry the Flame - $       7K
• All Other Programs - $     5K


Total - $   8K
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• Focused Physical Exam program is looking 
to increase grants to help achieve its 
expansion efforts.


• Carry the Flame program has ended.
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Advertising revenue will increase


Advertising revenue will increase 18.5% due to a rebound in advertising sales for 
Food and Nutrition Magazine.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Food and Nutrition +$   28K$0.15
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• Advertising sales are down in FY17 
($152K) when compared to FY16 ($261K).  
Staff anticipates a small rebound in sales 
for FY18.
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Other revenue will increase


Other revenue is expected to increase by 3.8% primarily due to higher FNCE 
rebates from hotels in Chicago and other miscellaneous revenue growth.


Revenue Explanation


• FNCE rebates are increasing due to the higher 
attendees in Chicago.


• DPG/Affiliate Management growth is due to 
renewed contracts and small increased support 
to Affiliates.


• Journal increase is due to the renegotiated 
contract.
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Revenue is changing due to the following;


• FNCE Rebates +$      20K
• DPG/Affiliate Management +$      10K
• Journal +$        7K
• Member Advantage Program +$        6K
• All Other  Programs +$        3K


Total +$      46K
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Expense Support
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Personnel expenses are remaining flat


Personnel expenses will remain flat, primarily due to attrition and not immediately 
replacing positions as they become vacant.  Currently, some staff have communicated 
their intent to retire by the end of FY17 and have not been replaced in the FY18 budget.  
All other staff needs will require re-allocation of resources or CEO approval to hire.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Salary and Wage Increases +$ 276K
• Benefits, including Medical +$ 185K
• Lower Personnel Turn-over +$   50K
• Elimination of Positions - $ 517K


Total - $     6K 
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Personnel assumptions


The majority of position reductions have already self identified.  Staff will 
continue to focus on eliminating positions through attrition wherever possible 
and where it will not impact member services.


• Salary increases are budgeted to average 3%.  This is the amount that will go 
into the increase “pool” and is inclusive of both merit and cost of living.


• 401K contribution will be retained at 8%.
• Medical expenses will increase in January, 2018 by 10%.
• Positions will be eliminated in FY18, due to attrition, if possible.  If necessary, 


positions will be eliminated outside of attrition.
• Positions will be re-organized if necessary to achieve objectives. 
• Capitalization of personnel expenses will continue to help improve the web site, 


Association Management System and other infrastructure needs.







Personnel expenses as a percent of total expenses will decrease
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Adjustments to personnel, and increases in other areas, will result in the percentage of 
personnel costs declining in FY18.
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Publications expenses are decreasing


Publication expenses will decline 3.6% primarily due to decreased costs for the Journal.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Journal - $   88K
• All Other Programs +$     2K


Total - $   86K 


• Journal costs are decreasing due to the 
renegotiated contract with Elsevier.  The 
new agreement provides a lower rate for 
on-line only subscriptions.  In FY18, 
students will be moving to on-line only.
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Meeting Services expenses are increasing


Meeting Services expenses are increasing 25.6% primarily due to the higher logistical 
costs for FNCE in Chicago.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• FNCE +$ 437K
• Nutrition News Forecast +$   26K
• Research +$   23K
• All Other +$   3K
• Total +$ 489K 


• FNCE increases are due to higher costs 
for Audio Visual, Busing, Food Service, 
Honorariums, Convention Center, etc. at 
FNCE. 


• NNF is due to the increased attendance to 
help drive sponsorships.
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Professional Fees are decreasing


Professional Fees are decreasing 1.4% primarily due to a shift for the Nutrition 
Focused Physical Exam training.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Nutrition Focused Phys Exam - $  44K
• IT/Web +$   13K
• Membership Recruitment +$     7K
• All Other Programs +$     6K


Total - $ 18K 
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• Nutrition Focused Physical Exam training 
shifted from professional fees to salary 
and wages resulting in greater efficiencies.
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Travel is increasing


Travel expenses have increased by  9.1% due to higher anticipated travel rates for hotels 
and airfares, the expansion of programs like Professional Development, Nutrition News 
Forecast and additional Coding and Coverage needs.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Professional Development +$30K
• Marketing +$29K
• Governance +$22K
• Research +$17K
• All Other Programs - $  4K


Total +$94K


• Professional Development is primarily 
due to higher Nutrition Focused Physical 
Exam Training and higher FNCE costs.


• Marketing is primarily due to higher 
Nutrition News Forecast costs.


• Governance is primarily due to 
requirements for Coding and Coverage.
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Rent and Utilities are increasing


Rent and Utility costs are increasing 430.6% primarily due to the one time operating benefit 
received from the Chicago HQ move in FY17.  Even though rent is cheaper going forward, 
the one time benefit makes it look like rent is increasing.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Office Expense in Chicago +$709K
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• In FY17, the Academy received a one 
time benefit of $863,000 that will not be 
provided again in FY18. 
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Depreciation is increasing


Depreciation will increase 1.2% due to changes in how Accounting records capital 
leases and investments in the Web and a new Learning Management System.   


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Accounting Change for Leases +$   63K
• Website Infrastructure +$   31K
• Learning Management System    +$   13K
• EAL/ANDHII +$     8K
• Leasehold Improvements - $ 85K
• IT Infrastructure - $   11K
• All Other Programs - $     2K


Total +$ 17K 


• Depreciation is a recovery of capital 
expenditures and does not begin until the 
product or service is implemented.  The 
increases are due to all capital through 
FY17 and capital requested in FY18.
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Postage and Mailing is increasing


Postage and Mailing is increasing 2.3% primarily due to anticipated inflationary 
pressures for postage across all areas of the business.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Food and Nutrition Magazine +$ 5K 
• Publications +$  4K
• Membership +$  2K
• All Other Programs +$  3K


Total +$14K
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Printing costs are increasing


Printing is increasing by 3.7% due to anticipated price increases.  Staff will continue 
to look for savings.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Normal Cost Increases +$ 7K $0.19 $0.20
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Computer costs are rising


Computer costs are increasing 8.8% due to the required licenses and support for our 
technology infrastructure and Academy website.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Web and IT +$   56K
• All Other Programs +$     4K


Total +$   60K 


• Web and IT costs are rising due to the 
continued roll-out of the Academy IT and 
web infrastructure enhancements as well 
as the change in how IT expenses are 
charged.   IT costs for normal business 
infrastructure are now being charged on a 
per license per month basis.  This is a 
change from the “one time” purchase 
costs of the past and resulting in higher 
overall expenses.
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Office Supplies are remaining flat


Office supplies are increasing 0.2% primarily due to anticipated price increases.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• No Material Variances N/A
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Telecommunication expenses are decreasing


Telecommunication expenses are decreasing 8.1% primarily due to a required Accounting 
change for the recording of capital leases. Phone equipment will be depreciated in FY18 
instead of expensed as telecommunications as it was in FY17 and before.  This is offset by 
higher FNCE costs.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• FNCE +$   48K
• Accounting Change for Leases - $   55K
• All Other Programs - $     5K


Total - $   12K 
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• FNCE charges are due to increased costs to 
provide convention center Wifi in Chicago 
when compared to Boston.


• Accounting change for leases is due to 
historic leases for equipment being 
recorgnized as incurred.  These are now 
capitalized and recorded as depreciation.  
Phone equipment that was historically 
charged to telecommunications will now be 
charged to depreciation.
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Legal and Audit expenses are increasing


Legal and Audit expenses are increasing 2.1% due to higher tax and audit costs.  
Legal expenses are expected to remain flat.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Tax and Audit                               +$5K
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Advertising and Promotion expenses are increasing


Advertising expenses are increasing 18.3% due to increased Publication advertising 
to help drive sales.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Publications +$   11K
• All Other Programs +$     2K 


Total +$   13K
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Insurance expenses are decreasing


Insurance expenses are expected to decrease 1.0% primarily due a small decrease in the 
FNCE insurance.  All other insurance is expected to grow slightly.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Normal Operating Insurance +$  1K  
• FNCE Insurance -$  2K
Total -$  1K
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All Other* is decreasing 


All Other is largely influenced by CDR, DPG and ACEND support.  This is reflected as a 
negative expense to the Academy. 


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• CDR and ACEND - $  156K
• DPG/MIG Support - $    33K
• Bank and Trust Fees +$    25K
• Advertising Commissions +$    15K
• State Legislative Tracking +$    14K
• All Other Programs +$      1K


Total - $  134K 


• Standard Accounting practices requires the 
support provided by CDR, ACEND, DPGs and 
MIGs to be reflected as a “reduction in 
expense”  (or negative value) to the Academy.  
As their support increases, the Academy 
expenses decrease.
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Second Century Update and Discussion  
 Academy Board of Directors Meeting 


May 19, 2017 
 
Vision:  A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition 
Mission:  Empower a global workforce to accelerate improvements in health through food and 
nutrition 
 
Second Century Focus Areas  
Through 2025, the Academy will prioritize programs and initiatives to demonstrate significant 
impact in:  


Prevention and Wellness 
• Reducing prevalence of obesity and its associated chronic diseases 
• Preventing underweight and micronutrient deficiencies  
• Increasing access to nutrition and lifestyle services 


Health Care and Health Systems 
• Identifying and treating malnutrition  
• Leveraging data to demonstrate effectiveness of nutrition interventions 
• Access to medical nutrition therapy services 


Food and Nutrition Security 
•  Improving access to safe, nutritious food and clean water 
•  Advancing sustainable nutrition and resilient food systems 
•  Expanding innovations in food waste, loss, reduction 


 
Second Century Strategy  
Builds on our core organizational strengths, food and nutrition research, professional 
development and workforce capacity 
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Professional Development  
• Tiered, progressive education and professional advancement opportunities to 


support practitioners’ needs across the educational lifecycle 
• Professional recognition programs through education and certifications for 


practitioners at all levels and geographies 
• Experiential training opportunities, placement services and support for 


Traineeships and Fellowships, practitioner networking, mentoring and resource 
sharing 


• Collaborative training opportunities through strategic partnerships  
 
Research 


• Prospective and applied food and nutrition  
• Systematic reviews and development of evidence based practice guidelines and 


position papers in collaboration with nutrition related organizations and other 
disciplines 


• Global practice based research network of practitioners and partners to collect 
patient, client, practitioner and consumer data 


• Open-access platforms to host big data on evidence-based interventions 
 


Workforce Capacity 
• Developing the next generation of food and nutrition leaders through 


internships, scholarships, junior internships, mentorships and partnerships with 
youth empowerment programs 


• Collaborative partnerships that support food, nutrition and dietetics 
practitioners at all levels in career development  


• Expanding global influence in scaling effective food and nutrition interventions 
and increasing the capacity and capability of the international food, nutrition and 
dietetics workforce 


 
Nutrition Impact Summit Initiatives for Development and Implementation  
Based on input from the Academy Board of Directors, the Executive Team and select staff, the 
first three Nutrition Impact Summit initiatives recommended for development and 
implementation planning are: 


• Global Nutrition Collaborative 
o This initiative accelerates progress in improving health by building a global 


coalition of credentialed practitioners, dietetic associations and global food, 
nutrition, and health organizations. The coalition will: 
 Build a talent pipeline that places credentialed practitioners in 


organizations to advance and measure progress on food and nutrition 
goals; 


 Empower dietetic associations and dietitians around the world to be 
more effective; 


 Expand the evidence base of food and nutrition interventions and the 
contribution of the workforce; 
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 Create a united voice for the profession that advocates for scaling 
effective solutions and investing in growing the global food and nutrition 
workforce. 


• Lifestyles First 
o This project strives to create a future where nutrition and lifestyle interventions 


are universally prioritized and credentialed food and nutrition practitioners are 
independent health care providers for the delivery of these prevention and 
treatment services. This will lead to an increase in the number of people 
accessing and receiving nutrition and lifestyle care and ultimately improving the 
health of the population and controlling or reducing U.S. health care costs. The 
initiative will first create a coalition of national health care and payer 
organizations. The coalition will conduct a landscape review to assess various 
payment models and the provision and payment for ‘lifestyle first’ services, 
including examples of effective models that could be scaled. Then, the coalition 
will support a pilot project to demonstrate the economic and health outcomes of 
Lifestyle First models of delivery and payment. The results will be used to 
advocate for increased adoption of lifestyle first care delivery and payment 
models and for the contribution of the credentialed practitioner. 


• Nutrition in Population Health 
o This project strives to transform our health system by emphasizing the 


fundamental prevention strategies of food, nutrition and lifestyle. This will be 
achieved by creating a Nutrition in Population Health Fellowship Program that 
supports population health improvement through demonstration projects. This 
project relies on collaboration between local, regional, and national 
organizations to support Fellows in the execution of their demonstration 
projects. Partners will support the Fellows in the creation of optimal research 
designs and data outcome measures. Collective project outcomes and results will 
be aggregated and translated into best practices to demonstrate the impact of 
successful interventions and the workforce’s contribution and to accelerate the 
transformation of the food, nutrition and health system. 


 
The Future is Now — Academy’s Second Century Activities  


• Food Science Certificates of Training 
• Dysphagia International Guidelines 
• American Society of Nutrition, Institute of Food Technologists, International Food 


Information Council Collaborative (food waste and scientific integrity) 
• USAID Grant in Multi-Sectoral Nutrition Activities  
• Public Health Institute Collaboration 
• Exercise is Medicine 2.0 with American College of Sports Medicine 
• Certificate of Training in Public Health Nutrition with the Association of State Public 


Health Nutritionists 
• WHO Systematic Reviews 
• Nutrition Care Process Implementation Research  
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• Gardens for Health International and the Maya Health Alliance  
• Food and Nutrition Security Community Assessment Tool and Decision Process 
• Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii) 


 
Funding the Second Century  


• Internal Grants (Second Century fund) 
• External Grants  
• Products and Services Developed from Second Century Initiatives 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 
 


DATE:  May 20, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: 


 
Strategic Measures and Metrics  AGENDA 


ITEM: 
7.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses Registered Dietitian Nutritionists as food, nutrition and health experts. 
  Goal 2 Academy members optimize the health of individuals and populations served. 


  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as vital to professional success. 
 Goal 4 Members collaborate across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities. 


 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Priorities 
   Governance Priorities 
   Operational Priorities 
BACKGROUND 
 
Strategic Measures are organizational performance measures that are monitored on an ongoing basis (e.g. 
financial and membership data, dietetics measures). The Board of Directors uses this data to evaluate the 
success of Academy operations. 
ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
 
o The major annual update to the measures will be presented 
o A new measure of public policy engagement for affiliates, Dietetic Practice Groups (DPG), and 


Member Interest Groups (MIG) will be presented 
 


ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
Human Resource Implications:   
 
Financial Implications: 
 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


  Unbudgeted: 
   Approved by the CEO on ________   (date) 
   Approved by the Finance Committee on ________   (date) 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
The Board will be informed on the progress made towards the Academy’s strategic goals.  


SUBMITTED BY: Will Murphy 
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Strategic Outcome Measures are organizational performance measures that are monitored on an ongoing basis (e.g. financial and membership data, 
dietetics measures). The Board of Directors uses this data to evaluate the success of Academy operations.  


The following summarizes the development of the Strategic Measures: 


• The Strategic Measures concept has been approved by Board as the method used to assess both the status of the ongoing operation of 
Academy as well as progress toward strategic goals. 


o Key concepts and interpretation of data are included in pages 3-5. 
• Page 6 shows how the measures align to support the strategic plan.  
• The BOD may make recommendations for altering, deleting, or adding measures to address the Academy’s strategic goals. 
• Attached is the current Strategic Measures report  
 


Below is a list of data sources that have been used in measures or may be used in the development of future measures:  


• Member/Non-Member Needs Satisfaction survey 
• Dietetics Measures 
• Dropped Member survey 
• Salary Survey 
• CDR Practice Audit 
• ACEND Accreditation Evaluation Survey 
• ACEND Standards Evaluation Survey 
• Member Profiles 
• Researcher Survey 
• Journal Readers Survey 
• BOD Self-Assessment Results 
• HOD Self-Assessment Results 
• HOD Environmental Summary Report 
• Financial Reports 
• Annual Reports of Committees  


 


These criteria have been used in the past for developing and evaluating measures: 
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• Will the new measurement fill a significant gap in our ability to determine whether the organization is performing optimally and moving in 
the desired direction? 


• Does the measure support the organizations decision making process? 
• Is the value of the measure worth the cost of collecting the data?  


 


Attachments 


1. Strategic Measures Report 


 


Concept of Academy Strategic Measures 
 


 THESE MEASURES NEED TO BE CHOSEN CAREFULLY TO REFLECT ALL KEY PARTS OF THE ORGANIZATION AND THE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES. 
 CHOOSE NO MORE THAN 16, PREFERABLY LESS…. BUT GET THE MOST IMPORTANT MEASURES THAT REFLECT MISSION VISION, AND KEY FUNCTIONS. 
 MUST LOOK AT ALL MEASURES SIMULTANEOUSLY TO SEE HOW ENTIRE SYSTEM IS FUNCTIONING. 
 DATA SHOULD BE COLLECTED CONTINUOUSLY AND TRACKED OVER TIME SO CHANGES CAN BE DETERMINED STATISTICALLY 
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Interpretation of Data Trends and Identification of Meaningful Changes 


 


The collection and presentation of strategic outcomes data is valuable insofar as it can identify meaningful changes over time and support the Board’s decision 
making processes. Natural variations and seasonal patterns can give the false appearance of changing trends or responses to actions in the absence of structured 
methods for the interpretation of data, yet each source of data has unique properties such that no single universal standard could fully represent the variety of 
data in this report. Therefore, each measure is analyzed with methodology appropriate to its properties in order to provide an assessment of progress towards 
the related Strategic Outcome that has been identified by the board. In each analysis, the following principles are applied: 


• Reveal Data: Visualize as much of the complexity of the data as is reasonable in order to support critical evaluation of conclusions and identification of 
new patterns in the data.  


• Quantify Uncertainty: Some data, such as survey results, represent an estimation of a value for a larger population. These estimates have an inherent 
level of uncertainty, and this uncertainty must be communicated in order to facilitate judgments of whether observed changes over time represent 
meaningful changes in that population versus natural variation in the estimates. 


• Forecast: Setting expectations for the outcomes that would result from the continuation of current trends into the future supports decision-making for 
when interventions are necessary and provides standards of comparison to later judge the success of those interventions. 
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The public trusts and chooses 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionists 


as food, nutrition and health 
experts. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in members’ perception of 
Academy achievement of strategic goal: The public trusts and chooses 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionists as food, nutrition, and health experts  
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception 
of achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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MEDIA & CONSUMER VISIBILITY 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in visibility of the Academy to media and consumers, via 
Eatright.org and other media outlets (online, print, and broadcast) 
Method of measurement: Cision media monitoring (online, print, and broadcast), Google Analytics 
(Eatright.org)  
Notes: Media benchmarks from Pew “State of the Media” annual news trends. eatright.org Website year is 
February-December due to initial launch in February 2015. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Annually 
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NUTRITION TRENDS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Maintenance or increases in consumer-rated credibility of 
RDNs, NDTRs, and the Academy. 
 
Method of measurement: Consumer Market Research Survey 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Not currently updated 
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ALLIANCE/COLLABORATIONS TREND (IN DEVELOPMENT) 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: TBD 
 
Method of measurement: TBD 


Desired Trend: TBD 
 
Updated: TBD 
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Academy members optimize the 
health of individuals and 


populations served. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in members’ perception of 
Academy achievement of strategic goal: Academy members optimize the 
health of individuals and populations served 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception of 
achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVEMENT 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Affiliate Advocacy, Dietetic Practice Group, 
Academy Committee, Executive Team, and Academy Employee Engagement Indices 
Method of measurement: Composite of multiple sources. Aristotle Grassroots Manager reporting. 
Survey of measured groups 


Desired Trend: Increase 
 
Updated: Annually (after FY end) 
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PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVEMENT (CONTINUED) 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Affiliate Advocacy, Dietetic Practice Group, 
Academy Committee, Executive Team, and Academy Employee Engagement Indices 
Method of measurement: Composite of multiple sources. Aristotle Grassroots Manager reporting. 
Survey of measured groups 


Desired Trend: Increase 
 
Updated: Annually (after FY end) 
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PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVEMENT (CONTINUED) 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Affiliate Advocacy, Dietetic Practice Group, Academy 
Committee, and Academy Employee Engagement Indices 
Method of measurement: Composite of multiple sources. Aristotle Grassroots Manager reporting. Survey of 
measured groups 


Desired Trend: Increase 
 
Updated: Annually 
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UTILIZATION OF ACADEMY EVIDENCE ANALYSIS LIBRARY 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in utilization of the EAL, an Academy member benefit  
Method of measurement: Member responses to related questions on the Readex annual professional assessment 
 
Interpretation: Linear trends with 95% confidence intervals provide an estimated mean response under the 
assumption that past results are the product of a constant linear trend. Differences between future results and trend 
estimates would suggest changing trends via changes in the factors influencing utilization. 


Desired Trend:  (for EAL website, 
guidelines, and toolkits) 
Updated: Monthly 
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Members and prospective 
members view the Academy as 


vital to professional success. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in members’ perception of 
Academy achievement of strategic goal: Members and prospective 
members view the Academy as vital to professional success 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception of 
achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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TOTAL MEMBERSHIP TREND 


 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Academy membership over time 
Method of measurement: End of year data membership totals from membership database.  
Interpretation: Continuations of trends are not predictions of future membership. Estimates are the hypothetical continuation of past 
membership trends in the absence of external influences. Differences between future membership totals and these estimates would 
indicate changes in the presence or magnitude of the factors that influence membership.  


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly 
(late May-June) 
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STUDENT MEMBER TO ACTIVE MEMBER CONVERSIONS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in membership market share of nutrition and dietetics practitioners 
Method of measurement: Rate of student members who become active professional members. Membership database 
report. Proportion of student members receiving RDN/NDTR eligibility statements who renew as active members in the 
subsequent year 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: annually (May)  
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ACADEMY MEMBERSHIP VALUE 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in perceived value of Academy membership 
 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly 
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DIVERSITY 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in the diversity of nutrition and dietetics professionals 
 
Method of measurement: Inference from biennial Compensation & Benefits survey. Includes credentialed members, 
non-credentialed members, and credentialed non-members. † Hispanic or Latino and of any race, * Non-Hispanic or 
Latino. 


Desired Trend:  in 
proportions for minority groups 
Updated: Biennial  
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EATRIGHTPRO.ORG WEBSITE UTILIZATION 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in utilization of eatrightPRO.org, an Academy member benefit. 
Method of measurement: Google Analytics for EatrightPRO.org 
Notes: Year is February-December due to initial launch in February 2015. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Annually 
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COMMISSION ON DIETETIC REGISTRATION TOTAL CERTIFICANTS 


 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in the number of nutrition and dietetics practitioners 
 
Method of measurement: CDR database report 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (January) 
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ANNUAL ENROLLMENT IN SUPERVISED PRACTICE PROGRAMS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Total number of students enrolled in supervised practice programs, categorized 
by program type. 
 
Method of measurement: Annual reports from accredited programs. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Annualy (March) 
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Members collaborate across 
disciplines with international food 


and nutrition communities. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: 
 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Measures Survey Data 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception of 
achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of publications and presentations on international initiatives 
 
Method of measurement: Publications submitted to JAND on international efforts and domestic presentations to 
members on global efforts 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 
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Publications submitted to JAND on international efforts/projects
(number)


Domestic presentations to members (DPGs, affiliates, etc…) on 
global efforts (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in member engagement in international initiatives 
 
Method of measurement: Percentage of membership engagement in international activities and BOD & member 
response to action alerts related to Academy’s international efforts. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 
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Members engaged in international nutrition and dietetic activities
(percent)


BOD members engaged (response to action alerts both board and 
membership at large) in supporting policies related to the 


Academy’s international efforts (percent)


Members engaged (response to action alerts both board and 
membership at large) in supporting policies related to the 


Academy’s international efforts (percent)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016


Not Yet Measured


Not Yet Measured


Not Yet Measured
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE RESOURCES 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of practice resources for international practitioners in 
collaboration with international nutrition organizations 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


  
 


0 1 2 3 4 5


EBPG produced by the EAL that are relevant to the international
communities at a low or middle level economy (number)


Development of SOP for community based dietetics in low or
middle level economy countries (yes/no)


Collaborations with other dietetic and nutrition communities on
setting dietetic standards of practice, accreditation standards, or


credentialing standards (number)


Development of a tool for comprehensive environmental
scans/assessments (yes/no)


Languages NCPT has been translated into (number)


Countries using of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health 
Informatics Infrastructure (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in collaborative research with international colleagues 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


 
 


0 1 2 3


Collaborative international research studies on dietetics or
nutrition effectiveness (number)


Publications from international collaborative projects (number)


International collaborative systematic reviews and/or evidence
based practice guideline (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of in professional development opportunities for 
international practitioners in collaboration with other organizations 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


 


0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


Nutrition training programs developed collaboratively for low to
middle level economic health care provider audiences (number)


Webinars or lectures provided for international audiences
(number)


Resources or lectures containing content on ethical research
practices (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 


 
INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND NGO COLLABORATIONS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of in government, WHO, and UN collaborations 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


 


0 1 2 3 4 5


Government


WHO


UN


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 


 
 
 


Operational Measures 
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
STAFF TURNOVER AND RETENTION 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Ratio between the total number of separations (voluntary and involuntary – excluding 
the job eliminations, RIFs, long term absences or departure of temporary staff) and average number of permanent employees 
for the 12-month period. 
 
Method of measurement: End of fiscal year statistics from Human Resources. 


Desired Trend: No Change 
 
Updated: yearly (late 
January) 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 
 


DATE: May 20, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees AGENDA 
ITEM: 


8.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses registered dietitian nutritionists as food, nutrition and health experts. 
  Goal 2 Academy members optimize the health of populations served. 


  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as vital to professional success. 
 Goal 4 Members collaborate across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities. 


 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Plan Priorities 
   Governance Supporting Role Priorities 
   Organizational Board Priorities 
BACKGROUND 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) honors individuals who have advanced the nutrition and 
dietetics profession, exhibited leadership, and shown devotion to serving others in both nutrition and 
dietetics, and allied fields. These honors recognize outstanding food and nutrition practitioners and supporters 
of the profession. 
 
ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
The Honors Committee reviews the submissions for all national Academy honors and awards (Copher, 
Cooper, Honorary Member, Medallion, Trailblazer, Media Excellence, and Excellence in Practice awards) 
using standardized procedures and scoring processes. 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
Human Resource Implications:   
 
Financial Implications: 
 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


  Unbudgeted: 
   Approved by the CEO on ________   (date) 
   Approved by the Finance Committee on ________   (date) 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
Honors Committee recommends the following recipients for the 2017 Academy national honors and awards:  
List is confidential and will be distributed at the Board meeting. 
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
That the Board consider accepting the Honors Committee’s recommendations for the 2017 Academy national 
honors and awards. 


SUBMITTED BY: Evelyn Crayton and Barbara Visocan 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 
 


DATE: May 20, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative 
(MQii) Progress Update 


 


AGENDA 
ITEM: 


10.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses registered dietitian nutritionists as food, nutrition and health experts. 
  Goal 2 Academy members optimize the health of populations served. 


  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as vital to professional success. 
 Goal 4 Members collaborate across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities. 


 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Plan Priorities 
   Governance Supporting Role Priorities 
   Organizational Board Priorities 
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BACKGROUND 
In 2013, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) joined with Avalere Health and other 
stakeholders to launch the “Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative” or MQii to advance 
evidence-based, high-quality and patient-driven care for hospitalized older adults (age 65 and older) 
who are malnourished or at-risk for malnutrition. Two multi-stakeholder dialogues were conducted 
(November 2013 and September 2014) that resulted in designing and implementing specific 
improvements to malnutrition care in acute care settings. Support for this malnutrition project is 
provided by Abbott. 
 
A two-part effort was established:  (1) launching a hospital Malnutrition Quality Improvement 
demonstration through implementation of a standardized toolkit; and (2) creating (new) de novo 
electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs). Abbott, Avalere Health and Academy staff presented 
a report to the BOD at the March 20, 2016 meeting.  
 
An update on the MQii was provided by Abbott and Academy staff at the November 6, 2016 BOD 
meeting. 
 
Progress on MQii since the November 2016 BOD Report 
• The NQF Health & Well Being Committee first vetted the 4 measures in September 2016 with 


follow-up review after the comment period in December 2016.   
o Three of the 4 measures did not pass for evidence. NQF 3089 – Nutrition Care Plan did 


move forward for endorsement.  
o CSAC – Consensus Standards Approval Committee overturned that endorsement 


recommendation in January 2017 due to lack of meeting validity criterion.  
• At this same time, the Academy with Avalere Health were also participating in the parallel 


review process with CMS MUC and the NQF MAP - ‘Measures Application Partnership’ 
Coordinating Committee.  


o In October 2016 we were notified of the measures being included in the CMS MUC List 
for rule making via the NQF MAP.   


o At the MAP December 2016 meeting, our measures received the following status for pre-
rulemaking deliberation: 
 MUC16-294 (NQF 3087) - Completion of a Malnutrition Screening within 24 Hours 


of Admission - Refine and Resubmit 
 MUC16-296  (NQF 3088) - Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for Patients 


Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening - 
Conditional Support Pending NQF Endorsement 


 MUC16-372 (NQF 3089) - Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified as 
Malnourished after a Completed Nutrition Assessment - Refine and Resubmit 


 MUC16-344 (NQF 3090) - Appropriate Documentation of a Malnutrition Diagnosis - 
Do Not Support 


• Established MQii Learning Collaborative 2.0 - December 2016 – October 2017 
o In December 2016, Avalare Health, Abbott and the Academy launched the second phase 


of the MQii Learning Collaborative, a 12-week malnutrition-focused QI project. 
o The Learning Collaborative 2.0 is a unique opportunity for hospitals; i.e.; 25-50 sites to: 
 Test and generate evidence on the use of validated malnutrition electronic clinical 


quality measures (eCQMs) 
 Accelerate the dissemination of optimal malnutrition care practices using the MQii 


Toolkit 
 Collect data on the measures that can further support their validity 
 Generate data to demonstrate the viability of one composite measure 
 Link malnutrition care processes to outcomes 
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• In January 2017, the NQF MAP Coordinating Committee met again for their post call for final 
review and voting results of the malnutrition measures.  


o Following the vote, MUC16-296 (Nutrition Assessment measure) was changed to Refine 
and Resubmit status; MUC16-294 (Screening measure) and MUC16-372 (Care Plan 
measure) remained “Refine and Resubmit”. 


• During February, March and April 2017, Academy and Avalere Health staff: 
o Discussed with NQF appealing the status of some of the measures on the basis on “new 


evidence available”. 
o Re-engaged with NQF Health & Well-Being Project Team staff to discuss how to 


proceed and considerations for building one composite measure;  
• The Academy, Avalere Health and Abbott, re-engaged with CMS Clinical Standards & Quality 


team in March 2017 to discuss how to proceed on inclusions of the 4 eCQMs in pre-ruling 
making and considerations for building one composite measure. 


• In April 2017, four malnutrition measures were included as part of the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services' Inpatient Prospective Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for 
possible inclusion in future years in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and 
Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs.  


o Timeline and plans to engage stakeholders for sign on support occurs in April – June 
2017 for the 4 eMeasures with prioritization on the Assessment measure. 


o The Academy along with collaborators Avalere Health and Abbott plan to submit formal 
comments by June 13 deadline as CMS refines its proposal. 


o Stakeholders are being contacted by each Avalere, Abbott and the Academy to provide 
comments to CMS based on their adaptability of the measures. 


o Practitioners are being solicited via a Survey Monkey to provide individual stories about 
malnutrition activities in their practice settings.  This information will be tallied and 
provided to CMS as part of the commenting. 


• Reconvene the TEP – Technical Expert Panel in June 2017 to explore how/when to begin 
developing specifications for one malnutrition composite measure. 


• In late June/early July 2017, the plan is to explore opportunity to submit a draft malnutrition one 
composite measure to the MUC with further discussions with CMS around this one composite 
measure. 


• April – October 2017, plan and successfully execute FNCE 2017 Chicago malnutrition 
education and discussion events and activities. 
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ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
Next Steps 
• Comment period for Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Inpatient Quality 


Reporting program – due June 13, 2017 
o Four malnutrition measures have been included as part of the CMS' Inpatient Prospective 


Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for possible inclusion in future years 
in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive 
Programs 


• Learning Collaborative 2.0  
o Practitioner and health care facility engagement and adoption of eMeasures and Quality 


Improvement Toolkit 
o 27 hospitals and healthcare systems were recruited and enrolled in the collaborative 


nationwide.  Each site launched a 12 week malnutrition-focused QI project and capture 
nutrition data through their electronic health record 


• NFPE – Nutrition Focused Physical Exam 
o Recognize the role of NFPE in identifying malnutrition  
o RDN training workshop attendees gain knowledge and skills necessary to perform NFPE 
o Train colleagues in clinic, hospital or patient center 


• FNCE 2017 Chicago ‘Malnutrition Track’ events and activities 
o Opening Session 
o Hot Topic 
o Education Sessions on various malnutrition topics 
o Sponsorship Education Session 
o Learning Collaborative 2.0 - Networking ‘Connect’ Roundtable 
o Poster Session – Late-Breaking Posters 


 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
Human Resource Implications:   
 
Financial Implications: 
 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


  Unbudgeted: 
   Approved by the CEO on ________   (date) 
   Approved by the Finance Committee on ________   (date) 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
A progress update on the MQii - Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative will be conducted 
during the Agenda item presentation.  
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
Request to consider continued support from the BOD members for the MQii - Malnutrition Quality 
Improvement Initiative. 
 
SUBMITTED BY:   Sharon M. McCauley, MS, MBA, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 
                             Senior Director, Quality Management 
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eCQMs 


o Hospital Improvement Innovation
Networks (HIINs)


o Healthcare Acquired Conditions (HACs)
o Preventable Readmissions
o Community-based Care Transitions


Program (CCTP)


o Cross-cutting
(Acute, Post-Acute,
Community)


o MIPS/APMs
o CMS Pay-for-


Reporting and Pay-
     for-Performance 
     Programs 
     (P4R, P4P) 


Manage
Population


Health


o Medicare Spending
per Beneficiary


o EHR Incentive Program for Medicare Hospitals
o Health Information Exchanges
o Improving Medicare Post-Acute Transformation


(IMPACT) Act


o Hospital Improvement
Innovation Networks
(HIINs)


o Merit-based Incentive
Payment System
Clinical Performance
Improvement Activities
(MIPS CPIA)


o Quality Innovation
Networks (QINs)


TM


Electronic Clinical Quality 
Measures (eCQMs) 
- Improve Patient-Centered Malnutrition Care and Outcomes 
- Align with CMS and Provider Quality Priorities  


  


o Chronic Conditions
o Vulnerable Populations
o Accountable Health


Communities Model


7%
of hospitalized patients 


typically diagnosed, leaving
many others potentially 


undiagnosed and untreatedii 


5X
more likely to 


result in in-
hospital deathii


annual economic burden 
with $51.3B associated 


with older adultsiii 


$157B


Align
Quality 


Incentives


Increase
Patient
Safety


Drive Care
Efficiency


Advance
Care


Information


Facilitate
Practice


Improvement


Patient-
Centered 


20-50%
of patients at risk of or 


malnourished upon 
hospital admissioni


eCQMs can help drive improved care quality while minimizing the 
administrative burden faced by hospitals and providers.


iiiSnider J, et al: Economic burden of community-based disease-associated malnutrition in the United States. JPEN J Parenteral Enteral Nutr. 2014;38:55-165.


iBarker LA, Gout BS, and Crowe TC. Hospital malnutrition: Prevalence, identification, and impact on patients and the healthcare system. Int J of Environ Res and Public Health. 2011;8:514-527.
iiWeiss AJ, Fingar KR, Barrett ML, et al. Characteristics of Hospital Stays Involving Malnutrition, 2013. HCUP Statistical Brief #210. September 2016. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality: 
Rockville, MD. Availabel at: http://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/reports/statbriefs/sb210-Malnutrition-Hospital-Stays-2013.pdf. Accessed September 26, 2016. 5







For more information please visit MQii.today.
These materials were developed by the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii), a project 
of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, Avalere Health, and other stakeholders who provided guidance 
and expertise through a collaborative partnership. Support provided by Abbott. 


The MQii Toolkit is an interdisciplinary, patient-centered resource that includes recommended, evidence-
based best practices to support an optimal malnutrition-focused clinical workflow. The de novo malnutrition 
eCQMs for hospitalized older adults assess the alignment of care with nutrition best practices while 
minimizing administrative burden through electronic reporting.


eCQM Measurement Objectives 


Measure Description Measure Objective


Completion of a Malnutrition Screening 
Within 24 hours of Admission


Patients received a malnutrition screening and results documented in 
their medical record within 24 hours of their admission to the hospital


Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for 
Patients Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition 
within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening


Patients who were identi�ed to be at-risk of malnutrition from a 
screening were provided a nutrition assessment within 24 hours of 
the screening


Appropriate Documentation of a 
Malnutrition Diagnosis


Patients who were assessed and found to be malnourished should 
have a physician con�rmed diagnosis of malnutrition documented in 
their medical record to ensure care plan implementation and transfer 
of necessary medical information upon discharge


Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified 
as Malnourished after a Completed 
Nutrition Assessment


Patients who were assessed and found to be malnourished should 
also have a documented nutrition care plan  in their medical record


An Innovative Approach: The MQii Toolkit provides practical, interdisciplinary tools and resources to help 
hospitals implement malnutrition best practices. Data reported from the eCQMs will help hospitals measure 
their success in meeting the standards of care.


TM


MQii eCQM
Adoption


Goal 
Achieve 


Malnutrition 
Standards 


of Care


MQii Toolkit
Implementation


Electronic Clinical Quality 
Measures (eCQMs) 
- Improve Patient-Centered Malnutrition Care and Outcomes 
- Align with CMS and Provider Quality Priorities  
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Attachment 12.0 
  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
2017 MEETINGS CALENDAR     
                              


 


 
 


Revised 04-26-17 
DATE MEETING LOCATION 


May 18-20, 2017 
• Thursday, May 18 


- Arrive in morning to attend 
Ohio Affiliate meeting 


- 5:30 pm Foundation Second 
Century Reception 


• Friday, May 19  
- 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
- 6:00 pm Board Celebration 


Dinner 
• Saturday, May 20  


- 7:30 am – 1:00 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting for incoming and 
current Board members 
(Incoming and current Board members to 
attend portions of the Ohio Affiliate meeting 
on Thursday, May 18 and the morning of 
Friday, May 19, as schedule permits) 


Cleveland, OH 


June 25-26, 2017 
• Sunday, June 25  
• Monday, June 26 


Public Policy Workshop 
(D. Martin, M. Russell, L. Beseler, D. Polly, 
M. Kyle, L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak) 


Washington, DC 


July 19-21, 2017 
• Wednesday, July 19 


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


• Thursday, July 20 
- 7:30 am- 3:00 pm  
- Group Event and Dinner 


• Friday, July 21 
       -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm  


Board of Directors Orientation and Retreat  Austin, TX 


September 14-15, 2017 
• Thursday, September 14  


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


• Friday, September 15 
- 7:30 am – 2:30 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting Chicago, IL 


October 20-21, 2017 HOD Fall Meeting Chicago, IL 
October 21-24, 2017 Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo Chicago, IL 
Friday, January 19, 2018 
 -     11:00 am - 1:00 pm CT 


Board of Directors Webinar Meeting  
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First Name Last Name
Hotel 


Confirmation Arrival Day
Arrival 
Time Flight 


Departure 
Day


Departure 
Time 


Hope Barkoukis 3327789873 5/18/2017 Local 5/20/2017
Tracey Bates 3332928435 5/18/2017 9:48am Delta 5201 5/21/2017 7:40am 
Lucille Beseler 3327353518 5/17/2017 5/20/2017
Don Bradley 3326917163 5/18/2017 11:29am American 1780 5/20/2017 3:21pm


Susan Brantley 3331619370 5/18/2017 11:29am American 1780 5/20/2017 3:21pm
Kevin Concannon 3325412702 5/18/2017 12:21pm American 4318 5/20/2017 3:30pm
Evelyn Crayton 3326044453 5/18/2017 4:55pm Delta 1158 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 3330310305 5/18/2017 12:15pm Delta 1474 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Linda Farr 3334139802 5/18/2017 12:15pm Delta 1474 5/21/2017 7:40am 


Denice Ferko-Adams 3329001240 5/18/2017 9:40am United 1753 5/20/2017 2:45pm
Margaret Garner 3333703447 5/18/2017 1:19pm American 5436 5/20/2017 7:55pm


Manju Karkare 3332394382 5/18/2017 2:42pm Delta 2528 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Marcy Kyle 3331958027 5/18/2017 12:31pm American 4883 5/20/2017 3:21pm
Donna Martin 3325510400 5/17/2017 4:44pm Delta 1158 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Aida Miles 3329339897 5/18/2017 1:19pm American 5436 5/20/2017 3:21pm
Steve Miranda 3328467187 5/18/2017 4:22pm United 4269 5/20/2017 2:40pm


Dianne Polly 3328030832 5/18/2017 12:58pm United 302 5/20/2017 3:27pm
Jean Ragalie-Carr 3331860329 5/17/2017 4:41pm United 3654 5/20/2017 3:20pm


Tammy Randall 3326721767 5/17/2017 Local 5/20/2017
Mary Russell 3330551264 5/18/2017 9:29am American 3510 5/20/2017 3:14pm
Kevin Sauer 3330114909 5/18/2017 11:05am American 3573 5/20/2017 3:14pm


Milton Stokes 3333508051 5/18/2017 6:20pm Soutwest 874 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Kay Wolf 3329773972 5/17/2017 Local 5/20/2017


Marty Yadrick 3332730759 5/18/2017 12:15pm Delta 5206 5/20/2017 4:00pm


May Board Meeting Travel Itineraries 







Flight


Delta 5224


American 2067 
American 2067 
American 4833


Delta 2528
Delta 1158
Delta 2530


United 3400
American 5530


Delta 2528
American 2067 


Delta 2528
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United 6093
United 467


United 4466


American 3448
American 3448


Delta 2528


Delta 2528
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OAND Event Highlights: Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel 
May 18, 2017 


Time Event Title Location Description  
8:00am-9:30am General Session—Opening Keynote 


address—Solving the Greatest Food 
and Nutrition Challenges of Today… 
and Tomorrow 


Superior Ballroom A, B, C Lucille, Donna, and Susan Finn will present the Keynote 
address. 


10:30am-11:30am Awards & Annual Business Meeting Superior Ballroom A, B, C Board members welcome to attend.  
11:00am-11:30am  Refreshment Break and Photo 


Booth  
 Photo Booth -5th Floor 
Foyer 


Photo opportunity for attendees to take a picture with 
Lucille and Donna. $5 donation will go to the Foundation. 


12:30pm- 1:45pm Lunch,  Visit Exhibits, and Photo 
Booth 


Lunch- Superior Ballroom D  
Photo Booth - 5th Floor 
Foyer 


Photo opportunity for attendees to take a picture with 
Lucille and Donna. $5 donation will go to the Foundation. 


5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century 
Reception  


Veterans Ballroom Board members are asked to sponsor a student member of 
OAND to attend the reception, in lieu of registering for this 
fundraising event. Please provide Beth Labrador or Joan 
Schwaba with the $20 sponsorship cost when in Cleveland. 


May 19, 2017 
Time Event Title   Description  
7:00am-8:00am Grow Your Network 5th Floor Foyer Morning refreshments will be provided along with an 


opportunity to connect with others who have skills that 
match your interests. Join the conversations any time by 
completing a trading card and get started. Participate for 
just a few minutes or for the entire hour! It is recommended 
that you bring some business cards to this event. 


11:00am-12:00pm General Session –  
Food of the Future 


Superior Ballroom A, B, C Sponsored by the Foundation through an educational grant 
from National Dairy Council.  


12:00pm-1:00pm  Board Meeting  - Lunch  Center Street Room B-3rd Fl  Board of Directors and staff luncheon  
1:00pm-4:30pm Board Meeting  Hope E Ballroom-3rd Fl  
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A revised agenda and all corresponding attachments for the May 19-20 Board meeting are now

posted on the Board of Directors’ communication platform. Please click here and enter your

Academy user name and password to access the materials, a pdf copy of the complete packet is

attached. A paper meeting packet will be delivered on Monday, May 15 via UPS (no signature

required) to those Board members who requested one. Materials for the Executive Session will not

be placed on the communication platform but will be emailed to you on Monday, May 15. 

 

We welcome incoming Public Member Kevin Concannon, incoming Treasurer-elect Manju

Karkare, incoming Speaker-elect Marcy Kyle, incoming President-elect Mary Russell, incoming

Director-at-Large Kevin Sauer, incoming HOD Director Milton Stokes, and incoming Foundation

Chair Marty Yadrick to the meeting! 

 

Reservations have been made for you at the Hilton Cleveland Downtown, for arrival on Thursday,

May 18 and departure on Saturday, May 20, unless you requested otherwise; your room

confirmation numbers are listed on the attached travel document. For those of you who wish to

ride together to/from the airport, also included on the travel document is a list of itineraries.

Transportation information to/from Cleveland Hopkins Airport follows. 

·        Average cab fare from Cleveland Hopkins Airport to downtown, about a 15-20 minute drive,

is about $40 each way.

 

·        Both Lyft and Uber will drop off and pick up from the airport. There is a designated rideshare

area for pick-ups - approx. $25 each way.

 

·        RTA Red Line trains from the airport into Tower City – Public Square Station are $2.50 each

way. The hotel is about 4.5  blocks from the station. 

 

Next week you will be receiving a pre-conference email from the Ohio Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics (OAND) with meeting details and the OAND conference program. Event highlights

provided by OAND that may be of interest to Board members are attached.  As a reminder the

Foundation Second Century Fundraising Reception takes place on Thursday, May 18 from 5:30

pm - 7:30 pm at the Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel in the Veterans Ballroom. Because this is a

fundraising event for Second Century, Board members are encouraged to sponsor a student

member of OAND to attend the reception, in lieu of registering for this event. If you choose to

support the event, please provide Beth Labrador or me with the $20 sponsorship cost when you

see us in Cleveland. 

 

On Friday, May 19 we will visit the Dittrick Museum of Medical History to view the 100th

Anniversary display developed by the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. This

display was made possible by a grant from the Foundation.  We have arranged for the gavel

exchange ceremony to take place during our visit.  Afterwards we will go over as a group to dinner

scheduled from 6:15pm – 8:30pm at Pura Vida restaurant. 
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Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1566. change in email address effective 6/1/17

From: Brunzell, Carol M <CBRUNZE1@Fairview.org>

To: 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:51:35

Subject: change in email address effective 6/1/17

Attachment:

Hello everyone, as of June 1st, my new email will be: cbrunzel10@umphysicians.umn.edu

 

 

Thanks,

 

Carol

 

 

Carol Brunzell RD, LD, CDE

 

Diabetes Education

 

University of Minnesota Health

 

909 Fulton St SE

 

Room 3-279A

 

Minneapolis, MN 55455

 

Phone: 612-676-5796
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Fax: 612-676-4077

 

 
 
 
The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail.  
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1567. FLOTUS

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Kelly Miterko (kelly.miterko@gmail.com) <kelly.miterko@gmail.com>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:46:41

Subject: FLOTUS

Attachment:

Kelly,  Mary Pat said she saw you working with FLOTUS for the Partnership for a Healthier

America meeting in DC.  I heard nothing, but unbelievable comments from everyone who

attended.  Congratulations on another excellent event.  Just so you know, we reached out to Mrs.

Obama and her team back in early March about the possibility of her coming to do the keynote

address this year at the Academy's annual meeting in Chicago on Saturday, October 21.  As you

know, we are celebrating our 100th year in existence and getting ready for the Second Century to

begin.  There is no one better than Mrs. Obama to kick off the second century.  We got a response

that they received our request and that it would be 3-4 weeks before we heard anything. It has

been 2 months now and we need to try and determine if it is a definite no or a maybe?  I have

emailed Deb and have not heard anything back.  Do you have any suggestions on which way to

go?  We have got to get the information out about the meeting soon, and need to know if we need

to look elsewhere for an opening keynote speaker?  There will be at least 12,000 people in

attendance and I cannot think of a better way to get her message out.  Any advice would be

appreciated!!   Best to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1568. Re: A Response From Johnny Isakson

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:38:46

Subject: Re: A Response From Johnny Isakson

Attachment:

Thanks Donna, I will share this with our TROA coalition. 
 

Prevention of obesity seems more appropriate when targeted to a younger population versus

seniors! 
 
On May 15, 2017, at 1:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Very disappointing response from Senator Isakson's office.  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Senator Johnny Isakson <senator@isakson.senate.gov>  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 2:23 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: A Response From Johnny Isakson 

 

          Thank you for contacting me regarding S. 830, the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017. I

appreciate hearing from you, and I am glad to have the opportunity to respond.
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          Introduced by Senator Cassidy (R-LA), S. 830 would authorize the Department of Health

and Human Services (HHS) to cover intensive behavioral therapy for obesity under the Medicare

program. This bill would also authorize HHS to cover medication for the treatment of obesity or for

weight loss management for an overweight individual with one or more related comorbidities under

Medicare Part D.

 

          There are many well-chronicled health complications associated with obesity.  I believe

these health problems threaten the long-term health of our nation and these issues need to be

addressed.  While I am committed to finding the appropriate way to educate the public about

obesity, I believe that obesity prevention starts in the home.  Families can take simple steps to

prevent and address obesity, such as physical activity, healthy food choices and education about

physical health.  I believe these measures are the best and most effective way to address obesity

in America.

 

          This bill has been referred to the Senate Committee on Finance, of which I am a member.

Please know that I will keep your thoughts in mind should this bill come to the floor for a vote.

 

          Thank you again for contacting me. Please visit my webpage at http://isakson.senate,gov/

for more information on the issues important to you and to sign up for my e-newsletter.

 

Sincerely, 

 Johnny Isakson 

 United States Senator 

  

For future correspondence with my office, please visit my web site at

http://www.isakson.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/email-me. You can also click here to sign up for

the eNewsletter
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1569. RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Brunzell, Carol M <CBRUNZE1@Fairview.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>,

Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:37:43

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Thank you.  Teresa

 

 

From: Brunzell, Carol M [mailto:CBRUNZE1@Fairview.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:33 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>; Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>; Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare Miller

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>;

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>;

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 

 Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Hello Teresa, I echo everyone’s sentiments about you. You have been a wonderful resource and

advocate for our profession, and I have appreciated all of your hard work and patience you have
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shown us even during the most hectic of times! Thanks so much Teresa for everything and I hope

you will enjoy your retirement to the fullest!

 

Best wishes to you Teresa,

 

Carol

 

 

Carol Brunzell RD, LD, CDE

 

Diabetes Education

 

University of Minnesota Health

 

909 Fulton St SE

 

Room 3-279A

 

Minneapolis, MN 55455

 

Phone: 612-676-5796

 

Fax: 612-676-4077

 

 

From: Teresa Nece [mailto:TNece@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:06 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine Braunstein; Sarah Mott;

Clare Miller; Lauren Au; Krista Yoder Latortue; Brunzell, Carol M; Linda Pennington; Jennifer

Folliard; Stefanie Winston Rinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael; Debra King;

Susan Scott; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr 

 Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Thank you Lorri.  It has been my honor and privilege to work with each of you.  Your kind words

touch my heart and soul. I wish the best always to each of you. I hope our paths cross in the

future.

 

 

Your friend and colleague,
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Teresa

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org

>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>;

Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <

Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington <

lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <

mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <

DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 

 Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

 

Lorri
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Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 
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Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 
 
 
The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail. 
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1570. RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Brunzell, Carol M <CBRUNZE1@Fairview.org>

To: 'Teresa Nece' <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>,

Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:37:13

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Hello Teresa, I echo everyone’s sentiments about you. You have been a wonderful resource and

advocate for our profession, and I have appreciated all of your hard work and patience you have

shown us even during the most hectic of times! Thanks so much Teresa for everything and I hope

you will enjoy your retirement to the fullest!

 

Best wishes to you Teresa,

 

Carol

 

 

Carol Brunzell RD, LD, CDE

 

Diabetes Education

 

University of Minnesota Health

 

909 Fulton St SE

 

Room 3-279A
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Minneapolis, MN 55455

 

Phone: 612-676-5796

 

Fax: 612-676-4077

 

 

From: Teresa Nece [mailto:TNece@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:06 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine Braunstein; Sarah Mott;

Clare Miller; Lauren Au; Krista Yoder Latortue; Brunzell, Carol M; Linda Pennington; Jennifer

Folliard; Stefanie Winston Rinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael; Debra King;

Susan Scott; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr 

 Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Thank you Lorri.  It has been my honor and privilege to work with each of you.  Your kind words

touch my heart and soul. I wish the best always to each of you. I hope our paths cross in the

future.

 

 

Your friend and colleague,

 

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org

>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>;

Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <

Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington <

lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <

mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <

DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 
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 Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 
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 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 
 
 
The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, including 'protected health
information'. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
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retransmission, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please destroy and delete this message from any
computer and contact us immediately by return e-mail.  
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1571. Automatic reply: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:35:53

Subject: Automatic reply: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

Attachment:

Hi.  I am sorry I missed you.  I will be out of the office on May 15th and will respond to your email

when I return.  If you need immediate assistance, please contact Martha Ontiveros at

montiveros@eatright.org.  Thanks and have a great day!  
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1572. Automatic reply: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

From: Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:35:52

Subject: Automatic reply: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

Attachment:

Hello - I will be out of the office from Thursday May 11, 2017 through Monday May 15, 2017 on

vacation.  As I will have limited access to emails, I'll respond upon my return to the office on

Tuesday May 16, 2017. Thank you. 

 

Sharon McCauley

 

Senior Director, Quality Management

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1573. Fw: A Response From Johnny Isakson

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:34:48

Subject: Fw: A Response From Johnny Isakson

Attachment:

Very disappointing response from Senator Isakson's office.  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Senator Johnny Isakson <senator@isakson.senate.gov>  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 2:23 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: A Response From Johnny Isakson 

 

          Thank you for contacting me regarding S. 830, the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017. I

appreciate hearing from you, and I am glad to have the opportunity to respond.

 

          Introduced by Senator Cassidy (R-LA), S. 830 would authorize the Department of Health

and Human Services (HHS) to cover intensive behavioral therapy for obesity under the Medicare

program. This bill would also authorize HHS to cover medication for the treatment of obesity or for

weight loss management for an overweight individual with one or more related comorbidities under

Medicare Part D.
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          There are many well-chronicled health complications associated with obesity.  I believe

these health problems threaten the long-term health of our nation and these issues need to be

addressed.  While I am committed to finding the appropriate way to educate the public about

obesity, I believe that obesity prevention starts in the home.  Families can take simple steps to

prevent and address obesity, such as physical activity, healthy food choices and education about

physical health.  I believe these measures are the best and most effective way to address obesity

in America.

 

          This bill has been referred to the Senate Committee on Finance, of which I am a member.

Please know that I will keep your thoughts in mind should this bill come to the floor for a vote.

 

          Thank you again for contacting me. Please visit my webpage at http://isakson.senate,gov/

for more information on the issues important to you and to sign up for my e-newsletter.

 

Sincerely, 

 Johnny Isakson 

 United States Senator 

  

For future correspondence with my office, please visit my web site at

http://www.isakson.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/email-me. You can also click here to sign up for

the eNewsletter
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1574. Re: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan

Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:33:33

Subject: Re: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

The Academy wins again with these two excellent choices!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 12:25 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; Evelyn Crayton; peark02@outlook.com; Margaret Garner; Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris; Kay Wolf; Manju Karkare; Linda Farr; Dianne Polly; Aida Miles; Marcy

Kyle; Michele Lites; Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Hope Barkoukis; Denice Ferko-Adams; Kevin Sauer;

Tammy Randall; Susan Brantley; Tracey Bates; Milton Stokes; Jean Ragalie-Carr; Marty Yadrick;

Don Bradley; Steve Miranda; Kevin Concannon; Patricia Babjak  

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns  

Subject: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees 

 

Good morning,

 

 

I’m happy to announce that the Academy was successful in nominating two members to serve on

new clinical care subcommittees being formed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) to develop episode-based cost measures which are a requirement of the Medicare Access

and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA). Kate Willcutts, DCN, RDN from the University of

Virginia was selected to serve on the Gastrointestinal Disease Subcommittee and Sarah Peterson,

DCN, RDN from Rush University was selected to serve on the Pulmonary Disease Subcommittee.

Their work will help CMS identify key items, care and services to achieve quality outcomes in the

inpatient setting which will further enable CMS to pursue improvements in quality and reductions in

costs through Medicare’s Quality Payment Program. Our goal is to ensure nutrition services

provided by RDNs and the associated costs are appropriately recognized in these episodes of

care. Additional clinical care subcommittees will be formed in the future and the Academy will

continue to nominate member experts to represent us in this important work.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha
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Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1575. Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:32:16

Subject: Re: Arrival in Cleveland 

Attachment: image001.png

Looking forward to it!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 2:06 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  

Subject: Arrival in Cleveland 

 

Dear Lucille and Donna, 

 

We will be meeting at the Delta flight #1158 baggage claim around 4:45pm on Wednesday. Mary

is arriving the next day. Please let me know if there is anything you need. 

 

Pat
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Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1576. RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>,

Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:21:27

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Hi Donna,

 

 

Thank you for your kind words.  

 

You are an awesome leader for the Academy and I wish you well in your upcoming term as

president.  Best wishes always. Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>; Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare Miller

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 
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 Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Dear Teresa,  While I do not blame you for wanting to retire, I am very sad.  You have done such

an amazing job and I always loved being able to call on you from wherever I was, and whenever I

needed you.  You always got back to me with lightning speed, no matter the day or time.  I also

loved that you got the School Nutrition piece so well, and could get exactly what I was talking

about.  You have made such progress on the grassroots advocacy front and we are all grateful for

that.  I hope that your retirement brings you much satisfaction, and that whomever takes your

place, will do the job with as much enthusiasm and passion as you have!  Best to you my friend!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:44 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece 

 Cc: Lorri Holzberg; Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine

Braunstein; Sarah Mott; Clare Miller; Lauren Au; Krista Yoder Latortue; Carol Brunzell; Linda

Pennington; Jennifer Folliard; Stefanie Reinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael;

Debra King; Susan Scott; Donna Martin; Linda Farr 

 Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your
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advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:
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Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1577. RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:12:09

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Thanks Donna.  I will always remember the Hawaii trip.  If I can be of assistance as I move into the

retired role of my life, please let me know.  

 

You are a fantastic leader for our organization.  

 

Best always, Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:07 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>; Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare Miller

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 

 Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Dear Teresa,  While I do not blame you for wanting to retire, I am very sad.  You have done such

an amazing job and I always loved being able to call on you from wherever I was, and whenever I

needed you.  You always got back to me with lightning speed, no matter the day or time.  I also

loved that you got the School Nutrition piece so well, and could get exactly what I was talking

about.  You have made such progress on the grassroots advocacy front and we are all grateful for

that.  I hope that your retirement brings you much satisfaction, and that whomever takes your

place, will do the job with as much enthusiasm and passion as you have!  Best to you my friend!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:44 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece 

 Cc: Lorri Holzberg; Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine

Braunstein; Sarah Mott; Clare Miller; Lauren Au; Krista Yoder Latortue; Carol Brunzell; Linda

Pennington; Jennifer Folliard; Stefanie Reinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael;

Debra King; Susan Scott; Donna Martin; Linda Farr 

 Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

 

Lorri
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Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise
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with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1578. Arrival in Cleveland 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:09:58

Subject: Arrival in Cleveland 

Attachment: image001.png

Dear Lucille and Donna, 

 

We will be meeting at the Delta flight #1158 baggage claim around 4:45pm on Wednesday. Mary

is arriving the next day. Please let me know if there is anything you need. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1579. RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>,

Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:09:28

Subject: RE: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Thank you Lorri.  It has been my honor and privilege to work with each of you.  Your kind words

touch my heart and soul. I wish the best always to each of you. I hope our paths cross in the

future.

 

 

Your friend and colleague,

 

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone

<crhone@eatright.org>; Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; Lauren Au

<Au.lauren@gmail.com>; Krista Yoder Latortue <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; Carol

Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>;

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>;
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Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>; Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; Debra King <DLKingRD@gmail.com>; Susan Scott

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> 

 Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile
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From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1580. Automatic reply: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:07:25

Subject: Automatic reply: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Thank you for contacting me. I will be out of the office until Tuesday May 16.

 

If you need immediate assistance please contact Paulina Weeden at pweeden@eatright.org

 

I will follow up with you when I return.  Have a great day! 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RD 

 Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460 

 Washington, DC 20036 

 312-899-1731
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1581. Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 14:07:15

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Dear Teresa,  While I do not blame you for wanting to retire, I am very sad.  You have done such

an amazing job and I always loved being able to call on you from wherever I was, and whenever I

needed you.  You always got back to me with lightning speed, no matter the day or time.  I also

loved that you got the School Nutrition piece so well, and could get exactly what I was talking

about.  You have made such progress on the grassroots advocacy front and we are all grateful for

that.  I hope that your retirement brings you much satisfaction, and that whomever takes your

place, will do the job with as much enthusiasm and passion as you have!  Best to you my friend!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 1:44 PM  

To: Teresa Nece  

Cc: Lorri Holzberg; Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine Braunstein;

Sarah Mott; Clare Miller; Lauren Au; Krista Yoder Latortue; Carol Brunzell; Linda Pennington;

Jennifer Folliard; Stefanie Reinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael; Debra King;

Susan Scott; Donna Martin; Linda Farr  

Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement 

 

Dear Teresa,

 

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018
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Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

 To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 
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 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1582. FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>,

Krista Yoder Latortue <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 13:48:28

Subject: FW: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

Dear Teresa,

I would personally like echo Jeanne’s words and thank you for being a true leader and champion

in the Academy’s Public Policy efforts on the grassroots level.  Your kindness, leadership and

knowledge have inspired me and many, many other affiliate public policy leaders in our efforts to

motivate and challenge our members to advocate for public policy as nutrition leaders.  Your

advice, calmness and direction have given me the confidence to participate in webinars, lead my

affiliate in public policy in the ways that represent the Academy at its best, and have encouraged

me to continue my role as a leader.

 

I know that the members of the LPPC will join me in extending our immense appreciation on how

you have advanced grassroots advocacy in the Academy.

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart,

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018
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Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: <crhone@eatright.org> 

Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 at 6:39 AM 

To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

 
 
May 15, 2017 
  

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

 

Sincerely,

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F 202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org 

Skype: jblankenship66 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1583. RE: School Nutrition Association Meeting

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 13:46:22

Subject: RE: School Nutrition Association Meeting

Attachment: image001.png

Will do!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 12:41 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: School Nutrition Association Meeting

 

 

Joan,  Do you mind reaching out to the School Nutrition Association to get my comp registration

and to see if they would schedule housing for me?  The meeting is in Atlanta, so I can drive to it

and do not need to fly.  The meeting is scheduled for July 9-12, 2017.  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1584. RE: Board Packets

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 13:45:30

Subject: RE: Board Packets

Attachment: image001.png

Absolutely. I will have one printed for her and can give it to her onsite. I will let her know. 

Thanks, Donna. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 12:38 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Board Packets

 

 

Joan,  I have officially finished all my 4 orientations for the incoming board.  Manju would like a

mailed board packet, but Kevin Sauer would not like one.  Manju said if she did not get one for this

meeting it was OK.  For now I would like to continuing receiving a paper packet to read on the

plane.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1585. School Nutrition Association Meeting

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 13:40:40

Subject: School Nutrition Association Meeting

Attachment:

Joan,  Do you mind reaching out to the School Nutrition Association to get my comp registration

and to see if they would schedule housing for me?  The meeting is in Atlanta, so I can drive to it

and do not need to fly.  The meeting is scheduled for July 9-12, 2017.  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1586. Board Packets

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 13:38:18

Subject: Board Packets

Attachment:

Joan,  I have officially finished all my 4 orientations for the incoming board.  Manju would like a

mailed board packet, but Kevin Sauer would not like one.  Manju said if she did not get one for this

meeting it was OK.  For now I would like to continuing receiving a paper packet to read on the

plane.  Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1587. Daily News: Monday, May 15, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 12:09:30

Subject: Daily News: Monday, May 15, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets.

 

Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online

content.

 

 

Diabetes Prevention Program Promising in First 4 Years 

 http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/879951  

 Source: Diabetes Care 

 http://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/early/2017/04/05/dc16-2099

 

Wasted nutrients: The result of widespread food waste 

 Discarded food contains a significant amount of nutrients that could be used to help many

Americans meet daily requirements 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170515091142.htm  

 Source:  Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

 http://jandonline.org/article/S2212-2672(17)30325-8/fulltext

 

Bioengineered Intraabdominal Endocrine Pancreas Feasible 

 Patient still off insulin injections a year after receiving allogeneic islet cells in omentum 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=722581  

 Source: New England Journal of Medicine 

 http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc1613959

 

Outdoor air temperature linked to risk of developing gestational diabetes 

 Women who were exposed to colder temperatures during pregnancy had a lower rate of

gestational diabetes than those exposed to hotter temperatures 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170515091155.htm  

 Source: Canadian Medical Association Journal 

 http://dx.doi.org/10.1503/cmaj.160839  
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 Related Resource: EAL- Gestational Diabetes 

 http://www.andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5288

 

Doctors now check up on patients' cupboards: Are they bare? 

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/05/12/kaiser-doctors-now-check-up-patients-

cupboards-they-bare/101530218/

 

Functional foods have a role in reversing thin-outside, fat- inside (Sarcopenic obesity)

phenomenon, papers authors conclude 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/R-D/Functional-foods-have-role-in-reversing-thin-outside-fat-

inside-phenomenon-paper-s-authors-conclude 

 Source: Journal of Functional Foods 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1756464617301652

 

Time for lunch? Bellevue parents fight for longer mealtime at school 

 http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/education/time-for-lunch-bellevue-parents-fight-for-

longer-mealtime-at-school/

 

Second Breakfast: The Meal Thats So Nice, People Are Eating It Twice 

 Eating Trend Appears To Benefit Business And Health 

 http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2017/05/11/second-breakfast/

 

Tired and low on energy? Here are some nondrug remedies. 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/tired-and-low-on-energy-here-are-some-

nondrug-remedies/2017/05/12/9aecada0-0e5b-11e7-9b0d-d27c98455440_story.html

 

Former First Lady Obama criticizes efforts to delay Nutrition Facts changes as insulting to

consumers 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Manufacturers/Obama-criticizes-efforts-to-delay-Nutrition-

Facts-changes-as-insulting 

 Related Resource: Takeaways From the Omnibus 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-

hill/takeaways-from-the-omnibus

 

Gwyneth Paltrow's site Goop claims tomatoes are dangerous 

 https://www.usatoday.com/videos/news/health/2017/05/15/gwyneth-paltrows-site-goop-claims-

tomatoes-dangerous/101702822/ 

 Related Resource: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide, 5th Ed. 

 http://www.eatrightstore.org/product/884A80B4-BBDB-473A-B532-3FAE324131BB

 

Frozen burritos recalled for possible listeria contamination 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/frozen-burritos-recalled-listeria-contamination-47395504 
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 Source: FDA 

 https://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -America Loves Fast Food 

 Eight in 10 eat it at least once a week, surveys find 

 -New Hepatitis C Infections Hit 15-Year High: CDC 

 Many stemmed from rising use of injected drugs linked to the current opioid epidemic, officials say 

 -Ransom-Seeking Hackers Targeting Hospital Data 

 Medical information a vulnerable target for those planning 'ransomware' attacks, doctor warns 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1588. RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>,

Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, escottstumps@ecu.edu

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>, jojo@nutritioned.com

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

Cc: mgarner@cchs.ua.edu <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Linda Serwat <LSerwat@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Singerman,

Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul

Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>,

Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 10:14:50

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

Attachment: 2018 foundation board final budget.ppt
Agenda 5-16-17.docx
Investment Update.pdf

Good morning, 

Attached is the investment update. 

Please contact me with questions or concerns you may have. 

Martha Ontiveros

Executive Assistant, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation  

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

Phone # 1-800-877-1600, Ext 4773 or 312-899-4773   

Fax # 312-899-4796  

Email montiveros@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org/foundation  |  www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org | 

www.eatrightSTORE.org
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

FY17 Forecast and FY18 Budget Review 

May 16, 2017

Confidential: 	Not to be disclosed outside of the Academy Foundation 		Board of 	Directors



On to our annual note session.  Naturally, th









2

ANDF Overview



		Financial results, through March 2017, reflected a suplus of $741.4K after investment returns.

		Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $23.9M at the end of March.

		Forecasted FY17 financial results are expected to reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of $553.0K, which is $886.6K better than the budget.

		Net Assets/Reserves are expected to finish the year at nearly $23.7M; a record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.



FY17



		FY18 budget will reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of nearly $600K.

		FY18 revenue will decline by $596.4K or 25.5% due to a conservative approach to budgeting and the funding by the Academy for the 2nd Century program ending in FY17.

		FY18 expenses will decline $764.7K or 21.3% due primarily to the the 2nd Century Summit and consulting expenses in FY17 ending.

		FY18 year ending Net Assets/Reserves are expected to increase to nearly $24.3M; another record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.



FY18
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Foundation results, thru March

Foundation has performed well with revenue growing 7.9% driven by 2nd Century support (+$333K) and lower expenses due to program timing and adjustments.



		FY17 budget vs. FY17 actuals

		2016      Actuals		2017   Budget		2017   Actuals		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Operating Revenue		 $     1,777.1 		 $     1,968.5 		 $     2,124.8 		$          156.3 		7.9%

		 		 

		Operating Expense		        2,397.4 		        3,403.0 		        2,942.8 		460.2 		13.5%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(deficit)		$       (620.3) 		 $  (1,435.5)		 $      (818.0) 		 $          616.5 		43.0%

		 		 

		Investment Returns		        (156.6) 		        1,271.4 		        1,559.4 		        287.9 		22.6%

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(deficit)		 		 $     (776.9) 		 		 $      (163.1) 		 		 $         741.4 		 		 $          904.4 		 		554.7%























































Foundation funds currently stand at nearly $23.9M.   Foundation is performing well.
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Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $24 million

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		 

		Revenue		 $               735.1 		 $          1,185.0   		 $               204.7 		 $           2,124.8 

		Release from Restrictions		      1,552.5 		 		     (1,552.5)		 		               -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		      2,287.6 		      (   367.5) 		         204.7 		      2,124.8 

		 

		Direct Expense		      2,942.8 		              -   		              -   		      2,942.8 

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (655.1)		 		$             (367.5) 		 		$                204.7 		 		$             (818.0) 

		 

		Investment Income		         393.9 		      1,165.5 		              -   		      1,559.4 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (261.2) 		 		$             797.9 		 		$                204.7 		 		$             741.4 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,764.2 		8,781.5 		8,581.4 		23,127.1 

		 

		Net Assets as of March 31, 2016 		 $           5,502.9 		 		 $           9,579.4 		 		 $           8,786.1 		 		 $ 23,868.5 
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Forecasted results for FY17 will be continue to be strong... 

Foundation financials are expected to perform better than the budget operationally by nearly $600K and provide an overall surplus of $553K for FY17.

		FY17 Budget vs. FY17 Forecast

		2016 		2017 		2017 		$ Variance		% Variance

		Actuals		Budget		Forecast		fav/(unfav)		 		 		fav/(unfav)

		Revenue		 $      2,403.6 		 $      2,235.2 		 $      2,336.9 		 $           101.7 		4.5%

		 		 

		Direct Expense		         2,931.5 		         4,094.5 		         3,597.5 		            497.0		12.1%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		 $       (527.9)		 $   (1,859.3)		 $   (1,260.6)		 $           598.7 		 		32.2%

		 		 

		Investment Income/(loss)		29.1 		1,525.7 		1,813.6 		287.9 		18.9%

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		 $       (498.8) 		 $       (333.6)		 $      553.0		 $         886.6 		 		265.8%































































The Foundation’s Net Assets/Reserves are expected to end the year at nearly $23.7M.
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…and Net Assets/Reserves will continue to grow...

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		 

		Revenue		 $              891.5 		 $            1,360.4 		 $                  85.0 		 $         2,336.9 

		Release from Restrictions		2,082.7        		 		        (2,082.7)		 		                 -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		       2,974.2 		          (722.3)		           85.0 		      2,336.9 

		 

		Direct Expense		       3,597.5 		                -   		                -   		      3,597.5 

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$            (623.2)		 		$             (722.3)		 		$                   85.0 		 		$       (1,260.6)

		 

		Investment Income		          458.1 		         1,355.5 		                -   		      1,813.6 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$            (165.1) 		 		$                 633.2 		 		$                   85.0 		 		$             553.0 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,764.2 		8,781.5 		8,581.4 		23,127.1 

		 

		Net Assets - FY17 Year End 		 $           5,599.1 		 		 $           9,414.7 		 		 $            8,666.4 		 		 $       23,680.2 
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…and achieve a new record, year-ending, high.
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FY18 budget will result in a net surplus…

The Foundation is projecting a Net Surplus, after investments, which will continue the growth of the Foundation’s assets.

		FY17 Forecast vs. FY18 Budget

		2016 		2017 		2018 		$ Variance		% Variance

		Actuals		Forecast		Budget		fav/(unfav)		 		 		fav/(unfav)

		Revenue		 $    2,403.6 		 $    2,336.9 		 $    1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)

		 		 

		Direct Expense		       2,931.5 		       3,597.5 		       2,832.8 		            764.7 		21.3%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		 $     (527.9)		 $  (1,260.6)		 $  (1,092.3)		 $         168.3		 		13.4%

		 		 

		Investment Income/(loss)		29.1 		1,813.6 		1,690.5 		(123.1)		(6.8%)

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		 $     (498.8)		 $        553.0 		 $        598.2		 $              45.2		 		8.2%































































FY18 will result in the Foundation’s assets exceeding $24M.
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…and result in higher Net Assets/Reserves...

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total FY18

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		Budget 

		Revenue		 $           477.0 		 $           1,138.5  		 $              125.0 		 $           1,740.5 

		Release from Restrictions		      1,821.9 		 		     (1,821.9)		 		               -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		      2,298.9 		      (683.5) 		         125.0		      1,740.5 

		 

		Direct Expense		      2,832.8 		              -   		              -   		2,832.8

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (533.9)		 		$             (683.5) 		 		$125.0 		 		$          (1,092.3) 

		 

		Investment Income		         399.7 		      1,290.8 		              -   		      1,690.5 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (134.2) 		 		$            607.3 		 		$              125.0 		 		$             598.2 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,599.1		9,414.7 		8,666.4 		23,680.2 

		 

		Net Assets at end of FY18		 $           5,464.9 		 		 $         10,022.0 		 		 $          8,791.4 		 		 $         24,278.4 
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FY18 revenue will decline 25.5 percent…

Revenue is decreasing due to the Academy’s support for the 2nd Century ending in FY17, and a conservative approach to budgeting.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Grants and Donations		 $      386.1 		 $         259.2 		 $         147.5 		 $         (111.7)		(43.1%)

		 		 

		Member Contributions		          1,017.7 		         955.5 		          1,065.5 		            110.0		11.5%

		 		 

		Corporate Contributions		         803.8 		         1,023.2 		          411.0		           (612.2)		(59.8%)

		 		 

		Sponsorships		            196.0 		            99.0 		            116.5 		             17.5 		17.7%

		 		 

		Total Revenue		 $      2,403.6 		 $       2,336.9		 $      1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)
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…distributed across most programs.

Revenue is declining in FY18 due to lower corporate funding for programs like 2nd Century and a conservative expectation of revenue from member contributions.  The Foundation staff is continuing discussions for corporate funding from CDR and others.  This is not included in the FY18 budget since the funding has not yet been secured.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Administration		 $                  - 		 $                  - 		$                    -                  		 $                     -		N/A

		Fundraising		287.4		256.8		264.0		7.2		2.8%

		FNCE/GALA		          351.2		         228.4 		            213.0 		            (15.4)		(6.7%)

		Future of Foods		262.6		73.8		37.6		 (36.2)		(49.1%)

		NEP		         114.8 		         165.5		143.7		   (21.8) 		(13.2%)

		Scholarships and Awards		414.2		159.6		195.0		35.4		22.2%

		CDR Support		264.0		264.0		276.0		12.0		4.5%

		2nd Century/100th Anniv.		525.8		1,125.7		645.0		(480.7)		(42.7%)

		Research		183.7		63.2		(33.7)		(96.9)		(153.3%)

		All Other		                  0.0 		                      -		                      -		                        -		                  N/A

		Total Revenue		 $       2,403.6 		 $       2,336.9		 $      1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)
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Key FY18 revenue assumptions include;

		Grants and Donations are decreasing primarily due to not budgeting for new funds to support the Team Nutrition program from the Iowa Department of Education (-$50K), lower funding from Feeding America to support the Future of Foods program (-$37K) and lower Research grants (-$25K).

		Corporate Contributions are decreasing primarily due to lower Academy Funding for the 2nd Century project (-$599K).

		Sponsorship is increasing primarily due to higher FNCE sponsors (+$18K). 

		Member Contributions are increasing primarily due to higher 2nd Century contributions (+$160K), and funds for Scholarships (+$60K).



Staff has not factored into the budget any bequests or large member/corporate donations in order to be “conservative”.  Staff will continue to work to drive revenues higher and exceed expecations.
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FY18 expenses are expected to decrease by 21.3%...

Expenses are decreasing primarily due to Travel, Professional Fees and Meeting Services driven by the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018
  Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Personnel		 $         827.1 		 $         956.1 		 $         992.3 		 $          (36.2)		(3.8%)

		Travel		            180.1 		            307.4 		            180.4 		127.0		41.3%

		Professional Fees		         631.9 		            888.5 		           417.3 		471.2 		53.0%

		Postage and Mailing		             4.1 		             11.6 		             12.8 		(1.2) 		(10.3%)

		Rent and Utilities		             90.1 		             91.4 		             60.0 		31.4		34.4%

		Scholarships and Awards		         813.2 		         767.5 		         714.2 		53.3 		6.9%

		Office Supplies		             1.7 		               7.5 		               6.0 		1.5 		20.0%

		Printing		             4.9 		             13.9 		             13.2 		0.7 		5.0%

		Insurance		             16.5 		             17.4 		             17.7 		(0.3)		(1.7%)

		Bank and Trust fees		             126.6 		            129.0 		            129.1 		(0.1)		(0.0%)

		Telecommunications		             22.5 		             24.8 		             20.1 		4.7		19.0%

		Meeting Services		            131.9 		            252.5 		            169.5 		83.0		32.9%

		Computer		             19.5 		            46.0 		             47.7 		(1.7)		(3.7%)

		Legal		               6.3 		               0.7 		               0.7 		0.0		0.0%

		Depreciation		             27.8 		             24.5 		             17.6 		6.9		28.2%

		All Other		27.3 		58.6 		34.2 		24.4 		41.6%

		Total Expense		 $      2,931.5 		 $      3,597.5 		 $      2,832.8 		 $         764.7 		21.3%
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…driven by specific programs.

2nd Century expenses for the Summit and consulting end in FY17, resulting in a large reduction in costs in FY18.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Administration		 $          663.6                   		 $          874.3                   		 $       883.6		 $              (9.3)                    		(1.1%)

		Fundraising		1.1		12.9		17.0		(4.1)		(31.8%)

		FNCE/GALA		          148.0		         161.0 		            135.7 		            25.3		15.7%

		Future of Foods		199.5		236.2		175.7		 60.5		25.6%

		NEP		         300.9 		         336.3		209.7		      126.6		37.6%

		Scholarships and Awards		579.6		542.8		586.1		(43.3)		(8.0%)

		CDR Support		398.6		445.7		379.5		66.2		14.9%

		2nd Century/100th Anniv.		330.2		944.9		385.0		559.9		59.3%

		Research		85.0		19.6		30.2		(10.6)		(54.1%)

		All Other		             225.0		             23.8		             30.3		               (6.5)		            (27.3%)

		Total Expense		 $      2,931.5 		 $       3,597.5		 $       2,832.8 		 $            764.7		21.3%
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Key expense assumptions include;

		No new positions have been added in FY18. 

		Salary and benefits will be consistent with Academy expectations; 3% salary pool increase, 8% contribution to the 401K.

		Professional fees are decreasing primarily due to the consulting fees for the 2nd Century program ending (-$460K).

		Travel is decreasing primarily due to the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18     (-$138K).

		Meeting Services is decreasing primarily due to 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18 (-$64K) and a change in the FNCE GALA (-$16K).

		Rent and Utilities are decreasing (-$31.4K) due to the rent reduction negotiated by the Academy being shared by each group.

		Scholarships and Awards are decreasing primarily due to fewer CDR supported awards            (-$57K) being distributed.



Staff will continue to look for opportunities to reduce expenses without impacting value.







Conclusion
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		Financial results, through March 2017, reflected a suplus of $741.4K after investment returns.

		Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $23.9M at the end of March.

		Forecasted FY17 financial results are expected to reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of $553.0K, which is $886.6K better than the budget.

		Net Assets/Reserves are expected to finish FY17 at nearly $23.7M; a record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.

		FY18 budget will reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of nearly $600K.

		FY18 revenue will decline by $596.4K or 25.5% due to a conservative approach to budgeting and the funding by the Academy for the 2nd Century program ending in FY17.

		FY18 expenses will decline $764.7K or 21.3% due primarily to the the 2nd Century Summit and consulting expenses in FY17 ending.

		FY18 year ending Net Assets/Reserves are expected to increase to nearly $24.3M; another record year-ending, high for the Foundation.



The Foundation will end FY18 in very strong financial shape.













Next Steps
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		Foundation Board:

		Modifies the proposed FY18 budget (if applicable)

		Approves the FY18 budget as proposed or modified for implementation
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Additional Support
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Revenue
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Grants and Donations

Grants and Donations are decreasing 43.1% due to programs ending and the Foundation developing a conservative budget.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		Iowa Dept of Education	- $      50K

		Future of Foods	- $      30K

		Research Grants	- $      25K

		All Other	- $        7K



	Total	- $   112K 
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Member Contributions

Member contributions are increasing 11.5% primarily due to increased donations for the 100th anniversary/2nd Century initiative.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		100th anniversary/2nd Century	+$    160K

		Research	- $      38K

		Scholarships/Awards	- $      15K

		All Other	+$        3K



	Total	+$    110K  
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Corporate Contributions

Corporate contributions are decreasing 59.8% primarily due to the Academy contribution towards the 2nd Century program ending if FY17 and a restructuring of the FNCE GALA.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is increasing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $   590K

		FNCE GALA 	- $     23K

		All Other Programs	+$        1K



	Total	- $   612K 
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Sponsorships

Sponsorship is increasing 17.7% due to anticipated higher sponsorships for FNCE GALA.  

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		FNCE GALA	+$      18K
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Expense
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Personnel expenses

Personnel expenses will grow 3.8% due to the impact of salary and benefit increases.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		Salary increases	+ $     23K

		Benefit increases	+ $     13K



	Total	+ $     36K 
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Travel

Travel expenses are decreasing 41.3% primarily due to the 2nd Century Summit held in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $   138K

		All Other Programs	+$      11K



	Total	-$    127K 
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Professional Fees

Professional Fees are decreasing 53.0% primarily due 2nd Century/100th Anniversary expenses in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	          - $   460K

		Iowa Department of Education	          - $      42K

		Board	+$      25K

		All Other Programs	+$        6K



	Total	- $   471K 
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Postage and Mailing

Postage and Mailing costs are increasing 10.3% primarily due to increased costs for fundraising.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		Annual Fund	+$        3K

		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $        2K



Total	+$        1K
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Rent and Utilities

Rent and utility costs are decreasing 34.4% due to savings associated with the Academy headquarter’s move.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  Reduction due to move savings              - $  31K
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Scholarships and Awards

Scholarships and Awards are decreasing 6.9% primarily due to lower releases of CDR funds to support scholarships and awards.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		CDR	- $      57K

		All Other programs	+$        4K



	Total	- $      53K 
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Office Supplies

Office Supplies are decreasing 20.0% primarily due 2nd Century/100th Anniversary cost decreases. 

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $        2K
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Printing

Printing costs are decreasing 5.0% primarily due to lower FNCE GALA costs associated with the structure change.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		FNCE GALA	- $       1K
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Insurance

Insurance expenses are expected to increase 1.7% primarily due to basic rate increases passed along by the Academy.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  Basic rate increases 		          +$     0.3K
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Bank and Trust fees

Bank and Trust fees are anticipated to stay flat.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		No material variances
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Telecommunication

Telecommunication expenses are decreasing 19.0% primarily due lower 2nd Century/100th Anniversary costs.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  100th Anniversary/2nd Century             - $       2K

		  Administration		           - $       2K

		  NEP			           - $       1K



   Total			           - $       5K		
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Meeting Services

Meeting Services expenses are decreasing 32.9% primarily due to costs associated with the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18 and the restructuring of the FNCE GALA.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $      64K

		FNCE GALA   	- $      16K

		All Other Programs	- $        3K



	Total	- $      83K 
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Computer

Computer expenses are increasing 3.7% primarily due to normal cost increases.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is increasing due to the following;



		All programs	   +$        2K 
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Legal

Legal expenses are remaining flat in FY18 when compared to FY17.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		No change
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Depreciation

Depreciation is increasing by 28.2 % due to the net affect of some capital being totally depreciated. Depreciation expenses are the recovery of assets purchased during a previous period. 

Expense

Explanation

Depreciation is changing due to:



		Administration         	            - $      7K 
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All Other expenses

“Other” expense are decreasing 41.6% primarily due to 2nd Century/100th Anniversary costs in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $      22K

		All other	- $        2K



	Total	- $      24K

Other expenses includes items such as Seminar Fees, Membership Dues, Outside Services and Miscellaneous expenses that do not fall in a specific category.
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		Foundation Board of Directors

AGENDA

		







May 16, 2017 

Join WebEx meeting 

https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m2b06cb9c14b27efec0caae8dcd700c21

Meeting number: 744 881 386 

Meeting password: 0516



Join by phone 

Call-in number: 1-866-477-4564 (US)

Conference Code: 824 097 8145



		TIME

		AGENDA ITEM

		PRESENTER

		OUTCOME



		1:00 pm

		Welcome and Call to Order

		J. Ragalie-Carr

		



		1:05 pm

		1.0 Investment Update    

		A. Bryant

		Information



		1:25 pm

		2.0 FY18 Budget    

		M. Garner

		Action



		2:00 pm

		Adjourn

		All
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ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS FOUNDATION 


C. Alfred Bryant, CIC
Senior Portfolio Manager, Principal 


4/26/2017







PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation


Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Period 
5/31/2012 ‐
5/31/2013


5/31/2013 ‐
5/31/2014


5/31/2014 ‐
5/31/2015


5/31/2015 ‐
5/31/2016


5/31/2016 ‐
3/31/2017


Total Account (R1F4204)  14.5% 12.8% 8.6% 0.2% 7.1%


Composite Benchmark1 15.6% 12.9% 8.0% 2.4% 8.4%


ML 91 day Treasury Bill 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3%
Consumer Price Index (CPI) 0.9% 2.2% 0.1% 1.4% 2.4%


Equity 25.3% 20.5% 13.0% ‐0.6% 11.1%


S&P 500 Index 27.3% 20.4% 11.8% 1.7% 14.7%


Fixed Income  1.7% 2.2% 1.8% 2.1% 1.2%


Barclays Aggregate Bond Index 0.9% 2.7% 3.0% 3.0% 0.0%


1Composite return consists of market indices representing: 58% S&P 500 Index, 38% Barclays Aggregate Bond Index, and 4% ML 91 day Treasury Bill.


Since inception of SBH investment management in 1984, the Fund has earned 8.7% per annum.
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ASSET ALLOCATION  


Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation


5/31/2013 5/31/2014 5/31/2015 5/31/2016 3/31/2017


$000 % $000 % $000 % $000 % $000 %


Cash Equivalents 2,040 11 2,168 11 2,000 9 1,788 8 1,855 8
Fixed Income  5,068 28 5,358 26 6,364 28 7,408 33 6,538 28
Equity 11,118 61 12,934 63 14,054 63 13,153 59 14,953 64


Market Value/Total  $18,226 100 $20,460 100 $22,418 100 $22,349 100 $23,346 1 100


1Reflects $0.5 million in client withdrawals for fiscal year‐to‐date period ending March 31, 2017.







ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation


May 31, 2016 ‐March 31, 2017 


Portfolio Valuation: $22,349,387.72 


Net Contributions /Withdrawals: ($480,189.74)


Adjusted Beginning Balance: $21,869,197.98 


Income Earned: $413,789.10 
Appreciation to Date: $1,063,087.96 


Total Return: $1,476,877.06 


Portfolio Valuation: $23,346,075.04 







EQUITY PROFILE 
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dummSEGALL BRYANT & HAMILL
04/10/2017 EQUITY PROFILE


Valuation Measures Portfolio S&P 500 % S&P 500
P/E On Current EPS 18.8x 19.5x 96%


P/E On Next EPS 16.6x 17.6x 94%


Div. Yield 1.7% 1.9% 89%


Price/Book Multiple 2.3x 2.4x 97%


Price/Cash Flow Mult. 15.6x 15.0x 104%


Profitability Measures
Return on Investment 17.8% 16.3% 109%


Return on Equity 21.3% 16.4% 130%


Projected Growth 11.5% 12.0% 96%


Erngs  Gwth Last 5 Yrs* 8.6% 10.1% 86%


Div. Gwth Last 5 Yrs* 13.5% 12.8% 106% Company Value Total
Unitedhealth Group Incorporated $440,508 3.0%
Abbott Laboratories 429,100 3.0%


Portfolio S&P 500 % S&P 500 Apple Inc. 421,636 2.9%
Wtd Avg Mkt Cap $161,097 $176,414 91% Ill inois  Tool  Works  Inc. 417,217 2.9%
Portfolio Beta 1.03 1.00 Amazon.Com, Inc. 337,419 2.3%


Walt Disney Company 327,733 2.3%
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. Class  B 326,878 2.3%


# Companies % Equities Danaher Corporation 322,913 2.2%
Small <$1 bill ion <1000 1 0% Jpmorgan Chase & Co. 305,303 2.1%
Medium $1‐15 bill ion <15000 7 6% Marsh & Mclennan Companies, Inc. 303,426 2.1%
Large >$15 bill ion >=15000 69 94% Totals $3,632,133 25.0%


*Calculated from current year


Market Capitalization Segmentation


Holdings By Market Capitalization


Top Ten Holdings


Stock Characteristics Sector Composition


             INVESTMENT COUNSEL


Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation
COMPANY SUMMARY STATISTICS   EXHIBIT TWO 04/10/2017


Current Current Div. Growth P/E Ratio P/E Ratio EPS Growth Projected Return on Return on Market
COMPANY NAME Sector Ticker Weight Price Div. Yield Last 5 Yrs. Current Yr. Next Yr. Last 5 Yrs. EPS Growth Investment Equity Cap Beta 


3M Company Industrials MMM 1.03% 189.71 2.5 16.9 22.7 20.2 6.8 8.2 35.7% 45.9% 113,205 0.77
Abbvie, Inc. Health Care ABBV 1.04% 64.97 3.9 17.8 10.1 4.6 11.5 21.6% NM 103,466 0.92
Abbott Laboratories Health Care ABT 2.96% 43.59 2.4 ‐11.6 46.4 15.8 ‐21.0 10.7 9.7% 5.0% 64,202 1.21
Adobe Systems  Incorporated Information Technology ADBE 0.90% 130.16 NM 49.1 25.6 2.2 18.8 26.5% 18.2% 64,332 1.20
Allergan Plc Health Care AGN 1.39% 240.12 1.2 6.4 13.4 10.9 7.4% NM 80,416 1.16
Alliance Data Systems  CorporationInformation Technology ADS 0.80% 247.66 0.8 33.7 11.7 2.5 19.1 8.2% 23.6% 14,216 1.33
Alphabet Inc. Class  A Information Technology GOOGL 1.54% 841.70 NM 29.7 21.5 13.0 18.3 19.5% 15.0% 581,861 1.00
Alphabet Inc. Class  C Information Technology GOOG 1.51% 824.73 NM 29.1 21.1 18.3 19.5% 15.0% 570,130 1.00
Amazon.Com, Inc. Information Technology AMZN 2.32% 907.04 NM NM NM 45.5 14.6% 14.5% 432,658 1.02
American International  Group, IncFinancials AIG 1.15% 61.48 2.1 NM 10.3 58.9 1.4% NM 61,193 1.30
Apache Corporation Energy APA 0.69% 53.99 1.9 11.9 NM 25.4 NM NM 20,410 1.58
Apple Inc. Information Technology AAPL 2.90% 143.17 1.6 44.7 17.0 13.8 15.1 8.7 21.3% 36.5% 763,979 0.85
Ball  Corporation Materials BLL 0.10% 72.22 0.7 11.7 46.3 14.5 ‐8.1 10.0 11.2% 9.6% 12,629 1.11
Bank Of New York Mellon Corpora Financials BK 1.25% 47.06 1.6 8.8 14.9 12.1 9.9 10.4 2.0% 8.8% 49,295 1.54
Baxter International  Inc. Health Care BAX 0.96% 52.84 1.0 ‐13.7 5.9 21.6 5.4 13.1 14.9% 58.0% 28,513 0.93
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. Class  B Financials BRK.B 2.25% 166.35 NM 17.0 19.8 18.0 2.0 8.2% 8.9% 410,299 1.03
California Resources  Corp Energy CRC 0.00% 15.71 NM 2.3 NM NM NM 668 4.29
Caterpil lar Inc. Industrials CAT 0.74% 97.14 3.2 12.3 NM 21.7 10.2 7.0% NM 56,971 1.49
Chevron Corporation Energy CVX 0.63% 109.43 3.9 6.8 NM 18.4 32.9 5.5% NM 206,988 0.96
Cisco Systems, Inc. Information Technology CSCO 1.16% 33.01 3.5 47.4 16.8 13.0 9.7 8.0 15.1% 16.0% 166,007 1.07
Citigroup Inc Financials C 1.03% 59.28 1.1 64.2 12.5 10.2 8.3 8.4 1.5% 6.1% 164,347 1.83
Comcast Corporation Class  A Consumer Discretionary CMCSA 1.70% 37.67 1.7 18.4 20.9 17.4 17.4 10.9 18.3% 16.4% 178,993 0.73
Conocophill ips Energy COP 0.74% 50.15 2.1 ‐12.0 NM 26.0 6.0 NM 62,049 1.66
Crown Castle International  Corp Real  Estate CCI 0.01% 94.98 4.0 NM 64.0 22.0 23.2 9.4% 4.4% 34,244 0.53
Danaher Corporation Health Care DHR 2.22% 86.11 0.7 56.5 23.3 20.0 4.3 10.0 21.0% 11.0% 59,605 0.78
Discover Financial  Services Financials DFS 1.50% 65.43 1.8 40.8 11.3 9.7 6.4 7.1 4.3% 20.7% 25,437 1.32
Dollar General  Corporation Consumer Discretionary DG 0.96% 69.56 1.5 15.6 14.3 13.6 9.1 32.6% 23.2% 19,144 0.63
Eog Resources, Inc. Energy EOG 1.17% 98.57 0.7 19.3 NM 38.4 NM 9.7% NM 56,845 1.35
Estee Lauder Companies  Inc. ClassConsumer Staples EL 1.52% 84.72 1.6 21.9 28.8 21.5 10.8 11.3 22.8% 30.0% 31,157 1.03
Facebook, Inc. Class A Information Technology FB 1.71% 141.04 NM 42.5 21.1 91.6 25.9 31.8% 18.3% 407,888 0.87
Fortive Corp. Industrials FTV 0.79% 61.00 0.5 NM 20.8 7.7 33.8% 22.2% 21,100 1.07
General  Electric Company Industrials GE 1.34% 30.01 3.2 9.1 28.6 15.8 ‐19.2 11.4 5.8% 10.4% 262,366 0.96
Gilead Sciences, Inc. Health Care GILD 1.50% 66.42 3.1 6.6 8.9 57.5 NM 35.4% NM 87,010 1.09
Graco Inc. Industrials GGG 0.78% 94.43 1.5 9.7 NM 23.4 ‐8.5 9.9 36.5% 6.7% 5,272 1.37
Honeywell  International  Inc. Industrials HON 1.98% 124.46 2.1 12.2 20.1 16.3 21.0 7.5 22.6% 25.2% 94,689 0.96
Ill inois Tool  Works  Inc. Industrials ITW 2.87% 132.24 2.0 11.5 23.1 19.3 5.0 7.2 33.2% 42.9% 45,874 1.11
Intel  Corporation Information Technology INTC 0.57% 35.80 3.0 5.0 16.5 12.2 ‐0.3 6.3 22.8% 16.0% 169,334 1.14
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation
COMPANY SUMMARY STATISTICS (cont.)    EXHIBIT TWO 4/10/2017


Current Current Div. Growth P/E Ratio P/E Ratio EPS Growth Projected Return on Return on Market
COMPANY NAME Sector Ticker Weight Price Div. Yield Last 5 Yrs. Current Yr. Next Yr. Last 5 Yrs. EPS Growth Investment Equity Cap Beta 


J. M. Smucker Company Consumer Staples SJM 1.11% 127.69 2.3 9.9 22.2 16.3 3.6 8.6 17.5% 9.5% 14,851 0.50
Jpmorgan Chase & Co. Financials JPM 2.10% 85.88 2.3 13.2 13.7 11.3 6.7 5.8 1.6% 9.0% 305,835 1.43
Johnson & Johnson Health Care JNJ 1.51% 124.34 2.6 7.0 20.8 16.7 11.7 5.8 21.2% 23.1% 336,528 0.49
Johnson Controls  International  Pl Industrials JCI 0.54% 41.12 2.4 ‐2.9 NM 13.0 12.5 7.3% NM 38,480 1.27
Lowe'S Companies, Inc. Consumer Discretionary LOW 2.09% 82.42 1.7 20.3 23.8 15.8 19.1 15.7 22.1% 43.5% 71,376 0.98
Lyondellbasell  Industries  Nv Materials LYB 0.92% 88.53 3.8 ‐7.6 9.7 9.5 20.7 1.9 26.9% NM 35,770 1.40
Marsh & Mclennan Companies, InFinancials MMC 2.09% 73.38 1.9 9.2 21.5 17.6 13.6 11.3 29.7% 27.8% 37,753 0.98
Medtronic Plc Health Care MDT 1.24% 80.30 2.1 10.1 28.0 16.6 ‐4.6 7.0 16.0% 7.5% 112,341 0.80
Merck & Co., Inc. Health Care MRK 1.76% 62.55 3.0 3.1 44.0 14.9 ‐4.3 5.6 15.8% 9.2% 171,933 1.00
Microsoft Corporation Information Technology MSFT 1.66% 65.53 2.4 17.2 30.5 18.8 ‐6.0 9.8 14.9% 22.1% 511,658 1.16
Nike, Inc. Class B Consumer Discretionary NKE 1.93% 54.90 1.3 15.7 22.4 22.0 15.2 10.6 21.5% 32.7% 92,342 0.85
Nxp Semiconductors Nv Information Technology NXPI 1.37% 104.17 NM NM 14.1 17.5 13.2% NM 34,938 1.16
Nestle S.A. Sponsored Adr Consumer Staples NSRGY 1.57% 74.77 2.6 1.7 NM 19.8 ‐3.1 6.5 13.7% 231,638 0.70
Newell  Brands  Inc Consumer Discretionary NWL 0.92% 46.77 1.6 20.8 39.7 13.4 11.1 11.5 7.1% 8.0% 22,567 1.26
Noble Energy, Inc. Energy NBL 0.90% 35.31 1.1 4.7 NM NM 10.6 7.1% NM 15,303 1.20
O'Reilly Automotive, Inc. Consumer Discretionary ORLY 1.72% 254.91 NM 23.5 18.2 23.8 15.5 29.0% 57.8% 23,669 0.64
Occidental  Petroleum CorporationEnergy OXY 0.30% 64.14 4.7 10.7 NM 35.3 8.0 NM 49,018 1.01
Oracle Corporation Information Technology ORCL 1.07% 44.00 1.7 25.6 20.3 16.0 4.5 9.2 18.7% 18.6% 181,764 0.98
Parker‐Hannifin Corporation Industrials PH 0.78% 160.35 1.6 15.0 24.4 17.9 ‐1.6 10.4 17.9% 18.2% 21,489 1.48
Pepsico, Inc. Consumer Staples PEP 1.72% 112.02 2.7 8.3 25.5 20.2 0.4 6.6 21.1% 54.9% 159,965 0.53
Pfizer Inc. Health Care PFE 0.85% 34.04 3.8 8.4 29.1 12.3 ‐1.0 6.3 16.9% 11.4% 206,623 0.81
Phill ips  66 Energy PSX 0.57% 78.05 3.2 26.5 12.3 ‐10.3 NM 5.3% 6.8% 40,490 1.08
Qualcomm Incorporated Information Technology QCOM 0.98% 56.52 3.8 21.4 17.1 11.8 7.3 4.5 18.0% 15.5% 83,424 1.27
Raytheon Company Industrials RTN 1.20% 151.23 2.1 10.9 20.3 18.2 7.1 8.3 23.6% 21.9% 44,280 0.53
Schlumberger Nv Energy SLB 1.06% 78.71 2.5 17.0 NM 23.6 31.1 12.4% NM 109,523 1.12
Sherwin‐Williams  Company Materials SHW 0.61% 311.85 1.1 18.3 25.7 20.2 23.5 10.8 35.4% NM 29,006 0.94
Southern Company Util ities SO 0.14% 49.67 4.5 3.5 19.2 16.0 0.1 4.3 7.8% 10.6% 49,183 0.21
Starbucks  Corporation Consumer Discretionary SBUX 1.15% 57.95 1.7 24.7 29.4 22.7 40.4 16.4 39.8% 49.3% 84,636 0.78
Tjx Companies Inc Consumer Discretionary TJX 1.77% 76.02 1.6 22.2 21.7 18.2 11.3 7.5 35.7% 52.1% 49,133 0.91
Union Pacific Corporation Industrials UNP 1.70% 107.62 2.2 19.4 21.1 16.9 9.2 9.1 20.8% 87,799 1.15
Unitedhealth Group Incorporated Health Care UNH 3.03% 165.48 1.5 31.6 21.8 15.5 7.5 14.0 19.9% 20.1% 157,537 0.76
V.F. Corporation Consumer Discretionary VFC 0.75% 54.70 3.1 19.2 18.5 16.5 6.5 6.7 21.9% 22.8% 22,647 1.12
Visa Inc. Class A Financials V 1.89% 88.86 0.7 29.8 21.8 22.1 21.7 16.5 23.2% 19.1% 208,184 1.14
W.W. Grainger, Inc. Industrials GWW 0.79% 229.37 2.1 14.1 23.2 17.5 2.7 10.0 28.1% 29.5% 13,488 0.97
Wabco Holdings  Inc. Industrials WBC 1.63% 116.03 NM 28.9 17.1 ‐6.1 9.9 17.5% 30.0% 6,323 1.74
Walgreens  Boots  Alliance Inc Consumer Staples WBA 0.98% 82.51 1.8 12.3 21.0 14.4 7.7 10.9 12.7% 14.0% 89,357 0.90
Walt Disney Company Consumer Discretionary DIS 2.26% 112.43 1.4 32.3 20.2 16.3 17.4 9.2 25.9% 20.5% 179,888 0.74
Wells  Fargo & Company Financials WFC 1.73% 54.54 2.8 23.7 13.5 11.9 7.1 10.7 2.0% 10.4% 273,579 1.31
Whirlpool  Corporation Consumer Discretionary WHR 0.87% 167.60 2.4 16.5 14.4 9.5 18.4 16.4 13.6% 18.7% 12,402 1.46
Zoetis, Inc. Class  A Health Care ZTS 1.00% 52.74 0.8 32.0 19.9 15.2 27.0% NM 25,993 0.90
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Portfolio:  
R1F4204 *


B E AGGREGATE 
INDEX Difference % of Index


Yield To          
Maturity (%) 1.78% 2.55% ‐0.77% 70%
Current           
Yield (%) 3.47% 2.97% 0.50% 117%
Quality A2 Aa2 ‐ ‐


Coupon (%) 3.58% 3.06% 0.52% 117%
Maturity Years 1.92 7.90 ‐5.99 24%


Duration 1.77 5.99 ‐4.22 30%


FIXED INCOME PROFILE
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DISTRIBUTION BY QUALITYSUMMARY STATISTICS


DISTRIBUTION BY MATURITYDISTRIBUTION BY DURATION
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_____________________________________________  

From: Susan Burns  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 2:15 PM  

To: Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>; Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; escottstumps@ecu.edu;

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; Gus Schumacher

<gus@wholesomewave.org>; jojo@nutritioned.com; Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>  

Cc: mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Jean Ragalie-Carr

(jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>;

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Linda

Serwat <LSerwat@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>  

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT 

 

 

Good afternoon.  Please find the agenda and budget deck for the Foundation Budget Call.  Al

Bryant will provide a brief investment update before the FY18 Budget being proposed by the

Foundation Finance Committee is discussed and approved.  We look forward to having our

incoming members audit the call.  Thanks and have a great weekend.    

  

Subject: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT  

When: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US &Canada).  

Where: Web Ex 

 

 

Foundation BOD Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  1 hr 

 

 

 
Join WebEx meeting 

 

Meeting number: 744 881 386 Meeting password: 0516 
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Join by phone Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US) Call-in number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbers Conference Code: 824 097 8145 
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1589. ATTENTION: Important Announcement

From: crhone@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 15, 2017 09:43:00

Subject: ATTENTION: Important Announcement

Attachment:

 
May 15, 2017  
 

Dear ANDPAC, CPLS and LPPC members:

 

Teresa Nece, MS RDN has served as the director of grassroots advocacy for the Academy for the

past four years. She has been a champion for the public policy panel leaders and has led the

development of a robust grassroots advocacy program that is a model for other organizations.

 

Prior to joining the Academy, Teresa was active as a volunteer leader and held numerous

leadership positions including serving as the Iowa affiliate president, member of the legislative and

public policy committee and chair of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action

Committee among others. In addition to serving the Academy, Teresa has been active for her

entire career in legislation and public policy for the School Nutrition Association and held several

leadership positions.

 

It is with deep gratitude for her service that we announce that Teresa will be retiring from her

position on May 31, 2017. Please join me in thanking her for sharing her leadership and expertise

with members of the Academy- and in wishing her well in her retirement and new life adventures. 

  

Sincerely,

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN 

 Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F 202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org 

 Skype: jblankenship66 

 Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1590. Re: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

From: Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 14, 2017 13:37:04

Subject: Re: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

Attachment:

Marsha,  
 

That is great news!  Good job on finding some impressive candidates! 
 

I know Sarah and she will be a representative the Academy can be proud of! 
 

Susan  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 12, 2017, at 12:25 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:  
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Good morning,

 

 

I’m happy to announce that the Academy was successful in nominating two members to serve on

new clinical care subcommittees being formed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) to develop episode-based cost measures which are a requirement of the Medicare Access

and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA). Kate Willcutts, DCN, RDN from the University of

Virginia was selected to serve on the Gastrointestinal Disease Subcommittee and Sarah Peterson,

DCN, RDN from Rush University was selected to serve on the Pulmonary Disease Subcommittee.

Their work will help CMS identify key items, care and services to achieve quality outcomes in the

inpatient setting which will further enable CMS to pursue improvements in quality and reductions in

costs through Medicare’s Quality Payment Program. Our goal is to ensure nutrition services

provided by RDNs and the associated costs are appropriately recognized in these episodes of

care. Additional clinical care subcommittees will be formed in the future and the Academy will

continue to nominate member experts to represent us in this important work.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1591. Re: ANDPAC Video #2 

From: Brenda Richardson, MA, RDN, LD, CD, FAND <brendar10@juno.com>

To: nancy@farrelldietitian.com

Cc: cgr14@pitt.edu, Cwolframrdld@att.net, linda.farr@me.com,

myadrick@computrition.com, Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us,

lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net, PBABJAK@eatright.org

Sent Date: May 13, 2017 20:15:13

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Video #2 

Attachment: Re: ANDPAC Video #2 .eml

Sender: brendar10@juno.com

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Video #2

Message-Id: <20170513.201333.32450.0@webmail12.vgs.untd.com>

Recipient: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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Received: from BCPS-EXCH13.bcps.local (172.16.1.18) by bcps-exch13.bcps.local
 (172.16.1.18) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id 15.0.1293.2; Sat, 13 May
 2017 20:18:41 -0400
Received: from server565.appriver.com (8.19.118.104) by BCPS-EXCH13.bcps.local
 (172.16.1.18) with Microsoft SMTP Server id 15.0.1293.2 via Frontend
 Transport; Sat, 13 May 2017 20:18:41 -0400
X-Note: Xit Build: 3/21/2017 3:04:32 PM UTC (2.6.15.0) XIT_SCAN_PASSED
Received: from [10.87.0.146] (HELO inbound.appriver.com)
  by server565.appriver.com (CommuniGate Pro SMTP 6.0.4)
  with ESMTP id 15455823 for dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us; Sat, 13 May 2017 19:15:11 -0500
X-Note: This Email was scanned by AppRiver SecureTide
X-Note-AR-ScanTimeLocal: 05/13/2017 7:15:08 PM
X-Note: SecureTide Build: 4/27/2017 5:11:48 PM UTC (2.6.18.8)
X-Note: Filtered by 10.87.0.146
X-Policy: burke.k12.ga.us
X-Primary: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
X-Virus-Scan: V-
X-Note: SPF: IP: 64.136.55.36  DOM: juno.com ADDR: brendar10@juno.com
X-Note: SPF: Pass
X-Note: ICH-CT/SI:0-1736/SG:3 5/13/2017 7:14:45 PM
X-Note-SnifferID: 0
X-Note: TCH-CT/SI:0-45/SG:5 5/13/2017 7:14:45 PM
X-GBUdb-Analysis: 0, 64.136.55.36, Ugly c=0.142858 p=-0.5 Source Normal
X-Signature-Violations: 0-0-0-17783-c
X-Note-419: 31.2455 ms. Fail:1 Chk:1366 of 1366 total
X-Note: VSCH-CT/SI: 1-1366/SG:1 5/13/2017 7:14:45 PM
X-Note: Spam Tests Failed: 
X-Country-Path: United States->PRIVATE->United States->
X-Note-Sending-IP: 64.136.55.36
X-Note-Reverse-DNS: outbound-mail02.vgs.untd.com
X-Note-Return-Path: brendar10@juno.com
X-Note: User Rule Hits: 
X-Note: Global Rule Hits: U5 U6 U7 U11 U12 U142 G269 G270 G271 G272 G276 G277 G405 G445 
X-Note: Encrypt Rule Hits: 
X-Note: Mail Class: VALID
X-Note: Headers Injected
Received: from outbound-mail02.vgs.untd.com ([64.136.55.36] verified)
  by inbound.appriver.com (CommuniGate Pro SMTP 6.1.7)
  with SMTP id 89056656 for dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us; Sat, 13 May 2017 19:15:08 -0500
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=juno.com; s=alpha;
	t=1494720909; bh=47DEQpj8HBSa+/TImW+5JCeuQeRkm5NMpJWZG3hSuFU=; l=0;
	h=From:Date:To:Cc:Subject:Message-Id:Content-Type;
	b=avqBSGcLzDTHse0ot7lDdA/2vGjhHdFl2GC16YGakAt8Brk+9WgUA/Qr8CVLMbwyS
	 HYBn58yPPmj8et07A8r1K0A3pmihvxingbXKPDZj/9THa66cK+NnQS9geNfJDAgvNO
	 eKGLH5ZEnfyzWUS/Aw16v0LtTijrKyL7uGa4drmc=
X-UOL-TAGLINE: true
Received: from outbound-mail.vgs.untd.com (webmail12.vgs.untd.com [10.181.12.152])
	by smtpout04.vgs.untd.com with SMTP id AABNTRJNEABEFCM2
	for <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us> (sender <brendar10@juno.com>);
	Sat, 13 May 2017 17:15:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [64.184.82.17] by webmail12.vgs.untd.com with HTTP:
	Sun, 14 May 2017 00:13:33 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [64.184.82.17]
MIME-Version: 1.0
From: "Brenda Richardson, MA, RDN, LD, CD, FAND" <brendar10@juno.com>
Full-Name: "Brenda Richardson, MA, RDN, LD, CD, FAND" <brendar10@juno.com>
Date: Sun, 14 May 2017 00:13:33 +0000
To: <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>
CC: <cgr14@pitt.edu>, <Cwolframrdld@att.net>, <linda.farr@me.com>,
	<myadrick@computrition.com>, <Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>,
	<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, <PBABJAK@eatright.org>
Subject: Re: ANDPAC Video #2 
X-Mailer: EOW1_A
Message-ID: <20170513.201333.32450.0@webmail12.vgs.untd.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
	boundary="_d491accd-7f19-420b-893d-fe1db1ff822f_"
X-UNTD-BodySize: 8994
X-ContentStamp: 1:1:1030911255
X-MAIL-INFO: 311e0f9e1e8e8ecea3d7aeee7a7e5ecada5b1ad7deb773fab7fa0afa4ff32f736a8b5b8f93e73e9b9b3ebacffb835a3b5a37331e232f0237eb6e2f02e7676ffe677b3e2fa7030a43972ffba7bb4a639acab74af34fcb6a8b3ef75eaaf3cf9b3fefcf5eaaaf0b071a970fdebed3aa8aeb1aaa73c3db8acb1b9acb4ac7c35f93ca17038e6aae57c74feace0a3b3b873b8737ef5a7733cf778e028f1bbf8ffe8f131b8fbfaa4e2f472ee32b4ba79b0eba
X-UNTD-OriginStamp: ikYAlpt94482efIIYeTKzgofvRfKVnHlQu6LMG+UoP9kh+JgbD76fQ==
X-UNTD-Peer-Info: 10.181.12.152|webmail12.vgs.untd.com|outbound-mail.vgs.untd.com|brendar10@juno.com
Return-Path: brendar10@juno.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalArrivalTime: 14 May 2017 00:18:41.3364
 (UTC)
X-MS-Exchange-Forest-ArrivalHubServer: BCPS-EXCH13.bcps.local
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalClientIPAddress: 8.19.118.104
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalServerIPAddress: 172.16.1.18
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Cross-Premises-Headers-Processed: bcps-exch13.bcps.local
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MessageHighPrecisionLatencyInProgress: LSRV=BCPS-EXCH13.bcps.local:TOTAL-FE=0.077;2017-05-14T00:18:41.414Z
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: bcps-exch13.bcps.local
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Network-Message-Id:
	0852a05a-5f94-4dcd-84e2-08d49a5ec687
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalSize: 14398
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-HygienePolicy: Standard
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MessageLatency:
	SRV=BCPS-EXCH13.bcps.local:TOTAL-FE=0.092|SMS=0.015
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AVStamp-Enterprise: 1.0
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Recipient-Limit-Verified: True
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Transport-Properties: DeliveryPriority=Normal
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Prioritization: 1

--_d491accd-7f19-420b-893d-fe1db1ff822f_
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"

Thank you Nancy. Great job with this. Hope it helps get the message out.=
Brenda   Brenda Richardson,MA,RDN,LD,CD,FANDACADEMY Positions Committee =
2016-2017                                                               =
                   =

Past Chair ANDPAC Board of Directors; Past Chair, DHCCIndiana Academy Tr=
easurer 2016-18
LTC Nutrition Expert/Author/Publisher/Speaker                           =
      =

4972 E Motsinger Rd, Salem Indiana    Ph:812-276-1933                   =
                             =


---------- Original Message ----------
From: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>
To: "Courtney Riedel (cgr14@pitt.edu)" <cgr14@pitt.edu>, Cynthia Wolfram=
 <Cwolframrdld@att.net>, "'linda.farr@me.com'" <linda.farr@me.com>, "bre=
ndar10@juno.com" <brendar10@juno.com>, "myadrick@computrition.com" <myad=
rick@computrition.com>
Cc: "Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us" <Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler=
 <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>
Subject: ANDPAC Video #2 =

Date: Sat, 13 May 2017 14:20:34 +0000


Hello Courtney, Cindy, Marty, Linda, and Brenda,
At FNCE 2016 in Boston, you agreed to be interviewed for our ANDPAC Vide=
o project. The second of a five-video series has been completed. Below y=
ou will find the link for this second video.  Since you appear in this v=
ideo, we wanted to be sure you saw the final product.
 =

The plan is for this video link to be shared next week with Academy memb=
ers through the PPWNewsletter and EatRightWeekly.  =

 =

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC o=
ffice and the Academy Strategic Communications office.
Video #2 link -  https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13Sn=
VKczQ/view
 =

Please help us deliver the importance of Public Policy, and of member AN=
DPAC donations by sharing this video with your Public Policy Coordinator=
; and other Academy members. Ask that this video be played at your affil=
iate annual meeting (if it hasn&rsquo;t already occurred); or district m=
eetings. Suggest it be posted on affiliate websites. REMINDER &ndash; th=
is video is a solicitation for Academy members only. It can be shared in=
 private, Academy member based social media sites. However, the link can=
not be shared in public social media sites. Any questions, please don&rs=
quo;t hesitate to email me.  =

 =

Your voices speak loud and clear in this video - thank you so much for y=
our help with the project!
And stay tuned for more ANDPAC videos through-out the year. Stand Up, Sp=
eak Up, Nutrition Matters!
 =

Wishing all a very Happy Mother&rsquo;s Day weekend!
 =

Nancy Z. Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND
Registered Dietitian Nutritionist
Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404
www.farrelldietitian.com
Facebook - Farrell-Dietitian-Services Twitter - NFarrellRDN
Nancy Nutrition Minute on YouTube
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) National Media Spokesperson (Ju=
ne 2015-18)
AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)
ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017)
 =


____________________________________________________________
Affordable Wireless Plans
Set up is easy. Get online in minutes.
Starting at only $14.95 per month! =

www.netzero.net?refcd=3Dnzmem0216

--_d491accd-7f19-420b-893d-fe1db1ff822f_
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Type: text/html; charset="windows-1252"

<html><div>Thank you Nancy. Great job with this. Hope it helps get the m=
essage out.</div><div>Brenda&nbsp;</div><div>&nbsp;</div><div>&nbsp;</di=
v><div><div><div><div><div><div>Brenda Richardson,MA,RDN,LD,CD,FAND</div=
></div></div></div></div></div><div><div><div><div><div><div>ACADEMY Pos=
itions Committee 2016-2017 &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb=
sp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp=
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; =
&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &n=
bsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;<br>Past Chair ANDPAC Board of Directors; Past =
Chair, DHCC</div><div>Indiana Academy Treasurer 2016-18<br>LTC Nutrition=
 Expert/Author/Publisher/Speaker &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb=
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb=
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb=
sp;&nbsp;<br>4972 E Motsinger Rd, Salem Indiana &nbsp; &nbsp;Ph:812-276-=
1933 &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&=
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&=
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&=
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<=
/div></div></div></div></div></div><div><br><br>---------- Original Mess=
age ----------<br>From: Nancy Farrell &lt;nancy@farrelldietitian.com&gt;=
<br>To: "Courtney Riedel (cgr14@pitt.edu)" &lt;cgr14@pitt.edu&gt;, Cynth=
ia Wolfram &lt;Cwolframrdld@att.net&gt;, "'linda.farr@me.com'" &lt;linda=
.farr@me.com&gt;, "brendar10@juno.com" &lt;brendar10@juno.com&gt;, "myad=
rick@computrition.com" &lt;myadrick@computrition.com&gt;<br>Cc: "Dmartin=
@burke.k12.ga.us" &lt;Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us&gt;, Lucille Beseler &lt;l=
beseler_fnc@bellsouth.net&gt;, Patricia Babjak &lt;PBABJAK@eatright.org&=
gt;<br>Subject: ANDPAC Video #2 <br>Date: Sat, 13 May 2017 14:20:34 +000=
0<br><br></p><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapedefaults v:ext=3D"edit" spidmax=3D"1026" />
</xml><![endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapelayout v:ext=3D"edit">
<o:idmap v:ext=3D"edit" data=3D"1" />
</o:shapelayout></xml><![endif]--><div class=3D"WordSection1"><p class=3D=
"MsoNormal">Hello Courtney, Cindy, Marty, Linda, and Brenda,</p><p class=
=3D"MsoNormal">At FNCE 2016 in Boston, you agreed to be interviewed for =
our ANDPAC Video project. The second of a five-video series has been com=
pleted. Below you will find the link for this second video. &nbsp;<stron=
g>Since you appear</strong> in this video, we wanted to be sure you saw =
the final product.</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p><p class=3D"MsoNo=
rmal">The plan is for this video link to be shared next week with Academ=
y members through the PPWNewsletter and EatRightWeekly. &nbsp;</p><p cla=
ss=3D"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">The video series is a =
joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the Academy =
Strategic Communications office.</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">Video #2 link=
 - <a href=3D"https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKc=
zQ/view"> https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/v=
iew</a></p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">Pleas=
e help us deliver the importance of Public Policy, and of member ANDPAC =
donations by sharing this video with your Public Policy Coordinator; and=
 other Academy members. Ask that this video be played at your affiliate =
annual meeting (if it hasn&rsquo;t already occurred); or district meetin=
gs. Suggest it be posted on affiliate websites. <strong>REMINDER</strong=
> &ndash; this video is a solicitation for Academy members only. It can =
be shared in private, Academy member based social media sites. However, =
the link cannot be shared in <span style=3D"text-decoration: underline;"=
>public</span> social media sites. Any questions, please don&rsquo;t hes=
itate to email me. &nbsp;</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p><p class=3D=
"MsoNormal">Your voices speak loud and clear in this video - thank you s=
o much for your help with the project!</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">And sta=
y tuned for more ANDPAC videos through-out the year. Stand Up, Speak Up,=
 Nutrition Matters!</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p><p class=3D"MsoN=
ormal">Wishing all a very Happy Mother&rsquo;s Day weekend!</p><p class=3D=
"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal"><strong>Nancy Z. Farrell, M=
S, RDN, FAND</strong></p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">Registered Dietitian Nut=
ritionist</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">Farrell Dietitian Services &nbsp;540=
.479.3404</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal"><a href=3D"http://www.farrelldietiti=
an.com/" target=3D"_blank"><span style=3D"color: #0563c1;">www.farrelldi=
etitian.com</span></a></p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">Facebook -&nbsp;<a href=
=3D"https://www.facebook.com/pages/Farrell-Dietitian-Services/1504220313=
195990" target=3D"_blank"><span style=3D"color: #0563c1;">Farrell-Dietit=
ian-Services</span></a>&nbsp;Twitter -&nbsp;<a href=3D"https://twitter.c=
om/NFarrellRDN" target=3D"_blank"><span style=3D"color: #0563c1;">NFarre=
llRDN</span></a></p><p class=3D"MsoNormal"><em>Nancy Nutrition Minute </=
em>on YouTube</p><p class=3D"MsoNormal">Academy of Nutrition and Dieteti=
cs (AND) National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)</p><p class=3D"MsoNo=
rmal">AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)</p><p cl=
ass=3D"MsoNormal">ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017)</p><p clas=
s=3D"MsoNormal">&nbsp;</p></div></html>
<br><br><font SIZE=3D"2" color=3D"#000000">_____________________________=
_______________________________</font><br><a style=3D"TEXT-DECORATION: n=
one" href=3D"http://www.netzero.net?refcd=3Dnzmem0216" target=3D_blank><=
font face=3D"Arial"><font color=3D"#004080" size=3D"3"><b>Affordable Wir=
eless Plans</b></font><br><font color=3D"#000000" size=3D"2">Set up is e=
asy. Get online in minutes.<br>Starting at only $14.95 per month!
<br></a><a style=3D"COLOR: #000000" href=3D"http://www.netzero.net?refcd=
=3Dnzmem0216" target=3D_blank>www.netzero.net</a></font></font>

--_d491accd-7f19-420b-893d-fe1db1ff822f_--
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1592. Re: ANDPAC Video #2 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>

Cc: Courtney Riedel (cgr14@pitt.edu) <cgr14@pitt.edu>, Cynthia Wolfram

<Cwolframrdld@att.net>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

brendar10@juno.com <brendar10@juno.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 13, 2017 19:30:11

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Video #2 

Attachment:

Another great video.  Powerful voices.  Thanks Nancy for all your hard work on this.   

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 13, 2017, at 10:24 AM, Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Courtney, Cindy, Marty, Linda, and Brenda,

 

At FNCE 2016 in Boston, you agreed to be interviewed for our ANDPAC Video project. The

second of a five-video series has been completed. Below you will find the link for this second

video.  Since you appear in this video, we wanted to be sure you saw the final product. 

 

The plan is for this video link to be shared next week with Academy members through the

PPWNewsletter and EatRightWeekly.  

 

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office. 

Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

 

Please help us deliver the importance of Public Policy, and of member ANDPAC donations by

sharing this video with your Public Policy Coordinator; and other Academy members. Ask that this

video be played at your affiliate annual meeting (if it hasn’t already occurred); or district meetings.

Suggest it be posted on affiliate websites. REMINDER – this video is a solicitation for Academy

members only. It can be shared in private, Academy member based social media sites. However,

the link cannot be shared in public social media sites. Any questions, please don’t hesitate to

email me.  

 

Your voices speak loud and clear in this video - thank you so much for your help with the project! 
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And stay tuned for more ANDPAC videos through-out the year. Stand Up, Speak Up, Nutrition

Matters!

 

 

Wishing all a very Happy Mother’s Day weekend!

 

 

Nancy Z. Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist

 

Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404

 
www.farrelldietitian.com

 

Facebook - Farrell-Dietitian-Services Twitter - NFarrellRDN

 

Nancy Nutrition Minute on YouTube

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)

 

AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)

 

ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017) 
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1593. Re: ANDPAC Video #2

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>

Cc: Courtney Riedel (cgr14@pitt.edu) <cgr14@pitt.edu>, Cynthia Wolfram

<Cwolframrdld@att.net>, brendar10@juno.com <brendar10@juno.com>,

myadrick@computrition.com <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us <Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 13, 2017 10:58:02

Subject: Re: ANDPAC Video #2

Attachment:

Thank for sending this video Nancy and for the very impactful message! I'm honored to be in such

a distinguished group of ANDPAC leaders   I think this message should resonate with every single

member. Also I wanted you to know that in my Speaker Message yesterday I reminded our

delegates to renew their dues and give to ANDPAC. I hope this generates more donations for you!

 
 

Linda  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 13, 2017, at 9:20 AM, Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Courtney, Cindy, Marty, Linda, and Brenda,

 

At FNCE 2016 in Boston, you agreed to be interviewed for our ANDPAC Video project. The

second of a five-video series has been completed. Below you will find the link for this second

video.  Since you appear in this video, we wanted to be sure you saw the final product. 

 

The plan is for this video link to be shared next week with Academy members through the

PPWNewsletter and EatRightWeekly.  

 

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office. 

Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

 

Please help us deliver the importance of Public Policy, and of member ANDPAC donations by

sharing this video with your Public Policy Coordinator; and other Academy members. Ask that this

video be played at your affiliate annual meeting (if it hasn’t already occurred); or district meetings.

Suggest it be posted on affiliate websites. REMINDER – this video is a solicitation for Academy
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members only. It can be shared in private, Academy member based social media sites. However,

the link cannot be shared in public social media sites. Any questions, please don’t hesitate to

email me.  

 

Your voices speak loud and clear in this video - thank you so much for your help with the project! 

And stay tuned for more ANDPAC videos through-out the year. Stand Up, Speak Up, Nutrition

Matters!

 

 

Wishing all a very Happy Mother’s Day weekend!

 

 

Nancy Z. Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist

 

Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404

 
www.farrelldietitian.com

 

Facebook - Farrell-Dietitian-Services Twitter - NFarrellRDN

 

Nancy Nutrition Minute on YouTube

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)

 

AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)

 

ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017) 
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1594. ANDPAC Video #2 

From: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>

To: Courtney Riedel (cgr14@pitt.edu) <cgr14@pitt.edu>, Cynthia Wolfram

<Cwolframrdld@att.net>, 'linda.farr@me.com' <linda.farr@me.com>,

brendar10@juno.com <brendar10@juno.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>

Cc: Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us <Dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 13, 2017 10:24:08

Subject: ANDPAC Video #2 

Attachment:

Hello Courtney, Cindy, Marty, Linda, and Brenda,

 

At FNCE 2016 in Boston, you agreed to be interviewed for our ANDPAC Video project. The

second of a five-video series has been completed. Below you will find the link for this second

video.  Since you appear in this video, we wanted to be sure you saw the final product. 

 

The plan is for this video link to be shared next week with Academy members through the

PPWNewsletter and EatRightWeekly.  

 

The video series is a joint project between ANDPAC BOD, the Academy DC office and the

Academy Strategic Communications office. 

Video #2 link - https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwRo2x-vDxXpUy1tOE13SnVKczQ/view

 

 

Please help us deliver the importance of Public Policy, and of member ANDPAC donations by

sharing this video with your Public Policy Coordinator; and other Academy members. Ask that this

video be played at your affiliate annual meeting (if it hasn’t already occurred); or district meetings.

Suggest it be posted on affiliate websites. REMINDER – this video is a solicitation for Academy

members only. It can be shared in private, Academy member based social media sites. However,

the link cannot be shared in public social media sites. Any questions, please don’t hesitate to

email me.  

 

Your voices speak loud and clear in this video - thank you so much for your help with the project! 

And stay tuned for more ANDPAC videos through-out the year. Stand Up, Speak Up, Nutrition

Matters!

 

 

Wishing all a very Happy Mother’s Day weekend!
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Nancy Z. Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist

 

Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404

 
www.farrelldietitian.com

 

Facebook - Farrell-Dietitian-Services Twitter - NFarrellRDN

 

Nancy Nutrition Minute on YouTube

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)

 

AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)

 

ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017) 
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1595. Re: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Denice Ferko-Adams <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan

Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 18:37:15

Subject: Re: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

Attachment:

Bravo! Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 12, 2017, at 12:25 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Good morning,
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I’m happy to announce that the Academy was successful in nominating two members to serve on

new clinical care subcommittees being formed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) to develop episode-based cost measures which are a requirement of the Medicare Access

and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA). Kate Willcutts, DCN, RDN from the University of

Virginia was selected to serve on the Gastrointestinal Disease Subcommittee and Sarah Peterson,

DCN, RDN from Rush University was selected to serve on the Pulmonary Disease Subcommittee.

Their work will help CMS identify key items, care and services to achieve quality outcomes in the

inpatient setting which will further enable CMS to pursue improvements in quality and reductions in

costs through Medicare’s Quality Payment Program. Our goal is to ensure nutrition services

provided by RDNs and the associated costs are appropriately recognized in these episodes of

care. Additional clinical care subcommittees will be formed in the future and the Academy will

continue to nominate member experts to represent us in this important work.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1596. RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, escottstumps@ecu.edu

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>, jojo@nutritioned.com

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

Cc: mgarner@cchs.ua.edu <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org) <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Paul Mifsud

<PMifsud@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Linda Serwat <LSerwat@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Singerman,

Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Katie Brown

<kbrown@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 15:18:30

Subject: RE: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT

Attachment: Agenda 5-16-17.docx
2018 foundation board final budget.ppt

Good afternoon.  Please find the agenda and budget deck for the Foundation Budget Call.  Al

Bryant will provide a brief investment update before the FY18 Budget being proposed by the

Foundation Finance Committee is discussed and approved.  We look forward to having our

incoming members audit the call.  Thanks and have a great weekend.   

 

Subject: Foundation BOD call May 16, 2017 from 1 pm - 2 pm CT  

When: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US &Canada).  

Where: Web Ex 

 

 

Foundation BOD Tuesday, May 16, 2017 1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  1 hr 
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		Foundation Board of Directors

AGENDA

		







May 16, 2017 

Join WebEx meeting 

https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m2b06cb9c14b27efec0caae8dcd700c21

Meeting number: 744 881 386 

Meeting password: 0516



Join by phone 

Call-in number: 1-866-477-4564 (US)

Conference Code: 824 097 8145



		TIME

		AGENDA ITEM

		PRESENTER

		OUTCOME



		1:00 pm

		Welcome and Call to Order

		J. Ragalie-Carr

		



		1:05 pm

		1.0 Investment Update

		A. Bryant

		Information



		1:25 pm

		2.0 FY18 Budget

		M. Garner

		Action



		2:00 pm

		Adjourn

		All

		































   Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]		 

   Attachment On-Arrival
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Agenda 5-16-17.docx
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

FY17 Forecast and FY18 Budget Review 

May 16, 2017

Confidential: 	Not to be disclosed outside of the Academy Foundation 		Board of 	Directors



On to our annual note session.  Naturally, th
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ANDF Overview



		Financial results, through March 2017, reflected a suplus of $741.4K after investment returns.

		Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $23.9M at the end of March.

		Forecasted FY17 financial results are expected to reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of $553.0K, which is $886.6K better than the budget.

		Net Assets/Reserves are expected to finish the year at nearly $23.7M; a record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.



FY17



		FY18 budget will reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of nearly $600K.

		FY18 revenue will decline by $596.4K or 25.5% due to a conservative approach to budgeting and the funding by the Academy for the 2nd Century program ending in FY17.

		FY18 expenses will decline $764.7K or 21.3% due primarily to the the 2nd Century Summit and consulting expenses in FY17 ending.

		FY18 year ending Net Assets/Reserves are expected to increase to nearly $24.3M; another record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.



FY18
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Foundation results, thru March

Foundation has performed well with revenue growing 7.9% driven by 2nd Century support (+$333K) and lower expenses due to program timing and adjustments.



		FY17 budget vs. FY17 actuals

		2016      Actuals		2017   Budget		2017   Actuals		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Operating Revenue		 $     1,777.1 		 $     1,968.5 		 $     2,124.8 		$          156.3 		7.9%

		 		 

		Operating Expense		        2,397.4 		        3,403.0 		        2,942.8 		460.2 		13.5%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(deficit)		$       (620.3) 		 $  (1,435.5)		 $      (818.0) 		 $          616.5 		43.0%

		 		 

		Investment Returns		        (156.6) 		        1,271.4 		        1,559.4 		        287.9 		22.6%

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(deficit)		 		 $     (776.9) 		 		 $      (163.1) 		 		 $         741.4 		 		 $          904.4 		 		554.7%























































Foundation funds currently stand at nearly $23.9M.   Foundation is performing well.
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Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $24 million

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		 

		Revenue		 $               735.1 		 $          1,185.0   		 $               204.7 		 $           2,124.8 

		Release from Restrictions		      1,552.5 		 		     (1,552.5)		 		               -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		      2,287.6 		      (   367.5) 		         204.7 		      2,124.8 

		 

		Direct Expense		      2,942.8 		              -   		              -   		      2,942.8 

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (655.1)		 		$             (367.5) 		 		$                204.7 		 		$             (818.0) 

		 

		Investment Income		         393.9 		      1,165.5 		              -   		      1,559.4 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (261.2) 		 		$             797.9 		 		$                204.7 		 		$             741.4 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,764.2 		8,781.5 		8,581.4 		23,127.1 

		 

		Net Assets as of March 31, 2016 		 $           5,502.9 		 		 $           9,579.4 		 		 $           8,786.1 		 		 $ 23,868.5 
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Forecasted results for FY17 will be continue to be strong... 

Foundation financials are expected to perform better than the budget operationally by nearly $600K and provide an overall surplus of $553K for FY17.

		FY17 Budget vs. FY17 Forecast

		2016 		2017 		2017 		$ Variance		% Variance

		Actuals		Budget		Forecast		fav/(unfav)		 		 		fav/(unfav)

		Revenue		 $      2,403.6 		 $      2,235.2 		 $      2,336.9 		 $           101.7 		4.5%

		 		 

		Direct Expense		         2,931.5 		         4,094.5 		         3,597.5 		            497.0		12.1%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		 $       (527.9)		 $   (1,859.3)		 $   (1,260.6)		 $           598.7 		 		32.2%

		 		 

		Investment Income/(loss)		29.1 		1,525.7 		1,813.6 		287.9 		18.9%

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		 $       (498.8) 		 $       (333.6)		 $      553.0		 $         886.6 		 		265.8%































































The Foundation’s Net Assets/Reserves are expected to end the year at nearly $23.7M.
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…and Net Assets/Reserves will continue to grow...

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		 

		Revenue		 $              891.5 		 $            1,360.4 		 $                  85.0 		 $         2,336.9 

		Release from Restrictions		2,082.7        		 		        (2,082.7)		 		                 -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		       2,974.2 		          (722.3)		           85.0 		      2,336.9 

		 

		Direct Expense		       3,597.5 		                -   		                -   		      3,597.5 

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$            (623.2)		 		$             (722.3)		 		$                   85.0 		 		$       (1,260.6)

		 

		Investment Income		          458.1 		         1,355.5 		                -   		      1,813.6 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$            (165.1) 		 		$                 633.2 		 		$                   85.0 		 		$             553.0 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,764.2 		8,781.5 		8,581.4 		23,127.1 

		 

		Net Assets - FY17 Year End 		 $           5,599.1 		 		 $           9,414.7 		 		 $            8,666.4 		 		 $       23,680.2 
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…and achieve a new record, year-ending, high.
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FY18 budget will result in a net surplus…

The Foundation is projecting a Net Surplus, after investments, which will continue the growth of the Foundation’s assets.

		FY17 Forecast vs. FY18 Budget

		2016 		2017 		2018 		$ Variance		% Variance

		Actuals		Forecast		Budget		fav/(unfav)		 		 		fav/(unfav)

		Revenue		 $    2,403.6 		 $    2,336.9 		 $    1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)

		 		 

		Direct Expense		       2,931.5 		       3,597.5 		       2,832.8 		            764.7 		21.3%

		 		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		 $     (527.9)		 $  (1,260.6)		 $  (1,092.3)		 $         168.3		 		13.4%

		 		 

		Investment Income/(loss)		29.1 		1,813.6 		1,690.5 		(123.1)		(6.8%)

		 		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		 $     (498.8)		 $        553.0 		 $        598.2		 $              45.2		 		8.2%































































FY18 will result in the Foundation’s assets exceeding $24M.
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…and result in higher Net Assets/Reserves...

		Unrestricted		Temporarily 		Permanently		Total FY18

		 		 		Restricted		 		Restricted		 		Budget 

		Revenue		 $           477.0 		 $           1,138.5  		 $              125.0 		 $           1,740.5 

		Release from Restrictions		      1,821.9 		 		     (1,821.9)		 		               -  		 		               -  

		Total Revenue		      2,298.9 		      (683.5) 		         125.0		      1,740.5 

		 

		Direct Expense		      2,832.8 		              -   		              -   		2,832.8

		 

		Operational Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (533.9)		 		$             (683.5) 		 		$125.0 		 		$          (1,092.3) 

		 

		Investment Income		         399.7 		      1,290.8 		              -   		      1,690.5 

		 

		Net Surplus/(Deficit)		$             (134.2) 		 		$            607.3 		 		$              125.0 		 		$             598.2 

		 

		Beginning Net Assets		5,599.1		9,414.7 		8,666.4 		23,680.2 

		 

		Net Assets at end of FY18		 $           5,464.9 		 		 $         10,022.0 		 		 $          8,791.4 		 		 $         24,278.4 
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FY18 revenue will decline 25.5 percent…

Revenue is decreasing due to the Academy’s support for the 2nd Century ending in FY17, and a conservative approach to budgeting.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Grants and Donations		 $      386.1 		 $         259.2 		 $         147.5 		 $         (111.7)		(43.1%)

		 		 

		Member Contributions		          1,017.7 		         955.5 		          1,065.5 		            110.0		11.5%

		 		 

		Corporate Contributions		         803.8 		         1,023.2 		          411.0		           (612.2)		(59.8%)

		 		 

		Sponsorships		            196.0 		            99.0 		            116.5 		             17.5 		17.7%

		 		 

		Total Revenue		 $      2,403.6 		 $       2,336.9		 $      1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)
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…distributed across most programs.

Revenue is declining in FY18 due to lower corporate funding for programs like 2nd Century and a conservative expectation of revenue from member contributions.  The Foundation staff is continuing discussions for corporate funding from CDR and others.  This is not included in the FY18 budget since the funding has not yet been secured.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Administration		 $                  - 		 $                  - 		$                    -                  		 $                     -		N/A

		Fundraising		287.4		256.8		264.0		7.2		2.8%

		FNCE/GALA		          351.2		         228.4 		            213.0 		            (15.4)		(6.7%)

		Future of Foods		262.6		73.8		37.6		 (36.2)		(49.1%)

		NEP		         114.8 		         165.5		143.7		   (21.8) 		(13.2%)

		Scholarships and Awards		414.2		159.6		195.0		35.4		22.2%

		CDR Support		264.0		264.0		276.0		12.0		4.5%

		2nd Century/100th Anniv.		525.8		1,125.7		645.0		(480.7)		(42.7%)

		Research		183.7		63.2		(33.7)		(96.9)		(153.3%)

		All Other		                  0.0 		                      -		                      -		                        -		                  N/A

		Total Revenue		 $       2,403.6 		 $       2,336.9		 $      1,740.5 		 $         (596.4)		(25.5%)
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Key FY18 revenue assumptions include;

		Grants and Donations are decreasing primarily due to not budgeting for new funds to support the Team Nutrition program from the Iowa Department of Education (-$50K), lower funding from Feeding America to support the Future of Foods program (-$37K) and lower Research grants (-$25K).

		Corporate Contributions are decreasing primarily due to lower Academy Funding for the 2nd Century project (-$599K).

		Sponsorship is increasing primarily due to higher FNCE sponsors (+$18K). 

		Member Contributions are increasing primarily due to higher 2nd Century contributions (+$160K), and funds for Scholarships (+$60K).



Staff has not factored into the budget any bequests or large member/corporate donations in order to be “conservative”.  Staff will continue to work to drive revenues higher and exceed expecations.
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FY18 expenses are expected to decrease by 21.3%...

Expenses are decreasing primarily due to Travel, Professional Fees and Meeting Services driven by the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018
  Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Personnel		 $         827.1 		 $         956.1 		 $         992.3 		 $          (36.2)		(3.8%)

		Travel		            180.1 		            307.4 		            180.4 		127.0		41.3%

		Professional Fees		         631.9 		            888.5 		           417.3 		471.2 		53.0%

		Postage and Mailing		             4.1 		             11.6 		             12.8 		(1.2) 		(10.3%)

		Rent and Utilities		             90.1 		             91.4 		             60.0 		31.4		34.4%

		Scholarships and Awards		         813.2 		         767.5 		         714.2 		53.3 		6.9%

		Office Supplies		             1.7 		               7.5 		               6.0 		1.5 		20.0%

		Printing		             4.9 		             13.9 		             13.2 		0.7 		5.0%

		Insurance		             16.5 		             17.4 		             17.7 		(0.3)		(1.7%)

		Bank and Trust fees		             126.6 		            129.0 		            129.1 		(0.1)		(0.0%)

		Telecommunications		             22.5 		             24.8 		             20.1 		4.7		19.0%

		Meeting Services		            131.9 		            252.5 		            169.5 		83.0		32.9%

		Computer		             19.5 		            46.0 		             47.7 		(1.7)		(3.7%)

		Legal		               6.3 		               0.7 		               0.7 		0.0		0.0%

		Depreciation		             27.8 		             24.5 		             17.6 		6.9		28.2%

		All Other		27.3 		58.6 		34.2 		24.4 		41.6%

		Total Expense		 $      2,931.5 		 $      3,597.5 		 $      2,832.8 		 $         764.7 		21.3%
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…driven by specific programs.

2nd Century expenses for the Summit and consulting end in FY17, resulting in a large reduction in costs in FY18.

		FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget

		2016      Actuals		2017      Forecast		2018     Budget		$ Variance    fav/(unfav)		% Variance    fav/(unfav)

		 		 

		Administration		 $          663.6                   		 $          874.3                   		 $       883.6		 $              (9.3)                    		(1.1%)

		Fundraising		1.1		12.9		17.0		(4.1)		(31.8%)

		FNCE/GALA		          148.0		         161.0 		            135.7 		            25.3		15.7%

		Future of Foods		199.5		236.2		175.7		 60.5		25.6%

		NEP		         300.9 		         336.3		209.7		      126.6		37.6%

		Scholarships and Awards		579.6		542.8		586.1		(43.3)		(8.0%)

		CDR Support		398.6		445.7		379.5		66.2		14.9%

		2nd Century/100th Anniv.		330.2		944.9		385.0		559.9		59.3%

		Research		85.0		19.6		30.2		(10.6)		(54.1%)

		All Other		             225.0		             23.8		             30.3		               (6.5)		            (27.3%)

		Total Expense		 $      2,931.5 		 $       3,597.5		 $       2,832.8 		 $            764.7		21.3%
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Key expense assumptions include;

		No new positions have been added in FY18. 

		Salary and benefits will be consistent with Academy expectations; 3% salary pool increase, 8% contribution to the 401K.

		Professional fees are decreasing primarily due to the consulting fees for the 2nd Century program ending (-$460K).

		Travel is decreasing primarily due to the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18     (-$138K).

		Meeting Services is decreasing primarily due to 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18 (-$64K) and a change in the FNCE GALA (-$16K).

		Rent and Utilities are decreasing (-$31.4K) due to the rent reduction negotiated by the Academy being shared by each group.

		Scholarships and Awards are decreasing primarily due to fewer CDR supported awards            (-$57K) being distributed.



Staff will continue to look for opportunities to reduce expenses without impacting value.







Conclusion
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		Financial results, through March 2017, reflected a suplus of $741.4K after investment returns.

		Net Assets/Reserves have increased to just under $23.9M at the end of March.

		Forecasted FY17 financial results are expected to reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of $553.0K, which is $886.6K better than the budget.

		Net Assets/Reserves are expected to finish FY17 at nearly $23.7M; a record, year-ending, high for the Foundation.

		FY18 budget will reflect a surplus, after investment returns, of nearly $600K.

		FY18 revenue will decline by $596.4K or 25.5% due to a conservative approach to budgeting and the funding by the Academy for the 2nd Century program ending in FY17.

		FY18 expenses will decline $764.7K or 21.3% due primarily to the the 2nd Century Summit and consulting expenses in FY17 ending.

		FY18 year ending Net Assets/Reserves are expected to increase to nearly $24.3M; another record year-ending, high for the Foundation.



The Foundation will end FY18 in very strong financial shape.













Next Steps
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		Foundation Board:

		Modifies the proposed FY18 budget (if applicable)

		Approves the FY18 budget as proposed or modified for implementation
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Additional Support
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Revenue
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Grants and Donations

Grants and Donations are decreasing 43.1% due to programs ending and the Foundation developing a conservative budget.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		Iowa Dept of Education	- $      50K

		Future of Foods	- $      30K

		Research Grants	- $      25K

		All Other	- $        7K



	Total	- $   112K 
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Member Contributions

Member contributions are increasing 11.5% primarily due to increased donations for the 100th anniversary/2nd Century initiative.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		100th anniversary/2nd Century	+$    160K

		Research	- $      38K

		Scholarships/Awards	- $      15K

		All Other	+$        3K



	Total	+$    110K  
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Corporate Contributions

Corporate contributions are decreasing 59.8% primarily due to the Academy contribution towards the 2nd Century program ending if FY17 and a restructuring of the FNCE GALA.

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is increasing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $   590K

		FNCE GALA 	- $     23K

		All Other Programs	+$        1K



	Total	- $   612K 
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Sponsorships

Sponsorship is increasing 17.7% due to anticipated higher sponsorships for FNCE GALA.  

Revenue 

Explanation

Revenue is changing due to the following;



		FNCE GALA	+$      18K
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Expense
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Personnel expenses

Personnel expenses will grow 3.8% due to the impact of salary and benefit increases.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		Salary increases	+ $     23K

		Benefit increases	+ $     13K



	Total	+ $     36K 
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Travel

Travel expenses are decreasing 41.3% primarily due to the 2nd Century Summit held in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $   138K

		All Other Programs	+$      11K



	Total	-$    127K 
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Professional Fees

Professional Fees are decreasing 53.0% primarily due 2nd Century/100th Anniversary expenses in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	          - $   460K

		Iowa Department of Education	          - $      42K

		Board	+$      25K

		All Other Programs	+$        6K



	Total	- $   471K 
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Postage and Mailing

Postage and Mailing costs are increasing 10.3% primarily due to increased costs for fundraising.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		Annual Fund	+$        3K

		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $        2K



Total	+$        1K
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Rent and Utilities

Rent and utility costs are decreasing 34.4% due to savings associated with the Academy headquarter’s move.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  Reduction due to move savings              - $  31K
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Scholarships and Awards

Scholarships and Awards are decreasing 6.9% primarily due to lower releases of CDR funds to support scholarships and awards.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		CDR	- $      57K

		All Other programs	+$        4K



	Total	- $      53K 
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Office Supplies

Office Supplies are decreasing 20.0% primarily due 2nd Century/100th Anniversary cost decreases. 

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $        2K
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Printing

Printing costs are decreasing 5.0% primarily due to lower FNCE GALA costs associated with the structure change.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		FNCE GALA	- $       1K
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Insurance

Insurance expenses are expected to increase 1.7% primarily due to basic rate increases passed along by the Academy.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  Basic rate increases 		          +$     0.3K
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Bank and Trust fees

Bank and Trust fees are anticipated to stay flat.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		No material variances
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Telecommunication

Telecommunication expenses are decreasing 19.0% primarily due lower 2nd Century/100th Anniversary costs.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		  100th Anniversary/2nd Century             - $       2K

		  Administration		           - $       2K

		  NEP			           - $       1K



   Total			           - $       5K		
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Meeting Services

Meeting Services expenses are decreasing 32.9% primarily due to costs associated with the 2nd Century Summit in FY17 not recurring in FY18 and the restructuring of the FNCE GALA.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $      64K

		FNCE GALA   	- $      16K

		All Other Programs	- $        3K



	Total	- $      83K 
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Computer

Computer expenses are increasing 3.7% primarily due to normal cost increases.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is increasing due to the following;



		All programs	   +$        2K 
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Legal

Legal expenses are remaining flat in FY18 when compared to FY17.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		No change
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Depreciation

Depreciation is increasing by 28.2 % due to the net affect of some capital being totally depreciated. Depreciation expenses are the recovery of assets purchased during a previous period. 

Expense

Explanation

Depreciation is changing due to:



		Administration         	            - $      7K 
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All Other expenses

“Other” expense are decreasing 41.6% primarily due to 2nd Century/100th Anniversary costs in FY17 not recurring in FY18.

Expense

Explanation

Expense is changing due to the following;



		100th Anniversary/2nd Century	- $      22K

		All other	- $        2K



	Total	- $      24K

Other expenses includes items such as Seminar Fees, Membership Dues, Outside Services and Miscellaneous expenses that do not fall in a specific category.
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Join WebEx meeting 

 

Meeting number: 744 881 386 Meeting password: 0516 

 

 

 

Join by phone Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US) Call-in number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbers Conference Code: 824 097 8145 
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1597. RE: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 13:45:06

Subject: RE: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care

Subcommittees

Attachment: image003.jpg
image004.png
image005.jpg

Outstanding, Marsha.  I am thrilled with these appointments and the influence they will have for

the Academy and profession. Thank you for your diligence in leading this effort.

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director
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Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Marsha Schofield [mailto:mschofield@eatright.org]  

Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 11:26 AM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Evelyn Crayton

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; peark02@outlook.com; Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>; Jo

Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>; Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>; Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; Michele.D.Lites@kp.org;

Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>; Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>; Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>; Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Don Bradley

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>; Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

 

 

Good morning,

 

 

I’m happy to announce that the Academy was successful in nominating two members to serve on

new clinical care subcommittees being formed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) to develop episode-based cost measures which are a requirement of the Medicare Access

and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA). Kate Willcutts, DCN, RDN from the University of

Virginia was selected to serve on the Gastrointestinal Disease Subcommittee and Sarah Peterson,

DCN, RDN from Rush University was selected to serve on the Pulmonary Disease Subcommittee.
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Their work will help CMS identify key items, care and services to achieve quality outcomes in the

inpatient setting which will further enable CMS to pursue improvements in quality and reductions in

costs through Medicare’s Quality Payment Program. Our goal is to ensure nutrition services

provided by RDNs and the associated costs are appropriately recognized in these episodes of

care. Additional clinical care subcommittees will be formed in the future and the Academy will

continue to nominate member experts to represent us in this important work.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1598. Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 12:29:15

Subject: Academy Members Selected to Serve on CMS Clinical Care Subcommittees

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Good morning,

 

 

I’m happy to announce that the Academy was successful in nominating two members to serve on

new clinical care subcommittees being formed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) to develop episode-based cost measures which are a requirement of the Medicare Access

and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA). Kate Willcutts, DCN, RDN from the University of

Virginia was selected to serve on the Gastrointestinal Disease Subcommittee and Sarah Peterson,

DCN, RDN from Rush University was selected to serve on the Pulmonary Disease Subcommittee.

Their work will help CMS identify key items, care and services to achieve quality outcomes in the

inpatient setting which will further enable CMS to pursue improvements in quality and reductions in

costs through Medicare’s Quality Payment Program. Our goal is to ensure nutrition services
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provided by RDNs and the associated costs are appropriately recognized in these episodes of

care. Additional clinical care subcommittees will be formed in the future and the Academy will

continue to nominate member experts to represent us in this important work.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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•

1599. HOD Speaker Message 43

From: House of Delegates <HOD@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 12:15:00

Subject: HOD Speaker Message 43

Attachment:

Speaker Message 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

Speaker Message 43 
 Bylaws Motions- Vote Now!
 

 

Voting on the Bylaws motions ends Friday, May 12 at 12:00 pm CT. 

Over the next two weeks we will be sending several end of year items that will need your attention

including:

 

Spring HOD meeting outcomes and any associated actions 

HOD End of Year evaluation 

Speaker Message survey 

Public Policy Update 

 Weekly public policy updates are provided for your review and information. By staying on top of

public policy updates, you can support your affiliate or DPG policy team and serve as a role model

for Action Alerts. 

  

Remember to Renew Your Academy Membership 

 Don’t lose access to all Academy membership has to offer. Renew by May 31, 2017 to make sure

your benefits continue uninterrupted. You may renew your Academy membership as well as renew

or add DPGs, MIGs and Academy Groups by signing in to your online account at

www.eatrightPRO.org/renew. You may also renew over the phone by calling our Member Service

Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (weekdays, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., Central Time). International

callers can reach us at +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000. Thank you for your membership! 

  

Also, consider supporting ANDPAC and the Foundation when renewing your membership.

 

For more information 

 Contact Linda Farr (linda.farr@me.com) or 

 Anna Shlachter (ashlachter@eatright.org, 800/877-1600, ext. 4819)
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This House of Delegates email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you

prefer not to receive future HOD emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
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1600. Register for LAHIDAN's Free Webinar

From: LAHIDAN <LAHIDAN@mail.vresp.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 11:50:38

Subject: Register for LAHIDAN's Free Webinar

Attachment:

Register for LAHIDAN's Free Webinar 

Save the Date 

 Free LAHIDAN Webinar

Managing Anorexia &Undesirable Weight Loss in Patients with Dementia &Alzheimers 

  

Date: Thursday May 18 2017  

Time: 5pm EST  

Cost: Free for LAHIDAN members  

CPEUs: 1 hour, Level 2  

Speaker: Digna I Cassens, MHA, RDN, CLT, FAND  

 

To register click the link or copy and paste into your browser 

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?RGID=r308cdb460d40a5f5de5874b25bb79402

  

Summary 

 

It is agreed among professional health care providers that support for those providing care at

home is an essential and a neglected part of the continuum of care.  Some individuals require

calorie dense foods (CDF)  due to low body weight, diminished appetites, inability to ingest

adequate amounts of food and fluid, and chewing or swallowing problems.  Altered taste and smell

due to the aging process or side effects of medications or disease process often exacerbate the

problems, resulting in decreased intake and subsequent weight loss. Advances in food technology

have provided commercially available products that enhance nutrients and are easy to use.

However, many are expensive and lack the palatability of a house prepared product.  The

Hispanic and Latino population has specific flavor preferences that are seldom met by the

commercial products, and freshly prepared food at home is often prepared. The use of house

prepared meals and supplements satisfies even the most demanding palate, improves acceptance

and consumption, and saves money. Whether preparing meals in your home, or a long-term-care

community, house prepared is always preferable to commercially processed products. This

presentation will focus on methods to prepare calorie dense foods for various textures and tastes

in a time efficient and economical way 

  

Presenting 
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Digna I Cassens, MHA, RDN, CLT, FAND  

Registered Dietitian with over 50 years experience in long-term care, home health, hospice,

developmental disabilities, mental health, AD, dementia care. Her research on successful methods

to decrease supplement use since 1989  has been published in Nutrition Reviews (1996). She is a

renown speaker on this topic and similar topics in several Western states.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
  
LAHIDAN EC  
  
 

Reply to email: lahidanec@gmail.com 
 
 
Click to view this email in a browser  
 
If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in
the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe LAHIDAN MIG  
120 SOUTH RIVERSIDE PLAZA  
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606  
USA  
Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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1601. AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 10:31:45

Subject: AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey

Attachment:

AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

AMIA Launches Informatics Workforce Survey

 

AMIA invites the members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics to participate in its first

Informatics Workforce Surveyan important and unique opportunity to help shape the future of

informatics. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is distributing this survey to ensure the

specific perspectives of its members are considered in the development of programs to support

informatics professionals.  

  

To participate, click this link or paste it into your browser: 

 https://www.amia.org/ahic/survey 

  

Please complete this survey by May 24, 2017. 

  

The survey is designed for professionals and students from all informatics domains and should

take approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete. By completing this survey, you will become

eligible to enter a drawing for one of ten $250 VISA gift cards. No identifying information will be

revealed in reporting results of this survey. 

  

AMIA is seeking broad representation from the informatics field. Please share the survey link with

colleagues who may be interested in participating. 

  

If you have any questions or comments, please contact workforcesurvey@AMIA.org.

 

Thank you for your time!

 
 
 
About AMIA 
 AMIA the leading professional association for informatics professionals, is the center of action for
5,400 informatics professionals from more than 65 countries. As the voice of the nations top
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biomedical and health informatics professionals, AMIA and its members play a leading role in
advancing the field of informatics. AMIA actively supports five domains in informatics: translational
bioinformatics, clinical research informatics, clinical informatics, consumer health informatics, and
public health informatics.

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1602. RE: Question: sustainable diets

From: Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>

To: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 12, 2017 09:23:23

Subject: RE: Question: sustainable diets

Attachment:

Hi, Milton.  Thanks for your email.  I think sustainable nutrition is the next frontier—sounds like you

do as well.  I am familiar with the ILSI/CIMSANS work you’re referring to led by Dave Gustafson. 

Coincidentally, as part of the Foundation’s Future of Food initiative, we are in the early stages of

planning a sustainable nutrition roundtable, similar to one we hosted a few years ago in

agriculture, nutrition, and health.  Below is the working description:

 

 

·        In an effort to expand the understanding and awareness of sustainable nutrition from a wide-

angle view, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation will host a one-day roundtable

discussion of the topic with approximately 20 key stakeholders. The roundtable will be an

opportunity to bring together a multi-sector group of experts to who may have differing viewpoints

on the topic but agree on three core principles: 1) Sustainable nutrition is a big issue and will

continue to grow; 2) RDNs and nutrition professionals are a key stakeholder group to the topic;

and 3) Not one organization, profession, or person can solve the sustainable nutrition challenges

and advance the solutions alone.

 

·        The roundtable outcome goals are: 1) The discussions will produce specific strategies for the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and its Foundation to better prepare RDNs for conversations

and professional opportunities in sustainable nutrition; 2) create a consensus statement/platform

for framing the discussion, advancing the science, areas for research/metrics creation, and

communicating and education stakeholders on sustainable nutrition; 3) develop a proceedings

consensus paper for joint publication in the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and

one or more other journals.  

Happy to discuss further if you’d like. 

 

--Katie
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From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] [mailto:milton.stokes@monsanto.com]  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 6:37 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Cc: Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Question: sustainable diets

 

 

Yes! Thanks Donna. I had Martins on the brain. I was perplexed when Katie's email wasn't

populating. 

 

Donald Milton Stokes

 

Cell (917)-697-7614

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 11, 2017, at 5:15 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Milton,  I think the person you meant to send this to was Katie Brown.  I am also including Alison

Steiber on the email.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 6:08:11 PM 

 To: Donna Martin; kmartin@eatright.org 

 Subject: Question: sustainable diets 
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Donna, Katie:

 

 

Conversations are happening around sustainable diets that incorporate consideration of nutrition,

diet diversity/cultural patterns, and environmental metrics, but to date, little progress has been

made to advance that conversation to a meaningful research agenda and actionable advice.

 

 

Our team is looking to have some type of collaboration that supports convening experts from

various disciplines to share the language, metrics and goals for each, and then align on a research

agenda that would allow for a more meaningful discussion of the science, including an

acknowledgement of trade-offs. (This work was started by ILSI CIMSANS on the metrics piece but

we are not sure of their future direction.)  

 

Do either of you have any thoughts about this?  I’m happy to schedule a call to gather more

thoughts.  

 

Thank you, 

 Milton

 

 

PS Please let me know if others should be added to this thread.

 

 

 

Milton Stokes, PhD, MPH, RD

 

Director, Global Health &Nutrition Outreach | Monsanto | Stakeholder Engagement

 

800 North Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63167

 

Mail zone: A2NA

 

( 314-694-1481 (desk) | 917-697-7614  (cell) | * milton.stokes@monsanto.com 

 

 

 

 

 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are
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not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.

 

 

 

 

 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1603. Re: Question: sustainable diets

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Alison Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 19:40:28

Subject: Re: Question: sustainable diets

Attachment:

Yes! Thanks Donna. I had Martins on the brain. I was perplexed when Katie's email wasn't

populating.   

 

Donald Milton Stokes 

Cell (917)-697-7614 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 11, 2017, at 5:15 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Milton,  I think the person you meant to send this to was Katie Brown.  I am also including Alison

Steiber on the email.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 6:08:11 PM  

To: Donna Martin; kmartin@eatright.org 

Subject: Question: sustainable diets 
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Donna, Katie:

 

 

Conversations are happening around sustainable diets that incorporate consideration of nutrition,

diet diversity/cultural patterns, and environmental metrics, but to date, little progress has been

made to advance that conversation to a meaningful research agenda and actionable advice.

 

 

Our team is looking to have some type of collaboration that supports convening experts from

various disciplines to share the language, metrics and goals for each, and then align on a research

agenda that would allow for a more meaningful discussion of the science, including an

acknowledgement of trade-offs. (This work was started by ILSI CIMSANS on the metrics piece but

we are not sure of their future direction.)  

 

Do either of you have any thoughts about this?  I’m happy to schedule a call to gather more

thoughts.  

 

Thank you, 

 Milton

 

 

PS Please let me know if others should be added to this thread.

 

 

 

Milton Stokes, PhD, MPH, RD

 

Director, Global Health &Nutrition Outreach | Monsanto | Stakeholder Engagement

 

800 North Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63167

 

Mail zone: A2NA

 

( 314-694-1481 (desk) | 917-697-7614  (cell) | * milton.stokes@monsanto.com 

 

 

 
 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including
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disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.

 
 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1604. Fw: Question: sustainable diets

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Alison

Steiber <ASteiber@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 18:19:19

Subject: Fw: Question: sustainable diets

Attachment:

Milton,  I think the person you meant to send this to was Katie Brown.  I am also including Alison

Steiber on the email.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 6:08:11 PM  

To: Donna Martin; kmartin@eatright.org  

Subject: Question: sustainable diets 

 

Donna, Katie:

 

 

Conversations are happening around sustainable diets that incorporate consideration of nutrition,

diet diversity/cultural patterns, and environmental metrics, but to date, little progress has been

made to advance that conversation to a meaningful research agenda and actionable advice.
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Our team is looking to have some type of collaboration that supports convening experts from

various disciplines to share the language, metrics and goals for each, and then align on a research

agenda that would allow for a more meaningful discussion of the science, including an

acknowledgement of trade-offs. (This work was started by ILSI CIMSANS on the metrics piece but

we are not sure of their future direction.)  

 

Do either of you have any thoughts about this?  I’m happy to schedule a call to gather more

thoughts.  

 

Thank you, 

 Milton

 

 

PS Please let me know if others should be added to this thread.

 

 

 

Milton Stokes, PhD, MPH, RD

 

Director, Global Health &Nutrition Outreach | Monsanto | Stakeholder Engagement

 

800 North Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63167

 

Mail zone: A2NA

 

( 314-694-1481 (desk) | 917-697-7614  (cell) | * milton.stokes@monsanto.com 

 

 

 
 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1605. Question: sustainable diets

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, kmartin@eatright.org

<kmartin@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 18:11:45

Subject: Question: sustainable diets

Attachment:

Donna, Katie:

 

 

Conversations are happening around sustainable diets that incorporate consideration of nutrition,

diet diversity/cultural patterns, and environmental metrics, but to date, little progress has been

made to advance that conversation to a meaningful research agenda and actionable advice.

 

 

Our team is looking to have some type of collaboration that supports convening experts from

various disciplines to share the language, metrics and goals for each, and then align on a research

agenda that would allow for a more meaningful discussion of the science, including an

acknowledgement of trade-offs. (This work was started by ILSI CIMSANS on the metrics piece but

we are not sure of their future direction.)  

 

Do either of you have any thoughts about this?  I’m happy to schedule a call to gather more

thoughts.  

 

Thank you, 

 Milton

 

 

PS Please let me know if others should be added to this thread.

 

 

 

Milton Stokes, PhD, MPH, RD

 

Director, Global Health &Nutrition Outreach | Monsanto | Stakeholder Engagement

 

800 North Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63167

 

Mail zone: A2NA
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( 314-694-1481 (desk) | 917-697-7614  (cell) | * milton.stokes@monsanto.com 

 

 

 
 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1606. May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda and Attachments

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>,

''Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com'

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida

Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Marty

Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, William Murphy <WMurphy@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 17:18:43

Subject: May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda and Attachments

Attachment: image001.png
Att 2.0 May 19-20 BOD Meeting AgendaREV051017.pdf
May 19-20, 2017 BOD Meeting Packet_.pdf
May BOD Travel.pdf
OAND Event Highlights.pdf

A revised agenda and all corresponding attachments for the May 19-20 Board meeting are now

posted on the Board of Directors’ communication platform. Please click here and enter your

Academy user name and password to access the materials, a pdf copy of the complete packet is

attached. A paper meeting packet will be delivered on Monday, May 15 via UPS (no signature

required) to those Board members who requested one. Materials for the Executive Session will not

be placed on the communication platform but will be emailed to you on Monday, May 15. 
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Attachment 2.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Thursday, May 18, 2017                                                                                                                              Revised 05-10-17                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century Reception, Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Veterans Ballroom 
 
 


Friday, May 19, 2017 - Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio – Hope E Ballroom 
   TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
12:00 pm LUNCH – Center Street Room B    
1:00 pm Executive Session  L. Beseler  Action 
2:00 pm  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME L. Beseler   
2:15 pm 1.0 Consent Agenda* 


1.1 April 4, 2017 Minutes 
1.2 February 24, 2017 Minutes  
1.3 February 23, 2017 Minutes 
1.4 Highlights…A Year in Review 2016-2017 
1.5 Foundation Report 
1.6 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report 
1.7 2017-2018 Committee Appointments 
1.8 Motion Tracking 


  Action  


2:20 pm 2.0  Regular Agenda L. Beseler  Action 
2:30 pm 3.0 Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy L. Beseler Generative Information 
2:35 pm 4.0  FY18 Budget 


Is the Board ready to approve the FY18 budget recommendations 
from the Finance and Audit Committee? 


M. Garner/ 
P. Mifsud 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary  


Action 


4:00 pm 5.0  Second Century Update         P. Babjak Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


4:30 pm RECESS L. Beseler   
5:00 pm Board shuttle to visit the Academy’s 100th Anniversary display developed 


by the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics at the  
Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library  


   


5:30 pm Transfer of the Gavel Ceremony    
6:00 pm Board shuttle to Pura Vida for Celebration Dinner    
6:15 pm Celebration Dinner - Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, (216) 987-0103    


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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Attachment 2.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Revised 05-08-17 
 
Saturday, May 20, 2017,  Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114 – Hope E Ballroom 
TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
7:30 am BREAKFAST - Center Street Room B    
8:00 am CALL TO ORDER L. Beseler   
8:00 am 6.0 Board Dietetic Practice Group Taskforce: Interim Update D. Enos Strategic/Generative/ 


Fiduciary 
Information/ 
Discussion 


8:15 am 7.0 Strategic Measures and Metrics W. Murphy Strategic/Generative 
 


Information/ 
Discussion 


9:15 am BREAK    
9:30 am 
 


8.0 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees 
Is the Board ready to approve the nominees as presented? 


E. Crayton Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


9:45 am 9.0 House of Delegates Spring Meeting Report L. Farr Strategic/Generative Information/ 
Discussion 


10:00 am 10.0 Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii) Progress Update 
                    


S. McCauley/ 
A. Steiber 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


11:00 am 11.0 Consent Agenda L. Beseler Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


11:15 am 12.0   Board Activities: July 19-21 Board Orientation and Retreat  L. Beseler Strategic Information 
11:30 am ADJOURNMENT    


 
 


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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Academy Board of Directors Meeting 


May 19-20, 2017 
 







Attachment 1.1 
APRIL 4, 2017 MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING   DRAFT 


 


 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Tracey Bates, Hope Barkoukis, 
Don Bradley, Susan Brantley, Evelyn F. Crayton,  
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, 
Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles, 
Steven Miranda, Dianne Polly, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Tamara Randall, 
Kay Wolf 


  
Staff in Attendance Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Susan Burns, Diane Enos,  


Sharon McCauley, Paul Mifsud, Mary Pat Raimondi, Marsha Schofield, 
Alison Steiber, Pepin Tuma, Mary Beth Whalen  


Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 11:00am CT.   
 
Regular Agenda 
 


Motion #1 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 


 
 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda 
item.   
 
Health and/or Wellness Coaches Stance and Communication Campaign 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
 
Jeanne Blankenship, Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, and Pepin Tuma, Senior 
Director for Government and Regulatory Affairs introduced a proposed Academy stance 
specifying the minimum qualifications and training for any provider of medical nutrition therapy 
that are necessary to protect the health and safety of the public.  The proliferation of credentials--
both reputable and not--in the health, wellness, and nutrition space makes it confusing for both 
consumers and allied health providers to know which credentials and which providers they can 
trust.  The Academy is prepared to lead in this area by developing clear, objective standards for 
education, training, and practice (that differ by the nature and level of professional practice) and 
working with other stakeholders to ensure these standards are met.   
  
In addition, at the request of Speaker-Elect Dianne Polly, J. Blankenship, P. Tuma, and Sharon 
McCauley, Senior Director for Quality Management, updated the Board on the status of 
therapeutic diet ordering privileges among the various states.  The Academy, working with state 
affiliates, has made significant progress changing necessary laws and regulations to facilitate 
changes as needed to implement the regulatory changes the Academy pushed the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services to make across the continuum of care, and we continue to make 
progress to our goal of fifty-state implementation. 
 


Motion #2 
Approved 


Move that the Board approve the Consumer Protection and Licensure 
Subcommittee/Legislative and Public Policy Committee recommended stance 
regarding minimum qualifications for providers of MNT. 
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Attachment 1.1 
Public Policy Leadership Award & Grassroots Advocacy Award 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
 
The nominees for the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award and the 2017 Award for Grassroots 
Excellence were presented for consideration by the Board.  
 


Motion #3 
Approved 


Move to approve Patty Keane, MS, RDN, as the recipient of the 2017 Award for 
Grassroots Excellence and Senators Gary Peters (Mich.) and Pat Roberts (Kan.) 
as recipients of the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award to be presented at the 
Public Policy Workshop in June 2017. 


 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00pm CT by consensus. 
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Attachment 1.2 
FEBRUARY 24, 2017 MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING   DRAFT 


 


 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis, 
Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Evelyn F. Crayton,  
Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, Denice Ferko-Adams,  
Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles,  
Steven Miranda, Jean Ragalie-Carr,  
Susan Brantley, Dianne Polly, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors not in 
Attendance 
 


 
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 


Invited Presenters in 
Attendance for a 
Portion of the Meeting 


John Whalen, CEO of Whalen Consulting; Ellie Moss, Consultant, 
Whalen Consulting; Lorri Holzberg, Chair, Legislative and Public Policy 
Committee; Cathy Christie, Chair, Member Sponsorship Review 
Committee 


  
Staff Attendance Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown,  


Nicci Brown (for a portion of the meeting), Susan Burns,  
Diane Enos, Jennifer Horton (by phone for a portion of the meeting), 
Daun Longshore (for a portion of the meeting), Paul Mifsud,  
Mary Pat Raimondi, Christine Reidy, Marsha Schofield, Alison Steiber,  
Pepin Tuma (by phone for a portion of the meeting), Dante Turner, 
Barbara Visocan, Mary Beth Whalen  


           
Executive Session 
Motion #1 
Approved 


 
Move into Executive Session. 


 
 
Executive session convened at 8:11am. 
 
Motion #2 
Approved 


 
Move out of Executive Session. 


Executive session adjourned at 8:56am. 
  
Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 9:00am.   
 
Consent Agenda 
 


Motion #3 
Approved 


Move to accept the consent agenda. 


 
Regular Agenda 
 


Motion #4 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 
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Attachment 1.2 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda 
item.  A new Board meeting evaluation form was presented by S. Brantley and T. Randall. Board 
members were asked to pilot test the form to evaluate the February 24 meeting and respond with 
their feedback.   
 
Second Century Working Session  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.  
 


In continuation from the February 23 joint Academy and Foundation Board retreat the Academy 
Board was asked to approve a new Academy vision, mission, principles, and strategy.  These 
will be used as a backdrop for the strategic planning session in July.  In a group discussion, 
Board members contributed organizational implication questions for the staff to address in 
preparation for the July strategic planning meeting.  The Board discussed where it saw the 
biggest opportunities for growth as an organization and increasing value to members while 
making an impact in the world. The Academy’s new vision, mission and principles were 
informed by collective best thinking and reflect member and stakeholder input. The Board also 
participated in an activity to explain the Second Century ‘elevator speech’ to members and 
external stakeholders.  The Board agreed to provide assessment of the initiative projects via 
electronic survey.  The data will be used to inform the decision to move the projects to the next 
level of business plan development.  Talking points for the Board will be developed and 
distributed the week following the February 24 meeting, along with a communication to staff, 
members and summit participants announcing the new Academy vision, mission and principles 
which follow below.  
 
Vision 
A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition 
  
Mission 
Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition 
 
Principles 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members: 


• Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and 
discovery  


• Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future 
• Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors 
• Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition 
• Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and 


capability.  
 


Motion #5 
Approved 


Move to accept the schematic for the Second Century centers of 
excellence and strategic model.   


 
 
Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors (NDEP) Standards of Professional 
Performance 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
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Attachment 1.2 
On February 20, 2017 the NDEP chair sent a letter requesting that the Academy Board of 
Directors and Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) reevaluate the budget and the funding 
requirement for updating the NDEP Standards of Professional Performance (SOPP). 
 
The FAC discussed the request on its February 21 conference call and recommended to the 
Board that the cost sharing strategy established by the Academy and in place since 2013 would 
continue to be followed.  The cost sharing strategy was communicated to NDEP leadership in 
2013 and again in 2016.  The Board discussed and upheld the FAC recommendation. NDEP’s 
reserves are healthy and could be used to cover the costs of updating its Standards of 
Professional Performance. Last year the CEO approved additional staff to work on the SOPPs 
with authors, reviewers, a workgroup and the Quality Management Committee. The Board 
encourages NDEP to consider conducting a survey in order to assess its members’ perception of 
the value of revising the SOPPs.   
 
Motion #6 
Approved 


Move to approve the FAC recommendation to continue to follow the cost 
sharing strategy established by the Academy.  


 
Conflict of Interest 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
The BOD reviewed and approved the proposal from the Council on Research for a consistent 
Conflict of Interest (COI) form that would be completed online. The BOD supported the idea of 
an online training about COI and how to use the new form and asked the Council on Research to 
develop such a training.  Staff will work to implement the online COI form for the start of the 
new fiscal year. 
 
Motion #7 
Approved 


Move to approve the proposed online Conflict of Interest form to be 
adopted consistently across the organization. 


   
Health Care Reform Update  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
Legislative and Public Policy Committee Chair Lorri Holzberg outlined the policy stances for 
health reform that were approved by the board of directors in January 2009.  She noted that upon 
review, the LPPC reached consensus that the policy stances provide direction for current health 
reform discussions regarding the repeal of the Affordable Care Act. She also shared that the 
LPPC voted to reaffirm the stances and also took action to reconvene the Health Reform Task 
Force.  The group will meet for approximately six months and submit a report to the LPPC that 
includes recommendations for new stances and/or edits of the previous stances.  Once the task 
force completes its work and LPPC reviews the recommendations they will then be voted on by 
the Board. 
 
Board members shared ideas for edits to the stances as well as offering names of individuals who 
would be well suited for the task force.  Board members noted that the Affordable Care Act 
included significant provisions for nutrition and that its repeal will impact programs and services.  
This topic was noted to be a priority for future meetings and communications. 
 
Public Member 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced  
 
A public member position will be vacated by Don Bradley in May 2017. The Board was asked to 
identify three to five candidates for the position of public member from a list of nominees. The 
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Board prioritized three top candidates to fill the public member position vacancy. The President-
elect will extend the invitation to the selected nominees in the order prioritized. 
 
Member Sponsorship Review Committee 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced  
 
Cathy Christie chair of the Member Sponsorship Review Committee presented the pilot report 
and recommendations of the committee to the Board for consideration. After discussion the 
Board approved the recommendations.  The strategic communications team is working on a 
release of this information to the leadership and membership of the Academy.   
 
Motion #8 
Approved 


Move to accept the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommendation of the distribution of Best Practices for Sponsorship 
Relationships for DPGs, MIGs and Affiliates along with examples from 
Oregon Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship Policies and 
Procedures, California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship 
Policy and Food & Culinary Professionals DPG Sponsorship Guidelines 
and Policy. 


 
Motion #9 
Approved 


Move to accept the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s adjusted 
review process for Academy national level sponsorship categories. 


 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:15pm by consensus. 
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FEBRUARY 23, 2017 MINUTES 
JOINT ACADEMY AND FOUNDATION  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS RETREAT         DRAFT           


 
 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis, 
Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Evelyn F. Crayton, Michele Delille Lites,  
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Linda T. Farr, Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, 
Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles, Steven Miranda, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Susan Brantley, 
Dianne Polly, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf 


 
Foundation Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 


 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Margaret Garner, Eileen Kennedy, 
Sitoya Mansell, Donna Martin, Camille Range, Terri Raymond,  
Sylvia Escott-Stump, Kathleen Wilson-Gold, Marty Yadrick   


 
Foundation Board of 
Directors not in 
Attendance 
 


 
Constance Geiger, Maha Tahiri 


Invited Guests in 
Attendance 


Kevin Sauer, chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration; Linda Snetselaar, 
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 


Invited Presenters in 
Attendance for a 
Portion of the Meeting 


John Whalen, CEO of Whalen Consulting; Ellie Moss, Consultant, Whalen 
Consulting   


  
Staff Attendance Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Nicci Brown, Susan Burns,  


Diane Enos, Mary Gregoire (by phone for a portion of the meeting),Beth Labrador, 
Paul Mifsud, Martha Ontiveros, Mary Pat Raimondi, Christine Reidy,  
Marsha Schofield, Joan Schwaba, Paul Slomski, Alison Steiber, Pepin Tuma (by 
phone for a portion of the meeting), Barbara Visocan, Mary Beth Whalen  


     
Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Academy President Lucille Beseler and Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-Carr 
called the meeting to order at 12:00pm.   
 
Regular Agenda 


Motion #1 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 


 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda item.   
 
House of Delegates (HOD): Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) Motion, Practice and 
Position Papers, Associate Membership, Spring Virtual HOD Meeting, Mega Issue Question 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.  
L. Farr provided an update on HOD activities. The HOD approved a bylaws amendment related to the 
removal and vacancy of Commissioners within CDR to meet new external accreditation standards. The 
HOD also approved several changes to the Associate Members category of membership as proposed by the 
Member Services Advisory Committee. The HOD Leadership Team plays an important role in approving 
Academy position statements and requests from external organizations for Academy support of various 
statements and publications. Since August, the HOD Leadership Team (HLT) has voted to approve the 
Academy’s support of five requests from external organizations regarding position papers and other 
publications relevant to Academy members. In addition, HLT approved the revised position statement for 
the updated Vegetarian Diets position paper. Finally, HLT voted to support the proposal from the Academy 
Positions Committee to conduct an evaluation of their processes as part of their continuous quality 
improvement efforts. Academy Board members were invited to attend the Spring 2017 Virtual Meeting on 
April 22-23, 2017. “Tips for BOD Member Participation in HOD Meetings” were shared. Day one of the 
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meeting will address: “How can food and nutrition practitioners elevate the profession, expand 
opportunities, and enhance practice for the Second Century?” Day two will be a continuance of the Fall 
HOD dialogue on Wellness and Prevention, with a focus on the last two Appreciative Inquiry steps: design 
and deploy. 
 
Education and Regulation: Future Education Model, Regulatory Landscape 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 


Future Education Model  
The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND) Standards Committee 
has been developing standards and competencies for a new recommended model for education in 
nutrition and dietetics with the purpose of advancing the profession and protecting the public. The 
ACEND Board released the first draft Future Education Model Accreditation Standards for Associate, 
Bachelor and Master Degree Programs in Nutrition and Dietetics for public comment in September 
2016 and encouraged all stakeholders to provide comment. Based on input received from this survey 
and additional input from both formal and informal organizations and groups, the ACEND Board 
revised the draft Future Education Model Standards including the expected competencies and 
performance indicators for each degree level program. ACEND Executive Director Mary Gregoire 
presented the major changes made to the Future Education Model Standards and the next steps.  


The Boards participated in working groups to discuss the impact of the draft Future Education Model 
on the Academy, the profession, the educational system and the public, at the Associate, Bachelor, 
Master levels. Concerns and questions from the break out session feedback follows.  


• Are knowledge and competencies driving the education model?  
• Differentiation (product line) between the three levels: Associate, Bachelor, Master - may be 


confusion between the profession and the public.  
• What products, services and opportunities is the Academy creating for the various levels?  
• Studies show no adverse impact on diversity numbers with increased education levels. 
• Need to be fast, fluid and flexible.  
• Where will the shortage of preceptors be a factor?  
• The education model creates pathways for students and career progression.  
 
Regulatory Landscape  
An overview of the regulatory landscape for consumer protection and licensure was provided.  The 
Consumer Protection and Licensure Subcommittee (CPLS) has engaged in a dialogue with ACEND 
regarding the Future Education Model and shared specific concerns related to state licensure laws and 
regulations in its communication to the Board.  In collaboration with the Commission on Dietetic 
Registration, the Academy is currently in the process of reviewing the laws and regulations and 
preparing a report.  Board members were encouraged to consider the issues brought forward by the 
CPLS in the discussion that followed. 


   
Second Century Working Session  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
The Academy and Foundation Board, along with the Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration and 
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, participated in a Second Century 
working session, where they considered a proposed new Academy vision, mission, principles, and 
strategy.  In small groups they deliberated on each of these and shared their reflections with the 
group.  They also reviewed the nine initiative proposals from the Nutrition Impact Summit. A summary of 
the organizational implications from the Second Century discussion are attached.  
 
Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was made by Academy President Lucille Beseler and Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-
Carr at 6:20pm and approved by consensus. 
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FEBRUARY 23, 2017 SUMMARY NOTES 
SECOND CENTURY WORKING SESSION   


 


 
 


Organizational Implications: Questions to Address 


• Do you have the skill sets in the organization to do this? 
• Are you structured correctly to deliver on the vision? 
• Do you have the buy in and willingness of staff, members, and Board to do this? 


o How will it help members today? 
• Do you have the relationships you need to do this? 
• Have we thought on an aspirational enough level? 
• Are we willing to give up sacred cows? 
• Are we financially able to do this? 
• What will it take to make this sustainable?  
• Will it raise my dues? 
• Is it sustainable and scalable? 
• How and when will we evaluate if we have made an impact? 
• Have we thought about the return on investment – what makes money, what doesn’t, how can it 


support itself without increased costs? 
• What does success look like and how do we measure it? 
• How do our students and our brand new members see themselves in this specifically? 
• Do we have an appropriate plan for new infrastructure required to execute? 
• Communication plan?  
• How do we fully leverage technology and informatics? 
• What is the plan for globalization? 
• What are the roles of the Foundation and the Academy, CDR, ACEND (all organizations)? 
• Does this expand our membership – are there different levels or options? 
• Do we have a plan for naysayers / critics? 
• Is there educational vision and alignment with the new vision here?  
• What are the unintended consequences of success or failure?  
• How do we learn from others who have already done this? Associations, trades, corporations – 


let’s not reinvent the wheel. 
• How do we leverage non-members to rejoin us with this new strategy? 
• Are there governance implications? 
• Who are the partners externally who we have identified that are committed? 
• How do we learn and collaborate with others?  
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HIGHLIGHTS … A YEAR IN REVIEW 
2016 – 2017  


 
 


 
This report contains selected highlights from the past fiscal year and it is not a comprehensive report of all  
of the events and activities of the Academy.   
 
JUNE 2016 
 
Dietitians of Canada National Conference 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak attended Dietitians of Canada’s National Conference. They met with leaders of DC, 
networked with the Board of Directors and attended the keynote sessions, symposia and workshops. DC’s major 
initiatives related to branding the RDN. The organization shifted its credential from RD to RDN to maintain 
consistency in North America. The Academy continues to work with DC, specifically on joint efforts related to 
International Confederation of Dietetic Associations and collaborating across disciplines with international food 
and nutrition communities. 
 
Public Policy Workshop 
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin, Evelyn Crayton, Linda Farr, Diane Polly, Aida Miles, Denice Ferko-Adams and 
Pat Babjak met in Washington, D.C., with more than 325 passionate Academy members at the Public Policy 
Workshop. Members representing each of the 50 states, as well as Academy DPGs and MIGs, visited Capitol Hill 
to communicate nutrition policy that will positively affect the health of the nation and the nutrition and dietetics 
profession. Members reviewed the Academy’s priority areas to effectively communicate nutrition messages to 
congressmen and senators. Members were encouraged to build relationships with their representatives to prioritize 
nutrition policy for the health of their constituents. 
 
JULY 2016 
 
IFT’s Annual Meeting 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak attended the Institute of Food Technologists annual meeting and food expo, the 
biggest gathering of food science professionals. They met with IFT leaders and senior-level executives from the 
world’s top food companies. The event brought together food professionals from around the world — in industry, 
government and academia — for knowledge exchange, networking and problem solving. Presenters addressed the 
latest global trends and the newest innovations in food technology. 
 
2017 Trailblazer Award  
The joint Academy and IFT Trailblazer Award was presented to Connie Weaver, PhD. The recipient has 
demonstrated innovative contributions to improved health among underserved populations through at least one 
aspect of food science and technology and has exhibited intellectual courage in research, instruction and/or 
communication at this intersection. In 2016, Weaver joined the Academy. This year the award will be presented at 
the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in October; the Board will approve the recommendation at the May 
meeting. 
 
Advocacy Efforts at Political Conventions 
Policy Initiatives and Advocacy staff and Lucille Beseler met with policy and entertainment industry leaders at the 
Republican and Democratic National Conventions. Jeanne Blankenship, vice president for policy initiatives and 
advocacy, joined Lucille at the Republican Convention in Cleveland; and Pepin Tuma, senior director for 
government and regulatory affairs, joined Lucille at the Democratic Convention in Philadelphia. Briefings were 
held to educate policymakers about obesity and to increase support for access to evidence-based care by 
advocating for the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act (H.R. 2404). Denice Ferko-Adams also attended the DNC. 
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AUGUST 2016 
 
AADE Meeting 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak met with the presidents and CEOs of the American Diabetes Association and the 
American Association of Diabetes Educators at AADE’s Annual Meeting in San Diego. The discussions addressed 
key issues and opportunities for collaboration to provide improved care for persons newly diagnosed with diabetes 
and pathways for MNT reimbursement. They also met with DCE DPG leaders to discuss concerns over health 
coaches encroaching on RDN scope of practice. 
 
Third Annual Kids Eat Right Month  
An initiative of the Foundation, Kids Eat Right Month focused on the importance of healthful eating and active 
lifestyles for children and families and featured expert advice from members. The Academy developed member, 
consumer and media messaging around KER’s core principles: “shop smart, cook healthy and eat right.” Kids Eat 
Right reached a milestone of 200,000 social media followers. 
 
SEPTEMBER 2016 
 
International Congress of Dietetics  
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin and Pat Babjak were among Academy members and representatives who joined 
presidents and directors from nutrition and dietetics organizations from more than 40 countries September 7 to 10 
at the XVII International Congress of Dietetics in Granada, Spain. At this quadrennial conference, nutritionists and 
dietitians from around the world gathered to share knowledge and practice perspectives. The theme of the 2016 
conference was “Going to Sustainable Eating.” The Academy’s representatives presented several sessions at ICD 
and hosted a global nutrition collaborative meeting with leaders of the International Confederation of Dietetics 
Associations and the European Federation of the Association of Dietitians. The Academy’s recommendations 
related to international education and accreditation standards were shared. Past Academy President Judy Rodriguez 
was elected to the ICDA Board of Directors.  
 
Nutrition Impact Summit 
The Academy convened the Nutrition Impact Summit, which brought together more than 175 leaders, including 
Academy members and participants from the Alliance for a Healthier Generation, Feeding America, PEW 
Charitable Trusts, YMCA, Kaiser Permanente, Abbott Nutrition, Project Peanut Butter, Kroger, USDA Center for 
Nutrition Policy and Promotion, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and Wholesome Wave; as well as 
institutions including Duke University, Tufts University’s Gerald J. and Dorothy R. Friedman School of Nutrition 
Science and Policy and Johns Hopkins University’s Bloomberg School of Public Health. Thought leaders in food, 
wellness and health care systems identified potential projects and strategic partners in the U.S. and worldwide. 
Areas discussed included improving food system resilience, scaling nutrition solutions and transforming treatment 
through nutrition interventions. The Summit provided opportunities for participating organizations to collaborate 
on national and global health issues and informs the strategic planning process for the Second Century. 
 
Briefing on Malnutrition to Highlight Need for Medical Intervention 
In cooperation with Defeat Malnutrition Today, the Academy organized a congressional briefing on “The Growing 
Crisis of Malnutrition in Older Adults.” The Washington, D.C., briefing addressed the current state of health care 
delivery for adults with malnutrition in the United States; malnutrition’s effect on health care costs; and 
interventions that could help reduce incidents of malnutrition and improve the quality of life for adult patients. 
U.S. Rep. Don Beyer (Va.) gave opening remarks. Speakers included RDNs representing the Academy and other 
partner organizations. This event kicked off Malnutrition Awareness Week and the Academy’s Advocacy Day on 
Capitol Hill, where RDNs, other health care professionals, advocates and private sector stakeholders visited more 
than 60 Congressional offices and encouraged all members to support the measures with a sign-on letter. 
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Third Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit 
Lucille Beseler appointed Anne Wolf, MS, RDN, to represent the Academy at National Obesity Collaborative Care 
Summit in Chicago. Representatives from more than 30 major health and medical organizations convened for 
discussions about how the different health specialties and the organizations themselves can better collaborate on 
providing care to individuals affected by obesity. The Summit was orchestrated and hosted by the American 
Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery. Summit participants discussed prevention and treatment strategies for 
obesity, patient access to treatment, the continuum of care and potential opportunities for collaboration. 
 
OCTOBER 2016 
 
Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo 


• Attendees from 49 countries 
• More than 10,000 attendees 
• 135 educational sessions, with 92 percent of them at  Level 2 or Level 3 
• Social media impressions: 


o 51.6 million impressions 
o #FNCE trended nationally for 2 days 
o More than 21,000 posts from October 13 to 21 
o Topics that trended locally: Orthorexia, Yoga, FODMAP 


• FNCE mobile app had a 83 percent adoption rate with 7,076 users 
• 13 hotel rooms were utilized with 15,200 rooms which generated more than $300,000 in hotel rebates. 
• Two new FNCE toolkits designed for attendee and employer ROI 
• For the first time, we opened registration onsite for the next FNCE, which generated $66,075 in revenue. 
• The Academy received a Hermes Creative Gold Award for the 2016 FNCE Exhibitor Prospectus. 


 
Let’s Move! Program Event 
Donna Martin joined First Lady Michelle Obama and delivered remarks, addressing an audience of more than 200 
people from various sectors that have championed healthier eating and active living. There were approximately ten 
RDNs in attendance, including Jean Ragalie-Carr. Donna also participated with President and Mrs. Obama in 
welcoming children participating in Let’s Move! programs. These programs were launched in collaboration with 
federal agencies, businesses and nonprofits to mobilize every sector to help kids and families lead healthier lives.  
 
Malnutrition and Quality Improvement Initiative Video 
Lucille Beseler filmed a video to update members on the new Malnutrition and Quality Improvement Initiative 
(MQii), and the toolkit and resources that have been developed to assist in the diagnosis and treatment of 
malnutrition, especially among hospitalized adults. MQii was established in partnership Avalere Health, and other 
stakeholders providing guidance through key technical expert and advisory roles. The engagement was undertaken 
to advance evidence-based, high-quality, patient-driven care for hospitalized older adults (age 65 and older) who 
are malnourished or at-risk for malnutrition. Support for the MQii was provided by Abbott. 
 
New Member Engagement Zone  
This new online platform was created and launched to secure member feedback, comments and opinions on issues 
affecting the profession; Obtain member input quickly on new products and services; Engage members in 
Academy programs, services and initiative; and Involve members in the strategic direction and initiatives of the 
Academy.  


In October, the first question was launched: 
The Academy has advanced malnutrition documentation in the inpatient setting and provided many 
resources for RDNs to be successful in diagnosing malnutrition. What tools and resources are needed 
to expand this focus to identify and prevent malnutrition in the community?  
 
In a week, we received 1,070 responses from Academy members.  
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NOVEMBER 2016 
 
Publicity and Award Nomination: Vegetarian Diets Position Paper (Updated) 
The Academy updated the position paper on vegetarian diets and it was nominated for the  Atlas Award, designed 
by Elsevier to highlight research that could have a significant social impact. Nominees are selected from among all 
Elsevier journals and are evaluated by an advisory board of representatives from international nongovernmental 
organizations. The panel typically favors original research, so it is unusual for a position paper to be considered. 
The paper has an Altmetric score of 1,150, based on 102 news articles, 318 tweets and 216 Facebook posts. The 
Academy’s press release on the vegetarian position paper generated dozens of news stories and interviews with 
Academy Spokespeople and was prominently featured on the Academy’s social media channels. In addition, the 
paper was translated into Italian by the Scientific Society of Vegetarian Nutrition, which also translated the 
Academy’s 2009 position paper on this topic. 
 
Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood Obesity Prevention 
Lucille Beseler attended the national conference Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in 
Childhood Obesity Prevention in Washington, D.C. Discussions with the National Maternal and Child Oral Health 
Resource Center, American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, American Dental Association, American Dental 
Hygienists Association and others provided an opportunity for collaboration and educating them on the role of 
RDNs. 
 
The Obesity Society Meeting 
At the Obesity Society meeting in New Orleans, Donna Martin participated in a panel discussion addressing school 
nutrition policy changes with Kevin Concannon, Under Secretary of USDA-FNCS. 
 
World Diabetes Day 
Lucille Beseler represented the Academy at an event in New York City commemorating World Diabetes Day. 
Novo Nordisk hosted the event at the Danish Consulate. The discussions included the important work done by 
thousands of Academy members in diabetes prevention and care. 
 
Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit 
Lucille Beseler attended American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit in Downers Grove, 
Ill. Presenters at the summit spoke positively about the role and value of RDNs in patient care for obesity 
management. Staff is continuing the dialogue with the organization related to practice and experiential simulations. 
 
DECEMBER 2016 
 
Transition to New Office Space 
The Academy relocated to the 21st floor of our Chicago headquarters at 120 South Riverside Plaza and the staff 
smoothly settled in. The move was a business decision based on current best practices and leverages a clean and 
efficient office design with better usage of space. Unlike the old office space, the new suite has state-of-the-art 
technology, recently renovated facilities and upgraded meeting rooms. Dedicated staff made a seamless transition 
to the new space providing members the superlative service they have come to expect from the Academy. The 
open-plan office design facilitates increased communication and collaboration among departments and individuals 
alike. The new layout promotes flexibility for staff to accomplish their work, with various-sized conference rooms, 
small “huddle” rooms and private areas for phone conversations and meetings.  
 
The move has resulted in direct cost savings to the Academy in rent and utilities. In addition, the Academy also 
donated excess furniture, supplies and other materials to organizations and agencies including the Chicago Public 
Schools, Kids in Need, Open Books, American Red Cross, a nursing home, a child care center and other entities. 
The move immediately resulted in a cost savings benefit of more than $70,000 per month and is expected to 
generate more $15 million in savings over the life of the lease. 
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On January 26, Lucille Beseler hosted a ribbon cutting at Headquarters and expressed thanks and congratulations. 
The Headquarters team is enjoying the new workspace and is also excited about beginning the Academy’s Second 
Century in an environment that reflects 21st-century needs which can be easily adapted as needed in the years to 
come.  
 
ACEND’s Draft Future Education Model Standards  
The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics released the draft Future Education Model 
Accreditation Standards for Associate, Bachelor and Master Degree Programs for public comment. The 
development of these standards began in 2013 with a visioning process. Subsequent phases have included an 
environmental scan, development of a Rationale Document and multiple rounds of stakeholder input and data 
collection. The Board provided regular feedback. 
 
New USDA/Academy Effort to Bring Interns to Child Nutrition 
The Academy has been working with leadership at USDA to provide more internship opportunities for dietetics 
students at federal, state and local levels. USDA and the Academy are making it easier than ever for interns to find 
the Child Nutrition Program rotation that is right for them. A toolkit of resources to help state agencies get ready to 
host and prepare interns for rotations.  
 
9th World Congress on Prevention of Diabetes 
Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin, Jo Jo Dantone and Marcy Kyle attended the 9th World Congress on Prevention of 
Diabetes and Its Complications in Atlanta, Ga. They presented a workshop and a session highlighting the 
importance of the RDN and nutrition services in diabetes prevention and care. They contributed comments to the 
consensus paper “Global Status of Diabetes Prevention and Prospects for Action.” 
 
Fiscal Year 2016 Annual Report 
The Academy’s Annual Report contained highlights and accomplishments from the past fiscal year as well as the 
financial statements for the Academy and Foundation. It is available to read or download on the Academy’s 
website as well as on the Commitment to Transparency site. The Academy’s Annual Report received a Platinum 
Hermes Creative Award for excellence in graphic design. 
 
JANUARY 2017 
 
Academy’s Centennial Year Launched 
For a century, the Academy has been dedicated to building a profession that optimizes health through food and 
nutrition. As we plan for the future with the Second Century initiative, the Academy is honoring our past and 
celebrating the present throughout 2017. A new page was launched in January on the Academy’s website; it 
contains information on the Academy’s history and how all members can get involved in the celebration activities 
as we prepare for a new direction in our Second Century. 
 
Consumer Electronics Show 
Lucille Beseler attended the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. She met with representatives of companies 
and discussed how RDNs can be instrumental in helping advance their products and services and encouraged 
technology companies to exhibit at FNCE. 
 
New Initiative: Further With Food 
The Academy is a founding member, along with the Rockefeller Foundation, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and leading private sector and nonprofit organizations, of the “Further with 
Food Center for Food Loss and Waste Solutions,” an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions to 
cut food waste in half by 2030. Further with Food is designed to be the definitive online destination for businesses, 
government entities, investor, non-governmental organizations, educators and other interested individuals to learn 
more about their role in meeting the national food waste reduction goal. The Academy is proud to be one of the 
founders of this collaborative effort to solve one of the most pressing challenges of our time. Some of those areas 
that the Academy and the Further with Food team have identified include: 
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• Household behavior change 
• Food waste diversion 
• Recycling and upcycling (conversion of food waste into energy) 
• Consumer education 
• Government action and policy.   


More information on Further with Food is available at www.furtherwithfood.org. 
 
Academy Joins in Farewell to USDA Under Secretary Concannon 
Donna Martin joined staff from the USDA’s Food, Nutrition and Consumer Services in Washington, D.C., to bid a 
fond farewell to Under Secretary Concannon and celebrate the collective accomplishments under his leadership. 
 
Malnutrition Collaboration  
The Academy and the American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition continue to collaborate on efforts to 
support the identification and treatment of malnutrition. The Academy signed a letter with ASPEN’s president that 
was sent to public and private payers recommending they not use low BMI as the only diagnostic criteria for 
identifying malnutrition in hospitalized patients. Since the release in 2012 of the Academy/ASPEN Consensus 
Statement on identifying and documenting adult malnutrition, members have periodically brought to our attention 
the fact that payers have been denying hospital claims for patients with malnutrition based on BMI alone. Several 
state Medicaid programs have acknowledged receipt of our letter and have requested conference calls with staff for 
further information and education on this topic. 
 
Academy Participates in Obesity Quality Measures Discussion 
The Academy was one of more than 20 groups who met as part of the Strategies to Overcome and Prevent Obesity 
Alliance to discuss the development of obesity quality measures. As part of the discussion, the National Quality 
Forum Incubator Project Team presented an environmental scan that identified NQF-endorsed measures related to 
obesity or weight assessment. The Academy will continue to participate in future discussions with the STOP 
Obesity Alliance to advance policies supporting obesity management and coverage. 
 
Council on Future Practice’s 2017 Visioning Report in the Journal 
The Council on Future Practice completed a three-year visioning cycle designed to help inform members and 
organizational units for moving the profession forward. Visioning Report 2017: A Preferred Path Forward for the 
Nutrition and Dietetics Profession was published in the January issue of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition 
and Dietetics and the final version of the document, “Change Drivers and Trends Driving the Profession: A 
Prelude to the Visioning Report 2017” was published on the Academy’s website. The report outlines 
recommendations for specific, actionable items that can be pursued in the next 10 to 15 years to advance the 
profession. The work done by the Council helped inform the Nutrition Impact Summit Briefing Paper and efforts 
on the Second Century Initiative. 
 
International Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative 
The Academy and the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association announced their support of a new global 
initiative to standardize diets for the treatment of people who suffer from swallowing disorders. The International 
Dysphagia Diet Standardization Initiative created global standardized terminology and definitions for texture-
modified foods and thickened liquids to improve the safety and care for individuals with dysphagia, a swallowing 
disorder, which affects an estimated 560 million people worldwide. The Academy’s Evidence Based Practice 
Committee reviewed IDDSI’s 2015 article, “The Influence of Food Texture and Liquid Consistency Modification 
on Swallowing Physiology and Function: A Systematic Review, Dysphagia” and determined the methodology is 
sound. Based on this and other reviews, Academy leaders voted to support the adoption of IDDSI. ASHA 
supported IDDSI’s multidisciplinary effort to gather information from clinicians around the world that led to the 
IDDSI framework and methods for standardizing both food and drink and its Board of Directors passed a 
resolution in 2016 to support the IDDSI Framework. IDDSI is leading the implementation of this program in 21 
countries. 
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Interprofessional Education Collaborative  
The Academy was accepted as a member of the nation’s leading advocacy organization for team-based care. The 
Academy will ensure that students and interns have opportunities for Interprofessional Education (IPE) and 
practicing RDNs are included in Interprofessional Practice Teams. Kathy Kolasa, PhD, RDN, LDN, represented 
the Academy at the Interprofessional Education Collaborative (www.ipeccollaborative.org) in Washington, D.C. 
The meeting was hosted by the Association of American Medical Colleges. IPEC is looking toward expanding 
programming: focus on wellbeing; developing webinar series; developing an IPEC Leadership Institute to focus on 
Deans and senior leaders; and developing assessment tools to determine how effective IPE programs are on 
campuses. IPEC’s mission is to ensure that new and current health professionals are proficient in the competencies 
essential for patient-centered, community and population oriented, interprofessional, collaborative practice. 
Eligible institutional members must be associations that represent and serve academic units at institutions of higher 
education that provide an educational program leading to the award of one or more academic degrees to students in 
one or more of the health professions that provide direct care to patients. The next meeting of the IPEC Council 
will be held June 7. 
 
FEBRUARY 2017 
 
The following Position Papers were released: 


• Treating Excess Weight and Obesity Requires Many Different Approaches and the Expertise of 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionists (updated paper) 
Excess weight and obesity among adults results from many influences including personal factors, the 
communities where people live and government policies. Therefore, successful weight loss must 
include multiple strategies addressing each of these influences, as well as the expertise of RDNs.  


 
• Individualized Nutrition Support Is Critical to Athletic Performance (revised paper) 


Nutrition-related factors influence athletic performance and RDNs who are also certified specialists in 
sports dietetics are the best-qualified professionals to assist active adults and competitive athletes, 
according to this revised position paper from the Academy, Dietitians of Canada and American 
College of Sports Medicine.  


 
Sponsorship Evaluation Process Approved 
The Board of Directors accepted the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s recommended sponsor 
evaluation process and forms, which were developed with feedback from dietetic practice groups and member 
interest groups. Companies that are interested in becoming a National- or Premier-level sponsor will use the 
new evaluation process. 
 
Leaders Receive NAFEM Honors  
The North American Association of Food Equipment Manufacturers has a long tradition of honoring 
volunteer leaders who have contributed to the foodservice industry with the doctorate of foodservice award.  
Lucille Beseler and Immediate Past President Evelyn Crayton were honored with the award and recognized 
for the Academy’s leadership and the contributions to the industry at-large during two special events during 
NAFEM’s Show, February 9-11 in Orlando, Fla.  
 
United Nations: International Day of Women and Girls in Science 
Lucille Beseler represented the Academy on February 10 at the International Day of Women and Girls in Science 
commemoration at the United Nations in New York City. She spoke on “Gender, Science and Sustainable 
Development: The Impact of Media from Vision to Action.” Her remarks included a discussion of the Academy’s 
history, Second Century, the future of the dietetics profession and the future of women in STEM fields. 
 
NASDAQ Opening Bell 
The Academy rang the NASDAQ opening bell on February 16. Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak were joined by 
members who live in the New York area. Lucille’s remarks highlighted the Academy’s Centennial, the Second 
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Century initiative, Academy members and their great work in optimizing the nutritional health of individuals, 
families, communities and the world. The NASDAQ ceremony was broadcast live on NASDAQ’s website and on 
video screens in Times Square. The Academy’s Centennial logo was broadcast on NASDAQ’s tower with the 
message “The Stock Exchange Welcomes the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.” 
 
Congressional Briefing: Economics of Obesity 
The Academy co-hosted a briefing for members of Congress and their staffs February 27 in Washington, D.C., on 
“The Economics of Obesity: Implications for Productivity and Competitiveness.” The Academy is a member of the 
Obesity Care Advocacy Network. Speakers addressed obesity’s impact on the U.S. economy and the need for 
access to obesity management services. One of the Academy’s highest legislative priorities is passage of the Treat 
and Reduce Obesity Act. This bipartisan bill would give the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services the 
authority to allow health care providers such as RDNs to offer intensive behavioral therapy – or IBT – services. 
The Academy highlighted research showing that allowing RDNs to treat obesity is not only clinically effective but 
also cost-effective. 
 
MARCH 2017 
 
New Organizational Vision, Mission and Principles  
The Board of Directors established a new vision, mission, principles to support a future strategic direction that will 
expand the influence and reach of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession. The Academy’s new 
vision, as endorsed by the Board, is: A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and 
nutrition; with a mission to: Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition. 
 
The Academy’s principles are: The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members: 


• Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and discovery 
• Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future 
• Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors 
• Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition 
• Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and capability. 


 
Put Your Best Fork Forward: National Nutrition Month (NNM) and Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Day 
Expanded social media promotion greatly increased visibility of NNM and RDNs. In March, the official hashtag 
#NationalNutritionMonth saw a reach of 41.4 million social media users. Many individuals continued to use the 
previous hashtag #NNM, which saw a reach of 9.9 million social media users. The #NNMchat hashtag saw a reach 
of 1.5 million users and it even trended nationally on Twitter on Wednesday, March 1. The hashtag #RDNday was 
used 2,911 times by 1,771 unique authors for a reach of 2.6 million users and 11.1 million impressions. More than 
600,000 unique users came to eatright.org and viewed more than 1.4 million pages, of which 13 percent were 
specifically National Nutrition Month articles and content. The National Nutrition Month landing page saw more 
than 61,000 page views and the NNM Handouts and Tip sheets page saw more than 23,000 page views. 
Additionally, on RDN Day, the website saw more than 29,000 unique visitors. 
 
APRIL 2017 
 
Academy Participated in National Public Health Week 
The Academy partnered with the American Public Health Association on National Public Health Week from April 
3 to 9. Observed for more than two decades, National Public Health Week recognizes the contributions of public 
health and highlights important issues. This year’s theme was “Healthiest Nation 2030,” with the goal of making 
the U.S. the healthiest nation in one generation. 
 
Malnutrition Measures Included in CMS’ Proposed Rule 
On April 14, CMS favorably received a recommendation by the Academy and the coalition groups that will help 
improve the health of millions of adults, including half of all older patients who face malnutrition. CMS proposed 
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the adoption of malnutrition-focused quality measures into a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. 
CMS has proposed to adopt recommendations of the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (mqii.today), 
which developed and tested four malnutrition electronic clinical quality measures.  


• NQF #3087: Completion of a Malnutrition Screening within 24 hours of Admission 
• NQF #3088: Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for Patients Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition 


within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening 
• NQF #3089: Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified as Malnourished after a Completed Nutrition 


Assessment 
• NQF #3090: Appropriate Documentation of a Malnutrition Diagnosis 


These measures, which were the focus of the Academy’s September 26 Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill, 
are for malnutrition screening, assessment, care planning and documentation that will be includes in a future 
Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy will submit formal comments as CMS refines its 
proposal.  
 
Membership Update 
Year-to-date membership dues revenue is outpacing FY17 budget projections. If the trend continues, at year-end, 
dues revenue will exceed the FY17 budget projections. Retired category membership has grown 22.2 percent over 
the past year; although 2016 ACEND student enrollment has decreased, the Academy continues to maintain an 85 
percent market share of student members. 
 
Increasing Diversity 
Nearing the end of the program’s second year, 24 affiliates have a Diversity Liaison and the Academy received 10 
applications for a Diversity Mini-Grant to help fund diversity outreach events. This is a 58 percent growth in the 
number of affiliates who had a Diversity Liaison from 2015-2016 to 2016-2017. Plans are in the works to open the 
Diversity Liaison program to dietetic practice groups in the 2017-2018 year. 
 
Fifth Edition of Best-Selling Complete Food and Nutrition Guide Released 
The new fifth edition of the Complete Food and Nutrition Guide contains hundreds of pages of new information 
and is the go-to resource for member and consumers.  
 
Stance on Health Coaches 
Consumers are not aware that health coaches or personal trainers may not have the educational background to 
address anything beyond general nutrition education and cannot provide medical nutrition therapy. People do not 
know that health coaches or personal trainers may not have the educational background to address anything beyond 
general nutrition education and cannot provide medical nutrition therapy. Lucille Beseler spearheaded an effort to 
develop an Academy stance and the Board of Directors agreed to educate organizations that hire coaches. The 
messaging will inform them that only an RDN has the qualifications to provide medical nutrition therapy. The 
Academy will soon launch an assertive strategic communications campaign and will seek and seize opportunities 
to provide reimbursable nutrition services or oversee services to ensure use of evidence-based protocols. 
 
Wasted Food Initiative: IFT/ASN/Academy/IFIC 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak met with the presidents and CEOs of IFT, ASN and IFIC to propose a collaboration 
on reducing food loss and waste in the United States. The proposal was unanimously accepted and the 
organizations will collectively align educational efforts for reducing food loss and waste in the United States. The 
Academy will lead the collaboration to provide access to information on best practices for preventing, recovering 
and recycling food loss and waste. Food and nutrition security is an emerging focus area for the Academy’s 
Second Century and creates many opportunities for impact in food waste. Academy members, like members of 
ASN and IFT, are well-positioned to elevate the food loss/waste/recovery dialogue to the next level. We will 
partner to educate and empower consumers in reducing wasted food in the home and secure commitments and 
measure impact of retailers in diverting perishable food to food banks and feed food insecure families. 
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The initiative will apply innovative communication strategies to reach consumers and prevent food waste, 
including tips on grocery shopping, using leftovers, planning meals, eating out and food safety. The campaign 
includes recruiting retailers committed to being socially responsible community partners in food and would 
establish baseline measures of food loss, set measurable goals, provide technical assistance in creating systems for 
donating to food banks and food pantries and measure progress on commitments.  
 
Academy Receives Publication Editors’ Awards  
Food & Nutrition magazine was honored with the following American Society of Healthcare Publication Editors’ 
Awards: 


• Gold Award in the Best Use of Social Media Category: Engage 
• Silver Award in the Best Regular Department Category: Savor 
• Silver Award in the Best Blog Category: Stone Soup.  


ASHPE recognizes editorial excellence and achievement in the field of health care publishing. The annual awards 
competition honors the very best the health care sector has to offer.  
 
Food & Nutrition Magazine’s Test Kitchen 
Lucille Beseler participated in Food & Nutrition Magazine’s first test kitchen event held in Chicago. Academy 
members prepared, tested and refined a recipe that was featured in the print issue and online at 
www.FoodandNutrition.org. Over 150 members joined Lucille for a Twitter chat and members posted photos and 
used #FNTestKitchen social sharing wall.  
 
MAY 2017 
 
Museum Display to Commemorate Centennial of the Dietetics Profession 
To commemorate the Academy’s Centennial, the Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the Greater 
Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are hosting a display at the Dittrick Museum of Medical History at 
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. The display, “Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics 
Profession in America: 100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition,” will run through May 22 and 
includes original photographs, archives and commemorative items documenting the organization’s first century. 
 
May is Nutrition Research Month 
The Academy’s Research Month takes place every May. The annual theme “Research Matters!” will highlight the 
relevance and importance of scientific research in nutrition and dietetics, while promoting valuable resources the 
Academy provides to encourage and support the research process by all RDNs. 
 
Food Service Guidelines Collaborative’s Food Systems Engagement Meeting  
Lucille Beseler attended the Food Service Guideline Collaborative’s Food Systems Engagement Meeting on May 5 
in Washington, D.C. The group discussed opportunities and barriers to align the food system with dietary needs. 
The meeting included representatives from across the food system such as food manufacturers to end users such as 
government entities and Fortune 500 companies.  
 
Special Olympics Inclusive Health Forum  
Lucille Beseler attended the Special Olympics Inclusive Health Forum meeting on May 9 in Washington, D.C. The 
Academy is collaborating with this leading organization to advocate for nutrition services provided by RDNs to 
improve the health of people with intellectual disabilities, especially individuals who have chronic diseases such as 
obesity. The Academy was recognized by the Special Olympics as a key champions of health with expertise and 
influence that could greatly affect the lives of people with intellectual disabilities. The Health Forum addressed 
how attendees can collectively have a profound impact on the health of people with intellectual disabilities by 
ensuring that people with and without disabilities have the same opportunities to be healthy. 
 
Academy Applies for USAID Grant 
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The Academy was invited by Research Triangle Institute International to participate as a partner in a grant 
proposal on Multisector Nutrition Activities to the United States Agency for International Development. If the 
grant is accepted, the Academy will provide assistance to governments and training and educational institutions 
related to the accreditation of global training programs and worldwide credentialing. The Academy will also 
provide consultation and technical assistance on the development of pre-service and in-service training curricula 
for related medical/clinical training programs in developing countries to build capacity in nutrition.  
 
Pew Research Center: Global Research and Public Policy  
The Academy is working with the Pew Research Center to ensure that kitchen equipment and infrastructure 
provisions as included in the School Food Modernization Act are included in any child nutrition reauthorization 
legislation. This will spotlight the important role of members who work in school nutrition and foodservice. 
 
World Nutrition Policy Center at Duke University 
Lucille Beseler and Pat Babjak will be meeting with Kelly D. Brownell, PhD, dean of the Sanford School of Public 
Policy at Duke University, to explore opportunities to collaborate with the university’s World Nutrition Policy 
Center. Given mutual interests in worldwide nutritional health and joint working relationship as members of the 
National Academy of Medicine’s Obesity Roundtable, the Academy and the World Nutrition Policy Center will 
exchange ideas, discuss future goals and determine opportunities that might exist to partner strategically. 
 
Managing CVD Risk in Diabetes Roundtable 
Lucille Beseler appointed Wahida Karmally, DrPH, RD, CDE, CLS, FNLA, to represent the Academy at the 
American College of Cardiology’s 2017 Managing CVD Risk in Diabetes Roundtable, scheduled for June 20 in 
Washington, D.C. The purpose of the roundtable is to explore recent trial evidence for new antidiabetic drugs, their 
demonstrated improved cardiovascular outcomes and what that means for the cardiology community. The one-day 
meeting will engage participants in interactive discussions to facilitate a greater understanding of real-life 
challenges faced by patients, caregivers, clinicians, payers and health systems in incorporating newer agents for 
improved outcomes in patients with Type 2 diabetes that are either at high risk for or have established CVD. 
Outcomes of the roundtable may include identifying the need for an expert consensus document, developing care 
algorithms and/or practical tools to address the CV team’s role in the management of diabetes to reduce 
cardiovascular risk. Wahida has served as chairman of the nutrition committee of the American Heart Association 
in New York and also is a certified diabetes educator. She is also a member of several AHA committees including 
Physicians' Cholesterol Education Program, Public Policy and Government Affairs, Women and Heart disease, 
Prevention Cardiology and she has served on its board of directors for two terms.  
 
Certificates of Training Programs  
The Academy’s Center for Lifelong Learning collaborated with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC 
Consumer Health Informatics Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, to offer an online 
Certificate of Training program in Informatics to ensure nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest 
methods of processing and using data in all areas of the profession. The information provided is critical to the 
nutrition professional and can be successfully utilized on a daily basis, covering topics such as, Electronic Health 
Records, security and ethics and utilizing data.  
 
New Guideline Published on Evidence Analysis Library  
The Academy’ Evidence Analysis Library published the Gestational Diabetes Evidence-based Nutrition Practice 
Guideline and Supporting Systematic Reviews. Highlights of the publication include 17 evidence-based nutrition 
recommendations and supporting systematic reviews of MNT, calories, macronutrients, dietary patterns and meal 
and snack distributions. The guideline is free and available to all Academy members and EAL subscribers.  
 
Academy Positions Committee Update 
APC facilitated the National Osteoporosis Foundation and the American Society for Preventive Cardiology request 
to support their joint position statement on calcium and cardiovascular disease. APC, Evidence-Based Practice 
Committee (EBPC) and the SCAN DPG reviewed and recommended support. The House Leadership Team voted 
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for the Academy to support this position statement. APC also supported, along with EBPC and Pediatric Nutrition 
Dietetic Practice Group, Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy from the National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. HLT voted to support this Guideline. 
 
The following position/practice papers have been submitted for publication in the Journal of the Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics: 


• Inter-professional Education in Nutrition as an Essential Component of Medical Education position paper 
to be published in July 


• Classic and Modified Diets for Treatment of Epilepsy practice paper to be published in August 
All published position and practice papers can be viewed at http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-
and-practice-papers/position-papers/academy-position-papers-index 
 
Partnership for a Healthier America Summit 
Former President Bill Clinton recognized the work of RDNs during his remarks at the Partnership for a Healthier 
America’s seventh annual summit in Washington, D.C. The meeting convened some of the nation’s most 
influential leaders in the fight to end childhood obesity. The summit provided a unique opportunity for business 
and industry leaders to sit at the table with their nonprofit, academic and government counterparts to address major 
considerations for the health of our nation’s youth.  
 
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Conference  
Jo Jo Dantone represented the Academy at the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual 
Conference in Austin. Through many discussions with their leadership an RDN will now serve on two committees.  
This is a major accomplishment and will further the education of endocrinologists about the importance and benefit 
of inclusion of an RDN in their practices to promote positive patient outcomes through Medical Nutrition Therapy 
and Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support.  
 
 
A full calendar of representation at meetings and events is attached. 
 
SUBMITTED BY: Lucille Beseler, President 2016-2017 
   Patricia M. Babjak, Chief Executive Officer 
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Representation at Meetings and Events Calendar 


2016-2017  


Criteria for Representation at Meetings or Events: 


 The philosophy and values of the external organization are consistent with that of the Academy.


 The meeting or event supports the Academy’s strategic direction.


 The expected outcomes of representation are pre-established.


 The human capital and financial resources required of the Academy are reasonable and within budget.


 The external organization is willing to incur the direct and indirect associated costs, whenever possible.


 The organization’s membership and leadership include a significant portion of Academy members or potential Academy members.


 The Academy is not expected to endorse or help position any commercial product(s) or service(s).


DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


June 7-10, 2016 Association of Healthcare Foodservice (AHF) 2016 Annual Conference Dallas, TX M Yadrick (reciprocal reg) 


June 8-11, 2016 Dietitians of Canada Winnipeg, Canada L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


June 9-11, 2016 HLT Summer Retreat Chicago, IL HLT Members, P. Babjak 


June 10, 2016 Arkansas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Meeting Little Rock, AR J. Ragalie-Carr 


June 10-13, 2016 ANFP Annual Meeting (Academy exhibit booth) Indianapolis, IN B. Richardson (reciprocal booth) 


June 15-17, 2016 SNAL Meeting Shreveport, LA E. Crayton 


June 17, 2016 Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Phoenix, AZ L. Farr 


June 20-21 Advisory Committee on Minority Health Meeting Bethesda, MD L. Smothers 


June, 22-23, 2016 Foundation Board Meeting Washington, D.C. D. Martin, P. Babjak 


June 23 - 24, 2016 Public Policy Workshop (PPW) Washington, D.C. L. Beseler, D. Martin,  


E. Crayton, L. Farr, D. Polly, 


A. Miles, C. Christie,  


D. Ferko-Adams, P. Babjak 


July 10-13, 2016 School Nutrition Association Annual Conference San Antonio, TX D. Martin (reciprocal reg) 
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DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


July 15 -16, 2016 Texas Academy Leadership Orientation McKinney, TX Provided Presidential Video 


July 16-19, 2016 Institute of Food Technologists Annual Conference Chicago, IL L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


July 20, 2016 


July 27, 2016 


Republican National Convention  


Democratic National Convention 


Cleveland, OH 


Philadelphia, PA 


L. Beseler, J. Blankenship, 


P. Tuma 


July 24-27, 2016 Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Tampa, FL L. Beseler 


August 12-15, 2016 American Association of Diabetes Educators Annual Meeting San Diego, CA L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


August 18,2016 California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Leadership Los Angeles, CA M. Lites 


August 24-25, 2016 Academy/Foundation Planning Meeting Catawba, OH J. Ragalie-Carr, L. Beseler, 


P. Babjak, M.B. Whalen,  


K. Brown, A. Steiber, 


August 31, 2016 Board of Directors Webinar BOD Members 


September 7-10, 2016 International Congress of Dietetics Granada, Spain L. Beseler, D. Martin 


S. Escott-Stump, J. Rodriguez, 


P. Babjak 


September 12, 2016 Panera National Press Club “Kids Meal Promise” Washington, DC L. Beseler 


M.P. Raimondi 


September 16-17, 2016 ASMBS 3rd Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit Chicago, IL Anne Wolf 


September 20-21, 2016 Board of Directors Meeting Irving, TX BOD Members 


September 21-23, 2016 Second Century Summit Irving, TX BOD Members 


October 6, 2016 White House Kitchen Garden for the Let’s Move! Celebratory Event Washington, DC D. Martin 


October 11-15, 2016 The 2016 "Borlaug Dialogue" International Symposium and Global Youth 


Institute 


Des Moines, IA E. Bergman 


October 13, 2016 HOD Leadership Team Meeting (HLT members) Boston, MA 


October 13-15, 2016 CDR Level 2 Program Boston, MA L. Beseler 


October 14-15, 2016 HOD Fall Meeting Boston, MA BOD members 


October 15-16, 2016 Mega Nutrition 2016 San Paulo, Brazil Provided a video on the topic of 


the EAL 


October 15-18, 2016 FNCE Boston, MA BOD members 
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DATE 


 


MEETING 


 


LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


November 3-4, 2016 Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood 


Obesity Prevention National Conference  


Washington, DC L. Beseler 


 


November 4, 2016 The Obesity Society Meeting: Panel discussion addressing school nutrition 


policy changes with Kevin Concannon, Under Secretary of USDA-FNCS  


New Orleans, LA D. Martin 


November 6-7, 2016 Board of Directors Meeting Rosemont, IL BOD Members 


November 10-12, 2016  CDR Level 2 Program Long Beach, CA L. Beseler 


November 14, 2016 World Diabetes Day- Danish Consulate General’s Residence New York, NY L. Beseler 


 


November 21-22, 2016 American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Downers Grove, IL L. Beseler 


 


December 2-4, 2016 9th World Congress on the Prevention of Diabetes Atlanta, GA L. Beseler 


D. Martin 


M. Kyle 


J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 


December 7, 2016 Fuel up to Play 60 Gala New York, NY L. Beseler 


J.  Ragalie-Carr 


M. Whalen 


 


January 5-7, 2017 Consumer Electronics Association: Health innovations in the palm of your 


hand 


Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler 


January 12, 2017 Farewell to Under Secretary Kevin Concannon Washington, DC D. Martin 


January 13, 2017 


11:00am CT – 1:00pm 


CT 


 


Board of Directors Meeting (Webinar) _____ BOD Members 


January 17-20, 2017 Committee for Life Long Learning Chicago, IL D. Martin, P. Babjak 


January 18, 2017 Food and Nutrition Science Solution Joint Task Force Leadership Meeting  Washington, DC L. Beseler, B. Ivens 


P. Babjak 


January 20-22, 2017 HLT Winter Retreat Chicago P. Babjak 


HLT Members 


February 8-11, 2017 North American Association of Food Equipment Manufactures (NAFEM) Orlando, FL L. Beseler, E. Crayton 


February 9, 2017 United Nations  New York, NY L. Beseler 


February 15, 2017 NASDAQ New York, NY L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


D. Acosta  
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DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


February 23, 2017 Joint Academy/Foundation Board Meeting Chicago, IL Academy and Foundation Board 


members 


February 24, 2017 Board Meeting Chicago, IL BOD members 


February 26-27, 2017 Quarterly Advocacy Day Washington, DC D. Martin 


L. Farr 


D. Ferko-Adams 


P. Babjak 


March 1-3, 2017 Alabama Dietetic Association Meeting Birmingham, AL D. Martin 


March 13, 2017 Committee Appointment Meeting Chicago, IL D. Martin, D. Polly, 


P. McConnell 


March 12-14, 2017 NDEP Western Region Pacific Grove, CA A. Miles 


March 15-16, 2017 Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Savannah, GA D. Martin 


March 18, 2017 Clinical Nutrition Managers DPG Symposium St. Petersburg, FL L. Beseler 


March, 21, 2017 VHA Grand Rounds Webinar (45min session with 15 minute Q/A)- 


Request by Angel Planeris 


n/a L. Beseler 


March 27, 2017 Panera Webinar n/a L. Beseler 


March 28, 2017 Update on Diabetes and Prediabetes Management- Mississippi Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference  


Biloxi, MS J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 


March 30, 2017 Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference Georgetown, TX L. Farr 


March 30-31, 2017 NDEP Central Region Louisville, KY T. Randall 


March 31- April 1, 


2017 


Nevada Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Reno, NV L. Beseler 


April 4, 2017 


11:00am CT – 1:00pm 


CT 


BOD Meeting Webinar BOD Members 


April 4-5, 2017 PEW: Kids Safe and Healthy Schools Capstone Event” From Policy to 


Plate- Opportunities to continue healthy trends in school nutrition programs 


Washington, DC D. Martin 


April 6-7, 2017 Wisconsin Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference Elkhart, WI D. Martin 


April 7-9, 2017 Nutrition News Forecast Meeting Denver, CO L. Beseler, D. Martin 


P. Babjak, M. Russell 


April 19, 2017 Southern Nevada Dietetic Associations Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler 


April 19, 2017 NAMA Nutrition Advisory Council RoundTable Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler 


April 20-21, 2017 NDEP Eastern Region Baltimore, MD A. Miles 
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DATE MEETING LOCATION 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 


April 20-21, 2017 New Mexico Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference Santa Fe, NM D. Martin 


April 22, 2017 Food and Nutrition Science TF/ CEO Meeting/ ASN Chicago, IL L. Beseler, P. Babjak 


April 22-23, 2017 HOD Virtual Meeting BOD Members, as schedule 


permits 


April 22-23, 2017 Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference King of Prussia, PA L. Beseler 


April 27-29, 2017 California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference McClellan, CA L. Beseler 


May 3-7, 2017 American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Meeting Austin, TX J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 


May 4-5, 2017 Food Systems Engagement Meeting hosted by the Food Service Guidelines 


Collaborative 


Bipartisan Policy Center 


in Washington, DC 


L. Beseler 


May 5, 2017 Delaware Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Newark, DE D. Martin 


May 9, 2017 Special Olympics and Association of University Centers on Disabilities 


Inclusive Health Forum 


Washington, DC L. Beseler 


May 10-12, 2017 Partnership for a Healthier America Summit Washington, DC MP Raimondi 


May 10-12, 2017 New York State Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Lake Placid, NY L. Beseler 


May 12, 2017 Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Linthicum Heights, MD L. Beseler 


May 11-12, 2017 West Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference Huntington, WV D. Martin 


May 17-18, 2017 Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference Cleveland, OH BOD Members, as schedule 


permits 


May 19-20, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting Cleveland, OH BOD Members 
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FOUNDATION REPORT 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 


 


 


 
The Academy Foundation launched its Second Century Fundraising Campaign during FNCE 
2016 with a goal to raise $5 million by FNCE 2020.  Following is an overview of solicitation 
activities, campaign and leadership status, funds expended and donor listing. 
 
Second Century Solicitations:   
 


• FNCE Second Century Fundraising activities at booth 
• All Member email solicitation following FNCE 
• Nutrition Impact Summit Attendees solicitation 
• FNCE Attendees follow-up email appeal 
• November Foundation Chair Message Second Century Appeal 
• Second Century messaging and appeals through various Academy communications 


including EatRight Weekly, Student Scoop and the NDEP message board. 
• Appeal to all NDEP program administrators 
• Leadership 100% Challenge to Academy and Foundation Boards, HOD, Past Presidents 


and Chairs, and Current/Past Spokespeople 
• Proposals to Affiliates with request for gifts from their budget or reserves and to hold a 


fundraiser at their annual meeting 
• Proposals to DPG’s and MIG’s requesting 5% of their reserves 
• Academy Staff Executive team and Foundation Staff ask 
• CDR Request 
• Second Century receptions in Columbus, Kansas City, Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, East 


Lansing and Cleveland 
 


Campaign Dashboard: 


          


Campaign Goal $5,000,000  


Total Raised To-Date $2,484,218.68  


Cash In $1,925,571.68  


Outstanding Pledges $558,647.00   


Dollars expended $1,429,457.60 


Average Individual Gift $3,202.68  


Total Number of Gifts 364 
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Dollars expended have supported: 
 
• Academy/Foundation Steering Committee  
• Blue Ribbon Panel to develop and test a concept note 
• Leader and member engagement 
• External stakeholder engagement 
• International landscape study 
• Nutrition Impact Summit  
• Infrastructure and strategic planning  
• Marketing, communications and branding  
• Fundraising activities 
 
Leadership Challenge: 
 


 
 
Second Century Giving Society: 
 
Founders  
 
$1,000,000.00  
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
$250,000 - $499,999 
Susan C. Finn 
Commission on Dietetic Registration 
 
$100,000 - $249,999 
Anonymous 
Mary Abbott Hess 


Neva H. Cochran 
Sonja L. Connor 
Susan Laramee 
 
 
Torchbearers 
 
$50,000 - $99,999 
Anonymous 
Jean H. Hankin 
Diane W. Heller 
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$25,000 - $49,999 
Patricia M. Babjak 
 
$10,000 - $24,999 
Jean H. Ragalie-Carr 
Martha L. Rew 
Mary Beth Whalen 
 
Leaders 
 
$5,000 - $9,999  
Sylvia A. Escott-Stump 
Jane V. White 
 
$2,500 - $4,999 
American Dairy Association - Mideast 
Kathryn A. Brown 
Diane M. Enos 
Donna S. Martin 
Barbara J. Visocan 
 
$1,000 - $2,499 
Anonymous 
Lucille Beseler 
Susan M. Burns 
Ann M. Coulston 
Virginia J. Dantone-DeBarbieris 
Nancy M. DiMarco 
Judith L. Dodd 
Ellyn C. Elson 
Trisha P. Fuhrman 
Margaret P. Garner 
Linda M. Gigliotti 
Eileen T. Kennedy 
Penny E. McConnell 
Carolyn A. O'Neil 
Anita L. Owen 
Mary Pat Raimondi 
Tamara L. Randall 
Mary K. Russell 
Marsha K. Schofield 
Alison L. Steiber 
The J M Smucker Company 
Kathleen A. Wilson-Gold 
Kay N. Wolf 
Lauri Y. Wright 
Martin M. Yadrick 
 
$500 - $999 
Roberta H. Anding 


Carl D. Barnes 
Tracey L. Bates 
Cynthia T. Bayerl 
Nicole E. Brown 
Joan G. Fischer 
Edith H. Hogan 
Mary Beth Kavanagh 
Kim D. Larson 
Angela M. Lemond 
Kathryn F. Martinez 
Aida C G. Miles 
Steven A. Miranda 
Teresa A. Nece 
Jessie M. Pavlinac 
Joan T. Schwaba 
Linda V. Van Horn 
 
Champions 
 
$250 - $499 
Denise A. Andersen 
Joan E. Bechtold 
Ethan A. Bergman 
Don W. Bradley 
Karen R. Casarin 
Chicago Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
Becky Dorner 
Clinical Nutrition Management 
Wanema M. Frye 
Cynthia L. Kleckner 
Marcia A. Kyle 
Margie McAllister 
Christine M. Reidy 
Ellen Rosa Shanley 
Elisa S. Zied 
 
$100 - $249 
Beverly B. Bajus 
Hope D. Barkoukis 
Vera Marie Bartasavich 
Behavioral Health Nutrition  
Lois L. Bloomberg 
Deanne S. Brandstetter 
Nadine S. Braunstein 
Jennifer C. Bruning 
Columbus Foundation 
Maureen E. Conway 
Margaret E. Cook-Newell 
Ginnefer O. Cox 
Cynthia C. Cunningham 
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Maria A. Davis 
Carol A. Denysschen 
Sharon J. Emley 
Linda T. Farr 
Nancy Z. Farrell 
Denice Ferko-Adams 
Doris C. Fredericks 
Barbara S. Gollman 
Joanne M. Graham 
Rita J. Grandgenett 
Beverly W. Henry 
Debra G. Hook 
Linda L. Hoops 
Barbara Ann F. Hughes 
Kendra K. Kattelmann 
Linda I. Kluge 
A. K. Lewis 
Michele D. Lites 
Ainsley M. Malone 
Danna J. Malone 
Jacqueline B. Marcus 
Martha L. McHenry 
Lisa M. Medrow 
Minnesota Dietetics in Health Care 
Communities 
Amy K. Moore 
Karen A. Morrison 
Eileen S. Myers 
Charnette Norton 
Bettye J. Nowlin 
Sara C. Parks 
Dianne K. Polly 
Jason D. Roberts 
Judith C. Rodriguez 
Maria Rzeznik 
Roberta L. Scheuer 
Lisa M. Sheehan-Smith 
Anna M. Shlachter 
Megan M. Sliwa 
Paul Slomski 
Elise A. Smith 
Sachiko St. Jeor 
Susan R. Straub 
Caroline L. Susie 
Naomi Trostler 
Jeannine Windbigler 
Cynthia A. Wolfram 
Audrey C. Wright 
Lisa E. Wright 
Mary K. Young 


Kathleen M. Zelman 
 
$50 - $99 
American Overseas Dietetic Association 
Janine M. Bamberger 
Shirley A. Blakely 
Wendelyn E. Boehm 
Nancy A. Boyd 
Susan L. Brantley 
Phillip Carr 
Evelyn F. Crayton 
Athena C. Evans 
Gloria A. Fishburn 
Margery J. Gann 
Barbara J. Gordon 
Romilda Grella 
Diane L. Griffith 
Jo Ann T. Hattner 
Carla S. Honselman 
Carol S. Ireton-Jones 
Page Love 
Sitoya Mansell 
Phyllis J. Marsch 
Mary A. Miller 
Audrey A. Morgan 
Cordialis C. Msora-Kasago 
Margaret S. O'Neill 
Rory C. Pace 
Lisa S. Paige 
Caroline W. Passerrello 
Robin D. Plotkin 
Dee F. Pratt 
Camille P. Range 
Sharon E. Rhodes 
Shannon M. Robson 
Margaret M. Rowe 
John A. Ruibal 
Susan C. Scott 
Judy R. Simon 
Anne M. Smith 
Mary Ellen Smith 
Cynthia A. Stegeman 
Kirsten A. Straughan 
Bethany L. Thayer 
Theresa Verason 
Katherine A. West 
Bernestine F. Williams 
Meghan E. Windham 
Abby M. Wood 
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$25 - $50 
Susan E. Adams 
Barbara M. Ainsley 
Ivonne Anglero 
Anonymous 
Donna O. Burnett 
Erica J. Charles 
Michelle H. Clinton-Hahn 
Amy Davis 
Jennifer S. DeHart 
Madhu B. Gadia 
Amie K. Hardin 
Susan E. Helm 
Marianella Herrera 
Renee Jeffrey 
Patricia A. Kempen 
Sarah W. Kilpatrick 
Susan H. Konek 
Amanda E. Kruse 
Kathryn E. Lawson 
Aija R. Leimanis 
Alice J. Lenihan 
Monica J. McCorkle 


M Geraldine McKay 
Martha Ontiveros 
Karmen Ovsepyan 
Karin M. Palmer 
Nadine M. Pazder 
Mary J. Plesac 
Judy E. Prager 
Shoreh T. Rassekh 
Courtney Riedel 
Linda Rocafort 
Rosanne N. Rust 
Claire D. Schmelzer 
Julie F. Schwartz 
Christina W. Shepard 
Barbara J. Shorter 
Norma E. Simbra 
Barbara M. Spalding 
Jennifer L. Tate 
Deneen Taylor 
Eileen M. Thibeault 
Christine K. Weithman 
Heidi M. Wietjes 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBMITTED BY: JEAN RAGALIE-CARR, RDN, LDN, FAND, FOUNDATION CHAIR 
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International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report


SUBMITTED BY: JUDITH RODRIGUEZ, 3/30/17 


INSIGHTS FROM MEMBER COMMENTS AND OTHER INFO SOURCES 


Key areas of interest to members: advancing and marketing the profession, creating job 


opportunities and building network capacity, NDA Rep and workforce development and lack of 


infrastructure to collect data. 


UPDATE ON ICDA BOARD CONFERENCE CALLS AND MEETINGS 


1. There was a conference call in December to plan the upcoming Feb-Mar 2017 Board


meeting.


2. The Board met in Monterrey, MX 2/28-3/2/17. All board members were there (Marsha


Sharp, Chair, Carole Middleton, Secretary, Tatsushi Komatsu, Yoriko Heianza, Translator,


Sheela Krishnaswamy, Judith Rodriguez, Giuseppe Russolillo, Elizabeth Perez Solis).


Sandra Capra was a guest 3/1/17 to discuss the work related to education and accreditation.


3. Board next face to face meeting will be held in April 2018 after the Easter Break. Giuseppe


Russolillo agreed to investigate holding the meeting in Rome.


WORK UPDATES/POTENTIAL WORK IDEAS 


1. ICDA will proceed with accreditation as part of the ICDA strategic direction with an


implementation phase of 1 year, 2017-2018, formation of an independent body in decision


making accountable to the Board to be called ICDA- Commission for Dietitian-Nutritionist


Education and Accreditation, or I-CDEA. Sandra Capra will lead the I-CDEA initiative.


The document needs revision, agreement on financial issues related to the assessment, and


reviewers. Implementation pilots with 3-4 universities from a range of countries.


2. The Board adopted the August 2016 Competency Standards and will publish the document


on the website and alert the NDAs. There needs to be a tool kit or explanation and examples


of how to apply in different domains of practice.


3. Data on Education and Work of Dietitians-Nutritionists to be collected (due 2020), perhaps


on topics such as Inter-Professional Education and work what Dietitian-Nutritionists are


doing related to food and agriculture, new areas of work.


4. Revise the Welcome Fund Proposal proposal for submission to AND. (Note: I wrote such


and sent to ICDA for formal submission to AND)


5. Submit a proposal to AND for NDA and leader development as part of the Second Century


GNC. (Note: I wrote such and sent to ICDA for formal submission to AND)


6. Develop a vision for the next 10 years on what we want to achieve and how NDAs can


participate in the GNC.
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7. Need to consider an electronic annual report of the highlights and achievements of ICDA


8. Expand areas on the website to encourage dialogue, share best practices or have discussion


forums for the Representatives.


9. ICDA propose a “Theme Day” topic each year or align with an international organization


that does so.


10. Perhaps ICDA should revise the existing marketing plan to create a Marketing Committee.


11. Consider sharing of resources and ask NDAs if they would share resources at low cost.


12. Find out what AND wants from an ICDA Representative on the eNCPT Committee.


OPERATIONAL UPDATES 


1. The Board was given an orientation to Basecamp, which will be the communication


platform.


2. Minutes of the 67th Meetings held in Granada were adopted.


3. Info gathered from each of the ICDA led workshops held at ICD, Granada were reviewed.


4. The Spanish Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics plans to make the SustainablEating


documentary (shown at ICD in Granada) available at a cost. Other options discussed.


5. The Board Communication Working Group (renamed the Board Communication


Committee or BCC) and Board Communications Plan were approved. (Note: I wrote such


and sent to ICDA for formal approval after the Board meeting)


6. Belgium membership was approved.


7. The Board agreed to support the International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation (IDDS);


more importantly it was agreed that policy and procedure guidance is needed on how


decisions regarding what and how to support projects is needed.


8. The need for terms of Reference, deliverables, etc. for Dietetics Around the World (DAW)


Newsletter and protection of Name, Logo, and IP were discussed.


9. ICDA Policy Manual was reviewed.


10. Revision of the By-laws was required to allow for continuity of Board Members and a


move away from Board Members also being NDA Representatives.


11. Some finance items were reviewed and approved (e.g, 69th Meeting and Board meeting


expenses)


12. Budget for 2017-2018 was deferred to the next meeting.


Submitted by: 


Judith Rodriguez, PhD, RDN 3/30/17 
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Committee/Committee Members Term Year Comments 


+ Continues to serve on committee to complete term of office 
Page 2 of 9 


Academy Board of Directors 


Executive Committee  


Staff: Patricia Babjak 


Donna Martin 1 year 2017-2018 President 


Mary Russell 1 year 2017-2018 President-elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 1 year 2017-2018 Treasurer 


Martin Yadrick 1 year 2017-2018 Academy Foundation Chair 


Dianne Polly 1 year 2017-2018 Speaker 


Marcia Kyle 1 year 2017-2018 Speaker-elect 


Academy Political Action 


Committee  


Staff:  Jeanne Blankenship 


Susan C. Scott+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 Chair, 2017 


Trisha Fuhrman+ 4 years 1/1/16 – 12/31/19 Vice Chair, 2017 


Nancy Z. Farrell 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 Past Chair, 2017 


Lisa Eaton Wright+ 3 years 1/1/17 – 12/31/19 


Carla Honselman+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Heidi Wietjes+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Judy Prager 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Kathryn Lawson 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Elise Smith+ 3 years 1/1/17 – 12/31/19 


TBD 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 Student rep to AND PAC 


Michele Delilles Lites 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 BOD liaison to ANDPAC 


Lorri Holzberg 1 year 1/1/17 – 12/31/17 Ex-officio LPPC 


Academy Positions Committee Staff:  Donna Wickstrom 


Ainsley Malone 3 years 2015-2018 Chair, 2016-2018 


Mary Marian+ 6 years 2013-2019 Vice Chair, 2016-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Mary Kay Meyer+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Jesse M. Pace+ 3 years 2016-2019 HOD representative 


Sandra J. Morreale+ 3 years 2016-2019 
Valaree Williams 4 years 2014-2018 


Nancy Munoz 3 years 2015-2018 


Rick Hall+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Cyndia Kanarek Culver+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Brenda Richardson+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Board of Directors Representative 


to NDEP 


Staff: Lauren Boznich 


Kevin Sauer 1 year 2017-2018 


CDR Representative to NDEP 


Rebecca Brody 1 year 2017-2018 
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Committee/Committee Members Term Year Comments 


+ Continues to serve on committee to complete term of office 
Page 3 of 9 


Committee for Lifelong 


Learning  


Staff: Lori Granich 


Christine Weithman+ 5 years 10/14-10/19 Chair- 10/17-10/18;  


Past Chair – 10/18-10/19; Host 


State Rep: MA 


Meghan Adler+ 5 years 10/15-10/20 Vice Chair, 10/17-10/18; Chair, 


10/18-10/19; Past Chair, 10/19-


10/20 


Roberta Anding+ 6 years 10/12-10/18 Past Chair, 10/17-10/18 


Dr. Anne Marie Davis+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 


Kimberly Kirchherr+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 
Mary Beth Kavanagh+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 
Mindy Hermann 3 years 10/17-10/20 


Amanda Kruse 3 years 10/17-10/20 Host State Representative: 


Indiana 


Susan L. Smith 3 years 10/17-10/20 


Kathleen Niedert+ 3 years 10/15-10/18 


Mary Russell 1 year 2017-2018 Advisor (President-elect) 


Zachari  R. Breeding+ 3 years 10/16-10/19 


Maggie Murphy 3 years 10/17-10/20 


Committee for Public 


Health/Community Nutrition 


Staff: Diane Juskelis/Mya Wilson 


Phyllis Stell Crowley+ 2 years 2016-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


TBD Vice chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Samia Hamdan+ 2 ½ years 2016-2018 Term started January 2016 


Caroline Roffidal-Blanco 3 years 2017-2020 


Melissa Pflugh Prescott 3 years 2017-2020 


Lauren Melnick 3 years 2017-2020 


Tammy Randall 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Michele Guerrero+ 3 years 2016-2019 Member with <7 years of 


experience 


Shannon Robson+ 3 years 2016-2019 Expert in PHCN education 


Consumer Protection and 


Licensure Sub-committee (of the 


Legislative & Public Policy 


Committee)  


Staff: Pepin Tuma 


Debbie King+ 3 years 1/1/16 – 


12/31/18 


Chair, 2017 


Wendy Phillips+ 5 years 1/1/15 – 


12/31/19 


Vice Chair, 2017 


Lisa A. Jones 4 ½  year 6/1/13 -12/31/17 Past Chair, 2017 


Nadine Pazder+ 3 years 1/1/17 – 


12/31/19 


Meg Rowe+ 3 years 1/1/16 - 12/31/18 


Lorraine Weatherspoon+ 3 years 1/1/16 - 12/31/18 


Barbara Wakeen+ 3 years 1/1/16 - 12/31/18 


Jessie Pavlinac 1 year 6/1/17 - 5/31/18 CDR Representative, Ex-officio 


Jennifer Bueche 1 year 6/1/17 – 5/31/18 ACEND Representative, Ex-


officio 
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Council on Future Practice Staff:  Marsha Schofield/ 


Anna Shlachter 


Susan Roberts+ 4 years 2014-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Lisa Roberson+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Rebecca Kelly 3 years 2017-2020 


Chris Vogliano+ 2 years 2016-2018 Young Practitioner 


Valerie M. Houghton+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Paula Leibovitz 1 year 2017-2018 CDR Representative 


Robyn Osborn 1 year 2017-2018 NDEP Representative 


Christine Hartney 1 year 2017-2018 ACEND Representative; ex-


officio 


Julie Kennel 3 years 2017-2020 


Tammy Randall+ 2 years 2016-2018 BOD Liaison 


Council on Research Staff: Alison Steiber 


Jennifer Ann Garner+ 2 years 2016-2018 Chair, 2017-2018; Education 


representative  


TBD (by Council) 1 year 2017-2018 Vice Chair 


Satya Jonnalagadda 3 years 2017-2020 Member, Industry representative 


Kathryn Hoy 1 year 2017-2018 Member, Government 


representative 


Sarah A Johnson 1 year 2017-2018 EBPC Chair 


Chris Biesemeier 1 year 2017-2018 NCPROC Chair 


Susan Goolsby 1 year 2017-2018 DPBRNOC Chair 


Lawrence Molinar 1 year 2017-2018 NIC Chair 


Sharon Solomon 1 year 2017-2018 ISC Chair 


Mike Glasgow 1 year 2017-2018 LPPC Chair 


Ainsley Malone 1 year 2017-2018 APC Chair 


Amy Davis 1 year 2017-2018 NSPC Chair 


Barbara Gordon 1 year 2017-2018 Research DPG Exec Committee 


Liaison 


Hope Barkoukis 1 year 2017-2018 BOD liaison 


TBD 1 year 2017-2018 Ex-officio—CDR Representative 


Dietetics Practice Based Research 


Network Oversight Committee  


Staff: Jenica Abram 


Susan Goolsby+ 3 years 2015-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Alanna Moshfegh+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Christine County 3 years 2017-2020 


Carrie King 3 years 2017-2020 


Barbara Wunsch+ 3 years 2016-2019 
Linda Easter+ 3 years 2016-2019 
Crystal Wynn 3 years 2017-2020 


Bonnie Jortberg 3 years 2017-2020 


Jimin Yang+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Tatyana El-Kour+ 3 years 2015-2018 International 


Diversity Committee (9 positions: Staff: Lilliane Smothers 


Joseph (Joey) Quinlan+ 4 years 2015-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; Past Chair 


2018-2019 


Teresa Turner+ 5 years 2015-2020 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019; Past Chair 2019-2020 
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Marcelina Garza+ 4 years 2014-2018 Past Chair, 2017-2018 


Aida Miles 2 years 2017-2019 


Judith Anglin 2 years 2017-2019 


Deanne Brandstetter+ 2 years 2016-2018 


Geeta Sikand+ 2 years 2016-2018 


Nilofer Hamed 2 years 2017-2019 


Milton Stokes 1 year 2017-2018 BOD  Liaison 


Ethics Committee Staff:  Barbara Visocan/ 


Sharon Denny 


Susan Laramee+ 3 years 8/1/2016 – 


5/31/2018 


CDR Representative - Kathleen 


Niedert resigned 7/29/16; Chair 


2017-2018 


Jody Vogelzang 3 years 2017-2020 HOD Representative 


Catherine Christie+ 3 years 2016-2019 BOD Representative 


Evidence-Based Practice 


Committee  
Staff: Lisa Moloney 


Sarah A. Johnson+ 4 years 2015-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; 2018-2019 


stays on as Past-Chair  


Shannon Goff+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair, 


2018-2019 


Kristi Crowe-White+ 3 years 2015-2018 Past-Chair, 2017-2018 


Diana Gonzales-Pacheco 3 years 2017-2020 


Aisling Whelan+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Keiy Murofushi 3 years 2017-2020 


Jennifer Carvalho-Salemi+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Carol O’Neil+  3 years 2015-2018 


Carolyn Silzle 3 years 2017-2020 


Kevin Sauer 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Finance and Audit Committee Staff:  Paul Mifsud 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris+ 1 year 2017-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Manjushree (Manju) Karkare 1 year 2017-2018 Treasurer-elect 


Margaret Garner+ 1 year 2017-2018 Immediate Past Treasurer 


Martin Yadrick 1 year 2017-2018 Academy Foundation Chair 


Mary Russell 1 year 2017-2018 President-elect 


Marcia Kyle 1 year 2017-2018 Speaker-elect 


Christina Rollins 1 year 2017-2018 At-Large Member (completing 


term for Manju) 


Catherine Austin 2 years 2017-2019 At-Large Member (HOD) 


Coleen Liscano 1 year 2017-2018 CDR Representative 
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House of Delegates 


Representatives 


Staff:  Anna Shlachter 


HOD Mentor Program (co-chairs): 


Nina Roofe+ 1 year 2017-2018 
Amanda Gallaher 1 year 2017-2018 
Linda Farr 1 year 2017-2018 HLT Liaison/Past Speaker holds 


this position 


Bylaws: Staff: Anna Shlachter/Marsha 


Schofield 


Susan Brantley 1 year 2017-2018 HLT Liaison 


Honors Committee Staff: Barbara Visocan, 


Matthew Novotny  


Lucille Beseler 2 years 2017-2019 Chair/Past Academy President, 


2017-2018; ex-officio, immediate 


past chair 2018-2019 


Evelyn Crayton+ 2 years 2016-2018 Ex-officio, immediate past chair 


2017-2018 


Alyce Thomas+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Charnette Norton+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Penny McConnell 2 years 2017-2019 


Jamie Stang+ 2 years 2016-2018 


Jessica L. Bachman 2 years 2017-2019 
Helen W. Lane 2 years 2017-2019 
Shannon Corlett 2 years 2017-2019 


Christine Gosch 2 years 2017-2019 


Michele Delille Lites 2 years 2017-2019 BOD Director at Large 


House of Delegates Leadership 


Team  


Staff:  Anna Shlachter/Marsha 


Schofield 


Dianne Polly+ 3 years 2016-2019 Speaker, 2017-2018 


Marcia Kyle 3 years 2017-2020 Speaker-elect, 2017-2018 


Linda Farr+ 3 years 2015-2018 Past Speaker, 2017-2018 


Susan Brantley+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Milton Stokes 3 years 2017-2020 


Tamara Randall+ 3 years 2015-2018 


Interoperability & Standards 


Committee  


Staff: Lindsey Hoggle 


Sharon Solomon+ 5 years 2014-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; Past Chair 


2018-2019 


Benjamin Elmendorf Atkinson+ 4 years 2016-2020 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019, Past Chair 2019-2020 


Donna Quirk+ 5 years 2013-2018 Past Chair, 2017-2018 


James Allain 3 years 2017-2020 


Leslye Rauth 3 years 2017-2020 


Amy Wootton 3 years 2017-2020 


Della Rieley+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Jennifer Bradley Harward+ 3 years 2016-2019 


Sue Kent 3 years 2017-2020 


Paul Armiger 3 years 2017-2020 
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Legislative and Public Policy 


Committee  


Staff: Jeanne Blankenship 


Lorri Holzberg+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 Chair, 2017 


Mike Glasgow+ 3 years 1/1/17-12/31/19 Vice Chair, 2017 


Susan C. Scott 1 year 1/1/17-12/31/17 Ex-officio, ANDPAC 


Nadine Braunstein 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 Past Chair, 2017 


Lauren Au 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Sarah Mott 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 


Krista Yoder Latortue 3 years 1/1/15-12/31/17 LPPC Liaison to NSPC (6/1/16-


5/31/17) 


Carol Brunzell+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Clare Miller+ 3 years 1/1/16-12/31/18 


Linda Pennington+ 3 years 1/1/17-12/31/19 


Mary Russell 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 Ex-officio, President-elect 


Dianne Polly 1 year 6/1/17-5/31/18 Ex-officio, Speaker 


Member Services Advisory 


Committee   


Staff: Michelle Paprocki 


Michelle Mudge-Riley+ 3 years 2015-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Taryn Hehl+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 (Young practitioner) 


Alexis Fissinger (recent grad)+ 2 years 2016-2018 Young practitioner 


Whitney Duddey+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Mary Catherine Schallert 2 years 2017-2019 


Sarah Eanes (recent grad)+ 2 years 2016-2018 
Shelley Rael+ 2 years 2016-2018 Young practitioner 


Moira Faris 2 years 2016-2018 
Nikki Nies 2 years 2017-2019 Young practitioner 


Laura Paulsen 2 years 2017-2019 Young practitioner 


Nutrition Care Process Research 


Outcomes Committee (formerly 


Nutrition Care Process and 


Terminology Committee)  


Staff: 


 Constantina Papoutsakis 


Chris Biesemeier+ 2 years 2016-2018 Chair, 2017-2018, USA 


Representative 


Lyn Lloyd+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018, 


International representative 


Hollie Raynor 2 years  2017-2019 USA representative 


Angela Vivanti 2 years 2017-2019 International representative 


Brenda Hotson+ 2 years 2016-2018 International representative; 


served on NCPT from 2015-2016 


Amy Hess-Fischl 2 years 2017-2019 USA representative 
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Nutrition Informatics Committee    Staff: Lindsey Hoggle/ 


Alison Steiber 


Lawrence Molinar+ 5 years 2014-2019 Chair, 2017-2018; Past Chair 


2018-2019 


Carrie Hamady+ 4 years 2016-2020 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019; Past Chair 2019-2020 


Sarah Rusnak+ 3 years 2015-2018 Past Chair, 2017-2018 


Hannah Wigington+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Kathleen Pellechia+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Nicole Fox+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Susan Evanchak 3 years 2017-2020  


Sharon Solomon 1 year 2017-2018 Interoperability & Standards 


Committee Chair 


Clare Hicks 3 years 2017-2020  


    


Nutrition Services Payment 


Committee  


  Staff:  Marsha Schofield 


Amy Davis+ 4 years 2014-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Natalie Stephens+ 3 years 2016-2019 Vice Chair 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Gina Bayless+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Harlivleen Gill+  3 years 2015-2018  


Krista Yoder Latortue 1 year 2017-2018 LPPC Liaison 


Amy R. Allen 3 years 2017-2020  


Marcia Kyle 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Keith Ayoob 1 year 2017-2018 Ex-officio; AMA Coding 


Representative 


Karen G. Smith 1 year 2017-2018 Ex-officio; AMA Coding 


Representative 


 
Quality Management Committee    Staff: Sharon McCauley 


Sherri L. Jones+  4 years 2014-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Shari Baird+ 5 years 2014-2019 Vice Chair, 2017-2018; Chair 


2018-2019 


Pamela Wu+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Denise Andersen+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Kimi McAdam 3 years 2017-2020  


Nancy Walters 3 years 2017-2020  


Alexandra Kazaks 3 years 2017-2020  


Barbara Grant+ 3 years 2016-2019  


Shyamala Ganesh+  3 years 2015-2018  


Egondu Onuoha+ 3 years 2015-2018  


Susan Konek+ 3 years 2015-2018  


Kelly Leonard+  3 years 2015-2018  


Margaret Garner 1 year 2017-2018 BOD Liaison 


Kathryn Hamilton+ 3 years 2015-2018 CDR Liaison 
 
 


   


Student Advisory Committee    Staff: Hannah Phelps Proctor 


Kiri Michell 1 year 2017-2018 Chair, 2017-2018 


Tatianna Muniz 1 year 2017-2018 Vice Chair, 2017-2018 


Matthew Landry 1 year 2017-2018 At-large Delegate, HOD 


Tammy (Tamsin) Shephard 1 year 2017-2018  
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Brianna Dumas 1 year 2017-2018  


William Van Hook 1 year 2017-2018  


TBD 1 year 2017-2018 AND PAC Representative 


Carina Chiodo  1 year 2017-2018 ACEND Representative 
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MOTION TRACKING 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017       


 


 


 


 
Motion Follow-up Status 


February 4-5, 2011  
Move that the Academy Board 
aggressively support working with 
CMS to assure consistent application 
and uniformity in interpretation of 
the regulation concerning nutrition 
supplements and therapeutic diet 
orders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


In June 2011, the Academy’s definition of therapeutic diet and 
interpretation of the regulation concerning nutrition supplements was 
included in the CMS Long Term Care Resident Assessment Instrument 
Minimum Data Set (MDS) 3.0. The Academy’s response in December 
2011 to the CMS proposed rule allowing hospital non-physician 
practitioners to perform at their highest scope of practice level led to CMS 
proposed amended regulations in February 2013 permitting hospitals to 
privilege qualified RDNs to prescribe therapeutic diets. The Academy 
submitted comments to CMS on the proposed rule change and CMS 
published the final rule in the Federal Register effective July 11, 2014. 
FAQs, a state map listing assessed ability to implement the rule and two 
Practice Tips on ordering privileges for the RDN detailing the hospital 
regulation and implementation steps are accessible to credentialed 
nutrition and dietetics practitioners at www.eatrightpro.org/dietorders.  
Subsequent practitioner education is ongoing. Academy staff continues to 
work closely with individual Affiliates to remove statutory and regulatory 
impediments to full implementation, which often require changes to state 
licensure statutes and concomitant opposition from other nutrition 
professionals’ organizations thereto. Continuing with this priority directive 
of the Board, CMS announced a proposed rule on July 16, 2015 that 
allows the attending physician in long-term care facilities to delegate to an 
RDN (or “qualified dietitian”) the task of prescribing a resident’s diet, 
including a therapeutic diet, to the extent in allowed by state law. This 
proposed rule for Long-Term Care facilities adds to the existing July 16, 
2014 hospital final rule. RDNs will soon have the ability to independently 
order therapeutic diets in multiple care settings. Academy staff has 
reviewed the proposed rule, worked closely with the Dietitians in Health 
Care Communities dietetic practice group and other experts, prepared 
input, and submitted to CMS on September 14, 2015. FNCE 2015 had an 
education session, Town Hall discussions on licensure and therapeutic diet 
order issues, and QM staff participation in practice implementation issues 
discussions.  
In January 2016, the Quality Management Committee published the 
revised Academy’s Definition of Terms list which includes new terms and 
definitions for nutrition-related services, dietary supplement, medical food, 
oral nutritional supplement, enteral nutrition, parenteral nutrition as well as 
a revision to the term and definition for therapeutic diet. The terms should 
assist with consistent application and uniformity in interpretation for 
various regulations concerning nutrition supplements and therapeutic diet 
orders (continued on next page).  
CMS published a proposed regulation specifically providing qualified 
RDNs with the ability to independently order therapeutic diets in another 
regulated facility, Critical Access Hospitals (CAHs), on June 16, 2016.  
CMS issued a final rule on October 4, 2016 that enables RDNs in long 
term care facilities to order therapeutic diets if a physician delegates that 
responsibility, and we have been successful in implementing these changes 
in a variety of state laws and regulations. We have also initiated 
discussions surrounding ordering privileges in dialysis centers. To guide 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 1 
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(Continued) February 4-5, 2011  
Move that the Academy Board 
aggressively support working with 
CMS to assure consistent application 
and uniformity in interpretation of 
the regulation concerning nutrition 
supplements and therapeutic diet 
orders. 


our Long Term Care (LTC) practitioners with implementing the final rule 
and regulations, in November 2016, Quality Management developed a 
‘Practice Tip: Reform Requirements for the RDN in Long Term Care’. 
The Practice Tip outlines changes in the State Operations Manual for LTC 
facilities to be executed over a three-year span effective on November 28, 
2016 and is located on the Academy Webpage for CMS – Joint 
Commission Updates: www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/quality-
management/quality-care-basics/cms-tjc-and-hfap-updates. 


February 4-5, 2011  
Move to conceptually approve the 
Research Institute for further 
investigation. 


The Research Committee discussed the Research Institute at its January 
2014 Research Institute subcommittee meeting. The subcommittee 
presented the concept and future options to the newly developed Research 
Council at its face-to-face meeting in summer 2014. In October 2014 the 
Council on Research met and drafted its mission, vision and goals to align 
both with RISA and the Academy’s Strategic Plan. A subcommittee has 
been working on understanding what is required for the formation of a 
Research Institute, what are the financial and infrastructures needs are, and 
conducting a benefit to cost ratio on the concept. The Research Institute as 
well as the concept for an IRB were added to the POW for the new and 
incoming Council on Research. An initial environmental scan was 
conducted by RISA staff to gather information and present data to the 
council for consideration. Work on the Research Institute concept 
continues and new proposed shifts in FTE allocation, in addition to the 
current manpower makes this concept much more feasible. 


October 10, 2012  
Move to accept the concepts of the 
International Business Strategies and 
recommend to incrementally build 
them into future budgets as 
financially feasible. 


In 2014-2015, RISA actively solicited funding for international work that 
met the international strategies/objectives. The international plan was 
approved by the Board in January 2015 and is currently being 
implemented. Strategic measures have been developed and data is being 
captured to track the international plan efforts. That data is shared with the 
Board as a part of the overall strategic measures. Collaborations with the 
World Health Organization, the U.S. Agency for International 
Development, National Institute of Health, and the International Society of 
Renal Nutrition and Metabolism/Chronic Kidney Disease all continue with 
efforts to establish international expertise and presence in global nutrition. 
International work continues and line items for the RISA budget include 
both travel to international meetings and work with other international 
organizations. This work aligns well the Second Century efforts and while 
there is currently no direct budget line for international efforts a lot of 
work is happening including: fellowship partnerships with Gardens for 
Health International and the Maya Health Alliance, pilot study with 
Chinese Dietetic Association, systematic reviews with WHO, and eNCPT 
translations. Ongoing work continues. 


May 14-15, 2014  
Move to approve $30,000 out of 
reserves to be used to contract a 
licensure consultant/lobbyist.  
Additional reserve funds would be 
considered by FAC contingent on 
submission of a national licensure 
plan proposal. 


DC staff worked successfully with the Florida Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics and The Advocacy Group, a Florida lobbying firm, in achieving 
defined deliverables. On April 22, 2015, the Florida Senate joined the 
Florida House in unanimously passing the revised dietetics practice act, 
which was signed by Governor Scott.  The Academy continues to work 
closely with the Florida Academy and other stakeholders to revise 
regulations in accord with the amended statute. The Florida regulations 
have not been 100% finalized, although they are expected to be soon.  


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 2 
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July 21-23, 2014  
Move to accept recommendation #1 
of the Nutrition and Dietetics 
Associate (NDA) ad hoc Committee: 
Build upon existing DTR Pathway 
III and differentiate between 
academic requirements to obtain the 
Nutrition and Dietetics Technician, 
Registered (NDTR). 


Since implementation of Pathway 3 in 2009, the number of DTRs who 
transition to RDN has increased from less than 10 per year to over 200 in 
2016.  
An update on the action items follows. 
• Academy Legal Counsel has filed the NDTR with US Patent and 


Trademark office 
• CDR promotes the NDTR Pathway 3 option to dietetics education 


program directors by direct mail, on the NDEP portal and  during its 
presentations at the NDEP Area Meetings 


• As of February 2017, there are a total of 5, 708 NDTRs .There were 
a total of 811 new NDTRs in the 2015-2016 program year (June1-
May 31).  This is the highest number of new NDTRs in a single year 
since the credential was established in 1986   


• CDR conducted focus groups during FNCE 2016 followed by 
surveys in January 2017 with Pathway 3 NDTRs and DPD program 
directors to inform marketing efforts with this population 


• At its February 2017 meeting, CDR considered a request from the 
Academy Student Council to include Pathway 3 NDTRs as eligible 
for the CDR Board Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics 
certification. After consideration of this request CDR passed a 
motion to include Pathway NDTRs in the next practice audit survey 
to be conducted in FY 2018  


The number of NDTRs transitioning to RDN status continues to grow. It is 
interesting to note, that there has also been an increase in the number of 
traditional associate degree prepared NDTRs. 


March 6, 2015  
Move to accept the Food & Nutrition 
Conference & Expo™ business plan 
as presented. 
 


The Board accepted the business plan as presented and it was successfully 
implemented as proposed for FNCE® 2015 and 2016.  The third year of the 
business plan is being implemented for FNCE® 2017, which includes:  
• Dynamic attendee engagement through interactive sessions, mobile 


app technology, implementation of a smart building, and live polling 
• Expanded mobile access through the attendee app which includes a 


virtual program and attendee bag, one-click to session evaluations, 
Expo diagrams, speaker bios, and overall dynamic content to support 
the show 


• A revised platform for both call for sessions and abstracts that has 
resulted in a 40% lift for FNCE® 2017 


• Comprehensive attendee and employer toolkits designed for 
demonstrated ROI 


• Implementation of thought starter zones throughout program, dynamic 
educational session rooms, incorporation of practice applications and 
simulations throughout sessions 


• Leveraging Academy alliance relationships to develop additional level 
two and three programming in long term care, integrative are, 
sports/exercise, and advanced clinical care  


• Continued alignment of Expo floor specialty pavilions with the 
educational specialty tracks 


• Expanded engagement opportunities include a stronger social media 
presence using the #FNCE hashtag, onsite video wall, and full digital 
buyout of graphics at the convention center 


• Level 3 Leadership track to dually align the FNCE® and Leadership 
business plans 


The business plan is being implemented as approved. 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 3 
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March 6, 2015 
Move to approve the Scientific 
Integrity Principles. 
 
September 20, 2016   
Move that the Council on Research 
be charged to review and catalog 
current Conflict of Interest (COI) 
forms being used by the Academy 
and recommend a single 
standardized COI form to the Board 
for use across the Academy. 
 
February 24, 2017 
Move to approve the proposed online 
Conflict of Interest form to be 
adopted consistently across the 
organization. 
 
 


The Scientific Integrity Principles (SIP) were published in the September 
2015 Journal.  The principles were highlighted in a FNCE session in 
2015.  Further dissemination to membership is ongoing. A workgroup of 
the 2015-16 Council on Research developed a process by which 
committees and units assessed their policies for alignment with the 
principles in consultation with the Council on Research.  The Council 
workgroup reviewed committees’ submissions and identified that all but 
five committees conduct scientific activities.  Most policies that are in 
place were considered in line with the SIP, however there were some 
scientific activities that did not have policies to govern them.  Committees 
were informed where their policies were considered in alignment with the 
SIP and where revisions were needed.  During their review of the 
committee self-assessment forms, it became clear that there are 
opportunities for the creation of uniform policies and procedures to cover 
the certain frequent circumstances.  These were presented to the BOD in 
September 2016 and approved; the policies were then distributed to 
staff.  The Council has worked with the Lifelong Learning and 
Professional Engagement Team to disseminate information about the SIP 
to the DPGs/MIGs in March 2017.   
The Council on Research catalogued existing Academy COI forms and 
recommended one consistent form which was approved by the Board at its 
February 2017 meeting.  The Council is collaborating with the Governance 
team to create a method for implementing the new Conflict of Interest 
form across the organization. These efforts are in alignment with the 
published Scientific Integrity Principles.  The Council is developing a 
training to go with the new form for FY18.          


October 7, 2015  
Move to accept the Council on 
Future Practice request to conduct a 
two year pilot for the Transforming 
Vision into Action award.  


The Council on Future Practice (CFP) Workgroup has finalized the criteria 
for the award, developed the scoring rubric for evaluation of applicants 
and developed a communications plan. Three applications were received 
and are under evaluation to determine which ones will move forward to the 
Academy membership for a vote. 


October 7, 2015  
Move to accept the Quality 
Management Committee 
Scope/Standards of Practice 
Workgroup Report for 
implementation, along with CEO 
input on staffing.  


COMPLETED 
Quality Management (QM) is working with the CEO to establish staffing 
resources required to begin the implementation plan for the 
Scope/Standards of Practice program in FY2016. A ‘Headcount Request 
Form’ for FY2017 budget per accounting request was completed and 
approved by the CEO. The Manager, Quality Standards Operations 
position was filled in July 2016. Training is currently occurring with this 
new position. Focus Area SOP/SOPP work is commencing with DPG 
authors in Oncology, Mental Health, Extended Care Settings (Post-Acute 
Care), Diabetes, and Integrative and Functional Medicine. QM Committee 
finalized and approved the Revised 2017 SOP in Nutrition Care and SOPP 
for RDNs. Work continues on the Revised 2017 SOP in Nutrition Care and 
SOPP for NDTRs. 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 4 
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January 12, 2016 
Move to approve one million dollars 
to fund the development of a plan 
and its implementation for the 
Second Century visioning. 
 
February 24, 2017  
Move to accept the schematic for the 
Second Century centers of 
excellence and strategic model. 
 


170 attendees attended The Nutrition Impact Summit, September 21-23, 
2016 at the Omni Mandalay Hotel in Irving, TX. A summit briefing paper 
was distributed to summit participants the week of September 12. The 
Second Century Communications, Engagement and Fundraising plans 
continue to be developed and implemented according to determined 
timelines, including plans for FNCE.  A Second Century Town Hall as 
well as several meetings with Academy groups was held at FNCE. A post-
summit process for innovation ideas and organizational implications has 
been developed. In November, a Member Engagement Zone survey to 
receive member input informing the development of the proposed 
Academy’s Second Century vision was launched in November 2016. A 
post-summit webinar for all Summit attendees was hosted in January 2016 
to provide updates on the innovation projects.  Facilitation of the initiative 
working groups have been provided since September, and their final 
concept proposals were completed in late January 2016.  The Academy 
and Foundation Boards along with the CDR Chair, and the Journal of the 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Editor-in-chief, met on February 23, 
2017, and were presented with a proposed Second Century vision, mission, 
principles, strategy, and nine innovation projects.  The attendees worked in 
small groups to consider and discuss, then shared out and discussed with 
the group at large.  On February 24, the Academy BOD unanimously 
approved a new vision, mission, principles, and strategy.  For the 
innovation projects, the BOD decided to utilize an online tool to survey the 
BOD and executive staff to assess and prioritize the projects in order to 
determine which ones will go forward to the next level of business plan 
development. 
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January 13, 2016 
Move that a Sponsorship Review 
Committee be implemented as a one-
year pilot for national sponsorships, 
and that the Academy Board review 
outcomes at nine months. DPGs and 
Affiliates are encouraged to follow a 
similar process and to report their 
experience and outcomes. Academy 
staff will develop an implementation 
plan for the pilot. 
 
February 24, 2017 
Move to accept the Member 
Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommendation of the distribution 
of Best Practices for Sponsorship 
Relationships for DPGs, MIGs and 
Affiliates along with examples from 
Oregon Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics Sponsorship Policies and 
Procedures, California Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship 
Policy and Food & Culinary 
Professionals DPG Sponsorship 
Guidelines and Policy. 
 
February 24, 2017 
Move to accept the Member 
Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
adjusted review process for 
Academy national level sponsorship 
categories. 
 


COMPLETED 
Follow up communication outlining next steps and expectations was sent 
out to all DPG, MIG, and Affiliate leaders. The Sponsorship Advisory 
Task Force forms A and B were provided as interactive documents to 
encourage use and ongoing feedback during the pilot. This feedback will 
help determine the Academy sponsorship review process and outcomes at 
the end of the pilot. 
In March 2016 the Member Sponsorship Review Committee (MSRC) 
made up of nine Academy members began its work to document and 
provide input and recommendations regarding the proposed review process 
and the tools.  
A potential new sponsor, BENEO-Institute, began the MSRC review 
process with Forms A/B/C along with additional research materials 
supplied on March 7, 2016. On March 29, 2016 the committee collectively 
discussed feedback on the BENEO background information and Form C. 
They requested more time to finesse Form C and resubmit their Form C 
recommendation based on the adjusted Form C. On April 13, 2016 per the 
MSRC’s completion of Form C, they voted in favor of recommending 
BENEO as an Academy Premier sponsor to the Board. The Board 
approved the recommendation of the MSRC to accept the BENEO 
Institute as an Academy Premier Sponsor at the May 2016 meeting.  
The next few MSRC calls focused on further adjustments to Forms A/B/C 
and discussions related to the process for the Academy and entities. The 
DPG/MIG chairs and chair-elects received a survey for their input on 
Forms A/B and the process. The results of this survey were part of the 
August MSRC call. A MSRC Update was added to the Academy’s 
Commitment to Transparency web page. 
The September and December calls focused on continued discussion 
around Forms A/B and the process related to the Academy DPG/MIGs. It 
was determined to reach out to a number of DPGs and Affiliates for phone 
interviews to learn about their sponsorship process and decision making on 
whether to enter into a sponsorship relationship. The outcome of these 
calls were discussed on the January 2017 call resulting in 
recommendations to the Board for the February 2017 meeting.  
The Board accepted the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommended sponsor evaluation process and forms, which were 
developed with feedback from dietetic practice groups and member 
interest groups. The strategic communications team released an update to 
the leadership and membership of the Academy in the March 8, 2017, Eat 
Right Weekly.  
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/member-updates/from-
our-leaders/msrc-update 


March 20, 2016  
Move that the CEO take the 
comments and discussion related to 
the ICDA proposal, especially with 
regard to accreditation, and work 
with ACEND and CDR to develop 
comments related to the ICDA 
proposal for Board approval. 


COMPLETED 
The CEO held a meeting with the Executive Directors of ACEND and 
CDR to discuss comments related to the ICDA International Accreditation 
Proposal. The comments were brought to the Board for discussion and 
consideration to inform the Academy’s ICDA representative how to vote 
on the proposal in September.  
The Board discussed the ICDA competence standards and accreditation 
report at its May 2016 BOD meeting. The CEO summarized the comments 
in a formal report to the ICDA which was approved by the Board.  


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 6 
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May 12-13, 2016 
Move that the Board receive the 
ICDA competence standards and 
accreditation report and provide 
feedback to ICDA as discussed 
regarding a tiered approach to 
competency levels. 


COMPLETED 
(see previous page) 


May 12-13, 2016  
Move to accept the FY17 budget as 
recommended by the Finance & 
Audit Committee. The Board 
requests that the Academy Executive 
Team present potential strategic 
alternatives for Academy 
sustainability at the January 2017 
Board meeting. 


The budget was implemented and is being monitored and managed.  The 
potential strategic alternatives for Academy sustainability is an on-going 
process that is impacted by the Second Century discussions and strategic 
direction. 


May 12-13, 2016  
Move to approve the conceptual 
Member Interest Group Business 
Plan as presented. 


MIG leaders and staff continue to work on the implementation of a 
restructured MIG program. (On track for a full implementation by June, 1, 
2018). 
Evaluation and assessment of the current programs including a member 
feedback survey are being conducted. Results will be used to determine 
MIG programming and goals. Following this assessment procedural 
documents and policies will be developed, websites will be updated, and a 
plan for communicating the changes to MIG members will be developed. 
FNCE® 2017 is being targeted as the initial roll-out of communication to 
members during the DPG/MIG Showcase and Joint MIG Reception. 
Internal work is being done to ensure the program is ready for the start of 
Academy membership renewals including database work, updates to 
accounting systems, marketing communications, and website changes. 
Additional staff realignments are underway to support the rollout of the 
new MIG program.   


May 12-13, 2016  
Move to declare 2016 as the 
International Year of Nutrition and 
Dietetics and publicize our efforts. 
Staff will approach Congress to ask 
for a resolution. 
  


It was reported at the November 2016 BOD meeting that Congress does 
not have the authority for International declarations. The resolution will 
now focus on support of the Second Century efforts. 
Senators Portman and Brown along with Representatives Tiberi and Fudge 
plan to introduce the resolution to celebrate the Academy’s 100 year 
anniversary in the new Congress.  
Resolution was introduced in Congress.  The Board members were asked 
to reach out to their members of Congress to support the resolution. An 
Action Alert was sent to all Academy members to ask their elected 
representatives to support the resolution. 


August 31, 2016 
Move to approve Option 3 as 
presented: Include and define a new 
term for ‘Nutrition and Dietetics’ 
using a combined definition for 
Nutrition and Dietetics and referring 
to the separate terms ‘Nutrition’ and 
‘Dietetics’ in the Key Considerations 


COMPLETED 
The final BOD motion for terms and definitions was presented to members 
of the Quality Management Committee (QMC) on September 27 
conference call, reviewed with the CDR Competency Assurance Panel on 
September 19 and presented to the CDR during their FNCE meeting on 
October 15. The QMC will inform via memo the Consumer Protection and 
Licensure Subcommittee, the Model Practice Act and Regulations 
Taskforce and the Council on Future Practice to include the revised and 
new terms in their documents and work deliverables as appropriate. The 
updated Academy Definition of Terms list with new definitions is now 
available on the Academy webpage—ww.eatrightpro.org/scope.  


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 7 







                                                                                                                                                              Attachment 1.8 
Motion Follow-up Status 


September 20, 2016   
Move that the Lifelong Learning and 
Professional Development team 
work with the identified Board 
subgroup to identify needs of the 
Dietetic Practice Groups (DPGs) and 
the Academy to improve the DPGs 
effectiveness and efficiency, and 
then develop a plan to be presented 
to the Board. 


The Board subgroup met on September 21 immediately after the 
conclusion of the BOD meeting.  A set of three initial conversation 
starters/questions has been developed for distribution to the Board for use 
at FNCE® in their discussions with DPG leaders.  Based on the feedback 
received, the information will be used to further define the next steps for 
the DPG Business plan development. 
The BOD subgroup meetings are on hold until after the Second Century 
mission, vision, and overall strategic direction is determined at the 
February 2017 BOD meeting.  Once those strategic decisions are finalized, 
the subgroup will reconvene and determine what adjustments need to be 
made to the original conceptual proposal to bring forth for further 
discussion at the BOD level. 
As of April 2017, the BOD subgroup is in the process of establishing a 
series of working “sessions” to continue to build out the proposal.  The 
goal is to bring a formal proposal to the BOD at the July 2017 Board 
Retreat in Austin, TX. 


September 20, 2016  
Move that the Board approves the 
three Council on Research policies 
as presented. 


COMPLETED 
The policies for IRB approval, Conflict of Interest disclosure at non-
lifelong learning events and disclosure of funding when the Academy is 
the only funding source have been added to the Academy's policy and 
procedure manual and sent to committee staff partners.   


 
November 7, 2016  
Move to approve the proposed 
revisions to the Disciplinary and 
Ethics Complaints Policy as 
amended. 


COMPLETED 
The Disciplinary and Ethics Complaints policy has been added to CDR’s 
and the Academy's policy and procedure manuals and posted to the Ethics 
Committee’s portal. 
 


November 7, 2016 
Move to accept the Hardship Dues 
policy as presented. 


COMPLETED 
The Hardship Dues Policy has been added to the Academy's policy and 
procedure manual and sent to membership staff for implementation. 
 


February 24, 2017 
Move to approve the FAC 
recommendation to continue to 
follow the cost sharing strategy 
established by the Academy. 


COMPLETED 
The Board sent a letter to the Nutrition and Dietetics Educators and 
Practitioners council (NDEP) informing NDEP that it discussed and 
upheld the FAC recommendation that the cost sharing strategy established 
by the Academy and in place since 2013 would continue to be followed. 
The Board suggested that NDEP may want to consider conducting a 
survey in order to assess its members’ perception of the value of revising 
the SOPPs.   


April 4, 2017 
Move to approve the Consumer 
Protection and Licensure 
Subcommittee/Legislative and 
Public Policy Committee 
recommended stance 
regarding minimum qualifications 
for providers of MNT. 


Academy teams are developing an integrated communications and 
education plan around this stance and its commitment to strong objective 
standards and interprofessional collaboration for both our members and 
for other stakeholders whom we may engage on health and wellness 
policies, professional regulation, reimbursement, and interprofessional 
competencies. 


 


 
 
 
 


Motions are removed at the end of each fiscal year from the tracking list if completed. 8 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Thursday, May 18, 2017                                                                                                                              Revised 05-10-17                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century Reception, Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Veterans Ballroom 
 
 


Friday, May 19, 2017 - Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio – Hope E Ballroom 
   TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
12:00 pm LUNCH – Center Street Room B    
1:00 pm Executive Session  L. Beseler  Action 
2:00 pm  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME L. Beseler   
2:15 pm 1.0 Consent Agenda* 


1.1 April 4, 2017 Minutes 
1.2 February 24, 2017 Minutes  
1.3 February 23, 2017 Minutes 
1.4 Highlights…A Year in Review 2016-2017 
1.5 Foundation Report 
1.6 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report 
1.7 2017-2018 Committee Appointments 
1.8 Motion Tracking 


  Action  


2:20 pm 2.0  Regular Agenda L. Beseler  Action 
2:30 pm 3.0 Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy L. Beseler Generative Information 
2:35 pm 4.0  FY18 Budget 


Is the Board ready to approve the FY18 budget recommendations 
from the Finance and Audit Committee? 


M. Garner/ 
P. Mifsud 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary  


Action 


4:00 pm 5.0  Second Century Update         P. Babjak Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


4:30 pm RECESS L. Beseler   
5:00 pm Board shuttle to visit the Academy’s 100th Anniversary display developed 


by the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics at the  
Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library  


   


5:30 pm Transfer of the Gavel Ceremony    
6:00 pm Board shuttle to Pura Vida for Celebration Dinner    
6:15 pm Celebration Dinner - Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, (216) 987-0103    


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Revised 05-08-17 
 
Saturday, May 20, 2017,  Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114 – Hope E Ballroom 
TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
7:30 am BREAKFAST - Center Street Room B    
8:00 am CALL TO ORDER L. Beseler   
8:00 am 6.0 Board Dietetic Practice Group Taskforce: Interim Update D. Enos Strategic/Generative/ 


Fiduciary 
Information/ 
Discussion 


8:15 am 7.0 Strategic Measures and Metrics W. Murphy Strategic/Generative 
 


Information/ 
Discussion 


9:15 am BREAK    
9:30 am 
 


8.0 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees 
Is the Board ready to approve the nominees as presented? 


E. Crayton Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


9:45 am 9.0 House of Delegates Spring Meeting Report L. Farr Strategic/Generative Information/ 
Discussion 


10:00 am 10.0 Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii) Progress Update 
                    


S. McCauley/ 
A. Steiber 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


11:00 am 11.0 Consent Agenda L. Beseler Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


11:15 am 12.0   Board Activities: July 19-21 Board Orientation and Retreat  L. Beseler Strategic Information 
11:30 am ADJOURNMENT    


 
 


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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CRITERIA FOR EFFECTIVE MEETINGS 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MAY 19-20, 2017 


Meeting Prerequisites 


• Fully engage in dialogue and turn off cell phones.


• Prepare for and actively participate in discussions.


• Declare conflict of interest, if appropriate.


• Respect time limits – they are necessary to achieve what the Board needs to accomplish.


• Leave meetings with clarity on what was discussed and what was decided.


Key Considerations 


• Focus discussion on strategic issues.


• Use the strategic plan and Board’s program of work priorities to guide dialogue and


deliberations.


• Relate decisions and actions taken to the strategic plan.


• Consider what is best for the Academy when deliberating.


• Maintain a member focus – “what would members say?”


Nature of Debate 


• Discuss all sides of an issue and encourage others to provide their perspectives.


• Listen when others are speaking; avoid side conversations and ask for clarification if


needed.


• Provide opportunities for clarification and on what was discussed and decided


• Respect different points of view.


• Exhibit courage with tough decisions.


• Have fun!
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EVALUATION RESULTS 


FEBRUARY 24, 2017 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


Respondents: 


TOTAL 


POINTS 


SCORE 


1 The board materials provided were useful for making 


informed decisions 
72 


4.80 


2 The time given to all agenda was: 


(Inadequate=1/Adequate=5) 
67 4.79 


3 Reports given during the meeting were clear, concise, and 


contained important information (Too 


Detailed=1/Appropriate=5) 
69 4.60 


4 Diverse opinions were expressed and issues were dealt 


with in a respectful manner (Never=1/Always=5) 
71 4.73 


5 Opportunities to discuss all sides of an issue were provided 


(Limited=1/Adequate=5) 
70 4.67 


6 The focus of the meeting was (Operational=1/Strategic=5) 
70.5 4.70 


7 Consideration was given to what is best for the Academy 


while recognizing that this is a “member-focused” 


organization (Never=1/Always=5) 
68 4.53 


8 Board members were prepared to discuss materials sent in 


advanced (Not Prepared=1/Prepared=5) 
73.5 4.90 


9 The board’s decision-making process were effective 


(Never=1/Always=5) 
65.5 4.37 


10 Next action steps were identified and responsibility 


assigned (Unclear=1/Clear=5) 
62 4.13 


11 Overall assessment of this board meeting’s impact on the 


Academy and its members (Very Low=1/Very High=5) 
63 4.20 
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Comments: 


 Talking points/action summary for Board members to take back to discuss/share with


Affiliate/DPGs


o We have discussed doing this before –nothing has happened


o Great to be proactively discussing BOD meetings


 Arrive the night before—BOD needs time to ___ and debrief from travel—to have 2-3


hour meeting that day


 Not totally sure about exact steps on Second Century. Approval process?


 Members leaving early again 


 Could have used a break on first day


 Great meals


 Meeting was fun enough!


 This was perhaps THE BEST AND BOARD MEETING I’ve attended. The Board


generally stayed at the strategic level, balanced member-centric and broader (e.g global)


perspectives, and kept travel to an absolute minimum. Certainly, working on the Second


Century mission/vision, etc, helped to keep us focused. It has been an honor to work with


the AND Board. Keep up the great work!


 Nice evaluation form.


 Thank you for the agendas in hard copy


 I fell this has been a really high level strategic board meeting. I hope we can continue at


this level


 Second Century—The materials/slides should be more concise—too much flowery


verbiage.


 I am concerned that the Whalen group stated that they don’t really know our profession


and organization. After one year and untold $$ that should not be said by a lead


consultant.


 Whalen group does not recognize the projects and services that the Academy already has


in place. These projects are not accidental as was mentioned


 Perhaps we need to rethink having members come in at noon, many take flights at 5am-6-


6am and are really tired by the afternoon.


 On a whole great meeting. Thank you everyone for being engaged!


 Their evaluation form was more relevant.


 Nice to have the input of the Foundation Board when discussing the Second Century.


 Well run meeting. Good discussions allowed but focus was also very good.


 Great meetings but it was completely unrealistic to hold a 6 hour meeting with zero


scheduled breaks. This is especially true since most of us arrived the same day after way


early flights.







 







EVALUATION FORM 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MAY 19-20, 2017 


NAME: _____________________________________________________ Date: __________________ 


CIRCLE ONE CATEGORY 
Leadership 


1. The board materials provided were useful for making informed decisions.


NOT HELPFUL  1  2  3  4  5   HELPFUL  Unable to assess 


2. The time given to all agenda items was


INADEQUATE  1  2  3  4  5   ADEQUATE  Unable to assess 


3. Reports given during the meeting were clear, concise, and contained important information.


TOO DETAILED  1  2  3  4  5   APPROPRIATE  Unable to assess 


Interpersonal Skills 


4. Diverse opinions were expressed and issues were dealt with in a respectful manner.


NEVER   1  2  3  4  5   ALWAYS  Unable to assess 


5. Opportunities to discuss all sides of an issue were provided.


LIMITED  1  2  3  4  5   ADEQUATE  Unable to assess 


Strategic Thinking 


6. The focus of the meeting was


OPERATIONAL  1  2  3  4  5   STRATEGIC  Unable to assess 


7. Consideration was given to what is best for the Academy while recognizing that this
is a “member-focused” organization. 


 NEVER  1  2  3  4  5   ALWAYS  Unable to assess 


Board Member Contribution 


8. Board members were prepared to discuss materials sent in advance.


NOT PREPARED  1  2  3  4  5    PREPARED  Unable to assess 


9. The board’s decision-making processes were effective.


NEVER  1  2  3  4  5   ALWAYS  Unable to assess 


10. Next action steps were identified and responsibility assigned.


UNCLEAR  1  2  3  4  5   CLEAR  Unable to assess 


Overall assessment of this board meeting’s impact on the Academy and its members: 


Very low  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Very high 


Any other comments?  ________________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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DRAFT Conflict of Interest Form                                                                                                                                             Attachment 3.0 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics ("Academy") wishes to avoid possible conflict of interest involving members of an Academy board, 
committee, task force or workgroup ("Group"),  and/or contractors or speakers at Academy events ("Event") as defined by state and federal 
law, in accordance with the Academy Conflict of Interest Policy currently in effect (pdf). The Board asks for you to continually be cognizant of 
fiduciary duties to the Academy arising out of positions of confidence within the organization, in accordance with the Academy Conflict of 
Interest policy in effect. Therefore, please complete the following, either as a member or member under consideration for a Group, 
consultancy, or speaking engagement. This form will be shared with the chair and/or staff liaison of the relevant Group(s)/Event(s) for their 
review. The form will be shared with other members at their request. Addressing conflicts of interest is a shared responsibility. If you have 
concerns that another individual has a conflict influencing the Group(s)/Event(s) please contact the chair or Academy staff. Thank you.


First Name Last Name
Professional Credentials Address 1:
Address 2: City:
State: Select State Zip/Postal Code:


Country Phone: xxxxxxxxxx
Email: name@domain.com


Please read and check each box
I acknowledge that I have been appointed or am being considered to perform certain services for or on behalf of the Academy. 
Those services require objectivity, credibility, the avoidance of actual or appearance of external influence, and the absence of 
a conflict with Academy positions, statements, priorities, and Academy-led activities.


I am aware of the need to disclose any facts or circumstances that might create the appearance of a conflict with these 
standards.


I agree to disclose any companies, organizations or enterprises from which I receive compensation or with which I have an 
ongoing relationship and which are relevant to the Group(s)/Event(s) of which I am a member/participant.


I understand, and agree to, recuse myself from participating or voting in any Group work/Event where there is a potential for 
conflict of interest. I understand that I have a responsibility to act in the best interests of the Academy when acting as a 
member of the Group(s)/Event and to leave my personal interests/agendas aside. 


I understand that if I refuse to complete this form, I will be disqualified or removed from the Group(s)/Event(s).


I agree that this Disclosure Statement may be made public or shared with any Academy member or interested party.


I agree to update this form annually as well as within 30 days after I establish any new financial relationships that could 
represent a potential conflict of interest and within 30 days after I take on new Group/Event roles in the Academy.


I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, no aspect of my personal or professional circumstances or that of my 
immediate family, within the last 3 years, places me in the position of having private interest that is in conflict with any material 
interest of the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) or with my obligations to the Group(s)/Event(s) except for the following:


A. List employment with companies within the last 3 years (list the most current first.)


Company Name Your Title Start Dates End Dates


mm/dd/yyyy mm/dd/yyyy Delete


Add Employment


B. Provide the information requested below if applicable within the last 3 years related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) topic


ExplanationType


Principal Investigator or CoInvestigator on 
Grants / Research on the Academy Group(s)/
Event(s) topic


Consultant on Academy Group(s).Event(s) topic


Participation in review activities for the Academy 
Group(s)/Event(s) topic


Writing or reviewing a manuscript on the Academy 
or Group(s)/Event(s)  topic


Leadership role or membership in organizations 
related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) 



https://eal.webauthor.com/modules/library/item.cfm?item_type=cms_File&id=48743
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C. List publications (articles or books) that you have authored or coauthored within the last 3 years related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s) topic


Title of 
Journal/
Publication Date Volume/Issue Pages


mm/dd/yyyy Delete


Add Publication


D. List publications (blogs or other website postings) that you have authored or coauthored within the last 3 years related to the
Academy Group(s)/Event(s) topic


Title URL Date Comments


mm/dd/yyyy Delete


Add Blog


E. Indicate sources of income within the last 3 years related to the Academy Group(s)/Event(s)  topic


Type None


Money Paid 
to You
(over $5,000)


Paid 
to your spouse
(over $5,000) Payor


Board membership


Consultancy


Expert Testimony


PI or CoPI on Grants/Grants pending


Lectures including service on speakers bureau


Editor, Author or coauthor of book on topic


Royalties


Payment for development of educational presentations


Stock/Stock options


Travel, accommodations, meeting expenses


Other


eSignature


Money Paid to
 your employer
(over $5,000)


Date



http://www.webauthor.com/
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NON-DISCLOSURE CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 


This Agreement is entered into as of this  day of  , 2017 
by and between “Party in which you are entering agreement” (Confidant) and Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics (Company), an Illinois, Not for Profit Corporation with a place of business at 120 S. Riverside 
Plaza, Suite 2190, Chicago, Illinois 60606. 


Company possesses valuable business and technical information including, among other things, concepts, 
know-how, trade secrets, business forecasts, business and financial plans. 


Company desires written assurance that information disclosed in confidence to Confidant will be 
maintained in confidence and not used against Company’s interests.  The term “Confidential Information” 
used below means all valuable business or technical information Company has that involves any of the 
matters referred to above, that the Confidant obtains directly or indirectly from Company.  Company will 
disclose, or allow Confidant access to Confidential Information only for the purposes of facilitating 
Confidant’s providing services to Company.  Confidant shall be permitted to use such information as may 
be necessary or desirable in the course of providing such services. 


Confidant agrees, except as may be provided in any future written agreement that may be entered into 
between Company and Confidant, that Confidant shall: 


(1.)   take all such precautions as may be reasonably necessary to prevent the disclosure to any 
third party of Company’s Confidential Information. 


(2.)   not use for Confidant’s own benefit any of Company’s Confidential Information; and 


(3.)   to the extent Confidant has not already done so, require its employees, agents, firm and 
associates to be bound in the same manner. 


(4.)   not disclose any of Company’s Confidential Information received hereunder to any 
third party and not to use the same, except for the purpose noted above, for a period 
of five years from the date of disclosure hereunder. 


This agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the law of the State of Illinois. 


AGREED TO BY: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and 


Signed 


Dated 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 


DATE: May 19, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: FY18 Budget AGENDA 
ITEM: 


  4.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses registered dietitians as food and nutrition experts 
  Goal 2 The Academy improves the health of Americans 
  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as key to professional success 
 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Priorities 
   Governance Priorities 
   Operational Priorities 
BACKGROUND 
As a part of the on-going operational responsibilities, the Finance and Audit Committee manages and monitors the 
financial performance of the ANDF, Academy and related organizations.  Included in this responsibility is the 
development of the annual budget.  Attached are the Academy 2017 Fiscal Year forecast and the 2018 Fiscal Year 
budget. 
ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
 


FY17 
• Academy expenses will under-run the FY17 budget by $1,122,100.   
• Revenue will fall short of budget by $1,058,500. 
• Operating margins will exceed budget expectations by $63,600. However, when compared to FY16, and 


before the impact of the 2nd Century program, operating margins will improve by $435,000. 
• Investment returns are expected to be $1,513,000. This is $263,200 better than budget expectations. 
• Academy is projecting a total operating deficit of $1,556,400, before the impact of the 2nd Century program, 


and final deficit of $2,156,400 after.  These are both better than budget expectations. 
• Reserve levels are expected to be at $15.3M (65.0%) of the FY17 expense budget by the end of May. 


 
FY18 


• The budget will have an overall final operating deficit of $1,149,300.  This is $407,100 smaller (better) than 
the FY17 forecasted results, before 2nd Century is considered.   Factoring in the 2nd Century initiative, the 
results would be $1,007,100 smaller (better) than FY17 forecasted results. 


• After investment returns, the Academy anticipates a small, positive “bottom line” result. 
• Investment reserves, at the end of FY18, are expected to decline slightly to $15.2M or 64.6% of the FY18 


expense budget. 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
Human Resource Implications:  None  
Financial Implications: 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


   Approved by the CEO on _4/18/17_    
   Approved by the Finance Committee on __4/25/17 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
See Above 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
That the Board consider approving the FY2018 budget as presented. 


SUBMITTED BY: Finance and Audit Committee  
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
FY18 Budget Overview


May 19, 2017


Confidential: Not to be disclosed outside of the Academy Board of 
Directors
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Overview


• Academy expenses will under-run the FY17 budget by $1,122,100.  
• Revenue will fall short of budget by $1,058,500.
• Operating margins will exceed budget expectations by $63,600. However, when compared to 


FY16, and before the impact of the 2nd Century program, operating margins will improve by 
$435,000.


• Investment returns are expected to be $1,513,200. This is $263,200 better than budget 
expectations.


• Academy is projecting a total operating deficit of $1,556,400, before the impact of the 2nd


Century program, and final deficit of $2,156,400 after.  These are both better than budget 
expectations.


• Reserve levels are expected to be at $15.3M (65.0%) of the FY17 expense budget by the end 
of May.


FY17


• The budget will have an overall final operating deficit of $1,149,300.  This is $407,100 smaller 
(better) than the FY17 forecasted results, before 2nd Century is considered.   Factoring in the 2nd


Century initiative, the results would be $1,007,100 smaller (better) than FY17 forecasted results.
• After investment returns, the Academy anticipates a small, positive “bottom line” result.
• Investment reserves, at the end of FY18, are expected to decline slightly to $15.2M or 64.6% of 


the FY18 expense budget.


FY18
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FY17 results, overall, are expected to achieve budget goals…


Academy’s lower operating expenses will offset the revenue shortfall.


2016 2017 2017 $ Variance % Variance
Actuals Budget Forecast fav/(unfav) fav/(unfav)


Revenue 21,160.5$          21,886.2$          20,827.7$          (1,058.5)$       (4.8%)


Direct Expense* 23,151.9            23,506.2            22,384.1            1,122.1          4.8%


Operational Sur/(Def) (1,991.4)$           (1,620.0)$          (1,556.4)$           63.6$             3.9%


2nd Century Support (277.1) (600.0) (600.0) 0.0 0.0%


Total Operational Sur/(Def) (2,268.5)$           (2,220.0)$          (2,156.4)$           63.6$             2.9%


Investment Income/(loss) 125.2 1,250.0 1,513.2 263.2 21.1%


Final Income/(Deficit) (2,143.2)$           (970.0)$             (643.2)$              326.8$           33.7%


FY17 budget vs. FY17 forecast


* Before 2nd Century support
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…continuing the Academy’s operational improvement.


Operationally, since the end of FY15, the Academy will improve operating margins at 
the end of FY17, by over $1.5M or 49.8%, before the 2nd Century impact, and over 
$0.9M or 30.4% after the impact of 2nd Century.


2015 2016 2017 $ Variance % Variance
Actuals Actuals Forecast fav/(unfav) fav/(unfav)


Revenue 21,137.3$           21,160.5$          20,827.7$           (309.6)$          (1.5%)


Direct Expense * 24,236.4             23,151.9            22,384.1             1,852.3          7.6%


Operational Sur/(Def) (3,099.1)$           (1,991.4)$           (1,556.4)$           1,542.7$        49.8%


2nd Century Support 0.0 (277.1) (600.0) (600.0) (100.0%)


Total Operational Sur/(Def) (3,099.1)$           (2,268.5)$           (2,156.4)$           942.7$           30.4%


FY17 Forecast vs. FY15 


* Before 2nd Century support
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FY18 budget will continue to improve….


The Academy’s financial performance will continue to improve in FY18.


2016 2017 2018 $ Variance % Variance
Actuals Forecast Budget fav/(unfav) fav/(unfav)


Revenue 21,160.5$          20,827.7$          22,386.3$          1,558.6$        7.5%


Direct Expense* 23,151.9            22,384.1            23,535.6            (1,151.4)         (5.1%)


Operational Sur/(Def) (1,991.4)$           (1,556.4)$           (1,149.3)$           407.1$           26.2%


2nd Century Support (277.1) (600.0) 0.0 600.0 100.0%


Total Operational Sur/(Def) (2,268.5)$           (2,156.4)$           (1,149.3)$           1,007.1$        46.7%


Investment Income/(loss) 125.2 1,513.2 1,150.0 (363.2) (24.0%)


Final Income/(Deficit) (2,143.2)$           (643.2)$              0.7$                   643.9$           100.1%


FY18 budget vs. FY17 forecast


* Before 2nd Century support







..and Academy Investment Reserves will remain healthy.
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Reserve balances in FY18 will decline slightly but will remain above the 50% 
minimum requirement.
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Academy Operating results* continue to move in the right direction


Staff continues to focus on improving Operating results.
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FY18 budget required small, but important, changes


Staff created budgets that did not require too much change.  However, staff will 
continue to look for additional operating improvements that will complement any 
changes generated by the 2nd Century project plan due in July.


Academy CEO made minor adjustments to help achieve the budget.


• Freezing and eliminating positions through attrition $   517,000


• Membership Stretch Objective $   50,000


Total Adjustments $   567,000
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FY18 will be driven by a 7.5% increase in revenue…


Revenue growth is dependent upon Programs and Meetings (driven by FNCE) and 
Sponsorships.  Together, they account for nearly 91% of the total revenue growth.


FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget


2016      


Actuals


2017      


Forecast


2018     


Budget


$ Variance    


fav/(unfav)


% Variance    


fav/(unfav)


Membership Dues $      9,352.8 $      9,373.7 $      9,190.8 $      (  182.9) (   2.0%)


Programs and Meetings 4,509.9 4,512.7 5,557.9 1,045.2 23.2%


Publications & Materials 2,304.8 2,225.1 2,352.9 127.8 5.7%


Sponsorships 1,114.7 980.1 1,353.3 373.2 38.1%


Subscriptions 2,199.6 2,233.1 2,361.8 128.7 5.8%


Grants 388.2 129.8 121.9 (    7.9)             ( 6.1%)


Advertising 266.2 151.9 180.0 28.1 18.5%


All Other 1,024.3 1,221.3 1,267.7 46.4                3.8%


Total Revenue $    21,160.5 $    20,827.7 $    22,386.3 $   1,558.6 7.5%
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…that is concentrated in a few programmatic areas.
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These five areas account for over $1.6 million in revenue increases; exceeding 
the total budgeted increase of $1.56 million.
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Revenue growth has risks


Revenue growth is concentrated and risky.  However, there may be opportunities as well, resulting 
in a more successful outcome. Staff will continue to monitor activities to maximize revenue.


• FY18 FNCE attendance in Chicago is expected to increase when compared to attendance in Boston.  
This is due to the Centennial anniversary. 


• Professional Development is being aggressive and believes they can meet the challenge.  This is 
helped along by the Nutrition Focused Physical Exam Training.


• Sponsorships are growing for FNCE and Nutrition News Forecast.  However,  Marketing is expecting 
to grow sponsorship outside of these two events as well. This expectation could be a risk.


• Nutrition News Forecast (NNF) is looking to grow sponsorship.  This will be helped by increasing 
attendance for NNF.  If sponsorship sales are not successful, some costs would be reduced.  
However,  this would still have a negative impact on the Academy operating income.


• Electronic Publications is comprised of the NCM product line ($69K) and eNCPT ($62K).  The eNCPT 
increase may be aggressive.


• Membership (not listed on previous page) is declining, but, a $50K stretch objective has been 
included in the revenue.  Even though the FY17 stretch objective will be met and surpassed, adding a 
new stretch objective in FY18 could still be a risk.


• Advertising revenue for Food and Nutrition Magazine (not listed on previous page) is aggressive.  
However, staff feels confident it can be achieved.


• Publications revenue (not listed on previous page) is disbursed across mutiple product areas, but 
would be at risk if any plans are delayed, or sales volumes are not achieved.
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FY18 expenses are expected to increase by 5.1%*


Expenses are shifting primarily due to higher FNCE costs in FY18, the one time benefit of 
the building move received in FY17, and operational changes.


FY17 forecast vs. FY18 budget


2016     


Actuals


2017      


Forecast


2018     


Budget


$ Variance    


fav/(unfav)


% Variance    


fav/(unfav)


Personnel $    12,679.6 $    13,189.8 $    13,184.0 $       5.8 0.0%
Publications 2,455.5 2,403.6 2,317.7 85.9    3.6%
Meeting Services 1,786.7 1,906.3 2,395.0 (  488.7) (25.6%)
Professional Fees 1,429.1 1,329.7 1,311.5 18.2 1.4%   
Travel 1,232.9 1,035.4 1,129.2 (   93.8) (9.1%)
Rent and Utilities 1,239.6 164.7 873.9 (  709.2) (430.6%)
Depreciation 1,138.4 1,379.9 1,396.6 (    16.7) (1.2%)
Postage and Mailing 614.0 619.1 633.3 (    14.2) (2.3%)
Printing 194.9 194.2 201.3 (      7.1) (3.7%)
Computer 664.4 688.9 749.2 ( 60.3) (8.8%)
Office Supplies 224.1 223.8 224.3 ( 0.5) (0.2%)
Telecommunications 174.7 147.3 135.3 12.0 8.1%
Legal and Audit 187.4 215.5 220.0 (      4.5) (2.1%)
Advertising and Promotion 82.1 72.8 86.1 (    13.3) (18.3%)
Insurance 79.5 81.6 80.8 0.8 1.0%
All Other (1,031.0) (1,268.5) (1,402.6) 134.1 10.6%
Total Expense $    23,151.9 $    22,384.1 $    23,535.6 $      (1,151.5) (5.1%)


* Before 2nd Century support
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Expenses have risks


• Attrition expected for personnel reductions may not materialize requiring 
other means to reduce staff.


• FNCE costs could grow higher than anticipated.  Some of the costs are 
variable and, if necessary, could be adjusted if required.


• Inflation may grow faster than anticipated resulting in higher costs 
across various areas of the business.


Staff will continue to review existing programs to determine if there are more cost effective 
ways to manage the operations without signficantly impacting member value.
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Funds are included for capital projects


Capital investment will continue, but, remain below the anticipated depreciation of $1.3M.  
Re-investment into the capital structure helps to keep the Academy stay current with the 
latest technology and infrastructure.  Each project will be evaluated further to identify 
potential cost savings.


Item Costs Explanation


Annual PC and Laptop Upgrades $  50,000 Continue the laptop upgrades.  Moving towards all 
computers being laptops to provide greater flexibility.


Infrastructure Upgrades $  83,000 Network upgrades to ensure IT infrastructure continues 
to improve quality.


Website Upgrades $  250,000 Continued expansion of website.  


NCM Upgrades $  80,000 Upgrades to NCM and related products.


EAL and eNCPT Upgrades $  171,000 Further development and enhancement of these 
systems.


AMS Upgrade $    80,000 Upgrade Association Management Software to latest 
version


Learning Management System $100,000 The LMS would be the consistent product used for all 
future educational and training opportunities offered 
through the Academy and related groups.


Capitalized Headcount $    50,000 Staff support for all capital projects.


Total Capital $864,000 







Conclusion


• Academy FY17 Operating results will achieve the budget expectations and continue the 
improvement that began in FY15. 


• FY17 revenues will fall short of budget expectations.  However, expenses will be below 
budget and will offset the revenue shortfall.


• FY17 investment results will exceed budget expectations and reserve levels are expected 
to be at $15.3M or 65.0% of the FY17 expense budget.


• FY18 will have a balanced budget after investment returns.
• FY18 revenue will grow by 7.5% driven primarily by FNCE, Professional Development, 


Sponsorships and Electronic Publications.
• FY18 Operating expenses will grow by 5.1%, excluding 2nd Century.  This includes 


operational adjustments and the impact of higher FNCE costs in Chicago.
• Academy investment reserves are expected to end the FY18 fiscal year at $15.2M or 


64.6% of the FY18 expense budget.
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Over the next few months, staff will continue to monitor the business activity to see if any 
additional opportunities exist to enhance the FY18 financials. 
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Next steps


• Academy Board of Directors:
1. Modifies the proposed budget (if 


applicable)
2. Approves the FY18 budget
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Revenue Support
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Membership Dues revenue is expected to decrease…


FY17 Membership Dues are expected to decline by 2.0% even with a stretch objective 
added to the budget.


Revenue Explanation


Membership revenue is declining by 
$182.9K, even with a stretch objective,  due 
to decreasing membership and shifting 
membership categories (ex. Active to 
Retired).


Total Membership is expected to decline 
from 72,945 to 72,688.


Fellow program is expected to remain flat at 
$14K.
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..due to a decrease in membership.


The Academy membership will decline.  The Membership team believes membership could 
decline to 72,288.  Staff has been provided a stretch objective raising this number to 72,688. As 
is the case in FY17, the distribution of membership may help achieve the $50,000 stretch 
objective.
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Dues, as a percentage of operating revenue, will decrease
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Membership dues, as a percentage of total operating revenues, is budgeted to decrease in 
FY18.  This is due to both lower membership revenue and the growth in non-dues revenue 
areas of the business.


*   American Society of Association Executives (ASAE) 14th edition
** Does not include Fellow program
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Programs and Meetings revenue is expected to increase


Programs and Meetings revenue is growing by 23.2% driven primarily by FNCE.  It is 
aggressive, but, given this is the Centennial celebration, is believed to be achievable.


Revenue Explanation
Revenue is changing due to the following;


• FNCE Registration +$   710K
• FNCE Exhibits +$   140K
• E-Learning +$   136K
• Focused Physical Exam Training +$    58K
• All Other Programs +$       1K


Total +$1,045K 


• FNCE registration management is expecting 
higher attendees in Chicago for the Centennial 
celebration.  


• FNCE exhibit management believes, given the 
current sales, this goal should be achievable.


• E-learning is expected to grow as it expands its 
offerings and implements a Learning 
Management System.


• Focused Physical Exam training continues to be 
in high demand and resources have been 
adjusted to continue its expansion.
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Publications and Materials revenue will grow


Publication and Materials revenue is increasing by 5.7% primarily due to the growth of 
sales through all channels.


Revenue Explanation
Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Traditional Publications +$     35K
• Focused Physical Exam +$     31K
• List Rental +$     28K
• Journal +$     25K
• National Nutrition Month +$     21K
• All Other Programs - $     12K


Total +$   128K 


• Traditional Publications growth is due to the roll-
out of new products in FY17 that will impact 
FY18.


• Focused Physical Exam training is expanding 
which will increase the sales of publications for 
this program.


• List Rental is due to the availability of an 
expanded membership list.


• Journal increase is due to renegotiated contract.
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Sponsorship revenue will grow


Sponsorship is growing 38.1% as new sponsors are added.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Additional Corporate Sponsors +$   190K
• Nutrition News Forecast +$   131K
• FNCE +$    52K


Total +$   373K
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• The Sponsorship team is looking to grow 
revenue in FY18.  This will be done through 
increased sponsorships for FNCE, new 
sponsorships for Nutrition News Forecast 
and additional Premiere sponsors overall for 
the Academy.
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Subscription revenue will rise


Subscription revenue will increase 5.8% primarily due to the growing subscriptions of 
eNCPT, and the moderate growth and price increases for the NCM product line.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• NCM    +$     69K
• eNCPT +$     62K
• All Other Programs - $       2K


Total +$   129K 


• The Research team, along with marketing 
and sales, have renewed their focus on 
selling eNCPT.  Resource gaps in FY17 that 
have been resolved should enhance future 
sales of this product.


• NCM and related products are expected to 
grow primarily due to a small growth in 
subscriptions and full year’s impact of price 
increases from FY17.
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Grant revenue will decline


Grant revenue is expected to decline by 6.1% primarily due to decreased Research 
grants, no Carry the Flame grants in FY18, and other miscellaneous grant reductions.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Focused Physical Exam +$     25K
• Research - $     21K
• Carry the Flame - $       7K
• All Other Programs - $     5K


Total - $   8K
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• Focused Physical Exam program is looking 
to increase grants to help achieve its 
expansion efforts.


• Carry the Flame program has ended.
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Advertising revenue will increase


Advertising revenue will increase 18.5% due to a rebound in advertising sales for 
Food and Nutrition Magazine.


Revenue Explanation


Revenue is changing due to the following;


• Food and Nutrition +$   28K$0.15
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• Advertising sales are down in FY17 
($152K) when compared to FY16 ($261K).  
Staff anticipates a small rebound in sales 
for FY18.
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Other revenue will increase


Other revenue is expected to increase by 3.8% primarily due to higher FNCE 
rebates from hotels in Chicago and other miscellaneous revenue growth.


Revenue Explanation


• FNCE rebates are increasing due to the higher 
attendees in Chicago.


• DPG/Affiliate Management growth is due to 
renewed contracts and small increased support 
to Affiliates.


• Journal increase is due to the renegotiated 
contract.
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Revenue is changing due to the following;


• FNCE Rebates +$      20K
• DPG/Affiliate Management +$      10K
• Journal +$        7K
• Member Advantage Program +$        6K
• All Other  Programs +$        3K


Total +$      46K
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Expense Support
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Personnel expenses are remaining flat


Personnel expenses will remain flat, primarily due to attrition and not immediately 
replacing positions as they become vacant.  Currently, some staff have communicated 
their intent to retire by the end of FY17 and have not been replaced in the FY18 budget.  
All other staff needs will require re-allocation of resources or CEO approval to hire.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Salary and Wage Increases +$ 276K
• Benefits, including Medical +$ 185K
• Lower Personnel Turn-over +$   50K
• Elimination of Positions - $ 517K


Total - $     6K 
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Personnel assumptions


The majority of position reductions have already self identified.  Staff will 
continue to focus on eliminating positions through attrition wherever possible 
and where it will not impact member services.


• Salary increases are budgeted to average 3%.  This is the amount that will go 
into the increase “pool” and is inclusive of both merit and cost of living.


• 401K contribution will be retained at 8%.
• Medical expenses will increase in January, 2018 by 10%.
• Positions will be eliminated in FY18, due to attrition, if possible.  If necessary, 


positions will be eliminated outside of attrition.
• Positions will be re-organized if necessary to achieve objectives. 
• Capitalization of personnel expenses will continue to help improve the web site, 


Association Management System and other infrastructure needs.







Personnel expenses as a percent of total expenses will decrease
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Adjustments to personnel, and increases in other areas, will result in the percentage of 
personnel costs declining in FY18.
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Publications expenses are decreasing


Publication expenses will decline 3.6% primarily due to decreased costs for the Journal.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Journal - $   88K
• All Other Programs +$     2K


Total - $   86K 


• Journal costs are decreasing due to the 
renegotiated contract with Elsevier.  The 
new agreement provides a lower rate for 
on-line only subscriptions.  In FY18, 
students will be moving to on-line only.
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Meeting Services expenses are increasing


Meeting Services expenses are increasing 25.6% primarily due to the higher logistical 
costs for FNCE in Chicago.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• FNCE +$ 437K
• Nutrition News Forecast +$   26K
• Research +$   23K
• All Other +$   3K
• Total +$ 489K 


• FNCE increases are due to higher costs 
for Audio Visual, Busing, Food Service, 
Honorariums, Convention Center, etc. at 
FNCE. 


• NNF is due to the increased attendance to 
help drive sponsorships.
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Professional Fees are decreasing


Professional Fees are decreasing 1.4% primarily due to a shift for the Nutrition 
Focused Physical Exam training.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Nutrition Focused Phys Exam - $  44K
• IT/Web +$   13K
• Membership Recruitment +$     7K
• All Other Programs +$     6K


Total - $ 18K 
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• Nutrition Focused Physical Exam training 
shifted from professional fees to salary 
and wages resulting in greater efficiencies.
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Travel is increasing


Travel expenses have increased by  9.1% due to higher anticipated travel rates for hotels 
and airfares, the expansion of programs like Professional Development, Nutrition News 
Forecast and additional Coding and Coverage needs.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Professional Development +$30K
• Marketing +$29K
• Governance +$22K
• Research +$17K
• All Other Programs - $  4K


Total +$94K


• Professional Development is primarily 
due to higher Nutrition Focused Physical 
Exam Training and higher FNCE costs.


• Marketing is primarily due to higher 
Nutrition News Forecast costs.


• Governance is primarily due to 
requirements for Coding and Coverage.
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Rent and Utilities are increasing


Rent and Utility costs are increasing 430.6% primarily due to the one time operating benefit 
received from the Chicago HQ move in FY17.  Even though rent is cheaper going forward, 
the one time benefit makes it look like rent is increasing.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Office Expense in Chicago +$709K
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• In FY17, the Academy received a one 
time benefit of $863,000 that will not be 
provided again in FY18. 
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Depreciation is increasing


Depreciation will increase 1.2% due to changes in how Accounting records capital 
leases and investments in the Web and a new Learning Management System.   


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Accounting Change for Leases +$   63K
• Website Infrastructure +$   31K
• Learning Management System    +$   13K
• EAL/ANDHII +$     8K
• Leasehold Improvements - $ 85K
• IT Infrastructure - $   11K
• All Other Programs - $     2K


Total +$ 17K 


• Depreciation is a recovery of capital 
expenditures and does not begin until the 
product or service is implemented.  The 
increases are due to all capital through 
FY17 and capital requested in FY18.
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Postage and Mailing is increasing


Postage and Mailing is increasing 2.3% primarily due to anticipated inflationary 
pressures for postage across all areas of the business.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Food and Nutrition Magazine +$ 5K 
• Publications +$  4K
• Membership +$  2K
• All Other Programs +$  3K


Total +$14K
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Printing costs are increasing


Printing is increasing by 3.7% due to anticipated price increases.  Staff will continue 
to look for savings.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Normal Cost Increases +$ 7K $0.19 $0.20
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Computer costs are rising


Computer costs are increasing 8.8% due to the required licenses and support for our 
technology infrastructure and Academy website.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Web and IT +$   56K
• All Other Programs +$     4K


Total +$   60K 


• Web and IT costs are rising due to the 
continued roll-out of the Academy IT and 
web infrastructure enhancements as well 
as the change in how IT expenses are 
charged.   IT costs for normal business 
infrastructure are now being charged on a 
per license per month basis.  This is a 
change from the “one time” purchase 
costs of the past and resulting in higher 
overall expenses.
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Office Supplies are remaining flat


Office supplies are increasing 0.2% primarily due to anticipated price increases.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• No Material Variances N/A
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Telecommunication expenses are decreasing


Telecommunication expenses are decreasing 8.1% primarily due to a required Accounting 
change for the recording of capital leases. Phone equipment will be depreciated in FY18 
instead of expensed as telecommunications as it was in FY17 and before.  This is offset by 
higher FNCE costs.


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• FNCE +$   48K
• Accounting Change for Leases - $   55K
• All Other Programs - $     5K


Total - $   12K 
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• FNCE charges are due to increased costs to 
provide convention center Wifi in Chicago 
when compared to Boston.


• Accounting change for leases is due to 
historic leases for equipment being 
recorgnized as incurred.  These are now 
capitalized and recorded as depreciation.  
Phone equipment that was historically 
charged to telecommunications will now be 
charged to depreciation.
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Legal and Audit expenses are increasing


Legal and Audit expenses are increasing 2.1% due to higher tax and audit costs.  
Legal expenses are expected to remain flat.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Tax and Audit                               +$5K
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Advertising and Promotion expenses are increasing


Advertising expenses are increasing 18.3% due to increased Publication advertising 
to help drive sales.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Publications +$   11K
• All Other Programs +$     2K 


Total +$   13K
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Insurance expenses are decreasing


Insurance expenses are expected to decrease 1.0% primarily due a small decrease in the 
FNCE insurance.  All other insurance is expected to grow slightly.


Expense Explanation


Expenses are changing due to the following;


• Normal Operating Insurance +$  1K  
• FNCE Insurance -$  2K
Total -$  1K
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All Other* is decreasing 


All Other is largely influenced by CDR, DPG and ACEND support.  This is reflected as a 
negative expense to the Academy. 


Expense Explanation
Expenses are changing due to the following;


• CDR and ACEND - $  156K
• DPG/MIG Support - $    33K
• Bank and Trust Fees +$    25K
• Advertising Commissions +$    15K
• State Legislative Tracking +$    14K
• All Other Programs +$      1K


Total - $  134K 


• Standard Accounting practices requires the 
support provided by CDR, ACEND, DPGs and 
MIGs to be reflected as a “reduction in 
expense”  (or negative value) to the Academy.  
As their support increases, the Academy 
expenses decrease.
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Second Century Update and Discussion  
 Academy Board of Directors Meeting 


May 19, 2017 
 
Vision:  A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition 
Mission:  Empower a global workforce to accelerate improvements in health through food and 
nutrition 
 
Second Century Focus Areas  
Through 2025, the Academy will prioritize programs and initiatives to demonstrate significant 
impact in:  


Prevention and Wellness 
• Reducing prevalence of obesity and its associated chronic diseases 
• Preventing underweight and micronutrient deficiencies  
• Increasing access to nutrition and lifestyle services 


Health Care and Health Systems 
• Identifying and treating malnutrition  
• Leveraging data to demonstrate effectiveness of nutrition interventions 
• Access to medical nutrition therapy services 


Food and Nutrition Security 
•  Improving access to safe, nutritious food and clean water 
•  Advancing sustainable nutrition and resilient food systems 
•  Expanding innovations in food waste, loss, reduction 


 
Second Century Strategy  
Builds on our core organizational strengths, food and nutrition research, professional 
development and workforce capacity 
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Professional Development  
• Tiered, progressive education and professional advancement opportunities to 


support practitioners’ needs across the educational lifecycle 
• Professional recognition programs through education and certifications for 


practitioners at all levels and geographies 
• Experiential training opportunities, placement services and support for 


Traineeships and Fellowships, practitioner networking, mentoring and resource 
sharing 


• Collaborative training opportunities through strategic partnerships  
 
Research 


• Prospective and applied food and nutrition  
• Systematic reviews and development of evidence based practice guidelines and 


position papers in collaboration with nutrition related organizations and other 
disciplines 


• Global practice based research network of practitioners and partners to collect 
patient, client, practitioner and consumer data 


• Open-access platforms to host big data on evidence-based interventions 
 


Workforce Capacity 
• Developing the next generation of food and nutrition leaders through 


internships, scholarships, junior internships, mentorships and partnerships with 
youth empowerment programs 


• Collaborative partnerships that support food, nutrition and dietetics 
practitioners at all levels in career development  


• Expanding global influence in scaling effective food and nutrition interventions 
and increasing the capacity and capability of the international food, nutrition and 
dietetics workforce 


 
Nutrition Impact Summit Initiatives for Development and Implementation  
Based on input from the Academy Board of Directors, the Executive Team and select staff, the 
first three Nutrition Impact Summit initiatives recommended for development and 
implementation planning are: 


• Global Nutrition Collaborative 
o This initiative accelerates progress in improving health by building a global 


coalition of credentialed practitioners, dietetic associations and global food, 
nutrition, and health organizations. The coalition will: 
 Build a talent pipeline that places credentialed practitioners in 


organizations to advance and measure progress on food and nutrition 
goals; 


 Empower dietetic associations and dietitians around the world to be 
more effective; 


 Expand the evidence base of food and nutrition interventions and the 
contribution of the workforce; 
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 Create a united voice for the profession that advocates for scaling 
effective solutions and investing in growing the global food and nutrition 
workforce. 


• Lifestyles First 
o This project strives to create a future where nutrition and lifestyle interventions 


are universally prioritized and credentialed food and nutrition practitioners are 
independent health care providers for the delivery of these prevention and 
treatment services. This will lead to an increase in the number of people 
accessing and receiving nutrition and lifestyle care and ultimately improving the 
health of the population and controlling or reducing U.S. health care costs. The 
initiative will first create a coalition of national health care and payer 
organizations. The coalition will conduct a landscape review to assess various 
payment models and the provision and payment for ‘lifestyle first’ services, 
including examples of effective models that could be scaled. Then, the coalition 
will support a pilot project to demonstrate the economic and health outcomes of 
Lifestyle First models of delivery and payment. The results will be used to 
advocate for increased adoption of lifestyle first care delivery and payment 
models and for the contribution of the credentialed practitioner. 


• Nutrition in Population Health 
o This project strives to transform our health system by emphasizing the 


fundamental prevention strategies of food, nutrition and lifestyle. This will be 
achieved by creating a Nutrition in Population Health Fellowship Program that 
supports population health improvement through demonstration projects. This 
project relies on collaboration between local, regional, and national 
organizations to support Fellows in the execution of their demonstration 
projects. Partners will support the Fellows in the creation of optimal research 
designs and data outcome measures. Collective project outcomes and results will 
be aggregated and translated into best practices to demonstrate the impact of 
successful interventions and the workforce’s contribution and to accelerate the 
transformation of the food, nutrition and health system. 


 
The Future is Now — Academy’s Second Century Activities  


• Food Science Certificates of Training 
• Dysphagia International Guidelines 
• American Society of Nutrition, Institute of Food Technologists, International Food 


Information Council Collaborative (food waste and scientific integrity) 
• USAID Grant in Multi-Sectoral Nutrition Activities  
• Public Health Institute Collaboration 
• Exercise is Medicine 2.0 with American College of Sports Medicine 
• Certificate of Training in Public Health Nutrition with the Association of State Public 


Health Nutritionists 
• WHO Systematic Reviews 
• Nutrition Care Process Implementation Research  
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• Gardens for Health International and the Maya Health Alliance  
• Food and Nutrition Security Community Assessment Tool and Decision Process 
• Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii) 


 
Funding the Second Century  


• Internal Grants (Second Century fund) 
• External Grants  
• Products and Services Developed from Second Century Initiatives 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 
 


DATE:  May 20, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: 


 
Strategic Measures and Metrics  AGENDA 


ITEM: 
7.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses Registered Dietitian Nutritionists as food, nutrition and health experts. 
  Goal 2 Academy members optimize the health of individuals and populations served. 


  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as vital to professional success. 
 Goal 4 Members collaborate across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities. 


 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Priorities 
   Governance Priorities 
   Operational Priorities 
BACKGROUND 
 
Strategic Measures are organizational performance measures that are monitored on an ongoing basis (e.g. 
financial and membership data, dietetics measures). The Board of Directors uses this data to evaluate the 
success of Academy operations. 
ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
 
o The major annual update to the measures will be presented 
o A new measure of public policy engagement for affiliates, Dietetic Practice Groups (DPG), and 


Member Interest Groups (MIG) will be presented 
 


ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
Human Resource Implications:   
 
Financial Implications: 
 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


  Unbudgeted: 
   Approved by the CEO on ________   (date) 
   Approved by the Finance Committee on ________   (date) 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
The Board will be informed on the progress made towards the Academy’s strategic goals.  


SUBMITTED BY: Will Murphy 
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Strategic Outcome Measures are organizational performance measures that are monitored on an ongoing basis (e.g. financial and membership data, 
dietetics measures). The Board of Directors uses this data to evaluate the success of Academy operations.  


The following summarizes the development of the Strategic Measures: 


• The Strategic Measures concept has been approved by Board as the method used to assess both the status of the ongoing operation of 
Academy as well as progress toward strategic goals. 


o Key concepts and interpretation of data are included in pages 3-5. 
• Page 6 shows how the measures align to support the strategic plan.  
• The BOD may make recommendations for altering, deleting, or adding measures to address the Academy’s strategic goals. 
• Attached is the current Strategic Measures report  
 


Below is a list of data sources that have been used in measures or may be used in the development of future measures:  


• Member/Non-Member Needs Satisfaction survey 
• Dietetics Measures 
• Dropped Member survey 
• Salary Survey 
• CDR Practice Audit 
• ACEND Accreditation Evaluation Survey 
• ACEND Standards Evaluation Survey 
• Member Profiles 
• Researcher Survey 
• Journal Readers Survey 
• BOD Self-Assessment Results 
• HOD Self-Assessment Results 
• HOD Environmental Summary Report 
• Financial Reports 
• Annual Reports of Committees  


 


These criteria have been used in the past for developing and evaluating measures: 
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• Will the new measurement fill a significant gap in our ability to determine whether the organization is performing optimally and moving in 
the desired direction? 


• Does the measure support the organizations decision making process? 
• Is the value of the measure worth the cost of collecting the data?  


 


Attachments 


1. Strategic Measures Report 


 


Concept of Academy Strategic Measures 
 


 THESE MEASURES NEED TO BE CHOSEN CAREFULLY TO REFLECT ALL KEY PARTS OF THE ORGANIZATION AND THE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES. 
 CHOOSE NO MORE THAN 16, PREFERABLY LESS…. BUT GET THE MOST IMPORTANT MEASURES THAT REFLECT MISSION VISION, AND KEY FUNCTIONS. 
 MUST LOOK AT ALL MEASURES SIMULTANEOUSLY TO SEE HOW ENTIRE SYSTEM IS FUNCTIONING. 
 DATA SHOULD BE COLLECTED CONTINUOUSLY AND TRACKED OVER TIME SO CHANGES CAN BE DETERMINED STATISTICALLY 
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Interpretation of Data Trends and Identification of Meaningful Changes 


 


The collection and presentation of strategic outcomes data is valuable insofar as it can identify meaningful changes over time and support the Board’s decision 
making processes. Natural variations and seasonal patterns can give the false appearance of changing trends or responses to actions in the absence of structured 
methods for the interpretation of data, yet each source of data has unique properties such that no single universal standard could fully represent the variety of 
data in this report. Therefore, each measure is analyzed with methodology appropriate to its properties in order to provide an assessment of progress towards 
the related Strategic Outcome that has been identified by the board. In each analysis, the following principles are applied: 


• Reveal Data: Visualize as much of the complexity of the data as is reasonable in order to support critical evaluation of conclusions and identification of 
new patterns in the data.  


• Quantify Uncertainty: Some data, such as survey results, represent an estimation of a value for a larger population. These estimates have an inherent 
level of uncertainty, and this uncertainty must be communicated in order to facilitate judgments of whether observed changes over time represent 
meaningful changes in that population versus natural variation in the estimates. 


• Forecast: Setting expectations for the outcomes that would result from the continuation of current trends into the future supports decision-making for 
when interventions are necessary and provides standards of comparison to later judge the success of those interventions. 
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The public trusts and chooses 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionists 


as food, nutrition and health 
experts. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in members’ perception of 
Academy achievement of strategic goal: The public trusts and chooses 
Registered Dietitian Nutritionists as food, nutrition, and health experts  
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception 
of achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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MEDIA & CONSUMER VISIBILITY 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in visibility of the Academy to media and consumers, via 
Eatright.org and other media outlets (online, print, and broadcast) 
Method of measurement: Cision media monitoring (online, print, and broadcast), Google Analytics 
(Eatright.org)  
Notes: Media benchmarks from Pew “State of the Media” annual news trends. eatright.org Website year is 
February-December due to initial launch in February 2015. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Annually 
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NUTRITION TRENDS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Maintenance or increases in consumer-rated credibility of 
RDNs, NDTRs, and the Academy. 
 
Method of measurement: Consumer Market Research Survey 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Not currently updated 
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ALLIANCE/COLLABORATIONS TREND (IN DEVELOPMENT) 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: TBD 
 
Method of measurement: TBD 


Desired Trend: TBD 
 
Updated: TBD 
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Academy members optimize the 
health of individuals and 


populations served. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in members’ perception of 
Academy achievement of strategic goal: Academy members optimize the 
health of individuals and populations served 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception of 
achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVEMENT 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Affiliate Advocacy, Dietetic Practice Group, 
Academy Committee, Executive Team, and Academy Employee Engagement Indices 
Method of measurement: Composite of multiple sources. Aristotle Grassroots Manager reporting. 
Survey of measured groups 


Desired Trend: Increase 
 
Updated: Annually (after FY end) 
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PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVEMENT (CONTINUED) 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Affiliate Advocacy, Dietetic Practice Group, 
Academy Committee, Executive Team, and Academy Employee Engagement Indices 
Method of measurement: Composite of multiple sources. Aristotle Grassroots Manager reporting. 
Survey of measured groups 


Desired Trend: Increase 
 
Updated: Annually (after FY end) 
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PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVEMENT (CONTINUED) 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Affiliate Advocacy, Dietetic Practice Group, Academy 
Committee, and Academy Employee Engagement Indices 
Method of measurement: Composite of multiple sources. Aristotle Grassroots Manager reporting. Survey of 
measured groups 


Desired Trend: Increase 
 
Updated: Annually 
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UTILIZATION OF ACADEMY EVIDENCE ANALYSIS LIBRARY 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in utilization of the EAL, an Academy member benefit  
Method of measurement: Member responses to related questions on the Readex annual professional assessment 
 
Interpretation: Linear trends with 95% confidence intervals provide an estimated mean response under the 
assumption that past results are the product of a constant linear trend. Differences between future results and trend 
estimates would suggest changing trends via changes in the factors influencing utilization. 


Desired Trend:  (for EAL website, 
guidelines, and toolkits) 
Updated: Monthly 
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Members and prospective 
members view the Academy as 


vital to professional success. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in members’ perception of 
Academy achievement of strategic goal: Members and prospective 
members view the Academy as vital to professional success 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception of 
achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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TOTAL MEMBERSHIP TREND 


 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in Academy membership over time 
Method of measurement: End of year data membership totals from membership database.  
Interpretation: Continuations of trends are not predictions of future membership. Estimates are the hypothetical continuation of past 
membership trends in the absence of external influences. Differences between future membership totals and these estimates would 
indicate changes in the presence or magnitude of the factors that influence membership.  


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly 
(late May-June) 
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STUDENT MEMBER TO ACTIVE MEMBER CONVERSIONS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in membership market share of nutrition and dietetics practitioners 
Method of measurement: Rate of student members who become active professional members. Membership database 
report. Proportion of student members receiving RDN/NDTR eligibility statements who renew as active members in the 
subsequent year 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: annually (May)  
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ACADEMY MEMBERSHIP VALUE 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in perceived value of Academy membership 
 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Assessment Survey 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly 
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DIVERSITY 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in the diversity of nutrition and dietetics professionals 
 
Method of measurement: Inference from biennial Compensation & Benefits survey. Includes credentialed members, 
non-credentialed members, and credentialed non-members. † Hispanic or Latino and of any race, * Non-Hispanic or 
Latino. 


Desired Trend:  in 
proportions for minority groups 
Updated: Biennial  
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EATRIGHTPRO.ORG WEBSITE UTILIZATION 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in utilization of eatrightPRO.org, an Academy member benefit. 
Method of measurement: Google Analytics for EatrightPRO.org 
Notes: Year is February-December due to initial launch in February 2015. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Annually 
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COMMISSION ON DIETETIC REGISTRATION TOTAL CERTIFICANTS 


 
 


Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in the number of nutrition and dietetics practitioners 
 
Method of measurement: CDR database report 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (January) 
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ANNUAL ENROLLMENT IN SUPERVISED PRACTICE PROGRAMS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Total number of students enrolled in supervised practice programs, categorized 
by program type. 
 
Method of measurement: Annual reports from accredited programs. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: Annualy (March) 
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Members collaborate across 
disciplines with international food 


and nutrition communities. 
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PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENT OF STRATEGIC GOALS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: 
 
Method of measurement: READEX Professional Measures Survey Data 


Desired Trend:  (Achieve a mean score of ≥ 7.0 on the perception of 
achievement of strategic goals by Academy RDNs and DTRs) 
 
Updated: yearly (May-June) 
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INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of publications and presentations on international initiatives 
 
Method of measurement: Publications submitted to JAND on international efforts and domestic presentations to 
members on global efforts 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 
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Publications submitted to JAND on international efforts/projects
(number)


Domestic presentations to members (DPGs, affiliates, etc…) on 
global efforts (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in member engagement in international initiatives 
 
Method of measurement: Percentage of membership engagement in international activities and BOD & member 
response to action alerts related to Academy’s international efforts. 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 
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Members engaged in international nutrition and dietetic activities
(percent)


BOD members engaged (response to action alerts both board and 
membership at large) in supporting policies related to the 
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INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE RESOURCES 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of practice resources for international practitioners in 
collaboration with international nutrition organizations 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


  
 


0 1 2 3 4 5


EBPG produced by the EAL that are relevant to the international
communities at a low or middle level economy (number)


Development of SOP for community based dietetics in low or
middle level economy countries (yes/no)


Collaborations with other dietetic and nutrition communities on
setting dietetic standards of practice, accreditation standards, or


credentialing standards (number)


Development of a tool for comprehensive environmental
scans/assessments (yes/no)


Languages NCPT has been translated into (number)


Countries using of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health 
Informatics Infrastructure (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in collaborative research with international colleagues 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


 
 


0 1 2 3


Collaborative international research studies on dietetics or
nutrition effectiveness (number)


Publications from international collaborative projects (number)


International collaborative systematic reviews and/or evidence
based practice guideline (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of in professional development opportunities for 
international practitioners in collaboration with other organizations 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


 


0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


Nutrition training programs developed collaboratively for low to
middle level economic health care provider audiences (number)


Webinars or lectures provided for international audiences
(number)


Resources or lectures containing content on ethical research
practices (number)


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 


 
INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND NGO COLLABORATIONS 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Increases in number of in government, WHO, and UN collaborations 
 
Method of measurement: Tracking by Chief Science Officer 


Desired Trend:  
 
Updated: yearly (May) 


 


0 1 2 3 4 5


Government


WHO


UN


Target Number 2014-2015 2015-2016
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 


 
 
 


Operational Measures 
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Strategic Measures May 2017 
 
 


 
STAFF TURNOVER AND RETENTION 


 
Operational Definition of Measure: Ratio between the total number of separations (voluntary and involuntary – excluding 
the job eliminations, RIFs, long term absences or departure of temporary staff) and average number of permanent employees 
for the 12-month period. 
 
Method of measurement: End of fiscal year statistics from Human Resources. 


Desired Trend: No Change 
 
Updated: yearly (late 
January) 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 
 


DATE: May 20, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees AGENDA 
ITEM: 


8.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses registered dietitian nutritionists as food, nutrition and health experts. 
  Goal 2 Academy members optimize the health of populations served. 


  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as vital to professional success. 
 Goal 4 Members collaborate across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities. 


 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Plan Priorities 
   Governance Supporting Role Priorities 
   Organizational Board Priorities 
BACKGROUND 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) honors individuals who have advanced the nutrition and 
dietetics profession, exhibited leadership, and shown devotion to serving others in both nutrition and 
dietetics, and allied fields. These honors recognize outstanding food and nutrition practitioners and supporters 
of the profession. 
 
ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
The Honors Committee reviews the submissions for all national Academy honors and awards (Copher, 
Cooper, Honorary Member, Medallion, Trailblazer, Media Excellence, and Excellence in Practice awards) 
using standardized procedures and scoring processes. 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
Human Resource Implications:   
 
Financial Implications: 
 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


  Unbudgeted: 
   Approved by the CEO on ________   (date) 
   Approved by the Finance Committee on ________   (date) 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
Honors Committee recommends the following recipients for the 2017 Academy national honors and awards:  
List is confidential and will be distributed at the Board meeting. 
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
That the Board consider accepting the Honors Committee’s recommendations for the 2017 Academy national 
honors and awards. 


SUBMITTED BY: Evelyn Crayton and Barbara Visocan 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 


 


 


 
 


DATE: May 20, 2017 


AGENDA TOPIC: Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative 
(MQii) Progress Update 


 


AGENDA 
ITEM: 


10.0 


CONTRIBUTES TO ACHIEVEMENT OF: 
 
   Strategic Goal(s) 
  Goal 1 The public trusts and chooses registered dietitian nutritionists as food, nutrition and health experts. 
  Goal 2 Academy members optimize the health of populations served. 


  Goal 3 Members and prospective members view the Academy as vital to professional success. 
 Goal 4 Members collaborate across disciplines with international food and nutrition communities. 


 
   BOD Program of Work Priority 
   Strategic Plan Priorities 
   Governance Supporting Role Priorities 
   Organizational Board Priorities 
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BACKGROUND 
In 2013, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (Academy) joined with Avalere Health and other 
stakeholders to launch the “Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative” or MQii to advance 
evidence-based, high-quality and patient-driven care for hospitalized older adults (age 65 and older) 
who are malnourished or at-risk for malnutrition. Two multi-stakeholder dialogues were conducted 
(November 2013 and September 2014) that resulted in designing and implementing specific 
improvements to malnutrition care in acute care settings. Support for this malnutrition project is 
provided by Abbott. 
 
A two-part effort was established:  (1) launching a hospital Malnutrition Quality Improvement 
demonstration through implementation of a standardized toolkit; and (2) creating (new) de novo 
electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs). Abbott, Avalere Health and Academy staff presented 
a report to the BOD at the March 20, 2016 meeting.  
 
An update on the MQii was provided by Abbott and Academy staff at the November 6, 2016 BOD 
meeting. 
 
Progress on MQii since the November 2016 BOD Report 
• The NQF Health & Well Being Committee first vetted the 4 measures in September 2016 with 


follow-up review after the comment period in December 2016.   
o Three of the 4 measures did not pass for evidence. NQF 3089 – Nutrition Care Plan did 


move forward for endorsement.  
o CSAC – Consensus Standards Approval Committee overturned that endorsement 


recommendation in January 2017 due to lack of meeting validity criterion.  
• At this same time, the Academy with Avalere Health were also participating in the parallel 


review process with CMS MUC and the NQF MAP - ‘Measures Application Partnership’ 
Coordinating Committee.  


o In October 2016 we were notified of the measures being included in the CMS MUC List 
for rule making via the NQF MAP.   


o At the MAP December 2016 meeting, our measures received the following status for pre-
rulemaking deliberation: 
 MUC16-294 (NQF 3087) - Completion of a Malnutrition Screening within 24 Hours 


of Admission - Refine and Resubmit 
 MUC16-296  (NQF 3088) - Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for Patients 


Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening - 
Conditional Support Pending NQF Endorsement 


 MUC16-372 (NQF 3089) - Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified as 
Malnourished after a Completed Nutrition Assessment - Refine and Resubmit 


 MUC16-344 (NQF 3090) - Appropriate Documentation of a Malnutrition Diagnosis - 
Do Not Support 


• Established MQii Learning Collaborative 2.0 - December 2016 – October 2017 
o In December 2016, Avalare Health, Abbott and the Academy launched the second phase 


of the MQii Learning Collaborative, a 12-week malnutrition-focused QI project. 
o The Learning Collaborative 2.0 is a unique opportunity for hospitals; i.e.; 25-50 sites to: 
 Test and generate evidence on the use of validated malnutrition electronic clinical 


quality measures (eCQMs) 
 Accelerate the dissemination of optimal malnutrition care practices using the MQii 


Toolkit 
 Collect data on the measures that can further support their validity 
 Generate data to demonstrate the viability of one composite measure 
 Link malnutrition care processes to outcomes 
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• In January 2017, the NQF MAP Coordinating Committee met again for their post call for final 
review and voting results of the malnutrition measures.  


o Following the vote, MUC16-296 (Nutrition Assessment measure) was changed to Refine 
and Resubmit status; MUC16-294 (Screening measure) and MUC16-372 (Care Plan 
measure) remained “Refine and Resubmit”. 


• During February, March and April 2017, Academy and Avalere Health staff: 
o Discussed with NQF appealing the status of some of the measures on the basis on “new 


evidence available”. 
o Re-engaged with NQF Health & Well-Being Project Team staff to discuss how to 


proceed and considerations for building one composite measure;  
• The Academy, Avalere Health and Abbott, re-engaged with CMS Clinical Standards & Quality 


team in March 2017 to discuss how to proceed on inclusions of the 4 eCQMs in pre-ruling 
making and considerations for building one composite measure. 


• In April 2017, four malnutrition measures were included as part of the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services' Inpatient Prospective Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for 
possible inclusion in future years in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and 
Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs.  


o Timeline and plans to engage stakeholders for sign on support occurs in April – June 
2017 for the 4 eMeasures with prioritization on the Assessment measure. 


o The Academy along with collaborators Avalere Health and Abbott plan to submit formal 
comments by June 13 deadline as CMS refines its proposal. 


o Stakeholders are being contacted by each Avalere, Abbott and the Academy to provide 
comments to CMS based on their adaptability of the measures. 


o Practitioners are being solicited via a Survey Monkey to provide individual stories about 
malnutrition activities in their practice settings.  This information will be tallied and 
provided to CMS as part of the commenting. 


• Reconvene the TEP – Technical Expert Panel in June 2017 to explore how/when to begin 
developing specifications for one malnutrition composite measure. 


• In late June/early July 2017, the plan is to explore opportunity to submit a draft malnutrition one 
composite measure to the MUC with further discussions with CMS around this one composite 
measure. 


• April – October 2017, plan and successfully execute FNCE 2017 Chicago malnutrition 
education and discussion events and activities. 
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ALTERNATIVES AND/OR DISCUSSION POINTS 
Next Steps 
• Comment period for Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Inpatient Quality 


Reporting program – due June 13, 2017 
o Four malnutrition measures have been included as part of the CMS' Inpatient Prospective 


Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for possible inclusion in future years 
in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive 
Programs 


• Learning Collaborative 2.0  
o Practitioner and health care facility engagement and adoption of eMeasures and Quality 


Improvement Toolkit 
o 27 hospitals and healthcare systems were recruited and enrolled in the collaborative 


nationwide.  Each site launched a 12 week malnutrition-focused QI project and capture 
nutrition data through their electronic health record 


• NFPE – Nutrition Focused Physical Exam 
o Recognize the role of NFPE in identifying malnutrition  
o RDN training workshop attendees gain knowledge and skills necessary to perform NFPE 
o Train colleagues in clinic, hospital or patient center 


• FNCE 2017 Chicago ‘Malnutrition Track’ events and activities 
o Opening Session 
o Hot Topic 
o Education Sessions on various malnutrition topics 
o Sponsorship Education Session 
o Learning Collaborative 2.0 - Networking ‘Connect’ Roundtable 
o Poster Session – Late-Breaking Posters 


 
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
Human Resource Implications:   
 
Financial Implications: 
 


  Budgeted        No Financial Impact 
 


  Unbudgeted: 
   Approved by the CEO on ________   (date) 
   Approved by the Finance Committee on ________   (date) 
 
   Forwarded without recommendation by the   CEO           Finance Committee 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR PROCEEDING/NOT PROCEEDING 
A progress update on the MQii - Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative will be conducted 
during the Agenda item presentation.  
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S)/RECOMMENDATION(S) 
Request to consider continued support from the BOD members for the MQii - Malnutrition Quality 
Improvement Initiative. 
 
SUBMITTED BY:   Sharon M. McCauley, MS, MBA, RDN, LDN, FADA, FAND 
                             Senior Director, Quality Management 
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eCQMs 


o Hospital Improvement Innovation
Networks (HIINs)


o Healthcare Acquired Conditions (HACs)
o Preventable Readmissions
o Community-based Care Transitions


Program (CCTP)


o Cross-cutting
(Acute, Post-Acute,
Community)


o MIPS/APMs
o CMS Pay-for-


Reporting and Pay-
     for-Performance 
     Programs 
     (P4R, P4P) 


Manage
Population


Health


o Medicare Spending
per Beneficiary


o EHR Incentive Program for Medicare Hospitals
o Health Information Exchanges
o Improving Medicare Post-Acute Transformation


(IMPACT) Act


o Hospital Improvement
Innovation Networks
(HIINs)


o Merit-based Incentive
Payment System
Clinical Performance
Improvement Activities
(MIPS CPIA)


o Quality Innovation
Networks (QINs)


TM


Electronic Clinical Quality 
Measures (eCQMs) 
- Improve Patient-Centered Malnutrition Care and Outcomes 
- Align with CMS and Provider Quality Priorities  


  


o Chronic Conditions
o Vulnerable Populations
o Accountable Health


Communities Model


7%
of hospitalized patients 


typically diagnosed, leaving
many others potentially 


undiagnosed and untreatedii 


5X
more likely to 


result in in-
hospital deathii


annual economic burden 
with $51.3B associated 


with older adultsiii 


$157B


Align
Quality 


Incentives


Increase
Patient
Safety


Drive Care
Efficiency


Advance
Care


Information


Facilitate
Practice


Improvement


Patient-
Centered 


20-50%
of patients at risk of or 


malnourished upon 
hospital admissioni


eCQMs can help drive improved care quality while minimizing the 
administrative burden faced by hospitals and providers.


iiiSnider J, et al: Economic burden of community-based disease-associated malnutrition in the United States. JPEN J Parenteral Enteral Nutr. 2014;38:55-165.


iBarker LA, Gout BS, and Crowe TC. Hospital malnutrition: Prevalence, identification, and impact on patients and the healthcare system. Int J of Environ Res and Public Health. 2011;8:514-527.
iiWeiss AJ, Fingar KR, Barrett ML, et al. Characteristics of Hospital Stays Involving Malnutrition, 2013. HCUP Statistical Brief #210. September 2016. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality: 
Rockville, MD. Availabel at: http://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/reports/statbriefs/sb210-Malnutrition-Hospital-Stays-2013.pdf. Accessed September 26, 2016. 5







For more information please visit MQii.today.
These materials were developed by the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative (MQii), a project 
of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, Avalere Health, and other stakeholders who provided guidance 
and expertise through a collaborative partnership. Support provided by Abbott. 


The MQii Toolkit is an interdisciplinary, patient-centered resource that includes recommended, evidence-
based best practices to support an optimal malnutrition-focused clinical workflow. The de novo malnutrition 
eCQMs for hospitalized older adults assess the alignment of care with nutrition best practices while 
minimizing administrative burden through electronic reporting.


eCQM Measurement Objectives 


Measure Description Measure Objective


Completion of a Malnutrition Screening 
Within 24 hours of Admission


Patients received a malnutrition screening and results documented in 
their medical record within 24 hours of their admission to the hospital


Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for 
Patients Identified as At-Risk for Malnutrition 
within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening


Patients who were identi�ed to be at-risk of malnutrition from a 
screening were provided a nutrition assessment within 24 hours of 
the screening


Appropriate Documentation of a 
Malnutrition Diagnosis


Patients who were assessed and found to be malnourished should 
have a physician con�rmed diagnosis of malnutrition documented in 
their medical record to ensure care plan implementation and transfer 
of necessary medical information upon discharge


Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified 
as Malnourished after a Completed 
Nutrition Assessment


Patients who were assessed and found to be malnourished should 
also have a documented nutrition care plan  in their medical record


An Innovative Approach: The MQii Toolkit provides practical, interdisciplinary tools and resources to help 
hospitals implement malnutrition best practices. Data reported from the eCQMs will help hospitals measure 
their success in meeting the standards of care.


TM


MQii eCQM
Adoption


Goal 
Achieve 


Malnutrition 
Standards 


of Care


MQii Toolkit
Implementation


Electronic Clinical Quality 
Measures (eCQMs) 
- Improve Patient-Centered Malnutrition Care and Outcomes 
- Align with CMS and Provider Quality Priorities  
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Attachment 12.0 
  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
2017 MEETINGS CALENDAR     
                              


 


 
 


Revised 04-26-17 
DATE MEETING LOCATION 


May 18-20, 2017 
• Thursday, May 18 


- Arrive in morning to attend 
Ohio Affiliate meeting 


- 5:30 pm Foundation Second 
Century Reception 


• Friday, May 19  
- 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
- 6:00 pm Board Celebration 


Dinner 
• Saturday, May 20  


- 7:30 am – 1:00 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting for incoming and 
current Board members 
(Incoming and current Board members to 
attend portions of the Ohio Affiliate meeting 
on Thursday, May 18 and the morning of 
Friday, May 19, as schedule permits) 


Cleveland, OH 


June 25-26, 2017 
• Sunday, June 25  
• Monday, June 26 


Public Policy Workshop 
(D. Martin, M. Russell, L. Beseler, D. Polly, 
M. Kyle, L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak) 


Washington, DC 


July 19-21, 2017 
• Wednesday, July 19 


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


• Thursday, July 20 
- 7:30 am- 3:00 pm  
- Group Event and Dinner 


• Friday, July 21 
       -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm  


Board of Directors Orientation and Retreat  Austin, TX 


September 14-15, 2017 
• Thursday, September 14  


- 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
- Group Dinner 


• Friday, September 15 
- 7:30 am – 2:30 pm 


Board of Directors Meeting Chicago, IL 


October 20-21, 2017 HOD Fall Meeting Chicago, IL 
October 21-24, 2017 Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo Chicago, IL 
Friday, January 19, 2018 
 -     11:00 am - 1:00 pm CT 


Board of Directors Webinar Meeting  
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May 19-20, 2017 BOD Meeting Packet_.pdf




First Name Last Name
Hotel 


Confirmation Arrival Day
Arrival 
Time Flight 


Departure 
Day


Departure 
Time 


Hope Barkoukis 3327789873 5/18/2017 Local 5/20/2017
Tracey Bates 3332928435 5/18/2017 9:48am Delta 5201 5/21/2017 7:40am 
Lucille Beseler 3327353518 5/17/2017 5/20/2017
Don Bradley 3326917163 5/18/2017 11:29am American 1780 5/20/2017 3:21pm


Susan Brantley 3331619370 5/18/2017 11:29am American 1780 5/20/2017 3:21pm
Kevin Concannon 3325412702 5/18/2017 12:21pm American 4318 5/20/2017 3:30pm
Evelyn Crayton 3326044453 5/18/2017 4:55pm Delta 1158 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 3330310305 5/18/2017 12:15pm Delta 1474 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Linda Farr 3334139802 5/18/2017 12:15pm Delta 1474 5/21/2017 7:40am 


Denice Ferko-Adams 3329001240 5/18/2017 9:40am United 1753 5/20/2017 2:45pm
Margaret Garner 3333703447 5/18/2017 1:19pm American 5436 5/20/2017 7:55pm


Manju Karkare 3332394382 5/18/2017 2:42pm Delta 2528 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Marcy Kyle 3331958027 5/18/2017 12:31pm American 4883 5/20/2017 3:21pm
Donna Martin 3325510400 5/17/2017 4:44pm Delta 1158 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Aida Miles 3329339897 5/18/2017 1:19pm American 5436 5/20/2017 3:21pm
Steve Miranda 3328467187 5/18/2017 4:22pm United 4269 5/20/2017 2:40pm


Dianne Polly 3328030832 5/18/2017 12:58pm United 302 5/20/2017 3:27pm
Jean Ragalie-Carr 3331860329 5/17/2017 4:41pm United 3654 5/20/2017 3:20pm


Tammy Randall 3326721767 5/17/2017 Local 5/20/2017
Mary Russell 3330551264 5/18/2017 9:29am American 3510 5/20/2017 3:14pm
Kevin Sauer 3330114909 5/18/2017 11:05am American 3573 5/20/2017 3:14pm


Milton Stokes 3333508051 5/18/2017 6:20pm Soutwest 874 5/20/2017 4:00pm
Kay Wolf 3329773972 5/17/2017 Local 5/20/2017


Marty Yadrick 3332730759 5/18/2017 12:15pm Delta 5206 5/20/2017 4:00pm


May Board Meeting Travel Itineraries 







Flight


Delta 5224


American 2067 
American 2067 
American 4833


Delta 2528
Delta 1158
Delta 2530


United 3400
American 5530


Delta 2528
American 2067 


Delta 2528
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United 6093
United 467


United 4466


American 3448
American 3448


Delta 2528


Delta 2528
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OAND Event Highlights: Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel 
May 18, 2017 


Time Event Title Location Description  
8:00am-9:30am General Session—Opening Keynote 


address—Solving the Greatest Food 
and Nutrition Challenges of Today… 
and Tomorrow 


Superior Ballroom A, B, C Lucille, Donna, and Susan Finn will present the Keynote 
address. 


10:30am-11:30am Awards & Annual Business Meeting Superior Ballroom A, B, C Board members welcome to attend.  
11:00am-11:30am  Refreshment Break and Photo 


Booth  
 Photo Booth -5th Floor 
Foyer 


Photo opportunity for attendees to take a picture with 
Lucille and Donna. $5 donation will go to the Foundation. 


12:30pm- 1:45pm Lunch,  Visit Exhibits, and Photo 
Booth 


Lunch- Superior Ballroom D  
Photo Booth - 5th Floor 
Foyer 


Photo opportunity for attendees to take a picture with 
Lucille and Donna. $5 donation will go to the Foundation. 


5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century 
Reception  


Veterans Ballroom Board members are asked to sponsor a student member of 
OAND to attend the reception, in lieu of registering for this 
fundraising event. Please provide Beth Labrador or Joan 
Schwaba with the $20 sponsorship cost when in Cleveland. 


May 19, 2017 
Time Event Title   Description  
7:00am-8:00am Grow Your Network 5th Floor Foyer Morning refreshments will be provided along with an 


opportunity to connect with others who have skills that 
match your interests. Join the conversations any time by 
completing a trading card and get started. Participate for 
just a few minutes or for the entire hour! It is recommended 
that you bring some business cards to this event. 


11:00am-12:00pm General Session –  
Food of the Future 


Superior Ballroom A, B, C Sponsored by the Foundation through an educational grant 
from National Dairy Council.  


12:00pm-1:00pm  Board Meeting  - Lunch  Center Street Room B-3rd Fl  Board of Directors and staff luncheon  
1:00pm-4:30pm Board Meeting  Hope E Ballroom-3rd Fl  


 





OAND Event Highlights.pdf



 

We welcome incoming Public Member Kevin Concannon, incoming Treasurer-elect Manju

Karkare, incoming Speaker-elect Marcy Kyle, incoming President-elect Mary Russell, incoming

Director-at-Large Kevin Sauer, incoming HOD Director Milton Stokes, and incoming Foundation

Chair Marty Yadrick to the meeting! 

 

Reservations have been made for you at the Hilton Cleveland Downtown, for arrival on Thursday,

May 18 and departure on Saturday, May 20, unless you requested otherwise; your room

confirmation numbers are listed on the attached travel document. For those of you who wish to

ride together to/from the airport, also included on the travel document is a list of itineraries.

Transportation information to/from Cleveland Hopkins Airport follows. 

·        Average cab fare from Cleveland Hopkins Airport to downtown, about a 15-20 minute drive,

is about $40 each way.

 

·        Both Lyft and Uber will drop off and pick up from the airport. There is a designated rideshare

area for pick-ups - approx. $25 each way.

 

·        RTA Red Line trains from the airport into Tower City – Public Square Station are $2.50 each

way. The hotel is about 4.5  blocks from the station. 

 

Next week you will be receiving a pre-conference email from the Ohio Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics (OAND) with meeting details and the OAND conference program. Event highlights

provided by OAND that may be of interest to Board members are attached.  As a reminder the

Foundation Second Century Fundraising Reception takes place on Thursday, May 18 from 5:30

pm - 7:30 pm at the Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel in the Veterans Ballroom. Because this is a

fundraising event for Second Century, Board members are encouraged to sponsor a student

member of OAND to attend the reception, in lieu of registering for this event. If you choose to

support the event, please provide Beth Labrador or me with the $20 sponsorship cost when you

see us in Cleveland. 

 

On Friday, May 19 we will visit the Dittrick Museum of Medical History to view the 100th

Anniversary display developed by the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. This

display was made possible by a grant from the Foundation.  We have arranged for the gavel

exchange ceremony to take place during our visit.  Afterwards we will go over as a group to dinner

scheduled from 6:15pm – 8:30pm at Pura Vida restaurant. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN
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Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1607. Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>, AND PAT BABJAK

<pbabjak@eatright.org>, AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 16:22:59

Subject: Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment:

Hi JoJo 

Thank you for identifying AACE as an important collaborating group and being assertive to ask for

a position on   

their advisory board. You are a great asset to the board and our members. If you did no do so

please fill out a report that is located on the portal.  

Thanks for update. Regards,Lucille  
 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 11, 2017, at 2:03 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

JoJo,  Thanks for all your hard work at the AACE conference last week.   This is definitely a time

when it paid off.  I know DCE will be excited to put someone on these committees.  This is a great

bang for our buck!  This is exactly what we need to be doing and the membership will be so

excited to hear about opportunities like this.  
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:59 AM  

To: AND BOD Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; AND PAT BABJAK  

Cc: AND BOD Joan Schwaba  

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

 

I was pleased to represent the Academy at the AACE Annual Conference in Austin, TX lasts

week.  Through many discussions with their leadership (Jonathan Leffert, George Grunberger,

Mack Harrell), the incoming CEO (Paul Markowski) and Deputy CEO (Dan Kelsey), they agreed to

include an RDN on two committees as listed in the attached letter.  This is a monumental

accomplishment and one that will further the education of endocrinologists about the importance

and benefit of inclusion of an RDN in their practices to promote positive patient outcomes through

Medical Nutrition Therapy and Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support. 
 

I requested that they consider inclusion of an RDN on their board but was told that they do not

allow anyone other than a practicing Endocrinologist on the AACE Board of Directors.  I was also

informed that the new CEO prefers more inclusion of healthcare professionals in the organization

and that policy could possibly change in the coming years. 
 

Thank you for the Academy’s support of my attendance at AACE this year.  It was a wise decision.

 I recommend that the Academy continue to designate an RDN to attend both the AACE and ADA

annual meetings in order to develop a closer working relationship with both of these professional

organizations.  As mentioned in the attached letter, DCE/Academy now needs to designate the

right persons to represent the Academy on the two committees that AACE has specified.  
 
 

Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 

Chief Executive Officer 

NERI 

Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
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Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT  

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>  
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1608. RE: Constance Geiger 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus

Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Whalen, Mary

Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul

Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Dan

Carroll <dcarroll@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 15:50:03

Subject: RE: Constance Geiger 

Attachment: image001.png

Thank you so much for doing this and honoring her memory.  She was an outstanding person and

professional.  She was gracious, kind, intelligent and so much more.  She gave a lot to our

Association and our profession.  She was a dependable and valued member of the Foundation

Board.  She was a friend.  She will be missed.

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 10:56 AM 

 To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>; Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>;

Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri

<maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Margaret Garner <mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>; Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>; Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond

<tjraymond@aol.com>; Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr
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<gus@wholesomewave.org>; JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>;

peark02@outlook.com 

 Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Brown,

Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>; Whalen, Mary Beth

<mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Dan Carroll <dcarroll@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Constance Geiger 

 

To: Foundation BOD

 

 

To celebrate Constance’s remarkable life and many accomplishments we will publish a full page

“In Memoriam” in an upcoming issue of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. You

are welcome to share your sentiments with Dan Carroll, Editor, at dcarroll@eatright.org for

inclusion in the article. The complete obituary for Constance may be read here.  

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1609. May 2017 FPIND E-Update

From: Fifty Plus in Nutrition and Dietetics <dpgmigrelations@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 14:19:37

Subject: May 2017 FPIND E-Update

Attachment:

FPIND Newsletter  Newsletter  

May 2017   Time to Renew Your FPIND Membership! Renewal DEADLINE:  

 

May 31, 2017 CLICK HERE TO RENEW     Need Ethics CEUs?  

Recorded Ethics Webinar is posted on the FPIND website.   

1 CEU available upon completion.  CLICK HERE to view recorded webinar    FNCE 2017 -

Chicago Registration and Housing are now open!  

Be sure to join FPIND at FNCE.  FPIND event dates, and time will be posted soon on the FPIND

website. CLICK HERE to Register Today   Visit FPIND Website  FPIND Quick Links  Update

profile.   Change password.   Contact FPIND.  www.fpind.org  

Online Networking, Travel Club and Continuing Education This email is being sent to you because

you are a member of the Fifty Plus in Nutrition and Dietetics Member Interest Group (FPIND MIG).

To manage your FPIND settings, login at fpind.org.  
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1610. RE: PPW Webinar

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 14:18:54

Subject: RE: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

I agree – it takes a team.  And you both worked together wonderfully.  Dianne did a great intro with

bringing in the state legislative component taking the group to third base and Donna you hit the

home running – taking the message full circle. Awesome job!!

 

 

Rock Stars for sure!  Teresa

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 12:59 PM 

 To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

 

Whatever it takes to get these people fired up we will do.  Dianne do not sell all the stuff you did

short.  We made a great team.   

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:49 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg 

 Cc: Donna Martin; Jeanne Blankenship; Teresa Nece 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar 

 

Everyone has been so kind with their remarks.  Thanks to ya'll (Southern for you all) - we had a

relatively easy job.  

And I am still in awe of Donna with her pix with President O'Bama and Michelle, senate hearings,

etc.etc.

 

 

Dianne

 

 

On Thu, May 11, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote:

 

I concur with Teresa – you both did an outstanding job.  How lucky we are to have you as leaders.

 

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 
650-384-6154 – home

 
650-868-7359 - mobile
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From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Date: Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 10:39 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com

>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

 

You are most welcome!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM 

 To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg 

 Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1611. Explore the New Global Resource Hub- Webinar June 1!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation <foundation@eatright.org>

To: Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 14:11:05

Subject: Explore the New Global Resource Hub- Webinar June 1!

Attachment:

Academy Foundation Email 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Foundation:

 

Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

  

A food and nutrition resource hub supporting health professionals' humanitarian assistance efforts

in developing areas of Central America is now available. Funded through the Academy's

Foundation, this open-access collection includes:

 

Background information on key nutrition-related topics in Central America, including how to

explain health and nutrition concepts to this population 

Educational illustrations to help teach key nutrition-related topics in Central America 

A collection of food illustrations and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply 

The Academy will continue to expand its resources for global nutrition education. 

  
LEARN MORE 

Plus, check out this informative webinar on
June 1: Expanding our Impact: International
Nutrition Resources and Global Outreach
 

Learning objectives:

 

Describe some of the current Academy and Foundation work in the global space 

Tour the Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub and the resources available there 

Be engaged and inspired to learn more about international nutrition programs and pursue

opportunities in the global space 

  

Webinar details:

 

Thursday, June 1, 12:00  1:00 pm CT 

CPEU hours: 1.0 
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•Register here 

This email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation. 

 If you prefer not to receive future Foundation emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1612. Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>, AND BOD Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND PAT BABJAK <pbabjak@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 14:03:19

Subject: Re: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment:

JoJo,  Thanks for all your hard work at the AACE conference last week.   This is definitely a time

when it paid off.  I know DCE will be excited to put someone on these committees.  This is a great

bang for our buck!  This is exactly what we need to be doing and the membership will be so

excited to hear about opportunities like this.  
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:59 AM  

To: AND BOD Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; AND PAT BABJAK  

Cc: AND BOD Joan Schwaba  

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

 

I was pleased to represent the Academy at the AACE Annual Conference in Austin, TX lasts

week.  Through many discussions with their leadership (Jonathan Leffert, George Grunberger,

Mack Harrell), the incoming CEO (Paul Markowski) and Deputy CEO (Dan Kelsey), they agreed to

include an RDN on two committees as listed in the attached letter.  This is a monumental

accomplishment and one that will further the education of endocrinologists about the importance
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and benefit of inclusion of an RDN in their practices to promote positive patient outcomes through

Medical Nutrition Therapy and Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support. 
 

I requested that they consider inclusion of an RDN on their board but was told that they do not

allow anyone other than a practicing Endocrinologist on the AACE Board of Directors.  I was also

informed that the new CEO prefers more inclusion of healthcare professionals in the organization

and that policy could possibly change in the coming years. 
 

Thank you for the Academy’s support of my attendance at AACE this year.  It was a wise decision.

 I recommend that the Academy continue to designate an RDN to attend both the AACE and ADA

annual meetings in order to develop a closer working relationship with both of these professional

organizations.  As mentioned in the attached letter, DCE/Academy now needs to designate the

right persons to represent the Academy on the two committees that AACE has specified.  
 
 

Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 

Chief Executive Officer 

NERI 

Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT  

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>  
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1613. RE: PPW Webinar

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:59:57

Subject: RE: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

I agree!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:59 PM 

 To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

 

Whatever it takes to get these people fired up we will do.  Dianne do not sell all the stuff you did

short.  We made a great team.   

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:49 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg 
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 Cc: Donna Martin; Jeanne Blankenship; Teresa Nece 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar 

 

Everyone has been so kind with their remarks.  Thanks to ya'll (Southern for you all) - we had a

relatively easy job.  

And I am still in awe of Donna with her pix with President O'Bama and Michelle, senate hearings,

etc.etc.

 

 

Dianne

 

 

On Thu, May 11, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote:

 

I concur with Teresa – you both did an outstanding job.  How lucky we are to have you as leaders.

 

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 
650-384-6154 – home

 
650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Date: Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 10:39 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com

>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar
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You are most welcome!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM 

 To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg 

 Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 
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 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1614. Re: PPW Webinar

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:58:37

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

Whatever it takes to get these people fired up we will do.  Dianne do not sell all the stuff you did

short.  We made a great team.    
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:49 PM  

To: Lorri Holzberg  

Cc: Donna Martin; Jeanne Blankenship; Teresa Nece  

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar 

 

Everyone has been so kind with their remarks.  Thanks to ya'll (Southern for you all) - we had a

relatively easy job.  

And I am still in awe of Donna with her pix with President O'Bama and Michelle, senate hearings,

etc.etc. 
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Dianne 
 

On Thu, May 11, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote:  

I concur with Teresa – you both did an outstanding job.  How lucky we are to have you as leaders.

 

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 
650-384-6154 – home

 
650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Date: Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 10:39 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com

>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

 

You are most welcome!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM 

 To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg 

 Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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--  

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

 

Executive Director, 

 

Shelby County Education Foundation 

 

901-335-6106 
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1615. RE: Academy Update Slide Text

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:55:55

Subject: RE: Academy Update Slide Text

Attachment: image001.png

Donna, 

I’m so sorry to hear that. Sounds like you got a room, but is there anything I can do to help with

anything else? Please feel free to submit your expenses to me and we will invoice the affiliate. 

I know your presentation will be great!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 12:52 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Academy Update Slide Text

 

 

Joan,  Got it and will include change in my remarks!  Just got to hotel.  They did a terrible job of

coordinating this visit.  They did not book hotel room, they did not arrange any transportation from

airport to hotel (60 miles away) and although I sent them my presentation weeks ago, they asked

for it again today.  I had to eventually rent a car to get here from the airport.  Sometimes when
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things start out bad they end up good!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:38 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Academy Update Slide Text 

 

Hi Donna – 

I know you are presenting tonight at the West Virginia affiliate. Tom Ryan’s team have made some

small text edits to slide 7 on the Academy Update PPT (in the notes field only, there are no

changes on the slide itself). The slide with the revised script is attached. Please let me know if

there is anything more you may need. 

Good Luck!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 
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 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1616. Re: PPW Webinar

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:53:22

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

Everyone has been so kind with their remarks.  Thanks to ya'll (Southern for you all) - we had a

relatively easy job.  

And I am still in awe of Donna with her pix with President O'Bama and Michelle, senate hearings,

etc.etc. 
 

Dianne 
 

On Thu, May 11, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote:  

I concur with Teresa – you both did an outstanding job.  How lucky we are to have you as leaders.

 

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011
650-384-6154 – home
650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

Date: Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 10:39 AM 

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

You are most welcome!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM 

To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg 

Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F  202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

Skype: jblankenship66

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 
 
 
 

--  

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

Executive Director, 

Shelby County Education Foundation 

901-335-6106 
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1617. Re: Deb Eschmeyer 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:53:10

Subject: Re: Deb Eschmeyer 

Attachment:

Wow, so do you think she will still consult for FLOTUS?  Between Vilsack and Eschmeyer dairy

has racked up!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:32 AM

To: Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin

Subject: RE: Deb Eschmeyer

 

The dairy industry is really getting some heavy hitters. Thanks for the update

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Mary Pat Raimondi

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:32 AM

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Subject: Deb Eschmeyer

 

Deb Eschmeyer new VP of communications for Dannon

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-
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Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1618. Re: Academy Update Slide Text

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:51:46

Subject: Re: Academy Update Slide Text

Attachment: image001.png

Joan,  Got it and will include change in my remarks!  Just got to hotel.  They did a terrible job of

coordinating this visit.  They did not book hotel room, they did not arrange any transportation from

airport to hotel (60 miles away) and although I sent them my presentation weeks ago, they asked

for it again today.  I had to eventually rent a car to get here from the airport.  Sometimes when

things start out bad they end up good!

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:38 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Academy Update Slide Text 

 

Hi Donna – 

I know you are presenting tonight at the West Virginia affiliate. Tom Ryan’s team have made some

small text edits to slide 7 on the Academy Update PPT (in the notes field only, there are no

changes on the slide itself). The slide with the revised script is attached. Please let me know if

there is anything more you may need. 
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Good Luck!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1619. Re: PPW Webinar

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:47:42

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Lorri,  it was fun! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 1:40 PM  

To: Donna Martin; Jeanne Blankenship; 'Dianne Polly'; Teresa Nece  

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar 

 

I concur with Teresa – you both did an outstanding job.  How lucky we are to have you as leaders.

 

 

Lorri

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 
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ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

 

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

 

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

 

Past President 2010-2011

 

650-384-6154 – home

 

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Date: Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 10:39 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

 

You are most welcome!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM 

 To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg 

 Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1620. Re: PPW Webinar

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:44:05

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

I concur with Teresa – you both did an outstanding job.  How lucky we are to have you as leaders.

 

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

Date: Thursday, May 11, 2017 at 10:39 AM 

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

 

You are most welcome!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM 

To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg 

Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F  202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

Skype: jblankenship66

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1621. Academy Update Slide Text

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:42:19

Subject: Academy Update Slide Text

Attachment: image001.png
Revised slide 7 museum update 5-11-17.pdf

Hi Donna – 

I know you are presenting tonight at the West Virginia affiliate. Tom Ryan’s team have made some

small text edits to slide 7 on the Academy Update PPT (in the notes field only, there are no

changes on the slide itself). The slide with the revised script is attached. Please let me know if

there is anything more you may need. 

Good Luck!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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• As we plan for the future with our Second Century initiative, the 
Academy is honoring our past and celebrating the present throughout 
2017. 


• A new page on the Academy’s website contains information on our 
history and how all members can get involved in the celebration 
activities and help as we prepare for a new direction in our Second 
Century.


• Thanks to the Ohio Academy and the Greater Cleveland Academy for 
working with the Dittrick Medical History Center, on the campus of 
Case Western Reserve University, in our “birthplace” of Cleveland, to 
create a display that appeared at the museum for three weeks in May.


• And special thanks to our fellow member Mary Beth Kavanagh, who 
worked very hard, with a grant from the Academy’s Foundation, to make 
the display a reality. 





Revised slide 7 museum update 5-11-17.pdf



1622. Re: PPW Webinar

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri

Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 13:39:24

Subject: Re: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

You are most welcome! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:35 AM  

To: 'Dianne Polly'; Donna Martin; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg  

Subject: PPW Webinar 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1623. Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, AND PAT BABJAK

<pbabjak@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 12:02:57

Subject: Fwd: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement

Attachment: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf

I was pleased to represent the Academy at the AACE Annual Conference in Austin, TX lasts

week.  Through many discussions with their leadership (Jonathan Leffert, George Grunberger,

Mack Harrell), the incoming CEO (Paul Markowski) and Deputy CEO (Dan Kelsey), they agreed to

include an RDN on two committees as listed in the attached letter.  This is a monumental

accomplishment and one that will further the education of endocrinologists about the importance

and benefit of inclusion of an RDN in their practices to promote positive patient outcomes through

Medical Nutrition Therapy and Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support. 
 

I requested that they consider inclusion of an RDN on their board but was told that they do not

allow anyone other than a practicing Endocrinologist on the AACE Board of Directors.  I was also

informed that the new CEO prefers more inclusion of healthcare professionals in the organization

and that policy could possibly change in the coming years. 
 

Thank you for the Academy’s support of my attendance at AACE this year.  It was a wise decision.

 I recommend that the Academy continue to designate an RDN to attend both the AACE and ADA

annual meetings in order to develop a closer working relationship with both of these professional

organizations.  As mentioned in the attached letter, DCE/Academy now needs to designate the

right persons to represent the Academy on the two committees that AACE has specified.  
 
 

Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 

Chief Executive Officer 

NERI 

Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
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May 11, 2017 
 
Susan Yake RD, CD, CDE, CLT 
2016‐2017 DCE Chair  
6669 Cortez PL NW  
Bremerton WA 98311‐8945 
 
Dear Susan: 
 
This letter is in response to the proposed network agreement between the Diabetes Care and 
Education Practice Group (DCE) of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and AACE. As you 
know, the AACE Executive Committee discussed the agreement during their meeting held on 
May 1st. The Executive Committee agreed to work with the DCE in areas of mutual interest, but 
did not feel as though a formal networking agreement was necessary.  
 
After the meeting I spoke with Dan Kelsey, AACE Deputy CEO, and stated that AACE could 
include a member of your group as an advisor on our Lifestyle and Nutrition Scientific 
Committee and Obesity Scientific Committee. Dan has since spoken with each of the committee 
chairs, and they welcome the participation and input from your representatives. Please 
coordinate your appointees with Mr. Kelsey. 
 
One of my goals as president of AACE is to promote collaboration among various groups to 
ensure we realize our shared vision of providing better care for patients, and it is my belief that 
including representatives from the Academy of Nutrition of Dietetics will demonstrate our 
collaborative efforts. I look forward to our groups working together. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
President 
 


OFFICERS 
Jonathan D. Leffert, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
Dallas, TX – President  
Daniel L. Hurley, MD, FACE 
Rochester, MN – President Elect 
Sandra L. Weber, MD, FACP, FACE 
Greenville, SC – Vice President 
Howard M. Lando, MD, FACP, FACE 
Alexandria, VA – Treasurer 
Felice A. Caldarella, MD, FACP, CDE, FACE 
Clinton, NJ - Secretary 
Pauline M. Camacho, MD, FACE 
Maywood, IL – Immediate Past President 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TERMS EXPIRE 2018 
David S.H. Bell, MD, FACP, MB, FACE 
Mountain Brook, AL 
Richard A. Haas, MD, FACE 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Elizabeth Holt, MD, FACE 
Raleigh, NC 
W. Reid Litchfield, MD, FACE, ECNU † 
Henderson, NV 
Gregory Randolph, MD, FACS, FACE 
Boston, MA 
Christine L. Twining, MD, FACE 
Brunswick, ME 
William D. Zigrang, MD, CCD, FACE 
Hillsborough, CA 
 
TERMS EXPIRE 2019 
Michael A. Bush, MD 
Beverly Hills, CA 
W. Timothy Garvey, MD, FACE 
Birmingham, AL 
Ved V. Gossain, MD, FRCP(C), MACP, FACE 
East Lansing, MI 
Chris K. Guerin, MD, FACE, FNLA 
Oceanside, CA 
Janet B. McGill, MD, FACE 
St. Louis, MO 
Rachel Pessah-Pollack, MD, FACE 
Lake Success, NY 
Susan L. Samson, MD, PhD, FRCPC, FACE 
Houston, TX 
 
TERMS EXPIRE 2020 
Elise M. Brett, MD, FACE, ECNU 
New York, NY 
Vivian A. Fonseca, MD, FACE 
New Orleans, LA 
Mark A. Lupo, MD, FACE, ECNU 
Sarasota, FL 
S. Sethu K. Reddy, MD, MBA, FRCPC, FACP, MACE * 
Cleveland, OH 
Vin Tangpricha, MD, PhD, FACE 
Atlanta, GA 
Guillermo E. Umpierrez, MD, FACP, FACE 
Atlanta, GA 
Aaron I. Vinik, MD, PhD, FCP, MACP, FACE 
Norfolk, VA 
 
COLLEGE OFFICERS 
R. Mack Harrell, MD, FACP, FACE, ECNU 
Hollywood, FL – President 
George Grunberger, MD, FACP, FACE 
Bloomfield Hills, MI – President Elect 
Jeffrey I. Mechanick, MD, FACP, FACE, FACN, ECNU 
New York, NY – Immediate Past President 
 
FELLOW-IN-TRAINING 
Jad Sfeir, MD 
Rochester, MN 
 
ADVISORY MEMBERS 
Gary W. Edelson, MD, FACE 
West Bloomfield, MI 
Leslie S. Eldeiry, MD, FACE, ECNU  
Boston, MA 
Alan J. Garber, MD, PhD, FACE 
Houston, TX 
Scott D. Isaacs, MD, FACP, FACE 
Atlanta, GA  
Peter A. Singer, MD, FACE  
Los Angeles, CA 
 
EMERITUS 
Yank D. Coble, MD, MACP, MACE 
Jacksonville Beach, FL 
 
PARLIAMENTARIAN 
John A. Seibel, MD, FACP, MACE 
Los Ranchos, NM 
 
(*) New Board Member Orientation Coordinator 
(†) Vice Parliamentarian 


 


Paul A. Markowski, CAE 
Jacksonville, FL 


Chief Executive Officer 





Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking.pdf



 

Begin forwarded message: 
 

From: Shannon Lyvers <slyvers@aace.com>  

Subject: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Networking Agreement 

Date: May 11, 2017 at 10:02:08 AM CDT  

To: " susan.yake@gmail.com" <susan.yake@gmail.com>, " jojo@nutritioned.com" <

jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Cc: Dan Kelsey <dkelsey@aace.com>, Lynn Blanco <lblanco@aace.com>, Angie Lopez <

alopez@aace.com>  
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1624. Constance Geiger 

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus

Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Martha

Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Dan Carroll <dcarroll@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:59:53

Subject: Constance Geiger 

Attachment: image003.png

To: Foundation BOD

 

 

To celebrate Constance’s remarkable life and many accomplishments we will publish a full page

“In Memoriam” in an upcoming issue of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. You

are welcome to share your sentiments with Dan Carroll, Editor, at dcarroll@eatright.org for

inclusion in the article. The complete obituary for Constance may be read here.  

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak
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Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1625. RE: PPW Webinar

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:56:46

Subject: RE: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

Agree a great job!  You are definitely the Rock Stars!

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship  

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 10:36 AM 

 To: 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>; Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

 Subject: PPW Webinar

 

 

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66
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Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1626. Daily News: Thursday, May 11, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:47:33

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, May 11, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

Life Expectancy With HIV Nears Normal With Treatment 

 Still small, but persistent gaps for some groups with HIV, global health expert says 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/aids-information-1/aids-and-hiv-sexually-transmitted-diseases-

news-607/life-expectancy-with-hiv-nears-normal-with-treatment-722525.html 

 Source: The Lancet HIV 

 http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanhiv/article/PIIS2352-3018(17)30066-8/fulltext  

Related Resources: HIV AIDS 

 https://www.eatrightpro.org/resources/advocacy/disease-prevention-and-treatment/hiv-aids 

 CDC 

 https://www.cdc.gov/actagainstaids/basics/

 

Eat This Diet to Lower Your Odds for Painful Gout 

 Ditching fats and salt in favor of fruits, veggies and grains keeps the condition at bay,

study finds 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/bone-and-joint-information-4/gout-news-338/eat-this-diet-to-

lower-your-odds-for-painful-gout-722452.html 

 Source: BMJ 

 http://www.bmj.com/content/357/bmj.j1794

 

Yogurt consumption in older Irish adults linked with better bone health 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170510131949.htm 

 Source: Osteoporosis International 

 http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00198-017-4049-5

 

Another Study Links Red Meat to Early Death 

 Heme iron and nitrate additives implicated in population-based study 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/primarycare/dietnutrition/65209 
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 Source: BMJ 

 http://www.bmj.com/content/357/bmj.j1957

 

How Does Getting Nutrients From Fortification Compare to Whole Food? 

 http://health.usnews.com/wellness/food/articles/2017-05-11/how-does-getting-nutrients-from-

fortification-compare-to-whole-food

 

Competing on the endless shelves: Nielson highlights online and in-store 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Markets/What-s-next-for-e-commerce-Nielsen-offers-some-

insight

 

Trader Joe's recalls Mochi ice cream over undeclared peanuts 

 http://www.foxnews.com/health/2017/05/11/trader-joes-recalls-mochi-ice-cream-over-undeclared-

peanuts.html 

 Source: FDA 

 https://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/

 

ClinicalTrials.gov  

ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported clinical

studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

 -The Georgia Latino AIDS/HIV Diagnosis and Linkage in Youth (GLADLY) Project (GLADLY) 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02562092?term=HIV+AIDS&rank=8

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -7 Common Exercise Errors 

 Don't let these missteps short-circuit your fitness efforts 

 -Poverty May Be More Stressful for Women Than Men 

 In study, living in a poor neighborhood triggered more anxiety for females, while males were less

affected 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1627. A special Thank You!

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

diannepolly@gmail.com <diannepolly@gmail.com>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:43:30

Subject: A special Thank You!

Attachment: image001.png

Donna and Dianne,

 

 

Thank you for being the Rock Stars of the first PPW session yesterday!  You both are very

dynamic leaders and speakers!  I really appreciate your willingness to share your wisdom and

advocacy experience with our members!

 

 

Best always, 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1628. PPW Webinar

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri

Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:39:14

Subject: PPW Webinar

Attachment: image001.png

I just wanted to reach out to you and say thank you for doing an excellent job kicking off the PPW

preparation webinars.  I loved the personal examples and the positive and encouraging tone.

 

 

Thanks for giving us such a great start!

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1629. RE: Deb Eschmeyer 

From: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:36:22

Subject: RE: Deb Eschmeyer 

Attachment:

The dairy industry is really getting some heavy hitters. Thanks for the update

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Mary Pat Raimondi

Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 11:32 AM

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Subject: Deb Eschmeyer

 

Deb Eschmeyer new VP of communications for Dannon

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1630. Deb Eschmeyer 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 11:35:05

Subject: Deb Eschmeyer 

Attachment:

Deb Eschmeyer new VP of communications for Dannon

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1631. Research Works!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 10:56:48

Subject: Research Works!

Attachment:

Research Works! 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

What is the Dietetics Practice Based Research Network (DPBRN)? 

 DPBRN conducts, supports, promotes and advocates for practice-based research that answers

questions important to dietetics practice. 

  

Get Involved in Research That Matters 

 By joining DPRBN you become part of a network of RDNs from various backgrounds who are

committed to improving patient and client outcomes. DPBRN membership is open and free to all

Academy members. 

  

DPBRN projects have included studies on energy expenditure, the value of the RD in managed

care, evidence based guidelines for diabetes care and more. Join the DPBRN and conduct

research that moves the profession forward! 

  

Learn more 

  

Webinar Showcase 

 Learn more about the DPBRN through these online learning opportunities. 

  

Exploring Quality Improvement: CPE: 1.0 

 Find out the difference between Quality Improvement (QI) and research through project

examples, and learn how to design and execute your own quality improvement project. 

 Download 

 Located under Step 1: “Exploring Quality Improvement”. 

  

PreDM Study Results: CPE: 1.0 

 This webinar shares preliminary results from the Prevention of Diabetes Guideline Usage and

Impact on Care Study. 

 Download 

 Located under third bullet: "Prevention of Diabetes Guideline Usage and Impact on Care (2014-
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2016)" 

  

DPBRN Secondary Datasets: CPE: 1.0 

 Tuesday, May 23rd at 12pm Central / 1pm Eastern. 

 This webinar provides participants with an introduction to de-identified data and describes how it

can be a good entry point into scientific research. Special ethical considerations for working with

this data will be discussed. Secondary datasets newly available through the Academy's Dietetics

Practice Based Research Network will be presented, and the process for obtaining the data will be

described. 

 Register Today

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not

to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1632. ACH Check deposit notification

From: eortiz@eatright.org

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 09:21:59

Subject: ACH Check deposit notification

Attachment: report-2_2017-05-11_08-18_0143186_8b9aa8e9-d951-4994-ad35-d2c548a
d4a00.pdf

See attached file
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A deposit for the amount of                     276.16 
will be made to your designated account on         5/12/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
ERS31713                      transportation, food & hotel                                        276.16 
 





report-2_2017-05-11_08-18_0143186_8b9aa8e9-d951-4994-ad35-d2c548a d4a00.pdf




 
 
 
 
 
A deposit for the amount of                     276.16 
will be made to your designated account on         5/12/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
ERS31713                      transportation, food & hotel                                        276.16 
 





report-2_2017-05-11_08-18_0143186_8b9aa8e9-d951-4994-ad35-d2c548a d4a00.pdf



1633. CPE & Evaluation Survey: PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on

Policy Makers

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 09:08:46

Subject: CPE & Evaluation Survey: PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your

Impact on Policy Makers

Attachment: 2017 PIA PPW What's in it for Me Webinar (Code 175).pdf
2017 PIA PPW What's in it for Me Webinar.pdf

 

Dear PPW Attendees, 

 

Please assist the Academy’s policy and advocacy team with improving the events offered. It will

take less than 2 minutes of your time to evaluate the event and provide comments and questions,

click here to complete.

 

 

Attached please find your CPE certificate for participating in the PPW Bootcamp Session 3: Final

Preparations for Making Connections Work. The recording of this webinar is now available for

online viewing by clicking the link below: 

 
Play recording

 

 

 

Note: The webinar recording/viewing will require a live internet connection to play as it will stream

directly via the WebEx system.

 

 

The webinar will be converted to an MP4 and loaded on the Public Policy Workshop Community of

Interest, PPW 2017 Recorded Webinars topic.  Each webinar will be loaded in a subtopic by

session number and title.

 

 

We look forward to your participation on future policy and advocacy events. If you have any

questions, please contact me.
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Continuing Professional Education Certificate of Attendance 


—Attendee Copy— 
 


 


Participant Name:    
 


Registration Number:     
 


Activity Title:     
 
 
 
 


Activity Number:    
 


Date Completed:    Number of CPEUs Awarded:    
 


*Suggested Learning Need Code(s):     
 


*Suggested Performance Indicator(s):    
 


 
 
Provider Signature 


RETAIN ORIGINAL COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS 


*Refer to your Professional Development Portfolio Guide For LNCs or PIs 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Continuing Professional Education Certificate of Attendance 


—Licensure Copy— 
 


 


Participant Name:    
 


Registration Number:     
 


Activity Title:     
 
 
 
 


Activity Number:    
 


Date Completed:    Number of CPEUs Awarded:    
 


*Suggested Learning Need Code(s):     
 


*Suggested Performance Indicator(s):    
 


 
 
Provider Signature 


RETAIN ORIGINAL COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS 


*Refer to your Professional Development Portfolio Guide For LNCs or PIs 





		Participant Name: 

		Registration Number: 

		Activity Title 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

		Activity Title 2: 

		Activity Number: 133904                              (Code 175- Expires 05/10/2020)

		Date Completed: 

		Number of CPEUs Awarded: 1.0

		Suggested Learning Need Codes: 

		Suggested Performance Indicators: 





2017 PIA PPW What's in it for Me Webinar (Code 175).pdf




Continuing Professional Education Certificate of Attendance 


—Attendee Copy— 
 


 


Participant Name:    
 


Registration Number:     
 


Activity Title:     
 
 
 
 


Activity Number:    
 


Date Completed:    Number of CPEUs Awarded:    
 


*Suggested Learning Need Code(s):     
 


*Suggested Performance Indicator(s):    
 


 
 
Provider Signature 


RETAIN ORIGINAL COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS 


*Refer to your Professional Development Portfolio Guide For LNCs or PIs 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Continuing Professional Education Certificate of Attendance 


—Licensure Copy— 
 


 


Participant Name:    
 


Registration Number:     
 


Activity Title:     
 
 
 
 


Activity Number:    
 


Date Completed:    Number of CPEUs Awarded:    
 


*Suggested Learning Need Code(s):     
 


*Suggested Performance Indicator(s):    
 


 
 
Provider Signature 


RETAIN ORIGINAL COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS 


*Refer to your Professional Development Portfolio Guide For LNCs or PIs 





		Participant Name: 

		Registration Number: 

		Activity Title 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

		Activity Title 2: 

		Activity Number: 133903                        

		Date Completed: 05/10/2017

		Number of CPEUs Awarded: 1.0

		Suggested Learning Need Codes: 

		Suggested Performance Indicators: 





2017 PIA PPW What's in it for Me Webinar.pdf



Thank You,

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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1634. Re: WFXG: Burke Co schools will make few changes to healthy lunches despite Trump

admin rollbacks...idea

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 07:25:11

Subject: Re: WFXG: Burke Co schools will make few changes to healthy lunches

despite Trump admin rollbacks...idea

Attachment:

You are my best pr person. Will do.

 

Sent from my iPhone

 

> On May 11, 2017, at 6:56 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Can you send this to Deb and Kelly and ask them to share with the First Lady?  I think it would

mean a lot to her to see this.

>

> I shared it with Jim Gavin, former Academy BOD member and chair of PHA.  He also is from

Georgia.  :-)

>

>

> http://m.wfxg.com/wfxg/db_330778/contentdetail.htm?contentguid=YCQsAD6T

>

>

> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

> Vice President,

> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

> Suite 460

> Washington, DC 20036

> phone: 312.899.1731

> mraimondi@eatright.org

> www.eatright.org
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1635. WFXG: Burke Co schools will make few changes to healthy lunches despite Trump admin

rollbacks...idea

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 11, 2017 06:56:09

Subject: WFXG: Burke Co schools will make few changes to healthy lunches despite

Trump admin rollbacks...idea

Attachment:

Can you send this to Deb and Kelly and ask them to share with the First Lady?  I think it would

mean a lot to her to see this.

 

I shared it with Jim Gavin, former Academy BOD member and chair of PHA.  He also is from

Georgia.  :-)

 

 

http://m.wfxg.com/wfxg/db_330778/contentdetail.htm?contentguid=YCQsAD6T

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1636. Re: Academy Comments re OAA Participants Survey.docx

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com

<linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 19:15:03

Subject: Re: Academy Comments re OAA Participants Survey.docx

Attachment:

Adding Donna and Linda as an FYI.  
 
On May 10, 2017, at 5:36 PM, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello,

 

Attached is a set of comments Mark prepared on OAA national survey.  Some of the suggestions

for questions are very specific.  Thanks for your time on this.  Nothing really huge on the

immediate horizon from me.

 

-Pepin

 

<Academy Comments re OAA Participants Survey.docx> 
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1637. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 17:42:08

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

May 10, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

Registration Closes June 2: Public Policy Workshop 

 Take your profession to the next level and stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Secure your place with 400 of your

colleagues in advancing your leadership and communications skills and advocating for critical

health policies. Registration closes June 2. 

 Learn More

 

ANDPAC Breakfast at PPW 

 Join Public Policy Workshop attendees June 25 at one of the most notable Academy political

action committee gatherings of the year. Meet and mingle with an invited member of Congress at

the exclusive ANDPAC Breakfast Event. A ticket can be obtained with a $125 contribution to

ANDPAC when you register for PPW. 

 Learn More

 

Update on AHCA Vote 

 The Academy thanks members who reached out to oppose the House of Representatives' May 4

vote on the American Health Care Act. Despite efforts by the Academy and other health

organizations, the bill passed 217 to 213. The Academy's work will now focus on the Senate, to

advocate for nutrition services in prevention and treatment of disease. More information will come

shortly on how to further engage with your senators. 
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 Learn More

 

Academy's Centennial Resolution Gains Senate Co-Sponsor 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the congressional resolution commemorating the

Academy's Centennial has gained another new co-sponsor in the Senate: Chuck Grassley (Iowa).

Please take a moment to ask your member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy's

Centennial by co-sponsoring the resolution and send a note of thanks to those who already have. 

 Learn More

 

May 17 Webinar: Diagnose, Treat and Control Hypertension 

 Join Academy partners May 17 at the National Forum's virtual mid-year member meeting on

World Hypertension Day. The forum will highlight members' actions to improve blood pressure

control. Five National Forum members will share policy, program and system change strategies. 

 Learn More

 

May 24 Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter 

 The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped develop the National

Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The blueprint outlines potential

actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing malnutrition

care across the continuum of acute, post-acute and community settings, as well as strategies to

address malnutrition. A May 24 webinar will show members how you can make a difference! The

webinar offers 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

June 7 Panel Discussion: 'Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care' 

 Even though more than one-third of U.S. adults are obese, with obesity care costing as much as

$210 billion per year, obesity is not a major focus in the training and education of current and

future health care providers. To address this critical gap, educators from more than 20

organizations representing a dozen health professions have collaborated on the first set of

interdisciplinary educational competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity. A June 7

panel discussion will address these first-of-their-kind competencies, how they were developed and

how they can be implemented, and what adoption of these competencies could mean for patients.

Speakers will include Jeanne Blankenship, MS, RD, vice president for policy initiatives and

advocacy. 

 Learn More

 

Members' Input Needed: Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice 

 As previously reported, the Academy's efforts recently resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures for malnutrition (screening, assessment, diagnosis and care plan) being included in the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' proposed hospital inpatient rule in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition

immediately by adopting all four proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and
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to adopt malnutrition measures in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.

In advance of the Academy's June comments, members are asked for input about the impact of

malnutrition on your patients, residents and clients, and on your business, company or facility. 

 Learn More

 

Academy Urges Congress: Extend Children's Health Insurance Program 

 The Academy joined First Focus and other leading stakeholders in sending a letter to

Congressional leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the

Children's Health Insurance Program. The communication calls for securing CHIP's future so that

this essential program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of

thousands of pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage. 

 Learn More

 

Save Women's Preventive Care Act Introduced 

 U.S. Sen. Patty Murray (Wash.) introduced legislation that would codify the Women's Preventive

Services Guidelines, established by the Affordable Care Act. The Academy and other leading

medical and public health organizations joined to thank Murray for her work. The legislation would

continue coverage for over 55 million insured women including breast feeding services and

supplies, screening for HIV infection, and gestational diabetes and well-women visits, among other

services. 

 Learn More

 

Funding Bill Includes Federal Nutrition and Health Programs 

 President Trump signed the 2017 Consolidated Appropriations Act, funding discretionary

programs of the federal government through September 30. The Academy's priorities fared well in

the bill, and the Academy will continue working to protect funding for key nutrition programs and

services as Congress and the Trump administration draft the Fiscal Year 2018 budget by

communicating the value of nutrition programs developed, led and provided by registered dietitian

nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered. 

 Learn More

 

Updated State Resources and Success Stories 

 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity and

Obesity has added new resources showing the impact of federal funding in each state, including

major DNPAO programs and investments as well as links to profiles and success stories. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics
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Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate
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program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

Free May 24 Webinar: Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program 

 A free webinar, on May 24 from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. Central time, will discuss the Medicare

Diabetes Prevention Program: Opportunities for Food and Dietetics Practitioners. The webinar will

cover the new Medicare benefit for diabetes prevention, roles and growth opportunities, and how
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to meet requirements to get paid in 2018 and beyond. Email Michelle Kuppich at

mkuppich@eatright.org for more information. 

 Learn More

 

May 31 Deadline: Renew Your Academy Membership 

 Stay connected to the Academy: Renew your membership by May 31 through the Member

Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central

Time), or online. 

 Learn More

 

Use ANDHII to Streamline Nutrition Assessments in Clinical Practice 

 For Nutrition Research Month in May, explore all the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Health

Informatics Infrastructure has to offer for clinical practice. ANDHII can help you streamline patient

assessments by suggesting pertinent NCP terminology as you enter data and auto-filling

information from previous assessments into follow up notes. Use ANDHII reports to quickly

generate charts and graphs of patients' outcomes over time to gauge the impact of your

interventions. 

 Learn More

 

New Issue: MNT Provider 

 Are you ready to begin using the new ABN form with your Medicare patients? Do you want to play

a role in the new Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program benefit? Read the new MNT Provider

newsletter to position yourself for success. 

 Learn More

 

Build Career Value at FNCE 

 Nothing can provide you with a greater value than the career benefits you'll receive from attending

the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. FNCE is where you can learn the latest scientific

information on food and nutrition, discover new trends, connect with peers and access the top

experts  all in just four days. Learn how to apply your updated skills and knowledge, enabling you

to immediately improve your overall workplace practices and performance. The return on

investment will be evident in your employer's bottom line. 

 Learn More

 

Easier Access for Journal's App 

 Accessing the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics' iOS and Android apps just

became easier, with a short two-step process. The Journal app provides digital options like alerts

for new issues, accessibility support for the visually impaired and the ability to share articles via

email or social networking. 

 Learn More
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National Nutrition Month Student Program Winner 

 Congratulations to the winner of the 2017 National Nutrition Month Student Program: Brigham

Young University. Students can learn more about the program and view this year's submissions in

the Student Community. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is

the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More

 

Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery

models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and
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timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

New Video: Update from Academy President 

 In a new video, President Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND, updates members on the

February Board of Directors meeting that led to the Academy's new vision, mission and principles;

and delivers an important message about scientific research in dietetics during May's Nutrition

Research Month. 

 Learn More

 

Centennial of the Profession: Exhibit at Cleveland Museum Spotlights Academy's First Century 

 To commemorate the Academy's 1917 founding in Cleveland, Ohio, a new exhibit at the Dittrick

Museum of Medical History at Case Western Reserve University vividly depicts the Academy's

century of bringing nutrition and health to the public, in the U.S. and throughout the world. The

exhibit, "Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America: 100 Years of

Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition," will run through May 22. The exhibit includes

original photographs, archives and commemorative items documenting the Academy's first

century. The Foundation provided a grant to Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

to create the exhibit, which also includes materials depicting the history of the dietetics profession

in Cleveland and Ohio. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS
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Foundation Receives Hunger Free Communities Pilot Grant 

 Building off successful work resulting from a 2016 planning grant from the General Mills

Foundation, the Academy's Foundation announced a second round of $145,000 in funding to

include field testing a food and nutrition security community assessment facilitator guide with two

communities in the U.S. and one international community. 

 Learn More

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

 A food and nutrition resource hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian

assistance efforts in developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this

open-access collection includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations

and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply.The Academy will continue to

expand resources for global nutrition education; members are asked to sharing your feedback in a

brief survey. 

 Learn More

 

Register for Foundation FNCE Events 

 Registration is now open for Foundation Symposiums on October 21 and the Foundation Gala at

Navy Pier on October 23. 

 Learn More

 

May Everyday Heroes 

 The Foundation's May 2017 Everyday Heroes celebrate National Nutrition Month, Registered

Dietitian Nutritionist Day and National School Breakfast Week. 

 Learn More

 

Feeding America Food Banks Build Partnerships to Create Healthy Cities 

 The Foundation is evaluating Feeding America's Healthy Cities program - an integrated nutrition

and health initiative that brings together partners to provide food distribution, nutrition education,

health screenings and safe places to play. Learn more about the results of the pilot and the first

year of Phase II. 

 Learn More
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Donate to Second Century Campaign 

 Gifts to the Second Century campaign will support a bold new future in which registered dietitian

nutritionists lead the charge in improving nutritional health worldwide. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1638. RE: Milton Stokes

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 17:12:30

Subject: RE: Milton Stokes

Attachment: image001.png

Great – I will put him down for one. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 3:51 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Milton Stokes

 

 

Joan,  Milton would like a paper packet please!  Thanks! 2 orientations down 2 to go!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1639. Milton Stokes

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 16:51:06

Subject: Milton Stokes

Attachment:

Joan,  Milton would like a paper packet please!  Thanks! 2 orientations down 2 to go!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1640. Re: Headshot for the Media Guide

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 16:50:00

Subject: Re: Headshot for the Media Guide

Attachment: image001.png

Me too, thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 4:14 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Headshot for the Media Guide 

 

Donna,

 

 

Attached is the photo that we’re using for the 2017-18 Media Guide. I think it looks great!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1641. Headshot for the Media Guide

From: Rhys Saunders <rsaunders@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 16:17:45

Subject: Headshot for the Media Guide

Attachment: image001.png
Donna Martin.jpg

Donna,

 

 

Attached is the photo that we’re using for the 2017-18 Media Guide. I think it looks great!

 

 

Thanks,

 

Rhys Saunders 

 Media Relations Manager 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone:  312-899-4769
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1642. Student Debt Issue

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 16:01:58

Subject: Student Debt Issue

Attachment:

Hello!

 

Here is a few articles about the student debt being carried.  Since Master’s degrees will be the

norm for level of practice, I wonder if we could try to identify some solutions for students.  Lots to

consider with the move to increase diversity in our profession as well.

 

 

Let me know if I can help in any way?

 

 

MPR

 

 

 

Reference we could include

 
http://equitablegrowth.org/research-analysis/how-the-student-debt-crisis-affects-african-
americans-and-latinos/

 

 
http://www.demos.org/publication/debt-divide-racial-and-class-bias-behind-new-normal-student-
borrowing

 

 
https://studentloanhero.com/student-loan-debt-statistics-2016/

 

Americans owe nearly $1.3 trillion in student loan debt, spread out among about 43 million

borrowers. In fact, the average Class of 2016 graduate has $37,172 in student loan debt, up six

percent from last year.

 

 
http://equitablegrowth.org/research-analysis/how-the-student-debt-crisis-affects-african-
americans-and-latinos/
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Graduate student loan debt

 

About 40 percent of the $1 trillion student loan debt was used to finance graduate and professional

degrees.

 

 

Combined undergraduate and graduate debt by degree:

 

 

MBA = $42,000 (11% of graduate degrees)

 

Master of Education = $50,879 (16%)

 

Master of Science = $50,400 (18%)

 

Master of Arts = $58,539 (8%)

 

Law = $140,616 (4%)

 

Medicine and health sciences = $161,772 (5%)
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1643. Re: Committee Appointments

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 13:06:33

Subject: Re: Committee Appointments

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Those gifts that keep on giving!  Pretty soon Mary Russell and Marcy Kyle will be getting these

gifts! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 11:14 AM  

To: Dianne Polly  

Cc: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Committee Appointments 

 

Thanks Dianne!

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance
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Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 9:57 AM 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: Re: Committee Appointments

 

 

Fine with me to contact Shanon.  Just between the three of us, I had spoken with Diane J. about

Samia prior to appointing her.  I had served on that committee a couple years ago and Samia was

frequently absent.  I had reservations about appointing her, guess it proved correct.  I will try to

contact Shanon today.  The gift does keep giving, perhaps more than needed.  :)

 

Dianne

 

 

On Wed, May 10, 2017 at 8:09 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning,
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So making appointments to Academy committees is the gift that keeps on giving. I received word

yesterday that Samia Hamdan, the member of the Committee for Public Health/Community

Nutrition whom you asked to serve as Vice Chair this coming year, has experienced some

changes in her personal life and so is no longer able to take on this additional responsibility. She

will continue to serve on the committee but I need you to appoint a new Vice Chair. I spoke at

length with Diane Juskelis (staff partner) yesterday about the situation. Based on her

conversations with the current Chair and Vice Chair of the committee, she recommends asking

Shannon Robson to serve as Vice Chair as one of the “senior” members of the committee. They

do not believe Michele Guerrero is ready to take on this leadership responsibility (lacking

experience, travels a lot for work and so sometimes is not able to participate in conference calls).

Here is the listing of committee members for the 2017-2018 program year:

 

 
Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition (8 positions)
 

 

 

Staff: Diane Juskelis/Mya Wilson

 

Phyllis Stell Crowley+ 

2 years

 

2016-2018

 

Chair, 2017-2018

 

TBD

 

 

 

Vice chair, 2017-2018; Chair 2018-2019

 

Samia Hamdan+

 

2 ½ years

 

2016-2018

 

Term started January 2016

 

Caroline Roffidal-Blanco
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3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Melissa Pflugh Prescott

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Lauren Melnick 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Tammy Randall

 

1 year

 

2017-2018

 

BOD Liaison

 

Michele Guerrero+ 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Member with <7 years of experience

 

Shannon Robson+

 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Expert in PHCN education
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If Shannon does not wish to take on this responsibility (she current is a delegate although her term

expires May 31), then Diane and the committee leaders recommend asking Lauren Melnick. While

she will be brand new to the committee, she has previous leadership experience that would qualify

her for this role. Here is their contact information:

 

 

Shannon              robson@udel.edu           860-227-2375

 

Lauren                  melnicl@ccf.org               724-422-4169

 

 

Just let me know how you’d like to proceed and of course I’ll provide any necessary support.

Dianne, this committee was on your list to contact for the first go-around so I guess it’s yours this

time, as well, unless you and Donna wish to handle it differently.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1644. Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, May 10, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 11:36:19

Subject: Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, May 10, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

When exercise shifts from a healthy habit to an unhealthy addiction 

 http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/09/health/exercise-addiction-explainer/ 

 Source: BMJ 

 http://www.bmj.com/content/357/bmj.j1745

 

More Fruits and Veggies Ease Pancreatitis 

 Adequate hydration also linked to less severe bouts of acute disease 

 (Presented at the Digestive Disease Week 2017 meeting) 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/DDW/65132

 

Whats the Best Way for Patients with Inflammatory Bowel Disease to Address Abdominal

Pain? 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170509084055.htm 

 Source: Alimentary Pharmacology &Therapeutics 

 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/apt.14108/abstract;jsessionid=50E20C4B8C7E6EC54B9

6DEA3D9A8DDB0.f03t04

 

French models will need a doctor's note to hit the catwalk 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/french-models-doctors-note-hit-catwalk/story?id=47297793

 

Are your kids passionate about food? Heres how they can make a difference. 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/kids-heres-how-to-make-a-difference-if-youre-

passionate-about-nutrition-and-food/2017/05/09/ddd261aa-300c-11e7-9dec-

764dc781686f_story.html
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Households Purchase More Produce and Low-Fat Dairy at Supermarkets, Supercenters,

and Warehouse Club Stores 

 https://www.ers.usda.gov/amber-waves/2017/may/households-purchase-more-produce-and-low-

fat-dairy-at-supermarkets-supercenters-and-warehouse-club-stores/

 

10 vegetables that can kill you if theyre not prepared properly 

 We spill the beans on common yet dangerous ingredients 

 http://refrigerators.reviewed.com/features/in-the-wrong-hands-these-vegetables-are-deadly

 

Is single serve packaging also a health halo 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Manufacturers/Is-single-serve-packaging-also-a-health-halo 

 Source: Journal of Business Research 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0148296316306804

 

6 good reasons to stop eating sugar 

 https://www.usatoday.com/videos/news/health/2017/05/09/6-good-reasons-stop-eating-

sugar/101473866/ 

 Related Resource: Circulation 

 http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/135/19/e1017

 

Healthy Genie bets on dates as the next big thing in snacking 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Manufacturers/Healthy-Genie-bets-on-dates-as-the-next-big-

thing-in-snacking

 

What make consumers today splurge? IRIs survey says nutrition, ecofriendliness 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Markets/What-will-make-consumers-today-splurge-IRI-has-

some-answers

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Common Painkillers Tied to Slight Rise in Heart Attack Risk 

 Over-the-counter drugs like Aleve and Advil linked to higher odds, researchers say 

 -Energy Drinks May Make Rare Heart Condition More Dangerous 

 Those with long QT syndrome had spikes in blood pressure, heart muscle recharged more slowly,

study found 

 -Vitamin D Fails the Asthma Test 

 These supplements probably won't protect you from eczema or allergies either, researchers say 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Journal Review

 

Academys Food &Nutrition Magazine, May/June 2017 

 http://foodandnutrition.org/Current-Issue/#A043_HIGH_QUALITY_PRINT_MayJun17 
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 -Big Data Benefits 

 -#SocialPro Series: Managing Multiple Personas 

 -Stabilizers, Thickeners &Gelling Agents

 

American Journal of Lifestyle Medicine, May 5, 2017, Online First 

 http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ajl/0/0 

 -A Scoping Review of Positive Lifestyle and Wellness Interventions to Inform the Development of

a Comprehensive Health Promotion Program: HealthPro

 

American Journal of Public Health, May 2017 

 http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/current 

 -Video-Based Grocery Shopping Intervention Effect on Purchasing Behaviors Among Latina

Shoppers

 

British Journal of Nutrition, May 8, 2017, Online First 

 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/british-journal-of-nutrition/firstview 

 -A systematic review of diet quality indices in relation to obesity

 

Circulation, May 9, 2017 

 http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/current 

 -Sources of Sodium in US Adults From 3 Geographic Regions 

 -Added Sugars and Cardiovascular Disease Risk in Children: A Scientific Statement From the

American Heart Association

 

Clinical Nutrition, April 25-May 4, 2017, Online First 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/aip/02615614 

 -Effects of continuous use of probiotics before liver transplantation: a randomized, double-blind,

placebo-controlled trial 

 -The impact of rate of weight loss on body composition and compensatory mechanisms during

weight reduction: A randomized control trial

 

Journal of Nutrition Education and Behavior, May 2017 

 http://www.jneb.org/current 

 -A Multicomponent, School-Based Intervention, the Shaping Healthy Choices Program, Improves

Nutrition-Related Outcomes 

 -Confirming the Reliability and Validity of Others' Evaluation Tools Before Adopting for Your

Programs

 

Molecular Nutrition &Food Research, May 2017 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mnfr.v61.5/issuetoc 

 -Prospective study of the dietary inflammatory index and risk of breast cancer in postmenopausal

women 
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 -Maternal vitamin D status during pregnancy and risk of childhood asthma: A meta-analysis of

prospective studies 

 -Zinc-rich oysters as well as zinc-yeast- and astaxanthin-enriched food improved sleep efficiency

and sleep onset in a randomized controlled trial of healthy individuals

 

Nutrition Journal, May 5, 2017, Online First 

 https://nutritionj.biomedcentral.com/articles 

 -Dose-response relationship between dietary magnesium intake, serum magnesium concentration

and risk of hypertension: a systematic review and meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies

 

Public Health Nutrition, May 8-9, 2017, Online First 

 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/public-health-nutrition/firstview 

 -Energy contribution of sugar-sweetened beverage refills at fast-food restaurants 

 -Comparing measured calcium and vitamin D intakes with perceptions of intake in Canadian

young adults: insights for designing osteoporosis prevention education

 

Quote of the Week

 

To the world you are a mother, but to your family you are the world. 

 Unknown

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1645. RE: Committee Appointments

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 11:17:37

Subject: RE: Committee Appointments

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Thanks Dianne!

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 9:57 AM 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: Re: Committee Appointments
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Fine with me to contact Shanon.  Just between the three of us, I had spoken with Diane J. about

Samia prior to appointing her.  I had served on that committee a couple years ago and Samia was

frequently absent.  I had reservations about appointing her, guess it proved correct.  I will try to

contact Shanon today.  The gift does keep giving, perhaps more than needed.  :)

 

Dianne

 

 

On Wed, May 10, 2017 at 8:09 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning,

 

 

So making appointments to Academy committees is the gift that keeps on giving. I received word

yesterday that Samia Hamdan, the member of the Committee for Public Health/Community

Nutrition whom you asked to serve as Vice Chair this coming year, has experienced some

changes in her personal life and so is no longer able to take on this additional responsibility. She

will continue to serve on the committee but I need you to appoint a new Vice Chair. I spoke at

length with Diane Juskelis (staff partner) yesterday about the situation. Based on her

conversations with the current Chair and Vice Chair of the committee, she recommends asking

Shannon Robson to serve as Vice Chair as one of the “senior” members of the committee. They

do not believe Michele Guerrero is ready to take on this leadership responsibility (lacking

experience, travels a lot for work and so sometimes is not able to participate in conference calls).

Here is the listing of committee members for the 2017-2018 program year:

 

 
Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition (8 positions)
 

 

 

Staff: Diane Juskelis/Mya Wilson

 

Phyllis Stell Crowley+ 

2 years

 

2016-2018

 

Chair, 2017-2018
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TBD

 

 

 

Vice chair, 2017-2018; Chair 2018-2019

 

Samia Hamdan+

 

2 ½ years

 

2016-2018

 

Term started January 2016

 

Caroline Roffidal-Blanco

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Melissa Pflugh Prescott

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Lauren Melnick 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Tammy Randall

 

1 year

 

2017-2018

 

BOD Liaison
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Michele Guerrero+ 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Member with <7 years of experience

 

Shannon Robson+

 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Expert in PHCN education

 

 

If Shannon does not wish to take on this responsibility (she current is a delegate although her term

expires May 31), then Diane and the committee leaders recommend asking Lauren Melnick. While

she will be brand new to the committee, she has previous leadership experience that would qualify

her for this role. Here is their contact information:

 

 

Shannon              robson@udel.edu           860-227-2375

 

Lauren                  melnicl@ccf.org               724-422-4169

 

 

Just let me know how you’d like to proceed and of course I’ll provide any necessary support.

Dianne, this committee was on your list to contact for the first go-around so I guess it’s yours this

time, as well, unless you and Donna wish to handle it differently.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND
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Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1646. Re: Committee Appointments

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 11:00:51

Subject: Re: Committee Appointments

Attachment: image002.jpg
image001.png

Fine with me to contact Shanon.  Just between the three of us, I had spoken with Diane J. about

Samia prior to appointing her.  I had served on that committee a couple years ago and Samia was

frequently absent.  I had reservations about appointing her, guess it proved correct.  I will try to

contact Shanon today.  The gift does keep giving, perhaps more than needed.  :) 

Dianne 
 

On Wed, May 10, 2017 at 8:09 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:  

Good morning,

 

 

So making appointments to Academy committees is the gift that keeps on giving. I received word

yesterday that Samia Hamdan, the member of the Committee for Public Health/Community

Nutrition whom you asked to serve as Vice Chair this coming year, has experienced some

changes in her personal life and so is no longer able to take on this additional responsibility. She

will continue to serve on the committee but I need you to appoint a new Vice Chair. I spoke at

length with Diane Juskelis (staff partner) yesterday about the situation. Based on her

conversations with the current Chair and Vice Chair of the committee, she recommends asking

Shannon Robson to serve as Vice Chair as one of the “senior” members of the committee. They

do not believe Michele Guerrero is ready to take on this leadership responsibility (lacking

experience, travels a lot for work and so sometimes is not able to participate in conference calls).

Here is the listing of committee members for the 2017-2018 program year:

 

 
Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition (8 positions)
 

 

 

Staff: Diane Juskelis/Mya Wilson

 

Phyllis Stell Crowley+ 

2 years
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2016-2018

 

Chair, 2017-2018

 

TBD

 

 

 

Vice chair, 2017-2018; Chair 2018-2019

 

Samia Hamdan+

 

2 ½ years

 

2016-2018

 

Term started January 2016

 

Caroline Roffidal-Blanco

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Melissa Pflugh Prescott

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Lauren Melnick 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Tammy Randall

 

1 year
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2017-2018

 

BOD Liaison

 

Michele Guerrero+ 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Member with <7 years of experience

 

Shannon Robson+

 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Expert in PHCN education

 

 

If Shannon does not wish to take on this responsibility (she current is a delegate although her term

expires May 31), then Diane and the committee leaders recommend asking Lauren Melnick. While

she will be brand new to the committee, she has previous leadership experience that would qualify

her for this role. Here is their contact information:

 

 

Shannon              robson@udel.edu           860-227-2375

 

Lauren                  melnicl@ccf.org               724-422-4169

 

 

Just let me know how you’d like to proceed and of course I’ll provide any necessary support.

Dianne, this committee was on your list to contact for the first go-around so I guess it’s yours this

time, as well, unless you and Donna wish to handle it differently.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha
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Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

--  

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

Executive Director, 

Shelby County Education Foundation 

901-335-6106 
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1647. Committee Appointments

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Polly Dianne

<diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 10, 2017 09:12:52

Subject: Committee Appointments

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Good morning,

 

 

So making appointments to Academy committees is the gift that keeps on giving. I received word

yesterday that Samia Hamdan, the member of the Committee for Public Health/Community

Nutrition whom you asked to serve as Vice Chair this coming year, has experienced some

changes in her personal life and so is no longer able to take on this additional responsibility. She

will continue to serve on the committee but I need you to appoint a new Vice Chair. I spoke at

length with Diane Juskelis (staff partner) yesterday about the situation. Based on her

conversations with the current Chair and Vice Chair of the committee, she recommends asking

Shannon Robson to serve as Vice Chair as one of the “senior” members of the committee. They

do not believe Michele Guerrero is ready to take on this leadership responsibility (lacking

experience, travels a lot for work and so sometimes is not able to participate in conference calls).

Here is the listing of committee members for the 2017-2018 program year:

 

 
Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition (8 positions)
 

 

 

Staff: Diane Juskelis/Mya Wilson

 

Phyllis Stell Crowley+ 

2 years

 

2016-2018

 

Chair, 2017-2018

 

TBD
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Vice chair, 2017-2018; Chair 2018-2019

 

Samia Hamdan+

 

2 ½ years

 

2016-2018

 

Term started January 2016

 

Caroline Roffidal-Blanco

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Melissa Pflugh Prescott

 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Lauren Melnick 

3 years

 

2017-2020

 

 

Tammy Randall

 

1 year

 

2017-2018

 

BOD Liaison

 

Michele Guerrero+ 

3 years
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2016-2019

 

Member with <7 years of experience

 

Shannon Robson+

 

3 years

 

2016-2019

 

Expert in PHCN education

 

 

If Shannon does not wish to take on this responsibility (she current is a delegate although her term

expires May 31), then Diane and the committee leaders recommend asking Lauren Melnick. While

she will be brand new to the committee, she has previous leadership experience that would qualify

her for this role. Here is their contact information:

 

 

Shannon              robson@udel.edu           860-227-2375

 

Lauren                  melnicl@ccf.org               724-422-4169

 

 

Just let me know how you’d like to proceed and of course I’ll provide any necessary support.

Dianne, this committee was on your list to contact for the first go-around so I guess it’s yours this

time, as well, unless you and Donna wish to handle it differently.

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance
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Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1648. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 20:36:33

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

May 9, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

Academy Urges Congress to Extend the Children’s Health Insurance Program 

Save Women’s Preventive Care Act Introduced 

“Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care” Panel Discussion on June 7 

Congress Approves Funding Bill that Includes Federal Nutrition and Health Programs  

Making Malnutrition Matter -- Introducing a New Quality Blueprint for Action Webinar 

Successful Strategies to Diagnose, Treat, and Control Hypertension Webinar 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Sessions Begin Tomorrow! 

PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 – Register Today! 

PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

New Senate Co-Sponsor: Academy's Centennial Resolution 

Action Alert Update 

Updated State Resources and Success Stories Available from CDC’s DNPAO 

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

 You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) April 14

announcement that the FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed Rule

(malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program. The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)! The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings. In advance of the Academy’s

June comments, we are asking for your involvement and support with your submissions
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about the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents, and clients, and (2) your

business, company, or specific facility.

 

 

Academy Urges Congress to Extend the Children’s Health Insurance Program

 

The Academy joined First Focus and other leading stakeholders in sending a letter to

Congressional leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the

Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). The communication calls for securing CHIP’s future

so that this essential program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds

of thousands of pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage. For two decades, the

strong bipartisan program has been an essential source of children’s coverage for families whose

parents earn too much to qualify for Medicaid but too little to purchase private health insurance on

their own. The state-federal partnership gives governors broad flexibility to design their programs

to meet the needs of their states’ child populations. 

 

Save Women’s Preventive Care Act Introduced

 

Sen. Patty Murray (Wash.) has introduced legislation that would codify the Women’s Preventive

Services Guidelines established by the Affordable Care Act. The Academy and other leading

medical and public health organizations joined together to thank the Senator for her work. The

legislation would continue coverage for over 55 million insured women including breastfeeding

services and supplies, screening for HIV infection, and gestational diabetes and well women visits

among other services.

 

“Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care” Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity. Join us at a panel discussion on June 7

to learn about these first-of-their-kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can

be implemented, and what adoption of these competencies could mean for patients. Jeanne

Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will

join other patient and provider advocates on the panel.

 

Congress Approves Funding Bill that Includes Federal Nutrition and Health Programs  

On May 5, President Trump signed into law H.R. 244, the 2017 Consolidated Appropriations Act,

funding discretionary programs of the federal government through September 30, 2017. Overall,

the Academy’s priorities fared well in the bill. The Academy will continue working to protect funding

for key nutrition programs and services as Congress and the Administration draft the Fiscal Year

2018 budget by communicating the value of nutrition programs developed, led, and provided by
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RDNs and NDTRs.

 

Complementary Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter -- Introducing a New Quality Blueprint

for Action

 

Up to one out of two older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery

of care. The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped to develop the

National Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The blueprint outlines

potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing

malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute, and community settings as well as

strategies to address malnutrition. Join us on May 24, 2017 at 3:30 p.m. to learn how Academy

members can make a difference! One CPEU offered to attendees, register today.

 

 

Webinar: Successful Strategies to Diagnose, Treat, and Control Hypertension 

 Join Academy partners at the National Forum’s virtual mid-year member meeting on World

Hypertension Day (WHD) May 17, 1-2 PM EDT. The Forum, which will highlight members’ actions

to improve blood pressure control, is themed Know Your Numbers, with a goal of increasing high

blood pressure awareness in all populations around the world. Five National Forum members will

share policy, program, and system change strategies that improve blood pressure control. 

  

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Sessions Begin Tomorrow  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session.

Webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest the

day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic folder.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 

 Please join the over 400 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2 to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. For information about

the PPW including the tentative agenda, click here.

 

PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

 You must reserve your room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2. Sleeping rooms are

based on availability and may sellout prior to the deadline. For information about PPW Housing,

click here. 

  

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

 The affiliate public policy coordinators will begin scheduling meetings with US Senators and
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Representatives in the next few weeks. The ideal time to request a meeting is 3-4 weeks in

advance. The “Meeting Scripts and Outline for contacting your Members of Congress” is available

in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit subtopic on the Community of Interest. 

  

Two sample Hill Day meeting schedule forms can also be found in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit

subtopic on the Community of Interest. One is an Excel file and the other is a Word document.

Each sample has an example meeting shown. Please edit, add additional items or change the

document to meet your affiliate needs. For example, you may want add a column to identify the

name of the staff member(s) you will be meeting with or you may wish to identify legislation that

the member of Congress has supported in the past. If you need assistance, please let us know. 

  

PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The first list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator COI. To

obtain a copy of the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017

subfolder. You can download a copy of the excel file from the subfolder.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are now available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the

PPW Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. The recording of these

webinars are also available for online viewing. Click on the link below to view the webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 
 
New Senate Co-Sponsor: Academy's Centennial Resolution 
 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the congressional resolution commemorating the
Academy's Centennial has gained another new co-sponsor in the Senate: Chuck Grassley (Iowa).
Please take a moment to ask your Member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy’s
Centennial by co-sponsoring the Congressional Resolution and send a note of thanks to those
who already have!
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1.

2.

 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue 

 to need your assistance to increase member action alert participation for the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can

do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 5/9/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

63

 

77

 

Congress Contacted

 

97%

 

99.8%

 

Number of Letters Sent
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10,650

 

24,653

 

Members participating

 

4%

 

8.4%

 

 

Updated State Resources and Success Stories Available from CDC’s DNPAO 

 The Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity and

Obesity (DNPAO) added great new resources showing the impact of federal funding in each state.

New information is available on DNPAO’s major programs and investments in each state; links are

available to profiles and success stories. Click here for more information.

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1
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Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 Please let me know if you have questions.  

 

Best Regards,  

 

Teresa 

Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS  

Director, Grassroots Advocacy  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460  

Washington, D.C. 20036  

Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022  

Fax: 202.775.8284  

Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1649. Public Policy Workshop 2017 Welcome and News Update

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 19:29:25

Subject: Public Policy Workshop 2017 Welcome and News Update

Attachment: unknown_name_vh7wr

Welcome to the Academy’s Public Policy Workshop Community of Interest! 

 May 10, 2017

 

Dear PPW 2017 attendees, 

  

We are looking forward to seeing you at PPW 2017!  

 

What is a Community of Interest (COI)? 

 It is an online forum that will help all PPW attendees get up-to-date information about the

conference, download handouts and presentations, link up with other PPW registrants and

discover fun PPW activities! You can access this community at https://pia.webauthor.com/  

 

Logging In: To log in enter your Academy username and your Academy password (which you

use to log into the member area of eatrightpro.org). Your Academy membership will be verified

and then you will be granted access to all the features of the community. You can complete your

profile, post your photo, and join or start a variety of discussions!  

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Sessions Begin Tomorrow! 

 The dates for the PPW webinars for attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to participate

in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPE for each session. All webinars will

be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest the day following

the session. The mp4 recorded webinar will be located in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic

folder.

 

 

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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Welcome to the Policy Initiatives and Advocacy (PIA) Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics Community of Interest! 
Please take a few minutes to familiarize yourself with these guidelines in order to fully utilize this tool.  


 
1. Participation is limited to current Academy volunteers who participate in Policy, Initiative and Advocacy 


groups.  All ADA guidelines regarding “netiquette” and appropriate use of online communication will apply, 


including antitrust requirements. 
 


2. The web address to access the community is http://pia.webauthor.com.  
 


             
 


 
 


To Sign In, use your eatright.org  
USERNAME and PASSWORD.  


  
(Passwords should only be changed via the 


eatright.org site, which will then carry over 
any changes to the Community.)   



http://pia.webauthor.com/
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3. You will land on the HOME page.  


 


 
 


 


 


5. On your first visit, 


Upload your  
PHOTO by selecting the 
BROWSE button. 


4. On your first visit, Select  


    MY PROFILE.    
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6.  On your first 
visit, scroll down in 


your PROFILE, and 
enter your “BIO” for 


other members to 
see. 


Be sure to Click SAVE PROFILE. 
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To access a COMMUNITY, click either the specific COMMUNITY name or the ENTER button on the right side of 


the screen next to specific COMMUNITY you want access to.   
 


 


 
 


You will receive a 


Preview of your Profile.   
 


Click COMMUNITIES to 
return back to the 


HOME screen. 
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5. UPDATES  
Post an update, 


question, news 


item, or short 
comment into the 


box and it will be 
delivered to all 


members of the 
community.  


Utilize LINK, FILE, and 
other buttons to share 


files, links, videos 
and/or photos. 


Click the UPDATE 
button to send your 


message to the entire 


Community. 


LIBRARY 


Contains meeting and 
reference documents by 


folder  
(Posts by Moderator Only). 


COMMUNITY AT A GLANCE 


EVENTS & TASKS 


Post meeting times and 
tasks to complete if desired.  
(Posts by Moderator Only.)  


MEMBERS 


Click on this 
tab to see 


others Bios 
and pictures. 


CONFERENCE may be 


used to share documents 
during a call. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 


Password 
Q: “I cannot login.”   


A:  Your “Username” and “password” are the same one you use for login to 
www.eatright.org as a member.  If you change either of these on 


eatright.org, then it will change for the online Community.  
 


Q: “Once logged in, my screen looks different than other members.”   
A:  Members may be included in more than one community, so some 


members have access to different groups than you may.” 
 


Q: “When I click on a document, it does not download and is sometimes 


difficult to read.” 
A:  To gain the full reading ability on many documents, it is best to click the 


DOWNLOAD button once the document is available. 
 


Q: “When I returned to the Community after a few minutes, I was required 
to log back in. Why?” 


A:  As with most sites requiring a login, a certain period of inactivity will 
cause you to be automatically logged out.  This protects the site from 


unauthorized access and other problems. 
 


 
Jeanne Blankenship, MS, RD Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy 


Mary Pat Raimondi, MS, RD, Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships 
 



http://www.eatright.org/
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PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers 

 Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 Dianne Polly, JD RDN LDN FAND

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill 

 Mike Glasgow, RDN, CD 

 Missy Cody, PhD, RDN, LD

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1: Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care 

 Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

 Mike Glasgow, RDN, CD

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2: Nutrition Education in the Farm Bill (SNAP-Ed and EFNEP) 

 Patty Keane, MS, RD 

 Lauren Au, PhD, RD

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge! 

 Patty Keane, MS, RD 
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 Lisa Eaton Wright, MS, RDN, LDN

 
Register Here

 

PPW Handouts 

 PPW 2017 is a paperless conference. All handouts for the sessions will be available on the COI

one week before PPW. If you wish to have handouts with you, please download them onto a

portable electronic device. 

  

Please watch for weekly updates about PPW, new materials and to join the chatter! See you in

Washington, DC in June!

 

Best,

 

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1650. May 19-20 Board Meeting Attachments

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 18:47:43

Subject: May 19-20 Board Meeting Attachments

Attachment: image001.png

The agenda and corresponding attachments for the May 19-20 Board meeting have begun to be

posted on the Board of Directors’ communication platform. All attachments for agenda items will

be e-mailed in one complete PDF and placed on the communications platform by Thursday, May

11. Attachments for the Executive Session will not be placed on the communication platform but

will be e-mailed to you next week. 

 

Click here and enter your Academy website username and password to access the agenda and

attachments. As a reminder the committee and task force reports which have been placed on the

Board portal can be viewed here. Please reply to all if you have any questions or if a report needs

full member discussion at the Board meeting.
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Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1651. Important Reminder: PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy

Makers

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 18:30:33

Subject: Important Reminder: PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact

on Policy Makers

Attachment: image001.png
Connecting to WebEx Events.pdf
PPW 2017 Session 1 What's In It for Me Handout.pdf

 
 
PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers 
 Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
 2 – 3:00 pm Eastern 
 (11 am – 12:00 pm Pacific; 1 – 2:00 pm Central) 
   
 
The PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers will be held
tomorrow May 10, 2017!

 

 

**MAC/APPLE Product Users:  In order for WebEx audio to correctly stream on your computer,

please click the following link and follow the steps to install the update.  This must be done PRIOR

to connecting for the live event. http://www.intercall.com/downloads/rpvoip_mac.pkg

 

 

**Connecting to WebEx:  For the convenience of all, please see the attached pdf: Connecting to

WebEx Events for instructions to accessing/connecting to WebEx.

 

 

Alternative Connection Option:

 

You can connect 15 minutes prior to the event via an alternative pathway:

 

Go to https://eatright.webex.com/eatright  

Under Meeting Center tab (upper left), browse meetings to find the PPW Session 1: What’s In

It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers meeting listed. 

Select Join on the far right 
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• If you are new to WebEx, here are a few tips to 
help you Connect Successfully to the webinar 
 
 
 


Welcome to WebEx!  


 
 
 


Step 1: Log onto WebEx 
RECOMMENDED: Use the unique link provided to you in your registration confirmation email 


from WebEx. (REMINDER EMAIL WILL BE SENT OUT FROM WEBEX 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO THE EVENT START TIME) 


 
If unable to locate your personal link /email, please use the following steps: 
 
Alternative Connection Option: 
• Since we realize that some email servers may block, or spam, the messages from WebEx, as a registered 


user for the event, you can connect 15 minutes prior to the event via an alternative pathway: 
• Go to https://eatright.webex.com/eatright  
• Under Meeting Center tab (upper left), browse meetings to find the meeting listed. 
• Select Join on the far right 
• It will have you enter your name, email and the event password.  This password is case sensitive so you 


would enter the password as noted on the email you received with this instruction sheet. 
• Agree to allow it to connect to the audio conference and it will pull you into the event. 
 
NEW! - Mobile Device Users:   
• You are welcome to connect via the free iTunes App Store or Google Play Store Cisco WebEx App.  Be 


sure to download and install the free app.  To connect, simply open the app and join the event via 
Meeting Number by entering the following: 


• Meeting Number: (insert meeting ID assigned by WebEx and provided on email) 
• Meeting Password: (insert password assigned and provided on email) 
 
**Note:  WebEx is currently experiencing an audio streaming issue across all users for Mac 


systems.  Therefore all registrants MUST connect via a PC or mobile device in order to hear sound during 
the live event.   



https://eatright.webex.com/eatright
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Step 2: What to Expect 
Once you are logged 
into the event (this can 
take up to 90 seconds as the system 


recognizes your computer), you 
will be automatically 
muted upon entry.  
This is to minimize 
background noise. 


 


Please keep yourself 
muted.  Your name on 
the participant list will 
look as follows 


 


All attendees are muted on entry.   


Please leave as shown during the event. 


Troubleshooting: Can’t hear anything?   
Test Your Speakers  


1. Select “Audio” 


 


 


 


2. Select “Speaker/Microphone Audio 


Test” 
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Select Your Speakers or Listening 
Device  


 


1. Select Your Computer 


Speakers, USB Headset or 


similar 


 


 


 


 


 


Test to Verify Sound 


 


1. You should hear sound 


after selecting “Test” 


 


 


 


 


If you can  


hear sound 


and you see 


the slide 


bar move… 


SUCCESS! 


 


Click “OK” 


to exit test 
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• Test Your System BEFORE the Event if you have 
never used WebEx before 


• If your work or computer has a firewall, please 
contact your IT department  IN ADVANCE with 
any technical concerns: 


– Inability to hear sound 


– Inability to connect 


– Inability to log into the event 


We will record this event for anyone who misses it 
and send out the link for viewing post event 


Remember… 





Connecting to WebEx Events.pdf
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PPW Session 1:


What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact 
on Policy Makers


May 10, 2017


Please use chat box 


for questions


Moderator


Lorri Holzberg


MA, RDN


- Chair


- Academy’s Legislative and Public 
Policy Committee (LPPC)


- Vice President, Public Policy


- California Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics


3


Objectives:  


After this session you will be able to:


1 Describe your value and communicate it to elected officials during 


visits with elected officials on the Hill and in the home state


2 Utilize effective connecting and developing relationships with their 


legislators


3 Identify techniques for effectively communicating Academy 


messages with elected officials


4 Utilize proven advocacy strategies for successfully and effectively 


connecting and developing relationships with their legislators


Speaker One


Dianne K. Polly


JD, RDN, LDN, FAND


- Speaker-Elect-House of Delegates 


2016-2017


- LPPC Ex-officio member 


2017-2018


5


What’s In It For Me?
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My short story…


• As a young dietitian wanted to change the world by 
improving our food system


• Accepted into law school 20 years before I went


• Goal:  “Ralphine” Nader (consumer advocate for 
improving our nutrition and food systems)


• Passion is improving public health nutrition  


• First foray into advocacy was as a Girl Scout in 
Nebraska 


• Hooked early but continue to learn 


A tad more


• Causes sometimes initiated my actions


– Environment – soda bottles, saving the planet


– Meals on Wheels 


– Vending Machines out of Schools


– Taxes


Local First


• Local


– Join civic organizations


– Attend town hall meetings


– Help campaign or run for Aldermen/City Council/Mayor


– Participate in  health coalitions


– Leadership programs 


– Go to town hall meetings


– VOTE


Mayor Jim Strickland of Memphis


Mayor Luttrell of Shelby County State Government


• Most importantly, get to know them before you need 
them to do something


• Participate in Day on the Hill


• Take students – Elected officials love our students


• Licensure issues and efforts abound


• Expert testimony sometimes needed


• Asked to join the first state hunger coalition 
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State Day on the Hill Federal Government


• Most, if not all have local presence


• Staff have the ear of the elected official


• Do you research on your Representatives and 
Senators before you arrive in Washington DC


• Some have special morning or afternoon gatherings 
for their state constituents 


Washington DC US Representative Cohen in Memphis


PPW 2016 Dianne’s Do’s and Don’ts


• Be organized and prepared  


• Research the officials before you see them


• Find a personal connection but don’t dilly dally too much


• State Majority Leader said “Stop by every time you are in 
town.  (Especially if you don’t need anything from me!) 


• Have your story ready and practice your spiel


• Find your own style  


• Don’t be afraid of them  


• Don’t need to know all the answers initially – but get them 
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Final Thoughts


• Gets easier and becomes fun!! Enjoy D.C. 


• Now I am invited to their events 


– BBQ’s, Galas, Parties, Fundraisers, Speaker


• They usually love publicity – so send them pictures 
from newspapers, newsletters,  etc. 


• Connect with them even if not directly related to 
nutrition initially


• Contribute to their election or our PAC - $$$ talks 


Speaker One


•


•


Donna Martin


EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND


- President-Elect


2016-2017


- LPPC Ex-officio member 


2016-2017


Meet with your Congressman when they are 
home in the District!


You first time to DC?  No worries!


We will hold your hand!!! Legislative and Public Policy Committee 
(LPPC) and DC office staff have your back!
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Congressman or Staffer? Don’t forget those 
personal stories and 
Media Stories that you
can share 
with your 
congressman.


So how do you develop those personal relationships?
Invite them to your workplace!


Let them meet with people you work with who 
can support your issues!


They love photo ops! Invite the media!
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When your Congressman changes invite the new 
person to your district!


Feed my School Event!


Don’t forget those Senators! You may even get a kiss!


Work with other Organizations that share our 
goals and educate them on the issues so they can 
go to the Hill and share our message!


These groups bring big name people in to speak!  
Senator Stabinow
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These groups sometimes have more clout than 
we do!


Meet with Committee staff to discuss 
issues.  (Senate Agriculture Committee)


If you have the opportunity –
testify before congress!


Briefing on Farm to School Bill


USDA Secretary Vilsack USDA Undersecretary Kevin Concannon
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Then the White House calls you! Roundtable at White House


First Lady’s Visit to Burke County on her American 
Garden Tour 


Talking about how we share the same passion!


Capstone Event in the White House Gardens
POTUS
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The power of relationships!!


Questions?


Please use 


chat box


51


2017 Public Policy Workshop Webinars
Webinar Series for PPW 2017 Attendees


PPW Webinar Topics


Wednesday, May 10
2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)


PPW Session 1:
What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers


Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
Dianne Polly, JD RDN LDN FAND


Moderator: Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN


Wednesday, May 17 
2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)


PPW Session 2:


Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill
Mike Glasgow, RDN, CD


Missy Cody, PhD, RDN, LD
Moderator: Lauren Au, PhD, RD


Wednesday, May 24
2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)


PPW Session 3:


Issue 1: Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care
Speakers TBD


Wednesday, May 31


2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)


PPW Session 4:
Issue 2:Nutrition Education


Speakers TBD


Wednesday, June 7 
2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)


PPW Session 5:


Ready Set Charge!
Patty Keane, MS, RD


Lisa Eaton Wright, MS, RDN, LDN
Moderator: Sarah Mott, MPH MS RD


•


Public Policy Workshop Session 2:


Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill


Wednesday, May 17, 2017


2 – 3 p.m. Eastern Time


53
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• Live Event CPEU Certificate:


Your certificate will be emailed to you with 
an evaluation survey.


• Recorded Event CPEU Certificate:
Contact Paulina at pweeden@eatright.org for 
the certificate and the evaluation survey.


55


Thank You!


If you have questions contact:


Teresa Nece MS, RDN, LD, SNS


Director, Grassroots Advocacy


tnece@eatright.org


5/9/2017
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PPW 2017 Session 1 What's In It for Me Handout.pdf



4.

5.

•

•

It will have you enter your name, email and the event password.  This password is case

sensitive so you would enter the word PPW17 (all letters are uppercase) 

Agree to allow it to connect to the audio conference and it will pull you into the event. 

 

NEW! - Mobile Device Users:  

You are welcome to connect via the free iTunes App Store or Google Play Store Cisco WebEx

App.  Be sure to download and install the free app.  To connect, simply open the app and join the

event via Meeting Number by entering the following:

 

Meeting Number:      741 545 354 

Meeting Password:        PPW17  (all letters are uppercase) 

 

NEW Feature:  The WebEx platform allows participants to take notes along with the live

presentation during the meeting, and at the conclusion of the meeting, you will have the ability to

save or print your personal notes if using this feature.  This is an optional feature for participants.  

 

Handouts:

 

·       Instructions to Connect to WebEx

 

·       Handout: PPW Session 1

 

 

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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1652. RE: General Mills Funding

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>, Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>

Cc: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sitoya Mansell <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy

Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritioned.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul

Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 18:15:51

Subject: RE: General Mills Funding

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Wonderful! A truly great story and the outcomes continue to tell our story. We make a difference in

the short and long term……………and it pays back!

 

Thanks for sharing Gus,

 

M

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy
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Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Gus Schumacher [mailto:gus@wholesomewave.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 1:09 PM 

 To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>; Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sitoya Mansell <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>; Sylvia Escott-Stump

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>; Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>; JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritioned.com>;

peark02@outlook.com; Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: General Mills Funding

 

 

Martha and colleagues, 

 

 

 Excellent news on General Mills--also very pleased to see this NPR article featuring the key role

of a dietitian in improving her patients health with VeggieR/x prescriptions--a program expanding

in hospitals, clinics and now VA MEdical Centers. 

 

 

  Is Anna Ziegler a member of the Academy--would be terrific if she is and if the Lucille or Donna

could send her a note of commendation--
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 Gus

 

 
http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2017/05/08/526952657/fresh-food-by-prescription-this-
health-care-firm-is-trimming-costs-and-waistline

 

 

 
EATING AND HEALTH

 

Fresh Food By Prescription: This Health Care Firm Is Trimming Costs — And Waistlines

 

·         Email

 

May 8, 20174:43 AM ET

 

Heard on Morning Edition

 
ALLISON AUBREY

 
Twitter

 

BigFishDesign/iStockphoto/Getty Images

 

The advice to eat a healthy diet is not new. Back around 400 B.C., Hippocrates, the Greek doctor,

had this missive: Let food be thy medicine.

 

But as a society, we've got a long way to go. About 1 out of every 2 deaths from heart disease,

stroke and Type 2 diabetes in the U.S. is linked to a poor diet. That's about 1,000 deaths a day.

 

There are lots of places to lay the blame. Calories are cheap, and indulgent foods full of salt, sugar

and fat are usually within our reach 24/7.

 

So, how best to turn this around? Consider Tom Shicowich's story. It begins with a toe. His left

pinky toe.

 

"One day I looked down and it was a different color ... kind of blue," Shicowich says. And he began

to feel sick. "I thought I was coming down with the flu."

 

The next day he was on the operating table. A surgeon amputated his toe, and it took two weeks

of intravenous antibiotics to fend off the infection.
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Registered dietitian Anna Ziegler counsels Tom Shicowich, who has Type 2 diabetes. Since

enrolling in the Fresh Food Pharmacy program, Shicowich has lost about 45 pounds. His

hemoglobin A1C level has dropped significantly.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

All told, he spent a month in the hospital and a rehab facility. "Oh, I tell you, it was a bad year,"

Shicowich recalls.

 

But this wasn't just bad luck. His toe emergency was somewhat predictable. Foot infections are a

common complication of Type 2 diabetes — often due to nerve damage and poor blood flow,

especially when the disease isn't well-controlled.

 

He racked up about $200,000 in medical charges from his toe emergency. The portion he had to

pay out of pocket drained his savings account. "I did shell out $23,000 to the hospital, so that was

a kick in the head," Shicowich tells us.

 

It was also a wake-up call.

 

Shicowich was more than 100 pounds overweight. He was was fighting nerve damage, high blood

pressure and kidney problems — all complications of diabetes.

 

"So I knew it was time for a change," he told me. And last year, he found the help — and the

motivation — he was looking for: a new food pharmacy program that has helped him overhaul how

he eats.

 

Welcome to the food pharmacy

 

"Folks, good morning, and welcome to the ribbon-cutting and opening of the Fresh Food

Pharmacy," intoned Sam Balukoff, the master of ceremonies at Geisinger Health System's recent

debut of a new food pharmacy located on the grounds of a hospital in central Pennsylvania.

 

At this event, Shicowich was one of the stars of the show. Over the past year, he and about 180

patients with Type 2 diabetes have been participating in a pilot program aimed at getting them to

change their diets and lose weight. They receive free groceries of healthy foods every week.

 

Shicowich has lost about 45 pounds, and he is now much more active.

 

The Geisinger Fresh Food Pharmacy is stocked with healthy pantry staples, like oatmeal and

peanut butter, as well as fresh produce.
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Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

Each week, Shicowich and the other participants come to the food pharmacy. In its new

incarnation, it looks more like a grocery, with neatly stocked shelves filled with healthy staples

such as whole grain pasta and beans. The refrigerators are full of fresh produce, greens, low-fat

dairy, lean meats and fish.

 

The participants meet one-on-one with a registered dietitian. They're given recipes and hands-on

instruction on how to prepare healthy meals. Then, they go home with a very different kind of

prescription: five days' worth of free, fresh food.

 

Shicowich says it's a huge change from his old habit. "I would stop at a Burger King or a

McDonald's or buy a frozen Hungry-Man dinner, basic bachelor food; you know, heat and eat."

 

But those days are over. Now, he and his girlfriend cook meals at home. He says now it's much

easier to climb a flight of stairs or take a walk with his girlfriend.

 

"It's life-changing"

 

Shicowich's health has improved. His blood sugar and blood pressure have dropped so much that

if he keeps on track, his doctors say they will reduce his medications.

 

"It's life-changing," David Feinberg, the president and CEO of Geisinger Health System, says of

the results Geisinger has seen.

 

He says, so far, all the patients in the pilot program have made similar improvements. "It's mind-

blowing," he says. And he says the range of support patients are offered — everything from

dietary counseling to wellness classes and workshops — can help them succeed.

 

Take, for instance, the significant declines in patients' hemoglobin A1C levels. This is a blood test

used to track how well patients with diabetes are controlling their blood sugar.

 

A year ago, Shicowich's A1C was close to 11. Now it's down in the high-6 range. Anything under

6.5 is considered below the threshold of Type 2 diabetes, according to the Mayo Clinic. Feinberg

says this means that Shicowich — and other participants in the program — have a much better

chance of avoiding many complications of Type 2 diabetes if they can maintain their A1C levels

down in this range.

 

"[They] won't go blind; [they] won't have kidney disease, amputations," Feinberg says. "The list

goes on and on."
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Cheaper than paying for complications

 

When this program started, some questioned the premise of giving away free, fresh food to

patients with diabetes. But keep in mind, the costs associated with diabetes in the U.S. now 

exceed $240 billion a year.

 

Once you consider that price tag, Geisinger's program can look like a bargain. Over the course of

a year, the company will spend about $1,000 on each Fresh Food Pharmacy patient. All of the

participants in the program are low-income, so the gift of the food eliminated a key obstacle to

eating well.

 

Enlarge this image

 

Patients enrolled in the Fresh Food Pharmacy program receive about a week's worth of free, fresh

produce and other healthy items.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

But would this lead to a reduction in health care costs?

 

Feinberg says as his team tracks hemoglobin A1C levels in the pilot participants, it is also

assessing the number of medical visits and sicknesses along with the overall cost of caring for

these patients.

 

It's still early days, and the team plans to fully analyze its first year of data. But here's what they

estimate so far: "A decrease in hemoglobin A1C of 1 point saves us [about] $8,000," Feinberg

says.

 

And many of the participants have seen a decline in hemoglobin A1C of about 3 points. "So that's

[about] $24,000 we're saving in health care costs," Feinberg says. "It's a really good value."

Geisinger is now in the process of expanding the program to new locations within Pennsylvania.

 

Is prevention medicine the future?

 

This program is an example of the booming interest in prevention-oriented medicine.

 

The current health care system in the U.S. is often more aptly described as a disease-care

system. "It's reactive," says Mitesh Patel, a physician and assistant professor of health care

management at The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. "We wait until people get

sick and then spend lot of resources helping them get better."
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But Patel says there are signs this is beginning to change. "I think the paradigm shift has already

begun," he told us. Patel's take on Geisinger's new Fresh Food Pharmacy program: It includes the

kind of financial and social incentives that can help motivate people to make changes.

 

For instance, the Fresh Food Pharmacy gives free, fresh food not just to the patients enrolled but

to everyone in their household as well.

 

"The way we behave is really influenced by others around us," says Patel. So promoting a group

effort could "make the program a lot more sticky and more likely to succeed."

 

It's always a challenge to get people to maintain lifestyle changes over the long term. But, Patel

says, "If you get the entire family to change the way they eat, you're much more likely to improve

health."

 

A Coca-Cola truck drives past a Burger King in Northumberland County, Pa. More than 40 percent

of county residents have conditions that put them at risk of diabetes, and 14.2 percent of

households are food-insecure.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

The evidence that lifestyle-modification programs can reduce health care costs is starting to

accumulate.

 

Earlier this year, researchers published findings in the journal Health Affairs that evaluated the

medical expenses of Medicare patients with prediabetes. The patients had completed a one-year 

diabetes prevention program focused on healthy eating and increased physical activity. The

researchers found, overall, the average health care savings was about $300 per person, per

quarter — compared with patients who hadn't been through the program.

 

 

On Tue, May 9, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board

 

From:    Foundation Chair, Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

 

I am pleased to announce that $145,000 in funding from the General Mills Foundation to support

the Hunger Free Communities pilot was secured.  We look forward to working on this important

project and appreciate General Mills Foundation’s ongoing support of the Academy Foundation.  
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In Phase I (planning) of the Hunger Free Communities Project, we collaborated with food security,

nutrition, and health economics experts from around the world to develop and validate the

following: 

·        A food and nutrition security community assessment facilitator guide tailored for existing data

and community characteristics

 

·        A decision process that allows communities to consider financial impact and uncertainty

criteria to rank a list of potential food and nutrition interventions

 

·        Recommended food and nutrition security assessment tools

 

·        Infrastructure assessment for communities to collect data and evaluate impact with the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) platform

 

 

In Phase II, we proposed field testing the guide, process, and tools with two communities in the

U.S. and one international community.  This will benefit the targeted communities in strategic

planning and decision making and to make additional enhancements to the guide which can only

be identified through pilot testing in real-life situations.  Global dissemination and communications

about the revised guide will be launched.  

 

Please let me know if there is any additional information we can provide.  Thanks.
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1653. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 17:54:22

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

May 9, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

Academy Urges Congress to Extend the Children’s Health Insurance Program 

Save Women’s Preventive Care Act Introduced 

“Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care” Panel Discussion on June 7 

Congress Approves Funding Bill that Includes Federal Nutrition and Health Programs  

Making Malnutrition Matter -- Introducing a New Quality Blueprint for Action Webinar 

Successful Strategies to Diagnose, Treat, and Control Hypertension Webinar 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Sessions Begin Tomorrow! 

PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 – Register Today! 

PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

New Senate Co-Sponsor: Academy's Centennial Resolution 

Action Alert Update 

Updated State Resources and Success Stories Available from CDC’s DNPAO 

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Malnutrition Impact on Patients and Practice: Member Input Needed! 

 You may have seen Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) April 14

announcement that the FY 2018 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) Proposed Rule

(malnutrition measures are referenced on pages 1083-1087) proposes inclusion of four new

malnutrition-focused electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) in a future Hospital IQR

Program.  The Academy is thrilled that our efforts have resulted in four electronic clinical quality

measures (screening, assessment, diagnosis, and care plan) for malnutrition being included in the

proposed CMS hospital inpatient rule as in a future Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program

(IQR)!  The Academy believes CMS should address malnutrition immediately by adopting all four

proposed malnutrition measures in the Hospital IQR this year and to adopt malnutrition measures

in post-acute care and community settings in future rulemakings.  In advance of the Academy’s

June comments, we are asking for your involvement and support with your submissions

about the impact of malnutrition on (1) your patients, residents, and clients, and (2) your

business, company, or specific facility.
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Academy Urges Congress to Extend the Children’s Health Insurance Program

 

The Academy joined First Focus and other leading stakeholders in sending a letter to

Congressional leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the

Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). The communication calls for securing CHIP’s future

so that this essential program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds

of thousands of pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage. For two decades, the

strong bipartisan program has been an essential source of children’s coverage for families whose

parents earn too much to qualify for Medicaid but too little to purchase private health insurance on

their own. The state-federal partnership gives governors broad flexibility to design their programs

to meet the needs of their states’ child populations. 

 

Save Women’s Preventive Care Act Introduced

 

Sen. Patty Murray (Wash.) has introduced legislation that would codify the Women’s Preventive

Services Guidelines established by the Affordable Care Act. The Academy and other leading

medical and public health organizations joined together to thank the Senator for her work. The

legislation would continue coverage for over 55 million insured women including breastfeeding

services and supplies, screening for HIV infection, and gestational diabetes and well women visits

among other services.

 

“Preparing Health Care Providers for Obesity Care” Panel Discussion on June 7 

 Over 1/3 of U.S. adults have obesity, with obesity care costing as much as $210 Billion per year,

and yet it is not a major focus in the training and education of our current and future health care

providers. To address this critical gap, educators from over 20 organizations representing a dozen

health professions have collaborated to develop the first ever set of interdisciplinary educational

competencies for the prevention and treatment of obesity. Join us at a panel discussion on June 7

to learn about these first-of-their-kind competencies, how they were developed and how they can

be implemented, and what adoption of these competencies could mean for patients.  Jeanne

Blankenship, M.S., RDN, the Academy’s Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, will

join other patient and provider advocates on the panel.

 

Congress Approves Funding Bill that Includes Federal Nutrition and Health Programs  

On May 5, President Trump signed into law H.R. 244, the 2017 Consolidated Appropriations Act,

funding discretionary programs of the federal government through September 30, 2017. Overall,

the Academy’s priorities fared well in the bill. The Academy will continue working to protect funding

for key nutrition programs and services as Congress and the Administration draft the Fiscal Year

2018 budget by communicating the value of nutrition programs developed, led, and provided by

RDNs and NDTRs. 
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Complementary Webinar: Making Malnutrition Matter -- Introducing a New Quality Blueprint

for Action

 

Up to one out of two older Americans are at risk for malnutrition, yet there is a gap in the delivery

of care. The Academy, as part of the Defeat Malnutrition Today coalition, helped to develop the

National Blueprint: Achieving Quality Malnutrition Care for Older Adults. The blueprint outlines

potential actions to close the gap and improve health outcomes for older adults by addressing

malnutrition care across the continuum of acute, post-acute, and community settings as well as

strategies to address malnutrition. Join us on May 24, 2017 at 3:30 p.m. to learn how Academy

members can make a difference! One CPEU offered to attendees, register today.

 

 

Webinar: Successful Strategies to Diagnose, Treat, and Control Hypertension 

 Join Academy partners at the National Forum’s virtual mid-year member meeting on World

Hypertension Day (WHD) May 17, 1-2 PM EDT. The Forum, which will highlight members’ actions

to improve blood pressure control, is themed Know Your Numbers, with a goal of increasing high

blood pressure awareness in all populations around the world. Five National Forum members will

share policy, program, and system change strategies that improve blood pressure control. 

  

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Sessions Begin Tomorrow  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

Webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest the

day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic folder.  

  

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill
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Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

PPW Registration Closing on Friday, June 2 

 Please join the over 400 members to stand up for important issues at the Academy's Public Policy

Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Be sure to register by Friday, June 2  to secure your

spot at the world’s largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit. For information about

the PPW including the tentative agenda, click here.

 

PPW Housing Closes on Friday, June 2 

 You must reserve your room no later than 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on June 2. Sleeping rooms are

based on availability and may sellout prior to the deadline. For information about PPW Housing,

click here. 

  

Scheduling Meetings with Members of Congress 

 The affiliate public policy coordinators will begin scheduling meetings with US Senators and

Representatives in the next few weeks. The ideal time to request a meeting is 3-4 weeks in

advance.  The “Meeting Scripts and Outline for contacting your Members of Congress” is

available in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit subtopic on the Community of Interest. 
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Two sample Hill Day meeting schedule forms can also be found in the PPW 2017 Tool Kit

subtopic on the Community of Interest. One is an Excel file and the other is a Word document.

Each sample has an example meeting shown. Please edit, add additional items or change the

document to meet your affiliate needs. For example, you may want add a column to identify the

name of the staff member(s) you will be meeting with or you may wish to identify legislation that

the member of Congress has supported in the past. If you need assistance, please let us know. 

  

PPW 2017 Registration List for Affiliate Public Policy Coordinators 

 The first list of registrants for PPW 2017 has been posted in the Public Policy Coordinator COI. To

obtain a copy of the document go to the Library, find the PPW folder and then PPW 2017

subfolder. You can download a copy of the excel file from the subfolder.

 

PPW Bootcamp Webinar Recordings available for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp webinar recordings are now available. The mp4 recordings are filed in the

PPW Bootcamp 2017 subtopic in the PPW Community of Interest. The recording of these

webinars are also available for online viewing.  Click on the link below to view the webinar online.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 
 
New Senate Co-Sponsor: Academy's Centennial Resolution 
 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the congressional resolution commemorating the
Academy's Centennial has gained another new co-sponsor in the Senate: Chuck Grassley (Iowa).
Please take a moment to ask your Member of Congress to join in celebrating the Academy’s
Centennial by co-sponsoring the Congressional Resolution and send a note of thanks to those
who already have!
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1.

2.

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue 

 to need your assistance to increase member action alert participation for the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can

do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 5/9/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

63

 

77

 

Congress Contacted

 

97%

 

99.8%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

10,650
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24,653

 

Members participating

 

4%

 

8.4%

 

 

Updated State Resources and Success Stories Available from CDC’s DNPAO 

 The Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) Division of Nutrition, Physical Activity and

Obesity (DNPAO) added great new resources showing the impact of federal funding in each state.

New information is available on DNPAO’s major programs and investments in each state; links are

available to profiles and success stories. Click here for more information. 

  

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1
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Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1654. RE: Kevin Concannon

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 16:21:01

Subject: RE: Kevin Concannon

Attachment: image001.png

Got it! We’ll send him one. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 3:15 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Kevin Concannon

 

 

Joan,  Great meeting with Kevin Concannon.  He loved all the handouts (thanks to you).  He would

like to be put down for a paper board packet please!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1655. Kevin Concannon

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 16:15:19

Subject: Kevin Concannon

Attachment:

Joan,  Great meeting with Kevin Concannon.  He loved all the handouts (thanks to you).  He would

like to be put down for a paper board packet please!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1656. RE: General Mills Funding

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sitoya Mansell <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy

Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul

Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 15:20:33

Subject: RE: General Mills Funding

Attachment: image001.jpg

Outstanding!  

m

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama
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205-348-7960

 

 

From: Martha Ontiveros [mailto:Montiveros@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 10:46 AM 

 To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>; Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sitoya Mansell <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>; Sylvia Escott-Stump

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>; Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>; JoJo Dantone-

DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com 

 Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Katie

Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: General Mills Funding

 

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board

 

From:    Foundation Chair, Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

 

I am pleased to announce that $145,000 in funding from the General Mills Foundation to support

the Hunger Free Communities pilot was secured.  We look forward to working on this important

project and appreciate General Mills Foundation’s ongoing support of the Academy Foundation.  

 

In Phase I (planning) of the Hunger Free Communities Project, we collaborated with food security,

nutrition, and health economics experts from around the world to develop and validate the

following: 

·        A food and nutrition security community assessment facilitator guide tailored for existing data

and community characteristics

 

·        A decision process that allows communities to consider financial impact and uncertainty

criteria to rank a list of potential food and nutrition interventions
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·        Recommended food and nutrition security assessment tools

 

·        Infrastructure assessment for communities to collect data and evaluate impact with the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) platform

 

 

In Phase II, we proposed field testing the guide, process, and tools with two communities in the

U.S. and one international community.  This will benefit the targeted communities in strategic

planning and decision making and to make additional enhancements to the guide which can only

be identified through pilot testing in real-life situations.  Global dissemination and communications

about the revised guide will be launched.  

 

Please let me know if there is any additional information we can provide.  Thanks.
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1657. PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 7, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 14:13:15

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 7, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: May 7, 2017 

 

Interested in Volunteering for the PHCNPG? 

We have appointed positions available for the 2017-2018 Academy Year!  

 

If you would like to apply for a position, please send your resume/CV (indicate how many years

you have been involved with our DPG) and a brief note about why you would like to hold the

position to jcperalez@gmail.com. Links to position descriptions below!    

 

- Electronic Communications Coordinator     

 

- Assistant Newsletter Editor (scroll down for Assistant Editor position) 

- Awards Chair

 

All positions include the responsibilities of a monthly conference call, regular email communication

and presence at FNCE® for an Executive Committee meeting (expenses paid by the DPG).  

Membership Renewal for the 2017-2018 Year is Now Open!    

There are several options to renew including:  

- Online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew   

- By phone at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000. (Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Central

Time). International members can call +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000.  

- If you have any questions please contact our Membership Committee Chair, Kayla Fitzgerald at 

phcnpgmembers@gmail.com

 

Free Webinar: The Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP): Opportunities for food

and dietetics practitioners

 

Learn about the key roles and growth opportunities for food and dietetics practitioners through the

new Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP) by participating in a 1.5 hour free webinar
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•

•

•

•

entitled, The Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP): Opportunities for food and dietetics

practitioners, scheduled for May 24, from 12:30 pm to 2:00 pm CDST. Join Marcy Kyle RDN, LD,

CDE, FAND, Regional Manager for the Pen Bay and Waldo County Ambulatory Diabetes and

Nutrition Services in Maine, and Maine, and Joyce Green Pastors, RD, MS, CDE, Director of the

Virginia Center for Diabetes Prevention and Education at the University of Virginia, as they review

the nuts and bolts of the MDPP and explain how this new benefit fits into the “big picture” of

diabetes prevention. Learn about Academy resources to help food and dietetics practitioners get

involved and earn 1.5 hours of continuing education credit. To register for the webinar, click here.

 

Public Health / Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Presentation 

 

Thursday June 13, 2017 

 

1:00 to 2:30 CDT PM 

 

Customizing your career: Putting yourself on a global path

 

TATYANA EL-KOUR, MS, RDN, FAND 

 

Independent Consultant - Global and Health Nutrition Expert - Policy Strategist 

 

1 CPEU Pending

 

Learning Objectives: 

 

At the end of this webinar, the participant will be able to: 

 

Identify career paths that may be options for dietetic and nutrition professionals in global public

health settings.  

Describe best strategies and qualities for success needed to effectively work in public health and

community nutrition globally.  

Apply practical tips for effectively customizing your career based on specific context and need. 

Conceptualize ways for improved career planning and learning in everyday practice. 

This webinar is a great place to start learning about the exciting career path where nutrition and

global public health meet. The webinar provides practical insight for career planning and discusses

the daily activities of practitioners employed in various sectors of the workforce. Several aspects of

global work, including job duties, demands, and rewards, as well as the qualities needed for

success will also be discussed.

 

Log In Information:
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Meeting Information:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m1067e2fa5b8b9332370a36fcbb53f80e

 

Meeting number: 748 779 078

 

Meeting password:PHCNPG

 

Audio connection:

 

1-866-477-4564   (US) Call-in toll-free number 

Conference Code: 762 092 3680

 

New Resource Materials for Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated Meal Pattern  

Team Nutrition in conjunctions with the Child and Adult Care Food Program, serving more than 4.2

million children and 130,000 adults nutritious meals and snacks each day as part of the day care

they receive, have released materials aimed at helping transition to an updated meal pattern. The

2010 Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act required CACFP to align more closely with the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans and next fall these requirements will go into effect. Click here to learn

more about the program and the new meal pattern. 

 

Thank You, Members! 

 

The following PHCNPG members have already generously donated to the Second Century

Campaign: 

  

· Andersen, Denise A

 

· Barkoukis, Hope D

 

· Bates, Tracey L

 

· Bayerl, Cynthia T

 

· Beseler, Lucille

 

· Brown, Nicole E

 

· El-Kour, Tatyana Y

 

· Enos, Diane M
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· Fredericks, Doris C

 

· Gilmore, Carol J

 

· Grella, Romilda

 

· Herrera, Marianella

 

· Jeffrey, Renee

 

· Klavens-Giunta, Judy

 

· Lenihan, Alice J

 

· Mansell, Sitoya

 

· Martin, Donna S

 

· Miles, Aida C G

 

· Morgan, Audrey A

 

· Nece, Teresa A

 

· Offenberger, Elisabeth Ann

 

· Polly, Dianne K

 

· Ragalie-Carr, Jean H

 

· Raimondi, Mary Pat

 

· Randall, Tamara L

 

· Range, Camille Perrice

 

· Rauth, Leslye L

 

· Raway, Julie M
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· Robson, Shannon M

 

· Rodriguez, Judith C

 

· Visocan, Barbara J

 

· Weems, Mary Suzy K

 

· Woods, Sarah Kenna

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 

 

Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  

 

Registration is Now Open: Public Policy Workshop 2017 

Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop,  June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make this year's PPW the

"go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the profession and develop new

high-level personal and professional relationships.  Click here for registration and other information

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available! 

 

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our

PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 

The Student Digest The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply

click on the link below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional

information! 
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest  
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
  
Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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1658. Re: General Mills Funding

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

Cc: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritioned.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen

Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary

Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>,

Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 14:12:19

Subject: Re: General Mills Funding

Attachment: image.png
Kumara2.docx
Alison Aubrey--Geisinger.docx
Geisinger--VeggieRx.docx

Martha and colleagues,  
 

 Excellent news on General Mills--also very pleased to see this NPR article featuring the key role

of a dietitian in improving her patients health with VeggieR/x prescriptions--a program expanding

in hospitals, clinics and now VA MEdical Centers.  
 

  Is Anna Ziegler a member of the Academy--would be terrific if she is and if the Lucille or Donna

could send her a note of commendation-- 
 

 Gus 
 
http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2017/05/08/526952657/fresh-food-by-prescription-this-
health-care-firm-is-trimming-costs-and-waistline
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http://www.capecodtimes.com/news/20170427/fruit-and-veggie-prescription-pilot-yields-benefits

Fruit and veggie prescription pilot yields benefits

Previous

HIDE CAPTION

Edible pansies and lettuce are just some of the plantings that Max Makowski of Dennis talked about for his yard. Makowski enrolled in the FLAVORx program through Emerald Physicians in South Yarmouth. [Merrily Cassidy/Cape Cod Times]

HIDE CAPTION

Max Makowski, of Dennis, holds some vegetables that will soon be planted in his garden. Makowski, a patient at Emerald Physicians, lost 30 pounds after enrolling in the FLAVORx program. "It saved my life," he says of the program." [Merrily Cassidy/Cape Cod Times]

HIDE CAPTION

Patients in the FLAVORx program are given "prescriptions" for $30 in tokens each week to spend on vegetables and fruit at the Orleans Farmers Market. [©Francie Randolph, 2016]

HIDE CAPTION

Edible pansies and lettuce are just some of the plantings that Max Makowski of Dennis talked about for his yard. Makowski enrolled in the FLAVORx program through Emerald Physicians in South Yarmouth. [Merrily Cassidy/Cape Cod Times]

HIDE CAPTION

Max Makowski, of Dennis, holds some vegetables that will soon be planted in his garden. Makowski, a patient at Emerald Physicians, lost 30 pounds after enrolling in the FLAVORx program. "It saved my life," he says of the program." [Merrily Cassidy/Cape Cod Times]
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Share



By Cynthia McCormick 


SOUTH YARMOUTH — Dozens of people across the Cape may receive prescriptions for vegetables instead of pills this summer with the planned expansion of a pilot project that has doctors sending approximately nine patients to a farmer’s market last year.

Health measurements taken from the individuals who participated in the FLAVORx vegetable prescription pilot last fall showed that body mass index, waist circumference and cholesterol levels had all declined by the end of the 10-week program, said Dr. Kumara Sidhartha of Emerald Physicians.

Sidhartha is the principal investigator for the study that recruited overweight or obese patients on MassHealth from Emerald Physicians offices in Brewster and Harwich offices.

The patients were given “prescriptions” that entitled them to $30 in tokens each week to spend on vegetables and fruit at the Orleans Farmers Market.

“It’s really about preventive care,” said Francie Randolph, founder of Sustainable Cape, which worked with Emerald Physicians and other collaborators on the FLAVORx project.

“Chronic disease places a huge burden on the patients we see at Emerald Physicians,” Sidhartha said. He said 86 cents of the health care dollar is spent on treating chronic disease, and dietary factors are prime contributors to illnesses ranging from diabetes to heart disease.

While other programs, such as Wholesome Wave, have worked with physicians on providing patients with so-called “produce prescriptions,” the FLAVORx study is unique in that it divided the 19 participants into a treatment and control group, Sidhartha said.

Max Makowski, 46, of Dennis said he lost the “voraciousness” of an appetite for refined carbohydrates after enrolling in the FLAVORx program, which also included cooking and nutrition education classes with registered dietitian Nicole Cormier.

“I’ve lost 30 pounds,” Makowski said during a FLAVORx presentation at the Emerald Physicians office in South Yarmouth Tuesday.

The food he learned to cook was so nourishing and filling Makowski said he decided on his own to also give up alcohol, sugar and meat.

“All (the) bad stuff in my chart is now good,” Makowski said. He said he also was able to go off medications for pain and anxiety.

“I’m forever indebted to all of you,” Makowski said. “It saved my life.”

Unlike Makowski, patients placed in the FLAVORx control group received a $30 gas card each week instead of the vegetable prescription, Sidhartha said.

ADVERTISING

Even though control group patients were encouraged to use the gas money to get to the farmer’s market, their waist circumference and total cholesterol went up by the end of the project.

Only 13 patients — seven in the treatment group and six in the control group — completed a clinical follow-up exam at the end of the project.

But the sampling from these subjects showed the treatment group saw better reductions in waist circumference, total cholesterol and BMI than the control group.

“These... changes are all fitting a pattern of improvement,” Sidhartha said.

Triglyceride levels went up in the treatment group while they declined in the control group, which Sidhartha said was a surprise.

Sidhartha said he hopes to learn more about the impact of vegetable prescriptions on triglyceride levels when the FLAVORx project expands this summer to include 100 patients in six physician offices and adds farmer’s markets in Barnstable and Falmouth to the one in Orleans.

The goal is to launch the expanded project by mid-June, Randolph said.

The organizers are looking for funding, she said. It is estimated the expanded project will cost a little over $100,000, while the pilot funded largely by Cape Cod Healthcare Community Benefits Fund and Cape Cod Five Cents Savings Bank Charitable Foundation Trust cost half of that, Randolph said.

Organizers hope to include health cost measurements such as patient use of emergency departments and hospitalizations as part of the larger FLAVORx project, Sidhartha said.

“There are a lot of people who are really interested in this pilot,” Randolph said. “The overall idea is to create a vibrant, healthy community.”

— Follow Cynthia McCormick on Twitter: @CmccormickCCT.
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EATING AND HEALTH

Fresh Food By Prescription: This Health Care Firm Is Trimming Costs — And Waistlines

· Email

May 8, 20174:43 AM ET

Heard on Morning Edition



ALLISON AUBREY

Twitter



BigFishDesign/iStockphoto/Getty Images

The advice to eat a healthy diet is not new. Back around 400 B.C., Hippocrates, the Greek doctor, had this missive: Let food be thy medicine.

But as a society, we've got a long way to go. About 1 out of every 2 deaths from heart disease, stroke and Type 2 diabetes in the U.S. is linked to a poor diet. That's about 1,000 deaths a day.

There are lots of places to lay the blame. Calories are cheap, and indulgent foods full of salt, sugar and fat are usually within our reach 24/7.

So, how best to turn this around? Consider Tom Shicowich's story. It begins with a toe. His left pinky toe.

"One day I looked down and it was a different color ... kind of blue," Shicowich says. And he began to feel sick. "I thought I was coming down with the flu."

The next day he was on the operating table. A surgeon amputated his toe, and it took two weeks of intravenous antibiotics to fend off the infection.



Registered dietitian Anna Ziegler counsels Tom Shicowich, who has Type 2 diabetes. Since enrolling in the Fresh Food Pharmacy program, Shicowich has lost about 45 pounds. His hemoglobin A1C level has dropped significantly.

Allison Aubrey/NPR

All told, he spent a month in the hospital and a rehab facility. "Oh, I tell you, it was a bad year," Shicowich recalls.

But this wasn't just bad luck. His toe emergency was somewhat predictable. Foot infections are a common complication of Type 2 diabetes — often due to nerve damage and poor blood flow, especially when the disease isn't well-controlled.

He racked up about $200,000 in medical charges from his toe emergency. The portion he had to pay out of pocket drained his savings account. "I did shell out $23,000 to the hospital, so that was a kick in the head," Shicowich tells us.

It was also a wake-up call.

Shicowich was more than 100 pounds overweight. He was was fighting nerve damage, high blood pressure and kidney problems — all complications of diabetes.

"So I knew it was time for a change," he told me. And last year, he found the help — and the motivation — he was looking for: a new food pharmacy program that has helped him overhaul how he eats.

Welcome to the food pharmacy

"Folks, good morning, and welcome to the ribbon-cutting and opening of the Fresh Food Pharmacy," intoned Sam Balukoff, the master of ceremonies at Geisinger Health System's recent debut of a new food pharmacy located on the grounds of a hospital in central Pennsylvania.

At this event, Shicowich was one of the stars of the show. Over the past year, he and about 180 patients with Type 2 diabetes have been participating in a pilot program aimed at getting them to change their diets and lose weight. They receive free groceries of healthy foods every week.

Shicowich has lost about 45 pounds, and he is now much more active.



The Geisinger Fresh Food Pharmacy is stocked with healthy pantry staples, like oatmeal and peanut butter, as well as fresh produce.

Allison Aubrey/NPR

Each week, Shicowich and the other participants come to the food pharmacy. In its new incarnation, it looks more like a grocery, with neatly stocked shelves filled with healthy staples such as whole grain pasta and beans. The refrigerators are full of fresh produce, greens, low-fat dairy, lean meats and fish.

The participants meet one-on-one with a registered dietitian. They're given recipes and hands-on instruction on how to prepare healthy meals. Then, they go home with a very different kind of prescription: five days' worth of free, fresh food.

Shicowich says it's a huge change from his old habit. "I would stop at a Burger King or a McDonald's or buy a frozen Hungry-Man dinner, basic bachelor food; you know, heat and eat."

But those days are over. Now, he and his girlfriend cook meals at home. He says now it's much easier to climb a flight of stairs or take a walk with his girlfriend.

"It's life-changing"

Shicowich's health has improved. His blood sugar and blood pressure have dropped so much that if he keeps on track, his doctors say they will reduce his medications.

"It's life-changing," David Feinberg, the president and CEO of Geisinger Health System, says of the results Geisinger has seen.

He says, so far, all the patients in the pilot program have made similar improvements. "It's mind-blowing," he says. And he says the range of support patients are offered — everything from dietary counseling to wellness classes and workshops — can help them succeed.

Take, for instance, the significant declines in patients' hemoglobin A1C levels. This is a blood test used to track how well patients with diabetes are controlling their blood sugar.

A year ago, Shicowich's A1C was close to 11. Now it's down in the high-6 range. Anything under 6.5 is considered below the threshold of Type 2 diabetes, according to the Mayo Clinic. Feinberg says this means that Shicowich — and other participants in the program — have a much better chance of avoiding many complications of Type 2 diabetes if they can maintain their A1C levels down in this range.

"[They] won't go blind; [they] won't have kidney disease, amputations," Feinberg says. "The list goes on and on."

Cheaper than paying for complications

When this program started, some questioned the premise of giving away free, fresh food to patients with diabetes. But keep in mind, the costs associated with diabetes in the U.S. now exceed $240 billion a year.

Once you consider that price tag, Geisinger's program can look like a bargain. Over the course of a year, the company will spend about $1,000 on each Fresh Food Pharmacy patient. All of the participants in the program are low-income, so the gift of the food eliminated a key obstacle to eating well.



Enlarge this image

Patients enrolled in the Fresh Food Pharmacy program receive about a week's worth of free, fresh produce and other healthy items.

Allison Aubrey/NPR

But would this lead to a reduction in health care costs?

Feinberg says as his team tracks hemoglobin A1C levels in the pilot participants, it is also assessing the number of medical visits and sicknesses along with the overall cost of caring for these patients.

It's still early days, and the team plans to fully analyze its first year of data. But here's what they estimate so far: "A decrease in hemoglobin A1C of 1 point saves us [about] $8,000," Feinberg says.

And many of the participants have seen a decline in hemoglobin A1C of about 3 points. "So that's [about] $24,000 we're saving in health care costs," Feinberg says. "It's a really good value." Geisinger is now in the process of expanding the program to new locations within Pennsylvania.

Is prevention medicine the future?

This program is an example of the booming interest in prevention-oriented medicine.

The current health care system in the U.S. is often more aptly described as a disease-care system. "It's reactive," says Mitesh Patel, a physician and assistant professor of health care management at The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. "We wait until people get sick and then spend lot of resources helping them get better."

But Patel says there are signs this is beginning to change. "I think the paradigm shift has already begun," he told us. Patel's take on Geisinger's new Fresh Food Pharmacy program: It includes the kind of financial and social incentives that can help motivate people to make changes.

For instance, the Fresh Food Pharmacy gives free, fresh food not just to the patients enrolled but to everyone in their household as well.

"The way we behave is really influenced by others around us," says Patel. So promoting a group effort could "make the program a lot more sticky and more likely to succeed."

It's always a challenge to get people to maintain lifestyle changes over the long term. But, Patel says, "If you get the entire family to change the way they eat, you're much more likely to improve health."



A Coca-Cola truck drives past a Burger King in Northumberland County, Pa. More than 40 percent of county residents have conditions that put them at risk of diabetes, and 14.2 percent of households are food-insecure.

Allison Aubrey/NPR

The evidence that lifestyle-modification programs can reduce health care costs is starting to accumulate.

Earlier this year, researchers published findings in the journal Health Affairs that evaluated the medical expenses of Medicare patients with prediabetes. The patients had completed a one-year diabetes prevention program focused on healthy eating and increased physical activity. The researchers found, overall, the average health care savings was about $300 per person, per quarter — compared with patients who hadn't been through the program.
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An Rx for Good Health: Geisinger Launches Fresh Food Pharmacy

Low-income, diabetic patients treated in pioneering pilot program



NEWS PROVIDED BY

Geisinger Health System 

10 Nov, 2016, 10:16 ET

DANVILLE, Pa., Nov. 10, 2016 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Hippocrates, hailed as the father of modern medicine, is credited as being the first to propose "food as medicine and medicine as food."

More than 2,500 years later, Geisinger Health System has introduced a literal translation of those prophetic words with the launch of its Fresh Food Pharmacy, a new program that offers food insecure, diabetic patients in Shamokin, Pa., prescriptions for free foods aimed at keeping their disease under control.





Volunteers with Geisinger Health System's Fresh Food Pharmacy pilot program fill weekly grocery bags with fresh produce, lean proteins and healthier sugars for the participating diabetic patients. From left: Corinne Klose, Maria Welch, Michelle Weissinger and Helen Limbert.

"Diabetes, as well as other diet-related illnesses, are a serious issue in low-income communities," explained Andrea Feinberg, M.D., program champion for the Fresh Food Pharmacy and an internal medicine physician who specializes in pulmonary and critical care.

Thanks to the generous support of the Degenstein Foundation and Pennsylvania-based Weis Markets, free groceries and meal plans are provided to diabetic patients enrolled in the program.

The American Diabetes Association recommends diabetics eat vegetables, fruit and lean proteins, and choose whole-grain foods over those made with refined grains or flours. The organization also recommends avoiding excess salt, high calorie snack foods and foods high in saturated or trans fats.

Following those guidelines, Dr. Feinberg noted, can be a challenge for low-income patients because the fresh and nutrient-dense foods that can reverse or slow the disease's progression are difficult to afford.

"When you're on a tight budget, you'll eat whatever food is filling and cheap. Unfortunately, that food tends to provide a nutritional void. The clinic's patients often experience not just temporary hunger, but food insecurity—the enormous physical and psychological impact of not knowing where your next meal comes from. That can have huge, long-term health consequences. If you're poor, your risk of disease is higher. Your risk of dying is higher. We're trying to close the food gap when it comes to social inequality."

The Fresh Food Pharmacy is stocked with items consistent with American Diabetes Association guidelines. The Fresh Food Pharmacy and the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank, Harrisburg, will be partnering to provide weekly grocery bags filled with fresh produce, lean proteins and healthier sugars. Because clients might not be familiar with some of the foods, recipes, menus and regular phone calls from a health manager are provided. 

Additionally, case managers, physicians and pharmacists are closely involved to assist these patients with education and support while monitoring their condition and their changing medication needs.  Free diabetes wellness classes, dietary consultation and workshops are also provided to teach healthy eating habits and incentives are being worked into the program to encourage participation.

The Fresh Food Pharmacy program was purposely piloted in Shamokin where, according to the U.S. Census Bureau's most recent data, more than 20 percent of residents live below the poverty line. According to the 2015 Geisinger Shamokin Area Hospital Community Health Needs Assessment, 12 percent of Shamokin residents over the age of 20 have diabetes. Also, about one in three Shamokin residents is considered food insecure.

Those statistics are amongst the worst in the nation.

"Nearly 50 percent of Shamokin residents are predisposed to diabetes, mostly because of obesity, placing Shamokin at a higher rate than regional, state and national averages," said Dr. Houssam Abdul-Al, the primary care physician treating patients in the program. "If we really want to control diabetes, we need to remove obstacles for our patients. And providing free, healthy food is a lot less than the cost of treating complications from diabetes, including cardiovascular disease, nerve and foot damage, eye problems, kidney disease."

Although the program is in its early stages, according to registered dietitian Anna Ziegler, they're already seeing results.

"One patient told me her blood sugars have already improved based on the nutrition instruction provided, so much so that she was already able to reduce her insulin levels," Ziegler said. "It doesn't take long to see results with daily blood glucose levels. And our clients are also relieved that their food dollars are stretching much farther now."

The overall benefits of the program, Dr. Andrea Feinberg stressed, are multi-layered and far-reaching. 

"We know that eating habits formed by food insecurity are adopted by the entire family. And because family members often have the same inherited risk factors, those who do not currently have a diabetes diagnosis can benefit from the healthier foods their relatives bring home from the free pantry. Our hope is that the Fresh Food Pharmacy enables parents to model healthy eating habits for their children."

And healthy food is good for everyone, she said.

"Eating correctly for diabetes means fresh fruit and vegetables, lean proteins, complex carbohydrates. These very same foods prevent heart disease. They're anti-cancer. This is about creating a healthy community for our existing patients and for generations to come."

About Geisinger
Geisinger Health System is an integrated health services organization widely recognized for its innovative use of the electronic health record and the development of innovative care delivery models such as ProvenHealth Navigator® and ProvenCare®. As one of the nation's largest health service organizations, Geisinger serves more than 3 million residents throughout 45 counties in central, south-central and northeast Pennsylvania, and also in southern New Jersey with the addition of AtlantiCare, a National Malcolm Baldrige Award recipient. The physician-led system is comprised of approximately 30,000 employees, including nearly 1,600 employed physicians, 12 hospital campuses, two research centers and a 510,000-member health plan, all of which leverage an estimated $8.9 billion positive impact on the Pennsylvania economy. Geisinger has repeatedly garnered national accolades for integration, quality and service. In addition to fulfilling its patient care mission, Geisinger has a long-standing commitment to medical education, research and community service. For more information, visit www.geisinger.org, or follow the latest Geisinger news and more on Twitter and Facebook.

CONTACT: Betse Humphrey, 570-214-9926, eshumphrey@geisinger.edu

Photo - http://photos.prnewswire.com/prnh/20161110/437828
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The advice to eat a healthy diet is not new. Back around 400 B.C., Hippocrates, the Greek doctor,

had this missive: Let food be thy medicine.

 

But as a society, we've got a long way to go. About 1 out of every 2 deaths from heart disease,

stroke and Type 2 diabetes in the U.S. is linked to a poor diet. That's about 1,000 deaths a day.

 

There are lots of places to lay the blame. Calories are cheap, and indulgent foods full of salt, sugar

and fat are usually within our reach 24/7.

 

So, how best to turn this around? Consider Tom Shicowich's story. It begins with a toe. His left

pinky toe.

 

"One day I looked down and it was a different color ... kind of blue," Shicowich says. And he began

to feel sick. "I thought I was coming down with the flu."

 

The next day he was on the operating table. A surgeon amputated his toe, and it took two weeks

of intravenous antibiotics to fend off the infection.

 

Registered dietitian Anna Ziegler counsels Tom Shicowich, who has Type 2 diabetes. Since

enrolling in the Fresh Food Pharmacy program, Shicowich has lost about 45 pounds. His

hemoglobin A1C level has dropped significantly.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR
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All told, he spent a month in the hospital and a rehab facility. "Oh, I tell you, it was a bad year,"

Shicowich recalls.

 

But this wasn't just bad luck. His toe emergency was somewhat predictable. Foot infections are a

common complication of Type 2 diabetes — often due to nerve damage and poor blood flow,

especially when the disease isn't well-controlled.

 

He racked up about $200,000 in medical charges from his toe emergency. The portion he had to

pay out of pocket drained his savings account. "I did shell out $23,000 to the hospital, so that was

a kick in the head," Shicowich tells us.

 

It was also a wake-up call.

 

Shicowich was more than 100 pounds overweight. He was was fighting nerve damage, high blood

pressure and kidney problems — all complications of diabetes.

 

"So I knew it was time for a change," he told me. And last year, he found the help — and the

motivation — he was looking for: a new food pharmacy program that has helped him overhaul how

he eats.

 

Welcome to the food pharmacy

 

"Folks, good morning, and welcome to the ribbon-cutting and opening of the Fresh Food

Pharmacy," intoned Sam Balukoff, the master of ceremonies at Geisinger Health System's recent

debut of a new food pharmacy located on the grounds of a hospital in central Pennsylvania.

 

At this event, Shicowich was one of the stars of the show. Over the past year, he and about 180

patients with Type 2 diabetes have been participating in a pilot program aimed at getting them to

change their diets and lose weight. They receive free groceries of healthy foods every week.

 

Shicowich has lost about 45 pounds, and he is now much more active.

 

The Geisinger Fresh Food Pharmacy is stocked with healthy pantry staples, like oatmeal and

peanut butter, as well as fresh produce.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

Each week, Shicowich and the other participants come to the food pharmacy. In its new

incarnation, it looks more like a grocery, with neatly stocked shelves filled with healthy staples

such as whole grain pasta and beans. The refrigerators are full of fresh produce, greens, low-fat

dairy, lean meats and fish.
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The participants meet one-on-one with a registered dietitian. They're given recipes and hands-on

instruction on how to prepare healthy meals. Then, they go home with a very different kind of

prescription: five days' worth of free, fresh food.

 

Shicowich says it's a huge change from his old habit. "I would stop at a Burger King or a

McDonald's or buy a frozen Hungry-Man dinner, basic bachelor food; you know, heat and eat."

 

But those days are over. Now, he and his girlfriend cook meals at home. He says now it's much

easier to climb a flight of stairs or take a walk with his girlfriend.

 

"It's life-changing"

 

Shicowich's health has improved. His blood sugar and blood pressure have dropped so much that

if he keeps on track, his doctors say they will reduce his medications.

 

"It's life-changing," David Feinberg, the president and CEO of Geisinger Health System, says of

the results Geisinger has seen.

 

He says, so far, all the patients in the pilot program have made similar improvements. "It's mind-

blowing," he says. And he says the range of support patients are offered — everything from

dietary counseling to wellness classes and workshops — can help them succeed.

 

Take, for instance, the significant declines in patients' hemoglobin A1C levels. This is a blood test

used to track how well patients with diabetes are controlling their blood sugar.

 

A year ago, Shicowich's A1C was close to 11. Now it's down in the high-6 range. Anything under

6.5 is considered below the threshold of Type 2 diabetes, according to the Mayo Clinic. Feinberg

says this means that Shicowich — and other participants in the program — have a much better

chance of avoiding many complications of Type 2 diabetes if they can maintain their A1C levels

down in this range.

 

"[They] won't go blind; [they] won't have kidney disease, amputations," Feinberg says. "The list

goes on and on."

 

Cheaper than paying for complications

 

When this program started, some questioned the premise of giving away free, fresh food to

patients with diabetes. But keep in mind, the costs associated with diabetes in the U.S. now 

exceed $240 billion a year.
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Once you consider that price tag, Geisinger's program can look like a bargain. Over the course of

a year, the company will spend about $1,000 on each Fresh Food Pharmacy patient. All of the

participants in the program are low-income, so the gift of the food eliminated a key obstacle to

eating well.

 

Enlarge this image

 

Patients enrolled in the Fresh Food Pharmacy program receive about a week's worth of free, fresh

produce and other healthy items.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

But would this lead to a reduction in health care costs?

 

Feinberg says as his team tracks hemoglobin A1C levels in the pilot participants, it is also

assessing the number of medical visits and sicknesses along with the overall cost of caring for

these patients.

 

It's still early days, and the team plans to fully analyze its first year of data. But here's what they

estimate so far: "A decrease in hemoglobin A1C of 1 point saves us [about] $8,000," Feinberg

says.

 

And many of the participants have seen a decline in hemoglobin A1C of about 3 points. "So that's

[about] $24,000 we're saving in health care costs," Feinberg says. "It's a really good value."

Geisinger is now in the process of expanding the program to new locations within Pennsylvania.

 

Is prevention medicine the future?

 

This program is an example of the booming interest in prevention-oriented medicine.

 

The current health care system in the U.S. is often more aptly described as a disease-care

system. "It's reactive," says Mitesh Patel, a physician and assistant professor of health care

management at The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. "We wait until people get

sick and then spend lot of resources helping them get better."

 

But Patel says there are signs this is beginning to change. "I think the paradigm shift has already

begun," he told us. Patel's take on Geisinger's new Fresh Food Pharmacy program: It includes the

kind of financial and social incentives that can help motivate people to make changes.

 

For instance, the Fresh Food Pharmacy gives free, fresh food not just to the patients enrolled but

to everyone in their household as well.
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"The way we behave is really influenced by others around us," says Patel. So promoting a group

effort could "make the program a lot more sticky and more likely to succeed."

 

It's always a challenge to get people to maintain lifestyle changes over the long term. But, Patel

says, "If you get the entire family to change the way they eat, you're much more likely to improve

health."

 

A Coca-Cola truck drives past a Burger King in Northumberland County, Pa. More than 40 percent

of county residents have conditions that put them at risk of diabetes, and 14.2 percent of

households are food-insecure.

 

Allison Aubrey/NPR

 

The evidence that lifestyle-modification programs can reduce health care costs is starting to

accumulate.

 

Earlier this year, researchers published findings in the journal Health Affairs that evaluated the

medical expenses of Medicare patients with prediabetes. The patients had completed a one-year 

diabetes prevention program focused on healthy eating and increased physical activity. The

researchers found, overall, the average health care savings was about $300 per person, per

quarter — compared with patients who hadn't been through the program.
 

On Tue, May 9, 2017 at 11:46 AM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote:  

To:         Academy Foundation Board

 

From:    Foundation Chair, Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

 

I am pleased to announce that $145,000 in funding from the General Mills Foundation to support

the Hunger Free Communities pilot was secured.  We look forward to working on this important

project and appreciate General Mills Foundation’s ongoing support of the Academy Foundation.  

 

In Phase I (planning) of the Hunger Free Communities Project, we collaborated with food security,

nutrition, and health economics experts from around the world to develop and validate the

following: 

·        A food and nutrition security community assessment facilitator guide tailored for existing data

and community characteristics

 

·        A decision process that allows communities to consider financial impact and uncertainty

criteria to rank a list of potential food and nutrition interventions
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·        Recommended food and nutrition security assessment tools

 

·        Infrastructure assessment for communities to collect data and evaluate impact with the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) platform

 

 

In Phase II, we proposed field testing the guide, process, and tools with two communities in the

U.S. and one international community.  This will benefit the targeted communities in strategic

planning and decision making and to make additional enhancements to the guide which can only

be identified through pilot testing in real-life situations.  Global dissemination and communications

about the revised guide will be launched.  

 

Please let me know if there is any additional information we can provide.  Thanks.
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2.

1659. Accessing the Journal app just got easier!

From: Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <journal@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 13:34:14

Subject: Accessing the Journal app just got easier!

Attachment:

Accessing the Journal app just got easier! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

Get Instant Journal AccessAnywhere, Anytime

 

Accessing the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics iOS and Android apps just got

easier. Academy members can access the Journal app using their Academy website credentials in

just two easy steps:

 

Download the free app from the Apple App Store or Google Play Storesearch for JAND. 

Log in to the app using the same credentials you use to log in to www.eatrightPRO.org. 

No registration needed or claiming accessjust download, login, and go. 

  

The Journal app also provides a variety of digital options, like alerts for new issues, accessibility

support for the visually impaired, and the ability to share articles via e-mail or social networking. 

  

For more information, see our mobile access instructions or email us at journal@eatright.org. 

  

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1660. Sad News

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, 'tjraymond@aol.com'

<tjraymond@aol.com>, 'Escott-Stump, Sylvia' <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>,

'Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu' <Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>,

'rangecamille@gmail.com' <rangecamille@gmail.com>,

'kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com' <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>,

'Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com' <Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>,

'sitoyaj@hotmail.com' <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 13:27:06

Subject: Sad News

Attachment: image001.png

We are stunned and deeply saddened to inform you of the death of Constance Geiger, PhD, RDN,

LD,CD who passed away from pancreatic cancer on Friday, May 5. 

 

Constance Geiger was president of Geiger &Associates LLC, a food labeling, health

communications and government affairs consulting firm, and a research associate professor at the

University of Utah, where she previously was director of the division of foods and nutrition.

Constance worked as a nutritionist and research associate at the American Medical Association
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and published research articles and book chapters on such areas as food labeling, the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, health claims, functional foods and the health benefits of nuts. In 1992,

she was the recipient of the Academy’s Mary P. Huddleson Award for her consumer research on

food labeling. Constance chaired the Academy’s Food Labeling Task Force/Working Group and

was a member of the Dietetic Technicians, Registered Task Force. Constance was a former CDR

chair, served on the House of Delegates’ 2004-06 Dietetic Education Task Force and was a past-

president and board member of the Utah Dietetic Association. She earned an undergraduate

degree from the University of North Carolina–Greensboro, a master’s degree from The Ohio State

University and a doctorate from Utah State University. Constance completed her dietetic internship

at the Medical College of Virginia Hospitals. She was currently serving on the Academy

Foundation Board of Directors. Constance had a distinguished career and it was nationally and

internationally recognized for her expertise.

 

 

Constance requested that there be no funeral service. In lieu of flowers please consider a donation

to the University of Utah College of Health, and designate that it be in honor of Constance. There

is a scholarship fund in her name for students in the field of nutrition. Contributions can be mailed

to Courtney Garay, College of Health, 383 Colorow, Salt Lake City, UT 84108. Online condolences

may be given at crandallfhevanston.com.

 

 

To read more about Constance’s extraordinary life and career, visit

www.legacy.com/obituaries/saltlaketribune/obituary.aspx?page=lifestory&pid=185330060#sthash.

BxZEYlLj.dpuf.

 

 

Sincerely, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1661. Re: General Mills Funding

From: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>

To: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

Cc: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo

Dantone-DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen

Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Mary

Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>,

Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 13:06:14

Subject: Re: General Mills Funding

Attachment:

Great news! 

Sylvia   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 9, 2017, at 4:46 PM, Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

To:         Academy Foundation Board

 

From:    Foundation Chair, Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

 

I am pleased to announce that $145,000 in funding from the General Mills Foundation to support

the Hunger Free Communities pilot was secured.  We look forward to working on this important

project and appreciate General Mills Foundation’s ongoing support of the Academy Foundation.  

 

In Phase I (planning) of the Hunger Free Communities Project, we collaborated with food security,

nutrition, and health economics experts from around the world to develop and validate the
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following: 

·        A food and nutrition security community assessment facilitator guide tailored for existing data

and community characteristics

 

·        A decision process that allows communities to consider financial impact and uncertainty

criteria to rank a list of potential food and nutrition interventions

 

·        Recommended food and nutrition security assessment tools

 

·        Infrastructure assessment for communities to collect data and evaluate impact with the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) platform

 

 

In Phase II, we proposed field testing the guide, process, and tools with two communities in the

U.S. and one international community.  This will benefit the targeted communities in strategic

planning and decision making and to make additional enhancements to the guide which can only

be identified through pilot testing in real-life situations.  Global dissemination and communications

about the revised guide will be launched.  

 

Please let me know if there is any additional information we can provide.  Thanks.
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1662. RE: Research DPG Breakfast

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 12:04:20

Subject: RE: Research DPG Breakfast

Attachment:

Hi, Donna: Certainly – we will get your FNCE schedule from Joan and prepare remarks for you to

give at the various events where you’re speaking, including this event. We’ll send a packet

(including Opening Session and Member Showcase scripts) to you in advance of FNCE so you

can rehearse. 

 

We can discuss all of this in more detail as FNCE approaches. (And we know it arrives quickly…!)

 

 

Thanks very much, talk to you soon.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 8:59 AM 

 To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>; Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Research DPG Breakfast

 

 

Doris and Tom,  Can you prepare some remarks for me for this event at FNCE please?  Joan has

it on my schedule!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Donna Martin 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 9:57 AM 

 To: ejreverri@gmail.com 

 Subject: Research DPG Breakfast 

 

Beth,  Thanks so much for the invitation to your Research Breakfast.  I have it on my

calendar and will be happy to attend and say a few words.  Your practice group is a very

important group to the success of the Academy's future and I would love to come thank

you all for the work you do!

 

 

From: Beth Reverri (ejreverri@gmail.com) 

  

Subject: FNCE RDPG breakfast  

 

Dear Dr. Donna Martin, 

  

Congratulations on being elected President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics! What an

accomplishment. My name is Beth and I am the Incoming Chair for the Research DPG of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  

I am sure that you have a lot of events to attend at FNCE, but I wanted to reach out to you to see if

you would be available to attend the Research DPG member breakfast, even if it is just for a few

minutes, and maybe say a few words to our members. 

  

We don't have the official schedule yet, but it will likely be early in the morning on Monday,

October 23rd. I will send the details once I know them. 

  

Thanks for your consideration, 

 Beth 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1663. RE: Orientation documents

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 12:00:46

Subject: RE: Orientation documents

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks for sharing – we will change right away. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 10:57 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com> 

 Subject: Fw: Orientation documents

 

 

Joan,  Please see Milton's email below about the board of directors directory.  Thanks!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 11:41 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Orientation documents 

 

Donna who do I communicate with re: the BOD directory document? 

 

It’s got 2 office phone numbers for me but the second one is wrong. I only have one office phone

and one cell phone.  

 

First office is right.

 

 

Cell is right.

 

 

Delete middle/second office line.

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 9:58 AM 

 To: Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>; Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; STOKES,

MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com> 

 Subject: Orientation documents

 

 

Attached are some documents that I will be going over in my orientation with you!  Talk to you all

soon!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

 

 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by

Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1664. Fw: Orientation documents

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:56:59

Subject: Fw: Orientation documents

Attachment:

Joan,  Please see Milton's email below about the board of directors directory.  Thanks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: STOKES, MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 11:41 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Orientation documents 

 

Donna who do I communicate with re: the BOD directory document? 

 

It’s got 2 office phone numbers for me but the second one is wrong. I only have one office phone

and one cell phone.  

 

First office is right.
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Cell is right.

 

 

Delete middle/second office line.

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 9:58 AM 

 To: Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>; Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; STOKES,

MILTON [AG/1000] <milton.stokes@monsanto.com> 

 Subject: Orientation documents

 

 

Attached are some documents that I will be going over in my orientation with you!  Talk to you all

soon!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 
 

This email and any attachments were sent from a Monsanto email account

and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete this

email and any attachments immediately. Any unauthorized use, including

disclosing, printing, storing, copying or distributing this email, is

prohibited. All emails and attachments sent to or from Monsanto email

accounts may be subject to monitoring, reading, and archiving by
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Monsanto, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, as permitted by

applicable law. Thank you.
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1665. General Mills Funding

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus

Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Martha

Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:49:31

Subject: General Mills Funding

Attachment:

To:         Academy Foundation Board

 

From:    Foundation Chair, Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

 

I am pleased to announce that $145,000 in funding from the General Mills Foundation to support

the Hunger Free Communities pilot was secured.  We look forward to working on this important

project and appreciate General Mills Foundation’s ongoing support of the Academy Foundation.  

 

In Phase I (planning) of the Hunger Free Communities Project, we collaborated with food security,

nutrition, and health economics experts from around the world to develop and validate the

following: 

·        A food and nutrition security community assessment facilitator guide tailored for existing data

and community characteristics
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·        A decision process that allows communities to consider financial impact and uncertainty

criteria to rank a list of potential food and nutrition interventions

 

·        Recommended food and nutrition security assessment tools

 

·        Infrastructure assessment for communities to collect data and evaluate impact with the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) platform

 

 

In Phase II, we proposed field testing the guide, process, and tools with two communities in the

U.S. and one international community.  This will benefit the targeted communities in strategic

planning and decision making and to make additional enhancements to the guide which can only

be identified through pilot testing in real-life situations.  Global dissemination and communications

about the revised guide will be launched.  

 

Please let me know if there is any additional information we can provide.  Thanks.
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1666. Daily News: Tuesday, May 9, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:39:29

Subject: Daily News: Tuesday, May 9, 2017

Attachment:

 

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

Swallow This Balloon  and Lose Weight 

 Novel bariatric balloon also improves metabolic markers 

 (presentation at Digestive Disease Week 2017) 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/DDW/65106 

 Related Resource: Endoscopic Bariatric Therapies 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/nutrition-trends/weight-management/endoscopic-

bariatric-therapies

 

Life expectancy differs by 20 years between
some US counties 
 http://edition.cnn.com/2017/05/08/health/life-
expectancy-by-county-study/ 
 Source: JAMA Internal Medicine 
 
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmed
icine/fullarticle/2626194
 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of GA Offers Maternity
Telehealth Program 
 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Georgia members will
be able to take advantage of a new maternity
telehealth solution for expectant and new
mothers. 
 http://mhealthintelligence.com/news/blue-cross-
blue-shield-of-ga-offers-maternity-telehealth-
program 
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 Related Resource: Telehealth 
 
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resources/practice/pra
ctice-resources/telehealth
 

Guideline for treating low bone density or
osteoporosis to prevent fractures 
 About 50 percent of Americans older than 50
are at risk for osteoporotic fracture 
 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/
170508184914.htm  
 Source: Annals of Internal Medicine  
 http://annals.org/aim/article/2625385/treatment-
low-bone-density-osteoporosis-prevent-fractures-
men-women-clinical
 

Why Everything We Know About Salt May Be
Wrong 
 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/08/health/salt-
health-effects.html  
Source: Journal of Clinical Investigation 
 https://www.jci.org/articles/view/88532
 

Just 5 Percent of Daily Salt Gets Added at the
Table 
 Processed foods, restaurant meals account for
most sodium intake in average U.S. diet, study
shows 
 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-
nutrition-information-27/salt-and-sodium-news-
591/just-5-percent-of-daily-salt-gets-added-at-
the-table-722466.html 
 Source: Circulation 
 http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/135/19/1775
 

Debunked: MSG is bad for you 
 
https://www.usatoday.com/videos/news/health/2
017/05/08/debunked-msg-bad-you/101435548/  
Related resource: EAL-Monosodium Glutamate. 
 http://www.andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5280
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Eating Raw Meat Tied to Toxoplasmosis in
Japan 
 Cats not a culprit in Japanese study 
 (Presented at the Pediatric Academic Societies
meeting) 
 
https://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCovera
ge/PAS/65128 
 Related Resource: CDC toxoplasmosis 
 https://www.cdc.gov/parasites/toxoplasmosis/
 

Los Angeles company recalls deer-antler tea after 2 get sick 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/los-angeles-company-recalls-deer-antler-tea-sick-

47290381

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -5 Great Diet Breakfasts 

 Try these healthy twists on traditional favorites 

 -Another Reason to Breast-Feed: It's Good for Baby's Belly 

 30 percent of beneficial bacteria in infants' intestinal tract comes from breast milk, study finds 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1667. Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:23:46

Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

Attachment: image001.png

By the end of this year, I am going to be asking you to marry me.  Please don't tell your wife how

much I am in love with you!!  Thanks for helping me make this year so fun and doable! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 11:18 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hi, Donna: Not a problem, we’re glad to help! Thanks for this information, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom
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Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 10:09 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Tom and Doris,  Attached is more information on the two talks that the University of Alabama in

Birmingham would like me to do in August.  I am sure you wish I would say no, but I think these

talks are worth it.  The date of the talks are August 11.  Thanks!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:29 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Wonderful! See below for details.

 

 

·         Alumni Talk

 

o   30-minute talk and 15-minutes for questions

 

o   Attendees would include alumni, students and faculty from the UAB Department of Nutrition

Sciences. We’ll get you the estimated number of attendees closer to the day. 

o   The UAB School of Health Professions Office of Student Recruitment, Engagement and

Success was very interested in having you speak to alumni since it is the Academy’s centennial

year, you are the president-elect and a graduate of the school. 

o   You will most likely have an overlap of attendees for this talk and the DI certificate ceremony so

the topics would need to be different. 

o   The message for this talk could be on how you were able to impact the school systems in your

area and how you will use your position in the Academy to continue to make a difference. I think it

is inspiring to hear about the innovative ideas dietitians are implementing in the community to

make an impact. 

 

·         DI Certificate Ceremony

 

o   20-30 minute talk 

o   The message could be about a dietitians impact on initiating change in the profession,

government, and/or the community. Or maybe what advice you would have given yourself back at

your graduation.  

o   This talk will be specifically directed to the graduating interns (25 total). There will be parents,

preceptors and program faculty (past and present) in attendance. We usually have around 125

attend. 
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Thank you,

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 9:13 AM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Carleton,  I would be glad to do both speeches, if you just give me some guidance on how long I

have to speak, who is the audience and what is the message?

 

 

I have not confirmed my talk in Tulsa so that is why I have not made flight arrangements.  If I don't

go to Tulsa I will just drive over.  

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:06 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I wanted to check in with you to see if you had given any thought to the additional speaking

opportunity I had mentioned in my previous email for August 11th (see email below). 

 

Thank you,

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 
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From: Rivers, Carleton G  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 3:45 PM 

 To: 'Donna Martin' <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Cc: Peek, Sarah M <smpeek@uab.edu> 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Donna,

 

 

I have received approval for UAB to pay for your flight from Augusta to Birmingham and then from

Birmingham to Tulsa! Our Office Associate, Sarah Peek, will need your date of birth, cell phone

number, how you name appears on your license and an example of a flight you would like for UAB

to book for you. I’ve included her on this email so that you can send the requested information to

her directly. 

 

For the keynote speech, really any topic that would encourage the interns, motivate them to do

great things, fulfill their full potential…something along those lines. Maybe even sharing some

advice on starting out a career in dietetics. I’ll probably talk about dreaming big. Were there any

moments in your career where an opportunity scared you but you took on the challenge and it

changed your career? Feel free to call me if you’d like to discuss this further. I’ll also have the

Chair of the Department, Tim Garvey, and the Vice Chair of the Education Mission within the

Department talk for a little bit. 

 

I had previously mentioned that the UAB School of Health Professions Office of Student

Recruitment, Engagement and Success is very interested in having you speak with our program

alumni outside of the DI Certificate Ceremony. Would you be interested in also doing a separate

talk for alumni, students, and faculty in the Department of Nutrition Sciences that Friday, August

11th? We were thinking possibly 7:30-8:15 or 8-8:45 that morning before the ceremony; a 30-

minute talk and 15-minutes for questions? If you are interested, we were thinking of the below

ideas as topics:

 

•                    Your work with the School system in Georgia – focused on athletes performance,

addressing nutrition in a low income population and food desserts

 

•                    Involvement with national organization – vision for nutrition in the future, importance

of involvement on a policy avenue

 

 

Again, thank you so much for accepting our invitation. We look forward to having you return to

UAB!
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Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 7:36 AM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Carleton,  I would love to come and be the keynote speaker for the UAB Dietetic Intern

graduation.  Do you all think you would be willing to pay for half of my airline ticket that I am going

to make from Augusta to Birmingham and then Birmingham to Tulsa and then Tulsa to Augusta?  I

think it would only be about $350 for your share.  I would not need an hotel room as I can stay at

my son's home in Birmingham.  If that would work out, then all I need from you is some idea of

what you would like me to talk about so I can work on the presentation.  Just some idea of what

direction to go in for the presentation would be great.  Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Friday, March 24, 2017 9:54 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Donna,

 

 

Thank you for your considerations! Usually our keynote speakers talk for 20 to 30 minutes. We

look forward to hearing back from you.

 

 

Best,

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2017 3:24 PM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton <aebmartin@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation
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Carleton,  Thanks so much for your email.  I will definitely see what I can try and work out to come

to the Student Graduation Ceremony to speak on Friday, August 11th.  How long would you like

me to speak for if I can work it out?  I need to get with the Academy to check my

schedule because of another potential speaking engagement that I might have on the 12th.  I may

have to go to Oklahoma City on Saturday, August 12th to speak so I would then need to fly to

Birmingham on Thursday and then fly to Oklahoma City on Friday night.  If I don't have to speak

Saturday in Oklahoma City on Saturday I could drive from Augusta both ways.  I will get back to

you as soon as I know what my Saturday plans are. Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton 

 Subject: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope you are doing well. It was so wonderful to hear you speak at the ALDA Annual Meeting this

month. I’m very excited about where the Academy is moving! I am contacting you today to invite

you to be the keynote speaker at the UAB Dietetic Internships certificate ceremony on Friday,

August 11th. The ceremony will be from 9 to 10:30am with a small reception following. 

 

If this date does not work for you, would you be interested in visiting UAB at another time during

the summer or fall? I have been in communication with the UAB School of Health Professions

alumni department and we are all very interested in having you visit UAB during the Academy’s
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centennial year to speak to current students and faculty as well as our alumni family within the

Department of Nutrition Sciences. I have included Amanda Martin, a representative from the SHP

Office of Student Recruitment, Engagement and Success, on this email if you would like to discuss

the alumni speaking opportunity in more detail.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 
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1668. RE: UAB Speaking Invitation

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:21:56

Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation

Attachment: image001.png

Hi, Donna: Not a problem, we’re glad to help! Thanks for this information, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 10:09 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: Fw: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Tom and Doris,  Attached is more information on the two talks that the University of Alabama in

Birmingham would like me to do in August.  I am sure you wish I would say no, but I think these

talks are worth it.  The date of the talks are August 11.  Thanks!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:29 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Wonderful! See below for details.

 

 

·         Alumni Talk

 

o   30-minute talk and 15-minutes for questions

 

o   Attendees would include alumni, students and faculty from the UAB Department of Nutrition

Sciences. We’ll get you the estimated number of attendees closer to the day. 

o   The UAB School of Health Professions Office of Student Recruitment, Engagement and

Success was very interested in having you speak to alumni since it is the Academy’s centennial

year, you are the president-elect and a graduate of the school. 
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o   You will most likely have an overlap of attendees for this talk and the DI certificate ceremony so

the topics would need to be different. 

o   The message for this talk could be on how you were able to impact the school systems in your

area and how you will use your position in the Academy to continue to make a difference. I think it

is inspiring to hear about the innovative ideas dietitians are implementing in the community to

make an impact. 

 

·         DI Certificate Ceremony

 

o   20-30 minute talk 

o   The message could be about a dietitians impact on initiating change in the profession,

government, and/or the community. Or maybe what advice you would have given yourself back at

your graduation.  

o   This talk will be specifically directed to the graduating interns (25 total). There will be parents,

preceptors and program faculty (past and present) in attendance. We usually have around 125

attend. 

 

Thank you,

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 9:13 AM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation
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Carleton,  I would be glad to do both speeches, if you just give me some guidance on how long I

have to speak, who is the audience and what is the message?

 

 

I have not confirmed my talk in Tulsa so that is why I have not made flight arrangements.  If I don't

go to Tulsa I will just drive over.  

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:06 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I wanted to check in with you to see if you had given any thought to the additional speaking

opportunity I had mentioned in my previous email for August 11th (see email below). 

 

Thank you,

 

Carleton
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Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 3:45 PM 

 To: 'Donna Martin' <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Cc: Peek, Sarah M <smpeek@uab.edu> 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Donna,

 

 

I have received approval for UAB to pay for your flight from Augusta to Birmingham and then from

Birmingham to Tulsa! Our Office Associate, Sarah Peek, will need your date of birth, cell phone

number, how you name appears on your license and an example of a flight you would like for UAB

to book for you. I’ve included her on this email so that you can send the requested information to

her directly. 

 

For the keynote speech, really any topic that would encourage the interns, motivate them to do

great things, fulfill their full potential…something along those lines. Maybe even sharing some

advice on starting out a career in dietetics. I’ll probably talk about dreaming big. Were there any

moments in your career where an opportunity scared you but you took on the challenge and it

changed your career? Feel free to call me if you’d like to discuss this further. I’ll also have the

Chair of the Department, Tim Garvey, and the Vice Chair of the Education Mission within the

Department talk for a little bit. 
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I had previously mentioned that the UAB School of Health Professions Office of Student

Recruitment, Engagement and Success is very interested in having you speak with our program

alumni outside of the DI Certificate Ceremony. Would you be interested in also doing a separate

talk for alumni, students, and faculty in the Department of Nutrition Sciences that Friday, August

11th? We were thinking possibly 7:30-8:15 or 8-8:45 that morning before the ceremony; a 30-

minute talk and 15-minutes for questions? If you are interested, we were thinking of the below

ideas as topics:

 

•                    Your work with the School system in Georgia – focused on athletes performance,

addressing nutrition in a low income population and food desserts

 

•                    Involvement with national organization – vision for nutrition in the future, importance

of involvement on a policy avenue

 

 

Again, thank you so much for accepting our invitation. We look forward to having you return to

UAB!

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 7:36 AM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation
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Carleton,  I would love to come and be the keynote speaker for the UAB Dietetic Intern

graduation.  Do you all think you would be willing to pay for half of my airline ticket that I am going

to make from Augusta to Birmingham and then Birmingham to Tulsa and then Tulsa to Augusta?  I

think it would only be about $350 for your share.  I would not need an hotel room as I can stay at

my son's home in Birmingham.  If that would work out, then all I need from you is some idea of

what you would like me to talk about so I can work on the presentation.  Just some idea of what

direction to go in for the presentation would be great.  Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Friday, March 24, 2017 9:54 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Donna,

 

 

Thank you for your considerations! Usually our keynote speakers talk for 20 to 30 minutes. We

look forward to hearing back from you.

 

 

Best,

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN
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Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2017 3:24 PM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton <aebmartin@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Carleton,  Thanks so much for your email.  I will definitely see what I can try and work out to come

to the Student Graduation Ceremony to speak on Friday, August 11th.  How long would you like

me to speak for if I can work it out?  I need to get with the Academy to check my

schedule because of another potential speaking engagement that I might have on the 12th.  I may

have to go to Oklahoma City on Saturday, August 12th to speak so I would then need to fly to

Birmingham on Thursday and then fly to Oklahoma City on Friday night.  If I don't have to speak

Saturday in Oklahoma City on Saturday I could drive from Augusta both ways.  I will get back to

you as soon as I know what my Saturday plans are. Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton 

 Subject: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope you are doing well. It was so wonderful to hear you speak at the ALDA Annual Meeting this

month. I’m very excited about where the Academy is moving! I am contacting you today to invite

you to be the keynote speaker at the UAB Dietetic Internships certificate ceremony on Friday,

August 11th. The ceremony will be from 9 to 10:30am with a small reception following. 

 

If this date does not work for you, would you be interested in visiting UAB at another time during

the summer or fall? I have been in communication with the UAB School of Health Professions

alumni department and we are all very interested in having you visit UAB during the Academy’s

centennial year to speak to current students and faculty as well as our alumni family within the

Department of Nutrition Sciences. I have included Amanda Martin, a representative from the SHP

Office of Student Recruitment, Engagement and Success, on this email if you would like to discuss

the alumni speaking opportunity in more detail.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 
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1669. RE: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:15:12

Subject: RE: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

Attachment: image001.png

J

 

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 9:48 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

 

 

You already are the best, you cannot get any better.  Thanks!!!!!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:44 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: New strategic plan with new vision and mission 

 

Hi Donna, 

The new V&M is attached. I am happy to send you any information you need!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:47 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

 

 

Joan,  Do we have a new copy of the strategic plan with our new vision and mission on it that I

could give to board members for their orientation?  Sorry to keep bugging you!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1670. Fw: UAB Speaking Invitation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 11:09:17

Subject: Fw: UAB Speaking Invitation

Attachment:

Tom and Doris,  Attached is more information on the two talks that the University of Alabama in

Birmingham would like me to do in August.  I am sure you wish I would say no, but I think these

talks are worth it.  The date of the talks are August 11.  Thanks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:29 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Wonderful! See below for details.

 

 

·         Alumni Talk

 

o   30-minute talk and 15-minutes for questions
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o   Attendees would include alumni, students and faculty from the UAB Department of Nutrition

Sciences. We’ll get you the estimated number of attendees closer to the day. 

o   The UAB School of Health Professions Office of Student Recruitment, Engagement and

Success was very interested in having you speak to alumni since it is the Academy’s centennial

year, you are the president-elect and a graduate of the school. 

o   You will most likely have an overlap of attendees for this talk and the DI certificate ceremony so

the topics would need to be different. 

o   The message for this talk could be on how you were able to impact the school systems in your

area and how you will use your position in the Academy to continue to make a difference. I think it

is inspiring to hear about the innovative ideas dietitians are implementing in the community to

make an impact. 

 

·         DI Certificate Ceremony

 

o   20-30 minute talk 

o   The message could be about a dietitians impact on initiating change in the profession,

government, and/or the community. Or maybe what advice you would have given yourself back at

your graduation.  

o   This talk will be specifically directed to the graduating interns (25 total). There will be parents,

preceptors and program faculty (past and present) in attendance. We usually have around 125

attend. 

 

Thank you,

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 9:13 AM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Carleton,  I would be glad to do both speeches, if you just give me some guidance on how long I

have to speak, who is the audience and what is the message?

 

 

I have not confirmed my talk in Tulsa so that is why I have not made flight arrangements.  If I don't

go to Tulsa I will just drive over.  

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:06 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I wanted to check in with you to see if you had given any thought to the additional speaking

opportunity I had mentioned in my previous email for August 11th (see email below). 
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Thank you,

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 3:45 PM 

 To: 'Donna Martin' <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Cc: Peek, Sarah M <smpeek@uab.edu> 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Donna,

 

 

I have received approval for UAB to pay for your flight from Augusta to Birmingham and then from

Birmingham to Tulsa! Our Office Associate, Sarah Peek, will need your date of birth, cell phone

number, how you name appears on your license and an example of a flight you would like for UAB

to book for you. I’ve included her on this email so that you can send the requested information to

her directly. 

 

For the keynote speech, really any topic that would encourage the interns, motivate them to do

great things, fulfill their full potential…something along those lines. Maybe even sharing some

advice on starting out a career in dietetics. I’ll probably talk about dreaming big. Were there any

moments in your career where an opportunity scared you but you took on the challenge and it

changed your career? Feel free to call me if you’d like to discuss this further. I’ll also have the
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Chair of the Department, Tim Garvey, and the Vice Chair of the Education Mission within the

Department talk for a little bit. 

 

I had previously mentioned that the UAB School of Health Professions Office of Student

Recruitment, Engagement and Success is very interested in having you speak with our program

alumni outside of the DI Certificate Ceremony. Would you be interested in also doing a separate

talk for alumni, students, and faculty in the Department of Nutrition Sciences that Friday, August

11th? We were thinking possibly 7:30-8:15 or 8-8:45 that morning before the ceremony; a 30-

minute talk and 15-minutes for questions? If you are interested, we were thinking of the below

ideas as topics:

 

•                    Your work with the School system in Georgia – focused on athletes performance,

addressing nutrition in a low income population and food desserts

 

•                    Involvement with national organization – vision for nutrition in the future, importance

of involvement on a policy avenue

 

 

Again, thank you so much for accepting our invitation. We look forward to having you return to

UAB!

 

Carleton

 

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 7:36 AM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 
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 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Carleton,  I would love to come and be the keynote speaker for the UAB Dietetic Intern

graduation.  Do you all think you would be willing to pay for half of my airline ticket that I am going

to make from Augusta to Birmingham and then Birmingham to Tulsa and then Tulsa to Augusta?  I

think it would only be about $350 for your share.  I would not need an hotel room as I can stay at

my son's home in Birmingham.  If that would work out, then all I need from you is some idea of

what you would like me to talk about so I can work on the presentation.  Just some idea of what

direction to go in for the presentation would be great.  Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Friday, March 24, 2017 9:54 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton 

 Subject: RE: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Donna,

 

 

Thank you for your considerations! Usually our keynote speakers talk for 20 to 30 minutes. We

look forward to hearing back from you.

 

 

Best,
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Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2017 3:24 PM 

 To: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton <aebmartin@uab.edu> 

 Subject: Re: UAB Speaking Invitation

 

 

Carleton,  Thanks so much for your email.  I will definitely see what I can try and work out to come

to the Student Graduation Ceremony to speak on Friday, August 11th.  How long would you like

me to speak for if I can work it out?  I need to get with the Academy to check my

schedule because of another potential speaking engagement that I might have on the 12th.  I may

have to go to Oklahoma City on Saturday, August 12th to speak so I would then need to fly to

Birmingham on Thursday and then fly to Oklahoma City on Friday night.  If I don't have to speak

Saturday in Oklahoma City on Saturday I could drive from Augusta both ways.  I will get back to

you as soon as I know what my Saturday plans are. Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Rivers, Carleton G <meadows4@uab.edu> 

 Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Martin, Amanda Burton 

 Subject: UAB Speaking Invitation 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope you are doing well. It was so wonderful to hear you speak at the ALDA Annual Meeting this

month. I’m very excited about where the Academy is moving! I am contacting you today to invite

you to be the keynote speaker at the UAB Dietetic Internships certificate ceremony on Friday,

August 11th. The ceremony will be from 9 to 10:30am with a small reception following. 

 

If this date does not work for you, would you be interested in visiting UAB at another time during

the summer or fall? I have been in communication with the UAB School of Health Professions

alumni department and we are all very interested in having you visit UAB during the Academy’s

centennial year to speak to current students and faculty as well as our alumni family within the

Department of Nutrition Sciences. I have included Amanda Martin, a representative from the SHP

Office of Student Recruitment, Engagement and Success, on this email if you would like to discuss

the alumni speaking opportunity in more detail.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Carleton Rivers, MS, RDN

 

Assistant Professor

 

Program Director of the UAB Dietetic Internship

 

Department of Nutrition Sciences

 

WEBB 540 | 1675 University Blvd

 

P: 205.934.3223 | meadows4@uab.edu 
http://www.uab.edu/shp/nutrition/education/dietetic-internship 
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1671. Re: 100 year Resolution :AND

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:52:18

Subject: Re: 100 year Resolution :AND

Attachment:

  

 
 
On May 9, 2017, at 9:34 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

This is so embarrassing.  9th President? Second Alabamians?  Can't believe she did not mention

the first African American.  2 1/2 more weeks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:28 AM  

To: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship; Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND 

 
 

Fyi from Senator Strange's office. 
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Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: "Blevins, Brent (Strange)" <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

Date: 5/5/2017 3:53 PM (GMT-06:00) 

To: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND 
 

Thank you. We are taking a look at the resolution and are considering co-sponsoring. Thank you. 

 

From: evelyncrayton64 [mailto:evelyncrayton64@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:41 PM 

 To: Blevins, Brent (Strange) <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

 Cc: evelyncrayton64@gmail.com 

 Subject: 100 year Resolution :AND

 

 

 

Please support the Resolution Celebrating 100 years of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

 

I was honored to have served as the 9th President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,

2015-2016.  I am only the second Alabamians to have been elected to serve.  in 1959, Dr E.

Nodge Todd Hunter, Dean of Home Economics at the University of Alabama served.

 

 

It would be fitting for Alabama to sponsor the resolution.  If there are questions or concerns feel

free to contact me (334) 220-3061.

 

 

Evelyn F. Crayton ,  EdD, RDN ,  LDN ,  FAND 

 

Past-President ,  AND 

 

Professor Emeritus ,  Auburn University

 

124 Elm Dr.

 

Montgomery , Alabama . 
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Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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1672. Re: 100 year Resolution :AND

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:51:33

Subject: Re: 100 year Resolution :AND

Attachment:

Great thanks for your follow up!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 9, 2017, at 10:28 AM, evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com> wrote:  
 
 

Fyi from Senator Strange's office. 
 
 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: "Blevins, Brent (Strange)" <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

Date: 5/5/2017 3:53 PM (GMT-06:00) 

To: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND 
 

Thank you. We are taking a look at the resolution and are considering co-sponsoring. Thank you. 

 

From: evelyncrayton64 [mailto:evelyncrayton64@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:41 PM 

 To: Blevins, Brent (Strange) <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

 Cc: evelyncrayton64@gmail.com 
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 Subject: 100 year Resolution :AND

 

 

 

Please support the Resolution Celebrating 100 years of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

 

I was honored to have served as the 9th President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,

2015-2016.  I am only the second Alabamians to have been elected to serve.  in 1959, Dr E.

Nodge Todd Hunter, Dean of Home Economics at the University of Alabama served.

 

 

It would be fitting for Alabama to sponsor the resolution.  If there are questions or concerns feel

free to contact me (334) 220-3061.

 

 

Evelyn F. Crayton ,  EdD, RDN ,  LDN ,  FAND 

 

Past-President ,  AND 

 

Professor Emeritus ,  Auburn University

 

124 Elm Dr.

 

Montgomery , Alabama . 

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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1673. Re: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:48:29

Subject: Re: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

Attachment: image001.png

You already are the best, you cannot get any better.  Thanks!!!!! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:44 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: New strategic plan with new vision and mission 

 

Hi Donna, 

The new V&M is attached. I am happy to send you any information you need!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:47 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

 

 

Joan,  Do we have a new copy of the strategic plan with our new vision and mission on it that I

could give to board members for their orientation?  Sorry to keep bugging you!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1674. RE: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:47:52

Subject: RE: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

Attachment: image001.png
1.A Strategic Plan.pdf

Hi Donna, 

The new V&M is attached. I am happy to send you any information you need!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:47 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

 

 

Joan,  Do we have a new copy of the strategic plan with our new vision and mission on it that I

could give to board members for their orientation?  Sorry to keep bugging you!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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STRATEGIC PLAN 


 


 


 


The Academy's Board of Directors gathered in February 2017 and endorsed a new vision, 
mission and principles as a part of the organization's Second Century initiative — expanding the 
influence and reach of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession. 


Members are an integral part of this process and will continue to be informed as the Board 
discussions continue throughout the year to finalize the new strategic plan that will carry the 
Academy into its second century. 


Vision — A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and 
nutrition 
 
Mission — Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition 


Principles — 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members: 


• Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and 
discovery 


• Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future 
• Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors 
• Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition 
• Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and 


capability. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1. A 


As of 4/13/2017 
 





1.A Strategic Plan.pdf



Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1675. Re: Thanks again for the grits!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:43:45

Subject: Re: Thanks again for the grits!

Attachment: image001.png

Great! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:37 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Thanks again for the grits! 

 

LOLOL!   I’ll see if I can find a vegan sharp cheddar.  They have those nowadays……  J

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 10:39 AM 

 To: Mark Rifkin 

 Subject: Re: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

Let me know how you like them? Please add sharp cheddar cheese, butter and salt.  I forgot you

are a vegan, please add margarine and salt!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:32 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: FW: Thanks again for the grits! 

 

Hi Donna,

 

Thanks for the grits!  As a confirmed northerner, this will be an interesting experience. 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:32 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin 

 Subject: RE: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

You should thank Donna Martin J I was just the deliverer 

 

From: Mark Rifkin  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:04 PM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Thanks again for the grits!
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I'll let you know if I develop a southern drawl!

 

Get Outlook for Android
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1676. RE: Thanks again for the grits!

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:41:00

Subject: RE: Thanks again for the grits!

Attachment: image001.png

LOLOL!   I’ll see if I can find a vegan sharp cheddar.  They have those nowadays……  J

 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 10:39 AM 

 To: Mark Rifkin 

 Subject: Re: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

Let me know how you like them? Please add sharp cheddar cheese, butter and salt.  I forgot you

are a vegan, please add margarine and salt!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:32 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: FW: Thanks again for the grits! 

 

Hi Donna,

 

Thanks for the grits!  As a confirmed northerner, this will be an interesting experience. 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:32 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin 

 Subject: RE: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

You should thank Donna Martin J I was just the deliverer 

 

From: Mark Rifkin  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:04 PM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

I'll let you know if I develop a southern drawl!

 

Get Outlook for Android
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1677. Re: Thanks again for the grits!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:39:15

Subject: Re: Thanks again for the grits!

Attachment: image001.png

Let me know how you like them? Please add sharp cheddar cheese, butter and salt.  I forgot you

are a vegan, please add margarine and salt! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:32 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: Thanks again for the grits! 

 

Hi Donna,

 

Thanks for the grits!  As a confirmed northerner, this will be an interesting experience. 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:32 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin 

 Subject: RE: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

You should thank Donna Martin J I was just the deliverer 

 

From: Mark Rifkin  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:04 PM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

I'll let you know if I develop a southern drawl!

 

Get Outlook for Android
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1678. Fw: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:38:04

Subject: Fw: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND

Attachment:

This is so embarrassing.  9th President? Second Alabamians?  Can't believe she did not mention

the first African American.  2 1/2 more weeks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2017 10:28 AM  

To: Mary Pat Raimondi; Jeanne Blankenship; Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND 

 
 

Fyi from Senator Strange's office. 
 
 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: "Blevins, Brent (Strange)" <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

Date: 5/5/2017 3:53 PM (GMT-06:00) 
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To: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND 
 

Thank you. We are taking a look at the resolution and are considering co-sponsoring. Thank you. 

 

From: evelyncrayton64 [mailto:evelyncrayton64@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:41 PM 

 To: Blevins, Brent (Strange) <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

 Cc: evelyncrayton64@gmail.com 

 Subject: 100 year Resolution :AND

 

 

 

Please support the Resolution Celebrating 100 years of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

 

I was honored to have served as the 9th President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,

2015-2016.  I am only the second Alabamians to have been elected to serve.  in 1959, Dr E.

Nodge Todd Hunter, Dean of Home Economics at the University of Alabama served.

 

 

It would be fitting for Alabama to sponsor the resolution.  If there are questions or concerns feel

free to contact me (334) 220-3061.

 

 

Evelyn F. Crayton ,  EdD, RDN ,  LDN ,  FAND 

 

Past-President ,  AND 

 

Professor Emeritus ,  Auburn University

 

124 Elm Dr.

 

Montgomery , Alabama . 

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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1679. FW: Thanks again for the grits!

From: Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:35:44

Subject: FW: Thanks again for the grits!

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna,

 

Thanks for the grits!  As a confirmed northerner, this will be an interesting experience. 

 

Mark E. Rifkin, MS, RDN

 

Manager, Consumer Protection and Regulation

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036

 

202-775-8277 Ext 6011

 

fax: 202-775-8284

 
mrifkin@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Jennifer Folliard  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:32 PM 

 To: Mark Rifkin 

 Subject: RE: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

You should thank Donna Martin J I was just the deliverer 
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From: Mark Rifkin  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:04 PM 

 To: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Thanks again for the grits!

 

 

I'll let you know if I develop a southern drawl!

 

Get Outlook for Android
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1680. Fwd: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND

From: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:31:48

Subject: Fwd: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND

Attachment:

 

Fyi from Senator Strange's office. 
 
 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: "Blevins, Brent (Strange)" <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

Date: 5/5/2017 3:53 PM (GMT-06:00) 

To: evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 100 year Resolution :AND 
 

Thank you. We are taking a look at the resolution and are considering co-sponsoring. Thank you. 

 

From: evelyncrayton64 [mailto:evelyncrayton64@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:41 PM 

 To: Blevins, Brent (Strange) <Brent_Blevins@strange.senate.gov> 

 Cc: evelyncrayton64@gmail.com 

 Subject: 100 year Resolution :AND

 

 

 

Please support the Resolution Celebrating 100 years of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

 

I was honored to have served as the 9th President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,

2015-2016.  I am only the second Alabamians to have been elected to serve.  in 1959, Dr E.

Nodge Todd Hunter, Dean of Home Economics at the University of Alabama served.

 

 

It would be fitting for Alabama to sponsor the resolution.  If there are questions or concerns feel

free to contact me (334) 220-3061.
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Evelyn F. Crayton ,  EdD, RDN ,  LDN ,  FAND 

 

Past-President ,  AND 

 

Professor Emeritus ,  Auburn University

 

124 Elm Dr.

 

Montgomery , Alabama . 

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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1681. Ethics Committee Executive Summary

From: Kim Cardwell <KCardwell@eatright.org>

To: Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Coleen Liscano

<coleen.liscano@gmail.com>, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Kevin L. Sauer

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lisa M. Dierks <lisamnrd1@gmail.com>, Barbara Visocan

<BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Sharon Denny <SDENNY@eatright.org>, Jill

Kohn <jkohn@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 10:21:32

Subject: Ethics Committee Executive Summary

Attachment: image002.png

Date:

 

May 9, 2017

 

 

To:

 

Lucille Beseler/Donna Martin

 

Linda Farr/Dianne Polly

 

Kevin Sauer/Coleen Liscano

 

Patricia Babjak

 

Chris Reidy

 

 

From:

 

Lisa Dierks, Chair, Ethics Committee, 2016-2017

 

Barbara Visocan, Vice President, Member Services

 

 

Subject:
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Ethics Committee Executive Summary

 

 

  During the May 4, 2017 meeting, the Ethics Committee:

 

·       Discussed and acted upon three new cases and one continuing case.  Issued three warning

letters and approved one CPEU action plan.

 

·       Discussed the status of the FNCE® 2017 Ethics “Hot Topic” Session.

 

·       Agreed to meet next via conference call on July 13, 2017 at 1:00 pm CT.
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1682. RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 09:53:33

Subject: RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment:

No need to struggle.  Your messages are always heartfelt and sincere.  

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 8:38 AM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen 

 Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

 

 

You have made my day. I so struggle with writing these notes.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 9, 2017, at 9:35 AM, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Nice note.  Thanks for reaching out to her.  I continue to be amazed and impressed by the

generosity of our members.  

 

MB 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:23 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley 

 Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

 

 

Susan,  Couple with the legacy you already have with the Academy, you have certainly insured

that your inspiration, hard work, dedication and enthusiasm for the field of dietetics will not ever be

forgotten.  We cannot thank you enough for your most generous gift.  Please continue to be an
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inspiration for future generations of Academy members to come.  Know that you have helped

ensure the success of our Second Century efforts tremendously.  Our hats are off to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 5:44 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley 

 Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee 

 

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!!
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Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.jpg>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1683. Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 09:37:58

Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment: image001.jpg

You have made my day. I so struggle with writing these notes.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 9, 2017, at 9:35 AM, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Nice note.  Thanks for reaching out to her.  I continue to be amazed and impressed by the

generosity of our members.  

 

MB 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:23 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley 

 Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

 

 

Susan,  Couple with the legacy you already have with the Academy, you have certainly insured

that your inspiration, hard work, dedication and enthusiasm for the field of dietetics will not ever be

forgotten.  We cannot thank you enough for your most generous gift.  Please continue to be an

inspiration for future generations of Academy members to come.  Know that you have helped

ensure the success of our Second Century efforts tremendously.  Our hats are off to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 5:44 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley 

 Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee 

 

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.jpg>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1684. RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 09:35:57

Subject: RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment: image001.jpg

Nice note.  Thanks for reaching out to her.  I continue to be amazed and impressed by the

generosity of our members.  

 

MB 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:23 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley 

 Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

 

 

Susan,  Couple with the legacy you already have with the Academy, you have certainly insured

that your inspiration, hard work, dedication and enthusiasm for the field of dietetics will not ever be

forgotten.  We cannot thank you enough for your most generous gift.  Please continue to be an

inspiration for future generations of Academy members to come.  Know that you have helped

ensure the success of our Second Century efforts tremendously.  Our hats are off to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 5:44 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley 

 Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee 

 

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1685. RE: List of Acronyms

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 09:03:41

Subject: RE: List of Acronyms

Attachment: image001.png
Academy Acronyms 052716.doc

Good Morning, Donna. 

You are so right! Here is the list. You’d also asked for the strategic plan. Right now we are

providing the new Vision and Mission, I will send the document under separate cover.  

Just as FYI, we are in the process of updating the Board Handbook and all BOD members will be

getting a link to the 2017-18 Handbook in June. The 2016-17 copy is on the portal and can be

accessed here, keeping in mind the organizational units that are currently reviewing and revising

their sections. 

Please let me know what else you may need. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2017 7:18 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: List of Acronyms
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		ACADEMY ACRONYMS



		





Updated:  052716

The following list includes the most frequently used Academy acronyms.  


		ACA

		Affordable Care Act



		Academy

		Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



		Academy Foundation

		Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation



		ACEND

		Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics



		ACO

		Accountable Care Organization



		AGE

		Award for Grassroots Excellence



		AHRQ

		Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality



		ANDPAC

		Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Political Action Committee



		AIND

		Asian Indians in Nutrition and Dietetics (MIG)



		APC

		Academy Position Committee



		AP-RDN

		Advanced Practice-Registered Dietitian Nutritionist



		ANDHII

		Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Health Informatics Infrastructure



		ASPA

		Association of Specialized and Professional Accreditors



		BHN

		Behavioral Health Nutrition (DPG) 



		BOD

		Board of Directors



		CADN

		Chinese Americans in Dietetics and Nutrition (MIG)



		CCN

		Certified Clinical Nutritionist



		CD

		Certified Dietitian



		CDC

		Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



		CDN

		Certified Dietitian Nutritionist



		CDR

		Commission on Dietetic Registration



		CFP

		Council on Future Practice



		CHEA

		Council for Higher Education Accreditation



		CMS

		Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services



		CNPP

		USDA Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion



		CNM

		Clinical Nutrition Management (DPG)



		CNS

		Certified Nutrition Specialist



		CoP

		Conditions of Participation (CMS)



		COR

		Council on Research



		CP

		Coordinated Program in Dietetics



		CPC

		Consumer Protection Coordinator



		CPCI

		Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative



		CLL

		Committee for Lifelong Learning



		CPD

		Center for Professional Development



		CPHCN

		Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition



		CPE

		Continuing Professional Education



		CPEU

		Continuing Professional Education Units



		CPLS

		Consumer Protection Licensure Subcommittee



		CSG

		Certified Specialist in Gerontological Nutrition



		CSP

		Certified Specialist in Pediatric Nutrition



		CSOWM

		Certified Specialist in Obesity and Weight Management



		CSO

		Certified Specialist in Oncology Nutrition



		CSR

		Certified Specialist in Renal Nutrition



		CSSD

		Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics



		DBC

		Dietitians in Business and Communications (DPG)



		DCE

		Diabetes Care and Education (DPG)



		DHCC

		Dietetics in Health Care Communities (DPG ) 



		DI

		Dietetic Internship



		DIFM

		Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine (DPG)



		DNS

		Dietitians in Nutrition Support (DPG)



		DPBRN

		Dietetic Practice Based Research Network



		DPD

		Didactic Programs in Dietetics



		DPG

		Dietetic Practice Group



		DT

		Dietetic Technician or Dietetic Technician Program



		DTP

		Dietetic Technicians in Practice (DPG)



		DTR

		Dietetic Technician, Registered



		EAC

		Exhibitor Advisory Council



		EAL

		Evidence Analysis Library



		EBGP

		Evidence-Based Guides for Practice 



		EBNPG

		Evidence Based Nutrition Practice Guideline



		EBPC

		Evidence-Based Practice Committee



		EBWG

		Energy Balance Workgroup



		EC

		Executive Committee (DPG or MIG)



		EDL

		Emerging Dietetic Leader Award



		EML

		Electronic Mailing List



		ERAS

		Eligibility Requirements and Accreditation Standards



		FAC

		Finance and Audit Committee



		FADA

		Fellow of the American Dietetic Association



		FADAN

		Filipino Americans in Dietetics & Nutrition (MIG)



		FAND

		Fellow of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



		FCP

		Food and Culinary Professionals (DPG)



		FDA

		Food and Drug Administration



		FNCE®

		Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo ™



		FNS

		(USDA) Food and Nutrition Service



		FPIND

		Fifty Plus in Nutrition and Dietetics (MIG)



		HA

		Healthy Aging (DPG) 



		HCAHPS

		Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems



		HEN

		Hunger and Environmental Nutrition (DPG)



		HFAP

		Healthcare Facilities Accreditation Program



		HGB

		Healthier Generation Benefit



		HIPAA

		Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act



		HHS

		Health and Human Services



		HL7

		Health Level Seven



		HLT

		HOD Leadership Team



		HOD

		House of Delegates



		IBT

		Intensive Behavioral Therapy



		ICD-9; ICD-10HHS

		International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (revision 9; revision 10)Health and Human Services



		IDNT

		International Dietetics and Nutrition Terminology



		 NAM

		 National Academy of Medicine



		IHI

		Institute of Healthcare Improvement



		ISC

		Interoperability and Standards Committee



		ISPP

		Individualized Supervised-Practice Pathways



		J Acad Nutr Diet or Journal

		Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 



		JMIG

		Jewish (MIG)



		LAHIDAN

		Latinos and Hispanics In Dietetics and Nutrition (MIG)



		LD

		Licensed Dietitian



		LDN

		Licensed Dietitian Nutritionist



		LN

		Licensed Nutritionist



		LOINC

		Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes



		LPPC

		Legislative and Public Policy Committee



		LTC

		Long Term Care



		MCO

		Managed Care Organization



		MFNS

		Management in Food and Nutrition Systems (DPG)



		MIG

		Member Interest Group



		MNPG

		Medical Nutrition Practice Group (DPG) 



		MNT

		Medical Nutrition Therapy



		MPA

		Model Practice Act



		MSAC

		Member Services Advisory Committee



		MIDAN

		Muslims in Dietetics and Nutrition (MIG)



		NCCA

		National Commission for Certifying Agencies



		NIH

		National Institutes of Health 



		NCPROC

		Nutrition Care Process Research Outcomes Committee (formerly Nutrition Care Process and Terminology Committee) 



		NCPT

		Nutrition Care Process Terminology



		NCQA

		National Committee for Quality Assurance



		NDTR

		Nutrition and Dietetics Technician, Registered



		NE

		Nutrition Entrepreneurs (DPG)



		NDEP

		Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors 



		NDTR

		Nutrition and Dietetics Technician, Registered



		NEHP

		Nutrition Educators of Health Professionals (DPG)



		NEP

		Nutrition Education for the Public (DPG)



		NIC

		Nutrition Informatics Committee



		NMASC

		New Member Advisory Sub-Committee



		NNM

		National Nutrition Month



		NNN

		Nationwide Nutrition Network



		NOBIDAN

		National Organization of Blacks in Dietetics and Nutrition (MIG)



		NOMIN

		National Organization of Men in Nutrition (MIG)



		NPI

		(Medicare) National Provider Identifier



		NQF

		National Quality Forum



		NSI

		Nutrition Screening Initiative



		NSC

		Nutrition Services Coverage 



		NSPC

		Nutrition Services Payment Committee



		ODEA

		Outstanding Dietetics Educator Award



		ODSA

		Outstanding Dietetics Student Award



		ODY

		Outstanding Dietitian of the Year



		OIG

		Office of the Inspector General



		ON

		Oncology Nutrition (DPG)



		ONC

		Office of the National Coordinator of Health Information Technology



		PAL

		Policy and Advocacy Leader (DPGs/MIGs)



		PCMH

		Patient Centered Medical Home



		POW

		Program of Work



		PHCNPG

		Public Health/Community Nutrition (DPG)



		PIA

		Policy Initiatives and Advocacy



		PNPG

		Pediatric Nutrition Practice Group (DPG)



		PPC

		Public Policy Coordinator



		PPLA

		Public Policy Leadership Award



		PPP

		Public Policy Panel



		PPW

		Public Policy Workshop



		PQRS

		Physician Quality Reporting  System 



		QMC

		Quality Management Committee



		RD

		Registered Dietitian



		RDN

		Registered Dietitian Nutritionist



		RDPG

		Research (DPG)



		RDTY

		Recognized Dietetic Technician of the Year



		RISA

		Research, International and Scientific Affairs



		RPG

		Renal Dietitians (DPG)



		RR

		Reimbursement Representative



		RYDY

		Recognized Young Dietitian of the Year



		SAC

		Student Advisory Committee



		SCAN

		Sports, Cardiovascular, and Wellness Nutrition (DPG)



		SNS

		School Nutrition Services (DPG)



		SCOPE

		Scope of Practice



		SGR

		Medicare Sustainable Growth Rate



		SNAP

		Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program



		SNOWMED-CT

		Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine--Clinical Terms



		SOE/COE

		Standards of Excellence/Center of Excellence



		SOP

		Standards of Practice



		SOPP

		Standards of Professional Performance



		SPR

		State Policy Representative



		TJC

		The Joint Commission



		SRS

		State Regulatory Specialist



		TUND

		Thirty and Under in Dietetics and Nutrition (MIG)



		USDA

		United States Department of Agriculture



		USDE

		United States Department of Education



		VN

		Vegetarian Nutrition (DPG)



		WH

		Women’s Health (DPG)



		WIC

		Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children



		WM

		Weight Management (DPG)





2
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Joan,  Can you send me a list of acronyms that I could give to Kevin Concannon please?  He will

have no idea what CDR, LPPC and HOD are.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1686. New strategic plan with new vision and mission

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 08:47:01

Subject: New strategic plan with new vision and mission

Attachment:

Joan,  Do we have a new copy of the strategic plan with our new vision and mission on it that I

could give to board members for their orientation?  Sorry to keep bugging you!  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1687. Automatic reply: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 08:22:59

Subject: Automatic reply: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment:

Thank you for your email. I will be out of the office and have limited access to email while I am

away. If you need immediate assistance, please email acend@eatright.org or call 312-899-0040

ext 5400.  I will respond to your email when I return.   

 

Mary
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1688. Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net' <susan_laramee@comcast.net>, Executive

Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris

Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 08:22:50

Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg

Susan,  Couple with the legacy you already have with the Academy, you have certainly insured

that your inspiration, hard work, dedication and enthusiasm for the field of dietetics will not ever be

forgotten.  We cannot thank you enough for your most generous gift.  Please continue to be an

inspiration for future generations of Academy members to come.  Know that you have helped

ensure the success of our Second Century efforts tremendously.  Our hats are off to you!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 5:44 PM  

To: 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner';

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Aida Miles';

'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; 'Denice Ferko-Adams';

'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon'  

Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net'; Executive Team Mailbox; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris

Reidy; Sharon McCauley  

Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee 

 

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!! 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  
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Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
DONATEtoday in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1689. List of Acronyms

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 09, 2017 08:18:12

Subject: List of Acronyms

Attachment:

Joan,  Can you send me a list of acronyms that I could give to Kevin Concannon please?  He will

have no idea what CDR, LPPC and HOD are.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1690. Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

To: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

Cc: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

Susan Laramee <susan_laramee@comcast.net>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 21:24:35

Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment:

Susan,  

Thank you so much for this major contribution to our 2nd Century. You are guaranteeing the

profession's success now and in the future. I am honored to serve on the ethics committee with

you. You inspire us all!  

 

Sent from my iPad 

Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND 

Interim Dean, Brooks College of Health 

University of North Florida 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 5:46 PM, Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

To: Academy Foundation Board of Directors 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to
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diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!! 
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1691. RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Camille Range

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Sitoya Mansell <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy

Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus Schumacher Jr

<gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Susan Laramee <susan_laramee@comcast.net>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 19:19:02

Subject: RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment: image001.jpg

Susan, you strengthen our excitement for the future and our bold goals with you very generous gift

and we as Foundation Board members are so very appreciative.  Your leadership and example to

others who can give at any level will help us realize our ambitions for the Academy in touching the

world with realistic solutions through the transformative power of food and nutrition.

 

Best,

 

 

Margaret

 

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine
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Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Beth Labrador [mailto:BLabrador@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 4:47 PM 

 To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>; Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

Eileen Kennedy <Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>; Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; Kathy Wilson-Gold (kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com)

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>; Maha Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Sitoya Mansell <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>; Sylvia Escott-Stump

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>; Terri Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>; Cathy Christie

<c.christie@unf.edu>; Gus Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>; JoJo Dantone-

DeBarbieris <JoJo@nutritionEd.com>; peark02@outlook.com 

 Cc: Susan Laramee <susan_laramee@comcast.net> 

 Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee

 

 

To: Academy Foundation Board of Directors

 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!!
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1692. RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net' <susan_laramee@comcast.net>, Executive

Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris

Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 19:11:54

Subject: RE: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.jpg

Susan,

 

For one who has given so much of your talent, time and energy there can be no words that convey

the appreciation enough. Your recent gift is so very generous and a further testimony of your

commitment to our future.

 

Thanks so very much,

 

Margaret
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Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 4:45 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; peark02@outlook.com; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>;

'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>; 'Marcy Kyle'

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Denice Ferko-

Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>; 'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>; 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com> 

 Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net' <susan_laramee@comcast.net>; Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee

 

 

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-
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2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1693. Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: susan_laramee@comcast.net <susan_laramee@comcast.net>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>, Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris <jojo@nutritioned.com>, Kay

Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy

Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 18:57:24

Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment:

 
Dear Susan 

Your generosity is astounding on so many levels. You are a wonderful role model to all of us not

only for this generous gift but for your dedication to the profession and fellow colleagues. I admire

you and have been so grateful to you for all the mentoring you have provided along my journey.

Thank you for all you do to make our profession better!  

Warm regards, Lucille  
 
 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 
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Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 5:44 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!! 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 
DONATEtoday in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1694. Re: Afflilate State Meetings

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 18:42:46

Subject: Re: Afflilate State Meetings

Attachment:

Hi Donna 

Great spread sheet. The good news we did better this year than the last two years. We can really

tackle the nevers, and anything over three years as our priority. Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 4:46 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Joan,  Attached is the state listing by alphabetically order and the second tab is by when they were

last visited.  Do you think under the last visited tab you could list the President and President-

elects names for us and then we might be able to see if we know any of them before we decide

how to reach out to them?  If it is easier to list their names under the alphabetical section that

would be fine too!  Not a great chart when you look at the results.  I added the state membership

numbers so that might help us assess if we fund to go or they fund us or maybe we split the cost? 

We can and will do better!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

<Affliliate Meetings.xlsx> 
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1695. Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: susan_laramee@comcast.net <susan_laramee@comcast.net>

Cc: Beseler Lucille <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Martin Donna

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND Evelyn

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, Russell Mary K. <peark02@outlook.com>,

Garner Margaret <mgarner@ua.edu>, Dantone JoJo <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

Wolf Kay <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Polly Dianne <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Miles

Aida <miles081@umn.edu>, Kyle Marcia <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Lites

Michele D. <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Lites Michele D.

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

Ferko-Adams Denice <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, Sauer Kevin

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, Brantley

Susan <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Bates Tracey

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Jean Ragalie-Carr <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Yadrick Marty <myadrick@computrition.com>, Bradley Dr.

Don <dwbradley51@gmail.com>, Miranda Steven A.

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Mailbox ADA Executive Team

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Burns Susan <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Gregoire Mary <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Reidy Chris

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, McCauley Sharon <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Babjak Patricia <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 18:06:10

Subject: Re: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment:

Susan, thank you so much for your generosity and passion for our profession!  
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
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linda.farr@me.com
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On May 8, 2017, at 4:44 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

The list of  Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to 

diversity efforts and  leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!! 

 

Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email:  pbabjak@eatright.org   

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1696. RE: Affiliate State Meetings

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 17:53:12

Subject: RE: Affiliate State Meetings

Attachment: image001.png

Absolutely! I will add the names and get this back to asap. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 3:46 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

peark02@outlook.com 

 Subject: Afflilate State Meetings
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Joan,  Attached is the state listing by alphabetically order and the second tab is by when they were

last visited.  Do you think under the last visited tab you could list the President and President-

elects names for us and then we might be able to see if we know any of them before we decide

how to reach out to them?  If it is easier to list their names under the alphabetical section that

would be fine too!  Not a great chart when you look at the results.  I added the state membership

numbers so that might help us assess if we fund to go or they fund us or maybe we split the cost? 

We can and will do better!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1697. Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>

To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus

Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Susan Laramee <susan_laramee@comcast.net>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 17:50:02

Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment:

To: Academy Foundation Board of Directors 

From: Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!! 
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1698. Gift From Susan Laramee

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: 'susan_laramee@comcast.net' <susan_laramee@comcast.net>, Executive

Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris

Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 17:48:14

Subject: Gift From Susan Laramee

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg

The list of Major Gift Donors to the Second Century Fund continues to climb!  With her $100,000

donation, we are so pleased to add Academy Former President Susan Laramee, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND to the list of Founder level donors!  Susan has an impressive leadership history. 

She is currently a member of the Academy’s Ethics Committee and will serve as Chair in 2017-

2018.  Susan has held many other significant leadership roles within the Academy, including

President, Chair of the Political Action Committee, member of the House of Delegates, and Vice

Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR).  Susan has been very committed to

diversity efforts and leadership training for RDNs and NDTRs. While serving on CDR, she

championed these causes which resulted in the establishment of two funds through the

Foundation, the CDR Diversity Scholarship and the CDR Leadership Grant. We are so fortunate to

have her serving on the Foundation’s Philanthropy Council to encourage others to give.  Please

join me in thanking Susan for her very generous support!! 
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Best regards, 

Pat 

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312/899-4856  

Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
DONATEtoday in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1699. RE: BOD Calendar

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 17:36:30

Subject: RE: BOD Calendar

Attachment: image001.png
2017 BOD Meetings Calendar 042617.doc

Here is the BOD calendar up to Jan 2017. We haven’t confirmed the March and May F2F meeting

dates yet. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 4:06 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: BOD Calendar

 

 

Joan,  Can you please send me just a BOD calendar for the year starting in May and going

through next may for my orientations with BOD members?  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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		BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

2017 MEETINGS CALENDAR    

                             

		


Revised 04-26-17



		DATE

		MEETING

		LOCATION



		May 18-20, 2017

· Thursday, May 18

· Arrive in morning to attend Ohio Affiliate meeting

· 5:30 pm Foundation Second Century Reception

· Friday, May 19 


· 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm


· 6:00 pm Board Celebration Dinner


· Saturday, May 20 


· 7:30 am – 1:00 pm

		Board of Directors Meeting for incoming and current Board members


(Incoming and current Board members to attend portions of the Ohio Affiliate meeting on Thursday, May 18 and the morning of Friday, May 19, as schedule permits)

		Cleveland, OH



		June 25-26, 2017


· Sunday, June 25 


· Monday, June 26

		Public Policy Workshop

(D. Martin, M. Russell, L. Beseler, D. Polly, M. Kyle, L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak)

		Washington, DC



		July 19-21, 2017


· Wednesday, July 19


· 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm

· Group Dinner

· Thursday, July 20

· 7:30 am- 3:00 pm 


· Group Event and Dinner

· Friday, July 21

       -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm 

		Board of Directors Orientation and Retreat 

		Austin, TX



		September 14-15, 2017


· Thursday, September 14 


· 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm


· Group Dinner


· Friday, September 15


· 7:30 am – 2:30 pm

		Board of Directors Meeting

		Chicago, IL



		October 20-21, 2017

		HOD Fall Meeting

		Chicago, IL



		October 21-24, 2017

		Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo

		Chicago, IL



		Friday, January 19, 2018

-     11:00 am - 1:00 pm CT

		Board of Directors Webinar Meeting

		





1
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1700. Committee, Work Group and Task Force Reports

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>,

''Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com'

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida

Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Marty

Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 17:10:50

Subject: Committee, Work Group and Task Force Reports

Attachment: image001.png

The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND) and the Commission

on Dietetic Registration (CDR) reports for the May Board meeting have been posted on the Board

portal http://academybod.webauthor.com. Committee, workgroup and task force reports

highlighting their overall accomplishments for the year have also been placed on the portal. To

view the reports please click here and enter your Academy website username and password. If

there are any you wish to bring forward for discussion at the Board meeting please let me know. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1701. BOD Calendar

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 17:05:58

Subject: BOD Calendar

Attachment:

Joan,  Can you please send me just a BOD calendar for the year starting in May and going

through next may for my orientations with BOD members?  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1702. RE: Mentor

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:49:33

Subject: RE: Mentor

Attachment:

Wonderful!  Thank you for sharing.

 

 

MB

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 3:35 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Mary

Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Mentor

 

 

Thought this email might make your day!!!  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kevin W. Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:29 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

Donna,

 

 

Fantastic ! I look forward to her help.

 

 

I have been meaning to tell you how impressed I am with the quality and extent of information ,

nutrition and health research sources are provided to us daily ! I wish I had had the AND daily

sources during my time at USDA, maybe next tour .

 

 

Kevin

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 4:25 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Kevin,   As mentioned in the previous email about assigning you a mentor, your mentor will be the

fabulous Mary Russell, President-elect of the Academy for 2017-2018!  She will be contacting you

soon!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1703. Afflilate State Meetings

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:46:03

Subject: Afflilate State Meetings

Attachment: Affliliate Meetings.xlsx

Joan,  Attached is the state listing by alphabetically order and the second tab is by when they were

last visited.  Do you think under the last visited tab you could list the President and President-

elects names for us and then we might be able to see if we know any of them before we decide

how to reach out to them?  If it is easier to list their names under the alphabetical section that

would be fine too!  Not a great chart when you look at the results.  I added the state membership

numbers so that might help us assess if we fund to go or they fund us or maybe we split the cost? 

We can and will do better!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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Alpha

				Last visit		Membership

		Alabama 		2017		1309

		Alaska		2014		222

		Arizona		2017		805

		Arkansas		2016		1719

		CA		2018		10295

		CO		2011		2207

		Conn		2012		1401

		Deleware		2017		300

		DC Metro		never		238

		Florida		2017		4767

		GA		2017		2353

		HI		2014		397

		Idaho		2018		602

		Illinois		2016		4058

		Indiana		2010		1952

		Iowa		2010		1080

		Kansas		2010		992

		Kentucky		2010		1314

		LA		2015		1379

		Maine		2012		426

		Maryland		2017		1838

		Mass		2012		2778

		Michigan		2010		3273

		Minnesota		2014		2360

		Mississippi		2016		778

		MINK - Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas		2015		MO 1926 IA 1080 NE 750 KS 992

		Missouri		2010		1926

		Montana		2014		384

		Nebraska		2012		750

		Nevada		2017		552

		New Hampshire		2010		569

		New Jersey		2010		2865

		New Mexico		2017		428

		NY		2017		6687

		NC		2014		3119

		North Dakota		2012		400

		Ohio		2017		4368

		OK		2015		1102

		Oregon		2014		1182

		PA		2017		4500

		Puerto Rico		2016		268

		RI		never		397

		SC		2014		1139

		South Dakota		2010		308

		Southern Nevada		2017

		TN		never		2014

		TX		2017		6566

		UT		2010		973

		Vermont		2010		232

		VA		2013		2328

		Washington State		2013		2439

		West Virgnia		2017		349

		WI		2017		2211

		Wyoming		never		146

		American Overseas		2012

		Needs a visit**





Last Visited

				Last visit		Membership

		DC Metro		never		238

		RI		never		397

		TN		never		2014

		Wyoming		never		146

		Indiana		2010		1952

		Iowa		2010		1080

		Kansas		2010		992

		Kentucky		2010		1314

		Michigan		2010		3273

		Missouri		2010		1926

		New Hampshire		2010		569

		New Jersey		2010		2865

		South Dakota		2010		308

		UT		2010		973

		Vermont		2010		232

		CO		2011		2207

		Conn		2012		1401

		Maine		2012		426

		Mass		2012		2778

		Nebraska		2012		750

		North Dakota		2012		400

		American Overseas		2012

		VA		2013		2328

		Washington State		2013		2439

		Alaska		2014		222

		HI		2014		397

		Minnesota		2014		2360

		Montana		2014		384

		NC		2014		3119

		Oregon		2014		1182

		SC		2014		1139

		LA		2015		1379

		MINK - Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas		2015		MO 1926 IA 1080 NE 750 KS 992

		OK		2015		1102

		Arkansas		2016		1719

		Illinois		2016		4058

		Mississippi		2016		778

		Puerto Rico		2016		268

		Alabama 		2017		1309

		Arizona		2017		805

		Deleware		2017		300

		Florida		2017		4767

		GA		2017		2353

		Maryland		2017		1838

		Nevada		2017		552

		New Mexico		2017		428

		NY		2017		6687

		Ohio		2017		4368

		PA		2017		4500

		Southern Nevada		2017

		TX		2017		6566

		West Virgnia		2017		349

		WI		2017		2211

		CA		2018		10295

		Idaho		2018		602

		Needs a visit**
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1704. RE: Mentor

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:45:37

Subject: RE: Mentor

Attachment:

We are so fortunate to have him! Thank you, Donna!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 3:42 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba; Mary Beth Whalen; Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Re: Mentor

 

 

That is the perfect way to describe him.  I have his mini orientation session set up for tomorrow at

3:30.  Can't wait.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:36 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 
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 Cc: Joan Schwaba; Mary Beth Whalen; Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

He's such a gentleman--can't  wait to work with him! 

 

Pat 

  

Patricia M. Babjak 

 Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606 

 312-899-4856 | pbabjak@eatright.org | www.eatright.org

 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 3:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Thought this email might make your day!!!  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kevin W. Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:29 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

Donna,
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Fantastic ! I look forward to her help.

 

 

I have been meaning to tell you how impressed I am with the quality and extent of information ,

nutrition and health research sources are provided to us daily ! I wish I had had the AND daily

sources during my time at USDA, maybe next tour .

 

 

Kevin

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 4:25 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Kevin,   As mentioned in the previous email about assigning you a mentor, your mentor will be the

fabulous Mary Russell, President-elect of the Academy for 2017-2018!  She will be contacting you

soon!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1705. Re: Mentor

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:42:00

Subject: Re: Mentor

Attachment:

That is the perfect way to describe him.  I have his mini orientation session set up for tomorrow at

3:30.  Can't wait.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:36 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba; Mary Beth Whalen; Doris Acosta  

Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

He's such a gentleman--can't  wait to work with him!  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 8, 2017, at 3:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thought this email might make your day!!!  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kevin W. Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:29 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

Donna, 
 

Fantastic ! I look forward to her help. 
 

I have been meaning to tell you how impressed I am with the quality and extent of information ,

nutrition and health research sources are provided to us daily ! I wish I had had the AND daily

sources during my time at USDA, maybe next tour . 
 

Kevin  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 4:25 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Kevin,   As mentioned in the previous email about assigning you a mentor, your mentor will be the

fabulous Mary Russell, President-elect of the Academy for 2017-2018!  She will be contacting you
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soon!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1706. Re: Mentor

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:39:40

Subject: Re: Mentor

Attachment:

He's such a gentleman--can't  wait to work with him!  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On May 8, 2017, at 3:32 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thought this email might make your day!!!  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kevin W. Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:29 PM  

To: Donna Martin  
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Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

Donna, 
 

Fantastic ! I look forward to her help. 
 

I have been meaning to tell you how impressed I am with the quality and extent of information ,

nutrition and health research sources are provided to us daily ! I wish I had had the AND daily

sources during my time at USDA, maybe next tour . 
 

Kevin  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 4:25 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Kevin,   As mentioned in the previous email about assigning you a mentor, your mentor will be the

fabulous Mary Russell, President-elect of the Academy for 2017-2018!  She will be contacting you

soon!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1707. Fw: Mentor

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:35:24

Subject: Fw: Mentor

Attachment:

Thought this email might make your day!!!  See below!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Kevin W. Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 4:29 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mentor 

 

Donna, 
 

Fantastic ! I look forward to her help. 
 

I have been meaning to tell you how impressed I am with the quality and extent of information ,

nutrition and health research sources are provided to us daily ! I wish I had had the AND daily

sources during my time at USDA, maybe next tour . 
 

Kevin  
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Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 4:25 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Kevin,   As mentioned in the previous email about assigning you a mentor, your mentor will be the

fabulous Mary Russell, President-elect of the Academy for 2017-2018!  She will be contacting you

soon!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1708. Slides for Wednesday Webinar

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, lorri@irvingholzberg.com

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:28:03

Subject: Slides for Wednesday Webinar

Attachment: image001.png
PPW 2017 Session 1 What's In It for Me.pdf

Hi Donna, Dianne and Lorri,

 

 

Thank you for sending the slides.  I have attached a pdf of the slides with your notes.  The

combined slide deck is too large to send.  Please review your portions to be sure everything

appears correctly.

 

 

Lorri, I will put the moderator script together for you – this will be a fun session!

 

 

Let me know if you have questions or need any changes. 

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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Good afternoon, my name is Teresa Nece, the Director of Grassroots Advocacy.  
Welcome to the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Public Policy Workshop 
Session 1: What’s In It for Me?  Making your Impact on Policy Makers. This is 
the first session of the five part training program for Public Policy Workshop 
(PPW) attendees.  This webinar is approved by the Academy and CDR for 1.0 
CPE.  All registered live event attendees will receive a CPE certificate and an 
evaluation survey at the end of the webinar.


All participants have been muted during the presentation. 
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If you have a question during the webinar, please type in your question at any 
time via the “chat box” as we will hold a formal Q&A following the webinar.
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Our moderator is Lorri Holzberg.  Lorri is the chair of the Academy’s Legislative 
and Public Policy Committee (LPPC) and also serves as the Vice-President of 
Public Policy for the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.


Thank you for joining us today Lorri. I will now turn the session over to Lorri.
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4







Dianne Polly is our first speaker.  She is the Academy’s Speaker-Elect of the 
House of Delegates and will be an Ex-officio member of the Legislative and 
Public Policy Committee (LPPC) beginning on June 1.  Dianne is a passionate 
public policy advocate. She will share her experiences in  developing 
meaningful relationships to help drive policy change.
(Lorri, insert any addition intro remarks as you see appropriate.)


Dianne, thank you for joining us today.  I will now turn the program over to 
you.
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Past member of LPPC
Past PAL for Healthy Aging
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Initial causes for getting involved
For increased taxes one time: Pre K education
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Voting seems so easy, but so many folks do not  Can’t complain if not part of 
process
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In my Kiwanis club
New job involves Pre K – He is totally committed and I fund pre K gardens!
Helped his campaign with his mother
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My staff and board members giving scholarships 
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Senate majority leader asked me to get state dietitians involved in his hunger 
initiative 
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Love students and I let them do the bulk of the talking to gain confidence 
Evaluations indicate they enjoyed doing this.  Many had forgotten details from 
their civics class from 8th grade.
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Love their pictures taken
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Hunger symposium asked me to serve as a panelist from last year’s PPW 
meeting
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Wear comfortable shoes
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Have fun!
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Our next speaker is president-elect Donna Martin who happens to be a very 
passionate advocate.  Donna has demonstrated the value of developing relationships 
with elected officials and sharing powerful stories to drive policy change.


Donna, thank you for joining us today!


Donna’s welcome: 


Good afternoon, and welcome to the Academy’s first in a series of podcasts for 
our upcoming Public Policy Workshop.  I am so excited to be helping kick off 
the series to help you get ready for PPW in Washington, DC.  I don’t think that 
there is a more exciting town in the country than Washington, DC.  They have 
some of the most amazing ethnic restaurants.  I also don’t think there has ever 
been a more exciting time to be an RDN or has there been a more pressing 
time that we need to have our voice heard in DC.  Never doubt that your voice 
cannot change what goes on in DC.  If dietetics is your profession then policy 
should be your passion.  Public policy affects every RDN in the country no 
matter what job you have. There is not a job any of us do that is not affected 
by public policy.  


If you are a returning customer, welcome back.  If this is your first time getting 
ready to go to PPW, prepare to have your life changed.  Public Policy is where 
all the action is in terms of helping to move our profession to where we all 


20







want it to be.  It is where we advocate to get more reimbursement for 
our services, it is where we get more funding for our WIC clients, it is 
where we share our stories on how the National School Lunch Program 
impacts the lives of so many children in this country and it is where we 
tell our congressional representatives that SNAP education matters.  It is 
where we help develop the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. We are the 
only people who can make this happen, but in order to do that we need 
to develop a personal relationship with our congressional 
representatives so they will listen to us when important legislation needs 
to be voted on.  We have public policy priority areas which are updated 
every 3 years and they continue to be the focus of our efforts.  There are 
four broad areas that ensure that the Academy is engaged in policy 
discussions that impact all areas of practice.  Within each of these areas, 
the Academy monitors and acts on key legislation and regulations in 
order to advance the profession.
Our congressmen need to know when legislation is coming up who to call 
to find out how this legislation will impact the future of Americans.  They 
need to know who the experts in nutrition are that they can really count 
on to give them great advice on bills that impact the health and well 
being of Americans.  
Our new vision of A world where all people thrive through the 
transformative power of food and nutrition  and our new Mission 
Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food 
and nutrition
really gets to the core of why we enter the field of dietetics.  We believe 
in the power of food and nutrition!


Our issues are non-partisan – we need relationship with members of 
Congress who are both Democrats and Republicans.  We need to 
continue to strengthen the relationships we have developed and look for 
new opportunities and champions and that is where you fit in.  So how 
do you do develop those personal relationships?
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If you can’t make it to Washington, DC you can call your congressional district 
representative through their local office and ask for an appointment to see 
your representative when they are in town.  You can then go to their office 
and sit down and talk to them about what bills are in the pipeline related to 
nutrition.  You then introduce yourself and offer to help serve as a resource to 
them and their staff when they are researching information about bills.   Grab 
some other RDN’s and go as a group.  The advantages of going as a group is 
that you have different people with different jobs who can all share their own 
personal stories of how what they do has made a difference in the life of a 
patient or family.  We all have those stories.  I suggest taking interns with you 
to start getting them involved with Public Policy.  By taking different RDN’s 
with you can have people who can talk about different bills that are being 
proposed and they can answer questions on those bills.  No one can be an 
expert on all the bills.  Your congressman or congresswoman spends weeks 
away form Washington back in their district.  Sometimes it may seem a little 
less intimidating meeting them in your home town instead of in DC.    
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So what happens if this is your first time heading to the hill?  I remember my 
first time. I was scared to death.  I thought someone was going to ask me a 
question I could not answer or that the congressman would be constantly 
looking at their watch wondering how much longer this meeting was going to 
last.  I thought maybe they would ask me how much this would cost and who 
was going to pay for it?  I also wondered how I was going to find the room 
where I was supposed to go to.  Or maybe when I got there they would say 
that I did not have an appointment.  
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But guess what?  None of that happened and why did it not happen?  Because 
the  Academy prepares you so well for the appointments.  They give you all 
the details on the bills you will be talking about.  They even give you handouts 
to leave with the staff or congressman with all the pertinent information on it 
like bill numbers and back up information.  They never send you on a hill visit 
by yourself.  They always try and pair you up with people from your state and 
people with different backgrounds so there is some who can answer questions 
if one comes up and you do not work in that area.  They also have a lead on 
each visit who knows how to find the offices of the people you will be seeing.  
Make sure you get a picture when you go and post it!!!
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Never fear the Legislative and Public Policy Committee has your back.  They 
work all year long to make sure all our hill visits go well.  They are experts and 
they make you feel like an expert before you go on any visit.  They prepare 
briefing papers and help schedule appointments with the PAL from your state 
with the congressmen.    
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Who are you going to meet with?  It does not matter who you meet with.  The 
Ag Staffer or the Health Care staffer may be the person you end up meeting 
with, but that is OK.  They usually will give you more time and they are the 
ones who educate the congressman on what the issues are and how to vote.  
This is a picture of my congressman with some local peaches and blueberries 
that I sent back to home for them to put on their facebook pages.  
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Make sure you have those personal stories ready that you can share with your 
congressman or staffer.  Things they will remember after you leave.  This is a 
story I share with them about our football team going to the state 
chanpionship and winning the state title for the first time and the coach 
credited the better nutrition we were providing them for the win.  We had just 
started the supper program that year.  Very powerful message.  
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So how do you develop those personal relationships?  Invite them to where 
you work.  Show them what you do as an RDN.  That gives you chance to share 
your personal story.  
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Then let them talk to people you work with who can validate the important 
things you do in your job.  Such as physicians, who can talk about the 
important role you play in making sure their malnourished patients get 
nourished or that their patients understand their diet before they leave the 
hospital.  Or they can talk to the head football coach who tells them how you 
feed the football team supper, so they can gain weight and win state 
championships for the first time ever.  The coach can talk about how 
malnourished his athletes were before you starting feeding them supper
through CACFP.  Then that would give you a chance to educate them about 
CACFP.  
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Don’t forget to allow them to take lots of pictures that they can use in their 
campaigning when they are at your work place!
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Invite the media to be present when they come to your workplace.  That will 
make them want to come more and also allow you to share what you are 
doing with the public.  
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Legislators retire or get beat in an election so then you have to start all over 
developing those relationships.  As in my case, I went from having a 
Democratic representative to having a Republican Representative.  You have to 
learn the different party language as some parties are all about fiscal 
responsibility, and others are all about social responsibility.  Know who you are 
talking to before you develop your talking points.  
.  What is important to know is that you need to approach your 
congressman/congress woman differently based on their political affiliation.  You 
have to target your message base don what resonated with them. 


Keep in mind, members of Congress are concerned about the quality of health 
care and access.  They differ, however, on how they see the roles of the 
Federal government and states and how care should be delivered.  


Health care is a major portion of the Federal budget with the Medicare and 
Medicaid accounting for about 23% of federal spending based on 2015 
numbers.  When Congress begins looking for ways to decrease expenditures, 
health care is often a focus as we are seeing with the new Congress.
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This is a good example of how I keep in touch with my Congressional 
Representative and future influential people.  This is our Feed My School event 
we hold every August and we plan it around when my congressional 
representative is back in the district and is out visiting.  We schedule his visit 
first and then plan the event around his schedule.  We give him an opportunity 
to speak to all the staff and students at the school.   The person in the green 
tie, just might be the future Undersecretary of AG in DC!  Even if he is not he 
still is a very close friend of Sonny Perdue’s (New USDA Secretary of AG)  and 
will be a good person to know.   You must develop these relationships over 
years! 
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Don’t forget to meet with your very powerful senators!  The tend to hang 
around longer, but are equally important as your representative.  
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You may even get a kiss!
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You don’t’ have to meet with your representative just when you are in DC for 
PPW, but you can partner with other organizations who share your goals for 
Hill visits like FRAC , Feeding America, American Academy of Pediatrics,  
American Heart Association, PEW. etc.  Get them to help you educate their
representatives and senators. They all do fly-ins also and go to the hill to talk 
about issues that  are of concern to them.  We share a lot of the same issues 
and it is great to have them partner with us to help get our message out.  It 
really amplifies it.  In this picture on the left I am talking to the Fresh Produce 
Association about going to the hill to make sure that congress did not delete 
the requirement to have a fruit or vegetable on your plate in order for the 
meal to be reimbursable.  In the picture on the right we are having a meeting 
with our partner organizations in the DC office to discuss working together on 
issues.  
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These groups have bring big names in to speak at their meetings and it is a 
great opportunity to meet these important congressman.  
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This is me visiting with some farmers who grew produce going to the hill.  We 
met with every Senator or House of Representative person on every visit we 
went on because these farmers donate big money to the congressman, so 
they always get the congressman’s ear.  The congressman know them by 
name.  They went with me , but I go to do all the talking!
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Sometimes you can actually meet with the committee who are working on the 
bills to make sure the bill is what you want before it is introduced.  Instead of 
trying to change it after it is introduced.  This is a group of us meeting with the 
Senate Agriculture committee Republican and Democratic staffer who were 
drafting the School Nutrition Program Bill.  This way you get in on the ground 
floor.  
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If you ever have the opportunity to speak to a Congressional Hearing on a bill 
as a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist, do it.  It will be the most rewarding 
experience you will ever have.  This is me speaking to the House Education and 
Workforce Committee on Child Nutrition Reauthorization in this picture.  We 
have so much to bring to the table in these hearings.  It was three people 
speaking against the bill and I was the only one in favor of the bill.  They asked 
me questions just like on TV and I was on the biggest high when I finished this 
hearing because I really felt like my voice was heard.  I got to speak to 20 
representatives about School Nutrition.  
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This was an opportunity I had to talk to congressional staffers about and up 
coming Farm to School Bill.  I got to brief all of them on what was in the bill 
and that I supported it and answer questions.  Always say yes to any 
opportunity given you.  
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Secretary Vilsack’s office called and asked if I would be willing to speak on a 
webinar to about 150 media people about the need to reduce the childhood 
obesity epidemic and the importance of staying the course with the National 
School Lunch Program.  I said yes of course and this got me noticed by media 
outlets and the White House.    
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Then I got on Kevin Concannon’s rador and starting doing some public 
speaking at events with him to support what he was doing in the area of 
School Nutrition.  FYI He is our latest new Public member on the Academy’s 
Board of Directors.  He may have notice me, but we notice him too!!!
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I was at one of my schools on a Friday afternoon and I get a phone call from 
my secretary and she says the White House has been trying to reach me.  I tell 
her to tell my husband, who owns White House Dry Cleaners, that I will call 
him back later.  She says no I mean the real White House.  I return the call and 
it is Sam Kass, Michele Obama’s Director of Nutrition Policy inviting me a to a 
roundtable at the white house to discuss the Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act of 
2010 and how implementation was going.  This was directly related to all the 
work I had done testifying and lobbying for healthier school meals.  
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Don’t ever forgot that you can get support sometimes on your issues at the 
White House with the Executive Branch.  So when the first lady shares your 
passion you better find a way to connect!  I connected by supporting her 
programs and being vocal about them on blogs, testifying before congress, 
writing op eds and in DC with my congressman.  
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And then sometimes, all your passion for your job gets you a visit from FLOTUS 
in your school district and puts what you do into the national spotlight.  
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Then you get to share with the first lady how 100,000 Dietetic Professionals 
who share the same passion as she does can help her change the future 
health of children in this country!  It all starts with sharing your expertise with 
you representative and making your voice heard!
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And then she asked me to come to the white house to speak at her capstone 
event to celebrate how she has moved the needle in the area of School 
Nutrition.  All this came about because I said yes and stood up for what I 
believed in against people who asked me not to speak  in support of the 
nutrition standards.  
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How many people can say they got to meet POTUS as part of their job?  And if 
you notice in the picture on the right, I wore my Kids Eat Right t-shirt from the 
Foundation and made sure it was in all the photo ops.  Talk about good 
advertisement.  In this picture I was showing off the pizza the kids made form 
harvesting in the white house garden for the press.  
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Our relationships are the key to our success.  Those we have in DC are critical 
but we need each of you to lead our advocacy efforts in the affiliates to 
amplify the Academy’s mission and vision!


Each of you as policy leaders, play a critical role in making sure we are well 
positioned in the new Administration and Congress.  Here’s how you can help:


First, it can’t be said enough.  We need your affiliate members and DPG 
members to really pick up the pace.  Send those letters!  Make relationships, 
share the stories of nutrition from your experience.


Read PPWN – it has tools and tips for keeping up to date and for keeping your 
members engaged.  The open forums are an exchange of ideas that give you 
best-practice ideas and concepts.  Use these to inspire your own members!


I can’t say enough about the power of personal stories.  They are the 
difference between a member of Congress taking interest or walking away.  
They are the real impact of issues on you as a citizen, employee, small 
business owner, parent, caregiver and finally nutrition professional.
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As a reminder, please use the chat box on the right side of your screen to type 
in your questions.
Teresa will assist with reading the questions and directing the question to the 
speakers.  I will now turn the Q and A session over to Teresa. 
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Each webinar will provide 1 CPE for the live event as well as 1 CPE (code 175) 
for the recorded event.  Mark your calendars now these are “not to miss 
sessions”. The 2017 Public Policy Workshop preparation webinar recordings for 
all attendees will be posted in the Public Policy Workshop Community of 
Interest. CPEs are offered to PPW attendees for participation in these 
webinars.   
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The first PPW session for all attendees is scheduled for Wednesday, May 17, 
2017 at 2 p.m. Eastern Time. Please remember, the webinar will be 
recorded.
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We are looking forward to seeing you in Washington DC on June 25! 
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The CPE Certificate for the live event will be emailed. For participants who are 
listening to the recorded event, please send an email requesting the CPE to 
Paulina at the email address on the screen.
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If you have questions, please contact an Academy staff person. Thank you for 
participating today. This concludes today’s webinar. 
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1709. Fw: Incoming Board Members

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Kevin W. Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:20:31

Subject: Fw: Incoming Board Members

Attachment:

 

Well I just learned a new trick on how to send an email before you are finished with it.  Please

ignore previous email and use this complete email.  

Manju, Kevin S., Kevin C, and Milton, 

 

The four of you have the distinction of being the only incoming board members who have not

previously served on the Academy Board of Directors.  While you all have served on many other

boards of directors I am sure, I wanted to see if you all would grant me 20-30 minutes of your time

before your first board meeting, next week, to give you a few pointers on the Academy and board

meetings.  I am going to list times that I would be available to chat with you before the board

meeting and would appreciate you letting me know if any of these times worked out for you.  If you

would let me know the times that work out and also let me know a good phone number to reach

you on.  I am also going to assign a board member to be a mentor to you, so they will reaching out

to you before our next board meeting also.  

I know my schedule and times are limited, so if none of these times work out I can see what I can

do later on in the evening. 

 

Please check all times that would work.  All times are EST.  

Tuesday, May 9  - 3:00 PM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 9  - 3:30 PM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 9  - 4:00 PM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 10  - 3:00 PM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 10  - 3:30 PM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 10  - 4:00 PM  _____
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Monday, May 15 - 9:00 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 9:30 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 10:00 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 10:30 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 11:00 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 12:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 12:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 1:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 1:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 2:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 2:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 3:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 3:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 4:00 PM _____

 

Tuesday, May 16  - 8:30 AM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 16  - 9:00 AM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 16  - 9:30 AM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 16  -10:00 AM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 16  -10:00 AM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 16  -10:30 AM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 16  - 8:30 AM  _____
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Wednesday, May 16  - 9:00 AM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 16  - 9:30 AM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 16  -10:00 AM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 16  -10:00 AM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 16  -10:30 AM  _____

 

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1710. Incoming Board Members

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Kevin W. Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 16:13:25

Subject: Incoming Board Members

Attachment:

Manju, Kevin S., Kevin C, and Milton, 

 

The four of you have the distinction of being the only incoming board members who have not

previously served on the Academy Board of Directors.  While you all have served on many other

boards of directors I am sure, I wanted to see if you all would grant me 20-30 minutes of your time

before your first board meeting, next week, to give you a few pointers on the Academy and board

meetings.  I am going to list times that I would be available to chat with you before the board

meeting and would appreciate you letting me know if any of these times worked out for you.  If you

would let me know the times that work out and also let me know a good phone number to reach

you on.  I am also going to assign a board member to be a mentor to you, so they will reaching out

to you before our next board meeting also.  

I know my schedule and times are limited, so if none of these times work out I can see what I can

do later on in the evening. 

 

Please check all times that would work.  All times are EST.  

Tuesday, May 9  - 3:00 PM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 9  - 3:30 PM  _____

 

Tuesday, May 9  - 4:00 PM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 10  - 3:00 PM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 10  - 3:30 PM  _____

 

Wednesday, May 10  - 4:00 PM  _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 9:00 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 9:30 AM _____
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Monday, May 15 - 10:00 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 10:30 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 11:00 AM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 12:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 12:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 1:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 1:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 2:00 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 2:30 PM _____

 

Monday, May 15 - 12:30 PM _____

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1711. RE: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 15:59:20

Subject: RE: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

Attachment: image001.png
image004.jpg

Many thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 2:58 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

 

 

Yes,  I would like to do the calls.  Bimonthly is great and the dates you have scheduled should be

fine. 706-554-5393  Once I put them on my calendar I will let you know if I have a conflict.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 3:53 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List 

 

Donna, we listed a bi-monthly presidents call between you and Pat on the schedule. Is this

something you’d like to continue? If yes, is that time/day of the week good for you – Pat is totally

flexible. Lastly, if you’d like to do the calls, what is the preferred number Pat can reach you at? 

Lots of Qs, but thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 2:51 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

 

 

Joan,  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 3:43 PM 

 To: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com; Lucille Beseler 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List 

 

Thank you for your input regarding the draft 4Ps call schedule; attached is the final schedule. I am

also attaching the 2017-18 Board of Directors contact list that includes members’ email addresses

and phone numbers for your mentor/new member outreach. Please let me know how I can assist

any further. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1712. Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 15:58:28

Subject: Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

Attachment: image001.png
image004.jpg

Yes,  I would like to do the calls.  Bimonthly is great and the dates you have scheduled should be

fine. 706-554-5393  Once I put them on my calendar I will let you know if I have a conflict.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 3:53 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List 

 

Donna, we listed a bi-monthly presidents call between you and Pat on the schedule. Is this

something you’d like to continue? If yes, is that time/day of the week good for you – Pat is totally

flexible. Lastly, if you’d like to do the calls, what is the preferred number Pat can reach you at? 

Lots of Qs, but thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN
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Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 2:51 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

 

 

Joan,  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 3:43 PM 

 To: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com; Lucille Beseler 
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 Cc: Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List 

 

Thank you for your input regarding the draft 4Ps call schedule; attached is the final schedule. I am

also attaching the 2017-18 Board of Directors contact list that includes members’ email addresses

and phone numbers for your mentor/new member outreach. Please let me know how I can assist

any further. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1713. RE: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 15:56:52

Subject: RE: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

Attachment: image001.png
image004.jpg

Donna, we listed a bi-monthly presidents call between you and Pat on the schedule. Is this

something you’d like to continue? If yes, is that time/day of the week good for you – Pat is totally

flexible. Lastly, if you’d like to do the calls, what is the preferred number Pat can reach you at? 

Lots of Qs, but thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 2:51 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

 

 

Joan,  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 3:43 PM 

 To: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com; Lucille Beseler 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak 

 Subject: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List 

 

Thank you for your input regarding the draft 4Ps call schedule; attached is the final schedule. I am

also attaching the 2017-18 Board of Directors contact list that includes members’ email addresses

and phone numbers for your mentor/new member outreach. Please let me know how I can assist

any further. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1714. Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 15:50:49

Subject: Re: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

Attachment: image003.jpg

Joan,  Thanks so much!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 3:43 PM  

To: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com; Lucille Beseler  

Cc: Patricia Babjak  

Subject: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List 

 

Thank you for your input regarding the draft 4Ps call schedule; attached is the final schedule. I am

also attaching the 2017-18 Board of Directors contact list that includes members’ email addresses

and phone numbers for your mentor/new member outreach. Please let me know how I can assist

any further. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN
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Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1715. 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 15:47:02

Subject: 4Ps Call Schedule and 2017-18 BOD List

Attachment: image003.jpg
2017-18 4Ps Teleconference Schedule.pdf
BOD Directory 2017-2018.pdf

Thank you for your input regarding the draft 4Ps call schedule; attached is the final schedule. I am

also attaching the 2017-18 Board of Directors contact list that includes members’ email addresses

and phone numbers for your mentor/new member outreach. Please let me know how I can assist

any further. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2017-2018 
4Ps Teleconference Schedule and 
President’s Call Schedule                 


 


 
 


 A combined schedule leadership teleconferences for June 2017 – May 2018 follows - the dates 
were selected to avoid conflicts with already scheduled meetings 


 The 4Ps teleconferences will be held on Tuesdays at 9:30am PT/10:30am MT/11:30am CT/ 
12:30pm ET 


 The President’s teleconference between the President and the CEO will be held on Mondays at 
11:30am CT/12:30pm ET  


 
President’s Call Schedule 4Ps Teleconference Schedule 


June 19, 2017 June 20, 2017 


July 31, 2017 August 1, 2017 


August 14, 2017 August 15,2017 


September 25, 2017 September 26, 2017 


October 9, 2017 October 10, 2017 


November 6, 2017 November 7, 2017 


November 27, 2017 November 28, 2017 


December 11, 2017 December 12, 2017 


January 8, 2018 January 9, 2018 


January 29, 2018 January 30, 2018 


February 12, 2018 February 13, 2018 


March 5, 2018 March 6, 2018 


March 26, 2018 March 27, 2018 


April 16, 2018 April 17, 2018 


April 30, 2018 May 1, 2018 


May 28, 2018 May 29, 2018 
 


 


5/8/2017 


 





		2017-2018

		4Ps Teleconference Schedule and

		President’s Call Schedule                



2017-18 4Ps Teleconference Schedule.pdf




AND #360709 


(2015-2018) 


AND #412627 


(2016-2019) 


2017-2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 


President* 
Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, 
LD, SNS, FAND 
Director, School Nutrition 
Program 
Burke County Board of 
Education 
789 Burke Veterans Parkway 
Waynesboro, GA  30830                                    
O: 706/554-5393      
F: 706/554-5655   
H: 706/873-8566 
C: 706/836-
DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us
    


President-Elect* 
Mary Russell, MS, RDN, 
LDN, FAND 
Senior Manager, US 
Nutrition, Medical Affairs 
Baxter Healthcare 
130 S Canal St. Apt. 617 
Chicago, IL 60606-3909 
O:224-948-4985 
C:224-254-0654 
Peark02@outlook.com  
 


Past President 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, 
LDN, CDE, FAND 
Family Nutrition Center of 
South Florida 
5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. 
Suite 105 
Coconut Creek, FL 33073 
O: 954/360-7883 (Asst) 
C: 954/614-7403 
lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net     
Shelly Wilburn (Assistant)   
shellyw_fnc@bellsouth.net (Asst email) 


Treasurer* 
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, 
RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 
CEO/President/Owner 
Nutrition Education          
Resources, Inc. 
1112 River Oaks Drive 
LaPlace, LA 70068  
O: 662/809-8451 
H: 985/651-2342                               
C: 662/809-8451 
JoJo@NutritionEd.com 


Treasurer-Elect  
Manju Karkare, MS, RDN, 
LDN, FAND 
Owner, Nutritionally Yours 
LLC. 
4937 Cremshaw Court 
Raleigh, NC 27614 
H:919-847-7261 
C: 919-426-6956 
manjukarkare@gmail.com 
 


Past Treasurer 
Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, 
LD, CIC, FAND 
Executive Director 
Student Health Center & 
Pharmacy 
Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine 
Director, Health Promotion &                      
Wellness 
The University of Alabama 
Student Health Center & Pharmacy 
750 5th Ave. East                                            
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401   
O: 205/348-7960 
H: 205/349-1146  
C: 205/394-3032 
mgarner@ua.edu 


Speaker* 
Dianne K Polly, JD, RDN, 
LDN, FAND 
Executive Director, Shelby County 
Education Foundation 
2800 Grays Creek 
Arlington, TN 38002 
O: 901/416-7396 
H: 901/335-6106                                
C: 901/753-0997 
diannepolly@gmail.com 


Speaker-elect* 
Marcy Kyle, RDN, LD, 
CDE, FAND  
Regional Manager Diabetes 
and Nutrition  
Penobscot Bay Medical Center  
146 Mistic Avenue 
Rockport, ME 04856 
H:207-236-6938 
C: 703-346-4996 
bkyle@roadrunner.com 
 
 
 
 


Past Speaker 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, 
FAND 
Nutrition Associates of San 
Antonio 
4414 Centerview Drive, 
Suite 233 
San Antonio, TX 78228 
W: 210/735-2402 
C: 210/872-8790 
linda.farr@me.com 


 Director-at-Large  
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, 
LD 
Interim Nutrition Dept. Chair, 
Associate Professor 
Case Western Reserve 
University 
10900 Euclid Ave, SOM, WG 48 
Cleveland, OH 44106 
O: 216/368-2440              
H: 440/526-6855                                 
C: 440/821-8974 
Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu 
 


Director-at-Large  
Kevin Sauer, PhD, 
RDN, LD 
Associate Professor  
Kansas State University  
1824 Erickson St. 
Manhattan, KS 66503 
O:785-532-5581 
H:785-537-1960 
C:785-317-6094 
ksauer@ksu.edu 
 


Director-at-Large  
Michele Delille Lites, 
RDN, CSO, FAND 
Kaiser Permanente 
Registered Dietitian III 
3550 La Habra Way  
Sacramento, CA 95864 
O: 916/631-2730 
Tues/Thurs/Fri
     916/771-2871  Mon/Wed               
H: 916/4895458 
C:916/606-3089 
Michele.D.Lites@kp.org 
MicheleLites@sbcglobal.
net 


 


 


AND #708470 


(2015-2018) AND #422251 


(2016-2019) 


AND #408179  


(2016-2019) 


AND #381660  


(2015-2018) 


AND #707130  


(2017-2020) 


AND #719897 


(2017-2020) 


AND #680793  


(2017-2020) 


AND #810534  


(2017-2020) 


AND #722124 


(2015-2018) AND #448215 


(2016-2019) 


As of 5/8/2017 
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2017-2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 


HOD Director 
Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, 
LDN, CNSD 
Self-employed/Consultant 
3939 Gordon Smith Road   
Knoxville, TN 37938 
H: 865/922-7937 
C: 865/742-


5329                          Brantley.susan@gmail.com 
 


HOD Director 
Milton Stokes, PhD, MPH, 
RD, FAND    
Director, Global Health & 
Nutrition Outreach 
Monsanto Company 
800 N. Lindbergh Blvd 
St. Louis, MO 63167 
O: 314/694-1481 
O: 314/694-7141 
C: 917/697-7614 
Milton.stokes@mansanto.com 
 


HOD Director  
Tamara Randall, MS, 
RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 
Case Western Reserve 
University 
22562 Rye Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
O: 216/368-6630 
C: 216/375-8588 
216/337-9371 (Day) 
H: 216/295-8922        
Tammy.randall@case.edu      


Public Member 
Kevin Concannon, MSW 
10500 Grosvenor Place 
N. Bethesda, MD 20852 
C: 515/720-3194 
k.w.concannon@gmail.com 
 
 


 
 
 


Public Member 
Steven A Miranda, SPHR,  
GPHR  
Federal Reserve Bank, 
Management Division 
2084 Kedge Drive 
Vienna, VA 22181 (do not post 
address) 
O: 202/452-3862                    
 steve.miranda44@gmail.com             


Foundation Chair* 
Marty Yadrick, MBI, MS, 
RDN, FAND 
Director of Nutrition Informatics 
Computrition, Inc. 
402 W 50th Street, Apt 1S 
Kansas City, MO 64112-2390 
C: 323/309-7848 
H:816-531-2607 
myadrick@computrition.com 
 
          


Chief Executive Officer* 
Patricia M Babjak 
Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza 
Suite 2190 
Chicago, IL 60606-6995 
O: 312/899-4856 
F: 312/899-4765                             AND #90006 
C: 312/350-1880              
 pbabjak@eatright.org                   


*Denotes member of the BOD Executive Committee 


AND 
#86080499  


(2015-2018) 


AND 
#86111976  


(2017-2020) 


AND #595109  


(2017-2020) 


AND #870123 


(2017-2020) 


AND #882665  


(2015-2018) 


AND #470939 


(2016-2019) 


As of 5/8/2017 
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BOD Directory 2017-2018.pdf



1716. Re: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 13:50:53

Subject: Re: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

Attachment: image001.png
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image003.jpg
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Perfect, thanks!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 12:17 PM  

To: Donna Martin; Jeanne Blankenship  

Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote 

 

HI Donna,

 

 

We would also suggest adding the information that we had an action alert in March on AHCA.

Here is the addition.
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In March 2017, the Academy also had an action alert opposing ACHA.  That alert was open for 8

days and over 2500 Academy members sent letters. In March we did send an all-member action

alert announcement. 

 

The decision to create an action alert in May was made late afternoon on Wednesday, May 3. 

The vote was anticipated to occur on early afternoon, Thursday, May 4.  With the last minute

action alert, we sent a message out to the policy leaders in the affiliates, DPGs and Member

Interest groups asking them to take action.  Several of the affiliates, DPGs and MIGs sent a

message out to their membership.  We used the Public Policy Weekly News email group as our

target list.  We reached nearly 950 members.

 

 

With the time constraint we had, this was the most efficient pathway. We had over 2,400 members

send letters in the less than 24 hours.

 

 

Hope this helps Donna.

 

 

Let us know if you need anything else or have questions.  

 

Teresa

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 10:30 AM 

 To: 'Donna Martin' <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

 

 

HI Donna and Jeanne,

 

 

Here is a beginning draft:

 

 

The decision to create an action alert was made late afternoon on Wednesday, May 3.  The vote

was anticipated to occur on early afternoon, Thursday, May 4.  With the last minute action alert,
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we sent a message out to the policy leaders in the affiliates, DPGs and Member Interest groups

asking them to take action.  Several of the affiliates, DPGs and MIGs sent a message out to their

membership.  We used the Public Policy Weekly News email group as our target list.  We reached

nearly 950 members.

 

 

With the time constraint we had , this was the most efficient pathway. We had over 2,400

members send letters in the less than 24 hours.

 

 

Please edit, ask questions, etc.  Jeanne, any assistance from you would be great.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 9:37 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

 

 

Can either of you help me craft an answer to Becky Dorner about what she should have heard on

action alerts we sent out?   I know many were sent out and she must have missed them, but I

would prefer you all give me the official answer to her concerns before I email her back.  Thanks!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Becky Dorner <becky@beckydorner.com> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 7:04 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Cc: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler 

 Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote 

 
Thank you so much for your communications Cam! For some reason I only received these
communications from you (AODA). I did not receive anything from the Academy or any other
affiliate/DPG groups – which is really concerning to me. I’m wondering if other members did not
get the message. This is so important to the future of our profession. I’ll be ready to share with
others when the next Action Alert comes! 

 

Warmest regards,

 

 

Becky

 

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

President, Becky Dorner &Associates, Inc. and Nutrition Consulting Services, Inc.

 

Past Speaker of House/Board of Directors, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, 2011-14

 

Alumni Director, National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel

 
www.BeckyDorner.com  FREE membership and e-zine!

 

 

This email transmission and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may

contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient,

you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, printing, distributing or use of this

transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please

immediately notify the sender by telephone or return email and delete the original transmission

and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner.

 

 

From: Camella Rising [mailto:aoda.cr.usa@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 5:41 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Subject: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote
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Dear U.S. AODA Members, 

Sorry to be writing again, but I wanted to make you aware of the following news. Many thanks to

those of you who wrote to your legislators. Looks like it will go to the Senate next...

 

Cam

 
 
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
 From: "tnece@eatright.org" <tnece@eatright.org> 
 To: camella_j@yahoo.com  
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 4:54 PM 
 Subject: Update: Health Care Legislation

 

 

 

Dear Policy Leaders, 

  

We would like to thank you for your grassroots work in the past 24 hours on the American Health

Care Act (H.R. 1628). More than 1500 letters were sent to members of Congress by our Academy

members. Despite our efforts and those of countless other health organizations, the U.S. House of

Representatives passed the bill earlier today by a vote of 217-213. Our work will now focus in the

Senate as we strive for opportunities to advocate for nutrition services. Attached is a copy of the

Academy’s press release.

 

Please watch for the next steps in the near future. Again, we thank you for quickly activating our

members.

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

Best, 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org
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-- 

Camella Rising, MS, RDN

 

AODA Country Representative - USA
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1717. Important Follow-up: May 1 Advocacy Day Thank you and Evaluation

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 13:31:57

Subject: Important Follow-up: May 1 Advocacy Day Thank you and Evaluation

Attachment: image001.png

 

Dear May 1 Advocacy Day Attendees,

 

 

A big thank you for your advocacy work on May 1 on Capitol Hill!  The day was a huge success

because of your work.  As we continue to look at increased advocacy efforts, we are asking for

your assistance with evaluating the advocacy day.  We have developed an evaluation survey to

collect your comments which will be used to improve future advocacy days, click here to take the

survey which should take no more than 5 minutes to complete..  

 

We cannot thank you enough for your advocacy efforts!  If you have any questions, please let us

know.

 

 

We look forward to working with you again.

 

 

Best, 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036
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800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1718. RE: My proposed PPW talk

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 13:27:37

Subject: RE: My proposed PPW talk

Attachment:

Perfect.  I will put together the entire deck and send back to both of you.  It may be in a pdf just

due to number of pictures.

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 12:20 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: My proposed PPW talk

 

 

Teresa,  Attached are my slides.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 12:55 PM 

 To: Dianne Polly; Donna Martin 

 Subject: FW: My proposed PPW talk 

 

Hi Donna and Dianne,
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The first PPW session is on Wednesday.  Diane has her slides ready.  Donna I am sharing with

you..

 

 

Doona, let me know how I can assist you.  Once I have the slides, I will set up the template.  

 

We will add a speaker disclosure slide for ech of you – so just need to know if you have anything

that needs to be disclosed.  

 

Dianne,

 

 

Do we need to do a headset test?  

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 01, 2017 12:02 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: My proposed PPW talk

 

 

Let me know if this is what you wanted/needed, etc.  If I need to add or change anything, let me

know.

 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1719. Re: My proposed PPW talk

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 13:19:43

Subject: Re: My proposed PPW talk

Attachment: PPW Podcast.pptx

Teresa,  Attached are my slides.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 12:55 PM  

To: Dianne Polly; Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: My proposed PPW talk 

 

Hi Donna and Dianne,

 

 

The first PPW session is on Wednesday.  Diane has her slides ready.  Donna I am sharing with

you..

 

 

Doona, let me know how I can assist you.  Once I have the slides, I will set up the template.  

 

We will add a speaker disclosure slide for ech of you – so just need to know if you have anything

that needs to be disclosed.  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President-Elect 2016-2017





Good afternoon, and welcome to the Academy’s first in a series of podcasts for our upcoming Public Policy Workshop.  I am so excited to be helping kick off the series to help you get ready for PPW in Washington, DC.  I don’t think that there is a more exciting town in the country than Washington, DC.  They have some of the most amazing ethnic restaurants.  I also don’t think there has ever been a more exciting time to be an RDN or has there been a more pressing time that we need to have our voice heard in DC.  Never doubt that your voice cannot change what goes on in DC.  If dietetics is your profession then policy should be your passion.  Public policy affects every RDN in the country no matter what job you have. There is not a job any of us do that is not affected by public policy.  



If you are a returning customer, welcome back.  If this is your first time getting ready to go to PPW, prepare to have your life changed.  Public Policy is where all the action is in terms of helping to move our profession to where we all want it to be.  It is where we advocate to get more reimbursement for our services, it is where we get more funding for our WIC clients, it is where we share our stories on how the National School Lunch Program impacts the lives of so many children in this country and it is where we tell our congressional representatives that SNAP education matters.  It is where we help develop the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. We are the only people who can make this happen, but in order to do that we need to develop a personal relationship with our congressional representatives so they will listen to us when important legislation needs to be voted on.  We have public policy priority areas which are updated every 3 years and they continue to be the focus of our efforts.  There are four broad areas that ensure that the Academy is engaged in policy discussions that impact all areas of practice.  Within each of these areas, the Academy monitors and acts on key legislation and regulations in order to advance the profession.

Our congressmen need to know when legislation is coming up who to call to find out how this legislation will impact the future of Americans.  They need to know who the experts in nutrition are that they can really count on to give them great advice on bills that impact the health and well being of Americans.  

Our new vision of A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition  and our new Mission Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition

really gets to the core of why we enter the field of dietetics.  We believe in the power of food and nutrition!



Our issues are non-partisan – we need relationship with members of Congress who are both Democrats and Republicans.  We need to continue to strengthen the relationships we have developed and look for new opportunities and champions and that is where you fit in.  So how do you do develop those personal relationships?





1



Meet with your Congressman when they are home in the District!







If you can’t make it to Washington, DC you can call your congressional district representative through their local office and ask for an appointment to see your representative when they are in town.  You can then go to their office and sit down and talk to them about what bills are in the pipeline related to nutrition.  You then introduce yourself and offer to help serve as a resource to them and their staff when they are researching information about bills.   Grab some other RDN’s and go as a group.  The advantages of going as a group is that you have different people with different jobs who can all share their own personal stories of how what they do has made a difference in the life of a patient or family.  We all have those stories.  I suggest taking interns with you to start getting them involved with Public Policy.   By taking different RDN’s with you can have people who can talk about different bills that are being proposed and they can answer questions on those bills.  No one can be an expert on all the bills.  Your congressman or congresswoman spends weeks away form Washington back in their district.  Sometimes it may seem a little less intimidating meeting them in your home town instead of in DC.    



2



You first time to DC?  No worries!







So what happens if this is your first time heading to the hill?  I remember my first time.  I was scared to death.  I thought someone was going to ask me a question I could not answer or that the congressman would be constantly looking at their watch wondering how much longer this meeting was going to last.  I thought maybe they would ask me how much this would cost and who was going to pay for it?  I also wondered how I was going to find the room where I was supposed to go to.  Or maybe when I got there they would say that I did not have an appointment.  

3



We will hold your hand!!!









But guess what?  None of that happened and why did it not happen?  Because the  Academy prepares you so well for the appointments.  They give you all the details on the bills you will be talking about.  They even give you handouts to leave with the staff or congressman with all the pertinent information on it like bill numbers and back up information.  They never send you on a hill visit by yourself.  They always try and pair you up with people from your state and people with different backgrounds so there is some who can answer questions if one comes up and you do not work in that area.  They also have a lead on each visit who knows how to find the offices of the people you will be seeing.  Make sure you get a picture when you go and post it!!!

4



Legislative and Public Policy Committee (LPPC) and DC office staff have your back!







Never fear the Legislative and Public Policy Committee has your back.  They work all year long to make sure all our hill visits go well.  They are experts and they make you feel like an expert before you go on any visit.  They prepare briefing papers and help schedule appointments with the PAL from your state with the congressmen.    

5



Congressman or Staffer?









Who are you going to meet with?  It does not matter who you meet with.  The Ag Staffer or the Health Care staffer may be the person you end up meeting with, but that is OK.  They usually will give you more time and they are the ones who educate the congressman on what the issues are and how to vote.  This is a picture of my congressman with some local peaches and blueberries that I sent back to home for them to put on their facebook pages.  

6



Don’t forget those 
personal stories and 
Media Stories that you
can share 
with your 
congressman.







Make sure you have those personal stories ready that you can share with your congressman or staffer.  Things they will remember after you leave.  This is a story I share with them about our football team going to the state chanpionship and winning the state title for the first time and the coach credited the better nutrition we were providing them for the win.  We had just started the supper program that year.  Very powerful message.  

7



So how do you develop those personal relationships?
Invite them to your workplace!







So how do you develop those personal relationships?  Invite them to where you work.  Show them what you do as an RDN.  That gives you chance to share your personal story.  

8



Let them meet with people you work with who can support your issues!







Then let them talk to people you work with who can validate the important things you do in your job.  Such as physicians, who can talk about the important role you play in making sure their malnourished patients get nourished or that their patients understand their diet before they leave the hospital.  Or they can talk to the head football coach who tells them how you feed the football team supper, so they can gain weight and win state championships for the first time ever.  The coach can talk about how malnourished his athletes were before you starting feeding them supper through CACFP.  Then that would give you a chance to educate them about CACFP.   



9



They love photo ops!







Don’t forget to allow them to take lots of pictures that they can use in their campaigning when they are at your work place!



10



Invite the media!







Invite the media to be present when they come to your workplace.  That will make them want to come more and also allow you to share what you are doing with the public.  



11



When your Congressman changes invite the new person to your district!







Legislators retire or get beat in an election so then you have to start all over developing those relationships.  As in my case, I went from having a Democratic representative to having a Republican Representative.  You have to learn the different party language as some parties are all about fiscal responsibility, and others are all about social responsibility.  Know who you are talking to before you develop your talking points.  

.   What is important to know is that you need to approach your congressman/congress woman differently based on their political affiliation.  You have to target your message base don what resonated with them. 

Keep in mind, members of Congress are concerned about the quality of health care and access.  They differ, however, on how they see the roles of the Federal government and states and how care should be delivered.  



Health care is a major portion of the Federal budget with the Medicare and Medicaid accounting for about 23% of federal spending based on 2015 numbers.  When Congress begins looking for ways to decrease expenditures, health care is often a focus as we are seeing with the new Congress.



12



Feed my School Event!







This is a good example of how I keep in touch with my Congressional Representative and future influential people.  This is our Feed My School event we hold every August and we plan it around when my congressional representative is back in the district and is out visiting.  We schedule his visit first and then plan the event around his schedule.  We give him an opportunity to speak to all the staff and students at the school.   The person in the green tie, just might be the future Undersecretary of AG in DC!  Even if he is not he still is a very close friend of Sonny Perdue’s (New USDA Secretary of AG)  and will be a good person to know.   You must develop these relationships over years! 



13



Don’t forget those Senators!







Don’t forget to meet with your very powerful senators!  The tend to hang around longer, but are equally important as your representative.  



14



You may even get a kiss!







You may even get a kiss!

15



Work with other Organizations that share our goals and educate them on the issues so they can go to the Hill and share our message!









You don’t’ have to meet with your representative just when you are in DC for PPW, but you can partner with other organizations who share your goals for Hill visits like FRAC , Feeding America, American Academy of Pediatrics,  American Heart Association, PEW. etc.  Get them to help you educate their representatives and senators.  They all do fly-ins also and go to the hill to talk about issues that  are of concern to them.  We share a lot of the same issues and it is great to have them partner with us to help get our message out.  It really amplifies it.  In this picture on the left I am talking to the Fresh Produce Association about going to the hill to make sure that congress did not delete the requirement to have a fruit or vegetable on your plate in order for the meal to be reimbursable.  In the picture on the right we are having a meeting with our partner organizations in the DC office to discuss working together on issues.  

16



These groups bring big name people in to speak!  Senator Stabinow







These groups have bring big names in to speak at their meetings and it is a great opportunity to meet these important congressman.  

17



These groups sometimes have more clout than we do!







This is me visiting with some farmers who grew produce going to the hill.  We met with every Senator or House of Representative person on every visit we went on because these farmers donate big money to the congressman, so they always get the congressman’s ear.  The congressman know them by name.  They went with me , but I go to do all the talking!

18



Meet with Committee staff to discuss issues.  (Senate Agriculture Committee)







Sometimes you can actually meet with the committee who are working on the bills to make sure the bill is what you want before it is introduced.  Instead of trying to change it after it is introduced.  This is a group of us meeting with the Senate Agriculture committee Republican and Democratic staffer who were drafting the School Nutrition Program Bill.  This way you get in on the ground floor.  



19



If you have the opportunity –
 testify before congress!







If you ever have the opportunity to speak to a Congressional Hearing on a bill as a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist, do it.  It will be the most rewarding experience you will ever have.  This is me speaking to the House Education and Workforce Committee on Child Nutrition Reauthorization in this picture.  We have so much to bring to the table in these hearings.  It was three people speaking against the bill and I was the only one in favor of the bill.  They asked me questions just like on TV and I was on the biggest high when I finished this hearing because I really felt like my voice was heard.  I got to speak to 20 representatives about School Nutrition.  



20



Briefing on Farm to School Bill







This was an opportunity I had to talk to congressional staffers about and up coming Farm to School Bill.  I got to brief all of them on what was in the bill and that I supported it and answer questions.  Always say yes to any opportunity given you.  

21



USDA Secretary Vilsack







Secretary Vilsack’s office called and asked if I would be willing to speak on a webinar to about 150 media people about the need to reduce the childhood obesity epidemic and the importance of staying the course with the National School Lunch Program.  I said yes of course and this got me noticed by media outlets and the White House.    

22



USDA Undersecretary Kevin Concannon







Then I got on Kevin Concannon’s rador and starting doing some public speaking at events with him to support what he was doing in the area of School Nutrition.  FYI He is our latest new Public member on the Academy’s Board of Directors.  He may have notice me, but we notice him too!!!

23



Then the White House calls you!







I was at one of my schools on a Friday afternoon and I get a phone call from my secretary and she says the White House has been trying to reach me.  I tell her to tell my husband, who owns White House Dry Cleaners, that I will call him back later.  She says no I mean the real White House.  I return the call and it is Sam Kass, Michele Obama’s Director of Nutrition Policy inviting me a to a roundtable at the white house to discuss the Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act of 2010 and how implementation was going.  This was directly related to all the work I had done testifying and lobbying for healthier school meals.  

24



Roundtable at White House









Don’t ever forgot that you can get support sometimes on your issues at the White House with the Executive Branch.  So when the first lady shares your passion you better find a way to connect!  I connected by supporting her programs and being vocal about them on blogs, testifying before congress, writing op eds and in DC with my congressman.  

25



First Lady’s Visit to Burke County on her American Garden Tour 







And then sometimes, all your passion for your job gets you a visit from FLOTUS in your school district and puts what you do into the national spotlight.  





26



Talking about how we share the same passion!







Then you get to share with the first lady how 100,000 Dietetic Professionals who share the same passion as she does can help her change the future health of children in this country!  It all starts with sharing your expertise with you representative and making your voice heard!



27



Capstone Event in the White House Gardens







And then she asked me to come to the white house to speak at her capstone event to celebrate how she has moved the needle in the area of School Nutrition.  All this came about because I said yes and stood up for what I believed in against people who asked me not to speak  in support of the nutrition standards.  



28



POTUS









How many people can say they got to meet POTUS as part of their job?  And if you notice in the picture on the right, I wore my Kids Eat Right t-shirt from the Foundation and made sure it was in all the photo ops.  Talk about good advertisement.  In this picture I was showing off the pizza the kids made form harvesting in the white house garden for the press.  

29



The power of relationships!!







Our relationships are the key to our success.  Those we have in DC are critical but we need each of you to lead our advocacy efforts in the affiliates to amplify the Academy’s mission and vision!



Each of you as policy leaders, play a critical role in making sure we are well positioned in the new Administration and Congress.  Here’s how you can help:



First, it can’t be said enough.  We need your affiliate members and DPG members to really pick up the pace.  Send those letters!  Make relationships, share the stories of nutrition from your experience.



Read PPWN – it has tools and tips for keeping up to date and for keeping your members engaged.  The open forums are an exchange of ideas that give you best-practice ideas and concepts.  Use these to inspire your own members!



I can’t say enough about the power of personal stories.  They are the difference between a member of Congress taking interest or walking away.  They are the real impact of issues on you as a citizen, employee, small business owner, parent, caregiver and finally nutrition professional.
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PPW Podcast.pptx



 

Dianne,

 

 

Do we need to do a headset test?  

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 01, 2017 12:02 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: My proposed PPW talk

 

 

Let me know if this is what you wanted/needed, etc.  If I need to add or change anything, let me

know.

 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1720. FW: My proposed PPW talk

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 12:58:48

Subject: FW: My proposed PPW talk

Attachment: PPW 2017-Dianne.pptx

Hi Donna and Dianne,

 

 

The first PPW session is on Wednesday.  Diane has her slides ready.  Donna I am sharing with

you..

 

 

Doona, let me know how I can assist you.  Once I have the slides, I will set up the template.  

 

We will add a speaker disclosure slide for ech of you – so just need to know if you have anything

that needs to be disclosed.  

 

Dianne,

 

 

Do we need to do a headset test?  

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, May 01, 2017 12:02 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: My proposed PPW talk

 

 

Let me know if this is what you wanted/needed, etc.  If I need to add or change anything, let me

know.

 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN
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What’s In It For Me?

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND

Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates















Past member of LPPC

Past PAL for Healthy Aging

1



Objectives:  

After this session you will be able to:

Describe your value and communicate it to elected officials during visits with elected officials on the Hill and in the home state

Utilize effective connecting and developing relationships with their legislators

Identify techniques to effectively communicating Academy messages with elected officials

Utilize proven advocacy strategies for successfully and effectively connecting and developing relationships with their legislators





My short story…

As a young dietitian wanted to change the world by improving our food system

Accepted into law school 20 years before I went

Goal:  “Ralphine” Nader (consumer advocate for improving our nutrition and food systems)

Passion is improving public health nutrition  

First foray into advocacy was as a Girl Scout in Nebraska 

Hooked early but continue to learn 









A tad more

Causes sometimes initiated my actions

Environment – soda bottles, saving the planet

Meals on Wheels 

Vending Machines out of Schools

Taxes











Initial causes for getting involved

For increased taxes one time:  Pre K education

4



Local First

 Local

Join civic organizations

Attend town hall meetings

Help campaign or run for Aldermen/City Council/Mayor

Participate in  health coalitions

Leadership programs 

Go to town hall meetings

VOTE







Voting seems so easy, but so many folks do not  Can’t complain if not part of process
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Mayor Jim Strickland of Memphis







In my Kiwanis club

New job involves Pre K – He is totally committed and I fund pre K gardens!

Helped his campaign with his mother

6



Mayor Luttrell of Shelby County







My staff and board members giving scholarships 
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State Government

Most importantly, get to know them before you need them to do something

Participate in Day on the Hill

Take students – Elected officials love our students

Licensure issues and efforts abound

Expert testimony sometimes needed

Asked to join the first state hunger coalition 





Senate majority leader asked me to get state dietitians involved in his hunger initiative 
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State Day on the Hill







Love students and I let them do the bulk of the talking to gain confidence Evaluations indicate they enjoyed doing this.  Many had forgotten details from their civics class from 8th grade.

9



Federal Government

Most, if not all have local presence

Staff have the ear of the elected official

Do you research on your Representatives and Senators before you arrive in Washington DC

Some have special morning or afternoon gatherings for their state constituents 







Washington DC







Love their pictures taken
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US Representative Cohen in Memphis







Hunger symposium asked me to serve as a panelist from last year’s PPW meeting

12



PPW 2016 







Wear comfortable shoes

13



Dianne’s Do’s and Don’ts

Be organized and prepared  

Research the officials before you see them

Find a personal connection but don’t dilly dally too much

State Majority Leader said “Stop by every time you are in town.  (Especially if you don’t need anything from me!) 

Have your story ready and practice your spiel

Find your own style  

Don’t be afraid of them  

Don’t need to know all the answers initially – but get them 







Final Thoughts

Gets easier and becomes fun!! Enjoy D.C. 

Now I am invited to their events 

BBQ’s, Galas, Parties, Fundraisers, Speaker

They usually love publicity – so send them pictures from newspapers, newsletters,  etc. 

Connect with them even if not directly related to nutrition initially

Contribute to their election or our PAC - $$$ talks 







Have fun!
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Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1721. RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 12:21:17

Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg
image006.jpg

HI Donna,

 

 

We would also suggest adding the information that we had an action alert in March on AHCA.

Here is the addition.

 

 

In March 2017, the Academy also had an action alert opposing ACHA.  That alert was open for 8

days and over 2500 Academy members sent letters. In March we did send an all-member action

alert announcement. 

 

The decision to create an action alert in May was made late afternoon on Wednesday, May 3. 

The vote was anticipated to occur on early afternoon, Thursday, May 4.  With the last minute

action alert, we sent a message out to the policy leaders in the affiliates, DPGs and Member

Interest groups asking them to take action.  Several of the affiliates, DPGs and MIGs sent a

message out to their membership.  We used the Public Policy Weekly News email group as our

target list.  We reached nearly 950 members.

 

 

With the time constraint we had, this was the most efficient pathway. We had over 2,400 members

send letters in the less than 24 hours.

 

 

Hope this helps Donna.

 

 

Let us know if you need anything else or have questions.  
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Teresa

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 10:30 AM 

 To: 'Donna Martin' <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

 

 

HI Donna and Jeanne,

 

 

Here is a beginning draft:

 

 

The decision to create an action alert was made late afternoon on Wednesday, May 3.  The vote

was anticipated to occur on early afternoon, Thursday, May 4.  With the last minute action alert,

we sent a message out to the policy leaders in the affiliates, DPGs and Member Interest groups

asking them to take action.  Several of the affiliates, DPGs and MIGs sent a message out to their

membership.  We used the Public Policy Weekly News email group as our target list.  We reached

nearly 950 members.

 

 

With the time constraint we had , this was the most efficient pathway. We had over 2,400

members send letters in the less than 24 hours.

 

 

Please edit, ask questions, etc.  Jeanne, any assistance from you would be great.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 9:37 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote
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Can either of you help me craft an answer to Becky Dorner about what she should have heard on

action alerts we sent out?   I know many were sent out and she must have missed them, but I

would prefer you all give me the official answer to her concerns before I email her back.  Thanks!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Becky Dorner <becky@beckydorner.com> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 7:04 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Cc: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler 

 Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote 

 
Thank you so much for your communications Cam! For some reason I only received these
communications from you (AODA). I did not receive anything from the Academy or any other
affiliate/DPG groups – which is really concerning to me. I’m wondering if other members did not
get the message. This is so important to the future of our profession. I’ll be ready to share with
others when the next Action Alert comes! 

 

Warmest regards,

 

 

Becky

 

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

President, Becky Dorner &Associates, Inc. and Nutrition Consulting Services, Inc.
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Past Speaker of House/Board of Directors, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, 2011-14

 

Alumni Director, National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel

 
www.BeckyDorner.com  FREE membership and e-zine!

 

 

This email transmission and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may

contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient,

you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, printing, distributing or use of this

transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please

immediately notify the sender by telephone or return email and delete the original transmission

and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner.

 

 

From: Camella Rising [mailto:aoda.cr.usa@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 5:41 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Subject: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

 

 

Dear U.S. AODA Members, 

Sorry to be writing again, but I wanted to make you aware of the following news. Many thanks to

those of you who wrote to your legislators. Looks like it will go to the Senate next...

 

Cam

 
 
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
 From: "tnece@eatright.org" <tnece@eatright.org> 
 To: camella_j@yahoo.com  
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 4:54 PM 
 Subject: Update: Health Care Legislation

 

 

 

Dear Policy Leaders, 

  

We would like to thank you for your grassroots work in the past 24 hours on the American Health

Care Act (H.R. 1628). More than 1500 letters were sent to members of Congress by our Academy

members. Despite our efforts and those of countless other health organizations, the U.S. House of

Representatives passed the bill earlier today by a vote of 217-213. Our work will now focus in the

Senate as we strive for opportunities to advocate for nutrition services. Attached is a copy of the
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Academy’s press release.

 

Please watch for the next steps in the near future. Again, we thank you for quickly activating our

members.

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

Best, 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
 
 
 
-- 

Camella Rising, MS, RDN

 

AODA Country Representative - USA
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1722. Daily News: Monday, May 8, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:41:41

Subject: Daily News: Monday, May 8, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

Year of Weight Watchers Best for Weight Loss, Costs, Disease Risk 

 http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/879530 

 Source: Lancet 

 http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(17)30647-5/fulltext

 

Diabetes prevention programs avert, delay disease onset 

 http://managedhealthcareexecutive.modernmedicine.com/managed-healthcare-

executive/news/diabetes-prevention-programs-avert-delay-disease-onset 

 Related Resource: Diabetes Prevention Programs Provided by Registered Dietitian Nutritionists

Are More Effective: Research Review in Journal of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/media/press-releases/new-in-food-nutrition-and-

health/diabetes-prevention-programs-provided-by-rdns-are-more-effective

 

Saturated fat's not always the enemy, but it's not your bestie either 

 Editorial calls belief that saturated fat clogs arteries 'just plain wrong' 

 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/ottawa-dietitian-warn-saturated-fat-1.4100517 

 Source: British Journal of Sports Medicine 

 http://bjsm.bmj.com/content/early/2017/03/31/bjsports-2016-097285

 

How to Lower Breast Cancer Risk 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/08/well/live/ho
w-to-lower-breast-cancer-risk.html
 

Every-other-day fasting isnt any better for weight loss than just eating less 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/every-other-day-fasting-isnt-any-better-

for-weight-loss-than-just-eating-less/2017/05/05/3ba13892-30e9-11e7-9534-
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00e4656c22aa_story.html 

 Source: JAMA Internal Medicine 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2623528 

 Related Resource: EAL- Adult Weight Management 

 http://www.andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5276

 

Why fermented foods  sauerkraut, kimchi and yogurt  are good for your gut 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/why-fermented-foods--sauerkraut-

kimchi-and-yogurt--are-good-for-your-gut/2017/05/05/dd0c9a62-0e4a-11e7-9b0d-

d27c98455440_story.html 

 Related Resource: Food &Nutrition Magazine 

 http://www.foodandnutrition.org/Winter-2012/The-History-and-Health-Benefits-of-Fermented-

Food/

 

NMPF US must enforce FDA food labeling standards for dairy imitators 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Manufacturers/NMPF-US-must-enforce-FDA-food-labeling-

standards-for-dairy-imitators

 

Pork and poultry outperform beef in grocery sales, says Packaged Facts 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Markets/Pork-poultry-outperform-beef-in-grocery-protein-says-

Packaged-Facts

 

Kids' inactivity rises, creating 'health care time bomb' 

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2017/05/06/kids-inactivity-rises-creating-health-care-

time-bomb/101245982/ 

 Related Resource: PHIT America  

http://www.phitamerica.org/Inactivity.htm 

 Related Resource: Kids Eatright 

 http://www.eatright.org/resources/for-kids

 

Aunt Jemima frozen pancakes, waffles and french toast recalled 

 http://www.foxnews.com/health/2017/05/08/aunt-jemima-frozen-pancakes-waffles-and-french-

toast-recalled.html 

 Source: FDA 

 https://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Planning Your Diet Plan 

 Scheduling, not skipping, meals is key 

 -Red Wine Antioxidant Might Help Diabetics' Arteries 

 Resveratrol supplements appeared to aid those with the stiffest blood vessels in small study 

 -Sugary Drinks More Affordable Across the Globe 
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 Cheaper access may sabotage worldwide fight against obesity 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1723. RE: Suggestion for August president's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:35:52

Subject: RE: Suggestion for August president's page

Attachment: image001.png

Thank you very much, Donna! We’ll get started right away and send a draft to review soon.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 10:32 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Suggestion for August president's page

 

 

Sounds perfect!!!!  Go for it!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 11:26 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Suggestion for August president's page 

 

Hi, Donna: We wanted to seek your thoughts on an idea for your August page. 

 

In your April 26 email, you mentioned food waste….Would you want to have your page be on the

numerous activities the Academy is involved in, regarding food waste, and how they connect to

our future goals for Second Century? We could quote a member or two who is working in this area

as well. 

 

Much of the information we could use is contained in the attached talking points we prepared

recently for Pat for a meeting with IFT, ASN and IFIC to discuss the Further With Food initiative.

Since most members probably do not know much about this initiative, or the extent of our activities

in the food waste area, we thought the topic would be good for your entire August page.

 

 

Can you please let us know as soon as possible what you think of this idea? Thank you very

much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606
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www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1724. RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:33:00

Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg
image003.jpg
image004.jpg
image005.jpg
image006.jpg

HI Donna and Jeanne,

 

 

Here is a beginning draft:

 

 

The decision to create an action alert was made late afternoon on Wednesday, May 3.  The vote

was anticipated to occur on early afternoon, Thursday, May 4.  With the last minute action alert,

we sent a message out to the policy leaders in the affiliates, DPGs and Member Interest groups

asking them to take action.  Several of the affiliates, DPGs and MIGs sent a message out to their

membership.  We used the Public Policy Weekly News email group as our target list.  We reached

nearly 950 members.

 

 

With the time constraint we had , this was the most efficient pathway. We had over 2,400

members send letters in the less than 24 hours.

 

 

Please edit, ask questions, etc.  Jeanne, any assistance from you would be great.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 9:37 AM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote
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Can either of you help me craft an answer to Becky Dorner about what she should have heard on

action alerts we sent out?   I know many were sent out and she must have missed them, but I

would prefer you all give me the official answer to her concerns before I email her back.  Thanks!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Becky Dorner <becky@beckydorner.com> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 7:04 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Cc: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler 

 Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote 

 
Thank you so much for your communications Cam! For some reason I only received these
communications from you (AODA). I did not receive anything from the Academy or any other
affiliate/DPG groups – which is really concerning to me. I’m wondering if other members did not
get the message. This is so important to the future of our profession. I’ll be ready to share with
others when the next Action Alert comes! 

 

Warmest regards,

 

 

Becky

 

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND
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President, Becky Dorner &Associates, Inc. and Nutrition Consulting Services, Inc.

 

Past Speaker of House/Board of Directors, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, 2011-14

 

Alumni Director, National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel

 
www.BeckyDorner.com  FREE membership and e-zine!

 

 

This email transmission and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may

contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient,

you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, printing, distributing or use of this

transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please

immediately notify the sender by telephone or return email and delete the original transmission

and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner.

 

 

From: Camella Rising [mailto:aoda.cr.usa@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 5:41 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Subject: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

 

 

Dear U.S. AODA Members, 

Sorry to be writing again, but I wanted to make you aware of the following news. Many thanks to

those of you who wrote to your legislators. Looks like it will go to the Senate next...

 

Cam

 
 
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
 From: "tnece@eatright.org" <tnece@eatright.org> 
 To: camella_j@yahoo.com  
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 4:54 PM 
 Subject: Update: Health Care Legislation

 

 

 

Dear Policy Leaders, 

  

We would like to thank you for your grassroots work in the past 24 hours on the American Health

Care Act (H.R. 1628). More than 1500 letters were sent to members of Congress by our Academy

members. Despite our efforts and those of countless other health organizations, the U.S. House of
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Representatives passed the bill earlier today by a vote of 217-213. Our work will now focus in the

Senate as we strive for opportunities to advocate for nutrition services. Attached is a copy of the

Academy’s press release.

 

Please watch for the next steps in the near future. Again, we thank you for quickly activating our

members.

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

Best, 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
 
 
 
-- 

Camella Rising, MS, RDN

 

AODA Country Representative - USA
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1725. Re: Suggestion for August president's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:31:55

Subject: Re: Suggestion for August president's page

Attachment: image001.png

Sounds perfect!!!!  Go for it!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 11:26 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: Suggestion for August president's page 

 

Hi, Donna: We wanted to seek your thoughts on an idea for your August page. 

 

In your April 26 email, you mentioned food waste….Would you want to have your page be on the

numerous activities the Academy is involved in, regarding food waste, and how they connect to

our future goals for Second Century? We could quote a member or two who is working in this area

as well. 

 

Much of the information we could use is contained in the attached talking points we prepared

recently for Pat for a meeting with IFT, ASN and IFIC to discuss the Further With Food initiative.
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Since most members probably do not know much about this initiative, or the extent of our activities

in the food waste area, we thought the topic would be good for your entire August page.

 

 

Can you please let us know as soon as possible what you think of this idea? Thank you very

much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1726. Suggestion for August president's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:30:23

Subject: Suggestion for August president's page

Attachment: image001.png
Babjak ASN IFT IFIC food waste talking points 4-17 2.docx

Hi, Donna: We wanted to seek your thoughts on an idea for your August page. 

 

In your April 26 email, you mentioned food waste….Would you want to have your page be on the

numerous activities the Academy is involved in, regarding food waste, and how they connect to

our future goals for Second Century? We could quote a member or two who is working in this area

as well. 

 

Much of the information we could use is contained in the attached talking points we prepared

recently for Pat for a meeting with IFT, ASN and IFIC to discuss the Further With Food initiative.

Since most members probably do not know much about this initiative, or the extent of our activities

in the food waste area, we thought the topic would be good for your entire August page.

 

 

Can you please let us know as soon as possible what you think of this idea? Thank you very

much, talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190
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Patricia Babjak

Talking Points on Food and Nutrition Security and Further With Food Initiative

IFT/ASN/Academy/IFIC Meeting

Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room 

April 22, 2017



Topic: Reducing food loss and waste in the United States and best practices for preventing, recovering and recycling food loss and waste



· I believe our organizations can collectively align our educational efforts for reducing food loss and waste in the United States and to provide access to information on best practices for preventing, recovering and recycling food loss and waste. 

· One of the major emerging focus areas for the Academy’s Second Century is in food and nutrition security, which creates many opportunities for impact in food waste.  

· The Academy is a founding member, along with USDA, EPA and others, of the “Further with Food Center for Food Loss and Waste Solutions,” an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions to cut food waste in half by 2030. 

· Further with Food is designed to be the definitive online destination for businesses, government entities, investor, non-governmental organizations, educators and other interested individuals to learn more about their role in meeting the national food waste reduction goal.  

· The Academy is proud to be one of the founders of this collaborative effort to solve one of the most pressing challenges of our time. Food waste is a solvable problem. 

· Some of those areas that the Academy and  the Further with Food team have identified include:

· Household behavior change

· Food waste diversion

· Recycling and upcycling (conversion of food waste into energy, for example)

· Consumer education

· Government action and policy.   

· The end result of our work is less food waste and fewer people who lack reliable access to affordable, nutritious food. 

· Further with Food will be a place to compare notes on what's working, to build on new ideas, find solutions and build a more resilient and productive food system.

· More information on Further with Food is available at furtherwithfood.org.

· Last year, the Academy and our Foundation produced a report called “The State of America’s Wasted Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference.” 

· This report is available on our Foundation’s website at eatrightfoundation.org.

· Our report includes many suggestions as well as success stories of registered dietitian nutritionists who are leading influential efforts in the area of wasted food.

· Food and nutrition security is an emerging focus area for the Academy’s Second Century and creates many opportunities for impact in food waste. Academy members, like members of ASN and IFT, are well-positioned to elevate the food loss/waste/recovery dialogue to the next level. The timing is right for a two-pronged “LWR” campaign led by groups such as ours, with other partners to: 

· Educate and empower consumers in reducing wasted food in the home … and …

· Secure commitments and measure impact of retailers in diverting perishable food to food banks and feed food insecure families.

· The initiative would apply innovative communication strategies to reach consumers and prevent food waste, including tips on grocery shopping, using leftovers, planning meals, eating out and food safety. 

· The campaign would include recruiting retailers committed to being socially responsible community partners in food LWR, and would establish baseline measures of food loss, set measurable goals, provide technical assistance in creating systems for donating to food banks and food pantries and measure progress on commitments. 

· As you can see, these issues are a high priority of the Academy’s, and I look forward to further discussion of this crucial topic with you today.

Babjak ASN IFT IFIC food waste talking points 4-17 2.docx



 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1727. Possibility of Mrs. Obama doing keynote for FNCE

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Deb Eschmeyer <debra_l_eschmeyer@who.eop.gov>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:07:28

Subject: Possibility of Mrs. Obama doing keynote for FNCE

Attachment:

Deb,  I hope like is treating you well, but I assume you are staying busy consulting for FLOTUS.  I

know you all have a big speech coming up at the Partnership for a Healthier Generation meeting

next week in DC.  What a fabulous meeting to have FLOTUS, Sam Kass and Bill Clinton speaking

at the same meeting.  Talk about Star Power!  I really wanted to attend, but I had previously

committed to speak in West Virginia at their Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics state meeting.  

 

I really hate to keep bugging you, but our annual meeting is fast approaching and we have got to

finish getting our keynote speakers finalized.   We are 100% committed to wanting Mrs. Obama to

do the opening keynote on Saturday, October 21st in Chicago, but have not heard anything back

from the letter we sent to her scheduling office.  We can be very flexible on her speaking in terms

of time/length, format (keynote style or “conversation” style between she and me), etc.  We just

need to know if it has been ruled out or still a possibility?  I know you all work on a different time

schedule than we do, but I thought I would give it one more email before we give up and go a

different direction!  The timing just seems so right for this to work out.  Still keeping my fingers

crossed.  Any help would be greatly appreciated! 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1728. Re: Grits for PPW

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Osgood <JOsgood@burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 11:02:44

Subject: Re: Grits for PPW

Attachment:

Donna, 
 

Jenn and I spoke about the grits last week.  We are wondering if given the weight that maybe we

should use them for our fall advocacy day.  We could craft a message campaign around that and

would need fewer bags. But you could always bring them for the Georgia visits at PPW.  Bringing

a gift to the scheduler from the "home" state always leaves an impression! 
 

Let us know your thoughts! 

Jeanne  
 
 
 
 
On May 8, 2017, at 10:40 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Jeanne and Mary Pat,  I am ready to order 535 packages of grits and get labels to put on them

that say they are from Burke County School Nutrition program with my name and email address

on the label.  I need your OK before I do it?  I will make sure there is no cost to the Academy, but

they will need to be shipped to your office.  What do you all think?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1729. Grits for PPW

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Osgood

<JOsgood@burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 10:44:02

Subject: Grits for PPW

Attachment:

Jeanne and Mary Pat,  I am ready to order 535 packages of grits and get labels to put on them

that say they are from Burke County School Nutrition program with my name and email address

on the label.  I need your OK before I do it?  I will make sure there is no cost to the Academy, but

they will need to be shipped to your office.  What do you all think?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1730. Fw: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 10:37:07

Subject: Fw: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

Attachment: ~WRD000.jpg
image010.png
image011.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg

Can either of you help me craft an answer to Becky Dorner about what she should have heard on

action alerts we sent out?   I know many were sent out and she must have missed them, but I

would prefer you all give me the official answer to her concerns before I email her back.  Thanks!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Becky Dorner <becky@beckydorner.com>  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 7:04 PM  

To: Camella Rising  

Cc: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler  

Subject: RE: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote 

 
Thank you so much for your communications Cam! For some reason I only received these
communications from you (AODA). I did not receive anything from the Academy or any other
affiliate/DPG groups – which is really concerning to me. I’m wondering if other members did not
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get the message. This is so important to the future of our profession. I’ll be ready to share with
others when the next Action Alert comes! 

 

Warmest regards,

 

 

Becky

 

 

Becky Dorner, RDN, LD, FAND

 

President, Becky Dorner &Associates, Inc. and Nutrition Consulting Services, Inc.

 

Past Speaker of House/Board of Directors, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, 2011-14

 

Alumni Director, National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel

 
www.BeckyDorner.com  FREE membership and e-zine!

 

 

This email transmission and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may

contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient,

you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, printing, distributing or use of this

transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please

immediately notify the sender by telephone or return email and delete the original transmission

and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner.

 

 

From: Camella Rising [mailto:aoda.cr.usa@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 5:41 PM 

 To: Camella Rising 

 Subject: outcome from the Health Care Legislation vote

 

 

Dear U.S. AODA Members, 

Sorry to be writing again, but I wanted to make you aware of the following news. Many thanks to

those of you who wrote to your legislators. Looks like it will go to the Senate next...

 

Cam

 
 
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
 From: "tnece@eatright.org" <tnece@eatright.org> 
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 To: camella_j@yahoo.com  
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 4:54 PM 
 Subject: Update: Health Care Legislation

 

 

 

Dear Policy Leaders, 

  

We would like to thank you for your grassroots work in the past 24 hours on the American Health

Care Act (H.R. 1628). More than 1500 letters were sent to members of Congress by our Academy

members. Despite our efforts and those of countless other health organizations, the U.S. House of

Representatives passed the bill earlier today by a vote of 217-213. Our work will now focus in the

Senate as we strive for opportunities to advocate for nutrition services. Attached is a copy of the

Academy’s press release.

 

Please watch for the next steps in the near future. Again, we thank you for quickly activating our

members.

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

Best, 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
 
 
 
-- 

Camella Rising, MS, RDN

 

AODA Country Representative - USA
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1731. Fw: Research DPG Breakfast

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 09:58:43

Subject: Fw: Research DPG Breakfast

Attachment:

Doris and Tom,  Can you prepare some remarks for me for this event at FNCE please?  Joan has

it on my schedule!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Donna Martin  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 9:57 AM  

To: ejreverri@gmail.com  

Subject: Research DPG Breakfast 

 

Beth,  Thanks so much for the invitation to your Research Breakfast.  I have it on my

calendar and will be happy to attend and say a few words.  Your practice group is a very

important group to the success of the Academy's future and I would love to come thank

you all for the work you do!

 

 

From: Beth Reverri (ejreverri@gmail.com) 

  

Subject: FNCE RDPG breakfast  
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Dear Dr. Donna Martin, 

  

Congratulations on being elected President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics! What an

accomplishment. My name is Beth and I am the Incoming Chair for the Research DPG of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  

I am sure that you have a lot of events to attend at FNCE, but I wanted to reach out to you to see if

you would be available to attend the Research DPG member breakfast, even if it is just for a few

minutes, and maybe say a few words to our members. 

  

We don't have the official schedule yet, but it will likely be early in the morning on Monday,

October 23rd. I will send the details once I know them. 

  

Thanks for your consideration, 

 Beth 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1732. Re: FNCE RDPG breakfast

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 09:54:28

Subject: Re: FNCE RDPG breakfast

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks,  I will let them know I can come.  I will also copy Doris and Tom so they can prepare

some remarks for me.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 9:50 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: FNCE RDPG breakfast 

 

Hi Donna,

 

I think this is a great opportunity! Especially since members with research expertise are key for

advancing our new principles.   

I will put it on the FNCE schedule. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN
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Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 8:42 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: FNCE RDPG breakfast

 

 

Joan,  I do not know if this would work with my schedule, but I would be glad to do it if it works. 

Can you let me know what you think?  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Burke County Public Schools Board of Education <

donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 7, 2017 8:41 PM 
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 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: FNCE RDPG breakfast 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

 From: Elizabeth Reverri <ejreverri@gmail.com> 

 Date: Sun, May 7, 2017 at 8:39 PM 

 Subject: FNCE RDPG breakfast 

 To: donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com <donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com>

 

 

Dear Dr. Donna Martin, 

 

Congratulations on being elected President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics! What an

accomplishment. My name is Beth and I am the Incoming Chair for the Research DPG of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

 

 

I am sure that you have a lot of events to attend at FNCE, but I wanted to reach out to you to see if

you would be available to attend the Research DPG member breakfast, even if it is just for a few

minutes, and maybe say a few words to our members.

 

 

We don't have the official schedule yet, but it will likely be early in the morning on Monday,

October 23rd. I will send the details once I know them.

 

 

Thanks for your consideration, 

 Beth

 

-- 

Elizabeth J. Reverri, PhD, RD

 

Senior Scientist, Abbott Nutrition

 

Chair Elect, Research DPG, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetic 

 Vice Chair, Early Career Nutrition RIS, American Society for Nutrition
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1733. RE: FNCE RDPG breakfast

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 09:53:44

Subject: RE: FNCE RDPG breakfast

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna,

 

I think this is a great opportunity! Especially since members with research expertise are key for

advancing our new principles.   

I will put it on the FNCE schedule. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2017 8:42 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: FNCE RDPG breakfast

 

 

Joan,  I do not know if this would work with my schedule, but I would be glad to do it if it works. 

Can you let me know what you think?  Thanks!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Burke County Public Schools Board of Education <

donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Sunday, May 7, 2017 8:41 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Fwd: FNCE RDPG breakfast 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

 From: Elizabeth Reverri <ejreverri@gmail.com> 

 Date: Sun, May 7, 2017 at 8:39 PM 

 Subject: FNCE RDPG breakfast 

 To: donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com <donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com>

 

 

Dear Dr. Donna Martin, 

 

Congratulations on being elected President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics! What an

accomplishment. My name is Beth and I am the Incoming Chair for the Research DPG of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

 

 

I am sure that you have a lot of events to attend at FNCE, but I wanted to reach out to you to see if

you would be available to attend the Research DPG member breakfast, even if it is just for a few

minutes, and maybe say a few words to our members.
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We don't have the official schedule yet, but it will likely be early in the morning on Monday,

October 23rd. I will send the details once I know them.

 

 

Thanks for your consideration, 

 Beth

 

-- 

Elizabeth J. Reverri, PhD, RD

 

Senior Scientist, Abbott Nutrition

 

Chair Elect, Research DPG, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetic 

 Vice Chair, Early Career Nutrition RIS, American Society for Nutrition
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1734. Fw: FNCE RDPG breakfast

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 08, 2017 09:41:40

Subject: Fw: FNCE RDPG breakfast

Attachment:

Joan,  I do not know if this would work with my schedule, but I would be glad to do it if it works. 

Can you let me know what you think?  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Burke County Public Schools Board of Education

<donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com>  

Sent: Sunday, May 7, 2017 8:41 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: FNCE RDPG breakfast 

 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------  

From: Elizabeth Reverri <ejreverri@gmail.com>  

Date: Sun, May 7, 2017 at 8:39 PM  

Subject: FNCE RDPG breakfast  

To: donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com <donnasmartinforpresidentelect@gmail.com>  
 
 

Dear Dr. Donna Martin, 
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Congratulations on being elected President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics! What an

accomplishment. My name is Beth and I am the Incoming Chair for the Research DPG of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 

I am sure that you have a lot of events to attend at FNCE, but I wanted to reach out to you to see if

you would be available to attend the Research DPG member breakfast, even if it is just for a few

minutes, and maybe say a few words to our members. 
 

We don't have the official schedule yet, but it will likely be early in the morning on Monday,

October 23rd. I will send the details once I know them. 
 

Thanks for your consideration,  

Beth 

--  

Elizabeth J. Reverri, PhD, RD 

Senior Scientist, Abbott Nutrition 

Chair Elect, Research DPG, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetic  

Vice Chair, Early Career Nutrition RIS, American Society for Nutrition 
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1735. You have a new Leadership Directory message from ejreverri@gmail.com

From: Leadership@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 07, 2017 20:55:39

Subject: You have a new Leadership Directory message from ejreverri@gmail.com

Attachment:

* PLEASE DON’T NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. Use the contact information below to respond to

the member’s message.  

 

------------------------------------------  

 

From: Beth Reverri ( ejreverri@gmail.com)  

 

Subject: FNCE RDPG breakfast  

 

Dear Dr. Donna Martin,  

 

Congratulations on being elected President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics! What an

accomplishment. My name is Beth and I am the Incoming Chair for the Research DPG of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.  

 

I am sure that you have a lot of events to attend at FNCE, but I wanted to reach out to you to see if

you would be available to attend the Research DPG member breakfast, even if it is just for a few

minutes, and maybe say a few words to our members.  

 

We don't have the official schedule yet, but it will likely be early in the morning on Monday,

October 23rd. I will send the details once I know them.  

 

Thanks for your consideration,  

Beth
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1736. Fwd: Plan for Governance Function in the Academy's Second Century

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 18:38:52

Subject: Fwd: Plan for Governance Function in the Academy's Second Century

Attachment:

 
 
Patricia M. Babjak 
Chief Executive Officer 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: May 4, 2017 at 8:44:28 AM CDT  

To: 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>  

Cc: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>  

Subject: RE: Plan for Governance Function in the Academy's Second Century 

 

Absolutely! How does Tuesday, May 9 ( any time after 10:30) or Monday, May 15 before 10:30

work? 

 

From: Linda Farr [mailto:linda.farr@me.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 5:15 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Plan for Governance Function in the Academy's Second Century

 

 

Hi Pat! First I would like to personally thank you for attending our HOD and HLT meeting in April! I

know you have such a busy schedule and we really appreciate you being there with us socially

and as our CEO!

 

 

During our HLT meeting, you mentioned some thoughts about the future of governance in our

Second Century. You also mentioned that Glen Tecker would be working with the BOD at our
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retreat this summer. With that in mind, I have been talking with Marsha Schofield about how we

might be able to prepare ourselves and the HLT for this BOD discussion. I would like to have a

better sense of what your thoughts may be about the future of governance in relation to our

members and the profession. That way I can prepare our HLT for the planning process. 

 

 

Would it be possible for me to set an appointment to speak with you?  I also want to include

Marsha in our discussion. 

 

 

Thanks so much!

 

 

 

Linda

 

 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017

 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
 (W): 210-735-2402

 

(C): 210-872-8790 

 (F): 210-735-1176 

 @NutritiousTable

 
linda.farr@me.com

 
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication. 
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1737. NDEP- Time-Sensitive full or part time opportunity to intern at USDA

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 17:43:17

Subject: NDEP- Time-Sensitive full or part time opportunity to intern at USDA

Attachment:

 
 

The mission of the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) is to increase food security and reduce

hunger in partnership with cooperating organizations by providing children and low-income people

with access to food, a healthy diet, and nutrition education in a manner that supports American

agriculture and inspires public confidence. This position is located in a Regional or Headquarters

Office of the Food and Nutrition Service. FNS provides excellent opportunities for specialized

training through its own facilities and outside resources. Career guidance and on- and off-the-job

training programs are tailored to an individual employee's needs. If you want to apply your

knowledge and skills to food program activities that seek to strengthen America, there is a

challenging and rewarding career waiting for you with FNS!

 

 

See details to apply here: https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/469256300

 
Student Intern (Program Specialist) (USDA Pathways Internship Program)

 
www.usajobs.gov

 

PLEASE NOTE: This position is Administrative and Office Support.

 

This is an Excepted Service appointment not-to-exceed 1 year and may be extended in

increments NTE 1 year for up to 8 years in total as long as the student remains eligible for the

program. Upon successful completion of the program and at the agency’s discretion, the

appointee may be non-competitively converted to a term or permanent position in the competitive

service.

 

This vacancy is limited to the first 50 applications received and will close at 11:59 ET on the

closing date or 11:59 ET on the day we receive the 50th application, whichever comes first.
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1738. RE: 5Ps Call May 8

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton' <craytef@charter.net>, Evelyn

Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu'

<craytef@aces.edu>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 17:08:23

Subject: RE: 5Ps Call May 8

Attachment: image001.png
Att 4.0 May 19-20 BOD Meeting AgendaREV.pdf

Attached is the supporting document for agenda item 4.0 - May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda for

Monday’s 5Ps call. 

Have a nice weekend!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 6:20 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Evelyn Crayton'

<craytef@charter.net>; Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'

<craytef@aces.edu>; peark02@outlook.com 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>;
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Attachment 4.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Thursday, May 18, 2017                                                                                                                              Revised 05-05-17                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century Reception, Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Veterans 
Ballroom 
 


Friday, May 19, 2017 - Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Center Street Room A 
   TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
12:00 pm LUNCH – Center Street Room B    
1:00 pm Executive Session  L. Beseler  Action 
2:00 pm  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME L. Beseler   
2:15 pm 1.0 Consent Agenda* 


1.1 April 7, 2017 Minutes 
1.2 February 24, 2017 Minutes  
1.3 February 23, 2017 Minutes 
1.4 President’s Report 
1.5 CEO’s Report 
1.6 Foundation Report 
1.7 2016-2017 Achievements 
1.8 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report 
1.9 2017-2018 Committee Appointments 
1.10 Motion Tracking 


  Action  


2:20 pm 2.0  Regular Agenda L. Beseler  Action 
2:30 pm 3.0 Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy L. Beseler Generative Information 
2:35 pm 4.0  FY18 Budget 


Is the Board ready to approve the FY18 budget recommendations 
from the Finance and Audit Committee? 


M. Garner/ 
P. Mifsud 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary  


Action 


4:00 pm BREAK    
4:15 pm Board shuttle to visit the Academy’s 100th Anniversary Exhibit at the  


Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library  
   


4:30 pm 5.0  Second Century Update         P. Babjak Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


5:15 pm Transfer of the Gavel Ceremony    
5:30 pm RECESS L. Beseler   
5:30 pm Board shuttle to Pura Vida for Celebration Dinner    
6:00 pm Celebration Dinner - Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, (216) 987-0103    
 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 


    1 







Attachment 4.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Revised 05-05-17 
Saturday, May 20, 2017,  Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114 - Center Street Room A 
TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
7:30 am BREAKFAST - Center Street Room B    
8:00 am CALL TO ORDER L. Beseler   
8:00 am 6.0 Board Dietetic Practice Group Taskforce: Interim Update D. Enos Strategic/Generative/ 


Fiduciary 
Information/ 
Discussion 


8:15 am 7.0 Strategic Measures and Metrics W. Murphy Strategic/Generative 
 


Information/ 
Discussion 


9:15 am BREAK    
9:30 am 
 


8.0 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees 
Is the Board ready to approve the nominees as presented? 


E. Crayton Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


9:45 am 9.0 House of Delegates Spring Meeting Report L. Farr Strategic/Generative Information/ 
Discussion 


10:00 am 10.0 MQii Progress Update 
                    


S. McCauley/ 
A. Steiber 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


11:00 am 11.0 Consent Agenda L. Beseler Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


11:15 am 12.0   Board Activities: July 19-21 Board Orientation and Retreat  L. Beseler Strategic Information 
11:30 am ADJOURNMENT    


 


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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		ANTICIPATED OUTCOME

		IMPLICATIONS

		PRESENTER

		AGENDA ITEM

		   TIME



Att 4.0 May 19-20 BOD Meeting AgendaREV.pdf



Mary Beth Whalen <mwhalen@eatright.org> 

 Subject: 5Ps Call May 8

 

 

Attached are the agenda and supporting
documents for the 5Ps call scheduled for
Monday, May 8 at 11:30am CT/12:30pm ET.
Your review and input are welcome. Attachment
4.0 - May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda will be
sent on Friday. 
 

To participate on the call, please use the following dial-in numbers.

 

 

Dial-In Number:                1-866/477-4564

 

Conference Code:              47 06 63 11 73

 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1739. Register for LAHIDAN's Free Webinar

From: LAHIDAN <LAHIDAN@mail.vresp.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 15:00:43

Subject: Register for LAHIDAN's Free Webinar

Attachment:

Register for LAHIDAN's Free Webinar 

Save the Date 

 Free LAHIDAN Webinar

Managing Anorexia &Undesirable Weight Loss in Patients with Dementia &Alzheimers 

  

Date: Thursday May 18 2017  

Time: 5pm EST  

Cost: Free for LAHIDAN members  

CPEUs: 1 hour, Level 2  

Speaker: Digna I Cassens, MHA, RDN, CLT, FAND  

 

To register click the link or copy and paste into your browser 

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?RGID=r308cdb460d40a5f5de5874b25bb79402

  

Summary 

 

It is agreed among professional health care providers that support for those providing care at

home is an essential and a neglected part of the continuum of care.  Some individuals require

calorie dense foods (CDF)  due to low body weight, diminished appetites, inability to ingest

adequate amounts of food and fluid, and chewing or swallowing problems.  Altered taste and smell

due to the aging process or side effects of medications or disease process often exacerbate the

problems, resulting in decreased intake and subsequent weight loss. Advances in food technology

have provided commercially available products that enhance nutrients and are easy to use.

However, many are expensive and lack the palatability of a house prepared product.  The

Hispanic and Latino population has specific flavor preferences that are seldom met by the

commercial products, and freshly prepared food at home is often prepared. The use of house

prepared meals and supplements satisfies even the most demanding palate, improves acceptance

and consumption, and saves money. Whether preparing meals in your home, or a long-term-care

community, house prepared is always preferable to commercially processed products. This

presentation will focus on methods to prepare calorie dense foods for various textures and tastes

in a time efficient and economical way 

  

Presenting 
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Digna I Cassens, MHA, RDN, CLT, FAND  

Registered Dietitian with over 50 years experience in long-term care, home health, hospice,

developmental disabilities, mental health, AD, dementia care. Her research on successful methods

to decrease supplement use since 1989  has been published in Nutrition Reviews (1996). She is a

renown speaker on this topic and similar topics in several Western states.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
  
LAHIDAN EC  
  
 

Reply to email: lahidanec@gmail.com 
 
 
Click to view this email in a browser  
 
If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in
the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe LAHIDAN MIG  
120 SOUTH RIVERSIDE PLAZA  
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606  
USA  
Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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1740. Re: Congressional briefings

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 13:55:44

Subject: Re: Congressional briefings

Attachment:

No rush! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 5, 2017 1:35 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: RE: Congressional briefings 

 

Donna,

 

We are working on getting a few slides to you.  Hopefully by Monday!

 

Jeanne
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 8:53 PM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Congressional briefings

 

 

End of next week works.  No rush! 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:51 PM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

 

I can get you some statistics, maybe the number of letters we send, visits with PPW and Advocacy

days.

 

 

With the advocacy days this year we basically met with 150% of previous years :-)

 

 

Does tomorrow work?

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

 

Jeanne,  Could you just send me something on some statistics of how many congressional office

you all visit in a year, how many briefings you all go to, how many hearing you all go to, etc.? 

Nothing too formal, I would just like to highlight some of that when I talk to the HOD at FNCE. 

Want to plug all you all do!   Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1741. RE: Congressional briefings

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 13:39:03

Subject: RE: Congressional briefings

Attachment:

Donna,

 

We are working on getting a few slides to you.  Hopefully by Monday!

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 8:53 PM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Congressional briefings

 

 

End of next week works.  No rush! 

  

Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:51 PM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

 

I can get you some statistics, maybe the number of letters we send, visits with PPW and Advocacy

days.

 

 

With the advocacy days this year we basically met with 150% of previous years :-)

 

 

Does tomorrow work?

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:
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Jeanne,  Could you just send me something on some statistics of how many congressional office

you all visit in a year, how many briefings you all go to, how many hearing you all go to, etc.? 

Nothing too formal, I would just like to highlight some of that when I talk to the HOD at FNCE. 

Want to plug all you all do!   Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1742. RE: Deb/Michelle follow up

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 12:23:50

Subject: RE: Deb/Michelle follow up

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna-

 

 

I think at this point, maybe one more follow up email from you (copy me) and indicate we just need

to know if it is even a possibility at this point.  Maybe indicate that even though our speaker have

historically spoken for 45-60- minutes, we are flexible on time/length, format (keynote style or

“conversation” between both of you on stage in a more casual setting), etc.

 

 

I have a good back up plan with Second City Business if we need to go a different route.

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 05, 2017 11:21 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Deb/Michelle follow up

 

 

Diane,  I have emailed Deb and called her cell phone.  I am very disappointed that she has not

emailed me back or answered my call.  I will continue to try and catch her.  I just in my heart of

hearts feel like she is going to do it.  We may need to reach out to get a back up.  I just know her

presence would bring in so many people!!!!  Tell me what you want to do and I will do it.  Just

spoke in Delaware and am headed home. 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, May 5, 2017 11:56 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Patricia Babjak; Doris Acosta 

 Subject: Deb/Michelle follow up 

 

Hi Donna-

 

 

I hope this email finds you well.  I wanted to follow up and see if you had any reply from Deb

Eschmeyer regarding the possibility of Michelle serving as the keynote speaker.  If not, we can

discuss how we want to proceed (follow up letter indicating we need to move forward if she is

unable to accept, etc) and move into looking at a few alternatives.

 

 

I am available next week if you would like to discuss, or we can just talk about next steps the

following week in Cleveland.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Diane 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 
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120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1743. Re: Deb/Michelle follow up

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 12:21:21

Subject: Re: Deb/Michelle follow up

Attachment: image001.png

Diane,  I have emailed Deb and called her cell phone.  I am very disappointed that she has not

emailed me back or answered my call.  I will continue to try and catch her.  I just in my heart of

hearts feel like she is going to do it.  We may need to reach out to get a back up.  I just know her

presence would bring in so many people!!!!  Tell me what you want to do and I will do it.  Just

spoke in Delaware and am headed home.  
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, May 5, 2017 11:56 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Patricia Babjak; Doris Acosta  

Subject: Deb/Michelle follow up 

 

Hi Donna-

 

 

I hope this email finds you well.  I wanted to follow up and see if you had any reply from Deb

Eschmeyer regarding the possibility of Michelle serving as the keynote speaker.  If not, we can

discuss how we want to proceed (follow up letter indicating we need to move forward if she is
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unable to accept, etc) and move into looking at a few alternatives.

 

 

I am available next week if you would like to discuss, or we can just talk about next steps the

following week in Cleveland.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Diane 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1744. Deb/Michelle follow up

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 12:00:13

Subject: Deb/Michelle follow up

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna-

 

 

I hope this email finds you well.  I wanted to follow up and see if you had any reply from Deb

Eschmeyer regarding the possibility of Michelle serving as the keynote speaker.  If not, we can

discuss how we want to proceed (follow up letter indicating we need to move forward if she is

unable to accept, etc) and move into looking at a few alternatives.

 

 

I am available next week if you would like to discuss, or we can just talk about next steps the

following week in Cleveland.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Diane 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

120 S Riverside Plaza, STE 2190 Chicago, IL 60606

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1745. Read: RE: American Health Care Act

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 11:37:56

Subject: Read: RE: American Health Care Act

Attachment: unknown_name_smk8j

Your message  

 

  To: Donna Martin  

  Subject: RE: American Health Care Act  

  Sent: Friday, May 5, 2017 10:58:55 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)  

 

 was read on Friday, May 5, 2017 11:37:56 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada). 
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Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: Zg6gYcIOb0S7xZLb3V6T+Q==
Original-Message-ID:
	<BLUPR03MB1507073182AF162972BC1B47D1EB0@BLUPR03MB1507.namprd03.prod.outlook.com>
X-Display-Name: Donna Martin
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1746. RE: American Health Care Act

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 11:02:21

Subject: RE: American Health Care Act

Attachment: image001.png

You may want to use the following talking points if asked about the Academy’s statement on

AHCA. 

 

The Academy will work to advocate for continued access and coverage for preventative services,

coverage for preventative care, ambulatory care, behavioral health and numerous other services

where registered dietitian nutritionists are improving health. 

 

The proposed legislation as currently drafted does not include the Academy’s five tenets: 

 

·       The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient

resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.
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·       Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.

 

·       Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of

comprehensive health care.

 

·       Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide

everyone access to a core package of benefits.

 

·       Health care must be patient-centered.

 

 

We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans.

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 3:56 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler'; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Evelyn Crayton'; peark02@outlook.com;

'Margaret Garner'; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne

Polly'; 'Aida Miles'; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Michele Lites'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'Hope Barkoukis';

'Denice Ferko-Adams'; 'Kevin Sauer'; 'Tammy Randall'; 'Susan Brantley'; 'Tracey Bates'; 'Milton

Stokes'; 'Jean Ragalie-Carr'; 'Marty Yadrick'; 'Don Bradley'; 'Steve Miranda'; 'Kevin Concannon' 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Sharon McCauley; Susan Burns; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy 

 Subject: American Health Care Act

 

 

No doubt you have heard that the House of Representatives today passed the American Health

Care Act, which the Academy has opposed. We sent a letter yesterday, reiterating our opposition,

to Speaker Paul Ryan and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. The letter is on eatrightPRO at

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-

hill/academy-letter-ahca. 

 

Attached is a press release the Academy issued to the news media this afternoon, which will also

be posted to eatrightPRO, announcing our continued opposition to the bill and urging the Senate

to not pass it. 

 

As we state in the release: The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access

and coverage for preventive services, coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral

health and numerous other services where registered dietitian nutritionists are improving patient

health.
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We will be doing social media messaging based on this release, as well. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions on the Academy’s stance on this issue.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1747. RE: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 10:07:51

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: image001.png

It is not a bother at all, I am glad that you are asking! 

 

So under the AHCA, it removed the essential health benefits requirement for the Medicaid

population starting on January 1, 2020.  Also starting in 2020, states would be able to apply for a

waiver to re-define essential health benefits for health insurance coverage in the individual or

small group market.  The waivers would likely be approved unless the Secretary decided to deny

the request. 
 
Also, the Kaiser Family Foundation has an awesome website that compares the proposals with
the ACA, in case anyone that you are speaking to is interested in all of the details!  Here is the
link: http://kff.org/interactive/proposals-to-replace-the-affordable-care-act/.

 

 

Let me know if there is anything else that I can provide information on!

 

 

Sincerely,

 
 
Stefanie

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, May 05, 2017 9:58 AM 

 To: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

 

 

Yes, That helped a lot. Next question is did they include essential health care services in the

House bill?  Someone on TV said they did, Congressman McCarthy said they did, but I did not

think it included essential services.? Sorry to keep bothering you, but speaking in these states I

need to know.  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 8:30 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members 

 

Donna, 

 

Thank you for checking, and it is definitely a confusing issue. In the Fiscal Year 2017

appropriations bill (the omnibus), the Prevention Fund is included and allocated to fund programs

through September 30, 2017.  That was passed by both the House &the Senate, and will be

signed into law by the President.  However, in the American Health Care Act (AHCA), which the

House passed today, the Prevention Fund is repealed starting in Fiscal Year 2019 (so October 1,

2018).  This is because the Prevention Fund was established under the ACA, so it is part of the

repeal effort. 

 

 

The hope is that the Senate will pass a different bill on the health reform side, and not use the

House-passed AHCA.  We will continue to make the case for the importance of the Prevention

Fund, especially since it is critical to funding our federal health programs!

 

 

Does that make it more clear? Honestly it was infuriating that the House voted to approve a bill

that used the Prevention Fund, and then the next day tried to repeal it!
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Thanks for asking such great questions, always happy to help.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Stefanie

 

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 8:02 PM 

 To: Stefanie Winston Rinehart 

 Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members 

 

Thanks for copying me on these great follow up emails. I am confused about the prevention fund

issue though. Is it in the house bill or not?  Is it a dead issue unless the senate puts it back in? A

little more information on that would help please. Sorry to bother you. Want to stay informed.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On May 4, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Lindsey and Malcolm,

 

 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  We appreciate Senator

Wyden's leadership in the Senate to protect prevention services, and to improve access to

nutrition services.

 

 

I wanted to be sure to send you the video that Donna discussed in our meeting, about the impact

of nutrition on her local football team.  It is an excellent example of why it is so critical to address

malnutrition across the lifecycle.  While we were very happy that the Senate passed the Omnibus

appropriations bill today, which included funding of the Prevention Fund, we were disappointed

that the House repealed the Prevention Fund through the AHCA.  I have attached the Academy's

letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House, as well as our press release on

the House vote today.  Please consider us a resource as the Senate moves forward with the

reconciliation process.  
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I will be sending you the Academy's farm bill recommendations soon, and will connect you with my

colleague Jenn Folliard, who leads our USDA legislation and policy efforts.  

 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we look forward to working with you!

 

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Stefanie

 

 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org

 

 

<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf>

 

<AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf>
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1748. Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 05, 2017 09:57:30

Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png

Yes, That helped a lot. Next question is did they include essential health care services in the

House bill?  Someone on TV said they did, Congressman McCarthy said they did, but I did not

think it included essential services.? Sorry to keep bothering you, but speaking in these states I

need to know.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 8:30 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members 

 

Donna, 
 

Thank you for checking, and it is definitely a confusing issue. In the Fiscal Year 2017

appropriations bill (the omnibus), the Prevention Fund is included and allocated to fund programs

through September 30, 2017.  That was passed by both the House &the Senate, and will be

signed into law by the President.  However, in the American Health Care Act (AHCA), which the

House passed today, the Prevention Fund is repealed starting in Fiscal Year 2019 (so October 1,

2018).  This is because the Prevention Fund was established under the ACA, so it is part of the
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repeal effort. 

 
 

The hope is that the Senate will pass a different bill on the health reform side, and not use the

House-passed AHCA.  We will continue to make the case for the importance of the Prevention

Fund, especially since it is critical to funding our federal health programs!

 
 

Does that make it more clear? Honestly it was infuriating that the House voted to approve a bill

that used the Prevention Fund, and then the next day tried to repeal it!

 
 

Thanks for asking such great questions, always happy to help.

 
 

Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

  

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 8:02 PM  

To: Stefanie Winston Rinehart  

Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members 

 

Thanks for copying me on these great follow up emails. I am confused about the prevention fund

issue though. Is it in the house bill or not?  Is it a dead issue unless the senate puts it back in? A

little more information on that would help please. Sorry to bother you. Want to stay informed.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 4, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Lindsey and Malcolm,

 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  We appreciate Senator

Wyden's leadership in the Senate to protect prevention services, and to improve access to

nutrition services. 
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I wanted to be sure to send you the video that Donna discussed in our meeting, about the impact

of nutrition on her local football team.  It is an excellent example of why it is so critical to address

malnutrition across the lifecycle.  While we were very happy that the Senate passed the Omnibus

appropriations bill today, which included funding of the Prevention Fund, we were disappointed

that the House repealed the Prevention Fund through the AHCA.  I have attached the Academy's

letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House, as well as our press release on

the House vote today.  Please consider us a resource as the Senate moves forward with the

reconciliation process.  
 

I will be sending you the Academy's farm bill recommendations soon, and will connect you with my

colleague Jenn Folliard, who leads our USDA legislation and policy efforts.  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we look forward to working with you!

 
 

Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org
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<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf> 

<AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf> 
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1749. Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 20:33:34

Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png

Donna, 
 

Thank you for checking, and it is definitely a confusing issue. In the Fiscal Year 2017

appropriations bill (the omnibus), the Prevention Fund is included and allocated to fund programs

through September 30, 2017.  That was passed by both the House &the Senate, and will be

signed into law by the President.  However, in the American Health Care Act (AHCA), which the

House passed today, the Prevention Fund is repealed starting in Fiscal Year 2019 (so October 1,

2018).  This is because the Prevention Fund was established under the ACA, so it is part of the

repeal effort. 

 
 

The hope is that the Senate will pass a different bill on the health reform side, and not use the

House-passed AHCA.  We will continue to make the case for the importance of the Prevention

Fund, especially since it is critical to funding our federal health programs!

 
 

Does that make it more clear? Honestly it was infuriating that the House voted to approve a bill

that used the Prevention Fund, and then the next day tried to repeal it!

 
 

Thanks for asking such great questions, always happy to help.

 
 

Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

  

 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 8:02 PM  

To: Stefanie Winston Rinehart  

Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members 
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Thanks for copying me on these great follow up emails. I am confused about the prevention fund

issue though. Is it in the house bill or not?  Is it a dead issue unless the senate puts it back in? A

little more information on that would help please. Sorry to bother you. Want to stay informed.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 4, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Lindsey and Malcolm,

 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  We appreciate Senator

Wyden's leadership in the Senate to protect prevention services, and to improve access to

nutrition services. 

 
 

I wanted to be sure to send you the video that Donna discussed in our meeting, about the impact

of nutrition on her local football team.  It is an excellent example of why it is so critical to address

malnutrition across the lifecycle.  While we were very happy that the Senate passed the Omnibus

appropriations bill today, which included funding of the Prevention Fund, we were disappointed

that the House repealed the Prevention Fund through the AHCA.  I have attached the Academy's

letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House, as well as our press release on

the House vote today.  Please consider us a resource as the Senate moves forward with the

reconciliation process.  
 

I will be sending you the Academy's farm bill recommendations soon, and will connect you with my

colleague Jenn Folliard, who leads our USDA legislation and policy efforts.  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we look forward to working with you!

 
 

Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH
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Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org

 

 
 

<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf> 

<AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf> 
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1750. Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 20:02:02

Subject: Re: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png

Thanks for copying me on these great follow up emails. I am confused about the prevention fund

issue though. Is it in the house bill or not?  Is it a dead issue unless the senate puts it back in? A

little more information on that would help please. Sorry to bother you. Want to stay informed.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 4, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Lindsey and Malcolm,

 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  We appreciate Senator

Wyden's leadership in the Senate to protect prevention services, and to improve access to

nutrition services. 

 
 

I wanted to be sure to send you the video that Donna discussed in our meeting, about the impact

of nutrition on her local football team.  It is an excellent example of why it is so critical to address

malnutrition across the lifecycle.  While we were very happy that the Senate passed the Omnibus

appropriations bill today, which included funding of the Prevention Fund, we were disappointed

that the House repealed the Prevention Fund through the AHCA.  I have attached the Academy's

letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House, as well as our press release on

the House vote today.  Please consider us a resource as the Senate moves forward with the

reconciliation process.  
 

I will be sending you the Academy's farm bill recommendations soon, and will connect you with my

colleague Jenn Folliard, who leads our USDA legislation and policy efforts.  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we look forward to working with you!

 
 

Sincerely,
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Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org

 

 
 

<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf> 

<AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf> 
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1751. May Board Meeting Agenda and Events

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>,

''Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com'

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida

Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Marty

Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 18:49:37

Subject: May Board Meeting Agenda and Events

Attachment: image001.png
Att 2.0 May 19-20 BOD Meeting Agenda.pdf
Att 1.3 February 23 2017 Minutes.pdf
Att 1.2 February 24 2017 Minutes.pdf
Att 1.1 April 4  2017 BOD Webinar Minutes.pdf

Attached for your review and input is the draft agenda for the May Board meeting. We welcome

your feedback. Also attached are the draft minutes for the February 23 Joint Academy and

Foundation Board Retreat, the February 24 Board meeting and the April 4 Board meeting webinar.

Please make your editorial changes to provide time to focus our discussions on substantive issues

at the May Board meeting. 
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Attachment 2.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


Thursday, May 18, 2017 
5:30pm-7:30pm Foundation Second Century Reception, Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Veterans 
Ballroom 
 


Friday, May 19, 2017 - Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio - Center Street Room A 
   TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
12:00 pm LUNCH – Center Street Room B    
1:00 pm Executive Session  L. Beseler  Action 
2:00 pm  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME L. Beseler   
2:15 pm 1.0 Consent Agenda* 


1.1 April 7, 2017 Minutes 
1.2 February 24, 2017 Minutes  
1.3 February 23, 2017 Minutes 
1.4 President’s Report 
1.5 CEO’s Report 
1.6 Foundation Report 
1.7 2016-2017 Achievements 
1.8 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations Report 
1.9 2017-2018 Committee Appointments 
1.10 Motion Tracking 


  Action  


2:20 pm 2.0  Regular Agenda L. Beseler  Action 
2:30 pm 3.0 Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy L. Beseler Generative Information 
2:35 pm 4.0  FY18 Budget 


Is the Board ready to approve the FY18 budget recommendations 
from the Finance and Audit Committee? 


M. Garner/ 
P. Mifsud 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary  


Action 


4:00 pm BREAK    
4:15 pm Board shuttle to visit the Academy’s 100th Anniversary Exhibit at the  


Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library  
   


4:30 pm 5.0  Second Century Update         P. Babjak Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


5:15 pm Transfer of the Gavel Ceremony    
5:30 pm RECESS L. Beseler   
5:30 pm Board shuttle to Pura Vida for Celebration Dinner    
6:00 pm Celebration Dinner - Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, (216) 987-0103    
 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 


    1 







Attachment 2.0 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 19-20, 2017 
CLEVELAND, OHIO                                         


 
 


 


 
Saturday, May 20, 2017,  Hilton Cleveland Downtown, 100 Lakeside Avenue East, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114 - Center Street Room A 
TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER IMPLICATIONS ANTICIPATED 


OUTCOME 
7:30 am BREAKFAST - Center Street Room B    
8:00 am CALL TO ORDER L. Beseler   
8:00 am 6.0 Strategic Measures and Metrics W. Murphy Strategic/Generative Information/ 


Discussion 
9:00 am 7.0 Board Dietetic Practice Group Taskforce: Interim Update D. Enos Strategic/Generative/ 


Fiduciary 
Information/ 
Discussion 


9:15 am BREAK    
9:30 am 
 


8.0 2017 Academy Honors and Awards Nominees 
Is the Board ready to approve the nominees as presented? 


E. Crayton Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


9:45 am 9.0 House of Delegates Spring Meeting Report L. Farr Strategic/Generative Information/ 
Discussion 


10:00 am 10.0 MQii Progress Update 
                    


S. McCauley/ 
A. Steiber 


Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Information/ 
Discussion 


11:00 am 11.0 Consent Agenda L. Beseler Strategic/Generative/ 
Fiduciary 


Action 


11:15 am 12.0   Board Activities: July 19-21 Board Orientation and Retreat  L. Beseler Strategic Information 
11:30 am ADJOURNMENT    


 


 Attachment [Material(s) to be reviewed]   Materials to be distributed at the meeting 
* All items on the Consent Agenda are considered to be routine.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Board member requests.   


 In the event a request is made, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered separately 
Implications: Generative: Discern, frame and confront challenges rooted in values, traditions and beliefs; engage in sense-making, meaning –making and problem framing. Strategic: Scan internal and external environments; 
design and modify strategic plans; strengthen the organization’s comparative advantage. Fiduciary: Oversee operations; deploy resources wisely, ensure legal and financial integrity; monitor results. 
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		ANTICIPATED OUTCOME

		IMPLICATIONS

		PRESENTER

		AGENDA ITEM

		   TIME



Att 2.0 May 19-20 BOD Meeting Agenda.pdf




Attachment 1.3  
FEBRUARY 23, 2017 MINUTES 
JOINT ACADEMY AND FOUNDATION  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS RETREAT         DRAFT           


 
 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis, 
Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Evelyn F. Crayton, Michele Delille Lites,  
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Linda T. Farr, Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, 
Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles, Steven Miranda, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Susan Brantley, 
Dianne Polly, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf 


 
Foundation Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 


 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Margaret Garner, Eileen Kennedy, 
Sitoya Mansell, Donna Martin, Camille Range, Terri Raymond,  
Sylvia Escott-Stump, Kathleen Wilson-Gold, Marty Yadrick   


 
Foundation Board of 
Directors not in 
Attendance 
 


 
Constance Geiger, Maha Tahiri 


Invited Guests in 
Attendance 


Kevin Sauer, chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration; Linda Snetselaar, 
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 


Invited Presenters in 
Attendance for a 
Portion of the Meeting 


John Whalen, CEO of Whalen Consulting; Ellie Moss, Consultant, Whalen 
Consulting   


  
Staff Attendance Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Nicci Brown, Susan Burns,  


Diane Enos, Mary Gregoire (by phone for a portion of the meeting),Beth Labrador, 
Paul Mifsud, Martha Ontiveros, Mary Pat Raimondi, Christine Reidy,  
Marsha Schofield, Joan Schwaba, Paul Slomski, Alison Steiber, Pepin Tuma (by 
phone for a portion of the meeting), Barbara Visocan, Mary Beth Whalen  


     
Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Academy President Lucille Beseler and Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-Carr 
called the meeting to order at 12:00pm.   
 
Regular Agenda 


Motion #1 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 


 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda item.   
 
House of Delegates (HOD): Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) Motion, Practice and 
Position Papers, Associate Membership, Spring Virtual HOD Meeting, Mega Issue Question 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.  
L. Farr provided an update on HOD activities. The HOD approved a bylaws amendment related to the 
removal and vacancy of Commissioners within CDR to meet new external accreditation standards. The 
HOD also approved several changes to the Associate Members category of membership as proposed by the 
Member Services Advisory Committee. The HOD Leadership Team plays an important role in approving 
Academy position statements and requests from external organizations for Academy support of various 
statements and publications. Since August, the HOD Leadership Team (HLT) has voted to approve the 
Academy’s support of five requests from external organizations regarding position papers and other 
publications relevant to Academy members. In addition, HLT approved the revised position statement for 
the updated Vegetarian Diets position paper. Finally, HLT voted to support the proposal from the Academy 
Positions Committee to conduct an evaluation of their processes as part of their continuous quality 
improvement efforts. Academy Board members were invited to attend the Spring 2017 Virtual Meeting on 
April 22-23, 2017. “Tips for BOD Member Participation in HOD Meetings” were shared. Day one of the 
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Attachment 1.3  
meeting will address: “How can food and nutrition practitioners elevate the profession, expand 
opportunities, and enhance practice for the Second Century?” Day two will be a continuance of the Fall 
HOD dialogue on Wellness and Prevention, with a focus on the last two Appreciative Inquiry steps: design 
and deploy. 
 
Education and Regulation: Future Education Model, Regulatory Landscape 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 


Future Education Model  
The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND) Standards Committee 
has been developing standards and competencies for a new recommended model for education in 
nutrition and dietetics with the purpose of advancing the profession and protecting the public. The 
ACEND Board released the first draft Future Education Model Accreditation Standards for Associate, 
Bachelor and Master Degree Programs in Nutrition and Dietetics for public comment in September 
2016 and encouraged all stakeholders to provide comment. Based on input received from this survey 
and additional input from both formal and informal organizations and groups, the ACEND Board 
revised the draft Future Education Model Standards including the expected competencies and 
performance indicators for each degree level program. ACEND Executive Director Mary Gregoire 
presented the major changes made to the Future Education Model Standards and the next steps.  


The Boards participated in working groups to discuss the impact of the draft Future Education Model 
on the Academy, the profession, the educational system and the public, at the Associate, Bachelor, 
Master levels. Concerns and questions from the break out session feedback follows.  


• Are knowledge and competencies driving the education model?  
• Differentiation (product line) between the three levels: Associate, Bachelor, Master - may be 


confusion between the profession and the public.  
• What products, services and opportunities is the Academy creating for the various levels?  
• Studies show no adverse impact on diversity numbers with increased education levels. 
• Need to be fast, fluid and flexible.  
• Where will the shortage of preceptors be a factor?  
• The education model creates pathways for students and career progression.  
 
Regulatory Landscape  
An overview of the regulatory landscape for consumer protection and licensure was provided.  The 
Consumer Protection and Licensure Subcommittee (CPLS) has engaged in a dialogue with ACEND 
regarding the Future Education Model and shared specific concerns related to state licensure laws and 
regulations in its communication to the Board.  In collaboration with the Commission on Dietetic 
Registration, the Academy is currently in the process of reviewing the laws and regulations and 
preparing a report.  Board members were encouraged to consider the issues brought forward by the 
CPLS in the discussion that followed. 


   
Second Century Working Session  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
The Academy and Foundation Board, along with the Chair of the Commission on Dietetic Registration and 
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, participated in a Second Century 
working session, where they considered a proposed new Academy vision, mission, principles, and 
strategy.  In small groups they deliberated on each of these and shared their reflections with the 
group.  They also reviewed the nine initiative proposals from the Nutrition Impact Summit. A summary of 
the organizational implications from the Second Century discussion are attached.  
 
Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was made by Academy President Lucille Beseler and Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-
Carr at 6:20pm and approved by consensus. 
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FEBRUARY 23, 2017 SUMMARY NOTES 
SECOND CENTURY WORKING SESSION   


 


 
 


Organizational Implications: Questions to Address 


• Do you have the skill sets in the organization to do this? 
• Are you structured correctly to deliver on the vision? 
• Do you have the buy in and willingness of staff, members, and Board to do this? 


o How will it help members today? 
• Do you have the relationships you need to do this? 
• Have we thought on an aspirational enough level? 
• Are we willing to give up sacred cows? 
• Are we financially able to do this? 
• What will it take to make this sustainable?  
• Will it raise my dues? 
• Is it sustainable and scalable? 
• How and when will we evaluate if we have made an impact? 
• Have we thought about the return on investment – what makes money, what doesn’t, how can it 


support itself without increased costs? 
• What does success look like and how do we measure it? 
• How do our students and our brand new members see themselves in this specifically? 
• Do we have an appropriate plan for new infrastructure required to execute? 
• Communication plan?  
• How do we fully leverage technology and informatics? 
• What is the plan for globalization? 
• What are the roles of the Foundation and the Academy, CDR, ACEND (all organizations)? 
• Does this expand our membership – are there different levels or options? 
• Do we have a plan for naysayers / critics? 
• Is there educational vision and alignment with the new vision here?  
• What are the unintended consequences of success or failure?  
• How do we learn from others who have already done this? Associations, trades, corporations – 


let’s not reinvent the wheel. 
• How do we leverage non-members to rejoin us with this new strategy? 
• Are there governance implications? 
• Who are the partners externally who we have identified that are committed? 
• How do we learn and collaborate with others?  
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Attachment 1.2 
FEBRUARY 24, 2017 MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING   DRAFT 


 


 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Hope Barkoukis, 
Tracey Bates, Don Bradley, Evelyn F. Crayton,  
Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, Denice Ferko-Adams,  
Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles,  
Steven Miranda, Jean Ragalie-Carr,  
Susan Brantley, Dianne Polly, Tamara Randall, Kay Wolf 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors not in 
Attendance 
 


 
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris 


Invited Presenters in 
Attendance for a 
Portion of the Meeting 


John Whalen, CEO of Whalen Consulting; Ellie Moss, Consultant, 
Whalen Consulting; Lorri Holzberg, Chair, Legislative and Public Policy 
Committee; Cathy Christie, Chair, Member Sponsorship Review 
Committee 


  
Staff Attendance Doris Acosta, Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown,  


Nicci Brown (for a portion of the meeting), Susan Burns,  
Diane Enos, Jennifer Horton (by phone for a portion of the meeting), 
Daun Longshore (for a portion of the meeting), Paul Mifsud,  
Mary Pat Raimondi, Christine Reidy, Marsha Schofield, Alison Steiber,  
Pepin Tuma (by phone for a portion of the meeting), Dante Turner, 
Barbara Visocan, Mary Beth Whalen  


           
Executive Session 
Motion #1 
Approved 


 
Move into Executive Session. 


 
 
Executive session convened at 8:11am. 
 
Motion #2 
Approved 


 
Move out of Executive Session. 


Executive session adjourned at 8:56am. 
  
Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 9:00am.   
 
Consent Agenda 
 


Motion #3 
Approved 


Move to accept the consent agenda. 


 
Regular Agenda 
 


Motion #4 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 
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Attachment 1.2 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda 
item.  A new Board meeting evaluation form was presented by S. Brantley and T. Randall. Board 
members were asked to pilot test the form to evaluate the February 24 meeting and respond with 
their feedback.   
 
Second Century Working Session  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced.  
 


In continuation from the February 23 joint Academy and Foundation Board retreat the Academy 
Board was asked to approve a new Academy vision, mission, principles, and strategy.  These 
will be used as a backdrop for the strategic planning session in July.  In a group discussion, 
Board members contributed organizational implication questions for the staff to address in 
preparation for the July strategic planning meeting.  The Board discussed where it saw the 
biggest opportunities for growth as an organization and increasing value to members while 
making an impact in the world. The Academy’s new vision, mission and principles were 
informed by collective best thinking and reflect member and stakeholder input. The Board also 
participated in an activity to explain the Second Century ‘elevator speech’ to members and 
external stakeholders.  The Board agreed to provide assessment of the initiative projects via 
electronic survey.  The data will be used to inform the decision to move the projects to the next 
level of business plan development.  Talking points for the Board will be developed and 
distributed the week following the February 24 meeting, along with a communication to staff, 
members and summit participants announcing the new Academy vision, mission and principles 
which follow below.  
 
Vision 
A world where all people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition 
  
Mission 
Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and nutrition 
 
Principles 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and our members: 


• Integrate research, professional development and practice to stimulate innovation and 
discovery  


• Collaborate to solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges now and in the future 
• Focus on system-wide impact across the food, wellness and health care sectors 
• Have a global impact in eliminating all forms of malnutrition 
• Amplify the contribution of nutrition practitioners and expand workforce capacity and 


capability.  
 


Motion #5 
Approved 


Move to accept the schematic for the Second Century centers of 
excellence and strategic model.   


 
 
Nutrition and Dietetic Educators and Preceptors (NDEP) Standards of Professional 
Performance 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
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Attachment 1.2 
On February 20, 2017 the NDEP chair sent a letter requesting that the Academy Board of 
Directors and Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) reevaluate the budget and the funding 
requirement for updating the NDEP Standards of Professional Performance (SOPP). 
 
The FAC discussed the request on its February 21 conference call and recommended to the 
Board that the cost sharing strategy established by the Academy and in place since 2013 would 
continue to be followed.  The cost sharing strategy was communicated to NDEP leadership in 
2013 and again in 2016.  The Board discussed and upheld the FAC recommendation. NDEP’s 
reserves are healthy and could be used to cover the costs of updating its Standards of 
Professional Performance. Last year the CEO approved additional staff to work on the SOPPs 
with authors, reviewers, a workgroup and the Quality Management Committee. The Board 
encourages NDEP to consider conducting a survey in order to assess its members’ perception of 
the value of revising the SOPPs.   
 
Motion #6 
Approved 


Move to approve the FAC recommendation to continue to follow the cost 
sharing strategy established by the Academy.  


 
Conflict of Interest 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
The BOD reviewed and approved the proposal from the Council on Research for a consistent 
Conflict of Interest (COI) form that would be completed online. The BOD supported the idea of 
an online training about COI and how to use the new form and asked the Council on Research to 
develop such a training.  Staff will work to implement the online COI form for the start of the 
new fiscal year. 
 
Motion #7 
Approved 


Move to approve the proposed online Conflict of Interest form to be 
adopted consistently across the organization. 


   
Health Care Reform Update  
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced. 
 
Legislative and Public Policy Committee Chair Lorri Holzberg outlined the policy stances for 
health reform that were approved by the board of directors in January 2009.  She noted that upon 
review, the LPPC reached consensus that the policy stances provide direction for current health 
reform discussions regarding the repeal of the Affordable Care Act. She also shared that the 
LPPC voted to reaffirm the stances and also took action to reconvene the Health Reform Task 
Force.  The group will meet for approximately six months and submit a report to the LPPC that 
includes recommendations for new stances and/or edits of the previous stances.  Once the task 
force completes its work and LPPC reviews the recommendations they will then be voted on by 
the Board. 
 
Board members shared ideas for edits to the stances as well as offering names of individuals who 
would be well suited for the task force.  Board members noted that the Affordable Care Act 
included significant provisions for nutrition and that its repeal will impact programs and services.  
This topic was noted to be a priority for future meetings and communications. 
 
Public Member 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced  
 
A public member position will be vacated by Don Bradley in May 2017. The Board was asked to 
identify three to five candidates for the position of public member from a list of nominees. The 
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Board prioritized three top candidates to fill the public member position vacancy. The President-
elect will extend the invitation to the selected nominees in the order prioritized. 
 
Member Sponsorship Review Committee 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced  
 
Cathy Christie chair of the Member Sponsorship Review Committee presented the pilot report 
and recommendations of the committee to the Board for consideration. After discussion the 
Board approved the recommendations.  The strategic communications team is working on a 
release of this information to the leadership and membership of the Academy.   
 
Motion #8 
Approved 


Move to accept the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s 
recommendation of the distribution of Best Practices for Sponsorship 
Relationships for DPGs, MIGs and Affiliates along with examples from 
Oregon Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship Policies and 
Procedures, California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Sponsorship 
Policy and Food & Culinary Professionals DPG Sponsorship Guidelines 
and Policy. 


 
Motion #9 
Approved 


Move to accept the Member Sponsorship Review Committee’s adjusted 
review process for Academy national level sponsorship categories. 


 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:15pm by consensus. 
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Attachment 1.1 
APRIL 4, 2017 MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING   DRAFT 


 


 


 
Academy Board of 
Directors in 
Attendance 
 
 


Lucille Beseler, chair, Patricia M. Babjak, Tracey Bates, Hope Barkoukis, 
Don Bradley, Susan Brantley, Evelyn F. Crayton,  
Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, Michele Delille Lites, Linda T. Farr, 
Denice Ferko-Adams, Margaret Garner, Donna S. Martin, Aida Miles, 
Steven Miranda, Dianne Polly, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Tamara Randall, 
Kay Wolf 


  
Staff in Attendance Jeanne Blankenship, Katie Brown, Susan Burns, Diane Enos,  


Sharon McCauley, Paul Mifsud, Mary Pat Raimondi, Marsha Schofield, 
Alison Steiber, Pepin Tuma, Mary Beth Whalen  


Call to Order 
A quorum being present, Lucille Beseler, chair, called the meeting to order at 11:00am CT.   
 
Regular Agenda 
 


Motion #1 
Approved 


Move to approve the agenda. 


 
 
Criteria for Effective Meetings/Conflict of Interest Policy 
Board members were asked to declare any potential conflicts of interest related to each agenda 
item.   
 
Health and/or Wellness Coaches Stance and Communication Campaign 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
 
Jeanne Blankenship, Vice President for Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, and Pepin Tuma, Senior 
Director for Government and Regulatory Affairs introduced a proposed Academy stance 
specifying the minimum qualifications and training for any provider of medical nutrition therapy 
that are necessary to protect the health and safety of the public.  The proliferation of credentials--
both reputable and not--in the health, wellness, and nutrition space makes it confusing for both 
consumers and allied health providers to know which credentials and which providers they can 
trust.  The Academy is prepared to lead in this area by developing clear, objective standards for 
education, training, and practice (that differ by the nature and level of professional practice) and 
working with other stakeholders to ensure these standards are met.   
  
In addition, at the request of Speaker-Elect Dianne Polly, J. Blankenship, P. Tuma, and Sharon 
McCauley, Senior Director for Quality Management, updated the Board on the status of 
therapeutic diet ordering privileges among the various states.  The Academy, working with state 
affiliates, has made significant progress changing necessary laws and regulations to facilitate 
changes as needed to implement the regulatory changes the Academy pushed the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services to make across the continuum of care, and we continue to make 
progress to our goal of fifty-state implementation. 
 


Motion #2 
Approved 


Move that the Board approve the Consumer Protection and Licensure 
Subcommittee/Legislative and Public Policy Committee recommended stance 
regarding minimum qualifications for providers of MNT. 
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Public Policy Leadership Award & Grassroots Advocacy Award 
Declarations of conflict of interest: None voiced 
 
The nominees for the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award and the 2017 Award for Grassroots 
Excellence were presented for consideration by the Board.  
 


Motion #3 
Approved 


Move to approve Patty Keane, MS, RDN, as the recipient of the 2017 Award for 
Grassroots Excellence and Senators Gary Peters (Mich.) and Pat Roberts (Kan.) 
as recipients of the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award to be presented at the 
Public Policy Workshop in June 2017. 


 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00pm CT by consensus. 
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On Monday, materials for the meeting will begin to be posted on the Board communication

platform. Paper copies will not be automatically provided to Board members; please contact me by

Monday if you want to receive a paper packet. Any attachments for the Executive Session will not

be placed on the communication platform but will be e-mailed to Board members prior to the

meeting. 

 

You will note on the agenda that the Board meeting starts on Friday, May 19 at 1:00pm and lunch

will be provided at noon. Although our meeting does not begin until Friday, some of you expressed

an interest in hearing Lucille, Donna and Susan Finn present the keynote address at the Ohio

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (OAND) annual conference at 8:30am on Thursday, May 18.

Those of you who live in the area will be there, and of course all are welcome, as your schedule

permits. The Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel is the venue for both the OAND meeting and the

BOD meeting and room accommodations are limited. 

 

Board members have been registered for the OAND conference taking place Thursday, May 18

through Friday, May 19 until noon, and are welcome to participate as your schedule allows. The

OAND conference program can be viewed by clicking here. 

 

Board members are asked to attend the Foundation Second Century Fundraising Reception on

Thursday, May 18 from 5:30 pm - 7:30 pm at the Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel in the Veterans

Ballroom. In lieu of registering for this fundraising event, Board members are asked to sponsor a

student member of OAND to attend the reception. Please provide Beth Labrador or me with the

$20 sponsorship cost when you see us in Cleveland. You will be matched with a student and

provided an opportunity to meet them at the reception.   

 

On Friday, May 19 the Board will be visiting the Academy’s 100th Anniversary Exhibit at the

Dittrick Museum of Medical History in the Allen Memorial Medical Library.  Transportation will be

provided to take you to the exhibit and from there to the Board celebration dinner scheduled from

6:00pm – 8:30pm at Pura Vida, 170 Euclid Avenue. 

 

The attire for the meetings, including the reception and dinner, is business casual. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1752. American Health Care Act

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:59:15

Subject: American Health Care Act

Attachment: image001.png
AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf

No doubt you have heard that the House of Representatives today passed the American Health

Care Act, which the Academy has opposed. We sent a letter yesterday, reiterating our opposition,

to Speaker Paul Ryan and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. The letter is on eatrightPRO at

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-

hill/academy-letter-ahca. 

 

Attached is a press release the Academy issued to the news media this afternoon, which will also

be posted to eatrightPRO, announcing our continued opposition to the bill and urging the Senate

to not pass it. 

 

As we state in the release: The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access

and coverage for preventive services, coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral
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FOR RELEASE MAY 4, 2017 


 


 
Media contact:  Rhys Saunders 


  800/877-1600, ext. 4769 


  media@eatright.org  


 


 


ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS OPPOSES HARMFUL HEALTH CARE 


LEGISLATION APPROVED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


 
CHICAGO – The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics joins the vast majority of organizations representing health 


care providers, patients, hospitals and the elderly by opposing the harmful health care legislation passed May 4 by 


the House of Representatives.  


 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the Academy recommends that the Senate 


oppose H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act, and work with the Academy to find solutions that improve 


coverage and quality while reducing costs through innovation and enhanced preventive care. The Academy urges 


the Senate not to hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed amendments from the Congressional 


Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage 


for Americans.  


 


The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access and coverage for to preventive services, 


coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral health and numerous other services where registered 


dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. 


 


In a letter opposing the bill, sent May 3 to House Speaker Paul Ryan (Wis.) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 


(Calif.), the Academy’s president, registered dietitian nutritionist Lucille Beseler, wrote: 


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both coverage and 


access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support measures that include 


nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and improve patients' lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it will 


worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in 


improving health across the country. 


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse advancements 


made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the Congressional Budget 


Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 million Americans. Allowing states 


to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health benefits will lead to decreased coverage and 


utilization of vital nutrition services. 


 


The Academy previously identified five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient 


resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of 


comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide everyone 


access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


“The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot support the 


passage of these proposals,” Beseler wrote. “We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health 


and nutrition for all Americans.” 



mailto:media@eatright.org

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-hill/academy-letter-ahca

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/media/press-releases/public-policy/academy-announces-opposition-american-health-care-act





 


### 


 


All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 


 



http://www.eatright.org/



AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf



health and numerous other services where registered dietitian nutritionists are improving patient

health.

 

 

We will be doing social media messaging based on this release, as well. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions on the Academy’s stance on this issue.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1753. Update: Health Care Legislation

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:56:37

Subject: Update: Health Care Legislation

Attachment: unknown_name_hiz73

 

Dear Policy Leaders, 

  

We would like to thank you for your grassroots work in the past 24 hours on the American Health

Care Act (H.R. 1628). More than 1500 letters were sent to members of Congress by our Academy

members. Despite our efforts and those of countless other health organizations, the U.S. House of

Representatives passed the bill earlier today by a vote of 217-213. Our work will now focus in the

Senate as we strive for opportunities to advocate for nutrition services. Attached is a copy of the

Academy’s press release.

 

Please watch for the next steps in the near future. Again, we thank you for quickly activating our

members.

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

Best, 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org
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FOR RELEASE MAY 4, 2017 


 


 
Media contact:  Rhys Saunders 


  800/877-1600, ext. 4769 


  media@eatright.org  


 


 


ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS OPPOSES HARMFUL HEALTH CARE 


LEGISLATION APPROVED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


 
CHICAGO – The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics joins the vast majority of organizations representing health 


care providers, patients, hospitals and the elderly by opposing the harmful health care legislation passed May 4 by 


the House of Representatives.  


 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the Academy recommends that the Senate 


oppose H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act, and work with the Academy to find solutions that improve 


coverage and quality while reducing costs through innovation and enhanced preventive care. The Academy urges 


the Senate not to hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed amendments from the Congressional 


Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage 


for Americans.  


 


The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access and coverage for to preventive services, 


coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral health and numerous other services where registered 


dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. 


 


In a letter opposing the bill, sent May 3 to House Speaker Paul Ryan (Wis.) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 


(Calif.), the Academy’s president, registered dietitian nutritionist Lucille Beseler, wrote: 


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both coverage and 


access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support measures that include 


nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and improve patients' lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it will 


worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in 


improving health across the country. 


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse advancements 


made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the Congressional Budget 


Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 million Americans. Allowing states 


to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health benefits will lead to decreased coverage and 


utilization of vital nutrition services. 


 


The Academy previously identified five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient 


resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of 


comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide everyone 


access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


“The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot support the 


passage of these proposals,” Beseler wrote. “We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health 


and nutrition for all Americans.” 
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### 


 


All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 


 



http://www.eatright.org/
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1754. Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: malcolm_mcgeary@wyden.senate.gov

<malcolm_mcgeary@wyden.senate.gov>,

lindsey_stanford@wyden.senate.gov <lindsey_stanford@wyden.senate.gov>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

cdpuidk1@gmail.com <cdpuidk1@gmail.com>, ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com

<ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:55:34

Subject: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf
AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf

Lindsey and Malcolm,

 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  We appreciate Senator

Wyden's leadership in the Senate to protect prevention services, and to improve access to

nutrition services. 

 
 

I wanted to be sure to send you the video that Donna discussed in our meeting, about the impact

of nutrition on her local football team.  It is an excellent example of why it is so critical to address

malnutrition across the lifecycle.  While we were very happy that the Senate passed the Omnibus

appropriations bill today, which included funding of the Prevention Fund, we were disappointed

that the House repealed the Prevention Fund through the AHCA.  I have attached the Academy's

letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House, as well as our press release on

the House vote today.  Please consider us a resource as the Senate moves forward with the

reconciliation process.  
 

I will be sending you the Academy's farm bill recommendations soon, and will connect you with my

colleague Jenn Folliard, who leads our USDA legislation and policy efforts.  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we look forward to working with you!

 
 

Sincerely,
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The Honorable Paul Ryan   The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


Speaker     Democratic Leader 


U.S. House of Representatives  U.S. House of Representatives 


232 United States Capitol   204 United States Capitol 


Washington, DC 20515   Washington, DC 20515 


  


 


May 2, 2017 


 


Dear Speaker Ryan and Leader Pelosi: 


 


Nutrition services save money, improve chronic disease outcomes and save lives. For this reason, 


the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the nation’s largest organization of food and nutrition 


professionals, remains opposed to H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act (AHCA) as 


amended by the MacArthur amendment.  


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both 


coverage and access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support 


measures that include nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and 


improve patients’ lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, 


but it will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently 


effective in improving health across the country.  


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse 


advancements made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the 


Congressional Budget Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 


million Americans.1 Allowing states to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health 


benefits will lead to decreased coverage and utilization of vital nutrition services.  


 


Individuals with chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension benefit from medical 


nutrition therapy and nutrition services to lower their blood sugar and blood pressure, while 


reducing reliance on expensive medications. The cost of these services is inexpensive and 


replaces more costly interventions that are necessary as chronic disease progresses with many 


complications.  


                                                      
1 Congressional Budget Office Cost Estimate of American Health Care Act, March 13, 2017.  Accessed at: 


https://www.cbo.gov/publication/52486. 







 


The Academy holds five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


 


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. 


Sufficient resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component 


of comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to 


provide everyone access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


Affordable access to care is an ongoing challenge that any reform legislation should address. 


Although this legislation purports to provide access, it fails to make coverage more affordable; 


unaffordable access to coverage is really not coverage at all. The proposal fails to maintain a 


core package of benefits that improve the health of Americans, by removing a basic floor of 


services that should be provided without cost-sharing to the Medicaid population.  


 


Additionally, the new proposal would allow states to opt out of requiring that health plans cover 


the Essential Health Benefits which help reduce longer term health care costs, allow insurers to 


charge people higher premiums based on pre-existing conditions like nutrition related diseases 


like diabetes and heart disease and increase out-of-pocket costs for vulnerable older adults. 


 


By repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the proposal eliminates the sole federal 


investment in prevention, which will harm our state and local communities that depend on these 


effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of their communities.  


 


The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot 


support the passage of these proposals. 


 


The Academy urges Congress to not hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed 


amendments from the Congressional Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the 


amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage for Americans. We look forward to 


continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 


President, 2016-2017 
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ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS OPPOSES HARMFUL HEALTH CARE 


LEGISLATION APPROVED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


 
CHICAGO – The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics joins the vast majority of organizations representing health 


care providers, patients, hospitals and the elderly by opposing the harmful health care legislation passed May 4 by 


the House of Representatives.  


 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the Academy recommends that the Senate 


oppose H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act, and work with the Academy to find solutions that improve 


coverage and quality while reducing costs through innovation and enhanced preventive care. The Academy urges 


the Senate not to hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed amendments from the Congressional 


Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage 


for Americans.  


 


The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access and coverage for to preventive services, 


coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral health and numerous other services where registered 


dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. 


 


In a letter opposing the bill, sent May 3 to House Speaker Paul Ryan (Wis.) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 


(Calif.), the Academy’s president, registered dietitian nutritionist Lucille Beseler, wrote: 


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both coverage and 


access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support measures that include 


nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and improve patients' lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it will 


worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in 


improving health across the country. 


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse advancements 


made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the Congressional Budget 


Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 million Americans. Allowing states 


to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health benefits will lead to decreased coverage and 


utilization of vital nutrition services. 


 


The Academy previously identified five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient 


resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of 


comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide everyone 


access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


“The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot support the 


passage of these proposals,” Beseler wrote. “We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health 


and nutrition for all Americans.” 
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### 


 


All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 
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Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org
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1755. Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: Dolan, Jack (Portman) <Jack_Dolan@portman.senate.gov>

Cc: cdpuidk1@gmail.com <cdpuidk1@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com

<ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:41:05

Subject: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf
AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf

Jack,

 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  We are especially

grateful to Senator Portman's leadership, and your work, on the Academy's Centennial Resolution,

and hopefully you have received the information that I sent about the Academy's event in Ohio on

May 18th!

 
 

I am following up with Senator Wyden's office about the Medicare Better Health Rewards

legislation, since we ended up meeting with his agriculture LA on Monday.  However, he is

connecting me to the correct person, so I will get back to you with more information shortly. 

 
 

I also wanted to be sure to send you the bill number for the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act (S.

1509), which we discussed on Monday.  Senators Peters and Capito are planning to re-introduce

the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act soon.

 
 

We appreciated discussing the reconciliation process with you, and hearing your insight on the

differences between the House and Senate processes.  I have attached the Academy's letter in

opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House, along with our press release on today's

House vote.  Please consider us a resource as the Senate moves forward with the reconciliation

process.   
 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and thank you for all of your work! 
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The Honorable Paul Ryan   The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


Speaker     Democratic Leader 


U.S. House of Representatives  U.S. House of Representatives 


232 United States Capitol   204 United States Capitol 


Washington, DC 20515   Washington, DC 20515 


  


 


May 2, 2017 


 


Dear Speaker Ryan and Leader Pelosi: 


 


Nutrition services save money, improve chronic disease outcomes and save lives. For this reason, 


the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the nation’s largest organization of food and nutrition 


professionals, remains opposed to H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act (AHCA) as 


amended by the MacArthur amendment.  


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both 


coverage and access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support 


measures that include nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and 


improve patients’ lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, 


but it will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently 


effective in improving health across the country.  


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse 


advancements made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the 


Congressional Budget Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 


million Americans.1 Allowing states to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health 


benefits will lead to decreased coverage and utilization of vital nutrition services.  


 


Individuals with chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension benefit from medical 


nutrition therapy and nutrition services to lower their blood sugar and blood pressure, while 


reducing reliance on expensive medications. The cost of these services is inexpensive and 


replaces more costly interventions that are necessary as chronic disease progresses with many 


complications.  


                                                      
1 Congressional Budget Office Cost Estimate of American Health Care Act, March 13, 2017.  Accessed at: 


https://www.cbo.gov/publication/52486. 







 


The Academy holds five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


 


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. 


Sufficient resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component 


of comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to 


provide everyone access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


Affordable access to care is an ongoing challenge that any reform legislation should address. 


Although this legislation purports to provide access, it fails to make coverage more affordable; 


unaffordable access to coverage is really not coverage at all. The proposal fails to maintain a 


core package of benefits that improve the health of Americans, by removing a basic floor of 


services that should be provided without cost-sharing to the Medicaid population.  


 


Additionally, the new proposal would allow states to opt out of requiring that health plans cover 


the Essential Health Benefits which help reduce longer term health care costs, allow insurers to 


charge people higher premiums based on pre-existing conditions like nutrition related diseases 


like diabetes and heart disease and increase out-of-pocket costs for vulnerable older adults. 


 


By repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the proposal eliminates the sole federal 


investment in prevention, which will harm our state and local communities that depend on these 


effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of their communities.  


 


The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot 


support the passage of these proposals. 


 


The Academy urges Congress to not hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed 


amendments from the Congressional Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the 


amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage for Americans. We look forward to 


continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 


President, 2016-2017 
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ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS OPPOSES HARMFUL HEALTH CARE 


LEGISLATION APPROVED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


 
CHICAGO – The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics joins the vast majority of organizations representing health 


care providers, patients, hospitals and the elderly by opposing the harmful health care legislation passed May 4 by 


the House of Representatives.  


 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the Academy recommends that the Senate 


oppose H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act, and work with the Academy to find solutions that improve 


coverage and quality while reducing costs through innovation and enhanced preventive care. The Academy urges 


the Senate not to hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed amendments from the Congressional 


Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage 


for Americans.  


 


The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access and coverage for to preventive services, 


coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral health and numerous other services where registered 


dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. 


 


In a letter opposing the bill, sent May 3 to House Speaker Paul Ryan (Wis.) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 


(Calif.), the Academy’s president, registered dietitian nutritionist Lucille Beseler, wrote: 


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both coverage and 


access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support measures that include 


nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and improve patients' lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it will 


worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in 


improving health across the country. 


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse advancements 


made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the Congressional Budget 


Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 million Americans. Allowing states 


to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health benefits will lead to decreased coverage and 


utilization of vital nutrition services. 


 


The Academy previously identified five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient 


resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of 


comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide everyone 


access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


“The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot support the 


passage of these proposals,” Beseler wrote. “We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health 


and nutrition for all Americans.” 
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All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 
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Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org
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1756. CDR Registration Maintenance Fee NoticeGo Paperless!

From: Commission on Dietetic Registration <enovak@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:36:29

Subject: CDR Registration Maintenance Fee NoticeGo Paperless!

Attachment:

Commission on Dietetic Registration - Weight Management Programs 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Go Paperless for the Upcoming CDR Registration Maintenance Fee Notice

 

CDR would like to encourage you to enroll in the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) 

paperless registration maintenance fee notification option. 

  

The Reason Why You Should Consider the Paperless Registration Maintenance Fee Notice

Option:

 

Save a stamp! Instead of receiving your CDR registration maintenance fee notice and reminders

through the mail, you will receive email notifications from June 2017 to March 31, 2018, or until

your CDR fee is paid. 

If you select the paperless option, it is extremely important that you have and maintain a primary

e-mail address on your CDR record at all times. 

  

Important: If your institution or company has a firewall that blocks emails from eatright.org, you

will have to select an alternate primary email address (i.e., your personal email) to avoid missing

important CDR notices. 

  

To learn more about or to select the paperless option, please visit: cdrnet.org/dates-

regdates/paperless 

  

If you do not choose an option your CDR registration maintenance fee notice will continue to be

mailed via USPS. 

  

2017-2018 CDR Registration Maintenance Fee Invoice

 

In mid-June, the 2017-2018 CDR fee invoice/notice will be placed online and you will be able to

pay your fee by logging into your CDR record at cdrnet.org/fees. The annual CDR fee is $60 and

the payment due date is August 31, 2017.
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(Note: RDs, RDNs and DTRs, NDTRs whose 5-year recertification cycle is ending May 31, 2017,

will not be billed until their Professional Development Portfolio (PDP) Activity Log has been

approved.) 

  

Please call CDR at 800-877-1600, ext. 5500 (8am to 5pm/CT), if you have any questions. 

  

Thank you for considering going Paperless.

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

You have received this email from the Commission on Dietetic Registration. 

  If you prefer not to receive future emails from CDR, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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1757. Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: marycatherine_cromley@isakson.senate.gov

<marycatherine_cromley@isakson.senate.gov>, Bartolomeo, Jordan (Isakson)

<Jordan_Bartolomeo@isakson.senate.gov>

Cc: cdpuidk1@gmail.com <cdpuidk1@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com

<ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:33:28

Subject: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf
AHCA statement release 5-17.pdf

Jordan and Mary Catherine, 

 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  It was great to hear

about Senator Isakson's commitment to protecting the Prevention Fund, and we applaud the

Senate for including the Prevention Fund in the omnibus appropriations bill passed today.

 
 

However, we were concerned that the House voted to repeal the Prevention Fund as part of the

AHCA today.  I have attached the Academy's letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act

in the House, along with our press release on today's House vote.  Please consider us a resource

as the Senate moves forward with the reconciliation process.  
 

I also wanted to be sure to send you the bill numbers for the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act, as

well as the Academy's Centennial Resolution, which we discussed on Monday.  Senators Peters

and Capito are planning to re-introduce the Preventing Diabetes in Medicare Act soon.

 
 

Treat and Reduce Obesity Act (S. 1509) 

Centennial Resolution (S. Res. 75) 
 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and we look forward to working with you! 

 
 

Sincerely,
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The Honorable Paul Ryan   The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


Speaker     Democratic Leader 


U.S. House of Representatives  U.S. House of Representatives 


232 United States Capitol   204 United States Capitol 


Washington, DC 20515   Washington, DC 20515 


  


 


May 2, 2017 


 


Dear Speaker Ryan and Leader Pelosi: 


 


Nutrition services save money, improve chronic disease outcomes and save lives. For this reason, 


the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the nation’s largest organization of food and nutrition 


professionals, remains opposed to H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act (AHCA) as 


amended by the MacArthur amendment.  


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both 


coverage and access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support 


measures that include nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and 


improve patients’ lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, 


but it will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently 


effective in improving health across the country.  


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse 


advancements made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the 


Congressional Budget Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 


million Americans.1 Allowing states to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health 


benefits will lead to decreased coverage and utilization of vital nutrition services.  


 


Individuals with chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension benefit from medical 


nutrition therapy and nutrition services to lower their blood sugar and blood pressure, while 


reducing reliance on expensive medications. The cost of these services is inexpensive and 


replaces more costly interventions that are necessary as chronic disease progresses with many 


complications.  


                                                      
1 Congressional Budget Office Cost Estimate of American Health Care Act, March 13, 2017.  Accessed at: 


https://www.cbo.gov/publication/52486. 







 


The Academy holds five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


 


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. 


Sufficient resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component 


of comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to 


provide everyone access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


Affordable access to care is an ongoing challenge that any reform legislation should address. 


Although this legislation purports to provide access, it fails to make coverage more affordable; 


unaffordable access to coverage is really not coverage at all. The proposal fails to maintain a 


core package of benefits that improve the health of Americans, by removing a basic floor of 


services that should be provided without cost-sharing to the Medicaid population.  


 


Additionally, the new proposal would allow states to opt out of requiring that health plans cover 


the Essential Health Benefits which help reduce longer term health care costs, allow insurers to 


charge people higher premiums based on pre-existing conditions like nutrition related diseases 


like diabetes and heart disease and increase out-of-pocket costs for vulnerable older adults. 


 


By repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the proposal eliminates the sole federal 


investment in prevention, which will harm our state and local communities that depend on these 


effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of their communities.  


 


The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot 


support the passage of these proposals. 


 


The Academy urges Congress to not hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed 


amendments from the Congressional Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the 


amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage for Americans. We look forward to 


continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 


President, 2016-2017 
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ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS OPPOSES HARMFUL HEALTH CARE 


LEGISLATION APPROVED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


 
CHICAGO – The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics joins the vast majority of organizations representing health 


care providers, patients, hospitals and the elderly by opposing the harmful health care legislation passed May 4 by 


the House of Representatives.  


 


As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the Academy recommends that the Senate 


oppose H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act, and work with the Academy to find solutions that improve 


coverage and quality while reducing costs through innovation and enhanced preventive care. The Academy urges 


the Senate not to hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed amendments from the Congressional 


Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage 


for Americans.  


 


The Academy will work with states to advocate for continued access and coverage for to preventive services, 


coverage for preventive care, ambulatory care, behavioral health and numerous other services where registered 


dietitian nutritionists are improving patient health. 


 


In a letter opposing the bill, sent May 3 to House Speaker Paul Ryan (Wis.) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 


(Calif.), the Academy’s president, registered dietitian nutritionist Lucille Beseler, wrote: 


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both coverage and 


access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support measures that include 


nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and improve patients' lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it will 


worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in 


improving health across the country. 


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse advancements 


made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the Congressional Budget 


Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 million Americans. Allowing states 


to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health benefits will lead to decreased coverage and 


utilization of vital nutrition services. 


 


The Academy previously identified five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient 


resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of 


comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide everyone 


access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


“The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot support the 


passage of these proposals,” Beseler wrote. “We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health 


and nutrition for all Americans.” 



mailto:media@eatright.org

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-hill/academy-letter-ahca

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/media/press-releases/public-policy/academy-announces-opposition-american-health-care-act





 


### 


 


All registered dietitians are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians. The Academy’s Board 


of Directors and Commission on Dietetic Registration have determined that those who hold the credential 


registered dietitian (RD) may optionally use “registered dietitian nutritionist” (RDN) instead. The two credentials 


have identical meanings. 


 


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. 


The Academy is committed to improving the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Visit the Academy at www.eatright.org 


 



http://www.eatright.org/
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Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org
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1758. Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: Bergeson, Justin (Thune) <Justin_Bergeson@thune.senate.gov>

Cc: cdpuidk1@gmail.com <cdpuidk1@gmail.com>, ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com

<ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 16:22:23

Subject: Follow-up from Monday's meeting with Academy members

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf

Justin, 
 

Good afternoon, and thank you so much for meeting with us on Monday to discuss the importance

of nutrition services for the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases.  It was great to hear that

Senator Thune, and your entire office, value the importance of healthy lifestyles and wellness.

 
 

I wanted to be sure to send you the video that Donna discussed in our meeting, about the impact

of nutrition on her local football team.  It is an excellent example of why it is so critical to address

malnutrition across the lifecycle.  While we were very happy that the Senate passed the Omnibus

appropriations bill today, which included funding of the Prevention Fund, we were disappointed

that the House repealed the Prevention Fund through the AHCA.  
 

I have attached the Academy's letter in opposition to the American Health Care Act in the House,

and will send you our updated letter for the Senate as soon as it is finalized.  Please consider us a

resource as the Senate moves forward with the reconciliation process.  We look forward to

working with you!

 
 

Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy
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The Honorable Paul Ryan   The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


Speaker     Democratic Leader 


U.S. House of Representatives  U.S. House of Representatives 


232 United States Capitol   204 United States Capitol 


Washington, DC 20515   Washington, DC 20515 


  


 


May 2, 2017 


 


Dear Speaker Ryan and Leader Pelosi: 


 


Nutrition services save money, improve chronic disease outcomes and save lives. For this reason, 


the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the nation’s largest organization of food and nutrition 


professionals, remains opposed to H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act (AHCA) as 


amended by the MacArthur amendment.  


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both 


coverage and access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support 


measures that include nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and 


improve patients’ lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, 


but it will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently 


effective in improving health across the country.  


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse 


advancements made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the 


Congressional Budget Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 


million Americans.1 Allowing states to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health 


benefits will lead to decreased coverage and utilization of vital nutrition services.  


 


Individuals with chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension benefit from medical 


nutrition therapy and nutrition services to lower their blood sugar and blood pressure, while 


reducing reliance on expensive medications. The cost of these services is inexpensive and 


replaces more costly interventions that are necessary as chronic disease progresses with many 


complications.  


                                                      
1 Congressional Budget Office Cost Estimate of American Health Care Act, March 13, 2017.  Accessed at: 


https://www.cbo.gov/publication/52486. 







 


The Academy holds five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


 


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. 


Sufficient resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component 


of comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to 


provide everyone access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


Affordable access to care is an ongoing challenge that any reform legislation should address. 


Although this legislation purports to provide access, it fails to make coverage more affordable; 


unaffordable access to coverage is really not coverage at all. The proposal fails to maintain a 


core package of benefits that improve the health of Americans, by removing a basic floor of 


services that should be provided without cost-sharing to the Medicaid population.  


 


Additionally, the new proposal would allow states to opt out of requiring that health plans cover 


the Essential Health Benefits which help reduce longer term health care costs, allow insurers to 


charge people higher premiums based on pre-existing conditions like nutrition related diseases 


like diabetes and heart disease and increase out-of-pocket costs for vulnerable older adults. 


 


By repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the proposal eliminates the sole federal 


investment in prevention, which will harm our state and local communities that depend on these 


effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of their communities.  


 


The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot 


support the passage of these proposals. 


 


The Academy urges Congress to not hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed 


amendments from the Congressional Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the 


amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage for Americans. We look forward to 


continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 


President, 2016-2017 
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1759. Action Required: FNCE Speaker Profiles

From: Joe LasCola <jlascola@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 15:53:46

Subject: Action Required: FNCE Speaker Profiles

Attachment:

Good afternoon FNCE® Speaker, 

 

The FNCE® website has officially launched and can be accessed via the link I have provide

below. Attendees use this site to search the educational program as well as the speakers

associated with each session. Please help complete your session’s information page by uploading

your profile picture as well as a short bio via the instructions below. 

 

Please note: Program Planners, unless you are also a speaker and/or moderator, you will not

appear on the website.

 

 

FNCE® Website: http://eatrightfnce.org/   

 

Accessing your personal speaker profile page: 

·         Visit the speaker console page 

·         Enter your password: J75332J

 

·         Select “My Profile”

 

·         Copy &Paste, or create a new speaker bio in the “Biography” text box (tenth field down)

 

·         Upload your profile picture via the “photo URL” field. Click “browse” and select your 10

MB/max picture (accepted file types: bmp, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .tif)

 

·         Save

 

If you have any questions or issues, please do not hesitate to contact me 

 

Speaker email: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

 

 

Best, 
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1760. [REMINDER] Share your experiences as a public health nutrition/community nutrition

professional!

From: DPBRN <dpbrn@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 11:49:32

Subject: [REMINDER] Share your experiences as a public health nutrition/community

nutrition professional!

Attachment:

[REMINDER] Share your experiences as a public health nutrition/community nutrition professional!

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

 

Dear Academy Member, 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, through its Dietetics Practice Based Research Network

(DPBRN), is assessing the roles and responsibilities of Academy members in public health

nutrition and community nutrition. We emailed you about this survey approximately 2 weeks ago. If

you have already taken the survey, please ignore this email. Due to the anonymous nature of the

survey, we cannot limit this message to those who have not yet completed the survey. 

  

We are looking for input from Academy members who work in a paid position in public health

nutrition/ community nutrition. This anonymous survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to

complete and will ask questions about your roles and functions in public health nutrition and

community nutrition, the skills you use in fulfilling these roles, factors that prepared you for a job in

public health nutrition and community nutrition, as well as factors that influenced you to work in

this area of practice. 

  

The survey will be open until May 12, 2017, and we would appreciate your responses. This

survey can be completed in multiple sittings, if necessary, but you must return using the same

computer. You can access the survey using this link:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/phcnworkforce 

  

At the conclusion of this survey, you will have the opportunity to enter into a drawing for one of

three $100 American Express gift cards. We anticipate 250 responses to the survey, so complete

it now for a chance to win one of three American Express gift cards! 

  

Please direct any questions to dpbrn@eatright.org. 
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Thank you for your participation.

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

   

 Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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1761. Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>,

''Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com'

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida

Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, milton.stokes@monsanto.com

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Marty

Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 11:47:39

Subject: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

Attachment:

A communication from Teresa Nece, Director of Grassroots Advocacy, follows below. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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++++++++++++

 

  

 

Dear Board of Directors,

 

The Academy has opened a new action alert titled, Vote No on the American Health Care Act. 

We request you to take action immediately!

 

The House of Representatives is expected to vote as soon as 1:00pm ET today on an amended

version of the American Health Care Act, which the Academy continues to oppose for conflicting

with our tenets for health care reform.  We are asking you, as our member leaders, to please

reach out to your Member of Congress right now to express your concerns about the impact of

this legislation on access to health care services for people in your district.

 
Take Action Today!

 

Members of Congress need to hear directly from constituents on these important matters!

 

Please assist with getting letters sent to your U. S. Representative today!

 

Please let me know if you have questions.

 

Best regards,

 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org
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1762. Re: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Martin Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, lorri@irvingholzberg.com

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Lauren Au <au.lauren@gmail.com>,

cbrunze1@fairview.org <cbrunze1@fairview.org>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>,

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com <krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Susan

Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, King Debbie <dlkingrd@gmail.com>, Babjak

Patricia <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Blankenship Jeanne

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 11:43:44

Subject: Re: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment:

Thanks Linda! I passed a similar bus downtown Chicago as I was hauling my luggage. It was a big

beautiful bus like your example. I hope this concept spreads like wildfire.  
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
linda.farr@me.com
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On May 4, 2017, at 8:54 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote: 
 

Thanks Linda,  innovative and visionary people for sure!  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

Director, School Nutrition Program 

Burke County Board of Education 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

Waynesboro, GA  30830 

work - 706-554-5393 

fax - 706-554-5655 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

From: Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 11:49 AM  

To: 'Linda Pennington'; lorri@irvingholzberg.com; 'Nadine Braunstein'; 'Lauren Au';

cbrunze1@fairview.org; sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller'; krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com;

Donna Martin; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott'; dlkingrd@gmail.com; 'Patricia Babjak'  

Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship'; 'Mary Pat Raimondi'; 'Christine Rhone'  

Subject: RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods 

 

Very cool. Thanks for sending, Linda. 

 

Mike 
 

From: Linda Pennington [ mailto:lpennington@dietitianassociates.com]   

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 5:26 PM  

To:  lorri@irvingholzberg.com; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; 'Nadine

Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>; 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>;

cbrunze1@fairview.org; sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>;

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott' <

scsnutr@comcast.net>; dlkingrd@gmail.com; 'Patricia Babjak' <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship' <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <

mraimondi@eatright.org>; 'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>  

Subject: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods 

 

When we had our in-person meeting in February I mentioned the food bus that some dietitians

were connected with in, I thought,  Atlanta. Well, I found the article and it was Orlando, not Atlanta.

I have attached the article in case any of you are interested. It highlights that dietitians with Hebni

Nutrition consultants are behind the Food Bus. 

 

The attached article appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of  Diabetic Living.

 

Best regards, 

 

Linda Pennington 
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Linda Pennington, MS, RDN, LDN 

Dietitian Associates, Inc. 

295 Germantown Bend Cv 

Cordova, TN 38018 

(901) 759-9337x 202 

 

 

 
 

Confidentiality Notice: Waukesha County is subject to Wisconsin’s Public Records Law. However,

if the information in this e-mail is confidential, it may not be subject to disclosure under the Public

Records Law or other applicable law. This e-mail is intended for the specific delivery to and use by

the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this e-mail in error, you are notified

that any disclosure, copying, distribution and use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited.

Please reply to the sender immediately if you have received the e-mail in error, and delete the

original and any copy from your computer. Thank you. 
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1763. HOD Speaker Message 42

From: House of Delegates <HOD@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 11:42:40

Subject: HOD Speaker Message 42

Attachment:

Speaker Message 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

Speaker Message 42
 

Bylaws Motions and Voting

 

Motion Deliberation and Voting

 

Read the discussion post for the details on the motions. 

Review the final motions  

Electronic Final Motion #1 for the Academy Bylaws Amendment- Associate Member

Qualifications and Privileges of Membership 

Electronic Final Motion #2 for the Academy Bylaws Amendment- CDR Nominations 

Revised Motion Timeline

 

May 3-8: Deliberation  

During this period delegates can indicate support or opposition to the motions presented, if they

wish to do so. 

May 8-12 (ends at noon CT): Voting  

If you are unable to participate, inform hod@eatright.org of your proxy. 

  

Complete the Spring Meeting Evaluation 

 Check your email for individual link from Survey Monkey for the Spring 2017 HOD Meeting

evaluation.

 

We have extended the deadline for completion to Friday, May 5. 

Public Policy Update 

 Weekly public policy updates are provided for your review and information. By staying on top of

public policy updates, you can support your affiliate or DPG policy team and serve as a role model

for Action Alerts. 
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Nutrition Informatics: Framework for Dietetics Practice in the Digital World: 

 The time is ripe for technological innovation driven by members of the Academy. With almost

universal adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) and U.S. mandates on specific health IT

standards, the arena for creative access to and use of nutrition data is here! 

  

“Nutrition Informatics”, as defined by the Academy, turns 10 years old this June 2017 – however

the potential for new solutions for nutrition and dietetics challenges abound! Learn more by

viewing the webinar: Nutrition Informatics: Framework for Dietetics Practice in the Digital World.

 

For more information 

 Contact Linda Farr (linda.farr@me.com) or 

 Anna Shlachter (ashlachter@eatright.org, 800/877-1600, ext. 4819)

 

This House of Delegates email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you

prefer not to receive future HOD emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
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1764. Daily News: Thursday, May 4, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 11:19:03

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, May 4, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets.  

Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

House pushes health care bill to showdown vote 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/gop-revives-struggling-health-care-bill-plans-house-

47197062 

 Related Resource: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-

hill/academy-letter-ahca

 

From Head Start: Kid-friendly recipes that deliver nutrition 

 http://mtstandard.com/lifestyles/food-and-cooking/local-flavor-from-head-start-kid-friendly-recipes-

that-deliver/article_bc0bf265-9202-53af-83e9-0d56a2b46672.html 

 Related Resource: New Resource Materials for Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated

Meal Pattern 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-hill/new-

resource-materials-cacfp-meal-pattern

 

Many High-Risk Patients See No Need to Modify Unhealthy Lifestyle But seeing room for

change generally correlated with level of risk 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/Cardiology/Prevention/65006?xid=nl_mpt_DHE_2017-05-

04&eun=g411013d0r&pos=2 

 Source: Journal of the American Heart Association 

 http://jaha.ahajournals.org/content/6/5/e005491

 

Low Use of Medications, Lifestyle Counseling in PAD Patients 

 ( In 22 percent of visits, exercise or diet counseling was used.) 

 http://www.physiciansbriefing.com/Article.asp?AID=722163 

 Source:  JACC 
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 http://www.onlinejacc.org/content/69/18/2293?sso=1&sso_redirect_count=1&access_token

 

Is This Enzyme Making You Fat? 

 When researchers inhibited the substance in mice, they gained 40 percent less weight than

'control' mice 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/general-health-information-16/animal-research-956/is-this-

enzyme-making-you-fat-722280.html 

 Source: Cell Metabolism 

 http://www.cell.com/cell-metabolism/fulltext/S1550-4131(17)30213-9

 

More Starring Roles for Booze in Kids' Movies, Study Finds 

 Drinking figured in 85 percent of the top children's films over 2 decades 

 (The study is scheduled for presentation at the Pediatric Academic Societies meeting) 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/kids-health-information-23/kids-and-alcohol-health-news-

11/more-starring-roles-for-booze-in-kids-movies-study-finds-722227.html

 

At Sharpstown High School, Students Try Sugar Goggles on for Size 

 http://www.houstonpress.com/restaurants/sharpstown-high-school-students-have-better-nutrition-

in-mind-9394038

 

Santa Fe rejects soda tax 

 Santa Fe voters yesterday rejected a tax on sugar sweetened beverages in the city 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Regulation/Santa-Fe-rejects-soda-tax

 

ClinicalTrials.gov 

 ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported

clinical studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

 -diEtitiaNs Helping pAtieNts CarE for Diabetes (ENHANCED)  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02980978?term=NCT02980978&rank=1

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1765. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

To: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, lbeseler fnc

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

jeannine@eatrightohio.org <jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 10:49:10

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hey Donna.  Thanks for doing this   

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 4, 2017, at 2:21 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Thanks, Donna. Helps a bunch! 
 
 

Jason 
 
 
 
 

On Thu, May 4, 2017 at 9:07 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

Jason, Sue Finn will go first and do slides 1-21, then Lucille will go second with slides 22-40 and I

will start with slide 41!  Hope this helps! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 8:22 PM  

To: lbeseler fnc; Donna Martin; Susan Finn  

Cc: Joan Schwaba; jeannine@eatrightohio.org 

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request 

 

Hello again, 
 

Thank you all for your quick responses and for your willingness to be so flexible! I agree, I like the

idea of the song being played right before each of you present to help transition. Here is how this

could work... 
 

As mentioned before Heather and I will do our opening welcome and then we will read all of your

bios. We will start with presenter #3, then #2 then presenter #1's bio will be read last. We will then

play the "favorite song" of presenter #1 as presenter #1 walks on stage. We will need a slide

number and slide title of the last slide you'll be speaking on, so we can play presenter #2's

"favorite song". Presenter #2 will come on stage when their "favorite song" is played. We will also

need a slide number and slide title for presenter #2's last slide they will speak on. Lastly, we will

play speaker #3's "favorite song" as they come on stage. 
 

What we need to know 

1) Who is speaker #1, #2, #3 

2) Last slide title and number of speaker #1 and #2 

3) Not for this.. but do you have any handouts that will need to be sent to our attendees?  
 
 

The songs I have are: 

Lucille Beseler "Girl on Fire" by Alicia Keys 

Sue Finn  "The Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and the News 

Donna Martin "Start Me UP" by the Rolling Stones     
 

Please don't hesitate to let me know if you don't care for this set-up, we'll be happy to make

changes.   
 
 

I will let Suzanne Cryst (our ANDF Liaison) know all three of you have agreed to be at the photo

booth during the times below.   
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Thank you! 
 

Jason 
 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
 
 

On Tue, May 2, 2017 at 10:18 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
 

I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
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Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 
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Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1766. Happy Nutrition Research Month!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 10:04:29

Subject: Happy Nutrition Research Month!

Attachment:

Happy Nutrition Research Month! 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

Nutrition Research Month highlights the relevance and importance of scientific research in

dietetics, while promoting valuable resources the Academy provides to encourage and

support the research process by all registered dietitian nutritionists. 

  

Research has practical applications in every area of dietetics practice, making a solid research

background a useful tool for every RDN. This awareness campaign will help the Academy further

promote the incredible work of RDNs in improving the lives of everyone through current, science-

based nutrition guidance. In 2017, Academy members can participate in research by:

 

Volunteering for an Evidence Analysis Library project 

Joining the Dietetics Practice Based Research Network (DPBRN) 

Using the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Health Informatics Infrastructure (ANDHII) 

Practice-based research activity is critical to discovering not only how nutrition interventions affect

different disease states, but also how they impact outcomes and the lives of patients.

 Learn More! 

This Nutrition Research Month email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

If you prefer not to receive future Nutrition Research Month emails, simply follow this link to

unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1767. Your digital copy of the May/June 2017 issue is ready

From: Food & Nutrition Magazine <noreply@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 09:55:16

Subject: Your digital copy of the May/June 2017 issue is ready

Attachment:

Food &Nutrition Magazine - Date | Volume, Number 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Your print copy of Food &Nutrition is in the mail, but you can access the digital edition now via our

@FoodNutriMag app or any common web browser!

  
Recipes: Roll Goals

 

You've heard of #SquadGoals, but in this issue, we're all about #RollGoals.

 
 
Food &Nutrition Test Kitchen

 

See how readers tweaked and transformed our latest featured recipe, plus get details on the new

#FNTestKitchen contest!

 
 
Big Data Benefits

 

Collecting and sharing data helps build on past success, improve patient outcomes and increase

funding for nutrition as a means to prevent and manage disease.

 
 
Understanding Weight Neutrality

 

Learn why some practitioners believe healthy behaviors have a greater impact on health than

body size.

 
 
#SocialPro Series: Managing Multiple Personas

 

Choosing to use social media as a professional comes with opportunities  and challenges. Get

guidance on how to effectively manage multiple personas online.
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Fabulous Finfish

 

Sustainable options of finfish are highlighted for their nutrition profile, potential health benefits and

culinary versatility.

 
 
Kitchen Kersplat

 

When you want to make a meal  not a mess  try these clever kitchen hacks to keep your

countertops and appliances splatter-free.

 
 
Thickeners, Stabilizers &Gelling Agents

 

Food &Nutrition Magazine continues our food additives series with an exploration of the role of

stabilizers and thickeners.

 
 
 

This email was sent to subscribers of Food &Nutrition Magazine. If you would prefer not to receive

future Food &Nutrition emails, please click this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2000 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2015. All Rights Reserved.
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1768. Automatic reply: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 09:54:50

Subject: Automatic reply: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment:

Hello-

 

 

Thank you for your e-mail.  I am currently out of the office, and will return on Thursday, July 28,

2016.  FOo urgent messages, you may communicate with Paulina Weeden @

pweeden@eatright.org or Ext. 6003.

 

 

Thank You,

 

Christine
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1769. Re: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, 'Linda Pennington'

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, lorri@irvingholzberg.com

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>,

cbrunze1@fairview.org <cbrunze1@fairview.org>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>,

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com <krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>,

linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>, dlkingrd@gmail.com <dlkingrd@gmail.com>,

'Patricia Babjak' <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship' <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi'

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, 'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 09:54:38

Subject: Re: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment:

Thanks Linda,  innovative and visionary people for sure! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 11:49 AM  

To: 'Linda Pennington'; lorri@irvingholzberg.com; 'Nadine Braunstein'; 'Lauren Au';

cbrunze1@fairview.org; sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller'; krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com;
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Donna Martin; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott'; dlkingrd@gmail.com; 'Patricia Babjak'  

Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship'; 'Mary Pat Raimondi'; 'Christine Rhone'  

Subject: RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods 

 

Very cool. Thanks for sending, Linda. 

 

Mike

 
 

From: Linda Pennington [mailto:lpennington@dietitianassociates.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 5:26 PM 

 To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; 'Nadine

Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>; 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>;

cbrunze1@fairview.org; sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>;

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; dlkingrd@gmail.com; 'Patricia Babjak' <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship' <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; 'Mary Pat Raimondi'

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; 'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

 

 

When we had our in-person meeting in February I mentioned the food bus that some dietitians

were connected with in, I thought,  Atlanta. Well, I found the article and it was Orlando, not Atlanta.

I have attached the article in case any of you are interested. It highlights that dietitians with Hebni

Nutrition consultants are behind the Food Bus. 

 

The attached article appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of Diabetic Living.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Pennington

 

 

Linda Pennington, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Dietitian Associates, Inc.

 

295 Germantown Bend Cv
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Cordova, TN 38018

 

(901) 759-9337x 202

 

 

 

 
 

Confidentiality Notice: Waukesha County is subject to Wisconsin’s Public Records Law. However,

if the information in this e-mail is confidential, it may not be subject to disclosure under the Public

Records Law or other applicable law. This e-mail is intended for the specific delivery to and use by

the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this e-mail in error, you are notified

that any disclosure, copying, distribution and use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited.

Please reply to the sender immediately if you have received the e-mail in error, and delete the

original and any copy from your computer. Thank you. 
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1770. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Susan Finn

<susan.finn@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

jeannine@eatrightohio.org <jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 09:24:43

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Thanks, Donna. Helps a bunch! 
 
 

Jason 
 
 
 
 

On Thu, May 4, 2017 at 9:07 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

Jason, Sue Finn will go first and do slides 1-21, then Lucille will go second with slides 22-40 and I

will start with slide 41!  Hope this helps! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 8:22 PM  

To: lbeseler fnc; Donna Martin; Susan Finn  
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Cc: Joan Schwaba; jeannine@eatrightohio.org 

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request 

 

Hello again, 
 

Thank you all for your quick responses and for your willingness to be so flexible! I agree, I like the

idea of the song being played right before each of you present to help transition. Here is how this

could work... 
 

As mentioned before Heather and I will do our opening welcome and then we will read all of your

bios. We will start with presenter #3, then #2 then presenter #1's bio will be read last. We will then

play the "favorite song" of presenter #1 as presenter #1 walks on stage. We will need a slide

number and slide title of the last slide you'll be speaking on, so we can play presenter #2's

"favorite song". Presenter #2 will come on stage when their "favorite song" is played. We will also

need a slide number and slide title for presenter #2's last slide they will speak on. Lastly, we will

play speaker #3's "favorite song" as they come on stage. 
 

What we need to know 

1) Who is speaker #1, #2, #3 

2) Last slide title and number of speaker #1 and #2 

3) Not for this.. but do you have any handouts that will need to be sent to our attendees?  
 
 

The songs I have are: 

Lucille Beseler "Girl on Fire" by Alicia Keys 

Sue Finn  "The Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and the News 

Donna Martin "Start Me UP" by the Rolling Stones     
 

Please don't hesitate to let me know if you don't care for this set-up, we'll be happy to make

changes.   
 
 

I will let Suzanne Cryst (our ANDF Liaison) know all three of you have agreed to be at the photo

booth during the times below.   
 
 

Thank you! 
 

Jason 
 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 
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Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
 
 

On Tue, May 2, 2017 at 10:18 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
 

I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
 
 
 

Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1771. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>, lbeseler fnc

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 04, 2017 09:07:13

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Jason, Sue Finn will go first and do slides 1-21, then Lucille will go second with slides 22-40 and I

will start with slide 41!  Hope this helps! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 8:22 PM  

To: lbeseler fnc; Donna Martin; Susan Finn  

Cc: Joan Schwaba; jeannine@eatrightohio.org  

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request 

 

Hello again, 
 

Thank you all for your quick responses and for your willingness to be so flexible! I agree, I like the

idea of the song being played right before each of you present to help transition. Here is how this

could work... 
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As mentioned before Heather and I will do our opening welcome and then we will read all of your

bios. We will start with presenter #3, then #2 then presenter #1's bio will be read last. We will then

play the "favorite song" of presenter #1 as presenter #1 walks on stage. We will need a slide

number and slide title of the last slide you'll be speaking on, so we can play presenter #2's

"favorite song". Presenter #2 will come on stage when their "favorite song" is played. We will also

need a slide number and slide title for presenter #2's last slide they will speak on. Lastly, we will

play speaker #3's "favorite song" as they come on stage. 
 

What we need to know 

1) Who is speaker #1, #2, #3 

2) Last slide title and number of speaker #1 and #2 

3) Not for this.. but do you have any handouts that will need to be sent to our attendees?  
 
 

The songs I have are: 

Lucille Beseler "Girl on Fire" by Alicia Keys 

Sue Finn  "The Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and the News 

Donna Martin "Start Me UP" by the Rolling Stones     
 

Please don't hesitate to let me know if you don't care for this set-up, we'll be happy to make

changes.   
 
 

I will let Suzanne Cryst (our ANDF Liaison) know all three of you have agreed to be at the photo

booth during the times below.   
 
 

Thank you! 
 

Jason 
 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347 
 
 

On Tue, May 2, 2017 at 10:18 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
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I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
 
 
 

Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
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Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1772. Re: Congressional briefings

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 20:52:35

Subject: Re: Congressional briefings

Attachment:

End of next week works.  No rush!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:51 PM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I can get you some statistics, maybe the number of letters we send, visits with PPW and Advocacy

days. 
 

With the advocacy days this year we basically met with 150% of previous years :-) 
 

Does tomorrow work? 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Jeanne,  Could you just send me something on some statistics of how many congressional office

you all visit in a year, how many briefings you all go to, how many hearing you all go to, etc.? 

Nothing too formal, I would just like to highlight some of that when I talk to the HOD at FNCE. 

Want to plug all you all do!   Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1773. Re: Congressional briefings

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 20:51:04

Subject: Re: Congressional briefings

Attachment:

I can get you some statistics, maybe the number of letters we send, visits with PPW and Advocacy

days. 
 

With the advocacy days this year we basically met with 150% of previous years :-) 
 

Does tomorrow work? 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 4:55 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Jeanne,  Could you just send me something on some statistics of how many congressional office

you all visit in a year, how many briefings you all go to, how many hearing you all go to, etc.? 

Nothing too formal, I would just like to highlight some of that when I talk to the HOD at FNCE. 

Want to plug all you all do!   Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1774. Re: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

From: Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren

Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>, Krista Yoder Latortue

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda

Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 20:28:15

Subject: Re: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

Attachment:

Done!! 
 

Susan  
 

Susan C Scott, MS RDN LD 

Chair 2017 ANDPAC   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 7:00 PM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote:  
 

 

Dear LPPC Members:

 

Please take action RIGHT NOW to Vote No on the American Health Care Act.  See below for

link.  The House of Representatives may vote tomorrow, May 4th, on this devastating healthcare

legislation. This alert will only be open for one or two days.  Please pass this along to your district

and council members, students, interns and colleagues.  This bill will defund all preventive

programs which include nutrition services provided by RDNs.
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Please reach out to your member of Congress now.

 

Thank you,

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece <tnece@eatright.org> 

Date: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 at 1:56 PM 

To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

Subject: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

 

 

May 3, 2017 

 

Dear Public Policy Leaders,

We need your immediate assistance! The Academy has opened a new action alert titled, Vote No

on the American Health Care Act. This action alert will only be open for a day or two.  We need

you to take action immediately!

The House of Representatives is expected to vote as soon as tomorrow, May 4, 2017, on an

amended version of the American Health Care Act, which the Academy continues to oppose for

conflicting with our tenets for health care reform.  We are asking you, as our member leaders, to

please reach out to your Member of Congress right now to express your concerns about the

impact of this legislation on access to health care services for people in your district.
Take Action Today!

Members of Congress need to hear directly from constituents on these important matters!

Please assist with getting letters sent to your U. S. Representative today!

Please let me know if you have questions.

Best,

Teresa

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

tnece@eatright.org
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1775. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

To: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us, Susan

Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 20:25:42

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hello again, 
 

Thank you all for your quick responses and for your willingness to be so flexible! I agree, I like the

idea of the song being played right before each of you present to help transition. Here is how this

could work... 
 

As mentioned before Heather and I will do our opening welcome and then we will read all of your

bios. We will start with presenter #3, then #2 then presenter #1's bio will be read last. We will then

play the "favorite song" of presenter #1 as presenter #1 walks on stage. We will need a slide

number and slide title of the last slide you'll be speaking on, so we can play presenter #2's

"favorite song". Presenter #2 will come on stage when their "favorite song" is played. We will also

need a slide number and slide title for presenter #2's last slide they will speak on. Lastly, we will

play speaker #3's "favorite song" as they come on stage. 
 

What we need to know 

1) Who is speaker #1, #2, #3 

2) Last slide title and number of speaker #1 and #2 

3) Not for this.. but do you have any handouts that will need to be sent to our attendees?  
 
 

The songs I have are: 

Lucille Beseler "Girl on Fire" by Alicia Keys 

Sue Finn  "The Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and the News 

Donna Martin "Start Me UP" by the Rolling Stones     
 

Please don't hesitate to let me know if you don't care for this set-up, we'll be happy to make

changes.   
 
 

I will let Suzanne Cryst (our ANDF Liaison) know all three of you have agreed to be at the photo

booth during the times below.   
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Thank you! 
 

Jason 
 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347 
 
 

On Tue, May 2, 2017 at 10:18 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
 

I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
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Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 
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Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1776. 5Ps Call May 8

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton' <craytef@charter.net>, Evelyn

Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu'

<craytef@aces.edu>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 19:23:47

Subject: 5Ps Call May 8

Attachment: image001.png
05-08-17 Agenda_.pdf
Att 2.0 California Labor Legislation Update.pdf
Att 5.1a Affiliate Matrix_.pdf
Att 5.1b DPG Meetings Matrix.pdf
Att 6.0 2017-18 4Ps Teleconference Schedule.pdf
Att 5.2 2017-2018 Meetings and Events Calendar.pdf

Attached are the agenda and supporting
documents for the 5Ps call scheduled for
Monday, May 8 at 11:30am CT/12:30pm ET.
Your review and input are welcome. Attachment
4.0 - May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda will be
sent on Friday. 
 

To participate on the call, please use the following dial-in numbers.

 

 

Dial-In Number:                1-866/477-4564

 

Conference Code:              47 06 63 11 73

 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
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MAY 8, 2017 
12:30 pm ET 
11:30 am CT    
5Ps TELECONFERENCE                                                     


 
 
 
                                         


 
 
Dial-In Number - 8 6 6 / 4 7 7 - 4 5 6 4    Participant Code - 47 06 63 11 73   Host Code - 9 2 7 9   
         
 


TIME AGENDA ITEM PRESENTER 


11:30 am CT 1.0 Call to Order/Welcome  


 


L. Beseler 


 2.0 California Labor Legislation Update D. Martin/ 
J. Blankenship 


 3.0 Abbott Renewal 


 


M.B. Whalen 


 4.0 May 19-20 Board Meeting Agenda L. Beseler/All 


 5.0 Meetings and Events 


5.1 Affiliate-DPG Meetings Matrix 


5.2 2017-18 Meetings and Events Calendar 


 


L. Beseler/All 


 6.0 2017-18 4Ps Teleconference Schedule 
 


D. Martin/All 


12:30 pm CT 7.0 Adjournment L. Beseler 
 
   Attachment [material(s) to be reviewed] 
  Attachment will be provided prior to the call 
 


  





		MAY 8, 2017

		5Ps TELECONFERENCE                                                    
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Date of Hearing:  March 29, 2017 


ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT 
Tony Thurmond, Chair 


AB 387 (Thurmond) – As Introduced February 9, 2017 


SUBJECT:  Minimum wage:  health professionals:  interns 


SUMMARY:  Broadens the definition of employer to include a person employing any person, 
engaged in supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for licensure, registration or 
certification as an allied health professional.  Specifically, this bill:   


1) Expands the definition of employer under provisions related to minimum wage, to include
any person who directly or indirectly, or through an agent or any other person, employs or
exercises control over the wages, hours or working conditions of any person, including any
person engaged in a period of supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for
licensure, registration, or certification as an allied health professional.


2) Specifies that for purposes of this subdivision, allied health professional, uses the federal
definition. (42 U.S. Code section 295p)


EXISTING STATE LAW:  


1) Defines an employer for purposes of those provisions related to minimum wage to mean a
person who directly or indirectly, or through an agent or any other person, employs or
exercises control over the wages, hours, or working conditions of another person.


2) Provides that for purposes of those provisions related to the minimum wage, employer
includes the state, political subdivisions of the state, and municipalities.


3) Provides for the minimum wage in California to be raised incrementally until January 1,
2023 when it shall reach fifteen dollars ($15) per hour, unless specified.


EXISTING FEDERAL LAW: 


1) Defines “allied health professionals” as a health professional (other than a registered nurse or
physician assistant),
a) who has received a certificate, an associate’s degree, a bachelor’s degree, a master’s


degree, a doctoral degree, or post baccalaureate training, in a science relating to health
care;


b) who shares in the responsibility for the delivery of health care services or related
services, including—  services relating to the identification, evaluation, and prevention of
disease and disorders; dietary and nutrition services; health promotion services;
rehabilitation services; or health systems management services; and


c) who has not received a degree of doctor of medicine, a degree of doctor of osteopathy, a
degree of doctor of dentistry or an equivalent degree, a degree of doctor of veterinary
medicine or an equivalent degree, a degree of doctor of optometry or an equivalent
degree, a degree of doctor of podiatric medicine or an equivalent degree, a degree of
bachelor of science in pharmacy or an equivalent degree, a degree of doctor of pharmacy
or an equivalent degree, a graduate degree in public health or an equivalent degree, a
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degree of doctor of chiropractic or an equivalent degree, a graduate degree in health 
administration or an equivalent degree, a doctoral degree in clinical psychology or an 
equivalent degree, or a degree in social work or an equivalent degree or a degree in 
counseling or an equivalent degree. 


2) Provides under federal law, for the minimum wage to be set at $7.25 an hour and states that 
when state and federal laws differ, one must comply with the more restrictive requirement. 
(Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29 U.S. Code section 206)   


FISCAL EFFECT:  Unknown 


COMMENTS:  The author argues, allied health professionals are required to work hundreds of 
unpaid clinical hours to successfully complete their training programs. This requirement creates 
a barrier for low-income students and working adults, which prevents them from entering into 
good middle-class jobs. This bill would provide that any person engaged in a period of 
supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for licensure, registration, or certification as 
an allied health professional be subject to the minimum wage law.  By requiring healthcare 
providers to fairly compensate allied health professionals with at least the minimum wage, more 
individuals from underrepresented communities will be able to complete the required clinical 
training requirements for allied health professions, thereby increasing the overall numbers and 
diversity of the students in the pipeline. 


Arguments in Support 


The California Employment Lawyers Association argues in support, “AB 387 helps to address a 
problematic practice in an industry that is predominately female, that contributes to the gender 
wage gap and limits job opportunities.  Every year, more than 50,000 Californians train to 
become allied health professionals.  Clinical hours required as a part of that training can vary 
from as few as 160 hours for medical assistants to as many as 1,850 hours for a radiologic 
technologist – nearly a working year.  The clinical hour requirement is in addition to in-
classroom course work requirements, meaning that some students are in school 30 to 50 hours a 
week in addition to their clinical hours and the time they spend studying.  In fact, most 
community college programs recommend that students not work because of the programs’ heavy 
time demands.  
 
Requiring students to contribute substantial hours of unpaid work imposes an unrealistic burden 
on individuals with families to support.  This explains some of the racial and ethnic achievement 
gaps in healthcare career technical education programs.  But this is not just a matter of disparities 
in economic opportunity for workers.  The disparities in success rates in healthcare training 
programs result in a less culturally competent workforce as well.  For example only 25% of the 
healthcare workforce is Latino, even though Latinos are 40% of California’s population. 
That is a healthcare quality problem.  A number of studies have pointed to cultural competency 
as a key factor in better health outcomes.  
 
Students in allied healthcare programs, which are traditionally and predominantly female, are not 
paid.  In contrast, individuals in traditionally male occupations, even those in training, are paid 
for their labor.  In healthcare, once students show competency, they are able to carry out the day-
to-day functions of medical care with indirect supervision.  The healthcare industry receives a 
direct economic benefit from that labor without paying for it.  It is estimated that California 
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allied health professionals contribute up to 25 million unpaid clinical hours each year. Workers 
with families shouldn’t have to contribute a quarter of a billion dollars a year to an already-
profitable industry.  AB 387 will require healthcare providers to compensate allied health 
professionals fairly, paying them at least the minimum wage. That pay will enable more 
individuals from underrepresented communities to complete the required clinical training for 
allied health professions, thereby increasing the overall numbers and diversity of the students in 
the pipeline.  Moreover, this bill will provide fair compensation for training in an industry that is 
predominately female, thus helping to reduce the gender wage gap.”  
 
The California Pan-Ethnic Health Network writes in support, “California has more than 600,000 
allied healthcare professionals with employment expected to grow to one million by 2030.  More 
than half of those occupations require a license or certification.  These jobs typically offer good 
wages and benefits providing a path to the middle class, but entry can be difficult as students are 
required to contribute significant hours of unpaid work to achieve their degrees. Requiring 
students to contribute significant hours of unpaid work is an unrealistic burden for individuals 
with families to support.  This explains some of the racial and ethnic achievement gaps in 
Healthcare Career Technical Education Programs.  The disparities in success for healthcare 
training programs result in a less culturally competent workforce with only 25% of the healthcare 
workforce being Latino, compared to 40% of California’s population.  To build a healthcare 
workforce that reflects the diversity of California and meet the state’s cultural and linguistic 
needs, we must empower allied healthcare professionals of all socio-economic and cultural 
backgrounds to complete their training and ensure that they compensated for their work.” 


Arguments in Opposition 


A coalition of hospitals and healthcare facilities, including the California Hospital Association 
writes in opposition, “Many allied health professions require students to participate in clinical or 
experiential training at a hospital to obtain a degree and/or be qualified for the licensure or 
certification examination.  These occupations include radiologic technologists, clinical 
laboratory scientists, respiratory therapists, physical therapists, occupational therapists and 
speech therapists, among others… CHA estimates that hospitals statewide train more than 40,000 
allied health students each year.  


CHA opposes AB 387 because it would result in a significant decrease in the capacity to train the 
allied health workforce needed to provide care for California’s patients now and in the future.  
We estimate that the cost of this proposed requirement to be hundreds of millions of dollars 
annually.  Therefore, if passed, AB 387 would cause many clinical training slots for these critical 
professionals to be eliminated, which, in turn, would put allied health educational programs at 
risk of closure.  The programs, many of which are offered by California’s Community Colleges, 
would not be able to offer program enrollment without enough clinical training placements for 
students at hospitals.  The effects of this significant decrease in capacity within the current 
training system would exacerbate existing allied health care workforce shortages; put the 
development of a strong pipeline of future health care givers in jeopardy which in turn would 
have a detrimental effect on access to care.  


Sponsors of this bill [cite] the need to remove barriers for low-income students who want to go 
into allied health professions and they assert that these low-income students do not currently 
aspire to these professions because of clinical hour requirements…. Currently within the 
California Community Colleges 49.3% of students pay little or no tuition because they are 
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eligible for Board of Governor fee waivers, making it possible for students of all income levels 
to enroll in allied health professions programs provided there is sufficient enrollment space. 
Unfortunately, many programs have waiting lists for high demand programs in areas such as 
radiological technology, sonography, medical laboratory technology, and others.  If AB 387 
passes, these waiting lists will grow longer as capacity will decrease with the constriction of 
corresponding clinical slots.  Furthermore, to refute the claim that low-income students are 
crowded out of these professions, it should be noted that students facing challenges with paying 
for school and training are often eligible for financial aid and grants that do not have to be paid 
back through state and federal programs, such as Cal-Grant B.  In addition, when students 
complete their training and become licensed in these occupations, they often become employees 
of their training program sponsor (the hospital), many of which offer loan forgiveness and tuition 
reimbursement. 


Further, AB 387 will have a negative impact on the educational market place. If California 
Community College health professions programs… are limited in capacity by the number of 
clinical placements they can secure, students will have limited choices in California for 
education and training.  Recognizing that neither hospitals, nor colleges, will have the resources 
to support the minimum wage requirements for clinical hours at today’s capacity, this will open 
the market up to out-of-state and proprietary schools.  This would be a tremendous disservice to 
California students seeking access to an affordable public education from an accredited, local 
source, such as their local community college.  AB 387 has the potential to drive students out of 
state for education and training, which presents the risk that they will not return after licensure, 
thus depriving California of valuable health care workers.  This emerging market could leave 
students saddled with debt that is unnecessary under the current system. 


Students are not employees.  They are engaged in classroom and clinical activities to become 
qualified for licensure, certification and employment.  AB 387 will increase health care costs 
without any improvements in quality, value or diversity of the workforce.  Further, AB 387 will 
have the adverse consequence of reducing students’ opportunities to benefit from hospital-
provided training and clinical experience, thus exacerbating workforce shortages.”  


REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION: 


Support 


California Employment Lawyers Association 
California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO 
California Pan-Ethnic Health Network 
Community Coalition 
Laborers International Union of North America, LIUNA Locals 777 & 792 
Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy 
Numerous Individuals 
SEIU- California (sponsor) 
United Food and Commercial Workers Western States Council 
Western Center on Law and Poverty 
Working Partnerships USA 


 


Opposition 
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Adventists Health 
Alliance of Catholic Health Care 
Association of California Healthcare Districts 
Bakersfield College 
Banner Lassen Medical Center 
Bear Valley Community Healthcare District 
CA State University Northridge, Department of Health Services 
California Ambulance Association 
California Association for Medical Laboratory Technology 
California Children’s Hospital Association  
California Hospital Association 
California Medical Association 
California Radiological Society 
California Society for Respiratory Care 
California Society of Pathologists 
California Society of Radiologic Technologists 
California Speech-Language and Hearing Association 
California State University, Office of the Chancellor 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 
City College of San Francisco Radiologic Sciences Department 
City of Hope National Medical Center School of Radiation Therapy 
Clinical Laboratory Science Department at CSU Dominguez Hills 
Coalinga Regional Medical Center Diagnostic Medical Sonography 
College of Marin 
Community Medical Centers 
Deanza College Medical Laboratory Technician Program 
Delano Regional Medical Center 
Dignity Health 
District Hospital Leadership Forum 
Eastern Plumas Health Care  
El Camino Hospital Imaging Services Department 
Enloe Medical Center 
Folsom Lake College Medical Laboratory Technician Program 
Foothill College, Radiologic and Clinical Technology Programs 
Fresno City College 
Glenn Medical Center 
Good Samaritan Hospital 
Henry Mayo Newhall Hospital 
John C Fremont Healthcare District 
John Muir Health 
Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology 
Kern Radiology Medical Group  
Loma Linda University Health and Department of Occupational Therapy 
Los Angeles City College 
Marshall Medical Center 
Medical Career College of Northern California 
Merced College 
Methodists Hospital of Southern California 
Modern Technology School 
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NorthBay Healthcare 
Numerous Individuals 
Occupational Therapy Association of California 
Ohlone Community College District 
Palomar Medical Center, Poway and Escondido 
Plumas District Hospital 
Providence Health & Services Southern California 
Regional Medical Center of San Jose 
Rio Hondo College 
Saint Agnes Medical Center 
San Gregorio Memorial Hospital 
San Jose State Clinical Laboratory Scientist Department 
Seneca Healthcare District 
Sharp Chula Vista medical Center Laboratory 
Sharp HealthCare  
Shasta Regional Medical Center 
Sierra View Medical Center 
Society for Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging-Technologists Section 
Society for Vascular Ultrasound 
Society of Diagnostic Medical Sonography 
Sonographers of the Echocardiography Department, University of San Diego 
Sonoma Valley Hospital 
Southern California Society of Radiation Therapists, National University 
Southern Humboldt Community Healthcare District 
Southwest California Legislative Council 
St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach 
Stanford Health Care 
Stanford Health Care-ValleyCare 
Tenet Healthcare 
UCSF Medical Center 
Ukiah Valley Medical Center 
United Hospital Association 
Vibra Hospital of Sacramento 
Volunteer Service Department of Glendale Memorial Hospital and Health Center 
Watsonville Community Hospital 
Yuba Community College District 
 


Analysis Prepared by: Taylor Jackson / L. & E. / 916-319-2091 
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AFFILIATE 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18


Alabama Dietetic Association March 16-18, 2011


Montgomery


J. Rodriguez-P


March 28-30, 2012


Birmingham


S. Escott-Stump-P


March 6-8, 2013


Huntsville


E. Bergman- P


E. Crayton-BOD


March 12-14, 2014


Birmingham


M. Garner- BOD


March 11-13, 2015


District meeting  -


 M. Garner- BOD


March 9 – 11, 2016


Montgomery, AL


D. Martin 


March 1-3, 2017


Birmingham, AL


Donna Martin PE


Alaska Dietetic Association April 29-30, 2011


Anchorage


Date: May 2, 2012


Anchorage


May 2, 2014


Anchorage


K. McClusky BOD 


May 1, 2014


Teleconference


Arizona Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


June 15-16, 2012


Scottsdale


G. McCollum-PS


April 25-26, 2013


Phoenix


G. McCollum-PE/F


June 6, 2014


Tucson


G. McCollum - PP


June 17, 2016


Phoenix, AZ


Linda Farr -Spk


June 9, 2017


Phoenix, AZ


Donna Martin - P


Arkansas Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 14-15, 2011


J. Rodriguez-P


April 25-27, 2012


Little Rock


S. Escott-Stump-P


April 4-5, 2013


Little Rock


G. McCollum-PE/F


April 4-5, 2014


Little Rock 


April 23-24, 2015


Little Rock


E. Smith - S


April 28-29, 2016


Little Rock


June 10, 2016 


Little Rock, AR


Jean Ragalie Carr - 


Foundation


California Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


Pasadena


J. Rodriguez-P


April 26-28, 2012


Ontario


S. Escott-Stump-P


April 11-13, 2013


Santa Clara


E. Bergman-P/F


April 3-5, 2014


Pomona 


G. McCollum – P


PIA presentation


April 2, 2015


California


PIA Meeting


J. Blankenship-S


April 21-23, 2016


Riverside 


E. Crayton 


July 1, 2016


Los Angeles, CA


Michele Lites - Dir
(Board Orientation)


April 27-29, 2017


McClellan, CA


Lucille Beseler – Pres


(Annual Conference) 


May 3-5, 2018


Ponoma, CA


Donna Martin - P


Colorado Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 15-16, 2011 March 2-3, 2012 Denver


G. McCollum-PS


April 12-13, 2013


Ft. Collins


April 11-12, 2014


Denver


April 24-25, 2015


Broomfield


April 8-9, 2016


Colorado Springs


Connecticut Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


May 24, 2011


Plantsville


J. Rodriguez-P


April 27, 2012


Plantsville


April 27, 2012


Plantsville April 26, 


2013


Southington


Nov. 9, 2013/Meriden


April 25, 2014


Stamford


Did not budget for 


BOD Rep for 2014 


April, 2015 November 13, 2015


North Haven


Delaware Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics 


May 11, 2012


Bridgeview


May 9, 2014


Dover


May 1, 2015


Newark


May 5, 2017


Newark, DE


Donna Martin - PE
DC Metro Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics
Florida Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


July 1-4, 2012


Lake Buena Vista


L. Beseler-BOD


July 14-17, 2013


Orlando


G. McCollum-PE/F


July 13-16, 2014


Ft. Lauderdale


S. Connor - PE


July 12-15, 2015


Orlando


E. Crayton -P


July 24-27, 2016


Tampa


L. Beseler


July 15-18, 2017


Ft. Lauderdale, FL


Donna Martin - P
Georgia Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


March 31–April 1, 2011


Atlanta


S. Escott-Stump-PE


March 22-23, 2012


Athens 


Diane Heller-BOD/F


Feb 28 – March 1, 2013


Stone Mountain


March 19-20, 2014


Atlanta


March, 2015


Augusta


March 16-17, 2016


Atlanta


April 14, 2016 Augusta


D. Martin BOD


March 15, 2017


Savannah, GA


Donna Martin - PE


BOARD REPRESENTATION AT AFFILIATE MEETINGS


Affiliates with no meetings listed indicates none were reported to date
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Hawaii Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


May 3, 2012


Honolulu


April 26, 2013


Kailua


E. Crayton-BOD


May 2, 2014 


Honolulu


G. McCollum -P


May 8, 2015


Honolulu


TBD


Idaho Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


April 2011


Boise


May 2-4, 2012


Sun Valley


E. Bergman-PE


May 1-3, 2013


Boise


April 6-8, 2014


Airway Heights


April 22-24, 2015


Boise


April 20-22, 2016


Pocatello


April 18-20, 2018


Sun Valley, ID


Donna Martin - P
Illinois Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


April 8-9, 2011


M. Yadrick-PP


April 20-21, 2012


Oakbrook


S. Escott-Stump-P


April 5-6, 2013


Oakbrook


S. Escott-Stump-PP/F


E. Bergman-P/F


April 4, 2014


Oak Brook


S. Connor - PE


April 9-10, 2015


Oak Brook


April 7-8, 2016


Oak Brook 


E. Crayton 


J. Ragalie-Carr 


March 30-31, 2017 Oak 


Brook, IL


Indiana Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics NO BOD REP ON 


RECORD SINCE 2010


April 13-14, 2011


Indianapolis


April 18-19, 2012


Indianapolis


April 17-18, 2013


Indianapolis


April 16-17, 2014


Indianapolis 


April 15-16, 2015


Indianapolis


April 12-13, 2017 


Idianapolis, IN


 Iowa Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics NO BOD REP ON 


RECORD SINCE 2010


November 14-15, 2012


Johnston


November 6-7, 2013


West Des Moines


November 6, 2014


West Des Moines 


PIA presentation


November 1-2, 2017 


Ames, IA


Kansas Dietetic Association 


NO BOD REP ON RECORD 


SINCE 2010


15-Apr-11 April 11-13, 2012


Topeka


April 24-25, 2014


Manhattan 


April 23-24, 2015


Wichita


Kentucky Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics NO 


BOD REP ON RECORD SINCE 


2010


March 28-30, 2012


Lexington


April 17-19, 2013


Covington


March 23-25, 2015


Louisville


April 27-28, 2017 


Owensboro, KY


Louisiana Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 18-20, 2012


Baton Rouge


S. Escott-Stump-P


April 8-10, 2013


Lafayette 


E. Bergman-P/F


E. Crayton-BOD


April 4, 2014


Baton Rouge


G. McCollum - P


March 24-26, 2015


Lafayette


E. Crayton-BOD


April 13-14, 2016


Baton Rouge


Maine Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


June 2, 2012


South Portland


Marcia Kyle-BOD


November 1, 2013


Orono


G. McCollum - P


November 13, 2015


Portland


Maryland Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 28, 2011


Linthicum Heights


April 26-27, 2012


Linthicum Heights


April 26, 2013


Linthicum Heights


April 25, 2014


Linthicum Hts, MD


PIA presentation


March 18, 2015 


Linthicum Heights, MD


E. Crayton 


May 12, 2017 
Linthicum Heights, MD


Lucille Beseler - P


Massachusetts Dietetic 


Association


March 25, 2011


Norwood


March 23, 2012


Framingham


S. Escott-Stump-P


March 29, 2013


Norwood


April 10, 2015


Norwood


April 1, 2016


Norwood


Michigan Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics NO 


BOD REP ON RECORD SINCE 


2010


April 26-27, 2012


East Lansing


April 25-26, 2013


Grand Rapids


April 1-2, 2014


Bay City


April 23-24, 2015


Ann Arbor


May 4-5, 2017           


Grand Rapids, MI


Minnesota Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics (Invite 


sent to affiliate from BOD for 


rep in 2013-14)


April 28-29, 2011 April 12-13, 2012


Rochester


April 25-26, 2013


Bloomington


April 24-25, 2014


St. Cloud


K. McClusky - BOD


April 30 – May 1, 2015


Brooklyn Park


Mississippi Academy of 


Nutrition &Dietetics (Invite 


sent to affiliate from BOD for 


rep in 2013-14)


March 8-9, 2012


Hattiesburg


March 21-22, 2013


Oxford


April 10-11, 2014


Biloxi PIA


B. Dorner  - BOD


March 26-27, 2015


Flowood


April 7-8, 2016


Hattiesburg


M. Garner
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Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, 


Kansas (MINK) Dietetic Assoc


April 4-6, 2013


E. Bergman-P/F


April 8, 2015


T. Nece-S PIA


Missouri Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics NO 


BOD REP ON RECORD SINCE 


2010


April 7-9, 2011


Columbia 


April 18-19, 2012


St. Louis


April 9-11, 2014


St. Louis


April 9-11, 2015


Branson


Montana Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


May 9-11, 2012


Kalispell


May 29-31, 2013


Bozeman


May 29, 2014


BillingsT


L. Beseler - BOD 


May 27-29, 2015


Helena


T. Nece-S PIA


June 1-3, 2016 


Bozeman, MT


Nebraska Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 11-13, 2012


Nebraska City


S. Escott-Stump-P


April 9-11, 2014


Lavista,


April 15-17, 2015


Kearney


April 20-22, 2016


Lincoln


April 27-28, 2017 


Lincoln, NE


Nevada Dietetic 
Association 


May 8, 2014


Manchester, NH


PIA presentation


April 17-18, 2015


Reno


April 22-23, 2016


Las Vegas


L. Beseler


March 31 – April 1


April 19 at So Nevada
Lucille Beseler - P


New Hampshire Dietetic 


Association NO BOD REP ON 


RECORD SINCE 2010


April 19-20, 2012


Concord


May 2015


Manchester


New Jersey Dietetic 


Association NO BOD REP ON 


RECORD SINCE 2010


May 4, 2012


East Brunswick


May, 2015


Somerset


New Mexico Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics NO 


BOD REP ON RECORD SINCE 


2010


April 12-13, 2012


Albuquerque


April 20-21, 2017


Santa Fe, NM


Donna Martin - PE


New York Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


May 2011


Rye


M. Yadrick


May 4-5, 2012


Albany


S. Escott-Stump-P


May 3-4, 2013


Rochester


E. Bergman-P


April 25-26, 2014


Rye Brook


DVD 


May 17, 2015


Albany


P. Tuma-S PIA


May 19 – 21, 2016


Westchester


May 10-12, 2017


Lake Placid, NY


Lucille Beseler - P
North Carolina Dietetic 


Association


April 17-19, 2011


Winston Salem


J. Rodriguez-P


S. Escott-Stump-PE


April 15-16, 2012


Charlotte


S. Escott-Stump-P


March 17-19, 2013


Pinehurst


S. Escott-Stump-PP/F


September 13, 2013


Raleigh


September 14, 2014


Raleigh


D. Bradley-BOD


Sept.16, 2016   Raleigh, 


NC


North Dakota Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics


April 20-21, 2011 April 24-25, 2012 Fargo


G. McCollum-PE


May 2-3, 2013


Bismarck


April 23-25, 2014 


Fargo


March 10-11, 2015


Bismarck


Ohio Academy of Nutrition & 


Dietetics


April 2011


Cleveland


J. Rodriguez-P


May 17-18, 2012


Cincinnati


S. Escott-Stump-P


May 15-16, 2014 


Sandusky


(Alternate selected by 


OH)


May 14-15, 2015 


Wilmington, Ohio


E. Crayton - BOD


May 18, 2017


Cleveland, OH


Lucille Beseler – P


Donna Martin – PE


Susan Finn
Oklahoma Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics


March 24-25, 2011


Norman


S. Escott-Stump-PE


March 15-16, 2012


Tulsa


April 11-12, 2013


Oklahoma City


G. McCollum-PE/F


April 3, 2014


Tulsa


B. Richardson


PIA presentation


March 12-13, 2015


Midwest City 


D. Ferko-Adams BOD


Oregon Academy of Nutrition 


& Dietetics


May 5-6, 2011 April 22-24, 2012


Vancouver 


E. Bergman-P


May 2-3, 2013


Salem


May 1-2, 2014


Lake Oswego


S. Connor - PE 


May 1, 2015


Portland


PIA Meeting


April 17-19, 2016


Vancouver


Pennsylvania Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics


April 14-15, 2011


King of Prussia


April 15-17, 2012


Grantville


April 21-23, 2013


Pittsburgh


E. Bergman-P


April 23-25, 2014


Bethlehem


G. McCollum-P 


May 1-3, 2015


University Park


E. Crayton - BOD


April 7-9, 2016


Cranberry Twshp


D. Ferko-Adams 


April 22-23, 2017


King of Prussia, PA


Lucille Beseler - P
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Academy of Nutrition and 


Dietetics Puerto Rico Affiliate


March 9-11, 2011


San Juan


April 18-20, 2012


San Juan


Feb. 27-March 1, 2013


San Juan


March 12-14, 2014


San Juan (Affiliate 


cancelled 


presentation)


March 8-11, 2016


Humacao 


E. Crayton 


Rhode Island Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics (Invite 


sent to affiliate from BOD for 


rep in 2013-14)


May 8, 2012


Warwick


May 7, 2013


Warwick


May 6, 2014


Providence


DVD Sent


May 12, 2015


Warwick, RI


May 10, 2016


Warwick, RI


South Carolina Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics


April 13-14, 2012


Charleston


E. Bergman-PE


April 5-6, 2013


Columbia


April 11-12, 2014


Greenville


K. McClusky - F


March 4-5, 2015


Columbia


April 16, 2016


Columbia, SC


April 26-27, 2017 


Columbia, SC


South Dakota Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics NO BOD 


REP ON RECORD SINCE 2010


Sept. 21-23, 2011 Sept. 19-21, 2012


Sioux Falls


Sept. 18-20, 2013


Sioux Falls


September 2015


Sioux Falls


Southern Nevada Dietetic 


Association


April 19, 2017


Las Vegas, NV


Lucille Beseler - P
Tennessee Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics


March 3, 2011


Nashville


April 19-20, 2012


Nashville


March 6-7, 2013


Nashville


March 24, 2014


Nashville - PIA


March 24, 2015


Nashville


March 21, 2016


Nashville, TN
Texas Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


April 7-9, 2011


Houston


J. Rodriguez-P


April 12-14, 2012


San Antonio


April 11-13, 2013


Austin


April 24-26, 2014


Corpus Christi


April 8-10, 2015


Houston


April 27-29, 2016


Arlington, TX


March 30-April 1, 2017 
Georgetown, TX Linda 


Farr - Spk


Utah Academy of Nutrition 


&Dietetics  NO BOD REP ON 


RECORD SINCE 2010


March 29-30, 2012


South Jordan


March 20-21, 2014


Declined BOD Rep for 


2014 – sent DVD


March 26-27, 2015


Provo


March 30-31, 2016 


Sandy, UT


Vermont Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics NO BOD 


REP ON RECORD SINCE 2010


April 26-27, 2012


Essex


April 9-10, 2015


Essex


Virginia Academy of Nutrition 


and Dietetics


April 3-5, 2011


Fairfax


March 25-27, 2012


Blacksburg


S. Escott-Stump-P


April 7-9, 2013


Richmond


S. Escott-Stump-PP/F


April 6-8, 2014


Charlottesville


April 12-15, 2015


Virginia Beach


PIA Meeting


T. Nece-S


April 10-12, 2016


Fairfax


Washington State Academy 


of Nutrition and Dietetics


April 10-12, 2011 April 22-24, 2012


Vancouver


E. Bergman-PE


April 14-16, 2013


Lynwood


E. Bergman-P/F


April 6-8, 2014


Airway Heights


April 19-21, 2015


Lynwood


April 19, 2015


Washington


PIA Meeting


April 17-19, 2016


Vancouver


West Virginia Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 13-14, 2011


Charleston


J. Rodriguez-P


May 16-17, 2012


Morgantown


S. Escott-Stump-P


March 20-21, 2013


Huntington


E. Bergman-P/F


May 13, 2014


Fairmont


G. McCollum-P 


April 1-2, 2015


Walkersville


April 2, 2015


West Virginia


C. Christie BOD


April 21-22, 2016


Morgantown


May 11-12, 2017


Huntington, WV


Donna Martin - PE


Wisconsin Academy of 


Nutrition and Dietetics


April 6-8, 2011


Geneva


April 18-20, 2012


Stevens Point


April 17-19, 2013


Stevens Point


B. Dorner-BOD


April 9-11, 2014 


Wisconsin Dells


April 15-17 2015


Elkhart Lake, WI


E. Crayton - PE


April 20-22, 2016


Wisconsin Dells


A. Miles 


April 20-22, 2017


Elkhart Lake, WI


Donna Martin - PE
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Wyoming Academy of 


Nutrition & Dietetics (Invite 


sent to affiliate from BOD for 


rep in 2013-14)


April 2011


Laramie


May 8-9, 2014


Cheyenne


Declined BOD Rep for 


2014


April 1, 2015


Laramie


American Overseas Dietetic 


Association (usually in 


collaboration with 


international conf.)


June 8-17. 2012


Tel Aviv, Israel


S. Escott-Stump-P


May 25-16, 2016 


Malaysia
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DPG 2016-17 2017-18


Dietitians in Nutrition Support 


June 12-13, 2017  


Baltimore, MD


June 2-3, 2017  


Scottsdale, AZ 


Dietitians in Health Care Communities 


No event in 2016-


2017 (met in 


conjuction with ANFP 


Meeting)


March 14-25, 2018 


Dallas, TX   (planned 


in conjunction with 


ANFP Meeting)   


Oncology Nutrition 


April 27-28, 2016  


Irving, TX     


April 13-25, 2018  


Minneapolis, MN


Sports, Cardiovascular and Wellness Nutrition 


March 31-April 2 


Charlotee, NC


May 4-6, 2018      


Keystone Springs, CO


Clinical Nutrition Management Symposium  


March 18-21, 2017 


St. Petersburg, FL   


L. Beseler


BOARD REPRESENTATION AT DIETETIC PRACTICE GROUP MEETINGS


DPGs not listed indicates no symposiums were reported to date


Attachment 5.1b


Re-evaluating whether 
to hold symposium in 
2017-18
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Attachment 6.0 
2017-2018 
4Ps Teleconference Schedule and 
President’s Call Schedule                DRAFT 


 


 
 


 A combined schedule leadership teleconferences for June 2017 – May 2018 follows - the dates 
were selected to avoid conflicts with already scheduled meetings 


 The 4Ps teleconferences will be held on Tuesdays at 9:00am PT/10:00am MT/11:00am CT/ 
12:00pm ET 


 The President’s teleconference between the President and the CEO will be held on Mondays at 
11:00am CT/12:00pm ET  


 
President’s Call Schedule 4Ps Teleconference Schedule 


June 19, 2017 June 20, 2017 


July 31, 2017 August 1, 2017 


August 14, 2017 August 15,2017 


September 25, 2017 September 26, 2017 


October 9, 2017 October 10, 2017 


November 6, 2017 November 7, 2017 


November 27, 2017 November 28, 2017 


December 11, 2017 December 12, 2017 


January 8, 2018 January 9, 2018 


January 29, 2018 January 30, 2018 


February 12, 2018 February 13, 2018 


March 5, 2018 March 6, 2018 


March 26, 2018 March 27, 2018 


April 16, 2018 April 17, 2018 


April 30, 2018 May 1, 2018 


May 28, 2018 May 29, 2018 
 


 


5/3/2017 


 





		2017-2018

		4Ps Teleconference Schedule and

		President’s Call Schedule                DRAFT



Att 6.0 2017-18 4Ps Teleconference Schedule.pdf




Attachment 5.2 
Representation at Meetings and 
Events Calendar 
2017-2018  


 
 
 


 


Criteria for Representation at Meetings or Events:  
• The philosophy and values of the external organization are consistent with that of the Academy. 
• The meeting or event supports the Academy’s strategic direction. 
• The expected outcomes of representation are pre-established. 
• The human capital and financial resources required of the Academy are reasonable and within budget.  
• The external organization is willing to incur the direct and indirect associated costs, whenever possible. 
• The organization’s membership and leadership include a significant portion of Academy members or potential Academy members. 
• The Academy is not expected to endorse or help position any commercial product(s) or service(s). 


 
 


DATE 
 


MEETING 
 


LOCATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 
REPORT 


SUBMITTED 
 


COST 
May 3-7, 2017 American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 


Annual Meeting 
Austin, TX J. Dantone-DeBarbieris   


May 4-5, 2017 Food Systems Engagement Meeting hosted by the 
Food Service Guidelines Collaborative 


Bipartisan Policy 
Center in 
Washington, DC 


L. Beseler  Airfare and 
Hotel $500 


May 9, 2017 Special Olympics and Association of University 
Centers on Disabilities Inclusive Health Forum 


Washington, DC L. Beseler   Costs covered by 
Organizer 


May 10-12, 2017 Partnership for a Healthier America Summit Washington, DC MP Raimondi  N/A 


May 10-12, 2017 New York State Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Lake Placid, NY L. Beseler  Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


May 12, 2017 Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Linthicum Heights, 
MD 


L. Beseler   Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


May 11-12, 2017 West Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
Annual Conference 


Huntington, WV D. Martin  Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


May 17-18, 2017 Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual 
Conference 


Cleveland, OH BOD Members, as schedule permits N/A Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


May 19-20, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting Cleveland, OH BOD Members N/A  


May 20-23, 2017 National Restaurant Association  Chicago, IL N/A  Comp 
registration 


June 6-8, 2017 ANFP Annual Conference Las Vegas, NV B. Richardson   Hotel $200 
Registration/ 
airfare covered 
by organizer 


June 9, 2017 Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
Conference 


Phoenix, AZ D. Martin  Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


June 14-16, 2017 HLT Summer Retreat Chicago, IL HLT Members   
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Attachment 5.2 
 


DATE 
 


MEETING 
 


LOCATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 
REPORT 


SUBMITTED 
 


COST 
June 25-26, 2017 Public Policy Workshop Washington, DC D. Martin, M. Russell, 


L. Beseler, D. Polly, M. Kyle,  
L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak 


N/A  


June 25-28, 2017 IFT 2017 Las Vegas, NV L. Beseler  Comp 
registration 
Flight and 
Hotel $700 


June 28-29, 2017 Foundation Board of Directors Meeting Chicago, IL M. Russell, P. Babjak,  
Foundation BOD members 


N/A  


July 6-7, 2017 Nominating Committee Planning Meeting Chicago, IL L. Beseler, P. Babjak N/A Covered by NC 


July 9-12, 2017 School Nutrition Association Conference  Atlanta, GA D. Martin  Comp 
registration and 
housing. 
Flight $743 
(2016) 
 


July 16, 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium Fort Lauderdale, FL D. Martin  Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


July 19-21, 2017 Board Retreat Austin, TX BOD Members N/A  


August 4-7, 2017 American Association of Diabetes Educators Annual 
Meeting 


Indianapolis, IN TBD  Comp 
registration. 
Flight/hotel 
$1600 (last year) 


August 15-18, 2017 
  


Association of Healthcare Foodservice (AHF) 2017 
Annual Conference 


National Harbor, 
MD 


M. Yadrick  50/50 between 
Academy and 
Computrition/ 
comp reg. (last 
year) 


August 23-24,2017 Catawba Retreat Catawba, OH D. Martin, M. Yadrick, P. Babjak, J. 
Dodd, A. Stieber, K. Brown, MB. 
Whalen, B. Labrador, S. Finn 


 BOD flights 
approx. $500 
Accommodation 
by Organizer 
covered  


September 6, 2017 Winthrop University 100th Birthday in Dietetic 
Education  


Rock Hill, SC L. Beseler  Covered by 
organizer  


September 14-15, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting Chicago, IL BOD Members N/A  


September 15-16, 2017 ASMBS 4rd Annual National Obesity Collaborative 
Care Summit 


Chicago, IL L. Beseler  Costs covered by 
Organizer 


October 20-21, 2017 HOD Fall Meeting Chicago, IL BOD Members  N/A  


October 21-24, 2017 Food and Nutrition Conference and Expo Chicago, IL BOD Members N/A  


November 9-10, 2017 Nominating Committee Selections Meeting Rosemont, IL P. Babjak 
L. Beseler  


 Covered by NC 
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Attachment 5.2 
 


DATE 
 


MEETING 
 


LOCATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REPRESENTATIVE 
REPORT 


SUBMITTED 
 


COST 
November 17-19, 2017  10th World Congress on Prevention of Diabetes and 


its Complications  
Atlanta, GA L. Beseler  Covered by 


organizer  


January 19, 2018 
11:00am – 1:00pm CT 


Board Business Webinar Meeting  BOD Members N/A N/A 


January 26-28, 2018 HLT Winter Retreat Chicago, IL HLT Members N/A  


April 18-20 Idaho Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics State 
Conference 


Sun Valley, ID D. Martin  Cost covered by 
Affiliate  


April 21-25, 2018 ASN/Experimental Biology  San Diego, CA   Comp 
registration 
Flight and hotel 
$ 500 (last year) 


May 3-5, 2018 California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics   Pomona, CA D. Martin  Costs covered by 
Affiliate 


May 18, 2018 Food Management Roundtable (Tentative) Chicago, IL D. Martin 
M. Russell 
P. Babjak 


 Flight and Hotel 
$ 


May 22-24, 2018 National Restaurant Association Annual Meeting Chicago, IL   Comp 
registration. 
Flight and Hotel 
$ 


June 1-4, 2018 ANFP Annual Conference and Expo Orlando, FL   Comp 
registration  


June 6-9, 2018 Dietitians of Canada Vancouver,  M. Russell 
P. Babjak 


 Comp 
registration 
Flight and Hotel 
$1700 (last year) 


July 8-11, 2018 School Nutrition Association Annual Conference Las Vegas, NV D. Martin  Comp 
registration and 
housing. 
Flight $743 
(2015) 
 


July 15-18-2018 IFT Food Expo 2018 Chicago, IL M. Russell 
P. Babjak 


 Comp 
registration. 
Flight and Hotel 
$600 (last year) 


August 17-18, 2018 American Association of Diabetes Educators (AADE) 
Annual Meeting 


Baltimore, MD P. Babjak  Comp 
registration 
Flight and Hotel:  
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 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1777. Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<jblankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Sarah Mott <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare

Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, Lauren Au <Au.lauren@gmail.com>,

Krista Yoder Latortue <Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, Carol Brunzell

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, Linda Pennington

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Stefanie Reinehart <swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Glasgow,

Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Debra King

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 19:03:50

Subject: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

Attachment:

 

Dear LPPC Members:

 

Please take action RIGHT NOW to Vote No on the American Health Care Act.  See below for

link.  The House of Representatives may vote tomorrow, May 4th, on this devastating healthcare

legislation. This alert will only be open for one or two days.  Please pass this along to your district

and council members, students, interns and colleagues.  This bill will defund all preventive

programs which include nutrition services provided by RDNs.

 

Please reach out to your member of Congress now.

 

Thank you,

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home
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650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece <tnece@eatright.org> 

Date: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 at 1:56 PM 

To: <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

Subject: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

 

 

May 3, 2017 

 

Dear Public Policy Leaders,

We need your immediate assistance! The Academy has opened a new action alert titled, Vote No

on the American Health Care Act. This action alert will only be open for a day or two.  We need

you to take action immediately!

The House of Representatives is expected to vote as soon as tomorrow, May 4, 2017, on an

amended version of the American Health Care Act, which the Academy continues to oppose for

conflicting with our tenets for health care reform.  We are asking you, as our member leaders, to

please reach out to your Member of Congress right now to express your concerns about the

impact of this legislation on access to health care services for people in your district.
Take Action Today!

Members of Congress need to hear directly from constituents on these important matters!

Please assist with getting letters sent to your U. S. Representative today!

Please let me know if you have questions.

Best,

Teresa

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

tnece@eatright.org
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1778. Thank You for Taking Action Today!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <govaffairs@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 18:57:35

Subject: Thank You for Taking Action Today!

Attachment:

 
Vote No on the American Health Care Act  
 
Advocacy Message Sent  
Representative Rick Allen (GA-12 )  
 
Thank You Message Sent  
Not Applicable  
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1779. Automatic reply: Gus ANDF

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 18:49:18

Subject: Automatic reply: Gus ANDF

Attachment:

Thank you for contacting me. I will be out of the office until Tuesday May 9.

 

If you need immediate assistance please contact Paulina Weeden at pweeden@eatright.org

 

I will follow up with you when I return.  Have a great day! 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RD 

 Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460 

 Washington, DC 20036 

 312-899-1731
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1780. Re: Gus ANDF

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 18:49:14

Subject: Re: Gus ANDF

Attachment:

Thanks, he is going to need all the help he can get!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 6:11 PM

To: Donna Martin

Subject: Gus ANDF

 

Just as a FYI, I reached out to Susie Burns and offered to help in anyway for Gus to be a

successful ANDF BOD member.  And that I would always be glad to share with him our policy

issues and strategies.  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1781. Gus ANDF

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 18:14:41

Subject: Gus ANDF

Attachment:

Just as a FYI, I reached out to Susie Burns and offered to help in anyway for Gus to be a

successful ANDF BOD member.  And that I would always be glad to share with him our policy

issues and strategies.  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1782. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 17:59:01

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

May 3, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources | Research

Announcements 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

Academy Continues to Oppose American Health Care Act 

 The Academy sent a letter on May 3 to House Speaker Paul Ryan (Wis.) and Minority Leader

Nancy Pelosi (Calif.) reaffirming the Academy's opposition to H.R. 1628, the American Health

Care Act, as recently amended. President Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND, wrote:

"The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it

will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in

improving health across the country." 

 Learn More

 

New Senate Co-Sponsors: Academy's Centennial Resolution 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the congressional resolution commemorating the

Academy's Centennial has gained three new co-sponsors in the Senate: Ben Cardin (Md.), Robert

Casey (Pa.) and Bill Cassidy (La.). Our congressional champions appreciate the work of Academy

members in reaching out to Congress; please ask your members to join in celebrating the

Academy's Centennial by co-sponsoring the resolution and send a note of thanks to those who

already have. 

 Learn More
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Another Successful Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill 

 More than 20 Academy members visited with key members of Congress May 1 to discuss the

effectiveness of medical nutrition therapy and other nutrition services in improving health care

outcomes and reducing federal spending. Teams met with health legislative assistants for Sens.

Sherrod Brown (Ohio), Ben Cardin (Md.), Bill Cassidy (La.), Dean Heller (Nev.), Johnny Isakson

(Ga.), Rob Portman (Ohio), John Thune (S.D.) and Ron Wyden (Ore.), and met with health

legislative assistants for Reps. Gus Bilirakis (Fla.), Diane Black (Tenn.), Marsha Blackburn

(Tenn.), Kathy Castor (Fla.), Chris Collins (N.Y.), Diana DeGette (Colo.), Anna Eshoo (Calif.), Brett

Guthrie (Ky.), Lynn Jenkins (Kan.), Joe Kennedy (Mass.), Leonard Lance (N.J.), Ben Lujan (N.M.),

Doris Matsui (Calif.), Peter Roskam (Ill.), John Sarbanes (Md.), Janice Schakowsky (Ill.), Kurt

Schrader (Ore.), John Shimkus (Ill.), Patrick Tiberi (Ohio) and Fred Upton (Mich.).

 

Register Now: Public Policy Workshop 

 There has never been a better time to show the important role food and nutrition play in our

nation's health: Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the

Academy's Public Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26, in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make

this year's PPW the "go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the

profession and develop new high-level personal and professional relationships. A new video

shows why attending PPW is so important. 

 Learn More

 

New USDA-Academy Toolkit Will Help Interns Locate Child Nutrition Rotations 

 Recognizing the value of registered dietitian nutritionists and dietetics interns in child nutrition

programs, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced a new effort with the Academy to

provide more internship opportunities for interns at the federal, state and local levels. USDA and

the Academy have created a toolkit of resources to help state agencies get ready to host and to

help interns get ready for your rotations. 

 Learn More

 

Academy Urges FDA to Approach Redefinition of 'Healthy' Cautiously and with More Research 

 The Academy has been integrally involved in the Food and Drug Administration's process of

redefining the nutrient content claim "healthy" when used on labels as a product name or

description of a food product. In formal comments to FDA last week, the Academy argued that

there was not a single identifiable definition that met the Academy's food labeling principles,

reflected the best and most recent science and effectively communicated the meaning of the term

to consumers. The Academy offered specific guidance on elements of any potential definition to

ensure conformity with the 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans and additional needed

consumer research. 

 Learn More

 

USDA Updates Nutrition Standards in School Meals 

 Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue provided guidance May 1 to school nutrition directors that
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sodium and whole grains nutritional requirements as part of the school meals programs will be the

same for the 2017-2018 year. The Academy has been at the forefront of these issues during

previous debates and negotiations on child nutrition reauthorization with constant input from

member leaders and dietetic practice groups. The Academy continues to support school nutrition

directors who lead the way in planning and serving children nutritious school meals. 

 Learn More

 

Congress Avoids Government Shutdown 

 On April 28, the House and Senate passed a one-week extension of funding at existing levels that

avoids an imminent government shutdown as Congress and the Trump administration seek a final

funding agreement for Fiscal Year 2017. The Academy is working to prevent cuts to key nutrition

programs and services by submitting letters of support to leadership at the Departments of Health

and Human Services and Agriculture and continuing to work with relevant congressional

committees to communicate the value of nutrition programs developed, led and provided by

registered dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered.

 

Clinical Care Commission Act Passes Key Committee 

 The Senate's Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee voted April 26 to approve the

National Clinical Care Commission Act (S. 904/H.R. 309), which has been an Academy legislative

priority for the past three congressional sessions, and works to ensure that federal programs

provide the most efficient and effective care for people with diabetes and related diseases. Sen.

Susan Collins (Maine) introduced a letter of support from the Academy and our partners in the

Diabetes Advocacy Alliance and urged swift passage of this bill. More information will come soon

on this important bill as it moves closer to passage. 

 Learn More

 

Secretary's Advisory Committee: Objectives for Healthy People 2030 

 The Department of Health and Human Services Office of Disease Prevention and Health

Promotion subcommittee on Healthy People 2030 recently discussed the "Report of the

Approaches Subcommittee, Healthy People 2030." In June, the American Public Health

Association and HHS will host a webinar on the development of Healthy People 2030 and

announce the opening of the public comment period. Stakeholders including the Academy expect

to make comments to refine the proposal. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

Informatics Webinar Recording: What Members Need to Know in Any Setting 

 View the new recorded webinar "Nutrition Informatics: The Framework for Dietetics Practice in the

Digital World" and receive 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More
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New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 
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 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES
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May 31 Deadline: Renew Your Academy Membership 

 Stay connected to the Academy: Renew your membership by May 31 through the Member

Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central

Time), or online. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Practice Tips: Reform Requirements in Long-Term Facilities 

 The Practice Tips "Reform Requirements for RDNs and NDTRs in Long-Term Care Facilities,"

updated in April, includes revised regulations and tags as well as guidance for surveyors from the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' State Operations Manual Appendix PP. The tips

outline steps to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians,

registered for implementation. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is

the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More

 

Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest
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brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery

models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and

timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 

 Learn More

 

Free Toolkit: Intensive Behavioral Therapy for Obesity 

 Successfully align with primary care providers to deliver the Intensive Behavioral Therapy for

Obesity benefit under Medicare Part B with the new toolkit, "Intensive Behavioral Therapy for

Obesity: Putting It into Practice." The toolkit includes understanding the basics of the IBT benefit;

case studies from registered dietitian nutritionists who successfully provide IBT for obesity;

resources to start IBT for obesity at your site; and more examples, tips and tools. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 

Seeking RDNs for International NCP Outcomes Workgroup 

 The Nutrition Care Process Research Outcomes Committee is recruiting dietitians from around

the world for a three-year appointment to its International NCPRO Workgroup. 

 Learn More
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RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

 

Use ANDHII to Streamline Nutrition Assessments in Clinical Practice 

 For Nutrition Research Month in May, explore all the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Health

Informatics Infrastructure has to offer for clinical practice. ANDHII can help you streamline patient

assessments by suggesting pertinent NCP terminology as you enter data and auto-filling

information from previous assessments into followup notes. Use ANDHII reports to quickly

generate charts and graphs of your patients' outcomes over time to gauge the impact of your

interventions. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

New Video: Update from Academy President 

 In a new video, President Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND, updates members on the

February Board of Directors meeting that led to the Academy's new vision, mission and principles;

and delivers an important message about scientific research in dietetics during May's Nutrition

Research Month. 

 Learn More

 

Centennial of the Profession: Exhibit at Cleveland Museum Spotlights Academy's First Century 

 To commemorate the Academy's 1917 founding in Cleveland, Ohio, a new exhibit at the Dittrick

Museum of Medical History at Case Western Reserve University vividly depicts the Academy's

century of bringing nutrition and health to the public, in the U.S. and throughout the world. The

exhibit, "Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America: 100 Years of

Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition," will run from May 1 to 22. The exhibit includes

original photographs, archives and commemorative items documenting the Academy's first

century. The Foundation provided a grant to Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

to create the exhibit, which also includes materials depicting the history of the dietetics profession

in Cleveland and Ohio. 

 Learn More

 

May Standards Update 

 The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics May Standards Update is

available on ACEND's website. 

 Learn More

 

FNCE Registration and Housing Are Open 

 Attend the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo for access to new trends, perspectives from

expert speakers and practical applications you can apply right away. FNCE provides all the

elements essential for career advancement including more than 130 exciting educational sessions,

face-to-face networking, the Expo and much more. Registration and housing are now open. 
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 Learn More

 

May 30 Submission Deadline: Late-Breaking FNCE Abstracts 

 Do you have new, groundbreaking research to present? The Academy will accept a limited

number of late-breaking abstracts for the 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. The

submission deadline is May 30. 

 Learn More

 

Academy's Magazine Receives Awards for Editorial Excellence 

 Food &Nutrition Magazine recently received three awards from the American Society of

Healthcare Publication Editors for editorial excellence and achievement: a Gold Award in the Best

Use of Social Media Category (Engage: Page Seven) and two Silver Awards for Best Regular

Department (Savor) and Best Blog (Stone Soup). ASHPE's annual awards competition is an

opportunity for editors to measure their efforts against the best in the health care sector. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

 A food and nutrition resource hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian

assistance efforts in developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this

open-access collection includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations

and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply.The Academy will continue to

expand resources for global nutrition education; members are asked to sharing your feedback in a

brief survey. 

 Learn More

 

Foundation Chair's May Message 

 Read Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie Carr's closing message and thanks to members and

donors. 

 Learn More

 

Three New Infographics 

 Three new Foundation infographics are available to accompany the recorded webinars "Tossed

Treasures: America's Wasted Food Problem and How Dietetics Professionals Can Help"; "What's
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in Our Food? The Science and Safety of Food Additives"; and "The Nutrition Professional's Guide

to GMOs." The infographics were made possible through an educational grant from National Dairy

Council. 

 Learn More

 

New Food Waste Website 

 A new virtual resource center offers information about proven solutions and innovative new

approaches to reduce wasted food. 

 Learn More

 

Remember Foundation When Renewing Your Membership Online 

 The Foundation is the only charitable organization exclusively devoted to nutrition and dietetics

and does not receive a portion of any members' dues. The success and impact of its programs

and services are attributed to the generous support of donors who have helped the Foundation

become a catalyst for members and the profession to come together and improve the nutritional

health of the public. 

 Learn More

 

From Our Colleagues

 

ANFP Online Course: Food Safety and Technology 

 The Association of Nutrition &Foodservice Professionals is offering Academy members a 10

percent discount during May on the online course "Food Safety and Technology." This five-hour

course provides an understanding of standards and common industry practices used to serve

guests safely. Use the code ANFPANDMAY17 when registering to receive the discount. ANFP is a

continuing professional education-accredited provider with the Commission on Dietetic

Registration; the course offers up to 5 CPEUS. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1783. Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 17:59:00

Subject: Immediate Attention: Please Take Action Today

Attachment:

 

May 3, 2017 

  

Dear Public Policy Leaders,

 

We need your immediate assistance! The Academy has opened a new action alert titled, Vote No

on the American Health Care Act. This action alert will only be open for a day or two.  We need

you to take action immediately!

 

The House of Representatives is expected to vote as soon as tomorrow, May 4, 2017, on an

amended version of the American Health Care Act, which the Academy continues to oppose for

conflicting with our tenets for health care reform.  We are asking you, as our member leaders, to

please reach out to your Member of Congress right now to express your concerns about the

impact of this legislation on access to health care services for people in your district.

 
Take Action Today!

 

Members of Congress need to hear directly from constituents on these important matters!

 

Please assist with getting letters sent to your U. S. Representative today!

 

Please let me know if you have questions.

 

Best,

 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 800-877-1600, ext. 6022 

 tnece@eatright.org
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1784. Congressional briefings

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 16:58:54

Subject: Congressional briefings

Attachment:

Jeanne,  Could you just send me something on some statistics of how many congressional office

you all visit in a year, how many briefings you all go to, how many hearing you all go to, etc.? 

Nothing too formal, I would just like to highlight some of that when I talk to the HOD at FNCE. 

Want to plug all you all do!   Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1785. Tribute gift in memory of your father 

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 16:31:18

Subject: Tribute gift in memory of your father 

Attachment: image002.jpg

 

May 3, 2017

 
 
Dear Donna,

 

 

A contribution has been made in memory of your father William (Bill) Fredrick Schleicher, Jr to the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation from Academy Board and Marcia Kyle.

 

 

This gift will enable the Foundation to continue to provide scholarships, research grants,

continuing education awards and innovative educational programs through the Kids Eat Right

initiative. This year, the Foundation looks forward to making an impact on thousands of students,

dietetic professionals and kids who will all who benefit from the Academy Foundation’s initiatives. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

Chair, Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation
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1786. Fw: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is now open for

this year's event!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Kara LeClair <KLeClair@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 15:39:19

Subject: Fw: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is

now open for this year's event!

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 11:34 AM  

To: Paul Slomski  

Subject: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is now open for this

year's event! 

 

 

Don’t miss THE social event of FNCE  - the Academy Foundation’s First Party of the

Second Century

 

Come party at the pier with your peers! Purchase two tickets and bring a friend or sponsor

a student for the same price as last year!

 

Monday, October 23, 2017
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Crystal Garden at Navy Pier

 

Arrive sharply at 8 p.m. (the event last two hours and you do not want to miss any of the fun!)  

Tickets: $100, $110 after the early bird deadline

 

Give back to the Academy Foundation while celebrating at the premier social event during

FNCE®! 

Thank you for your support of past Foundation Galas.  To celebrate the Academy’s Centennial,

the Academy Foundation’s gala is going bigger and bolder this year! We decided to throw a giant

fundraising party that will bring people together and provide a unique experience for all guests.

Celebrate the many Foundation accomplishments and the Second Century Initiative. All revenue

from this event will support the Academy Foundation Eatright Fund – your generous gift will go

towards programs that address areas of greatest immediate and emerging needs.  

Food stations, live entertainment and dancing all taking place in one of Chicago’s most iconic

venues. You won’t want to miss this premier social event and opportunity to network with

Academy leaders, students and donors. Semi-Formal attire encouraged.  *Shuttle busses will run

from the headquarter hotel to and from Navy Pier. 

For more information, please contact Beth Labrador, Director of Development, at

blabrador@eatright.org or (312) 899-4821.  

Link to registration: https://www.compusystems.com/servlet/ar?evt_uid=530  
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1787. Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 15:38:17

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

They are the two pound bags like the ones I usually bring.  See picture attached.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 3:22 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Jennifer Folliard  

Subject: RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP 

 

I talked to Jenn, we think this works no matter what we do.  To clarify, do you think it would be the

individual packets (smaller)?

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 2:59 PM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP
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Jeanne,  Are you at all confident we would want the 535 packages of grits for PPW?  If so,I need

to work on getting them and I am going to put a sticker on them that I would have approved by you

to tell about what they are used for.    To get that many and have them shipped would take a little

time, but totally doable.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 2:53 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg; Nadine Braunstein 

 Cc: Mike Glasgow; Marsha Schofield; Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin; linda.farr@me.com 

 Subject: RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP 

 

I have let them know we will sign on, thanks for the quick turn around!

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>;

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com 

 Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP
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Definitely, we should sign on. 

  

Lorri Holzberg

 

iPad 

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:

 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on.

 

Nadine

 

 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

 

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN
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Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1788. RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 15:25:41

Subject: RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

I talked to Jenn, we think this works no matter what we do.  To clarify, do you think it would be the

individual packets (smaller)?

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 2:59 PM 

 To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

 

 

Jeanne,  Are you at all confident we would want the 535 packages of grits for PPW?  If so,I need

to work on getting them and I am going to put a sticker on them that I would have approved by you

to tell about what they are used for.    To get that many and have them shipped would take a little

time, but totally doable.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 2:53 PM 

 To: Lorri Holzberg; Nadine Braunstein 
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 Cc: Mike Glasgow; Marsha Schofield; Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin; linda.farr@me.com 

 Subject: RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP 

 

I have let them know we will sign on, thanks for the quick turn around!

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>;

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com 

 Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

 

 

Definitely, we should sign on. 

  

Lorri Holzberg

 

iPad 

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:

 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on.

 

Nadine

 

 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

 

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.
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Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1789. FW: LEAN - 2.0

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 15:10:02

Subject: FW: LEAN - 2.0

Attachment:

This is the only email I ever sent regarding Camille.  This was in regard to the Second Century

project that she offered to take on.  She was to send out information to the group at the end of

December and it never happened.  

 

I have now reached out SOS who have responded and confirmed we did not have any

conversations about her.  They did tell me Gus sent her resume to the CEO today.  

 

I really have any issue with her not telling the full story since it is my reputation being discussed

with others.    

 

 

-----Original Message-----

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:44 AM

 

To: 'Matthew Marsom' <Matthew.Marsom@phi.org<mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org>>

 

Subject: RE: LEAN - 2.0

 

 

Sounds good, you might want to think if you are able to step back into a leadership position. 

Which of course would be great.  You could have Jeanne co-lead with you, if that would be good

for your schedule.

 

 

Camille is very helpful but I am respectful that her experience is limited. And that she is looking for

that first real job, exciting time for her. I would love if you and Jeanne could mentor her.

 

 

I am not sure we ever got the one page summary you had referenced in your last email.
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Hearing your voice soon!

 

MPR

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org<mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org>

 
www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org>

 

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

 

 

Hi Mary-Pat,

 

 

Thank you for sending this update! I greatly appreciate this update and Jeanne’s leadership to

move this forward. Thank you also to Camille for helping to advance this. Camille and I have been

speaking regularly and she has been keeping me apprised.

 

 

As I suggested to Camille, I’d like to convene a quick conference call of the LEAN group to discuss

the updated concept and discuss next steps. Perhaps Wed or thereabouts next week when

everyone has had an opportunity to review the document.  I can send a Doodle Poll with a few

options if that works and I’m happy to provide a conference line etc.
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Thank you again for moving this forward.

 

 

Best wishes,

 

 

Matthew

 

 

Matthew Marsom

matthew.marsom@phi.org<mailto:matthew.marsom@phi.org><mailto:matthew.marsom@phi.org>

 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR PUBLIC POLICY &PROGRAMS PUBLIC HEALTH INSTITUTE 

www.phi.org<http://www.phi.org><http://www.phi.org/>

 

510.285.5540 direct 916-743-0885 cell

 

@PHI_policy twitter

 

 

This email may contain privileged or confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended

recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of

the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this

electronic transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you have received the

message in error, and delete it.

 

 

On Jan 25, 2017, at 6:11 AM, Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org<mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org><mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org>>

wrote:

 

 

Hello and Happy New Year!

 

I know everyone is very busy trying to plan out 2017 which is not easy right now.

 

 

Knowing that our three leaders for this project have stepped back, Jeanne Blankenship was able

to write a draft to share on the Second Century update and Camille presented it.  Somehow

Jeanne was not included on the group emails and I apologize for not catching it.
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We want to share it with you the draft and get your input and suggestions to move this forward.  

And your questions are welcome.  Jeanne is on this email and can be reached at

jblankenship@eatright.org<mailto:jblankenship@eatright.org><mailto:jblankenship@eatright.org>

 

 

And a big thank you to Camille for presenting the draft on the conference call.  A great job!

 

 

MP

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731

 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org<mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org><mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org>

 
www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org><http://www.eatright.org/>
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From: Jessica Donze Black [mailto:jdonzeblack@gmail.com]

 

Sent: Friday, December 02, 2016 11:33 PM

 

To: Matthew Marsom <Matthew.Marsom@phi.org<mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org><

mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org>>

 

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org<mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org><

mailto:mraimondi@eatright.org>>; Nicci Brown <
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nbrown@eatright.org<mailto:nbrown@eatright.org><mailto:nbrown@eatright.org>>;

jcperalez@gmail.com<mailto:jcperalez@gmail.com><mailto:jcperalez@gmail.com>;

gus@wholesomewave.org<mailto:gus@wholesomewave.org><mailto:gus@wholesomewave.org

>; rangecamille@gmail.com<mailto:rangecamille@gmail.com><mailto:rangecamille@gmail.com

>; Gus Schumacher <gussch@aol.com<mailto:gussch@aol.com><mailto:gussch@aol.com>>;

tracy@foodnutritionpolicy.com<mailto:tracy@foodnutritionpolicy.com><mailto:tracy@foodnutrition

policy.com>; Robert Blancato <

rblancato@matzblancato.com<mailto:rblancato@matzblancato.com><

mailto:rblancato@matzblancato.com>>; Katie Brown <

kbrown@eatright.org<mailto:kbrown@eatright.org><mailto:kbrown@eatright.org>>; john whalen <

john@whalenconsulting.us<mailto:john@whalenconsulting.us><mailto:john@whalenconsulting.us

>>;

rebecca@whalenconsulting.us<mailto:rebecca@whalenconsulting.us><mailto:rebecca@whalenc

onsulting.us>; Ellie Moss <ellie@whalenconsulting.us<mailto:ellie@whalenconsulting.us><

mailto:ellie@whalenconsulting.us>>

 

Subject: Re: LEAN - follow up

 

 

Thank you, Matthew! I completely agree that the Earth has shifted a little post-election and that the

next several years will require intense work and necessary prioritization. I, like you, am still

committed to the cause and would like to be supportive, but I cannot promise to own the lead on

this in the short term.

 

 

Camille, it would be great if you'd help write up the work to date and needs for moving forward so

as to ensure it is captured and ready for next steps...even if those steps may be a little delayed or

less dramatic right away.

 

 

Thank you all for your interest in this and I look forward to continuing to figure it out and grow the

concept in the months ahead!

 

 

Jessica

 

 

On Thu, Dec 1, 2016 at 1:45 AM, Matthew Marsom <

Matthew.Marsom@phi.org<mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org><mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org

>> wrote:
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Hi folks,

 

 

I hope this email finds you all well. I am reaching out to reconnect regarding our LEAN initiative

following a several weeks of radio silence post-election.

 

 

Like, I am sure, many of you, the results of November 8 have required that we take a step back to

reflect, renew and reprioritize on where we will place our focus and limited resources in the coming

weeks, months and years. As a global organization working on issues such as climate change,

reproductive health services for women and girls, and food and nutrition, many of our

organizational priorities are under threat and, at the very least, in the crosshairs.

 

 

In this environment, I have to take stock on the extent to which we can — and I personally am able

to — contribute to the LEAN initiative, at least through the early months of 2017.

 

 

That said, I do want to underscore my commitment and excitement to the vision we outlined and

developed in Dallas and during our last call. I am not stepping away, I just want to be prudent and

honest about the challenges we face on the road ahead. At the same time, I recognize that the

goals we identified for LEAN are more important than ever.

 

 

I would appreciate hearing the thoughts and input from other members of our team. Do others feel

the same?

 

 

Plus, as we discussed before, the unique nature of the LEAN work will require some resources

from an early state in order to ensure we can move forward.

 

 

In the meantime, perhaps as an interim step, Camille had kindly reached out to offer her support in

preparing the summary and updated project spec, summarizing where we are and next steps.

 

 

Camille, if you offer is still on the table, perhaps we could connect later this week or early next to

finalize that document and share back with the group and our colleagues at Whalen Consulting

etc. Let me know.
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Best,

 

 

Matthew

 

 

 

On Oct 26, 2016, at 12:11 PM, Matthew Marsom <

Matthew.Marsom@phi.org<mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org><mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org

><mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org<mailto:Matthew.Marsom@phi.org>>> wrote:

 

 

Thank you to those of you who were able to join today’s call to discuss next steps for the LEAN

initiative.

 

 

I greatly appreciated everyone’s time and input.

 

 

As a next step, I agreed to outline our concept in more detail describing the three pillars we

discussed on today’s call.

 

 

I do think there are critical questions that need to be addressed regarding the funding viability of

this project and the extent to which our organizations and partners can commit to this cause.

 

 

Thanks again and I look forward to further dialogue.

 

 

Regards,

 

 

Matthew

 

 

Matthew Marsom

matthew.marsom@phi.org<mailto:matthew.marsom@phi.org><mailto:matthew.marsom@phi.org>

<mailto:matthew.marsom@phi.org<mailto:matthew.marsom@phi.org>>

 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR PUBLIC POLICY &PROGRAMS PUBLIC HEALTH INSTITUTE

www.phi.org<http://www.phi.org><http://www.phi.org/><http://www.phi.org/>
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510.285.5540<tel:510.285.5540> direct 916-743-0885<tel:916-743-0885> cell @PHI_policy twitter

 

 

This email may contain privileged or confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended

recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of

the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this

electronic transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you have received the

message in error, and delete it.

 

 

 

<LEAN.docx>
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1790. Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 14:58:55

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

Jeanne,  Are you at all confident we would want the 535 packages of grits for PPW?  If so,I need

to work on getting them and I am going to put a sticker on them that I would have approved by you

to tell about what they are used for.    To get that many and have them shipped would take a little

time, but totally doable.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 2:53 PM  

To: Lorri Holzberg; Nadine Braunstein  

Cc: Mike Glasgow; Marsha Schofield; Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin; linda.farr@me.com  

Subject: RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP 

 

I have let them know we will sign on, thanks for the quick turn around!

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> 
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 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>;

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com 

 Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

 

 

Definitely, we should sign on. 

  

Lorri Holzberg

 

iPad 

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:

 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on.

 

Nadine

 

 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

 

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,
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Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<image001.png>
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1791. RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

Cc: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com

<linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 14:57:16

Subject: RE: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

I have let them know we will sign on, thanks for the quick turn around!

 

Jeanne

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>;

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com 

 Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

 

 

Definitely, we should sign on. 

  

Lorri Holzberg

 

iPad 

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:

 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on.

 

Nadine
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On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

 

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66
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Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<image001.png>
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1792. Re: Clarification

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 14:51:12

Subject: Re: Clarification

Attachment: image001.png

She is not telling you the whole truth.  She told me you had bad mouthed her to some people at

maybe Share our strength in an email she saw?  Can you think of some email you sent that you

said she was inexperienced?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 2:46 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: Clarification 

 

I guess you misunderstood as well??

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460
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Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: rangecamille@gmail.com [mailto:rangecamille@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:51 PM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Clarification

 

 

Hello Mary Pat, 

 

I can attempt to provide clarification of the issue. However, I can only speculate what Pat Babjack

may have been referencing. 

 

At the board meeting in February 2017, I recall Pat asking about my job search and the support I

was receiving specifically from you. I described to Pat that since moving to DC in September 2016

we had met on several occasions and you were aware of my ongoing job search. In addition, I

emailed in January 2017 to provide an update with my resume because I was still in the job search

mode. 

 

Thank you for forwarding the job opportunity with R4D in April. 

 

Camille Range, MPH 

  

Director 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board 

  

2015-2017 Diversity Leader 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  

camillerange.weebly.com 

 (630) 248-9080 (Direct)
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From: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 11:13 AM 

 To: Camille Range Cell 

 Subject: Clarification

 

 

Pat mentioned to me you were concerned about something I might have said about your job

seeking.  I told her I had not heard anything from you.

 

 

I was hoping to talk with in-person but that did not happen.  Can you share what this is about? 

Always better to clear up these type of issues.

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1793. FW: Clarification

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 14:49:20

Subject: FW: Clarification

Attachment: image001.png

I guess you misunderstood as well??

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: rangecamille@gmail.com [mailto:rangecamille@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:51 PM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Clarification

 

 

Hello Mary Pat, 

 

I can attempt to provide clarification of the issue. However, I can only speculate what Pat Babjack

may have been referencing. 

 

At the board meeting in February 2017, I recall Pat asking about my job search and the support I

was receiving specifically from you. I described to Pat that since moving to DC in September 2016

we had met on several occasions and you were aware of my ongoing job search. In addition, I
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emailed in January 2017 to provide an update with my resume because I was still in the job search

mode. 

 

Thank you for forwarding the job opportunity with R4D in April. 

 

Camille Range, MPH 

  

Director 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board 

  

2015-2017 Diversity Leader 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

  

camillerange.weebly.com 

 (630) 248-9080 (Direct)

 

 

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 11:13 AM 

 To: Camille Range Cell 

 Subject: Clarification

 

 

Pat mentioned to me you were concerned about something I might have said about your job

seeking.  I told her I had not heard anything from you.

 

 

I was hoping to talk with in-person but that did not happen.  Can you share what this is about? 

Always better to clear up these type of issues.

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036
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phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1794. Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 14:06:24

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

I agree 
 

Mike 
 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone 
 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

Date: 5/3/17 12:42 PM (GMT-06:00) 

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> 

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>,

Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

linda.farr@me.com 

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP 
 

Please sign on!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 12:11 PM  

To: Nadine Braunstein  

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship; Mike Glasgow; Marsha Schofield; Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin;

linda.farr@me.com  

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP 

 

Definitely, we should sign on.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 

iPad  
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on. 

Nadine 
 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,
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Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<image001.png>
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1795. Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Susan Finn

<susan.finn@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 13:57:01

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png

I have no need  

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

www.nutritionandfamily.com 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105  

Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073  

954-360-7883  

fax:954-360-7884 

   
 
 
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

To: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 1:22 PM  

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation  
 

Mine is fine and I do not need a polling feature! 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

Director, School Nutrition Program 

Burke County Board of Education 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

Waynesboro, GA  30830 

work - 706-554-5393 

fax - 706-554-5655 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 1:20 PM  

To: Joan Schwaba  

Cc: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation 
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Mine is fine Joan thank you.  

I do not need a polling feature 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 3:12 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello – 

Thank you, Susan, for your edits. The revised deck is attached. If all is good, I will send to OAND

tomorrow. The conference organizer asked if you will be needing a “polling feature” for your

presentation. If yes, please let me know and I will have the organizer set up for you. 

Much appreciated! 

PS – Donna, in case the file is too large to transmit to you, I will send you the link on the portal in a

separate email. 

Joan 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 

Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; '

susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com>  

Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com>  

Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation 

 

Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when
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finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 

 

Thank you! 

Joan 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 

Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
DONATEtoday in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Finn-Beseler-Martin Combined OAND 5-18 Rev.pptx> 
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1796. RE: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'lbeseler fnc' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 13:45:57

Subject: RE: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png
image003.jpg

Thank you all for your prompt response. I will send the presentation to OAND. 

Good luck!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: lbeseler fnc [mailto:lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 12:37 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

I have no need 

 

Lucille Beseler MS,RDN,LDN,CDE, FAND 

 President-Family Nutrition Center of South Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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www.nutritionandfamily.com

 

5350 W. Hillsboro Blvd. #105 

 Coconut Creek, Fl. 33073 

 954-360-7883 

 fax:954-360-7884

 

  

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> 

 To: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 1:22 PM 

 Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

Mine is fine and I do not need a polling feature!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 1:20 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba 

 Cc: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin 

 Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation 

 

Mine is fine Joan thank you.  
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I do not need a polling feature

 
 
 
Sent from my iPad

 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 3:12 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote: 
  

Hello – 

Thank you, Susan, for your edits. The revised deck is attached. If all is good, I will send to OAND

tomorrow. The conference organizer asked if you will be needing a “polling feature” for your

presentation. If yes, please let me know and I will have the organizer set up for you. 

Much appreciated!

 

PS – Donna, in case the file is too large to transmit to you, I will send you the link on the portal in a

separate email. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; '

susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com> 

 Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation
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Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when

finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<Finn-Beseler-Martin Combined OAND 5-18 Rev.pptx>
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1797. Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary

Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, linda.farr@me.com

<linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 13:42:31

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

Please sign on!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 12:11 PM  

To: Nadine Braunstein  

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship; Mike Glasgow; Marsha Schofield; Mary Pat Raimondi; Donna Martin;

linda.farr@me.com  

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP 

 

Definitely, we should sign on.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 
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iPad  
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on. 

Nadine 
 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<image001.png>
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1798. Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 13:26:05

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png

Mine is fine and I do not need a polling feature!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 1:20 PM  

To: Joan Schwaba  

Cc: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation 

 

Mine is fine Joan thank you.  

I do not need a polling feature 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 3:12 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
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Hello – 

Thank you, Susan, for your edits. The revised deck is attached. If all is good, I will send to OAND

tomorrow. The conference organizer asked if you will be needing a “polling feature” for your

presentation. If yes, please let me know and I will have the organizer set up for you. 

Much appreciated!

 

PS – Donna, in case the file is too large to transmit to you, I will send you the link on the portal in a

separate email. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; '

susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com> 

 Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when

finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 
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Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<Finn-Beseler-Martin Combined OAND 5-18 Rev.pptx> 
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1799. Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 13:23:15

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png

Mine is fine Joan thank you.  

I do not need a polling feature 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 3:12 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello – 

Thank you, Susan, for your edits. The revised deck is attached. If all is good, I will send to OAND

tomorrow. The conference organizer asked if you will be needing a “polling feature” for your

presentation. If yes, please let me know and I will have the organizer set up for you. 

Much appreciated!

 

PS – Donna, in case the file is too large to transmit to you, I will send you the link on the portal in a

separate email. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; '

susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com> 

 Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when

finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<Finn-Beseler-Martin Combined OAND 5-18 Rev.pptx> 
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1800. Fwd: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is now open for

this year's event!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Delia Peel <DPeel@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 12:31:15

Subject: Fwd: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is

now open for this year's event!

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Please register me. I will ask Kara if she wants to go.  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>  

Date: May 3, 2017 at 11:34:39 AM EDT  

To: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>  

Subject: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is now open

for this year's event! 

 

 

Don’t miss THE social event of FNCE  - the Academy Foundation’s First Party of the

Second Century

 

Come party at the pier with your peers! Purchase two tickets and bring a friend or sponsor

a student for the same price as last year!

 

Monday, October 23, 2017

 

Crystal Garden at Navy Pier

 

Arrive sharply at 8 p.m. (the event last two hours and you do not want to miss any of the fun!)  

Tickets: $100, $110 after the early bird deadline

 

Give back to the Academy Foundation while celebrating at the premier social event during

FNCE®! 

Thank you for your support of past Foundation Galas.  To celebrate the Academy’s Centennial,

the Academy Foundation’s gala is going bigger and bolder this year! We decided to throw a giant

fundraising party that will bring people together and provide a unique experience for all guests.

Celebrate the many Foundation accomplishments and the Second Century Initiative. All revenue
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from this event will support the Academy Foundation Eatright Fund – your generous gift will go

towards programs that address areas of greatest immediate and emerging needs.  

Food stations, live entertainment and dancing all taking place in one of Chicago’s most iconic

venues. You won’t want to miss this premier social event and opportunity to network with

Academy leaders, students and donors. Semi-Formal attire encouraged.  *Shuttle busses will run

from the headquarter hotel to and from Navy Pier. 

For more information, please contact Beth Labrador, Director of Development, at

blabrador@eatright.org or (312) 899-4821.  

Link to registration: https://www.compusystems.com/servlet/ar?evt_uid=530  
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1801. Re: AHCA Update

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, DC Office

eMail Group <DCOfficeeMailGroup@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 12:20:59

Subject: Re: AHCA Update

Attachment:

Wonderful.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 

iPad  
 
On May 3, 2017, at 7:16 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

LPPC Leaders –

 

 

Attached please find the final version of the letter we are sending to the House Leadership today

regarding our continued opposition to the AHCA.  We plan to share with all members of Congress

that we have sent this letter and oppose the bill later today – a communication will be sent from

the Academy via our platform.

 

 

In addition, we are reviewing the list of members who are “undecided” in the majority party and

plan to send a personal note to their health LAs later today.

 

 

We will include a blurb in Eat Right Weekly this week that outlines our actions.  As soon as that is

ready, I will send it and the letter to all of the members of the LPPC and ANDPAC.

 

 

Again, we do not have an action alert planned at this time.  

 

Please let me know if you have questions!

 

 

Best Regards,
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Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 

<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf> 
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1802. Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary

Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 12:17:03

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment:

Definitely, we should sign on.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 

iPad  
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:16 AM, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

This is very important.  We should support and sign on. 

Nadine 
 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,
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Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<image001.png>
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1803. RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>

To: 'Linda Pennington' <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>,

cbrunze1@fairview.org <cbrunze1@fairview.org>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>,

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com <krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com

<linda.farr@me.com>, 'Susan Scott' <scsnutr@comcast.net>,

dlkingrd@gmail.com <dlkingrd@gmail.com>, 'Patricia Babjak'

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship' <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi'

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, 'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 11:53:04

Subject: RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment:

Very cool. Thanks for sending, Linda. 

 

Mike

 
 

From: Linda Pennington [mailto:lpennington@dietitianassociates.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 5:26 PM 

 To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com; Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>; 'Nadine

Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>; 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>;

cbrunze1@fairview.org; sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>;

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; dlkingrd@gmail.com; 'Patricia Babjak' <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship' <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; 'Mary Pat Raimondi'

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; 'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

 

 

When we had our in-person meeting in February I mentioned the food bus that some dietitians

were connected with in, I thought,  Atlanta. Well, I found the article and it was Orlando, not Atlanta.

I have attached the article in case any of you are interested. It highlights that dietitians with Hebni

Nutrition consultants are behind the Food Bus. 
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The attached article appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of Diabetic Living.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Pennington

 

 

Linda Pennington, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Dietitian Associates, Inc.

 

295 Germantown Bend Cv

 

Cordova, TN 38018

 

(901) 759-9337x 202

 

 

 

 
 

Confidentiality Notice: Waukesha County is subject to Wisconsin’s Public Records Law. However,

if the information in this e-mail is confidential, it may not be subject to disclosure under the Public

Records Law or other applicable law. This e-mail is intended for the specific delivery to and use by

the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this e-mail in error, you are notified

that any disclosure, copying, distribution and use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited.

Please reply to the sender immediately if you have received the e-mail in error, and delete the

original and any copy from your computer. Thank you. 
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1804. Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is now open for this

year's event!

From: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>

To: Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 11:38:10

Subject: Thank you for your past support of our Foundation Gala - registration is now

open for this year's event!

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

 

Don’t miss THE social event of FNCE  - the Academy Foundation’s First Party of the

Second Century

 

Come party at the pier with your peers! Purchase two tickets and bring a friend or sponsor

a student for the same price as last year!

 

Monday, October 23, 2017

 

Crystal Garden at Navy Pier

 

Arrive sharply at 8 p.m. (the event last two hours and you do not want to miss any of the fun!)  

Tickets: $100, $110 after the early bird deadline

 

Give back to the Academy Foundation while celebrating at the premier social event during

FNCE®! 

Thank you for your support of past Foundation Galas.  To celebrate the Academy’s Centennial,

the Academy Foundation’s gala is going bigger and bolder this year! We decided to throw a giant

fundraising party that will bring people together and provide a unique experience for all guests.

Celebrate the many Foundation accomplishments and the Second Century Initiative. All revenue

from this event will support the Academy Foundation Eatright Fund – your generous gift will go

towards programs that address areas of greatest immediate and emerging needs.  

Food stations, live entertainment and dancing all taking place in one of Chicago’s most iconic

venues. You won’t want to miss this premier social event and opportunity to network with

Academy leaders, students and donors. Semi-Formal attire encouraged.  *Shuttle busses will run

from the headquarter hotel to and from Navy Pier. 

For more information, please contact Beth Labrador, Director of Development, at

blabrador@eatright.org or (312) 899-4821.  
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Link to registration: https://www.compusystems.com/servlet/ar?evt_uid=530  
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1805. Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary

Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 11:19:45

Subject: Re: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment: image001.png

This is very important.  We should support and sign on. 

Nadine 
 

On Wed, May 3, 2017 at 8:04 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN
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Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1806. Sign on Letter for CHIP

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

Cc: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 11:07:48

Subject: Sign on Letter for CHIP

Attachment: image001.png
First-Focus-CHIP-Sign-On-FINAL.pdf

LPPC Leaders,

 

 

First Focus and other leading stakeholders are circulating a sign-on letter to Congressional

leaders urging Congress to act quickly to enact a long-term extension of the Children's Health

Insurance Program (CHIP). The groups call for securing CHIP's future so that this essential

program will continue to be available for the 8.9 million children and hundreds of thousands of

pregnant women who rely on CHIP for their coverage.

 

 

Staff has reviewed the letter and we recommend signing on.  Congress might try and leverage the

need for reauthorization into making changes or Medicaid cuts, but this letter encourages them to

avoid that.

 

 

Please let me know by Friday if you agree with signing on.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy
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FIRST	FOCUS	SIGN-ON	LETTER	URGING	SWIFT	ACTION		


TO	EXTEND	CHIP	FUNDING		
CLICK	HERE	TO	ADD	YOUR	ORGANIZATION	TO	THIS	LETTER		


ANY	QUESTIONS,	PLEASE	CONTACT	LISA	SHAPIRO:	lisas@firstfocus.org		
DEADLINE	FOR	SIGNING	IS	WEDNESDAY	MAY	3,	2017	


	
Dear	Majority	Leader	McConnell,	Minority	Leader	Schumer,	Speaker	Ryan,	Minority	Leader	Pelosi,	Chairman	
Hatch,	Ranking	Member	Wyden,	Chairman	Walden	and	Ranking	Member	Pallone:	
	
As	leading	national,	state,	tribal,	and	local	organizations	concerned	about	the	health	and	well-being	of	
America’s	children	and	pregnant	women,	we	are	writing	to	urge	you	to	turn	your	attention	as	quickly	as	
possible	to	enacting	a	long-term	funding	extension	of	the	Children’s	Health	Insurance	Program	(CHIP).	CHIP	
funding	is	currently	set	to	expire	on	September	30,	2017.	Swift	action	on	a	CHIP	funding	extension	bill	would	
provide	much-needed	certainty	to	states	and	families	and	ensure	that	health	coverage	for	the	8.9	million	
children	who	rely	on	CHIP	will	not	be	disrupted.	Congress	last	extended	CHIP	as	part	of	the	Medicaid	and	CHIP	
Reauthorization	Act	of	2015	(MACRA),	legislation	that	passed	with	overwhelming	bipartisan	majorities.	A	long-
term	CHIP	funding	extension	bill	would	not	only	avert	a	coverage	crisis	for	children,	families,	and	states,	it	
would	also	provide	an	opportunity	for	Members	and	Senators	on	both	sides	of	the	aisle	to	work	together	
toward	the	collective	goal	of	protecting	children’s	coverage.	To	be	clear,	states	are	already	crafting	their	FY	
2018	budgets	and	lack	of	timely	congressional	action	will	soon	cause	states	to	begin	the	process	of	disenrolling	
children	from	coverage.		
	
For	two	decades,	CHIP	has	been	an	essential	source	of	children’s	coverage,	ensuring	access	to	high-quality,	
affordable,	pediatric-appropriate	health	care	for	children	in	working	families	whose	parents	earn	too	much	to	
qualify	for	Medicaid	but	too	little	to	purchase	private	health	insurance	on	their	own.	It	has	strong	bipartisan	
roots	and	was	developed	as	a	state-federal	partnership	that	gives	governors	broad	flexibility	to	design	their	
programs	to	target	the	needs	of	their	child	populations.		
	
CHIP	is	a	model	program	that	has	played	a	critical	role	in	reducing	the	number	of	uninsured	children	by	more	
than	68	percent,	from	nearly	15	percent	in	1997	to	a	record	of	less	than	five	percent	in	2015,	while	improving	
health	outcomes	and	access	to	care	for	children	and	pregnant	women.	If	Congress	fails	to	act	in	a	timely	
manner,	the	8.9	million	children	enrolled	in	CHIP	will	be	at	risk	of	losing	their	health	coverage.	It	is	worth	
noting	that	the	children	who	stand	to	lose	CHIP	would	likely	have	no	other	affordable	coverage	option	
available	to	them.	The	resulting	increase	in	the	rate	of	uninsured	children	would	be	an	enormous	step	
backwards.		
	
CHIP’s	uncertain	funding	future	is	a	significant	problem	for	states	as	they	are	already	developing	their	FY	2018	
budgets	and	negotiating	contracts	with	insurers	and	providers.	In	order	for	states	to	continue	their	CHIP	
programs	without	interruption,	they	must	know	as	soon	as	possible	that	federal	support	for	CHIP	will	exist	
beyond	September	30,	2017,	when	CHIP	funding	is	set	to	expire.	If	funding	is	not	stabilized	quickly,	states	will	
have	no	choice	but	to	begin	planning	for	the	impending	funding	shortfall,	which	will	require	drastic	program	
cuts	through	enrollment	caps,	benefit	reductions,	reductions	in	eligibility,	or	provider	payments	cuts.	At	a	time	
when	children’s	coverage	rates	have	hit	record	highs	–	with	more	than	95	percent	of	our	children	enrolled	in	
some	type	of	health	coverage	–	it	would	be	devastating	if	states	begin	to	dismantle	their	CHIP	programs.		
 
Given	the	uncertainty	in	the	insurance	market	and	as	Congress	continues	to	look	at	broader	health	system	
reforms,	it	is	important	that	CHIP	remains	a	stable	source	of	coverage	for	children.	Coverage	provided	through	
CHIP	and	Medicaid	must	be	protected.	As	advocates	who	are	concerned	about	the	health	and	well-being	of	
children,	we	are	hopeful	that	our	nation’s	leaders	can	work	together	to	continue	the	current	CHIP	policy	that	is	
working	well	for	states	and	families.	We	urge	Congress	to	make	swift	action	on	a	long-term	CHIP	funding	
extension	an	immediate	priority.	
	
Sincerely,		



https://form.jotform.us/71015488932156







First-Focus-CHIP-Sign-On-FINAL.pdf



Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1807. RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: 'Linda Pennington' <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>,

mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov <mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>,

'Nadine Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, 'Lauren Au'

<au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

sarahmottrd@gmail.com <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare Miller'

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Susan Scott' <scsnutr@comcast.net>, dlkingrd@gmail.com

<dlkingrd@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 10:37:06

Subject: RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks for sharing!  We just hosted a breakfast for a new member of Congress from Florida, Al

Lawson here at the office.  Mr. Lawson is on the House Agriculture Committee and the nutrition

subcommittee.  He will love getting this information as we move forward on the Farm Bill.

 

 

Thank you again!

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Linda Pennington [mailto:lpennington@dietitianassociates.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 6:26 PM 

 To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com; mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov; 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>; 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>; cbrunze1@fairview.org;

sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>;

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; dlkingrd@gmail.com; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

 

 

When we had our in-person meeting in February I mentioned the food bus that some dietitians

were connected with in, I thought,  Atlanta. Well, I found the article and it was Orlando, not Atlanta.

I have attached the article in case any of you are interested. It highlights that dietitians with Hebni

Nutrition consultants are behind the Food Bus. 

 

The attached article appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of Diabetic Living.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Linda Pennington

 

 

Linda Pennington, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Dietitian Associates, Inc.

 

295 Germantown Bend Cv

 

Cordova, TN 38018

 

(901) 759-9337x 202
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1808. RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>,

mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov <mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>,

'Nadine Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, 'Lauren Au'

<au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

sarahmottrd@gmail.com <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare Miller'

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Susan Scott' <scsnutr@comcast.net>, dlkingrd@gmail.com

<dlkingrd@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone

<crhone@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 10:28:01

Subject: RE: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment:

Thanks for sending this Linda, I found it very interesting!

 

 

From: Linda Pennington [mailto:lpennington@dietitianassociates.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 6:26 PM 

 To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com; mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov; 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>; 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>; cbrunze1@fairview.org;

sarahmottrd@gmail.com; 'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>;

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; linda.farr@me.com; 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; dlkingrd@gmail.com; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

 

 

When we had our in-person meeting in February I mentioned the food bus that some dietitians

were connected with in, I thought,  Atlanta. Well, I found the article and it was Orlando, not Atlanta.

I have attached the article in case any of you are interested. It highlights that dietitians with Hebni

Nutrition consultants are behind the Food Bus. 

 

The attached article appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of Diabetic Living.
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Best regards,

 

 

Linda Pennington

 

 

Linda Pennington, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Dietitian Associates, Inc.

 

295 Germantown Bend Cv

 

Cordova, TN 38018

 

(901) 759-9337x 202
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1809. AHCA Update

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>, DC Office eMail Group

<DCOfficeeMailGroup@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 10:20:11

Subject: AHCA Update

Attachment: image001.png
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf

LPPC Leaders –

 

 

Attached please find the final version of the letter we are sending to the House Leadership today

regarding our continued opposition to the AHCA.  We plan to share with all members of Congress

that we have sent this letter and oppose the bill later today – a communication will be sent from

the Academy via our platform.

 

 

In addition, we are reviewing the list of members who are “undecided” in the majority party and

plan to send a personal note to their health LAs later today.

 

 

We will include a blurb in Eat Right Weekly this week that outlines our actions.  As soon as that is

ready, I will send it and the letter to all of the members of the LPPC and ANDPAC.

 

 

Again, we do not have an action alert planned at this time.  

 

Please let me know if you have questions!

 

 

Best Regards,

 
 
Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN
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The Honorable Paul Ryan   The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 


Speaker     Democratic Leader 


U.S. House of Representatives  U.S. House of Representatives 


232 United States Capitol   204 United States Capitol 


Washington, DC 20515   Washington, DC 20515 


  


 


May 2, 2017 


 


Dear Speaker Ryan and Leader Pelosi: 


 


Nutrition services save money, improve chronic disease outcomes and save lives. For this reason, 


the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the nation’s largest organization of food and nutrition 


professionals, remains opposed to H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act (AHCA) as 


amended by the MacArthur amendment.  


 


The Academy and our 75,000-plus members believe that all Americans should have both 


coverage and access to high-quality health care. The Academy urges Congress to support 


measures that include nutrition services and prevention that reduces the cost of health care and 


improve patients’ lives. 


 


The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, 


but it will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently 


effective in improving health across the country.  


 


This legislation continues to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse 


advancements made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to the 


Congressional Budget Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 24 


million Americans.1 Allowing states to waive pre-existing conditions and essential health 


benefits will lead to decreased coverage and utilization of vital nutrition services.  


 


Individuals with chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension benefit from medical 


nutrition therapy and nutrition services to lower their blood sugar and blood pressure, while 


reducing reliance on expensive medications. The cost of these services is inexpensive and 


replaces more costly interventions that are necessary as chronic disease progresses with many 


complications.  


                                                      
1 Congressional Budget Office Cost Estimate of American Health Care Act, March 13, 2017.  Accessed at: 


https://www.cbo.gov/publication/52486. 







 


The Academy holds five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care:  


 


1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. 


Sufficient resources must be made available to ensure optimal health.  


2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans.  


3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component 


of comprehensive health care.  


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to 


provide everyone access to a core package of benefits.  


5. Health care must be patient-centered. 


 


Affordable access to care is an ongoing challenge that any reform legislation should address. 


Although this legislation purports to provide access, it fails to make coverage more affordable; 


unaffordable access to coverage is really not coverage at all. The proposal fails to maintain a 


core package of benefits that improve the health of Americans, by removing a basic floor of 


services that should be provided without cost-sharing to the Medicaid population.  


 


Additionally, the new proposal would allow states to opt out of requiring that health plans cover 


the Essential Health Benefits which help reduce longer term health care costs, allow insurers to 


charge people higher premiums based on pre-existing conditions like nutrition related diseases 


like diabetes and heart disease and increase out-of-pocket costs for vulnerable older adults. 


 


By repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the proposal eliminates the sole federal 


investment in prevention, which will harm our state and local communities that depend on these 


effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of their communities.  


 


The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot 


support the passage of these proposals. 


 


The Academy urges Congress to not hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed 


amendments from the Congressional Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the 


amended legislation and the anticipated effect on coverage for Americans. We look forward to 


continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 


President, 2016-2017 


 





Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter on AHCA as amended_FINAL.pdf



 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1810. FW: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 10:14:13

Subject: FW: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Donna, 

Susan provided a minor edit for her portion of the OAND presentation. I have placed the revised

deck on the BOD portal; it can be accessed by clicking here. If all is good, I will send to OAND

tomorrow. The conference organizer asked if you will be needing a “polling feature” for your

presentation. If yes, please let me know and I will have the organizer set up for you.

 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2017 9:07 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

'susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Subject: RE: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation
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Hello – 

Thank you, Susan, for your edits. The revised deck is attached. If all is good, I will send to OAND

tomorrow. The conference organizer asked if you will be needing a “polling feature” for your

presentation. If yes, please let me know and I will have the organizer set up for you. 

Much appreciated!

 

PS – Donna, in case the file is too large to transmit to you, I will send you the link on the portal in a

separate email. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

'susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com> 

 Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when
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finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1811. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

Cc: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, Donna Martin

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

jeannine@eatrightohio.org <jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 09:55:25

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hi Jason 

Thanks for your email. I like your ideas very much. So if you play a song for each of us my song

would be Girl on fire by Alicia Keys. That was my song at FNCE and other events.  

I am thrilled to be able to participate in your fundraising event at the photo booth. So count me in.

Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 8:09 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Jason,  I am so excited about the photo booth.  I hope you all raise a lot of money.  I am happy to

help promote taking pictures.   

 

I would love for our songs to play right before each of us present to get them fired up three times

instead of just at the beginning of the session.  It would be a great transition for us to have

between speakers.  If that doesn't work, I will go with whatever you all work out.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 10:18 PM  

To: lbeseler fnc; Donna Martin; Susan Finn  

Cc: Joan Schwaba; jeannine@eatrightohio.org 

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
 

I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
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Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347 
 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1812. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>, lbeseler fnc

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 08:09:58

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Jason,  I am so excited about the photo booth.  I hope you all raise a lot of money.  I am happy to

help promote taking pictures.   

 

I would love for our songs to play right before each of us present to get them fired up three times

instead of just at the beginning of the session.  It would be a great transition for us to have

between speakers.  If that doesn't work, I will go with whatever you all work out.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 10:18 PM  

To: lbeseler fnc; Donna Martin; Susan Finn  

Cc: Joan Schwaba; jeannine@eatrightohio.org  

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
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I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
 
 
 

Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347 
 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
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Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1813. FINI idea and RDNs

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>

Cc: Lucille <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 06:59:56

Subject: FINI idea and RDNs

Attachment:

It was great to see you yesterday, Gus!  Good brainstorming group.  
 

I was intrigued by your project working with pharmacists and patients who are given metformin for

prevention of diabetes. 
 

What if we developed a program based on the diabetes prevention program that is led by RDNs?

 You may not be familiar with the study that found lifestyle intervention is more successful than

metformin.  That link is below.  Having a RDN led intervention that also gives patients vouchers for

fruits and vegetables is a perfect fit since we can provide actionable ideas how to fit these foods

into the diet.  Lucille is an expert in this area of diabetes prevention and treatment and can add

more. 
 

Please share your thoughts and ideas 
 
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa012512
 

Mary Pat 

Ps I am glad you hired Josh.  He was great to work with in the past!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
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1814. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>, lbeseler fnc

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

jeannine@eatrightohio.org <jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 03, 2017 01:58:29

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hey guys. Anything is good with me.    

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On May 3, 2017, at 1:13 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

All right. I finally figured it out.  I want "Start me up" by The Rolling Stones!  It will be perfect for us

to start the second century!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:08 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
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Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1815. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

To: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us, Susan

Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 22:21:17

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hi Lucille, Donna, and Sue, 
 

I have two separate requests in this email. 
 

First is our music request to you. Thank you for replying to my email on the music selection, great

song selections! Sue responded with the "Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and The News

and Donna replied with "Start Me Up" by the Rolling Stones. I quickly realized I needed to find out

more details on how the three of you anticipate being introduced. Originally, I was thinking Heather

Butscher and I would introduce all three of you back-to-back after we did our opening welcome. 

With that format, we could read each of your bio and then play one song as the three of you

walked on stage or we could read each of your bio and play your song as you walk on stage (each

of you pick a song). Of course there are many other variations we could do but I want to hear your

thoughts before we move forward.  We anticipate starting the introductions around 8:15 am, just to

give you an idea of timing. 
 
 

Second is our photo booth. We would like to take you up on your offer and ask the three of you to

be at our photo booth from 11:00-11:30 am and during lunch 12:30-1:45 pm to help raise funds for

ANDF.  We will be asking for a $5 donation for attendees to have their picture taken with you.

Suzanne Cryst, our ANDF Liaison will have someone collecting the money and managing the line.

We have a lot of fun items to pose with including some "frames",  #FNCE and #OANDCLE2017

signs and of course 1920's era props.  If agreeable, I will reply with the projected location of the

photo booth so you know where to go. Our photo booth will be open for attendees to take pictures

at will other than the times we requested your presence. We will also make sure your lunch is

ready at noon to give you time to eat before coming to the booth. 
 
 

Please let me know your thoughts and concerns on both of the items above.   
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Thank you, 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347 
 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1816. Re: quick note re Cleveland Meeting and board travel

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 20:29:45

Subject: Re: quick note re Cleveland Meeting and board travel

Attachment:

Hi Donna 

Yes it is a moot point but I think it is well taken.   

Joan can you pass this to Oat and see what she thinks. Can you approve Denice to come in the

night before? Thanks, Lucille   

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 2, 2017, at 11:22 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Lucille,  This should be a moot point now because everyone should have already made flight

arrangements!  We will not pay for ticket changes.  This is two weeks out, why would they not

have made flight arrangements already?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Denice <deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 10:23 AM  
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To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  

Subject: quick note re Cleveland Meeting and board travel 

 

Hello Prez Sisters, 
 

I wanted to share some thoughts regarding travel associated with the next board meeting in OH.

 Lucille and I briefly spoke in PA but I want to make sure my point is heard to impact future

meetings. 
 

For the Cleveland meeting, we were asked to arrive in time to hear the 8 AM Keynote

presentation.  

That is impossible for me to do without arriving the night before.  However, that additional night

would not be covered. 
 

Personally, I feel that the entire board should be at the 8 am presentation, as a show of support

and that this should be covered by the Academy. 

I am sure that members would not find an extra hotel  night an extravagant expense, unless we

were at the 4 Seasons. 

I will be getting up at 4 AM to drive to leave by 4:30 to drive and park Newark for an 8 AM flight. 
 

If the board is charged with building support and enthusiasm for all Academy initiatives, then we

need to included in the events that are high visibility. 

This type of restriction - due to finances not schedule - does not allow the board members to

network with the state host at the Keynote.  

My last understanding was that the Academy is financially sound. 
 

I look forward to seeing you in Cleveland and hope this can positively impact future meetings to

gather board members the night before so that they are well rested for long, mind-draining

meetings. 
 

Joan, I included you, too, and I know you have noted my comments in the past. 
 

Thank you! 
 

Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, FAND  

Food, Nutrition and Wellness Consultant  

Phone: 610-746-5986   

Cell: 610-751-9512  

Email:  Denice@WellnessPress.com 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, Director-at-Large, Board of Directors  
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The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world's largest organization of food and nutrition

professionals committed to improving the nation's health. 
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1817. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>, Susan Finn

<susan.finn@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

jeannine@eatrightohio.org <jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 20:27:26

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Great idea!   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On May 2, 2017, at 8:16 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

All right. I finally figured it out.  I want "Start me up" by The Rolling Stones!  It will be perfect for us

to start the second century!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:08 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
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To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1818. Re: President-elect Roles and Responsibilities

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 20:22:12

Subject: Re: President-elect Roles and Responsibilities

Attachment: image001.png

Dear Pat,

 

Many thanks for this very helpful and clear document which I will digest in full over the next day or

so.

 

I can't say enough how much I appreciate the welcoming words, great discussions, and useful

comments "here and there" from you, Lucille, Donna, and various staff members.

 

I appreciate the option to "opt out" of FAC however would like to participate at least in the

beginning, and hope that my schedule will continue to allow participation. 

 

I will think over the AmEx offer and will let Joan know my decision, soon.

 
 

I am beyond thrilled at this opportunity and still must pinch myself when I remember that I was

actually elected! What an incredible honor to join Lucille, Donna, and the many there powerful and

influential women who made the Academy what it is.

 
 

Look forward to talking with you all next week. Take care and be well.

 

Mary

  

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 5:24 PM  

To: peark02@outlook.com  

Cc: Lucille Beseler; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us  

Subject: President-elect Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Dear Mary,
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We look forward to working with you in your new position as President-elect! In June you will be

receiving a link to the 2017-18 Board Handbook on the Board portal. The meeting dates for the

groups on which you serve as President-elect are beginning to be scheduled. As we mentioned on

the 4Ps call it is your prerogative to decline serving on the FAC. An overview of some of your roles

and responsibilities as President-elect follows.

 

 

1.      Serve as a member of the Board of Directors and its Executive Committee. 

2.      Perform the functions of the office of the President in the President's absence or when the

President is unable to perform the functions of the office as determined by the Board of Directors. 

3.      Serve as a member of the Academy’s Foundation, Finance and Audit Committee, Committee

for Lifelong Learning, Legislative &Public Policy Committee, and Compensation Committee. 

4.      Appoint, together with the Speaker-elect, the chairs and members of all standing committees

to serve during the President-elect's term as President. 

5.      Perform such other duties as may be designated by the Board of Directors. 

6.      Serve as an official spokesperson for Academy.

 

7.      Encourage and promote diversity and inclusivity.

 

 

As President-elect, in addition to serving on the Academy’s Board of Directors, you also serve on:

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board of Directors 

Length of appointment

 

One (1) year appointment as President-elect

 

Meetings
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Staff resource

 

Foundation Board of Directors Conference Call (Audit)

 

Tuesday, May 16, 2017 

 -     1:00 pm – 2:00 pm CT

 

Foundation Board of Directors meeting, Chicago, IL

 

Wednesday, June 28, 2017 

 -     Group Dinner

 

Thursday, June 29, 2017

 

Foundation Board of Directors Conference Call

 

Wednesday, September 6, 2017 

 -     1:00 pm – 4:00 pm CT

 

Foundation Board of Directors Conference Call

 

Wednesday, December 6, 2017 

 -     1:00 pm – 4:00 pm CT

 

Foundation Board of Directors Meeting, TBD

 

Tuesday, March 6, 2018 

 -     Group Dinner
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Wednesday, March 7, 2018

 

Foundation Board of Directors Budget Conference Call

 

Wednesday, May 16, 2018

 

-          10:00 am – 11:00 am CT

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Foundation staff

 

 

Susie Burns 

 312/899-4752 

 sburns@eatright.org

 

 

Finance and Audit Committee

 

Length of appointment

 

One (1) year appointment as President-elect

 

Number of meetings

 

Face-to face 

Webinar

 

Teleconferences

 

 

One at FNCE

 

One Webinar,  April 25 and 26, 2017   –   Two-four hour days

 

Ten (10) teleconferences held on the last Tuesday of each month at 1:00 – 2:30 pm CT

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Finance &Administration staff

 

 

Staff resource
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Paul Mifsud 

 312/899-4730 

 pmifsud@eatright.org

 

 

 

Committee for Lifelong Learning 

Length of appointment

 

One (1) year appointment as ex-officio member

 

Number of meetings

 

Face-to-face

 

 

 

Teleconferences

 

 

Two (2) meetings (October 21 breakfast meeting during 2017 FNCE and the second scheduled for

January 24-26, 2018 in Chicago)

 

 

Six (6) teleconferences per year, one hour in duration

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Lifelong Learning staff

 

 

Staff resource

 

Diane Enos and Lori Granich

 

312/899-4837  and  312/899-4895

 
denos@eatright.org   and    lgranich@eatright.org 

  

Legislative and Public Policy Committee (LPPC)

 

Length of appointment
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One (1) year appointment as ex-officio member

 

Number of meetings

 

Face-to-face

 

 

Teleconferences

 

 

One (1) strategic joint meeting of LPPC and ANDPAC in Spring 2018)

 

Ten (10) teleconferences held on the fourth Friday of each month

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Policy Initiatives and Advocacy staff

 

 

Staff resource

 

Jeanne Blankenship 

 312-899-1730

 
jblankenship@eatright.org

 

 

The President-elect’s role on committees varies in participation.  Your role for instance on the

Committee for Lifelong Learning is not to review FNCE session proposals, but rather to provide an

overview of the Academy’s strategic direction to guide the committee in its decision-making. Staff

supporting each of the boards/committees will be sending you orientation materials and more

details.  

 

You will be asked to present at Affiliate, DPG and MIG meetings.  Affiliate, DPG and MIG

invitations are discussed on the 4Ps calls. Please e-mail the 3Ps (Donna, Lucille, Pat) and Joan

Schwaba (jschwaba@eatright.org) which invitations you accept, their dates and locations so we

can develop a calendar of events.  A copy of the current Presidents’ Calendar is attached.  The

calendar is a standing agenda item for each 4Ps meeting.  Representation at other organizational

meetings should be discussed with me and the 3Ps to track these and to avoid representation

duplication; for example, the Chief Science Officer attends the annual Experimental Biology

meeting but you may also receive an invite. Attached are the Representation at Meetings policies

which provide information on Academy representation at Affiliate, DPG and MIG meetings and at

other organizations. The next 4Ps agenda includes discussion of representation at internal and

external organizational meetings. Lucille and Donna will provide feedback on which meetings
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provide an ROI. 

 

 

To make your travel arrangements for these meetings, you are encouraged to use ATC Travel

Management www.atcmeetings.com/Academy and enter the GL Code 1032430.

 

 

While serving on the Board in one of the three presidential positions, you are entitled to the

following:

 

·         Monthly Stipend

 

·         Academy American Express Card 

 

·         Academy Business Cards 

 

Monthly Stipend 

 As President-elect, you will receive a $750 monthly stipend.  This stipend is intended to help

cover any incidental expenses that you may incur as President-elect and will increase to $2,500 in

June, 2018 to cover expenses during your year as President. As Immediate Past President, the

stipend decreases back to $750. You will receive your first stipend in June, 2017.  It will be directly

deposited into your bank account the first week of every month and you will receive an email the

day prior notifying you of the deposit. No paperwork is required for use of the stipend. In addition

to the stipend you will be reimbursed for all expenses incurred on behalf of and approved by the

Academy.

 

 

American Express Card 

 As President-elect, you are offered an American Express card to use during your three-year

tenure on the Board.  The primary benefit of providing this card is to give you another line of credit

to use for the expenses you will incur during your tenure.  The Academy pays the credit card fee,

however, you will be responsible for paying any expenses incurred on the card that are personal. 

Any reimbursable expenses would require you to submit to the Academy an expense

reimbursement form.  The Academy will reimburse you either by check or direct deposit, so please

let us know which method you prefer.  If you are not currently set up for direct deposit and would

like to be, please contact Joan (jschwaba@eatright.org or 312-899-4798) and she will work with

the Accounting Services Team to begin the process.

 

Please let me know if you want a card, and we will fill out the information and mail it to you for your

signature.
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Business Cards 

 As President-elect you receive Academy business and note cards for your use when representing

the Academy. 

 

 

I look forward to working with you and I will make sure we schedule some “alone time” for any

questions you may have.  As always, please contact me anytime!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1819. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

Cc: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Susan Finn

<susan.finn@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

jeannine@eatrightohio.org <jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 20:16:47

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

All right. I finally figured it out.  I want "Start me up" by The Rolling Stones!  It will be perfect for us

to start the second century!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:08 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
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Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1820. Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

From: Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>

To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com, mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov, 'Nadine

Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, 'Lauren Au'

<au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org, sarahmottrd@gmail.com,

'Clare Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, linda.farr@me.com, 'Susan Scott'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>, dlkingrd@gmail.com, 'Patricia Babjak'

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: 'Jeanne Blankenship' <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi'

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, 'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 18:29:30

Subject: Food Bus Article - Access to healthy foods

Attachment: Food Bus Article from Diabetic Living Magazine.pdf

When we had our in-person meeting in February I mentioned the food bus that some dietitians

were connected with in, I thought,  Atlanta. Well, I found the article and it was Orlando, not Atlanta.

I have attached the article in case any of you are interested. It highlights that dietitians with Hebni

Nutrition consultants are behind the Food Bus. 

 

The attached article appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of Diabetic Living.

 

Best regards,

 

Linda Pennington

 

Linda Pennington, MS, RDN, LDN

Dietitian Associates, Inc.

295 Germantown Bend Cv

Cordova, TN 38018

(901) 759-9337x 202
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1821. President-elect Roles and Responsibilities

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 18:28:11

Subject: President-elect Roles and Responsibilities

Attachment: image001.png
External Representation at Meetingsand Events Policy101915.doc
Board Representation at Meetings120214.doc
2016-17 Meetings and Events Calendar rev041117.doc

Dear Mary,

 

 

We look forward to working with you in your new position as President-elect! In June you will be

receiving a link to the 2017-18 Board Handbook on the Board portal. The meeting dates for the

groups on which you serve as President-elect are beginning to be scheduled. As we mentioned on

the 4Ps call it is your prerogative to decline serving on the FAC. An overview of some of your roles

and responsibilities as President-elect follows.

 

 

1.      Serve as a member of the Board of Directors and its Executive Committee. 

2.      Perform the functions of the office of the President in the President's absence or when the

President is unable to perform the functions of the office as determined by the Board of Directors. 

3.      Serve as a member of the Academy’s Foundation, Finance and Audit Committee, Committee

for Lifelong Learning, Legislative &Public Policy Committee, and Compensation Committee. 

4.      Appoint, together with the Speaker-elect, the chairs and members of all standing committees

to serve during the President-elect's term as President. 

5.      Perform such other duties as may be designated by the Board of Directors. 

6.      Serve as an official spokesperson for Academy.

 

7.      Encourage and promote diversity and inclusivity.

 

 

As President-elect, in addition to serving on the Academy’s Board of Directors, you also serve on:

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board of Directors 

Length of appointment
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		SUBJECT: External Representation at Meetings and Events




		





Board Approved: 05/14


POLICY:

The Academy’s Strategic Plan mandates strengthening relationships with key stakeholders and external organizations to advance the Academy’s program of work and strategic direction.

The President, in consultation with the CEO, designates Academy representatives to attend meetings and events sponsored by national and international government, nonprofit and for-profit organizations to cultivate, maintain and grow strategic relationships with these and other entities.


Invitations to meetings and events are individually evaluated using the External Representation Assessment Tool. 

The Academy does not accept invitations to meetings and events that involve or require endorsement and/or positioning of a commercial product(s) or service(s). 


Expenses of Academy representatives asked to attend meetings and events at the invitation of other organizations will be reimbursed by that organization, whenever possible. 

Within two weeks following the event, the Academy representative must file a report with the Board of Directors, identifying the objectives for attending the meeting or event, follow-up recommendations, key contacts established, and outcome(s) achieved. 

External Representation Assessment Tool

This tool will assist in determining the value and benefits to the Academy of representation by its leaders at meetings and events. 

Meeting/Date:                                                              Sponsor:

CRITERIA*

		1. The philosophy and values of the external organization are consistent with that of the Academy.
If yes, please state what philosophy and values it shares. 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No



		2. The meeting or event supports the Academy’s strategic direction.
If yes, please state how it supports the Academy’s strategic direction 

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No



		3. The expected outcomes of representation are pre-established.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No



		4. The human capital and financial resources required of the Academy are reasonable and within budget.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No



		5. The external organization is willing to incur the direct and indirect associated costs, whenever possible. If the expenses are not covered, what are the costs?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No



		6. The organization’s membership and leadership include a significant portion of Academy members or potential Academy members.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No



		7. The Academy is not expected to endorse or help position any commercial product(s) or service(s).

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
Yes

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 
No





BENEFITS* 


		1. Degree to which the proposed representation benefits the Academy’s members



		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		



		Low


Benefit

		

		Moderate


Benefit

		

		High


Benefit

		



		



		2. Degree to which the proposed representation benefits the nutrition and dietetics profession



		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		



		Low


Benefit

		

		Moderate


Benefit

		

		High


Benefit

		



		



		3. Degree to which the proposed representation benefits the Academy (impact verses cost)



		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		



		Low


Benefit

		

		Moderate


Benefit

		

		High


Benefit

		



		



		4. Degree to which the proposed representation strengthens the Academy’s influence





		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		



		Low


Influence

		

		Moderate


Influence

		

		High


Influence

		



		



		5. Degree to which the proposed meeting or event enhances knowledge/skills 





		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		



		Low


Enhancement

		

		Moderate


Enhancement

		

		High


Enhancement

		



		





  *Scoring: 19-25 = High representation benefit 




    12-18 = Moderate representation benefit




      5-11 = Low representation benefit

		EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION AT MEETINGS AND EVENTS


online link to form http://academybod.webauthor.com/modules/portal/complete_form.cfm?xm_form_id=192

		





Please complete the following information and return to Joan Schwaba (jschwaba@eatright.org ) within two weeks after the event. 


		Meeting or Event



		Name of Meeting or Event

		



		Date (Month/Day/Year)

		



		Academy Representative(s) in Attendance

		



		Name of Sponsoring Organization/Group 

		



		Location (City/State)

		



		Describe Topic

		



		Supporting Background



		Previous Collaborations/Activities /Initiatives

		



		Current Issues, Concerns, Challenges

		



		Potential Collaboration Opportunities

		



		 Current Key Contact(s) 

		



		Reasons for Attending

		



		Purpose or Goal of Attending

		



		 Strategic Plan Goals/Strategies
 Advanced or Met  

		



		Reason for Attending

		(Appointed as Academy Representative


(Self-initiated Invitation


(Presenter



		If self-initiated invitation, please state the reason why you attended

		



		Topics Presented:

		



		Outcomes



		Outcomes Achieved

		Were established outcomes met? Yes / No


Please explain:



		Outcomes Requiring Academy Follow-Up

		



		Recommendations 

		



		  Key Contact(s) Established

		



		Expenses: List estimated amount for expenses covered by the Academy (e.g, registration, lodging, airfare)

		



		Attendee



		Name

		



		Date Form Submitted 

		



		Action/Follow-up


(FOR OFFICE SERVICES ONLY)

		



		Action  - Follow-up 

		





4
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		BOARD REPRESENTATION AT MEETINGS POLICY

		





Revised 12-02-14

Representation of the Academy at Affiliate/Dietetic Practice Group/Member Interest Group Meetings 


Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Group and Member Interest Group Meetings


Members of the Academy Board of Directors are the only authorized official representatives of the Academy at Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Group and Member Interest Group meetings.  To track communications between the Academy and the Affiliates, Dietetic Practice Groups, and Member Interest Groups, members of the Board of Directors will communicate to staff of the Executive Office invitations received from Affiliates, Dietetic Practice Groups and Member Interest Groups requesting the Academy representation.  Members of the Board of Directors invited to present at Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Groups and Member Interest Group and meetings on topics related to their professional/technical expertise are not considered official representatives of the Academy and are not governed by this policy.


Reimbursement

An official Academy representative attending Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Group or Member Interest Group meetings at the invitation of the Affiliate or Dietetic Practice Group will have all expenses reimbursed by the Affiliate, Dietetic Practice Group or Member Interest Group.  In extenuating circumstances, the Academy will reimburse expenses for members of the Board of Directors attending and/or presenting at the Academy’s Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Group and Member Interest Group meetings.  An extenuating circumstance is one where the Affiliate, DPG or MIG does not have the funds to support representation but where the Academy’s presence advances the Academy’s strategic goals and business needs.  A contingency allocation will be budgeted on an annual basis to allow funding for representation under these circumstances.  The President, in consultation with the CEO, will review and approve the use of the contingency monies.


Honorariums and Fees

An Academy representative may not accept an honorarium or fee for representing the Academy or for presenting on Academy-related business or initiatives at Affiliate, Dietetic Practice Group and Member Interest Group meetings.  The Academy representatives who are requested to present a separate continuing professional development session are entitled to receive compensation. The amount will be negotiated between the Affiliate, Dietetic Practice Group or the Member Interest Group and the presenter.


Staff Representation

Requests for Academy staff presenters at Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Group and Member Interest Group meetings must be submitted to the CEO for approval.  Reimbursement of expenses will be considered in the same manner as for other Academy representatives.  Solicitation for invitations by staff to Affiliate Dietetic Association, Dietetic Practice Group and Member Interest Group meetings is only allowed if directed by the CEO in consultation with the President.

Representation of the Academy at Other Organization Meetings 


Other Organizations

The President, in consultation with the CEO, may appoint an official Academy representative to attend meetings or participate in projects of other organizations.  Alliance relationships with other organizations are governed by the Alliance Program Policy.


Reimbursement

An official the Academy representative attending other organization meetings at the invitation of the other organization will have all expenses reimbursed by that organization.  In extenuating circumstances, the Academy will reimburse expenses for members of the Board of Directors attending and/or presenting at other organization meetings.  An extenuating circumstance is one where the other organization does not have the funds to support representation but where the Academy’s presence advances the Academy’s strategic goals and business needs.  A contingency allocation will be budgeted on an annual basis to allow funding for representation under these circumstances.  The President, in consultation with the CEO, will review and approve the use of the contingency monies.


Honorariums and Fees

The Academy representative may not accept an honorarium or fee for representing the Academy or for presenting on the Academy-related business or initiatives at other organization meetings.  The Academy representatives who are requested to present a separate continuing professional development session are entitled to receive compensation. The amount will be negotiated between the organization and the presenter.


Staff Representation

Requests for the Academy staff presenters at other organization meetings must be submitted to the CEO for approval.  Reimbursement of expenses will be considered in the same manner as for other the Academy representatives.  Solicitation for invitations by staff to meetings of other organizations is only allowed if directed by the CEO in consultation with the President.


7.4.2
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		Representation at Meetings and Events Calendar


2016-2017 

		







Criteria for Representation at Meetings or Events: 


· The philosophy and values of the external organization are consistent with that of the Academy.

· The meeting or event supports the Academy’s strategic direction.

· The expected outcomes of representation are pre-established.

· The human capital and financial resources required of the Academy are reasonable and within budget. 


· The external organization is willing to incur the direct and indirect associated costs, whenever possible.


· The organization’s membership and leadership include a significant portion of Academy members or potential Academy members.


· The Academy is not expected to endorse or help position any commercial product(s) or service(s).

		DATE

		Meeting

		Location

		Board of Directors


Representative

		REPORT


SUBMITTED

		COST



		June 20, 2016 

		Board of Directors Orientation Webinar

		

		

		N/A

		



		June 7-10, 2016 

		Association of Healthcare Foodservice (AHF) 2016 Annual Conference

		Dallas, TX

		M Yadrick (reciprocal reg)

		Yes

		50/50 between Academy and Computrition (reciprocal reg)



		June 8-11, 2016

		Dietitians of Canada

		Winnipeg, Canada

		L. Beseler, P. Babjak

		

		(reciprocal reg)



		June 9-11, 2016

		HLT Summer Retreat

		Chicago, IL

		HLT Members, P. Babjak

		N/A

		



		June 10, 2016

		Arkansas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Meeting

		Little Rock, AR

		J. Ragalie-Carr

		Yes

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		June 10-13, 2016

		ANFP Annual Meeting (Academy exhibit booth)

		Indianapolis, IN

		B. Richardson (reciprocal booth)

		Yes

		Hotel and ground travel
(reciprocal reg and booth space)



		June 15-17, 2016

		SNAL Meeting

		Shreveport, LA

		E. Crayton

		Yes

		



		June 17, 2016

		Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Phoenix, AZ

		L. Farr

		Yes

		Costs covered by AZ



		June 20-21

		Advisory Committee on Minority Health Meeting

		Bethesda, MD

		L. Smothers

		Yes

		Participated virtually 



		June, 22-23, 2016

		Foundation Board Meeting

		Washington, D.C.

		D. Martin, P. Babjak

		N/A

		



		June 23 - 24, 2016

		Public Policy Workshop (PPW)

		Washington, D.C.

		L. Beseler, D. Martin, 
E. Crayton, L. Farr, D. Polly, 
A. Miles, C. Christie, 
D. Ferko-Adams, P. Babjak

		N/A

		Covered in BOD, ANDPAC, and LPPC budgets



		July 10-13, 2016 

		School Nutrition Association Annual Conference 

		San Antonio, TX

		D. Martin (reciprocal reg)

		Yes

		Airfare and Hotel
(reciprocal reg)



		July 15 -16, 2016

		Texas Academy Leadership Orientation

		McKinney, TX

		Provided Presidential Video

		N/A

		N/A



		July 16-19, 2016

		Institute of Food Technologists Annual Conference

		Chicago, IL

		L. Beseler, P. Babjak 

		Yes

		Airfare and Hotel
(reciprocal reg)



		July 20, 2016 
July 27, 2016

		Republican National Convention 
Democratic National Convention

		Cleveland, OH Philadelphia, PA

		L. Beseler, J. Blankenship, 
P. Tuma

		Yes

		Airfare approx. $700 and Hotel approx. $500



		July 24-27, 2016

		Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Tampa, FL

		L. Beseler

		Yes

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		August 12-15, 2016

		American Association of Diabetes Educators Annual Meeting

		San Diego, CA

		L. Beseler, P. Babjak

		Yes

		Flight and hotel for 2 approx. $1600



		August 18,2016

		California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Leadership

		Los Angeles, CA

		M. Lites

		Yes

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		August 24-25, 2016

		Academy/Foundation Planning Meeting

		Catawba, OH

		J. Ragalie-Carr, L. Beseler, 

P. Babjak, M.B. Whalen, 

K. Brown, A. Steiber,

		N/A

		BOD flights approx. $500 Accommodation by Organizer covered 



		August 31, 2016

		Board of Directors Webinar

		

		BOD Members

		N/A

		



		September 7-10, 2016

		International Congress of Dietetics

		Granada, Spain

		L. Beseler, D. Martin


S. Escott-Stump, J. Rodriguez,


P. Babjak

		Yes

		Flights covered with points. Registration approx. $490 per individual. Hotel approx. $150 per night/per individual 



		September 12, 2016

		Panera National Press Club “Kids Meal Promise”

		Washington, DC

		L. Beseler


M.P. Raimondi

		Yes

		Flight: $290

Hotel- $400



		September 16-17, 2016

		ASMBS 3rd Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit 

		Chicago, IL

		Anne Wolf 

		Yes

		Costs covered by organizer



		September 20-21, 2016

		Board of Directors Meeting

		Irving, TX

		BOD Members

		N/A

		



		September 21-23, 2016

		Second Century Summit

		Irving, TX

		BOD Members

		N/A

		



		October 6, 2016

		White House Kitchen Garden for the Let’s Move! Celebratory Event

		Washington, DC

		D. Martin

		

		



		October 11-15, 2016

		The 2016 "Borlaug Dialogue" International Symposium and Global Youth Institute

		Des Moines, IA

		E. Bergman

		Yes

		Airfare $450

Registration $500


Hotel: 2 nights covered by WFP / 2 nights covered by Academy ($360)



		October 13, 2016

		HOD Leadership Team Meeting (HLT members)

		Boston, MA

		

		N/A

		



		October 13-15, 2016

		CDR Level 2 Program

		Boston, MA

		L. Beseler

		N/A

		



		October 14-15, 2016

		HOD Fall Meeting

		Boston, MA

		BOD members

		N/A

		



		October 15-16, 2016

		Mega Nutrition 2016 

		San Paulo, Brazil

		Provided a video on the topic of the EAL

		N/A

		



		October 15-18, 2016

		FNCE

		Boston, MA

		BOD members

		N/A

		



		November 3-4, 2016

		Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood Obesity Prevention National Conference 

		Washington, DC

		L. Beseler




		Yes

		



		November 4, 2016

		The Obesity Society Meeting: Panel discussion addressing school nutrition policy changes with Kevin Concannon, Under Secretary of USDA-FNCS 

		New Orleans, LA

		D. Martin

		Yes

		



		November 6-7, 2016

		Board of Directors Meeting

		Rosemont, IL

		BOD Members

		N/A

		



		November 10-12, 2016 

		CDR Level 2 Program

		Long Beach, CA

		L. Beseler

		N/A

		



		November 14, 2016

		World Diabetes Day- Danish Consulate General’s Residence

		New York, NY

		L. Beseler




		Yes

		



		November 21-22, 2016

		American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

		Downers Grove, IL

		L. Beseler




		Yes

		



		December 2-4, 2016

		9th World Congress on the Prevention of Diabetes

		Atlanta, GA

		L. Beseler

D. Martin

M. Kyle


J. Dantone-DeBarbieris

		Yes

		



		December 7, 2016

		Fuel up to Play 60 Gala

		New York, NY

		L. Beseler


J.  Ragalie-Carr


M. Whalen




		N/A

		



		January 5-7, 2017

		Consumer Electronics Association: Health innovations in the palm of your hand

		Las Vegas, NV

		L. Beseler

		Yes

		



		January 12, 2017

		Farewell to Under Secretary Kevin Concannon

		Washington, DC

		D. Martin

		Yes

		Event: $35



		January 13, 2017


11:00am CT – 1:00pm CT




		Board of Directors Meeting (Webinar)

		_____

		BOD Members

		N/A

		



		January 17-20, 2017

		Committee for Life Long Learning

		Chicago, IL

		D. Martin, P. Babjak

		N/A

		



		January 18, 2017

		Food and Nutrition Science Solution Joint Task Force Leadership Meeting 

		Washington, DC

		L. Beseler, B. Ivens


P. Babjak

		Yes

		3x Hotel 1 night/$190

$350 Airfare



		January 20-22, 2017

		HLT Winter Retreat

		Chicago

		P. Babjak


HLT Members

		N/A

		



		February 8-11, 2017

		North American Association of Food Equipment Manufactures (NAFEM)

		Orlando, FL

		L. Beseler, E. Crayton

		Yes

		NAFEM covers airfare and hotel






		February 9, 2017

		United Nations 

		New York, NY

		L. Beseler

		Yes

		Hotel $200, Flight 



		February 15, 2017

		NASDAQ

		New York, NY

		L. Beseler, P. Babjak


D. Acosta 

		N/A

		Hotel $450, Car $300, flights $1000



		February 23, 2017

		Joint Academy/Foundation Board Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		Academy and Foundation Board members

		N/A

		



		February 24, 2017

		Board Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		BOD members

		N/A

		



		February 26-27, 2017

		Quarterly Advocacy Day 

		Washington, DC

		D. Martin


L. Farr


D. Ferko-Adams


P. Babjak

		N/A

		



		March 1-3, 2017

		Alabama Dietetic Association Meeting

		Birmingham, AL

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		March 13, 2017

		Committee Appointment Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		D. Martin, D. Polly,


P. McConnell

		N/A

		



		March 12-14, 2017

		NDEP Western Region

		Pacific Grove, CA

		A. Miles

		Yes

		$250 hotel/$400 airfare



		March 15-16, 2017

		Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Savannah, GA

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		March 18, 2017

		Clinical Nutrition Managers DPG Symposium 

		St. Petersburg, FL

		L. Beseler

		

		Costs covered by DPG



		March, 21, 2017

		VHA Grand Rounds Webinar (45min session with 15 minute Q/A)- Request by Angel Planeris

		n/a

		L. Beseler

		

		N/A



		March 27, 2017

		Panera Webinar

		n/a

		L. Beseler

		

		N/A



		March 28, 2017

		Update on Diabetes and Prediabetes Management- Mississippi Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference 

		Biloxi, MS

		J. Dantone-DeBarbieris

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		March 29, 2017


3pm-4:30pm CT

		Nominating Committee Debriefing Call

		

		E. Crayton, P. Babjak, 


L. Beseler (as schedule permits)

		N/A

		N/A



		March 30, 2017

		Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference

		Georgetown, TX

		L. Farr

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		March 30-31, 2017

		NDEP Central Region 

		Louisville, KY

		T. Randall

		N/A

		Covered by CFP



		March 31- April 1, 2017

		Nevada Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Reno, NV

		L. Beseler 

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		April 4, 2017


11:00am CT – 1:00pm CT

		BOD Meeting Webinar

		

		BOD Members

		N/A

		N/A



		April 4-5, 2017

		PEW: Kids Safe and Healthy Schools Capstone Event” From Policy to Plate- Opportunities to continue healthy trends in school nutrition programs

		Washington, DC

		D. Martin

		

		



		April 6-7, 2017

		Wisconsin Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference

		Elkhart, WI

		D. Martin 

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		April 7-9, 2017

		Nutrition News Forecast Meeting

		Denver, CO

		L. Beseler, D. Martin

P. Babjak, M. Russell 

		

		Airfare 



		April 19, 2017

		Southern Nevada Dietetic Associations

		Las Vegas, NV

		L. Beseler

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		April 19, 2017

		NAMA Nutrition Advisory Council RoundTable

		Las Vegas, NV

		L. Beseler

		

		Airfare covered by honorarium



		April 20-21, 2017

		NDEP Eastern Region

		Baltimore, MD

		A. Miles 

		

		$250 hotel/$400 airfare



		April 20-21, 2017

		New Mexico Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference

		Santa Fe, NM

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		April 22, 2017

		Food and Nutrition Science TF/ CEO Meeting/ ASN

		Chicago, IL

		L. Beseler, P. Babjak

		

		Comp reg



		April 22-23, 2017

		HOD Virtual Meeting

		

		BOD Members, as schedule permits

		N/A

		N/A



		April 22-23, 2017

		Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference

		King of Prussia, PA

		L. Beseler

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		April 27-29, 2017

		California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference 

		McClellan, CA

		L. Beseler

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		May 3-7, 2017

		American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Meeting

		Austin, TX

		J. Dantone-DeBarbieris

		

		



		May 1, 2017

		Advocacy Day

		Washington, DC

		L. Beseler, D. Martin

		N/A

		



		May 4-5, 2017

		Leaders Demonstrating the Positive Economic Impact of Healthy, Sustainable Food Service

		Washington, DC

		L. Beseler

		

		



		May 5, 2017

		Delaware Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Newark, DE

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		May 9, 2017

		Special Olympics and Association of University Centers on Disabilities Inclusive Health Forum

		Washington, DC

		L. Beseler 

		

		Costs covered by Organizer



		May 10-12, 2017

		Partnership for a Healthier America Summit

		Washington, DC

		MP Raimondi

		

		N/A



		May 10-12, 2017

		New York State Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Lake Placid, NY

		L. Beseler

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		May 12, 2017

		Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Linthicum Heights, MD

		L. Beseler 

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		May 11-12, 2017

		West Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference

		Huntington, WV

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		May 17-18, 2017

		Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Conference

		Cleveland, OH

		BOD Members, as schedule permits

		N/A

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		May 19-20, 2017

		Board of Directors Meeting

		Cleveland, OH

		BOD Members

		N/A

		



		June 6-8, 2017

		ANFP Annual Conference

		Las Vegas, NV

		B. Richardson 

		

		Hotel $200



		June 9, 2017

		Arizona Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference

		Phoenix, AZ

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		June 14-16, 2017

		HLT Summer Retreat

		Chicago, IL

		HLT Members

		

		



		June 25-26, 2017

		Public Policy Workshop

		Washington, DC

		D. Martin, M. Russell,
L. Beseler, D. Polly, M. Kyle, 

L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak

		N/A

		



		June 28-29, 2017

		Foundation Board of Directors Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		M. Russell, P. Babjak, 
Foundation BOD members

		N/A

		



		July 6-7, 2017

		Nominating Committee Planning Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		L. Beseler, P. Babjak

		N/A

		Covered by NC



		July 9-12, 2017

		School Nutrition Association Conference 

		Atlanta, GA

		D. Martin

		

		



		July 19-21, 2017

		Board Retreat

		Austin, TX

		BOD Members

		

		



		July 16, 2017

		Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium

		Fort Lauderdale, FL

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		August 4-7, 2017

		American Association of Diabetes Educators Annual Meeting

		Indianapolis, IN

		TBD

		

		



		September 14-15, 2017

		Board of Directors Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		BOD Members

		

		



		September 15-16, 2017

		ASMBS 4rd Annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit

		Chicago, IL

		L. Beseler

		

		Costs covered by Organizer



		October 20-21, 2017

		HOD Fall Meeting

		Chicago, IL

		BOD Members 

		

		



		October 21-24, 2017

		Food and Nutrition Conference and Expo

		Chicago, IL

		BOD Members

		

		



		November 9-10, 2017

		Nominating Committee Selections Meeting

		Rosemont, IL

		P. Babjak


L. Beseler 

		

		Covered by NC



		January 19, 2018


11:00am – 1:00pm CT

		Board Business Webinar Meeting

		

		BOD Members

		

		N/A



		January 26-28, 2018

		HLT Winter Retreat

		Chicago, IL

		HLT Members

		

		



		April 18-20, 2018

		Idaho Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

		Sun Valley, ID

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate



		June 6-9, 2018

		Dietitians of Canada

		Vancouver, BC

		M. Russell, P. Babjak

		

		Hotel and registration covered by DC



		May 3, 2018

		California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

		Pomona, CA

		D. Martin

		

		Costs covered by Affiliate
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One (1) year appointment as President-elect

 

Meetings

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staff resource

 

Foundation Board of Directors Conference Call (Audit)

 

Tuesday, May 16, 2017 

 -     1:00 pm – 2:00 pm CT

 

Foundation Board of Directors meeting, Chicago, IL

 

Wednesday, June 28, 2017 

 -     Group Dinner

 

Thursday, June 29, 2017

 

Foundation Board of Directors Conference Call
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Wednesday, September 6, 2017 

 -     1:00 pm – 4:00 pm CT

 

Foundation Board of Directors Conference Call

 

Wednesday, December 6, 2017 

 -     1:00 pm – 4:00 pm CT

 

Foundation Board of Directors Meeting, TBD

 

Tuesday, March 6, 2018 

 -     Group Dinner

 

Wednesday, March 7, 2018

 

Foundation Board of Directors Budget Conference Call

 

Wednesday, May 16, 2018

 

-          10:00 am – 11:00 am CT

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Foundation staff

 

 

Susie Burns 

 312/899-4752 

 sburns@eatright.org

 

 

Finance and Audit Committee

 

Length of appointment

 

One (1) year appointment as President-elect

 

Number of meetings

 

Face-to face 

Webinar

 

Teleconferences
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One at FNCE

 

One Webinar,  April 25 and 26, 2017   –   Two-four hour days

 

Ten (10) teleconferences held on the last Tuesday of each month at 1:00 – 2:30 pm CT

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Finance &Administration staff

 

 

Staff resource

 

Paul Mifsud 

 312/899-4730 

 pmifsud@eatright.org

 

 

 

Committee for Lifelong Learning 

Length of appointment

 

One (1) year appointment as ex-officio member

 

Number of meetings

 

Face-to-face

 

 

 

Teleconferences

 

 

Two (2) meetings (October 21 breakfast meeting during 2017 FNCE and the second scheduled for

January 24-26, 2018 in Chicago)

 

 

Six (6) teleconferences per year, one hour in duration

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Lifelong Learning staff
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Staff resource

 

Diane Enos and Lori Granich

 

312/899-4837  and  312/899-4895

 
denos@eatright.org   and    lgranich@eatright.org 

  

Legislative and Public Policy Committee (LPPC)

 

Length of appointment

 

One (1) year appointment as ex-officio member

 

Number of meetings

 

Face-to-face

 

 

Teleconferences

 

 

One (1) strategic joint meeting of LPPC and ANDPAC in Spring 2018)

 

Ten (10) teleconferences held on the fourth Friday of each month

 

Detailed information will be provided by the Policy Initiatives and Advocacy staff

 

 

Staff resource

 

Jeanne Blankenship 

 312-899-1730

 
jblankenship@eatright.org

 

 

The President-elect’s role on committees varies in participation.  Your role for instance on the

Committee for Lifelong Learning is not to review FNCE session proposals, but rather to provide an

overview of the Academy’s strategic direction to guide the committee in its decision-making. Staff

supporting each of the boards/committees will be sending you orientation materials and more
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details.  

 

You will be asked to present at Affiliate, DPG and MIG meetings.  Affiliate, DPG and MIG

invitations are discussed on the 4Ps calls. Please e-mail the 3Ps (Donna, Lucille, Pat) and Joan

Schwaba (jschwaba@eatright.org) which invitations you accept, their dates and locations so we

can develop a calendar of events.  A copy of the current Presidents’ Calendar is attached.  The

calendar is a standing agenda item for each 4Ps meeting.  Representation at other organizational

meetings should be discussed with me and the 3Ps to track these and to avoid representation

duplication; for example, the Chief Science Officer attends the annual Experimental Biology

meeting but you may also receive an invite. Attached are the Representation at Meetings policies

which provide information on Academy representation at Affiliate, DPG and MIG meetings and at

other organizations. The next 4Ps agenda includes discussion of representation at internal and

external organizational meetings. Lucille and Donna will provide feedback on which meetings

provide an ROI. 

 

 

To make your travel arrangements for these meetings, you are encouraged to use ATC Travel

Management www.atcmeetings.com/Academy and enter the GL Code 1032430.

 

 

While serving on the Board in one of the three presidential positions, you are entitled to the

following:

 

·         Monthly Stipend

 

·         Academy American Express Card 

 

·         Academy Business Cards 

 

Monthly Stipend 

 As President-elect, you will receive a $750 monthly stipend.  This stipend is intended to help

cover any incidental expenses that you may incur as President-elect and will increase to $2,500 in

June, 2018 to cover expenses during your year as President. As Immediate Past President, the

stipend decreases back to $750. You will receive your first stipend in June, 2017.  It will be directly

deposited into your bank account the first week of every month and you will receive an email the

day prior notifying you of the deposit. No paperwork is required for use of the stipend. In addition

to the stipend you will be reimbursed for all expenses incurred on behalf of and approved by the

Academy.

 

 

American Express Card 

 As President-elect, you are offered an American Express card to use during your three-year
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tenure on the Board.  The primary benefit of providing this card is to give you another line of credit

to use for the expenses you will incur during your tenure.  The Academy pays the credit card fee,

however, you will be responsible for paying any expenses incurred on the card that are personal. 

Any reimbursable expenses would require you to submit to the Academy an expense

reimbursement form.  The Academy will reimburse you either by check or direct deposit, so please

let us know which method you prefer.  If you are not currently set up for direct deposit and would

like to be, please contact Joan (jschwaba@eatright.org or 312-899-4798) and she will work with

the Accounting Services Team to begin the process.

 

Please let me know if you want a card, and we will fill out the information and mail it to you for your

signature.

 

 

Business Cards 

 As President-elect you receive Academy business and note cards for your use when representing

the Academy. 

 

 

I look forward to working with you and I will make sure we schedule some “alone time” for any

questions you may have.  As always, please contact me anytime!

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1822. Re: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 18:18:11

Subject: Re: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

Attachment: image001.png

Sounds good to me on dinner bill. 
 

 I have just a left a meeting that Gus attended.  He is a delightful sincere person.  
 

He will though need an thorough orientation not only about the Foundation but also the Academy

since he meets with many of our partners.  I think he is learning about reach here in DC but more

is needed. 
 

I am not quite sure if he knows  the difference between the two. Partners have shared with me that

he indicates he and Kevin are on the BOD together.  He also is not aware of our committee

structure and process.  Consequently he might ask for our support not realIzing he could

negatively impact our work and our members. 
 

Today at the meeting some examples are: 
 

-He made reference to the whole group to our President elect- Donna White.  I did not correct him

but another member did. 
 

-He called us the Academy of Food and Nutrition 
 

-Told an attendee that he met with my boss at dinner this week.  I know Pat is very flexible but I do

not think she can be in two places at once. 
 

He was at the Summit but only for the last two hours of the last day so he did not learn about us

and I am not sure he read the materials based on his comments 
 

I have suggested to him respectfully that he might want to hire a RDN at Wholesome Wave who

has worked in the profession to help identify mutual opportunities. 
 

Maybe a mentor with an experienced Academy might also help. 
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MP 
 

PS wholesome wave is having their fundraiser with featured chefs.  A table is $50,000.  Should I

get two??  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 2, 2017, at 5:27 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Donna, 

 

We are happy to pick up the cost of the meals and think the orientation for Gus prior to the

Foundation Board meeting is a great idea. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 3:30 PM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;
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Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

 

 

Thanks!  I think it was a good investment.  I am so glad you had already thought of doing this.  He

is charming, but needs guidance, especially since you all don't meet real often.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak; Lucille Beseler; Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Cc: Susan Burns 

 Subject: RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher 

 

I think a “special” orientation for Gus is a great idea.  Susie and I were already brainstorming about

this very concept before she went on vacation.  I will circle back with her and we will get something

on the calendar.  We have done this in the past with other public members so it is certainly in line

with our existing protocols.  There is a lot for them to absorb so any chance to work one-on-one

and make their experience that much more effective for all of us is a good thing.  

 

I am always in favor of having Mary Pat pay for dinners J.  I’m certain it was an excellent use of

resources and I thank you all for spending some quality time with our new board member and his

spouse.  They are both prospects so I consider it important cultivation work!
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MB

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 12:37 PM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

 

 

Mary Beth and Pat,  Lucille and I spent an evening with Gus Schumacher in DC, on Sunday night,

to give him a little heads up about the Foundation and also to talk to him about getting his help

with SNAP Ed.   We were worried that his asking for money for Wholesome Wave might take

money from SNAP Ed. 

 

 

What I wanted to talk to you about was his role on the Foundation Board.  I would like to suggest

that we bring him in a day early before the Foundation meeting in June to give him a short

orientation to the Foundation.  If we don't, he will be trying to talk about things that will drag the

meeting down and make it not productive.  He has lots of ideas and lots of contacts, but he does

not really understand what his role is and what the foundation does.  He would be open to coming

early or at least doing a phone call orientation with you all.  Lucille, Mary Pat, Jenn, Camille and I

met him and his wife for dinner and we had a great meeting with him and I think we will be able to

work with him on some great projects.  He has so many contacts for us on the hill.  Lucille and I

told Mary Pat to pay for all of our dinners, as it was so worth it, because of the work we

accomplished at dinner. Hope that was OK?  If not, I am happy to pay for their meals.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 12:24 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Orientation 

 

Hi Donna, 

 

 

I hope you had safe travels and got to sleep in a little this morning. 

 

 

Just wanted to make sure I followed up with our idea for Gus and Mary Beth to have an orientation

before our board meeting in Chicago. I believe we have one additional new Foundation board

member who might also appreciate an informal orientation before starting their term. I was

surprise to learn we have taken this out of our onboarding process! 

 

 

I would be very interested/available in joining Gus on these days and have sent a note to him to

make sure he leaves flexibility in his schedule should we be able to make it happen. 

 

 

Talked to Kelly Miterko this morning and she says hi! 

 

 

Safe travels during this busy time! Let me know when you are in DC! 

 

 

Camille 

 

 

Camille Range, MPH, RDN 

 

 

Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board

 

 

2015-2017 Diversity Leader
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

Cell:(630) 248-9080
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1823. RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mary

Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 17:30:48

Subject: RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

Attachment: image001.png

Donna, 

 

We are happy to pick up the cost of the meals and think the orientation for Gus prior to the

Foundation Board meeting is a great idea. 

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 3:30 PM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

 

 

Thanks!  I think it was a good investment.  I am so glad you had already thought of doing this.  He

is charming, but needs guidance, especially since you all don't meet real often.  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak; Lucille Beseler; Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Cc: Susan Burns 

 Subject: RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher 

 

I think a “special” orientation for Gus is a great idea.  Susie and I were already brainstorming about

this very concept before she went on vacation.  I will circle back with her and we will get something

on the calendar.  We have done this in the past with other public members so it is certainly in line

with our existing protocols.  There is a lot for them to absorb so any chance to work one-on-one

and make their experience that much more effective for all of us is a good thing.  

 

I am always in favor of having Mary Pat pay for dinners J.  I’m certain it was an excellent use of

resources and I thank you all for spending some quality time with our new board member and his

spouse.  They are both prospects so I consider it important cultivation work!

 

 

MB

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 12:37 PM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Orientation for Gus Schumacher
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Mary Beth and Pat,  Lucille and I spent an evening with Gus Schumacher in DC, on Sunday night,

to give him a little heads up about the Foundation and also to talk to him about getting his help

with SNAP Ed.   We were worried that his asking for money for Wholesome Wave might take

money from SNAP Ed. 

 

 

What I wanted to talk to you about was his role on the Foundation Board.  I would like to suggest

that we bring him in a day early before the Foundation meeting in June to give him a short

orientation to the Foundation.  If we don't, he will be trying to talk about things that will drag the

meeting down and make it not productive.  He has lots of ideas and lots of contacts, but he does

not really understand what his role is and what the foundation does.  He would be open to coming

early or at least doing a phone call orientation with you all.  Lucille, Mary Pat, Jenn, Camille and I

met him and his wife for dinner and we had a great meeting with him and I think we will be able to

work with him on some great projects.  He has so many contacts for us on the hill.  Lucille and I

told Mary Pat to pay for all of our dinners, as it was so worth it, because of the work we

accomplished at dinner. Hope that was OK?  If not, I am happy to pay for their meals.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 12:24 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Orientation 

 

Hi Donna, 
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I hope you had safe travels and got to sleep in a little this morning. 

 

 

Just wanted to make sure I followed up with our idea for Gus and Mary Beth to have an orientation

before our board meeting in Chicago. I believe we have one additional new Foundation board

member who might also appreciate an informal orientation before starting their term. I was

surprise to learn we have taken this out of our onboarding process! 

 

 

I would be very interested/available in joining Gus on these days and have sent a note to him to

make sure he leaves flexibility in his schedule should we be able to make it happen. 

 

 

Talked to Kelly Miterko this morning and she says hi! 

 

 

Safe travels during this busy time! Let me know when you are in DC! 

 

 

Camille 

 

 

Camille Range, MPH, RDN 

 

 

Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board

 

 

2015-2017 Diversity Leader

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

Cell:(630) 248-9080
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1824. Automatic reply: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 16:30:03

Subject: Automatic reply: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

Attachment:

Hi.  I am sorry I missed you.  I will be out of the office on vacation April 26th through May 2nd and

will not have access to email.  I will respond to your email when I return.  If you need immediate

assistance, please contact Martha Ontiveros at montiveros@eatright.org.  Thanks and have a

great day!  
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1825. Re: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 16:29:55

Subject: Re: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

Attachment:

Thanks!  I think it was a good investment.  I am so glad you had already thought of doing this.  He

is charming, but needs guidance, especially since you all don't meet real often.  

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 4:24 PM  

To: Donna Martin; Patricia Babjak; Lucille Beseler; Mary Pat Raimondi  

Cc: Susan Burns  

Subject: RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher 

 

I think a “special” orientation for Gus is a great idea.  Susie and I were already brainstorming about

this very concept before she went on vacation.  I will circle back with her and we will get something

on the calendar.  We have done this in the past with other public members so it is certainly in line

with our existing protocols.  There is a lot for them to absorb so any chance to work one-on-one

and make their experience that much more effective for all of us is a good thing.  
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I am always in favor of having Mary Pat pay for dinners J.  I’m certain it was an excellent use of

resources and I thank you all for spending some quality time with our new board member and his

spouse.  They are both prospects so I consider it important cultivation work!

 

 

MB

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 12:37 PM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

 

 

Mary Beth and Pat,  Lucille and I spent an evening with Gus Schumacher in DC, on Sunday night,

to give him a little heads up about the Foundation and also to talk to him about getting his help

with SNAP Ed.   We were worried that his asking for money for Wholesome Wave might take

money from SNAP Ed. 

 

 

What I wanted to talk to you about was his role on the Foundation Board.  I would like to suggest

that we bring him in a day early before the Foundation meeting in June to give him a short

orientation to the Foundation.  If we don't, he will be trying to talk about things that will drag the

meeting down and make it not productive.  He has lots of ideas and lots of contacts, but he does

not really understand what his role is and what the foundation does.  He would be open to coming

early or at least doing a phone call orientation with you all.  Lucille, Mary Pat, Jenn, Camille and I

met him and his wife for dinner and we had a great meeting with him and I think we will be able to

work with him on some great projects.  He has so many contacts for us on the hill.  Lucille and I

told Mary Pat to pay for all of our dinners, as it was so worth it, because of the work we

accomplished at dinner. Hope that was OK?  If not, I am happy to pay for their meals.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 12:24 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Orientation 

 

Hi Donna, 

 

 

I hope you had safe travels and got to sleep in a little this morning. 

 

 

Just wanted to make sure I followed up with our idea for Gus and Mary Beth to have an orientation

before our board meeting in Chicago. I believe we have one additional new Foundation board

member who might also appreciate an informal orientation before starting their term. I was

surprise to learn we have taken this out of our onboarding process! 

 

 

I would be very interested/available in joining Gus on these days and have sent a note to him to

make sure he leaves flexibility in his schedule should we be able to make it happen. 

 

 

Talked to Kelly Miterko this morning and she says hi! 

 

 

Safe travels during this busy time! Let me know when you are in DC! 

 

 

Camille 

 

 

Camille Range, MPH, RDN 

 

 

Director
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board

 

 

2015-2017 Diversity Leader

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

Cell:(630) 248-9080
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1826. RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

From: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 16:28:05

Subject: RE: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

Attachment:

I think a “special” orientation for Gus is a great idea.  Susie and I were already brainstorming about

this very concept before she went on vacation.  I will circle back with her and we will get something

on the calendar.  We have done this in the past with other public members so it is certainly in line

with our existing protocols.  There is a lot for them to absorb so any chance to work one-on-one

and make their experience that much more effective for all of us is a good thing.  

 

I am always in favor of having Mary Pat pay for dinners J.  I’m certain it was an excellent use of

resources and I thank you all for spending some quality time with our new board member and his

spouse.  They are both prospects so I consider it important cultivation work!

 

 

MB

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 12:37 PM 

 To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

 

 

Mary Beth and Pat,  Lucille and I spent an evening with Gus Schumacher in DC, on Sunday night,

to give him a little heads up about the Foundation and also to talk to him about getting his help

with SNAP Ed.   We were worried that his asking for money for Wholesome Wave might take

money from SNAP Ed. 

 

 

What I wanted to talk to you about was his role on the Foundation Board.  I would like to suggest

that we bring him in a day early before the Foundation meeting in June to give him a short

orientation to the Foundation.  If we don't, he will be trying to talk about things that will drag the

meeting down and make it not productive.  He has lots of ideas and lots of contacts, but he does
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not really understand what his role is and what the foundation does.  He would be open to coming

early or at least doing a phone call orientation with you all.  Lucille, Mary Pat, Jenn, Camille and I

met him and his wife for dinner and we had a great meeting with him and I think we will be able to

work with him on some great projects.  He has so many contacts for us on the hill.  Lucille and I

told Mary Pat to pay for all of our dinners, as it was so worth it, because of the work we

accomplished at dinner. Hope that was OK?  If not, I am happy to pay for their meals.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 12:24 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Orientation 

 

Hi Donna, 

 

 

I hope you had safe travels and got to sleep in a little this morning. 

 

 

Just wanted to make sure I followed up with our idea for Gus and Mary Beth to have an orientation

before our board meeting in Chicago. I believe we have one additional new Foundation board

member who might also appreciate an informal orientation before starting their term. I was

surprise to learn we have taken this out of our onboarding process! 

 

 

I would be very interested/available in joining Gus on these days and have sent a note to him to

make sure he leaves flexibility in his schedule should we be able to make it happen. 
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Talked to Kelly Miterko this morning and she says hi! 

 

 

Safe travels during this busy time! Let me know when you are in DC! 

 

 

Camille 

 

 

Camille Range, MPH, RDN 

 

 

Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board

 

 

2015-2017 Diversity Leader

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

 

Cell:(630) 248-9080
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1827. Re: Clarification

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 16:21:05

Subject: Re: Clarification

Attachment: image001.png
image001.png

Hopefully she will answer my email.  I cannot help if she does not talk to me.  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On May 2, 2017, at 4:16 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I think she thinks you made some disparaging remarks to someone about her inexperience or

something.  She saw an email you wrote to someone.  She is inexperienced, so I am not sure

what she was upset about.  I think she thinks you are keeping her from getting a job.  These

millennials think they should not have to take an entry level job.   All I know.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 1:55 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: Clarification 

 

FYI…I learned early in my career to be open and clear the air.  J

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 11:13 AM 

 To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Subject: Clarification

 

 

Pat mentioned to me you were concerned about something I might have said about your job

seeking.  I told her I had not heard anything from you.

 

 

I was hoping to talk with in-person but that did not happen.  Can you share what this is about? 

Always better to clear up these type of issues.

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1828. Re: Clarification

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 16:19:41

Subject: Re: Clarification

Attachment: image001.png

I think she thinks you made some disparaging remarks to someone about her inexperience or

something.  She saw an email you wrote to someone.  She is inexperienced, so I am not sure

what she was upset about.  I think she thinks you are keeping her from getting a job.  These

millennials think they should not have to take an entry level job.   All I know.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 1:55 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: FW: Clarification 

 

FYI…I learned early in my career to be open and clear the air.  J

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 11:13 AM 

 To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Subject: Clarification
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Pat mentioned to me you were concerned about something I might have said about your job

seeking.  I told her I had not heard anything from you.

 

 

I was hoping to talk with in-person but that did not happen.  Can you share what this is about? 

Always better to clear up these type of issues.

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1829. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 16:08:15

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

May 2, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Academy’s Third Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill a Success! 

Continuing Resolution/Omnibus Update 

Centennial Resolution 

Clinical Care Commission Act Passes Key Committee 

USDA Maintains Current Nutrition Standards in School Meals, Moves to Allow Flavored Low-

Fat Milk 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 2 for PPCs and PALs 

Action Alert Update – Reports Posted to COI! 

ANDPAC Supports Oregon Academy Members Attending Local Event  

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates Set PPCs and PALs – Register Today! 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Academy’s Third Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill a Success! 

 Over 20 Academy members visited with key members of Congress to discuss the clinical-

effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of medical nutrition therapy and other nutrition services that

improve health care outcomes and reduce federal spending. Teams met with health legislative

assistants for Senators: Sen. Sherrod Brown (Ohio), Bill Cassidy (La.), Ben Cardin (Md.), Dean

Heller (Nev.), Johnny Isakson (Ga.), Rob Portman (Ohio), John Thun (S.D.) and Ron Wyden

(Ore.). Teams also met with health legislative assistants for Representatives Marsha Blackburn

(Tenn.-7), Diane Black (Tenn.-6), Kathy Castor (Fla.-14), Chris Collins (N.Y.-27), Diana DeGette

(Colo.-1), Gus Bilirakis (Fla.-12), Anna Eshoo (Calif.-18), Brett Guthrie (Ky.-2), Lynn Jenkins

(Kan.-2), Joe Kennedy (Mass.-4), Leonard Lance (N.J.-7), Ben Lujan (N.M.-3), Doris Matsui

(Calif.-6), Peter Roskam (Ill.-6), John Sarbanes (Md.-3), Janice Schakowsky (Ill.-9), Kurt Schrader

(Ore.-5), John Shimkus (Ill.-15), Patrick Tiberi (Ohio-12) and Fred Upton (Mich.-6).

 

Continuing Resolution/Omnibus Update 

 On April 28th, the House and Senate passed a one-week extension of the current Continuing

Resolution (CR), thus maintaining FY 2017 funding at the existing levels for one more week while

they try to come to a final funding agreement for FY 2017.
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We will continue to closely monitor the situation. Our priority is to not have any cuts to key nutrition

programs as part of any final funding agreement for FY 2017, and we will watch closely for that.

The Academy submitted letters of support of nutrition programs and services in both the

Departments of Health and Human Services and Agriculture. The Academy continues to work with

Appropriations Committees and House and Senate leadership to assure they understand the

value of nutrition programs.

 

Centennial Resolution 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the Congressional Resolution Commemorating the

Academy’s Centennial has gained new cosponsors in the Senate! We are pleased to announce

that Senators Ben Cardin (Md.), Bob Casey (Pa.) and Bill Cassidy (La.) have co-sponsored the

Resolution, and our Congressional champions appreciate the work of our members in reaching out

to Congress! Please take a moment to ask your Member of Congress to join in celebrating the

Academy’s Centennial by co-sponsoring the Congressional Resolution.

 

Clinical Care Commission Act Passes Key Committee 

 Great news! On April 26th, the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee

voted to approve the National Clinical Care Commission Act (S. 904/H.R. 309). This bill has been

an Academy legislative priority for the past 3 Congressional sessions, and works to ensure that

federal programs provide the most efficient and effective care for people with diabetes and related

diseases. During the hearing, Senator Collins’ introduced a letter of support from the Academy

and its’ partners in the Diabetes Advocacy Alliance, and urged swift passage of this bill to help

people with diabetes. Stay tuned for updates on this important bill as it moves one step closer to

passage!

 

USDA Maintains Current Nutrition Standards in School Meals, Moves to Allow Flavored

Low-Fat Milk 

 On Monday, Secretary of Agriculture Perdue provided guidance to school nutrition directors that

sodium and whole grains requirements will stay current for the coming 2017-18 year. Any

additional changes will be addressed through the regulatory process, which will be available for

public comment. To address decreasing milk consumption and meeting the needs of calcium, a

new interim rule will be promulgated and open for public comment which is expected to allow low-

fat flavored milk. USDA also noted that they supports technical support to help address specific

issues related to whole grains, sodium and dairy in the school meals programs. These issues were

discussed during the debates and negotiations on child nutrition act reauthorization with input from

our member leaders. We continue to support our school nutrition directors who will move forward

serving children nutritious meals.

 

Secretary’s Advisory Committee on National Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Objectives

for Healthy People 2030 This week the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of

Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, subcommittee on Healthy People 2030 discussed a
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1.

2.

report, entitled “Report of the Approaches Subcommittee, Healthy People 2030.” The

subcommittee convened to report presents the Subcommittee’s recommendations for a proposed

approach to Healthy People 2030, a rationale for that approach, and for the initiative’s structure

and content. In June of 2017, APHA + HHS will host a webinar about the development of Healthy

People 2030 and will announce the opening of the public comment period, which will stay open for

several months in Summer-Fall 2017. A variety of stakeholders will be able to make comments

during this time.

 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 2 for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp Session 2: Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW webinar

recording is now available. Click here to listen to the recording. The MP4 recording is also

available on the Public Policy Coordinator community of interest in the PPW topic. The recording

is filed in the PPW Bootcamp 2017 subtopic. 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue to need your assistance to increase

member action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of May 1:

 

Report as of 5/1/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Action Alert Participation Average %

 

ANDPAC Average Participation %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017
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2/21/2017

 

-

 

-

 

Date Closed

 

 

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Days Open

 

55

 

69

 

-

 

-

 

Congress Contacted

 

96.1%

 

99.8%

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

9,360

 

23,269

 

-
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-

 

Members participating

 

3.6%

 

8.2%

 

4.7%

 

1.9%

 

Board of Directors

 

44.4%

 

83.3%

 

56.3%

 

88.9%

 

House of Delegates

 

60.2%

 

73.1%

 

58.3%

 

66.7%

 

 

 

 

 

 

Affiliate Positions 
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Affiliate Presidents 

44.2%

 

71.2%

 

52.9%

 

38.5%

 

Affiliate President-elects

 

56.9%

 

68.6%

 

47.8%

 

27.5%

 

Affiliate Past Presidents

 

36.5%

 

53.8%

 

38.7%

 

19.2%

 

PPC

 

85.5%

 

92.7%

 

72.7%

 

56.4%
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SPR

 

72.0%

 

72.0%

 

58.8%

 

34.0%

 

SRS

 

66.0%

 

70.2%

 

51.3%

 

31.9%

 

RR

 

75.5%

 

85.7%

 

61.2%

 

34.7%

 

CPC

 

55.3%

 

68.1%

 

48.9%

 

29.8%

 

DPG Positions
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DPG Chair

 

46.2%

 

61.5%

 

44.7%

 

46.2%

 

DPG Chair-Elect

 

46.2%

 

61.5%

 

39.9%

 

38.5%

 

DPG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

33.3%

 

27.1%

 

20.8%

 

DPG PAL

 

100.0%

 

108.3%

 

70.8%
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79.2%

 

DPG RR

 

70.0%

 

60.0%

 

56.3%

 

50.0%

 

Secretary

 

24.0%

 

56.0%

 

32.0%

 

32.0%

 

Treasurer

 

42.3%

 

57.7%

 

35.1%

 

34.6%

 

MIG Positions

 

 

 

 

 

MIG Chair
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25.0%

 

25.0%

 

12.5%

 

25.0%

 

MIG Chair-Elect

 

25.0%

 

25.0%

 

21.9%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

9.4%

 

25.0%

 

MIG PAL

 

50.0%

 

75.0%

 

59.4%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Secretary

 

0.0%
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0.0%

 

3.1%

 

0.0%

 

MIG Treasurer

 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

34.4%

 

0.0%

 
 
The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts is
posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in
the Participation topic on the community of interest.

 

The Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of members

posted in the 2017 April subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy

Coordinator COI. We will continue to provide this type of information for affiliate presidents and

PPCs to use, but ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for

public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage members to

send letters to Congress.

 

ANDPAC Supports Oregon Academy Members Attending Local Event 

Academy members Jeri Finn, MS, RDN, LD; Whitney Ellersick, MS, RD; Amy Allen, MPH, RD;

Ansley Hill, RDN; Shannon Stember, RDN, LD; Sonja Connor, MS, RDN, LD, FAND; and Nancy

Becker, MS, RDN, LD, FAND attended the 30th Anniversary of Oregon Women’s Investment

Network Political Action Committee Luncheon. Rep. Earl Blumenauer (Ore.-3) called on

participants to get involved and help build a citizen network. Guest Speaker Rep. Stephanie

Murphy (Fla.-7) shared her inspirational story of becoming the first Vietnamese-American woman

elected to the U. S. Congress. Rep. Murphy said “Own your story. Find your voice.” When asked

how participants could best support her work, she answered “money, minds and word of mouth.”

The Oregon Academy members had the opportunity to speak with Rep. Blumenauer and thank

him for his support for Academy issues.

 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates for PPCs and PALs 

 Below you will find the dates for the three PPW Boot Camp webinars for Affiliate PPCs and

DPG/MIG PALs. Specific registration information will be sent next week. Participants will receive 1
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CPEU for each session. All webinars will be recorded. The PPCs and the PALs are required to

participate in the boot camp sessions or view the recording.

 

PPW 2017  

PPCs and PALs Training Dates

 

PPW Boot Camp Topics

 

Wednesday, April 19

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

Wednesday, April 26

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

Wednesday, May 3

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

  

All webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest

the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic folder. Additional information

will be available next week.
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PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!
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Register Here

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 3 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1830. RE: Advocacy Day

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 15:56:43

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Glad you are back safe.  We are going to adjust our pitch and ask -- lots of good ideas have been

generated.  It was helpful to have you both here.  Hope you can catch up!

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Lucille Beseler [mailto:lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 3:50 PM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Hi Jeanne

Thanks for your note. Got in late last night and at my desk 8am trying to fund my volunteer life!

Thanks for the hospitality of your staff and facilitating our appointments. I Meeting were good not

sure if we had a big impact based on what is going on now. Hope to spend more time next visit.

Thanks, Lucille

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida President Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics 2016-

2017 Office # 954-360-7883 Sent from my iPhone 

 

 

> On May 2, 2017, at 8:28 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Lucille and Donna,

>

> Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

>

> Jeanne
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1831. Re: Advocacy Day

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 15:53:21

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Hi Jeanne

Thanks for your note. Got in late last night and at my desk 8am trying to fund my volunteer life!

Thanks for the hospitality of your staff and facilitating our appointments. I Meeting were good not

sure if we had a big impact based on what is going on now. Hope to spend more time next visit.

Thanks, Lucille

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida

President Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics 2016-2017

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone 

 

 

> On May 2, 2017, at 8:28 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Lucille and Donna,

>

> Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

>

> Jeanne
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1832. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 15:46:32

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 

May 2, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Academy’s Third Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill a Success! 

Continuing Resolution/Omnibus Update 

Centennial Resolution 

Clinical Care Commission Act Passes Key Committee 

USDA Maintains Current Nutrition Standards in School Meals, Moves to Allow Flavored Low-

Fat Milk 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 2 for PPCs and PALs 

Action Alert Update – Reports Posted to COI! 

ANDPAC Supports Oregon Academy Members Attending Local Event  

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates Set PPCs and PALs – Register Today! 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Academy’s Third Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill a Success! 

 Over 20 Academy members visited with key members of Congress to discuss the clinical-

effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of medical nutrition therapy and other nutrition services that

improve health care outcomes and reduce federal spending. Teams met with health legislative

assistants for Senators: Sen. Sherrod Brown (Ohio), Bill Cassidy (La.), Ben Cardin (Md.), Dean

Heller (Nev.), Johnny Isakson (Ga.), Rob Portman (Ohio), John Thun (S.D.) and Ron Wyden

(Ore.).  Teams also met with health legislative assistants for Representatives Marsha Blackburn

(Tenn.-7), Diane Black (Tenn.-6), Kathy Castor (Fla.-14), Chris Collins (N.Y.-27), Diana DeGette

(Colo.-1), Gus Bilirakis (Fla.-12), Anna Eshoo (Calif.-18), Brett Guthrie (Ky.-2), Lynn Jenkins

(Kan.-2), Joe Kennedy (Mass.-4), Leonard Lance (N.J.-7), Ben Lujan (N.M.-3), Doris Matsui

(Calif.-6), Peter Roskam (Ill.-6), John Sarbanes (Md.-3), Janice Schakowsky (Ill.-9), Kurt Schrader

(Ore.-5), John Shimkus (Ill.-15), Patrick Tiberi (Ohio-12) and Fred Upton (Mich.-6).

 

Continuing Resolution/Omnibus Update 

 On April 28th, the House and Senate passed a one-week extension of the current Continuing

Resolution (CR), thus maintaining FY 2017 funding at the existing levels for one more week while

they try to come to a final funding agreement for FY 2017.
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We will continue to closely monitor the situation. Our priority is to not have any cuts to key nutrition

programs as part of any final funding agreement for FY 2017, and we will watch closely for that.

The Academy submitted letters of support of nutrition programs and services in both the

Departments of Health and Human Services and Agriculture. The Academy continues to work with

Appropriations Committees and House and Senate leadership to assure they understand the

value of nutrition programs.

 

Centennial Resolution 

 Thanks to the outreach of Academy members, the Congressional Resolution Commemorating the

Academy’s Centennial has gained new cosponsors in the Senate! We are pleased to announce

that Senators Ben Cardin (Md.), Bob Casey (Pa.) and Bill Cassidy (La.) have co-sponsored the

Resolution, and our Congressional champions appreciate the work of our members in reaching out

to Congress! Please take a moment to ask your Member of Congress to join in celebrating the

Academy’s Centennial by co-sponsoring the Congressional Resolution.

 

Clinical Care Commission Act Passes Key Committee 

 Great news! On April 26th, the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee

voted to approve the National Clinical Care Commission Act (S. 904/H.R. 309). This bill has been

an Academy legislative priority for the past 3 Congressional sessions, and works to ensure that

federal programs provide the most efficient and effective care for people with diabetes and related

diseases. During the hearing, Senator Collins’ introduced a letter of support from the Academy

and its’ partners in the Diabetes Advocacy Alliance, and urged swift passage of this bill to help

people with diabetes. Stay tuned for updates on this important bill as it moves one step closer to

passage!

 

USDA Maintains Current Nutrition Standards in School Meals, Moves to Allow Flavored

Low-Fat Milk 

 On Monday, Secretary of Agriculture Perdue provided guidance to school nutrition directors that

sodium and whole grains requirements will stay current for the coming 2017-18 year. Any

additional changes will be addressed through the regulatory process, which will be available for

public comment. To address decreasing milk consumption and meeting the needs of calcium, a

new interim rule will be promulgated and open for public comment which is expected to allow low-

fat flavored milk. USDA also noted that they supports technical support to help address specific

issues related to whole grains, sodium and dairy in the school meals programs. These issues were

discussed during the debates and negotiations on child nutrition act reauthorization with input from

our member leaders. We continue to support our school nutrition directors who will move forward

serving children nutritious meals.

 

Secretary’s Advisory Committee on National Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Objectives

for Healthy People 2030 This week the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of

Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, subcommittee on Healthy People 2030 discussed a
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report, entitled “Report of the Approaches Subcommittee, Healthy People 2030.” The

subcommittee convened to report presents the Subcommittee’s recommendations for a proposed

approach to Healthy People 2030, a rationale for that approach, and for the initiative’s structure

and content. In June of 2017, APHA + HHS will host a webinar about the development of Healthy

People 2030 and will announce the opening of the public comment period, which will stay open for

several months in Summer-Fall 2017. A variety of stakeholders will be able to make comments

during this time.

 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 2 for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp Session 2: Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW webinar

recording is now available. Click here to listen to the recording.  The MP4 recording is also

available on the Public Policy Coordinator community of interest in the PPW topic.  The recording

is filed in the PPW Bootcamp 2017 subtopic.   

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We continue to need your assistance to increase

member action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.  Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now!  

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of May 1:

 

Report as of 5/1/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Action Alert Participation Average %

 

ANDPAC Average Participation %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017
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2/21/2017

 

-

 

-

 

Date Closed

 

 

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Days Open

 

55

 

69

 

-

 

-

 

Congress Contacted

 

96.1%

 

99.8%

 

-

 

-

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

9,360

 

23,269

 

-
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-

 

Members participating

 

3.6%

 

8.2%

 

4.7%

 

1.9%

 

Board of Directors

 

44.4%

 

83.3%

 

56.3%

 

88.9%

 

House of Delegates

 

60.2%

 

73.1%

 

58.3%

 

66.7%

 

 

 

 

 

 

Affiliate Positions 
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Affiliate Presidents 

44.2%

 

71.2%

 

52.9%

 

38.5%

 

Affiliate President-elects

 

56.9%

 

68.6%

 

47.8%

 

27.5%

 

Affiliate Past Presidents

 

36.5%

 

53.8%

 

38.7%

 

19.2%

 

PPC

 

85.5%

 

92.7%

 

72.7%

 

56.4%
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SPR

 

72.0%

 

72.0%

 

58.8%

 

34.0%

 

SRS

 

66.0%

 

70.2%

 

51.3%

 

31.9%

 

RR

 

75.5%

 

85.7%

 

61.2%

 

34.7%

 

CPC

 

55.3%

 

68.1%

 

48.9%

 

29.8%

 

DPG Positions
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DPG Chair

 

46.2%

 

61.5%

 

44.7%

 

46.2%

 

DPG Chair-Elect

 

46.2%

 

61.5%

 

39.9%

 

38.5%

 

DPG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

33.3%

 

27.1%

 

20.8%

 

DPG PAL

 

100.0%

 

108.3%

 

70.8%
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79.2%

 

DPG RR

 

70.0%

 

60.0%

 

56.3%

 

50.0%

 

Secretary

 

24.0%

 

56.0%

 

32.0%

 

32.0%

 

Treasurer

 

42.3%

 

57.7%

 

35.1%

 

34.6%

 

MIG Positions

 

 

 

 

 

MIG Chair
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25.0%

 

25.0%

 

12.5%

 

25.0%

 

MIG Chair-Elect

 

25.0%

 

25.0%

 

21.9%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Past Chair 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

9.4%

 

25.0%

 

MIG PAL

 

50.0%

 

75.0%

 

59.4%

 

50.0%

 

MIG Secretary

 

0.0%
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0.0%

 

3.1%

 

0.0%

 

MIG Treasurer

 

25.0%

 

50.0%

 

34.4%

 

0.0%

 
 
The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts is
 posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in May 2017 subtopic located in
the Participation topic on the community of interest.

 

The Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of members

posted in the 2017 April subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy

Coordinator COI. We will continue to provide this type of information for affiliate presidents and

PPCs to use, but ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for

public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage members to

send letters to Congress.

 

ANDPAC Supports Oregon Academy Members Attending Local Event 

Academy members Jeri Finn, MS, RDN, LD; Whitney Ellersick, MS, RD; Amy Allen, MPH, RD;

Ansley Hill, RDN; Shannon Stember, RDN, LD; Sonja Connor, MS, RDN, LD, FAND; and Nancy

Becker, MS, RDN, LD, FAND attended the 30th Anniversary of Oregon Women’s Investment

Network Political Action Committee Luncheon. Rep. Earl Blumenauer (Ore.-3) called on

participants to get involved and help build a citizen network. Guest Speaker Rep. Stephanie

Murphy (Fla.-7) shared her inspirational story of becoming the first Vietnamese-American woman

elected to the U. S. Congress. Rep. Murphy said “Own your story. Find your voice.” When asked

how participants could best support her work, she answered “money, minds and word of mouth.” 

The Oregon Academy members had the opportunity to speak with Rep. Blumenauer and thank

him for his support for Academy issues.

 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates for PPCs and PALs 

 Below you will find the dates for the three PPW Boot Camp webinars for Affiliate PPCs and

DPG/MIG PALs. Specific registration information will be sent next week. Participants will receive 1
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CPEU for each session. All webinars will be recorded. The PPCs and the PALs are required to

participate in the boot camp sessions or view the recording.

 

PPW 2017  

PPCs and PALs Training Dates

 

PPW Boot Camp Topics

 

Wednesday, April 19

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

Wednesday, April 26

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

Wednesday, May 3

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

  

All webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest

the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic folder. Additional information

will be available next week.
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PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!
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Register Here

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, May 3 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1833. Re: NOURISH TO FLOURISH: Please try again to join SLACK channel to keep abreast of

Post-Summit Activity/Communications

From: Chip Goodman <chip@e-inteam.com>

To: Duguid, David <David.Duguid@dairy.org>

Cc: 'helene.clark@schwans.com' <helene.clark@schwans.com>,

'susan.loeper@sodexo.com' <susan.loeper@sodexo.com>,

'browe@schoolnutrition.org' <browe@schoolnutrition.org>,

'jennifer.armstrong@perdue.com' <jennifer.armstrong@perdue.com>,

'suzanne_mccarty@cargill.com' <suzanne_mccarty@cargill.com>,

'johnd@driftwooddairy.com' <johnd@driftwooddairy.com>, Hatch, Lisa - DMI

<Lisa.Hatch@dairy.org>, 'caroleerb@jtmfoodgroup.com'

<caroleerb@jtmfoodgroup.com>, 'josequinones@jtmfoodgroup.com'

<josequinones@jtmfoodgroup.com>, 'travismenard@jtmfoodgroup.com'

<travismenard@jtmfoodgroup.com>, Bambacht, Katie

<katie.bambacht@dairy.org>, 'sbrown@rich.com' <sbrown@rich.com>,

'bhfiese@illinois.edu' <bhfiese@illinois.edu>, Lee, Peggy

<Peggy.Lee@dairy.org>, Blake, Mark <Mark.Blake@dairy.org>, Dissinger,

Scott <Scott.Dissinger@dairy.org>, 'lesa.tieszen@genmills.com'

<lesa.tieszen@genmills.com>, 'ltrujillo@bvfoods.com'

<ltrujillo@bvfoods.com>, 'lhatch@strength.org' <lhatch@strength.org>, Kafer,

Karen <karen.kafer@genyouthnow.org>, 'mrosenberger@dallasisd.org'

<mrosenberger@dallasisd.org>, Ellis, Karen <kellis@mmseducation.com>,

Chmielewska, Katherine <Katherine.Chmielewska@dairy.org>,

'afinke@dccentralkitchen.org' <afinke@dccentralkitchen.org>, Leitner, Mark

<Mark.Leitner@dairy.org>, 'jpennington@accutemp.net'

<jpennington@accutemp.net>, Patey, Camellia <camellia.patey@dairy.org>,

'browe@schoolnutrition.org' <browe@schoolnutrition.org>, McCarty, Rusty

<rusty@customed.org>, 'jessica.welty@gorillakids.com'

<jessica.welty@gorillakids.com>, 'samantha.sullivan@gorillakids.com'

<samantha.sullivan@gorillakids.com>, 'clisberner@landolakes.com'

<clisberner@landolakes.com>, Naczi, Rick <rnaczi@milk4u.org>, Szymanski,

Molly <mszymanski@sedairy.org>, Pelzer, Molly

<mpelzer@midwestdairy.com>, St. John, Jaclyn

<jstjohn@idahodairycouncil.org>, 'cweekly@qcusd.org'

<cweekly@qcusd.org>, Plummer, Michelle

<plummer@winnersdrinkmilk.com>, Hawkins, Crista

<chawkins@odncouncil.org>, 'ktwilson369@hotmail.com'

<ktwilson369@hotmail.com>, Young, Shannan

<syoung@DairyCouncilofCA.org>, 'rktaylor@fcps.edu' <rktaylor@fcps.edu>,

'chinesnewell@sd25.org' <chinesnewell@sd25.org>, Konkle, Mike

<konklem@dairymax.org>, Kirchner, Alyson <KirchnerA@dairymax.org>,
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Wedd, June <June.Wedd@drink-milk.com>, 'michelecooper@floridamilk.com'

<michelecooper@floridamilk.com>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>,

'lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk' <lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk>, Toth,

Sharon <sharon@milkmeansmore.org>, Guyer, Anne

<anne@milkmeansmore.org>, 'dcarroll@prairiefarms.com'

<dcarroll@prairiefarms.com>, 'emullins@prairiefarms.com'

<emullins@prairiefarms.com>, 'mwren@prairiefarms.com'

<mwren@prairiefarms.com>, Burnett, Lisa <lburnett@newenglanddairy.com>,

Ryan, Dottie <dottie.ryan@dairy.org>, Thompson, Andrea

<athompson@milk4u.org>, 'mpoling1@greeleyschools.org'

<mpoling1@greeleyschools.org>, 'cecily.upton@foodcorps.org'

<cecily.upton@foodcorps.org>, 'alexelson23@gmail.com'

<alexelson23@gmail.com>, 'browe@schoolnutrition.org'

<browe@schoolnutrition.org>, Green, Randy <rgreen@watsongreenllc.com>,

'janpoppend@gmail.com' <janpoppend@gmail.com>, Jones, Amy -- MWM

Law <ajones@mwmlaw.com>, 'lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk'

<lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk>, 'arainvill@emich.edu'

<arainvill@emich.edu>, 'mvanlieu@pewtrusts.org'

<mvanlieu@pewtrusts.org>, 'diane.punziano@browardschools.com'

<diane.punziano@browardschools.com>, 'rosa@healthyschoolscampaign.org'

<rosa@healthyschoolscampaign.org>, 'jbatten@redgold.com'

<jbatten@redgold.com>, Poague, Amy <apoague@milkpep.org>,

'jmatthews@feedingamerica.org' <jmatthews@feedingamerica.org>,

'nicole.nicoloff@gfs.com' <nicole.nicoloff@gfs.com>,

'tatum@tatumwanco.com' <tatum@tatumwanco.com>,

'angela.manosky@usfoods.com' <angela.manosky@usfoods.com>,

'tbarchak@nea.org' <tbarchak@nea.org>, 'bleyes613@msn.com'

<bleyes613@msn.com>, 'jhewins@frac.org' <jhewins@frac.org>,

'tom.ferris@advancepierre.com' <tom.ferris@advancepierre.com>,

'cfitzsimons@frac.org' <cfitzsimons@frac.org>,

'scott.benne@advancepierre.com' <scott.benne@advancepierre.com>,

'cpodgurski@upstateniagara.com' <cpodgurski@upstateniagara.com>,

'katie.simmons@everpack.com' <katie.simmons@everpack.com>,

'dan@mcifoods.com' <dan@mcifoods.com>, 'chris@mcifoods.com'

<chris@mcifoods.com>, 'ann.pendleton@compass-usa.com'

<ann.pendleton@compass-usa.com>, Mendoza, Linda

<mendoza@eatsmart.org>, 'wesley_delbridge@yahoo.com'

<wesley_delbridge@yahoo.com>, French, Debra <french@eatsmart.org>,

'Jim.zimmer@dominos.com' <Jim.zimmer@dominos.com>,

'sean@goldstarfoods.com' <sean@goldstarfoods.com>, Kadison, Julia --

MilkPEP <jkadison@milkpep.org>, 'PLogan@DiversifiedFoods.com'

<PLogan@DiversifiedFoods.com>, Johnson, Patricia
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<pjohnson@dairycouncilofaz.org>, Anglin, Ryan <ranglin@centurytel.net>,

Marion, Christina Smith <Christina.Marion@dairy.org>, Seefeldt, Connie

<Seefeldtfarms@gmail.com>, Vander Eyk, Arlene <ajstalktime@aol.com>,

'Rhonda@sevenoks.com' <Rhonda@sevenoks.com>, Pierson, Tim

<tim@dairycouncilutnv.com>, 'cainsworth@portionpaccorp.com'

<cainsworth@portionpaccorp.com>, 'dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us'

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, 'freis@kisales.com' <freis@kisales.com>,

'jmurphy@upstateniagara.com' <jmurphy@upstateniagara.com>,

'slemay@isiamerica.com' <slemay@isiamerica.com>, 'jufarris@dallasisd.org'

<jufarris@dallasisd.org>, 'carolyn.broughton@gmail.com'

<carolyn.broughton@gmail.com>, 'kolsenwhisler@gmail.com'

<kolsenwhisler@gmail.com>, 'gabriella.danza@dannon.com'

<gabriella.danza@dannon.com>, Fitzgerald, Erin <Erin.Fitzgerald@dairy.org>,

'mprayor@schools.nyc.gov' <mprayor@schools.nyc.gov>,

'devkennedy@outlook.com' <devkennedy@outlook.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>, Baird,

Sarah <Sarah.Baird@dairy.org>, 'lafowler@cps.edu' <lafowler@cps.edu>,

'campbellm@eths.k12.il.us' <campbellm@eths.k12.il.us>,

'pmsalemi@cps.edu' <pmsalemi@cps.edu>, 'tkdeclemente@cps.edu'

<tkdeclemente@cps.edu>, 'ampolke@cps.edu' <ampolke@cps.edu>,

'klfox1@cps.edu' <klfox1@cps.edu>, 'jonashton@me.com'

<jonashton@me.com>, 'joe.green@npd.com' <joe.green@npd.com>,

Kaliappan, Siva <Siva.Kaliappan@dairy.org>,

'lbenavidez@bostonpublicschools.org'

<lbenavidez@bostonpublicschools.org>, 'dg@chefsbrigaid.com'

<dg@chefsbrigaid.com>, 'richard.hill@sodexo.com'

<richard.hill@sodexo.com>, 'tliquori@schoolfoodfocus.org'

<tliquori@schoolfoodfocus.org>, 'nyahiri.dozier@ocps.net'

<nyahiri.dozier@ocps.net>, 'Lknoll@yahoo.com' <Lknoll@yahoo.com>,

'mford@jjsnack.com' <mford@jjsnack.com>, 'dlc6@case.edu'

<dlc6@case.edu>, 'linda.vaccani@jmsmucker.com'

<linda.vaccani@jmsmucker.com>, 'kristen.kaszeta@wayne.edu'

<kristen.kaszeta@wayne.edu>, Nelson, Lori <lorin@floridamilk.com>,

'egoldstein@schools.nyc.gov' <egoldstein@schools.nyc.gov>,

'dbarrett3@schools.nyc.gov' <dbarrett3@schools.nyc.gov>,
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'sobrien@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org'

<sobrien@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org>, 'timikel.sharpe@lausd.net'

<timikel.sharpe@lausd.net>, 'jason@gorillakids.com'

<jason@gorillakids.com>, 'danielle@gorillakids.com'

<danielle@gorillakids.com>, 'el@eletchinger.com' <el@eletchinger.com>,

'kern@ingeniouscc.com' <kern@ingeniouscc.com>,

'elizabeth.vegas@healthiergeneration.org'

<elizabeth.vegas@healthiergeneration.org>, 'brummelerm@michigan.gov'

<brummelerm@michigan.gov>, 'mckinney-stewart@aramark.com' <mckinney-

stewart@aramark.com>, 'Matt@mbproducts.com' <Matt@mbproducts.com>,

'lakebranchdairy@gmail.com' <lakebranchdairy@gmail.com>, 'calmese-

keziah@aramark.com' <calmese-keziah@aramark.com>, 'rds@cbord.com'

<rds@cbord.com>, 'carol.chong@healthiergeneration.org'

<carol.chong@healthiergeneration.org>, 'jufarris@dallasisd.org'

<jufarris@dallasisd.org>, 'jkleen@oregonfoodbank.org'

<jkleen@oregonfoodbank.org>, 'jeff.jarchow@fosterfarms.com'

<jeff.jarchow@fosterfarms.com>, 'tim.jensen@fosterfarms.com'

<tim.jensen@fosterfarms.com>, Wilford, Laura <lwilford@wmmb.org>,

'Lawanda.Burns@pepsico.com' <Lawanda.Burns@pepsico.com>,

'rgmccoy@k12.wv.us' <rgmccoy@k12.wv.us>, 'pbfleischer@gmail.com'

<pbfleischer@gmail.com>, 'ggallucci@csa-NYC.org' <ggallucci@csa-

NYC.org>, 'mbecker9@schools.nyc.gov' <mbecker9@schools.nyc.gov>,

'young-ralph@aramark.com' <young-ralph@aramark.com>,

'lsantiago@esfoods.com' <lsantiago@esfoods.com>,

'anne.valik@healthiergeneration.org' <anne.valik@healthiergeneration.org>,

'rdeschak@schools.nyc.gov' <rdeschak@schools.nyc.gov>,

'powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com'

<powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com>, 'henner@msu.edu'

<henner@msu.edu>, 'mcoppotelli@archny.org' <mcoppotelli@archny.org>,

Dixon-Mays, Kimberly <Kimberly.dixon-mays@edelman.com>,

'mraimondi@eatright.org' <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

'byron.shefchik@delmonte.com' <byron.shefchik@delmonte.com>, Enslen,

Tracy <tracy.enslen@drink-milk.com>, 'maya.chatburn@cssiculinary.com'

<maya.chatburn@cssiculinary.com>, 'eddie.oliver@governor.virginia.gov'

<eddie.oliver@governor.virginia.gov>, 'Catharine.Kennedy@compass-

usa.com' <Catharine.Kennedy@compass-usa.com>,

'tina.bulle@conagrafoods.com' <tina.bulle@conagrafoods.com>,

'kmsmutch@gmail.com' <kmsmutch@gmail.com>, 'Micheline Herrera'

<mherrera@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org>, Adams, Doug -- Prime Consulting

Group Inc <doug@primeconsulting.biz>, 'adam.collins@mccain.com'

<adam.collins@mccain.com>, 'lg464@cornell.edu' <lg464@cornell.edu>,

'foodandbrandlab@cornell.edu' <foodandbrandlab@cornell.edu>,
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'ddishman@hilanddairy.com' <ddishman@hilanddairy.com>,

'turleymichael@yahoo.com' <turleymichael@yahoo.com>,

'terry.pallister@tetrapak.com' <terry.pallister@tetrapak.com>,

'pfelts@unifiedbrands.net' <pfelts@unifiedbrands.net>,

'savannah.pargas@darigold.com' <savannah.pargas@darigold.com>,

'StudentAmbassador@FUTP60.com' <StudentAmbassador@FUTP60.com>,

'rebecca.heagney@kemps.com' <rebecca.heagney@kemps.com>,

'chris.gretchko@tetrapak.com' <chris.gretchko@tetrapak.com>,

'patrice.puertollano@pgcps.org' <patrice.puertollano@pgcps.org>,

'jmoen@acosta.com' <jmoen@acosta.com>, Jason Jolly <Jason@e-

inteam.com>, Lentsch, Lucas <llentsch@midwestdairy.com>,

'pparham@dadeschools.net' <pparham@dadeschools.net>,

'StudenAmbassador@FUTP60.com' <StudenAmbassador@FUTP60.com>,

'jrowe@esfoods.com' <jrowe@esfoods.com>, 'mbromber@noblenetwork.org'

<mbromber@noblenetwork.org>, Skip Hardie <skip.hardie@gmail.com>,

'kim@thelaughingacademy.com' <kim@thelaughingacademy.com>,

'anogueira@id.iit.edu' <anogueira@id.iit.edu>, 'myan8@id.iit.edu'

<myan8@id.iit.edu>, 'tashakorinia@id.iit.edu' <tashakorinia@id.iit.edu>,

'kbavishi@id.iit.edu' <kbavishi@id.iit.edu>, 'lisa.radecki@id.iit.edu'

<lisa.radecki@id.iit.edu>, Tucker, Kristin

<ktucker@westerndairyassociation.org>, 'busche-kristin@aramark.com'

<busche-kristin@aramark.com>, 'Sejud.Betsy@chi.sysco.com'

<Sejud.Betsy@chi.sysco.com>, 'christine.meresse@freshfromflorida.com'

<christine.meresse@freshfromflorida.com>, 'weger-larry@aramark.com'

<weger-larry@aramark.com>, 'gdavis@esfoods.com' <gdavis@esfoods.com>,

Hoover, Jill <jill.hoover@ams.usda.gov>, 'delaina.dries@ams.usda.gov'

<delaina.dries@ams.usda.gov>, 'sbrown@vitamix.com'

<sbrown@vitamix.com>, 'siqi.zhang@id.iit.edu' <siqi.zhang@id.iit.edu>,

'kate.siskel@healthiergeneration.org' <kate.siskel@healthiergeneration.org>,

'sbrown@midwestdairy.org' <sbrown@midwestdairy.org>, Sachman, Sheryl

<sheryl@sachman.net>, 'schleke@boe.richmond.k12.ga.us'

<schleke@boe.richmond.k12.ga.us>, Balazs, Eva <ebalazs@mdvamilk.com>,

'mmonagan@nrdc.org' <mmonagan@nrdc.org>,

'leighakinnear@northwestern.edu' <leighakinnear@northwestern.edu>,

'suzanne.stluka@sdstate.edu' <suzanne.stluka@sdstate.edu>,

Mary.Begalle@sunopta.com <Mary.Begalle@sunopta.com>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 15:20:45

Subject: Re: NOURISH TO FLOURISH: Please try again to join SLACK channel to

keep abreast of Post-Summit Activity/Communications

Attachment:
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David...

 
 

Can you enable this feature:

 
 

slackbot [12:02 PM]  

If you have any questions about *how to use Slack*, please ask me! I’ll do my best to help. 
 

inteam-chip [12:03 PM]  

Can I edit a message I posted? 
 

slackbot [12:03 PM]  

The ability to edit: It's a beautiful ~thig~ thing. 
 

And easy, too: To edit your most recent message, just press the *up arrow* (as long as editing has

been enabled by a Team Admin). 
 

To edit your older messages, hover over the message and click the *Show message actions* icon

(three dots) that shows up on the right. Then choose *Edit message*. 
 

On mobile, one long press on the message will give you options to do lots of things — including

edit! 
 
 

Chip Goodman

 

CEO

 

inTEAM 

Associates, LLC

 

Direct: (310) 980-2447 - Chip@e-inteam.com -  www.e-inteam.com

 

 

 

From: Duguid, David <David.Duguid@dairy.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 11:59:07 AM  

Cc: 'helene.clark@schwans.com'; 'susan.loeper@sodexo.com'; 'browe@schoolnutrition.org';

'jennifer.armstrong@perdue.com'; 'suzanne_mccarty@cargill.com'; 'johnd@driftwooddairy.com';

Duguid, David; Hatch, Lisa - DMI; 'caroleerb@jtmfoodgroup.com';

'josequinones@jtmfoodgroup.com'; 'travismenard@jtmfoodgroup.com'; Bambacht, Katie;

'sbrown@rich.com'; 'bhfiese@illinois.edu'; Lee, Peggy; Blake, Mark; Dissinger, Scott;
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'lesa.tieszen@genmills.com'; 'ltrujillo@bvfoods.com'; 'lhatch@strength.org'; Kafer, Karen;

'mrosenberger@dallasisd.org'; Ellis, Karen; Chmielewska, Katherine;

'afinke@dccentralkitchen.org'; Leitner, Mark; 'jpennington@accutemp.net'; Patey, Camellia;

'browe@schoolnutrition.org'; McCarty, Rusty; 'jessica.welty@gorillakids.com';

'samantha.sullivan@gorillakids.com'; 'clisberner@landolakes.com'; Naczi, Rick; Szymanski, Molly;

Pelzer, Molly; St. John, Jaclyn; 'cweekly@qcusd.org'; Plummer, Michelle; Hawkins, Crista;

'ktwilson369@hotmail.com'; Young, Shannan; 'rktaylor@fcps.edu'; 'chinesnewell@sd25.org';

Konkle, Mike; Kirchner, Alyson; Wedd, June; 'michelecooper@floridamilk.com'; Brown, Katie;

'lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk'; Toth, Sharon; Guyer, Anne; 'dcarroll@prairiefarms.com';

'emullins@prairiefarms.com'; 'mwren@prairiefarms.com'; Burnett, Lisa; Ryan, Dottie; Thompson,

Andrea; 'mpoling1@greeleyschools.org'; 'cecily.upton@foodcorps.org'; 'alexelson23@gmail.com';

'browe@schoolnutrition.org'; Green, Randy; 'janpoppend@gmail.com'; Jones, Amy -- MWM Law;

'lindsay@lindsayGraham.org.uk'; 'arainvill@emich.edu'; 'mvanlieu@pewtrusts.org';

'diane.punziano@browardschools.com'; 'rosa@healthyschoolscampaign.org';

'jbatten@redgold.com'; Poague, Amy; 'jmatthews@feedingamerica.org'; 'nicole.nicoloff@gfs.com';

'tatum@tatumwanco.com'; 'angela.manosky@usfoods.com'; 'tbarchak@nea.org';

'bleyes613@msn.com'; 'jhewins@frac.org'; 'tom.ferris@advancepierre.com';

'cfitzsimons@frac.org'; 'scott.benne@advancepierre.com'; 'cpodgurski@upstateniagara.com';

'katie.simmons@everpack.com'; 'dan@mcifoods.com'; 'chris@mcifoods.com';

'ann.pendleton@compass-usa.com'; Mendoza, Linda; 'wesley_delbridge@yahoo.com'; French,

Debra; 'Jim.zimmer@dominos.com'; 'sean@goldstarfoods.com'; Kadison, Julia -- MilkPEP;

'PLogan@DiversifiedFoods.com'; Johnson, Patricia; Anglin, Ryan; Marion, Christina Smith;

Seefeldt, Connie; Vander Eyk, Arlene; 'Rhonda@sevenoks.com'; Pierson, Tim;

'cainsworth@portionpaccorp.com'; 'dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us'; 'freis@kisales.com';

'jmurphy@upstateniagara.com'; 'slemay@isiamerica.com'; 'jufarris@dallasisd.org';

'carolyn.broughton@gmail.com'; 'kolsenwhisler@gmail.com'; 'gabriella.danza@dannon.com';

Fitzgerald, Erin; 'mprayor@schools.nyc.gov'; 'devkennedy@outlook.com'; StudentAmbassador;

StudentAmbassador; StudentAmbassador; StudentAmbassador; StudentAmbassador;

StudentAmbassador; StudentAmbassador; StudentAmbassador; Baird, Sarah;

'lafowler@cps.edu'; 'campbellm@eths.k12.il.us'; 'pmsalemi@cps.edu'; 'tkdeclemente@cps.edu';

'ampolke@cps.edu'; 'klfox1@cps.edu'; 'jonashton@me.com'; 'joe.green@npd.com'; Kaliappan,

Siva; 'lbenavidez@bostonpublicschools.org'; 'dg@chefsbrigaid.com'; 'richard.hill@sodexo.com';

'tliquori@schoolfoodfocus.org'; 'nyahiri.dozier@ocps.net'; 'Lknoll@yahoo.com';

'mford@jjsnack.com'; 'dlc6@case.edu'; 'linda.vaccani@jmsmucker.com';

'kristen.kaszeta@wayne.edu'; Nelson, Lori; 'egoldstein@schools.nyc.gov';

'dbarrett3@schools.nyc.gov'; 'sobrien@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org'; 'timikel.sharpe@lausd.net';

'jason@gorillakids.com'; 'danielle@gorillakids.com'; 'el@eletchinger.com';

'kern@ingeniouscc.com'; 'elizabeth.vegas@healthiergeneration.org';

'brummelerm@michigan.gov'; 'mckinney-stewart@aramark.com'; 'Matt@mbproducts.com';

'lakebranchdairy@gmail.com'; 'calmese-keziah@aramark.com'; 'rds@cbord.com';

'carol.chong@healthiergeneration.org'; 'jufarris@dallasisd.org'; 'jkleen@oregonfoodbank.org';

'jeff.jarchow@fosterfarms.com'; 'tim.jensen@fosterfarms.com'; Wilford, Laura;
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'Lawanda.Burns@pepsico.com'; 'rgmccoy@k12.wv.us'; 'pbfleischer@gmail.com'; 'ggallucci@csa-

NYC.org'; 'mbecker9@schools.nyc.gov'; 'young-ralph@aramark.com'; 'lsantiago@esfoods.com';

'anne.valik@healthiergeneration.org'; 'rdeschak@schools.nyc.gov';

'powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com'; 'henner@msu.edu'; 'mcoppotelli@archny.org'; Dixon-

Mays, Kimberly; 'mraimondi@eatright.org'; 'byron.shefchik@delmonte.com'; Enslen, Tracy;

'maya.chatburn@cssiculinary.com'; 'eddie.oliver@governor.virginia.gov';

'Catharine.Kennedy@compass-usa.com'; 'tina.bulle@conagrafoods.com';

'kmsmutch@gmail.com'; 'Micheline Herrera'; Adams, Doug -- Prime Consulting Group Inc;

'adam.collins@mccain.com'; 'lg464@cornell.edu'; 'foodandbrandlab@cornell.edu'; Chip Goodman;

'ddishman@hilanddairy.com'; 'turleymichael@yahoo.com'; 'terry.pallister@tetrapak.com';

'pfelts@unifiedbrands.net'; 'savannah.pargas@darigold.com';

'StudentAmbassador@FUTP60.com'; 'rebecca.heagney@kemps.com';

'chris.gretchko@tetrapak.com'; 'patrice.puertollano@pgcps.org'; 'jmoen@acosta.com'; Jason Jolly;

Lentsch, Lucas; 'pparham@dadeschools.net'; 'StudenAmbassador@FUTP60.com';

'jrowe@esfoods.com'; 'mbromber@noblenetwork.org'; Skip Hardie;

'kim@thelaughingacademy.com'; 'anogueira@id.iit.edu'; 'myan8@id.iit.edu';

'tashakorinia@id.iit.edu'; 'kbavishi@id.iit.edu'; 'lisa.radecki@id.iit.edu'; Tucker, Kristin; 'busche-

kristin@aramark.com'; 'Sejud.Betsy@chi.sysco.com'; 'christine.meresse@freshfromflorida.com';

'weger-larry@aramark.com'; 'gdavis@esfoods.com'; Hoover, Jill; 'delaina.dries@ams.usda.gov';

'sbrown@vitamix.com'; 'siqi.zhang@id.iit.edu'; 'kate.siskel@healthiergeneration.org';

'sbrown@midwestdairy.org'; Sachman, Sheryl; 'schleke@boe.richmond.k12.ga.us'; Balazs, Eva;

'mmonagan@nrdc.org'; 'leighakinnear@northwestern.edu'; 'suzanne.stluka@sdstate.edu';

Mary.Begalle@sunopta.com  

Subject: NOURISH TO FLOURISH: Please try again to join SLACK channel to keep abreast of

Post-Summit Activity/Communications 

 

Good afternoon School Meals Summit Attendees/Registrants:

 

 

A web portal (Slack) has been recently set-up as a “hub” for all of the activities, resources,

documents, etc. associated with the Summit. 

 

For the approximately 60 of you that have already registered … THANK YOU!

 

 

If you have not done so already … 

 

1.       Please register on “Slack” using the following link …

https://nourishtoflourish.slack.com/signup  

 

2. Once you have registered …
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a.       If you ARE currently on one of the 15 work groups, click on CHANNELS (along the upper

left hand side of the page) to be taken to a page that lists all of the individual work groups, select

the channel that corresponds to your work group and click the JOIN button at the bottom of the

page

 

b.       If you ARE NOT currently on a work group, click on CHANNELS (along the upper left hand

side of the page) to be taken to a page that lists all of the individual work groups, select the #open-

to-all-teams” channel and click the JOIN button at the bottom of the page. This channel is for

communications and resource sharing among ALL Summit attendees/registrants. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

David

 

 

 

David Duguid

 

Vice President – Knowledge and Insights

 

Dairy Management Inc.

 

10255 West Higgins Road, Suite 900

 

Rosemont, Il 60018

 
David.Duguid@Dairy.org

 

P: 847.627.3312

 

C: 224.567.1622

 

 

 

 

David Duguid

 

Vice President – Knowledge and Insights
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Dairy Management Inc.

 

10255 West Higgins Road, Suite 900

 

Rosemont, Il 60018

 
David.Duguid@Dairy.org

 

P: 847.627.3312

 

C: 224.567.1622
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1834. Re: Advocacy Day

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 15:02:58

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Let me know if we decide to focus on the Farm Bill or on anything with School Nutrition and I can

make it happen to get the grits shipped.  *I am sure I could get the 535 packages, but would need

some notice. 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 12:12 PM

To: Donna Martin

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

 

I like it, let's do something about True Grit or another catchy phrase.  We would need 535 packets

unless we give more than one to each office.  I don't know how many you can get.

 

We could try to work on a meeting with Sunny Perdue and I think also Tom Price the day after

PPW if you would like?  We may not get a meeting directly with either the first time, but we can

start working our way up and it is never too early to start that.

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 11:55 AM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Thanks for responding Jeanne, and when I set all this up I did not even realize that Mary Pat was

retiring. Your email makes perfect sense with regards to changes in the DC office.   I look forward
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to seeing what comes out of the treatment issue.  I enjoyed yesterday and will be glad to be a

resource for anything with USDA and School Nutrition Programs.  I would like to set up a meeting

with Sonny Perdue as soon as he is settled into his job.  If we decide to focus on anything at PPW

with School Meals I would like to bring Whole Grain Grits to give to all the congressman offices we

visit.  I have talked to the farmer who mills for us and he would be willing to ship the packages of

grits to DC for me so we could give them to the congressman/congresswoman or their staff to

make our point.  Sonny Perdue said the whole grain grits have black specs in them and they

certainly do not.  What do you think?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 11:20 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

 

Donna,

Thanks for your note.  I appreciate our explanation of the dinner and am sorry that I just didn't

reach out to both of you and ask to attend in advance.  I appreciate your understanding of work-life

balance and of course it is something we all struggle with!

 

Mary Pat and I have divided issues based on a variety of factors over the years, but obviously we

have to both be knowledgeable at some level about issues collectively.  With Mary Pat's transition,

I will be overseeing our efforts and am completely comfortable with that.  It also means that Jenn

will report to me, though obviously she has expertise that allows her to work independently.  I am

trying to think about the transition and to become more involved in areas that I have been the

back-up on until now.  There have been challenges with the current structure with regard to

delegation because we are a small team and despite LPPC and ANDPAC being under my side, I

do not have staff to support their management.  As a result, both Stefanie and Jenn have not had

the opportunity to develop their leadership skills in non-profit management and I on the other

hand, have functioned below the level of which I am capable.

 

I really do appreciate your note, it was just a surprise to see others attended when I was told that it

was exclusive.  I am sure you can understand my confusion!  But please don't give this another

thought, we have far more issues and pressing work to do!  I am just glad you were able to come.
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We have a lot of ideas and thoughts after yesterday. When I do the update on the 3 P's for the

California bill, I can share with you some of our plans for messaging and talking points.  In fact, I

am convinced we need a complete reset on nutrition not only as prevention (the offices get that)

but on treatment!  Pepin and I had a great conversation with Marsha and Alison this morning and

ideas for what resources we have to support a campaign like that.  Exciting :-)

 

Thanks again for coming!

Jeanne

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:16 AM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Jeanne,  I am sorry we did not get to spend more time together.  I want to apologize for possibly

hurting your feelings by not inviting you to dinner Sunday night.  I want to explain my thought

process.  I contacted Gus Schumacher about dinner, because I needed to talk to him about

Wholesome Wave.  We have started the process to get SNAP approved at our Farmer's Market

and I needed to talk to Gus about finding some funding for the Wholesome Wave matching part.

When I told Mary Pat I was having dinner with Gus, she asked me to talk to him about the fact that

by him requesting 100 million dollars for Wholesome Wave, it had the possibility of taking money

away from SNAP Ed.  I asked her if she would be willing to come to dinner to help with that

discussion.  I was concerned that I would not be able to answer all the political questions

surrounding her concern.  She then suggested bringing Jenn and I said fine.  My thought process

was that you all hate having to spend all your evenings having dinner with work related issues,

and I try to not make you all feel like you have to entertain us or spend time with us because of our

positions on the board.  I know I value my evening time with my family and hate when work takes

me away from my family.  I really was trying to be sensitive to the little bit of home time you get

and not at all trying to exclude you.  I realize that was a mistake now, and I will in the future make

sure I include you and let you make the decision to come or not come.  Please know that it was

not meant to be a include not include type event.  Please accept my sincerest apologies as it was

not my intent to hurt anyone's feelings.

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:28 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: Advocacy Day

 

Lucille and Donna,

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

 

Jeanne
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1835. NOURISH TO FLOURISH: Please try again to join SLACK channel to keep abreast of Post-

Summit Activity/Communications

From: Duguid, David <David.Duguid@dairy.org>

To:

Cc: 'helene.clark@schwans.com' <helene.clark@schwans.com>,

'susan.loeper@sodexo.com' <susan.loeper@sodexo.com>,

'browe@schoolnutrition.org' <browe@schoolnutrition.org>,

'jennifer.armstrong@perdue.com' <jennifer.armstrong@perdue.com>,

'suzanne_mccarty@cargill.com' <suzanne_mccarty@cargill.com>,

'johnd@driftwooddairy.com' <johnd@driftwooddairy.com>, Duguid, David

<David.Duguid@dairy.org>, Hatch, Lisa - DMI <Lisa.Hatch@dairy.org>,

'caroleerb@jtmfoodgroup.com' <caroleerb@jtmfoodgroup.com>,

'josequinones@jtmfoodgroup.com' <josequinones@jtmfoodgroup.com>,

'travismenard@jtmfoodgroup.com' <travismenard@jtmfoodgroup.com>,

Bambacht, Katie <katie.bambacht@dairy.org>, 'sbrown@rich.com'

<sbrown@rich.com>, 'bhfiese@illinois.edu' <bhfiese@illinois.edu>, Lee,

Peggy <Peggy.Lee@dairy.org>, Blake, Mark <Mark.Blake@dairy.org>,

Dissinger, Scott <Scott.Dissinger@dairy.org>, 'lesa.tieszen@genmills.com'

<lesa.tieszen@genmills.com>, 'ltrujillo@bvfoods.com'

<ltrujillo@bvfoods.com>, 'lhatch@strength.org' <lhatch@strength.org>, Kafer,

Karen <karen.kafer@genyouthnow.org>, 'mrosenberger@dallasisd.org'

<mrosenberger@dallasisd.org>, Ellis, Karen <kellis@mmseducation.com>,

Chmielewska, Katherine <Katherine.Chmielewska@dairy.org>,

'afinke@dccentralkitchen.org' <afinke@dccentralkitchen.org>, Leitner, Mark

<Mark.Leitner@dairy.org>, 'jpennington@accutemp.net'

<jpennington@accutemp.net>, Patey, Camellia <camellia.patey@dairy.org>,

'browe@schoolnutrition.org' <browe@schoolnutrition.org>, McCarty, Rusty

<rusty@customed.org>, 'jessica.welty@gorillakids.com'

<jessica.welty@gorillakids.com>, 'samantha.sullivan@gorillakids.com'

<samantha.sullivan@gorillakids.com>, 'clisberner@landolakes.com'

<clisberner@landolakes.com>, Naczi, Rick <rnaczi@milk4u.org>, Szymanski,

Molly <mszymanski@sedairy.org>, Pelzer, Molly

<mpelzer@midwestdairy.com>, St. John, Jaclyn

<jstjohn@idahodairycouncil.org>, 'cweekly@qcusd.org'

<cweekly@qcusd.org>, Plummer, Michelle

<plummer@winnersdrinkmilk.com>, Hawkins, Crista

<chawkins@odncouncil.org>, 'ktwilson369@hotmail.com'

<ktwilson369@hotmail.com>, Young, Shannan

<syoung@DairyCouncilofCA.org>, 'rktaylor@fcps.edu' <rktaylor@fcps.edu>,

'chinesnewell@sd25.org' <chinesnewell@sd25.org>, Konkle, Mike

<konklem@dairymax.org>, Kirchner, Alyson <KirchnerA@dairymax.org>,
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Wedd, June <June.Wedd@drink-milk.com>, 'michelecooper@floridamilk.com'

<michelecooper@floridamilk.com>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>,

'lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk' <lindsay@lindsaygraham.org.uk>, Toth,

Sharon <sharon@milkmeansmore.org>, Guyer, Anne

<anne@milkmeansmore.org>, 'dcarroll@prairiefarms.com'

<dcarroll@prairiefarms.com>, 'emullins@prairiefarms.com'

<emullins@prairiefarms.com>, 'mwren@prairiefarms.com'

<mwren@prairiefarms.com>, Burnett, Lisa <lburnett@newenglanddairy.com>,

Ryan, Dottie <dottie.ryan@dairy.org>, Thompson, Andrea

<athompson@milk4u.org>, 'mpoling1@greeleyschools.org'

<mpoling1@greeleyschools.org>, 'cecily.upton@foodcorps.org'

<cecily.upton@foodcorps.org>, 'alexelson23@gmail.com'

<alexelson23@gmail.com>, 'browe@schoolnutrition.org'

<browe@schoolnutrition.org>, Green, Randy <rgreen@watsongreenllc.com>,

'janpoppend@gmail.com' <janpoppend@gmail.com>, Jones, Amy -- MWM

Law <ajones@mwmlaw.com>, 'lindsay@lindsayGraham.org.uk'

<lindsay@lindsayGraham.org.uk>, 'arainvill@emich.edu'

<arainvill@emich.edu>, 'mvanlieu@pewtrusts.org'

<mvanlieu@pewtrusts.org>, 'diane.punziano@browardschools.com'

<diane.punziano@browardschools.com>, 'rosa@healthyschoolscampaign.org'

<rosa@healthyschoolscampaign.org>, 'jbatten@redgold.com'

<jbatten@redgold.com>, Poague, Amy <apoague@milkpep.org>,

'jmatthews@feedingamerica.org' <jmatthews@feedingamerica.org>,

'nicole.nicoloff@gfs.com' <nicole.nicoloff@gfs.com>,

'tatum@tatumwanco.com' <tatum@tatumwanco.com>,

'angela.manosky@usfoods.com' <angela.manosky@usfoods.com>,

'tbarchak@nea.org' <tbarchak@nea.org>, 'bleyes613@msn.com'

<bleyes613@msn.com>, 'jhewins@frac.org' <jhewins@frac.org>,

'tom.ferris@advancepierre.com' <tom.ferris@advancepierre.com>,

'cfitzsimons@frac.org' <cfitzsimons@frac.org>,

'scott.benne@advancepierre.com' <scott.benne@advancepierre.com>,

'cpodgurski@upstateniagara.com' <cpodgurski@upstateniagara.com>,

'katie.simmons@everpack.com' <katie.simmons@everpack.com>,

'dan@mcifoods.com' <dan@mcifoods.com>, 'chris@mcifoods.com'

<chris@mcifoods.com>, 'ann.pendleton@compass-usa.com'

<ann.pendleton@compass-usa.com>, Mendoza, Linda

<mendoza@eatsmart.org>, 'wesley_delbridge@yahoo.com'

<wesley_delbridge@yahoo.com>, French, Debra <french@eatsmart.org>,

'Jim.zimmer@dominos.com' <Jim.zimmer@dominos.com>,

'sean@goldstarfoods.com' <sean@goldstarfoods.com>, Kadison, Julia --

MilkPEP <jkadison@milkpep.org>, 'PLogan@DiversifiedFoods.com'

<PLogan@DiversifiedFoods.com>, Johnson, Patricia
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<pjohnson@dairycouncilofaz.org>, Anglin, Ryan <ranglin@centurytel.net>,

Marion, Christina Smith <Christina.Marion@dairy.org>, Seefeldt, Connie

<Seefeldtfarms@gmail.com>, Vander Eyk, Arlene <ajstalktime@aol.com>,

'Rhonda@sevenoks.com' <Rhonda@sevenoks.com>, Pierson, Tim

<tim@dairycouncilutnv.com>, 'cainsworth@portionpaccorp.com'

<cainsworth@portionpaccorp.com>, 'dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us'

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, 'freis@kisales.com' <freis@kisales.com>,

'jmurphy@upstateniagara.com' <jmurphy@upstateniagara.com>,

'slemay@isiamerica.com' <slemay@isiamerica.com>, 'jufarris@dallasisd.org'

<jufarris@dallasisd.org>, 'carolyn.broughton@gmail.com'

<carolyn.broughton@gmail.com>, 'kolsenwhisler@gmail.com'

<kolsenwhisler@gmail.com>, 'gabriella.danza@dannon.com'

<gabriella.danza@dannon.com>, Fitzgerald, Erin <Erin.Fitzgerald@dairy.org>,

'mprayor@schools.nyc.gov' <mprayor@schools.nyc.gov>,

'devkennedy@outlook.com' <devkennedy@outlook.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>,

StudentAmbassador <Studentambassador@fueluptoplay60.com>, Baird,

Sarah <Sarah.Baird@dairy.org>, 'lafowler@cps.edu' <lafowler@cps.edu>,

'campbellm@eths.k12.il.us' <campbellm@eths.k12.il.us>,

'pmsalemi@cps.edu' <pmsalemi@cps.edu>, 'tkdeclemente@cps.edu'

<tkdeclemente@cps.edu>, 'ampolke@cps.edu' <ampolke@cps.edu>,

'klfox1@cps.edu' <klfox1@cps.edu>, 'jonashton@me.com'

<jonashton@me.com>, 'joe.green@npd.com' <joe.green@npd.com>,

Kaliappan, Siva <Siva.Kaliappan@dairy.org>,

'lbenavidez@bostonpublicschools.org'

<lbenavidez@bostonpublicschools.org>, 'dg@chefsbrigaid.com'

<dg@chefsbrigaid.com>, 'richard.hill@sodexo.com'

<richard.hill@sodexo.com>, 'tliquori@schoolfoodfocus.org'

<tliquori@schoolfoodfocus.org>, 'nyahiri.dozier@ocps.net'

<nyahiri.dozier@ocps.net>, 'Lknoll@yahoo.com' <Lknoll@yahoo.com>,

'mford@jjsnack.com' <mford@jjsnack.com>, 'dlc6@case.edu'

<dlc6@case.edu>, 'linda.vaccani@jmsmucker.com'

<linda.vaccani@jmsmucker.com>, 'kristen.kaszeta@wayne.edu'

<kristen.kaszeta@wayne.edu>, Nelson, Lori <lorin@floridamilk.com>,

'egoldstein@schools.nyc.gov' <egoldstein@schools.nyc.gov>,

'dbarrett3@schools.nyc.gov' <dbarrett3@schools.nyc.gov>,
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'sobrien@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org'

<sobrien@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org>, 'timikel.sharpe@lausd.net'

<timikel.sharpe@lausd.net>, 'jason@gorillakids.com'

<jason@gorillakids.com>, 'danielle@gorillakids.com'

<danielle@gorillakids.com>, 'el@eletchinger.com' <el@eletchinger.com>,

'kern@ingeniouscc.com' <kern@ingeniouscc.com>,

'elizabeth.vegas@healthiergeneration.org'

<elizabeth.vegas@healthiergeneration.org>, 'brummelerm@michigan.gov'

<brummelerm@michigan.gov>, 'mckinney-stewart@aramark.com' <mckinney-

stewart@aramark.com>, 'Matt@mbproducts.com' <Matt@mbproducts.com>,

'lakebranchdairy@gmail.com' <lakebranchdairy@gmail.com>, 'calmese-

keziah@aramark.com' <calmese-keziah@aramark.com>, 'rds@cbord.com'

<rds@cbord.com>, 'carol.chong@healthiergeneration.org'

<carol.chong@healthiergeneration.org>, 'jufarris@dallasisd.org'

<jufarris@dallasisd.org>, 'jkleen@oregonfoodbank.org'

<jkleen@oregonfoodbank.org>, 'jeff.jarchow@fosterfarms.com'

<jeff.jarchow@fosterfarms.com>, 'tim.jensen@fosterfarms.com'

<tim.jensen@fosterfarms.com>, Wilford, Laura <lwilford@wmmb.org>,

'Lawanda.Burns@pepsico.com' <Lawanda.Burns@pepsico.com>,

'rgmccoy@k12.wv.us' <rgmccoy@k12.wv.us>, 'pbfleischer@gmail.com'

<pbfleischer@gmail.com>, 'ggallucci@csa-NYC.org' <ggallucci@csa-

NYC.org>, 'mbecker9@schools.nyc.gov' <mbecker9@schools.nyc.gov>,

'young-ralph@aramark.com' <young-ralph@aramark.com>,

'lsantiago@esfoods.com' <lsantiago@esfoods.com>,

'anne.valik@healthiergeneration.org' <anne.valik@healthiergeneration.org>,

'rdeschak@schools.nyc.gov' <rdeschak@schools.nyc.gov>,

'powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com'

<powers@culinarynutritionassociates.com>, 'henner@msu.edu'

<henner@msu.edu>, 'mcoppotelli@archny.org' <mcoppotelli@archny.org>,

Dixon-Mays, Kimberly <Kimberly.dixon-mays@edelman.com>,

'mraimondi@eatright.org' <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

'byron.shefchik@delmonte.com' <byron.shefchik@delmonte.com>, Enslen,

Tracy <tracy.enslen@drink-milk.com>, 'maya.chatburn@cssiculinary.com'

<maya.chatburn@cssiculinary.com>, 'eddie.oliver@governor.virginia.gov'

<eddie.oliver@governor.virginia.gov>, 'Catharine.Kennedy@compass-

usa.com' <Catharine.Kennedy@compass-usa.com>,

'tina.bulle@conagrafoods.com' <tina.bulle@conagrafoods.com>,

'kmsmutch@gmail.com' <kmsmutch@gmail.com>, 'Micheline Herrera'

<mherrera@urbanschoolfoodalliance.org>, Adams, Doug -- Prime Consulting

Group Inc <doug@primeconsulting.biz>, 'adam.collins@mccain.com'

<adam.collins@mccain.com>, 'lg464@cornell.edu' <lg464@cornell.edu>,

'foodandbrandlab@cornell.edu' <foodandbrandlab@cornell.edu>, 'Chip@e-
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inteam.com' <Chip@e-inteam.com>, 'ddishman@hilanddairy.com'

<ddishman@hilanddairy.com>, 'turleymichael@yahoo.com'

<turleymichael@yahoo.com>, 'terry.pallister@tetrapak.com'

<terry.pallister@tetrapak.com>, 'pfelts@unifiedbrands.net'

<pfelts@unifiedbrands.net>, 'savannah.pargas@darigold.com'

<savannah.pargas@darigold.com>, 'StudentAmbassador@FUTP60.com'

<StudentAmbassador@FUTP60.com>, 'rebecca.heagney@kemps.com'

<rebecca.heagney@kemps.com>, 'chris.gretchko@tetrapak.com'

<chris.gretchko@tetrapak.com>, 'patrice.puertollano@pgcps.org'

<patrice.puertollano@pgcps.org>, 'jmoen@acosta.com'

<jmoen@acosta.com>, 'Jason@e-inteam.com' <Jason@e-inteam.com>,

Lentsch, Lucas <llentsch@midwestdairy.com>, 'pparham@dadeschools.net'

<pparham@dadeschools.net>, 'StudenAmbassador@FUTP60.com'

<StudenAmbassador@FUTP60.com>, 'jrowe@esfoods.com'

<jrowe@esfoods.com>, 'mbromber@noblenetwork.org'

<mbromber@noblenetwork.org>, Skip Hardie <skip.hardie@gmail.com>,

'kim@thelaughingacademy.com' <kim@thelaughingacademy.com>,

'anogueira@id.iit.edu' <anogueira@id.iit.edu>, 'myan8@id.iit.edu'

<myan8@id.iit.edu>, 'tashakorinia@id.iit.edu' <tashakorinia@id.iit.edu>,

'kbavishi@id.iit.edu' <kbavishi@id.iit.edu>, 'lisa.radecki@id.iit.edu'

<lisa.radecki@id.iit.edu>, Tucker, Kristin

<ktucker@westerndairyassociation.org>, 'busche-kristin@aramark.com'

<busche-kristin@aramark.com>, 'Sejud.Betsy@chi.sysco.com'

<Sejud.Betsy@chi.sysco.com>, 'christine.meresse@freshfromflorida.com'

<christine.meresse@freshfromflorida.com>, 'weger-larry@aramark.com'

<weger-larry@aramark.com>, 'gdavis@esfoods.com' <gdavis@esfoods.com>,

Hoover, Jill <jill.hoover@ams.usda.gov>, 'delaina.dries@ams.usda.gov'

<delaina.dries@ams.usda.gov>, 'sbrown@vitamix.com'

<sbrown@vitamix.com>, 'siqi.zhang@id.iit.edu' <siqi.zhang@id.iit.edu>,

'kate.siskel@healthiergeneration.org' <kate.siskel@healthiergeneration.org>,

'sbrown@midwestdairy.org' <sbrown@midwestdairy.org>, Sachman, Sheryl

<sheryl@sachman.net>, 'schleke@boe.richmond.k12.ga.us'

<schleke@boe.richmond.k12.ga.us>, Balazs, Eva <ebalazs@mdvamilk.com>,

'mmonagan@nrdc.org' <mmonagan@nrdc.org>,

'leighakinnear@northwestern.edu' <leighakinnear@northwestern.edu>,

'suzanne.stluka@sdstate.edu' <suzanne.stluka@sdstate.edu>,

Mary.Begalle@sunopta.com <Mary.Begalle@sunopta.com>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 15:02:27

Subject: NOURISH TO FLOURISH: Please try again to join SLACK channel to keep

abreast of Post-Summit Activity/Communications

Attachment:
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Good afternoon School Meals Summit Attendees/Registrants:

 

 

A web portal (Slack) has been recently set-up as a “hub” for all of the activities, resources,

documents, etc. associated with the Summit. 

 

For the approximately 60 of you that have already registered … THANK YOU!

 

 

If you have not done so already … 

 

1.       Please register on “Slack” using the following link …

https://nourishtoflourish.slack.com/signup  

 

2. Once you have registered …

 

a.       If you ARE currently on one of the 15 work groups, click on CHANNELS (along the upper

left hand side of the page) to be taken to a page that lists all of the individual work groups, select

the channel that corresponds to your work group and click the JOIN button at the bottom of the

page

 

b.       If you ARE NOT currently on a work group, click on CHANNELS (along the upper left hand

side of the page) to be taken to a page that lists all of the individual work groups, select the #open-

to-all-teams” channel and click the JOIN button at the bottom of the page. This channel is for

communications and resource sharing among ALL Summit attendees/registrants. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

David

 

 

 

David Duguid

 

Vice President – Knowledge and Insights

 

Dairy Management Inc.

 

10255 West Higgins Road, Suite 900
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Rosemont, Il 60018

 
David.Duguid@Dairy.org

 

P: 847.627.3312

 

C: 224.567.1622

 

 

 

 

David Duguid

 

Vice President – Knowledge and Insights

 

Dairy Management Inc.

 

10255 West Higgins Road, Suite 900

 

Rosemont, Il 60018

 
David.Duguid@Dairy.org

 

P: 847.627.3312

 

C: 224.567.1622
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1836. ACEND May Standards Update

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 14:24:03

Subject: ACEND May Standards Update

Attachment:

A communication from Mary Gregoire, PhD, RD, Executive Director of the Accreditation Council

for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics follows below.

 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
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 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

 

Greetings from ACEND®, 

   

The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND®) is writing to keep you

informed of our standards development work.  A copy of the May Standards Update is posted on

the ACEND® Standards webpage www.eatrightacend.org/ACEND/Standards. 

 

Please share this information with your constituents/colleagues.  If you or they have questions,

please send them to acend@eatright.org or call 312-899-4872, so we can respond to them. 

Future editions of the monthly update will include these questions and an ACEND® response.

 

 

Thank you. 

   

Mary Gregoire, PhD, RD

 

ACEND® Executive Director
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1837. FW: Clarification

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 13:58:24

Subject: FW: Clarification

Attachment: image001.png

FYI…I learned early in my career to be open and clear the air.  J

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 11:13 AM 

 To: Camille Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com> 

 Subject: Clarification

 

 

Pat mentioned to me you were concerned about something I might have said about your job

seeking.  I told her I had not heard anything from you.

 

 

I was hoping to talk with in-person but that did not happen.  Can you share what this is about? 

Always better to clear up these type of issues.

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1838. Fw: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 13:37:13

Subject: Fw: Orientation for Gus Schumacher

Attachment:

Mary Beth and Pat,  Lucille and I spent an evening with Gus Schumacher in DC, on Sunday night,

to give him a little heads up about the Foundation and also to talk to him about getting his help

with SNAP Ed.   We were worried that his asking for money for Wholesome Wave might take

money from SNAP Ed. 

 

 

What I wanted to talk to you about was his role on the Foundation Board.  I would like to suggest

that we bring him in a day early before the Foundation meeting in June to give him a short

orientation to the Foundation.  If we don't, he will be trying to talk about things that will drag the

meeting down and make it not productive.  He has lots of ideas and lots of contacts, but he does

not really understand what his role is and what the foundation does.  He would be open to coming

early or at least doing a phone call orientation with you all.  Lucille, Mary Pat, Jenn, Camille and I

met him and his wife for dinner and we had a great meeting with him and I think we will be able to

work with him on some great projects.  He has so many contacts for us on the hill.  Lucille and I

told Mary Pat to pay for all of our dinners, as it was so worth it, because of the work we

accomplished at dinner. Hope that was OK?  If not, I am happy to pay for their meals.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 12:24 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Orientation 

 

Hi Donna,  
 

I hope you had safe travels and got to sleep in a little this morning.  
 

Just wanted to make sure I followed up with our idea for Gus and Mary Beth to have an orientation

before our board meeting in Chicago. I believe we have one additional new Foundation board

member who might also appreciate an informal orientation before starting their term. I was

surprise to learn we have taken this out of our onboarding process!  
 

I would be very interested/available in joining Gus on these days and have sent a note to him to

make sure he leaves flexibility in his schedule should we be able to make it happen.  
 

Talked to Kelly Miterko this morning and she says hi!  
 

Safe travels during this busy time! Let me know when you are in DC!  
 

Camille  
 

Camille Range, MPH, RDN  
 

Director 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Board 
 

2015-2017 Diversity Leader 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 

Cell: (630) 248-9080
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1839. Expense report approved

From: Expense reporting system <No-replyapproval@eatright.org>

To: Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Schwaba Joan <jschwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 13:22:50

Subject: Expense report approved

Attachment:

 

Expense report has been approved by Schwaba Joan

 

Thank you
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1840. RE: Advocacy Day

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 12:15:35

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

I like it, let's do something about True Grit or another catchy phrase.  We would need 535 packets

unless we give more than one to each office.  I don't know how many you can get.

 

We could try to work on a meeting with Sunny Perdue and I think also Tom Price the day after

PPW if you would like?  We may not get a meeting directly with either the first time, but we can

start working our way up and it is never too early to start that.

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 11:55 AM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Thanks for responding Jeanne, and when I set all this up I did not even realize that Mary Pat was

retiring. Your email makes perfect sense with regards to changes in the DC office.   I look forward

to seeing what comes out of the treatment issue.  I enjoyed yesterday and will be glad to be a

resource for anything with USDA and School Nutrition Programs.  I would like to set up a meeting

with Sonny Perdue as soon as he is settled into his job.  If we decide to focus on anything at PPW

with School Meals I would like to bring Whole Grain Grits to give to all the congressman offices we

visit.  I have talked to the farmer who mills for us and he would be willing to ship the packages of

grits to DC for me so we could give them to the congressman/congresswoman or their staff to

make our point.  Sonny Perdue said the whole grain grits have black specs in them and they

certainly do not.  What do you think?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>
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Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 11:20 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

 

Donna,

Thanks for your note.  I appreciate our explanation of the dinner and am sorry that I just didn't

reach out to both of you and ask to attend in advance.  I appreciate your understanding of work-life

balance and of course it is something we all struggle with!

 

Mary Pat and I have divided issues based on a variety of factors over the years, but obviously we

have to both be knowledgeable at some level about issues collectively.  With Mary Pat's transition,

I will be overseeing our efforts and am completely comfortable with that.  It also means that Jenn

will report to me, though obviously she has expertise that allows her to work independently.  I am

trying to think about the transition and to become more involved in areas that I have been the

back-up on until now.  There have been challenges with the current structure with regard to

delegation because we are a small team and despite LPPC and ANDPAC being under my side, I

do not have staff to support their management.  As a result, both Stefanie and Jenn have not had

the opportunity to develop their leadership skills in non-profit management and I on the other

hand, have functioned below the level of which I am capable.

 

I really do appreciate your note, it was just a surprise to see others attended when I was told that it

was exclusive.  I am sure you can understand my confusion!  But please don't give this another

thought, we have far more issues and pressing work to do!  I am just glad you were able to come.

We have a lot of ideas and thoughts after yesterday. When I do the update on the 3 P's for the

California bill, I can share with you some of our plans for messaging and talking points.  In fact, I

am convinced we need a complete reset on nutrition not only as prevention (the offices get that)

but on treatment!  Pepin and I had a great conversation with Marsha and Alison this morning and

ideas for what resources we have to support a campaign like that.  Exciting :-)

 

Thanks again for coming!

Jeanne

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:16 AM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Jeanne,  I am sorry we did not get to spend more time together.  I want to apologize for possibly

hurting your feelings by not inviting you to dinner Sunday night.  I want to explain my thought
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process.  I contacted Gus Schumacher about dinner, because I needed to talk to him about

Wholesome Wave.  We have started the process to get SNAP approved at our Farmer's Market

and I needed to talk to Gus about finding some funding for the Wholesome Wave matching part.

When I told Mary Pat I was having dinner with Gus, she asked me to talk to him about the fact that

by him requesting 100 million dollars for Wholesome Wave, it had the possibility of taking money

away from SNAP Ed.  I asked her if she would be willing to come to dinner to help with that

discussion.  I was concerned that I would not be able to answer all the political questions

surrounding her concern.  She then suggested bringing Jenn and I said fine.  My thought process

was that you all hate having to spend all your evenings having dinner with work related issues,

and I try to not make you all feel like you have to entertain us or spend time with us because of our

positions on the board.  I know I value my evening time with my family and hate when work takes

me away from my family.  I really was trying to be sensitive to the little bit of home time you get

and not at all trying to exclude you.  I realize that was a mistake now, and I will in the future make

sure I include you and let you make the decision to come or not come.  Please know that it was

not meant to be a include not include type event.  Please accept my sincerest apologies as it was

not my intent to hurt anyone's feelings.

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:28 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: Advocacy Day

 

Lucille and Donna,

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

 

Jeanne
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1841. Re: Advocacy Day

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 11:55:10

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Thanks for responding Jeanne, and when I set all this up I did not even realize that Mary Pat was

retiring. Your email makes perfect sense with regards to changes in the DC office.   I look forward

to seeing what comes out of the treatment issue.  I enjoyed yesterday and will be glad to be a

resource for anything with USDA and School Nutrition Programs.  I would like to set up a meeting

with Sonny Perdue as soon as he is settled into his job.  If we decide to focus on anything at PPW

with School Meals I would like to bring Whole Grain Grits to give to all the congressman offices we

visit.  I have talked to the farmer who mills for us and he would be willing to ship the packages of

grits to DC for me so we could give them to the congressman/congresswoman or their staff to

make our point.  Sonny Perdue said the whole grain grits have black specs in them and they

certainly do not.  What do you think?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 11:20 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

 

Donna,

Thanks for your note.  I appreciate our explanation of the dinner and am sorry that I just didn't

reach out to both of you and ask to attend in advance.  I appreciate your understanding of work-life

balance and of course it is something we all struggle with!

 

Mary Pat and I have divided issues based on a variety of factors over the years, but obviously we

have to both be knowledgeable at some level about issues collectively.  With Mary Pat's transition,

I will be overseeing our efforts and am completely comfortable with that.  It also means that Jenn
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will report to me, though obviously she has expertise that allows her to work independently.  I am

trying to think about the transition and to become more involved in areas that I have been the

back-up on until now.  There have been challenges with the current structure with regard to

delegation because we are a small team and despite LPPC and ANDPAC being under my side, I

do not have staff to support their management.  As a result, both Stefanie and Jenn have not had

the opportunity to develop their leadership skills in non-profit management and I on the other

hand, have functioned below the level of which I am capable.

 

I really do appreciate your note, it was just a surprise to see others attended when I was told that it

was exclusive.  I am sure you can understand my confusion!  But please don't give this another

thought, we have far more issues and pressing work to do!  I am just glad you were able to come.

We have a lot of ideas and thoughts after yesterday. When I do the update on the 3 P's for the

California bill, I can share with you some of our plans for messaging and talking points.  In fact, I

am convinced we need a complete reset on nutrition not only as prevention (the offices get that)

but on treatment!  Pepin and I had a great conversation with Marsha and Alison this morning and

ideas for what resources we have to support a campaign like that.  Exciting :-)

 

Thanks again for coming!

Jeanne

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:16 AM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Jeanne,  I am sorry we did not get to spend more time together.  I want to apologize for possibly

hurting your feelings by not inviting you to dinner Sunday night.  I want to explain my thought

process.  I contacted Gus Schumacher about dinner, because I needed to talk to him about

Wholesome Wave.  We have started the process to get SNAP approved at our Farmer's Market

and I needed to talk to Gus about finding some funding for the Wholesome Wave matching part.

When I told Mary Pat I was having dinner with Gus, she asked me to talk to him about the fact that

by him requesting 100 million dollars for Wholesome Wave, it had the possibility of taking money

away from SNAP Ed.  I asked her if she would be willing to come to dinner to help with that

discussion.  I was concerned that I would not be able to answer all the political questions

surrounding her concern.  She then suggested bringing Jenn and I said fine.  My thought process

was that you all hate having to spend all your evenings having dinner with work related issues,

and I try to not make you all feel like you have to entertain us or spend time with us because of our

positions on the board.  I know I value my evening time with my family and hate when work takes

me away from my family.  I really was trying to be sensitive to the little bit of home time you get
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and not at all trying to exclude you.  I realize that was a mistake now, and I will in the future make

sure I include you and let you make the decision to come or not come.  Please know that it was

not meant to be a include not include type event.  Please accept my sincerest apologies as it was

not my intent to hurt anyone's feelings.

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:28 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: Advocacy Day

 

Lucille and Donna,

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

 

Jeanne
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•

1842. FNCE® Registration and Housing Now Open!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 11:43:15

Subject: FNCE® Registration and Housing Now Open!

Attachment:

Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo 

Make plans to attend the Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24 in Chicago and

celebrate the Academy's Centennial. 
View in browser.

  

Enjoy quality educational programming and access to new research and trends, all in a dynamic

and energetic setting. Benefits of attending include: 

Over 130 educational sessions—choose from topics such as agriculture, food and culinary, child

nutrition, sports nutrition, technology, MNT, and more. 

Interactive events at the Expo, such as culinary studio classes, learning center presentations and

pavilion stage activities. 

Access to research and trends through posters and symposia. 
Learn More or Register 

This FNCE email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not to

receive future FNCE emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1843. Daily News: Tuesday, May 2, 2017

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

<knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 11:31:40

Subject: Daily News: Tuesday, May 2, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content

 

Trump Administration Rolls Back Obama-Era School Lunch Rules 

 Schools will now have more leeway when it comes to salt, whole grains and milk, USDA

says 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/food-and-nutrition-news-

316/trump-administration-rolls-back-obama-era-school-lunch-rules-722255.html

 

Many U.S. babies and toddlers still dont have a balanced diet 

 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-babies-diet-idUSKBN17X2BF 

 Source: Pediatrics 

 http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/early/2017/04/27/peds.2016-3290 

 Related Resource: USDA Pregnancy and Birth to 24 Months Project 

 https://www.cnpp.usda.gov/birthto24months

 

More Active Kids Could Save U.S. Billions in Health Costs: Study 

 Starting young would pay big dividends as children grow up, researcher says 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/fitness-information-14/misc-health-news-265/more-active-kids-

could-save-u-s-billions-in-health-costs-study-722080.html 

 Source: Health Affairs 

 http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/36/5/902.abstract?sid=0c10c75a-bc87-42df-b842-

fd557de6b010

 

Wellness Wins Campaign is a Perfect Fit for RDNs and NDTRs 

 http://www.foodandnutrition.org/Stone-Soup/April-2017/Wellness-Wins-Campaign-is-a-Perfect-Fit-

for-RDNs-and-NDTRs/
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Can Dropping Some Weight Save Your Knees? 

 Loss was tied to less joint degeneration in study, but skeptics remain 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/senior-citizen-information-31/misc-arthritis-news-41/can-

dropping-some-weight-save-your-knees-722229.html 

 Source: Radiology 

 http://pubs.rsna.org/doi/abs/10.1148/radiol.2017161005

 

Healthy Profits: Boosting food sales by tailoring the store shopper experience 

 (Small and low cost in-store changes have been shown to increase sales of healthy food, finds a

new paper that aims boost sales of produce including fish, fruit and vegetables.) 

 http://www.foodnavigator.com/Science/Healthy-Profits-Boosting-food-sales-by-tailoring-the-store-

shopper-experience 

 Source: Journal of Retailing 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022435916300860 

 Related Resource: Supermarket Business and Industry Skills 

 http://www.eatrightstore.org/collections/supermarket-business-and-industry-skills

 

De-Stressing at Lunch 

 Take time to nourish your soul, as well 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/public-health-information-30/occupational-health-news-507/de-

stressing-at-lunch-721738.html 

 Cited: The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has food safety tips for eating at the office. 

 http://www.eatright.org/resource/homefoodsafety/safety-tips/at-the-office/office-eating

 

The Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1844. RE: Advocacy Day

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 11:23:45

Subject: RE: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Donna,

Thanks for your note.  I appreciate our explanation of the dinner and am sorry that I just didn't

reach out to both of you and ask to attend in advance.  I appreciate your understanding of work-life

balance and of course it is something we all struggle with!  

 

Mary Pat and I have divided issues based on a variety of factors over the years, but obviously we

have to both be knowledgeable at some level about issues collectively.  With Mary Pat's transition,

I will be overseeing our efforts and am completely comfortable with that.  It also means that Jenn

will report to me, though obviously she has expertise that allows her to work independently.  I am

trying to think about the transition and to become more involved in areas that I have been the

back-up on until now.  There have been challenges with the current structure with regard to

delegation because we are a small team and despite LPPC and ANDPAC being under my side, I

do not have staff to support their management.  As a result, both Stefanie and Jenn have not had

the opportunity to develop their leadership skills in non-profit management and I on the other

hand, have functioned below the level of which I am capable.

 

I really do appreciate your note, it was just a surprise to see others attended when I was told that it

was exclusive.  I am sure you can understand my confusion!  But please don't give this another

thought, we have far more issues and pressing work to do!  I am just glad you were able to come.

We have a lot of ideas and thoughts after yesterday. When I do the update on the 3 P's for the

California bill, I can share with you some of our plans for messaging and talking points.  In fact, I

am convinced we need a complete reset on nutrition not only as prevention (the offices get that)

but on treatment!  Pepin and I had a great conversation with Marsha and Alison this morning and

ideas for what resources we have to support a campaign like that.  Exciting :-)

 

Thanks again for coming!

Jeanne

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 9:16 AM

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler
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<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

 

Jeanne,  I am sorry we did not get to spend more time together.  I want to apologize for possibly

hurting your feelings by not inviting you to dinner Sunday night.  I want to explain my thought

process.  I contacted Gus Schumacher about dinner, because I needed to talk to him about

Wholesome Wave.  We have started the process to get SNAP approved at our Farmer's Market

and I needed to talk to Gus about finding some funding for the Wholesome Wave matching part.

When I told Mary Pat I was having dinner with Gus, she asked me to talk to him about the fact that

by him requesting 100 million dollars for Wholesome Wave, it had the possibility of taking money

away from SNAP Ed.  I asked her if she would be willing to come to dinner to help with that

discussion.  I was concerned that I would not be able to answer all the political questions

surrounding her concern.  She then suggested bringing Jenn and I said fine.  My thought process

was that you all hate having to spend all your evenings having dinner with work related issues,

and I try to not make you all feel like you have to entertain us or spend time with us because of our

positions on the board.  I know I value my evening time with my family and hate when work takes

me away from my family.  I really was trying to be sensitive to the little bit of home time you get

and not at all trying to exclude you.  I realize that was a mistake now, and I will in the future make

sure I include you and let you make the decision to come or not come.  Please know that it was

not meant to be a include not include type event.  Please accept my sincerest apologies as it was

not my intent to hurt anyone's feelings.

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND Director, School Nutrition Program Burke County

Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:28 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: Advocacy Day

 

Lucille and Donna,

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!
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Jeanne
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1845. RE: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Lilliane Smothers

<LSmothers@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 11:21:55

Subject: RE: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Thank you for the quick approval, Donna!

 

 

Have a great day,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2017 10:21 AM 

 To: Matthew Novotny 

 Cc: Barbara Visocan; Lilliane Smothers 

 Subject: Re: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

 

 

Matthew, They are all fine with me.  Thanks for allowing me to proof them.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 10:21 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Barbara Visocan; Lilliane Smothers 

 Subject: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications 

 

 

Academy Honors and Awards

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

I hope you’re doing well! We will be sending out notification emails to the recipients of the 2017

National Honors and Awards after the BOD meeting.

 

 

Since they have your signature on them, can you please approve the attached examples at your

earliest convenience or let me know if you would like to make any changes?

 

 

Thank you,
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Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1846. Re: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

Cc: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Lilliane Smothers

<LSmothers@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 11:21:03

Subject: Re: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

Attachment: image002.jpg
image001.png

Matthew, They are all fine with me.  Thanks for allowing me to proof them.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 10:21 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Barbara Visocan; Lilliane Smothers  

Subject: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications 

 

 

Academy Honors and Awards
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Dear Donna,

 

 

I hope you’re doing well! We will be sending out notification emails to the recipients of the 2017

National Honors and Awards after the BOD meeting.

 

 

Since they have your signature on them, can you please approve the attached examples at your

earliest convenience or let me know if you would like to make any changes?

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1847. quick note re Cleveland Meeting and board travel

From: Denice <deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Donna Martin

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <jschwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 10:26:21

Subject: quick note re Cleveland Meeting and board travel

Attachment:

Hello Prez Sisters, 
 

I wanted to share some thoughts regarding travel associated with the next board meeting in OH.

 Lucille and I briefly spoke in PA but I want to make sure my point is heard to impact future

meetings. 
 

For the Cleveland meeting, we were asked to arrive in time to hear the 8 AM Keynote

presentation.  

That is impossible for me to do without arriving the night before.  However, that additional night

would not be covered. 
 

Personally, I feel that the entire board should be at the 8 am presentation, as a show of support

and that this should be covered by the Academy. 

I am sure that members would not find an extra hotel  night an extravagant expense, unless we

were at the 4 Seasons. 

I will be getting up at 4 AM to drive to leave by 4:30 to drive and park Newark for an 8 AM flight. 
 

If the board is charged with building support and enthusiasm for all Academy initiatives, then we

need to included in the events that are high visibility. 

This type of restriction - due to finances not schedule - does not allow the board members to

network with the state host at the Keynote.  

My last understanding was that the Academy is financially sound. 
 

I look forward to seeing you in Cleveland and hope this can positively impact future meetings to

gather board members the night before so that they are well rested for long, mind-draining

meetings. 
 

Joan, I included you, too, and I know you have noted my comments in the past. 
 

Thank you! 
 

Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, FAND  

Food, Nutrition and Wellness Consultant  
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Phone: 610-746-5986   

Cell: 610-751-9512  

Email:  Denice@WellnessPress.com 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, Director-at-Large, Board of Directors  

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world's largest organization of food and nutrition

professionals committed to improving the nation's health. 
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1848. Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

From: Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Barbara Visocan <BVISOCAN@eatright.org>, Lilliane Smothers

<LSmothers@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 10:25:12

Subject: Approval Needed: 2017 National Honors and Awards Notifications

Attachment: image002.jpg
image001.png
IV. (b-2-i) SAMPLE LETTER-Copher Recipient.docx
IV. (b-1-i) SAMPLE LETTER-Originator Request for Citation.docx
IV. (b-2-ii) SAMPLE LETTER-Cooper Lecture Recipient.docx
IV. (b-2-iii) SAMPLE LETTER- Honorary Membership Recipient.docx
IV. (b-2-iv) SAMPLE LETTER-Medallion Recipient.docx
IV. (b-2-v) SAMPLE LETTER-Media Excellence Award Recipient.docx
IV. (b-2-vi) SAMPLE LETTER-Excellence in Practice Award Recipient.docx

 

Academy Honors and Awards

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Donna,

 

 

I hope you’re doing well! We will be sending out notification emails to the recipients of the 2017

National Honors and Awards after the BOD meeting.

 

 

Since they have your signature on them, can you please approve the attached examples at your

earliest convenience or let me know if you would like to make any changes?

 

 

Thank you,

 

 

Matthew Novotny

 

Manager, Membership, Honors and Recognition
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		SAMPLE LETTER-

Copher Recipient









		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected to receive the Academy’s 2017 Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award. The Copher Award is the highest honor the Academy presents to a member. It is being awarded to you in recognition of your distinguished career and the many contributions you have made to the Academy, its Foundation and the nutrition and dietetics profession.



The Copher Award will be presented at the Opening Session of the 2017 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo on Saturday, October 21, in Chicago, IL. We recognize the importance of having family and friends at the award ceremony, and we hope that your guests will be able to join you on this special occasion. You are also invited to attend the Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22.



Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use in the FNCE program book by May 31.



On behalf of the Academy’s Board of Directors, congratulations on receiving this prestigious award.



Sincerely,

				

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-2-i) SAMPLE LETTER-Copher Recipient.docx


		

SAMPLE LETTER

Request for Citations

Medallion Originator (250 words)

Copher Originator (350 words)

Honorary Originator (200 words)





		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



We are pleased to inform you that the Academy Board of Directors has selected your nominee, (insert name), as the recipient of the 2017 (award name). We know how proud you and the members of the (insert Affiliate / DPG) must be of (his/her) achievement.



The award will be presented to (insert name) on (date) at the (name of session) during the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo, October 21-24, 2017 in Chicago, IL. (if a DPG or affiliate is included within the packet add this line: We encourage you to share this good news with the members of (insert affiliate/DPG name), especially those who might enjoy attending the presentation ceremony.)



Also, a personal note of thanks for your (and the member of the affiliate/DPG/MIG name) altruism, and for the time and effort you devoted to the pursuit of honors recognition for your colleague. Your efforts on behalf of the Academy, our members and the nutrition and dietetics profession are deeply appreciated.



As the originator of the nomination packet, we request that you also write the citation for (insert name), which will appear in the 2017 FNCE program book. Space constraints of the program book require that the citation be no more than (XXX) words in length. Due to the production schedule of the program book, citations must be submitted no later than May 31.



Please forward the citation to Matthew Novotny, Honors Committee staff liaison, at mnovotny@eatright.org. Attached is a sample of a 2016 recipient’s citation as a reference. Specific dates and times for FNCE events will be posted on www.eatrightPRO.org in June. If you have any questions about the award or the citation submittal, please contact Matthew at 800/877-1600, ext. 4827.



Sincerely,					

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-1-i) SAMPLE LETTER-Originator Request for Citation.docx


		SAMPLE LETTER- 

Cooper Award Recipient





		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



It is our privilege to inform you that the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors has selected you as the Academy’s 2018 Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecturer in recognition of your distinguished career and your remarkable contributions to the nutrition and dietetics profession.



We invite you to present the Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture at the Academy’s 2018 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in Washington, D.C., scheduled for October 20-23, 2018.



At this time, the 2018 FNCE meeting is in the planning stages. Academy staff will contact you with specific information related to this lecture once it becomes available.  



On behalf of the Academy’s Board of Directors, congratulations on receiving this prestigious honor.



Sincerely,

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-2-ii) SAMPLE LETTER-Cooper Lecture Recipient.docx


		



SAMPLE LETTER-

Honorary Member Recipient









		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members wish to acknowledge your outstanding and continued support of the Academy and the nutrition and dietetics profession by awarding you Honorary Membership. This honor is bestowed upon those who have made notable contributions to the field of nutrition and dietetics.



Your Honorary Membership will be presented during the Member Showcase on Monday, October 23, 2017 at the Academy’s Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in Chicago, IL. We sincerely hope it will be possible for you and a guest to attend. We also wish to invite you to attend the Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22.



As an Honorary Member, you will receive access to the Academy’s Web site, www.eatrightPRO.org, the quarterly Food and Nutrition magazine, our monthly scientific Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and complimentary registrations to future FNCEs, including invitations to the yearly Honors Breakfast.



Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use in the FNCE program book by May 31.



The Board of Directors and the entire membership of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are pleased to welcome you as an Honorary Member!



Sincerely,				

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-2-iii) SAMPLE LETTER- Honorary Membership Recipient.docx






		











SAMPLE LETTER-

Medallion Recipient









		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected to receive the Academy’s 2017 Medallion Award, recognizing your lifetime of contributions to the nutrition and dietetics profession and the Academy. Congratulations on this remarkable achievement.



The 2017 Medallion Awards will be presented at a special Honors Breakfast on Sunday, October 22, at 7 a.m. at the 2017 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in Chicago, IL. Presenting the awards early in the FNCE program allows you to wear the Medallion throughout the week to celebrate your leadership. Recognizing the importance of having family and friends share in this celebration, you are welcome to invite nine guests to the breakfast. Medallion recipients will also be recognized in a brief ceremony at the Member Showcase on Monday, October 23.



Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review, and more information will follow as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use in the FNCE program book by May 31.



Congratulations again, and we look forward to seeing you in Chicago.



Sincerely,				

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-2-iv) SAMPLE LETTER-Medallion Recipient.docx






		









SAMPLE LETTER-

Media Excellence Recipient









		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected to receive the Academy’s 2017 Media Excellence Award. The award recognizes your important contribution and commitment to educating consumers about food and nutrition issues through the news media.



Your award will be presented at the Academy’s 2017 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in Chicago, IL at the (name of session) session on (Day / Date / Time / room / location of session). We recognize the importance of having family and friends at the award ceremony, and you are invited to bring guests to this special occasion.



Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use in the FNCE program book by May 31. 



On behalf of the Academy’s Board of Directors, congratulations on your receipt of this prestigious award.



Sincerely,				

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-2-v) SAMPLE LETTER-Media Excellence Award Recipient.docx






		SAMPLE LETTER

Excellence in Practice Award Recipient









		









May 19, 2017



Dear:



On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Board of Directors and its members, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected to receive the Academy’s (insert award). This award recognizes an outstanding (registered dietitian nutritionist / dietetic technician, registered,) who has demonstrated excellence and leadership in this specific area of practice.



Your (award name) will be presented at the 2017 Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo in Chicago, IL, at the (name of session) session on (Day / Date / Time / room / location of session). We recognize the importance of having family and friends at the award ceremony, and we hope your guests will be able to join you on this special occasion.



Additional information regarding FNCE is attached for your review and more information will follow as it becomes available. The attached document also includes the specifications for a high-resolution color photo that we hope you will be able to provide for use in the FNCE program book by May 31.



On behalf of the Academy’s Board of Directors, congratulations on receiving this prestigious award.



Sincerely,					

		



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President



		





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND President-elect
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IV. (b-2-vi) SAMPLE LETTER-Excellence in Practice Award Recipient.docx



 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 312/899-4827 

 mnovotny@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1849. Re: Standards announcement

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 10:01:39

Subject: Re: Standards announcement

Attachment:

We are probably going to need about $5,000 to get our program up and running to buy equipment

and double up money.  If we got that money, I could do fund raising after I finish being President!  I

can't do it this year and we want to get the program going.  That gives me one more thing I can

talk to legislators about too!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:33 AM

To: Donna Martin

Subject: Re: Standards announcement

 

Agree

 

On another note we are meeting with FINI leaders today.  If Gus is not able to help with your

request maybe someone else can.  Let me know what you need and I will see what I find out.

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

> On May 2, 2017, at 8:29 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

>

> I don't think getting these waivers are going to be easy and I think keeping the sodium standards

at Target 1 is a good thing.  If you have to prove you lost participation because of whole grains or

skim flavored milk, then if making that change will make more children eat lunch, then that will be

OK.  I think it could have been a lot worse.  Maybe SNA will back off now and stop asking for

changes which would be a good thing.  They can brag to their members that they got some

flexibility and maybe just let it go!

>

> Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

> Director, School Nutrition Program

> Burke County Board of Education

> 789 Burke Veterans Parkway

> Waynesboro, GA  30830

> work - 706-554-5393

> fax - 706-554-5655

> President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

>

> ________________________________________

> From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

> Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:19 AM

> To: Donna Martin

> Subject: Standards announcement

>

> I know many partners  are disappointed.

>

> But am I wrong to think our SNS members won't continue to do the right thing for kids and serve

healthy meals?  I know that might be true of some but won't the majority continue on the route of

changes made?

>

>

>

>

> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

> Vice President,

> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

> Suite 460

> Washington, DC 20036
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> phone: 312.899.1731

> mraimondi@eatright.org

> www.eatright.org
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1850. Re: Advocacy Day

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 09:15:31

Subject: Re: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Jeanne,  I am sorry we did not get to spend more time together.  I want to apologize for possibly

hurting your feelings by not inviting you to dinner Sunday night.  I want to explain my thought

process.  I contacted Gus Schumacher about dinner, because I needed to talk to him about

Wholesome Wave.  We have started the process to get SNAP approved at our Farmer's Market

and I needed to talk to Gus about finding some funding for the Wholesome Wave matching part.

When I told Mary Pat I was having dinner with Gus, she asked me to talk to him about the fact that

by him requesting 100 million dollars for Wholesome Wave, it had the possibility of taking money

away from SNAP Ed.  I asked her if she would be willing to come to dinner to help with that

discussion.  I was concerned that I would not be able to answer all the political questions

surrounding her concern.  She then suggested bringing Jenn and I said fine.  My thought process

was that you all hate having to spend all your evenings having dinner with work related issues,

and I try to not make you all feel like you have to entertain us or spend time with us because of our

positions on the board.  I know I value my evening time with my family and hate when work takes

me away from my family.  I really was trying to be sensitive to the little bit of home time you get

and not at all trying to exclude you.  I realize that was a mistake now, and I will in the future make

sure I include you and let you make the decision to come or not come.  Please know that it was

not meant to be a include not include type event.  Please accept my sincerest apologies as it was

not my intent to hurt anyone's feelings.

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:28 AM

To: Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler

Subject: Advocacy Day
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Lucille and Donna,

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

 

Jeanne
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1851. 2017 May Chair Message

From: Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>

To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>, Constance Geiger

(constancegeiger@cgeiger.net) <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Eileen Kennedy

<Eileen.Kennedy@tufts.edu>, Jean Ragalie-Carr (jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org)

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Kathy Wilson-Gold

(kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com) <kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, Maha

Tahiri <maha.tahiri@genmills.com>, Margaret Garner

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Sitoya Mansell

<sitoyaj@hotmail.com>, Sylvia Escott-Stump <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, Terri

Raymond <tjraymond@aol.com>, Cathy Christie <c.christie@unf.edu>, Gus

Schumacher Jr <gus@wholesomewave.org>, JoJo Dantone-DeBarbieris

<JoJo@nutritionEd.com>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Beth Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor

<dtaylor@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Martha

Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski

<pslomski@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 09:08:08

Subject: 2017 May Chair Message

Attachment: image001.jpg
image008.png
image009.jpg
image012.jpg
image013.jpg
image014.jpg

 

May 2017 Chair Monthly Message

 

from Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair 

Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

Thank You For This Tremendous Opportunity!
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I have been honored to serve as your Academy Foundation Chair for the last two years.  First and

foremost I would like to thank you, our Academy members and Foundation donors for this

tremendous opportunity.  Your generosity and desire to give back and make an impact throughout

our profession inspires me on a daily basis. Our Foundation has helped thousands of Academy

members through scholarships, awards, research grants and our public education programs over

the last few years because of you. 

 

Next, I would like to thank all the dedicated Foundation Board members and volunteers I have

worked side-by-side with over the last few years.  I admire your dedication and stewardship to our

Foundation, giving back to our profession that has given us so much.  Your time, talent and

treasure that you have given freely to our Foundation has made us stronger.  I have appreciated

your input, but more importantly, value the relationships we have built over the years through a

mutual passion for our Foundation. 

 

                               

                               Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND, and 2016/17 Academy Foundation

Board Members

 

 

Finally, I would also like to recognize and thank the Foundation and Academy staff who works

often times behind the scenes, but are just as essential to the process and provides us with all the

support to help us succeed as a Board and an organization.

 

 

We have had many accomplishments over the past few years, but what I am most proud of is the

opportunity to welcome us into our Second Century and all the hard work and planning that has

gone into this process.  Our Academy and Foundation has had the forethought to recognize our

100-year anniversary and usher us into our Second Century as a profession, creating a future

where our members will lead the charge in accelerating improvements in global health and well-

being through food and nutrition.  Our Foundation will be the conduit to help make this happen,

building upon our programs and successes, supporting dietetics professionals locally, nationally

and now globally, through scholarships, research grants, awards and community education. If you

haven’t done so already, please join your peers by making a gift today, and help us create a

bigger, better, bolder Second Century – together!

 

 

Please join me in welcoming our new Chair in June, Marty Yadrick, MS, MBI, RDN, FAND.  Marty

is a hard-working, dynamic individual, having served Academy President in 2008-09 and Chair of

ANDPAC, the Academy’s Political Action Committee, in 2012-13. He has previously served as the

Chair of the Nutrition Informatics Committee, Academy Treasurer, House of Delegates Director,

Delegate, Academy media spokesperson and Chair of the SCAN DPG. I am looking forward to

working with you as Past-Chair and serving our profession.
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This has been an opportunity of a lifetime for me. I leave with a greater appreciation for all the

tremendous things the Foundation does for our Academy members, the generous donors who

make all this happen and the dynamic individuals who are doing great things around the world, in

our profession, from our support.  Thank you!

 

 

Warm Regards,

 

Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND

 

2016 - 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Chair
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1852. Re: Standards announcement

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 08:36:45

Subject: Re: Standards announcement

Attachment:

Agree

 

On another note we are meeting with FINI leaders today.  If Gus is not able to help with your

request maybe someone else can.  Let me know what you need and I will see what I find out.

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org

 

> On May 2, 2017, at 8:29 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:

>

> I don't think getting these waivers are going to be easy and I think keeping the sodium standards

at Target 1 is a good thing.  If you have to prove you lost participation because of whole grains or

skim flavored milk, then if making that change will make more children eat lunch, then that will be

OK.  I think it could have been a lot worse.  Maybe SNA will back off now and stop asking for

changes which would be a good thing.  They can brag to their members that they got some

flexibility and maybe just let it go!

>

> Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

> Director, School Nutrition Program

> Burke County Board of Education

> 789 Burke Veterans Parkway

> Waynesboro, GA  30830

> work - 706-554-5393

> fax - 706-554-5655

> President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

>
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> ________________________________________

> From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

> Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:19 AM

> To: Donna Martin

> Subject: Standards announcement

>

> I know many partners  are disappointed.

>

> But am I wrong to think our SNS members won't continue to do the right thing for kids and serve

healthy meals?  I know that might be true of some but won't the majority continue on the route of

changes made?

>

>

>

>

> Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

> Vice President,

> Strategic Policy and Partnerships

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

> Suite 460

> Washington, DC 20036

> phone: 312.899.1731

> mraimondi@eatright.org

> www.eatright.org
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1853. Re: Standards announcement

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 08:32:56

Subject: Re: Standards announcement

Attachment:

I don't think getting these waivers are going to be easy and I think keeping the sodium standards

at Target 1 is a good thing.  If you have to prove you lost participation because of whole grains or

skim flavored milk, then if making that change will make more children eat lunch, then that will be

OK.  I think it could have been a lot worse.  Maybe SNA will back off now and stop asking for

changes which would be a good thing.  They can brag to their members that they got some

flexibility and maybe just let it go!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

________________________________________

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 8:19 AM

To: Donna Martin

Subject: Standards announcement

 

I know many partners  are disappointed.

 

But am I wrong to think our SNS members won't continue to do the right thing for kids and serve

healthy meals?  I know that might be true of some but won't the majority continue on the route of

changes made?

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1854. Advocacy Day

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 08:31:45

Subject: Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Lucille and Donna,

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend the advocacy day. I hope your meetings were

interesting and successful! Hopefully next time I can spend more time with you before or after --

it's always nice to catch up.  I hope you made it back home safely!

 

Jeanne 
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1855. Standards announcement

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 02, 2017 08:22:14

Subject: Standards announcement

Attachment:

I know many partners  are disappointed. 

 

But am I wrong to think our SNS members won't continue to do the right thing for kids and serve

healthy meals?  I know that might be true of some but won't the majority continue on the route of

changes made?

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN

Vice President,

Strategic Policy and Partnerships

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-

Suite 460

Washington, DC 20036

phone: 312.899.1731

mraimondi@eatright.org

www.eatright.org
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1856. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 16:52:34

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

I suggest we play Celebrate by KC and the Sunshine band.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 29, 2017, at 8:54 AM, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> wrote:  
 

Hi Sue and Donna 

I would like to not pick my favorite song but a song that reflects the work of our members or our

future aspirations! There are soooo many great songs old and new. How to choose? Thoughts.

Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your
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favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1857. ACEND Standards Update

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 12:26:55

Subject: ACEND Standards Update

Attachment:

 
 

Greetings from ACEND, 

  

The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND®) is writing to keep you

informed of our standards development work. A copy of the May Standards Update is posted on

the ACEND Standards webpage www.eatrightacend.org/ACEND/Standards. 

Please share this information with your constituents/colleagues. If you or they have questions,

please send them to acend@eatright.org or call 312-899-4872, so we can respond to them. Future

editions of the monthly update will include these questions and an ACEND response.

 

Thank you. 

  

Mary Gregoire, PhD, RD

 

ACEND Executive Director
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•

1858. FNCE Housing and Registration

From: abiedenharn@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 12:21:00

Subject: FNCE Housing and Registration

Attachment:

Hello AIND Members, 

  

We hope to see you at the Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®) this October 21-24 in

Chicago, IL. If you are planning to attend or looking for more information, please visit

www.eatright.org/fnce. 

  

FNCE® provides educational opportunities that not available elsewhere. You will gain access to

new trends, perspectives from expert speakers and applications that you can apply to practice

right away. Plus, review products and services from over 300 exhibitors showcasing the latest and

greatest offerings in food and nutrition. 

  

Housing and Registration open tomorrow – May 2

 

Registration information - http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/registration/ 

Housing information – http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/hotel/ 

*Note, if you are not staying in one of the FNCE® hotels, but plan to use the shuttles to get to the

convention center, please select a shuttle pass when you register.

 

Housing options fill up quickly so if you are in need of a hotel room, make your reservations early. 

  

Thank you, 

 AIND Leadership
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1859. RE: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 11:46:36

Subject: RE: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

Attachment: image001.png

Sounds good – Delia IS great. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Sunday, April 30, 2017 2:35 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

 

 

Thanks Joan. I have submitted my expenses and will write the Academy a check for the hotel

room you all paid for once I get reimbursed. Thanks for offering to do the remimbursement.  I have

a great secretary who helps me with that, I could not live without her! 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 3:20 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:
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Hello Donna, 

Sounds like your NMAND presentation was a big success! Please forward any expenses you may

have incurred to me and I will be happy to forward to NMAND for reimbursement. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

 

From: NMDA PIC [mailto:nmdapic@gmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

 

 

The NMAND was so pleased with Ms. Marin's presence and presentation at out annual meeting;

we hope she enjoyed her short time here with us as well. Please send any receipts you have on

expenses Ms. Martin may have occurred, so she can be reimbursed. Thank you.

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

-- 

Valari J Fauntleroy MS, RDN, LD
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“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy
food.” Hippocrates
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1860. ACH Check deposit notification

From: eortiz@eatright.org

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 11:25:51

Subject: ACH Check deposit notification

Attachment: report-2_2017-05-01_10-22_3710125_e5b42a62-6e4c-4adb-8f34-e4e72c5
1375d.pdf

See attached file
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A deposit for the amount of                     750.00 
will be made to your designated account on         5/02/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
INCOMING PRES STIPEN          DONNA S MARTIN                                                      750.00 
 





report-2_2017-05-01_10-22_3710125_e5b42a62-6e4c-4adb-8f34-e4e72c5 1375d.pdf




 
 
 
 
 
A deposit for the amount of                     750.00 
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1861. Call for articles - NDEP Line - May 8th

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 10:50:53

Subject: Call for articles - NDEP Line - May 8th

Attachment:

 
 

Call for articles for the Summer edition of NDEP Line. Please submit to mccric@sage.edu by May

8.

 

Please view the Winter 2016 edition for submission guidelines. Thank you! 

  

Colleen McCrief, MS, RDN

 

Director, Didactic Program in Dietetics and Assistant Professor

 

The Sage Colleges

 

312 Ackerman Hall

 

65 1st Street

 

Troy, NY 12180

 

Telephone: 518-244-2043

 

Fax: 518-244-4586

 

E-mail: mccric@sage.edu
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1862. Dinner -Academy

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, lbeseler@bellsouth.net, Camille

Range Cell <Rangecamille@gmail.com>

Cc: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 09:32:56

Subject: Dinner -Academy

Attachment: image.png

Donna, Lucille, Camille and Mary Pat,  
 

 So many thanks for a tasty meal and esp. lively discussion last night at dinner--much looking

forward to June discussions in Chicago-- 
 

  Your ideas of linking dietitians to the farmers markets is terrific and will be discussing at a lunch

today with Hugo Mongollon, a board member of the Farmers Market Coalition re starting such a

program this year with his 15 farmers markets with a link to dietiations and nutrition education

booths at his markets in DC and Virginia-- 
 

  Maybe a future MOU between the Academy and the Farmers Market Coalition (8500 farmers

markets in 50 states) with some 55,000 farmers and some 50 million consumers shopping during

the year (8500 farmers markets at 300 customers minimum weekly times 20 weeks).  
 

  Good luck with your advocacy this week on the Hill and look forward to catching up with Mary Pat

at the FINI meetings mid-week.  
 

   Gus 
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1863. Re: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 09:27:37

Subject: Re: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

I keep getting this email sent to me from Clare. I got 4 last week and one this morning.

 

Lorri Holzberg

iPad

 

> On May 1, 2017, at 5:04 AM, Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com> wrote:

>

> LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

>

>

>

>
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>

> WebEX

>

>

>

> You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.

>

> Meeting Password: LPPC16

>

>

>

> CALL-IN

>

>

>

> If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

>

>

>

> Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

>

> Conference Code: 271-642-5619

>

>

>

>

>

> If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone,

202-775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.

> <mime-attachment.ics>
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1864. Re: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception?

From: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

To: Mary Beth Kavanagh <mxk109@case.edu>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>, lucille.beseler_fnc@bellsouth.net

<lucille.beseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Tamara Randall <tlk3@case.edu>, Hope

Barkoukis <hdb@case.edu>, kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com

<kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, pbabjak@eatright.org <pbabjak@eatright.org>,

asteiber@eatright.org <asteiber@eatright.org>, Vera

<verabart@ameritech.net>, Shannon Sterne <shannonsterne@gmail.com>,

Doughten, Sharon <Sharon.Doughten@tri-c.edu>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 09:08:58

Subject: Re: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception?

Attachment: image001.png

I did register   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On May 1, 2017, at 6:46 AM, Mary Beth Kavanagh <mxk109@case.edu> wrote:  
 
 

Good morning! 
 

The members of the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are honored that you

will be attending our Special Reception at the Dittrick Medical Museum 

on Wednesday May 17, 2017. As chair of the planning committee, we thank you for your support! 
 

I have registered all of you via Eventbrite and you should soon receive a confirmation email.

Please ignore any reference to tickets - no tickets are needed. 

Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions. 
 

Thanks you again and I will see you in a few weeks! 
 

Mary Beth
 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, MS, RDN, LD, FAND 

Adjunct Senior Instructor, Department of Nutrition 

Case Western Reserve University 
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On Thu, Apr 27, 2017 at 5:03 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  

Hello Mary Beth,

 

 

The names and email addresses of the Academy leaders that will be in Cleveland on Wednesday

follow below. Please feel free to include them on the Evite. I will contact Donna and Lucille about

the opportunity to share a few words. I will be arriving on Thursday, but Doris Acosta will be in

attendance at the event. I am copying her on this communication.

 

 

Lucille Beseler lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net 

Donna Martin DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

Susan Finn susan.finn@outlook.com 

Tammy Randall Tammy.randall@case.edu 

Hope Barkoukis Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu 

Kay Wolf Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com 

Jean Ragalie-Carr jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org 

Patricia Babjak PBABJAK@eatright.org 

Doris Acosta dacosta@eatright.org (staff)

 

Alison Steiber ASteiber@eatright.org (staff)

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Mary Beth Kavanagh [mailto:mxk109@case.edu]  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:30 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fwd: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception?

 

 

Good morning Joan!

 

 

We sent out the evite for the GCAND reception at the Museum again yesterday so I thought I

would forward it to you as well.

 

When you are ready, please let me know the names of the BOD members who will attend and I

will get them registered.

 

 

We are so excited - the exhibit looks FABULOUS!

 

 

We would like Lucille and/or Donna to say a few words of welcome at the reception at 7:15 PM.

 

Should I contact them directly about this or would you prefer that I work through you?

 

Please let me know!

 

 

Thank you!

 

 

Mary Beth

 

 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, MS, RDN, LD, FAND
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Adjunct Senior Instructor, Department of Nutrition

 

Case Western Reserve University

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Greater Cleveland AND <invite@eventbrite.com> 

 Date: Wed, Apr 26, 2017 at 7:45 AM 

 Subject: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception? 

 To: mxk109@case.edu 

  

 

 

Hello Mary Beth,  

You are invited to the following event: 
GCAND Special Reception 

Event to be held at the following time, date, and location: 

Wednesday, May 17, 2017 from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM (EDT) 

Allen Memorial Medical Library 

 11000 Euclid Avenue 

 Cleveland, OH 44106 

  

View Map 

 
Attend Event 

 

 Don't Miss Out! Register by May 10th!

 

 

The Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (GCAND) invites you to a special

reception and historical exhibit honoring the legacy of the food and nutrition practitioners who

formed our nation’s first professional dietetics organization in Cleveland in 1917.

 

 
See the AND Press Release

 

 

GCAND Special Reception

 

 

May 17, 2017 - 6:00-8:00pm
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Allen Memorial Medical Library

 

 

Hearty Hors d'Oeuvres and Local Wines will be served.

 

 

Featuring...

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Historical Exhibit

 

Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America:

 

100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition

 

 

A display of original photographs, archives, and commemorative items vividly depicting the

Academy’s first century.

 

 

Exhibit made possible by a grant from AND Foundation to GCAND.

 

 

Welcome and Special Acknowledgments

 

in the library at 7:15pm

 

 

 

AND members are invited to the reception at no cost.

 

Non-members may purchase tickets to the reception for $20.

 

 

Please RSVP by May 10, 2017

 

 

Location
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The Allen Memorial Medical Library is located at the corner of Euclid Ave and Adelbert Rd, 11000

Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 44106.

 

 

The GCAND Special Reception will be held on the second floor of the library.

 

 

The AND Historical Exhibit will be on display from May 1-22, 2017 in the Dittrick Museum of

Medical History located on the third floor of the library. For hours and information, visit:

http://artsci.case.edu/Dittrick/

 

 

Entry to the library permitted only through the Adelbert Rd entrance.

 

 

Getting There

 

 

Public Transportation from Downtown Cleveland:

 

 

·        RTA HealthLine: Cleveland’s bus-rapid transit system runs every 10-15 minutes. From the

Hilton, walk 5 minutes south to the Public Square Station and take the HealthLine to the stop at

Adelbert Rd (~24 minutes). One-way fare is $2.50. Visit the HealthLine website at

http://www.riderta.com/routes/healthline for information about passes and discounted rates for

seniors and students. Refer to the “Plan a Trip” feature on the Healthline website for detailed

directions from “Public Square” to “Allen Memorial Medical Library.”

 

·        Uber or Lyft: $10-13 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

·        Taxi: $15-20 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

 

Parking:

 

 

·        Most lots accept CASH ONLY.

 

·        Lot 51: Adjacent to the library; enter from Adelbert Rd. $11

 

·        Campus Center Garage: Underground garage across the street from the library beneath

Severance Hall; enter from East Blvd. $7-10
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·        Lot 2: Garage just off Euclid Ave just east of the library; enter from UH Dr. $4-6

 

·        Street Parking: Metered parking on East Blvd is free after 6pm. Parking at the 1-hour spots

on Euclid Ave is unlimited after 6pm.

 

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library indicated below by the 6.

 

 
 
Note: AND has contracted a photography and film crew to capture the events of the evening and
will post them on eatrightPRO.org for those unable to attend.

 

 

This invitation was sent to mxk109@case.edu by Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition

&Dietetics the organizer. To stop receiving invitations from this organizer, you can unsubscribe. 

Eventbrite, Inc. | 155 5th St, 7th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
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1865. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 08:07:58

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1866. Re: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception?

From: Mary Beth Kavanagh <mxk109@case.edu>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, lucille.beseler_fnc@bellsouth.net,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Susan Finn

<susan.finn@outlook.com>, Tamara Randall <tlk3@case.edu>, Hope

Barkoukis <hdb@case.edu>, kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com, jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org, pbabjak@eatright.org, asteiber@eatright.org

<asteiber@eatright.org>, Vera <verabart@ameritech.net>, Shannon Sterne

<shannonsterne@gmail.com>, Doughten, Sharon <Sharon.Doughten@tri-

c.edu>

Sent Date: May 01, 2017 06:49:46

Subject: Re: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception?

Attachment: image001.png

 

Good morning! 
 

The members of the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics are honored that you

will be attending our Special Reception at the Dittrick Medical Museum 

on Wednesday May 17, 2017. As chair of the planning committee, we thank you for your support! 
 

I have registered all of you via Eventbrite and you should soon receive a confirmation email.

Please ignore any reference to tickets - no tickets are needed. 

Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions. 
 

Thanks you again and I will see you in a few weeks! 
 

Mary Beth
 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, MS, RDN, LD, FAND 

Adjunct Senior Instructor, Department of Nutrition 

Case Western Reserve University 
 
 
 

On Thu, Apr 27, 2017 at 5:03 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  

Hello Mary Beth,

 

 

The names and email addresses of the Academy leaders that will be in Cleveland on Wednesday

follow below. Please feel free to include them on the Evite. I will contact Donna and Lucille about
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the opportunity to share a few words. I will be arriving on Thursday, but Doris Acosta will be in

attendance at the event. I am copying her on this communication.

 

 

Lucille Beseler lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net 

Donna Martin DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

Susan Finn susan.finn@outlook.com 

Tammy Randall Tammy.randall@case.edu 

Hope Barkoukis Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu 

Kay Wolf Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com 

Jean Ragalie-Carr jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org 

Patricia Babjak PBABJAK@eatright.org 

Doris Acosta dacosta@eatright.org (staff)

 

Alison Steiber ASteiber@eatright.org (staff)

 

 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Mary Beth Kavanagh [mailto:mxk109@case.edu]  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:30 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 
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 Subject: Fwd: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception?

 

 

Good morning Joan!

 

 

We sent out the evite for the GCAND reception at the Museum again yesterday so I thought I

would forward it to you as well.

 

When you are ready, please let me know the names of the BOD members who will attend and I

will get them registered.

 

 

We are so excited - the exhibit looks FABULOUS!

 

 

We would like Lucille and/or Donna to say a few words of welcome at the reception at 7:15 PM.

 

Should I contact them directly about this or would you prefer that I work through you?

 

Please let me know!

 

 

Thank you!

 

 

Mary Beth

 

 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, MS, RDN, LD, FAND

 

Adjunct Senior Instructor, Department of Nutrition

 

Case Western Reserve University

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Greater Cleveland AND <invite@eventbrite.com> 

 Date: Wed, Apr 26, 2017 at 7:45 AM 

 Subject: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception? 

 To: mxk109@case.edu 
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Hello Mary Beth,  

You are invited to the following event: 
GCAND Special Reception 

Event to be held at the following time, date, and location: 

Wednesday, May 17, 2017 from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM (EDT) 

Allen Memorial Medical Library 

 11000 Euclid Avenue 

 Cleveland, OH 44106 

  

View Map 

 
Attend Event 

 

 Don't Miss Out! Register by May 10th!

 

 

The Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (GCAND) invites you to a special

reception and historical exhibit honoring the legacy of the food and nutrition practitioners who

formed our nation’s first professional dietetics organization in Cleveland in 1917.

 

 
See the AND Press Release

 

 

GCAND Special Reception

 

 

May 17, 2017 - 6:00-8:00pm

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library

 

 

Hearty Hors d'Oeuvres and Local Wines will be served.

 

 

Featuring...

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Historical Exhibit
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Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America:

 

100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition

 

 

A display of original photographs, archives, and commemorative items vividly depicting the

Academy’s first century.

 

 

Exhibit made possible by a grant from AND Foundation to GCAND.

 

 

Welcome and Special Acknowledgments

 

in the library at 7:15pm

 

 

 

AND members are invited to the reception at no cost.

 

Non-members may purchase tickets to the reception for $20.

 

 

Please RSVP by May 10, 2017

 

 

Location

 

 

The Allen Memorial Medical Library is located at the corner of Euclid Ave and Adelbert Rd, 11000

Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 44106.

 

 

The GCAND Special Reception will be held on the second floor of the library.

 

 

The AND Historical Exhibit will be on display from May 1-22, 2017 in the Dittrick Museum of

Medical History located on the third floor of the library. For hours and information, visit:

http://artsci.case.edu/Dittrick/
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Entry to the library permitted only through the Adelbert Rd entrance.

 

 

Getting There

 

 

Public Transportation from Downtown Cleveland:

 

 

·        RTA HealthLine: Cleveland’s bus-rapid transit system runs every 10-15 minutes. From the

Hilton, walk 5 minutes south to the Public Square Station and take the HealthLine to the stop at

Adelbert Rd (~24 minutes). One-way fare is $2.50. Visit the HealthLine website at

http://www.riderta.com/routes/healthline for information about passes and discounted rates for

seniors and students. Refer to the “Plan a Trip” feature on the Healthline website for detailed

directions from “Public Square” to “Allen Memorial Medical Library.”

 

·        Uber or Lyft: $10-13 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

·        Taxi: $15-20 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

 

Parking:

 

 

·        Most lots accept CASH ONLY.

 

·        Lot 51: Adjacent to the library; enter from Adelbert Rd. $11

 

·        Campus Center Garage: Underground garage across the street from the library beneath

Severance Hall; enter from East Blvd. $7-10

 

·        Lot 2: Garage just off Euclid Ave just east of the library; enter from UH Dr. $4-6

 

·        Street Parking: Metered parking on East Blvd is free after 6pm. Parking at the 1-hour spots

on Euclid Ave is unlimited after 6pm.

 

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library indicated below by the 6.

 

 
 
Note: AND has contracted a photography and film crew to capture the events of the evening and
will post them on eatrightPRO.org for those unable to attend.
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This invitation was sent to mxk109@case.edu by Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition

&Dietetics the organizer. To stop receiving invitations from this organizer, you can unsubscribe. 

Eventbrite, Inc. | 155 5th St, 7th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
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1867. Re: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 30, 2017 15:35:23

Subject: Re: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

Attachment:

Thanks Joan. I have submitted my expenses and will write the Academy a check for the hotel

room you all paid for once I get reimbursed. Thanks for offering to do the remimbursement.  I have

a great secretary who helps me with that, I could not live without her!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 3:20 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hello Donna, 

Sounds like your NMAND presentation was a big success! Please forward any expenses you may

have incurred to me and I will be happy to forward to NMAND for reimbursement. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

 

From: NMDA PIC [mailto:nmdapic@gmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin
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The NMAND was so pleased with Ms. Marin's presence and presentation at out annual meeting;

we hope she enjoyed her short time here with us as well. Please send any receipts you have on

expenses Ms. Martin may have occurred, so she can be reimbursed. Thank you.

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

-- 

Valari J Fauntleroy MS, RDN, LD
 

“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy
food.” Hippocrates
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1868. Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

From: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Mary Pat

Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>,

Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 30, 2017 14:53:35

Subject: Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

Attachment:

Yes, do sign on. 

Nadine 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 10:01 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

LPPC leaders,  

Attached is a letter to Sen. Murray thanking her for introducing the Saving Women’s Preventive

Care Act.  I have asked our team to prepare a bill analysis for your review, but the deadline for

signing onto this letter is May 1.  The letter was originated by the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG).  Our team has reviewed the letter and agrees with

signing on since the act is consistent from with our health principles.

 

 

Please let me know if you agree with signing on.

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org
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www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1869. Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

Cc: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Blankenship Jeanne

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma

<ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 30, 2017 14:35:30

Subject: Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

Attachment:

I agree to signing on.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 

iPad  
 
On Apr 30, 2017, at 9:59 AM, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com> wrote:  
 

I agree-but don’t have a vote as an ex-officio member. 
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
linda.farr@me.com
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On Apr 29, 2017, at 2:27 PM, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com> wrote: 
 

I'm cool with it  
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Mike 
 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone 
 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Date: 4/28/17 9:01 AM (GMT-06:00) 

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein' <

nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com> 

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <

swinston@eatright.org> 

Subject: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services 
 

LPPC leaders,  

Attached is a letter to Sen. Murray thanking her for introducing the Saving Women’s Preventive

Care Act.  I have asked our team to prepare a bill analysis for your review, but the deadline for

signing onto this letter is May 1.  The letter was originated by the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG).  Our team has reviewed the letter and agrees with

signing on since the act is consistent from with our health principles.

 

Please let me know if you agree with signing on.

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

Skype: jblankenship66

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1870. Re: Dinner Sunday 4/30

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>

Sent Date: Apr 30, 2017 13:08:17

Subject: Re: Dinner Sunday 4/30

Attachment:

Looking forward to it!

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida

President Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics 2016-2017

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone 

 

 

> On Apr 29, 2017, at 6:26 PM, Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com> wrote:

>

> Hi everyone,

>

> I look forward to a great evening and dinner tomorrow with Donna and Lucille in town. We have

reservations at the Tabard Inn (1739 N St NW) at 6:30, right next door to the Kimpton Topaz hotel.

I hope you are all able to join.

>

> Safe travels to D.C.!

>

> Camille

> (630) 248-9080
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1871. Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

Cc: Blankenship Jeanne <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma

<ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 30, 2017 13:02:15

Subject: Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

Attachment:

I agree-but don’t have a vote as an ex-officio member. 
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
linda.farr@me.com
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On Apr 29, 2017, at 2:27 PM, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com> wrote: 
 

I'm cool with it  
 

Mike 
 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone 
 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 
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Date: 4/28/17 9:01 AM (GMT-06:00) 

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein' <

nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com> 

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart <

swinston@eatright.org> 

Subject: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services 
 

LPPC leaders,  

Attached is a letter to Sen. Murray thanking her for introducing the Saving Women’s Preventive

Care Act.  I have asked our team to prepare a bill analysis for your review, but the deadline for

signing onto this letter is May 1.  The letter was originated by the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG).  Our team has reviewed the letter and agrees with

signing on since the act is consistent from with our health principles.

 

Please let me know if you agree with signing on.

Jeanne

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

Skype: jblankenship66

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1872. Re: Dinner Sunday 4/30

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>

Sent Date: Apr 30, 2017 10:14:19

Subject: Re: Dinner Sunday 4/30

Attachment:

Looking fioward to it.

 

Sent from my iPhone

 

> On Apr 29, 2017, at 6:30 PM, Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com> wrote:

>

> Hi everyone,

>

> I look forward to a great evening and dinner tomorrow with Donna and Lucille in town. We have

reservations at the Tabard Inn (1739 N St NW) at 6:30, right next door to the Kimpton Topaz hotel.

I hope you are all able to join.

>

> Safe travels to D.C.!

>

> Camille

> (630) 248-9080
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1873. Dinner Sunday 4/30

From: Camille Range <rangecamille@gmail.com>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>

Sent Date: Apr 29, 2017 18:30:13

Subject: Dinner Sunday 4/30

Attachment:

Hi everyone,  
 

I look forward to a great evening and dinner tomorrow with Donna and Lucille in town. We have

reservations at the Tabard Inn (1739 N St NW) at 6:30, right next door to the Kimpton Topaz hotel.

I hope you are all able to join.  
 

Safe travels to D.C.!  
 

Camille  

(630) 248-9080 
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1874. Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

From: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 29, 2017 15:30:26

Subject: Re: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

Attachment:

I'm cool with it  
 

Mike 
 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone 
 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Date: 4/28/17 9:01 AM (GMT-06:00) 

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com> 

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org> 

Subject: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services 
 

LPPC leaders,  

Attached is a letter to Sen. Murray thanking her for introducing the Saving Women’s Preventive

Care Act.  I have asked our team to prepare a bill analysis for your review, but the deadline for

signing onto this letter is May 1.  The letter was originated by the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG).  Our team has reviewed the letter and agrees with

signing on since the act is consistent from with our health principles.

 

 

Please let me know if you agree with signing on.

 

Jeanne
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1875. Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Susan Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: Apr 29, 2017 08:54:53

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hi Sue and Donna 

I would like to not pick my favorite song but a song that reflects the work of our members or our

future aspirations! There are soooo many great songs old and new. How to choose? Thoughts.

Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:05 PM, Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the
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information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1876. Ohio Academy Conference - Request

From: Jason Roberts <jason.daniel.roberts@gmail.com>

To: lbeseler fnc <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us, Susan

Finn <susan.finn@outlook.com>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, jeannine@eatrightohio.org

<jeannine@eatrightohio.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 19:08:48

Subject: Ohio Academy Conference - Request

Attachment:

Hello Lucille, Donna, and Sue!  
 

Please see the full message below. I was hoping the three of you could choice one song so we

won't cut into your presentation time. Of course, that is up to you. 
 
 
 

Hello Conference Presenter, 
 

We have less than 3 weeks to the kick of the Ohio Academy 2017 annual conference "Rooted in

Our Past...Growing our Future"! Since we all know "Cleveland Rocks", I'm reaching out to all of

our general session speakers / presenters to see if you will provide one of your favorite songs to

be played after your introduction as you come up to speak. We will play 20-30 seconds of your

favorite song.  
 

To help us follow music license laws, please click on this link to see if your favorite song is in the

repertoire  http://repertoire.bmi.com/StartPage.aspx . Once you click on the link you can search by

title or artist.  Once you confirm your favorite  (or one of them) is on the list, please reply to me

with the Song Title, Artist and what part of the song you'd like played. Please reply with the

information by the end of business on Friday May 5th. 
 

Originally I was going to request a favorite from a Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inductee but didn't

want to push my luck :)  
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We appreciate your commitment in making our

conference the best possible. 
 

Best, 
 
 

Jason Roberts, RDN, LD 
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Registered Dietitian Nutritionist 

Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, CPI Chair 2016-2017  

(513) 518-2347
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1877. FW: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 15:20:47

Subject: FW: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

Attachment:

Hello Donna, 

Sounds like your NMAND presentation was a big success! Please forward any expenses you may

have incurred to me and I will be happy to forward to NMAND for reimbursement. 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

 

From: NMDA PIC [mailto:nmdapic@gmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Any outstanding expenses for Ms. Martin

 

 

The NMAND was so pleased with Ms. Marin's presence and presentation at out annual meeting;

we hope she enjoyed her short time here with us as well. Please send any receipts you have on

expenses Ms. Martin may have occurred, so she can be reimbursed. Thank you.
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Sincerely, 

 

 

-- 

Valari J Fauntleroy MS, RDN, LD
 

“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy
food.” Hippocrates
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1878. May 1st Advocacy Day details!

From: Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com <ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com>,

cdpuidk1@gmail.com <cdpuidk1@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 14:51:46

Subject: May 1st Advocacy Day details!

Attachment: OutlookEmoji-1484269576971_PastedImage.png
Advocacy Day Schedule_Stefanie.docx

Good afternoon! I am looking forward to joining you all for the Academy's May 1st Quarterly

Advocacy Day! I have attached our schedule, and please let me know if you all have any

questions or concerns.  It also includes my cell phone number for your convenience. Have a great

weekend! 
 

Sincerely,

 
 

Stefanie

 
 

 

 

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, JD, MPH

 

Director of HHS Legislation and Policy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 460

 

Washington DC 20036

 

O: (202) 775-8277 ext. 6006

 

F: (202) 775-8284

 

Email: swinston@eatright.org

 

Website: www.eatright.org
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Quarterly Advocacy Day

May 1, 2017

Stefanie’s Team



Participants:

Stefanie Winston Rinehart, Academy staff, swinston@eatright.org, (616) 485-8709

Donna Martin, Georgia Academy affiliate, dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Christine Hansen, Georgia Academy affiliate, ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com

Courtney Danielle, DC Academy affiliate, cdpuidk1@gmail.com





10:30  AM	Justin Bergeson, Office of Senator Thune, 511 Dirksen Senate Office Building, (202) 224-2321, @SenJohnThune

11:30  AM	Jordan Bartolomeo, Office of Senator Isakson,131 Russell Senate Office Building, (202) 224-3643, @SenatorIsakson

1:30  PM	Jack Dolan, Office of Senator Portman, 448 Russell Senate Office Building, (202) 224-3353, @senrobportman

2:30  PM	Lindsey Stanford, Office of Senator Wyden, 221 Dirksen Senate Office Building, (202) 224-5244, @WydenPress



Advocacy Day Schedule_Stefanie.docx
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1879. Re: changes...

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 14:00:18

Subject: Re: changes...

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 1:47 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: changes... 

 

Just as a FYI, Jenn was asked to give her opinion on changes in school meals with key

influencers.  She was guided by your recommendations which was extremely helpful.  I know she

was contacted because she is able to look at the big picture of children’s health and give common

sense input.  She has a non-threatening manner which is appreciated by both sides. 

 

I do not think any other nutrition groups were contacted for this.  So at this point, we are not

sharing that externally as to have hard feelings or putting others on the defense for their decision.  

 

See you Sunday!
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Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1880. changes...

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 13:50:58

Subject: changes...

Attachment: image001.png

Just as a FYI, Jenn was asked to give her opinion on changes in school meals with key

influencers.  She was guided by your recommendations which was extremely helpful.  I know she

was contacted because she is able to look at the big picture of children’s health and give common

sense input.  She has a non-threatening manner which is appreciated by both sides. 

 

I do not think any other nutrition groups were contacted for this.  So at this point, we are not

sharing that externally as to have hard feelings or putting others on the defense for their decision.  

 

See you Sunday!

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1881. Re: media Award

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 12:51:56

Subject: Re: media Award

Attachment:

I agree it will definitely have a negative impact on internship funding. Guess what no one even

asked about it in California. Lori Holzberg did make some comments that we are looking at it but

still no questions or comments. Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 11:40 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Absolutely unbelievable! 

 By the way, I'm on my way to a Dairy Council meeting w Jean Regalie at their HQ w Mary Beth. I

won't be on the LPPC call. Heard an earful yesterday on the phone from Jean  as President of

Dairy about our Vegetarian position paper ( six months later?) that has a line in it about dairy and

meat. Nothing in the paper says don't eat dairy or meat or be a vegetarian or vegan but she was

saying that Dairy is helping us with funding to elevate the Academy's science and evidence and

it's so disappointing.  

I resented the correlation of the sponsorship.  
 

I wasn't on the internship funding call yesterday because Abbott and Avalere came to HQ about

next action steps related to the quality measures with CMS. Danna and Amie ( the Abbott reps)

stayed longer than expected to discuss some issues. I did tell Jeanne to communicate that I felt

strongly that we should NOT take a neutral position , which was going to be the recommendation. I

asked Jeanne to prepare talking points for Lucille who was addressing the California affiliate so

she had a heads up if asked. I think we should NOT  support the legislation since it will have a

negative impact on internships and preceptorships, although I certainly appreciate the dilemma.  I

can also ask Mary G to participate on the 4Ps call in addition to Jeanne.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Did you really mean to say under the "Leadership" or should you have used another word!!!! Can't

wait to hear what mess she created now.  Only 1 more month!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 9:37 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

CONFIDENTIAL We need to discuss this year's Honors Committee selection process under the

leadership of EC.  I will schedule a time next week. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
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From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Date: April 27, 2017 at 6:36:23 PM CDT  

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: media Award 

 

I also believe someone wrote this for her. Maybe Glenna? 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:34:23 PM  

To: Mary Beth Whalen; Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

FYI 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

_____________________________  

From: Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

Subject: media Award  

To: Sonja Connor <connors@ohsu.edu>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, <

evelyncraytoncrayton64@gmail.com>, Cs <charrgtx@cs.com>, Jody Vogelzang <

vogelzjo@gvsu.edu>, <thomasa@sjhmc.org>, Pegues, Joann <2hogwild@comcast.net>, Audrey

Morgan <audreymorgan.dtr@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Katrina

Holt <kholt@georgetown.edu>, <stang002@umn.edu>  

Cc: Lilliane Smothers <lsmothers@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

 

 

Barbara and Sonja, 
 

Thank you Sonja for seeking further clarifications of the Media Excellence Award.  Barbara, per

your request, see message below.  
 

I received written responses from Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie, Michele and Sonja regarding this

award as requested by noon today. 
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Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie and I, are in favor of presenting the award based on the review that was

provided by Char.  It is my understanding that both applicants were well qualified and received a

score well above 80.  Our recommendation is in keeping with the process that was followed when

other members reviewed the other awards of excellence and made their recommendations. 
 

Feel free to send the applications for the Media Award to the committee.  Those members who did

not respond By noon today, may want to review the applications and score them.  Michele

indicated that she would honor the wishes of the committee.  However, she may want to review

the applications as well.  
 

Hopefully, we can reach a consensus by May 2.  That will give other members time to review the

applications for the Media Award.  They may also write back and let us know if the support the

score of the reviewer. 
 

Thank you all for all of your professional time and effort in reviewing the applications as assigned. 

The membership would really appreciate the work and attention that is devoted to the Honors and

Awards Committee.  I appreciate you all and the staff in helping to maintain the integrity of this

committee. 
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1882. Re: media Award

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 12:47:09

Subject: Re: media Award

Attachment:

I agree with Doris - she did not write this. Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 27, 2017, at 9:37 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

CONFIDENTIAL We need to discuss this year's Honors Committee selection process under the

leadership of EC.  I will schedule a time next week. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Date: April 27, 2017 at 6:36:23 PM CDT  

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: media Award 

 

I also believe someone wrote this for her. Maybe Glenna? 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  
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www.eatright.org

From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:34:23 PM  

To: Mary Beth Whalen; Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

FYI 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

_____________________________  

From: Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

Subject: media Award  

To: Sonja Connor <connors@ohsu.edu>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, <

evelyncraytoncrayton64@gmail.com>, Cs <charrgtx@cs.com>, Jody Vogelzang <

vogelzjo@gvsu.edu>, <thomasa@sjhmc.org>, Pegues, Joann <2hogwild@comcast.net>, Audrey

Morgan <audreymorgan.dtr@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Katrina

Holt <kholt@georgetown.edu>, <stang002@umn.edu>  

Cc: Lilliane Smothers <lsmothers@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

 

 

Barbara and Sonja, 
 

Thank you Sonja for seeking further clarifications of the Media Excellence Award.  Barbara, per

your request, see message below.  
 

I received written responses from Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie, Michele and Sonja regarding this

award as requested by noon today. 
 

Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie and I, are in favor of presenting the award based on the review that was

provided by Char.  It is my understanding that both applicants were well qualified and received a

score well above 80.  Our recommendation is in keeping with the process that was followed when

other members reviewed the other awards of excellence and made their recommendations. 
 

Feel free to send the applications for the Media Award to the committee.  Those members who did

not respond By noon today, may want to review the applications and score them.  Michele

indicated that she would honor the wishes of the committee.  However, she may want to review

the applications as well.  
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Hopefully, we can reach a consensus by May 2.  That will give other members time to review the

applications for the Media Award.  They may also write back and let us know if the support the

score of the reviewer. 
 

Thank you all for all of your professional time and effort in reviewing the applications as assigned. 

The membership would really appreciate the work and attention that is devoted to the Honors and

Awards Committee.  I appreciate you all and the staff in helping to maintain the integrity of this

committee. 
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1883. Re: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 12:36:29

Subject: Re: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

Attachment:

Aida  

I couldn't agree more. Family first - you do not get a chance to redo. We truly understand and will

miss you. Send us pictures of the dress and it will make us all smile. You have been a very

dedicated board member. Now it's time to be with your family and really can we trust men at the

hairdresser! Regards, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 8:27 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

I agree with Donna- you need to be home at this important time. Pictures don't make up for the

real experience, and this milestone shouldn't be missed! Joan will work with you regarding the

best alternative for the flight change. 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:16 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Aida,  I think prom trumps your last board meeting.  While you will be missed at the board meeting,

you will be much more missed at prom picture time!  Enjoy these years with your daughter, for

they don't last long.  Then you can look forward to grandchildren and it all starts all over again!!!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 8:03 AM  

To: Patricia Babjak; Joan Schwaba; Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20 

 

Hello Pat, Lucille, Donna and Joan, 
 

I have a small dilemma.  Currently my flight out of Cleveland on Saturday, May 20 (with a

connecting flight) has me arriving home in the evening.  Lo-and-behold, that Saturday is my

daughter's senior prom, and she is devastated about me not being home at all! 

(My life has been crazy recently, and I didn't have senior prom in my calendar when I booked the

flight). 
 

I am wondering if it would be OK for me to leave Cleveland mid-morning, so that I can be home in

time for grand march?  I can send my husband with her in the morning to the hairdresser. 
 

I am happy to pay for this change in my ticket, or I can purchase a separate one-way return ticket

and not use the one I bought through Deem. 
 

It is my very last Board meeting, so it is truly heart wrenching to leave early.  
 

:( 
 

Aida 

Aida Miles, MMSc, RDN, LD, LMNT, FAND 
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U of Minnesota, School of Public Health 
Director, Coordinated MPH Nutrition Program
Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics Past-Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Member, Board of Directors 

 1300 S 2nd St. Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454

V.Mail: 612-625-5865.  email (preferred): miles081@umn.edu 
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1884. Re: AHCA Updated Letter

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:58:13

Subject: Re: AHCA Updated Letter

Attachment:

I definitely support opposition to this bill.  

 

Lorri Holzberg 
 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 5:57 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are recommending that the Academy continue to oppose the latest version of the AHCA bill. 

The amendments offered by Rep. MacArthur eliminate the essential health benefits requirements

and allow states to determine coverage, among other things.  In addition the door is opened for

charging higher premiums for those with pre-existing conditions.

 

 

These provisions have opened the door for the Health Freedom Caucus to support the bill,

however the moderate Republicans have not unilaterally indicated their support for the bill and in

fact, many of the Republicans who previously were opposed to the last version of the bill continue

to be opposed.  As noted previously, even if the bill can pass through the House, we anticipate

that there would be a significant debate in the Senate and stalling of its progress in the current

form.

 

 

Our team has updated the letter previously sent and have asked for Lucille’s approval to send.  At

this time we have not planned an action alert or additional advocacy beyond our meetings next

Monday.  Following our meetings, we will determine next steps.

 

 

Please indicate if you support the continued opposition and the revised letter.  Please note we will

update the reference for the number of uninsured that would result if the legislation were to pass.
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Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

<Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter re AHCA_4.27.17.docx> 
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1885. Re: media Award

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:52:42

Subject: Re: media Award

Attachment:

Just so you know, I made the motion to not take a neutral position.  This could spread all over the

country with devastating results.  I could address what we talked about on 5P's call, but it would

not be a bad idea to have them on the call to discuss it too.  I felt very strongly about it and I think

the rest of the call came around too!

 

 

Sorry to hear about Jean getting upset about the Vegetarian paper.  We had a similar problem

with Kim Kerchner (National Dairy Council) at the Committee for Lifelong Learning planning

meeting for FNCE.  She kept getting out of line with anything vegetarian or any talk about

sustainability.  I talked to the chair for next year, and she is going to make sure she keeps her

personal work agenda out of the mix for selecting presentations.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:40 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Lucille Beseler  

Subject: Re: media Award 
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Absolutely unbelievable! 

 By the way, I'm on my way to a Dairy Council meeting w Jean Regalie at their HQ w Mary Beth. I

won't be on the LPPC call. Heard an earful yesterday on the phone from Jean  as President of

Dairy about our Vegetarian position paper ( six months later?) that has a line in it about dairy and

meat. Nothing in the paper says don't eat dairy or meat or be a vegetarian or vegan but she was

saying that Dairy is helping us with funding to elevate the Academy's science and evidence and

it's so disappointing.  

I resented the correlation of the sponsorship.  
 

I wasn't on the internship funding call yesterday because Abbott and Avalere came to HQ about

next action steps related to the quality measures with CMS. Danna and Amie ( the Abbott reps)

stayed longer than expected to discuss some issues. I did tell Jeanne to communicate that I felt

strongly that we should NOT take a neutral position , which was going to be the recommendation. I

asked Jeanne to prepare talking points for Lucille who was addressing the California affiliate so

she had a heads up if asked. I think we should NOT  support the legislation since it will have a

negative impact on internships and preceptorships, although I certainly appreciate the dilemma.  I

can also ask Mary G to participate on the 4Ps call in addition to Jeanne.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Did you really mean to say under the "Leadership" or should you have used another word!!!! Can't

wait to hear what mess she created now.  Only 1 more month!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 9:37 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

CONFIDENTIAL We need to discuss this year's Honors Committee selection process under the

leadership of EC.  I will schedule a time next week. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Date: April 27, 2017 at 6:36:23 PM CDT  

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: media Award 

 

I also believe someone wrote this for her. Maybe Glenna? 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:34:23 PM  

To: Mary Beth Whalen; Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

FYI 
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Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

_____________________________  

From: Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

Subject: media Award  

To: Sonja Connor <connors@ohsu.edu>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, <

evelyncraytoncrayton64@gmail.com>, Cs <charrgtx@cs.com>, Jody Vogelzang <

vogelzjo@gvsu.edu>, <thomasa@sjhmc.org>, Pegues, Joann <2hogwild@comcast.net>, Audrey

Morgan <audreymorgan.dtr@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Katrina

Holt <kholt@georgetown.edu>, <stang002@umn.edu>  

Cc: Lilliane Smothers <lsmothers@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

 

 

Barbara and Sonja, 
 

Thank you Sonja for seeking further clarifications of the Media Excellence Award.  Barbara, per

your request, see message below.  
 

I received written responses from Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie, Michele and Sonja regarding this

award as requested by noon today. 
 

Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie and I, are in favor of presenting the award based on the review that was

provided by Char.  It is my understanding that both applicants were well qualified and received a

score well above 80.  Our recommendation is in keeping with the process that was followed when

other members reviewed the other awards of excellence and made their recommendations. 
 

Feel free to send the applications for the Media Award to the committee.  Those members who did

not respond By noon today, may want to review the applications and score them.  Michele

indicated that she would honor the wishes of the committee.  However, she may want to review

the applications as well.  
 

Hopefully, we can reach a consensus by May 2.  That will give other members time to review the

applications for the Media Award.  They may also write back and let us know if the support the

score of the reviewer. 
 

Thank you all for all of your professional time and effort in reviewing the applications as assigned. 

The membership would really appreciate the work and attention that is devoted to the Honors and

Awards Committee.  I appreciate you all and the staff in helping to maintain the integrity of this

committee. 
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1886. Re: media Award

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:44:02

Subject: Re: media Award

Attachment:

Absolutely unbelievable! 

 By the way, I'm on my way to a Dairy Council meeting w Jean Regalie at their HQ w Mary Beth. I

won't be on the LPPC call. Heard an earful yesterday on the phone from Jean  as President of

Dairy about our Vegetarian position paper ( six months later?) that has a line in it about dairy and

meat. Nothing in the paper says don't eat dairy or meat or be a vegetarian or vegan but she was

saying that Dairy is helping us with funding to elevate the Academy's science and evidence and

it's so disappointing.  

I resented the correlation of the sponsorship.  
 

I wasn't on the internship funding call yesterday because Abbott and Avalere came to HQ about

next action steps related to the quality measures with CMS. Danna and Amie ( the Abbott reps)

stayed longer than expected to discuss some issues. I did tell Jeanne to communicate that I felt

strongly that we should NOT take a neutral position , which was going to be the recommendation. I

asked Jeanne to prepare talking points for Lucille who was addressing the California affiliate so

she had a heads up if asked. I think we should NOT  support the legislation since it will have a

negative impact on internships and preceptorships, although I certainly appreciate the dilemma.  I

can also ask Mary G to participate on the 4Ps call in addition to Jeanne.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:28 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Did you really mean to say under the "Leadership" or should you have used another word!!!! Can't

wait to hear what mess she created now.  Only 1 more month!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 9:37 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

CONFIDENTIAL We need to discuss this year's Honors Committee selection process under the

leadership of EC.  I will schedule a time next week. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Date: April 27, 2017 at 6:36:23 PM CDT  

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: media Award 

 

I also believe someone wrote this for her. Maybe Glenna? 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org
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From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:34:23 PM  

To: Mary Beth Whalen; Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

FYI 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

_____________________________  

From: Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

Subject: media Award  

To: Sonja Connor <connors@ohsu.edu>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, <

evelyncraytoncrayton64@gmail.com>, Cs <charrgtx@cs.com>, Jody Vogelzang <

vogelzjo@gvsu.edu>, <thomasa@sjhmc.org>, Pegues, Joann <2hogwild@comcast.net>, Audrey

Morgan <audreymorgan.dtr@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Katrina

Holt <kholt@georgetown.edu>, <stang002@umn.edu>  

Cc: Lilliane Smothers <lsmothers@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

 

 

Barbara and Sonja, 
 

Thank you Sonja for seeking further clarifications of the Media Excellence Award.  Barbara, per

your request, see message below.  
 

I received written responses from Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie, Michele and Sonja regarding this

award as requested by noon today. 
 

Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie and I, are in favor of presenting the award based on the review that was

provided by Char.  It is my understanding that both applicants were well qualified and received a

score well above 80.  Our recommendation is in keeping with the process that was followed when

other members reviewed the other awards of excellence and made their recommendations. 
 

Feel free to send the applications for the Media Award to the committee.  Those members who did

not respond By noon today, may want to review the applications and score them.  Michele

indicated that she would honor the wishes of the committee.  However, she may want to review

the applications as well.  
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Hopefully, we can reach a consensus by May 2.  That will give other members time to review the

applications for the Media Award.  They may also write back and let us know if the support the

score of the reviewer. 
 

Thank you all for all of your professional time and effort in reviewing the applications as assigned. 

The membership would really appreciate the work and attention that is devoted to the Honors and

Awards Committee.  I appreciate you all and the staff in helping to maintain the integrity of this

committee. 
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1887. Re: Web ex link

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:10:49

Subject: Re: Web ex link

Attachment:

Great  

 

Get Outlook for iOS
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:06:41 AM  

To: Teresa Nece  

Subject: Re: Web ex link 

 

Paula sent it so I am good.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:02 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Web ex link 

 

For May 10? Or LPPC meeting today?  
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Get Outlook for iOS
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:03:04 AM  

To: Teresa Nece  

Subject: Web ex link 

 

Can you send me the web ex link please?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1888. Re: Web ex link

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:06:41

Subject: Re: Web ex link

Attachment:

Paula sent it so I am good.  Thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:02 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Web ex link 

 

For May 10? Or LPPC meeting today?  

 

Get Outlook for iOS
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:03:04 AM  

To: Teresa Nece  

Subject: Web ex link 

 

Can you send me the web ex link please?
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1889. RE: can you send me the web ex link please for todays call?

From: Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:05:35

Subject: RE: can you send me the web ex link please for todays call?

Attachment:

Sure –here you go.

 

 
 
Join WebEx meeting 

Meeting number: 748 099 620  

Meeting password:       LPPC17          

  

  

Join by phone   

Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564 (US)   

Show global numbers   

Conference Code: 271 642 5619   

 

  

Can't join the meeting?   

  

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information

sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining

this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being

recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 11:04 AM 

 To: Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org> 

 Subject: can you send me the web ex link please for todays call?

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1890. Re: Web ex link

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:05:21

Subject: Re: Web ex link

Attachment:

For May 10? Or LPPC meeting today?  

 

Get Outlook for iOS
 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:03:04 AM  

To: Teresa Nece  

Subject: Web ex link 

 

Can you send me the web ex link please?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1891. can you send me the web ex link please for todays call?

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: pweeden@eatright.org <pweeden@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:04:14

Subject: can you send me the web ex link please for todays call?

Attachment:

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1892. Web ex link

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:03:07

Subject: Web ex link

Attachment:

Can you send me the web ex link please?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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1893. Automatic reply: Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting - April

From: Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:02:26

Subject: Automatic reply: Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting -

April

Attachment:

Hello-

 

 

Thank you for your e-mail.  I am currently out of the office, and will return on Thursday, July 28,

2016.  FOo urgent messages, you may communicate with Paulina Weeden @

pweeden@eatright.org or Ext. 6003.

 

 

Thank You,

 

Christine
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1894. Re: Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting - April

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: crhone@eatright.org <crhone@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 11:02:18

Subject: Re: Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting - April

Attachment:

can you end me the web link please?

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: crhone@eatright.org <crhone@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 4:56 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting - April 

 

 

April 21, 2017

 

Dear LPPC Leaders:

 

Agenda items for next Friday’s meeting have been uploaded to the LPPC Community of Interest

which can be accessed here. The following items are still outstanding and will be available no later

than COB Monday, April 24th:

 

4.0(a) February LPPC Meeting Minutes
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4.0(b) BOD Report

 

4.0(h) NSPC Report

 

5.0(a) PIA Update

 

7.0(a) Nutrition in Prevention and Health Care

 

As a reminder, the information needed to access the meeting is detailed below:

 

Step 1: Log into the webinar via the personalized link provided here.

 

The meeting password is: LPPC17

 

Step 2: Follow the audio prompts to use the “CALL ME” feature to have the Web-Ex system dial

you in the audio portion of the meeting. This will sync your computer and the audio together

accordingly. Do not dial into the meeting directly when connecting to Web-Ex unless you do not

have a direct dial phone number (If you do not have a direct dial phone number, please select the

option to dial-in from the drop-down menu – the number will be provided). By using the Call Me

feature, the system will sync your web and audio connections together under your attendee name

in Web-Ex.

 

Note: For those individuals unable to participate in the web portion of the meeting and/or do not

have a direct dial phone number, you can dial in to the meeting as follows:

 

Dial In: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

As always, if you have any questions I am happy to assist!

 

Regards,

 Christine A. Rhone 

Office Administrator 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW  

Suite 460  

Washington DC 20036  

O: 202.775.8277 ext. 6017  

F: 202.775.8284 
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1895. RE: idea

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:54:53

Subject: RE: idea

Attachment: image001.png

Oh I get it…drink are with Camille.   Let’s leave it as is.  I misread it!

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:50 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: idea

 

 

Mary Pat,  It makes no difference to me which way we work it.  You decide what works best for

you.  I just want you there when we talk about FINI and SNAP ed.   We were not inviting Gus for

drinks, so I am not sure what his schedule would be and if he could come earlier?    

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:23 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: idea 

 

I like the idea of fun … it should be for your year.  I know so many are excited for your leadership

year.  

 

I have an idea…what if we switched Sunday schedule?  We meet you all for drinks and a quick

update.  And then you can have dinner and discuss the Foundation.  I would like to reinforce with

Gus our process working with our members on issues. I am not sure he understands if monies

shift from SNAP-Ed to FINI, our members will lose jobs.  I want to get you out of uncomfortable

positions with him!

 

 

I think that will be helpful as I am not sure Gus is aware of the difference between the Foundation

and the Academy.  He seems a bit confused when he has described his role to our external

partners.   It sounds like he is excited but just needs some clarification. Is there an orientation for

ANDF BOD members?

 

 

I have sent Camille job opportunities and have not had a response.  The jobs are entry level but

seem to be a good fit.  It is competitive here and there are lots of candidates with great experience

for these higher level position.  Since I have not heard back from her, it might be a sign she has

other resources for her job search.

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:42 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: need anything for this weekend?

 

 

The good news is that by being so busy with the Academy, I don't have much time to be down

about either my father's death or my mother's pitiful situation.  I am taking life one day at a time

and trying to keep my head above water.  The other good news is that I am trying to have fun with

the Academy job and know that in 13 months most of the stress will be over and I can go back to

being a normal employee, wife, mother and grandmother.  I also don't want to dwell on the fact

you are retiring.  I so appreciate your willingness to stay on as a consultant though. I just count on

you to have my back all the time and keep me straight.  You also keep me pumped up because

you are so supportive.  

Sure wish Deb Eschmeyer would get back to me on what FLOTUS is thinking.  I have emailed her

recently and she will not email me back.  We need to go with FLOTUS or change directions.  I just

feel like she is going to do it and don't want to throw in the towel yet, but I know Diane Enos is

getting antsy! Can't wait to see you Sunday.  I am going to meet Camille early for drinks to discuss

issues with Gus and the Foundation.  Evidently, he has questions.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:18 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: need anything for this weekend? 

 

I have not heard back from Gus on time but thinking it is six thirty at the restaurant.   

Just as a FYI, Jenn and I are invited to FINI visioning meeting on Tuesday.  Gus will be attending

that meeting as well.

 

 

How are you???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1896. Re: idea

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:50:01

Subject: Re: idea

Attachment: image001.png

Mary Pat,  It makes no difference to me which way we work it.  You decide what works best for

you.  I just want you there when we talk about FINI and SNAP ed.   We were not inviting Gus for

drinks, so I am not sure what his schedule would be and if he could come earlier?    

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 10:23 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: idea 

 

I like the idea of fun … it should be for your year.  I know so many are excited for your leadership

year.  

 

I have an idea…what if we switched Sunday schedule?  We meet you all for drinks and a quick

update.  And then you can have dinner and discuss the Foundation.  I would like to reinforce with

Gus our process working with our members on issues. I am not sure he understands if monies

shift from SNAP-Ed to FINI, our members will lose jobs.  I want to get you out of uncomfortable

positions with him!
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I think that will be helpful as I am not sure Gus is aware of the difference between the Foundation

and the Academy.  He seems a bit confused when he has described his role to our external

partners.   It sounds like he is excited but just needs some clarification. Is there an orientation for

ANDF BOD members?

 

 

I have sent Camille job opportunities and have not had a response.  The jobs are entry level but

seem to be a good fit.  It is competitive here and there are lots of candidates with great experience

for these higher level position.  Since I have not heard back from her, it might be a sign she has

other resources for her job search.

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:42 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: need anything for this weekend?

 

 

The good news is that by being so busy with the Academy, I don't have much time to be down

about either my father's death or my mother's pitiful situation.  I am taking life one day at a time

and trying to keep my head above water.  The other good news is that I am trying to have fun with

the Academy job and know that in 13 months most of the stress will be over and I can go back to

being a normal employee, wife, mother and grandmother.  I also don't want to dwell on the fact

you are retiring.  I so appreciate your willingness to stay on as a consultant though. I just count on
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you to have my back all the time and keep me straight.  You also keep me pumped up because

you are so supportive.  

Sure wish Deb Eschmeyer would get back to me on what FLOTUS is thinking.  I have emailed her

recently and she will not email me back.  We need to go with FLOTUS or change directions.  I just

feel like she is going to do it and don't want to throw in the towel yet, but I know Diane Enos is

getting antsy! Can't wait to see you Sunday.  I am going to meet Camille early for drinks to discuss

issues with Gus and the Foundation.  Evidently, he has questions.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:18 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: need anything for this weekend? 

 

I have not heard back from Gus on time but thinking it is six thirty at the restaurant.   

Just as a FYI, Jenn and I are invited to FINI visioning meeting on Tuesday.  Gus will be attending

that meeting as well.

 

 

How are you???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460
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Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1897. NDEP/USDA Webinar: Dietetic Interns in State Child Nutrition Agencies Recording

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:36:11

Subject: NDEP/USDA Webinar: Dietetic Interns in State Child Nutrition Agencies

Recording

Attachment:

Dear NDEP Members, 

For those of you who could not participate in yesterday’s webinar on USDA: Dietetic Interns in

State Child Nutrition Agencies, a MP4 recording of the webinar is now available on the NDEP

Portal Library.  You can also download 1.0 CEU credit for viewing the webinar.    

To locate the recording along with the CEU document visit the NDEP Portal (

https://ndep.webauthor.com), click on Library, then Webinars, then USDA Child Nutrition

Programs. 

 

Any questions, please email ndep@eatright.org

 

Thank you!
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1898. Re: GCAND Special Reception

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Doris Acosta

<dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:28:36

Subject: Re: GCAND Special Reception

Attachment: image001.png

Wonderful! We'll get you registered and send over some talking points. 

Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks. 

Joan  

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 8:33 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

I know I can speak for Lucille and say that we would be delighted to attend and say a few words!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:00 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  
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Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: GCAND Special Reception 

 

Hello Donna and Lucille,

 

 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, president of the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, has

invited Academy leaders to attend a special reception at the Allen Memorial Medical Library on

Wednesday, May 17, from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM. The Evite follows below. She has invited you both

to attend and requested if you could say a few words. If this works for you Doris will script talking

points for you and Mary Beth will register you for the event.  

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Greater Cleveland AND <invite@eventbrite.com> 

 Date: Wed, Apr 26, 2017 at 7:45 AM 

 Subject: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception? 

 To: mxk109@case.edu
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Hello Mary Beth,  

You are invited to the following event: 
GCAND Special Reception 

Event to be held at the following time, date, and location: 

Wednesday, May 17, 2017 from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM (EDT) 

Allen Memorial Medical Library 

 11000 Euclid Avenue 

 Cleveland, OH 44106 

  

View Map 

 
Attend Event 

 

 Don't Miss Out! Register by May 10th!

 

 

The Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (GCAND) invites you to a special

reception and historical exhibit honoring the legacy of the food and nutrition practitioners who

formed our nation’s first professional dietetics organization in Cleveland in 1917.

 

 
See the AND Press Release

 

 

GCAND Special Reception

 

 

May 17, 2017 - 6:00-8:00pm

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library

 

 

Hearty Hors d'Oeuvres and Local Wines will be served.

 

 

Featuring...

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Historical Exhibit

 

Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America:
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100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition

 

 

A display of original photographs, archives, and commemorative items vividly depicting the

Academy’s first century.

 

 

Exhibit made possible by a grant from AND Foundation to GCAND.

 

 

Welcome and Special Acknowledgments

 

in the library at 7:15pm

 

 

 

AND members are invited to the reception at no cost.

 

Non-members may purchase tickets to the reception for $20.

 

 

Please RSVP by May 10, 2017

 

 

Location

 

 

The Allen Memorial Medical Library is located at the corner of Euclid Ave and Adelbert Rd, 11000

Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 44106.

 

 

The GCAND Special Reception will be held on the second floor of the library.

 

 

The AND Historical Exhibit will be on display from May 1-22, 2017 in the Dittrick Museum of

Medical History located on the third floor of the library. For hours and information, visit:

http://artsci.case.edu/Dittrick/

 

 

Entry to the library permitted only through the Adelbert Rd entrance.
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Getting There

 

 

Public Transportation from Downtown Cleveland:

 

 

·        RTA HealthLine: Cleveland’s bus-rapid transit system runs every 10-15 minutes. From the

Hilton, walk 5 minutes south to the Public Square Station and take the HealthLine to the stop at

Adelbert Rd (~24 minutes). One-way fare is $2.50. Visit the HealthLine website at

http://www.riderta.com/routes/healthline for information about passes and discounted rates for

seniors and students. Refer to the “Plan a Trip” feature on the Healthline website for detailed

directions from “Public Square” to “Allen Memorial Medical Library.”

 

·        Uber or Lyft: $10-13 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

·        Taxi: $15-20 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

 

Parking:

 

 

·        Most lots accept CASH ONLY.

 

·        Lot 51: Adjacent to the library; enter from Adelbert Rd. $11

 

·        Campus Center Garage: Underground garage across the street from the library beneath

Severance Hall; enter from East Blvd. $7-10

 

·        Lot 2: Garage just off Euclid Ave just east of the library; enter from UH Dr. $4-6

 

·        Street Parking: Metered parking on East Blvd is free after 6pm. Parking at the 1-hour spots

on Euclid Ave is unlimited after 6pm.

 

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library indicated below by the 6.

 

 
 
Note: AND has contracted a photography and film crew to capture the events of the evening and
will post them on eatrightPRO.org for those unable to attend.
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This invitation was sent to mxk109@case.edu by Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition

&Dietetics the organizer. To stop receiving invitations from this organizer, you can unsubscribe. 

Eventbrite, Inc. | 155 5th St, 7th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
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1899. idea

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:26:40

Subject: idea

Attachment: image001.png

I like the idea of fun … it should be for your year.  I know so many are excited for your leadership

year.  

 

I have an idea…what if we switched Sunday schedule?  We meet you all for drinks and a quick

update.  And then you can have dinner and discuss the Foundation.  I would like to reinforce with

Gus our process working with our members on issues. I am not sure he understands if monies

shift from SNAP-Ed to FINI, our members will lose jobs.  I want to get you out of uncomfortable

positions with him!

 

 

I think that will be helpful as I am not sure Gus is aware of the difference between the Foundation

and the Academy.  He seems a bit confused when he has described his role to our external

partners.   It sounds like he is excited but just needs some clarification. Is there an orientation for

ANDF BOD members?

 

 

I have sent Camille job opportunities and have not had a response.  The jobs are entry level but

seem to be a good fit.  It is competitive here and there are lots of candidates with great experience

for these higher level position.  Since I have not heard back from her, it might be a sign she has

other resources for her job search.

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284
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mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:42 AM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: need anything for this weekend?

 

 

The good news is that by being so busy with the Academy, I don't have much time to be down

about either my father's death or my mother's pitiful situation.  I am taking life one day at a time

and trying to keep my head above water.  The other good news is that I am trying to have fun with

the Academy job and know that in 13 months most of the stress will be over and I can go back to

being a normal employee, wife, mother and grandmother.  I also don't want to dwell on the fact

you are retiring.  I so appreciate your willingness to stay on as a consultant though. I just count on

you to have my back all the time and keep me straight.  You also keep me pumped up because

you are so supportive.  

Sure wish Deb Eschmeyer would get back to me on what FLOTUS is thinking.  I have emailed her

recently and she will not email me back.  We need to go with FLOTUS or change directions.  I just

feel like she is going to do it and don't want to throw in the towel yet, but I know Diane Enos is

getting antsy! Can't wait to see you Sunday.  I am going to meet Camille early for drinks to discuss

issues with Gus and the Foundation.  Evidently, he has questions.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017
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From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:18 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: need anything for this weekend? 

 

I have not heard back from Gus on time but thinking it is six thirty at the restaurant.   

Just as a FYI, Jenn and I are invited to FINI visioning meeting on Tuesday.  Gus will be attending

that meeting as well.

 

 

How are you???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1900. Attachment: 4.0(b) BOD Report

From: Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>

To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>,

mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov <mglasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>,

'Nadine Braunstein' <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Lauren Au

<au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org <cbrunze1@fairview.org>,

sarahmottrd@gmail.com <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, Clare Miller

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, lpennington@dietitianassociates.com

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>, dlkingrd@gmail.com

<dlkingrd@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:05:08

Subject: Attachment: 4.0(b) BOD Report

Attachment: image001.png
4.0(b) Attachment -- BOD Report.pdf

Good morning, LPPC!

 

 

Attachment 4.0(b) – BOD Report has been uploaded onto the COI.  For your convenience, it is

also attached to this email.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

Paulina

 

 

Paulina Weeden

 

Administrative Assistant

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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4.0(b) BOD Report 


1 
 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT 


LPPC TELECONFERENCE  


APRIL 28, 2017  


 


 


 


Academy’s Four Electronic Clinical Quality Measures (eCQMs)  


Under the Academy's stewardship, with Avalere Health and Abbott as collaborators, four 


malnutrition measures have been included as part of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 


Services' Inpatient Prospective Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for possible 


inclusion in future years in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and Medicaid 


EHR Incentive Programs. On April 14 all four of our malnutrition measures (eCQMs) have made 


the CMS Inpatient Prospective Payment System Rule advancing them to public commenting. 
 


Members Continue Participation on NQF Standing Committees 


Former President and RDN, Jessie Pavlinac, has been asked to serve an additional term on the 


National Quality Forum’s Renal Standing Committee for Renal Measure Endorsement Maintenance 


Project. Jessie successfully served two years on the committee; NQF requested she continue for 


three more years. Her perspective and input has been valuable in ensuring a balanced perspective on 


the committee. 
 


Academy member and RDN, Susan Konek, a member of the Quality Management Committee, will 


serve another two-year term as a member of NQF’s Pediatric Standing Committee for the Pediatric 


Measure Endorsement Project. Sue has already served two years on the committee. Many of the 


measures are the result of years of work by the Centers of Excellence in Pediatric Quality 


Measurement to develop new measures and refine current ones in high-priority areas of child 


health. Sue’s input on pediatric patient work has been instrumental when reviewing various 


measures for the committee. 
 


Members’ NAM Commentary: Stress-Induced Eating Behaviors of Health Professionals 
Academy members and RDNs, Kathrin Eliot and Kathryn M. Kolasa, published a commentary 


online in March for the National Academy of Medicine’s Global Forum on Innovation in Health 


Professions Education titled “Perspectives on Stress-induced Eating Behaviors of Health 


Professionals: A Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Perspective.” 
 


For Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Day: Congratulations to All RDNs and Contest Winner 


The Academy honored all registered dietitian nutritionists on March 9 during National Nutrition 


Month for their commitment and dedication to improving the health of patients and clients. In 


celebration of RDN Day and the 2017 National Nutrition Month theme “Put Your Best Fork 


Forward,” Academy members were asked to share “Why is it important to be an advocate for 


advancing the nutritional status of your community?” From more than 180 inspirational responses, 


the RDN Day Contest winner was Academy member Ilene Smith of New York City. 


 


National Nutrition Month (NNM) activity was very successful this year. On the first day of NNM, 


our website traffic and social media outreach exceeded expectations. On March 1, we received 


nearly 85K page views on eatright.org (up from 75K last year). More than 5,300 posts about NNM 


appeared across Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google+, yielding more than 22.7 impressions 


and engaging more than 6.7 million social media users.  



https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/04/28/2017-07800/medicare-program-hospital-inpatient-prospective-payment-systems-for-acute-care-hospitals-and-long





4.0(b) BOD Report 
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Nearly 80% of this activity came from Twitter — largely due to the #NNMchat Twitter chat, which 


trended nationally during the hour it was live. In addition, 48% of the National Nutrition Month 


posts came from Millennials, followed by 31% Gen-Xers, 14% Baby Boomers and 7% Gen-Zeds.  
 


New Guideline Published on the Evidence Analysis Library  


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Evidence Analysis Library (EAL) published the 


Gestational Diabetes Evidence-based Nutrition Practice Guideline and Supporting Systematic 


Reviews.  Highlights of the publication include 17 evidence-based nutrition recommendations and 


supporting systematic reviews of MNT, calories, macronutrients, dietary patterns, and meal and 


snack distributions. The guideline is free and available to all Academy members and EAL 


subscribers.  


Academy Positions Committee  


APC facilitated the National Osteoporosis Foundation and the American Society for Preventive 


Cardiology request to support their joint position statement on Calcium and Cardiovascular 


Disease. APC, Evidence-Based Practice Committee (EBPC), and the SCAN DPG reviewed and 


recommended support.  House Leadership Team (HLT) voted for the Academy to support this 


position statement. APC also supported, along with EBPC and Pediatric Nutrition Dietetic Practice 


Group, Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy from the National Institute of 


Allergy and Infectious Diseases. HLT voted to support this Guideline. 


 


The following position/practice papers have been submitted for publication in the Journal of the 


Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics: 


 Inter-professional Education in Nutrition as an Essential Component of Medical Education 


position paper to be published July 2017 


 Classic and Modified Diets for Treatment of Epilepsy practice paper to be published August 


2017 
 


All published position and practice papers can be viewed at 


http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-papers/position-


papers/academy-position-papers-index 


 


Certificates of Training Programs  


The Academy’s Center for Lifelong Learning collaborated with the Nutrition Informatics 


Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics Workgroup and the Interoperability and 


Standards Committee, to offer an online Certificate of Training program in Informatics to ensure 


nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all 


areas of the profession. The information provided is critical to the nutrition professional, and can be 


successfully utilized on a daily basis, covering topics such as, Electronic Health Records, security 


and ethics, and utilizing data.  


 


Academy Receives Awards for Design Excellence 


The Academy recently received two Hermes Creative Awards for graphic design projects including 


a Platinum Award for the 2016 Academy/Foundation Annual Report and a Gold for the 2016 


FNCE® Exhibitor Prospectus. Hermes Creative Awards are sponsored by the Association of 


Marketing and Communication Professionals, which has the mission, "To honor excellence and 


recognize the creativity, hard work and generosity of marketing and communication professionals." 



http://www.andeal.org/gdm

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-papers/position-papers/academy-position-papers-index

http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-papers/position-papers/academy-position-papers-index

https://enter.hermesawards.com/entry/academy-of-nutrition-and-dietetics-annual-report-2016/
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The competition is one of the largest of its kind in the world, with winners that range in size from 


individual communicators to media conglomerates and Fortune 500 companies.  


 


 


SUBMITTED BY: Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 


                                    President-elect, 2016-17 Board of Directors 





4.0(b) Attachment -- BOD Report.pdf



Policy Initiative &Advocacy Office

 

1120 Connecticut Ave N.W.

 

Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

 

Local: 202.775.8277 Ex. 6003

 

Toll Free: 1-800.877.1600 Ex.6003

 

Fax: 202.775.8284

 

Website: www.eatrightPRO.org
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1901. Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Pepin

Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 10:04:57

Subject: Sign on Approval Requested -- Women's Preventive Services

Attachment: Murray-Preventive-Services-provider-ltr.pdf

LPPC leaders,  

Attached is a letter to Sen. Murray thanking her for introducing the Saving Women’s Preventive

Care Act.  I have asked our team to prepare a bill analysis for your review, but the deadline for

signing onto this letter is May 1.  The letter was originated by the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG).  Our team has reviewed the letter and agrees with

signing on since the act is consistent from with our health principles.

 

 

Please let me know if you agree with signing on.

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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April XX, 2017 
 
The Honorable Patty Murray 
US Senate 
154 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
Dear Senator Murray: 
 
We, the undersigned medical and public health organizations, thank you for introducing the Save 
Women’s Preventive Care Act. This legislation would codify the Women’s Preventive Services 
Guidelines, established by the Affordable Care Act (ACA), helping safeguard these landmark women’s 
health protections.   
 
The ACA requires private health plans to cover women’s preventive services without cost-sharing in an 
effort to improve women’s health across the lifespan. The list of covered services is based on clinical 
relevance and reflects the latest medical and scientific evidence.  
 
Thanks to this coverage, over 55 million insured women have access to vital health care services, 
including breast and cervical cancer screening, breastfeeding services and supplies, contraception, 
screening for interpersonal and domestic violence, counseling for sexually transmitted infections, 
screening for HIV infection, screening for gestational diabetes, and well-woman preventive visits. These 
services both improve women’s health and save money. In one year, women across the country saved 
approximately $1.4 billion on out-of-pocket costs for contraception alone. These services have become a 
part of the fabric of our nation’s health care. 
 
Your legislation is critically important to combating congressional and administrative efforts to turn back 
the clock on women’s health. We look forward to working with you to advance this important 
legislation.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
[List in formation] 





Murray-Preventive-Services-provider-ltr.pdf



Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1902. Re: AHCA Updated Letter

From: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

To: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 09:42:52

Subject: Re: AHCA Updated Letter

Attachment:

I also agree 
 

Mike  
 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone 
 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com> 

Date: 4/28/17 8:20 AM (GMT-06:00) 

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>,

"DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us" <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>,

Stefanie Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org> 

Subject: Re: AHCA Updated Letter 
 

I agree that we need to send this letter.  
 

Nadine 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 8:57 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are recommending that the Academy continue to oppose the latest version of the AHCA bill. 

The amendments offered by Rep. MacArthur eliminate the essential health benefits requirements

and allow states to determine coverage, among other things.  In addition the door is opened for

charging higher premiums for those with pre-existing conditions.

 

 

These provisions have opened the door for the Health Freedom Caucus to support the bill,

however the moderate Republicans have not unilaterally indicated their support for the bill and in
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fact, many of the Republicans who previously were opposed to the last version of the bill continue

to be opposed.  As noted previously, even if the bill can pass through the House, we anticipate

that there would be a significant debate in the Senate and stalling of its progress in the current

form.

 

 

Our team has updated the letter previously sent and have asked for Lucille’s approval to send.  At

this time we have not planned an action alert or additional advocacy beyond our meetings next

Monday.  Following our meetings, we will determine next steps.

 

 

Please indicate if you support the continued opposition and the revised letter.  Please note we will

update the reference for the number of uninsured that would result if the legislation were to pass.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1903. Re: need anything for this weekend?

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 09:42:11

Subject: Re: need anything for this weekend?

Attachment: image001.png

The good news is that by being so busy with the Academy, I don't have much time to be down

about either my father's death or my mother's pitiful situation.  I am taking life one day at a time

and trying to keep my head above water.  The other good news is that I am trying to have fun with

the Academy job and know that in 13 months most of the stress will be over and I can go back to

being a normal employee, wife, mother and grandmother.  I also don't want to dwell on the fact

you are retiring.  I so appreciate your willingness to stay on as a consultant though. I just count on

you to have my back all the time and keep me straight.  You also keep me pumped up because

you are so supportive.  

Sure wish Deb Eschmeyer would get back to me on what FLOTUS is thinking.  I have emailed her

recently and she will not email me back.  We need to go with FLOTUS or change directions.  I just

feel like she is going to do it and don't want to throw in the towel yet, but I know Diane Enos is

getting antsy! Can't wait to see you Sunday.  I am going to meet Camille early for drinks to discuss

issues with Gus and the Foundation.  Evidently, he has questions.   

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 9:18 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: need anything for this weekend? 
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I have not heard back from Gus on time but thinking it is six thirty at the restaurant.   

Just as a FYI, Jenn and I are invited to FINI visioning meeting on Tuesday.  Gus will be attending

that meeting as well.

 

 

How are you???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1904. Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 09:24:55

Subject: Re: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png

Got it thanks!  I will let you know if I have changes.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Lucille Beseler  

Subject: FW: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation 

 

Hello Donna, 

The email I sent below with the OAND presentation came back undeliverable due to size. I have

uploaded the slide deck to the BOD portal. Please click on the following link and enter your

Academy website username and password to access the portal. 
https://academybod.webauthor.com/modules/library/item.cfm?item_type=cms_File&id=79488

 

I would appreciate your review of the slides and please let me know if you would like me to make

any changes to the deck. 

Thanks!
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Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

'susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 

 Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com> 

 Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when

finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN
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Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1905. Re: AHCA Updated Letter

From: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie

Winston Rinehart <swinston@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 09:23:47

Subject: Re: AHCA Updated Letter

Attachment:

I agree that we need to send this letter.  
 

Nadine 
 

On Fri, Apr 28, 2017 at 8:57 AM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are recommending that the Academy continue to oppose the latest version of the AHCA bill. 

The amendments offered by Rep. MacArthur eliminate the essential health benefits requirements

and allow states to determine coverage, among other things.  In addition the door is opened for

charging higher premiums for those with pre-existing conditions.

 

 

These provisions have opened the door for the Health Freedom Caucus to support the bill,

however the moderate Republicans have not unilaterally indicated their support for the bill and in

fact, many of the Republicans who previously were opposed to the last version of the bill continue

to be opposed.  As noted previously, even if the bill can pass through the House, we anticipate

that there would be a significant debate in the Senate and stalling of its progress in the current

form.

 

 

Our team has updated the letter previously sent and have asked for Lucille’s approval to send.  At

this time we have not planned an action alert or additional advocacy beyond our meetings next

Monday.  Following our meetings, we will determine next steps.

 

 

Please indicate if you support the continued opposition and the revised letter.  Please note we will

update the reference for the number of uninsured that would result if the legislation were to pass.
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Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1906. need anything for this weekend?

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 09:21:16

Subject: need anything for this weekend?

Attachment: image001.png

I have not heard back from Gus on time but thinking it is six thirty at the restaurant.   

Just as a FYI, Jenn and I are invited to FINI visioning meeting on Tuesday.  Gus will be attending

that meeting as well.

 

 

How are you???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1907. AHCA Updated Letter

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, 'Mike Glasgow' <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 09:00:35

Subject: AHCA Updated Letter

Attachment: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter re AHCA_4.27.17.docx

Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are recommending that the Academy continue to oppose the latest version of the AHCA bill. 

The amendments offered by Rep. MacArthur eliminate the essential health benefits requirements

and allow states to determine coverage, among other things.  In addition the door is opened for

charging higher premiums for those with pre-existing conditions.

 

 

These provisions have opened the door for the Health Freedom Caucus to support the bill,

however the moderate Republicans have not unilaterally indicated their support for the bill and in

fact, many of the Republicans who previously were opposed to the last version of the bill continue

to be opposed.  As noted previously, even if the bill can pass through the House, we anticipate

that there would be a significant debate in the Senate and stalling of its progress in the current

form.

 

 

Our team has updated the letter previously sent and have asked for Lucille’s approval to send.  At

this time we have not planned an action alert or additional advocacy beyond our meetings next

Monday.  Following our meetings, we will determine next steps.

 

 

Please indicate if you support the continued opposition and the revised letter.  Please note we will

update the reference for the number of uninsured that would result if the legislation were to pass.

 

 

Best Regards,
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The Honorable Kevin Brady			The Honorable Richard Neal

Chairman					Ranking Member

House Ways and Means Committee		House Ways and Means Committee

Washington, DC 20515			Washington, DC 20515

	



The Honorable Greg Walden			The Honorable Frank Pallone

Chairman					Ranking Member

House Energy and Commerce Committee	House Energy and Commerce Committee

Washington, DC 20515			Washington, DC 20515



April 27, 2017



Dear Chairman Brady, Chairman Walden, Ranking Member Neal and Ranking Member Pallone:



The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics remains opposeds to H.R. 1628, the American Health Care Act (AHCA) as amended by the MacArthur amendment. detailed in committee drafts released by the Committee on Energy and Commerce and the Committee on Ways and Means. This proposal legislation continues would to eliminate investments in prevention and public health, reverse advancements made in disease prevention and chronic care management, and according to non-partisan analysisthe Congressional Budget Office, would result in the loss of health care coverage for at least 15 24 million Americans.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  Brookings Institution; Expect the CBO to estimate large coverage losses from the GOP health care plan. March 9, 2017, found at: https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/09/expect-the-cbo-to-estimate-large-coverage-losses-from-the-gop-health-care-plan/.] 




The Academy holds five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care: 

1. The health of all Americans should improve as a result of our health policy choices. Sufficient resources must be made available to ensure optimal health. 

2. Access to quality health care is a right that must be extended to all Americans. 

3. Nutrition services, from pre-conception through end of life, are an essential component of comprehensive health care. 

4. Stable, sufficient and reliable funding is necessary for our health care system to provide everyone access to a core package of benefits. 

5. Health care must be patient-centered.



The new proposal set forth in the AHCA not only fails to improve the health of all Americans, but it will worsen patient care and public health by removing vital resources that are currently effective in improving health across the country. The Academy believes that all Americans should have both coverage and access to quality health care. Affordable access to health care is an ongoing challenge that any health care reform legislation should address. Although this legislation purports to provide access, it fails to make coverage more affordable; unaffordable access to coverage is really not coverage at all. The proposal fails to maintain a core package of benefits that improve the health of Americans, by removing a basic floor of services that should be provided without cost-sharing to the Medicaid population. Additionally, the new proposal would allow states to opt out of requiring that health plans cover the Essential Health Benefits which help reduce longer term health care costs, allow insurers to charge people higher premiums based on pre-existing conditions like nutrition related diseases like diabetes and heart disease and increase out-of-pocket costs for  vulnerable older adults.



By repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the proposal eliminates the sole federal investment in prevention, which will harm our state and local communities that depend on these effective public-private partnerships to improve the health of their communities. 



The AHCA as currently drafted fails to meet the Academy’s five tenets, and therefore we cannot support the passage of these proposals. Furthermore, we urge Congress to not hold future votes without an evaluation of the proposed amendments from the Congressional Budget Office estimating the budgetary impact of the amended legislationproposals and the anticipated effect on coverage for Americans. We look forward to continued collaboration to improve the health and nutrition for all Americans.



Sincerely,



Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

President, 2016-2017
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Letter re AHCA_4.27.17.docx



 

Jeanne

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 480 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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1908. Re: BOD LPPC Report

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 08:38:14

Subject: Re: BOD LPPC Report

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Joan!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:00 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: BOD LPPC Report 

 

Hello Donna, 

Attached is a copy of your BOD report for the LPPC call consent agenda. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 
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 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1909. Re: GCAND Special Reception

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 08:36:53

Subject: Re: GCAND Special Reception

Attachment: image001.png

I know I can speak for Lucille and say that we would be delighted to attend and say a few words!  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:00 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  

Subject: GCAND Special Reception 

 

Hello Donna and Lucille,

 

 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, president of the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, has

invited Academy leaders to attend a special reception at the Allen Memorial Medical Library on

Wednesday, May 17, from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM. The Evite follows below. She has invited you both

to attend and requested if you could say a few words. If this works for you Doris will script talking

points for you and Mary Beth will register you for the event.  
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Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Greater Cleveland AND <invite@eventbrite.com> 

 Date: Wed, Apr 26, 2017 at 7:45 AM 

 Subject: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception? 

 To: mxk109@case.edu

 

 

 

Hello Mary Beth,  

You are invited to the following event: 
GCAND Special Reception 

Event to be held at the following time, date, and location: 

Wednesday, May 17, 2017 from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM (EDT) 

Allen Memorial Medical Library 

 11000 Euclid Avenue 

 Cleveland, OH 44106 

  

View Map 

 
Attend Event 
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 Don't Miss Out! Register by May 10th!

 

 

The Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (GCAND) invites you to a special

reception and historical exhibit honoring the legacy of the food and nutrition practitioners who

formed our nation’s first professional dietetics organization in Cleveland in 1917.

 

 
See the AND Press Release

 

 

GCAND Special Reception

 

 

May 17, 2017 - 6:00-8:00pm

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library

 

 

Hearty Hors d'Oeuvres and Local Wines will be served.

 

 

Featuring...

 

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Historical Exhibit

 

Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America:

 

100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition

 

 

A display of original photographs, archives, and commemorative items vividly depicting the

Academy’s first century.

 

 

Exhibit made possible by a grant from AND Foundation to GCAND.

 

 

Welcome and Special Acknowledgments
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in the library at 7:15pm

 

 

 

AND members are invited to the reception at no cost.

 

Non-members may purchase tickets to the reception for $20.

 

 

Please RSVP by May 10, 2017

 

 

Location

 

 

The Allen Memorial Medical Library is located at the corner of Euclid Ave and Adelbert Rd, 11000

Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 44106.

 

 

The GCAND Special Reception will be held on the second floor of the library.

 

 

The AND Historical Exhibit will be on display from May 1-22, 2017 in the Dittrick Museum of

Medical History located on the third floor of the library. For hours and information, visit:

http://artsci.case.edu/Dittrick/

 

 

Entry to the library permitted only through the Adelbert Rd entrance.

 

 

Getting There

 

 

Public Transportation from Downtown Cleveland:

 

 

·        RTA HealthLine: Cleveland’s bus-rapid transit system runs every 10-15 minutes. From the

Hilton, walk 5 minutes south to the Public Square Station and take the HealthLine to the stop at

Adelbert Rd (~24 minutes). One-way fare is $2.50. Visit the HealthLine website at

http://www.riderta.com/routes/healthline for information about passes and discounted rates for

seniors and students. Refer to the “Plan a Trip” feature on the Healthline website for detailed

directions from “Public Square” to “Allen Memorial Medical Library.”
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·        Uber or Lyft: $10-13 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

·        Taxi: $15-20 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

 

Parking:

 

 

·        Most lots accept CASH ONLY.

 

·        Lot 51: Adjacent to the library; enter from Adelbert Rd. $11

 

·        Campus Center Garage: Underground garage across the street from the library beneath

Severance Hall; enter from East Blvd. $7-10

 

·        Lot 2: Garage just off Euclid Ave just east of the library; enter from UH Dr. $4-6

 

·        Street Parking: Metered parking on East Blvd is free after 6pm. Parking at the 1-hour spots

on Euclid Ave is unlimited after 6pm.

 

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library indicated below by the 6.

 

 
 
Note: AND has contracted a photography and film crew to capture the events of the evening and
will post them on eatrightPRO.org for those unable to attend.

 

 

This invitation was sent to mxk109@case.edu by Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition

&Dietetics the organizer. To stop receiving invitations from this organizer, you can unsubscribe. 

Eventbrite, Inc. | 155 5th St, 7th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
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1910. Re: media Award

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 08:31:28

Subject: Re: media Award

Attachment:

Did you really mean to say under the "Leadership" or should you have used another word!!!! Can't

wait to hear what mess she created now.  Only 1 more month!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 9:37 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

CONFIDENTIAL We need to discuss this year's Honors Committee selection process under the

leadership of EC.  I will schedule a time next week. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Date: April 27, 2017 at 6:36:23 PM CDT  

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: media Award 

 

I also believe someone wrote this for her. Maybe Glenna? 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:34:23 PM  

To: Mary Beth Whalen; Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

FYI 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

_____________________________  

From: Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

Subject: media Award  

To: Sonja Connor <connors@ohsu.edu>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, <

evelyncraytoncrayton64@gmail.com>, Cs <charrgtx@cs.com>, Jody Vogelzang <

vogelzjo@gvsu.edu>, <thomasa@sjhmc.org>, Pegues, Joann <2hogwild@comcast.net>, Audrey

Morgan <audreymorgan.dtr@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Katrina

Holt <kholt@georgetown.edu>, <stang002@umn.edu>  

Cc: Lilliane Smothers <lsmothers@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

 

 

Barbara and Sonja, 
 

Thank you Sonja for seeking further clarifications of the Media Excellence Award.  Barbara, per

your request, see message below.  
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I received written responses from Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie, Michele and Sonja regarding this

award as requested by noon today. 
 

Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie and I, are in favor of presenting the award based on the review that was

provided by Char.  It is my understanding that both applicants were well qualified and received a

score well above 80.  Our recommendation is in keeping with the process that was followed when

other members reviewed the other awards of excellence and made their recommendations. 
 

Feel free to send the applications for the Media Award to the committee.  Those members who did

not respond By noon today, may want to review the applications and score them.  Michele

indicated that she would honor the wishes of the committee.  However, she may want to review

the applications as well.  
 

Hopefully, we can reach a consensus by May 2.  That will give other members time to review the

applications for the Media Award.  They may also write back and let us know if the support the

score of the reviewer. 
 

Thank you all for all of your professional time and effort in reviewing the applications as assigned. 

The membership would really appreciate the work and attention that is devoted to the Honors and

Awards Committee.  I appreciate you all and the staff in helping to maintain the integrity of this

committee. 
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1911. Re: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 08:30:26

Subject: Re: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

Attachment:

I agree with Donna- you need to be home at this important time. Pictures don't make up for the

real experience, and this milestone shouldn't be missed! Joan will work with you regarding the

best alternative for the flight change. 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 28, 2017, at 7:16 AM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Aida,  I think prom trumps your last board meeting.  While you will be missed at the board meeting,

you will be much more missed at prom picture time!  Enjoy these years with your daughter, for

they don't last long.  Then you can look forward to grandchildren and it all starts all over again!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 8:03 AM  

To: Patricia Babjak; Joan Schwaba; Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20 

 

Hello Pat, Lucille, Donna and Joan, 
 

I have a small dilemma.  Currently my flight out of Cleveland on Saturday, May 20 (with a

connecting flight) has me arriving home in the evening.  Lo-and-behold, that Saturday is my

daughter's senior prom, and she is devastated about me not being home at all! 

(My life has been crazy recently, and I didn't have senior prom in my calendar when I booked the

flight). 
 

I am wondering if it would be OK for me to leave Cleveland mid-morning, so that I can be home in

time for grand march?  I can send my husband with her in the morning to the hairdresser. 
 

I am happy to pay for this change in my ticket, or I can purchase a separate one-way return ticket

and not use the one I bought through Deem. 
 

It is my very last Board meeting, so it is truly heart wrenching to leave early.  
 

:( 
 

Aida 

Aida Miles, MMSc, RDN, LD, LMNT, FAND 

U of Minnesota, School of Public Health 
Director, Coordinated MPH Nutrition Program
Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics Past-Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Member, Board of Directors 

 1300 S 2nd St. Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454

V.Mail: 612-625-5865.  email (preferred): miles081@umn.edu 
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1912. Re: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <jschwaba@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 08:19:34

Subject: Re: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

Attachment:

Aida,  I think prom trumps your last board meeting.  While you will be missed at the board meeting,

you will be much more missed at prom picture time!  Enjoy these years with your daughter, for

they don't last long.  Then you can look forward to grandchildren and it all starts all over again!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>  

Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 8:03 AM  

To: Patricia Babjak; Joan Schwaba; Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin  

Subject: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20 

 

Hello Pat, Lucille, Donna and Joan, 
 

I have a small dilemma.  Currently my flight out of Cleveland on Saturday, May 20 (with a

connecting flight) has me arriving home in the evening.  Lo-and-behold, that Saturday is my

daughter's senior prom, and she is devastated about me not being home at all! 

(My life has been crazy recently, and I didn't have senior prom in my calendar when I booked the

flight). 
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I am wondering if it would be OK for me to leave Cleveland mid-morning, so that I can be home in

time for grand march?  I can send my husband with her in the morning to the hairdresser. 
 

I am happy to pay for this change in my ticket, or I can purchase a separate one-way return ticket

and not use the one I bought through Deem. 
 

It is my very last Board meeting, so it is truly heart wrenching to leave early.  
 

:( 
 

Aida 

Aida Miles, MMSc, RDN, LD, LMNT, FAND 

U of Minnesota, School of Public Health 
Director, Coordinated MPH Nutrition Program
Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics Past-Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Member, Board of Directors 

 1300 S 2nd St. Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454

V.Mail: 612-625-5865.  email (preferred): miles081@umn.edu 
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1913. A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

From: Aida Miles <miles081@umn.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<jschwaba@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 28, 2017 08:07:39

Subject: A little conflict on Saturday, May 20

Attachment:

Hello Pat, Lucille, Donna and Joan, 
 

I have a small dilemma.  Currently my flight out of Cleveland on Saturday, May 20 (with a

connecting flight) has me arriving home in the evening.  Lo-and-behold, that Saturday is my

daughter's senior prom, and she is devastated about me not being home at all! 

(My life has been crazy recently, and I didn't have senior prom in my calendar when I booked the

flight). 
 

I am wondering if it would be OK for me to leave Cleveland mid-morning, so that I can be home in

time for grand march?  I can send my husband with her in the morning to the hairdresser. 
 

I am happy to pay for this change in my ticket, or I can purchase a separate one-way return ticket

and not use the one I bought through Deem. 
 

It is my very last Board meeting, so it is truly heart wrenching to leave early.  
 

:( 
 

Aida 

Aida Miles, MMSc, RDN, LD, LMNT, FAND

U of Minnesota, School of Public Health 
Director, Coordinated MPH Nutrition Program
Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics Past-Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Member, Board of Directors 

 1300 S 2nd St. Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454

V.Mail: 612-625-5865.  email (preferred): miles081@umn.edu 
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1914. Fwd: media Award

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 21:41:06

Subject: Fwd: media Award

Attachment:

CONFIDENTIAL We need to discuss this year's Honors Committee selection process under the

leadership of EC.  I will schedule a time next week. Thanks! 

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>  

Date: April 27, 2017 at 6:36:23 PM CDT  

To: Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: media Award 

 

I also believe someone wrote this for her. Maybe Glenna? 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  

www.eatright.org

From: Doris Acosta  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:34:23 PM  

To: Mary Beth Whalen; Patricia Babjak  

Subject: Fwd: media Award 

 

FYI 
 

Doris Acosta  

Chief Communications Officer  

312/899-4822  
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www.eatright.org

_____________________________  

From: Evelyn Crayton <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:08 PM  

Subject: media Award  

To: Sonja Connor <connors@ohsu.edu>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, <

evelyncraytoncrayton64@gmail.com>, Cs <charrgtx@cs.com>, Jody Vogelzang <

vogelzjo@gvsu.edu>, <thomasa@sjhmc.org>, Pegues, Joann <2hogwild@comcast.net>, Audrey

Morgan <audreymorgan.dtr@gmail.com>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Katrina

Holt <kholt@georgetown.edu>, <stang002@umn.edu>  

Cc: Lilliane Smothers <lsmothers@eatright.org>, Barbara Visocan <bvisocan@eatright.org>,

Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>, Matthew Novotny <mnovotny@eatright.org>  

 

 

Barbara and Sonja, 
 

Thank you Sonja for seeking further clarifications of the Media Excellence Award.  Barbara, per

your request, see message below.  
 

I received written responses from Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie, Michele and Sonja regarding this

award as requested by noon today. 
 

Char, Joan, Alyce, Jamie and I, are in favor of presenting the award based on the review that was

provided by Char.  It is my understanding that both applicants were well qualified and received a

score well above 80.  Our recommendation is in keeping with the process that was followed when

other members reviewed the other awards of excellence and made their recommendations. 
 

Feel free to send the applications for the Media Award to the committee.  Those members who did

not respond By noon today, may want to review the applications and score them.  Michele

indicated that she would honor the wishes of the committee.  However, she may want to review

the applications as well.  
 

Hopefully, we can reach a consensus by May 2.  That will give other members time to review the

applications for the Media Award.  They may also write back and let us know if the support the

score of the reviewer. 
 

Thank you all for all of your professional time and effort in reviewing the applications as assigned. 

The membership would really appreciate the work and attention that is devoted to the Honors and

Awards Committee.  I appreciate you all and the staff in helping to maintain the integrity of this

committee. 
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1915. Re: Dinner-April 30th

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>

Cc: Rangecamille@gmail.com <Rangecamille@gmail.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 21:38:05

Subject: Re: Dinner-April 30th

Attachment:

Thanks, must have missed the reservation info!  Great! 

What time? 

Jenn will be joining as well. 

Camille how did that job info I sent work out for you? 
 
 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 27, 2017, at 9:08 PM, " gussch@aol.com" <gussch@aol.com> wrote:  
 

Mary Pat,

 

Plenty of seats at Tabard Inn, great food,next to Donna's hotel.

 

Camille,could you revise the reservation when convenient .

 

Very much appreciated.

 

Gus

 

Gus

 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
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On Thursday, April 27, 2017 Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> wrote:  

 

Any details?  Thanks!  

No problems if it does not work.  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 10, 2017, at 1:10 PM, " gussch@aol.com" <gussch@aol.com> wrote:  
 

Will do

 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail

  

 

On Monday, April 10, 2017 Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  

 

Gus,  Can you add Mary Pat Raimondi and Jenn Folliard to our dinner plans for Sunday, April 30th

please?  Can't wait to catch up!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 6:02 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Camille Range Cell  

Subject: Dinner-April 30th 

 

Donna,  
 

  Would be wonderful to have dinner on April 30th--Sunday--Le Chaumiere is closed on Sunday's,

but we can find a place with some healthy, nutritious food near your hotel--shall we say 6:30 pm

on April 30th with a restaurant to be confirmed.  
 

  Just heard that the dairy industry keen to work with Congress  on the upcoming farm bill to join

and then expand  the SNAP EBT Food Insecurity Nutrition Incentive program for dairy products to

be added to SNAP EBT nutrition incentives for Fruits and Vegetables.  
 

   Your guidance on this testimony yesterday by the dairy industry in Congress to add dairy

products to SNAP incentives, (mainly at retail) most welcome.  
 

   Gus 

========================================= 

On the domestic side, Dykes noted that only 1 out of every 10 Americans consumes the

three daily servings of dairy recommended by the 2015 Dietary Guidelines. To address this

shortfall and encourage more dairy consumption, Dykes advocated for voluntary incentives

under the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and more school milk

options.
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1916. FW: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 18:11:18

Subject: FW: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Donna, 

The email I sent below with the OAND presentation came back undeliverable due to size. I have

uploaded the slide deck to the BOD portal. Please click on the following link and enter your

Academy website username and password to access the portal. 
https://academybod.webauthor.com/modules/library/item.cfm?item_type=cms_File&id=79488

 

I would appreciate your review of the slides and please let me know if you would like me to make

any changes to the deck. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:49 PM 

 To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

'susan.finn@outlook.com' <susan.finn@outlook.com> 
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 Cc: Tom Ryan <tryan@eatright.org>; 'Jane Grant Tougas' <jane@jgt-ideas.com> 

 Subject: Ohio Academy Annual Conference Presentation

 

 

Hello Lucille, Donna and Susan. 

 

Susan, Tom shared the deck you created for your OAND presentation. I combined it with your

slides, Lucille and Donna, and scripted some transitions. Please review and let me know if you

have any edits or would like to remove any slides. I will send to the OAND meeting organizer when

finalized. If you need anything else for the presentation, please let me know. 

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1917. GCAND Special Reception

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 18:03:09

Subject: GCAND Special Reception

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Donna and Lucille,

 

 

Mary Beth Kavanagh, president of the Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, has

invited Academy leaders to attend a special reception at the Allen Memorial Medical Library on

Wednesday, May 17, from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM. The Evite follows below. She has invited you both

to attend and requested if you could say a few words. If this works for you Doris will script talking

points for you and Mary Beth will register you for the event.  

 

Thank you!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Greater Cleveland AND <invite@eventbrite.com> 

 Date: Wed, Apr 26, 2017 at 7:45 AM 
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 Subject: Have you registered for the GCAND Special Reception? 

 To: mxk109@case.edu

 

 

 

Hello Mary Beth,  

You are invited to the following event: 
GCAND Special Reception 

Event to be held at the following time, date, and location: 

Wednesday, May 17, 2017 from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM (EDT) 

Allen Memorial Medical Library 

 11000 Euclid Avenue 

 Cleveland, OH 44106 

  

View Map 

 
Attend Event 

 

 Don't Miss Out! Register by May 10th!

 

 

The Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (GCAND) invites you to a special

reception and historical exhibit honoring the legacy of the food and nutrition practitioners who

formed our nation’s first professional dietetics organization in Cleveland in 1917.

 

 
See the AND Press Release

 

 

GCAND Special Reception

 

 

May 17, 2017 - 6:00-8:00pm

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library

 

 

Hearty Hors d'Oeuvres and Local Wines will be served.

 

 

Featuring...
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Historical Exhibit

 

Celebrating the Centennial of the Dietetics Profession in America:

 

100 Years of Optimizing Health through Food and Nutrition

 

 

A display of original photographs, archives, and commemorative items vividly depicting the

Academy’s first century.

 

 

Exhibit made possible by a grant from AND Foundation to GCAND.

 

 

Welcome and Special Acknowledgments

 

in the library at 7:15pm

 

 

 

AND members are invited to the reception at no cost.

 

Non-members may purchase tickets to the reception for $20.

 

 

Please RSVP by May 10, 2017

 

 

Location

 

 

The Allen Memorial Medical Library is located at the corner of Euclid Ave and Adelbert Rd, 11000

Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 44106.

 

 

The GCAND Special Reception will be held on the second floor of the library.

 

 

The AND Historical Exhibit will be on display from May 1-22, 2017 in the Dittrick Museum of

Medical History located on the third floor of the library. For hours and information, visit:

http://artsci.case.edu/Dittrick/
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Entry to the library permitted only through the Adelbert Rd entrance.

 

 

Getting There

 

 

Public Transportation from Downtown Cleveland:

 

 

·        RTA HealthLine: Cleveland’s bus-rapid transit system runs every 10-15 minutes. From the

Hilton, walk 5 minutes south to the Public Square Station and take the HealthLine to the stop at

Adelbert Rd (~24 minutes). One-way fare is $2.50. Visit the HealthLine website at

http://www.riderta.com/routes/healthline for information about passes and discounted rates for

seniors and students. Refer to the “Plan a Trip” feature on the Healthline website for detailed

directions from “Public Square” to “Allen Memorial Medical Library.”

 

·        Uber or Lyft: $10-13 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

·        Taxi: $15-20 one-way from the Hilton to the library.

 

 

Parking:

 

 

·        Most lots accept CASH ONLY.

 

·        Lot 51: Adjacent to the library; enter from Adelbert Rd. $11

 

·        Campus Center Garage: Underground garage across the street from the library beneath

Severance Hall; enter from East Blvd. $7-10

 

·        Lot 2: Garage just off Euclid Ave just east of the library; enter from UH Dr. $4-6

 

·        Street Parking: Metered parking on East Blvd is free after 6pm. Parking at the 1-hour spots

on Euclid Ave is unlimited after 6pm.

 

 

Allen Memorial Medical Library indicated below by the 6.
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Note: AND has contracted a photography and film crew to capture the events of the evening and
will post them on eatrightPRO.org for those unable to attend.

 

 

This invitation was sent to mxk109@case.edu by Greater Cleveland Academy of Nutrition

&Dietetics the organizer. To stop receiving invitations from this organizer, you can unsubscribe. 

Eventbrite, Inc. | 155 5th St, 7th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94103 
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1918. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 17:57:04

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1919. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 17:57:00

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1920. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 17:56:56

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1921. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 17:56:53

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1922. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 17:56:48

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1923. LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

From: Clare Miller <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Juskelis

<DJuskelis@eatright.org>, Glasgow, Michael

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com

<PattyKeaneRD@gmail.com>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Stefanie Winston Rinehart

<swinston@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

au.lauren@gmail.com <au.lauren@gmail.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, dandersster@gmail.com

<dandersster@gmail.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

ljones@pentechealth.com <ljones@pentechealth.com>,

lorri@irvingholzberg.com <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, mtglasgow@wi.rr.com

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, nancy@farrelldietitian.com

<nancy@farrelldietitian.com>, nfox@nebraskamed.com

<nfox@nebraskamed.com>, preventive_nutrition@verizon.net

<preventive_nutrition@verizon.net>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, scsnutr@comcast.net <scsnutr@comcast.net>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 17:36:42

Subject: LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call

Attachment:

LPPC Monthly WebEx/Conference Call Access Information

 

 

 

 

 

WebEX

 

 

 

You may access the personalized WebEx link

here<https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?siteurl=eatright>.
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Meeting Password: LPPC16

 

 

 

CALL-IN

 

 

 

If you would prefer to join the call via tele-conference please us the following call-in number and

conference code:

 

 

 

Conference Call #: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

 

 

 

 

If you need additional assistance, please call the DC office and speak with Christine Rhone, 202-

775-8277 Ext 6017 or Paulina Weeden, 202-775-8277 Ext. 6003.
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1924. Re: California AB 387 - Minimum wage: health professionals: interns

From: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Cc: Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>,

wmorgan@nmsu.edu <wmorgan@nmsu.edu>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 16:32:35

Subject: Re: California AB 387 - Minimum wage: health professionals: interns

Attachment: image001.png

This is a wonderful letter, Teresa!  
 

It is clear and encourages the affiliate to propose ways that the legislation could be improved by

first reviewing its impact. 
 

Thank you for sharing this so quickly! 
 

Nadine 
 
 

On Thu, Apr 27, 2017 at 3:43 PM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  

Good afternoon, 

 

Below find the email message that was sent to Lorri Holzberg in California. 

 

Please let us know if you have any questions.  Teresa

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 2:33 PM 

 To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: AB 387 - Minimum wage: health professionals: interns

 

 

Hi Lorri,
 

 
Thank you for reaching out to the Academy regarding AB 387 -
Minimum wage: health professionals: interns.  On Thursday April
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27, representatives from the Academy’s board of directors, CDR,
ACEND, LPPC and staff met to review the California bill AB 387 -
Minimum wage: health professionals: interns.  Following
discussion, consensus was reached that the California Affiliate
could take a stance to oppose this legislation even though the
Academy does not have a stance on this particular issue.  
 
These Academy leaders do recommend that the California
Academy consider offering a recommendation to the appropriate
California Assembly committee or bill sponsor that there be a
study to identify possible the impact of the legislation on various
internship programs.  This specific legislation could cause a
number of adverse actions including reduction of the number of
internship programs, increased costs for participating in a
California based internship programs, and increased competition
from individuals from other states.
 

 
We continue to encourage the California Academy to focus on
the importance of the education and supervised practical
experience required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist.    
 

 
The Academy’s Policy Initiatives and Advocacy team looks forward to continued discussions with

you and your affiliate going forward.

 

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 
800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1925. BOD LPPC Report

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 16:03:56

Subject: BOD LPPC Report

Attachment: image001.png
April 28 LPPC Report.doc

Hello Donna, 

Attached is a copy of your BOD report for the LPPC call consent agenda. 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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		BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT


LPPC TELECONFERENCE 


APRIL 28, 2017 

		





Academy’s Four Electronic Clinical Quality Measures (eCQMs) 

Under the Academy's stewardship, with Avalere Health and Abbott as collaborators, four malnutrition measures have been included as part of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' Inpatient Prospective Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for possible inclusion in future years in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs. On April 14 all four of our malnutrition measures (eCQMs) have made the CMS Inpatient Prospective Payment System Rule advancing them to public commenting.

Members Continue Participation on NQF Standing Committees
Former President and RDN, Jessie Pavlinac, has been asked to serve an additional term on the National Quality Forum’s Renal Standing Committee for Renal Measure Endorsement Maintenance Project. Jessie successfully served two years on the committee; NQF requested she continue for three more years. Her perspective and input has been valuable in ensuring a balanced perspective on the committee.


Academy member and RDN, Susan Konek, a member of the Quality Management Committee, will serve another two-year term as a member of NQF’s Pediatric Standing Committee for the Pediatric Measure Endorsement Project. Sue has already served two years on the committee. Many of the measures are the result of years of work by the Centers of Excellence in Pediatric Quality Measurement to develop new measures and refine current ones in high-priority areas of child health. Sue’s input on pediatric patient work has been instrumental when reviewing various measures for the committee.

Members’ NAM Commentary: Stress-Induced Eating Behaviors of Health Professionals

Academy members and RDNs, Kathrin Eliot and Kathryn M. Kolasa, published a commentary online in March for the National Academy of Medicine’s Global Forum on Innovation in Health Professions Education titled “Perspectives on Stress-induced Eating Behaviors of Health Professionals: A Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Perspective.”

For Registered Dietitian Nutritionist Day: Congratulations to All RDNs and Contest Winner

The Academy honored all registered dietitian nutritionists on March 9 during National Nutrition Month for their commitment and dedication to improving the health of patients and clients. In celebration of RDN Day and the 2017 National Nutrition Month theme “Put Your Best Fork Forward,” Academy members were asked to share “Why is it important to be an advocate for advancing the nutritional status of your community?” From more than 180 inspirational responses, the RDN Day Contest winner was Academy member Ilene Smith of New York City.

National Nutrition Month (NNM) activity was very successful this year. On the first day of NNM, our website traffic and social media outreach exceeded expectations. On March 1, we received nearly 85K page views on eatright.org (up from 75K last year). More than 5,300 posts about NNM appeared across Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google+, yielding more than 22.7 impressions and engaging more than 6.7 million social media users. 


Nearly 80% of this activity came from Twitter — largely due to the #NNMchat Twitter chat, which trended nationally during the hour it was live. In addition, 48% of the National Nutrition Month posts came from Millennials, followed by 31% Gen-Xers, 14% Baby Boomers and 7% Gen-Zeds. 

New Guideline Published on the Evidence Analysis Library 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Evidence Analysis Library (EAL) published the Gestational Diabetes Evidence-based Nutrition Practice Guideline and Supporting Systematic Reviews.  Highlights of the publication include 17 evidence-based nutrition recommendations and supporting systematic reviews of MNT, calories, macronutrients, dietary patterns, and meal and snack distributions. The guideline is free and available to all Academy members and EAL subscribers. 

Academy Positions Committee 

APC facilitated the National Osteoporosis Foundation and the American Society for Preventive Cardiology request to support their joint position statement on Calcium and Cardiovascular Disease. APC, Evidence-Based Practice Committee (EBPC), and the SCAN DPG reviewed and recommended support.  House Leadership Team (HLT) voted for the Academy to support this position statement. APC also supported, along with EBPC and Pediatric Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group, Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. HLT voted to support this Guideline.

The following position/practice papers have been submitted for publication in the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:

· Inter-professional Education in Nutrition as an Essential Component of Medical Education position paper to be published July 2017


· Classic and Modified Diets for Treatment of Epilepsy practice paper to be published August 2017

All published position and practice papers can be viewed at http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/practice/position-and-practice-papers/position-papers/academy-position-papers-index

Certificates of Training Programs 


The Academy’s Center for Lifelong Learning collaborated with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, to offer an online Certificate of Training program in Informatics to ensure nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all areas of the profession. The information provided is critical to the nutrition professional, and can be successfully utilized on a daily basis, covering topics such as, Electronic Health Records, security and ethics, and utilizing data. 


Academy Receives Awards for Design Excellence

The Academy recently received two Hermes Creative Awards for graphic design projects including a Platinum Award for the 2016 Academy/Foundation Annual Report and a Gold for the 2016 FNCE® Exhibitor Prospectus. Hermes Creative Awards are sponsored by the Association of Marketing and Communication Professionals, which has the mission, "To honor excellence and recognize the creativity, hard work and generosity of marketing and communication professionals." The competition is one of the largest of its kind in the world, with winners that range in size from individual communicators to media conglomerates and Fortune 500 companies. 

SUBMITTED BY:
Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
                                    President-elect, 2016-17 Board of Directors

1
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1926. California AB 387 - Minimum wage: health professionals: interns

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

wmorgan@nmsu.edu <wmorgan@nmsu.edu>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 15:46:46

Subject: California AB 387 - Minimum wage: health professionals: interns

Attachment: image001.png

Good afternoon, 

 

Below find the email message that was sent to Lorri Holzberg in California. 

 

Please let us know if you have any questions.  Teresa

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 2:33 PM 

 To: lorri@irvingholzberg.com 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: AB 387 - Minimum wage: health professionals: interns

 

 

Hi Lorri,
 

 
Thank you for reaching out to the Academy regarding AB 387 -
Minimum wage: health professionals: interns.  On Thursday April
27, representatives from the Academy’s board of directors, CDR,
ACEND, LPPC and staff met to review the California bill AB 387 -
Minimum wage: health professionals: interns.  Following
discussion, consensus was reached that the California Affiliate
could take a stance to oppose this legislation even though the
Academy does not have a stance on this particular issue.  
 
These Academy leaders do recommend that the California
Academy consider offering a recommendation to the appropriate
California Assembly committee or bill sponsor that there be a
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study to identify possible the impact of the legislation on various
internship programs.  This specific legislation could cause a
number of adverse actions including reduction of the number of
internship programs, increased costs for participating in a
California based internship programs, and increased competition
from individuals from other states.
 

 
We continue to encourage the California Academy to focus on
the importance of the education and supervised practical
experience required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist.    
 

 
The Academy’s Policy Initiatives and Advocacy team looks forward to continued discussions with

you and your affiliate going forward.

 

 

Please let us know if you have questions.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1927. Fw: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Evelyn Crayton <craytef@charter.net>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 14:52:40

Subject: Fw: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

Attachment:

Pat and Joan,  Can you please ask Jeanne Blankenship to join us on our next 5 P's call to discuss

the results of our phone conversation on the California bill to require internships to pay minimum

wage to all interns?  Thanks!  

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine, 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm. 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017. 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
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Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Teresa 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022 
tnece@eatright.org

 

<image001.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

 

<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf> 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf> 
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1928. HOD Speaker Message 41

From: House of Delegates <HOD@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 13:08:10

Subject: HOD Speaker Message 41

Attachment:

Speaker Message 41 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to a world where all people thrive through the

transformative power of food and nutrition. 
View in browser.

 

Speaker Message 41
 
 
Thank you to all delegates for your enthusiasm, passion, and engagement as we discussed Future
Practice and Wellness and Prevention Using AI at the Spring 2017 HOD Meeting. The HLT is
currently working on the next steps; and will communicate the actions and outcomes via a weekly
Speaker Message.

 

Motion Review Phase 1 from April 25-28 

 The discussion period for motions is open until Friday, April 28 at 12:00 pm CT. Remember the

intent of this phase is to clarify the motions.

 

Electronic Motion #1 for the Academy Bylaws Amendment- Associate Member Qualifications and

Privileges of Membership. 

Electronic Motion #2 for the Academy Bylaws Amendment- CDR Nominations. 

Please refer to the discussion post for additional information. 
 
Open Space Session Outcomes and Pilot Projects

 

Share your Open Space session outcomes on the Results/Recaps of Open Dialogue Sessions

discussion post. 

Submit the Pilot Project Initiative Summary Sheet to hod@eatright.org, if you have held sessions

resulting in pilot projects. 
 
Complete the Spring Meeting Evaluation 
 Check your email for individual link from Survey Monkey for the Spring 2017 HOD Meeting
evaluation.
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Please complete the evaluation by Wednesday, May 3. 

Become a Fellow before May 31 

 Want to receive recognition in the Journal? Become an Academy Fellow before May 31, 2017 to

have your name featured in the October 2017 issue of the Journal. Displaying the FAND

designation in your credential line showcases your expertise to employers, colleagues, clients and

the public. And now it’ll be in print! Learn more 

  

Public Policy Update 

 Weekly public policy updates are provided for your review and information. By staying on top of

public policy updates, you can support your affiliate or DPG policy team and serve as a role model

for Action Alerts.

 

Member Comment Period 

 The public comment period for ACEND’s revised draft of the Future Education Model

Accreditation Standards closes on April 28, 2017 

  

FNCE 2017 VIP Information 

 See the FNCE 2017 VIP Information post for more details.

 

Our Fall 2017 HOD meeting events will begin on the afternoon of Thursday, October 19 and

conclude around noon on Saturday, October 21. Chicago is in Central Time Zone. All HOD

events are at the Headquarters Hotel. 

The Headquarters Hotel is the Hyatt Regency Chicago located at 151 East Upper Wacker

Drive, Chicago, IL 60601. The link to reserve your room at the headquarters hotel is included in

your email along with other instructions on how to book your room. 

For more information 

 Contact Linda Farr (linda.farr@me.com) or 

 Anna Shlachter (ashlachter@eatright.org, 800/877-1600, ext. 4819)

 

This House of Delegates email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you

prefer not to receive future HOD emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
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1929. Daily News: Thursday, April 27, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 11:45:16

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, April 27, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

People with a normal BMI who carry weight around the middle at greatest risk of death 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170426123002.htm 

 Source: Annals of Internal Medicine 

 http://annals.org/aim/article/2623636/normal-weight-central-obesity-risk-mortality 

 Related Resource: EAL-Adult Weight Management 

 http://www.andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5276

 

Italian-style coffee may reduce risk of prostate cancer 

 http://www.upi.com/Health_News/2017/04/26/Italian-style-coffee-may-reduce-risk-of-prostate-

cancer/2231493208934/ 

 Source: International Journal of Cancer 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ijc.30720/abstract

 

No Bull: Energy Drinks Tied to Cardiac Changes 

 Study's energy drink arm had higher change in corrected QT interval 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/PrimaryCare/DietNutrition/64812 

 Source: Journal of the American Heart Association 

 http://jaha.ahajournals.org/content/6/5/e004448 

How to get adults to eat their vegetables? Study explores potential of spices and herbs use 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170426113020.htm 

 Source: American Journal of Health Behavior 

 http://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/png/ajhb/2017/00000041/00000001/art00005

 

Malnourishment: Your issue and mine 

 http://www.mcknights.com/guest-columns/malnourishment-your-issue-and-mine/article/653114/ 

 Related Resources: 

 Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, April 14-25, 2017, Online First (3 articles) 
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 http://www.andjrnl.org/article/S2212-2672(17)30230-7/fulltext 

 http://www.andjrnl.org/article/S2212-2672(16)31554-4/fulltext 

 http://www.andjrnl.org/article/S2212-2672(17)30233-2/fulltext 

 Malnutrition Measures Included in CMS' Proposed Rule 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/on-the-pulse-of-public-policy/from-the-

hill/malnutrition-measures-included-cms-proposed-rule

 

Exercise and vitamin D better together for heart health 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170427091736.htm 

 Source: Journal of Clinical Endocrinology &Metabolism 

 https://academic.oup.com/jcem/article-abstract/102/4/1227/3002901/Physical-Activity-Vitamin-D-

and-Incident?redirectedFrom=fulltext

 

Want to better comply with dietary guidelines, and save money? Cook dinner at home 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170426183041.htm 

 Source: American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 

 http://www.ajpmonline.org/article/S0749-3797(17)30023-5/fulltext 

 Related resource: Hands-On Nutrition Education: Teaching Healthy Eating Skills Through

Experiential Learning 

 http://www.eatrightstore.org/product/A0AD51CE-2AD4-4663-8D7F-0F76E35ED065

 

The downside to drinking avored water 

 http://www.ajc.com/lifestyles/health/the-downside-drinking-avored-

water/eBCcR5VApF9HdKly1FEwIO/

 

Food photos help Instagram users with healthy eating 

 (Presented at the CHI 2017 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems)  

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170426130410.htm

 

Industry is counting on Trump to back off rules that tell you whats in your food 

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/04/27/industry-is-counting-on-trump-to-

back-off-rules-that-tell-you-whats-in-your-food/

 

ClinicalTrials.gov  

ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported clinical

studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

 -Quality Project Malnutrition Intensive Care 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02911181?term=malnutrition&rank=8

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Cancer Risk Rises After Childhood Organ Transplant: Study 
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 Yet overall chances to any one child remain low, researchers stressed 

 -Parkinson's Disease May Originate in Gut, Study Says 

 Swedish scientists find link through vagus nerve removal 

 -Delay a Needed Colonoscopy at Your Own Risk 

 After a stool test shows potential trouble, speedy follow-up could be key, study finds 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1930. Final Advocacy Day Details

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 11:26:29

Subject: Final Advocacy Day Details

Attachment: image001.png
RDN counts as of 3 23 2017.pdf
Team assignments FINAL 4 27 2017.pdf
ISSUE_BRIEF-Value of Nutrition Services.pdf
LEAVE-BEHIND-Value of Nutrition Services.pdf
May 1 Advocacy Day talking points_FINAL.PDF
May 1 House and Senate Meeting targets with team lead  4.27.17 v. 4.pdf

Dear Advocacy Day Attendee,

 

 

We are looking forward to seeing you in Washington, D.C. on Monday! 

 

Attached please find the following items:

 

 

1.      Issue Brief on Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment.  This tool provides

you the detailed information on the topic.

 

2.      Leave Behind on Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention and Treatment.  This tool is

designed to provide to the member of Congress and his/her staff.  We will be sending this

document to each staff member we will be meeting with on Monday. 

3.      Talking points for the teams to use on Monday.

 

4.      RDN counts – provides the number of RDNs in each state.

 

5.      Revised list of attendees

 

6.      Revised list of Senate and House meetings

 

 

Please refer to the email sent on Tuesday, April 25 for additional details.
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State Count of RD's State Count of RD's


AK 222 TN 2014


AL 1309 TX 6566


AR 805 UT 973


AZ 1719 VA 2328


CA 10295 VT 232


CO 2207 WA 2439


CT 1401 WI 2211


DC 238 WV 349


DE 300 WY 146


FL 4767


GA 2353


HI 397


IA 1080


ID 602


IL 4058


IN 1952


KS 992


KY 1314


LA 1379


MA 2778


MD 1838


ME 426


MI 3273


MN 2360


MO 1926


MS 778


MT 384


NC 3119


ND 400


NE 750


NH 569


NJ 2865


NM 428


NV 552


NY 6687


OH 4368


OK 1102


OR 1182


PA 4500


PR 268


RI 397


SC 1139


SD 308
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May 1, 2017 Teams


1-May-17  


TEAM Lead First Name Middle Last Name State Affiliate Email


Team Jeanne Barbara J Herbst DC District of Columbia Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics barbaraherbst2@gmail.com


Team Jeanne Jeanne Blankenship VA District of Columbia Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics jblankenship@eatright.org


Team Jeanne Amanda R Arthur MD Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics amanda_arthur06@yahoo.com


Team Jeanne Robyn S Brown NC North Carolina Dietetic Association rsmithbrown@wakemed.org


Team Jennifer Leila G Saldanha VA District of Columbia Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics lgs@nutriq-llc.com


Team Jennifer Fern Gale Estrow NY New York Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Festrow@fgeteam.com


Team Jennifer Jennifer E Noll Folliard VA District of Columbia Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics jfolliard@eatright.org


Team Jennifer Julia Mccarty NY None member jem2296@tc.columbia.edu


Team Marsha Stephen J Chavez PA District of Columbia Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics sjchav214@gmail.com


Team Marsha Mark E Rifkin MD Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics mrifkin@eatright.org


Team Marsha Melissa D Ventura Marra WV West Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics melissa.marra@mail.wvu.edu


Team Marsha Marsha K Schofield OH Ohio Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics mschofield@eatright.org


Team Mary Pat Barbara Hoffstein MD Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics barbara.hoffstein@gmail.com


Team Mary Pat Natalie J Stephens MD Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics natalie.joy.stephens@hotmail.com


Team Mary Pat Mary Pat Raimondi VA Minnesota Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics mraimondi@eatright.org


Team Mary Pat Lise L Sanchez MD Maryland Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics lisesanchezrdn@gmail.com


Team Pepin Sara T Mastrantonio VA Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics sara_mastrantonio@hotmail.com


Team Pepin Pepin Tuma VA American Overseas Dietetic Association ptuma@eatright.org


Team Pepin Jyotsna Sharman VA Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics drjsharman@hotmail.com


Team Stefanie Christine M Hansen GA Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics ms.christi.hansen@gmail.com


Team Stefanie Donna S Martin GA Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us


Team Stefanie Stefanie W Rinehart VA Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics swinston@eatright.org


Team Stefanie Courtney Danielle Puidk DC District of Columbia Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics cdpuidk1@gmail.com


Team Teresa Lesley L McPhatter VA Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics ultrard1102@gmail.com


Team Teresa Lucille Beseler FL Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net


Team Teresa Teresa A Nece IA Iowa Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics tnece@eatright.org


Team Teresa Andrew Lamar VA Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



mailto:jem2296@tc.columbia.edu
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Background
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to improving 


the nation’s health and advancing the profession of dietetics through 


research, education and advocacy. Members of the Academy play a key 


role in shaping the public’s food choices, improving people’s nutritional 


status and preventing and treating chronic disease. We work with all 


leaders to find non-partisan public policy solutions that promote health 


and reduce the burden of chronic disease through nutrition services and 


interventions.


Our nation is paying the price for overlooking the importance of 


nutrition in preventing and treating chronic diseases. Our current 


health care system is too often reliant on crisis-intervention and 


disease care rather than focusing on disease prevention, wellness 


and healthy lifestyles. U.S. health care spending per capita in 2015 


exceeded that of any other nation, reaching $9,990 per person or $3.2 


trillion total.1 Despite this spending, tens of millions of Americans 


suffer from preventable diseases, necessitating a paradigm change 


that prioritizes cost-effective and clinically effective prevention and 


treatment modalities with nutrition at their core.


The Role of Academy Members
Health care reform efforts must focus on prevention, the most 


effective, affordable way to reduce risk for and severity of chronic 


disease. Academy members play critical roles in public and 


community health, engaging in work ranging from improving 


community access to healthy food to developing and implementing 


statewide interventions to prevent obesity, diabetes and other 


chronic diseases. Public health and community nutrition registered 


dietitian nutritionists are leaders at federal, state and community 


agencies, successfully implementing complex food and nutrition 


programs that improve the health of individuals and communities.


Ensuring all Americans have access to a minimum level of effective 


preventive nutrition care services offers a unique opportunity 


to lower long-term health care costs by eliminating the often 


cited “free-rider” argument that one health insurer’s provision 


of preventive services is likely to inure to another insurer years 


later. By eliminating the free-rider argument and guaranteeing 


May 2017


Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention 
and Treatment


Key Tenets


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 


maintains five key tenets for analyzing 


any legislation to reform health care: 


1. The health of all Americans should 
improve as a result of our health 
policy choices. Sufficient resources 
must be made available to ensure 
optimal health.


2. Access to quality health care is a 
right that must be extended to all 
Americans.


3. Nutrition services, from pre- 
conception through end of life, 
are an essential component of 
comprehensive health care.


4. Stable, sufficient and reliable 
funding is necessary for our health 
care system to provide everyone 
access to a core package of benefits.


5. Health care must be patient-centered.







comprehensive preventive services, overall health will be improved with less need for costly chronic disease 


management. Without that assurance of preventive nutrition services as a required component of coverage, plans 


simply will not include them despite their efficacy and role in the quality and comprehensiveness of care.


The Academy identifies three critical areas of prevention that must be addressed in health care reform efforts to 


improve health outcomes and reduce health spending. 


1. Invest sustainable resources in evidence-based prevention programs that address chronic diseases, 


nutrition and food security across the life cycle


The Academy supports primary prevention as the most effective and affordable method to prevent chronic 


disease.2 Chronic diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer and others are the leading causes of death 


and disability in the United States and the largest cost drivers for Medicare and Medicaid.3 Poor nutrition is one 


of the four modifiable health risk behaviors that lead to chronic disease development and severity. According 


to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), reversing our country’s obesity epidemic requires a 


comprehensive and coordinated approach to transform communities into places that support and promote 


healthy lifestyle choices for all residents.4 Academy members are doing this by working to make eating well the 


easy, natural choice and by affecting polices, systems and environmental change issues that support healthy 


behaviors. We support expansion of nutrition research initiatives by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and 


USDA’s Agricultural Research Service. In addition, we urge that Congress maintain the Prevention and Public 


Health Fund, which is the nation’s first and largest dedicated investment in prevention that allows state and local 


communities to implement innovative programs that work for them.


2. Ensure all Americans have access to nutritious and safe food


The Academy believes that everyone should have access to nutritious and safe food.5 RDNs lead successful 


efforts to do this through programs such as the Special Supplemental Program for Women, Infants and Children 


(WIC), Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program Education (SNAP-Ed), Child and Adult Care Food Program 


(CACFP), National School Lunch and Breakfast Program and Senior Nutrition programs. Nutrition plays a critical 


role in every stage of life and these federally funded programs provide food and nutrition education to many 


Americans at critical and vulnerable points. Therefore, we urge Congress to invest the resources necessary to 


sustain these critical programs.


3. Promote effective programs and initiatives that promote health equity


All activities associated with improving the nutritional status of Americans must include efforts to achieve 


health equity and reduce health disparities. Racial and ethnic minorities are generally in poorer health and at 


a greater risk of being food insecure.6 Academy members’ research, leadership and community-based efforts 


provide excellent examples of success stories that can be scaled up across the country. It should be the goal 


of any universal coverage plan to not only ensure everyone has access to care, but that the care that offered 


addresses the issue of disparities. The issue of adequate compensation for physician and non-physician care 


must be addressed. If providers will not accept patients because the reimbursement rate is too low or the 


bureaucratic or administrative burdens of the program are too great, then we will still have a system that does 


not address the health care needs of our population. The Academy urges Congress to implement evidence-


based, culturally competent responses to hunger, obesity and chronic disease among populations that are 


disproportionately affected.







Ensure Nutrition’s Inclusion in Comprehensive Health Care Delivery Systems
The Academy believes that everyone should have access to quality health care and nutrition services. In 2010, the 


Academy’s Board of Directors adopted a position paper that states in part, that the roles and responsibilities of 


RDNs and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered include “[s]upport[ing] state and federal efforts for universal 


health care reimbursement that specifically include comprehensive nutrition screening and assessment, education 


and developmentally appropriate anticipatory guidance.”7 Meaningful reform must result in a health care system 


that includes a systemic implementation of national, evidence-based guidelines for preventing chronic diseases 


from developing or progressing, including access to covered services delivered by demonstrably effective experts, 


such as RDNs.


1. Strengthen insurance coverage of evidence-based preventive and wellness services


Under current law, preventive and wellness services, as well as chronic disease self-management, are considered 


essential health benefits, which may be included in a state’s benchmark plan.  Private insurers also are required 


to cover certain preventive services without a cost-sharing requirement, including those graded as an A or B by 


the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force.  The Academy applauds these efforts to increase coverage to preventive 


services, and urges Congress to maintain these existing provisions.  Furthermore, we ask that Congress include 


coverage of medical nutrition therapy in core preventive and clinical services.


The single most transformative policy to improve outcomes with patients living with four of the top six leading 


causes of death is cost-effective nutrition and diet counseling and interventions provided by RDNs. Thus, any 


meaningful reform must include services that demonstrably improve the nutritional status of Americans and 


reduce the rates of obesity, cardiovascular disease, renal disease, hypertension, diabetes, HIV, forms of cancer, 


celiac disease, stroke and other medical conditions. As detailed in the MNT Effectiveness Project published in the 


Academy’s Evidence Analysis Library, MNT and other evidence-based nutrition services, from pre-conception 


through end-of-life, are an essential component of comprehensive health care, whether provided as frontline 


therapy to prevent disease, delay disease progression, or as an intervention in chronic care management.8 These 


interventions decrease the need for costly medications, as well as the number of ambulatory visits.


Virtually all prevalent chronic illnesses have a nutrition component, yet there remain huge gaps in the way 


our health care system addresses the important role of nutrition in preventing and treating such diseases — 


particularly in the Medicare program. Under current law, Medicare only covers outpatient medical nutrition 


therapy services provided by RDNs for beneficiaries with diabetes, chronic renal insufficiency/non-end-stage 


renal disease (non-dialysis) or post kidney transplant. The current Medicare program offers too little nutrition 


care too late and does not incentivize the use of other members of the health care team with specific expertise 


in areas such as nutrition counseling (i.e., RDNs).


For example, there is no coverage for effective and inexpensive MNT services for pre-diabetes or for individuals 


at risk for developing diabetes, yet once a beneficiary is diagnosed with diabetes, she has access to nutrition 


services that are at the cornerstone of diabetes care. Medicare’s coverage of nutrition services for obesity is 


similarly problematic, in that beneficiaries must already be diagnosed with obesity (based on BMI) before 


Medicare will pay for intensive behavioral therapy services and those services are not reimbursed if provided 


by the most effective providers in the most effective settings. Nutrition coverage for beneficiaries at risk for 


cardiovascular disease (CVD) or those with cancer, eating disorders, or numerous other disease states and 


conditions is non-existent.







The Academy urges a legislative solution to ensure coverage of cost-effective MNT provided by RDNs for 


all nutrition-related chronic diseases, including hypertension, obesity, cancer and prediabetes, consistent 


with USPSTF recommendations and national clinical guidelines.


2. Improve Chronic Care Management and Wrap-Around Services


Patients with multiple chronic conditions typically receive care from an inter-professional team that may include 


social workers, dietitians, nurses and behavioral specialists in addition to primary and specialty physicians. 


These non-physician team members are critical to achieving successful patient and population health outcomes 


and controlling the progression of chronic and complex chronic disease. Thus, there needs to be a payment 


mechanism for these essential services that is not exclusively tied to the primary care provider. Specifically, 


the Academy recommends that registered dietitian nutritionists (RDNs) be eligible to bill for chronic care 


management services. Services should be covered if they are evidence-based, an otherwise covered category of 


service and recommended by the primary care practitioner coordinating care for the patient. However, without 


ensuring coverage of nutrition care services in either a fee-for-service or an alternative payment system, no 


amount of improved care coordination will achieve significant improvements in patient health or reducing long- 


and short-term costs.


RDNs’ training and qualifications enable them to provide effective care management, particularly for patients 


with complex health needs. Data show that MNT provided by an RDN is linked to improved clinical outcomes 


and reduced costs related to physician time, medication use and hospital admissions for people with obesity, 


diabetes and disorders of lipid metabolism, as well as other chronic diseases.9 RDNs provide critical care 


management services to ensure adequate access to healthful foods/nutrients, appropriate access to and use of 


medication and to refer and facilitate access to appropriate health care and/or community-based resources (e.g., 


facilitating post-discharge nutrition care plans with post-acute care providers and community agencies such as 


Meals on Wheels). Such activities are time consuming but serve a necessary role in supporting patients’ self-


management of their chronic conditions.


Footnotes
1 Center for Medicare and Medicaid Data. National Health Expenditure Data. Accessed at: https://www.cms.gov/research-statistics-data-and-systems/statistics-trends-and-reports/nationalhealthexpenddata/


nationalhealthaccountshistorical.html


2 Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics: The Role of Nutrition in Health Promotion and Chronic Disease Prevention. J. Acad. Nutr Diet.  2013: 113:972-979. 


3 National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, At a Glance 2016 Nutrition, Physical Activity and Obesity Fact Sheet.  Available at: https://www.cdc.gov/chronicdisease/resources/
publications/aag/pdf/2016/aag-dnpao.pdf.


4 National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, At a Glance 2016 Nutrition, Physical Activity and Obesity Fact Sheet.  Available at: https://www.cdc.gov/chronicdisease/resources/
publications/aag/pdf/2016/aag-dnpao.pdf.


5 Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics: Food and Water Safety. J. Acad. Nutr Diet. 2014;114:1819-1829.


6 Food Research and Action Center. Understanding the Connections: Food Insecurity and Obesity. October 2015. Available at: http://frac.org/pdf/frac_brief_understanding_the_connections.pdf.


7 Position of the American Dietetic Association: Child and Adolescent Nutrition Assistance Programs. J. Acad. Nutr Diet. 2010;110:791-799.


8 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Evidence Analysis Library. Medical Nutrition Therapy Evidence Analysis Project 2008. http://www.andevidencelibrary.com/mnt. Accessed January 26, 2016.


9 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Evidence Analysis Library. Medical Nutrition Therapy Evidence Analysis Project 2008. http://www.andevidencelibrary.com/mnt. Accessed January 26, 2016.
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Background


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is prepared to work with all leaders to find non-
partisan public policy solutions that promote health and reduce the burden of chronic 
disease through nutrition services and interventions.


• U.S. health spending per capita in 2015 was higher than any other nation.


• Spending reached around $9,900 per person for a total of $3.2 trillion.


• Despite monetary efforts, millions of Americans continue to suffer from preventable diseases.


• We need a paradign shift that prioritizes cost-effective and clinically effective prevention 
and treatment with nutrition at their core.


May 2017


Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention 
and Treatment


KEY TENETS   The Academy maintains five key tenets for analyzing any legislation to reform health care: 


1.
The health of all 
Americans should 
improve as a result 
of our health policy 
choices. Sufficient 
resources must 
be made available 
to ensure optimal 
health. 


2.
Access to quality 
health care is a 
right that must be 
extended to all 
Americans. 


3.
Nutrition 
services, from 
pre-conception 
through end of life, 
are an essential 
component of 
comprehensive 
health care. 


4.
Stable, sufficient 
and reliable funding 
is necessary for our 
health care system 
to provide everyone 
access to a core 
package of benefits. 


5.
Health care must be 
patient-centered.


About Us


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is the world’s largest organization of food and 
nutrition professionals, with more than 100,000 credentialed practitioners, comprised of 
registered dietitian nutritionists (RDNs), nutrition and dietetic technicians, registered (NDTRs) 
and advanced-degree nutritionists. RDNs and NDTRs play a key role in shaping the public’s 
food choices, improving people’s nutritional  status and preventing and treating chronic 
disease.







Ensure Nutrition's Inclusion in Comprehensive Health Care 
Delivery Systems


Support efforts to improve access to health care and nutrition services and include 
coverage of medical nutrition therapy in core preventive/clinical services


• Medical Nutrition Therapy (MNT) and other evidence-based nutrition services are 
essential for comprehensive health care.


• Almost all chronic diseases have a nutrition component, yet gaps remain in how our 
health care system addresses nutrition's role.


• We urge a legislative solution ensuring coverage of cost-effective MNT provided 
by RDNs for all nutrition-related chronic diseases.


Improve chronic care management and wrap-around services


• Payment methods must be developed to essential services that are not exclusively tied 
to a primary care provider.


• Without ensuring coverage, no amount of improved care coordination will achieve 
significant reductions in short- or long-term health care costs.


• We recommend that RDNs be eligible to bill for chronic care management services 
as our training and qualifications should allow.


For more information, visit the  
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics at eatright.org


©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics


Invest in Prevention


Invest sustainable resources in evidence-based prevention programs that address 
chronic diseases, nutrition and food security across the life cycle


• Poor nutrition is one of four health risk behaviors that leads to chronic diseases.


• Reversing our country's health status requires comprehensive, coordinated approaches.


• We urge Congress to maintain the Prevention and Public Health Fund.


Ensure all Americans have access to nutrition and safe food


• RDNs lead successful efforts through programs like SNAP-ed, WIC, senior programs and more.


• These federally-funded programs provide nutrition education at critical, vulnerable 
points in life.


• We urge Congress to invest the resources necessary to sustain these critical programs.


Promote effective programs and initiatives that promote health equity


• Health care offered should address the issues of disparities, not just provide access.


• Issue of adequate compensation for physician/non-physician care must be addressed.


• We urge Congress to apply culturally competent responses to these issues among 
populations disproportionately affected.
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Value of Nutrition Services in Prevention 
and Treatment 


 
 


 


Problem - Key Takeaways: 
 


1. U.S. health spending per capita is highest in the world, yet millions of Americans continue to suffer 
from chronic diseases. 


a. U.S. health spending per capita in 2015 was higher than any other nation. 
b. Spending reached around $9,900 per person for a total of $3.2 trillion. 
c. Despite monetary efforts, millions of Americans continue to suffer from preventable diseases. 


2. Chronic diseases, including diabetes, cancer and heart disease, are leading causes of death and 
disability in the U.S., and account for 86 percent of nation’s health care costs. 


a. Chronic diseases are largely preventable through healthy dietary and lifestyle changes. 
b. Poor nutrition is one of four modifiable health risk behaviors for chronic diseases. 


 


Solution – We need a paradigm shift to prioritize cost-effective and clinically-effective 


prevention and treatment services with nutrition at the core. 
 


1. Prevention: 
a. The Prevention and Public Health Fund is the nation’s only dedicated investment in 


prevention; allows state and local communities to implement innovative programs to 
improve the health of the community. 


b. Currently, preventive and wellness services, as well as chronic disease self-management, are 
considered essential health benefits, which may be included in a state’s benchmark plan. 


2. Treatment: 
a. Medical nutrition therapy (MNT) provided by RDNs is an evidence-based intervention for all 


nutrition-related chronic diseases, which is consistent with USPSTF recommendations and 
national clinical guidelines. 


b. Allowing insurance coverage of MNT for all nutrition-related chronic diseases will lead to 
reduced long-term costs associated with the complications of chronic diseases. 


 
Share Your Personal Story: (share the impact on your practice/community) 
 


 
 


Invite Member of Congress to visit your (clinic, hospital, practice) to see an RDN in action. 


 


 


 


Invite Member of Congress to visit your (clinic, hospital, practice) to see an RDN in action. 


 


Thank you for your time! 


  The Ask: 


1) Protect the Prevention and Public Health Fund 


2) Include coverage of medical nutrition therapy for all nutrition-related 


chronic diseases. 
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Meetings May 1, 2017


Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care


TEAM ROOM MOC PARTY STATE DISTRICT COMMITTEE HEALTH LA Meeting With
Meeting 


Time


Jeanne Rayburn 2434 Guthrie, Brett R Ky. 2


E&C (health vice-


chair) sophie.trainor@mail.house.gov sophie Trainor 10:30 AM


Jeanne Rayburn 2246 Roskam, Peter R Ill. 6 W&M (health) Hannah.schiller@mail.house.gov Hannah Schiller 1:00 PM


Jeanne Rayburn 2367
Schakowsky, 


Janice D Ill. 9


E&C (health), 


Budget amy.kelbick@mail.house.gov amy Kelbick 1:30 PM


Jeanne Rayburn 2352 Lance, Leonard R N.J. 7 E&C (health) robert.butora@mail.house.gov Robert Butora 2:30 PM


Jennifer Longworth 1117 Collins, Chris R N.Y. 27 E&C (health) Ted.Alexander@mail.house.gov Ted Alexander 10:30 AM


Jennifer Rayburn 2431 Schrader, Kurt D Ore. 5 E&C (health) Stephen.Holland@mail.house.gov Stephen Holland 11:30 AM


Jennifer Rayburn 2311 Matsui, Doris D Calif. 6 E&C (health) megan.herber@mail.house.gov megan Herber 2:00 PM


Teresa Rayburn 2112 Bilirakis, Gus R Fla. 12 E&C (health) thomas.power@mail.house.gov Shayne Woods 10:00 AM


Teresa Rayburn 2052 Castor, Kathy D Fla. 14 E&C (health) elizabeth.brown@mail.house.gov elizabeth Brown 10:30 AM


Teresa Cannon 241 Eshoo, Anna G. D Calif. 18 E&C (health) rachel.fybel@mail.house.gov rachel Fybel 11:30 AM


Teresa
Hart 135 Grassley, Chuck R Iowa HELP, Finance Karen_Summar@grassley.senate.gov


Karen_Summar@gr


assley.senate.gov
1:00 PM


Teresa Cannon 434 Kennedy, Joseph D Mass. 4 E&C (health) abigail.burman@mail.house.gov Abigail Burman 2:00 PM


Marsha Rayburn 2444 Sarbanes, John D Md. 3 E&C (health) dvora.lovinger@mail.house.gov dvora Lovinger 11:30 AM


Marsha Rayburn 2111 DeGette, Diana D Colo. 1 E&C (health) polly.webster@mail.house.gov polly Webster 10:30 AM


Marsha Longworth 1526 Jenkins, Lynn R Kan. 2 W&M (health)


andrew.franke@mail.house.gov; 


pat.leopold@mail.house.gov andrew Franke 1:00 PM


Marsha Longworth 1203 Tiberi, Patrick J. R Ohio 12 W&M (health Chair) abigail.finn@mail.house.gov abigail Finn 2:30 PM


Mary Pat Hart 520 Cassidy, Bill R La. HELP, Finance matt_gallivan@cassidy.senate.gov David Mills 10:30 AM


Mary Pat Hart 509 Cardin, BenjaminD Md. Finance Alexandra_Menardy@cardin.senate.gov Alex Menardy 11:00 AM


Mary Pat Hart 324 Heller, Dean R Nev. Finance rachel_green@heller.senate.gov Rachel Green 11:40 AM


Mary Pat
Hart 713 Brown, Sherrod D Ohio


Agriculture; 


Finance abigail_duggan@mail.house.gov Abby Duggan
2:00 PM


Pepin Rayburn 2183 Upton, Fred R Mich. 6 E&C (health) mark.ratner@mail.house.gov mark Ratner 10:30 AM


Pepin Rayburn 2266
Blackburn, 


Marsha R Tenn. 7


E&C (Vice 


Chairman, health) Kristi.Thompson@mail.house.gov 11:00 AM


Pepin Longworth 1131 Black, Diane R Tenn. 6


W&M (health), 


Budget katie.mitchell@mail.house.gov Katie Mitchell 2:00 PM


Stefanie
Dirksen 511 Thune, John R S.D.


Finance; 


Agriculture dennis_d'aquila@thune.senate.gov Justin Bergeson
10:30 AM


Stefanie Russell 448 Portman, Rob R Ohio Finance sarah_johnson@portman.senate.gov Jack Dolan 1:30 PM
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Meetings May 1, 2017


Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care


Stefanie
Russell 131 Isakson, Johnny R Ga. Finance; HELP jordan_bartolomeo@isakson.senate.gov Jordan Bartolomeo


11:30 AM


Stefanie


Dirksen 221 Wyden, Ron D Ore.


Finance 


(Ranking); 


Budget Lindsey_Stanford@wyden.senate.gov Lindsey Stanford


2:30 PM



mailto:Lindsey_Stanford@wyden.senate.gov
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If you have any questions, please let us know.  

 

Best,

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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•

1931. Partnership for Healthier America Meeting

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 11:12:45

Subject: Partnership for Healthier America Meeting

Attachment:

I know schedules did not cooperate for you to attend the PHA meeting but wanted to share

information about this session.    As you might remember, through our work with the Diabetes

Advocacy Alliance (DAA) we helped make the connections for this project launched in Houston. 

One of our former interns now in Houston was terrific in finding the right RDN Houston partners. 

We are excited this will be a session with an Academy member presenting her work.

 

 

We will still miss you though at the meeting!

 

 

MP

 

 

Public-Private Partnership: Working Together to Fight Diabetes

 

 

Learn about Cities Changing Diabetes-Houston: a unique public-private partnership with a mission

to understand the factors that contribute to diabetes in an urban setting, along with how to jointly

develop solutions that address those factors. A diverse panel of stakeholders will discuss the

research that profiled Houston’s vulnerability to diabetes; the process of bringing together

stakeholders to develop solutions; and the projects underway to prevent and better manage

diabetes among Houston residents.

 

 

Karin Gillespie, Associate Director, Public Policy, Novo Nordisk (Moderator) 

Faith Foreman, Assistant Director, Houston Health Department 

Joy Cornthwaite, Certified Diabetes Educator at The University of Texas Health Science Center

at Houston (UTHealth) 

 

Joy Cornthwaite, MS, RD, LD, CDE, is a registered dietitian and diabetes educator at UTHealth’s

McGovern Medical School, with experience working in critical care, Medical Nutrition Therapy

(MNT), diabetes self-management training (DMST), nutrition and wellness education. She has
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worked to promote and develop programs that create positive outcomes for patients with acute

and chronic diseases. Her work includes the development of programs in adult obesity, childhood

obesity and diabetes self-management.

 

 

Cornthwaite is a self-proclaimed foodie and enjoys the cultural diversity and dialogue that food

inspires. She encourages changing lives one meal at a time, with an understanding of the role

food plays in wellness.

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1932. Please remember to donate to the Academy Foundation when renewing your Academy

Membership online!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation <foundation@eatright.org>

To: Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 27, 2017 06:13:24

Subject: Please remember to donate to the Academy Foundation when renewing your

Academy Membership online!

Attachment:

Please remember to donate to the Academy Foundation when renewing your Academy

Membership online! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Foundation:

 

The Foundation is 100% dependent on donations, please remember to make a gift to the

Foundation when renewing your Academy membership online. 

  

 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation is the only charitable organization dedicated to

serving the nutrition and dietetics profession in order to make the world a healthier place. 

  

Each year hundreds of our members receive scholarships, awards, fellowships and research

grants through the Foundation. Our success is directly attributed to the generosity of our donors.

Thank you! 

  

Make a donation today. Support your Foundation. www.eatrightfoundation.org 

  

 

Charity Navigator, Americas largest and most-utilized independent evaluator of charities, has

bestowed the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation with the coveted 4-star rating for

sound scal management and commitment to accountability and transparency.

 

This email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation. 

 If you prefer not to receive future Foundation emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 
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1933. Re: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 16:45:10

Subject: Re: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

Attachment: image002.jpg

Thank you so much for this timely and informative answer.  Have a great day!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 4:38 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question 

 

Hi Donna

 

 

There are no ACEND accreditation standards that would prevent an organization from charging

students for supervised practice experience in their facility.  ACEND standards would require that

the program is letting students know in advance of this cost as part of the total costs for the

program if it is a separate cost not included in the program’s overall tuition/fees.  It was not clear

from the program’s website whether this fee is incorporated into the fees students pay already or if

it is a separate fee.  We will check with the program director to be sure that students are made

aware of this cost, if it is not covered in their tuition.
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The practice of charging students for some or all of their internship rotations is not uncommon. 

Most internships charge students a fee for the internship/supervised practice experience,

commonly $10,000 - $15,000.    What appears to be different here is that the program may be

charging tuition/fees for the internship yet the tuition/fees may not cover the cost of this rotation,

rather the students may be paying for that separately.  What many programs do is incorporate

such a cost into the fees charged to students and then the program pays the site rather than the

students. We will check further on this.  

 

The program director ultimately makes decisions on which supervised practice sites are used and

is expected to routinely include student input in the evaluation of these sites.  We will also talk with

the director to assure that this evaluation is occurring ant that students are being adequately

prepared. 

 

Thank you for sharing this email.  Please let me know if you have any additional questions.

 

 

Mary

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

 

 

Mary,  I know you have a lot on you plate, but could you help with an answer to this Academy

member for me? See below.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Ruth Chipps <ChippsR@brmh.net> 

 Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 11:23 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question 

 

Hi Donna, 

Hope you are well. Wonder if you could assist in this concern:

 
 
A major teaching hospital in our area is charging students $1,400 each for a six week clinical
rotation for senior students (in addition to the private university tuition they are already paying
Viterbo College). 

This is the same rotation they do with me at Black River Memorial Hospital… no fee of course.  

The students that are upset and the Director of Nutrition insists on making the students pay this

separate fee—for the rotation. 

 

Previously I called the Academy and  talked to someone in credentialing/education that stated

there was no policy that states whether a facility can charge the students or not. So there wasn’t

anything we could do. 

 

The feedback on this costly rotation is very poor. 

 

Is there anything we can do to develop a policy? The Nutrition Director’s actions are unethical and

she has been asked to drop the fee by the Dean and she refuses. This individual has a long

history of bullying staff and over 15 RDN’s have left because of this director.   What’s  most ironic

is that she graduated from Viterbo University.

 

 

I have talked to the internship director and she is very disturbed but doesn’t know where to turn.

Because of limited preceptor sites she feels compelled to utilize this hospital, which is the largest

in our area. I hear from the students that is was a very poor experience with little or no patient

contact… plus $1,400.00!

 

 

Thank you for any suggestions you may have.

 

 

Best,
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Ruth

 

 

Ruth Lahmayer Chipps, MS, RDN, CD

 

Registered Dietitian

 

-Nutrition Services -Wellness  

 

Black River Memorial Hospital

 

711 West Adams Street

 

Black River Falls, WI  54615

 

Phone: 715-284-1348

 

Fax Number:   715-284-7166

 

 

 Website: www.brmh.net          

   Nutrition Services Department

 

 

 

 

This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast. 

 For more information please visit http://www.mimecast.com 
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1934. RE: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

From: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 16:41:06

Subject: RE: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

Attachment: image002.jpg

Hi Donna

 

 

There are no ACEND accreditation standards that would prevent an organization from charging

students for supervised practice experience in their facility.  ACEND standards would require that

the program is letting students know in advance of this cost as part of the total costs for the

program if it is a separate cost not included in the program’s overall tuition/fees.  It was not clear

from the program’s website whether this fee is incorporated into the fees students pay already or if

it is a separate fee.  We will check with the program director to be sure that students are made

aware of this cost, if it is not covered in their tuition.

 

 

The practice of charging students for some or all of their internship rotations is not uncommon. 

Most internships charge students a fee for the internship/supervised practice experience,

commonly $10,000 - $15,000.    What appears to be different here is that the program may be

charging tuition/fees for the internship yet the tuition/fees may not cover the cost of this rotation,

rather the students may be paying for that separately.  What many programs do is incorporate

such a cost into the fees charged to students and then the program pays the site rather than the

students. We will check further on this.  

 

The program director ultimately makes decisions on which supervised practice sites are used and

is expected to routinely include student input in the evaluation of these sites.  We will also talk with

the director to assure that this evaluation is occurring ant that students are being adequately

prepared. 

 

Thank you for sharing this email.  Please let me know if you have any additional questions.

 

 

Mary

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Fw: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question
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Mary,  I know you have a lot on you plate, but could you help with an answer to this Academy

member for me? See below.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Ruth Chipps <ChippsR@brmh.net> 

 Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 11:23 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question 

 

Hi Donna, 

Hope you are well. Wonder if you could assist in this concern:

 
 
A major teaching hospital in our area is charging students $1,400 each for a six week clinical
rotation for senior students (in addition to the private university tuition they are already paying
Viterbo College). 

This is the same rotation they do with me at Black River Memorial Hospital… no fee of course.  

The students that are upset and the Director of Nutrition insists on making the students pay this

separate fee—for the rotation. 

 

Previously I called the Academy and  talked to someone in credentialing/education that stated

there was no policy that states whether a facility can charge the students or not. So there wasn’t

anything we could do. 

 

The feedback on this costly rotation is very poor. 
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Is there anything we can do to develop a policy? The Nutrition Director’s actions are unethical and

she has been asked to drop the fee by the Dean and she refuses. This individual has a long

history of bullying staff and over 15 RDN’s have left because of this director.   What’s  most ironic

is that she graduated from Viterbo University.

 

 

I have talked to the internship director and she is very disturbed but doesn’t know where to turn.

Because of limited preceptor sites she feels compelled to utilize this hospital, which is the largest

in our area. I hear from the students that is was a very poor experience with little or no patient

contact… plus $1,400.00!

 

 

Thank you for any suggestions you may have.

 

 

Best,

 

Ruth

 

 

Ruth Lahmayer Chipps, MS, RDN, CD

 

Registered Dietitian

 

-Nutrition Services -Wellness  

 

Black River Memorial Hospital

 

711 West Adams Street

 

Black River Falls, WI  54615

 

Phone: 715-284-1348

 

Fax Number:   715-284-7166

 

 

 Website: www.brmh.net          

   Nutrition Services Department
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1935. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 16:08:15

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

April 26, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

Register Now: Public Policy Workshop 

 There has never been a better time to show the important role food and nutrition play in our

nation's health: Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the

Academy's Public Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26, in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make

this year's PPW the "go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the

profession and develop new high-level personal and professional relationships. A new video

shows why attending PPW is so important. 

 Learn More

 

ANDPAC Breakfast at PPW 

 Join Public Policy Workshop attendees June 25 at one of the most notable Academy political

action committee gatherings of the year. Meet and mingle with an invited member of Congress at

the exclusive ANDPAC Breakfast Event. A ticket can be obtained with a $125 contribution to

ANDPAC when you register for PPW. 

 Learn More

 

At PPW: Awards for Grassroots Excellence and Public Policy Leadership 

 Patty Keane, MS, RDN, will receive the Academy's 2017 Award for Grassroots Excellence at the

Public Policy workshop. Keane is completing her term as president of the New Mexico Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics and has served New Mexico as a public policy coordinator. Keane's
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advocacy work with the New Mexico state legislature and with nutrition education on the federal

level has yielded significant advances for our profession. Her willingness to share her gifts and

skills to mentor others and promote the profession is a measure of her passion and commitment to

the Academy's advocacy work. U.S. Senators Pat Roberts (Kan.) and Gary Peters (Mich.) receive

the 2017 Public Policy Leadership Award. They were nominated by their respective Academy

affiliates for consistent leadership and support for the Academy's nutrition and health policy

priorities, and have worked closely with the Academy to achieve mutual goals in a challenging

political environment.

 

New Resource Materials: Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated Meal Pattern 

 Team Nutrition, with the Child and Adult Care Food Program, has released materials to help

people transition to an updated meal pattern that more closely aligns with the Dietary Guidelines

for Americans. The Academy helped shape these rules, which go into effect in the fall. 

 Learn More

 

Perdue Confirmed as Secretary of Agriculture 

 Former Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue, DVM, was sworn in April 25 as the 31st Secretary of

Agriculture, following his bipartisan confirmation April 24 by the U.S. Senate. 

 Learn More

 

A Step Closer to Passage: Clinical Care Commission Act 

 The Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee will hold an April 26 mark-up on

the National Clinical Care Commission Act (H.R. 309), which has been an Academy legislative

priority for the past several years. The bill would ensure federal programs provide the most

efficient and effective care for people with diabetes and related diseases. Further updates will

come soon. 

 Learn More

 

Recorded Webinar: Don't Wing it Campaign 

 More than 400 BAC Fighters participated live in the Don't Wing It intro webinar to learn how to

fight foodborne bacteria. Check out the recording and receive 1 CPEU. The Don't Wing it

Campaign, from the Academy's partners in the Partnership for Food Safety Education, educates

consumers on the importance of practicing safe poultry handling in the store and at home. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

Live and Recorded: Hot Topic Webinars 

 All live webinars in the Center for Lifelong Learning's Hot Topic series are recorded for later

viewing. Recent webinars include "Supermarket Victory: Optimizing Sports Performance through

Step-by-Step Shopping Guides," which was held April 21. The webinar offers 1 CPEU. The next

live webinar will be held on May 25: "Beyond the App Game: Integrating Mobile Apps into Dietetics
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Practice." Earn group or individual learning credits on demand. 

 Learn More

 

Free May 3 Webinar: Play a Role in the New World of Population Health 

 A free May 3 webinar will help you position yourself to add value in primary care, patient-centered

medical homes and accountable care organizations; and learn whether your practice can enroll in

the Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative, a self-paced training program that includes a

certificate for care coordination. The webinar, offered by the Academy, Caravan Health and the

National Rural Accountable Care Consortium, will also cover data analytics and population health.

The webinar offers 1.0 CPEU. For more information, email mkuppich@eatright.org. 

 Learn More

 

Free May 24 Webinar: Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program 

 A free May 24 webinar will help you understand the new Medicare benefit for diabetes prevention,

roles and growth opportunities for all members, and how to meet CMS requirements to get paid in

2018 and beyond. The program is offered by the Nutrition Services Payment Committee and the

Diabetes Care &Education dietetic practice group. The webinar offers 1.5 CPEUs. For more

information, email reimburse@eatright.org. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine

dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More
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Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 
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 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

Recognition in the Journal: Become a Fellow Before May 31 

 Receive recognition in the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics: Become an

Academy Fellow before May 31 to have your name featured in the October Journal. Displaying the

FAND designation in your credential line showcases your expertise to employers, colleagues,

clients and the public - now it will be in print. 

 Learn More

 

New Quality Resource Collection 

 With more than 100 different resources, the Quality Resource Collection develops quality

management knowledge and skills as a critical component of nutrition and dietetics practice. This

collection, published by the Academy's Quality Management Committee, includes resources used

in practice by the Quality Leader Alliance and reflects their areas of expertise. 

 Learn More

 

Renew Your Academy Membership Today 

 Renew your 2017-2018 Academy membership through the Member Service Center at 800/877-

1600, ext. 5000 (Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central Time), online or by mail with

your paper invoice. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is
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the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More

 

Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations, and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with Academy's Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery

models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and

timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 

 Learn More

 

Free Toolkit: Intensive Behavioral Therapy for Obesity 

 Successfully align with primary care providers to deliver the Intensive Behavioral Therapy for

Obesity benefit under Medicare Part B with the new toolkit, "Intensive Behavioral Therapy for

Obesity: Putting It into Practice." The toolkit includes understanding the basics of the IBT benefit;

case studies from registered dietitian nutritionists who successfully provide IBT for obesity;

resources to start IBT for obesity at your site; and more examples, tips and tools. 
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 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study

plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 

Seeking RDNs for International NCP Outcomes Workgroup 

 The Nutrition Care Process Research Outcomes Committee is recruiting dietitians from around

the world for a three-year appointment to its International NCPRO Workgroup. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

Online Centennial 'Celebration in a Box' 

 Share in the excitement of the Academy's Centennial with Celebration in a Box, the go-to digital

resource for members and groups to tell the world about our organization and to organize

festivities surrounding the Academy's 100th anniversary. The celebration will continue throughout

2017, so check back for additional information and resources. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Discover Foundation's New Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

 The Foundation's interactive new website will help reach the goal of advancing public health and

nutrition by utilizing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists through scholarships, awards,

research grants and public education. Explore the new site to learn about the Foundation's full

spectrum of services. 

 Learn More
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Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

 A food and nutrition resource hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian

assistance efforts in developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this

open-access collection includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations

and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply.The Academy will continue to

expand resources for global nutrition education; members are asked to sharing your feedback in a

brief survey. 

 Learn More

 

Remember Foundation When Renewing Your Membership Online 

 The Foundation is the only charitable organization exclusively devoted to nutrition and dietetics

and does not receive a portion of any members' dues. The success and impact of its programs

and services are attributed to the generous support of donors who have helped the Foundation

become a catalyst for members and the profession to come together and improve the nutritional

health of the public. 

 Learn More

 

Three New Webinar Recordings with CPEU Credit 

 Three new Foundation webinar recordings are available, each offering 1.0 CPEU. "Tossed

Treasures: America's Wasted Food Problem and How Dietetics Professionals Can Help"; "What's

in Our Food? The Science and Safety of Food Additives"; and "The Nutrition Professional's Guide

to GMOs." The webinars were made possible through an educational grant from National Dairy

Council. 

 Learn More

 

May 5 Application Deadline: Cooking Matters Grants 

 Share Our Strength's Cooking Matters announces a request for grant proposals to support

delivery of the Cooking Matters program, with emphasis on increasing access to nutrition and food

skills education for low-income parents and caregivers of children up to age 5. The grant period is

July 1 to May 31, 2018. Applications are due May 5. Funds are generously provided by the

Walmart Foundation. 

 Learn More

 

From Our Colleagues

 

ANFP 2017 Annual Conference &Expo 

 The Association of Nutrition &Foodservice Professionals' Annual Conference &Expo, to be held

June 6 to 9 in Las Vegas, Nev., offers top-notch education and networking opportunities.

Participate in workshops, meet exhibitors, attend special sessions and network with colleagues to

achieve stellar outcomes. ANFP is a continuing professional education-accredited provider with

the Commission on Dietetic Registration. Up to 20 CPEUs are available for attending this

conference. 
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 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
  
 
Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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1936. RE: still on for dinner this Sunday?

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 14:26:11

Subject: RE: still on for dinner this Sunday?

Attachment: image001.png

No problem.  Just checking.  J

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 2:05 PM 

 To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: still on for dinner this Sunday?

 

 

We are on for dinner, but Gus has not given me the place yet.  Will try and follow up on it.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:31 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: still on for dinner this Sunday? 

 

How are you doing???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1937. Re: still on for dinner this Sunday?

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 14:04:33

Subject: Re: still on for dinner this Sunday?

Attachment: image001.png

We are on for dinner, but Gus has not given me the place yet.  Will try and follow up on it.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:31 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: still on for dinner this Sunday? 

 

How are you doing???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036
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phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1938. Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 13:57:03

Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

Attachment: image001.png

Dante,  I would be glad to stay and speak to the students, but I would have to stay two extra

nights.  Right now I am just scheduled to stay Saturday night to speak Sunday morning and if they

want me to speak to the students I would have to stay Sunday and Monday night.  It is their

 choice.  They had said they would only pay for the one night.  I have not made my flight

arrangements yet because I was waiting to hear about the Academy retreat.  I will now wait until I

hear if they want me to stay.  Thanks Dante!  

 

I will pay for the hotel room instead of you all and me having to reimburse you all.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:43 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hello Donna, 

 

If you prefer to pay for your room and get reimbursed directly that makes perfect sense. We also

have received the below inquiry from Christine. What are your thoughts?
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From: Christine Stapell [mailto:cstapell@eatrightflorida.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:04 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: FAND meeting

 

 

Hi Joan,

 

 

Do you know how long Donna plans to stay at our meeting? We have a student session Monday

evening from 5:30 to 6:30 pm and we would like to have her say a few words if she is available.

Thanks.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308

 

850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

 

 

Cheers,
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Dante

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 10:37 AM 

 To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dante,  Thanks for doing this for me, but since the Florida AND pays for me to come, wouldn't it be

better for me to pay for it and get reimbursed?  When I get the reimbursement from the New

Mexico AND I am going to send a check to the Academy since they paid for the hotel room.  This

would keep you all out of paying for it and me reimbursing you?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:08 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: RE: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope that your week is going well. Please find below your hotel reservations for the Florida Food

and Nutrition Symposium. The credit card authorization has been sent to accounting and you are

all set.  Please let me know if I can be of anymore assistance!
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Cheers,

 

Dante

 

 

 

 

From: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa [

mailto:groupcampaigns@pkghlrss.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 9:52 AM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Reservation Confirmation for the Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

3030 Holiday Drive 

 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 US 

 Phone: 954-525-4000 Fax: 954-766-7152

 

 

Reservation for Donna Martin 

  

Online Confirmation Number: 32JSWLKR  

Marriott Confirmation Number: 80157150 

 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM)  

Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM)

 
 
 
 View Hotel Website 
  Maps &Transportation

 

 

Reservation Confirmation

 

Dear Donna Martin,

 

We are pleased to confirm your reservation with Marriott. Below is a summary of your booking and

room information. We look forward to making your stay gratifying and memorable. When you're
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•

•

traveling away from home you can always count on Marriott.

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

Planning Your Trip

 

Visit Fort Lauderdale area  

Reservation Details

 
 
Confirmation number: 32JSWLKR 
 Your hotel: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa 
 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM) 
 Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM) 
 Room type: Run of House 
 Number of rooms: 1 
 Guests per room: 1 
 Guest name: Donna Martin 
 Reservation confirmed: Apr 25, 2017 
 Guarantee method: Credit Card

 

Summary of Room Charges

 

Cost per night per room (USD)

 

Jul 15, 2017 - Jul 16, 2017

 

175.00

 

Estimated taxes and fees 

 

Room Rates shown do not include 11.00% Hotel Room Tax (subject to change). Total room

charges will include all room fees and taxes. 

 

Total for stay (for all rooms) not including applicable taxes/fees

 

175.00

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa will make every effort to accomodate the

below requests, however they are not guaranteed.
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Canceling your Reservation

 

Cancellations made within 72 hours of arrival will forfeit 1 night's room and tax.

 

You may modify or cancel your reservation here or call 1-800-222-6543 in the US and Canada.

Elsewhere, call 1-954-525-4000. Contact us if you have any questions about your reservation.

 

Travel Alerts

 

Please Note: All Marriott hotels in the USA and Canada, are committed to a smoke-free policy.  

Learn More 

 

Internet Privacy, Authenticity

 

Your privacy is important to us. Please visit our Internet Privacy Statement for full details.  This

email confirmation is an auto-generated message. Replies to automated messages are not

monitored. 

  

This email was sent by Passkey International, Inc. 

 On behalf of: 

 Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 9:10 AM 

 To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

That is correct, thanks Dante!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 4:44 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: FW: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hi Donna– 

 

We received the attached information for your presentation at the Florida affiliate meeting for July

16. We noticed the W-9 is already signed, but since you will not be accepting honorarium for your

presentation, we have asked if you need to complete this form.  To confirm, will you be flying

directly from the Board retreat to the Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium? If so, we will make

your hotel reservations for  the night of July 15. Thank you!

 

 

Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.

 

Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: student@eatrightflorida.org [mailto:student@eatrightflorida.ORG]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: info@eatrightgeorgia.org 

 Subject: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dear Florida FANS Speaker,

 

 

Attached is information regarding your presentation at the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition

Symposium as well as the Preliminary Program for your review.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308

 

850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1939. Save the Date: BOD Retreat July 19-21

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 13:50:15

Subject: Save the Date: BOD Retreat July 19-21

Attachment: image002.jpg
image005.jpg
2017 BOD Meetings Calendar 042617.doc

Thank you for your feedback regarding the dates for the Board retreat. The retreat will be held in

Austin, TX on Wednesday, July 19, beginning at 1:00pm, and adjourning at noon on Friday, July

21. The revised 2017 Board meetings calendar is attached. The retreat schedule follows below. 

 

Wednesday, July 19

 

-        1:00 pm – 6:00 pm

 

-        Group Dinner

 

Thursday, July 20

 

-        7:30 am- 3:00 pm 

-        Group Event and Dinner
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		BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

2017 MEETINGS CALENDAR    

                             

		


Revised 04-26-17



		DATE

		MEETING

		LOCATION



		May 18-20, 2017

· Thursday, May 18

· Arrive in morning to attend Ohio Affiliate meeting

· 5:30 pm Foundation Second Century Reception

· Friday, May 19 


· 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm


· 6:00 pm Board Celebration Dinner


· Saturday, May 20 


· 7:30 am – 1:00 pm

		Board of Directors Meeting for incoming and current Board members


(Incoming and current Board members to attend portions of the Ohio Affiliate meeting on Thursday, May 18 and the morning of Friday, May 19, as schedule permits)

		Cleveland, OH



		June 25-26, 2017


· Sunday, June 25 


· Monday, June 26

		Public Policy Workshop

(D. Martin, M. Russell, L. Beseler, D. Polly, M. Kyle, L. Farr, M. Lites, P. Babjak)

		Washington, DC



		July 19-21, 2017


· Wednesday, July 19


· 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm

· Group Dinner

· Thursday, July 20

· 7:30 am- 3:00 pm 


· Group Event and Dinner

· Friday, July 21

       -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm 

		Board of Directors Orientation and Retreat 

		Austin, TX



		September 14-15, 2017


· Thursday, September 14 


· 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm


· Group Dinner


· Friday, September 15


· 7:30 am – 2:30 pm

		Board of Directors Meeting

		Chicago, IL



		October 20-21, 2017

		HOD Fall Meeting

		Chicago, IL



		October 21-24, 2017

		Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo

		Chicago, IL



		Friday, January 19, 2018

-     11:00 am - 1:00 pm CT

		Board of Directors Webinar Meeting

		





1
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Friday, July 21

 

      -     7:30 am – 12:00 pm

 

 

Details regarding travel and housing will be forthcoming. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Joan Schwaba  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 5:47 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

peark02@outlook.com; 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>; 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Kevin Sauer'

<ksauer@ksu.edu>; 'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>; 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>; 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; 'Kevin

Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Important: July BOD Retreat 
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 Importance: High

 

 

The only other option we have for the retreat is Wednesday, July 19, beginning at 1:00pm, to

Friday, July 21, adjourning at noon. We hope everyone can attend. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

On Apr 24, 2017, at 2:47 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:

 

 

We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting

where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,

beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.

Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1940. RE: FL FANS Speaker Information

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 13:46:46

Subject: RE: FL FANS Speaker Information

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Donna, 

 

If you prefer to pay for your room and get reimbursed directly that makes perfect sense. We also

have received the below inquiry from Christine. What are your thoughts?

 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

 

From: Christine Stapell [mailto:cstapell@eatrightflorida.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:04 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: FAND meeting

 

 

Hi Joan,

 

 

Do you know how long Donna plans to stay at our meeting? We have a student session Monday

evening from 5:30 to 6:30 pm and we would like to have her say a few words if she is available.

Thanks.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)
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Tallahassee, FL  32308

 

850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

 

 

Cheers,

 

Dante

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 10:37 AM 

 To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dante,  Thanks for doing this for me, but since the Florida AND pays for me to come, wouldn't it be

better for me to pay for it and get reimbursed?  When I get the reimbursement from the New

Mexico AND I am going to send a check to the Academy since they paid for the hotel room.  This

would keep you all out of paying for it and me reimbursing you?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:08 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: RE: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope that your week is going well. Please find below your hotel reservations for the Florida Food

and Nutrition Symposium. The credit card authorization has been sent to accounting and you are

all set.  Please let me know if I can be of anymore assistance!

 

 

 

Cheers,

 

Dante

 

 

 

 

From: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa [

mailto:groupcampaigns@pkghlrss.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 9:52 AM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Reservation Confirmation for the Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

3030 Holiday Drive 

 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 US 

 Phone: 954-525-4000 Fax: 954-766-7152

 

 

Reservation for Donna Martin 

  

Online Confirmation Number: 32JSWLKR  

Marriott Confirmation Number: 80157150 
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•

 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM)  

Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM)

 
 
 
 View Hotel Website 
  Maps &Transportation

 

 

Reservation Confirmation

 

Dear Donna Martin,

 

We are pleased to confirm your reservation with Marriott. Below is a summary of your booking and

room information. We look forward to making your stay gratifying and memorable. When you're

traveling away from home you can always count on Marriott.

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

Planning Your Trip

 

Visit Fort Lauderdale area  

Reservation Details

 
 
Confirmation number: 32JSWLKR 
 Your hotel: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa 
 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM) 
 Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM) 
 Room type: Run of House 
 Number of rooms: 1 
 Guests per room: 1 
 Guest name: Donna Martin 
 Reservation confirmed: Apr 25, 2017 
 Guarantee method: Credit Card

 

Summary of Room Charges

 

Cost per night per room (USD)

 

Jul 15, 2017 - Jul 16, 2017

 

175.00
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•

 

Estimated taxes and fees 

 

Room Rates shown do not include 11.00% Hotel Room Tax (subject to change). Total room

charges will include all room fees and taxes. 

 

Total for stay (for all rooms) not including applicable taxes/fees

 

175.00

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa will make every effort to accomodate the

below requests, however they are not guaranteed.

 

  

 

Canceling your Reservation

 

Cancellations made within 72 hours of arrival will forfeit 1 night's room and tax.

 

You may modify or cancel your reservation here or call 1-800-222-6543 in the US and Canada.

Elsewhere, call 1-954-525-4000. Contact us if you have any questions about your reservation.

 

Travel Alerts

 

Please Note: All Marriott hotels in the USA and Canada, are committed to a smoke-free policy.  

Learn More 

 

Internet Privacy, Authenticity

 

Your privacy is important to us. Please visit our Internet Privacy Statement for full details.  This

email confirmation is an auto-generated message. Replies to automated messages are not

monitored. 

  

This email was sent by Passkey International, Inc. 

 On behalf of: 

 Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 9:10 AM 

 To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 
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 Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

That is correct, thanks Dante!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 4:44 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: FW: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hi Donna– 

 

We received the attached information for your presentation at the Florida affiliate meeting for July

16. We noticed the W-9 is already signed, but since you will not be accepting honorarium for your

presentation, we have asked if you need to complete this form.  To confirm, will you be flying

directly from the Board retreat to the Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium? If so, we will make

your hotel reservations for  the night of July 15. Thank you!

 

 

Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.
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Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: student@eatrightflorida.org [mailto:student@eatrightflorida.ORG]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: info@eatrightgeorgia.org 

 Subject: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dear Florida FANS Speaker,

 

 

Attached is information regarding your presentation at the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition

Symposium as well as the Preliminary Program for your review.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308
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850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1941. still on for dinner this Sunday?

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 13:34:37

Subject: still on for dinner this Sunday?

Attachment: image001.png

How are you doing???

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org
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1942. Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, April 26, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 12:18:48

Subject: Daily News & Journal Review: Wednesday, April 26, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

FDA Warns Against Unproven Anti-Cancer Products 

 Letters target 14 companies selling dozens of pills, salves, teas 

 https://www.medpagetoday.com/PublicHealthPolicy/FDAGeneral/64780 

 Sourced: FDA 

 https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm554698.htm

 

Childhood obesity quadruples risk of developing type 2 diabetes 

 Large-scale UK study examines link between body mass index, metabolic health 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170425143110.htm 

 Source: Journal of the Endocrine Society 

 https://academic.oup.com/jes/article-lookup/doi/10.1210/js.2017-00044

 

Low-sodium diet might not lower blood pressure 

 Findings from large, 16-year study contradict sodium limits in Dietary Guidelines for

Americans. (Presented at the Experimental Biology 2017 meeting)  

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170425124909.htm

 

Pregnant women need routine blood pressure checks 

 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-pregnancy-preeclampsia-screeni-idUSKBN17R2AK 

 Source:  US Preventive Services Task Force, JAMA 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2620095

 

Could Changing Your Childs Diet Help Prevent Lead Poisoning? 

 http://health.usnews.com/wellness/family/articles/2017-04-25/could-changing-your-childs-diet-

help-prevent-lead-poisoning
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Topeka dietitian on cow milk vs. alternatives 

 http://ksnt.com/2017/04/25/topeka-dietitian-on-cow-milk-vs-alternatives/ 

 Related Resource: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide, 5th Ed. 

 http://www.eatrightstore.org/product/884A80B4-BBDB-473A-B532-3FAE324131BB

 

New study links 'emotional feeding' in young children to 'emotional eating' later in life 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/study-links-emotional-feeding-young-children-emotional-

eating/story?id=47019917 

 Source: Child Development 

 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/cdev.12756/abstract 

 Related Resource: Helping Patients Who Eat for Emotional Reasons 

 https://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/nutrition-trends/weight-management/how-can-i-

help-a-patient-who-is-an-emotional-eater

 

Consumers and clean food: Where is the clean label trend going next 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Markets/Where-is-the-clean-label-trend-going-next-Hartman-

Group-weighs-in

 

Soylent recalls Soylent 1.8 powder over undeclared allergens 

 http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Manufacturers/Soylent-recalls-Soylent-1.8-powder-over-

undeclared-allergens

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Counting Your Way to Weight Loss 

 Standard calorie caps aren't for everyone 

 -Waist Size, Not Weight, May be Key to Life Span 

 Even those who aren't overweight are at risk of death if they've got a paunch, researchers report 

 -Exercise Benefits Aging Hearts, Even Those of the Obese 

 Physical activity helps ward off heart damage in middle age and beyond, study finds 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Journal Review

 

Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, May 2017 

 http://www.andjrnl.org/current 

 -Presidents Page: A Year Later: Lessons Learned 

 -Academy Approves NIAID Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy 

 -Addendum Guidelines for the Prevention of Peanut Allergy in the United States: Summary 

 of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious DiseasesSponsored Expert Panel 

 -Question of the Month: Methylmercury and Seafood: What Are the Latest Guidelines?
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American Journal of Preventive Medicine, May 2017 

 http://www.ajpmonline.org/current 

 -Cost Effectiveness of Subsidizing Fruit and Vegetable Purchases Through the Supplemental

Nutrition Assistance Progra 

 -Cooking at Home: A Strategy to Comply With U.S. Dietary Guidelines at No Extra Cost

 

Circulation, April 25, 2017 

 http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/135/17 

 -Weight Loss and Heart Failure: A Nationwide Study of Gastric Bypass Surgery Versus Intensive

Lifestyle Treatment

 

Diabetes Care, May 2017 

 http://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/40/5?current-issue=y 

 -Coadministration of Canagliflozin and Phentermine for Weight Management in Overweight and

Obese Individuals Without Diabetes: A Randomized Clinical Trial 

 -Cost-effectiveness of the 2014 U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF)

Recommendations for Intensive Behavioral Counseling Interventions for Adults With

Cardiovascular Risk Factors 

 -Excess BMI in Childhood: A Modifiable Risk Factor for Type 1 Diabetes Development?

 

European Journal of Nutrition, April 19-26, 2017, Online First 

 https://link.springer.com/journal/394/onlineFirst/page/1 

 -Exploring the relationship between perceived barriers to healthy eating and dietary behaviours in

European adults 

 -Cognitive and mood improvements following acute supplementation with purple grape juice in

healthy young adults 

 -J-shaped relationship between habitual coffee consumption and 10-year (20022012)

cardiovascular disease incidence: the ATTICA study

 

Food Control, May 2017 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09567135/75 

 -A review of Listeria monocytogenes: An update on outbreaks, virulence, dose-response, ecology,

and risk assessments 

 -Essential tools for food safety surveillance in catering services: On-site inspections and control of

high risk cross-contamination surfaces 

 -Sanitizer efficacy in preventing cross-contamination during retail preparation of whole and fresh-

cut cantaloupe

 

JAMA, April 21, 2017, Online First 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/newonline/2017/4 

 -Assessment of Global Kidney Health Care Status
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JAMA, April 25, 2017 

 http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/currentissue 

 -Screening for Preeclampsia: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement

 

Journal of the National Cancer Institute, May 2017 

 https://academic.oup.com/jnci/issue/109/5 

 -Obesity and the Transformation of Monoclonal Gammopathy of Undetermined Significance to

Multiple Myeloma: A Population-Based Cohort Study 

 -Risk Factors That Increase Risk of Estrogen ReceptorPositive and Negative Breast Cancer

 

Nutrition in Clinical Practice, Supplement 1, April 2017 

 http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ncpa/32/1_suppl 

 -Proceedings of the 2016 International Protein Summit

 

Nutrition Journal, April 20, 2017, Online First 

 https://nutritionj.biomedcentral.com/articles 

 -Preoperative carbohydrate load and intraoperatively infused omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids

positively impact nosocomial morbidity after coronary artery bypass grafting: a double-blind

controlled randomized trial

 

Quotes

 

 The best and most efficient pharmacy is within your own system. 

  -Robert C. Peale

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1943. RE: July President's page for review

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 11:42:41

Subject: RE: July President's page for review

Attachment: image001.png

Thank you, Donna, we definitely understand your schedule! We will take a look at that sentence

and see if we can fix it up. Then we’ll send the text to the Journal.

 

 

Great idea for August, we’ll keep you posted on progress and send a draft to you as soon as

possible for your review.

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 10:35 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: July President's page for review

 

 

Tom,  I am so sorry I have not gotten back to your sooner.  I have been out of town speaking in

New Mexico and then have had two days of Finance and Audit Committee Meetings.  I really like

the article, but only have one question and that is about the following statement "Seeing them in

their homes can be a great attribute as a dietitian". 

 

Could we possibly rephrase that to say something like, "Getting to work with them in their home

environments is an added benefit of the job"  It just did not seem to flow for me.  Please feel free

to rephrase what I wrote or keep what you wrote.  

Therefore, it is a go!!!

 

 

For August, I was thinking about back to school and I thought we could look at RDN's in colleges

and universities as well as schools with emphasis on food waste and the changing pallets of

students.  This could work well with our second century.  
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:15 AM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Doris Acosta 

 Subject: RE: July President's page for review 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well with you! Just a quick note that we are rapidly coming up on our

deadline to send your July president’s page to the Journal. Could you please let us know as soon

as possible if the text (attached) is OK or if it needs any edits? Thank you very much, talk to you

soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

From: Tom Ryan  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:43 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page for review

 

 

Hi, Donna: Our draft of your July president’s page is attached for your review. Please let us know if

it looks OK or if you’d like us to make any edits, which of course we’re glad to do. (The only

constrain is that the net length of the text can’t increase.) FYI, Mary Pat Raimondi and Stefanie
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Winston were very helpful with this page, and Stefanie has reviewed the attached text and OK’d it

from her point of view.

 

Thank you very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1944. Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 11:37:29

Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

Attachment: image001.png

Dante,  Thanks for doing this for me, but since the Florida AND pays for me to come, wouldn't it be

better for me to pay for it and get reimbursed?  When I get the reimbursement from the New

Mexico AND I am going to send a check to the Academy since they paid for the hotel room.  This

would keep you all out of paying for it and me reimbursing you?  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:08 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  

Subject: RE: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope that your week is going well. Please find below your hotel reservations for the Florida Food

and Nutrition Symposium. The credit card authorization has been sent to accounting and you are

all set.  Please let me know if I can be of anymore assistance!
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Cheers,

 

Dante

 

 

 

 

From: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa [

mailto:groupcampaigns@pkghlrss.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 9:52 AM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Reservation Confirmation for the Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

3030 Holiday Drive 

 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 US 

 Phone: 954-525-4000 Fax: 954-766-7152

 

 

Reservation for Donna Martin 

  

Online Confirmation Number: 32JSWLKR  

Marriott Confirmation Number: 80157150 

 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM)  

Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM)

 
 
 
 View Hotel Website 
  Maps &Transportation

 

 

Reservation Confirmation

 

Dear Donna Martin,

 

We are pleased to confirm your reservation with Marriott. Below is a summary of your booking and

room information. We look forward to making your stay gratifying and memorable. When you're

traveling away from home you can always count on Marriott.
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Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

Planning Your Trip

 

Visit Fort Lauderdale area  

Reservation Details

 
 
Confirmation number: 32JSWLKR 
 Your hotel: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa 
 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM) 
 Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM) 
 Room type: Run of House 
 Number of rooms: 1 
 Guests per room: 1 
 Guest name: Donna Martin 
 Reservation confirmed: Apr 25, 2017 
 Guarantee method: Credit Card

 

Summary of Room Charges

 

Cost per night per room (USD)

 

Jul 15, 2017 - Jul 16, 2017

 

175.00

 

Estimated taxes and fees 

 

Room Rates shown do not include 11.00% Hotel Room Tax (subject to change). Total room

charges will include all room fees and taxes. 

 

Total for stay (for all rooms) not including applicable taxes/fees

 

175.00

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa will make every effort to accomodate the

below requests, however they are not guaranteed.
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Canceling your Reservation

 

Cancellations made within 72 hours of arrival will forfeit 1 night's room and tax.

 

You may modify or cancel your reservation here or call 1-800-222-6543 in the US and Canada.

Elsewhere, call 1-954-525-4000. Contact us if you have any questions about your reservation.

 

Travel Alerts

 

Please Note: All Marriott hotels in the USA and Canada, are committed to a smoke-free policy.  

Learn More 

 

Internet Privacy, Authenticity

 

Your privacy is important to us. Please visit our Internet Privacy Statement for full details.  This

email confirmation is an auto-generated message. Replies to automated messages are not

monitored. 

  

This email was sent by Passkey International, Inc. 

 On behalf of: 

 Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 9:10 AM 

 To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

That is correct, thanks Dante!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 4:44 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: FW: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hi Donna– 

 

We received the attached information for your presentation at the Florida affiliate meeting for July

16. We noticed the W-9 is already signed, but since you will not be accepting honorarium for your

presentation, we have asked if you need to complete this form.  To confirm, will you be flying

directly from the Board retreat to the Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium? If so, we will make

your hotel reservations for  the night of July 15. Thank you!

 

 

Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.

 

Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: student@eatrightflorida.org [mailto:student@eatrightflorida.ORG]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: info@eatrightgeorgia.org 

 Subject: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dear Florida FANS Speaker,

 

 

Attached is information regarding your presentation at the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition

Symposium as well as the Preliminary Program for your review.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308

 

850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1945. Re: July President's page for review

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 11:34:50

Subject: Re: July President's page for review

Attachment: image001.png

Tom,  I am so sorry I have not gotten back to your sooner.  I have been out of town speaking in

New Mexico and then have had two days of Finance and Audit Committee Meetings.  I really like

the article, but only have one question and that is about the following statement "Seeing them in

their homes can be a great attribute as a dietitian". 

 

Could we possibly rephrase that to say something like, "Getting to work with them in their home

environments is an added benefit of the job"  It just did not seem to flow for me.  Please feel free

to rephrase what I wrote or keep what you wrote.  

Therefore, it is a go!!!

 

 

For August, I was thinking about back to school and I thought we could look at RDN's in colleges

and universities as well as schools with emphasis on food waste and the changing pallets of

students.  This could work well with our second century.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 11:15 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Doris Acosta  
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Subject: RE: July President's page for review 

 

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well with you! Just a quick note that we are rapidly coming up on our

deadline to send your July president’s page to the Journal. Could you please let us know as soon

as possible if the text (attached) is OK or if it needs any edits? Thank you very much, talk to you

soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

From: Tom Ryan  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:43 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page for review

 

 

Hi, Donna: Our draft of your July president’s page is attached for your review. Please let us know if

it looks OK or if you’d like us to make any edits, which of course we’re glad to do. (The only

constrain is that the net length of the text can’t increase.) FYI, Mary Pat Raimondi and Stefanie

Winston were very helpful with this page, and Stefanie has reviewed the attached text and OK’d it

from her point of view.

 

Thank you very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1946. Fw: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 11:19:18

Subject: Fw: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question

Attachment: image001.png

Mary,  I know you have a lot on you plate, but could you help with an answer to this Academy

member for me? See below.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

President-elect of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016-2017

 

From: Ruth Chipps <ChippsR@brmh.net>  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 11:23 AM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Internship - Preceptor location / Ethical question 

 

Hi Donna, 

Hope you are well. Wonder if you could assist in this concern:

 
 
A major teaching hospital in our area is charging students $1,400 each for a six week clinical
rotation for senior students (in addition to the private university tuition they are already paying
Viterbo College). 

This is the same rotation they do with me at Black River Memorial Hospital… no fee of course.  

The students that are upset and the Director of Nutrition insists on making the students pay this

separate fee—for the rotation. 
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Previously I called the Academy and  talked to someone in credentialing/education that stated

there was no policy that states whether a facility can charge the students or not. So there wasn’t

anything we could do. 

 

The feedback on this costly rotation is very poor. 

 

Is there anything we can do to develop a policy? The Nutrition Director’s actions are unethical and

she has been asked to drop the fee by the Dean and she refuses. This individual has a long

history of bullying staff and over 15 RDN’s have left because of this director.   What’s  most ironic

is that she graduated from Viterbo University.

 

 

I have talked to the internship director and she is very disturbed but doesn’t know where to turn.

Because of limited preceptor sites she feels compelled to utilize this hospital, which is the largest

in our area. I hear from the students that is was a very poor experience with little or no patient

contact… plus $1,400.00!

 

 

Thank you for any suggestions you may have.

 

 

Best,

 

Ruth

 

 

Ruth Lahmayer Chipps, MS, RDN, CD

 

Registered Dietitian

 

-Nutrition Services -Wellness  

 

Black River Memorial Hospital

 

711 West Adams Street

 

Black River Falls, WI  54615

 

Phone: 715-284-1348

 

Fax Number:   715-284-7166
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 Website: www.brmh.net          

   Nutrition Services Department

 

 

 
 
 
This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast.  
For more information please visit http://www.mimecast.com 
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1947. RE: July President's page for review

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 11:18:41

Subject: RE: July President's page for review

Attachment: image001.png
July 2017 Presidents Page Martin RDNs in national security 7.docx

Hi, Donna: Hope all is going well with you! Just a quick note that we are rapidly coming up on our

deadline to send your July president’s page to the Journal. Could you please let us know as soon

as possible if the text (attached) is OK or if it needs any edits? Thank you very much, talk to you

soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

From: Tom Ryan  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:43 PM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page for review

 

 

Hi, Donna: Our draft of your July president’s page is attached for your review. Please let us know if

it looks OK or if you’d like us to make any edits, which of course we’re glad to do. (The only

constrain is that the net length of the text can’t increase.) FYI, Mary Pat Raimondi and Stefanie

Winston were very helpful with this page, and Stefanie has reviewed the attached text and OK’d it

from her point of view.

 

Thank you very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

 

Tom
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

July 2017 President’s Page

Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

Approx. 760 words plus 3 footnotes



Serving Those Who Protect Our Nation



In July, the month of our nation’s independence, let’s give thanks to the registered dietitian nutritionists and all practitioners who protect our national security by safeguarding and improving the nutritional health of our service members and veterans. 



The Academy’s commitment is strong to provide these heroes and their families with nutrition services and education (1) and to address issues of food insecurity that too many of them face. (2) The Academy’s Policy Initiatives and Advocacy Team, with member volunteers, continue to work with our supporters in Congress to address these issues and others of immense importance to service personnel and veterans.



The Military: A Powerful Partner

RDNs in the military have played a central role in the Academy since our first days. The American Dietetic Association was founded in large part to aid in the war effort at home and abroad. Today, registered dietitians serve vital roles in the Air Force, Army, Navy and the U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps, as well as through civil service and the VA health care system.



Building and keeping a strong, resilient military begins with fit, healthy children who are able to serve. A 2010 report by Mission Readiness, an organization of retired military leaders, found more than 1 in 4 Americans of potential military enlistment age (17 to 24) were “too fat to serve.” (3) The Academy considers the military a powerful partner in obesity prevention programs in the wider population, and lessons we learn in our schools and communities can translate to the military setting as well.



It’s my privilege to work as a school nutrition director in a county whose residents have a long and proud tradition of military service – and to live near Fort Gordon, an Army installation of more than 30,000 men and women that was founded in the same year as our Academy: 1917. 



Every Day Is Rewarding 

Carol Carr, MS, RD, LMT, served five years on active duty in the Army before transitioning into the Reserves; she now works as a civilian RD for the Department of the Army at a military hospital. She taught classes to basic trainees and specific units alike on performance nutrition and served in the outpatient clinic, providing medical nutrition therapy and nutrition education classes. 



“I also provided for inpatient needs such as enteral or parental nutrition orders. As a civilian, I primarily work in an outpatient clinic and I am our lead bariatric dietitian for military dependents. My patients are military service members, their dependents, and military retirees or veterans. I’ve provided a wide range of medical nutrition therapy such as pediatrics, weight loss, performance nutrition, diabetic, GI and cardiac-related education, to name a few.” 

 

Of her experience, Carr says: “I find every day truly rewarding. It’s always been an honor to serve those who are willing to give their lives for each and every one of us daily. I love being able to help a soldier meet their nutritional goals and live a healthier lifestyle.” 



Improving Quality of Life for Veterans

Thanks as well to RDNs who work with veterans to help them recover from injuries and improve their quality of life. 



“It’s mutually gratifying and a great learning experience,” says Angel Planells, MS, RDN, CD, who works for the VA Puget Sound Health Care System’s home-based primary care program. “Most of the veterans we work with served at the tail end of World War II, in Korea and Vietnam. Many of them are 90 to 100 years old. One of our vets just celebrated his 102nd birthday. I talk with them about ways to improve their quality of life, and they fill me in on what the secrets of life are.” 



And what are veterans’ secrets of life? “They have stayed active, both mentally and physically. They may not be going to the gym, but they take walks and do other activities. They read and stay mentally engaged.”



Planells says working with veterans in home-based care helps develop a rapport that may not be possible in a clinical setting. “You’re in their environment. You have to play on their turf and by their rules. Seeing them in their homes can be a great attribute as a dietitian. They definitely appreciate us coming to them.”



Celebrate Our Past and Future

Everyone at the Academy appreciates and thanks all our members who protect and improve our national security. When I think of the Fourth of July, I think of fireworks and celebrating all that is great about our country. When I think about our Academy’s Second Century, I also want to celebrate all that is great about our Academy and our exciting future. 



Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

president@eatright.org





1 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/advocacy/healthy-food-systems-and-access/hunger-and-food-security/providing-nutrition-services-education-active-duty-veterans

2 https://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/advocacy/healthy-food-systems-and-access/hunger-and-food-security/food-insecurity-active-duty-service-members-veterans 

3 http://cdn.missionreadiness.org/MR_Too_Fat_to_Fight-1.pdf
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Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1948. RE: FL FANS Speaker Information

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 26, 2017 11:11:08

Subject: RE: FL FANS Speaker Information

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Donna,

 

 

I hope that your week is going well. Please find below your hotel reservations for the Florida Food

and Nutrition Symposium. The credit card authorization has been sent to accounting and you are

all set.  Please let me know if I can be of anymore assistance!

 

 

 

Cheers,

 

Dante

 

 

 

 

From: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa [

mailto:groupcampaigns@pkghlrss.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 9:52 AM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Reservation Confirmation for the Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

3030 Holiday Drive 

 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 US 

 Phone: 954-525-4000 Fax: 954-766-7152

 

 

Reservation for Donna Martin 

  

Online Confirmation Number: 32JSWLKR  
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Marriott Confirmation Number: 80157150 

 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM)  

Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM)

 
 
 
 View Hotel Website 
  Maps &Transportation

 

 

Reservation Confirmation

 

Dear Donna Martin,

 

We are pleased to confirm your reservation with Marriott. Below is a summary of your booking and

room information. We look forward to making your stay gratifying and memorable. When you're

traveling away from home you can always count on Marriott.

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

Planning Your Trip

 

Visit Fort Lauderdale area  

Reservation Details

 
 
Confirmation number: 32JSWLKR 
 Your hotel: Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa 
 Check-in: Jul 15, 2017 (Check-in time: 4:00 PM) 
 Check-out: Jul 16, 2017 (Check-out time: 11:00 AM) 
 Room type: Run of House 
 Number of rooms: 1 
 Guests per room: 1 
 Guest name: Donna Martin 
 Reservation confirmed: Apr 25, 2017 
 Guarantee method: Credit Card

 

Summary of Room Charges

 

Cost per night per room (USD)

 

Jul 15, 2017 - Jul 16, 2017
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175.00

 

Estimated taxes and fees 

 

Room Rates shown do not include 11.00% Hotel Room Tax (subject to change). Total room

charges will include all room fees and taxes. 

 

Total for stay (for all rooms) not including applicable taxes/fees

 

175.00

 

Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa will make every effort to accomodate the

below requests, however they are not guaranteed.

 

  

 

Canceling your Reservation

 

Cancellations made within 72 hours of arrival will forfeit 1 night's room and tax.

 

You may modify or cancel your reservation here or call 1-800-222-6543 in the US and Canada.

Elsewhere, call 1-954-525-4000. Contact us if you have any questions about your reservation.

 

Travel Alerts

 

Please Note: All Marriott hotels in the USA and Canada, are committed to a smoke-free policy.  

Learn More 

 

Internet Privacy, Authenticity

 

Your privacy is important to us. Please visit our Internet Privacy Statement for full details.  This

email confirmation is an auto-generated message. Replies to automated messages are not

monitored. 

  

This email was sent by Passkey International, Inc. 

 On behalf of: 

 Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort &Spa

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 9:10 AM 
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 To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

That is correct, thanks Dante!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 4:44 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: FW: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hi Donna– 

 

We received the attached information for your presentation at the Florida affiliate meeting for July

16. We noticed the W-9 is already signed, but since you will not be accepting honorarium for your

presentation, we have asked if you need to complete this form.  To confirm, will you be flying

directly from the Board retreat to the Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium? If so, we will make

your hotel reservations for  the night of July 15. Thank you!

 

 

Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.
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Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: student@eatrightflorida.org [mailto:student@eatrightflorida.ORG]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: info@eatrightgeorgia.org 

 Subject: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dear Florida FANS Speaker,

 

 

Attached is information regarding your presentation at the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition

Symposium as well as the Preliminary Program for your review.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308
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850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1949. Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, AND FAC Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, AND

FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, DCE Linda T. Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Hope

Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Kevin Sauer <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, ADA REIDY CHRIS

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, ADA NH WL

QM Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 19:06:25

Subject: Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

Attachment:

I am available for July 19-21.  
 
 

Jo Jo Dantone 

662-809-8451
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
 

On Apr 25, 2017, at 5:47 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

The only other option we have for the retreat is Wednesday, July 19, beginning at 1:00pm, to

Friday, July 21, adjourning at noon. We hope everyone can attend. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 
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Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email:  jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image002.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Garner, Margaret [ mailto:MGarner@cchs.ua.edu]   

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:28 PM  

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 

peark02@outlook.com; AND FAC Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>; AND FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marcy Kyle <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; DCE Linda T. Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Hope Barkoukis <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>;  ksauer@ksu.edu; Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes <

milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; ADA YADRICK

MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>; Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin

Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Executive

Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org

>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>  

Subject: RE: Important: July BOD Retreat 

 

I have a conflict with that weekend.  By any chance is there another, like the following weekend? 

M 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 

Executive Director 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness 

The University of Alabama 

205-348-7960 

<image003.jpg> 
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From: JoJo Dantone [ mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]   

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:09 PM  

To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; AND BOD Donna Martin <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>;  peark02@outlook.com; AND FAC Manju Karkare <

manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>; AND FAC Dianne Polly <

diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; DCE Linda T. Farr <

linda.farr@me.com>; Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>;  ksauer@ksu.edu; Michele

Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>;  Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Susan Brantley <

brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Tammy Randall <

Tammy.randall@case.edu>; ADA YADRICK MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>; Steve

Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; ADA

BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Executive Team Mailbox <

ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>; ADA REIDY

CHRIS <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; ADA NH WL QM Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Important: July BOD Retreat 

 

I am available on July 20-22. 

 

Jo Jo 

 

On Apr 24, 2017, at 2:47 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote: 

 

We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting

where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,

beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.

Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 

Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email:  jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org
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1950. RE: Important: July BOD Retreat

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Kevin Sauer' <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 18:50:28

Subject: RE: Important: July BOD Retreat

Attachment: image002.png
image003.jpg

The only other option we have for the retreat is Wednesday, July 19, beginning at 1:00pm, to

Friday, July 21, adjourning at noon. We hope everyone can attend. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Garner, Margaret [mailto:MGarner@cchs.ua.edu]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:28 PM 

 To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>; Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

peark02@outlook.com; AND FAC Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Margaret Garner

<mgarner@ua.edu>; AND FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; DCE Linda T. Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>;

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Susan Brantley <brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Tammy Randall <Tammy.randall@case.edu>; ADA YADRICK

MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>; Steve Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin

Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Executive

Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>;

Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Important: July BOD Retreat

 

 

I have a conflict with that weekend.  By any chance is there another, like the following weekend?

 

M

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama
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205-348-7960

 

 

From: JoJo Dantone [mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:09 PM 

 To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; AND BOD Donna Martin <

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; peark02@outlook.com; AND FAC Manju Karkare <

manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>; AND FAC Dianne Polly <

diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; DCE Linda T. Farr <

linda.farr@me.com>; Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Michele

Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Susan Brantley <

brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Tammy Randall <

Tammy.randall@case.edu>; ADA YADRICK MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>; Steve

Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; ADA

BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Executive Team Mailbox <

ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>; ADA REIDY

CHRIS <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; ADA NH WL QM Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

 

 

I am available on July 20-22.

 

 

Jo Jo 

 

 

On Apr 24, 2017, at 2:47 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:

 

 

We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting

where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,

beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.

Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Joan
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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1951. Sad News

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Evelyn Crayton'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Jo Jo

Dantone-DeBarbieris' <jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Aida Miles' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Michele Lites' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

'Denice Ferko-Adams' <DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Tammy Randall' <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Susan

Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>, 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Milton Stokes'

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, 'Don Bradley'

<dwbradley51@gmail.com>, 'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>,

'Kevin Concannon' <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 18:30:54

Subject: Sad News

Attachment: image001.png

It is with sadness that I inform you of the death of William (Bill) Fileti, who passed away April 22

from cancer, diagnosed in October of 2016. Bill was the loving husband of Cecilia Fileti, MS, RDN,

FADA, FAND, former Board member, Legislative and Public Policy Committee member and a year

2000 Medallion award recipient. A candlelight vigil will be held May 4 and a mass celebrating Bill’s

life will be held May 5 in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Former Academy Foundation Chair Stella Cash will

represent the Academy and Foundation boards at the services.  In lieu of flowers, a contribution

will be made to the Academy Foundation in honor of Cecilia’s husband on behalf of both Boards. 

 

Condolences may be sent to Cecilia at the following address.

 

 

Cecilia Fileti  

1251 N Dixboro Rd Bldg A 
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 Ann Arbor, MI 48105-9724

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1952. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 18:06:50

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

April 25, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Congressional Briefing on Importance of Breastfeeding: Wednesday, April 26 

Senate Confirmation of Sonny Perdue for Secretary of Agriculture 

New Resource Materials for Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated Meal Pattern  

Clinical Care Commission Act Jumps Another Hurdle to Passage! 

Recording for the April Public Policy Forum 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 1 for PPCs and PALs 

Recording Available for Don’t Wing it Campaign Webinar 

Action Alert Update – Reports Posted to COI! 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates Set PPCs and PALs – Register Today! 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Congressional Briefing on Importance of Breastfeeding: Wednesday, April 26 

 If you live in the Washington, D.C. area, you may be interesting in attending a Congressional

Briefing on Wednesday, April 26, from 2-3 pm in 2020 Rayburn House Office Building, sponsored

by Medela LLC together with the March of Dimes, and in cooperation with the offices of

Congresswomen Jaime Herrera Beutler (Wash.) and Lucille Roybal-Allard (Calif.), Co-Chairs of

the Congressional Caucus on Maternity Care. The PDF invitation is attached. Please RSVP by

email to michael@chainlinksolutions.com.

 

Senate Confirmation of Sonny Perdue for Secretary of Agriculture 

 The Senate voted this week to confirm former Georgia Governor, Sonny Perdue DVM, to lead the

U. S. Department of Agriculture. Secretary Perdue was confirmed in the Senate Agriculture

Committee on March 30th, and was confirmed by the full Senate on April 24th with bipartisan

support.

 

New Resource Materials for Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated Meal Pattern  

Team Nutrition in conjunctions with the Child and Adult Care Food Program, serving more than 4.2

million children and 130,000 adults nutritious meals and snacks each day as part of the day care

they receive, have released materials aimed at helping transition to an updated meal pattern. The
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2010 Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act required CACFP to align more closely with the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans and next fall these requirements will go into effect. Click here to learn

more about the program and the new meal pattern,

 

Clinical Care Commission Act Jumps Another Hurdle to Passage! 

 Great news! On April 26th, the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee

will hold a mark-up on the National Clinical Care Commission Act (H.R. 309). This bill has been an

Academy legislative priority for the past 3 Congressional sessions, and works to ensure that

federal programs provide the most efficient and effective care for people with diabetes and related

diseases. Stay tuned for updates on this important bill as it moves one step closer to passage!

 

Recording Available for April Public Policy Forum 

 The "Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the Public Comment Process” webinar

recording is now available. Click here to listen to the recording. The recording is also available on

the communities of interest in the Public Policy Open Forums topic. The recordings are filed by

month and year. 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 1 for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp "Leadership: Roles and Responsibilities” webinar recording is now available.

Click here to listen to the recording. The recording is also available on the Public Policy

Coordinator community of interest in the PPW topic. The recording is filed in the PPW Bootcamp

2017 subtopic. 

Recording Available for Don’t Wing it Campaign Webinar 

 More than 400 BAC Fighters participated live in the Don't Wing It intro webinar! Check out the

recording and receive 1 CEU. The Don’t Wing it Campaign, from the Academy’s partners in the

Partnership for Food Safety Education, educates consumers on the importance of practicing safe

poultry handling in store and at home.

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We need your assistance to increase member

action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics. Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now! Sample messages have been posted in the Public Policy

Weekly News for the past several weeks. 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:
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Report as of 4/25/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

50

 

64

 

Congress Contacted

 

96%

 

99%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

8,920

 

22,943

 

Members participating

 

3.5%

 

8.1%

 
 
The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts will
be posted later today in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in the April 2017
subtopic located in the Participation topic on the community of interest.

 

The Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of members

posted in the 2017 April subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy
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Coordinator COI. We will continue to provide this type of information for affiliate presidents and

PPCs to use, but ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for

public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage members to

send letters to Congress.

 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates for PPCs and PALs 

 Below you will find the dates for the three PPW Boot Camp webinars for Affiliate PPCs and

DPG/MIG PALs. Specific registration information will be sent next week. Participants will receive 1

CPEU for each session. All webinars will be recorded. The PPCs and the PALs are required to

participate in the boot camp sessions or view the recording.

 

PPW 2017  

PPCs and PALs Training Dates

 

PPW Boot Camp Topics

 

Wednesday, April 19

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

Wednesday, April 26

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 3

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work
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Register Here

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

  

All webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest

the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic folder. Additional information

will be available next week.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2
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Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Monday, May 1, 2017

 

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Quarterly Advocacy Hill Day 

Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care

 

Washington, D.C.

 

Wednesday, May 3 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 
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Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1953. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 17:39:32

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment: unknown_name_8xvgw

 

April 25, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

Congressional Briefing on Importance of Breastfeeding: Wednesday, April 26 

Senate Confirmation of Sonny Perdue for Secretary of Agriculture 

New Resource Materials for Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated Meal Pattern  

Clinical Care Commission Act Jumps Another Hurdle to Passage! 

Recording for the April Public Policy Forum 

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 1 for PPCs and PALs 

Recording Available for Don’t Wing it Campaign Webinar 

Action Alert Update – Reports Posted to COI! 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates Set PPCs and PALs – Register Today! 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

Dates to Remember – Events for May through June in One Location! 

Congressional Briefing on Importance of Breastfeeding: Wednesday, April 26 

 If you live in the Washington, D.C. area, you may be interesting in attending a Congressional

Briefing on Wednesday, April 26, from 2-3 pm in 2020 Rayburn House Office Building, sponsored

by Medela LLC together with the March of Dimes, and in cooperation with the offices of

Congresswomen Jaime Herrera Beutler (Wash.) and Lucille Roybal-Allard (Calif.), Co-Chairs of

the Congressional Caucus on Maternity Care. The PDF invitation is attached. Please RSVP by

email to michael@chainlinksolutions.com.

 

Senate Confirmation of Sonny Perdue for Secretary of Agriculture 

 The Senate voted this week to confirm former Georgia Governor, Sonny Perdue DVM, to lead the

U. S. Department of Agriculture. Secretary Perdue was confirmed in the Senate Agriculture

Committee on March 30th, and was confirmed by the full Senate on April 24th with bipartisan

support. 

 

New Resource Materials for Child and Adult Care Food Program Updated Meal Pattern  

Team Nutrition in conjunctions with the Child and Adult Care Food Program, serving more than 4.2

million children and 130,000 adults nutritious meals and snacks each day as part of the day care

they receive, have released materials aimed at helping transition to an updated meal pattern. The

2010 Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act required CACFP to align more closely with the Dietary
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Congressional Staff Briefing
Breast Milk: Fact Versus Fiction


This event is sponsored by Medela LLC 
together with the March of Dimes in 
cooperation with the offices of Congress 
women Jaime Herrera Beutler and 
Lucille Roybal-Allard,Co-Chairs of the 
Congressional Caucus on Maternity Care.


• Jenny Thomas, MD, MPH, IBCLC,   
 FAAP, FABM: Pediatrician and Executive  
 Board Member of The American Academy  
 of Pediatrics (AAP) Section on Breastfeeding  
 (Franklin, Wisconsin)


•  Jesanna Cooper, MD, CLC: OBGYN, 
Director of the Women & Infant’s Department 
at Princeton Medical Center and Co-Founder 
of Baby Café Birmingham 


 (Birmingham, AL)


• Erin Hamilton Spence, MD, FAAP:   
 Neonatologist and Immediate Past-President  
 and Medical Director of the Mother’s Milk 
 Bank of North Texas 
 (Fort Worth, TX)


• Elizabeth Sahlie, MD, CLC, FAAP:   
 Pediatrician and Co-Founder of Baby Café    
 (Birmingham, AL)


Breastfeeding and human milk saves costs and confers benefits to babies and 
mothers. Given that hundreds of studies have been generated examining the effects 
of breastfeeding on both infant and mother, this briefing will assist staff in sorting 
through and understanding the evidence.


Please join us to hear perspectives from a panel of health care providers who counsel 
patients daily on these important issues. The panel discussion will be moderated by 
Cindy Pellegrini, Senior Vice President for Public Policy and Government Affairs at the 
March of Dimes. Our four panelists include:


Wednesday, April 26, 2017 | 2:00-3:00pm
2020 Rayburn House Office Building


Please RSVP by email to michael@chainlinksolutions.com
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Guidelines for Americans and next fall these requirements will go into effect. Click here to learn

more about the program and the new meal pattern,

 

Clinical Care Commission Act Jumps Another Hurdle to Passage! 

 Great news!  On April 26th, the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP)

Committee will hold a mark-up on the National Clinical Care Commission Act (H.R. 309).  This bill

has been an Academy legislative priority for the past 3 Congressional sessions, and works to

ensure that federal programs provide the most efficient and effective care for people with diabetes

and related diseases.  Stay tuned for updates on this important bill as it moves one step closer to

passage!

 

Recording Available for April Public Policy Forum 

 The "Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the Public Comment Process” webinar

recording is now available. Click here to listen to the recording.  The recording is also available on

the communities of interest in the Public Policy Open Forums topic.  The recordings are filed by

month and year.   

  

Recording Available for PPW Bootcamp Session 1 for PPCs and PALs 

 The PPW Bootcamp "Leadership: Roles and Responsibilities” webinar recording is now available.

Click here to listen to the recording.  The recording is also available on the Public Policy

Coordinator community of interest in the PPW topic.  The recording is filed in the PPW Bootcamp

2017 subtopic.   

Recording Available for Don’t Wing it Campaign Webinar 

 More than 400 BAC Fighters participated live in the Don't Wing It intro webinar! Check out the

recording and receive 1 CEU. The Don’t Wing it Campaign, from the Academy’s partners in the

Partnership for Food Safety Education, educates consumers on the importance of practicing safe

poultry handling in store and at home. 

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 remain open. We need your assistance to increase member

action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics.  Here is what you can do:

 

Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the Resolution

Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75 and H.

Res. 161). 

Ask your members to take action now! Sample messages have been posted in the Public Policy

Weekly News for the past several weeks. 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:
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Report as of 4/25/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

50

 

64

 

Congress Contacted

 

96%

 

99%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

8,920

 

22,943

 

Members participating

 

3.5%

 

8.1%

 
 
The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts will
be posted later today in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports will be located in the April 2017
subtopic located in the Participation topic on the community of interest.
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The Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of members

posted in the 2017 April subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy

Coordinator COI. We will continue to provide this type of information for affiliate presidents and

PPCs to use, but ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for

public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage members to

send letters to Congress.

 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates for PPCs and PALs 

 Below you will find the dates for the three PPW Boot Camp webinars for Affiliate PPCs and

DPG/MIG PALs. Specific registration information will be sent next week. Participants will receive 1

CPEU for each session. All webinars will be recorded. The PPCs and the PALs are required to

participate in the boot camp sessions or view the recording.

 

PPW 2017  

PPCs and PALs Training Dates

 

PPW Boot Camp Topics

 

Wednesday, April 19

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Click here to listen to the recording.

 

Wednesday, April 26

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 3

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work
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Register Here

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

  

All webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest

the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2017 topic folder. Additional information

will be available next week.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Monday, May 1, 2017

 

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Quarterly Advocacy Hill Day 

Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care

 

Washington, D.C.

 

Wednesday, May 3 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here
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Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 
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Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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1.

1954. May 1 Quarterly Advocacy Day Final Details

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To:

Hidden

recipients:

DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 15:15:59

Subject: May 1 Quarterly Advocacy Day Final Details

Attachment: May 1 House and Senate Meeting targets with team lead  4.20.17 v. 3.pdf
Team assignments 4 24 2017.pdf

Dear May 1 Quarterly Advocacy Day Attendees,

 

 

We look forward to seeing you on May 1st in Washington, D.C.! As you may be aware, there is

continuing discussion in Washington, D.C. regarding a possible government shutdown.   Due to

the uncertainty, we will make a final decision regarding the advocacy day on Friday, April 28th. 

We apologize for any inconvenience, but we are not certain at this time how everything will unfold

with Congress returning this week.  We plan to notify those attending via email if we anticipate that

the shutdown is likely to occur.

 

 

The issue brief, leave behind and the talking points will be ready for distribution later this week and

sent to you for review.  We will also provide a hard copy for your use during the May 1 meetings.

In addition, the team leaders will have the copies of the Leave Behind for each of the offices.  

 

Here is a listing of additional information for the May 1 event.

 

 

1.     Teams will meet at 9:30 a.m. on May 1 in Room 188 in the Senate Russell Building. We

realize that getting through the security area will take some time.  Please plan your arrival time

accordingly. Here is the revised schedule for the event. 

 

9:30 to 10 a.m. Pre-meeting on Capitol Hill 

 10:30 a. m. – 12 p.m. Hill Visits 

 12 – 1 p.m. Lunch (on your own) 

 1 – 3:00 p.m. Hill Visits 

 3:30 – 5 p.m. Meet and Greet Reception 

Hill visits are planned from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.  There will be approximately 7 teams of 4

individuals.  You will likely be meeting with the staff from members of Congress who are not

your personal Congressional leaders.  The teams are listed below and attached find a copy of

the meeting list.  A few additional reminders for Hill visits:  
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Meetings May 1, 2017


Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care


TEAM ROOM MOC PARTY STATE DISTRICT COMMITTEE HEALTH LA Meeting With
Meeting 


Time


Jeanne Rayburn 2434 Guthrie, Brett R Ky. 2


E&C (health vice-


chair) sophie.trainor@mail.house.gov sophie Trainor 10:30 AM


Jeanne Rayburn 2246 Roskam, Peter R Ill. 6 W&M (health) Hannah.schiller@mail.house.gov Hannah Schiller 1:00 PM


Jeanne Rayburn 2367
Schakowsky, 


Janice D Ill. 9


E&C (health), 


Budget amy.kelbick@mail.house.gov amy Kelbick 1:30 PM


Jeanne Rayburn 2352 Lance, Leonard R N.J. 7 E&C (health) robert.butora@mail.house.gov Robert Butora 2:30 PM


Jennifer Longworth 1117 Collins, Chris R N.Y. 27 E&C (health) Ted.Alexander@mail.house.gov Ted Alexander 10:30 AM


Jennifer
Rayburn 2431 Schrader, Kurt D Ore. 5 E&C (health) Stephen.Holland@mail.house.gov Stephen Holland


11:30 AM


Jennifer Rayburn 2311 Matsui, Doris D Calif. 6 E&C (health) megan.herber@mail.house.gov megan Herber 2:00 PM


Teresa Rayburn 2112 Bilirakis, Gus R Fla. 12 E&C (health) thomas.power@mail.house.gov Shayne Woods 10:00 AM


Teresa
Rayburn 2052 Castor, Kathy D Fla. 14 E&C (health) elizabeth.brown@mail.house.gov elizabeth Brown


10:30 AM


Teresa Cannon 241 Eshoo, Anna G. D Calif. 18 E&C (health) rachel.fybel@mail.house.gov rachel Fybel 11:30 AM


Teresa
Hart 135 Grassley, Chuck R Iowa HELP, Finance Karen_Summar@grassley.senate.gov


Karen_Summar@gr


assley.senate.gov


Teresa Cannon 434 Kennedy, Joseph D Mass. 4 E&C (health) abigail.burman@mail.house.gov Abigail Burman 2:00 PM


Marsha Rayburn 2444 Sarbanes, John D Md. 3 E&C (health) dvora.lovinger@mail.house.gov dvora Lovinger 11:30 AM


Marsha Rayburn 2111 DeGette, Diana D Colo. 1 E&C (health) polly.webster@mail.house.gov polly Webster 10:30 AM


Marsha Longworth 1526 Jenkins, Lynn R Kan. 2 W&M (health)


andrew.franke@mail.house.gov; 


pat.leopold@mail.house.gov andrew Franke 1:00 PM


Marsha Longworth 1203 Tiberi, Patrick J. R Ohio 12 W&M (health Chair) abigail.finn@mail.house.gov abigail Finn 2:30 PM


Mary Pat Hart 520 Cassidy, Bill R La. HELP, Finance matt_gallivan@cassidy.senate.gov David Mills 10:30 AM


Mary Pat Hart 509 Cardin, BenjaminD Md. Finance Alexandra_Menardy@cardin.senate.gov Alex Menardy 11:00 AM


Mary Pat Hart 324 Heller, Dean R Nev. Finance rachel_green@heller.senate.gov Rachel Green 11:40 AM


Mary Pat
Hart 713 Brown, Sherrod D Ohio


Agriculture; 


Finance abigail_duggan@mail.house.gov Abby Duggan
2:00 PM


Pepin Rayburn 2183 Upton, Fred R Mich. 6 E&C (health) mark.ratner@mail.house.gov mark Ratner 10:30 AM


Pepin Rayburn 2266
Blackburn, 


Marsha R Tenn. 7


E&C (Vice 


Chairman, health) Kristi.Thompson@mail.house.gov 11:00 AM


Pepin Rayburn 2202 Griffith, Morgan R Va. 9 E&C (health) kristin.seum@mail.house.gov kristin Seum 11:30 AM


Pepin Longworth 1131 Black, Diane R Tenn. 6


W&M (health), 


Budget katie.mitchell@mail.house.gov Katie Mitchell 2:00 PM



mailto:sophie.trainor@mail.house.gov

mailto:Hannah.schiller@mail.house.gov

mailto:robert.butora@mail.house.gov

mailto:megan.herber@mail.house.gov

mailto:rachel.fybel@mail.house.gov

mailto:Karen_Summar@grassley.senate.gov

mailto:abigail.burman@mail.house.gov

mailto:polly.webster@mail.house.gov

mailto:matt_gallivan@cassidy.senate.gov

mailto:rachel_green@heller.senate.gov

mailto:abigail_duggan@mail.house.gov
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Meetings May 1, 2017


Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care


Stefanie
Dirksen 511 Thune, John R S.D.


Finance; 


Agriculture dennis_d'aquila@thune.senate.gov Justin Bergeson
10:30 AM


Stefanie Russell 448 Portman, Rob R Ohio Finance sarah_johnson@portman.senate.gov Jack Dolan 1:30 PM


Stefanie
Russell 131 Isakson, Johnny R Ga. Finance; HELP jordan_bartolomeo@isakson.senate.gov Jordan Bartolomeo


11:30 AM


Stefanie


Dirksen 221 Wyden, Ron D Ore.


Finance 


(Ranking); 


Budget Lindsey_Stanford@wyden.senate.gov Lindsey Stanford


2:30 PM



mailto:Lindsey_Stanford@wyden.senate.gov
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May 1, 2017 TeamsMay 1, 2017 Advocacy Day


TEAM Lead C


u


s


First Name Last Name Credentials State A


f


f


Email


Team Jeanne Barbara Herbst MBA  MS DC D


i


barbaraherbst2@gmail.com


Team Jeanne Jeanne Blankenship MS  RDN VA D


i


jblankenship@eatright.org


Team Jeanne Amanda Arthur MS  RD MD Mamanda_arthur06@yahoo.com


Team Jeanne Robyn Brown MBA  RD  LDN NC Nrsmithbrown@wakemed.org


Team Jennifer Leila Saldanha PhD  FAND VA D


i


lgs@nutriq-llc.com


Team Jennifer Fern Estrow MS  RDN  CDN NY NFestrow@fgeteam.com


Team Jennifer Jennifer Noll Folliard MPH  RDN VA D


i


jfolliard@eatright.org


Team Jennifer Julia Mccarty NY Njem2296@tc.columbia.edu


Team Marsha Stephen Chavez PhD  RDN  CSSD  CSCS PA D


i


sjchav214@gmail.com


Team Marsha Mark Rifkin MS  RD MD Mmrifkin@eatright.org


Team Marsha Melissa Ventura Marra PhD WV Wmelissa.marra@mail.wvu.edu


Team Marsha Marsha Schofield MS  RD  LD  FAND OH Omschofield@eatright.org


Team Mary Pat Barbara Hoffstein RD  LDN MD Mbarbara.hoffstein@gmail.com


Team Mary Pat Natalie Stephens BS  RD  LDN MD M


a


natalie.joy.stephens@hotmail.com


Team Mary Pat Mary Pat Raimondi MS  RD VA Mmraimondi@eatright.org


Team Mary Pat Lise Sanchez RDN  LDN MD Mlisesanchezrdn@gmail.com


Team Pepin Stephan Torres MS  RD  LD  CNSC VA Vstephan.torres@optioncare.com


Team Pepin Sara Mastrantonio RD VA Vsara_mastrantonio@hotmail.com


Team Pepin Pepin Tuma VA Aptuma@eatright.org


Team Pepin Jyotsna Sharman PhD  MBA  RDN  FAND VA Vdrjsharman@hotmail.com


Team Stefanie Christine Hansen RD GA Gms.christi.hansen@gmail.com


Team Stefanie Donna Martin RDN  LD  SNS  EDS  FAND GA GDMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us


Team Stefanie Stefanie Rinehart VA Vswinston@eatright.org


Team Stefanie Courtney Puidk MS  RD  LDN DC D


i


cdpuidk1@gmail.com


Team Teresa Lesley McPhatter MS  RD  CSR VA V


i


ultrard1102@gmail.com


Team Teresa Lucille Beseler MS  RDN  LDN  CDE  FAND FL Flbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net


Team Teresa Teresa Nece MS  RDN  LD  SNS IA Itnece@eatright.org


Team Teresa Lamar Alexander VA



mailto:jem2296@tc.columbia.edu
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•

•

•

1.

1.

 

Wear comfortable shoes 

Bring your business cards 

Arrange to leave luggage at hotel, Academy office, etc. 

 

3.   The afternoon reception has been changed to a “Meet and Greet.”  Please click here to let us

know if you will be available to join us. The event will be  held in the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics office at:  

           

Bender Building

 

1120 Connecticut Ave. N.W. 

Suite 460

 

           Washington, D.C. 20036 

There are always plenty of cabs in DC so you should be able to hail one. Estimated cost from the

US Capitol Buildings to the Academy’s office is around $15.00 plus tip. The Metro is also an

option. If you are on the Senate side, use the metro stop at Union Station (Red Line) toward

Shady Grove or Grosvenor and exit at Farragut North Metro Station.  Exit the station by using the

Connecticut Ave &L Street NW exit.  You will walk approximately 0.1 mile to the Bender Building at

the above address. 

 

From the House side, take the Orange, Blue or Silver line from Capitol South to the Farragut West

station.  Exit and walk approximately blocks from the 17th and I entrance to the address above.

 

 

4.   Here are lunch options on the Hill: 

·       Longworth Cafeteria - Longworth B-223 in Basement of the Longworth House Office

Building on the House side of the Capitol. Hours- 7:30AM- 2:30PM 

·       Rayburn Cafeteria - B-357 in basement of the Rayburn House Office Building on the House

side of the Capitol. Hours- 7:30AM- 2:30PM 

·       Dirksen Cafeteria - North Side in basement of the Dirksen Senate Office Building on the

Senate side of the Capitol. Hours- 7:30AM- 3:00PM

 

If your plans have changed and you will not be available to attend the advocacy day, please

notify me as soon as possible. 

 

The recording for the Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care Advocacy Hill Day webinar is

below: 

 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/ldr.php?RCID=0c82acd7e08d7f028406498b742386da 
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All attendees for the May 1 Hill Day are asked to listen to the webinar. We will not be covering all

of the information when we gather on the 1st.  

 

Note: The webinar recording/viewing will require a live internet connection to play as it will stream

directly via the WebEx system.

 

 

7.   Attached find the listing of the Hill meetings with names of the team leaders. Here is the list of

the teams for Hill visits:

 

Team Assignments:  

 

Team Jeanne Blankenship

 

Barbara Herbst

 

Amanda Arthur

 

Robyn Smith Brown

 

 

Team Jennifer Folliard

 

Leila Saldanha

 

Fern Gale Estrow

 

Julia McCarthy

 

 

Team Marsha Schofield

 

Stephen Chavez

 

Mark Rifkin

 

Melissa Ventura Marra

 

 

Team Mary Pat Raimondi
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Natalie Stephens

 

Lise Sanchez

 

Barbara Hoffstein

 

 

Team Pepin Tuma 

Stephan Torres

 

Sara Mastrantonio

 

Jyotsna Sharman

 

Team Stefanie Rinehart

 

Christine Hansen

 

Donna Martin

 

Courtney Puidk

 

Team Teresa Nece

 

Lucille Beseler

 

Lesley McPhatter and daughter

 

Andrew Lamar

 

 

Please watch for one final email later this week. If you have questions, please let us know.

 

 

See you soon,

 

 

Teresa
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Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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1955. RE: Important: July BOD Retreat

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>, AND BOD Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, AND FAC Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, AND

FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, DCE Linda T. Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Hope

Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, ksauer@ksu.edu

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, ADA REIDY CHRIS

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, ADA NH WL

QM Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 14:48:54

Subject: RE: Important: July BOD Retreat

Attachment: image001.jpg

I have a conflict with that weekend.  By any chance is there another, like the following weekend?

 

M

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine
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Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: JoJo Dantone [mailto:jojo@nutritioned.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:09 PM 

 To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; AND BOD Donna Martin

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; peark02@outlook.com; AND FAC Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>; Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>; AND FAC Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; DCE Linda T. Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>; Hope Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Michele

Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; Michele.D.Lites@kp.org; Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>; Milton Stokes <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>; ADA YADRICK MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>; Steve

Miranda <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>; Kevin Concannon <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>; ADA

BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>; ADA REIDY

CHRIS <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; ADA NH WL QM Sharon

McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

 

 

I am available on July 20-22.

 

 

Jo Jo 

 

 

On Apr 24, 2017, at 2:47 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:

 

 

We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting

where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,

beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.

Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend.
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Best regards,

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1956. Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Cc: AND BOD Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, AND BOD Donna

Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, AND FAC Manju Karkare

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, Margaret Garner <mgarner@ua.edu>, AND

FAC Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marcy Kyle

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, DCE Linda T. Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Hope

Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, ksauer@ksu.edu

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Michele Lites <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>,

Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Milton Stokes

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Tammy Randall

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, ADA YADRICK MARTY

<myadrick@computrition.com>, Steve Miranda

<steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, Kevin Concannon

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, ADA BABJAK PAT <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, ADA REIDY CHRIS

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, ADA NH WL

QM Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 14:28:00

Subject: Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

Attachment:

I am available on July 20-22.  
 
 

Jo Jo  
 

On Apr 24, 2017, at 2:47 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting

where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,

beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.

Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan 
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Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 

Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email:  jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image001.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1957. RE: Honors Committee

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 14:10:23

Subject: RE: Honors Committee

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

No, we will not forget. We will actually send her an appointment letter since her term starts June 1

(BOD liaison terms correspond with the Academy program year).

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:09 PM 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

Let's just not forget that we put Michelle Lites on AND PAC when we do those!  I am in the car

returning from a meeting out of town so I had time to call.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 25, 2017, at 2:05 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

You are so quick! Thanks and that should be the last piece of the puzzle until it’s time to appoint

new folks for the DC-based committees.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:04 PM 

 To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

I just talked to Christine and she said yes!!!!  So we are back to complete again.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 25, 2017, at 1:46 PM, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> wrote:

 

Whoops forgot to forward to you Donna.

 

Dianne

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> 

 Date: Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:41 PM 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

  

 

whoops, i will forward, sorry
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On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Dianne,

 

 

Do you want me to forward your response to Donna (it just went to me J)?

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

 Christine Gosch would be fine with me.  I obviously do not know her.  Donna if you need me to

contact her or if you disagree with the recommendation; let me know otherwise I will presume you

will handle. 

 

Dianne

 

 

 

On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 11:31 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning,

 

 

I believe both of you are busy today with the Finance and Audit Committee Meeting. When you get

done, I have one more request of you related to committee appointments. Academy staff working

with the Honors Committee brought to my attention that per their policy they are supposed to have

a NDTR serving on the committee and we failed to appoint someone to replace the NDTR who is

rotating off the committee. I accept responsibility for that error as I had noted it early in the process

and then overlooked it when I was confirming the work you had done when you met in March.

Since this committee does all of its work electronically, after consulting with staff and Pat we

decided it would be fine to add 1 more person to the committee this year and then adjust the

committee back down to size next year. 

 

With that in mind, attached is the input we had received from staff on appointments to the

committee. No NDTRs expressed an interest in serving on this committee via the Opportunities to

Serve survey, so we all recommend that you go with the individual, Christine Gosch, identified by

staff as meeting the criteria for serving on the committee. If you agree, the attached document has

contact information for her. Donna had done all the outreach for this committee so perhaps she

will do this one more.

 

 

Thanks and, once again, my apologies for not catching this one sooner.
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Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation
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901-335-6106 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 
901-335-6106 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1958. Re: Honors Committee

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

Cc: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 14:08:55

Subject: Re: Honors Committee

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Let's just not forget that we put Michelle Lites on AND PAC when we do those!  I am in the car

returning from a meeting out of town so I had time to call.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 25, 2017, at 2:05 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

You are so quick! Thanks and that should be the last piece of the puzzle until it’s time to appoint

new folks for the DC-based committees.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:04 PM 

 To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

I just talked to Christine and she said yes!!!!  So we are back to complete again.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 25, 2017, at 1:46 PM, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> wrote:

 

Whoops forgot to forward to you Donna.

 

Dianne

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> 

 Date: Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:41 PM 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

  

whoops, i will forward, sorry

 

 

On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:
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Hi Dianne,

 

 

Do you want me to forward your response to Donna (it just went to me J)?

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 12:12 PM 
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 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

 Christine Gosch would be fine with me.  I obviously do not know her.  Donna if you need me to

contact her or if you disagree with the recommendation; let me know otherwise I will presume you

will handle. 

 

Dianne

 

 

 

On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 11:31 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning,

 

 

I believe both of you are busy today with the Finance and Audit Committee Meeting. When you get

done, I have one more request of you related to committee appointments. Academy staff working

with the Honors Committee brought to my attention that per their policy they are supposed to have

a NDTR serving on the committee and we failed to appoint someone to replace the NDTR who is

rotating off the committee. I accept responsibility for that error as I had noted it early in the process

and then overlooked it when I was confirming the work you had done when you met in March.

Since this committee does all of its work electronically, after consulting with staff and Pat we

decided it would be fine to add 1 more person to the committee this year and then adjust the

committee back down to size next year. 

 

With that in mind, attached is the input we had received from staff on appointments to the

committee. No NDTRs expressed an interest in serving on this committee via the Opportunities to

Serve survey, so we all recommend that you go with the individual, Christine Gosch, identified by

staff as meeting the criteria for serving on the committee. If you agree, the attached document has

contact information for her. Donna had done all the outreach for this committee so perhaps she

will do this one more.

 

 

Thanks and, once again, my apologies for not catching this one sooner.

 

 

Marsha
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Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 
901-335-6106 
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-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 
901-335-6106 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1959. RE: Honors Committee

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 14:05:23

Subject: RE: Honors Committee

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

You are so quick! Thanks and that should be the last piece of the puzzle until it’s time to appoint

new folks for the DC-based committees.

 

 

Best,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 1:04 PM 

 To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>; Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

I just talked to Christine and she said yes!!!!  So we are back to complete again.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 25, 2017, at 1:46 PM, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> wrote:

 

Whoops forgot to forward to you Donna.

 

Dianne

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> 

 Date: Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:41 PM 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

  

whoops, i will forward, sorry

 

 

On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Dianne,

 

 

Do you want me to forward your response to Donna (it just went to me J)?

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha
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Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage
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800-877-1600, ext. 1762
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

 Christine Gosch would be fine with me.  I obviously do not know her.  Donna if you need me to

contact her or if you disagree with the recommendation; let me know otherwise I will presume you

will handle. 

 

Dianne
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On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 11:31 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Good morning,

 

 

I believe both of you are busy today with the Finance and Audit Committee Meeting. When you get

done, I have one more request of you related to committee appointments. Academy staff working

with the Honors Committee brought to my attention that per their policy they are supposed to have

a NDTR serving on the committee and we failed to appoint someone to replace the NDTR who is

rotating off the committee. I accept responsibility for that error as I had noted it early in the process

and then overlooked it when I was confirming the work you had done when you met in March.

Since this committee does all of its work electronically, after consulting with staff and Pat we

decided it would be fine to add 1 more person to the committee this year and then adjust the

committee back down to size next year. 

 

With that in mind, attached is the input we had received from staff on appointments to the

committee. No NDTRs expressed an interest in serving on this committee via the Opportunities to

Serve survey, so we all recommend that you go with the individual, Christine Gosch, identified by

staff as meeting the criteria for serving on the committee. If you agree, the attached document has

contact information for her. Donna had done all the outreach for this committee so perhaps she

will do this one more.

 

 

Thanks and, once again, my apologies for not catching this one sooner.

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 
901-335-6106 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation
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901-335-6106 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 

901-335-6106 
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1960. Re: Honors Committee

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, Marsha Schofield

<mschofield@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 14:03:40

Subject: Re: Honors Committee

Attachment: image002.jpg
image001.png

I just talked to Christine and she said yes!!!!  So we are back to complete again.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 25, 2017, at 1:46 PM, Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com> wrote:  
 

Whoops forgot to forward to you Donna. 

Dianne 

---------- Forwarded message ----------  

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>  

Date: Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:41 PM  

Subject: Re: Honors Committee  

To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>  

 

 

whoops, i will forward, sorry 
 

On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 12:40 PM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:  

Hi Dianne,

 

 

Do you want me to forward your response to Donna (it just went to me J)?

 

 

Thanks,

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND
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Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Dianne Polly [mailto:diannepolly@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 12:12 PM 

 To: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Honors Committee

 

 

 Christine Gosch would be fine with me.  I obviously do not know her.  Donna if you need me to

contact her or if you disagree with the recommendation; let me know otherwise I will presume you

will handle. 

 

Dianne

 

 

 

On Tue, Apr 25, 2017 at 11:31 AM, Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org> wrote:
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Good morning,

 

 

I believe both of you are busy today with the Finance and Audit Committee Meeting. When you get

done, I have one more request of you related to committee appointments. Academy staff working

with the Honors Committee brought to my attention that per their policy they are supposed to have

a NDTR serving on the committee and we failed to appoint someone to replace the NDTR who is

rotating off the committee. I accept responsibility for that error as I had noted it early in the process

and then overlooked it when I was confirming the work you had done when you met in March.

Since this committee does all of its work electronically, after consulting with staff and Pat we

decided it would be fine to add 1 more person to the committee this year and then adjust the

committee back down to size next year. 

 

With that in mind, attached is the input we had received from staff on appointments to the

committee. No NDTRs expressed an interest in serving on this committee via the Opportunities to

Serve survey, so we all recommend that you go with the individual, Christine Gosch, identified by

staff as meeting the criteria for serving on the committee. If you agree, the attached document has

contact information for her. Donna had done all the outreach for this committee so perhaps she

will do this one more.

 

 

Thanks and, once again, my apologies for not catching this one sooner.

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance

 

Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 
800-877-1600, ext. 1762
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

-- 

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director,

 

Shelby County Education Foundation

 
901-335-6106 

 
 
 
 

--  

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

 

Executive Director, 

 

Shelby County Education Foundation 

 
901-335-6106 
 
 
 

--  
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Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

 

Executive Director, 

 

Shelby County Education Foundation 

 

901-335-6106 
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1961. Free Preview to NDEP Members- Sports Nutrition- Flyer Attached

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 12:44:06

Subject: Free Preview to NDEP Members- Sports Nutrition- Flyer Attached

Attachment: unknown_name_yzzgh

 
 

Dear NDEP Members, 

  

The flyer is now attached to the email.  We apologize for not including it in the earlier email.   

 

This summer, the Academy will be releasing a the latest (6th) edition of the very popular and

renowned Sports Nutrition: A Handbook for Professionals. Widely used by educators as a

classroom text or resource, this book will garner much interest from educators. We are offering a

free online preview of the book’s introduction &preface, table of contents, and the entirety of

Chapter 4: Dietary Fat and Exercise – available through Thursday, May 4.

 

Book details and free preview link (below) can be found in the attached flyer. 

 
www.eatrightSTORE.org/SportsNutrition
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1962. FNCE® Housing and Registration Open May 2

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics <AcademyUpdates@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 12:42:15

Subject: FNCE® Housing and Registration Open May 2

Attachment:

Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo 

Make plans to attend the Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo, October 21-24 in Chicago and

celebrate the Academy's Centennial. 
View in browser.

 

Mark Your Calendars!

 
Learn More! 

This FNCE email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer not to

receive future FNCE emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe.

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

©2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
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1963. Honors Committee

From: Marsha Schofield <mschofield@eatright.org>

To: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 12:34:27

Subject: Honors Committee

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg
Honors Committee Staff Leader Input for Appointments 2017-2018.doc

Good morning,

 

 

I believe both of you are busy today with the Finance and Audit Committee Meeting. When you get

done, I have one more request of you related to committee appointments. Academy staff working

with the Honors Committee brought to my attention that per their policy they are supposed to have

a NDTR serving on the committee and we failed to appoint someone to replace the NDTR who is

rotating off the committee. I accept responsibility for that error as I had noted it early in the process

and then overlooked it when I was confirming the work you had done when you met in March.

Since this committee does all of its work electronically, after consulting with staff and Pat we

decided it would be fine to add 1 more person to the committee this year and then adjust the

committee back down to size next year. 

 

With that in mind, attached is the input we had received from staff on appointments to the

committee. No NDTRs expressed an interest in serving on this committee via the Opportunities to

Serve survey, so we all recommend that you go with the individual, Christine Gosch, identified by

staff as meeting the criteria for serving on the committee. If you agree, the attached document has

contact information for her. Donna had done all the outreach for this committee so perhaps she

will do this one more.

 

 

Thanks and, once again, my apologies for not catching this one sooner.

 

 

Marsha

 

 

Marsha Schofield, MS, RD, LD, FAND

 

Senior Director, Governance
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		ACADEMY MEMBER LEADER AND STAFF INPUT FOR COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

		





Academy staff & member leaders provide the President-elect & Speaker-elect with names of individuals to consider for committee appointments.


		Committee

		Honors Committee



		Name of Staff Member

		Barbara Visocan/Matt Novotny





List Members Leaving the Committee


		Name

		Member #

		Area of Practice

		Ethnicity/Age

		Notes



		Sonja Connor

		272804

		Education

		White/73 yrs

		Ex-officio, Immediate Past Chair



		Jody Vogelzang

		546181

		Research

		White/60 yrs

		Academy Member



		Audrey Morgan

		849405

		NDTR

		White/59 yrs

		NDTR



		JoAnn Pegues

		237176

		Clinical

		Black/77 yrs

		Academy Member



		Katrina Holt

		715538

		Community

		White/56 yrs

		Former Honors Recipient



		Michele Delille Lites

		722124

		Clinical

		Black/49 yrs

		BOD Director-at-Large





List Members Continuing on the Committee 


		Name

		Member #

		Area of Practice

		Ethnicity/Age

		Notes



		Lucille Beseler

		708470

		Clinical

		White/61 yrs

		Chair, Immediate Past-President



		Evelyn Crayton

		316401

		Clinical

		Black/70 yrs

		Ex-officio, immediate Past Chair



		Alyce Thomas

		534559

		Clinical

		Black/63 yrs

		Former Honors Recipient



		Charnette Norton

		345264

		Management

		White/75 yrs

		Former Honors Recipient





Appointments Needed 

		· Appoint 3 members (2 year term), including one new practitioner

		Jessica Bachman, Shannon Corlett, Jana Kicklighter



		· Appoint BOD Director-at-Large

		Denice Ferko-Adams



		· Appoint Past Copher Recipient

		Penny McConnell



		· Appoint NDTR

		Christine Gosch





		Recommended Members

		Committee Position

		Specific need to be filled including ethnicity and age; Please include Area of Practice

		Rationale for Recommendation

		Contact Information

(Phone #/Email)



		Jessica Bachman

		Academy member

		White/33 yrs
Education/Research

		Put Honors Committee as 1st choice

		(914)388-1868
jessicalbachman@gmail.com



		Denice Ferko-Adams

		BOD Director-at-Large

		White/N/A
Business/Industry

		2009 Excellence in Practice Award – Consultation & Business Practice

		(610)751-9512
Denice@WellnessPress.com



		Christine Gosch

		NDTR

		White/61 yrs

DTR

		2012 Excellence in Practice Award – DTR

		(301)672-3735
cmg1@comcast.net



		Penny McConnell

		Past Copher Recipient

		White/74 yrs
Management

		2015 Copher Award; 2011 Medallion Award

		(703)356-1322

pennymcconnell1@gmail.com



		Shannon Corlett

		Academy Member/New Practitioner

		White/26 yrs

Research

		New practitioner (practicing dietetics seven years or less) & put Honors Committee as 1st choice

		(440)708-6860
shannon.corlett2@gmail.com



		Jana Kicklighter

		Academy Member

		White/64 yrs
Community

		2015 Medallion Award & put Honors Committee as 2nd choice

		(770)433-8117
jkicklighter@gsu.edu





R:\Gov\HOD\2015-2016\Opportunities to Serve\Interested Members for Invitation\Forms for Staff\Template Form for Staff Leader Input for Appointments.doc                                  Printed 2/21/2017                              Page 2 of 2
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Nutrition Services Coverage

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606

 

800-877-1600, ext. 1762

 
mschofield@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1964. Celebrate National Preceptor Month!!

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 12:24:38

Subject: Celebrate National Preceptor Month!!

Attachment:

 
 

Dear NDEP Members,

 

April is coming to a fast close so make sure to celebrate National Preceptor Month!! 

 

We want to continue the tradition and share some great stories and pictures of how some of you

thanked your wonderful preceptors this year!  We are asking program directors to send in pictures

and/or stories of how you will be celebrating National Preceptor Month and we will post your

stories on the Academy’s Facebook page, on ACEND’s Preceptor Website, in email blasts and

even in Eat Right Weekly! We want to show off all you and your students are doing in April for your

amazing preceptors! Send your stories and pictures to preceptor@eatright.org

 

Need some ideas for how you can thank your preceptors:

 

Send a little note- just a few words to say 'thank you' goes a long way 

Thank your preceptor’s boss for allowing her/him be a preceptor 

Make a sign to hang on your preceptor’s office door so everyone knows they are helping to create

tomorrow’s leaders 

Bring them a homemade present or healthy goodie 

Treat them to lunch or a coffee 

The best thank-you gift of all – have your students tell their preceptors that they are going to

become one after they receive their RDN or NDTR credential! 

Make sure you present your preceptors with the 2017 Certificate of Appreciation which is posted in

the NDEP Portal (http://ndep.webauthor.com) click Library, then Preceptor Resources, then

Preceptor Certificates.  

We are still actively recruiting preceptors in our Find-a-Preceptor Database! We have recruited

many practitioners to be preceptors, but we always need more! Our goal this year is 100 new

preceptors!! Encourage those you know to register to be a preceptor! If you are in need of

preceptors, make sure to use the database as a resource and check back often as there are new

preceptors added every day!

 

To learn more about the Find-a-Preceptor Database and National Preceptor Month visit 

www.eatright.org/preceptors
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1965. Daily News:Tuesday, April 25, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 11:44:14

Subject: Daily News:Tuesday, April 25, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

Bacteria May be Reason Some Foods Cause Heart Disease, Stroke 

 http://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/here-s-one-way-meat-eggs-can-kill-you-n750416 

 Source: Circulation 

 http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/135/17/1671

 

Study finds four cups of coffee per day is ok 

 https://www.usatoday.com/videos/news/health/2017/04/24/study-finds-four-cups-coffee-per-day-

ok/100839966/ 

 Source: Food and Chemical Toxicology 

 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0278691517301709

 

Sugary Drinks Tied to Accelerated Brain Aging 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/24/well/eat/sugary-drinks-brain-aging.html 

 Source: Alzheimers &Dementia 

 http://www.alzheimersanddementia.com/article/S1552-5260(17)30050-X/fulltext

 

The Top 5 Conditions That Shorten Americans' Lives -- And Are Preventable 

 Obesity steals the most years of all, researchers say 

 (Presentation at the annual meeting of the Society of General Internal Medicine) 

 https://consumer.healthday.com/vitamins-and-nutrition-information-27/obesity-health-news-

505/the-top-5-conditions-that-shorten-americans-lives-and-are-preventable-721890.html 

 Related Resource: Adult Weight Management 

 http://www.andeal.org/topic.cfm?menu=5276

 

Baystate dietitians weigh in on food shopping, easy meals, eating out 

 

http://www.masslive.com/living/index.ssf/2017/04/baystate_dietitians_weigh_in_on_food_shopping
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_easy_meals_eating_out.html

 

A Dry Side Effect 
 Q. What is it about so many medications that
causes dryness, especially in the mouth? 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/24/health/medi
cation-dry-mouth.html
 

33 percent of seafood sold in six DC eateries mislabeled, study finds 

 DNA barcoding analysis finds no evidence of seafood fraud 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170425092334.htm 

 Source: PeerJ 

 https://peerj.com/articles/3234/

 

Hershey Is Making a Big Pledge to Cut Its Calories 

 http://fortune.com/2017/04/21/hershey-cutting-calories/

 

Nationwide ready-to-eat chicken breast recall; may be undercooked 

 http://www.foxnews.com/health/2017/04/25/nationwide-ready-to-eat-chicken-breast-recall-may-

be-undercooked.html 

 Related Resource: FDA Recalls 

 https://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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1966. RE: Mary Pat Raimondi-Thank You

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu' <'craytef@aces.edu'>,

'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com' <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>,

'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 11:05:13

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi-Thank You

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks for all the kind words, I really appreciate all of them!

 

 

I have had the best job ever these past seven years building a solid policy platform for the

Academy working with Jeanne Blankenship.  Every day I get to promote what our members do to

improve health of the nation with Congress, Federal agencies and the White House. And to work

with such great colleagues and member leaders is a bonus! This combination has led to the
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success of moving our policy issues forward to result in more job opportunities for our members

and a focus on the value of nutrition in public policy.

 

 

I also have had the opportunity to showcase our members’ value with our external partners.  It has

been wonderful to be able to do this while highlighting the broad areas that our members lead. 

We are an innovative and creative group which our partners recognize and as a result include us

in important discussions.

 

 

For that, I thank you for giving me this experience and all your support.  And for the friendships

that I treasure.

 

 

Many thanks again! 

 

Mary Pat

 

 

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 1:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'
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<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu';

'brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,
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D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1967. Free Preview to NDEP Members- Sports Nutrition: A Handbook for Professionals, 6th Ed.

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 25, 2017 10:52:55

Subject: Free Preview to NDEP Members- Sports Nutrition: A Handbook for

Professionals, 6th Ed.

Attachment:

 
 

Dear NDEP Members, 

  

This summer, the Academy will be releasing a the latest (6th) edition of the very popular and

renowned Sports Nutrition: A Handbook for Professionals. Widely used by educators as a

classroom text or resource, this book will garner much interest from educators. We are offering a

free online preview of the book’s introduction &preface, table of contents, and the entirety of

Chapter 4: Dietary Fat and Exercise – available through Thursday, May 4.

 

Book details and free preview link (below) can be found in the attached flyer. Please let me know if

it will be possible to distribute this preview offer.

 
www.eatrightSTORE.org/SportsNutrition
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1968. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Susan Scott <scsnutr@comcast.net>

To: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, nutrisha50@earthlink.net

<nutrisha50@earthlink.net>, chons1355@gmail.com

<chons1355@gmail.com>, kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com

<kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>, wellfedct@gmail.com

<wellfedct@gmail.com>, cgr14@pitt.edu <cgr14@pitt.edu>,

easaden@aol.com <easaden@aol.com>, hwietjes@aol.com

<hwietjes@aol.com>, iameatonwright@gmail.com

<iameatonwright@gmail.com>, deniceferkoadams@gmail.com

<deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>, au.lauren@gmail.com

<au.lauren@gmail.com>, nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, cbrunze1@fairview.org

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, linda.farr@me.com <linda.farr@me.com>,

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, lorri@irvingholzberg.com

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, clarehmiller@hotmail.com

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, sarahmottrd@gmail.com

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, lpennington@dietitianassociates.com

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, dlkingrd@gmail.com

<dlkingrd@gmail.com>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>,

Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>,

Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone

<crhone@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 21:50:09

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

Mary Pat, 
 

I second everything Nancy stated!!! What a fantastic leader, mentor, expert, and just a wonderful

person you are. All the best for a fantastic next chapter in your life!! Check off everything on your

current bucket list and keep going!!! Share your adventures!!!!  
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I salute you!! 
 

Susan  
 

Susan C Scott, MS RDN LD 

SCS Nutrition Consulting LLC  

Chair 2017, ANDPAC 

PPC, ALDA 
SCSnutr@comcast.net

256.508.0214  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
 
On Apr 24, 2017, at 8:34 PM, Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com> wrote:  
 

Mary Pat,

 

I want to join in with Pat and wish you well as you retire. You have been a pillar in the Academy

DC Office, and for me you are synonymous with anything related to nutrition public policy. Thank

you for your tireless efforts, skill, knowledge and time in protecting the health of Americans and the

livelihoods of RDNs. I have enjoyed working with, and learning from you. Your willingness to share

your experience and knowledge has meant a great deal to me, and I’m sure others. I wish you the

very, very best! Please, stay in touch. 

 

Nancy Z. Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist

 

Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404

 
www.farrelldietitian.com

 

Facebook - Farrell-Dietitian-Services Twitter - NFarrellRDN

 

Nancy Nutrition Minute on YouTube

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)

 

AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)

 

ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017) 
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From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 5:36 PM 

 To: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>; 'nutrisha50@earthlink.net' <

nutrisha50@earthlink.net>; 'chons1355@gmail.com' <chons1355@gmail.com>; '

kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com' <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>; 'wellfedct@gmail.com' <

wellfedct@gmail.com>; 'cgr14@pitt.edu' <cgr14@pitt.edu>; 'scsnutr@comcast.net' <

scsnutr@comcast.net>; 'easaden@aol.com' <easaden@aol.com>; 'hwietjes@aol.com' <

hwietjes@aol.com>; 'iameatonwright@gmail.com' <iameatonwright@gmail.com>; '

deniceferkoadams@gmail.com' <deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>; 'au.lauren@gmail.com' <

au.lauren@gmail.com>; 'nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; '

cbrunze1@fairview.org' <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; 'linda.farr@me.com' <linda.farr@me.com>; '

nutrisha50@earthlink.net' <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>; 'mtglasgow@wi.rr.com' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'lorri@irvingholzberg.com' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; '

krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com' <krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; '

clarehmiller@hotmail.com' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; 'sarahmottrd@gmail.com' <

sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; 'lpennington@dietitianassociates.com' <

lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; 'dlkingrd@gmail.com' <dlkingrd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship <

JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece <

TNece@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin <

mrifkin@eatright.org>; Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone <

crhone@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a
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past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to our competent, professional staff in D.C.  Mary Pat has agreed to serve as a

consultant to assist in the transition.

 

 

It's sad to say farewell, but we are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her

remarkable life. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best on her

retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1969. RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'nutrisha50@earthlink.net'

<nutrisha50@earthlink.net>, 'chons1355@gmail.com'

<chons1355@gmail.com>, 'kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com'

<kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>, 'wellfedct@gmail.com'

<wellfedct@gmail.com>, 'cgr14@pitt.edu' <cgr14@pitt.edu>,

'scsnutr@comcast.net' <scsnutr@comcast.net>, 'easaden@aol.com'

<easaden@aol.com>, 'hwietjes@aol.com' <hwietjes@aol.com>,

'iameatonwright@gmail.com' <iameatonwright@gmail.com>,

'deniceferkoadams@gmail.com' <deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>,

'au.lauren@gmail.com' <au.lauren@gmail.com>, 'nadinebraunstein@aol.com'

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, 'cbrunze1@fairview.org'

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, 'linda.farr@me.com' <linda.farr@me.com>,

'nutrisha50@earthlink.net' <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>,

'mtglasgow@wi.rr.com' <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, 'lorri@irvingholzberg.com'

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com'

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'clarehmiller@hotmail.com'

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, 'sarahmottrd@gmail.com'

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'lpennington@dietitianassociates.com'

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, 'dlkingrd@gmail.com'

<dlkingrd@gmail.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma

<ptuma@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard

<JFolliard@eatright.org>, Mark Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Paulina

Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>, Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>,

Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 21:37:50

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.png

Mary Pat,

 

I want to join in with Pat and wish you well as you retire. You have been a pillar in the Academy

DC Office, and for me you are synonymous with anything related to nutrition public policy. Thank

you for your tireless efforts, skill, knowledge and time in protecting the health of Americans and the

livelihoods of RDNs. I have enjoyed working with, and learning from you. Your willingness to share

your experience and knowledge has meant a great deal to me, and I’m sure others. I wish you the

very, very best! Please, stay in touch. 
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Nancy Z. Farrell, MS, RDN, FAND

 

Registered Dietitian Nutritionist

 

Farrell Dietitian Services  540.479.3404

 
www.farrelldietitian.com

 

Facebook - Farrell-Dietitian-Services Twitter - NFarrellRDN

 

Nancy Nutrition Minute on YouTube

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) National Media Spokesperson (June 2015-18)

 

AND Political Action Committee (ANDPAC) Past Chair (2017)

 

ANDPAC Communication Workgroup Chair (2017) 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 5:36 PM 

 To: Nancy Farrell <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>; 'nutrisha50@earthlink.net'

<nutrisha50@earthlink.net>; 'chons1355@gmail.com' <chons1355@gmail.com>;

'kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com' <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>; 'wellfedct@gmail.com'

<wellfedct@gmail.com>; 'cgr14@pitt.edu' <cgr14@pitt.edu>; 'scsnutr@comcast.net'

<scsnutr@comcast.net>; 'easaden@aol.com' <easaden@aol.com>; 'hwietjes@aol.com'

<hwietjes@aol.com>; 'iameatonwright@gmail.com' <iameatonwright@gmail.com>;

'deniceferkoadams@gmail.com' <deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>; 'au.lauren@gmail.com'

<au.lauren@gmail.com>; 'nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <nadinebraunstein@aol.com>;

'cbrunze1@fairview.org' <cbrunze1@fairview.org>; 'linda.farr@me.com' <linda.farr@me.com>;

'nutrisha50@earthlink.net' <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>; 'mtglasgow@wi.rr.com'

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'lorri@irvingholzberg.com' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>;

'krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com' <krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

'clarehmiller@hotmail.com' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>; 'sarahmottrd@gmail.com'

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>; 'lpennington@dietitianassociates.com'

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>; 'dlkingrd@gmail.com' <dlkingrd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>; Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>; Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>; Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>; Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>; Mark Rifkin

<mrifkin@eatright.org>; Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>; Christine Rhone

<crhone@eatright.org>; Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi
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For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to our competent, professional staff in D.C.  Mary Pat has agreed to serve as a

consultant to assist in the transition.

 

 

It's sad to say farewell, but we are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her

remarkable life. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best on her

retirement. 
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Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1970. Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com <sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com>, Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 20:05:30

Subject: Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

Attachment: image001.png
image001.png

I will be on a plane Wednesday and then will speak first thing in the am at Ca meeting (8am PT).  

Is it possible to be briefed  before I go to California?  Thanks, Lucille   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 24, 2017, at 2:09 PM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health

professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete

the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are hosted.

 A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached analysis.

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal
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Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.

 

 

Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

_____Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 
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Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460
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Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

<201720180AB387_AnalysisAssembly Labor And Employment.pdf> 

<AB387.pdf> 
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1971. Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

From: Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

To: JSchwaba@eatright.org

Cc: bkyle@roadrunner.com, brantley.susan@gmail.com, CREIDY@eatright.org,

diannepolly@gmail.com, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us,

ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org, Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu,

jojo@nutritioned.com, ksauer@ksu.edu, k.w.concannon@gmail.com,

lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net, linda.farr@me.com, manjukarkare@gmail.com,

mgarner@ua.edu, mgregoire@eatright.org, michelelites@sbcglobal.net,

milton.stokes@monsanto.com, myadrick@computrition.com,

PBABJAK@eatright.org, peark02@outlook.com, Sburns@eatright.org,

smccauley@eatright.org, steve.miranda44@gmail.com,

Tammy.randall@case.edu

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 19:23:31

Subject: Re: Important: July BOD Retreat

Attachment: unknown_name_pgsrm

Joan,  

I can attend.  Happy to share my 26th anniversary with all of you. smile  

 

Michele Lites, RD III, CSO, FAND  

Radiation /Oncology Dietitian  

Director at Large/ Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics  

Cell (916) 606-3089  

 

Rancho Cordova  Tues, Thurs, Fri       Roseville  Mon &Wed  

Office (916) 631-2730                 Office (916) 771-2871  

Fax (916) 631-2710                   Fax (916) 771-2841  

 

 

NOTICE TO RECIPIENT:  If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are prohibited

from sharing, copying, or otherwise using or disclosing its contents.  If you have received this e-

mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and permanently delete this e-

mail and any attachments without reading, forwarding or saving them.  Thank you.  

 

 

 

 

From:     Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

To:     "'Lucille Beseler'" <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, "DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us"

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, "peark02@outlook.com" <peark02@outlook.com>, "'Jo Jo Dantone-
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DeBarbieris'" <jojo@nutritioned.com>, "'Manju Karkare'" <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, "'Margaret

Garner'" <mgarner@ua.edu>, "'Dianne Polly'" <diannepolly@gmail.com>, "'Marcy Kyle'"

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>, "'Linda Farr'" <linda.farr@me.com>, "'Hope Barkoukis'"

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, "ksauer@ksu.edu" <ksauer@ksu.edu>, "'Michele Lites'"

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Michele D Lites/CA/KAIPERM@Kaiperm, "'Susan Brantley'"

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, "'Milton Stokes'" <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, "'Tammy

Randall'" <Tammy.randall@case.edu>, "'Marty Yadrick'" <myadrick@computrition.com>, "'Steve

Miranda'" <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, "'Kevin Concannon'" <k.w.concannon@gmail.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Cc:     Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>  

Date:     04/24/2017 12:47 PM  

Subject:     Important: July BOD Retreat  

 

 

 

Caution: This email came from outside Kaiser Permanente. Do not open attachments or click on

links if you do not recognize the sender. 
 
We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting
where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,
beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.
Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend.  
  
Best regards,  
Joan  
  
Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN  
Director, Strategic Management  
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  
Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  
Phone: 312-899-4798  
Fax number: 312-899-4765  
Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org  
 
DONATEtoday in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!  
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Hi Donna – 

The President’s and CEO reports for the BOD meetings (May 2016 – Feb 2017) are attached.

Please let me know if you need anything else.

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 4:24 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: CEO's and President's pages
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Below are highlights since March.


Incoming President-Elect’s School Receives Visit from First Lady


As part of her American Garden Tour, First Lady Michelle Obama visited schools in Georgia and New Jersey on April 7, joining students to plant gardens. “It is wonderful to see that the First Lady is passionate about the same things as Academy members are – we have a shared passion for feeding children and for nutrition,” said incoming President-elect Donna Martin, director of the Burke County, Ga., school nutrition program, which hosted Mrs. Obama’s visit. 


Global Child Nutrition Foundation


On April 12, Donna Martin attended the Global Child Nutrition Foundation’s Annual Gala Reception. The event raises funds for GCNF’s efforts to end child hunger by assisting developing countries establish sustainable, nutritious school meal programs sourced when possible from local farmers. GCNF notes that 


“Nutritious school meal programs nourish children, provide an incentive for children to go to school and help lift children, farmers, families and communities out of poverty.” At the gala, Howard G. Buffett, chairman and CEO of the Howard G. Buffett Foundation, received the 2016 Gene White Lifetime Achievement Award for Child Nutrition. 

National Academy of Medicine Global Forum on Innovation in Health Professions Education
Academy member and RDN, Katie Eliot, alliance representative to the Global Forum on Innovation in Health Professions Education, participated in an April 20 workshop in Washington, D.C., on "The Role of Accreditation in Enhancing Quality and Innovation in Health Professions Education." The purpose of the Academy’s participation is to provide the nutrition and dietetics perspective to the interprofessional discussion, allowing the Academy to have a "seat at the table" where important conversations about the future of health care are being held; and to share our perspective on interprofessional discussions occurring nationally and globally.

Roundtable on Food, Nutrition and Health


I participated in a May 3 roundtable on food, nutrition and health, organized by the Institute of Food Technologists and supported by the Charles Valentine Riley Memorial Foundation. Participants included leaders from food, nutrition and health organizations, academia and other stakeholders. The Riley Memorial Foundation is leading a series of efforts aimed at pursuing a unifying message to elevate food, agricultural and natural resources research as a national priority and calling for increased public investment in research that advances public health. We discussed the critical need for a unifying message, shared perspectives and priorities contributed ideas and insights on moving forward toward a common goal. 


Policy and Advocacy Update


Recent weeks have been a busy and productive time for the Academy’s Policy Initiatives and Advocacy (PIA) group, including passage of important legislation by Congress and progress on multiple fronts related to the Academy’s priority areas.

· The Older Americans Act was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Obama. The law will provide access for older adults to healthy, safe, affordable meals and continue to provide jobs for Academy members working with this program.


· Congress is meeting to appropriate money that includes nutrition services and programs. The Policy Initiatives and Advocacy team has been asked to submit funding requests by key members of the Health and Agriculture Committees. In addition, the Academy met with all members of these committees to help reinforce our message.


· The Academy worked with Senate and House staff on the Child Nutrition Reauthorization Act to have our language included. The bipartisan Senate bill included nearly all the Academy’s recommendations. The House bill is not as favorable, which was expected, but PIA has held positive meetings with staff members on Capitol Hill. 


· The Academy successfully led efforts to head off defunding of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans by educating members of Congress on benefits of using evidence-based science. 


· PIA is working with stakeholders to expand the Public Health Caucus in the House of Representatives. This will be useful in getting the Academy’s message to Congress on the value of public health and community nutrition programs. The Academy was a co-sponsor of Capitol Hill’s Public Health Awareness Week.


· PIA is continuing to build relationships with Congress and the U.S. Department of Agriculture on reduction of wasted food. The Foundation’s recent report, “The State of America’s Wasted Food & Opportunities to Make a Difference,” has been gratefully received by these influential leaders.


· PIA is continuing to work with Sen. Debbie Stabenow (Mich.) and others on the water issue in Flint. Academy staff connected members working in this area with other community stakeholders.


· Academy staff moderated a meeting with Health and Human Services leaders (CMS, CDC, Healthy People 2020), professional societies (AADE, AMA, ADA, American Association of Endocrinologists) and providers (YMCA, Weight Watchers and Omata) to help move forward efforts to reduce and treat diabetes by implementing new expanded screening guidelines.


· PIA continued to facilitate opportunities for dietetic interns and graduate students by coordinating meetings between RDN leaders at USDA and NDEP. This will help showcase to students opportunities in public health programs. 


· Academy staff attended an event at the White House regarding diabetes prevention and treatment and helped amplify efforts of the American Diabetes Association’s Advocacy Day and the launch of Team Tackle, an initiative with the National Football League to raise awareness of diabetes and prediabetes.

· Additional recent strategic partnership events include:

· PIA hosted a breakfast April 13 for Donna Martin, recognizing her contributions to school nutrition. Participants included Kelly Miterko, deputy director of Let’s Move!; USDA Under Secretary Kevin Concannon; representatives of the School Nutrition Association, Farm to School, Share Our Strength, Feeding America, American Academy of Pediatrics, Alliance for a Healthier Generation and numerous policy leaders and Academy partners in the area of child nutrition.


· National Food Policy Conference: Several Academy staff members participated as planning committee members, presenters and moderators. The keynote speaker, USDA Under Secretary Kevin Concannon, praised the Academy in his presentation. 


· Hosted the annual meeting of the National Coalition of Food and Agriculture Research Coalition. The Academy’s participation in this group has led to significant increases in federally funded nutrition research opportunities through USDA.


· Met with groups to identify policy synergies to promote the importance of a healthy diet and the value of RDNs. Groups include the Egg Nutrition Center, Hass Avocado Group and Produce for Better Health Foundation. 


· Met with the CEO of the Congressional Hunger Center to update her on the Academy’s work in domestic and global areas.


Nutrition Services and Reimbursement Update

In addition to the work being done by the Academy’s Accountable Payment Models for Nutrition Services Task Force to define future payment models for MNT services, the Academy has been invited by the American Gastroenterological Association to participate on its Obesity Episode Payment Work Group. The group is developing a framework for obesity management based on personalized multidisciplinary care over a 12-month period that can be incorporated into a practice setting. Development and adoption of such a framework should lead to increased recognition of RDNs’ services and increased opportunities for payment for such services by public and private payers. The invitation to participate speaks to the high level of respect for our profession by these physician colleagues.


Meetings


Below are highlights of meetings since March.


· April 9: Denice Ferko-Adams presented the Academy Update at the Pennsylvania Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Annual Meeting & Exhibition in Cranberry Township, Pa.


· April 14: I spoke at Oakwood College on career opportunities in dietetics for students from minority groups in Huntsville, Ala.

· April 14: Donna Martin spoke at the Augusta District Dietetic Association Spring Workshop in Augusta, Ga.

· April 15 to 17: Lucille Beseler, Donna Martin and I attended the Academy’s 2016 Nutrition News Forecast in Denver, Colo.


· April 18: Foundation Chair Jean Ragalie-Carr and I spoke at the annual meeting of the Illinois Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

· April 20 to 21: Aida Miles presented Diversity Matters, speaking on cultural competence and why diversity in the profession is a priority, at the Wisconsin Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics Annual Conference in Wisconsin Dells, Wisc.

· April 21 to 22: I presented the Academy Update at the annual meeting of the California Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

· April 21 to 22: Tammy Randall presented the Academy Update at the West Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Conference in Morgantown, W. Va.

· April 22 to 23: Lucille Beseler presented the Academy Update at the annual meeting of the Nevada Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

SUBMITTED BY:
Dr. Evelyn F. Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND
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Below are highlights since our last meeting.



Advancing Relationships with Key Stakeholders

The Academy was invited by the Clinton Health Matters Initiative to serve as the nutrition content experts for its new College Health Program. The program is grounded in evidence-based research and expert recommendations focused on building a culture of total wellness for students. The desired outcome is to establish regional learning communities of member schools and to position college students to reach their full academic potential by creating a sustainable culture of health on campus. 



Expanding Coverage for Nutrition Services 

The Nutrition Services Coverage Team continues to collaborate with Policy Initiatives and Advocacy to expand coverage for RDNs in the public market. The two teams are working with affiliates on advocacy efforts related to state-level implementation of provisions of the Affordable Care Act, including coverage of nutrition-related preventive services within private health plans and state Medicaid programs. Ohio was recently successful in expanding independent provider status under its state Medicaid program to include RDNs practicing in non-institutional settings. The new rule, which went into effect May 1, establishes three covered services for registered dietitian nutritionists: initial assessment and intervention, reassessment and intervention and group counseling.



Member Receives Top Diabetes Research Institute Award

Academy member and RDN Susan Weiner received the Diabetes Research Institute Foundation’s 2016 Dare to Dream Award. Susan, the first registered dietitian nutritionist to receive the award, was also named the 2015 Diabetes Educator of the Year by the American Association of Diabetes Educators.



May is Research Month 

The Academy is thrilled to announce the launch of Research Month, which will take place every May. This initiative is designed to draw attention to the research practice in all aspects of nutrition and dietetics. The initiative and its annual theme, Research Matters!, will highlight the relevance and importance of scientific research in dietetics, while promoting valuable resources the Academy provides to encourage and support the research process by all RDNs. 



FNCE® Update

Academy members continue to indicate the Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo™ is a critical product that scores high in satisfaction for educational content and overall member value. For FNCE to stay a key member benefit, the Academy must focus on growing attendance at FNCE and provide a winning product. The primary challenge over the past two decades has been enhancing FNCE in a cost-effective manner, while addressing the issue of attendance at the meeting. 



A variety of past and potential alternative concepts, such as regional FNCEs and hybrid/virtual FNCEs, have been evaluated. Quantitative results clearly indicate that members and non-members favor the face-to-face annual national meeting. The challenge remains to determine ways to repurpose this valued product, enhance FNCE -derived non-dues revenue and strive for continuous improvement.



Long-term viability of FNCE relies on the need to maintain existing engaged members who attend FNCE and continue to elevate the needs of students and new professionals (Gen X, Y and Millennials) within the FNCE program and overall experience. Through increased emphasis on integrated technology within the FNCE platform, as well as targeted educational tracks, there is a need to align all education to address measurable learning outcomes and practice application to best demonstrate return on investment in FNCE for both attendees and their employers. The following list of current innovations represent target areas for improvement based on attendee evaluations and member needs assessment:

1. Enhanced attendee engagement through interactive sessions, implementation of a smart building and live polling

1. Dynamic mobile access through the attendee app which includes a virtual program and attendee bag, one-click to session evaluations, Expo diagrams, speaker bios and overall dynamic content to support the show

1. A revised call for sessions platform to pre-designate critical topics that can drive session submissions

1. Toolkits designed for attendee and employer ROI

1. Incorporation of practice applications and simulations throughout sessions.



Additionally, expanded revenue opportunities have been implemented through both the FNCE On Demand product as well as incorporation of a specialty track with external collaboration. For 2016, all paid full conference attendees will have 24/7/365 access included in registration rates, resulting in a positive net impact over the previous add-on sales structure. We are continuing to determine cost parameters and interest for live streaming of keynote sessions; at this time, data indicate it will be significantly cost-prohibitive. Due to success in 2015, we will continue to leverage relationships through alliances and dietetic practice groups to develop additional Level 2 and 3 programming in long-term care, integrative care, sports/exercise and advanced clinical care. The Academy’s lifelong learning area has worked with the exhibitor services team to help realign the Expo floor’s specialty pavilions with educational specialty tracks.



FNCE® 2016 Efforts Related to Technology

For those of you who participated in the recent HOD virtual meeting related to technological innovations that impact food and nutrition, you will note that 2016 Technology for Practice educational track responds and even goes beyond the recommendations voiced by delegates.

1. Educational Track: Technology for Practice

The Committee for Lifelong Learning developed a Technology for Practice educational track for FNCE 2016 meeting.  The intention of the track is to feature educational sessions that showcase a truly integrated approach to nutrition and technology through sessions on EMRs/EHRs, informatics, mobile apps, social media, software/programs and hardware tools to advance a RDNs career and how technology will benefit your business, career, institution or organization.

 

1. Expo Specialty Pavilion: Technology for Practice

In order to align the Expo efforts with the educational program, a Technology for Practice specialty pavilion was added to the 2016 meeting. Healthcare is becoming virtual and dietetics is part of this transformation. This specialty pavilion will help FNCE attendees who are looking for high-tech resources they can use with clients and patients. This pavilion showcases integrative approaches to nutrition technology and is ideal for companies who sell EMR/ EHR solutions, informatics, telehealth solutions, mobile apps, social media and software/hardware tools needed for effective practice.

 

1. Featured experts at FNCE®

Lifelong Learning staff has been in discussion with IBM Watson Health leaders to showcase innovative technology efforts at FNCE in Boston. With the new IBM Watson Health global headquarters being based in Cambridge, MA, we are looking at options for a hands-on user experience on the Expo floor as well as a possible Hot Topic regarding Big Data efforts in healthcare.  

 

1. Free FNCE® on Demand
Full-week registrants of FNCE 2016 receive complimentary virtual access to all recorded FNCE sessions for up to one year after the meeting. 



Member Auto-Renew Program

The Academy’s auto-renew program was launched in 2013, offering members and the Academy a simple, paperless renewal option. In December 2015, the Membership and Creative Media teams developed enhancements to eatrightPRO to allow members to manage their stored credit card information and more easily opt into the Auto-Renew program. Since then, more than 1,000 members have signed up for automatic dues renewal, nearly doubling the program’s enrollment. Integrating stored credit card technology with the Academy’s website and database may provide enhanced revenue-generating opportunities in the future. 



New Video: Explosive Growth of Academy’s Social Media

The Academy’s new two-minute video vividly illustrates how the Academy’s social media channels have grown exponentially in audience and engagement – an invaluable resource for showcasing the expertise of registered dietitian nutritionists and nutrition and dietetics technicians, registered to consumers and creating a community for Academy members. Please note that in the year we transitioned our organizational name from the American Dietetic Association to the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, our media impressions increased from seven billion to 30 billion. I mention this because we received comments from a few members who believe that by changing our name we diluted our brand when in fact, our media outreach on both social and traditional outlets has increased and continues to grow.



Updated Governing Structure Infographic

The newly updated Academy governance infographic is now available in the Multimedia News Center on eatrightPRO.org.



Position and Practice Paper Update

The updated position paper “Obesity, Reproduction and Pregnancy Outcomes” was published in the April Journal. This paper was developed using the Academy’s evidence analysis process.



Academy Recognized for Communications Excellence

The Publications and Resources Team, Food & Nutrition Magazine and the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics all recently won several Gold and Platinum Hermes Creative Awards from the Association of Marketing and Communication Professionals. Hermes Creative Awards recognize “outstanding work in the industry while promoting the philanthropic nature of marketing and communication professionals.”
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
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Below are activity highlights since our last meeting. 
 


International Congress of Dietetics 
Donna Martin, Pat Babjak and I were among a number of Academy members and representatives who 
joined presidents and directors from dietetics organizations in more than 40 countries September 7 to 10 
at the XVII International Congress of Dietetics in Granada, Spain. At this quadrennial conference, 
dietitians from around the world gathered to share knowledge and practice perspectives. The theme of the 
2016 conference was "Going to Sustainable Eating." The Academy's representatives presented several 
sessions at ICD and hosted a global nutrition collaborative meeting with leaders of the International 
Confederation of Dietetics Associations and the European Federation of the Association of Dietitians.  
 


Focus on Obesity at Political Conventions 
Members of the Academy’s Policy Initiatives and Advocacy Team and I met with policy and 
entertainment industry leaders at the Republican and Democratic National Conventions. Jeanne 
Blankenship, vice president for policy initiatives and advocacy, joined me at the Republican Convention 
in Cleveland; and Pepin Tuma, senior director for government and regulatory affairs, joined me at the 
Democratic Convention in Philadelphia. We held briefings to educate policymakers about obesity and to 
increase support for access to evidence-based care by advocating for the Treat and Reduce Obesity Act 
(H.R. 2404). 
 
North American Association of Food Equipment Manufacturers  
The North American Association of Food Equipment Manufacturers (NAFEM) has a long tradition 
of honoring volunteer leaders who have contributed to the foodservice industry with the Doctorate of 
Foodservice (DFS) award.  Immediate Past President Evelyn Crayton and I will be honored with the 
award and recognized for our leadership and the contributions of the Academy to the industry at-
large during two special events during The NAFEM Show, February 9-11, 2017, in Orlando, Fla.  
 
Member Update: Sponsorship Review Committee 
Academy members were updated in July on the work of the one-year pilot Member Sponsorship Review 
Committee, which is carefully reviewing and considering the recommendations of the Academy’s 
Sponsorship Advisory Task Force. Members were notified via Eat Right Weekly that the MSRC’s work is 
in the early stages of implementation and the Academy respects its members’ commitment to considering 
all aspects of sponsorship. The committee’s reports will be shared with Academy members when they are 
submitted to the Board of Directors; updates will be posted to the Academy’s website. 
 
Alliance for a Healthier Generation Update 
The Academy was invited to participate in Voices for Healthy Kids, a new consortium on school health 
and childhood obesity, formed by the Alliance for a Healthier Generation (an initiative of the William 
Clinton Foundation and the American Heart Association) and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. 
Academy member and RDN Dayle Hayes, has been appointed as the Academy’s representative.  
 
Also through the Alliance for a Healthier Generation, the Academy has accepted an invited to join the 
America’s Healthiest Schools campaign, which will advance the ongoing conversation about the 
importance of school health and promote the Academy’s participation. 
 
Finally, the Academy was asked to identify a member to serve as a judge for the Alliance’s new 
Innovation Award for Health Care Provider Training and Education. RDN Katie Elliot, the Academy's 
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current representative to the Institute of Medicine’s Global Forum on Innovation in Health Professional 
Education, has been appointed as the Academy's representative. 
 
Treatment of Eating Disorders: Participation in American Psychiatric Association Survey 
The Academy has been invited by the American Psychiatric Association to identify clinical and research 
experts from our membership to participate in an opinion survey to help the APA develop new clinical 
practice guidelines for the treatment of eating disorders, with a particular focus on anorexia nervosa, 
bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder. The guidelines and recommendations, which are intended to 
help clinicians make informed decisions in patient care, will be based on a systematic review of the 
available evidence and results of an opinion survey of experts from multiple disciplines, including 
psychiatry, psychology, social work, dietetics and internal medicine. 
 
Support for NPUAP Staging Definitions and Illustrations 
The Academy expressed support for the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) for the work 
of its Staging Task Force; and noted that the Academy’s Board supports NPUAP’s updated staging 
definitions and illustrations presented during its consensus meeting in Chicago. The Academy and the 
Evidence-Based Practice Committee continue to support evidence-based guidelines for pressure ulcers as 
completed by NPUAP and European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and further support the NPUAP 
Nutrition Guidelines as meeting the Academy criteria for use in the Evidence Analysis Library. The 
Academy will continue to indicate support of this terminology within the EAL section on Wound Care. 
 
Member Named CoC Alliance Representative 
Academy Member and RDN Barbara Grant has been selected as our alliance representative to the 
American College of Surgeons Commission on Cancer. The CoC and the Academy, including the 
Oncology Nutrition dietetic practice group, have benefitted significantly from our close relationship since 
1995.  Academy Member and RDN Kathryn Hamilton now represents the Academy on the CoC; her 
second three-year term will expire in October. She has served with distinction on the CoC’s 
Accreditation, Advocacy and Member Organization steering committees. 
 
Members Selected as Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Policy Fellows 
Two Academy members are among the eight recipients of the National Academies of Medicine and the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s 2016-2017 Health Policy Fellowships. Academy member and RDN 
Susie Nanney associate professor of family medicine and community health at the University of 
Minnesota, and Punam Ohri-Vachaspati professor in the School of Nutrition and Health Promotion at 
Arizona State University, are among the new fellows.  
 
Diversity Promotion Grant 
The Diversity Committee awarded Simmons College the $10,000 Diversity Promotion Grant to assist in 
its development of a pilot program focused on increasing recruitment and retention of a racially and 
ethnically diverse student population through the establishment of formal mentor program. Simmons 
College Nutrition Program will work with Simmons College School of Nursing and Health Sciences, 
who already has an established program, to match diverse students who chose to major in nutrition with 
mentors drawn from professionals in the field. The grant is awarded every other year.  
 
Member’s App a Finalist for Aspen Ideas Award 
Academy member and RDN Chris Vogliano was named a finalist for the 2016 Booz Allen Aspen Ideas 
Award for his proposal to develop wasteLESS – a mobile app “that connects the dots between leftover 
food, people who want to make a difference but don’t know how and neighbors who are hungry.” 
Vogliano presented his proposal at the Aspen Ideas Festival in June. 
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Member Elected to USBC Board 
Academy member and RDN Catherine Sullivan has been elected to the United States Breastfeeding 
Committee’s Board of Directors beginning in August. Sullivan is the chair of the Academy’s Women’s 
Health dietetic practice group.  
 
Meetings 
June 


• June 8-11: With Patricia Babjak, I attended Dietitians of Canada’s annual meeting in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada. 


• June 15-17: Evelyn Crayton attended the School Nutrition Association of Louisiana’s 63rd annual 
conference in Shreveport, La. 


• June 22-23: Donna Martin attended the Foundation’s 2016 Board meeting in Washington, D.C.  
 
July 


• July 10-13: Donna Martin attended the School Nutrition Association’s 2016 annual conference in 
San Antonio, Texas. 


• July 15 -16: I provided a video introduction for the Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ 
leadership orientation in McKinney, Texas. 


• July 16-19: With Patricia Babjak, I attended the Institute of Food Technologists’ 2016 annual 
conference in Chicago.  


• July 24-27: I attended Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Tampa, Fla. 
 
August 


• August 12-15: With Patricia Babjak, I attended the American Association of Diabetes Educators 
annual meeting in San Diego, Calif. 


 
September 


• September 16-17: I attended the American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery’s 3rd 
annual National Obesity Collaborative Care Summit in Chicago and presented on the topic of 
Nutrition Counseling. 


 
SUBMITTED BY: Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND 
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Below are activity highlights since our last meeting. 


 


It's Time to Rethink "Kid Food"  


On September 12 Lucille Beseler represented the Academy at a Kids Food Roundtable in Washington, 


D.C. at The National Press Club. Lucille shared that we will be celebrating our 100th anniversary in 


2017 and continue our commitment to finding solutions to the greatest food and nutrition challenges of 


today. She also talked about Kids Eat Right and its purpose to re-frame the childhood obesity prevention 


dialogue to include quality nutrition. Lucille promoted our members and how they are affecting change 


with families and healthy eating. She also shared that Kids Eat Right has more than 500,000 followers 


over six different social media platforms. Lucille thanked Panera for gathering the group to talk about 


“re-thinking kid food.” In attendance where media from the Washington Post, CNBC, Scientific 


American “Food Matters,” The Hill,  NPR and the Huffington Post. 


 


Academy Celebrates Third Annual Kids Eat Right Month  


An initiative of the Foundation’s Kids Eat Right (KER) program, Kids Eat Right Month focuses on the 


importance of healthful eating and active lifestyles for children and families, featuring expert advice from 


members. The Academy developed member, consumer and media messaging for Kids Eat Right Month 


revolving around KER’s core principles: “shop smart, cook healthy and eat right.” 


 


Knowledge is Power  


On August 22 I held a well-attended Knowledge is Power session for the Academy’s Headquarters team. 


Several staffers also joined us via WebEx. Our last Knowledge Is Power session was focused on our 


Second Century planning efforts, at which time I promised that our next presentation would be on the 


Academy’s International Strategic Plan, since our Second Century efforts nicely complement the 


International Strategic Plan. Alison Steiber led the presentation on our international efforts. We will be 


sharing Alison’s presentation with members in November to accompany Lucille’s President’s Page on 


Global Nutrition Initiatives. 
  
September 26: Academy to Hold First Quarterly Advocacy Day 


In collaboration with partner organizations from the Defeat Malnutrition Today Coalition, the Academy will 


host its first quarterly advocacy day September 26 in Washington, D.C. The event will include a 


Congressional briefing, Capitol Hill visits and an ANDPAC-hosted reception focused on malnutrition.  


 


Expanding Coverage for Nutrition Services  


The Academy is collaborating with HCD International and the National Rural Accountable Care Consortium, 


with awardees under the Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 


Services (CMS) Innovation Center, to recruit RDNs to become Medicare providers, receive free training in 


health transformation and prepare them to serve as effective care coordinators. This collaboration represents 


a powerful opportunity to increase the number of RDN Medicare providers – an important step toward future 


expansion of payment opportunities under Medicare and other models of care being tested under the 


Innovation Center. 


 


A cross-organizational unit team (Policy Initiatives and Advocacy, Nutrition, Services Coverage, CDR, 


Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition) continues working on achieving better integration of 


RDNs and nutrition services into health centers funded by the Health Resources and Services 
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Administration. After successfully demonstrating to HRSA the financial viability of including such services, 


the group is developing guidance on how to operationalize the services into these health centers.  


  


Advancing Relationships with Key Stakeholders 


Primary Care Provider (PCP) Advisory Board 


Building on two successful meetings of representatives from primary care provider associations hosted by 


the Academy, we have launched the PCP Association Advisory Board that has committed to meeting 


quarterly via conference call (and perhaps annually in person) to maintain the collaboration and work to 


operationalize the revised Roadmap with a focus on improving population health through nutrition 


(prevention as well as treatment). Plans are underway to offer a webinar to members of the affiliated 


associations on the current landscape of coverage for nutrition services and how to effectively refer patients 


to RDNs. 


 


RUC HCPAC: Implementing Processes 


Since 2001, the Academy has been represented on the American Medical Association’s Relative Value Scale 


Update Committee Health Care Professionals Advisory Committee (RUC HCPAC). The RUC’s purpose is 


to advise/provide annual recommendations to CMS regarding the development, revision, maintenance of 


physician/qualified health care provider relative work values for CPT codes. Most public and private payers 


utilize these values to set their payment schedules. The Academy is taking the lead in implementing the RUC 


processes to make recommendations for Relative Value Units (RVUs) for the codes used to bill Medicare for 


diabetes self-management training services (DMST). 


 RUC processes identified those codes as potentially misvalued. 


 In the CY 2017 Medicare Physician Fee Schedule proposed rules published in July, CMS noted 


interest in exploring barriers to access to/utilization of DSMT services included whether or not the 


codes have been appropriately valued for payment. 


As the major group of providers billing Medicare for DSMT services, the Academy will be collaborating 


with the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, the Endocrine Society and the American 


College of Physicians on this intensive and important project. Recommendations will be presented to AMA 


RUC at its April 2017 meeting and, if approved, will be forwarded to CMS for consideration for the CY 


2018 Medicare Physician Fee Schedule.  


 


 


Successful Submission of eMeasures on Malnutrition 


Electronic clinical quality measures use data from electronic health records and/or health information 


technology systems to measure health care quality. Four eMeasures have been successfully submitted to the 


National Quality Forum (NQF) and CMS on malnutrition: 


 NQF #3087: Completion of a Malnutrition Screening within 24 hours of Admission 


 NQF #3088: Completion of a Nutrition Assessment for Patients Identified as At-Risk for 


Malnutrition within 24 hours of a Malnutrition Screening 


 NQF #3089: Nutrition Care Plan for Patients Identified as Malnourished after a Completed Nutrition 


Assessment 


 NQF #3090: Appropriate Documentation of a Malnutrition Diagnosis 


 


Updated Definition of Terms List 


The Academy’s Definition of Terms list was revised in July. Definitions serve as standardized language for 


RDNs and NDTRs to apply in various practice settings. Terms that have statutory, accrediting or regulatory 


implications for the profession of nutrition and dietetics or that affect the Scope of Practice are included in 


the Definitions. 


 


Enhanced Telehealth Web Pages 
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With a growing number of RDNs delivering services using telehealth, the Academy has redesigned and 


expanded its online content and published comprehensive web pages detailing key telehealth areas. Academy 


members can arm themselves with resources on up-to-date polices, regulations, reimbursement methods, use 


of technology and best practices when exploring this emerging system. 


 


Practice Tips 


The Academy’s Quality Management team revised its Practice Tips that address a range of issues such as the 


RDN-NDTR Team, NDTRs and Autonomy, Competence in Practice and more. Practice Tips provide 


resources and ask critical questions to guide practitioners in all settings. 


 


The Academy’s Quality Management team has published a new practice tip addressing considerations for the 


non-registered status individual practicing in the nutrition and dietetics field. The Tip provides education and 


credentialing parameters as well as resources for non-registered individuals to follow. 


 


New IMPACT Act of 2014 Learning Modules 


The IMPACT Taskforce under the direction of the Quality Management Committee developed two learning 


modules. These are intended to educate practitioners on the Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care 


Transformation Act (IMPACT) Act of 2014. Module I will focus on an overall overview, RDN 


accountability and Electronic Health Record Standardized Assessment Data. Module II emphasizes the 


measure domains and nutrition care application. 


 


Public Policy Highlights 


 In her nationally recognized role in leading the importance of healthy school meals, Donna Martin 


co-hosted a widely attended webinar with USDA Undersecretary Kevin Concannon on how to make 


school environments healthier. Concannon will be a featured keynote speaker at the Nutrition Impact 


Summit. 


 Academy member and RDN Susan B. Foerster, presented to the House of Representatives 


Agriculture Committee the importance of nutrition education for SNAP recipients. Many examples 


of Academy members’ creative and innovative nutrition education work were highlighted. 


 Jeanne Blankenship presented oral comments on the WIC Foods Package to the Institute of 


Medicine/National Academy of Medicine. She was also on a national panel of experts discussing 


older Americans and malnutrition at the National Area Agencies of Aging Annual Meeting, 


highlighting the vital role RDNs play in eliminating this problem. She also presented a webinar to the 


Administration on Community Living Region IV on malnutrition, highlighting the work of the 


Academy and the Malnutrition Quality Improvement Initiative. 


 Mary Pat Raimondi attended the Capitol Hill meeting introducing the Global Nutrition Report. The 


meeting was hosted by Roger Thurow of the Chicago Council on Global Affairs and an invited 


attendee to the Academy’s Nutrition Impact Summit.  


 Mary Pat attended the Congressional Hunger Center Awards Reception honoring Academy 


champion Sen. Debbie Stabenow (Mich.). The Congressional Hunger Center, a partner of the 


Academy, is a nonprofit that works to make issues of domestic and international hunger a priority to 


government policy makers and to raise a new generation of leaders to fight against hunger and 


poverty. 


 Mary Pat was invited to two White House meetings: a roundtable to discuss and identify solutions for 


food waste, at which Academy members offer valuable solutions to help consumers; and a small 


meeting leaders from food, agriculture, soil and nutrition, organized by the White House Office of 


Science and Technology Policy, to discuss the next Farm Bill and upcoming issues.  


 


Meetings 


June: 
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 June 20: Lilliane Smothers, senior manager of membership and diversity, represented the Academy 


remotely at a meeting of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Advisory Committee 


on Minority Health, which focused on the health of boys and men of color. 


 


August 


 August 24-25: Lucille Beseler, Jean Ragalie-Carr, Katie Brown, Alison Steiber and Mary Beth 


Whalen, and I attended the Foundation’s Second Century planning meeting in Catawba, Ohio. 


 


Reports of all the meetings will be posted on to the Board portal. 


 


SUBMITTED BY: Patricia M. Babjak 
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Below are activity highlights since our September meeting.

Health Care Payment Learning & Action Network 
The Academy has taken another important step forward in our efforts to have nutrition services provided by Academy credentialed practitioners integrated into alternative payment models (APMs). Since its inception in 2015, the Academy has been a member of the Health Care Payment Learning & Action Network (LAN). Now the Academy is officially a LAN Committed Partner – an organization committed to value-base health care and, more specifically, to the adoption of Categories 3 and 4 Alternative Payment Models, which include bundled payments and population-based payments. The Academy’s leadership is now recognized on the LAN website. 


You will remember Marsha Schofield and Dr. Fleming reported on the Patient Centered Nutrition Services Payment Model at the September Board meeting. The LAN is a public-private partnership of more than 4,000 stakeholders charged with helping CMS realize its goals of having more than 50 percent of Medicare payments in APMs by 2018. The Academy’s status as a Committed Partner has already proved fruitful: The Patient Centered Nutrition Services Payment Model: An Approach to Incentivizing the Routine Provision of High Quality Nutrition Services has been shared with the LAN’s Primary Care Payer Action Collaborative. The Collaborative offers support and resources for payers who are developing solutions to challenges that occur in primary care APM implementation, including alignment of data sharing systems, quality measurement implementation, and benchmarking and patient attribution strategies.  Through the LAN, the Academy will seek opportunities to collaborate with and support stakeholders who want to use nutrition care and RDNs as a sound strategy to achieve better outcomes and decrease the total cost of care.

Malnutrition Update


The Academy and the American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition continue to collaborate around efforts to support the identification and treatment of malnutrition. Recently I signed a letter with A.S.P.E.N.’s president, to be sent to payers recommending that they not use low BMI as the only diagnostic criteria for identifying malnutrition in hospitalized patients. Since the release in 2012 of the Academy/A.S.P.E.N. Consensus Statement on identifying and documenting adult malnutrition, members have periodically brought to our attention the fact that payers have been denying hospital claims for patients with malnutrition based on BMI alone. A letter developed for this purpose in the past was updated and our organizations are developing a dissemination strategy for this important communication to both public and private payers. 


Malnutrition Awareness Week: Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill
Academy members and partner organizations in DefeatMalnutrition.Today visited with more than 70 key members of Congress to highlight the impact of malnutrition on health care. A Congressional briefing with special guest U.S. Rep. Don Beyer (Va.) began the day by addressing the importance of recognizing and treating malnutrition. Academy members have sent more than 7,800 letters to members of Congress asking them to encourage the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to adopt four recently submitted malnutrition quality measures, of which the Academy acts as steward. Members are encouraged to tell Congress that Medicare recipients need to receive the quality care and nutrition interventions that improve health and reduce hospital readmissions.

Alliance for a Healthier Generation: Addressing Childhood Obesity

I have appointed Academy member and RDN Dayle Hayes as the Academy’s new representative on the Steering Committee and Nutrition Workgroup for the Voices for Healthy Kids School Health Policy Consortium. Dayle succeeds President-elect Donna Martin who had been our representative since December 2015. VFHK is a national public policy advocacy initiative focused on uniting the movement to reverse the childhood obesity epidemic. The Alliance for a Healthier Generation is the lead organization for the School Health Policy Consortium, which focuses on school foods, physical activity and physical education, school marketing, wellness policies and water access.

NAMA Nutrition Advisory Council

I was honored recently to be asked to join NAMA’s Nutrition Advisory Council. The Council’s purpose is to serve as an expert resource, helping to guide NAMA’s wellness initiatives and FitPick® standards. The Council is comprised of leaders in nutrition and the $25 billion convenience services industry. Academy members and RDNs Deanne Brandstetter and David Grotto and 2016 Honorary Member Sylvia Rowe also serve on the Council.

Members Celebrate Let's Move! Achievements at White House
First Lady Michelle Obama dedicated the White House Kitchen Garden during a celebratory event in October where she also highlighted the achievements of her Let's Move! program. Several registered dietitian nutritionists were in attendance, including Donna Martin, who inspired many of the 220 guests with remarks noting the important role of Academy members in ensuring children's access to – and consumption of – healthy foods.


Second Century Survey Results
The results from the online member survey on the Second Century initiative have been posted on eatrightPRO.org. Thanks to all Board members who took the time to participate in the ongoing planning for the Academy's future vision and mission.

SUBMITTED BY:
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Activity highlights since our September meeting follow.


Transition to New Office Space

The move to our new office space one floor up is planned for the weekend of December 9.  Our intention is to close the office early on Friday, December 9, move all of the furniture, computers and files and the reopen on Monday morning, December 12 in the new location.  The office construction is moving along and is expected to be on budget.  The staff offices, workstations and “hoteling” space in the new location have been assigned.  At the same time, staff that will be telecommuting at least three days a week have been provided laptops and have begun working in the new environment to make the transition seamless.  Finally, staff has also been busy purging their files of unnecessary documents that are well beyond our policy requirements. This has already reduced our filing cabinets by nearly fifty percent.  

As we continue to get ready for the move, each area will designate a “move captain” who will work closely with HR/Office Services to prepare for move day.  This will help facilitate communication and logistics to staff.  The Academy newsletter has and will continue to provide staff with important information on the move as things progress.  In addition, Office Services communicates directly with the supervisors on time sensitive issues daily. 

Member Excellence: Academy Fellows Receive Journal Recognition
A special acknowledgement section of the October Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics recognizes members who were named Fellows of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics between June 1, 2015, and May 31, 2016.

Academy Receives Awards for Design Excellence


The Academy recently received several MarCom awards for graphic design projects, including a Platinum Award for the 2016 National Nutrition Month graphic “Savor the Flavor of Eating Right.” MarCom Awards are sponsored by the Association of Marketing and Communication Professionals, which has the mission, “To honor excellence and recognize the creativity, hard work and generosity of marketing and communication professionals.” Thousands of submissions are made each year, making this a highly competitive process.

Expanding Coverage for Nutrition Services 

The Academy is collaborating with HCD International and the National Rural Accountable Care Consortium, awardees under the Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative from the CMS Innovation Center, to recruit RDNs to become Medicare providers, receive free training in health transformation and prepare them to serve as effective care coordinators. This collaboration represents a powerful opportunity to increase the number of RDN Medicare providers, an important step toward future expansion of payment opportunities under the Medicare program and other models of care being tested under the Innovation Center. The Academy will host an information and training webinar for member and non-member RDNs in November.


Resources to Support Members as Experts


Two popular toolkits offered by the Nutrition Services Payment Team recently got a facelift. The revised version of “Intensive Behavioral Therapy for Obesity: Putting it into Practice” updates the original to include ICD-10 codes and the group services option as well as tools and tips from members who have successfully implemented the benefit in their practice setting. The second product to be revised is the “RDN’s Complete Guide to Credentialing and Billing: The Private Payer Market.” Both revised products were released in November and are available to download at www.eatrightstore.org. 


In October, 27 affiliate and DPG Reimbursement Representatives met in Boston prior to FNCE. This daylong training was intended to enhance their knowledge and performance at the grassroots level in assisting with efforts to expand coverage and reimbursement for nutrition services; increasing the number of Medicare providers; and enhancing the business acumen of RDNs providing MNT services. Leaders left the event with personal action plans.

Primary Care Provider Association Advisory Board

The new and evolving health care environment requires stronger team-based care to achieve the shared goals of high quality, safe and cost-effective care. Building on two successful meetings of representatives from primary care provider associations hosted by the Academy, we have launched the PCP Association Advisory Board to maintain the collaboration and work to operationalize the revised Roadmap with a focus on improving population health through nutrition – prevention as well as treatment. Plans are underway to offer a webinar on January 18, 2017 to members of the affiliated associations on the landscape of coverage for nutrition services and how to effectively refer patients to RDNs.


America’s Healthiest Schools Campaign 


The Academy participated recently as a promotional partner in the Alliance for a Healthier Generation’s month-long multimedia America’s Healthiest Schools Campaign.  The Academy’s involvement was noted in campaign press releases, website and social media outlets. In turn, the Academy used our social media outlets to disseminate campaign messages.

ACEND’s Draft Future Education Model Standards
The Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics released the draft Future Education Model Accreditation Standards for Associate, Bachelor and Master Degree Programs for public comment. As you know, the standards are being developed to advance the profession and to ensure that nutrition and dietetics practitioners have the knowledge and competencies needed to protect the public. The development of these standards began in 2013 with a visioning process. Subsequent phases have included an environmental scan, development of a Rationale Document and multiple rounds of stakeholder input and data collection. Comments are being sought until November 28 at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FEMComments. Mary Gregoire, Executive Director of ACEND, will provide a status report at the joint Academy and Foundation Board retreat in February. 


National Nutrition Month 2017 Theme
“Put Your Best Fork Forward” is the theme for National Nutrition Month in March 2017 – a reminder that each of us holds the tool to make healthier food choices. Visit the Academy’s National Nutrition Month website during the upcoming months for new and updated resources to make the NNM 2017 celebration a success.

SUBMITTED BY:
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Activity highlights since our November meeting follow.

United Nations: International Day of Women and Girls in Science


I had the privilege of representing the Academy on February 10 at the International Day of Women and Girls in Science commemoration at the United Nations in New York City. I spoke on 


“Gender, Science and Sustainable Development: The Impact of Media from Vision to Action.” My remarks included a discussion of the Academy’s history, Second Century, the future of the dietetics profession and the future of women in STEM fields.


NASDAQ Opening Bell


The Academy rang the NASDAQ opening bell on February 16. This is the eighth time in recent years in which the Academy has been invited to be part of NASDAQ’s trading day. I was joined by members who live in the New York area. My remarks highlighted the Academy’s centennial, the Second Century initiative, Academy members and their great work in optimizing the nutritional health of individuals, families, communities and the world. The NASDAQ ceremony was broadcast live on NASDAQ’s website and on video screens in Times Square. The Academy’s name and logo was on NASDAQ’s tower with the message “The Stock Exchange Welcomes the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.”

Welcome to the Academy’s Centennial Year
For a century, the Academy has been dedicated to building a profession that optimizes health through food and nutrition. As we plan for the future with the Second Century initiative, the Academy is honoring our past and celebrating the present throughout 2017. A new page on the Academy’s website contains information on the Academy’s history and how all members can get involved in the celebration activities and help as we prepare for a new direction in our Second Century.


Internship Opportunities at USDA


As shared previously, the Academy is working with leadership at the U.S. Department of Agriculture to provide more internship opportunities for our students at federal, state and local levels. This project has now been launched and Academy member and RDN, Sylvia Escott-Stump is the Academy’s point person. More materials and resources will be released soon. Former USDA Undersecretary Kevin Concannon, the keynote speaker at the Nutrition Impact Summit, has commended the Academy for its leadership in helping to provide future qualified staff in public health nutrition. 


Jane White Completes Service on Influential AMA Health Services Value Committee
The Academy thanks Former President and RDN, Jane V. White for her service as the Academy’s representative to the American Medical Association’s Relative Value Scale Update Committee (RUC) for the past 15 years. AMA RUC is an influential group that makes recommendations for values of health services reimbursed by Medicare and by other payers. She co-chairs RUC’s Healthcare Professional Advisory Committee (HCPAC), following service as the committee’s alternate co-chair.

Ethan Bergman Elected to Board of Alliance to End Hunger
Former President and RDN, Ethan Bergman has been elected to the Alliance to End Hunger’s board of directors. The Alliance’s mission is to “engage diverse institutions to build the public and political will to end hunger at home and abroad.” Bergman will sit on the Alliance’s advocacy committee.


Academy Joins Interprofessional Education Collaborative
The Academy is one of five new members of the Interprofessional Education Collaborative, the country’s leading advocacy organization for team-based care. The Academy joined IPEC as an institutional member, which are “associations that represent and serve academic units at institutions of higher education that provide an educational program leading to the award of one or more academic degrees to students in one or more of the health professions that provide direct care to patients.”


New Initiative: Further With Food
The Academy has joined with the Rockefeller Foundation, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and leading private sector and nonprofit organizations on Further With Food: Center for Food Loss and Waste Solutions, an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions that can help realize the national goal of cutting food waste in half by 2030. The website features content on best practices for preventing, recovering and recycling food loss and waste; educational materials; research results; and information on existing government, business and community initiatives.

Diversity Leaders Capstone Projects

The 2015-2017 Diversity Leaders are nearing the end of their time in the program. The four Leaders are creating Capstone Projects that support the Diversity Strategic Plan initiatives and result in a tangible outcomes that Leaders can share with employers and use in their educational development. Completed Capstone Projects will be submitted by the end of the 2016-2017 program year. Applications for the 2017-2019 program are due March 1, when they will be evaluated by the Diversity Committee. 

Malnutrition Update


The Academy and the American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition continue to collaborate on efforts to support the identification and treatment of malnutrition. As I reported to you in October, I signed a letter with ASPEN’s president that was sent to public and private payers recommending they not use low BMI as the only diagnostic criteria for identifying malnutrition in hospitalized patients. Since the release in 2012 of the Academy/ASPEN Consensus Statement on identifying and documenting adult malnutrition, members have periodically brought to our attention the fact that payers have been denying hospital claims for patients with malnutrition based on BMI alone. Several state Medicaid programs have acknowledged receipt of our letter and have requested conference calls with staff for further information and education on this topic.


Meetings

November

· I attended the national conference Healthy Futures: Engaging the Oral Health Community in Childhood Obesity Prevention, held November 3 in Washington, D.C. From the discussions at this meeting, it is clear that that we must continue to collaborate with groups such as the National Maternal and Child Oral Health Resource Center, American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, American Dental Association, American Dental Hygienists Association and others to educate them on the role of RDNs and the possibility of using RDNs in their practices.


· Donna Martin attended the November 4 meeting of the Obesity Society in New Orleans, La. She participated in a panel discussion on school nutrition policy changes.


· I represented the Academy November 14 at an event in New York City commemorating World Diabetes Day. Novo Nordisk hosted the event at the Danish Consulate. I discussed the important work done by thousands of Academy members in diabetes prevention and care.

· I attended the November 20 American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Innovators Summit in Downers Grove, Ill. Each presenter spoke positively about the role and value of RDNs in patient care for obesity management. 


December


· JoJo Dantone-De Barbieris, Marcy Kyle, Donna Martin and I attended the 9th World Congress on Prevention of Diabetes and Its Complications on December 2 in Atlanta, Ga. We presented a workshop and I presented a session highlighting the importance of the RDN and nutrition services in diabetes prevention and care. While at the meeting we also took place in a summit and the Academy offered comments on the consensus paper Global Status of Diabetes Prevention and Prospects for Action.

January


· I attended the Consumer Electronics Show on January 5 in Las Vegas, Nev. I met with representatives of companies and discussed how RDNs can be instrumental in helping advance their products and services, and encourage technology companies to exhibit at FNCE.

· Donna Martin attended the January 12 retirement reception in Washington, D.C., for Kevin Concannon, Undersecretary of Agriculture. Concannon has worked closely with the Academy for a number of years on issues including school nutrition. Donna also met with career USDA staff to encourage continued contact with the Academy and to prepare for working productively with the Trump administration’s USDA leadership.


· Pat Babjak and I attended the Food and Nutrition Science Solutions Task Force CEO/Presidents Strategic Planning Meeting, held on January 18 in Washington, D.C. The meeting included representatives and leadership from the Academy, American Society for Nutrition, Institute of Food Technologists and the International Food Information Council. We discussed our organizations’ strategic priorities and reviewed the task force’s mission, vision, recent accomplishments and overall goals, and the task force’s future.

· On January 26, I joined the editors of Food & Nutrition for a small member event celebrating the magazine’s first Test Kitchen project and attended a January 27 Food & Nutrition editorial photo shoot, where we discussed considerations of how the publication strives to help bring together our dietetics community through content that is informative and inclusive.
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 Activity highlights since our November meeting follow.

Fiscal Year 2016 Annual Report
The Academy's 2016 Annual Report contains highlights and accomplishments from the past fiscal year as well as the financial statements for the Academy and Foundation. It is available to read or download on the Academy's website as well as the Commitment to Transparency site. 


Publicity and Award Nomination: Vegetarian Diets Position Paper


The Academy's recently published position paper on vegetarian diets was selected as a nominee for the January 2017 Atlas Award. Elsevier designed the Atlas project to highlight research that could have a significant social impact. Nominees are selected from among all Elsevier journals and are evaluated by an advisory board of representatives from international nongovernmental organizations. The panel typically favors original research, so it is unusual for a position paper to be considered. The paper has an Altmetric score of 1,150, based on 102 news articles, 318 tweets and 216 Facebook posts. The Academy’s press release on the vegetarian position paper generated dozens of news stories and interviews with Academy spokespeople and was prominently featured on the Academy’s social media channels. In addition, the paper was translated into Italian by the Scientific Society of Vegetarian Nutrition, which also translated the Academy’s 2009 position paper on this topic.


Academy Participates in Obesity Quality Measures Discussion
The Academy was one of more than 20 groups who met as part of the Strategies to Overcome and Prevent Obesity Alliance to discuss the development of obesity quality measures. As part of the discussion, the National Quality Forum Incubator Project Team presented an environmental scan that identified NQF-endorsed measures related to obesity or weight assessment. The Academy will continue to participate in future discussions with the STOP Obesity Alliance to advance policies supporting obesity management and coverage.

Appointment to NIH Health Nutrition Panel 


Academy Board member Hope Barkoukis has been appointed as the Academy’s representative to the National Institutes of Health Nutrition Strategic Plan Panel. Her qualifications include serving on the board of the Council on Research and as an NIH researcher. The Academy and NIH have enjoyed a longstanding alliance on projects over the years, with benefits and value to both organizations and we are pleased to continue this important collaboration and we are extremely pleased.

Certificates of Training Programs 


The Center for Lifelong Learning has been collaborating with the Association of State Public Health Nutritionists, the Public Health/Community Nutrition DPG and the Committee for Public Health and Community Nutrition to finalize development of an Online Certificate of Training Program on Public Health for Academy members. This exciting opportunity is expected to launch by summer. A new Online Certificate of Training Program on Integrative and Functional Nutrition, planned with the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine DPG is launching this month. Modules include an Introduction to Integrative and Functional Nutrition, Digestive Health, Detoxification, Inflammation and Dietary Supplements. 


Webinar for HOD: Committee for Public Health Community Nutrition


To increase awareness of the committee and the work it performs, the Committee for Public Health/Community Nutrition has recorded a short webinar about its projects and outcomes to share with the House of Delegates. This will be the first time a committee has provided this type of virtual update to the HOD.


Record Number of FNCE Session Submissions


The 2017 FNCE Call for Educational Sessions resulted in an Academy record-high 317 successful proposal submissions, a 31 percent increase over 2016. Each proposal was evaluated by the Committee for Lifelong Learning through an online grading portal. The committee accepted 93 sessions and each program planner will be notified February 23 whether their submission was accepted. The committee significantly revised this year’s Call for Session criteria while applying a stringent grading scale to further enhance the educational programming offered at FNCE, while aligning with the strategic planning of the Academy’s Second Century efforts. 


Affiliates Training and Management

The Affiliate Relations Team has transitioned from face-to-face training to a robust web-based training plan, resulting so far this year in 16 trainings of affiliate leaders. In addition to five affiliates already contracted with the Academy through the Affiliate Management Services Program, the Arizona Academy just committed to a five-year contract. 

EAL Update

Members working with the Evidence Analysis Library recently reviewed and provided comments on the NIAID Allergy Guideline, NOF/ASPC methodology, Obesity Society Position Paper and the International Dysphagia Initiative. The EAL also started the Pediatric Nutrition Screening and Adult Nutrition Screening workgroups; completed and received approval for the EAL Gestational Diabetes Guideline; revised and approved EAL website revision to align with Scientific Integrity Principles; and drafted an update to the patient advocacy workgroup selection policy and patient advocate participation procedures on EAL workgroups.


AMIA Poster Session Presentation


Academy staff and volunteers presented a poster at the American Medical Informatics Association on “Validation of an Automated Process for the Comparison of Nutrition Care with Evidence-Based Nutrition Practice Guidelines (EBNPG),” which showcased the Academy’s use of ANDHII for research.

First Federally Funded Grant Research Published


Results of the Academy's first federally funded grant, “Assessing the Viability of Social Media for Disseminating Evidence-Based Nutrition Practice Guidelines through Content Analysis of Twitter Messages and Health Professional Interviews: An Observational Study,” were published in the November Journal of Medical Internet Research. 

NCP/ANDHII Update


The following activities and accomplishments took place since the last report:

· Workgroup for the Electronic Health Record toolkit and ANDHII 

· Approved the Social Ecological Domain as the fifth domain of NCPT (and approved associated terms)


· Participated in an international study for tracking the implementation of NCP/NCPT among dietitians (INIS)


· Developed and implemented training materials for the implementation of NCP/NCPT in pilot sites in China


· Drafted two manuscripts on NCP (NCP model update, comparison of NCPT to ICD-10 in Norway)


· Made available multiple translations of NCPT have been made available online in collaboration with international dietetic associations of Sweden, Norway, Denmark (Mexico, China and Brazil in progress)

· Worked with professors (based overseas) to develop academic ANDHII projects for students

· Developed an abridged printed NCPT manual for educational use (in production stage)

· Worked with Virginia Affiliate on weight loss research project to collect related outcomes 


· Assessed International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative (IDDSI) terms and communicated with IDDSI to incorporate IDDSI terms in NCPT 


International Member Discount

To welcome and increase attendance of food and nutrition professionals from all over the world, the Academy’s Membership and Meetings teams are collaborating on a promotion to provide new International members with discounted rates on their 2017-2018 membership dues as well as registration fees for FNCE 2017. Instructions, as well as a combined membership and FNCE registration application, will be posted to the FNCE website once meeting registration opens. 

Advancing Relationships with Key Stakeholders


Since 2001, the Academy has had representation on the American Medical Association’s Relative Value Scale Update Committee Health Care Professionals Advisory Committee (RUC HCPAC). The RUC’s purpose is to advise/provide annual recommendations to CMS regarding the development, revision, maintenance of physician/qualified health care provider relative work values for CPT codes. Most public and private payers utilize these values to set their payment schedules. Recently two issues converged and have led to the Academy taking the lead in implementing the RUC processes to make recommendations for Relative Value Units (RVUs) for the codes used to bill Medicare for diabetes self-management training services (DMST):

· RUC processes identified those codes as potentially misvalued.


· In the CY 2017 Medicare Physician Fee Schedule proposed rules published in July 2016, CMS noted interest in exploring barriers to access to/utilization of DSMT services included whether or not the codes have been appropriately valued for payment.


As the major group of providers billing Medicare for DSMT services, the Academy is taking the lead on this intensive and important project, with input from the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologist, the Endocrine Society and the American College of Physicians. The American Association of Diabetes Educators and the American Diabetes Association will be involved in a supportive role as they are not members of the AMA RUC. A survey will be launched to a random sample of providers of DSMT services in March in accordance with strict AMA RUC policies and procedures. Recommendations will be presented to the AMA RUC HCPAC at its April meeting and, if approved, will be forwarded to CMS for consideration for the CY 2018 Medicare Physician Fee Schedule. 


Council on Future Practice’s 2017 Visioning Report


The Council on Future Practice has completed a three-year visioning cycle designed to help inform members and organizational units for moving the profession forward. Visioning Report 2017: A Preferred Path Forward for the Nutrition and Dietetics Profession was published in the January 2017 issue of the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and the final version of the document, Change Drivers and Trends Driving the Profession: A Prelude to the Visioning Report 2017 was published on the Academy’s website. The report outlines recommendations for specific, actionable items that can be pursued in the next 10 to 15 years to advance the profession. The work done by the Council helped inform the Nutrition Impact Summit Briefing Paper and efforts on the Second Century Initiative.


Meetings

January

· The Academy’s application has been accepted to become an institutional member of the Interprofessional Education Collaboration (IPEC). Academy member and RDN Kathy Kolasa represented the Academy at the IPEC meeting on January 12 at the Washington, D.C. The meeting underscored the importance of ensuring students and interns have opportunities for interprofessional education and that practicing dietitians are included in interprofessional practice teams. Katie Elliot will be replacing Kathy Kolasa this year as our representative to IPEC. Cathy Christie will be joining Katie as our second representative for the June 7 IPEC meeting.

· Lucille Beseler and I attended the Food and Nutrition Science Solutions Task Force CEO/Presidents Strategic Planning Meeting, held on January 18 in Washington, D.C. The meeting included the CEOs and Presidents of the Academy, American Society for Nutrition, Institute of Food Technologists and the International Food Information Council. We discussed our organizations’ strategic priorities and reviewed the task force’s mission, vision, recent accomplishments and overall goals, and the task force’s future. CEOs and Presidents will meet once annually to determine the topic(s) that make strategic sense to work on jointly. The next in-person meeting will take place in Chicago, IL April 22 at ASN’s Scientific Sessions and Annual Meeting.

SUBMITTED BY:
Patricia M. Babjak

1

1



Att 1.4 CEO Report February 2017 2.doc



 

 

 

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 24, 2017, at 5:15 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Absolutely! Let me collect them and send asap. 

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 3:24 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: CEO's and President's pages

 

 

Joan,  I am trying to work some on my presentation for the opening part of the HOD meeting at

FNCE where I try and get them fired up and inspired during the Friday breakfast before the HOD

starts.  Do you think it would be possible for you to send me the last year's CEO's  and President's

pages that tract the accomplishments of the Academy by Pat and the President that we get in our

board packets?  I want to use this as inspiration and information please.  I hope it is not a lot of
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trouble for you to track them down.  Thanks so much!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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1973. Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'nancy@farrelldietitian.com' <nancy@farrelldietitian.com>,

'nutrisha50@earthlink.net' <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>,

'chons1355@gmail.com' <chons1355@gmail.com>,

'kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com' <kathryn.lawson22@gmail.com>,

'wellfedct@gmail.com' <wellfedct@gmail.com>, 'cgr14@pitt.edu'

<cgr14@pitt.edu>, 'scsnutr@comcast.net' <scsnutr@comcast.net>,

'easaden@aol.com' <easaden@aol.com>, 'hwietjes@aol.com'

<hwietjes@aol.com>, 'iameatonwright@gmail.com'

<iameatonwright@gmail.com>, 'deniceferkoadams@gmail.com'

<deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>, 'au.lauren@gmail.com'

<au.lauren@gmail.com>, 'nadinebraunstein@aol.com'

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, 'cbrunze1@fairview.org'

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, 'linda.farr@me.com' <linda.farr@me.com>,

'nutrisha50@earthlink.net' <nutrisha50@earthlink.net>,

'mtglasgow@wi.rr.com' <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, 'lorri@irvingholzberg.com'

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com'

<krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'clarehmiller@hotmail.com'

<clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, 'sarahmottrd@gmail.com'

<sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'lpennington@dietitianassociates.com'

<lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>, 'dlkingrd@gmail.com'

<dlkingrd@gmail.com>

Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Pepin Tuma <ptuma@eatright.org>, Teresa

Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Jennifer Folliard <JFolliard@eatright.org>, Mark

Rifkin <mrifkin@eatright.org>, Paulina Weeden <pweeden@eatright.org>,

Christine Rhone <crhone@eatright.org>, Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 17:38:39

Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image002.png

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in
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providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to our competent, professional staff in D.C.  Mary Pat has agreed to serve as a

consultant to assist in the transition.

 

 

It's sad to say farewell, but we are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her

remarkable life. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best on her

retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 
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 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1974. Re: CEO's and President's pages

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 17:24:02

Subject: Re: CEO's and President's pages

Attachment: image001.png

  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 24, 2017, at 5:15 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Absolutely! Let me collect them and send asap. 

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 3:24 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: CEO's and President's pages
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Joan,  I am trying to work some on my presentation for the opening part of the HOD meeting at

FNCE where I try and get them fired up and inspired during the Friday breakfast before the HOD

starts.  Do you think it would be possible for you to send me the last year's CEO's  and President's

pages that tract the accomplishments of the Academy by Pat and the President that we get in our

board packets?  I want to use this as inspiration and information please.  I hope it is not a lot of

trouble for you to track them down.  Thanks so much!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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1975. RE: CEO's and President's pages

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 17:15:36

Subject: RE: CEO's and President's pages

Attachment: image001.png

Absolutely! Let me collect them and send asap. 

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 3:24 PM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: CEO's and President's pages

 

 

Joan,  I am trying to work some on my presentation for the opening part of the HOD meeting at

FNCE where I try and get them fired up and inspired during the Friday breakfast before the HOD

starts.  Do you think it would be possible for you to send me the last year's CEO's  and President's

pages that tract the accomplishments of the Academy by Pat and the President that we get in our

board packets?  I want to use this as inspiration and information please.  I hope it is not a lot of

trouble for you to track them down.  Thanks so much!!!!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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1976. CEO's and President's pages

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 16:24:02

Subject: CEO's and President's pages

Attachment:

Joan,  I am trying to work some on my presentation for the opening part of the HOD meeting at

FNCE where I try and get them fired up and inspired during the Friday breakfast before the HOD

starts.  Do you think it would be possible for you to send me the last year's CEO's  and President's

pages that tract the accomplishments of the Academy by Pat and the President that we get in our

board packets?  I want to use this as inspiration and information please.  I hope it is not a lot of

trouble for you to track them down.  Thanks so much!!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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1977. CA Legislation Discussion

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, wmorgan@nmsu.edu

<wmorgan@nmsu.edu>, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Lorri

Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 16:11:10

Subject: CA Legislation Discussion

Attachment:

This is the time that works for most people to discuss the legislation.  Nadine Braunstein will

represent the LPPC as past chair.  Wanda Eastman will represent ACEND as the vice chair. 

 

Thanks! 

Jeanne 
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1978. RE: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation

From: Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>

To: Schwartz, Sharon <Sharon.Schwartz@sodexo.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>,

Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>,

Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, Lucille

Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>,

ksauer@ksu.edu, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 15:56:19

Subject: RE: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation

Attachment:

__okay__Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

__no___Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

__If I needed to___Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to

attend)

 

_no___Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET
 

Mike 
 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone 
 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: "Schwartz, Sharon" <Sharon.Schwartz@sodexo.com> 

Date: 4/24/17 1:19 PM (GMT-06:00) 

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece

<TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us,

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine

Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>,

ksauer@ksu.edu, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

Subject: RE: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 
 

From Sharon Schwartz
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Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

__X___Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

__no___Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

__X___Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_X____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

 

 

 

Sharon Schwartz, MS, RD, LDN 

Internship Director – Distance Option 

Sodexo Dietetic Internships

 

Cell: 919-817-5831 | Office: 919-917-7235

 
sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com  
http://www.dieteticintern.com 

 

This message is confidential and the property of Sodexo. It may also be privileged and otherwise

protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake please

let us know by reply and then delete it from your system. You should not copy the message or

disclose its contents to anyone.

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship [mailto:JBlankenship@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 2:10 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; Chris Reidy; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Lucille

Beseler; Mike Glasgow; Nadine Braunstein; Mary Gregoire; ksauer@ksu.edu; Schwartz, Sharon;

Dante Turner; Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation  

Importance: High

 

 

As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health
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professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete

the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are hosted.

 A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached analysis.

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal

Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.

 

 

Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

_____Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.
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Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,
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We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.
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Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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1979. Important: July BOD Retreat

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris'

<jojo@nutritioned.com>, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

'Margaret Garner' <mgarner@ua.edu>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Hope Barkoukis' <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>,

ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, 'Michele Lites'

<michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<Michele.D.Lites@kp.org>, 'Susan Brantley' <brantley.susan@gmail.com>,

'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Tammy Randall'

<Tammy.randall@case.edu>, 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>,

'Steve Miranda' <steve.miranda44@gmail.com>, 'Kevin Concannon'

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 15:50:11

Subject: Important: July BOD Retreat

Attachment: image001.png

We are unable to get full Board attendance at the July 13-15 Board retreat, an important meeting

where we will be discussing the new strategic plan. The alternative dates are Thursday, July 20,

beginning at 1:00pm, to Saturday, July 22, adjourning at noon. The destination is Austin, TX.

Hopefully your schedule allows you to attend. 

 

Best regards, 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 
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 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1980. FW: Heart Health talks

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>, evelyncrayton64

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 15:48:05

Subject: FW: Heart Health talks

Attachment: image001.png
image004.jpg
image005.jpg

Please read below another follow letter from Jim Painter. Donna, you will be seeing him in West

Virginia in May.

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 2:32 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: 'rosemarypainter@gmail.com' <rosemarypainter@gmail.com> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Dear Jim:

 

 

Thank you for your email and for sharing the feedback you received on the content of your

scientific presentation. Our members appreciate interpretation of emerging research and the

Academy welcomes lively panels of multidisciplinary expertise. As I mentioned in my email, the

Academy encourages members to review existing studies, sample sizes, methodologies, as well

as existing guidelines and materials, and work on their own conclusions to further interpret what is

being presented. 

 

The comments we received from members were not about your scientific presentation. They were

directly related to your personal bias and your negative remarks regarding the Academy. The

perception from attendees is that you refuse to accept the views of colleagues, other associations,

and the Academy specifically pertaining to guidelines in cardiovascular health. We encourage you,

as we do all speakers who present at state meetings, to maintain a level of professionalism and

collaboration despite the fact that established research and emerging research may sometimes

appear disconnected. 
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If an audience member approaches you with any questions regarding the Academy, please feel

free to direct them to their state liaison who will be able to assist them.

 

 

We wish you well at the Vermont and Minnesota meetings and will let you know if we receive

further comments from attendees.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

 From: Jim Painter <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Date: Sun, Apr 23, 2017 at 6:56 PM 

 Subject: Re: Heart Health talks 

 To: Rosemary Painter <rosemarypainter@gmail.com>

 

Hi Pat

 

 

Thanks for the reply. I am sorry that the members that wrote you were disappointed with the talk. I

didn't realize I said anything derogatory. I thought I said I disagreed with the cholesterol and sat fat

recommendations of the Academy. I apologize if it came across that way. I asked my assistant to

put together the responses I got from the last couple talks so you can see a broader perspective of

the response. 
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I am really writing you because I was just talking with my good friend Dave Grotto and he had

nothing but wonderful things to say about you. He said you were always fair and honest and out

for the good of the Academy. So I thought I would bring the issue to you. 

 

 

My thought is that discussion about differing views is a good thing for the Academy.  I have

changed my views about dietary fat over the last couple decades and they differ from the position

of the Academy in a few instances. There was talk from the people in St Louis about not approving

my talks for CEUs. I assume they 

 

would 

not 

 

follow through with this but if they ever do would you please involve me in the conversation? 

 

 

My question is how would you like me to proceed? Do you want me to give my perspective on the

science at future AND meetings? I would be glad to talk with anyone about how my position is

incorrect. I speak at the Vermont Academy tomorrow and Minnesota on Thursday. My last

question is do you want me to ask the membership to email you with their thoughts? 

 

Thanks for you

 

r

 

time.

 

JP

 

 

On Wed, Apr 19, 2017 at 5:24 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Dear Jim:

 

Thank you for your email. The Academy leadership and I heard from several Academy members

who were disappointed in your presentation at state meetings. They indicated that your comments

were derogatory towards the Academy and the Nutrition Care Manual. 

We understand that the Academy’s guidelines may not always dovetail with your research

regarding saturated fats and cholesterol. As you know, the Academy’s Nutrition Care Manual

experts are currently synthesizing recommendations from AHA, NLA, and the Academy’s

Evidence Analysis Library to develop a standard approach on this topic. As with any presentation
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of emerging studies and new interpretations, please encourage your audience at the remaining

Academy state meetings to review existing studies, sample sizes, methodologies, as well as

existing guidelines and materials, to work on their own conclusions and within their institutions and

the Academy toward gold-standard care.

 

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions.

 

Sincerely, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 4:59 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: 'lbeseler fnc' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Jim, 

Thank you for your communication. I am currently out of the office and plan to review the

responses to your presentation. I will reply next week. 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 
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 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative

 

 

From: Jim Painter [mailto:jimpainterphd@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 5:11 AM 

 To: President; CEO 

 Subject: Heart Health talks 

 

Lucille and Patricia

 

I gave a talk last week to MoAND, afterwards many came up and thanked me but my students

said that a few of the dietitians were upset. When I asked why they said people were talking about

the sat fat part of the talk and more so about my statements about the Academy's position about

SF. 

 

So when I gave the talk to CAND I tried to make it more positive and asked if they agreed with the

outline I presented to write both of you and express their views. I am not sure any of them did.

 

My goal has been to get the most current data to the Academy but as I have thought and prayed

about it I am not sure I have taken the right approach. I asked members to email you and that may

have been more of an aggravation than a help. For any problems it created I do apologize. 

 

I have a few more Academy meetings this year and I am going to give the heart health talk as I

have for more than 20 years with all the data and no mention of my work on the NCM or

suggestions to email both of you. I leave for a talk at IAND in a couple hours. At this point I don't

know if I can be of any service to the Academy in this area. I am actually for the Academy and if I

can be of service I would be willing to be involved in the discussion. Again I apologize for any

inconvenience I caused in my approach to getting the information across. I would be interested in

talking with either of you if you have time. 217-549-3275.

 

Regards

 

JP

 

-- 

James Painter, PhD, RD - Nutrition Consultant, Speaker

 

The University of Texas, Health Sciences Center at Houston, Brownsville Campus
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2216 Padre Blvd. Suite B, #119, South Padre Island, TX 78597   

@DrJimPainter

 
www.drjimpainter.com

 

cell# 217-549-3275
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•

•

•

1981. Reminder - USDA’s Child Nutrition Programs Webinar this Thursday!

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 15:17:45

Subject: Reminder - USDA’s Child Nutrition Programs Webinar this Thursday!

Attachment:

 
 

Calling all Dietetic Internship, Coordinated Program, and ISPP Directors! Learn about a new

rotation opportunities and resources with USDA's Child Nutrition Programs

 

Join the Academy, NDEP, and the USDA for a webinar to learn about opportunities for your

students to work with USDA's child nutrition programs. This Academy-USDA collaboration is a

unique opportunity for your students/interns to develop leadership skills in child nutrition,

foodservice, and nutrition education, and to serve our nation's children. The webinar will give you

a chance to:

 

Hear from directors who have had students rotate with these programs. 

Have your questions answered directly by child nutrition experts at the USDA. 

Learn how to set up a rotation experience tailored to the needs and focus of your DI program. 

For more information about this collaboration, check out this blog by the USDA: 

http://blogs.usda.gov/2016/12/08/usda-child-nutrition-program-to-dietetics-interns-we-need-to-talk/.

 

Webinar: Thursday, April 27, 2017 from 1:00pm-2:15pm ET/12:00pm-1:15pm CT/11:00am-

12:15pm MT/10:00am-11:15am PT 

  

To register for the webinar follow this link:

 

 
Register

 

After your request has been approved, you'll receive instructions for joining the meeting.If you

already registered for this meeting, you do not need to register again.
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1982. Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa

Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>,

ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com

<sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 15:07:16

Subject: Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation

Attachment: image001.png

My availability – none of those times.

 

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011

650-384-6154 – home

650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Date: Monday, April 24, 2017 at 11:09 AM 

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa

Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Donna Martin

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, "ksauer@ksu.edu" <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

"sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com" <sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

Subject: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 
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As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health

professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete

the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are hosted.

 A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached analysis.

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal

Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.

 

Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

_NO____Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

__NO___Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

_NO____Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

__NO___Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.

 

Best Regards,

Jeanne
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Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

D 312-899-1730 

F  202-775-8284 

jblankenship@eatright.org
www.eatright.org

Skype: jblankenship66

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
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organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

Washington, D.C. 20036

800-877-1600, ext. 6022
tnece@eatright.org

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1983. Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa

Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>,

Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mike Glasgow

<mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>,

Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, ksauer@ksu.edu

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com

<sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 14:57:54

Subject: Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

Attachment: image001.png

Here is my availability.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 2:09 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; Chris Reidy; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg; Donna Martin; Lucille Beseler;

Mike Glasgow; Nadine Braunstein; Mary Gregoire; ksauer@ksu.edu;

sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com; Dante Turner; Joan Schwaba  

Subject: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

 

As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health

professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete
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the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are hosted.

 A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached analysis.

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal

Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.

 

 

Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

__X___Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

__no___Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

__no___Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

__X___Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.
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Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,
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We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.
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Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1984. Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation

From: Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com <sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com>, Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 14:55:58

Subject: Re: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation

Attachment: image001.png

Here is my availability 
 

Nadine  
 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

Yes  Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

Yes  Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

Yes_Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

Yes   Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET
 

On Mon, Apr 24, 2017 at 2:09 PM, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> wrote:  

As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health

professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete

the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are

hosted.  A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached

analysis.

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal
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Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.

 

 

Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

_____Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 
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Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460
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Washington, D.C. 20036

 
800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1985. RE: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

From: Schwartz, Sharon <Sharon.Schwartz@sodexo.com>

To: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa

Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>,

Nadine Braunstein <nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Dante

Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 14:23:45

Subject: RE: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

Attachment: image004.png
image001.png

From Sharon Schwartz

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

__X___Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

__no___Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

__X___Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_X____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

 

 

 

Sharon Schwartz, MS, RD, LDN 

Internship Director – Distance Option 

Sodexo Dietetic Internships

 

Cell: 919-817-5831 | Office: 919-917-7235

 
sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com  
http://www.dieteticintern.com 
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This message is confidential and the property of Sodexo. It may also be privileged and otherwise

protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake please

let us know by reply and then delete it from your system. You should not copy the message or

disclose its contents to anyone.

 

 

From: Jeanne Blankenship [mailto:JBlankenship@eatright.org]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 2:10 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; Chris Reidy; Teresa Nece; Lorri Holzberg; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Lucille

Beseler; Mike Glasgow; Nadine Braunstein; Mary Gregoire; ksauer@ksu.edu; Schwartz, Sharon;

Dante Turner; Joan Schwaba 

 Subject: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation  

Importance: High

 

 

As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health

professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete

the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are hosted.

 A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached analysis.

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal

Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.
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Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

_____Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66

 

Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN
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From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
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not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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This e-mail, attachments included, is confidential. It is intended solely for the addressees. If you
are not an intended recipient, any use, copy or diffusion, even partial of this message is prohibited.
Please delete it and notify the sender immediately. Since the integrity of this message cannot be
guaranteed on the Internet, SODEXO cannot therefore be considered liable for its content.  
 
Ce message, pieces jointes incluses, est confidentiel. Il est etabli a l'attention exclusive de ses
destinataires. Si vous n'etes pas un destinataire, toute utilisation, copie ou diffusion, meme
partielle de ce message est interdite. Merci de le detruire et d'en avertir immediatement
l'expediteur. L'integrite de ce message ne pouvant etre garantie sur Internet, SODEXO ne peut
etre tenu responsable de son contenu.  
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1986. URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

From: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy

<CREIDY@eatright.org>, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<nadinebraunstein@gmail.com>, Mary Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>,

ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com

<sharon.schwartz@sodexo.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan

Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 14:12:46

Subject: URGENT Response Requested for a Meeting to discuss CA Legislation 

Attachment: image001.png
201720180AB387_AnalysisAssembly Labor And Employment.pdf
AB387.pdf

As many of you know, legislation has been introduced in California that would require a minimum

wage-salary be paid during training programs for health professionals.   Proponents of the

legislation, including organized labor, state that the legislation would increase access to health

professions by a more diverse group of individuals who otherwise might not be able to complete

the training due to financial hardship.  However, this legislation would result in the need for

internship sites to secure funding for dietetic interns among other health professionals.  There is

significant concern that if the legislation passes, many sites would not be able to continue to offer

a program or in the least, would need to significantly reduce the number of interns that are hosted.

 A list of organizations that are opposing the legislation is included in the attached analysis.

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, chair of the Legislation and Public Policy Committee is also the Vice President,

Public Policy for the California affiliate.  In our initial conversations with Lorri, the Academy

recommended that the affiliate remain neutral on this legislation since there is not a formal

Academy stance and because of the work the affiliate has undertaken with support by organized

labor for dialysis staffing legislation and licensure.  The affiliate’s lobbyist has told Lorri that there

is a chance this legislation will pass but does not anticipate that the governor would sign the bill

into law.  Lucille will be speaking at the affiliate meeting this week on Thursday and we anticipate

she will receive questions from attendees.

 

 

Pat Booth from UCSF has written a letter to educators in the state encouraging them to act as

individuals and oppose the legislation with elected officials.  However, some students in the

affiliate have indicated support for the legislation.
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Date of Hearing:  March 29, 2017 


ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT 
Tony Thurmond, Chair 


AB 387 (Thurmond) – As Introduced February 9, 2017 


SUBJECT:  Minimum wage:  health professionals:  interns 


SUMMARY:  Broadens the definition of employer to include a person employing any person, 
engaged in supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for licensure, registration or 
certification as an allied health professional.  Specifically, this bill:   


1) Expands the definition of employer under provisions related to minimum wage, to include 
any person who directly or indirectly, or through an agent or any other person, employs or 
exercises control over the wages, hours or working conditions of any person, including any 
person engaged in a period of supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for 
licensure, registration, or certification as an allied health professional.  


2) Specifies that for purposes of this subdivision, allied health professional, uses the federal 
definition. (42 U.S. Code section 295p) 


EXISTING STATE LAW:   


1) Defines an employer for purposes of those provisions related to minimum wage to mean a 
person who directly or indirectly, or through an agent or any other person, employs or 
exercises control over the wages, hours, or working conditions of another person. 


2) Provides that for purposes of those provisions related to the minimum wage, employer 
includes the state, political subdivisions of the state, and municipalities.  


3) Provides for the minimum wage in California to be raised incrementally until January 1, 
2023 when it shall reach fifteen dollars ($15) per hour, unless specified.  


EXISTING FEDERAL LAW: 


1) Defines “allied health professionals” as a health professional (other than a registered nurse or 
physician assistant), 
a) who has received a certificate, an associate’s degree, a bachelor’s degree, a master’s 


degree, a doctoral degree, or post baccalaureate training, in a science relating to health 
care; 


b) who shares in the responsibility for the delivery of health care services or related 
services, including—  services relating to the identification, evaluation, and prevention of 
disease and disorders; dietary and nutrition services; health promotion services; 
rehabilitation services; or health systems management services; and 


c) who has not received a degree of doctor of medicine, a degree of doctor of osteopathy, a 
degree of doctor of dentistry or an equivalent degree, a degree of doctor of veterinary 
medicine or an equivalent degree, a degree of doctor of optometry or an equivalent 
degree, a degree of doctor of podiatric medicine or an equivalent degree, a degree of 
bachelor of science in pharmacy or an equivalent degree, a degree of doctor of pharmacy 
or an equivalent degree, a graduate degree in public health or an equivalent degree, a 
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degree of doctor of chiropractic or an equivalent degree, a graduate degree in health 
administration or an equivalent degree, a doctoral degree in clinical psychology or an 
equivalent degree, or a degree in social work or an equivalent degree or a degree in 
counseling or an equivalent degree. 


2) Provides under federal law, for the minimum wage to be set at $7.25 an hour and states that 
when state and federal laws differ, one must comply with the more restrictive requirement. 
(Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29 U.S. Code section 206)   


FISCAL EFFECT:  Unknown 


COMMENTS:  The author argues, allied health professionals are required to work hundreds of 
unpaid clinical hours to successfully complete their training programs. This requirement creates 
a barrier for low-income students and working adults, which prevents them from entering into 
good middle-class jobs. This bill would provide that any person engaged in a period of 
supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for licensure, registration, or certification as 
an allied health professional be subject to the minimum wage law.  By requiring healthcare 
providers to fairly compensate allied health professionals with at least the minimum wage, more 
individuals from underrepresented communities will be able to complete the required clinical 
training requirements for allied health professions, thereby increasing the overall numbers and 
diversity of the students in the pipeline. 


Arguments in Support 


The California Employment Lawyers Association argues in support, “AB 387 helps to address a 
problematic practice in an industry that is predominately female, that contributes to the gender 
wage gap and limits job opportunities.  Every year, more than 50,000 Californians train to 
become allied health professionals.  Clinical hours required as a part of that training can vary 
from as few as 160 hours for medical assistants to as many as 1,850 hours for a radiologic 
technologist – nearly a working year.  The clinical hour requirement is in addition to in-
classroom course work requirements, meaning that some students are in school 30 to 50 hours a 
week in addition to their clinical hours and the time they spend studying.  In fact, most 
community college programs recommend that students not work because of the programs’ heavy 
time demands.  
 
Requiring students to contribute substantial hours of unpaid work imposes an unrealistic burden 
on individuals with families to support.  This explains some of the racial and ethnic achievement 
gaps in healthcare career technical education programs.  But this is not just a matter of disparities 
in economic opportunity for workers.  The disparities in success rates in healthcare training 
programs result in a less culturally competent workforce as well.  For example only 25% of the 
healthcare workforce is Latino, even though Latinos are 40% of California’s population. 
That is a healthcare quality problem.  A number of studies have pointed to cultural competency 
as a key factor in better health outcomes.  
 
Students in allied healthcare programs, which are traditionally and predominantly female, are not 
paid.  In contrast, individuals in traditionally male occupations, even those in training, are paid 
for their labor.  In healthcare, once students show competency, they are able to carry out the day-
to-day functions of medical care with indirect supervision.  The healthcare industry receives a 
direct economic benefit from that labor without paying for it.  It is estimated that California 
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allied health professionals contribute up to 25 million unpaid clinical hours each year. Workers 
with families shouldn’t have to contribute a quarter of a billion dollars a year to an already-
profitable industry.  AB 387 will require healthcare providers to compensate allied health 
professionals fairly, paying them at least the minimum wage. That pay will enable more 
individuals from underrepresented communities to complete the required clinical training for 
allied health professions, thereby increasing the overall numbers and diversity of the students in 
the pipeline.  Moreover, this bill will provide fair compensation for training in an industry that is 
predominately female, thus helping to reduce the gender wage gap.”  
 
The California Pan-Ethnic Health Network writes in support, “California has more than 600,000 
allied healthcare professionals with employment expected to grow to one million by 2030.  More 
than half of those occupations require a license or certification.  These jobs typically offer good 
wages and benefits providing a path to the middle class, but entry can be difficult as students are 
required to contribute significant hours of unpaid work to achieve their degrees. Requiring 
students to contribute significant hours of unpaid work is an unrealistic burden for individuals 
with families to support.  This explains some of the racial and ethnic achievement gaps in 
Healthcare Career Technical Education Programs.  The disparities in success for healthcare 
training programs result in a less culturally competent workforce with only 25% of the healthcare 
workforce being Latino, compared to 40% of California’s population.  To build a healthcare 
workforce that reflects the diversity of California and meet the state’s cultural and linguistic 
needs, we must empower allied healthcare professionals of all socio-economic and cultural 
backgrounds to complete their training and ensure that they compensated for their work.” 


Arguments in Opposition 


A coalition of hospitals and healthcare facilities, including the California Hospital Association 
writes in opposition, “Many allied health professions require students to participate in clinical or 
experiential training at a hospital to obtain a degree and/or be qualified for the licensure or 
certification examination.  These occupations include radiologic technologists, clinical 
laboratory scientists, respiratory therapists, physical therapists, occupational therapists and 
speech therapists, among others… CHA estimates that hospitals statewide train more than 40,000 
allied health students each year.  


CHA opposes AB 387 because it would result in a significant decrease in the capacity to train the 
allied health workforce needed to provide care for California’s patients now and in the future.  
We estimate that the cost of this proposed requirement to be hundreds of millions of dollars 
annually.  Therefore, if passed, AB 387 would cause many clinical training slots for these critical 
professionals to be eliminated, which, in turn, would put allied health educational programs at 
risk of closure.  The programs, many of which are offered by California’s Community Colleges, 
would not be able to offer program enrollment without enough clinical training placements for 
students at hospitals.  The effects of this significant decrease in capacity within the current 
training system would exacerbate existing allied health care workforce shortages; put the 
development of a strong pipeline of future health care givers in jeopardy which in turn would 
have a detrimental effect on access to care.  


Sponsors of this bill [cite] the need to remove barriers for low-income students who want to go 
into allied health professions and they assert that these low-income students do not currently 
aspire to these professions because of clinical hour requirements…. Currently within the 
California Community Colleges 49.3% of students pay little or no tuition because they are 
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eligible for Board of Governor fee waivers, making it possible for students of all income levels 
to enroll in allied health professions programs provided there is sufficient enrollment space. 
Unfortunately, many programs have waiting lists for high demand programs in areas such as 
radiological technology, sonography, medical laboratory technology, and others.  If AB 387 
passes, these waiting lists will grow longer as capacity will decrease with the constriction of 
corresponding clinical slots.  Furthermore, to refute the claim that low-income students are 
crowded out of these professions, it should be noted that students facing challenges with paying 
for school and training are often eligible for financial aid and grants that do not have to be paid 
back through state and federal programs, such as Cal-Grant B.  In addition, when students 
complete their training and become licensed in these occupations, they often become employees 
of their training program sponsor (the hospital), many of which offer loan forgiveness and tuition 
reimbursement. 


Further, AB 387 will have a negative impact on the educational market place. If California 
Community College health professions programs… are limited in capacity by the number of 
clinical placements they can secure, students will have limited choices in California for 
education and training.  Recognizing that neither hospitals, nor colleges, will have the resources 
to support the minimum wage requirements for clinical hours at today’s capacity, this will open 
the market up to out-of-state and proprietary schools.  This would be a tremendous disservice to 
California students seeking access to an affordable public education from an accredited, local 
source, such as their local community college.  AB 387 has the potential to drive students out of 
state for education and training, which presents the risk that they will not return after licensure, 
thus depriving California of valuable health care workers.  This emerging market could leave 
students saddled with debt that is unnecessary under the current system. 


Students are not employees.  They are engaged in classroom and clinical activities to become 
qualified for licensure, certification and employment.  AB 387 will increase health care costs 
without any improvements in quality, value or diversity of the workforce.  Further, AB 387 will 
have the adverse consequence of reducing students’ opportunities to benefit from hospital-
provided training and clinical experience, thus exacerbating workforce shortages.”  


REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION: 


Support 


California Employment Lawyers Association 
California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO 
California Pan-Ethnic Health Network 
Community Coalition 
Laborers International Union of North America, LIUNA Locals 777 & 792 
Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy 
Numerous Individuals 
SEIU- California (sponsor) 
United Food and Commercial Workers Western States Council 
Western Center on Law and Poverty 
Working Partnerships USA 


 


Opposition 
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Adventists Health 
Alliance of Catholic Health Care 
Association of California Healthcare Districts 
Bakersfield College 
Banner Lassen Medical Center 
Bear Valley Community Healthcare District 
CA State University Northridge, Department of Health Services 
California Ambulance Association 
California Association for Medical Laboratory Technology 
California Children’s Hospital Association  
California Hospital Association 
California Medical Association 
California Radiological Society 
California Society for Respiratory Care 
California Society of Pathologists 
California Society of Radiologic Technologists 
California Speech-Language and Hearing Association 
California State University, Office of the Chancellor 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 
City College of San Francisco Radiologic Sciences Department 
City of Hope National Medical Center School of Radiation Therapy 
Clinical Laboratory Science Department at CSU Dominguez Hills 
Coalinga Regional Medical Center Diagnostic Medical Sonography 
College of Marin 
Community Medical Centers 
Deanza College Medical Laboratory Technician Program 
Delano Regional Medical Center 
Dignity Health 
District Hospital Leadership Forum 
Eastern Plumas Health Care  
El Camino Hospital Imaging Services Department 
Enloe Medical Center 
Folsom Lake College Medical Laboratory Technician Program 
Foothill College, Radiologic and Clinical Technology Programs 
Fresno City College 
Glenn Medical Center 
Good Samaritan Hospital 
Henry Mayo Newhall Hospital 
John C Fremont Healthcare District 
John Muir Health 
Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology 
Kern Radiology Medical Group  
Loma Linda University Health and Department of Occupational Therapy 
Los Angeles City College 
Marshall Medical Center 
Medical Career College of Northern California 
Merced College 
Methodists Hospital of Southern California 
Modern Technology School 
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NorthBay Healthcare 
Numerous Individuals 
Occupational Therapy Association of California 
Ohlone Community College District 
Palomar Medical Center, Poway and Escondido 
Plumas District Hospital 
Providence Health & Services Southern California 
Regional Medical Center of San Jose 
Rio Hondo College 
Saint Agnes Medical Center 
San Gregorio Memorial Hospital 
San Jose State Clinical Laboratory Scientist Department 
Seneca Healthcare District 
Sharp Chula Vista medical Center Laboratory 
Sharp HealthCare  
Shasta Regional Medical Center 
Sierra View Medical Center 
Society for Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging-Technologists Section 
Society for Vascular Ultrasound 
Society of Diagnostic Medical Sonography 
Sonographers of the Echocardiography Department, University of San Diego 
Sonoma Valley Hospital 
Southern California Society of Radiation Therapists, National University 
Southern Humboldt Community Healthcare District 
Southwest California Legislative Council 
St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach 
Stanford Health Care 
Stanford Health Care-ValleyCare 
Tenet Healthcare 
UCSF Medical Center 
Ukiah Valley Medical Center 
United Hospital Association 
Vibra Hospital of Sacramento 
Volunteer Service Department of Glendale Memorial Hospital and Health Center 
Watsonville Community Hospital 
Yuba Community College District 
 


Analysis Prepared by: Taylor Jackson / L. & E. / 916-319-2091 
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Since the Academy does not have a formal stance on this issue and we need to urgently

determine if we are willing to oppose the legislation, we are seeking a call to bring together CDR,

ACEND, the Academy Board and LPPC representatives to reach consensus. 

 

Please respond with your availability for a call at the following times:

 

 

_____Wednesday, April 26th 3:30– 4:30 p.m. CT/4:30  – 5:30 p.m. ET

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 11 a.m. – Noon CT/ Noon – 1 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th Noon – 1 p.m. CT/1 – 2 p.m. ET (Lucille not able to attend)

 

_____Thursday, April 27th 1 – 2 p.m. CT/ 2 – 3 p.m. ET

 

 

Thank you for participating in the meeting on short notice.

 

 

Best Regards,

 

Jeanne

 

 

 

Jeanne Blankenship, MS RDN

 

Vice President, Policy Initiatives and Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 D 312-899-1730 

 F  202-775-8284 

 jblankenship@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

Skype: jblankenship66
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Twitter: @jblankenshipRDN

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Teresa Nece  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 11:34 AM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Linda Farr' <

linda.farr@me.com>; 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; 'Mike Glasgow' <

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; 'Nadinebraunstein@aol.com' <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com> 

 Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

Importance: High

 

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
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about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1987. Updated CDR Precepting FAQ

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 13:02:16

Subject: Updated CDR Precepting FAQ

Attachment: unknown_name_bnbmy

 
 

Hi All,

 

CDR has provided this updated attached Precepting FAQ in response to the question Hannah

Thornton posted on the NDEP portal a week or so ago.  The updated FAQ is also saved in the

portal library under Preceptor Resources folder, then CPEs for Preceptors.  

  

Please let me know if you have any other questions.  Remember, too, that questions regarding

preceptor CPEs can be directed to CDR as well.  
 
Robyn

 

Robyn Osborn, PhD, RD

 

NDEP Chair

 

Dietetic Internship Director

 

VA San Diego Healthcare System

 

3350 La Jolla Village Drive

 

San Diego, CA 92161

 

(858) 552-8585 x 2407

 
robyn.osborn@va.gov
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Frequently Asked Questions  


190: Professional Leadership and Precepting   


Q: When can I begin logging CPE credit for precepting? 


A: You may begin logging CPE credit for precepting June 1, 2017. 


 


Q: Can I log CPEUs for precepting completed prior to June 1, 2017. 


A: No.  CPEUs are only granted for precepting hours completed June 1, 2017 or after. 


 


Q: How do I record CPEUs for precepting? 


A: You may record 3 CPEUs per year for precepting and/or leadership activity type on your 


Activity Log using Activity Type 190Professional Leadership and Precepting.  


 


Q: How many CPEUs can I log in my 5 year cycle for precepting? 


A: You may record a total of 15 CPEUs per 5 year cycle for precepting and/or leadership on your 


Activity Log. 


 


Q: Can I receive CPEUs for precepting and holding an elected/appointed position? 


A: A maximum of 15 CPEUs per 5 year cycle may be reported for Activity Type 190: Professional 


Leadership and Precepting.  The CPEUs may be awarded for either precepting, or holding an 


elected/appointed position or both.   


 


Q: What documentation do I need to retain for precepting? 


A: You are required to complete and retain the Preceptor Verification and Self-Reflection Form.  


This form must be signed and dated by the ACEND Accredited Program Director.   


 


Q: Can preceptors for students in non-accredited ACEND programs earn CPEUs under Activity 


Type 190 Professional Leadership and Precepting? 


A: No, you may only earn CPE credit when precepting a student in an ACEND accredited 


program. 


 


Q:  If I precept more than one student can I earn more than 3 CPEUs in a year? 







A:  No, you may only record up to 3 CPEUs per year using Activity Type 190: Professional 


Leadership and Precepting. 


 


Q:  Can I obtain credit for if I am paid for precepting? 


A: Yes, if you adhere to all the requirements for this activity type.  


 


Q: May I obtain credit for precepting more than once in a CDR calendar year (June 1-May 31). 


A: Yes, but only up to a maximum of 3 CPEUs per year. 


Q: How long must I keep my Preceptor Self-Assessment and Verification Form? 


A: You must keep the verification form for two (2) years after the end of the reporting cycle. 


 


Q: Can I submit a copy of the Preceptor Self-Assessment and Verification Form? 


A: Yes, you must submit the an electronic copy of the Preceptor Self-Assessment and 


Verification Form. 


 


Q: Do I have to precept within the United States? 


A: No, you may precept any student who is enrolled in an ACEND accredited program. 


 


Q: Can I obtain for leadership and precepting in the same year? 


A: Yes, you may log a maximum of 3 CPEUs per year for a combination of leadership and 


precepting activities 


 


Q:  Does this CPEU credit opportunity include everyone in a facility who precepts students or 


only 1-2 people? For example, do the CPEUs only apply to the primary preceptor in a large 


facility or also multiple staff dietitians who also precept the students/interns? 


A: All dietetics preceptors may record CPEUs for precepting as long as they have completed the 


Self-Assessment and Verification Form.   


 


Q:  Who provides the certificate of completion for the 3 CEUs, the CP/DI Program Director? 


A: The Self-Assessment Verification Form signed by the ACEND accredited Program Director 


may be used as the certificate of completion. 
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1988. RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday April 26th

From: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'Jojo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>, 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <Ksauer@ksu.edu>

Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>, Maria Juarez

<MJuarez@eatright.org>, 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'

<carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 11:45:23

Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday

April 26th

Attachment: narrative for march 2017 electronic.xlsx

All,

 

 

I am looking forward to our call tomorrow. If you have any difficulty getting onto the portal, please

let me know.  The attached document is the summary for March.  

 

Paul

 

 

From: Paul Mifsud  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:14 PM 

 To: Paul Mifsud; 'Garner, Margaret'; 'Jojo Dantone'; 'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com'; 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr'; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Dianne Polly'; 'Manju Karkare'; 'Amanda Jones';

'Ksauer@ksu.edu' 

 Cc: Christian Krapp; Maria Juarez; 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'; Dante Turner; Mary Beth

Whalen; Patricia Babjak; 'Singerman, Carol' 

 Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday April

26th

 

 

All,
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				Total 2017 FY Academy Summary by Financial Category



										March										Year-to-Date



										Actuals		Budget		Variance Fav/(unfav)		Reason				Actuals		Budget		Variance Fav/(unfav)

				Revenues

				Membership Dues						$   773,892		$   775,069		$   (1,177)		Lower Membership (-$2.1K)				$   7,792,728		$   7,777,391		$   15,337

																Higher Fellow program (+$0.9K)



				Programs & Meetings						41,942		25,282		16,660		Higher Nutrition Focused Physical Exam training (+$14.8K)				4,499,210		4,949,523		(450,314)

																Higher Professional Development (+$1.9K)



				Publications and Materials						333,507		407,619		(74,112)		Lower National Nutrition Month (-$51.7K)				1,896,888		2,086,715		(189,827)																																																														4003574		-2106686.31

																Lower Traditional Publications (-$17.4K)

																Lower Journal (-$2.9K)

																Lower Media Rep (-$2.9K)

																Lower List Rental (-$1.7K)

																Lower Nutrition Focused Physical Exam (-$1.0K)

																Higher Research Publications (+$3.1K)

																Lower across all other (-$0.4K)



				Subscriptions						185,166		208,615		(23,449)		Lower NCM and related subscriptions (-$14.6K)				1,859,535		1,964,587		(105,052)																																																														695771		1163764.1

																Lower eNCPT subscriptions (-$10.0K)

																Higher across all other (+$1.2K)



				Advertising						-		-		-		Not Applicable				135,945		200,160		(64,216)																																																														0		0



				All Grants 						44,971		9,150		35,821		Higher Research Grants				127,646		122,834		4,811																																																														2664556		-2536910.5



				Sponsorships						76,990		96,067		(19,077)		Lower Sponsorships				807,079		890,541		(83,462)																																																														2664556		-1857476.83



				Other						57,911		57,820		91		No material variances				1,066,532		999,934		66,598																																																														726288		340244.4



				          Total Revenues						$   1,514,380		$   1,579,623		$   (65,242)						$   18,185,562		$   18,991,687		$   (806,125)																																																														19268807		-1083244.91

																																																																																						0		0

				Expenses																																																																																		0		0

				Personnel						1,172,155		$   1,138,483		$   (33,672)		Higher salary and benefits 				$   10,985,300		$   10,859,383		$   (125,917)



				Publications						175,174		183,267		8,093		Lower Food and Nutrition Magazine (-$6.3K)				1,974,619		2,059,280		84,662

																Lower Journal (-$2.7K)

																Higher across all other (+$0.9K)



				Travel						57,299		57,586		287		Lower Research (-$9.5K)				863,437		1,019,512		156,075

																Lower Administration (-$6.0K)

																Lower Marketing and PR (-$2.7K)

																Higher Public Policy (+$10.0K)

																Higher Governance (+$3.5K)

																Higher Nutrition Focused Physical Exam (+$3.2K)

																Higher across all other (+$1.2K)



				Professional fees						153,453		151,002		(2,451)		Higher Food and Nutrition Magazine (+$11.3K)				1,064,746		1,197,466		132,720																																																														621546.91		0

																Higher NCM and related products (+$6.4K)

																Higher Publications (+$5.6K)

																Higher Informatics (+5.0K)

																Higher Brand Marketing (+$2.2K)

																Lower Nutrition Focused Physical Exam (-$8.2K)

																Lower National Nutrition Month (-$5.0K)

																Lower Goverance (-$5.0K)

																Lower Research (-$4.8K)

																Lower Journal (-$2.9K)

																Lower List Rental (-$1.3K)

																Lower across all other (-$0.8K)



				Postage and mailing service						26,219		30,674		4,455		Lower Member Retention (-$4.3K)				531,736		522,822		(8,914)																																																														205422.41		0

																Lower Publications (-$1.2K)

																Higher across all other (+$1.0K)



				Office supplies and equipment						19,206		19,262		56		No material variances				180,872		192,477		11,605																																																														59688.18		0



				Rent and utilities						58,150		106,208		48,058		Building expense reduction due to move				25,937		1,047,366		1,021,430																																																														1106902.29		0



				Telephone and communications						13,858		11,305		(2,554)		Higher Telecom in Chicago and Washington (+$2.1K)				131,960		145,743		13,783																																																														411739.08		0

																Higher teleconferencing across all (+$0.5K)



				Commissions						-		-		-		Not Applicable				42,335		58,457		16,122																																																														-42335		0



				Computer expenses						62,401		56,888		(5,512)		Higher Research (+$2.2K)				571,777		566,119		(5,658)																																																														-214181.27		0

																Higher IT and Web (+$1.3K)

																Higher Food and Nutrition Magazine (+$1.2K)

																Higher across all other (+$0.8K)



				Advertising and promotion						8,852		7,297		(1,555)		Higher Integrated Marketing (+$0.8K)				63,477		71,075		7,597																																																														172421.77		0

																Higher National Nutrition Month (+$0.4K)

																Higher across all other (+$0.4K)



				Insurance						5,076		5,235		159		Lower insurance premiums (-$0.2K)				69,909		67,872		(2,038)																																																														65499.65		0



				Depreciation 						109,935		104,429		(5,506)		Higher costs due to the depreciation costs due of move				1,143,109		982,809		(160,300)																																																														-415332.5		0



				Income taxes						-		-		-		Not Applicable				-		-		-																																																														0		0

										30,618		22,793		(7,825)						517,726		493,637		(24,090)

										42,074		42,074		-						159,837		190,469		30,632



				Bank and Trust Fees						72,691		64,866		(7,825)		Higher Credit Card fees				677,563		684,106		6,542



				Other 						70,062		48,044		(22,018)		Higher Research (+$19.0K)				705,373		724,611		19,238																																																														-313606.7		0

				Research						-		-		-		Higher Governance (+$1.6K)				-		-		-																																																														391766		0

				Expense Allocation CDR						(223,466)		(237,218)		(13,752)						(2,292,287)		(2,366,437)		(74,150)

				Expense Allocation CADE						(4,194)		(4,194)		0						(41,940)		(41,937)		3

																Higher Knowledge Center (+$2.0K)

																Higher across all other (+$1.0K)



				Expense Allocation						(227,660)		(241,412)		(13,752)		Lower recognition of CDR funded expenses				(2,334,227)		(2,408,374)		(74,147)



				Donations to the Foundation						-		-		-		Not Applicable				600,025		600,025		-																																																														-500025.28		0

				Examination administration						-		-		-						-		-		-																																																														0		0



				Meeting services						20,712		18,781		(1,932)		Higher Informatics (+$4.0K)				1,772,854		1,892,404		119,550																																																														-378339.77		0

																Higher Publications (+$1.6K)

																Higher Marketing and PR (+$0.8K)

																Lower Governance (-$4.6K)

																Higher across all other (+$0.1K)



				Legal and audit						20,780		17,538		(3,242)		Higher Legal (+$3.2K)				175,487		175,377		(110)																																																														-73392.15		0



				Printing						9,028		9,781		753		Lower Member retention (-$1.2K)				167,759		187,099		19,340																																																														294941.95		0

																Higher across all other (+$0.4K)



				      Total Expense						$   1,827,390		$   1,789,233		$   (38,157)						$   19,414,048		$   20,645,628		$   1,231,580																																																														0		0

																																																																																						0		0

				Operating Income/(Deficit)						$   (313,010)		$   (209,611)		$   (103,400)						$   (1,228,486)		$   (1,653,941)		$   425,455																																																														0		0



										(38,960)		104,167		(143,127)						(1,256,965)		1,041,670		(2,298,635)

										112,322		-		112,322						2,531,052		-		2,531,052

										-		-		-						-		-		-



































				10.89
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										8.34		1823

										1378.896882494		911.5										0.7

										1300		2										0.65

										325												1.0249849758

												57626		44548

												43933		48791										0.65

												1.3116791478		1.0952455778								48645		0.6662402343

																						48876		0.6828862304

																						0.995273754		0.6999481263

																						49300

																						70151

																						70852.51

																						71561.0351

																						72276.645451

																						2125.645451

										40,666		40,783		117						444,162		438,884		(5,279)





narrative for march 2017 electronic.xlsx



 

 

As you know, we have our Finance and Audit  Committee calls next week.  The calls will be on

Tuesday, April 25th from 8:30 – 11:30 CDT and on Wednesday, April 26th from 8:30 – 11:30

CDT.  I am attaching the agenda for your review.  I know this is a great deal of time out of your

schedules.  Even though we need everyone for each day, the budget discussion on Tuesday is the

most critical.  Even on Tuesday, if we need to adjust to put the FY18 budget first, please let me

know.    On Wednesday, we will have three guest joining us;

 

 

1.       Rob Wessel – Central Insurance -Insurance

 

2.       Jim Hagestad and Kathy Downey – Plante Moran – Budget and Tax plan for FY17/18

 

3.       Al Bryant – Segall, Bryant and Hamill – Investments

 

 

Most of the information will be posted this afternoon, including the budget presentation.  The one

thing that may not come until tomorrow are the March results.  We are still working on them. 

Maria will notify you once the information is posted.  Finally, you should have received the two

webinar invitations for our meeting from the Academy IT department.   You will have one for each

day.   

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.

 

 

Paul
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1989. Re: PPW template

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 10:59:42

Subject: Re: PPW template

Attachment: image001.png

Got it, thanks!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 9:50 AM  

To: Donna Martin; 'Dianne Polly'  

Subject: PPW template 

 

HI Donna and Diane,

 

 

Attached find the PPW slide deck template.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1990. RE: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 10:15:26

Subject: RE: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks, Donna, I’ll put a schedule together and show you. 

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 9:08 AM 

 To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

 

 

Joan,  The main scheduling conflicts I will have will be Academy conflicts which you will be aware

of.  Thursdays are the only day that is routinely bad for me.  Lunchtime works well usually.  Send

the schedule and I will go from there.  Thanks!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 4:18 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule 

 

Hello Donna, 

I am preparing a schedule of the 2017-18 program year bimonthly President calls with Pat and

4Ps calls. Is there a day of the week and time that works best for your schedule? I will take into

account prescheduled meetings (the E-Team meets on Wednesdays from 9-11am CT) and

holidays/observances, but if there is a time you have scheduled vacation or time off, I would

appreciate if you can share those dates, too. Once I draft the schedule I will run it past you so we

can put it on the agenda for the May 8 5Ps call. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1991. Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 10:10:03

Subject: Re: FL FANS Speaker Information

Attachment: image001.png

That is correct, thanks Dante! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 4:44 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Cc: Joan Schwaba  

Subject: FW: FL FANS Speaker Information 

 

Hi Donna– 

 

We received the attached information for your presentation at the Florida affiliate meeting for July

16. We noticed the W-9 is already signed, but since you will not be accepting honorarium for your

presentation, we have asked if you need to complete this form.  To confirm, will you be flying

directly from the Board retreat to the Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium? If so, we will make

your hotel reservations for  the night of July 15. Thank you!
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Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.

 

Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: student@eatrightflorida.org [mailto:student@eatrightflorida.ORG]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: info@eatrightgeorgia.org 

 Subject: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dear Florida FANS Speaker,

 

 

Attached is information regarding your presentation at the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition

Symposium as well as the Preliminary Program for your review.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102
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PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308

 

850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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1992. Re: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 10:08:22

Subject: Re: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

Attachment: image001.png

Joan,  The main scheduling conflicts I will have will be Academy conflicts which you will be aware

of.  Thursdays are the only day that is routinely bad for me.  Lunchtime works well usually.  Send

the schedule and I will go from there.  Thanks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 4:18 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule 

 

Hello Donna, 

I am preparing a schedule of the 2017-18 program year bimonthly President calls with Pat and

4Ps calls. Is there a day of the week and time that works best for your schedule? I will take into

account prescheduled meetings (the E-Team meets on Wednesdays from 9-11am CT) and

holidays/observances, but if there is a time you have scheduled vacation or time off, I would

appreciate if you can share those dates, too. Once I draft the schedule I will run it past you so we

can put it on the agenda for the May 8 5Ps call. 

Thanks!
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Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1993. Re: Referring patients to RDNs

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 09:57:45

Subject: Re: Referring patients to RDNs

Attachment:

Pat,  Thanks for handling this!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

Director, School Nutrition Program

Burke County Board of Education

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

Waynesboro, GA  30830

work - 706-554-5393

fax - 706-554-5655

 

________________________________________

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 12:39 AM

To: Patricia Babjak

Cc: Donna Martin; peark02@outlook.com

Subject: Re: Referring patients to RDNs

 

Bravo!

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida

President Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics 2016-2017

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone

 

 

> On Apr 19, 2017, at 3:26 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Please read the email from Karen Collins below. In the event other RDNs noted this article as

Karen did, please know that I addressed it with the CEO of the Endocrine Society with whom I am

personal friends.

>
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> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> From: Patricia Babjak

> Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 6:15 PM

> To: 'bbkeenan@endocrine.org' <bbkeenan@endocrine.org>

> Subject: Referring patients to RDNs

>

> Barbara Byrd Keenan, Chief Executive Officer

> Endocrine Society

>

> Dear Barbara:

> I am writing in regard to the Endocrine Society's newly issued Clinical Practice Guideline,

advising health care providers on ways to diagnose and treat hypothalamic amenorrhea. The

online announcement at http://endocrinenews.endocrine.org/endocrine-society-issues-

hypothalamic-amenorrhea-guideline/#sthash.dWU00t8N.dpuf quotes Catherine M. Gordon, chair

of the task force that authored the Guideline, as saying: "Referring patients to a nutritionist for

specialized dietary instructions is an extremely important part of their care" (emphasis added).

>

> The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics agrees completely that nutrition is a vital component of

care for women with hypothalamic amenorrhea. However, the term nutritionist is not regulated or a

protected title; literally anyone can call himself or herself a nutritionist, whether or not he or she

has the education and experience to provide specialized nutrition-based care. We respectfully ask

that the Guideline be amended - and Dr. Gordon's quotation be edited - to specify that patients

should be referred to a registered dietitian nutritionist.

>

> An RDN is a food and nutrition expert who has met rigorous academic and professional

requirements to earn and maintain the credential, including:

>

> *             Earned a bachelor's degree with course work approved by the Academy of Nutrition
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and Dietetics' Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND). Coursework

typically includes food and nutrition sciences, foodservice systems management, business,

economics, computer science, sociology, biochemistry, physiology, microbiology and chemistry.

>

> *             Completed an accredited, supervised practice program at a health care facility,

community agency or foodservice corporation.

>

> *             Passed a national examination administered by the Commission on Dietetic

Registration.

>

> *             Completes continuing professional educational requirements to maintain registration.

>

> Forty-six states currently have statutory provisions regarding professional regulation of dietitians

and/or nutritionists. The rationale for legislatures acting to protect these titles is that the public

deserves access to professionals who are qualified by education, experience and examination to

provide nutrition care services.

>

> Thank you very much for your attention to this important issue that is so vital to protecting the

public's health. I miss not seeing you in Chicago. I hope the transition went without a hitch. I will

call you to schedule a meeting next time I'm in DC and we can discuss establishing a formal

alliance between the Academy and the Society. Please let me know when you're in Chicago.

>

> Hoping you and yours have a joyful Easter!

> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> ++++++++++++++++++++++++++

>

> ORIGINAL REQUEST FROM KAREN COLLINS

>
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>

> From: Patricia Babjak

> Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2017 4:25 PM

> To: 'Karen Collins MS RDN CDN FAND' <karen@karencollinsnutrition.com>

> Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Mya Wilson <mwilson@eatright.org>

> Subject: RE: Consider letter from Academy to Endocrine Society? - Hypothalamic amenorrhea

guidance & nutritionists

>

> Dear Karen,

>

> Thank you for bringing this important issue to our attention. We will contact the Endocrine

Society to inform them that nutritionist is not a protected term and they should be referring patients

to a registered dietitian nutritionist (RDN) for specialized diet instructions. We will clarify that

registered dietitian nutritionists are the competent, proficient food and nutrition experts who have

met rigorous educational, experiential, examination and continuing professional education

requirements to earn and maintain the RDN credential. As we often say, All registered dietitians

are nutritionists - but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians.

>

> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> From: Karen Collins MS RDN CDN FAND [mailto:karen@karencollinsnutrition.com]

> Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 8:39 AM

> To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org<mailto:denos@eatright.org>>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org<mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org>>

> Cc: Mya Wilson <mwilson@eatright.org<mailto:mwilson@eatright.org>>

> Subject: Consider letter from Academy to Endocrine Society? - Hypothalamic amenorrhea

guidance & nutritionists

>

> Dear Pat and Diane,
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>

> In case you haven't seen it, you might like to check the below links for a new statement from the

Endocrine Society.

>

> http://endocrinenews.endocrine.org/endocrine-society-issues-hypothalamic-ame

> norrhea-guideline/

>

>

<http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/877950><http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/877950%

3e>; Hypothalamic amenorrhea

> guidance includes nutritionist referral

>

> The Endocrine Society is recommending referral to a nutritionist instead of referral to a

registered dietitian nutritionist.

> Is the Academy considering a letter to

> the Endocrine Society, asking them to clarify that an RDN is the preferred

> professional for that referral? It would be great if a constructive dialogue

> with the organization led them to provide that nuance in future media

> communications.

>

> Thank you, and all best,

> Karen

>

> --

> Karen Collins, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

> Speaker, Writer, Consultant

> Nutrition Advisor, AICR

> Chair, SCAN dietetic practice group

> http://www.karencollinsnutrition.com

>

>

>

>

> <winmail.dat>
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1994. PPW template

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 09:53:56

Subject: PPW template

Attachment: image001.png
PPW 2017-Master Template-General.pptx

HI Donna and Diane,

 

 

Attached find the PPW slide deck template.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1995. Re: Mary Pat Raimond

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 09:44:01

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimond

Attachment: image002.png
image003.jpg

Always!! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 2:24 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

I am back from vacation and reading this.  I will respond to everyone but right now to you…my

thanks for your leadership and being my friend.

 

 

Love to you,

 

MPR

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships
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Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; 'evelyncrayton64' <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>;

'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>; 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>;

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <don.bradley@duke.edu>;

peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>;

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 
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She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; 'craytef@aces.edu';

'craytef@charter.net'; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis';

'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; 'brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu';

'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi 

 Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  
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My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu';

'brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi
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For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 
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Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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1996. Re: 2017 FNCE Travel and Registration Information

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>, AND BOD Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, AND FAC Paul Mifsud <pmifsud@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 09:41:57

Subject: Re: 2017 FNCE Travel and Registration Information

Attachment:

JoJo,  You will be sorely missed.  The good news is that you will not be presenting a budget at this

meeting, so if you were going to pick a meeting to miss, this would be  good one!  Enjoy your trip.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Sent: Sunday, April 23, 2017 5:25 PM  

To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba; AND FAC Paul Mifsud; Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: 2017 FNCE Travel and Registration Information 

 

I wanted to give notice well in advance to let you know that I will not be able to attend the

September 14-15, 2017 BOD meeting in Chicago.  Don and I have planned a vacation at that time

in September and I am not be able to change our plans.  I am sorry.  Please let me know if I need

to do anything else besides notify you three.  

 

Jo Jo Dantone 

662-809-8451 
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
 

On Apr 12, 2017, at 4:35 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote: 
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The 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo™ (FNCE®) will be held October 21-24 in Chicago,

Illinois preceded by the House Leadership Team (HLT) meeting on October 19 and the House of

Delegates meeting October 20-21. You will remember that you all agreed last year to discontinue

our Board meeting immediately following FNCE. I am attaching the most recent Board meetings

calendar for your reference. 

 

Housing

The Executive Office staff will make your reservations at the FNCE® headquarters hotel,  Hyatt

Regency Chicago, 151 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL, for arrival on Thursday, October 19 and

departure on Tuesday, October 24. For members of the HLT (Speaker, Speaker-elect, Immediate

Past Speaker, HOD Directors), we will make your hotel reservations for arrival on Wednesday,

October 18. If business or personal reasons require you to extend your stay, please notify

me. Your hotel room will be master-billed; you will be asked to pay for incidentals.  

 

Registration

Complimentary FNCE® registration is open  Tuesday, May 2 through Friday, September 8.

Registration instructions follow: 

·        Complete your registration online by going to http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/registration/  

 

o   Select the Registration link

 

o   In the New Registration section on the left side, enter the registration code “password” under

your name

 

§  Continue and complete the required registration information. 

 

·        Registration questions, please contact Rebecca McHale at 312/899-4851.

 

Travel

You are approved to make your travel arrangements for FNCE®; see instructions below. If you

wish to book your travel on your own, please submit your expenses for reimbursement after the

conclusion of the meeting. 

 

Booking Your Travel Online: 

1)     Book your travel whenever possible Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30am

and 7:00pm EST 

2)     Go online to:  www.atcmeetings.com/Academy

3)     Login to your account using your User ID (email address) and the password you created

when you activated your account. (If you have forgotten your login, click “Forgot password” and

enter your email address on file with Deem in the USERNAME field. You will immediately receive

a reset password email.) 
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4)     Search  for and select your flights (book “non-refundable” fares only) 

5)     When you reach the Purchase Trip page, select  2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo

 from the drop down menu and enter the GL Code 1032430.

 

Thank you! 

Joan 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 

Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email:  jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image001.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

 

<2017 BOD Meetings Calendar rev041217.pdf> 
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1997. Automatic reply: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 09:37:36

Subject: Automatic reply: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment:

I am currently out of the office; returning Tuesday, April 25th.  I will not have access to phone or

email during this time. 

 

You may  contact Beth Labrador at blabrador@eatright.org

 

 

Thank you,

 

Stacy Chassagne
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1998. Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>, hesshunt@aol.com

<hesshunt@aol.com>

Cc: ADA YADRICK MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>, Ragalie-Carr, Jean

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, GARNER MARGARET

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

ADA BABJAK PAT <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente,

Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>, AND

BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com

<Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary Beth

<mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, AND Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 24, 2017 09:37:26

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment:

Mary,  I am so inspired by your continured committment to the Academy, its members and the

future of the 

the profession.  Your generous gift will fund so many great projects, that will help show our

membership exactly what the transformational power of nutrition is! Thank you Mary!!! 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>  

Sent: Sunday, April 23, 2017 4:25 PM  

To: hesshunt@aol.com  

Cc: ADA YADRICK MARTY; Ragalie-Carr, Jean; GARNER MARGARET; Susan Burns;

tjraymond@aol.com; Donna Martin; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com;

rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; ADA BABJAK PAT; peark02@outlook.com;

gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole; Singerman, Carol; Christie, Catherine; AND BOD Joan

Schwaba; Dante Turner; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com; Whalen, Mary Beth; Brown, Katie; AND

Beth Labrador; Paul Slomski; Nicci Brown; Deneen Taylor; Martha Ontiveros; Stacy Chassagne  

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess 

 

Mary, 
 

Thank you.  What a wonderful way to show that your heart is with the continued growth and

support of RDN/NDTRs for the future of our association. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451

(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On Apr 23, 2017, at 6:06 AM, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu> wrote: 
 

Thank you Mary for your continued commitment to the Academy and now it's Second Century.

You are an inspiration to us all!  

 

Sent from my iPad 
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Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND 

Interim Dean, Brooks College of Health 

University of North Florida 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 6:37 PM, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> wrote:  
 

Lovely photo.  Thank you, Mary!  You’re amazing! 

 

Marty 

 

 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [ mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]   

Sent: Saturday, April 22, 2017 3:56 PM  

To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>;  tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick <

myadrick@computrition.com>;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;  constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; 

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;  Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <

escottstumps@ecu.edu>; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com;  rangecamille@gmail.com; 

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; 

JoJo@NutritionEd.com;  c.christie@unf.edu;  gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <

carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <

JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>;  Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com;

Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 1:45 PM, Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> wrote:

 

Outstanding .....and another gift of confidence in the future we envision. There is just an

excitement that keeps growing.  M  

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 

Executive Director 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  

Box 870360 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487 
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205-348-7960 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 4:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100 th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century receptionrecently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate MaryAbbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at  hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend. 

 

 

Susie

Susie Burns 

Senior Director 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995 

312-899-4752 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

<image001.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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1999. Re: 2017 FNCE Travel and Registration Information

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: AND BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, AND FAC Paul Mifsud

<pmifsud@eatright.org>, AND BOD Donna Martin

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 23, 2017 17:28:48

Subject: Re: 2017 FNCE Travel and Registration Information

Attachment:

I wanted to give notice well in advance to let you know that I will not be able to attend the

September 14-15, 2017 BOD meeting in Chicago.  Don and I have planned a vacation at that time

in September and I am not be able to change our plans.  I am sorry.  Please let me know if I need

to do anything else besides notify you three.  

 

Jo Jo Dantone 

662-809-8451
JoJo@NutritionEd.com
 

On Apr 12, 2017, at 4:35 PM, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org> wrote: 
 

The 2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo™ (FNCE®) will be held October 21-24 in Chicago,

Illinois preceded by the House Leadership Team (HLT) meeting on October 19 and the House of

Delegates meeting October 20-21. You will remember that you all agreed last year to discontinue

our Board meeting immediately following FNCE. I am attaching the most recent Board meetings

calendar for your reference. 

 

Housing

The Executive Office staff will make your reservations at the FNCE® headquarters hotel,  Hyatt

Regency Chicago, 151 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL, for arrival on Thursday, October 19 and

departure on Tuesday, October 24. For members of the HLT (Speaker, Speaker-elect, Immediate

Past Speaker, HOD Directors), we will make your hotel reservations for arrival on Wednesday,

October 18. If business or personal reasons require you to extend your stay, please notify

me. Your hotel room will be master-billed; you will be asked to pay for incidentals.  

 

Registration

Complimentary FNCE® registration is open  Tuesday, May 2 through Friday, September 8.

Registration instructions follow: 

·        Complete your registration online by going to http://eatrightfnce.org/attend/registration/  

o   Select the Registration link

o   In the New Registration section on the left side, enter the registration code “password” under

your name
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§  Continue and complete the required registration information. 

·        Registration questions, please contact Rebecca McHale at 312/899-4851.

Travel

You are approved to make your travel arrangements for FNCE®; see instructions below. If you

wish to book your travel on your own, please submit your expenses for reimbursement after the

conclusion of the meeting. 

 

Booking Your Travel Online: 

1)     Book your travel whenever possible Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30am

and 7:00pm EST 

2)     Go online to:  www.atcmeetings.com/Academy

3)     Login to your account using your User ID (email address) and the password you created

when you activated your account. (If you have forgotten your login, click “Forgot password” and

enter your email address on file with Deem in the USERNAME field. You will immediately receive

a reset password email.) 

4)     Search  for and select your flights (book “non-refundable” fares only) 

5)     When you reach the Purchase Trip page, select  2017 Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo

 from the drop down menu and enter the GL Code 1032430.

 

Thank you! 

Joan 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN 

Director, Strategic Management  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995  

Phone: 312-899-4798  

Fax number: 312-899-4765  

Email:  jschwaba@eatright.org 

www.eatright.org |  www.eatrightPRO.org |  www.eatrightSTORE.org

<image001.png> 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

 

<2017 BOD Meetings Calendar rev041217.pdf> 
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2000. Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: JoJo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

To: hesshunt@aol.com <hesshunt@aol.com>

Cc: ADA YADRICK MARTY <myadrick@computrition.com>, Ragalie-Carr, Jean

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, GARNER MARGARET

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>,

tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, AND BOD Donna Martin

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

ADA BABJAK PAT <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente,

Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>, AND

BOD Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>, Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com

<Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary Beth

<mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, AND Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 23, 2017 16:28:31

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment:

Mary, 
 

Thank you.  What a wonderful way to show that your heart is with the continued growth and

support of RDN/NDTRs for the future of our association. 
 
Jo Jo Dantone, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND

Treasurer-Elect - Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics

CEO, Nutrition Education Resources, Inc.

112 River Oaks Drive

LaPlace, LA 70068

(Cell) 662-809-8451
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(Office) 985-651-2342

(eFax) 888-573-1919
JoJo@NutritionEd.com

 
 

On Apr 23, 2017, at 6:06 AM, Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu> wrote: 
 

Thank you Mary for your continued commitment to the Academy and now it's Second Century.

You are an inspiration to us all!  

 

Sent from my iPad 

Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND 

Interim Dean, Brooks College of Health 

University of North Florida 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 6:37 PM, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> wrote:  
 

Lovely photo.  Thank you, Mary!  You’re amazing! 

 

Marty 

 

 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [ mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]   

Sent: Saturday, April 22, 2017 3:56 PM  

To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>;  tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick <

myadrick@computrition.com>;  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;  constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; 

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;  Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <

escottstumps@ecu.edu>; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com;  rangecamille@gmail.com; 

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com; 

JoJo@NutritionEd.com;  c.christie@unf.edu;  gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <

carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <

JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>;  Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com;

Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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On Apr 22, 2017, at 1:45 PM, Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> wrote:

Outstanding .....and another gift of confidence in the future we envision. There is just an

excitement that keeps growing.  M  

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 

Executive Director 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  

Box 870360 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487 

205-348-7960 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 4:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100 th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century receptionrecently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate MaryAbbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at  hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend. 

 

 

Susie

Susie Burns 

Senior Director 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995 

312-899-4752 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

<image001.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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2001. Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Christie, Catherine <c.christie@unf.edu>

To: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, hesshunt@aol.com <hesshunt@aol.com>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

constancegeiger@cgeiger.net <constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>,

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu <Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>,

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com <Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump,

Sylvia <escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com

<Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary Beth

<mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 23, 2017 07:09:43

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment:

Thank you Mary for your continued commitment to the Academy and now it's Second Century.

You are an inspiration to us all!  

 

Sent from my iPad 

Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND 

Interim Dean, Brooks College of Health 

University of North Florida 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 6:37 PM, Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com> wrote:  
 

Lovely photo.  Thank you, Mary!  You’re amazing!
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Marty

 

 

 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]  

Sent: Saturday, April 22, 2017 3:56 PM 

 To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> 

 Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick <

myadrick@computrition.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net;

Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu; Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <

escottstumps@ecu.edu>; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com;

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com;

JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu; gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole <

carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba <

JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com;

Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown <

nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros <

Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 1:45 PM, Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> wrote:

 

Outstanding .....and another gift of confidence in the future we envision. There is just an

excitement that keeps growing.  M 

  

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy 

 

Box 870360

 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487
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205-348-7960

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 4:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx>
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2002. RE: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Marty Yadrick <myadrick@computrition.com>

To: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'hesshunt@aol.com' <hesshunt@aol.com>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com

<tjraymond@aol.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary

Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 22, 2017 18:40:05

Subject: RE: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment:

Lovely photo.  Thank you, Mary!  You’re amazing!

 

 

Marty

 

 

 

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean [mailto:jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org]  

Sent: Saturday, April 22, 2017 3:56 PM 

 To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> 

 Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>; tjraymond@aol.com; Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net;
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Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu; Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>; kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com;

sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>; peark02@outlook.com;

JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu; gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com;

Whalen, Mary Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>; Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 1:45 PM, Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> wrote:

 

Outstanding .....and another gift of confidence in the future we envision. There is just an

excitement that keeps growing.  M 

  

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy 

 

Box 870360

 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487

 

205-348-7960

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 4:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members
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From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx>
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2003. Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

Cc: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com

<tjraymond@aol.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, Escott-Stump, Sylvia

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Babjak, Patricia <pbabjak@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Whalen, Mary

Beth <mwhalen@eatright.org>, Brown, Katie <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 22, 2017 16:59:18

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment: image1.JPG

 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 22, 2017, at 1:45 PM, Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> wrote:  
 

Outstanding .....and another gift of confidence in the future we envision. There is just an

excitement that keeps growing.  M  

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND  

Executive Director 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  
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Box 870360 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487 

205-348-7960 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 4:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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2004. Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

Cc: tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, escottstumps@ecu.edu

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>, c.christie@unf.edu

<c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com <gussch@aol.com>, Clemente,

Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>, Singerman, Carol

<carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>,

Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com

<Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth Whalen

<Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>, Nicci

Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 22, 2017 16:48:14

Subject: Re: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment:

Outstanding .....and another gift of confidence in the future we envision. There is just an

excitement that keeps growing.  M  

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND  

Executive Director 

Student Health Center and Pharmacy  

Box 870360 

Tuscaloosa , AL 35487 

205-348-7960 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Apr 21, 2017, at 4:07 PM, Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx> 
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2005. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 22, 2017 07:53:48

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

Thanks, Mary! 

I clearly remember that meeting.  I walked away saying to myself..."wow, if I need a patient

advocate for my care, I am asking Mary.  She is brilliant!"  Still true today.  :-) 
 

You will be a great President. 
 

Thanks again!  

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President,  

Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW-  

Suite 460 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 312.899.1731 
mraimondi@eatright.org
www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 4:52 PM, Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com> wrote:  
 
 

Donna and Jean, you said it all.

 
 

Mary Pat, "what they said". You gave me confidence years ago when you interviewed me as part

of market research for Novartis-I never forgot that. You are amazingly and quietly awesome.

Thanks for everything you have done for all of us. 

ENJOY life and take care of yourself. You are a gem.

 
 

Mary Russell 
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2006. Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

From: Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>

To: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

Cc: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Beseler Lucille

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Martin Donna <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Blankenship Jeanne

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 22:31:44

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

Attachment:

Hello- I’m in the midst of the House of Delegates meeting April 21-24 and will still be in meetings

on Monday. I appreciate the invitation but feel that you have excellent thought leaders on this  list

already, so you may not need my input. Please feel free to proceed without me. Thank you for the

invitation. I don’t want to hold you up. 
 
 

Linda 
 

Linda T. Farr, RDN, LD, FAND

Speaker, House of Delegates 2016-2017
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Owner, Nutrition Associates of SA 
(W): 210-735-2402 

(C): 210-872-8790  

(F): 210-735-1176  

@NutritiousTable 
linda.farr@me.com
 
NOTICE: This message is PRIVATE communication.  It is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If an addressing or transmission error has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the
author by replying to this message immediately and destroy this communication.  
 

On Apr 21, 2017, at 3:29 PM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote: 
 

I am available Monday and Tuesday.  I also could do it on Wed.  

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Date: Friday, April 21, 2017 at 12:37 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Lorri Holzberg
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<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein <

Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Subject: RE: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

 

Thanks Lucille for suggesting an alternate time. 

 

Would Tuesday at 1:00 pm Eastern Time work for everyone?   

 

Please let us know.  Teresa 

 

From: Lucille Beseler [ mailto:lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net]   

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:58 PM  

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Cc:  DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Lorri Holzberg <

lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; Nadinebraunstein@aol.com;

Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

 

Hi Teresa 

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.   

Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  

I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille  

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine, 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm. 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding
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taking a neutral stance in March 2017.  

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017. 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.   

 

Thank you. 

 

Teresa 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022 
tnece@eatright.org

 

<image001.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 
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<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf> 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf> 
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2007. Fwd: Thank you!

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, evelyncrayton64@gmail.com

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 18:34:06

Subject: Fwd: Thank you!

Attachment: image001.jpg
ATT00001.htm
image002.png
ATT00002.htm
Mary Abbott Hess Thank You Letter.pdf
ATT00003.htm

I spoke last night with Mary Abbott and at which time she informed me of her incredibly generous

gift of $100, 000 in support of our 100th anniversary and Second Century. Lucille, she has a lot of

respect for you and admires what you've accomplished this year! Please see my thank you letter

below.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
Begin forwarded message:  
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Date: April 21, 2017 at 1:53:20 PM CDT  

To: Hess Hunt <hesshunt@gmail.com>  

Subject: Thank you! 

 

Thank you, thank you, thank you! Please see the attachment.

 

 

Best regards,

 

Pat
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120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190


Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995


312/899-4856


pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org


Twitter |
Facebook|
LinkedIn |
YouTube


 








ATT00001.htm
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support
 our Second Century Initiative!


 












ATT00002.htm




 


 
April 21, 2017 
 
 
 
 
Dear Mary, 
 
Your most generous $100,000 donation has arrived!  I am beyond thrilled to 
receive this tremendous show of support in recognition of the Academy’s 100th 
anniversary. 
 
I know you will be hearing from Foundation Chair, Jean Ragalie-Carr, in a more 
official capacity but I just could not wait to be the first to say thank you, thank 
you, thank you!!!   
 
You are a true friend and I value all of the candid counsel and support you have 
provided to me and the organization over the many years we have been friends.  
I want you to know that I have heard your concerns about the need to support 
the malnutrition challenges in our own backyard and please know that our work 
in that space will continue and will grow.  Our international aspirations will build 
on homegrown success -- success that leaders like you have helped to champion. 
 
You are in good company with this gift.  The Foundation has raised over $2.5 
million in gifts and pledges, halfway to the $5 million goal.  You asked me about 
other leadership level gifts and so I’m listing these names which are also 
identified in the top giving categories. 
 
$250,000 
Susan Finn 
 
$100,000 
Don and Neva Cochran 
Sonja Connor 
 
$50,000 
Jean Hankin 
Diane Heller 
Anonymous 
 
Thank you again and again, Mary.  I look forward to seeing you soon to give you 
my thanks in person. 
 
Best regards, 


 







 





Mary Abbott Hess Thank You Letter.pdf





ATT00003.htm



 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer
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2008. RE: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>

To: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, tjraymond@aol.com

<tjraymond@aol.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, mgarner@cchs.ua.edu

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 18:28:42

Subject: RE: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment: image001.png

Wow—wonderful!  I sent her a thank you.

 

Sylvia

 
 

From: Susan Burns [mailto:Sburns@eatright.org]  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 5:07 PM 

 To: tjraymond@aol.com; myadrick@computrition.com; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us;

mgarner@cchs.ua.edu; constancegeiger@cgeiger.net; Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu;

Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com; Escott-Stump, Sylvia <ESCOTTSTUMPS@ecu.edu>;

kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com; rangecamille@gmail.com; sitoyaj@hotmail.com; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org> 
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 Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; peark02@outlook.com;

JoJo@NutritionEd.com; c.christie@unf.edu; gussch@aol.com; Clemente, Carole

<carole.clemente@dairy.org>; Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>; Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>; Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>; Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com;

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Beth Labrador

<BLabrador@eatright.org>; Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>; Nicci Brown

<nbrown@eatright.org>; Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>; Martha Ontiveros

<Montiveros@eatright.org>; Stacy Chassagne <schassagne@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

 

 

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and

have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2009. Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

From: Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>

To: tjraymond@aol.com <tjraymond@aol.com>, myadrick@computrition.com

<myadrick@computrition.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, mgarner@cchs.ua.edu

<mgarner@cchs.ua.edu>, constancegeiger@cgeiger.net

<constancegeiger@cgeiger.net>, Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu

<Eileen.kennedy@tufts.edu>, Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com

<Maha.Tahiri@genmills.com>, escottstumps@ecu.edu

<escottstumps@ecu.edu>, kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com

<kathywilsongoldrd@gmail.com>, rangecamille@gmail.com

<rangecamille@gmail.com>, sitoyaj@hotmail.com <sitoyaj@hotmail.com>,

Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, JoJo@NutritionEd.com <JoJo@NutritionEd.com>,

c.christie@unf.edu <c.christie@unf.edu>, gussch@aol.com

<gussch@aol.com>, Clemente, Carole <carole.clemente@dairy.org>,

Singerman, Carol <carol.singerman@dairy.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com <Sandy.Stelflug@genmills.com>, Mary Beth

Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>, Beth

Labrador <BLabrador@eatright.org>, Paul Slomski <pslomski@eatright.org>,

Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>, Deneen Taylor <dtaylor@eatright.org>,

Martha Ontiveros <Montiveros@eatright.org>, Stacy Chassagne

<schassagne@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 17:09:49

Subject: Gift from Mary Abbott Hess

Attachment: image001.png
Second Century Campaign Dashboard April 2017.docx

To:         Academy Foundation Board Members

 

From:    Jean Ragalie-Carr, Foundation Chair

 

 

I am thrilled to announce that Academy Past President Mary Abbott Hess made an generous

$100,000 gift to the Second Century Camping in honor of the Academy’s 100th Anniversary.  She

also hosted a Second Century reception recently at her home that was attended by Academy

leaders, area donors and students.  We greatly appreciate Mary Abbott’s support.  Please join me

in thanking her.  She can be reached at hesshunt@aol.com or 773-348-2200 if you would like to

thank her directly.  Attached is the April fundraising update that includes this gift.  Thanks and
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Campaign Dashboard	4/21/2017

		Campaign Goal

		$5,000,000 



		Total Raised To-Date

		$2,141,507.86 



		Cash In

		$1,833,969.00 



		Outstanding Pledges

		$207,538.86 



		Dollars expended

		$1,429,457.60



		Average Individual Gift

		$2,714.91 



		Total Number of Gifts

		359





 

			                       

Dollars expended have supported 

· Academy/Foundation Steering Committee 

· Blue Ribbon Panel to develop and test a concept note

· Leader and member engagement

· External stakeholder engagement

· International landscape study

· Nutrition Impact Summit 

· Infrastructure and strategic planning 

· Marketing, communications and branding 

· Fundraising activities

            	

Founders 

$1,000,000.00+

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



$250,000 - $499,999

Susan C. Finn



$100,000 - $249,999

Anonymous

Neva and Don Cochran

Sonja L. Connor

Mary Abbott Hess



Torchbearers

$50,000 - $99,999

Anonymous

Jean H. Hankin

Diane W. Heller





$25,000 - $49,999

Patricia M. Babjak



$10,000 - $24,999

Jean H. Ragalie-Carr

Martha L. Rew

Mary Beth Whalen



Leaders

$5,000 - $9,999 

Sylvia A. Escott-Stump

Jane V. White



$2,500 - $4,999

American Dairy Association - Mideast

Kathryn A. Brown

Diane M. Enos

Donna S. Martin

Barbara J. Visocan



$1,000 - $2,499

Anonymous

Lucille Beseler

Susan M. Burns

Virginia J. Dantone-DeBarbieris

Nancy M. DiMarco

Judith L. Dodd

Ellyn C. Elson

Trisha P. Fuhrman

Margaret P. Garner

Linda M. Gigliotti

Eileen T. Kennedy

Penny E. McConnell

Carolyn A. O'Neil

Anita L. Owen

Mary Pat Raimondi

Tamara L. Randall

Mary K. Russell

Marsha K. Schofield

Alison L. Steiber

The J M Smucker Company

Kathleen A. Wilson-Gold

Kay N. Wolf

Lauri Y. Wright

Martin M. Yadrick



$500 - $999

Roberta H. Anding

Carl D. Barnes

Tracey L. Bates

Cynthia T. Bayerl

Nicole E. Brown

Joan G. Fischer

Edith H. Hogan

Mary Beth Kavanagh

Kim Larson

Angela Lemond

Kathryn F. Martinez

Aida C G. Miles

Steven A. Miranda

Teresa A. Nece

Jessie M. Pavlinac

Joan T. Schwaba

Linda V. Van Horn



Champions

$250 - $499

Denise A. Andersen

Joan E. Bechtold

Ethan A. Bergman

Don W. Bradley

Karen R. Casarin

Chicago Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

Becky Dorner

Clinical Nutrition Management

Wanema M. Frye

Cynthia L. Kleckner

Marcia A. Kyle

Margie McAllister

Christine M. Reidy

Ellen Rosa Shanley

Elisa S. Zied



$100 - $249

Beverly B. Bajus

Hope D. Barkoukis

Vera Marie Bartasavich

Behavioral Health Nutrition 

Lois L. Bloomberg

Deanne S. Brandstetter

Nadine S. Braunstein

Jennifer C. Bruning

Columbus Foundation

Maureen E. Conway

Margaret E. Cook-Newell

Ginnefer O. Cox

Cynthia C. Cunningham

Carol A. Denysschen

Sharon J. Emley

Linda T. Farr

Denice Ferko-Adams

Doris C. Fredericks

Barbara S. Gollman

Joanne M. Graham

Rita J. Grandgenett

Beverly W. Henry

Debra G. Hook

Linda L. Hoops

Barbara Ann F. Hughes

Kendra K. Kattelmann

Linda I. Kluge

A. K. Lewis

Michele D. Lites

Ainsley M. Malone

Danna J. Malone

Jacqueline B. Marcus

Martha L. McHenry

Lisa M. Medrow

Minnesota Dietetics in Health Care Communities

Amy K. Moore

Karen A. Morrison

Eileen S. Myers

Charnette Norton

Bettye J. Nowlin

Sara C. Parks

Dianne K. Polly

Jason D. Roberts

Judith C. Rodriguez

Maria Rzeznik

Roberta L. Scheuer

Lisa M. Sheehan-Smith

Anna M. Shlachter

Megan M. Sliwa

Paul Slomski

Elise A. Smith

Sachiko St. Jeor

Susan R. Straub

Caroline L. Susie

Naomi Trostler

Jeannine Windbigler

Cynthia A. Wolfram

Audrey C. Wright

Lisa E. Wright

Mary K. Young



$50 - $99

American Overseas Dietetic Association

Mary Beth Augustine

Janine M. Bamberger

Shirley A. Blakely

Wendelyn E. Boehm

Nancy A. Boyd

Susan L. Brantley

Phillip Carr

Evelyn F. Crayton

Athena C. Evans

Gloria A. Fishburn

Margery J. Gann

Barbara J. Gordon

Romilda Grella

Diane L. Griffith

Jo Ann T. Hattner

Carla S. Honselman

Carol S. Ireton-Jones

Page Love

Sitoya Mansell

Phyllis J. Marsch

Mary A. Miller

Audrey A. Morgan

Margaret S. O'Neill

Rory C. Pace

Lisa S. Paige

Robin D. Plotkin

Dee F. Pratt

Camille P. Range

Sharon E. Rhodes

Shannon M. Robson

Margaret M. Rowe

John A. Ruibal

Susan C. Scott

Judy R. Simon

Anne M. Smith

Mary Ellen Smith

Cynthia A. Stegeman

Kirsten A. Straughan

Bethany L. Thayer

Theresa Verason

Katherine A. West

Bernestine F. Williams

Meghan E. Windham

Abby M. Wood



$25 - $50

Susan E. Adams

Barbara M. Ainsley

Ivonne Anglero

Anonymous

Donna O. Burnett

Erica J. Charles

Michelle H. Clinton-Hahn

Amy Davis

Jennifer S. DeHart

Madhu B. Gadia

Amie K. Hardin

Susan E. Helm

Marianella Herrera

Renee Jeffrey

Sarah W. Kilpatrick

Susan H. Konek

Amanda E. Kruse

Kathryn E. Lawson

Aija R. Leimanis

Angela M. Lemond

Alice J. Lenihan

Monica J. McCorkle

M Geraldine McKay

Martha Ontiveros

Karmen Ovsepyan

Karin M. Palmer

Nadine M. Pazder

Mary J. Plesac

Judy E. Prager

Shoreh T. Rassekh

Courtney Riedel

Linda Rocafort

Rosanne N. Rust

Claire D. Schmelzer

Julie F. Schwartz

Christina W. Shepard

Barbara J. Shorter

Norma E. Simbra

Barbara M. Spalding

Jennifer L. Tate

Deneen Taylor

Eileen M. Thibeault

Christine K. Weithman

Heidi M. Wietjes

Susan E. Adams



	

Second Century Campaign Goal  $5,000,000

41%
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have a great weekend.

 

 

 

Susie

 

Susie Burns

 

Senior Director

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606-6995

 

312-899-4752

 
www.eatright.org/foundation

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2010. Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting - April

From: crhone@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:59:39

Subject: Attention/Action Requested: LPPC 2017 Monthly Meeting - April

Attachment:

 

April 21, 2017

 

Dear LPPC Leaders:

 

Agenda items for next Friday’s meeting have been uploaded to the LPPC Community of Interest

which can be accessed here. The following items are still outstanding and will be available no later

than COB Monday, April 24th:

 

4.0(a) February LPPC Meeting Minutes

 

4.0(b) BOD Report

 

4.0(h) NSPC Report

 

5.0(a) PIA Update

 

7.0(a) Nutrition in Prevention and Health Care

 

As a reminder, the information needed to access the meeting is detailed below:

 

Step 1: Log into the webinar via the personalized link provided here.

 

The meeting password is: LPPC17

 

Step 2: Follow the audio prompts to use the “CALL ME” feature to have the Web-Ex system dial

you in the audio portion of the meeting. This will sync your computer and the audio together

accordingly. Do not dial into the meeting directly when connecting to Web-Ex unless you do not

have a direct dial phone number (If you do not have a direct dial phone number, please select the

option to dial-in from the drop-down menu – the number will be provided). By using the Call Me

feature, the system will sync your web and audio connections together under your attendee name

in Web-Ex.
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Note: For those individuals unable to participate in the web portion of the meeting and/or do not

have a direct dial phone number, you can dial in to the meeting as follows:

 

Dial In: 866-477-4564

 

Conference Code: 271-642-5619

 

As always, if you have any questions I am happy to assist!

 

Regards,

 Christine A. Rhone 

Office Administrator 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW  

Suite 460  

Washington DC 20036  

O: 202.775.8277 ext. 6017  

F: 202.775.8284 
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2011. RE: For review: Renewal email to members

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:54:26

Subject: RE: For review: Renewal email to members

Attachment:

Thank you very much, Donna. Talk to you soon!

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 3:38 PM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: For review: Renewal email to members

 

 

Tom, This looks great. It is a go without any changes. Thanks!  Hope you have a great weekend.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 12:30 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi, Donna: Each May, the Academy’s Membership Team sends an email from our incoming

President to members who have not yet renewed for the following year. Attached is the draft of

this year’s email, which we have edited. Could you please review it and let us know if it is OK, or if

you would like us to make any edits, which we’re happy to do. Membership’s plan is to send this

email from the President’s email on May 22.

 

Thank you very much, we’ll talk to you soon!
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Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<President_RenewalEmail_May22 2.docx>
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2012. Re: For review: Renewal email to members

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:37:57

Subject: Re: For review: Renewal email to members

Attachment: image001.png

Tom, This looks great. It is a go without any changes. Thanks!  Hope you have a great weekend.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 12:30 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi, Donna: Each May, the Academy’s Membership Team sends an email from our incoming

President to members who have not yet renewed for the following year. Attached is the draft of

this year’s email, which we have edited. Could you please review it and let us know if it is OK, or if

you would like us to make any edits, which we’re happy to do. Membership’s plan is to send this

email from the President’s email on May 22.

 

Thank you very much, we’ll talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

<President_RenewalEmail_May22 2.docx> 
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2013. Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>,

Nadinebraunstein@aol.com <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Jeanne

Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:32:51

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

Attachment:

I am available Monday and Tuesday.  I also could do it on Wed. 

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

Date: Friday, April 21, 2017 at 12:37 PM 

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

Cc: Donna Martin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadine Braunstein

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Subject: RE: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

 

Thanks Lucille for suggesting an alternate time.

 

Would Tuesday at 1:00 pm Eastern Time work for everyone?  

 

Please let us know.  Teresa

 

From: Lucille Beseler [mailto:lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net]  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:58 PM 

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; Nadinebraunstein@aol.com;

Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

 

Hi Teresa

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.  

Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  
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I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida 

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone  

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
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Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

Teresa

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

Washington, D.C. 20036

800-877-1600, ext. 6022
tnece@eatright.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf>

<2017 AB387 California.pdf>
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2014. Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike

Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:23:39

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

Attachment:

I will be out of town Tuesday and have FAC Wednesday morning. Most of the rest of the time I can

do it.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 3:40 PM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thanks Lucille for suggesting an alternate time.

 

 

Would Tuesday at 1:00 pm Eastern Time work for everyone?  

 

Please let us know.  Teresa

 

 

From: Lucille Beseler [mailto:lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net]  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:58 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Lorri Holzberg <

lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; Nadinebraunstein@aol.com;

Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

 

Hi Teresa

 

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.  

 Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  
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I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille 

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida 

 

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017

 

Office # 954-360-7883

 

Sent from my iPhone  

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
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We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf>

 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf>
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2015. Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

From: nadinebraunstein@aol.com

To: lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net, TNece@eatright.org

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, linda.farr@me.com, lorri@irvingholzberg.com,

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com, JBlankenship@eatright.org

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:22:56

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

Attachment:

I too could make it at 1 pm on Tuesday.  Monday would not have worked for me either. 
 

Thanks,  

Nadine  

 

 

-----Original Message-----  

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Cc: DMartin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; Nadinebraunstein

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Fri, Apr 21, 2017 1:58 pm  

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

 

Hi Teresa 

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.   

Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  

I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille   

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine, 
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We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm. 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017. 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Teresa 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 
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Director, Grassroots Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022 
tnece@eatright.org

 

<image001.png> 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

 

<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf> 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf> 
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2016. Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

From: nadinebraunstein@aol.com

To: lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net, TNece@eatright.org

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, linda.farr@me.com, lorri@irvingholzberg.com,

mtglasgow@wi.rr.com, JBlankenship@eatright.org

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 16:22:53

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy

Attachment:

I too could make it at 1 pm on Tuesday.  Monday would not have worked for me either. 
 

Thanks,  

Nadine  

 

 

-----Original Message-----  

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>  

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Cc: DMartin <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; Nadinebraunstein

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>; Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>  

Sent: Fri, Apr 21, 2017 1:58 pm  

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy  

 

Hi Teresa 

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.   

Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  

I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille   

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine, 
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We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm. 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017. 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Teresa 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 
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Director, Grassroots Advocacy

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022 
tnece@eatright.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative! 

 

 

 

 

<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf> 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf> 
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2017. RE: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike

Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 15:40:32

Subject: RE: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

Attachment:

Thanks Lucille for suggesting an alternate time.

 

 

Would Tuesday at 1:00 pm Eastern Time work for everyone?  

 

Please let us know.  Teresa

 

 

From: Lucille Beseler [mailto:lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net]  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 12:58 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>; Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>; Nadinebraunstein@aol.com;

Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

 

Hi Teresa

 

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.  

 Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  

I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille 

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida 
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President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017

 

Office # 954-360-7883

 

Sent from my iPhone  

 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
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We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf>

 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf>
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2018. FW: March 2017 Weight Management Program Evaluation Report

From: Pearlie Johnson <PJohnson@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 15:32:23

Subject: FW: March 2017 Weight Management Program Evaluation Report

Attachment: image001.jpg
Donna Martin - March 2017.pdf
Donna Martin.docx

Hi Donna, my previous email included the incorrect text-to-screen questions.  Here are the correct

questions.  Sorry about that.

 

 

Thank you.

 

 

 

 

 

How are we doing?  Click here to complete a short survey.

 

 

Pearlie Johnson-Freeman, MBA

 

Director, Credentialing Services

 
 
Commission on Dietetic Registration

 

the credentialing agency for the 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL  60606-6995

 

phone: 312-899-4839

 

fax: 312-899-4772

 
pjohnson@eatright.org
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Certificate of Training in Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management Evaluation 
Hartford, CT 


March 23-25, 2017 
 


Faculty Evaluations 
Surveys Counted: 87 


 


 
Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS- School Nutrition 
 


 


 


 
 


Poor Fair Average Good Excellent 


Delivery 0 0 2 10 62 


Percentage 0% 0% 3% 14% 83% 


 
Donna Martin: 
 


 I know that it is important for our schools to prep meals fresh. Is there specific websites that 
schools can go to get recipes? Also how do we convince schools that fresh cooking instead of 
processed foods can cost less? Many of our smaller schools look at budget and think that they 
can only prep processed foods d/t cooking areas and staff cost, etc. Just note for future content. 
Your presentation was excellent. Lots of good information. 


 I would like to see the academy advocate more aggressively for higher insurance payments.  


 Donna is such a charismatic presenter, she always gets people interested in the topic. It was 
wonderful to hear her present, she has gotten me motivated to get more involved in school 
nutrition and policy. 


 Presentation motivated me to work with school nutritional professionals in the community I 
work in.  


 Honestly, this was a perfect way to wrap up the conference for me. Revived my passion for 
school nutrition and was very interesting!  


 Disappointed that the school nutrition piece highlighted only the accomplishments in her 
district. I would much rather of heard about what the general school population is receiving.  


 The work you are doing in your schools is wonderful! It inspired me to become more involved in 
my own district (West Virginia). Currently there has been a bill proposed in our state (HB2014) 
proposing that students be allowed to have sweets during holiday parties with guardian 
consent: 
http://www.legis.state.wv.us/Bill_Status/bills_text.cfm?billdoc=hb2014%20intr.htm&yr=2017&s
esstype=RS&i=2014  


 Great slides - such a creative approach to school lunch. I loved hearing about all the different 
ways the kids got involved. Dr. Martin made me want to go to my local school district and learn 


 
 


Poor Fair Average Good Excellent 


Content 0 0 1 16 59 


Percentage 0% 0% 1% 22% 77% 







more about what is served and what could be done. School nutrition never sounded so 
interesting, rewarding, and fun.  


 The programs that have been developed amaze me 


 She convinced me about joining the Academy- Ms. Martin is a fantastic speaker and seems like 
she will do a great job as future president! 


 Very encouraging information, vivacious delivery, terrific booster for our profession. 


 Excellent content and very lively speaker! 


 Wonderful to have the AND president elect speaking.  Great talk, inspiring! 


 Would have appreciated more realistic school nutrition goals as well.  Also covering school 
nutrition in Private schools, how do we approach that when funding is different and perhaps 
priorities of private money might not be focused on Nutrition? 


 It would have been even better if the speaker discussed more specific ways for average 
dietitians to effectively change local school programs.  


 Another fired up, passionate and committed speaker... I felt her passion and enthusiasm for 
school nutrition with every word she said.   


 Would like some insight on state oversight. I see drastic governing (or lack of) across state 
borders regarding menus for daycares, school districts, etc. 


 Speaker was very good and must run and awesome school foodservice. She provided plenty of 
good information during her presentation.  Not all school food service are the same. Although 
I'm very active every year in advocating for End Hunger and any Federal Nutrition funding there 
is still an elephant in the room when we are talking about competitive foods and the speaker did 
not want to encourage dialogue nor did she take a poll.   I don't agree that Smart Snacks belong 
in school because of the advertising and branding that big food companies are intentionally 
doing to secure their long term future. I also disagree with permitting chocolate milk, strawberry 
milk and vanilla milk as options.  I work in community health.  Some of the children and families 
I serve with nutrition education come from low economic backgrounds and some receive school 
breakfast, lunch and dinner for the obvious reason of ending hunger. If the children are 
permitted to take sugar sweetened milk at each of those reimbursable meals they exceed the 
recommendations of limiting added sugar to 6 teaspoons per day.  We learned in materials just 
presented a day earlier that reducing 70-160 kcals per day in energy consumption by children 
can help to solve some of the obesity crisis we are seeing today. I've heard the argument about 
they need the calcium plenty of time before but don't buy into this excuse.   I think both Smart 
Snacks and Sugar Sweetened Milk are ways for the school foodservice director to help meet 
tight budgets they are forced to work with but it comes at the expense of the child's health.  I 
think we should be advocating for higher reimbursement and getting rid of the reason we are 
serving these foods.  


 Great resources and references 


 She does say "Ya'll" a lot!  


 I work in the public school setting and some of the points were not accurate in NY. The 
lunchrooms and the food choices are not as welcoming as those highlighted.  I still argue some 
of the points; flavored milk, snack packs, and menu items that would give the impression these 
foods are ok "out of school" because they're served in school.  Great resources were provided 
and the direction this school district was moving towards is encouraging.  


 She made me want to get involved in school nutrition! 


 Loved the content. Very inspiring  


 Excellent job, content, delivery 
 





Donna Martin - March 2017.pdf


School Nutrition

Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS





If they Block grant school nutrition, would that means reimbursements could run out before they he end of a school year; would that cap the amount of meals that could be reimbursed?



How can a parent/Rd make changes at our local school?



How can we reduce produce waste by students?



How do we handle districts that are not being compliant with food recommendations?



When writing to politicians about supporting food programs what is the most important thing or information to include in that letter?



These facts sound wonderful but realistically it's not happening in much of the inner city schools around the country. What is the academy doing to push for these resources throughout the country?



Some of my patients mentioned pop tarts and donuts at breakfast (totally free for all students type program) is this something that actually complies with the regulations?



Would you consider sharing your ranch dressing recipe with parents so that they can serve it at home?



Can you talk a bit about how we make these changes in a place like a hospital cafeteria? We have less time to educate patient families because they're in house once every couple months vs every day.



For the cooking classes, do you use a particular curriculum that we would have access to use as well?



Is a 504 plan required for a child to receive a special diet? Or a doctor's order, or just a parent's request? Thank you!



Is it a big cost to schools to offer breakfast in the classroom (due to having to pay staff to be there outside of school hours)?



With suggestions to further decrease the recommendations for intake of sugars such as sugar sweetened beverages, has there been any talks of changing recommendations of flavored milks or maybe even juice in the school lunch program?



Can you talk about how "look alike" foods (i.e. Cocoa Puffs with 3 g fiber, 6 g sugar) might undermine the work we do with families at home to make healthy choices. I understand the need to reduce food waste.



How do we explain to parents and kids that they should not drink juice and chocolate/strawberry milk and then justify why those are served in schools daily (sometimes several times each day) and how they count as a fruit and a healthy dairy serving?



I understand that tater tots and French fries are baked not fried and hamburger buns are whole grain and these are wonderful changes but don't you believe that it still teaches children that a hamburger with French fries is a balanced healthy meal and encourages them to eat these similar type foods outside of school at home and In Fast food restaurants



What is your total daily food budget per child, including breakfast, lunch and snacks? Also, what is your budget for supper?



What percentage of the meals in your district source ingredients from local farmers?



Are the deep fryers banned in your district/state at all school levels or just elementary schools?



How do you feel about the Smarter Lunchroom movement? Are there any other movements you support?



How communicate the cho counting diet order to school and will they have higher fat food choices available to make up the calorie loss from cho.



Considering the low cost you must produce, do you think it would be realistic to implement some of these healthy changes in a worksite cafeteria?



What documentation is needed to be required to offer special meals to kids for health reasons?



How can discrepancies in school lunch quality due to staffing differences from county to county dealt with?



Is the requirement for schools to honor special diets national or is it on a state by state basis?



All your students get free school meals regardless of financial need?



Is there a training process or incentive in place for employees to monitor closely what children actually take, especially at breakfast? Kids tell me during Diet recalls that they do not have to take fruit or vegetables and that no one cares what they take how can we prevent kids who also eat at home from getting double breakfast and extra after school snacks?



Can you please discuss Smart Snacks and what that means for the school lunch program?



How do you conduct food tastings in your school and what recommendations would you make for implementing this practice?



When schools serve Smart Snacks are they allowing big food companies to market and brand food products to children that they go home and buy outside of school?





Donna Martin.docx



 

 

 

From: Pearlie Johnson  

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 10:38 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us 

 Subject: March 2017 Weight Management Program Evaluation Report

 

 

Attached is your faculty evaluation report for the March 23-25, 2017  Certificate of Training in

Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management Program that was held in Hartford, Connecticut.  I

have also attached the questions that were texted during your Q&A session.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Pearlie Johnson-Freeman, MBA

 

Director, Credentialing Services

 
 
Commission on Dietetic Registration

 

the credentialing agency for the 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000

 

Chicago, IL  60606-6995

 

phone: 312-899-4839

 

fax: 312-899-4772

 
pjohnson@eatright.org
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2019. RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 14:27:09

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image002.png
image003.jpg

I am back from vacation and reading this.  I will respond to everyone but right now to you…my

thanks for your leadership and being my friend.

 

 

Love to you,

 

MPR

 

 

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RDN 

Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460

 

Washington, DC 20036

 

phone: 312.899.1731 

fax: 202.775.8284

 
mraimondi@eatright.org

 
www.eatright.org

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>;

'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; 'evelyncrayton64' <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>;

'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>; 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>;

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>; 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'
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<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <don.bradley@duke.edu>;

peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>;

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM 

 To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; 'craytef@aces.edu';

'craytef@charter.net'; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis';

'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; 'brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu';

'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi 

 Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'
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<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu';

'brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,
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D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2020. Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr

<linda.farr@me.com>, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike

Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>, Nadinebraunstein@aol.com

<Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, Jeanne Blankenship

<JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 14:00:51

Subject: Re: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

Attachment:

Hi Teresa 

Sorry I can't make that time- I already have a conference call at that time. What is an alternate

time? I am available on Tuesday at 1:00 ET.   

Frankly your recommendations to them seems perfectly aligned to the Academy's strategy to

promote nutrition services and our members.  

I am eager to hear more about this. Thank you, Lucille   

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 21, 2017, at 9:33 AM, Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 
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Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
 

 
We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460
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Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

 

<AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf> 

<2017 AB387 California.pdf> 
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2021. July President's page for review

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 13:47:21

Subject: July President's page for review

Attachment: image001.png
July 2017 Presidents Page Martin RDNs in national security 7.docx

Hi, Donna: Our draft of your July president’s page is attached for your review. Please let us know if

it looks OK or if you’d like us to make any edits, which of course we’re glad to do. (The only

constrain is that the net length of the text can’t increase.) FYI, Mary Pat Raimondi and Stefanie

Winston were very helpful with this page, and Stefanie has reviewed the attached text and OK’d it

from her point of view.

 

Thank you very much, talk to you soon!

 

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

July 2017 President’s Page

Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

Approx. 760 words plus 3 footnotes



Serving Those Who Protect Our Nation



In July, the month of our nation’s independence, let’s give thanks to the registered dietitian nutritionists and all practitioners who protect our national security by safeguarding and improving the nutritional health of our service members and veterans. 



The Academy’s commitment is strong to provide these heroes and their families with nutrition services and education (1) and to address issues of food insecurity that too many of them face. (2) The Academy’s Policy Initiatives and Advocacy Team, with member volunteers, continue to work with our supporters in Congress to address these issues and others of immense importance to service personnel and veterans.



The Military: A Powerful Partner

RDNs in the military have played a central role in the Academy since our first days. The American Dietetic Association was founded in large part to aid in the war effort at home and abroad. Today, registered dietitians serve vital roles in the Air Force, Army, Navy and the U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps, as well as through civil service and the VA health care system.



Building and keeping a strong, resilient military begins with fit, healthy children who are able to serve. A 2010 report by Mission Readiness, an organization of retired military leaders, found more than 1 in 4 Americans of potential military enlistment age (17 to 24) were “too fat to serve.” (3) The Academy considers the military a powerful partner in obesity prevention programs in the wider population, and lessons we learn in our schools and communities can translate to the military setting as well.



It’s my privilege to work as a school nutrition director in a county whose residents have a long and proud tradition of military service – and to live near Fort Gordon, an Army installation of more than 30,000 men and women that was founded in the same year as our Academy: 1917. 



Every Day Is Rewarding 

Carol Carr, MS, RD, LMT, served five years on active duty in the Army before transitioning into the Reserves; she now works as a civilian RD for the Department of the Army at a military hospital. She taught classes to basic trainees and specific units alike on performance nutrition and served in the outpatient clinic, providing medical nutrition therapy and nutrition education classes. 



“I also provided for inpatient needs such as enteral or parental nutrition orders. As a civilian, I primarily work in an outpatient clinic and I am our lead bariatric dietitian for military dependents. My patients are military service members, their dependents, and military retirees or veterans. I’ve provided a wide range of medical nutrition therapy such as pediatrics, weight loss, performance nutrition, diabetic, GI and cardiac-related education, to name a few.” 

 

Of her experience, Carr says: “I find every day truly rewarding. It’s always been an honor to serve those who are willing to give their lives for each and every one of us daily. I love being able to help a soldier meet their nutritional goals and live a healthier lifestyle.” 



Improving Quality of Life for Veterans

Thanks as well to RDNs who work with veterans to help them recover from injuries and improve their quality of life. 



“It’s mutually gratifying and a great learning experience,” says Angel Planells, MS, RDN, CD, who works for the VA Puget Sound Health Care System’s home-based primary care program. “Most of the veterans we work with served at the tail end of World War II, in Korea and Vietnam. Many of them are 90 to 100 years old. One of our vets just celebrated his 102nd birthday. I talk with them about ways to improve their quality of life, and they fill me in on what the secrets of life are.” 



And what are veterans’ secrets of life? “They have stayed active, both mentally and physically. They may not be going to the gym, but they take walks and do other activities. They read and stay mentally engaged.”



Planells says working with veterans in home-based care helps develop a rapport that may not be possible in a clinical setting. “You’re in their environment. You have to play on their turf and by their rules. Seeing them in their homes can be a great attribute as a dietitian. They definitely appreciate us coming to them.”



Celebrate Our Past and Future

Everyone at the Academy appreciates and thanks all our members who protect and improve our national security. When I think of the Fourth of July, I think of fireworks and celebrating all that is great about our country. When I think about our Academy’s Second Century, I also want to celebrate all that is great about our Academy and our exciting future. 



Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

president@eatright.org





1 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/advocacy/healthy-food-systems-and-access/hunger-and-food-security/providing-nutrition-services-education-active-duty-veterans

2 https://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/advocacy/healthy-food-systems-and-access/hunger-and-food-security/food-insecurity-active-duty-service-members-veterans 

3 http://cdn.missionreadiness.org/MR_Too_Fat_to_Fight-1.pdf
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2022. Get Your FREE Chapter of Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics

From: eatrightSTORE <eatrightstore@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 12:57:15

Subject: Get Your FREE Chapter of Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics

Attachment:

Get Your FREE Chapter of Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 

Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the

Internship, and Your First Job, Second Edition 

  

Now through Thursday, May 4, download a FREE chapter with the Academys eReader app 

also free! After downloading the eReader app, put your free chapter on your mobile device or

read it online. If youve already installed the eReader, all you need to do is open the app to view

the free chapter. 

  

This comprehensive guidebook will walk new and future nutrition professionals through every step

in becoming the best and most effective RDN they can be. Available in both print and eBook

formats, Launching Your Career includes:

 

How to navigate coursework and internship applications 

Tips for passing the registration exam 

Strategies for landing the first job 

And more to help one successfully launch a career! 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This product email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future product emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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2023. Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Lorri Holzberg

<lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, Mike Glasgow <mtglasgow@wi.rr.com>,

Nadinebraunstein@aol.com <Nadinebraunstein@aol.com>

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship <JBlankenship@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 12:36:51

Subject: Requesting a Meeting to discuss Academy 

Attachment: image001.png
AB 387 one pager overview 2.21.pdf
2017 AB387 California.pdf

Hi Lucille, Donna, Linda, Lorri, Mike and Nadine,

 

 

We are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss the Academy’s stance on a California Bill AB 387: Minimum

wage for health professions interns.  

Would you be available on Monday, April 24 at 1:00 pm for the discussion?  If this works for

everyone, we will send out a calendar invitation with the conference call information to confirm.

 

 

Attached you will find a one page overview of the bill and a copy of the bill text.  The California

Academy is getting feedback from members and dietetic internship directors who wish to have the

California affiliate oppose this bill.  The Academy provided guidance to the affiliate regarding

taking a neutral stance in March 2017. 

 

Here is the recommendation provided to California in March 2017.

 

 

“We recommend that the California Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics takes a neutral stance on AB 387, which is consistent
with the Academy’s stance as an evidence-based
organization. Please note that a “neutral stance” is one in which
the Academy neither supports nor opposes a topic or piece of
legislation, but it does not mean that the Academy is not
monitoring the legislation or collecting additional information
about an issue.  Neutral stances are often employed when there
is a lack of scientific evidence for an issue or when the issue is
not directly related to the Academy’s public policy priority areas. 
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AB 387:  EARNING OPPORTUNITIES  


fo r  tomorrow’s  hea l thcare  workers  
 


SUMMARY 


Allied health professionals are required to work 
hundreds of unpaid clinical hours to successfully 
complete their training programs.  This requirement 
creates a barrier for low-income students and 
working adults, which prevents them from entering 
into good middle-class jobs.  


BACKGROUND  


California has more than 600,000 allied healthcare 
professionals with employment expected to grow to 
one million by 2030.1   More than half of those 
occupations require a license or certification. These 
are careers like Respiratory Therapist, Vocational 
Nurse, Surgical Technologist, Medical Assistant and 
Certified Nursing Assistant. These jobs typically offer 
good wages and benefits providing a path to the 
middle class, but entry can be difficult as students 
are required to contribute significant hours of unpaid 
work to achieve their degrees.  


Requiring students to contribute significant hours of 
unpaid work places an unrealistic burden on 
individuals with families to support and explains 
some of the racial and ethnic achievement gaps in 
Healthcare Career Technical Education Programs.2 
The disparities in success for healthcare training 
programs result in a less culturally competent 
workforce with only 25% of the healthcare workforce 
being Latino, compared to 40% of California’s 
population, which is a problem because a number of 
studies have pointed to cultural competency as a key 
factor in better health outcomes.3 


Californians has roughly 50,000 in training to become 
allied health professional at both the Community 
College and private for-profit institutions.  The 
majority of students in these programs are people of 
color however; Latinos are underrepresented, 
highlighting the need to make programs more 
assessable and supportive.4   


                                                             
1 Kemp, Help Wanted: Will California Miss Out on a Billion 
dollar Industry, The California Wellness Foundation 
2 Bohn, McConville, and Gibson, PPIC Career Technical 
Education in Health, 2016 
3 McConville, Bohn, Beck, PPIC, California’s Health 
Workforce Needs, 2014 
4 Bohn, McConville, and Gibson, PPIC Career Technical 
Education in Health, 2016 


Clinical hour requirements vary from as few as 160 
hours for Medical Assistants to as many as 1850 
hours for a Radiologic Technologist.  The clinical hour 
requirement is in addition to in-classroom course 
work requirements meaning that some students are 
in school 30-50 hours a week plus the time they 
spend studying outside of their course work and 
clinical hours.  In fact, most programs at the 
community college level recommend that students 
not work because of the demanding nature of the 
programs.  


Students in allied healthcare programs are not paid; 
however in traditionally male professions, individuals 
are compensated for their labor, even while in 
training. In healthcare, once students show 
competency they carry out the day to day functions 
of medical care with indirect supervision. This 
creates a direct benefit to the industry, while the 
worker receives no payment for their labor. In fact, 
we estimate that in California allied health 
professionals contribute up to 25 million unpaid 
clinical hours a year. 


CURRENT LAW 


Current law, outlined in the Federal Fair Labor 
Standards Act requires that an internship is a primary 
benefit of the intern, while not displacing regular 
employees and ensuring the employer derives no 
immediate advantage from the labor of the intern. 
California law is silent on the issue.   


SOLUTION  


AB 387 Thurmond, would provide that any person 
engaged in a period of supervised work experience 
to satisfy requirements for licensure, registration, or 
certification as an Allied Health Professional be 
subject to the minimum wage law.   


By requiring healthcare providers to fairly 
compensate allied health professionals with at least 
the minimum wage, more individuals from 
underrepresented communities will be able to 
complete the required clinical training requirements 
for allied health professions, thereby increasing the 
overall numbers and diversity of the students in the 
pipeline.  
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california legislature—2017–18 regular session


ASSEMBLY BILL  No. 387


Introduced by Assembly Member Thurmond


February 9, 2017


An act to amend Section 1182.12 of the Labor Code, relating to
wages.


legislative counsel’s digest


AB 387, as introduced, Thurmond. Minimum wage: health
professionals: interns.


Existing law requires the minimum wage for all industries to not be
less than specified amounts to be increased from January 1, 2017, to
January 1, 2022, inclusive, for employers employing 26 or more
employees and from January 1, 2018, to January 1, 2023, inclusive, for
employers employing 25 or fewer employees, except when the scheduled
increases are temporarily suspended by the Governor, based on certain
determinations. Existing law defines an employer for purposes of those
provisions to mean a person who directly or indirectly, or through an
agent or any other person, employs or exercises control over the wages,
hours, or working conditions of another person. Payment of less than
the established minimum wage is a misdemeanor.


This bill would expand the definition of “employer” for purposes of
these provisions to include a person who directly or indirectly, or
through an agent or any other person, employs or exercises control over
the wages, hours, or working conditions of a person engaged in a period
of supervised work experience to satisfy requirements for licensure,
registration, or certification as an allied health professional, as defined.


Because this bill would expand the definition of a crime, it would
impose a state-mandated local program.


 


99  







The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the state.
Statutory provisions establish procedures for making that reimbursement.


This bill would provide that no reimbursement is required by this act
for a specified reason.


Vote:   majority.   Appropriation:   no.  Fiscal committee:   yes.


State-mandated local program:   yes.


The people of the State of California do enact as follows:


 line 1 SECTION 1. Section 1182.12 of the Labor Code is amended
 line 2 to read:
 line 3 1182.12. (a)  Notwithstanding any other provision of this part,
 line 4 on and after July 1, 2014, the minimum wage for all industries
 line 5 shall be not less than nine dollars ($9) per hour, and on and after
 line 6 January 1, 2016, the minimum wage for all industries shall be not
 line 7 less than ten dollars ($10) per hour.
 line 8 (b)  Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the minimum wage for all
 line 9 industries shall not be less than the amounts set forth in this


 line 10 subdivision, except when the scheduled increases in paragraphs
 line 11 (1) and (2) are temporarily suspended under subdivision (d).
 line 12 (1)  For any employer who employs 26 or more employees, the
 line 13 minimum wage shall be as follows:
 line 14 (A)  From January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017,
 line 15 inclusive,—ten dollars and fifty cents ($10.50) per hour.
 line 16 (B)  From January 1, 2018, to December 31, 2018,
 line 17 inclusive,—eleven dollars ($11) per hour.
 line 18 (C)  From January 1, 2019, to December 31, 2019,
 line 19 inclusive,—twelve dollars ($12) per hour.
 line 20 (D)  From January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020,
 line 21 inclusive,—thirteen dollars ($13) per hour.
 line 22 (E)  From January 1, 2021, to December 31, 2021,
 line 23 inclusive,—fourteen dollars ($14) per hour.
 line 24 (F)  From January 1, 2022, and until adjusted by subdivision
 line 25 (c)—fifteen dollars ($15) per hour.
 line 26 (2)  For any employer who employs 25 or fewer employees, the
 line 27 minimum wage shall be as follows:
 line 28 (A)  From January 1, 2018, to December 31, 2018,
 line 29 inclusive,—ten dollars and fifty cents ($10.50) per hour.
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 line 1 (B)  From January 1, 2019, to December 31, 2019,
 line 2 inclusive,—eleven dollars ($11) per hour.
 line 3 (C)  From January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020,
 line 4 inclusive,—twelve dollars ($12) per hour.
 line 5 (D)  From January 1, 2021, to December 31, 2021,
 line 6 inclusive,—thirteen dollars ($13) per hour.
 line 7 (E)  From January 1, 2022, to December 31, 2022,
 line 8 inclusive,—fourteen dollars ($14) per hour.
 line 9 (F)  From January 1, 2023, and until adjusted by subdivision


 line 10 (c)—fifteen dollars ($15) per hour.
 line 11 (3)  For purposes of this subdivision, “employer” means any
 line 12 person who directly or indirectly, or through an agent or any other
 line 13 person, employs or exercises control over the wages, hours, or
 line 14 working conditions of any person. person, including any person
 line 15 engaged in a period of supervised work experience to satisfy
 line 16 requirements for licensure, registration, or certification as an
 line 17 allied health professional. For purposes of this subdivision,
 line 18 “employer” includes the state, political subdivisions of the state,
 line 19 and municipalities.
 line 20 (4)  For purposes of this subdivision, “allied health professional”
 line 21 has the same meaning as in Section 295p of Part F of Subchapter
 line 22 V of Chapter 6A of Title 42 of the United States Code.
 line 23 (4)
 line 24 (5)  Employees who are treated as employed by a single qualified
 line 25 taxpayer under subdivision (h) of Section 23626 of the Revenue
 line 26 and Taxation Code, as it read on the effective date of this section,
 line 27 shall be considered employees of that taxpayer for purposes of this
 line 28 subdivision.
 line 29 (c)  (1)  Following the implementation of the minimum wage
 line 30 increase specified in subparagraph (F) of paragraph (2) of
 line 31 subdivision (b), on or before August 1 of that year, and on or before
 line 32 each August 1 thereafter, the Director of Finance shall calculate
 line 33 an adjusted minimum wage. The calculation shall increase the
 line 34 minimum wage by the lesser of 3.5 percent and the rate of change
 line 35 in the averages of the most recent July 1 to June 30, inclusive,
 line 36 period over the preceding July 1 to June 30, inclusive, period for
 line 37 the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics nonseasonally adjusted
 line 38 United States Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and
 line 39 Clerical Workers (U.S. CPI-W). The result shall be rounded to the
 line 40 nearest ten cents ($0.10). Each adjusted minimum wage increase
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 line 1 calculated under this subdivision shall take effect on the following
 line 2 January 1.
 line 3 (2)  If the rate of change in the averages of the most recent July
 line 4 1 to June 30, inclusive, period over the preceding July 1 to June
 line 5 30, inclusive, period for the United States Bureau of Labor
 line 6 Statistics nonseasonally adjusted U.S. CPI-W is negative, there
 line 7 shall be no increase or decrease in the minimum wage pursuant to
 line 8 this subdivision on the following January 1.
 line 9 (3)  (A)  Notwithstanding the implementation timing described


 line 10 in paragraph (1) of this subdivision, if the rate of change in the
 line 11 averages of the most recent July 1 to June 30, inclusive, period
 line 12 over the preceding July 1 to June 30, inclusive, period for the
 line 13 United States Bureau of Labor Statistics nonseasonally adjusted
 line 14 U.S. CPI-W exceeds 7 percent in the first year that the minimum
 line 15 wage specified in subparagraph (F) of paragraph (1) of subdivision
 line 16 (b) is implemented, the indexing provisions described in paragraph
 line 17 (1) of this subdivision shall be implemented immediately, such
 line 18 that the indexing will be effective on the following January 1.
 line 19 (B)  If the rate of change in the averages of the most recent July
 line 20 1 to June 30, inclusive, period over the preceding July 1 to June
 line 21 30, inclusive, period for the United States Bureau of Labor
 line 22 Statistics nonseasonally adjusted U.S. CPI-W exceeds 7 percent
 line 23 in the first year that the minimum wage specified in subparagraph
 line 24 (F) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) is implemented,
 line 25 notwithstanding any other law, for employers with 25 or fewer
 line 26 employees the minimum wage shall be set equal to the minimum
 line 27 wage for employers with 26 or more employees, effective on the
 line 28 following January 1, and the minimum wage increase specified in
 line 29 subparagraph (F) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) shall be
 line 30 considered to have been implemented for purposes of this
 line 31 subdivision.
 line 32 (d)  (1)  On or before July 28, 2017, and on or before every July
 line 33 28 thereafter until the minimum wage is fifteen dollars ($15) per
 line 34 hour pursuant to paragraph (1) of subdivision (b), to ensure that
 line 35 economic conditions can support a minimum wage increase, the
 line 36 Director of Finance shall annually make a determination and certify
 line 37 to the Governor and the Legislature whether each of the following
 line 38 conditions is met:
 line 39 (A)  Total nonfarm employment for California, seasonally
 line 40 adjusted, decreased over the three-month period from April to
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 line 1 June, inclusive, prior to the July 28 determination. This calculation
 line 2 shall compare seasonally adjusted total nonfarm employment in
 line 3 June to seasonally adjusted total nonfarm employment in March,
 line 4 as reported by the Employment Development Department.
 line 5 (B)  Total nonfarm employment for California, seasonally
 line 6 adjusted, decreased over the six-month period from January to
 line 7 June, inclusive, prior to the July 28 determination. This calculation
 line 8 shall compare seasonally adjusted total nonfarm employment in
 line 9 June to seasonally adjusted total nonfarm employment in


 line 10 December, as reported by the Employment Development
 line 11 Department.
 line 12 (C)  Retail sales and use tax cash receipts from a 3.9375-percent
 line 13 tax rate for the July 1 to June 30, inclusive, period ending one
 line 14 month prior to the July 28 determination is less than retail sales
 line 15 and use tax cash receipts from a 3.9375-percent tax rate for the
 line 16 July 1 to June 30, inclusive, period ending 13 months prior to the
 line 17 July 28 determination. The calculation for the condition specified
 line 18 in this subparagraph shall be made as follows:
 line 19 (i)  The State Board of Equalization shall publish by the 10th of
 line 20 each month on its Internet Web site the total retail sales (sales
 line 21 before adjustments) for the prior month derived from their daily
 line 22 retail sales and use tax reports.
 line 23 (ii)  The State Board of Equalization shall publish by the 10th
 line 24 of each month on its Internet Web site the monthly factor required
 line 25 to convert the prior month’s retail sales and use tax total from all
 line 26 tax rates to a retail sales and use tax total from a 3.9375-percent
 line 27 tax rate.
 line 28 (iii)  The Department of Finance shall multiply the monthly total
 line 29 from clause (i) by the monthly factor from clause (ii) for each
 line 30 month.
 line 31 (iv)  The Department of Finance shall sum the monthly totals
 line 32 calculated in clause (iii) to calculate the 12-month July 1 to June
 line 33 30, inclusive, totals needed for the comparison in this subparagraph.
 line 34 (2)  (A)  On or before July 28, 2017, and on or before every July
 line 35 28 thereafter until the minimum wage is fifteen dollars ($15) per
 line 36 hour pursuant to paragraph (1) of subdivision (b), to ensure that
 line 37 the state General Fund fiscal condition can support the next
 line 38 scheduled minimum wage increase, the Director of Finance shall
 line 39 annually make a determination and certify to the Governor and
 line 40 the Legislature whether the state General Fund would be in a deficit
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 line 1 in the current fiscal year, or in either of the following two fiscal
 line 2 years.
 line 3 (B)  For purposes of this subdivision, deficit is defined as a
 line 4 negative balance in the Special Fund for Economic Uncertainties,
 line 5 as provided for in Section 16418 of the Government Code, that
 line 6 exceeds, in absolute value, 1 percent of total state General Fund
 line 7 revenue and transfers, based on the most recent Department of
 line 8 Finance estimates required by Section 12.5 of Article IV of the
 line 9 California Constitution. For purposes of this subdivision, the


 line 10 estimates shall include the assumption that only the minimum
 line 11 wage increases scheduled for the following calendar year pursuant
 line 12 to subdivision (b) will be implemented.
 line 13 (3)  (A)  (i)  If, for any year, the condition in either subparagraph
 line 14 (A) or (B) of paragraph (1) is met, and if the condition in
 line 15 subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) is met, the Governor may, on
 line 16 or before August 1 of that year, notify the Legislature of an initial
 line 17 determination to temporarily suspend the minimum wage increases
 line 18 scheduled pursuant to subdivision (b) for the following year.
 line 19 (ii)  If the Director of Finance certifies under paragraph (2) that
 line 20 the state General Fund would be in a deficit in the current fiscal
 line 21 year, or in either of the following two fiscal years, the Governor
 line 22 may, on or before August 1 of that fiscal year, notify the
 line 23 Legislature of an initial determination to temporarily suspend the
 line 24 minimum wage increases scheduled pursuant to subdivision (b)
 line 25 for the following year.
 line 26 (B)  If the Governor provides notice to the Legislature pursuant
 line 27 to subparagraph (A), the Governor shall, on September 1 of any
 line 28 such year, make a final determination whether to temporarily
 line 29 suspend the minimum wage increases scheduled pursuant to
 line 30 subdivision (b) for the following year. The determination to
 line 31 temporarily suspend the minimum wage increases scheduled
 line 32 pursuant to subdivision (b) for the following year shall be made
 line 33 by proclamation.
 line 34 (C)  The Governor may temporarily suspend scheduled minimum
 line 35 wage increases pursuant to clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) no more
 line 36 than two times.
 line 37 (D)  If the Governor makes a final determination to temporarily
 line 38 suspend the scheduled minimum wage increases pursuant to
 line 39 subdivision (b) for the following year, all dates specified in
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 line 1 subdivision (b) that are subsequent to the September 1 final
 line 2 determination date shall be postponed by an additional year.
 line 3 SEC. 2. No reimbursement is required by this act pursuant to
 line 4 Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution because
 line 5 the only costs that may be incurred by a local agency or school
 line 6 district will be incurred because this act creates a new crime or
 line 7 infraction, eliminates a crime or infraction, or changes the penalty
 line 8 for a crime or infraction, within the meaning of Section 17556 of
 line 9 the Government Code, or changes the definition of a crime within


 line 10 the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California
 line 11 Constitution.


O
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We are continually engaged in reviewing the science and policy
around facility staffing levels and encourage the California
Academy to focus on the important role registered dietitian
nutritionists have in dialysis patient care and treatment.   
 
We encourage the California Academy to focus on the
importance of the education and supervised practical experience
required to be a registered dietitian nutritionist”    
 

 
Please let us know if you are available for this important discussion.  

 

Thank you.

 

 

Teresa

 

 

Teresa Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS

 

Director, Grassroots Advocacy

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460

 

Washington, D.C. 20036

 

800-877-1600, ext. 6022

 
tnece@eatright.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2024. For review: Renewal email to members

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 12:30:16

Subject: For review: Renewal email to members

Attachment: image001.png
President_RenewalEmail_May22 2.docx

Hi, Donna: Each May, the Academy’s Membership Team sends an email from our incoming

President to members who have not yet renewed for the following year. Attached is the draft of

this year’s email, which we have edited. Could you please review it and let us know if it is OK, or if

you would like us to make any edits, which we’re happy to do. Membership’s plan is to send this

email from the President’s email on May 22.

 

Thank you very much, we’ll talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

Tom Ryan

 

Senior Editorial Manager

 

Strategic Communications Team

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, #2190

 

Chicago, Ill. 60606

 
www.eatright.org
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From: president@eatright.org
Subject: Message from the President: Why I Continue My Academy Membership 

Header: Renew and Be Part of the Celebration



Hi [FIRST NAME]:


My name is Donna S. Martin. I have been a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for more than 40 years, and it is my privilege to be serving as the Academy’s 2017-2018 President. The Academy has been an invaluable part of my career as a registered dietitian nutritionist, and I am certain that Academy membership enhances your career as well. For this reason, I am writing to personally encourage you to renew your Academy membership for the coming year.



During 2017, we mark the centennial of the Academy’s founding. Today, as the largest organization of food and nutrition experts in the world, the Academy provides resources in more than 25 specialties within the profession – from renal to diabetes, to nutrition education and sports nutrition – all in one location. You don’t have to search dozens of sites or join multiple organizations; the Academy does the heavy lifting for you.



You can renew online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew or by calling the Academy’s Member Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (weekdays, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central Time). International callers can reach us at +1-312/899-0040, ext. 5000.


Don’t miss out on the advantages of Academy membership and the excitement of our centennial celebration and our Second Century! Please join me and renew today. 


Sincerely,





Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

President 2017-2018

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics



image1.jpeg



President_RenewalEmail_May22 2.docx



DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2025. Final HOD Meeting Reminders

From: 20162017HouseofDelegates@hod.webauthor.com

To: dmartin@burke.K12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 11:52:15

Subject: Final HOD Meeting Reminders

Attachment:

Mail 2016-2017 House of Delegates - Final HOD Meeting Reminders View Post  Message 

Hello Delegates:

 

The HLT is looking forward to the Spring 2017 HOD Meeting this weekend! Here are some final

reminders.

 

General Information:

 

The meeting runs from 12:00 pm – 4:00 pm CT on Saturday, April 22 and Sunday, April 23.  We

recommend logging on to WebEx between 11:30 am-11:45 am CT. 

  

The Spring 2017 Meeting folder contains the documents for the meeting. You will find the WebEx

Participant Connection Tips, the final agenda, the virtual table seating chart (with the small group

conference call numbers), and other meeting logistics. In addition, there are also documents to

help you prepare for the Day 1 dialogue on Future Practice. 

  

Friday night homework- review the video titled “An Inter-professional Culinary Medicine Course

Improves Clinical Nutrition Proficiency of Health Professions Students” in advance of Saturday’s

meeting. 

  

The Open Space and AI Materials folder contains the documents that will help you prepare for

Sunday’s discussion. 

  

Saturday night homework-download/print the AI Reflection Worksheet for the Day 2 dialogue on

Wellness and Prevention Using AI.  

Technology Tips

 

WebEx

 

Click Join meeting to initiate the WebEx for the Spring HOD meeting. We suggest logging in

between 11:30 am-11:45 am CT so that you are ready when the meeting begins promptly at

noon CT. 
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You will use the same link for both days. 

  

Once you log in each day----do not log out until the end of the day. 

  

If you are unable to locate the link and the meeting has started, please use the following steps: 

  

Go to https://eatright.webex.com/eatright    

Find the Event- Spring 2017 HOD Meeting 

  

Date: April 22 and 23, respectively 

  

Select Join 

  

Enter Meeting ID Number:746 674 589 

  

Enter Password: Spring 

  

We will not be using the phone line for the WebEx. You will use VoIP. This means you will click

Join meeting and it will connect via your computer only. You will hear the presentation through

the speakers on your device (or headset). Everyone will be muted.  

Everyone should review the WebEx Participant Connection Tips to become familiar with WebEx

and how to connect via your computer (this also includes troubleshooting tips). It is also

suggested that you have this document available for the day of the meeting. 

  

Teleconference Line 

  

You will use the assigned conference call line when you are instructed to break out into your

small group/tables. You will find the teleconference line number on the virtual table seating chart.

This is the number you will call in only for the small group discussions. 

  

When you call into your small groups, DO NOT log out of WebEx. This can cause issues with

technology and also the screen will contain information on the dialogue. 

 The hod@eatright.org email address is monitored throughout the meeting or you can text 773-

770-7915. 

  

Thank you for your dedication to the HOD. We look forward to hearing the rich discussions this

weekend.   

  

  

  
 
Anna Shlachter 
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Your notifications are set to Real-Time, if you would like to change this, log into the portal and

update your preferences under My Profile. 
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2026. March 2017 Weight Management Program Evaluation Report

From: Pearlie Johnson <PJohnson@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 11:41:23

Subject: March 2017 Weight Management Program Evaluation Report

Attachment: Donna Martin.docx
Donna Martin - March 2017.pdf

Attached is your faculty evaluation report for the March 23-25, 2017  Certificate of Training in

Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management Program that was held in Hartford, Connecticut.  I

have also attached the questions that were texted during your Q&A session.

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Pearlie Johnson-Freeman, MBA

 

Director, Credentialing Services

 
 
Commission on Dietetic Registration

 

the credentialing agency for the 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000

 

Chicago, IL  60606-6995

 

phone: 312-899-4839

 

fax: 312-899-4772

 
pjohnson@eatright.org
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School Nutrition

Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS





If they Block grant school nutrition, would that means reimbursements could run out before they he end of a school year; would that cap the amount of meals that could be reimbursed?



How can a parent/Rd make changes at our local school?



How can we reduce produce waste by students?



How do we handle districts that are not being compliant with food recommendations?



When writing to politicians about supporting food programs what is the most important thing or information to include in that letter?



These facts sound wonderful but realistically it's not happening in much of the inner city schools around the country. What is the academy doing to push for these resources throughout the country?





Some of my patients mentioned pop tarts and donuts at breakfast (totally free for all students type program) is this something that actually complies with the regulations?



Would you consider sharing your ranch dressing recipe with parents so that they can serve it at home?



Can you talk a bit about how we make these changes in a place like a hospital cafeteria? We have less time to educate patient families because they're in house once every couple months vs every day.



For the cooking classes, do you use a particular curriculum that we would have access to use as well?



Is a 504 plan required for a child to receive a special diet? Or a doctor's order, or just a parent's request? Thank you!



Is it a big cost to schools to offer breakfast in the classroom (due to having to pay staff to be there outside of school hours)?



With suggestions to further decrease the recommendations for intake of sugars such as sugar sweetened beverages, has there been any talks of changing recommendations of flavored milks or maybe even juice in the school lunch program?



Are there any efforts being made by CDR or AND to increase application numbers or acceptance rates of minorities to DI programs?



How do you make the counseling session not awkward while trying to do MI, if you are using a translator (especially a translator via the telephone?)



Who do you rely on to properly translate client handouts?



We use phone interpreters to help with our face to face visits and have many handouts translated into Spanish (at least) but then when we write our goals/recommendations for the patient to take home they are in English. We can't have phone interpreters translate written materials, do you have suggestions for how to deal for this?



Do PP RDs have to provide interpreters/translators for language barrier clients? If so are there resources we can use to provide this?



Does AND have any programs/scholarships currently available to encourage more diversity in our field?



What recommendations or resources would you suggest for RDs who are working with families tackling obesity concerns that may be in part be brought on by a desire to assimilate/integrate into US food culture and choosing unhealthy or fast food items?



Donna Martin.docx




Certificate of Training in Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management Evaluation 
Hartford, CT 


March 23-25, 2017 
 


Faculty Evaluations 
Surveys Counted: 87 


 


 
Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS- School Nutrition 
 


 


 


 
 


Poor Fair Average Good Excellent 


Delivery 0 0 2 10 62 


Percentage 0% 0% 3% 14% 83% 


 
Donna Martin: 
 


 I know that it is important for our schools to prep meals fresh. Is there specific websites that 
schools can go to get recipes? Also how do we convince schools that fresh cooking instead of 
processed foods can cost less? Many of our smaller schools look at budget and think that they 
can only prep processed foods d/t cooking areas and staff cost, etc. Just note for future content. 
Your presentation was excellent. Lots of good information. 


 I would like to see the academy advocate more aggressively for higher insurance payments.  


 Donna is such a charismatic presenter, she always gets people interested in the topic. It was 
wonderful to hear her present, she has gotten me motivated to get more involved in school 
nutrition and policy. 


 Presentation motivated me to work with school nutritional professionals in the community I 
work in.  


 Honestly, this was a perfect way to wrap up the conference for me. Revived my passion for 
school nutrition and was very interesting!  


 Disappointed that the school nutrition piece highlighted only the accomplishments in her 
district. I would much rather of heard about what the general school population is receiving.  


 The work you are doing in your schools is wonderful! It inspired me to become more involved in 
my own district (West Virginia). Currently there has been a bill proposed in our state (HB2014) 
proposing that students be allowed to have sweets during holiday parties with guardian 
consent: 
http://www.legis.state.wv.us/Bill_Status/bills_text.cfm?billdoc=hb2014%20intr.htm&yr=2017&s
esstype=RS&i=2014  


 Great slides - such a creative approach to school lunch. I loved hearing about all the different 
ways the kids got involved. Dr. Martin made me want to go to my local school district and learn 


 
 


Poor Fair Average Good Excellent 


Content 0 0 1 16 59 


Percentage 0% 0% 1% 22% 77% 







more about what is served and what could be done. School nutrition never sounded so 
interesting, rewarding, and fun.  


 The programs that have been developed amaze me 


 She convinced me about joining the Academy- Ms. Martin is a fantastic speaker and seems like 
she will do a great job as future president! 


 Very encouraging information, vivacious delivery, terrific booster for our profession. 


 Excellent content and very lively speaker! 


 Wonderful to have the AND president elect speaking.  Great talk, inspiring! 


 Would have appreciated more realistic school nutrition goals as well.  Also covering school 
nutrition in Private schools, how do we approach that when funding is different and perhaps 
priorities of private money might not be focused on Nutrition? 


 It would have been even better if the speaker discussed more specific ways for average 
dietitians to effectively change local school programs.  


 Another fired up, passionate and committed speaker... I felt her passion and enthusiasm for 
school nutrition with every word she said.   


 Would like some insight on state oversight. I see drastic governing (or lack of) across state 
borders regarding menus for daycares, school districts, etc. 


 Speaker was very good and must run and awesome school foodservice. She provided plenty of 
good information during her presentation.  Not all school food service are the same. Although 
I'm very active every year in advocating for End Hunger and any Federal Nutrition funding there 
is still an elephant in the room when we are talking about competitive foods and the speaker did 
not want to encourage dialogue nor did she take a poll.   I don't agree that Smart Snacks belong 
in school because of the advertising and branding that big food companies are intentionally 
doing to secure their long term future. I also disagree with permitting chocolate milk, strawberry 
milk and vanilla milk as options.  I work in community health.  Some of the children and families 
I serve with nutrition education come from low economic backgrounds and some receive school 
breakfast, lunch and dinner for the obvious reason of ending hunger. If the children are 
permitted to take sugar sweetened milk at each of those reimbursable meals they exceed the 
recommendations of limiting added sugar to 6 teaspoons per day.  We learned in materials just 
presented a day earlier that reducing 70-160 kcals per day in energy consumption by children 
can help to solve some of the obesity crisis we are seeing today. I've heard the argument about 
they need the calcium plenty of time before but don't buy into this excuse.   I think both Smart 
Snacks and Sugar Sweetened Milk are ways for the school foodservice director to help meet 
tight budgets they are forced to work with but it comes at the expense of the child's health.  I 
think we should be advocating for higher reimbursement and getting rid of the reason we are 
serving these foods.  


 Great resources and references 


 She does say "Ya'll" a lot!  


 I work in the public school setting and some of the points were not accurate in NY. The 
lunchrooms and the food choices are not as welcoming as those highlighted.  I still argue some 
of the points; flavored milk, snack packs, and menu items that would give the impression these 
foods are ok "out of school" because they're served in school.  Great resources were provided 
and the direction this school district was moving towards is encouraging.  


 She made me want to get involved in school nutrition! 


 Loved the content. Very inspiring  


 Excellent job, content, delivery 
 





Donna Martin - March 2017.pdf
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2027. RE: Summit Photos for JAND

From: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 11:36:35

Subject: RE: Summit Photos for JAND

Attachment: image001.png

Thank you! J

 

 

---

 

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD

 

Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

P: 312-899-1748  |  E: nbrown@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatright.org/foundation

 

@NicciBrownRD

 

 

 
Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 11:41 AM 

 To: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Summit Photos for JAND

 

 

You absolutely have my permission! 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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On Apr 20, 2017, at 9:50 AM, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you well! As you know, we are working to publish the Nutrition Impact

Summit briefing paper along with Summit proceedings in JAND. The online version will also

include a photo album and the print version will feature a few photos as well. As such, we were

hoping to use the attached two photos of yours (I pulled them from social media).

 

 

Are you comfortable with us using the photos in the Journal in print and online, with worldwide

distribution?

 

 

Thank you!

 

Nicci

 

 

---

 

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD

 

Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

P: 312-899-1748  |  E: nbrown@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatright.org/foundation

 

@NicciBrownRD

 

 

<image001.png>
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Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<14379704_1059789297473182_2988066225086815321_o.jpg>

 

<14435084_1061363617315750_2251794239671561423_o.jpg>
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2028. Re: Let's celebrate 100 years!

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 08:37:57

Subject: Re: Let's celebrate 100 years!

Attachment:

Hello Donna,  

We will add it to your FNCE schedule. Pat plans to attend also. 

Joan   

 

Joan Schwaba 

Director, Strategic Management 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
 
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 5:51 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Joan,  Please make sure this gets on the calendar for FNCE!  Thanks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Hess Hunt <hesshunt@gmail.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 5:31 PM  

To: maillet@umdnj.edu; sborra@fmi.org; anncoulston@gmail.com; ooltd@aol.com; Diekman,

Connie; davdarenter@msn.com; Donna Martin; estherwinterfeldt457@gmail.com;

bergmane@cwu.edu; evelyncrayton64@gmail.com; fagallag@aol.com;

glennamccollum@gmail.com; jvwhite13@gmail.com; pavlinac@ohsu.edu; judith.gilbride@nyu.edu
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; jrodrigu@comcast.net; msedge@smithedge.com; halmar7@att.net; myadrick@computrition.com

; nancyswellman@gmail.com; goodtable@aol.com; rebeccasreeves@hughandbecky.com;

CONNORS@ohsu.edu; Susan and Jim Finn; susan_laramee@comcast.net;

escottstumps@ecu.edu 

Subject: Let's celebrate 100 years! 

 

Please open the attached invitation and mark your calendar. 
 

I hope to see you here! 
 

Mary 

<Invitation Save the Date.pdf> 
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2029. Share your experiences as a public health nutrition/community nutrition professional!

From: DPBRN <dpbrn@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 21, 2017 07:13:28

Subject: Share your experiences as a public health nutrition/community nutrition

professional!

Attachment:

Share your experiences as a public health nutrition/community nutrition professional! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

Dear Academy Member, 

  

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, through its Dietetics Practice Based Research Network

(DPBRN), is assessing the roles and responsibilities of Academy members in public health

nutrition and community nutrition. We are looking for input from Academy members who work in a

paid position in public health nutrition/ community nutrition. This anonymous survey will take

approximately 10-15 minutes to complete and will ask questions about your roles and functions in

public health nutrition and community nutrition, the skills you use in fulfilling these roles, factors

that prepared you for a job in public health nutrition and community nutrition, as well as factors that

influenced you to work in this area of practice. 

  

The survey will be open until May 12, 2017, and we would appreciate your responses. This

survey can be completed in multiple sittings, if necessary, but you must return using the same

computer. You can access the survey using this link:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/phcnworkforce 

  

At the conclusion of this survey, you will have the opportunity to enter into a drawing for one of

three $100 American Express gift cards. We anticipate 250 responses to the survey, so complete

it now for a chance to win one of three American Express gift cards! 

  

Please direct any questions to dpbrn@eatright.org. 

  

Thank you for your participation.

 

This member email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

  If you prefer not to receive future member emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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2030. Re: Food waste project 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, evelyncrayton64@gmail.com

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 20:25:22

Subject: Re: Food waste project 

Attachment: image001.png

They are a great group! I have wonderful memories  meeting members living around Sante Fe

area. Ann   

Coulston had the Board retreat there when President. Safe travels to you and Lucille!  
 
Patricia M. Babjak 
Chief Executive Officer 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 5:47 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Pat,  This is something I feel very passionate about and so does our membership.  Especially our

millenials.  I whole heartedly agree with you and Lucille going forward with this project.  Sorry they

did not give you very much notice, but as usual, you all rise to the occasion.  

Just got off the plane from speaking at the New Mexico AND. I am in Atlanta waiting for the next

flight home. What a wonderful group.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 4:08 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; ' evelyncrayton64@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: FW: Food waste project 

 

FYI -- Lucille and I are recommending on Saturday when we meet with the CEOs of IFT, ASN and

IFIC that we collaborate on this Wasted Food Collaboration project. Too bad the coordinator asked

for a backgrounder only yesterday with such a short turnaround. Hope you all agree that this

would be a good partnership which fits very nicely as a Second Century initiative. 

 

Best, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: 'Farida Mohamedshah' <fmohamedshah@ift.org> 

 Subject: RE: Food waste project 

 

Dear Farida, 

 

Attached is the backgrounder you requested yesterday regarding the proposed wasted food

collaboration to share with the group. Please be sure to include The State of America’s Wasted

Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference report, also attached. I request both be submitted to

the group as PDFs. 
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Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image001.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

 From: Farida Mohamedshah [mailto:fmohamedshah@ift.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food waste project 

 

Dear Pat,

 

Is it possible for you to provide a short backgrounder and how you envision the joint alliance can

work on the proposed food waste project. I think this will be helpful for the discussion on Saturday.

If you can provide it to me by Friday, I can share it with the group. My sincere apologies for the

short notice. 

 

Thanks,

 

Farida

 

 

Farida Mohamedshah

 

Sent from my mobile.
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2031. Re: Food waste project 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, evelyncrayton64@gmail.com

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 19:22:32

Subject: Re: Food waste project 

Attachment: image001.png
image001.png

Hope there was a good turnout in New Mexico! "Spring madness"   

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE 

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida  

President Academy of Nutrition &Dietetics 2016-2017 

Office # 954-360-7883 

Sent from my iPhone  
 
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 3:50 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Pat,  This is something I feel very passionate about and so does our membership.  Especially our

millenials.  I whole heartedly agree with you and Lucille going forward with this project.  Sorry they

did not give you very much notice, but as usual, you all rise to the occasion.  

Just got off the plane from speaking at the New Mexico AND. I am in Atlanta waiting for the next

flight home. What a wonderful group.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 4:08 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; ' evelyncrayton64@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com 

Subject: FW: Food waste project 

 

FYI -- Lucille and I are recommending on Saturday when we meet with the CEOs of IFT, ASN and

IFIC that we collaborate on this Wasted Food Collaboration project. Too bad the coordinator asked

for a backgrounder only yesterday with such a short turnaround. Hope you all agree that this

would be a good partnership which fits very nicely as a Second Century initiative. 

 

Best, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: 'Farida Mohamedshah' <fmohamedshah@ift.org> 

 Subject: RE: Food waste project 

 

Dear Farida, 

 

Attached is the backgrounder you requested yesterday regarding the proposed wasted food

collaboration to share with the group. Please be sure to include The State of America’s Wasted

Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference report, also attached. I request both be submitted to

the group as PDFs. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat
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Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

 From: Farida Mohamedshah [mailto:fmohamedshah@ift.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food waste project 

 

Dear Pat,

 

Is it possible for you to provide a short backgrounder and how you envision the joint alliance can

work on the proposed food waste project. I think this will be helpful for the discussion on Saturday.

If you can provide it to me by Friday, I can share it with the group. My sincere apologies for the

short notice. 

 

Thanks,

 

Farida

 

 

Farida Mohamedshah

 

Sent from my mobile.
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2032. Re: Food waste project 

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

evelyncrayton64@gmail.com <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 19:21:06

Subject: Re: Food waste project 

Attachment:

Hi

This will be very exciting and interesting. I think a cause all groups can get behind and appreciate

that we will be the leaders thanks to you Pat! See you soon. Lucille

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida

President Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics 2016-2017

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone 

 

 

> On Apr 20, 2017, at 1:08 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> FYI -- Lucille and I are recommending on Saturday when we meet with the CEOs of IFT, ASN

and IFIC that we collaborate on this Wasted Food Collaboration project. Too bad the coordinator

asked for a backgrounder only yesterday with such a short turnaround. Hope you all agree that

this would be a good partnership which fits very nicely as a Second Century initiative.

>

> Best,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>
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today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> From: Patricia Babjak

> Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:47 PM

> To: 'Farida Mohamedshah' <fmohamedshah@ift.org>

> Subject: RE: Food waste project

>

>

> Dear Farida,

>

>

>

> Attached is the backgrounder you requested yesterday regarding the proposed wasted food

collaboration to share with the group. Please be sure to include The State of America's Wasted

Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference report, also attached. I request both be submitted to

the group as PDFs.

>

>

>

> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

>

>

> -----Original Message-----

> From: Farida Mohamedshah [mailto:fmohamedshah@ift.org]

> Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:19 AM

> To: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>>

> Subject: Food waste project

>
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>

>

> Dear Pat,

>

> Is it possible for you to provide a short backgrounder and how you envision the joint alliance can

work on the proposed food waste project. I think this will be helpful for the discussion on Saturday.

If you can provide it to me by Friday, I can share it with the group. My sincere apologies for the

short notice.

>

>

>

> Thanks,

>

> Farida

>

>

>

> Farida Mohamedshah

>

> Sent from my mobile.

>

> <winmail.dat>
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2033. Re: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 19:13:11

Subject: Re: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

Attachment:

Just getting to all my email as I have been in New Mexico at their Academy meeting for two days. I

always like to give my fullest attention to them when I am there because they pay for you to come.

It is such a great way to get them fired up about the Academy too.  

I will reach out to Deb Eschmeyer myself and see if I can get any answer from her. I know we are

getting to crunch time and we need to get this show on the road, as they say. We would definitely

want to give her the honorary membership during her session if she comes. I am still hopeful. I will

keep you posted.  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 11:31 AM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Good question. I would go from the angle of opening session but feel free to say she's being

considered for honorary membership in this case. Thanks!  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 9:54 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Pat-

 

 

Thank you for the confidential heads up.  Considering we still do not have a commitment for the

Opening Session and I have yet to hear back from Deb Eschmeyer on my follow up on April 10, I

question if this would even be possible UNLESS we presented it to her at the Opening if she

accepted the invitation.  We definitely would not have funding to cover the necessary secret

service advance and onsite preparations unless we could also justify a speaking role.
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I would be happy to reach out to Roniece from the angle of our invitation for her speaker role, but I

assume the Honors committee information would need to remain confidential.

 

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 9:41 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

 

 

Donna and Diane:

 

 

Barbara Visocan has informed me that the Honors Committee is submitting Michelle Obama to the

Board as a new Honorary Member. Naively the Committee asked Barbara and Matthew Novotny

to help “ensure” that Mrs. Obama accept this honor in person at FNCE. Evelyn Crayton is chair of

the Honors Committee this year and made no mention of our efforts in attempting to book Mrs.

Obama.  

 

I am sharing this with you confidentially (the Board will be presented with all Honors

recommendations during the May 19-20 meeting) because the committee felt that the following

individuals, who were named knowing Mrs. Obama, might be influential in encouraging her in-

person acceptance. Donna, note that you are one of the two mentioned.

 

-          Donna Martin

 

-          Roniece A. Weaver

 

Diane, not sure if you want to reach out to Roniece Weaver to see what her actual connection is.
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Thanks!

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

<image002.jpg>

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2034. Fw: Let's celebrate 100 years!

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 18:54:27

Subject: Fw: Let's celebrate 100 years!

Attachment: Invitation Save the Date.pdf

Joan,  Please make sure this gets on the calendar for FNCE!  Thanks! 

 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Hess Hunt <hesshunt@gmail.com>  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 5:31 PM  

To: maillet@umdnj.edu; sborra@fmi.org; anncoulston@gmail.com; ooltd@aol.com; Diekman,

Connie; davdarenter@msn.com; Donna Martin; estherwinterfeldt457@gmail.com;

bergmane@cwu.edu; evelyncrayton64@gmail.com; fagallag@aol.com;

glennamccollum@gmail.com; jvwhite13@gmail.com; pavlinac@ohsu.edu;

judith.gilbride@nyu.edu; jrodrigu@comcast.net; msedge@smithedge.com; halmar7@att.net;

myadrick@computrition.com; nancyswellman@gmail.com; goodtable@aol.com;

rebeccasreeves@hughandbecky.com; CONNORS@ohsu.edu; Susan and Jim Finn;

susan_laramee@comcast.net; escottstumps@ecu.edu  

Subject: Let's celebrate 100 years! 

 

Please open the attached invitation and mark your calendar. 
 

I hope to see you here! 
 

Mary 
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SAVE THE DATE 


Friday, October 20, 2017 


6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 


 


Welcome Party for Academy Leaders and Friends 


hosted by Mary Abbott Hess and 


honorary Academy member William Reynolds 


featuring tastings from our restaurant 


New Buffalo Bill’s 
 


Event Location: 


3750 North Lake Shore Drive 


Apartment 3AB 


Chicago, Illinois 60613 


 


We are sending the message early to allow you to make travel plans accordingly.  


A printed invitation will be sent later. 





Invitation Save the Date.pdf



2035. Re: Food waste project 

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, 'evelyncrayton64@gmail.com'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 18:50:25

Subject: Re: Food waste project 

Attachment: image001.png

Pat,  This is something I feel very passionate about and so does our membership.  Especially our

millenials.  I whole heartedly agree with you and Lucille going forward with this project.  Sorry they

did not give you very much notice, but as usual, you all rise to the occasion.  

Just got off the plane from speaking at the New Mexico AND. I am in Atlanta waiting for the next

flight home. What a wonderful group.   
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway 

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 4:08 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: FW: Food waste project 

 

FYI -- Lucille and I are recommending on Saturday when we meet with the CEOs of IFT, ASN and

IFIC that we collaborate on this Wasted Food Collaboration project. Too bad the coordinator asked

for a backgrounder only yesterday with such a short turnaround. Hope you all agree that this

would be a good partnership which fits very nicely as a Second Century initiative. 
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Best, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: 'Farida Mohamedshah' <fmohamedshah@ift.org> 

 Subject: RE: Food waste project 

 

Dear Farida, 

 

Attached is the backgrounder you requested yesterday regarding the proposed wasted food

collaboration to share with the group. Please be sure to include The State of America’s Wasted

Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference report, also attached. I request both be submitted to

the group as PDFs. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

 From: Farida Mohamedshah [mailto:fmohamedshah@ift.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food waste project 

 

Dear Pat,

 

Is it possible for you to provide a short backgrounder and how you envision the joint alliance can

work on the proposed food waste project. I think this will be helpful for the discussion on Saturday.

If you can provide it to me by Friday, I can share it with the group. My sincere apologies for the

short notice. 

 

Thanks,

 

Farida

 

 

Farida Mohamedshah

 

Sent from my mobile.
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2036. Re: Food waste project 

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64@gmail.com'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 16:33:13

Subject: Re: Food waste project 

Attachment: image001.png

Absolutely agree!! Thanks so much Pat and Lucille,

 

Mary 

 
 
 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 3:08 PM  

To: Lucille Beseler; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64@gmail.com';

peark02@outlook.com  

Subject: FW: Food waste project 

 

FYI -- Lucille and I are recommending on Saturday when we meet with the CEOs of IFT, ASN and

IFIC that we collaborate on this Wasted Food Collaboration project. Too bad the coordinator asked

for a backgrounder only yesterday with such a short turnaround. Hope you all agree that this

would be a good partnership which fits very nicely as a Second Century initiative. 

 

Best, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: 'Farida Mohamedshah' <fmohamedshah@ift.org> 

 Subject: RE: Food waste project 

 

Dear Farida, 

 

Attached is the backgrounder you requested yesterday regarding the proposed wasted food

collaboration to share with the group. Please be sure to include The State of America’s Wasted

Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference report, also attached. I request both be submitted to

the group as PDFs. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

 From: Farida Mohamedshah [mailto:fmohamedshah@ift.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food waste project 

 

Dear Pat,

 

Is it possible for you to provide a short backgrounder and how you envision the joint alliance can

work on the proposed food waste project. I think this will be helpful for the discussion on Saturday.

If you can provide it to me by Friday, I can share it with the group. My sincere apologies for the
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short notice. 

 

Thanks,

 

Farida

 

 

Farida Mohamedshah

 

Sent from my mobile.
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2037. RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday April 26th

From: Maria Juarez <MJuarez@eatright.org>

To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'Jojo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>, 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <Ksauer@ksu.edu>

Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>, 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'

<carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 16:33:10

Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday

April 26th

Attachment: image001.png

All

 

The documents for our April 25-26, 2017 conference call are loaded into the portal –

https://eal.webauthor.com

 

 

Agenda  

·       January final financial results 

February final financial results 

FY2018 Budget Presentation 

Insurance Overview 

Investment Overview 

2017 Audit and Tax Update Plan 

 

As Paul mentioned in his email the March 2017 preliminary financial results will be loaded later

today.

 

 

Please let us know if you have any questions, or if you cannot connect to the portal.

 

 

Looking forward to talk to you next Tuesday
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Maria G Juarez

 

Manager General Accounting 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Il 60606

 

Ph 312-899-4886

 

mjuarez@eatright.org

 

 

From: Paul Mifsud  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:14 PM 

 To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>; 'Garner, Margaret' <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'Jojo

Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>; 'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>;

'Jean Ragalie-Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'Dianne Polly'

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>; 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <Ksauer@ksu.edu> 

 Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>; Maria Juarez <MJuarez@eatright.org>;

'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com' <carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>; Dante Turner

<dturner@eatright.org>; Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>; 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org> 

 Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday April

26th

 

 

All,

 

 

As you know, we have our Finance and Audit  Committee calls next week.  The calls will be on

Tuesday, April 25th from 8:30 – 11:30 CDT and on Wednesday, April 26th from 8:30 – 11:30

CDT.  I am attaching the agenda for your review.  I know this is a great deal of time out of your

schedules.  Even though we need everyone for each day, the budget discussion on Tuesday is the

most critical.  Even on Tuesday, if we need to adjust to put the FY18 budget first, please let me

know.    On Wednesday, we will have three guest joining us;
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1.      Rob Wessel – Central Insurance -Insurance

 

2.      Jim Hagestad and Kathy Downey – Plante Moran – Budget and Tax plan for FY17/18

 

3.      Al Bryant – Segall, Bryant and Hamill – Investments

 

 

Most of the information will be posted this afternoon, including the budget presentation.  The one

thing that may not come until tomorrow are the March results.  We are still working on them. 

Maria will notify you once the information is posted.  Finally, you should have received the two

webinar invitations for our meeting from the Academy IT department.   You will have one for each

day.   

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.

 

 

Paul
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2038. Introducing...the Academy Foundations NEW Website!

From: Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation <foundation@eatright.org>

To: Donna <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 16:19:06

Subject: Introducing...the Academy Foundations NEW Website!

Attachment:

Introducing...the Academy Foundations NEW Website! 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Foundation:

 

Discover the Foundations NEW Website: Designed with Your Needs in Mind 

  

With an updated look and feel, the interactive new site will help us reach our goal of advancing

public health and nutrition by utilizing the expertise of RDNs through scholarships, awards,

research grants, and public education. 

  

Key new features:

 

Easy access to scholarship, award, and grant applications, and resources on Public Education

programs, Kids Eat Right, and Future of Food. 

A Second Century page, including a listing of current Second Century donors and newly created

social media badges for donors to download and utilize. 

A Real Stories section that focuses on how Academy members were helped through videos and

member spotlights. 

Easy one-click donate feature! 
 
Explore the Foundations NEW site to learn about our full spectrum of services!

  VIEW NOW!  

This email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation. 

  If you prefer not to receive future Foundation emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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2039. FW: Food waste project 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64@gmail.com'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 16:11:24

Subject: FW: Food waste project 

Attachment: image001.png
Wasted Food Collaboration 042017_.pdf
State of America's Wasted Food.pdf

FYI -- Lucille and I are recommending on Saturday when we meet with the CEOs of IFT, ASN and

IFIC that we collaborate on this Wasted Food Collaboration project. Too bad the coordinator asked

for a backgrounder only yesterday with such a short turnaround. Hope you all agree that this

would be a good partnership which fits very nicely as a Second Century initiative. 

 

Best, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:47 PM 

 To: 'Farida Mohamedshah' <fmohamedshah@ift.org> 

 Subject: RE: Food waste project 

 

Dear Farida, 
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WASTED FOOD COLLABORATION 


One of the most pressing issues of our time is the incredible amount of food that is wasted all 
along the food supply chain. Addressing wasted food can contribute significantly to several other 
critical global issues, including food security, diet quality, conserving natural resources and 
mitigating climate change.  


The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is a founding partner along with United States 
Department of Agriculture, Environmental Protection Agency, Feeding America, Food 
Management Institute, Grocery Manufacturers of America, World Wildlife Fund, National 
Restaurant Association, and others in launching Further with Food: Center for Food Loss and 
Waste Solutions, an online hub for the exchange of information and solutions to cut food waste 
in half by 2030. Further With Food (www.furtherwithfood.org ) went live in early 2017 and is 
designed to be the definitive online destination for businesses, government entities, investor, 
non-governmental organizations, educators and other interested individuals to learn more about 
their role in meeting the national food waste reduction goal.   


Two of the biggest areas of opportunity to improve food loss/waste/recovery (LWR) are at the 
household level with consumers, where up to 40% of food is wasted1, and with wholesalers and 
retailers, like restaurants and grocery stores, where ~45% of food waste is disposed in landfills 
and incinerators2.   


Food and nutrition security is an emerging focus area for the Academy’s Second Century and 
creates many opportunities for impact in food waste. Academy members, like members of ASN 
and IFT, are well-positioned to elevate the food LWR dialogue to the next level. The timing is 
right for a two-pronged food LWR campaign led by ASN, IFIC, IFT and the Academy with other 
partners to:  


• Educate and empower consumers in reducing wasted food in the home
• Secure commitments and measure impact of retailers in diverting perishable food to food


banks and feed food insecure families


The initiative would apply innovative communication strategies to reach consumers and prevent 
food waste, including tips on grocery shopping, using leftovers, planning meals, eating out and 
food safety. The campaign would include recruiting retailers committed to being socially 
responsible community partners in food LWR, and would establish baseline measures of food 
loss, set measurable goals, provide technical assistance in creating systems for donating to food 
banks and food pantries and measure progress on commitments.  


1. The State of America’s Wasted Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference.  Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016.
http://integrativerd.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/State-of-Americas-Wasted-Food.pdf 


2. Analysis of U.S. Food Waste Among Food Manufacturers, Retailers, and Wholesalers Prepared for the Food Waste Reduction 
Alliance April 2013.  http://www.foodwastealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/FWRA_BSR_Tier2_FINAL.pdf 
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FOREWORD


From the farm through the production and distribution process 
to the grocery store to the home – wherever there is food, there is 
unfortunately food waste. In a world of finite resources and growing 
populations, wasting food is a luxury no one can afford. As nutrition and 
dietetics professionals, we are uniquely qualified to assist farmers, food 
companies, governments, communities, institutions, stores, restaurants, 
families and individuals to reduce the amount of food that is wasted 
each year. As Academy members, we have no higher duty than to help 
everyone create and maintain their nutritional health. This includes 
wise production strategies and a commitment to conservation that 
minimizes wasted food.  I hope you’ll find this report informative and an 
inspiration to engage deeply in this cause, in which so many Academy 
members are leaders.


Dr. Evelyn F. Crayton, RDN, LDN, FAND
Academy President, 2015-2016  
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INTRODUCTION


Over one third of all food produced in America goes uneaten each year, with 
the majority of it ending up in our landfills.1 To put this in perspective, this is 
the equivalent of throwing 320,000 jumbo jets worth of food directly into the 
landfill each year.2 Reducing, reusing, and recycling wasted food and creating 
an infrastructure that supports these actions across the food supply chain can 
assist with feeding the estimated 49 million Americans who are food insecure,3 
reduce agricultural pressures on the environment, and increase business 
efficiencies for those producing and selling food. This report highlights where 
wasted food can potentially occur throughout the food supply chain, the 
environmental and economic impact of wasted food, and opportunity areas 
for registered dietitian nutritionists (RDNs) to help reduce wasted food within a 
total infrastructure that has both a business and consumer facing perspective. 
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics is committed to advancing the practice 
of nutrition and dietetics, and has funded this report to highlight opportunities 
around improving our current levels of wasted food. 
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The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of 
the United Nations and the US Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) differentiate between food loss 
and food waste.  They define food loss as  “the 
edible amount of food, postharvest, that is available 
for human consumption but is not consumed for 
any reason. It includes cooking loss and natural 
shrinkage (for example, moisture loss); loss from 
mold, pests, or inadequate climate control.”4 Food 
waste is identified as a segment of food loss.  The 
FAO definition of food waste is “Food which is fit for 
consumption being discarded, usually at retail and 
consumer levels.5” The USDA defines food waste 
similarly:  “Food waste is a component of food loss 
and occurs when an edible item goes unconsumed, 
as in food discarded by retailers due to color or 
appearance and plate waste by consumers.”4 Many 
experts and organizations also highlight that over 
consuming calories is also a form of food waste, 
which can also lead to chronic disease.5 For the 
purpose of this report, we will refer to food waste by 
the more consumer-friendly term—wasted food. 
According to The National Resource Defense Council 
(2012), approximately 40% of all food produced in 
the United States goes to waste.1, 6, 7 Wasted food has 
been an ongoing global issue. Reduction of food 
loss was included in the FAO mandate when it was 
established in 1945.5 However, the extent of wasted 
food is much greater now than it ever has been in 
the past.  The average American throws away 50% 
more food today than in 1970.7 In 2010, Americans 
threw away 133 billion pounds of food with an 
estimated net worth of over $130 billion.1, 7 To bring 
these statistics to a more relatable level, the average 


American tosses around 300 pounds of food each 
year.1 The USDA estimates that the amount of wasted 
food in 2010 translated into 141 trillion lost calories, 
which equates to over 1,200 calories wasted per 
person everyday.8 Figure 1 shows the USDA food loss 
estimates in pounds in 2010.  The top contributor 
categories are dairy products (25.4 billion pounds), 
vegetables (25.2 billion pounds), grains (18.5 billion 
pounds), and fruit (18.4 billion pounds).8


Introduction


Figure 1. 


Estimated total amount of food loss in the United 
States by food group, 2010


ERS – USDA Economic Research Service Economic Information 
Bulletin Number 121 February 2014 http://www.ers.usda.gov/
media/1282296/eib121.pdf


Wasted food: Defined







FROM FOOD TO FORK–
WHERE DOES WASTED FOOD OCCUR IN AMERICA?


Wasted food can occur along the entire food supply chain, from farms, 
processors, distributors, wholesalers, retailers, restaurants/foodservice 
establishments, and consumers – and everywhere in between. Identifying 
where wasted food occurs along the food supply chain is necessary to develop 
effective strategies to increase efficiencies.   In developing countries, most 
wasted food occurs prior to reaching the market.  This is due to inefficient 
processes and equipment in harvesting, transporting, and storing food.9 
However, in developed countries such as the United States, most wasted food is 
accumulated after reaching the market—at the retail, consumer, and household 
levels.9 There are a wide variety of reasons waste happens in the latter half 
of the food supply chain in developed countries, ands one examples will be 
highlighted in the following sections. 
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Wasted food begins where our food supply chain begins -- farming.   There are a variety of reasons beyond 
a farmer’s control that food can be lost while farming, including pests, insects, birds, diseases, and weather 
fluctuations.8 Other reasons include labor shortages, food safety issues, and discarding aesthetically 
unappealing (ugly) produce that both consumers and retailers alike are hesitant to purchase.1 It is difficult to 
predict demand of products, so over-planting or over preparing can result in high supplies and low demands, 
affecting both profit and food loss.1 According to the FAO, the largest category for food loss in the production 
phase is fruits and vegetables.  They estimate that 20% of fruit and vegetable loss occurs during production.9


Harvesting and transportation can also contribute to food loss.1 Techniques used to harvest and transport 
goods can cause bruising and damage to crops and produce making them unsellable to retailers.  Improper 
storage such as lack of refrigeration, moisture control, or pest control can also result in food being lost.  
Animal and plant products such as milk, meat, eggs, fruit, vegetables, and fish are susceptible to food loss for 
a variety of reasons, ranging from disease, breakage, spoilage, and death during growth and transportation.10  


Continuing down the food supply chain, the next stop is for food to be processed and packaged.  Similar to 
harvesting, processing facilities assess crops for appearance, size, color, weight, and blemish levels, a process 
known as culling. Anecdotal estimates indicate that culling can remove 10%-40% of a product before it 
reaches the retail sector.1 Food loss also occurs during cleaning, grinding, packaging, cooking, and cutting.5


Grain products make up the majority of the food loss during the processing and packaging step due to the 
aforementioned process of culling, followed by seafood and meat.1 Animal products undergo food losses 
during processing, as livestock must be trimmed during slaughter. Some of the byproduct is inedible for 
human consumption, but may have alternative uses. Seafood can be spilled or damaged during canning/
smoking, which contributes to food loss.10 Imported products often times have to wait at ports for days 
before they are tested and admitted into the United States, which dramatically decreases the shelf life on 
perishable goods.11 


Production, Harvest, and Transportation


Processing and Packaging


From Food to Fork–Where does wasted food occur in America?
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Retailers and Food Service 


Once food is finished with harvesting, 
transportation, and processing, it is ready to be sold 
in the retail and food service sectors.  In-store food 
losses in the United States totaled an estimated 
43 billion pounds in 2008, equivalent to 10% of 
the total food supply at the retail level.12 The USDA 
estimates that supermarkets lose $15 billion annually 
in unsold fruits and vegetables alone.13 Retailers 
discard food due to overstocking, improper stock 
rotation, quality that does not meet the retailer’s 
specifications and additional trimming of edible 
parts, such as for precut produce.12


The primary areas of wasted food in the retail level 
comes from perishable foods including baked 
goods, fruits, vegetables, meat, seafood, and 
prepared food items.1 Causes of wasted food in the 
retail sector include high consumer expectations 
of cosmetically perfect food, excessive pack sizes, 
confusion surrounding “best by” and “sell by” dates, 
damaged goods, and unpopular or seasonal items.  
The greatest amount of wasted food in the retail 
sector comes from fruits and vegetables, making up 
12% of all food discarded.9


Food service establishments, including restaurants, 
fast food, caterers, hospitals, sports stadiums, and 
schools also contribute to wasted food. The USDA 
estimated that 86 billion pounds of food were lost 
in 2008 in food service operations.12 Wasted food 
generated by universities alone is estimated to be 
over 1 billion pounds per year.14 Some reasons that 
wasted food occurs in these settings include kitchen 
loss during preparation, consumer plate waste, and 
larger meal portion sizes leading to increased plate 
waste.15 


Consumers


While food waste happens along the entire food 
supply chain, consumers tip the scales as the leading 
contributors of wasted food in developed countries 
- throwing away an estimated 15%-25% of all food 
purchased.16 There are many contributing factors, 
including purchasing too much food, confusion 
over spoilage dates (best by, use by, sell by, etc.), 
lack of knowledge when preparing foods, confusion 
over when food is ripe, seasonal factors, uneaten 
leftovers, and throwing away food that is still safe to 
eat.8 The primary food groups consumers waste are 
seafood (33%), fruits and vegetables (28%), grains 
(27%), and milk (17%).9 Wasted food is the single 
largest component of our landfills, with the greatest 
contribution coming from the consumer level.17


From Food to Fork–Where does wasted food occur in America?







THE HIDDEN COSTS OF WASTED FOOD


Wasted food has implications beyond what meets the eye.  Trashing 
food, regardless of the reason, has economic, environmental, and social 
implications.  Globally, wasted food in 2007 occupied a space of almost 
1.4 billion hectares, which equals about 28% of the world’s land area.18 If 
land used to grow food that isn’t eaten were a country, it would be the 
second largest country in the world behind Russia.18 No matter where 
waste occurs, it presents an opportunity for us to feed hungry people, 
save money, and reduce our environmental impact.  
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While this report is focused on wasted food, fresh 
water usage is also an important component to 
consider.  Agriculture is the largest user of fresh 
water, guzzling up around 70%of all fresh water 
used.19 This water is used to grow our crops, and to 
care for and feed the animals we eat.19 When food 
is wasted we are also wasting the water and other 
natural resources used to grow, harvest, and raise 
food.  Estimates show that more than one quarter of 
fresh water use is accounted for by wasted food.20 
Increasing the efficiency of the food supply chain 
can help to reduce our water foot print, which can 
be especially important for agricultural areas prone 
to drought, such as Southern California.9 


Using local tap water versus bottled water has a 
variety of economic and environmental benefits 
as well. Bottled water is on average 300 times 
more expensive than tap water and it contributes 
to America’s use of over 50 billion plastic bottles 
yearly.21 Many of the major brands of bottled 
water are simply bottled tap water.22 Making water 
fountains easy to access, attractive, and cup or bottle 
friendly are ways to encourage consumption of tap 
water while saving money and the environment. 


Food that is harvested or raised only to end up in 
the landfill is a major contributor to environmental 
degradation. Growing food that is never eaten 
contributes to an unnecessary usage of agricultural 
inputs, which, along with methane and carbon


dioxide emissions from decomposing food, have 
significant impacts on global climate change.20 
These inputs include, but are not limited to, fresh 
water, fertilizers, pesticides, and fossil fuels for 
growing crops and raising animals, and fueling 
farming equipment.  According to the United 
Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), 
agriculture contributes 10%-35% of all global 
greenhouse gas emissions, the majority of that 
attributed by animal agriculture.23


Decomposing food that’s tossed into landfills also 
directly contributes to climate change.  When this 
food rots it releases methane – a greenhouse gas at 
least 25 times more powerful than carbon dioxide.17 
Currently food in landfills contributes to 23% of 
all methane emissions in the United States.24 Data 
shows that only 3% of food is actually composted,24 
which is why diverting food from entering the 
landfill not only saves money, but helps prevent the 
creation of  global greenhouse gas emissions. 


Water impact


Climate/ Global Greenhouse Gas 
Impact 
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Wasted food is not only detrimental to the environment but also costs consumers, businesses, 
and taxpayers substantial amounts of money. On the consumer level, an American family of 
four throws out an average $1,484 worth of edible food a year.25 It is estimated that all of the 
food wasted yearly costs $750 million per year in disposal fees and uses 4% of the total US oil 
consumption.26 Nationally, the costs associated with the disposal of food exceeds one billion 
dollars in local tax funds annually.27 Figure 2 shows the US wasted food disposal estimates for 
each sector, with residential comprising of 44% of all wasted food. 24   


Economic impact


Figure 2.  Wasted food data: A breakdown by each sector (www.BSR.org).


Category breakdown based on BSR Estimate of (Food Waste Disposal)  
Total = 39.7 million tons


US-Food Waste Disposal Data- breakdown by sector


Breakdown by sector:


Note: Commercial category split between grocery, full service restau-
rants. Quick Service Restaurant based on factors outlined in California 
Solidwaste Characterization Database + Waste Disposal: a Diversion 
Findings for Selected Industry Groups, June 2006


http://www.foodwastealliance.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/06/FWRA_BSR_Tier2_FINAL.pdf


44% Residential (17,369,754)


20% Full Service Restaurants (7,501,380)


13% Quick Service Restaurants (5,100,724)


11% Grocery Stores (4,108,821)


10% Institutional (4,000,000)


2% Industrial (659,889)


100%


Commercial: 17,657,312 44%
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EFFORTS TO REDUCE WASTE ALONG THE 
FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN 


The USDA and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) created an easy to 
follow Food Recovery Hierarchy ranking the most to least preferred methods 
to prevent and divert wasted food (Figure 3).28 The preferred method is source 
recovery, or purchasing food more accurately to minimize unnecessary excess.  If 
food is leftover and has been kept in safe storage conditions, the next best option 
is to donate it to a food pantry or food bank.  If the food is not suitable for human 
consumption, many local farmers are willing to pick up the scraps to feed to their 
livestock – saving money while reducing wasted food.  If the food is not suitable 
for livestock consumption, donating wasted food scraps and oils to companies 
who can convert it into usable energy is the next best option. Next on the 
hierarchy is composting.  Composting diverts wasted food from landfill and uses 
it to enrich soil.  Composting also helps reduce methane emissions from landfill.  
Last on the list is the landfill.  Throwing away food contributes to both economic 
and environmental losses.2


All along the food supply chain there are programs and resources to help reduce 
wasted food and its associated impacts. While not all wasted food is edible, much 
of it can be recovered and repurposed.  Following are examples of current efforts 
occurring to reduce waste along the food supply chain.  
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Figure 3.  US Environmental Protection Agency Food Recovery Hierarchy


http://www.epa.gov/sustainable-management-food/food-recovery-hierarchy 
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Production, harvest and 
transportation


Reducing wasted food is a top priority for key 
players along the food supply chain.  Improving 
efficiencies during production, harvest, and 
transportation can save both money and help 
reduce the environmental footprint of food 
production.  Examples include improved storage 
facilities, creating energy from food scraps, and 
putting aesthetically imperfect produce to good use. 
The following paragraphs will highlight examples of 
improvements that help reduce wasted food.     


In August 2015, the USDA expanded the Farm 
Storage Facility Loan program to provide producers 
of milk, cheese, butter, yogurt, meat, eggs, seafood, 
and maple sap low-cost loans for on-farm storage 
facilities. Since 2000, the Farm Storage Facility 
Loan program has disbursed $2 billion in loans to 


farmers, facilitating the purchase of storage capacity 
sufficient for approximately 1 billion bushels of 
grain.29 The USDA also assists with on-site waste 
reduction support for farmers, which can help 
increase profits and decrease food waste.29  


The Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy, is promoting 
the use of anaerobic digesters, which converts 
manure and food scraps (compost) into useable 
energy in the form of electricity.30 This helps reduce 
the environmental impact of animal agriculture, 
while extracting valuable nutrients (phosphorus, 
potassium, and nitrogen) used to re-fertilize crops. 
The USDA is also promoting the expanded usage of 
anaerobic digesters for energy production.31 A 2014 
USDA report states that if the number of digesters 
in the United States were maximized, they would 
create enough energy to power more than 3 million 
homes annually.31  


Fresh fruits and vegetables often go unpicked and 
un-harvested while on the farm.  This happens for a 
variety of reasons, including defects such as bruises, 
scratches, or odd shapes.  Often times, aesthetically 
imperfect produce can be used in juices, jams, and 
other products in which produce is not required to 
be visually appealing.32 Farmers can also donate this 
imperfect produce to their local food banks and 
food pantries.  This allows the food to be utilized, 
and the farmers are able to write the donation off on 
their taxes – a benefit for all involved.1,6,10,25


Reducing wasted food and our environmental food footprints should be a top priority for all American 
consumers and businesses.   All along the FSC there are programs and resources to help reduce wasted food 
and its associated impacts. While not all wasted food is edible, much of it can be recovered and repurposed.  
Below are examples of current efforts  occurring to reduce waste along the FSC.  
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Processing and Packaging


Fruit and vegetable trimmings and other edible 
by-products of processing, such as broccoli stalks, 
lemon peels, and animal fat can be diverted for use 
as ingredients.  These by-products can be used in 
other foods for human consumption, in nonfood 
products such as cosmetics, or for animal feed.1 
For example, fresh banana peels can be used to 
feed livestock when mixed with other ingredients.  
Banana peels can be incorporated at levels of 
15%-30% percent in the diet without affecting 
taste or performance.33 Other examples of fruits 
and vegetables trimmings that can be used are 
pineapple juice waste, corncobs, orange peels, 
cabbage leaves, and carrot tops. These byproducts 
can be turned into a value added item to create oil 
blends and dietary fibers for food consumption.29 
Using food by-products can help divert food 
from entering the landfill and creating harmful 
greenhouse gasses. 


Innovations in food processing and packaging are 
also being used to help reduce waste. The USDA is 
conducting research on technologies that would 
expand the shelf life of produce, such as fruit and 
vegetable powders that inhibit spoilage, and the 
development of packaging the extends the shelf-
life of perishable foods.29 Improved packaging, such 
as Modified Atmosphere Packaging, substitutes 
the atmosphere inside a package with a protective 
gas mix, typically a combination of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and nitrogen.  Using this packaging ensures 
a longer shelf live, reduced economic losses, 
higher quality products, little need for chemical 
preservatives, and slow microbial growth.34, 35 


Retailers & Food Service 


A great deal of effort is being directed at reducing 
wasted food at the retail and food service 
sectors.36-39 Wal-Mart, the nation’s largest retail 
chain, has created a pilot program to reduce the 
amount of wasted eggs in America.  It is estimated 
that 1 in every 10 dozen eggs is thrown away, or 5 
billion eggs per year.  That is enough eggs to make 
an omelet the size of Manhattan.40 Previously, if 
an egg in a carton was cracked, the entire carton 
was thrown away.  Now, a substitution is made 
of a new egg with the same specifications. This 
project proves that sustainability can be a win-win 
for businesses as well, as this egg program can 
potentially reduce production costs for Wal-mart by 
$50 million a year.41


The media has recently dubbed the aforementioned 
visually unappealing produce as “ugly” fruits and 
vegetables.  Many companies have seen opportunity 
in these so-called ugly foods and are taking 
advantage of their discounted prices.  For example, 
Bon Appétit, a food service management company, 
has started a campaign called “Imperfectly Delicious 
Produce”.32 In this campaign, they keep edible 
and flavorful but cosmetically imperfect produce 
from going to waste.  They do this by working with 
farmers to identify produce that can be rescued, 
working with distributors to set up the systems for 
purchasing and transporting the produce, and chefs 
to find creative ways to incorporate the produce into 
menus.  Chefs are creating novel ways to incorporate 
this aesthetically imperfect produce it into soups, 
smoothies, and baked items.32 
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Barbara Hartman, MS, RD, LD, is the Chief of Nutrition and Food Service at the Martinsburg VA 
Medical Center where she and her staff are implementing a comprehensive Green Kitchen project. 
The project includes increasing the service of sustainable foods and beverages, improving waste 
management practices, and improving the conservation of energy and water.  In 2009 they 
turned to technology to track and reduce their institution’s food waste.  Food waste has been 
decreased, wholesome left overs are donated to a non-profit agency, and any unavoidable waste 
is then composted for the VA Medical Center’s on-site gardens creating nutrient rich soil “healing 
grounds” and diverting waste from the landfill. Barbara conservatively estimates that they 
save $40,000 to $50,000 a year in food waste. In 2010 these efforts were awarded a national VA 
Sustainability Award and a GreenGov Presidential award.


Barbara Hartman, MS, RD, LD


Chief of Nutrition and Food Service
Martinsburg VA Medical Center
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The EPA and USDA have recently joined with the 
private sector and charitable organizations to set 
the nation’s first food waste reduction goals. This is 
the first-ever national commitment to help reduce 
food waste, which aims to reduce wasted food by 
50% over the next 15 years.42  “Let’s feed people, not 
landfills. By reducing wasted food in landfills, we cut 
harmful methane emissions that fuel climate change, 
conserve our natural resources, and protect our 
planet for future generations” said EPA Administrator 
Gina McCarthy.43


In 2013, the EPA and USDA launched a “U.S. 
Food Waste Challenge”, creating a platform for 
businesses and food service operations to reduce 
their environmental footprint through sustainable 
business practices, including purchasing less, 
donating extra food, and composting.44 By the end 
of 2014, the U.S. Food Waste Challenge had over 


4,000 active participants, well surpassing its initial 
goal of reaching 1,000 participants by 2020.43   
Quantifying the types of food and how much 
food is being wasted in food service operations 
can be beneficial when trying to reduce waste.  
Software developed specifically for this purpose 
pinpoints opportunities to reduce wasted food 
and significantly cut costs.  Lean Path is an example 
of software that helps food service facilities, 
retailers, and restaurants accurately track waste 
and determine areas for improvement.45 This 
software is able to track wasted food by utilizing 
employees to quickly measure (via scale) all food 
prior to discarding it.  Businesses are able to see 
what is being wasted, when it happened, and to 
help identify solutions to prevent it from happening 
in the future.  Software like Lean Path can help 
business owners identify trends and ultimately save 
money.45 (www.leanpath.com)
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 
Director School Nutrition Program


Food that has been mislabeled, bruised, or 
overproduced might not be sold at full price, but 
many retailers have found creative ways to avoid 
wasting it.  Bargain shelves in retail establishments 
are used to sell food that is nearing the end of 
its life or is slightly less attractive.  The produce 
is especially attractive to customers on a tight 
budget. Some stores such as Grocery Outlet, 
Big Lots, and Aldi’s have made a business out of 
these products, purchasing food that is unsellable 
in typical retail stores and selling it at closeout 
prices.46 
Getting children to consume more nutrient-dense 
foods while reducing wasted food is a challenge 
across the nation. A national campaign known 
as “Smarter Lunchrooms” has a goal of creating 
sustainable, research-based lunchrooms that guide 
smarter choices.47 Some of their recommendations 
include pre-slicing fruit or giving healthier options 
attractive names.  Sliced fruit is shown to be more 
appealing to children than whole fruit because 
it is easier and tidier to eat. Studies show up to a 
71% increase in fruit sales when pre-sliced.48 Giving 
attractive names to foods such as “X-ray vision” 
carrots is shown to increase consumption by 16%.49 
Scheduling recess before lunch can also help to 
reduce plate waste by up to 30%.47 Composting 
food that is not eaten in schools is another Smarter 
Lunchroom suggestion. These simple examples 
of scalable, low-cost environmental changes can 
promote healthy eating and decrease waste. 


Donna Martin has been a leader in reducing 
food waste while simultaneously increasing 
fruit and vegetable consumption during school 
meals in Georgia.  As the Director of the School 
Nutrition Program, Donna has implemented 
a variety of tactics that has cut back on waste, 
while simultaneously increasing the variety and 
quality of food served.  Below are Donna’s top 
recommendations: 


Choice: Children love having choice when it comes 
to food.  Having more options allows kids to pick 
foods they enjoy eating – therefore decreasing the 
amount of tossed food.  Everyday she features at 
least 5 fruits and vegetables, and the leftovers are 
incorporated into meals for the following day. 


Time:  With school becoming more stretched for 
time, often times lunch times are the first to get cut. 
Donna says kids need at least 15-20 minutes after 
they are served to eat their food. Healthy foods also 
take longer to eat (think salads versus pizza), so 
cutting lunch times leads to unhealthier choices. 


Buying Local:  Donna has dramatically increased 
the amount of local produced served in the lunch 
line, up to 70% of the menu. This has multiple 
benefits including; higher quality and tastier food 
options, decreased travel distance, and connecting 
kids (and teachers) to the farmers.  Kids have proven 
to love the local foods, and are much more likely to 
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School and University Food  
Service, Cont. 


eat them.  They also have a lower carbon footprint 
and longer shelf life due to not traveling across the 
country (or world) to get to her school.  


Slice the Produce: Kids are less likely to eat fruit 
and veggies that are whole.  Slicing the produce 
(apples, cucumbers, oranges, etc.) increases 
consumption


Traditionally, university dining halls provide trays 
to carry and collect food.  Some schools and 
universities are going trayless.  Overconsumption 
of food is somewhat reduced, as the customer has 
to carry each plate or container of food separately, 
making it difficult to select multiple items at a 
time. By removing trays from cafeterias, many 
US colleges have cut the amount of food that 
students take and waste by 25%-30% percent.25 
One study sampled 360 individual diners over a 
6-day period and documented a 32% reduction 
in wasted food and a 27% reduction in dish use 
when trays were unavailable. The findings suggest 
that removing trays is a simple way for universities 
and other dining facilities to reduce their 
environmental impact and save money.50 Research 
indicates that students in a buffet style setting with 
trays tend to take more food than they need and 
that going trayless requires patrons to make their 
choices more carefully.  In a study by Thiagarajah 
and Getty, they showed a significant reduction 
in per person plate waste when comparing a 
tray system with a trayless system in a university 


dining hall.51 Additionally, some universities have 
created educational campaigns to raise students’ 
awareness of wasted food and how they can 
help reduce their footprint.  One study showed 
educational messaging decreased wasted food by 
15% over a 6- week period.14


Donating Excess Food 
In 2013, over 49.1 million children, seniors, and 
adults were living in food insecure households, 
meaning at some point, they did not have access 
to a stable food source.3 With so many Americans 
lacking access to adequate amounts of food, 
preventing wasted food and diverting unused 
food to those in need could significantly improve 
food security in the United States.  Despite federal 
law that permits the tax deduction of the costs of 
producing, packaging, and delivering products 
to anti-hunger organizations, only 7% of eligible 
food is being donated to social services, and 
38% of retail outlets do not donate anything.37 
Concerns about the risks of donating excess 
food can be a barrier for many retailers quoting 
that they are fearful of unintended liabilities that 
could come from donating food that ends up 
harming a recipient.52 However, On October 1, 
1996, President Clinton signed The Bill Emerson 
Act (The Good Samaritan Act), which protects 
businesses from liability when food is donated to 
a non-profit organization in good faith that may 
later cause harm to the recipient.53 While this law is 
a protective barrier, many retailers are still hesitant 
or unaware that this law exists.  Dan Glickman, 
the former Secretary of Agriculture at the USDA, 
is quoted saying “I can’t tell you how shocking it 
is that there are 31 million food insecure people 
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Janice Giddens, MS, RDN, LD 
Nutrition and Wellness Program Manager


Food banks play a major role in decreasing food 
waste in our system, and increasing the amount of 
healthy food that is distributed to people who are 
struggling with household food security. According 
to Feeding America, the national network of food 
banks, its partners “diverted over 2 billion pounds 
of safe, edible food that might otherwise have gone 
to waste, to Americans facing hunger” last year. (1)


Janice Giddens, MS, RDN, LD is the Nutrition 
and Wellness Program Manager at The Atlanta 
Community Food Bank.  This food bank is a member 
of the Feeding America network. In fiscal year 
2014 – 2015, the Food Bank distributed 61.7 million 
pounds of food and grocery products (enough 
for 51 million meals) to more than 755,000 people 
in its service area. The Food Bank’s nutrition and 
wellness managers work with internal staff, as well 
as partner agencies and clients, to minimize food 
waste and increase the amount of healthy food 
that is distributed to communities in need.  Janice 
mentions “A source of confusion that Food Bank 
dietitians address is product “best by” and “use by” 


dates on food packages. Many of the products the 
Food Bank receives from retail partners are near or 
past the dates stamped on the packages, but this 
doesn’t necessarily mean the products are unsafe 
for consumption.”  Food Bank dietitians across the 
country work to provide educational resources to 
help partner agencies understand these labels so 
that food makes it to people instead of a dumpster.


Figure 4. Current Product Packaging Terminology in 
the United States


There is much confusion over product packaging 
terminology, and rightfully so.  Misinterpreting 
the dates can lead to consumers to throwing away 
safe, edible food. The definitions below can help 
consumers navigate product-packaging terms.  For 
more detailed information on specific items and 
how long they last past their packaging date, please 
visit www.stilltasty.com.  


· Use By Date, Best By, Best Before – These 
terms are generally found on shelf stable 
products such as condiments.  These 
dates are placed on the package by the 
manufacturer to indicate how long the 
product will remain at its best quality if 
unopened.  The USDA points out that it is 
still safe to eat beyond this point as long as 
the product has been properly stored. 


· Sell By – These dates are mostly found on 
perishable items such as meat, seafood, and 
milk.  This date is when the retailer must sell 
a product by.  Products are still safe to eat 
a few days after this date, as long as they 
are properly stored within safe temperature 
zones.  
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in the richest, most abundant nation on earth…  a 
nation that throws out over a quarter of its food.” 
52 Donating excess food can help to reduce costs 
by avoiding tipping fees (the amount charged to 
accept garbage at a disposal site) associated with 
waste removal, which adds up quickly.27 
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Janell Walker is the Director of Nutrition & 
Community Outreach for DC Central Kitchen – for 
more than 25 years, DC Central Kitchen (DCCK) has 
been fighting food waste by recovering leftover 
food and converting it into meals for our hungry 
and at-risk neighbors. To date, they have procured 
hundreds of thousands of pounds of misshapen 
or blemished produce from local farms, much of 
which would have otherwise gone to waste. Their 
approach to recycling food is helping to combat 
waste while providing nutritious meals to those 
in need.


Janell is also involved with a variety of other 
projects with DCCK including a Healthy Corner 
Store initiative, which is a renowned solution to 
fighting food deserts.  Currently they are working 
with 67 corner stores in the DC area to increase 
the availability of fresh produce in areas with few 
nutritious options.  They also realize that naturally 
there will be some waste with this program, so they 
collect the “unsellable” produce and repurpose it 
into meals again.  Janell states “if we have a surplus 
of over ripe bananas, we make banana bread!”  “Too 
many strawberries? We make jam!”.  DCCK is striving 
to alleviate hunger by provide nutritious meals to 
vulnerable populations - all while recycling food and 
preventing waste. 


Janell Walker, MPH, RD, LDN


Director of Nutrition & Community Outreach
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· Expiration Date – The only product legally 
requiring this date is infant formula and 
some baby food.  Use these products before 
the expiration date. 


Repurposing Wasted Food


There are a several not-for-profit businesses that 
operate on capturing food that is destined for the 
landfill and turning it into nutritious meals for low-
income clients.  L.A. Kitchen, D.C. Central Kitchen, 
and Campus Kitchens are examples of innovative 
organizations dedicated to all operate on this 
model. These non-profits partner with local farmers, 
distributers, and retailers to secure produce that 
is unfit for sale for reasons such as over ripeness, 
excess quantity, or imperfect shapes and conditions.  
With this heavily discounted food, they are able 
to create healthy, inexpensive meals for the most 
vulnerable populations. Find out more at www.
campuskitchens.org, www.lakitchen.org, www.
dccentralkitchen.org. 
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Opportunities with Consumers


Education is key strategy to raise awareness and 
motivate behavior change.  Sometimes wasted food 
occurs due to confusion about terms used on food 
packages such as “use by,” “sell by,” “best by,” etc.  
Including an explanation of these terms in consumer 
nutrition education by RDNs can be useful.  Some 
of those terms and their definitions are included in 
Figure 4.
Many cities have taken steps to combat wasted 
food and reduce unnecessary food being added to 
landfills.  While composting is low on the EPA’s Food 
Recovery Hierarchy, it is still a much better option 
than throwing food into the trash, which creates 
excess greenhouse gasses and cannot be turned 
into valuable fertilizer for making healthy soils.  
Cities like New York, Boston, Seattle, Portland, and 
San Francisco have all passed legislation mandating 
composting and provide curbside service to 
residents and businesses.  Portland issued a report 
highlighting a 38% drop in residential trash and 
that 78% of citizens are composting 1 year after the 
composting program began.54 While not all cities 
have curbside composting programs, there are 
groups advocating for more cities to join the cause. 
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Alice Henneman  
Nutrition Educator for the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln


Alice Henneman is a Nutrition Educator for the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Extension, and 
she teaches clients regularly on how to reduce 
their footprint by reducing wasted food. For more 
information visit their website at 
https://food.unl.edu/fnh.  


Alice states, “Preventing food waste saves money 
and resources. Resources used to produce uneaten 
food include: fertilizer, cropland, fresh water 
consumption and energy consumption. These are 
five simple things I recommend consumers do my 
online articles and social media. “


1. Shop the refrigerator before going to the 
store. Use food at home before buying more. 
Designate one meal weekly as a “use-it-up” 
meal.


2. Move older food products to the front of the 
fridge/cupboard/freezer and just purchased 
ones to the back. This makes it more likely foods 
will be consumed before they go bad. 


3. Take restaurant leftovers home and refrigerate 
within two hours of being served. Eat within 
three to four days or freeze. 


4. Check the garbage can. If the same foods are 
constantly being tossed: Eat them sooner, 
buy less of them, incorporate them into more 
recipes or freeze them.  


5. If you have several foods that might go to waste 
at the same time, try adding them to such 
adaptable recipes as salads, soups, pasta and 
casseroles.


6. Compost scraps, excess food, and peels – this 
helps create nutrient rich soil and prevents 
food from rotting in landfills, which creates 
greenhouse gasses
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•  
 


These websites and apps below are just some of the many great resources available to help reduce and 
recover wasted food.  A quick Internet search can lead you to many other organizations doing great work in 
this arena.


• United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion (CNPP) has 
developed a new infographic, “Let’s Talk Trash”, to inform American consumers about food loss and waste. 
CNPP is raising awareness about how individuals and families can reduce food loss and waste, in support 
of larger USDA efforts. www.choosemyplate.gov/lets-talk-trash. 


• Waste No Food is a website that was started by a 12th grader, with a mission to reduce food waste. This 
website works by creating an online marketplace where food pantries and shelters can locate excess food 
from farms, restaurants, and grocery stores that may otherwise end up in the landfill.  www.wastenofood.
org


• Ample Harvest is a website that allows anyone to help donate extra food from their pantry or garden.  
They have a mission of connecting individuals with food banks and food pantries. www.ampleharvest.org 


• Food Cowboy is an application that allows trucks filled with food that has been rejected but are still safe 
to find a better home than the landfill.  Truck drivers are able to quickly report what they have, and find a 
charity or compost site in their local vicinity that can accept the product.  www.foodcowboy.com 


• Love Food Hate Waste and Green Egg Shopper are two phone apps that use modern technology to help 
shoppers reduce their carbon footprint by reducing food waste.  It helps shoppers become more efficient 
in their shopping and storing tactics, and helps to incorporate leftovers into meals for the next day. www.
lovefoodhatewaste.com 


Figure 5: Wasted Food Resources: Websites and Smart Phone Apps
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There are many simple actions that consumers can 
take to reduce wasted food, and many resources 
available to support those efforts (Figure 5).  
RDNs are encouraged to incorporate these and 
other strategies into their nutrition education 
programs and guidance for clients.  Many RDNs 
are already leading wasted food reduction efforts 
in the workplace and with consumers. A wealth of 
information is also available from the Academy and 
its Foundation for members to learn more about 
wasted food, food insecurity, and environmental 
impact of the food system.  Please visit the Academy 
Foundation’s website at www.eatrightfoundation.
org/foundation/futureoffood/.  


Global Efforts to Reduce Food Waste


Food waste is a global issue, and many countries 
are beginning to take action to help reduce the 
amount of wasted food they produce.  Countries 
such as France are passing laws that make it illegal 
for retailers to throw away food.  This law mandates 
that all unsold but edible food should be donated 
to charities for immediate distribution to the poor. 
Food that is unsafe to eat is to be donated to farms 
for agricultural purposes.55


Thanks to successful campaigns, many countries 
around the world are well on their way to turn the 
tide and begin decreasing wasted food. Think.Eat.
Save is a campaign developed between the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and FAO 
with a mission to empower widespread global, 
regional, and national actions surrounding reducing 
wasted food.45 Love Food Hate Waste is a United 
Kingdom based non-profit organization that aims 
to raise awareness about wasted food and provides 
actionable changes to make a difference.56 LFHW has 


a website, phone app, and resources of consumers 
and businesses to help reduce wasted food across 
the food supply chain. To do this, they work 
collaboratively with community organizations, chefs, 
UK Governments, businesses, and local authorities. 


Turning the Tide of Wasted Food 
– How RDNs Can Help Make a 
Difference


As Americans, we are throwing away an alarmingly 
high amount of food.  Collectively, we are discarding 
around 30%-40% of all food we grow, produce, 
package, and purchase.1,2,5,10,20,26  As highlighted 
in this report, there are a multitude of reasons 
as to why waste occurs, but also a number of 
solutions we can enact to help reduce it. Our global 
population is growing and resources are becoming 
more scarce.20 Many RDNs are already taking bold 
initiatives to reduce their practice area’s wasted food 
footprint.  Whether it’s reducing the amount of food 
purchased, donating excess food to feed hungry 
people, composting scraps, or teaching clients how 
to be more mindful with their shopping habits 
– it all makes a difference. There is an immense 
need to shift our culture’s mindset towards one of 
conservation, especially American consumers, as we 
produce the largest amount of wasted food.  The 
good news is that reducing wasted food makes 
sense - economically, environmentally, and socially. 
Making any change towards a reduction of wasted 
food is a commendable step in the right direction. 
This paper highlights some of the many ways we can 
help reduce the amount of food we waste, and these 
changes will help to make profound and lasting 
impact for our generation and generations to come.
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State of America's Wasted Food.pdf



 

Attached is the backgrounder you requested yesterday regarding the proposed wasted food

collaboration to share with the group. Please be sure to include The State of America’s Wasted

Food and Opportunities to Make a Difference report, also attached. I request both be submitted to

the group as PDFs. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

 From: Farida Mohamedshah [mailto:fmohamedshah@ift.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:19 AM 

 To: Patricia Babjak <pbabjak@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Food waste project 

 

Dear Pat,

 

Is it possible for you to provide a short backgrounder and how you envision the joint alliance can

work on the proposed food waste project. I think this will be helpful for the discussion on Saturday.

If you can provide it to me by Friday, I can share it with the group. My sincere apologies for the

short notice. 

 

Thanks,

 

Farida

 

 

Farida Mohamedshah
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Sent from my mobile.
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2040. RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday April 26th

From: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>

To: Paul Mifsud <PMifsud@eatright.org>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'Jojo Dantone' <jojo@nutritioned.com>,

'kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com' <kay_wolf@columbus.rr.com>, 'Jean Ragalie-

Carr' <jean.ragalie-carr@rosedmi.com>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, 'Amanda Jones'

<amanda@justjones.es>, 'Ksauer@ksu.edu' <Ksauer@ksu.edu>

Cc: Christian Krapp <ckrapp@eatright.org>, Maria Juarez

<MJuarez@eatright.org>, 'carole.clemente@rosedmi.com'

<carole.clemente@rosedmi.com>, Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>,

Mary Beth Whalen <Mwhalen@eatright.org>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Singerman, Carol' <carol.singerman@dairy.org>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 15:16:53

Subject: RE: Finance and Audit Committee call on Tuesday, April 25th and Wednesday

April 26th

Attachment: April FAC agenda.doc

All,

 

 

As you know, we have our Finance and Audit  Committee calls next week.  The calls will be on

Tuesday, April 25th from 8:30 – 11:30 CDT and on Wednesday, April 26th from 8:30 – 11:30

CDT.  I am attaching the agenda for your review.  I know this is a great deal of time out of your

schedules.  Even though we need everyone for each day, the budget discussion on Tuesday is the

most critical.  Even on Tuesday, if we need to adjust to put the FY18 budget first, please let me

know.    On Wednesday, we will have three guest joining us;

 

 

1.       Rob Wessel – Central Insurance -Insurance

 

2.       Jim Hagestad and Kathy Downey – Plante Moran – Budget and Tax plan for FY17/18

 

3.       Al Bryant – Segall, Bryant and Hamill – Investments

 

 

Most of the information will be posted this afternoon, including the budget presentation.  The one

thing that may not come until tomorrow are the March results.  We are still working on them. 
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		Finance and Audit Committee Meeting


April 25th and 26th 

Webinar

Call in number 866-477-4564


Conference code: 9431787218#



		

		





Tuesday, April 25th 

		TIME

		AGENDA ITEM

		PRESENTER(S)

		EXPECTED OUTCOME



		8:30

		1.0   Call to Order

		M Garner

		



		8:35

		2.0   Minutes

2.1 February 21st minutes(

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion/Action



		8:40

		3.0 Financials

3.1 January final financials(

3.2 February final financials (

3.3 March Preliminary financials(

		P. Mifsud/C. Krapp

		Information/Discussion/Action



		9:30

		4.0 Budget Overview

		P. Mifsud/P. Babjak

		Information/Discussion/Action



		10:30

		5.0 Break

		

		



		10:40

		6.0 Budget Overview continued

		P. Babjak/P. Mifsud

		Information/Discussion/Action



		11:15

		7.0 Budget approval/Next Steps

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion/Action



		11:25

		8.0 New Business

		M. Garner

		Information/Discussion



		11:30

		9.0 Adjourn for the day.

		

		





Wednesday, April 26th 


		TIME

		AGENDA ITEM

		PRESENTER(S)

		EXPECTED OUTCOME



		8:30

		10.0    Call to Order

		M. Garner

		



		8:35

		11.0.   Insurance Overview (

		R. Wessel

		Information/Discussion/Action



		9:25

		12.0 Break

		All

		



		9:30

		13.0 2017 Audit and Tax Update Plan(

		Jim Hagestad/K. Downey/

		Information/Discussion/Action



		10:25

		14.0 Break

		All

		



		10:30

		15.0 Investment Overview(

		A. Bryant

		Information/Discussion/Action



		11:25

		16.0 New Business

		All

		Information/Discussion



		11:30

		17.0 Adjourn 

		

		





· Attachment (Material to be Reviewed)




April FAC agenda.doc



Maria will notify you once the information is posted.  Finally, you should have received the two

webinar invitations for our meeting from the Academy IT department.   You will have one for each

day.   

 

If you have any questions, please let me know.

 

 

Paul
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2041. "Markers of Malnutrition: Bridging Theory to Practice"

From: NoReply@webauthor.com

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 13:33:37

Subject: "Markers of Malnutrition: Bridging Theory to Practice"

Attachment:

Mail All PNPG Member Community - "Markers of Malnutrition: Bridging Theory to Practice" View

Post  Message 

Nutrition Educators of Health Professionals Announces the Upcoming Webinar

 

 

Markers of Malnutrition: Bridging Theory &Practice

 

 

Featuring Dr. Mary Litchford RDN, LDN – President of CASE Software &Books

 

 

Wednesday, May 3, 2017 at 1 p.m. EST (12 p.m. CT)

 

1 CPE Credit Applied for

 

Free to all participants. Register today:

 

 
Register Here 

 

DESCRIPTION: One hour program will focus on identification of characteristics of etiology-related

malnutrition in adults and children including assessment for changes in functional status, body

composition, weight loss and nutrient intake. The relationship between anorexia, cachexia,

inflammatory stress, proinflammatory cytokines, lab test results, nutrition focused physical

assessment and functional tests will be addressed.

 

 

In this webinar, you will:

 

Examine the role of the RDN in identifying and documenting malnutrition using characteristics

associated with severe and nonsevere malnutrition in adults and children. 

Discuss the relationship between inflammatory stress, inflammatory biomarkers, cachexia and lab

test results. 
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•Identify assessment techniques for nutrition-focused physical assessment and functional status to

incorporate into current clinical assessment practices 

 

Registration Link:

 
https://eatright.webex.com/mw3000/mywebex/default.do?service=1&siteurl=eatright&nome
nu=true&main_url=%2Fmc3000%2Fe.do%3Fsiteurl%3Deatright%26AT%3DMI%26EventID%
3D560080037%26UID%3D5065320897%26Host%3DQUhTSwAAAAT9G69fQsHIo-
jO5B5lzFb7K_etv-
NCkF8VbWZc6TEkLAex89BgIrJh2YmZTCujlTf5XHM47g24F1C8vYuqKoDh0%26RG%3D1%2
6FrameSet%3D2%26RGID%3Dr12615ba7e2c66d797b74e037d794e705

  

 

Please contact me if you have any questions.

 

 

Kindest Regards,

 

Jill Goode Englett

 

NEPH Chair-Elect

 

 
 
Monica Nagle 

Your notifications are set to Real-Time, if you would like to change this, log into the portal and

update your preferences under My Profile. 
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2042. Re: Summit Photos for JAND

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 12:40:37

Subject: Re: Summit Photos for JAND

Attachment: image001.png

You absolutely have my permission!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 9:50 AM, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you well! As you know, we are working to publish the Nutrition Impact

Summit briefing paper along with Summit proceedings in JAND. The online version will also

include a photo album and the print version will feature a few photos as well. As such, we were

hoping to use the attached two photos of yours (I pulled them from social media).

 

 

Are you comfortable with us using the photos in the Journal in print and online, with worldwide

distribution?

 

 

Thank you!

 

Nicci

 

 

---

 

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD

 

Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

P: 312-899-1748  |  E: nbrown@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatright.org/foundation

 

@NicciBrownRD

 

 

<image001.png>

 

 
Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

<14379704_1059789297473182_2988066225086815321_o.jpg> 

<14435084_1061363617315750_2251794239671561423_o.jpg> 
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2043. Summit Photos for JAND

From: Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 11:50:04

Subject: Summit Photos for JAND

Attachment: image001.png
14379704_1059789297473182_2988066225086815321_o.jpg
14435084_1061363617315750_2251794239671561423_o.jpg

Hi Donna,

 

 

I hope this email finds you well! As you know, we are working to publish the Nutrition Impact

Summit briefing paper along with Summit proceedings in JAND. The online version will also

include a photo album and the print version will feature a few photos as well. As such, we were

hoping to use the attached two photos of yours (I pulled them from social media).

 

 

Are you comfortable with us using the photos in the Journal in print and online, with worldwide

distribution?

 

 

Thank you!

 

Nicci

 

 

---

 

Nicci Brown, MS, RDN, CD

 

Project Manager  |  Second Century Initiatives

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

P: 312-899-1748  |  E: nbrown@eatright.org 
www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatright.org/foundation
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@NicciBrownRD

 

 

 
Donate today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2044. Daily News: Thursday, April 20, 2017

From: Academy's Knowledge Center   <knowledge@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 11:46:23

Subject: Daily News: Thursday, April 20, 2017

Attachment:

Daily News 

 From the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Knowledge Center

 

The Daily News is an e-newsletter informing members of current news related to food,

nutrition and health from major news outlets. 

 Please note that some publications may require registration or a subscription to online content.

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Presents Fifth Edition of Best-Selling Consumer

Reference Book: Complete Food and Nutrition Guide 

 http://www.newswise.com/articles/academy-of-nutrition-and-dietetics-presents-fifth-edition-of-

best-selling-consumer-reference-book-complete-food-and-nutrition-guide 

 Source: http://www.eatrightstore.org/product/884A80B4-BBDB-473A-B532-3FAE324131BB

 

Sugary Drink Sales Fizzled After Soda Tax 

 After Berkeley tax, less soda sold while water, milk sales rose 

 http://www.medpagetoday.com/PrimaryCare/DietNutrition/64624 

 Source: PLOS 

 http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002283

 

2 diets that may help ward off Alzheimers 

 http://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/health/ct-food-choices-that-can-help-ward-off-alzheimer-

s-20170419-story.html 

 Related Resources: The MIND Diet 

 http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/news-center/nutrition-trends/health-promotion/the-mind-diet 

 Canadian Brain Health Food Guide for adults 

 http://www.baycrest.org/research-news/baycrest-creates-first-canadian-brain-health-food-guide-

for-adults/

 

Elevated levels of mercury in women of child bearing age in Pacific Island countries, new

study reveals 

 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170419093359.htm 

 Source: Biodiversity Research Institute (BRI) 

 Mercury Monitoring in Women of Child-bearing Age in Asia &the Pacific Region  
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http://www.briloon.org/uploads/BRI_Documents/Mercury_Center/UNEP%20Projects/Mercury%20

Monitoring%20Women%20Asia%20Pacific%20April%2011%20Raw%20data%20ONLINE.pdf

 

5 food-delivery services worth trying 

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/nation-now/2017/04/19/5-food-delivery-services-worth-

trying/100680700/

 

To Keep on Trucking, States Streamline Food Truck Licensing 

 http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2017/04/18/to-keep-on-

trucking-states-streamline-food-truck-licensing

 

Unicorn Food Is Colorful, Sparkly and Everywhere 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/19/style/unicorn-food-starbucks.html

 

ClinicalTrials.gov  

ClinicalTrials.gov is a registry and results database of publicly and privately supported clinical

studies of human participants conducted around the world. Learn more at: 

 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ 

 -MIND Diet Intervention and Cognitive Decline (MIND) 

 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02817074?term=Alzheimer%E2%80%99s+AND+diet&rank=

6

 

MedlinePlus: Latest Health News 

 -Is Annual Eye Exam a Must for People With Type 1 Diabetes? 

 An individual's level of risk for diabetic eye disease should guide how often they're screened,

study says 

 -Stronger Muscles May Pump Up Kids' Memory Skills 

 Study found link between fitness and test scores for recall ability 

 -Thinking of Going Organic? 

 It might pay for certain foods 

 https://medlineplus.gov/healthnews.html

 

Academy does not have editorial or other control over the contents of the 

 referenced Web sites, is not responsible for the opinions expressed by the authors of

listed articles and does not endorse any product or service.

 

To unsubscribe from the Daily News send an email to knowledge@eatright.org 

 In the subject line type unsubscribe.

 

COPYRIGHT 2017 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
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2045. Academy Organizational Unit Panel Presentation CEUs now available!

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 11:37:07

Subject: Academy Organizational Unit Panel Presentation CEUs now available!

Attachment:

 
 

Dear NDEP Members,

 

In an effort to focus more on discussions and working sessions during the NDEP Regional

Meetings this year, the Academy Leadership panel presentations were provided as videos in

advance of the meetings.  Meeting attendees were asked to view them ahead of time in order to

bring questions to discuss with the representatives at each of the meetings.  1.5 CPEUs have

been approved for viewing these webinars and completing a short 10-question assessment quiz. 

  

To obtain the CPE certificate, complete the assessment quiz at:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NDEPPanelPresentationQuiz.  Once you complete the quiz,

click the “Done” button at the bottom of the page and you will receive the answers to the quiz. 

Once you have viewed the answers and click the “Done” button again, you will be able to

download the CEU certificate. 

 

This information, including the videos and link to survey are posted on the NDEP website (

www.ndepnet.org), the NDEP portal (https://ndep.webauthor.com) and the regional meeting

website (http://sites.psu.edu/ndep/).

 

NDEP Members who were not able to attend the regional meetings are able to view the videos

and obtain CPEU credit as well.  Visit either the NDEP website or NDEP portal links above to

obtain the videos and survey link.        

Note that some of the videos were created using WebEx. If you have not used WebEx to view

videos, you may need to set-up WebEx on your computer before you can watch the video (there

will be instructions to do this when you click on the video link).

 Please direct any questions or concerns to ndep@eatright.org.  
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2046. Re: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 11:31:33

Subject: Re: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Good question. I would go from the angle of opening session but feel free to say she's being

considered for honorary membership in this case. Thanks!  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 20, 2017, at 9:54 AM, Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Pat-

 

 

Thank you for the confidential heads up.  Considering we still do not have a commitment for the

Opening Session and I have yet to hear back from Deb Eschmeyer on my follow up on April 10, I

question if this would even be possible UNLESS we presented it to her at the Opening if she

accepted the invitation.  We definitely would not have funding to cover the necessary secret

service advance and onsite preparations unless we could also justify a speaking role.

 

 

I would be happy to reach out to Roniece from the angle of our invitation for her speaker role, but I

assume the Honors committee information would need to remain confidential.

 

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement
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312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 
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From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 9:41 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

 

 

Donna and Diane:

 

 

Barbara Visocan has informed me that the Honors Committee is submitting Michelle Obama to the

Board as a new Honorary Member. Naively the Committee asked Barbara and Matthew Novotny

to help “ensure” that Mrs. Obama accept this honor in person at FNCE. Evelyn Crayton is chair of

the Honors Committee this year and made no mention of our efforts in attempting to book Mrs.

Obama.  

 

I am sharing this with you confidentially (the Board will be presented with all Honors

recommendations during the May 19-20 meeting) because the committee felt that the following

individuals, who were named knowing Mrs. Obama, might be influential in encouraging her in-

person acceptance. Donna, note that you are one of the two mentioned.

 

-          Donna Martin

 

-          Roniece A. Weaver

 

Diane, not sure if you want to reach out to Roniece Weaver to see what her actual connection is.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

<image002.jpg>
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120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2047. RE: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 10:57:23

Subject: RE: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Hi Pat-

 

 

Thank you for the confidential heads up.  Considering we still do not have a commitment for the

Opening Session and I have yet to hear back from Deb Eschmeyer on my follow up on April 10, I

question if this would even be possible UNLESS we presented it to her at the Opening if she

accepted the invitation.  We definitely would not have funding to cover the necessary secret

service advance and onsite preparations unless we could also justify a speaking role.

 

 

I would be happy to reach out to Roniece from the angle of our invitation for her speaker role, but I

assume the Honors committee information would need to remain confidential.

 

 

Diane

 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND | Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

 

312.899.1767| denos@eatright.org 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 9:41 AM 

 To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org> 

 Subject: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

 

 

Donna and Diane:
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Barbara Visocan has informed me that the Honors Committee is submitting Michelle Obama to the

Board as a new Honorary Member. Naively the Committee asked Barbara and Matthew Novotny

to help “ensure” that Mrs. Obama accept this honor in person at FNCE. Evelyn Crayton is chair of

the Honors Committee this year and made no mention of our efforts in attempting to book Mrs.

Obama.  

 

I am sharing this with you confidentially (the Board will be presented with all Honors

recommendations during the May 19-20 meeting) because the committee felt that the following

individuals, who were named knowing Mrs. Obama, might be influential in encouraging her in-

person acceptance. Donna, note that you are one of the two mentioned.

 

-          Donna Martin

 

-          Roniece A. Weaver

 

Diane, not sure if you want to reach out to Roniece Weaver to see what her actual connection is.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2048. ACH Check deposit notification

From: eortiz@eatright.org

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 10:55:20

Subject: ACH Check deposit notification

Attachment: report-2_2017-04-20_09-52_7880705_7a64808f-2939-4b7b-93ea-a9ca796
f522c.pdf

See attached file
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A deposit for the amount of                     142.74 
will be made to your designated account on         4/21/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
ERS31555                      food, parking, baggage & transportation                             142.74 
 





report-2_2017-04-20_09-52_7880705_7a64808f-2939-4b7b-93ea-a9ca796 f522c.pdf




 
 
 
 
 
A deposit for the amount of                     142.74 
will be made to your designated account on         4/21/2017 
 
The following invoices/expenses are included: 
 
ERS31555                      food, parking, baggage & transportation                             142.74 
 





report-2_2017-04-20_09-52_7880705_7a64808f-2939-4b7b-93ea-a9ca796 f522c.pdf



2049. FW: Invitation - Opening Keynote Lecture on October 21, 2017, in Chicago

From: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 10:53:00

Subject: FW: Invitation - Opening Keynote Lecture on October 21, 2017, in Chicago

Attachment: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg
Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2.jpg
Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 3.jpg
2017 FNCE Opening Keynote Invitation.pdf

Hi Donna- 

 

Forwarding to you as Deb might be more apt to reply to an email directly from you. 

 

Thanks! 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND |  Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

312.899.1767|  denos@eatright.org  

 

 

_____________________________________________  

From: Diane Enos  

Sent: Monday, April 10, 2017 1:03 PM  

To: debeschmeyer@gmail.com  

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Subject: FW: Invitation - Opening Keynote Lecture on October 21, 2017, in Chicago  

Importance: High 

 

 

Good afternoon, Deb- 

 

I hope this email finds you well.  We are in the process of finalizing the educational program for the

October 2017 program and were wondering if you had any additional insight about the status of

the invitation sent to Mrs. Obama regarding the Opening Keynote in Chicago, IL.    As you can

imagine, it would be such an honor to have Mrs. Obama join our 2017-2018 President, Donna

Martin for this Centennial event. 

 

If you need any further details, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
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March 3, 2017  


  


 


Board of Directors 


2016-2017 


 


President 


Lucille Beseler, MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND  


 


President-Elect 


Donna S Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND  


 


Past President 


Dr. Evelyn F Crayton, EdD, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Treasurer 


Margaret Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND 


 
Treasurer-Elect 


Jo Jo Dantone-DeBarbieris, MS, RDN, LDN, 


CDE 
 


Past Treasurer 
Kay Wolf, PhD, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Chair, Academy Foundation 
Jean Ragalie-Carr, RDN, LDN, FAND 


 


Speaker, House of Delegates 
Linda T Farr, RDN, LD, FAND 


 


Speaker-Elect, House of Delegates 
Dianne Polly, JD, RDN, LDN, FAND  
 


Past Speaker, House of Delegates 
Aida Miles, MMSc, RD, LD, FAND 


 


Directors 
Hope Barkoukis, PhD, RDN, LD  


Tracey Bates, MPH, RD, LDN, FAND  


Susan Brantley, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSD  
Denice Ferko-Adams, MPH, RDN, LDN, 


FAND 


Michele Delille Lites, RD, CSO 
Tamara Randall, MS, RDN, LD, CDE, FAND 


 


Public Members 


Don W Bradley, MD, MHS-CL 


Steven A Miranda, SPHR, GPHR 


 
Chief Executive Officer 


Patricia M Babjak, GSLIS 


 
 
 


Mrs. Michelle Obama 


The Office of Barack and Michelle Obama 


scheduling@obamaoffice44.org 


 


Dear Mrs. Obama: 


 


During the Obama Administration and in particular with the creation and 


remarkable success of your Let’s Move! Initiative, it was my personal and 


professional honor to work with you and your team to improve the nutritional 


health of our nation’s children. Your visits to the Burke County schools and your 


kind invitation for me to attend the Let’s Move! celebratory event last October 


proved that we agree: There is no greater calling in life than to be able to teach 


children to live a healthier life. It was a joy and a privilege for eight years for our 


country to have a First Lady who shares the same passions as the registered 


dietitian nutritionists of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 


 


As a parent, grandparent, taxpayer and RDN, I could not have been happier to 


see what we can do – and are doing – for children. Nutrition and health for kids 


is a nonpartisan issue, and one that all of us can get behind and celebrate. We 


share your passion for molding a future for our children that will endure for their 


lifetimes. Healthier children really do make a healthier nation.  


 


In June, I will have the distinct honor of beginning my one-year term as 


President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. This honor is made even 


more special because 2017 is our Academy’s Centennial year. We are 


celebrating our past and planning for our Second Century as the leaders in food 


and nutrition. Since the Academy’s beginning, food and health systems have 


continued to evolve, becoming more global and complex. These challenges also 


create unprecedented opportunities for innovation and collaboration, 


 


The Academy’s Board recently adopted as our new vision: “A world where all 


people thrive through the transformative power of food and nutrition.” And we 


have dedicated ourselves to the new mission: “Accelerate improvements in 


global health and well-being through food and nutrition.” 


 


In October of this year, the Academy will officially celebrate our 100th birthday 


in our organization’s hometown – and yours – of Chicago, at our Food & 


Nutrition Conference & Expo. We can think of no individual who would be 


more appropriate than you to be the Keynote Speaker at our conference of more 


than 12,000 food and nutrition professionals.  


 


On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Board of Directors, it is my 


pleasure to invite you to present the 2017 Opening Keynote Lecture on October 


21, 2017. The Opening Session will be from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Central Time 


McCormick Place-West in the Skyline Ballroom.  


 


 


 


 



mailto:scheduling@obamaoffice44.org





March 3, 2017 


Page 2 of 2 


 


 


The Opening Keynote Lecture annually focuses on an issue that is important for 


the future of the dietetics profession. I have personally experienced how you 


have moved the needle in terms of school nutrition and positively affected the 


health of millions of children. Academy members want to keep this momentum 


going, and you are the perfect person to speak to these dedicated professionals 


for whom nutrition and health are like oxygen! We are not yet where we need to 


be, but together we will get there.  


 


Academy members would be honored to hear your remarks and learn from your 


expertise on this important topic. I hope your schedule permits you to serve as 


our Keynote Speaker. Your scheduling staff can contact Diane Enos, the 


Academy’s Vice President of Lifelong Learning and Professional Engagement, 


at 312/899-1767 or denos@eatright.org. 


 


I look forward to working with you in the years to come, and to seeing you at our 


conference in October.  


 


Respectfully, 


 
Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 


2017-2018 President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 


 


 


CC: Deb Eschmeyer debeschmeyer@gmail.com 


        Diane Enos 
 



mailto:denos@eatright.org

mailto:debeschmeyer@gmail.com
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Best Regards, 

Diane 

 

Diane M. Enos, MPH, RDN, FAND |  Vice President, Lifelong Learning and Professional

Engagement

312.899.1767|  denos@eatright.org  

 

 

_____________________________________________  

From: President  

Sent: Friday, March 03, 2017 12:39 PM  

To: 'scheduling@obamaoffice44.org' <scheduling@obamaoffice44.org>  

Cc: 'debeschmeyer@gmail.com' <debeschmeyer@gmail.com>; Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org

>  

Subject: Invitation - Opening Keynote Lecture on October 21, 2017, in Chicago  

Importance: High 

 

 

March 3, 2017 

 

Mrs. Michelle Obama 

The Office of Barack and Michelle Obama 
scheduling@obamaoffice44.org

 

Dear Mrs. Obama: 

 

During the Obama Administration and in particular with the creation and remarkable success of

your Let’s Move! Initiative, it was my personal and professional honor to work with you and your

team to improve the nutritional health of our nation’s children. Your visits to the Burke County

schools and your kind invitation for me to attend the Let’s Move! celebratory event last October

proved that we agree: There is no greater calling in life than to be able to teach children to live a

healthier life. It was a joy and a privilege for eight years for our country to have a First Lady who

shares the same passions as the registered dietitian nutritionists of the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 

As a parent, grandparent, taxpayer and RDN, I could not have been happier to see what we can

do – and are doing – for children. Nutrition and health for kids is a nonpartisan issue, and one that

all of us can get behind and celebrate. We share your passion for molding a future for our children

that will endure for their lifetimes. Healthier children really do make a healthier nation. 
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In June, I will have the distinct honor of beginning my one-year term as President of the Academy

of Nutrition and Dietetics. This honor is made even more special because 2017 is our Academy’s

Centennial year. We are celebrating our past and planning for our Second Century as the leaders

in food and nutrition. Since the Academy’s beginning, food and health systems have continued to

evolve, becoming more global and complex. These challenges also create unprecedented

opportunities for innovation and collaboration, 

 

The Academy’s Board recently adopted as our new vision: “A world where all people thrive

through the transformative power of food and nutrition.” And we have dedicated ourselves to the

new mission: “Accelerate improvements in global health and well-being through food and

nutrition.” 

 

In October of this year, the Academy will officially celebrate our 100th birthday in our

organization’s hometown – and yours – of Chicago, at our Food &Nutrition Conference &Expo. We

can think of no individual who would be more appropriate than you to be the Keynote Speaker at

our conference of more than 12,000 food and nutrition professionals. 

 

On behalf of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Board of Directors, it is my pleasure to invite

you to present the 2017 Opening Keynote Lecture on October 21, 2017. The Opening Session will

be from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Central Time McCormick Place-West in the Skyline Ballroom. 

 

The Opening Keynote Lecture annually focuses on an issue that is important for the future of the

dietetics profession. I have personally experienced how you have moved the needle in terms of

school nutrition and positively affected the health of millions of children. Academy members want

to keep this momentum going, and you are the perfect person to speak to these dedicated

professionals for whom nutrition and health are like oxygen! We are not yet where we need to be,

but together we will get there. 

 

Academy members would be honored to hear your remarks and learn from your expertise on this

important topic. I hope your schedule permits you to serve as our Keynote Speaker. Your

scheduling staff can contact Diane Enos, the Academy’s Vice President of Lifelong Learning and

Professional Engagement, at 312/899-1767 or denos@eatright.org. 

 

I look forward to working with you in the years to come, and to seeing you at our conference in

October. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND 

2017-2018 President of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 
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CC: Deb Eschmeyer debeschmeyer@gmail.com

       Diane Enos 
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2050. CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Diane Enos

<denos@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 10:43:36

Subject: CONFIDENTIAL: Honorary Member Michelle Obama

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Donna and Diane:

 

 

Barbara Visocan has informed me that the Honors Committee is submitting Michelle Obama to the

Board as a new Honorary Member. Naively the Committee asked Barbara and Matthew Novotny

to help “ensure” that Mrs. Obama accept this honor in person at FNCE. Evelyn Crayton is chair of

the Honors Committee this year and made no mention of our efforts in attempting to book Mrs.

Obama.  

 

I am sharing this with you confidentially (the Board will be presented with all Honors

recommendations during the May 19-20 meeting) because the committee felt that the following

individuals, who were named knowing Mrs. Obama, might be influential in encouraging her in-

person acceptance. Donna, note that you are one of the two mentioned.

 

-          Donna Martin

 

-          Roniece A. Weaver

 

Diane, not sure if you want to reach out to Roniece Weaver to see what her actual connection is.

 

 

Thanks!

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190
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Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2051. Call for articles - NDEP Line

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 10:34:36

Subject: Call for articles - NDEP Line

Attachment:

 
 

Dear NDEP Members - 

  

Call for articles for the Summer edition of NDEP Line. Please submit to mccric@sage.edu by May

8.

 

Please view the Winter 2016 edition for submission guidelines. Thank you! 

  

Colleen McCrief, MS, RDN

 

Director, Didactic Program in Dietetics and Assistant Professor

 

The Sage Colleges

 

312 Ackerman Hall

 

65 1st Street

 

Troy, NY 12180

 

Telephone: 518-244-2043

 

Fax: 518-244-4586

 

E-mail: mccric@sage.edu
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1.

2.

3.

2052. Get CPEU on April 21- Optimize Sports Performance via Supermarket Shopping Guides

From: Center for Lifelong Learning <cpd@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 08:05:37

Subject: Get CPEU on April 21- Optimize Sports Performance via Supermarket

Shopping Guides

Attachment:

Get CPEU on April 21- Optimize Sports Performance via Supermarket Shopping Guides 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
Supermarket Victory: Optimizing Sports Performance through Step-by-Step Shopping Guides 

Date: Friday, April 21, 2017, 12 PM CST (1 hour event) 

 CPEU Hours: 1.0 

 CPE Level: 2 

  

A supermarket tour guide developed for dietetic professional peer-on-peer training has been

implemented as a part of successful strategies to improve fruit and vegetable consumption among

college students. Sports nutrition-specific guides can streamline the implementation of a

comprehensive, outcome-focused program designed to address the specific needs of collegiate

and professional athletes. Through a step-by-step guided tour, we address all areas of the

supermarket that are critical to athlete needs in both performance and recovery. Our research

explores the adaptability, reproducibility and scalability of a guided supermarket tour specific to

athletes. 

  

Learning Objectives

 

Describe evidence-based research for a sports-specific supermarket tour training kit. 

Identify critical components of programming that result in improved sports nutrition knowledge

and behaviors. 

Explain importance of sports-specific supermarket tour implementation as a component of

collegiate and professional athlete's nutrition education. 

Speakers:

 Nyree Dardarian, MS, RD, CSSD, FAND, LDN is the Director of the Center for Nutrition

&Performance (CNP), and Assistant Clinical Faculty at Drexel University in the Department of

Nutrition Sciences. With the CNP, Nyree provides nutrition needs for the Philadelphia Union, (MLS

soccer team) and the Philadelphia Flyers (NHL team). Jessica Liu will graduate with a Masters in

Human Nutrition from Drexel University in June 2017. Her research is focused on the development
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and implementation of a sports nutrition supermarket training toolkit for dietetic professionals,

which involves working with the Philadelphia Union and Drexel ISPP dietetic interns. Leah Tsui is

currently at Drexel University to complete the Didactic Program in Dietetics, and will graduate with

a Masters in Human Nutrition in June 2017. At Drexel, she was selected as one of five graduate

Sports Nutrition Assistants with the Center for Nutrition &Performance and held a Teaching

Assistantship position with the Department of Nutrition Sciences.  REGISTER HERE!  

If your schedule changes and you cannot attend, note that the webinar will be recorded and

available at eatrightPro for self-study

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

This Center for Lifelong Learning email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future CLL emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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2053. Re: Referring patients to RDNs

From: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>,

peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 20, 2017 00:42:06

Subject: Re: Referring patients to RDNs

Attachment:

Bravo!

 

Lucille Beseler MS, RDN, LDN,CDE

President Family Nutrition Center of S. Florida

President Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics 2016-2017

Office # 954-360-7883

Sent from my iPhone 

 

 

> On Apr 19, 2017, at 3:26 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:

>

> Please read the email from Karen Collins below. In the event other RDNs noted this article as

Karen did, please know that I addressed it with the CEO of the Endocrine Society with whom I am

personal friends.

>

> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> From: Patricia Babjak

> Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 6:15 PM
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> To: 'bbkeenan@endocrine.org' <bbkeenan@endocrine.org>

> Subject: Referring patients to RDNs

>

> Barbara Byrd Keenan, Chief Executive Officer

> Endocrine Society

>

> Dear Barbara:

> I am writing in regard to the Endocrine Society's newly issued Clinical Practice Guideline,

advising health care providers on ways to diagnose and treat hypothalamic amenorrhea. The

online announcement at http://endocrinenews.endocrine.org/endocrine-society-issues-

hypothalamic-amenorrhea-guideline/#sthash.dWU00t8N.dpuf quotes Catherine M. Gordon, chair

of the task force that authored the Guideline, as saying: "Referring patients to a nutritionist for

specialized dietary instructions is an extremely important part of their care" (emphasis added).

>

> The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics agrees completely that nutrition is a vital component of

care for women with hypothalamic amenorrhea. However, the term nutritionist is not regulated or a

protected title; literally anyone can call himself or herself a nutritionist, whether or not he or she

has the education and experience to provide specialized nutrition-based care. We respectfully ask

that the Guideline be amended - and Dr. Gordon's quotation be edited - to specify that patients

should be referred to a registered dietitian nutritionist.

>

> An RDN is a food and nutrition expert who has met rigorous academic and professional

requirements to earn and maintain the credential, including:

>

> *             Earned a bachelor's degree with course work approved by the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics' Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND). Coursework

typically includes food and nutrition sciences, foodservice systems management, business,

economics, computer science, sociology, biochemistry, physiology, microbiology and chemistry.

>

> *             Completed an accredited, supervised practice program at a health care facility,

community agency or foodservice corporation.

>

> *             Passed a national examination administered by the Commission on Dietetic

Registration.

>

> *             Completes continuing professional educational requirements to maintain registration.

>

> Forty-six states currently have statutory provisions regarding professional regulation of dietitians

and/or nutritionists. The rationale for legislatures acting to protect these titles is that the public

deserves access to professionals who are qualified by education, experience and examination to

provide nutrition care services.

>
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> Thank you very much for your attention to this important issue that is so vital to protecting the

public's health. I miss not seeing you in Chicago. I hope the transition went without a hitch. I will

call you to schedule a meeting next time I'm in DC and we can discuss establishing a formal

alliance between the Academy and the Society. Please let me know when you're in Chicago.

>

> Hoping you and yours have a joyful Easter!

> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> ++++++++++++++++++++++++++

>

> ORIGINAL REQUEST FROM KAREN COLLINS

>

>

> From: Patricia Babjak

> Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2017 4:25 PM

> To: 'Karen Collins MS RDN CDN FAND' <karen@karencollinsnutrition.com>

> Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Mya Wilson <mwilson@eatright.org>

> Subject: RE: Consider letter from Academy to Endocrine Society? - Hypothalamic amenorrhea

guidance & nutritionists

>

> Dear Karen,

>

> Thank you for bringing this important issue to our attention. We will contact the Endocrine

Society to inform them that nutritionist is not a protected term and they should be referring patients

to a registered dietitian nutritionist (RDN) for specialized diet instructions. We will clarify that

registered dietitian nutritionists are the competent, proficient food and nutrition experts who have

met rigorous educational, experiential, examination and continuing professional education

requirements to earn and maintain the RDN credential. As we often say, All registered dietitians

are nutritionists - but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians.
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>

> Best regards,

> Pat

> Patricia M. Babjak

> Chief Executive Officer

> Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

> 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

> Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

> Phone: 312/899-4856

> Email: pbabjak@eatright.org<mailto:pbabjak@eatright.org>

> www.eatright.org<http://www.eatright.org/> | www.eatrightPRO.org<http://www.eatrightpro.org/>

| www.eatrightSTORE.org<http://www.eatrightstore.org/>

> [100Year_FINAL]

> DONATE<http://www.eatrightpro.org/users/Donate%20to%20the%20Academy%20Foundation>

today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

>

> From: Karen Collins MS RDN CDN FAND [mailto:karen@karencollinsnutrition.com]

> Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 8:39 AM

> To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org<mailto:denos@eatright.org>>; Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org<mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org>>

> Cc: Mya Wilson <mwilson@eatright.org<mailto:mwilson@eatright.org>>

> Subject: Consider letter from Academy to Endocrine Society? - Hypothalamic amenorrhea

guidance & nutritionists

>

> Dear Pat and Diane,

>

> In case you haven't seen it, you might like to check the below links for a new statement from the

Endocrine Society.

>

> http://endocrinenews.endocrine.org/endocrine-society-issues-hypothalamic-ame

> norrhea-guideline/

>

>

<http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/877950><http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/877950%

3e>; Hypothalamic amenorrhea

> guidance includes nutritionist referral

>

> The Endocrine Society is recommending referral to a nutritionist instead of referral to a

registered dietitian nutritionist.

> Is the Academy considering a letter to

> the Endocrine Society, asking them to clarify that an RDN is the preferred

> professional for that referral? It would be great if a constructive dialogue
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> with the organization led them to provide that nuance in future media

> communications.

>

> Thank you, and all best,

> Karen

>

> --

> Karen Collins, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND

> Speaker, Writer, Consultant

> Nutrition Advisor, AICR

> Chair, SCAN dietetic practice group

> http://www.karencollinsnutrition.com

>

>

>

>

> <winmail.dat>
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2054. Re: Heart Health talks

From: Diekman, Connie <connie_diekman@wustl.edu>

To: Shanley, Ellen <ellen.shanley@uconn.edu>

Cc: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 21:41:44

Subject: Re: Heart Health talks

Attachment:

Thanks Pat. Your email was very on target and addressed the big concern, his assumption that

what he knows is accurate and should immediately change guidelines that reflect a body of

evidence. 
 

Thanks for handling this.  

 

Connie Diekman, M.Ed., RD, CSSD 

Director of University Nutrition 

Washington University in St Louis  

Sent from my iPad sorry for the typos 
 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 5:48 PM, Shanley, Ellen <ellen.shanley@uconn.edu> wrote:  
 

Thanks for sharing!  I actually have his slides with the letter he wants folks to write to the

academy!  My colleague knew how furious I was and asked him for the slides for me! 

Ellen  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 6:27 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thank you very much for your initial feedback.

 

 

Best,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak
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Chief Executive Officer

 

<image002.jpg>

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 5:25 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Dear Jim:

 

 

Thank you for your email. The Academy leadership and I heard from several Academy members

who were disappointed in your presentation at state meetings. They indicated that your comments

were derogatory towards the Academy and the Nutrition Care Manual. 

 

We understand that the Academy’s guidelines may not always dovetail with your research

regarding saturated fats and cholesterol. As you know, the Academy’s Nutrition Care Manual

experts are currently synthesizing recommendations from AHA, NLA, and the Academy’s

Evidence Analysis Library to develop a standard approach on this topic. As with any presentation

of emerging studies and new interpretations, please encourage your audience at the remaining

Academy state meetings to review existing studies, sample sizes, methodologies, as well as

existing guidelines and materials, to work on their own conclusions and within their institutions and
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the Academy toward gold-standard care.

 

 

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Sincerely, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 4:59 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: 'lbeseler fnc' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Jim, 

 

Thank you for your communication. I am currently out of the office and plan to review the

responses to your presentation. I will reply next week. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak
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Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Jim Painter [mailto:jimpainterphd@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 5:11 AM 

 To: President; CEO 

 Subject: Heart Health talks

 

 

Lucille and Patricia

 

 

I gave a talk last week to MoAND, afterwards many came up and thanked me but my students

said that a few of the dietitians were upset. When I asked why they said people were talking about

the sat fat part of the talk and more so about my statements about the Academy's position about

SF. 

 

 

So when I gave the talk to CAND I tried to make it more positive and asked if they agreed with the

outline I presented to write both of you and express their views. I am not sure any of them did.

 

 

My goal has been to get the most current data to the Academy but as I have thought and prayed

about it I am not sure I have taken the right approach. I asked members to email you and that may

have been more of an aggravation than a help. For any problems it created I do apologize. 

 

 

I have a few more Academy meetings this year and I am going to give the heart health talk as I

have for more than 20 years with all the data and no mention of my work on the NCM or

suggestions to email both of you. I leave for a talk at IAND in a couple hours. At this point I don't
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know if I can be of any service to the Academy in this area. I am actually for the Academy and if I

can be of service I would be willing to be involved in the discussion. Again I apologize for any

inconvenience I caused in my approach to getting the information across. I would be interested in

talking with either of you if you have time. 217-549-3275.

 

Regards

 

JP

 

 

 

-- 

James Painter, PhD, RD - Nutrition Consultant, Speaker

 

The University of Texas, Health Sciences Center at Houston, Brownsville Campus

 

2216 Padre Blvd. Suite B, #119, South Padre Island, TX 78597   

@DrJimPainter

 
www.drjimpainter.com

 

cell# 217-549-3275
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2055. Eat Right Weekly

From: Eatright Weekly <weekly@eatright.org>

To: Donna S Martin RDN LD SNS EDS FAND <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 19:05:54

Subject: Eat Right Weekly

Attachment:

Eat Right Weekly 

Eat Right Weekly brings you all the news and info that affects you!

 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with the Academy:

 

April 19, 2017

 

Quick Links: On the Pulse of Public Policy | CPE Corner | Career Resources 

 Academy Member Updates | Academy Foundation News

 
ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC POLICY

 

Academy Success: Malnutrition Measures Included in CMS' Proposed Rule 

 Under the Academy's stewardship, with Avalere Health and Abbott as collaborators, four

malnutrition measures have been included as part of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services' Inpatient Prospective Payment System - Public Inspection Proposed Rule for possible

inclusion in future years in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting and Medicare and Medicaid

EHR Incentive Programs. See pages 1048 and 1049 of the proposed rule. These measures, which

were the focus of a September 26 Quarterly Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill, are for malnutrition

screening, assessment, care planning and documentation that will be includes in a future Hospital

Inpatient Quality Reporting Program. The Academy will submit formal comments as CMS refines

its proposal; members are encouraged to work through dietetic practice groups to submit input for

these comments by May 31, or email Mark Rifkin at mrifkin@eatright.org. 

 Learn More

 

New Report: State-by-State Impact of Public Health Funding 

 Academy partner Trust for America's Health has released a new report, "A Funding Crisis for

Public Health and Safety: State-by-State Public Health Funding and Key Health Facts, 2017." The

report found core funding for disease prevention and health promotion programs has declined by

about $580 million federally and has remained flat in states since 2010 (adjusting for inflation).

Cuts to federal funds have not been offset by increases to state and local funding. The Academy

continues to advocate for the importance of investing in public health; members are encouraged to
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use this report as a tool for advocacy and understanding of state and local initiatives. 

 Learn More

 

April 28 Deadline: Shape the Next 10 Years of NIH Nutrition Research 

 National Institutes of Health's Nutrition Research Task Force wants your input in developing the

first NIH-wide strategic plan for nutrition research. The plan will emphasize cross-cutting,

innovative opportunities to advance nutrition research for the next 10 years, from basic science to

population research. Academy members are invited to provide innovative input and consider ideas

requiring resources from other federal agencies or private companies, and vote on the three 

recommended ideas already sent by the Academy. The new deadline is April 28. 

 Learn More

 

May 4 Webinar: Reducing Global Food Insecurity 

 Join the Academy and our partners at the Society for Nutrition Education &Behavior and the

American Public Health Association for a May 4 webinar, "Efforts to Reduce Global Food

Insecurity: Perspectives from the United States and the United Nations." The webinar will

introduce the Global Food Security Act of 2016 and expand on efforts to promote food security

around the world. Participants will receive 1 CPEU. 

 Learn More

 

June 12 Application Deadline: New Funding Announcement for Diabetes Prevention Efforts 

 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has released a funding opportunity

announcement to promote scaling and sustaining the National Diabetes Prevention Program in

underserved areas. Applications must be submitted by June 12. 

 Learn More

 
CPE CORNER

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Informatics in Nutrition 

 Keep up with the rapidly changing world of health care: The Academy's Center for Lifelong

Learning, planned with the Nutrition Informatics Committee, the NIC Consumer Health Informatics

Workgroup and the Interoperability and Standards Committee, offer this program to ensure

nutrition professionals stay up-to-date with the latest methods of processing and using data in all

areas of the profession. The program covers every facet of informatics, including Electronic Health

Records, security and ethics, utilizing data and more. The information in this program can be

successfully utilized on a daily basis. 

 Learn More

 

New Online Certificate of Training Program: Integrative and Functional Nutrition 

 Develop competency and earn CPEUs online with a new program on digestive health,

detoxification, inflammation and more. This certificate of training program was planned by the

Academy's Center for Lifelong Learning and the Dietitians in Integrative and Functional Medicine
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dietetic practice group. Don't miss out on the opportunity to become an expert in this rapidly

growing field. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Chronic Kidney Disease Nutrition Management' 

 Learn about the most recent population data from USRDS and NHANES and recently revised

recommendations for sodium intake and blood pressure control. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Vegetarian Nutrition' 

 A growing trend offers registered dietitian nutritionists opportunities to be the go-to source for

tailoring a healthy vegetarian diet. A new online certificate program prepares RDNs to excel in this

specialty. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training Program: 'Supermarket Business and Industry Skills to Thrive in Retail

Dietetics' 

 Learn business basics, influence the retail environment, create return on investment, build and

nurture community and business relationships and understand the roles and responsibilities of

today's retail dietitian. 

 Learn More

 

Online Certificate of Training Program: Culinary Nutrition 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning, with the Food and Culinary Professionals dietetic practice

group, offers a new program to prepare registered dietitian nutritionists to excel in the fast-growing

field of culinary nutrition. Topics such as planning healthy meals, food safety, preparation

techniques and more are covered. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Developing Your Role as Leader' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing leadership skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Revised Program: 'Executive Management' Certificate of Training 

 The Center for Lifelong Learning introduces updates and a revision to the online certificate

program with a focus on enhancing executive management skills for all members. 

 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place June 22 to 24 in Cincinnati, Ohio; September 29 to October 1 in

Phoenix, Ariz.; October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill.; and November 16 to 18 in Orlando, Fla. 
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 Learn More

 

Certificate of Training: Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management 

 This program takes place September 7 to 9 in Memphis, Tenn. 

 Learn More

 

Level 2 Certificate of Training: Adult Weight Management 

 This program takes place October 19 to 21 in Chicago, Ill. 

 Learn More

 

Self-Study Modules 

 Members who are unable to attend an on-site Certificate of Training Program may wish to

consider a self-study module: Adult Weight Management; Childhood and Adolescent Weight

Management; Level 2 Adult Weight Management.

 

CDR Customer Service Survey 

 Please take a moment to provide feedback to the Commission on Dietetic Registration regarding

the quality of service you received and improvements that could be made to better meet your

needs. 

 Learn More

 

Practice Papers Offer Free CPE Opportunities 

 Read Academy Practice Papers and complete a quiz to earn 1 free CPEU. 

 Learn More

 
CAREER RESOURCES

 

Renew Your Academy Membership Today 

 Renew your 2017-2018 Academy membership through the Member Service Center at 800/877-

1600, ext. 5000 (Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central Time), online or by mail with

your paper invoice. 

 Learn More

 

Updated: The Food and Nutrition Gold Standard 

 Whether addressing nutrition questions from clients, consumers, students or others, the newly

released 5th edition of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is

the ultimate resource for communicating science-based advice and answers on a myriad of topics.

More comprehensive than ever, this guide has been updated to reflect the 2015-2020 Dietary

Guidelines for Americans, Academy positions and the most recent and authoritative public health

guidelines. 

 Learn More
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Easily Track and Improve Patient Outcomes with eNCPT 

 eNCPT is an online publication containing a comprehensive explanation of the Nutrition Care

Process and standardized terminology, which allows for a consistent approach to practice, making

tracking patient outcomes easier. Subscribers have access to the most up-to-date terminology, an

easy-to-access web platform, multiple language translations, and free access to the Electronic

Health Records Toolkit. Learn how eNCPT can make a positive impact on your effectiveness. 

 Learn More

 

Guide Your Clients to a Healthy Pregnancy with Updated Book 

 The Academy's newly published book, Expect the Best: Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before,

During and After Pregnancy (2nd ed.), is a comprehensive resource for new and future parents to

make the best choices throughout the entire pregnancy journey, including nutrition lifestyle habits

from preconception to post-delivery. 

 Learn More

 

Keep Your Clients Informed with New Brochure Handouts 

 With a colorful design, engaging format and short, clearly defined sections, these brochures are

easy to read for clients who may be unfamiliar with a variety of nutrition topics. The latest

brochures cover gluten-free eating, pregnancy nutrition, calcium and more. 

 Learn More

 

Incorporate Health Care Delivery and Payment into Your Program 

 Three "Make Yourself at Home" Emerging Healthcare Delivery Models Curriculum Educator

Modules are available to educators to assist with providing content about emerging delivery

models and the role of the registered dietitian nutritionist. Each module includes objectives,

recommended reading, a narrated presentation and a suggested student activity. Educators can

easily implement these adaptable modules into their curriculum to break down this complex and

timely topic. Get the complete set or individual modules. 

 Learn More

 

Free Toolkit: Intensive Behavioral Therapy for Obesity 

 Successfully align with primary care providers to deliver the Intensive Behavioral Therapy for

Obesity benefit under Medicare Part B with the new toolkit, "Intensive Behavioral Therapy for

Obesity: Putting It into Practice." The toolkit includes understanding the basics of the IBT benefit;

case studies from registered dietitian nutritionists who successfully provide IBT for obesity;

resources to start IBT for obesity at your site; and more examples, tips and tools. 

 Learn More

 

Success Starts with eatrightPREP for the RDN Exam 

 Put yourself in the best position to pass the RDN exam with this comprehensive and convenient

new resource. EatrightPREP goes above and beyond what any book can do, with an exam study
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plan including more than 900 questions, unlimited access to three full-length practice exams and

performance statistics to identify your strengths and target weaknesses. This cutting-edge

resource complies with the Commission on Dietetic Registration's latest Test Specifications for

2017. Free trials are available for educators and program directors. 

 Learn More

 

You've Chosen Your Career, Now Choose to Shine 

 Launching Your Career in Nutrition and Dietetics: How to Thrive in the Classroom, the Internship

and Your First Job (2nd ed.) will walk you through every step in becoming the best and most

effective registered dietitian nutritionist you can be, including: how to navigate coursework and

internship applications, tips for passing the RDN exam, strategies for landing your first job and

more. Available in print and eBook formats.

 

Seeking RDNs for International NCP Outcomes Workgroup 

 The Nutrition Care Process Research Outcomes Committee is recruiting dietitians from around

the world for a three-year appointment to its International NCPRO Workgroup. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY MEMBER UPDATES

 

Academy Member to Continue Participation on Pediatric Measures Standing Committee 

 Susan Konek, MA, RDN, CSP, LDN, CNSC, a member of the Academy's Quality Management

Committee, will serve as a member of the National Quality Forum's Pediatric Measures Standing

Committee. Many of the measures are the result of years of work by the Centers of Excellence in

Pediatric Quality Measurement to develop new measures and refine current ones in high-priority

areas of child health. Konek has served two years on the committee and NQF requested that she

continue for another two-year term. 

 Learn More

 
ACADEMY FOUNDATION NEWS

 

Provide Education to Developing Nations: Global Food and Nutrition Resource Hub 

 A food and nutrition resource hub is now available to support health professionals' humanitarian

assistance efforts in developing areas of Central America. Funded through the Foundation, this

open-access collection includes background information on key issues, educational illustrations

and nutrient comparison charts unique to the local food supply. The Academy will continue to

expand resources for global nutrition education; members are asked to sharing your feedback in a

brief survey. 

 Learn More

 

Remember Foundation When Renewing Your Membership Online 

 The Foundation is the only charitable organization exclusively devoted to nutrition and dietetics
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and does not receive a portion of any members' dues. The success and impact of its programs

and services are attributed to the generous support of donors who have helped the Foundation

become a catalyst for members and the profession to come together and improve the nutritional

health of the public. 

 Learn More

 

Support the Second Century Campaign 

 The Second Century Campaign is well underway: Academy leaders and members are stepping

up to show their commitment to the future of our profession. Members can make a one-time

donation or set up a reoccurring donation. If you would like to make a pledge over a longer period

of time, please contact Paul Slomski at pslomski@eatright.org. 

 Learn More

 

Feeding America Food Banks Build Partnerships to Create Healthy Cities 

 The Foundation is evaluating Feeding America's integrated nutrition and health program Healthy

Cities, which brings together partners to provide food distribution, nutrition education, health

screenings and safe places to play. Information is available about the results of the pilot and the

first year of Phase II. 

 Learn More

 

Food Insecurity/Food Banking Supervised Practice Concentration 

 In 2015, the Foundation released the Food Insecurity/Food Banking Supervised Practice

Concentration. Activities were developed as part of the Foundations Future of Food initiative, with

a development team of educators and registered dietitian nutritionists from the Feeding America

Network through an educational grant from National Dairy Council. The Preceptors Guide is

available for download from the library on the NDEP Portal or from the Healthy Food Bank Hub. 

 Learn More

 

May 5 Application Deadline: Cooking Matters Grants 

 Share Our Strength's Cooking Matters announces a request for grant proposals to support

delivery of the Cooking Matters program, with emphasis on increasing access to nutrition and food

skills education for low-income parents and caregivers of children up to age 5. The grant period is

July 1 to May 31, 2018. Applications are due May 5. Funds are generously provided by the

Walmart Foundation. 

 Learn More

 
Send questions, comments or potential news items. 
 The submission deadline is 2 p.m. Central Time on the Thursday prior to publication. 
  
 
Note: Links may become inactive over time. 
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Eat Right Weekly is emailed each Wednesday to all Academy members.

 

Eat Right Weekly is a benefit for members of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. If you prefer

not to receive Eat Right Weekly, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

 

Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2016. All Rights Reserved.
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2056. Re: Heart Health talks

From: Shanley, Ellen <ellen.shanley@uconn.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Diekman, Connie <connie_diekman@wustl.edu>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 18:51:05

Subject: Re: Heart Health talks

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Thanks for sharing!  I actually have his slides with the letter he wants folks to write to the

academy!  My colleague knew how furious I was and asked him for the slides for me! 

Ellen  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 6:27 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thank you very much for your initial feedback.

 

 

Best,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

<image002.jpg>

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 5:25 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Dear Jim:

 

 

Thank you for your email. The Academy leadership and I heard from several Academy members

who were disappointed in your presentation at state meetings. They indicated that your comments

were derogatory towards the Academy and the Nutrition Care Manual. 

 

We understand that the Academy’s guidelines may not always dovetail with your research

regarding saturated fats and cholesterol. As you know, the Academy’s Nutrition Care Manual

experts are currently synthesizing recommendations from AHA, NLA, and the Academy’s

Evidence Analysis Library to develop a standard approach on this topic. As with any presentation

of emerging studies and new interpretations, please encourage your audience at the remaining

Academy state meetings to review existing studies, sample sizes, methodologies, as well as

existing guidelines and materials, to work on their own conclusions and within their institutions and

the Academy toward gold-standard care.

 

 

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Sincerely, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak
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Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 4:59 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: 'lbeseler fnc' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Jim, 

 

Thank you for your communication. I am currently out of the office and plan to review the

responses to your presentation. I will reply next week. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Jim Painter [mailto:jimpainterphd@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 5:11 AM 

 To: President; CEO 

 Subject: Heart Health talks

 

 

Lucille and Patricia

 

 

I gave a talk last week to MoAND, afterwards many came up and thanked me but my students

said that a few of the dietitians were upset. When I asked why they said people were talking about

the sat fat part of the talk and more so about my statements about the Academy's position about

SF. 

 

 

So when I gave the talk to CAND I tried to make it more positive and asked if they agreed with the

outline I presented to write both of you and express their views. I am not sure any of them did.

 

 

My goal has been to get the most current data to the Academy but as I have thought and prayed

about it I am not sure I have taken the right approach. I asked members to email you and that may

have been more of an aggravation than a help. For any problems it created I do apologize. 

 

 

I have a few more Academy meetings this year and I am going to give the heart health talk as I

have for more than 20 years with all the data and no mention of my work on the NCM or

suggestions to email both of you. I leave for a talk at IAND in a couple hours. At this point I don't

know if I can be of any service to the Academy in this area. I am actually for the Academy and if I

can be of service I would be willing to be involved in the discussion. Again I apologize for any

inconvenience I caused in my approach to getting the information across. I would be interested in

talking with either of you if you have time. 217-549-3275.

 

Regards

 

JP
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-- 

James Painter, PhD, RD - Nutrition Consultant, Speaker

 

The University of Texas, Health Sciences Center at Houston, Brownsville Campus

 

2216 Padre Blvd. Suite B, #119, South Padre Island, TX 78597   

@DrJimPainter

 
www.drjimpainter.com

 

cell# 217-549-3275
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2057. FW: Heart Health talks

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Ellen Shanley <ellen.shanley@uconn.edu>, Diekman, Connie

<connie_diekman@wustl.edu>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 18:30:10

Subject: FW: Heart Health talks

Attachment: image001.png
image002.jpg

Thank you very much for your initial feedback.

 

 

Best,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 

312/899-4856

 
pbabjak@eatright.org  | www.eatright.org

 
Twitter | Facebook| LinkedIn | YouTube

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 5:25 PM 

 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 
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 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Dear Jim:

 

 

Thank you for your email. The Academy leadership and I heard from several Academy members

who were disappointed in your presentation at state meetings. They indicated that your comments

were derogatory towards the Academy and the Nutrition Care Manual. 

 

We understand that the Academy’s guidelines may not always dovetail with your research

regarding saturated fats and cholesterol. As you know, the Academy’s Nutrition Care Manual

experts are currently synthesizing recommendations from AHA, NLA, and the Academy’s

Evidence Analysis Library to develop a standard approach on this topic. As with any presentation

of emerging studies and new interpretations, please encourage your audience at the remaining

Academy state meetings to review existing studies, sample sizes, methodologies, as well as

existing guidelines and materials, to work on their own conclusions and within their institutions and

the Academy toward gold-standard care.

 

 

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions.

 

 

Sincerely, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 4:59 PM 
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 To: 'jimpainterphd@gmail.com' <jimpainterphd@gmail.com> 

 Cc: 'lbeseler fnc' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net> 

 Subject: RE: Heart Health talks

 

 

Jim, 

 

Thank you for your communication. I am currently out of the office and plan to review the

responses to your presentation. I will reply next week. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

From: Jim Painter [mailto:jimpainterphd@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 5:11 AM 

 To: President; CEO 

 Subject: Heart Health talks

 

 

Lucille and Patricia

 

 

I gave a talk last week to MoAND, afterwards many came up and thanked me but my students

said that a few of the dietitians were upset. When I asked why they said people were talking about

the sat fat part of the talk and more so about my statements about the Academy's position about

SF. 
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So when I gave the talk to CAND I tried to make it more positive and asked if they agreed with the

outline I presented to write both of you and express their views. I am not sure any of them did.

 

 

My goal has been to get the most current data to the Academy but as I have thought and prayed

about it I am not sure I have taken the right approach. I asked members to email you and that may

have been more of an aggravation than a help. For any problems it created I do apologize. 

 

 

I have a few more Academy meetings this year and I am going to give the heart health talk as I

have for more than 20 years with all the data and no mention of my work on the NCM or

suggestions to email both of you. I leave for a talk at IAND in a couple hours. At this point I don't

know if I can be of any service to the Academy in this area. I am actually for the Academy and if I

can be of service I would be willing to be involved in the discussion. Again I apologize for any

inconvenience I caused in my approach to getting the information across. I would be interested in

talking with either of you if you have time. 217-549-3275.

 

Regards

 

JP

 

 

 

-- 

James Painter, PhD, RD - Nutrition Consultant, Speaker

 

The University of Texas, Health Sciences Center at Houston, Brownsville Campus

 

2216 Padre Blvd. Suite B, #119, South Padre Island, TX 78597   

@DrJimPainter

 
www.drjimpainter.com

 

cell# 217-549-3275
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2058. FW: Referring patients to RDNs

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 18:29:56

Subject: FW: Referring patients to RDNs

Attachment: image001.png

Please read the email from Karen Collins below. In the event other RDNs noted this article as

Karen did, please know that I addressed it with the CEO of the Endocrine Society with whom I am

personal friends. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 6:15 PM 

 To: 'bbkeenan@endocrine.org' <bbkeenan@endocrine.org> 

 Subject: Referring patients to RDNs

 

 

Barbara Byrd Keenan, Chief Executive Officer

 

Endocrine Society
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Dear Barbara:

 

I am writing in regard to the Endocrine Society’s newly issued Clinical Practice Guideline, advising

health care providers on ways to diagnose and treat hypothalamic amenorrhea. The online

announcement at http://endocrinenews.endocrine.org/endocrine-society-issues-hypothalamic-

amenorrhea-guideline/#sthash.dWU00t8N.dpuf quotes Catherine M. Gordon, chair of the task

force that authored the Guideline, as saying: “Referring patients to a nutritionist for specialized

dietary instructions is an extremely important part of their care” (emphasis added). 

 

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics agrees completely that nutrition is a vital component of

care for women with hypothalamic amenorrhea. However, the term nutritionist is not regulated or a

protected title; literally anyone can call himself or herself a nutritionist, whether or not he or she

has the education and experience to provide specialized nutrition-based care. We respectfully ask

that the Guideline be amended – and Dr. Gordon’s quotation be edited – to specify that patients

should be referred to a registered dietitian nutritionist. 

 

An RDN is a food and nutrition expert who has met rigorous academic and professional

requirements to earn and maintain the credential, including:

 

•             Earned a bachelor’s degree with course work approved by the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics' Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND). Coursework

typically includes food and nutrition sciences, foodservice systems management, business,

economics, computer science, sociology, biochemistry, physiology, microbiology and chemistry.

 

•             Completed an accredited, supervised practice program at a health care facility,

community agency or foodservice corporation.

 

•             Passed a national examination administered by the Commission on Dietetic Registration.

 

•             Completes continuing professional educational requirements to maintain registration.

 

 

Forty-six states currently have statutory provisions regarding professional regulation of dietitians

and/or nutritionists. The rationale for legislatures acting to protect these titles is that the public

deserves access to professionals who are qualified by education, experience and examination to

provide nutrition care services. 

 

Thank you very much for your attention to this important issue that is so vital to protecting the

public’s health. I miss not seeing you in Chicago. I hope the transition went without a hitch. I will

call you to schedule a meeting next time I'm in DC and we can discuss establishing a formal

alliance between the Academy and the Society. Please let me know when you're in Chicago. 
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Hoping you and yours have a joyful Easter!

 

Best regards,

 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

 

ORIGINAL REQUEST FROM KAREN COLLINS

 

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak  

Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2017 4:25 PM 

 To: 'Karen Collins MS RDN CDN FAND' <karen@karencollinsnutrition.com> 

 Cc: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Mya Wilson <mwilson@eatright.org> 

 Subject: RE: Consider letter from Academy to Endocrine Society? - Hypothalamic amenorrhea

guidance &nutritionists

 

 

Dear Karen, 

 

Thank you for bringing this important issue to our attention. We will contact the Endocrine Society

to inform them that nutritionist is not a protected term and they should be referring patients to a

registered dietitian nutritionist (RDN) for specialized diet instructions. We will clarify that registered

dietitian nutritionists are the competent, proficient food and nutrition experts who have met

rigorous educational, experiential, examination and continuing professional education
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requirements to earn and maintain the RDN credential. As we often say, All registered dietitians

are nutritionists – but not all nutritionists are registered dietitians.

 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

From: Karen Collins MS RDN CDN FAND [mailto:karen@karencollinsnutrition.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 8:39 AM 

 To: Diane Enos <denos@eatright.org>; Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Mya Wilson <mwilson@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Consider letter from Academy to Endocrine Society? - Hypothalamic amenorrhea

guidance &nutritionists

 

 

Dear Pat and Diane,  

 

In case you haven't seen it, you might like to check the below links for a new statement from the

Endocrine Society. 

  

http://endocrinenews.endocrine.org/endocrine-society-issues-hypothalamic-ame 

 norrhea-guideline/ 

  

<http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/877950>; Hypothalamic amenorrhea 

 guidance includes nutritionist referral  

 

The Endocrine Society is recommending referral to a nutritionist instead of referral to a registered

dietitian nutritionist.  

Is the Academy considering a letter to 
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 the Endocrine Society, asking them to clarify that an RDN is the preferred 

 professional for that referral? It would be great if a constructive dialogue 

 with the organization led them to provide that nuance in future media 

 communications. 

  

Thank you, and all best, 

 Karen 

  

--  

Karen Collins, MS, RDN, CDN, FAND 

 Speaker, Writer, Consultant 

 Nutrition Advisor, AICR 

 Chair, SCAN dietetic practice group  

http://www.karencollinsnutrition.com
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2059. 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

From: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 16:21:51

Subject: 2017-18 President and 4Ps Call Schedule

Attachment: image001.png

Hello Donna, 

I am preparing a schedule of the 2017-18 program year bimonthly President calls with Pat and

4Ps calls. Is there a day of the week and time that works best for your schedule? I will take into

account prescheduled meetings (the E-Team meets on Wednesdays from 9-11am CT) and

holidays/observances, but if there is a time you have scheduled vacation or time off, I would

appreciate if you can share those dates, too. Once I draft the schedule I will run it past you so we

can put it on the agenda for the May 8 5Ps call. 

Thanks!

 

Joan

 

 

Joan Schwaba, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Director, Strategic Management 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4798 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: jschwaba@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2060. Re: July President's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 14:32:03

Subject: Re: July President's page

Attachment:

Beautiful here!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 12:16 PM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thanks, Donna! You anticipated our idea for ending the page and given us the perfect wording.

Great minds are thinking alike!

 

It’s raining in Chicago, hope NM is nicer…..

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 1:08 PM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: July President's page

 

 

Tom, again I am sure I am way behind you with this, but I am reaching out with it anyway.

 

When I think of the fourth of July, I think about fireworks and celebrations and celebrating all that is

great about this country.  When I think about our second century I think about celebrating this

whole year about what is great about our Academy and our exciting future ahead. Sure you

already made this connection, but I thought it was worth mentioning if you hadn't.  Just landed in

New Mexico!
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 9:01 AM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Thank you, Donna! We are working on the page now, and the current draft does include how the

Academy’s origins were closely tied to helping nutritiously feed soldiers in WWI, as well as today’s

problems of overweight soldiers and recruits. We have interviewed two members – one who works

with veterans and another who was on active Army duty and is now in the Reserves, for their

perspectives. We plan to have a draft to send to you for review by early next week.

 

Thanks again, and have a great time in New Mexico. Talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 9:31 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page

 

 

Tom,  I had an idea this morning about the July President's page.  One I am sure you hae already

thought about.  How about we tie in the fact that 100 years ago one of the reasons our founding

members started the Academy was because of the malnutrition with our soldiers.  Now we are still

dealing with malnutrition with our recruits not being able to enlist because they are overweight.  

National security then and national security now.  We could get a quote from our new board

member Kevin Concannon about the issue of recruits not qualifying to enlist because of their

weight.  Or I could get a retired admiral or general to do a quote?  They are all over this issue. 

This is probably old news for you, but I thought I would mention it.  Headed to New Mexico to give

the Academy update!!!

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program
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Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2061. RE: July President's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 14:16:32

Subject: RE: July President's page

Attachment:

Thanks, Donna! You anticipated our idea for ending the page and given us the perfect wording.

Great minds are thinking alike!

 

It’s raining in Chicago, hope NM is nicer…..

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 1:08 PM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: July President's page

 

 

Tom, again I am sure I am way behind you with this, but I am reaching out with it anyway.

 

When I think of the fourth of July, I think about fireworks and celebrations and celebrating all that is

great about this country.  When I think about our second century I think about celebrating this

whole year about what is great about our Academy and our exciting future ahead. Sure you

already made this connection, but I thought it was worth mentioning if you hadn't.  Just landed in

New Mexico!

 
 
Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 9:01 AM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:
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Thank you, Donna! We are working on the page now, and the current draft does include how the

Academy’s origins were closely tied to helping nutritiously feed soldiers in WWI, as well as today’s

problems of overweight soldiers and recruits. We have interviewed two members – one who works

with veterans and another who was on active Army duty and is now in the Reserves, for their

perspectives. We plan to have a draft to send to you for review by early next week.

 

Thanks again, and have a great time in New Mexico. Talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 9:31 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page

 

 

Tom,  I had an idea this morning about the July President's page.  One I am sure you hae already

thought about.  How about we tie in the fact that 100 years ago one of the reasons our founding

members started the Academy was because of the malnutrition with our soldiers.  Now we are still

dealing with malnutrition with our recruits not being able to enlist because they are overweight.  

National security then and national security now.  We could get a quote from our new board

member Kevin Concannon about the issue of recruits not qualifying to enlist because of their

weight.  Or I could get a retired admiral or general to do a quote?  They are all over this issue. 

This is probably old news for you, but I thought I would mention it.  Headed to New Mexico to give

the Academy update!!!

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway
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Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2062. Re: July President's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 14:07:39

Subject: Re: July President's page

Attachment:

Tom, again I am sure I am way behind you with this, but I am reaching out with it anyway. 

When I think of the fourth of July, I think about fireworks and celebrations and celebrating all that is

great about this country.  When I think about our second century I think about celebrating this

whole year about what is great about our Academy and our exciting future ahead. Sure you

already made this connection, but I thought it was worth mentioning if you hadn't.  Just landed in

New Mexico! 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 9:01 AM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thank you, Donna! We are working on the page now, and the current draft does include how the

Academy’s origins were closely tied to helping nutritiously feed soldiers in WWI, as well as today’s

problems of overweight soldiers and recruits. We have interviewed two members – one who works

with veterans and another who was on active Army duty and is now in the Reserves, for their

perspectives. We plan to have a draft to send to you for review by early next week.

 

Thanks again, and have a great time in New Mexico. Talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 9:31 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page

 

 

Tom,  I had an idea this morning about the July President's page.  One I am sure you hae already

thought about.  How about we tie in the fact that 100 years ago one of the reasons our founding

members started the Academy was because of the malnutrition with our soldiers.  Now we are still
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dealing with malnutrition with our recruits not being able to enlist because they are overweight.  

National security then and national security now.  We could get a quote from our new board

member Kevin Concannon about the issue of recruits not qualifying to enlist because of their

weight.  Or I could get a retired admiral or general to do a quote?  They are all over this issue. 

This is probably old news for you, but I thought I would mention it.  Headed to New Mexico to give

the Academy update!!!

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2063. PHCNPG Weekly Update: April 16, 2017

From: Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group <eblast@phcnpg.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 12:37:12

Subject: PHCNPG Weekly Update: April 16, 2017

Attachment:

 
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 
  
 

PHCNPG Weekly Update: April 16, 2017 

 

Important Action Alerts are still open! Please scroll down for: 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 100th year Recognition Act  

Treat and Reduce Obesity Act  
 
 

The Student Digest 

The Winter/Spring 2017 issue of The Student Digest is now available! Simply click on the link

below to read this issue. Be sure to click on the hyperlinks to access additional information!  

 
Winter/Spring 2017 Student Digest   
 

This issue includes: 

An update from the Student Committee Chair 

  

An interview with an RD working in policy 

  

Tips on Putting Policy into Action 

  

Hot Topic- Prevention and Public Health Fund 

  

SNAP Online Purchasing Pilot 

  

Getting the Most from your University 

  

A spotlight on the University of Houston Dietetic Internship-Distance Track 
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1.

2.

3.

Best -

 

Grace Peng PHCNPG Student Newsletter Committee Chair

 

Alicia Grove PHCNPG Student Committee Chair  

 

ANDPAC is Counting on You!  

Hear all the chatter in DC these days? Health related legislation, and regulations, will impact public

health and your livelihood as an RDN. Stay informed on the Academy legislative priorities and 

donate to ANDPAC; the only PAC that represents the Academy’s food, nutrition and health

professionals. Please share this video with members; and it would be most helpful if you would

show it at your annual affiliate meetings, or district meetings. This video is the first in a series that

the ANDPAC Board of Directors is distributing to generate an understanding, interest and

engagement in the Academy’s public policy efforts on Capitol Hill. Your voice and support is

needed now more than ever.

 

Please note: The video cannot be posted to twitter or a link to it since it is a solicitation to

Academy members. Second,  it can only be posted to Facebook if the group is closed and

available to members only.  

 

Public Health Community Nutrition Dietary Practice Group Presentation

 

April 20, 2017

 

1:00 to 2:30 PM

 

Elders at the Table:  Senior Hunger Awareness

 

Christina Ferroli, PhD, RDN, FAND - Purdue Extension Educator

 

 1 CPEU

 

Summarize the Elders at the Table (EAT) Coalition, whose mission is to the end senior hunger

and malnutrition 

  

Defining senior hunger and sharing outcomes of the central Indiana organizations who serve

food insecure older adults  

Learn about EAT Coalition’s project to raise awareness and alleviate senior hunger in central

Indiana and outcome achieved by working collaboratively 

  

Elders at the Table: Senior Hunger Awareness
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Thursday, April 20, 2017 

1:00 pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-05:00)  |  1 hour 30 mins 
https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=mc5694fde436944187771d71db0435d43

 

Meeting number: 746 308 005 

Meeting password: Hunger

 

Join by phone

 

Call-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US)

 

Conference Code: 762 092 3680

 
 Show global Numbers

   

 

Student Leadership Opportunity within PHCNPG! 

Attention students! Are you interested in getting more involved and becoming a leader in public

health and community nutrition? The Public Health/Community Nutrition Practice Group

(PHCNPG) is excited to announce a leadership opportunity for students! The Student Committee

Chair serves as a liaison between student members and the PHCNPG leadership, and serves as

a non-voting member of the Executive Committee. Read more about the position and apply today!

 

Applications are now being accepted to serve for the 2017-2018 Academy Year (June 1-May 31).

Download the application form here and submit it along with your résumé or CV to 

phcnpgmembers@gmail.com by April 30, 2017.

 

Be sure to check out the PHCNPG Student Members page for more information about the Student

Committee as well as other opportunities and resources for students. Questions? Please email us

at phcnpgstudents@gmail.com.

 

Our Mentorship Program Needs Students and Interns! 

 

PHCNPG's Mentoring Program connects members who are nutrition professionals with students

and interns with the aim to promote growth in specialty practice areas, general career and

personal growth.  We currently have more mentors (with experience in WIC, wellness program

coordination &clinical dietetics, and conducting community nutrition programs &National Diabetes

Prevention Programs) than mentees. 

 

Read more about the mentoring program  here (includes the form for signing up). 
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Thank you to everyone who has signed up for this program!  

 

Webinar: Efforts to Reduce Global Food Insecurity 

Click here to register: 

 

 

NEW Action Alert: Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics

 

Dear Colleague, To honor National Nutrition Month 2017, a congressional resolution celebrating

the Academy’s Centennial was introduced on March 1, in both the U.S. Senate and the House of

Representatives. Help build more support in Congress for our resolution. Ask your members of

Congress to sign on and recognize our Academy and our profession. The Academy’s Centennial

website contains a wealth of background information that may be helpful in gaining their support.

Each of the resolution’s original sponsors is from Ohio, where our Academy was founded in 1917. 

The Senate sponsors are Sherrod Brown and Rob Portman, and the House sponsors are Marcia

Fudge and Pat Tiberi. 

 

Special Note for Ohio: Instead of asking these members of Congress to co-sponsor, please

edit the action alert message to thanking them for their support! Click here to take action. It

takes only a few minutes! The Academy is counting on you to send a letter today.

 

Open Action Alert for Treat and Reduce Obesity Act  

Dear Colleague, If you have not taken the action alert that opened on February 24 please take

action today! It takes only a few minutes!

 

Please assist the Academy with continuing to urge Congress to support the Treat and Reduce

Obesity Act of 2017 that will allow registered dietitian nutritionists to independently bill for obesity

counseling to Medicare patients. Medicare recipients deserve access to obesity counseling from

Registered Dietitian Nutritionists who have the expertise and training to provide quality care.

 

It is urgent that members of the 115th Congress hear from you.

 

We Want to Hear Your Ideas! 

 

Are you a public health dietitian with a great idea for a webinar? Are you or someone you know an

expert in your field? The Public Health and Community Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group education

committee is soliciting ideas for topics and speakers for 2017. If you have a great idea or know an

expert that would be a great presenter, please email your suggestions to phcnpg@cableone.net.  
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Registration is Now Open: Public Policy Workshop 2017 

Attend the world's largest food and nutrition policy and advocacy summit, the Academy's Public

Policy Workshop, June 25 to 26 in Washington, D.C. Exciting changes make this year's PPW the

"go-to" event to sharpen your communication skills, advocate for the profession and develop new

high-level personal and professional relationships.  Click here for registration and other information

Membership Renewal for the 2017-2018 Year is Now Open!   There are several options to

renew including: -Online at www.eatrightPRO.org/renew  -By phone at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000.

(Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Central Time). International members can call +1-

312/899-0040, ext. 5000. -If you have any questions please contact our Membership Committee

Chair, Kayla Fitzgerald at phcnpgmembers@gmail.com

 

PHCNPG Newsletter – Fall/Winter Issue Now Available!  

The Fall/Winter 2016 issue of the PHCNPG newsletter, The Digest, is now available! This issue

features updates from the Executive Committee, topics of interest, current research studies, CE

opportunities, the 2016 Food &Nutrition Conference &ExpoTM (FNCE®), and the work of our

PHCNPG members in the field!

 

Simply click on the link below to read the entire issue:

 
The Digest – Fall/Winter 2016 Issue (PDF) 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: This email message has been brought to you by Public Health/Community Nutrition, a
dietetic practice group of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 
 
If you would like to change your email, please make the necessary changes through the
Academy's website http://www.eatright.org/obc or call the Academy's customer service line at 800-
877-1600, ext. 5000. 
 
Our email address: info@phcnpg.org 
  
Unsubscribe DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us from this list. 
  
Our mailing address is: 
 120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000 
 Chicago, IL 60606 
  
Our telephone: 
 800-877-1600
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2064. RE: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

From: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 11:09:48

Subject: RE: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna,

 

 

Just a little after I sent you that e-mail, the hotel got back to me, so everything is taken care of for

you. Thanks!

 

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 10:01 AM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

 

 

I am happy to pay Chirag. New Mexico will reimburse me. No worries. Do not waste anymore time

on this. I just needed a room. Thanks! 

  

Sent from my iPhone
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On Apr 19, 2017, at 10:51 AM, Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

So, this hotel has been really bad about responding to me in terms of trying to get a credit card

authorization for covering all your charges (I’ve been trying since last week), so I just wanted to

give you a heads up that you may have to put down your credit card for the charges. Obviously,

everything will be reimbursed and I’m still trying to make it happen to our card, but didn’t want you

to be surprised.  Sorry for the inconvenience.  

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 7:39 PM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

 

 

Thanks Chirag. Sleeping in the desert under the stars was sounding like it may have been my

plan.  

  

Sent from my iPhone
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On Apr 18, 2017, at 8:20 PM, Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I just realized I never sent Dante and Joan your confirmation number for tomorrow.  Please see

below: 

 

Confirmation # 3341240113

 

HILTON SANTA FE HISTORIC PLAZA

 

100 Sandoval St  I  Santa Fe NM 87501  I  USA

 
SantaFe.hilton.com 

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>
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2065. Re: July President's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 11:04:06

Subject: Re: July President's page

Attachment:

I knew I could not pull one over on you. I am so eternally grateful for all your help!!! Love you guys!

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 11:01 AM, Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Thank you, Donna! We are working on the page now, and the current draft does include how the

Academy’s origins were closely tied to helping nutritiously feed soldiers in WWI, as well as today’s

problems of overweight soldiers and recruits. We have interviewed two members – one who works

with veterans and another who was on active Army duty and is now in the Reserves, for their

perspectives. We plan to have a draft to send to you for review by early next week.

 

Thanks again, and have a great time in New Mexico. Talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 9:31 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page

 

 

Tom,  I had an idea this morning about the July President's page.  One I am sure you hae already

thought about.  How about we tie in the fact that 100 years ago one of the reasons our founding

members started the Academy was because of the malnutrition with our soldiers.  Now we are still

dealing with malnutrition with our recruits not being able to enlist because they are overweight.  

National security then and national security now.  We could get a quote from our new board

member Kevin Concannon about the issue of recruits not qualifying to enlist because of their

weight.  Or I could get a retired admiral or general to do a quote?  They are all over this issue. 

This is probably old news for you, but I thought I would mention it.  Headed to New Mexico to give
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the Academy update!!!

 

 

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2066. RE: July President's page

From: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Doris Acosta <dacosta@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 11:01:21

Subject: RE: July President's page

Attachment:

Thank you, Donna! We are working on the page now, and the current draft does include how the

Academy’s origins were closely tied to helping nutritiously feed soldiers in WWI, as well as today’s

problems of overweight soldiers and recruits. We have interviewed two members – one who works

with veterans and another who was on active Army duty and is now in the Reserves, for their

perspectives. We plan to have a draft to send to you for review by early next week.

 

Thanks again, and have a great time in New Mexico. Talk to you soon!

 

 

Tom

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 9:31 AM 

 To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org> 

 Subject: July President's page

 

 

Tom,  I had an idea this morning about the July President's page.  One I am sure you hae already

thought about.  How about we tie in the fact that 100 years ago one of the reasons our founding

members started the Academy was because of the malnutrition with our soldiers.  Now we are still

dealing with malnutrition with our recruits not being able to enlist because they are overweight.  

National security then and national security now.  We could get a quote from our new board

member Kevin Concannon about the issue of recruits not qualifying to enlist because of their

weight.  Or I could get a retired admiral or general to do a quote?  They are all over this issue. 

This is probably old news for you, but I thought I would mention it.  Headed to New Mexico to give

the Academy update!!!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2067. Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 11:01:12

Subject: Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

Attachment: image001.png

I am happy to pay Chirag. New Mexico will reimburse me. No worries. Do not waste anymore time

on this. I just needed a room. Thanks!  

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 19, 2017, at 10:51 AM, Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna,

 

 

So, this hotel has been really bad about responding to me in terms of trying to get a credit card

authorization for covering all your charges (I’ve been trying since last week), so I just wanted to

give you a heads up that you may have to put down your credit card for the charges. Obviously,

everything will be reimbursed and I’m still trying to make it happen to our card, but didn’t want you

to be surprised.  Sorry for the inconvenience.  

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 7:39 PM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

 

 

Thanks Chirag. Sleeping in the desert under the stars was sounding like it may have been my

plan.  

  

Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 8:20 PM, Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I just realized I never sent Dante and Joan your confirmation number for tomorrow.  Please see

below: 

 

Confirmation # 3341240113

 

HILTON SANTA FE HISTORIC PLAZA

 

100 Sandoval St  I  Santa Fe NM 87501  I  USA

 
SantaFe.hilton.com 

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606
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P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>
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•

•

2068. USDA’s Child Nutrition Programs Webinar

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 10:52:18

Subject: USDA’s Child Nutrition Programs Webinar

Attachment:

 
 

Calling all Dietetic Internship, Coordinated Program, and ISPP Directors! Learn about a new

rotation opportunities and resources with USDA's Child Nutrition Programs

 

Join the Academy, NDEP, and the USDA for a webinar to learn about opportunities for your

students to work with USDA's child nutrition programs. This Academy-USDA collaboration is a

unique opportunity for your students/interns to develop leadership skills in child nutrition,

foodservice, and nutrition education, and to serve our nation's children. The webinar will give you

a chance to:

 

Hear from directors who have had students rotate with these programs.  

Have your questions answered directly by child nutrition experts at the USDA. 

Learn how to set up a rotation experience tailored to the needs and focus of your DI program. 

For more information about this collaboration, check out this blog by the USDA:

http://blogs.usda.gov/2016/12/08/usda-child-nutrition-program-to-dietetics-interns-we-need-to-talk/.

 

Webinar: Thursday, April 27, 2017 from 1:00pm-2:15pm ET/12:00pm-1:15pm CT/11:00am-

12:15pm MT/10:00am-11:15am PT 

  

To register for the webinar follow this link:

 

 
Register

 

After your request has been approved, you'll receive instructions for joining the meeting.If you

already registered for this meeting, you do not need to register again.
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2069. RE: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

From: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 10:51:04

Subject: RE: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna,

 

 

So, this hotel has been really bad about responding to me in terms of trying to get a credit card

authorization for covering all your charges (I’ve been trying since last week), so I just wanted to

give you a heads up that you may have to put down your credit card for the charges. Obviously,

everything will be reimbursed and I’m still trying to make it happen to our card, but didn’t want you

to be surprised.  Sorry for the inconvenience.  

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 7:39 PM 

 To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

 

 

Thanks Chirag. Sleeping in the desert under the stars was sounding like it may have been my

plan.  
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Sent from my iPhone

 
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 8:20 PM, Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> wrote:

 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I just realized I never sent Dante and Joan your confirmation number for tomorrow.  Please see

below: 

 

Confirmation # 3341240113

 

HILTON SANTA FE HISTORIC PLAZA

 

100 Sandoval St  I  Santa Fe NM 87501  I  USA

 
SantaFe.hilton.com 

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>
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2070. 2017-2018 Academy Business Card Inquiry 

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Garner, Margaret' <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>,

'jojo@nutritioned.com' <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Linda Farr'

<linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>,

'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>,

'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu

<ksauer@ksu.edu>, Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 10:37:57

Subject: 2017-2018 Academy Business Card Inquiry 

Attachment: image001.png
BUSINESS CARD FORM (2) (003).doc

Good morning,

 

 

As members of the Board of Directors we offer you Academy note cards and personalized

business cards.  If you are interested please complete the attached form and return to me by

Wednesday, April 26 at dturner@eatright.org. 

 

Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.

 

Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 
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BUSINESS CARD

INFORMATION FORM

Return form to:  Dante Turner dturner@eatright.org 

		Name:

		



		Credentials:

		



		Academy Position:

		



		Preferred address for business card (NOT the Academy):




		



		Phone Number

		



		E-mail

		



		Internet Address (optional)

		





ACADEMY NOTE CARDS (packs of 25) 

___Yes, please send me ___ packs of Academy Note Cards


___ I am not interested in Academy Note Cards at this time


BUSINESS CARD FORM (2) (003).doc



 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2071. July President's page

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Tom Ryan <Tryan@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 10:31:18

Subject: July President's page

Attachment:

Tom,  I had an idea this morning about the July President's page.  One I am sure you hae already

thought about.  How about we tie in the fact that 100 years ago one of the reasons our founding

members started the Academy was because of the malnutrition with our soldiers.  Now we are still

dealing with malnutrition with our recruits not being able to enlist because they are overweight.   

National security then and national security now.  We could get a quote from our new board

member Kevin Concannon about the issue of recruits not qualifying to enlist because of their

weight.  Or I could get a retired admiral or general to do a quote?  They are all over this issue. 

This is probably old news for you, but I thought I would mention it.  Headed to New Mexico to give

the Academy update!!!

 
 
 
 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2072. RE: Food Research Collaborative -UK

From: Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>

To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>

Cc: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org>, Nicci Brown <nbrown@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 09:15:25

Subject: RE: Food Research Collaborative -UK

Attachment: image001.png

Hi, Gus!  Thanks so much for thinking of the Foundation and Professor Lang with the Food

Research Collaboration.  I’ve reviewed their website, and the work they’re doing looks really

inspirational (and aspirational!).  There could be some great synergy with the FRC and the

Foundation’s Future of Food initiative as well as the Academy and Foundation’s Second Century

interests in food and nutrition security.  

 

Could we set up a time to learn a little more about your connection with Tim and the FRC?     If

you’re interested, can you send a few dates/times you’re available next week (I’m traveling for

work tomorrow through Sunday). Perhaps we’d want to follow up with a call with Tim after that and

learn more about his work and that of the FRC and consider potential collaboration opportunities. 

 

Thanks!

 

--Katie

 

 

 

Katie Brown, EdD, RDN, LD

 

Chief Global Nutrition Strategy Officer

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation

 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995

 
(312) 899-1779

 
www.eatright.org/foundation
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www.kidseatright.org

 

@KatieBrownRDN

 

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 

 

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 10:41 AM 

 To: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org>; Katie Brown <kbrown@eatright.org>; Nicci

Brown <nbrown@eatright.org> 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Food Research Collaborative -UK

 

 

Gus,  I am going to forward your email onto Katie Brown and Nicci Brown who are working with

the Foundation on our Second Century Projects.  I think this contact might be someone they could

put one of the teams who , so I don't think he would be a good fit there.  They will now best how to

utilize his skills.  Thanks for thinking of us!

 

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Gus Schumacher <gus@wholesomewave.org> 

 Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 6:10 AM 
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 To: Donna Martin 

 Cc: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 Subject: Food Research Collaborative -UK 

 

Donna,  

 

  Good morning, last November, I was invited to speak  at Tim Lang's  UK Food Research

Collaborative on nutrition incentives and Veggie R/x programs. 

 

 

 Professor Tim Lang and his colleagues at City University of London continue to do terrific work

 policies to improve sustainable diets. 

 

 

   Wonder if the Academy might explore inviting Tim or one his colleagues to join us in June in

Chicago?

 

 

   

 Gus

 

 

 

Food Thinkers “How can we make progress on normalising Sustainable Diets?”
 

 

Speakers: Tim Lang, Professor of Food Policy, City, University of London; Tara Garnett, Director,

(FCRN) Food Climate Research Network and Modi Mwatsama, Director of Policy and Global

Health, UK Health Forum

 

When: Wednesday 24 May 2017, 4pm – 6pm

 

Where: A130, College Building, City University of London

 
RSVP here

 

About the talk:

 

This Food Thinkers seminar is an opportunity to discuss the issue of sustainable diets. This simple

phrase sometimes seems to cover a vast range of issues shaping how and what we eat, from the

environment to ethics, from the labour process to the content of foods. Three researchers will lead

off discussion: Dr Tara Garnett of Oxford University who set up the Food Climate Research
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Network which has been a key global source of data and thinking over the last 11 years; Dr Modi

Mwatsama of the UK Health Forum, which has been preparing a new report on how Health

Sustainable Diets policy options in the UK; and Prof Tim Lang, of the Centre for Food Policy,

whose new book Sustainable Diets (with Pamela Mason) offers an overview of the topic.

 

About the Speakers:

 

Tim Lang 

 

Tim Lang has been Professor of Food Policy at City University London’s Centre for Food Policy

since 2002. After a PhD in social psychology at Leeds University, he became a hill farmer in the

1970s which shifted his attention to food policy, where it has been ever since. For over 35 years,

he’s engaged in academic and public research and debate about its direction, locally to globally.

His abiding interest is how policy addresses the environment, health, social justice, and

citizens.He has been a consultant to the World Health Organisation (eg. auditing the Global Top

25 Food Companies on food and health). He has been a special advisor to four House of

Commons Select Committee inquiries (food standards x 2, globalisation and obesity), and a

consultant on food security to the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House). He was

a Commissioner on the UK Government’s Sustainable Development Commission (2006-11),

reviewing progress on food sustainability. He was on the Council of Food Policy Advisors to the

Dept for Environment, Food &Rural Affairs (2008-10), and was appointed to the Mayor of London’s

Food Board in 2010

 

Tara Garnett 

 

Tara Garnett initiated and runs the Food Climate Research Network (FCRN), based at the

Environmental Change Institute.

 

Her work focuses on the contribution that the food system makes to greenhouse gas emissions

and the scope for emissions reduction, looking at the technological options, at what could be

achieved by changes in behaviour and how policies could help promote both these approaches.

She is particularly interested in the relationship between emissions reduction objectives and other

social and ethical concerns, particularly human health, livelihoods, and animal welfare. Much of

her focus is on livestock, since this represents a nodal point where many of these issues

converge.

 

Tara is keen to collaborate through the FCRN with other organisations to undertake research,

organise events and build and extend interdisciplinary, intersectoral knowledge in this field.
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2073. RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Marcia Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>

To: 'Don Bradley, M.D.' <don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'Patricia Babjak'

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us, 'evelyncrayton64' <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>,

'craytef@aces.edu', 'craytef@charter.net', 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com', 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>,

'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org', 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net', 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com',

'Tammy.randall@case.edu', 'brantley.susan@gmail.com', 'Tracey Bates'

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com', 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com',

peark02@outlook.com, 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>,

ksauer@ksu.edu, 'Milton Stokes' <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty

Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

Cc: 'Executive Team Mailbox' <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, 'Mary

Gregoire' <mgregoire@eatright.org>, 'Chris Reidy' <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

'Susan Burns' <Sburns@eatright.org>, 'Sharon McCauley'

<smccauley@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 19, 2017 06:04:42

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.png

All,

 

Don’s sentiments about Mary Pat demonstrating the true purpose of our political system- to work

collaboratively has never been more important. I am so grateful for all the years she has devoted

to our profession. The good news is her staying on as a consultant as the transition occurs so we

can build on her positive energy in and outside Washington.   

 

From the bottom of my heart, I wish her all the happiness in her next adventure.

 

Sincerely,

 

Marcy Kyle
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From: Don Bradley, M.D. [mailto:don.bradley@duke.edu]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 10:06 PM 

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>; Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>;

DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; craytef@aces.edu

<'craytef@aces.edu'>; craytef@charter.net <'craytef@charter.net'>; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; jojo@nutritioned.com <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>; Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>; Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>; Dianne Polly

<diannepolly@gmail.com>; 'Aida Miles-school <miles081@umn.edu>; Michele.D.Lites@kp.org

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>; michelelites@sbcglobal.net <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>; Hope

Barkoukis <Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>; Tammy.randall@case.edu <'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>;

brantley.susan@gmail.com <'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>; Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>;

dwbradley51@gmail.com <'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>; steve.miranda44@gmail.com

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>; peark02@outlook.com; Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>;

Manju Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes

(milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

All,

While advocates/lobbyists sometimes are viewed as being self-serving and parochial in their

dealings with others, it’s clear that Mary Pat demonstrates the true purpose of our political system-

to work collaboratively to solve mutual problems and to make life better for all of us.

While I have not known Mary Pat as long as most of you, any and all of my interactions with her

have made me proud to be a part of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and its policy efforts.

Mary Pat, we will miss you!

Don 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 1:57 PM 

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; 'Garner, Margaret' <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <
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Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; Don Bradley, M.D. <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.
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Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

Patricia M. Babjak

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

Phone: 312/899-4856 

Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2074. RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Don Bradley, M.D. <don.bradley@duke.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, evelyncrayton64

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, craytef@aces.edu <'craytef@aces.edu'>,

craytef@charter.net <'craytef@charter.net'>, Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, jojo@nutritioned.com <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>,

Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>,

Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Aida Miles-school

<miles081@umn.edu>, Michele.D.Lites@kp.org <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

michelelites@sbcglobal.net <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, Tammy.randall@case.edu

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, brantley.susan@gmail.com

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, dwbradley51@gmail.com

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, steve.miranda44@gmail.com

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Manju

Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 22:09:11

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.png

All,

 

While advocates/lobbyists sometimes are viewed as being self-serving and parochial in their

dealings with others, it’s clear that Mary Pat demonstrates the true purpose of our political system-

to work collaboratively to solve mutual problems and to make life better for all of us.

 

While I have not known Mary Pat as long as most of you, any and all of my interactions with her

have made me proud to be a part of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and its policy efforts.
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Mary Pat, we will miss you!

 

Don 

 
From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 1:57 PM 
 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'
<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; 'Garner, Margaret' <
MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;
'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <
miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <
Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '
brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <
jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; Don Bradley, M.D. <
don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <
bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton
Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <
myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 
 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <
mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <
Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <
mraimondi@eatright.org> 
 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger
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and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2075. Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 20:38:34

Subject: Re: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

Attachment: image001.png

Thanks Chirag. Sleeping in the desert under the stars was sounding like it may have been my

plan.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 8:20 PM, Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org> wrote:  
 

Hi Donna,

 

 

I just realized I never sent Dante and Joan your confirmation number for tomorrow.  Please see

below: 

 

Confirmation # 3341240113

 

HILTON SANTA FE HISTORIC PLAZA

 

100 Sandoval St  I  Santa Fe NM 87501  I  USA

 
SantaFe.hilton.com 

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606
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P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org

 

W: www.eatright.org 

 

<image001.png>
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2076. Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

From: Chirag Patel <Cpatel@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>, Joan Schwaba

<JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 20:20:51

Subject: Hilton Santa Fe Historical Plaza

Attachment: image001.png

Hi Donna,

 

 

I just realized I never sent Dante and Joan your confirmation number for tomorrow.  Please see

below: 

 

Confirmation # 3341240113

 

HILTON SANTA FE HISTORIC PLAZA

 

100 Sandoval St  I  Santa Fe NM 87501  I  USA

 
SantaFe.hilton.com 

 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

 

Chirag Patel, CMP

 

Sr. Manager, Conference &Event Services

 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190

 

Chicago, IL 60606

 

P: 312-899-4756

 

E: cpatel@eatright.org
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W: www.eatright.org 
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2077. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 20:06:54

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

We'll do something special for her.  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 2:28 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Good thinking about the dinner in May.  I do not think that would go over well.  If it was next year, it

would have been great to celebrate us both!!! That sounds great to do it at FNCE if we can find a

time.  I am so glad she will continue to consult.  We need her help for awhile.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 3:05 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

I think the timing of her decision may have been in part due to election results. She sent me

pictures of the new house she and her husband bought in a 50+ retirement community! I am using
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Bob Blancotto's consultation money to keep her in a consultation role. She's coming to FNCE so I

thought we could do a celebration dinner then. Am sensitive to doing it at year end celebration for

President in May.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:56 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thanks, I meant it from the bottom of my heart.  I am so sad, for so many reasons.  Jenn will

someday be able to fill her shoes, but it will take awhile.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:55 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Very, very nice, Donna! It will make her cry and smile.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:44 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; ' craytef@aces.edu'; '

craytef@charter.net'; ' jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; ' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; '

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; ' Tammy.randall@case.edu'; ' brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; ' dwbradley51@gmail.com'; ' don.bradley@duke.edu'; '

steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';
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k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

<image001.jpg>

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <
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bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.
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Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image002.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2078. Upcoming Free CDR Competencies Webinar

From: Commission on Dietetic Registration <cdr@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 17:30:27

Subject: Upcoming Free CDR Competencies Webinar

Attachment:

Commission on Dietetic Registration - Weight Management Programs 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Free WebinarYour PDP and Practice Competencies

 

With your upcoming 5-year cycle, you will be using CDR's new Professional Development Portfolio

featuring Essential Practice Competencies. With this new system, competencies and performance

indicators will replace the learning need codes currently used on the PDP. CDR is offering a live

webinar in order to help ensure a successful transition to the competency-based recertification

process (which will be archived on the CDR website for those who are unable to attend).

Registration information is found below:

  

Your PDP and Practice Competencies: What's Next and What's in it for you?  

Wednesday, May 17, 2017  

12:00 pm | Central Standard Time (Chicago, GMT-05:00) | 1 hr 30 mins 

Participation is limited, so please register early!

 
Register
 

After your request has been approved, you'll receive instructions for joining the meeting. 

  

Can't register? Contact support.

 

Share this mailing with your social network:

 

You have received this email from the Commission on Dietetic Registration. 

  If you prefer not to receive future emails from CDR, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

   

 You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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2079. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Mary Russell <peark02@outlook.com>

To: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, Donna Martin

<dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, mraimondi@eatright.org

<mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 16:55:42

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

 

Donna and Jean, you said it all.

 
 

Mary Pat, "what they said". You gave me confidence years ago when you interviewed me as part

of market research for Novartis-I never forgot that. You are amazingly and quietly awesome.

Thanks for everything you have done for all of us. 

ENJOY life and take care of yourself. You are a gem.

 
 

Mary Russell 
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2080. FW: FL FANS Speaker Information

From: Dante Turner <dturner@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Joan Schwaba <JSchwaba@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 16:47:40

Subject: FW: FL FANS Speaker Information

Attachment: image001.png
SPEAKER TRAVEL POLICY.DOC
EARLY BIRD 4_11_2017.pdf
W-9 3-21-2017.jpg
SPEAKER LETTER 2.pdf

Hi Donna– 

 

We received the attached information for your presentation at the Florida affiliate meeting for July

16. We noticed the W-9 is already signed, but since you will not be accepting honorarium for your

presentation, we have asked if you need to complete this form.  To confirm, will you be flying

directly from the Board retreat to the Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium? If so, we will make

your hotel reservations for  the night of July 15. Thank you!

 

 

Cheers, 

 Dante

 

Dante Turner, M.A.

 

Executive Assistant  

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312-899-4750 

 Fax number: 312-899-4765 

 Email: dturner@eatright.org 

 www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

 

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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FLORIDA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

TRAVEL POLICY FOR SPEAKERS

1.     
The Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (FAND) is a non-profit 501(c)(6) organization whose purpose is the enhancement of the profession of dietetics within the state of Florida.  Speakers are asked to be as economical as possible while incurring travel expenses.


2.        
Speakers will be reimbursed for expenses upon receipt of travel  


expenses.  It will take approximately thirty (30) days after receiving the request for it to be processed and a check to be mailed to the speaker.



3.
Receipts for all expenses must be attached to the travel request.  

Copies are acceptable.  Reimbursement of expenses will be forfeited


for failure to comply with the submission deadline.  Cancellation of


this agreement will result in forfeiture of the retainer fee, if applicable, and prepaid travel expenses.


4.         
Only approved expenses will be reimbursed.


5.      
 Approved Expenses:


a. TRAVEL:  Coach fare, the least expensive based upon the


dates of travel, is the approved transportation.  If driving,


mileage allowance is the current IRS reimbursement per


mile.  Tolls are reimbursable with receipt.


b. GROUND TRANSPORTATION:  Taxi or hotel shuttle are the


approved method to/from the airport.  USE OF A RENTAL CAR MUST RECEIVE PRIOR APPROVAL unless equal to or less than driving your own vehicle, flying or the use of a taxi or shuttle.  Airport overnight parking is a maximum of two (2) days with receipt.


c. HOTEL:  One (1) night is approved at the Headquarters Hotel.  Single or double Standard room only.  Speakers are responsible for making their own hotel accommodations.  Late fees for failure to check out on time will not be reimbursed.

d. MEALS:  One (1) full day of meals are provided (breakfast, lunch, dinner) for a maximum total of $75.00, including tax and gratuity.  FAND does not reimburse for alcoholic beverages.


THE FLORIDA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS GREATLY APPRECIATES THE EFFORTS OF SPEAKERS WHO CONTROL TRAVEL COSTS AND INCUR THE EXPENSES INITIALLY.  PLEASE CONTACT THE FAND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR IF THESE FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS ARE NOT SUITABLE.

SPEAKER TRAVEL POLICY.DOC




July 15-18, 2017
Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics


Fort Lauderdale Harbor Beach Marriott 
3030 Holiday Drive 
Fort Lauderdale, FL


FL FANS
FLORIDA FOOD AND NUTRITION SYMPOSIUM


EARLY BIRD Registration







Hotel Information - Fort Lauderdale Harbor Beach Marriott
The special FL FANS group rate for a standard single or double room is $175.00. Make sure to mention that
you are with FL FANS when making your reservation.


The cutoff date to reserve a room is Wednesday, June 21, 2017. Reservations after that date shall be at the 
Hotel’s then available rate. The cutoff date does not guarantee there will still be rooms available. Our room 
block does sell out, so reserve your room early.


Our rate includes:
Complimentary basic high-speed Internet access for Marriott members (free to join)
In room basic high-speed Internet access for non Marriott members at the discounted rate of $1.00 per night
Reduced parking rates of $7.00 self parking and $10.00 valet
Complimentary access to 24 hour Fitness Center


Make reservations online at https://aws.passkey.com/e/48980653 or call 1-800-222-6543


The $25.00 per day Resort Fee is optional and includes:
• Two welcome drinks per day
• Two bottles of water per guest room per day
• One beach umbrella daily
• Two beach mat rentals daily 
• One hour rental per day of non-motorized water sport equipment
• Two fitness classes per day
• One hour of tennis per day (rackets included)
• One hour snorkeling gear rental daily


Welcome to the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium (FL FANS)


Join us for the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition Symposium for an outstanding educational program with an 
oceanfront perspective! The Harbor Beach Marriott Resort and Spa provides 100,000 square feet of flexible 
meeting space, a spacious terrace overlooking the Atlantic and abundant amenities such as their state-of-the-
art oceanview fitness center and full service spa.


Guest rooms offer bedding with down comforters and feather pillows; bathrooms with imported marble, 
polished granite and designer lighting; two telephones, data ports, 32 inch LCD TV, in room safe, mini bar and 
coffee service.


Dining options include oceanfront at 3030 Ocean Bar, beachside at Sea Level Restaurant & Ocean Bar or right 
on the sand at the tiki-style Beach Bar.







Educational Session Descriptions
Friday, July 14, 2017
Board of Directors Meeting


District President Training


12:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Community Networking Meeting
Lisa Griffith, Dr. PH, RDN, LDN
Ginnifer Barber, RD, LDN
Dona Greenwood, PhD, RDN, LDN
Laura Goolsby, MS, RDN, LDN
Degrees of malnutrition within the senior 
population will be discussed as well as social 
resource programs which meet the physical, 
psycho-social and environmental needs of 
seniors. New guidelines from CDR regarding 
preceptors and continuing education cred-
its will be presented. LNC 3020, 3090, 4190  
Level 3 RSVP to Rosa Carranza rmcarranza@
lhnac.org or Dona Greenwood docrdldn1@
gmail.com, limit 40


RDNs needed for Diabetes Research Study
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and 
the Diabetes Care and Education (DCE) Di-
etetic Practice Group (DPG) are collaborating 
on a research project to determine if a dia-
betes certificate of training program impacts 
the practice of RDNs who counsel patients 
with diabetes. The Academy and CDE DPG 
are asking you, RDNs who counsel patients 
with diabetes, to consider participating in 
this research project. We are particularly in-
terested in generalist RDNs, or those who see 
a variety of patients, and RDNs from private 
practice and smaller sites to participate in 
this research study.


To learn more about the study, visit:
http://www.eatrightpro.org/resource/re-
search/projects-tools-and-initiatives/dpbrn/
dpbrn-projects


If you are interested in participating in this 
study, complete the survey to determine 
eligibility. If you are approved to participate 
in the study, make plans to attend a training 
session on the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics Health Informatics Infrastructure 
(ANDHII), Evidence Analysis Library (EAL) 
and the Nutrition Care Process Terminology 
(NCPT) during the Florida Food & Nutrition 
Symposium. More information will be provid-
ed to enrolled study participants.







8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Registration


9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Pre Convention Workshop
Lunch Included
(separate registration fee)


 9:00 am to 12:00 pm
 Advanced Culinary Nutritional Medicine:  
 Translating Research into Recipes
 Denise Pickett Bernard, PhD, RDN, LDN,   
 IFNCP
 Food can and should be optimally nourishing  
 and delicious. Clients select foods based   
 upon complex interacting factors not   
 the least of which are availability and   
 cost. This session explores food from the   
 standpoint of flavor, synergy of  
 components and multi-cultural preparations  
 while examining new ingredients to add   
 to the pantry arsenal. Evidence will be 
 presented based upon the latest research   
 that individual food components may   
 be more powerful when consumed within a   
 varied diet.  LNC 8015, 8060, 8130  Level 2


 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm
 An Integrative and Functional Nutrition   
 Approach to Non-Herbal  Dietary    
 Supplements
 Sheila Dean, DSc, RDN, LDN, CCN, CDE,   
 IFMCP
 This cutting edge event will focus on    
 non-herbal dietary supplements in    
 the application of specific health    
 conditions including, cardiovascular    
 disease, metabolic syndrome, inflammation,  
 sleep/stress, and gut health.     
 Therapeutic application will address dosing,   
 delivery, current research, and safety   
 concerns. Along with research to    
 support their usage, there will be    
 discussion regarding functional lab testing,   
 nutritional genomics and nutrition focused   
 physical exam as it pertains to supplements.  
 LNC  2090, 3100, 5000  Level 2
 Sponsored by Designs for Health


12:00 pm to 1:30 pm
Ethics for the Nutrition Professional
Nadine Pazder, MS, RDN, LDN, FAND
CDR has re-evaluated continuing education re-
quirements for the RDN and NDTR. Beginning with 
portfolios that started June 1, 2012 and those that 
renew thereafter, we will need a minimum of one 


Educational Session Descriptions
Saturday, July 15, 2017 hour of training in ethics. Join us for an interactive 90 


minute workshop on our Code of Ethics and how to 
apply it in our professional life. This program will meet 
the new Ethics requirement for portfolios that began on 
June 1, 2012.
LNC 1050  Level 2 (separate registration fee)


The Truth About Today’s Sports Nutrition Trends
Tara Gidus Collingwood, MS, RDN, CSSD, LDN
Athletes often fall prey to the latest trends in sports 
nutrition, with claims promising them better results to 
make them bigger, faster, or stronger. Some of the most 
recent trends will be discussed, going through the pros, 
cons, claims, and potential dangers or benefits of such 
trending topics.
LNC 2070, 3100, 4060  Level 2


The Benefits of Becoming a CDE
Ruth Toiba, PHD, RDN, LDN, CDE
Dietitians are one of the most important health care 
providers because, just like physicians and nurse prac-
titioners, we TREAT our patients by providing evi-
dence-based medical nutrition therapy. As such, and 
due to the increasing rate of diabetes in the US, there 
is a big need for dietitians that specialize in this area. 
In the present session, we will discuss the benefits of 
becoming a Certified Diabetes Educator: for you - the di-
etitian, for your patients and for the establishment you 
work for. We will also discuss the process of becoming a 
CDE.  LNC 1010, 5190  Level 2


1:45 pm to 3:45 pm
Using Technology to Establish Your Role as a 
Quality-Focused Health Professional
Tamara Melton, MS, RDN, LD, CHPIMS
Gisele LeBlanc, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSC, FAND
As healthcare moves toward a value-based payment 
model, nutrition and dietetics professionals must con-
tinue to find opportunities to establish themselves as a 
critical part of the quality improvement and 
outcomes-focused healthcare team. Technology plays 
an important role in collecting data to support such 
projects. This session provides a guide on how to work 
with the IT staff in your organization to utilize EHRs and 
other technologies to support quality improvement 
projects. Session participants will receive feedback from 
the speaker on their project plans.  
LNC 1020, 1070, 9010  Level 2
Sponsored by Morrison Healthcare


Preventing Medical Errors & Dietetics Practice
Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND and
Susan Mitchell, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND
This session is designed to meet the Florida licensure 
requirement for two hours of continuing education in 
medical errors. Participants will learn about the most 
common medical errors nationally and in the state of 
Florida as well as common medical errors in dietetics 







7:00 am to 5:00 pm
Registration


7:00 am to 8:30 am 
Member Empowerment Breakfast
Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
Dr. Martin will highlight current activities and recent 
developments at the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics and the Foundation. Academy Update 2017 
spotlights new and continuing benefits of Academy 
membership, such as resources available to assist 
members in their personal and professional growth. 
Academy Update 2017 emphasizes the value of the 
Academy and members to our profession and 
challenges we face. She will address the Academy’s 
newly approved Mission. Vision and Principles, and 
update members on the Academy’s Centennial cele-
bration and progress being made in the Second Cen-
tury initiative. The Academy’s activities and successes 
in such areas as public policy and advocacy, media 
outreach and scientific research will be presented.


8:45 am to 9:45 am
Award Presentations


10:00 am to 11:00 am
Expanding Your Horizon with Research
Jimin Yang, PhD, RD
Rosa Hand, MS, RDN, LDN
Evidence-based dietetic practice relies on sound 
research findings. The Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics (Academy) established the Dietetics Practice 
Based Research Network (DPBRN) in 2002 to promote 
research activities within the profession and enhance 
research skills of practitioners. It offers a structure to 
reach broad populations of patients and care pro-
viders to enable the examination of practice-based 
processes, which ensures that the research findings 
are immediately relevant to the clinicians. The tools 
and support provided by DPBRN, examples of its past 
studies, and other research-focused projects and ini-
tiatives at the Academy will be discussed, allowing the 
audience to better utilize these resources.  LNC 9000. 
9010, 9020, 9030  Level 1


The International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation 
Initiative
Peter Lam, RDN
The International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation 
Initiative (IDDSI) www.IDDSI.org was formed in 2013 
to lead the development of global standardised 
terminology and definitions to describe texture mod-
ified foods and thickened liquids used for individuals 
with dysphagia of all ages, in all care settings, and all 
cultures to promote safety. The process included a 
review of existing national standards, a systematic re-


Sunday, July 16, 2017
Educational Session Descriptions


practice. Root cause analysis will be discussed fol-
lowed by strategies for prevention of medical errors in 
dietetics practice.
LNC 1050, 7110 Level 2 
(separate registration fee) 
Sponsored by Professional Development 
Resources


Professional Skills Development and Resume 
Building
Student Workshop
Victor Martinez


5:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Cocktails


6:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Welcome and opening remarks


6:30 pm to 7:30 pm 
Opening Session
The FOCUS Formula: How To Master Your Morning, 
Double Your Productivity, and Get Your Life Back
Joshua Seth


How would you like to go from overworked and over-
whelmed to focused and productive? Discover how 
to achieve deep mental focus, despite technological 
distractions and pressure in the workplace, so you can 
become more productive and successful in everything 
you do. Presented by real-life mentalist and best-sell-
ing author Joshua Seth (“Finding Focus In A Busy 
World: How To Tune Out The Noise and Work Well 
Under Pressure”). LNC 1010, 1070, 7050  Level 2


7:30 pm to 10:00 pm
Welcome Reception


Saturday continued







promising hypotheses worth testing; and other 
concepts have been scientifically refuted. Yet, these 
facts, presumptions, and myths are often commu-
nicated with the same degree of gusto and fervor, 
regardless of their evidential support. In this talk, 
Dr. Brown will discuss some topics in obesity that 
fit each of these three categories, and highlight 
research and communication practices that may 
contribute to myths and presumptions widely being 
accepted as fact. He will conclude with thoughts on 
how to minimize misinterpretation of research.  
LNC  5370, 9020  Level 2 


Nitric Oxide in Health and Disease
Nathan Bryan, PhD
Nitric oxide is recognized as one of the most im-
portant molecules produced in the body of humans. 
Loss of nitric oxide production is the earliest event 
in the onset and progression of cardiovascular 
disease. Your ability to produce nitric oxide also 
predicts how well you can perform athletically. This 
session will discuss the production and regulation of 
nitric oxide production and introduce safe and effec-
tive dietary and lifestyle strategies to enhance nitric 
oxide production and prevent its decline with age.
LNC 2100, 5160  Level 2


The Rise of the Foodservice Dietitian
Deanne Brandstetter, MBA, RDN, CDN, FAND
Opportunities for RDNs in non-clinical practice 
areas like foodservice in schools, colleges, and 
corporate dining are increasing. RDNs are valued 
because their unique skills help them contribute 
to fostering a health-promoting food environment. 
Some foodservice opportunities for RDNs require 
specialized skills, knowledge and credentials which 
might include strategic planning, product and menu 
development, sports nutrition, or marketing/mer-
chandising. 
LNC 8050, 8070, 8120  Level 1
Sponsored by Morrison Healthcare


2:15 pm to 3:45 pm
The Skeleton’s Out of the Closet:  Implementing a 
System Malnutrition Program
Joey Quinlan, MSH, RD, LDN, CSG, FAND
Since “The Skeleton in the Hospital Closet” report in 
1974, we have known malnutrition is an issue. Re-
search has shown that malnutrition affects 30-50% 
of patients and is linked to increased readmissions, 
mortality, and length of stay. Research has focused 
on diagnosing and treating malnutrition. However, 
the resources for applying this into a hospital sys-
tem are lacking. This session will outline the barriers 
encountered, the strategies to overcome these bar-
riers and the steps taken to implement and sustain 
a multi-disciplinary malnutrition identification and 


Sunday continued
Educational Session Descriptions


view of published literature on texture modified foods 
and liquids, and international surveys of over 5000 
stakeholders in 2014 and 2015. The presentation will 
highlight the details of the IDDSI framework and discuss 
strategies to facilitate global implementation. LNC 3050, 
5210, 5220  Level 1
Sponsored by Hormel Foods


Specific Foods and Dietary Patterns that can 
Prevent and Control Diabetes
Osama Hamdy, MD, PhD, FACE
Several foods and dietary patterns have been shown to 
help in preventing type 2 diabetes or improve glycemic 
control in observational trial, prospective cohorts and 
randomized clinical trials. Meanwhile, nutrition therapy 
using structured dietary plans that include these food 
items in menus, snack lists and calorie replacements 
were found to reduce A1C and body weight in over-
weight and obese patients with type 2 diabetes. The 
mechanisms through which these food items prevent or 
improve diabetes are not fully understood. This presen-
tation will discuss in detail our current knowledge that 
possibly link certain food items and dietary patterns to 
reduction in diabetes risk and improvement in glycemic 
control. 
LNC  2020, 5190  Level 3
Sponsored by Metagenics


Impact Sessions/Oral Presentations 
11:15 am to 11:40 am
Healthiest Weight Florida
Kathryn Williams, MPH


11:45 am to 12:45 pm
Integrating Yoga Into Your Nutrition and Dietetics 
Practice 
Marilyn Gordon EdD, RDN, LDN, CSSD, E-RYT 200, RYT 
500
This interactive session will include a brief definition of 
yoga and its benefits in health, wellness, and fitness. It 
will describe one RDN’s nearly 20-year journey through 
yoga first as a student and later as an instructor and 
give examples of ways that various aspects of yoga were 
incorporated into an employee wellness program and 
nutrition career. The session will close with an active 
demonstration and audience participation in a Chair 
Yoga session.  
LNC 4000, 4060  Level 2
Sponsored by Nova Southeastern University


1:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Myths, Presumptions and Facts about Obesity:  Where 
Might They Come From and What Can We Do?
Andrew Brown, PhD
Some factors are known with a high degree of cer-
tainty to be related to obesity; other topics represent 







treatment program across a large hospital sys-
tem. LNC  1020, 3005, 3090, 5285  Level 3


You Snooze You Win:  Nutrition and Sleep 
Disorders
Mary Wagner, MD and Ellen Bowser, MS, RDN, 
LDN, RN, FAND
Sleep has been identified as a critical determi-
nant of health and well-being in the Healthy 
People 2020 document. Obstructive sleep ap-
nea (OSA) is the most common sleep-related 
breathing disorder. Obesity is a risk factor for 
OSA. Current research suggests that weight loss 
improves OSA symptoms and OSA treatment can 
improve weight status. Other sleep disorders 
with nutritional implications include narcolepsy 
and restless leg syndrome. This interactive ses-
sion will describe the relationships between sleep 
and nutrition with an emphasis on the role of the 
RDN in sleep disorders.  
LNC  5330, 5370  Level 2


Breaking the Trifecta:  Binge Eating, Obesity and 
Food Addiction
Megan Kniskern, MS, RD, LD/N, CEDRD
The obesity crisis blended with enhanced societal 
food focus, increased body shaming and a lack of 
understanding emotional connections to food 
result in increasing negative self-perception. 
There is a growing body of research evaluating 
the impact of food on the brain, allowing for a 
great deal of opportunity to offer effective sup-
port and interventions for those who have been 
previously misunderstood. This is often the case 
with the diagnosis of Binge Eating Disorder where 
the emotional crisis that can be attached to food 
isn’t always identified. Understanding these 
differences plays into the complicated dynamic of 
offering nutrition support from the RD perspec-
tive.
LNC  5200, 5370, 6010  Level 2
Sponsored by VIAMAR Health


4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
The Saturated Fat Paradox
Dariush Mozaffarian, MD, Dr PH
Dairy represent one of the largest categories 
of calories in many nations. Yet, nearly all con-
ventional dietary recommendations about dairy 
foods stem from reductionist theories about iso-
lated nutrient contents (e.g. calcium, vitamin D, 
saturated fat) rather than direct empiric evidence 
on health effects. When the latter are evaluat-
ed, self-reported consumption of dairy foods, 
especially yogurt and fermented dairy products  


Educational Session Descriptions
(e.g. cheese, fermented milk) is associated with lower 
incidence of diabetes across many studies. In addition, 
objective blood biomarkers of dairy fat, such as c16:1n-7t 
and odd chain saturated fats (15:0, 17:0) are consistently 
linked to lower incidence of diabetes and in some cas-
es also cardiovascular disease. These findings suggest 
that some aspect of dairy fat or dairy fat-rich foods is 
cardiometabolically protective. Mechanisms underlying 
these associations through not yet conclusive, and be 
presented as wel as the need for well-designed prospec-
tive cohort studies, especially those utilizing biomarkers 
(e.g. circulating fatty acids, metabolomics), and large 
clinical trials to determine the full effects of different 
dairy products on human health. Until then, the current 
evidence provides little support to promote low-fat dairy, 
and suggests that whole-fat products, in particular yogurt 
and cheese, may be beneficial.
LNC  2070, 5160, 5190  Level 2


5:00 pm to 7:30 pm
Grand Opening of the Exhibit Hall with Cocktails


5:30 pm to 7:30 pm
Information Sharing Poster Session


Sunday continued







session will discuss advantages and disadvantages of 
a blenderized diet, how to decide if a patient is appro-
priate, how to choose the best blend, how to wean 
onto and progress a blenderized diet, and how to 
create blenderized diet recipes.
LNC 2020, 3050, 5440  Level 2
Sponsored by Real Food Blends


Dyslipidemia:  Can HDL Be Too High?
Michael Davidson, MD
Low concentrations of HDL-C are consistently associ-
ated with elevated CVD risk. However, whether or not 
raising  HDL-C leads to reduced CVD risk is a topic of 
extensive debate that requires further investigation. 
Currently, commonly utilized pharmacologic approach-
es for the treatment of dyslipidemia and subsequent 
management of ASCVD do not specifically target 
HDL-C. This symposium will address the issue of resid-
ual ASCVD risk left behind by current lipid-modifying 
therapies and explore current controversies in HDL, 
HDL functionality, and the potential role of lifestyle 
approaches to modify HDL-C levels.  LNC 2100, 3060, 
5160  Level 2


1:45 pm to 2:45 pm
Healthcare Experiences of Gender and Sexual Minori-
ties
Naomi Ardjomand-Kermani, MPH
This session will expose conference participants to 
both gender and sexual minorities as well as to discuss 
best practices in regards to providing sensitive, quality 
care to their clients. It will uncover health disparities 
among gender and sexual minorities that exist, in no 
small part, due to discrimination and stigma faced by 
these populations within the healthcare setting. This 
is  by no means a comprehensive training session, but 
rather a call to action for all attending participants 
to begin their respective journeys of diversity skills 
development, in order to provide the best quality of 
care to all current and future clients. LNC 1040, 5410, 
6020  Level 1


The Ketogenic Diet and Neurodegenerative Disorders
Angela Poff, PhD
This session will examine the therapeutic 
potential of ketosis as a means to enhance the energy 
metabolism pathways which are deficient in neurode-
generative diseases. An overview of the preclinical and 
clinical literature on the topic will be presented. 
LNC 2070, 2100, 5300  Level 2


The Gut-Brain Microbiome Connection
Hannah Holscher, PhD, RDN
The gastrointestinal tract contains trillions of mi-
crobes, and more nerve connections than any other 


7:00 am to 1:00 pm
Registration


8:00 am to 9:30 am
Advocacy and Your Practice
Breakfast Session
Stephen Shiver and Chris Chaney
Stephanie Petrosky, MHA, RDN, LDN, FAND
LNC 1070, 1080, 7110  Level 2


9:30 am to 12:30 pm
Exhibit Hall Open


10:00 am to 12:00 pm
Research Poster Session


12:30 pm to 1:30 pm
The Smarter Lunchroom
David Just, PhD
Encouraging children to eat fruits and vegetables 
has been a challenge for generations. Behavioral 
science is now providing some simple tools that 
help to motivate kids to eat foods that are good 
for them. The Smarter Lunchrooms approach 
provides no or low cost strategies, but make big 
changes in children’s food choices. Learn the 
unique aspects of food decision-making that may 
undermine attempts at better nutrition, and find 
out what approaches are much more cost-ef-
fective, impact the nutrition of a wider number 
of children, and ultimately revolutionize school 
lunch. Alternative approaches that emphasize 
student choice, paired with subtle nudges toward 
healthier choices, have large impacts on fruit and 
vegetable consumption at nearly no cost. From 
offering pre-cut fruit to optimizing placement of 
salad bars, food service directors and policymak-
ers  can implement no-cost and low-cost changes 
in lunchrooms that lead students to make smarter,  
healthier food decisions. LNC 4040, 4150, 8060, 
8110, 8120  Level 1
Sponsored by the Florida Department of 
Agricultural and Consumer Services - Food 
Nutrition and Wellness


Tube Feeding with a Blenderized Diet
Alissa Rumsey, MS, RD, CDN, CSCS
With a growing interest in natural foods, more 
people are becoming interested in incorporating a 
blenderized diet instead of or in addition to their 
formula. Blenderized tube feeds are often used in 
the pediatric population to manage the gagging, 
vomiting, and reflux, but many adult patients are 
now using these types of feeds to increase overall 
feeding tolerance and sense of wellbeing. This 


Monday, July 17, 2017
Educational Session Descriptions







Educational Session Descriptions
Monday continued
organ in the body. Gut microbes send signals to the 
brain and visa verse. Mounting preclinical evidence 
suggests that the microbiota can modulate func-
tion and behavior via the brain-gut-microbiota axis. 
Importantly, clinical trials demonstrate that diet is 
a key factor in the composition of the human gas-
trointestinal microbiota. After this session, dietetic 
professionals will be able to diagram the signaling 
pathways between the gut and the brain, and im-
plement dietary regimens that impact the microbes 
in the gastrointestinal tract thereby influencing 
communication along the gut-microbiota-brain axis. 
LNC 2010, 2070, 2090, 5220  Level 2


3:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Building Better Muscles With Flavonoids
Martha Belury, PhD, RD
Flavonoids, a group of chemically similar bioactive 
compounds, are found in some of our favorite foods 
and beverages including cocoa, tea, wine, berries, 
peanuts and many others. Although they share 
some similar chemical properties, flavonoids have a 
diverse group of biological properties. Earlier work 
proposed these effects were related to anti-oxidant 
properties. More recent work has identified roles in 
altering mitochondrial-mediated metabolism and 
cellular signal transduction. 
LNC 2010, 2070, 2100  Level 2
Sponsored by the National Cattlemen’s Association 
and Florida  Beef Council


Food as Medicine in Cancer Treatment and 
Survivorship
Ashwin Mehta, MD, MPH
Nutritional concerns are abundant during cancer 
treatment and survivorship. While most nutrition 
professionals are adept at addressing nutritional 
deficiencies, patients are increasingly interested in 
what can be done to enhance the effectivelness of 
cancer treatments such as chemotherapy, radiation, 
and surgery. This session will present the latest 
science on food as medicine in the context of cancer 
care. With a focus on wellness during survivorship, 
improved outcomes and patient satisfaction this 
session will delve into the research around herbs, 
spices, and other micronutrients warranting closer 
attention by nutritionists working with those living 
beyond cancer. 
LNC 2010, 2090, 5150, 5420  Level 2
Sponsored by Memorial Healthcare


Profitable 6 Figure Private Practice
Adam Lax, RDN, LDN
This entrepreneurial segment discusses the model 
to a profitable and sustainable 6 figure private prac-


tice by delineating the 3 massive errors encountered by 
RDs’ that keep them at a five figured mentality. RDs’ will 
learn how to go from their previous arena to their new 
business enterprise, be able to ask for fees they deserve 
which are aligned with the fair market value, and create 
a plan with a strategy which will lead to more freedom, 
greater impact with their patients, and less frustration 
of earning enough money.
LNC 1010, 7010, 7120  Level 2


4:15 pm - 5:30 pm
Baking for Health and Wellness
Cynthia Ferron, MEd, CEPC
Baking for health and wellness can be a challenge. Learn 
how modern chefs are using their understanding of 
science and employing practical techniques and skills 
to design healthier desserts and baked goods that can 
meet a variety of dietary needs. Examine the role fat, 
granulated sugar, and wheat flour play in baking formu-
las. Explore strategies in recipe modification that will 
address today’s dietary concerns, while maintaining the 
integrity of the recipe. Boost your confidence in prepar-
ing healthier desserts and baked goods. Please join me 
for this engaging discussion on baking for health and 
wellness.
LNC 2020, 8070,8100  Level I


Disaster Meal Planning
Jo Miller, MPH, RDN
Disasters can strike anytime. Your patients depend on 
you for uninterrupted nutritious meals. Is your hospital 
prepared with the quantity and quality of meals needed 
during a disaster? The community expects that hospitals 
are a beacon of safety during an emergency. Are you 
ready? Learn the latest requirements for practical disas-
ter preparedness from a public health nutritionist. New 
proposed CMS regulations, CHA disaster meal planning 
tool, results from recent CDPH-CMS-JCAHO surveys 
and product reviews will be presented. Transform your 
disaster meal plan from costly, labor intensive, and 
fragmented to a streamlined system that is regulatory 
friendly, easily managed and cost effective.  LNC 7100, 
8040, 8070, 8090  Level 2
Sponsored by Meals for All


5:30 pm t 6:30 pm
Student Issues Session


6:30 pm to 7:30 pm
Student Reception







Tuesday, July 18, 2017
7:00 am to 1:00 pm
Registration


7:30 am to 8:45 am
Networking Session


9:00 am to 10:00 am
Cultural Explorer: Understanding Values through 
Communication Drives Success
Vance Crowe, MA
A person’s values are largely influenced by family, 
social connections, and community--the “Tribe.” 
This is especially pertinent where food, nutrition, 
health and agricultural topics are concerned. While 
consumers routinely report trusting registered dieti-
tians (RDs) most, the first source of consultation is a 
member of the consumer’s tribe, which makes sense 
given the immediacy of access to tribal members 
compared to RDs and/or agricultural experts. In this 
session, the speaker will review how to bridge the 
gap between tribes with effective communication 
and by finding and by finding common ground on 
shared values. 
LNC 1040, 1130, 7050  Level 2
Sponsored by Monsanto


10:15 am to 11:15 am
Integrating Telehealth Into Your Practice
Dee Pratt, RDN, LDN
This session is designed to help practitioners better 
understand new technologies for delivery of MNT 
via Tele-Nutrition. The session will also focus on 
codes, resources and other information to help dieti-
tians get reimbursed for their services.
LNC 1020, 7160, 7170  Level 1-2


11:30 am to 1:00 pm
Bringing Health and Delicious Together
Join us for an inactive culinary lunch session. Tips for 
dealing with the challenge of creating accessible and 
favorable solutions in the kitchen will be provided. 
LNC 2020, 8080, 8100  Level 2
Sponsored by Cabot Creamery, The Dairy Council of 
Florida, California Walnuts, Florida Department of 
Agriculture and Consumer Services - Food Nutrition 
and Wellness and the Sorghum Checkoff Program


Educational Session Descriptions







SILENT AUCTION
Last year, our silent auction was a success, raising $6135 for the FANDF Scholarship Fund! Thank you all for 
contributing such wonderful baskets and supporting our dietetic students!


This year’s proceeds will, once again, go to the FANDF scholarship fund to support our dietetic students in their 
academic endeavors. Let’s keep the progress going!


How do you show your support, you ask? You can donate a basket to the 2017 annual symposium’s silent auc-
tion! Every district, university, individual, business or whoever else you can think of is encouraged to donate a 
basket for bidding.


Donating is easy, just contact Astrid Volpert at  volperts@aol.com and let her know that you are bringing a 
basket and the theme. Then, assemble your basket (with bow and plastic/shrink wrap) and bring it (or desig-
nate someone) to the Annual Symposium by 9:00 am on Sunday, July 16, 2017. Baskets should be delivered to 
the Tallahassee Room. Finally, and VERY IMPORTANT include the name of the donating organization, a list of all 
items and the total approximate value of the basket on something similar to a note card.  It’s that simple!


Another way to show your support is by bidding on the baskets. Baskets will be awarded to the highest bidder. 
Anyone who bids on a basket must be present to receive her or his basket at the time the bidding is officially 
closed. If the highest bidder is not present, the basket will be awarded to the next highest bidder. Baskets will 
not be delivered or mailed. Cash, check, Visa, MasterCard, Discover or Amex may be used to purchase your 
basket.


The district whose basket raises the highest contribution will go home with an on-line subscription to the diet 
manual.


Contributions are tax deductible!


Application has been made for continuing education credit for Registered Dietitian/Nutri-
tionist, Nutrition Dietetic Technician Registered, Licensed Dietitian/Nutritionists, Licensed 
Nutrition Counselors and Dietary Managers.







Naomi Ardjomand-Kermani, MPH
Associate Planner/WellFlorida Council
North Central Florida
Gainesville, FL


Ginnifer Barber, RDN, LD/N
Nutrition Director of Department of 
Elder Affairs
Tallahassee, FL


Martha Belury, PhD, RD
The Carol S. Kennedy Professor
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH


Ellen Bowser, MS, RDN, LDN, RN, FAND 
Faculty Nutritionist
University of Florida
Pediatric Pulmonary Division
Gainesville, FL


Deanne Brandstetter, MBA, RDN, CDN, 
FAND
Vice President Nutrition & Wellness 
Compass Group North America
Rye Brook, NY 


Andrew Brown, PhD
Scientist II
The University of Alabama at 
Birmingham
Birmingham, Al 


Nathan Bryan, PhD
Department of Molecular and Human 
Genetics
Baylor College of Medicine
Houston, TX


Chris Chaney
Director, The Advocacy Group at 
Cardenas Partners
Tallahassee, FL


Catherine Christie, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND 
Associate Dean, Brooks College of Health
University of North Florida
Jacksonville, FL


Tara Collingwood, MS, RDN, LDN, CSSD
Team Dietitian, Orlando Magic
Orlando, FL


Vance Crowe, MA
Director, Millennial Engagement
Monsanto
St. Louis, MO


Michael Davidson, MD
Professor, Director of the Lipid Clinic
The University of Chicago
Chicago, IL 


Sheila Dean, DSc, RDN, LDN, CCN, CDE, 
IFMCP
Integrative & Functional Nutrition 
Academy Co Founder
Palm Harbor Center for Health & 
Healing
Palm Harbor, FL 


Cynthia Ferron, MEd, CEPC
Associate Professor
International Baking & Pastry Institute
Johnson & Wales University
Providence, RI


Laura Goolsby, MS, RDN LDN
Professor
Program Coordinator, Keiser University 
Lakeland
Undergraduate Coordinated Program
Lakeland, FL


Marilyn Gordon, EdD, RDN, CSSD, LDN
Registered Dietitian
Division of Clinical Operations
Nova Southeastern University
Ft. Lauderdale, FL


Dona Greenwood, PhD, RDN, LDN
Program Director, Keiser University Grad-
uate School
Master of Science in Nutrition with Dis-
tance Learning Internship
Lakeland, FL


Lisa Griffith, Dr. PH, RDN, LDN
Professor
Program Director, Keiser University
Undergraduate Coordinated Program
Port St. Lucie, FL


Osama Hamdy, MD, PhD, FACE
Medical Director, Obesity Clinical 
Program
Joslin Diabetes Center
Boston, MA 


Rosa Hand, MS, RDN, LDN
Director, Dietetics
Practice Based Research Network
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
Cleveland, OH


Hannah Holscher, PhD, RD
Associate Professor of Nutrition
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL


David Just, PhD
Professor
Co-Director, Cornell Center for 
Behavioral Economics in Child Nutrition 
Programs
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY


Megan Kniskern, MS, RD, LDN, CEDRD
Nutrition Director
VIAMAR Health
West Palm Beach, FL 


Peter Lam, RD
Co-Chair, International Dysphagia Diet 
Standardization Initiative 
Vancouver, BC, Canada


Adam Lax, RDN, LDN
President
RD4U, Inc.
Boynton Beach, FL 


Gisele LeBlanc, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSC, 
FAND
National Director of Clinical Support
Morrison Healthcare
Boston, MA 


Donna Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
President, Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics
Augusta, GA


Victor Martinez
Tutoring Coordinator
Student Athlete Academic Center
Florida International University
Miami, FL


Ashwin Mehta, MD, MPH
Medical Director of Integrative Medicine
Memorial Healthcare System
Hollywood, FL 


Tamara Melton, MS, RDN,LD, CPHIMS
Health Informatics Manager
Morrison Healthcare Nutrition and 
Wellness
Atlanta, GA


Jo Miller, MPH, RDN 
Disaster Nutrition Consultant
Meals for All
Sacramento, CA


Susan Mitchell, PhD, RDN, LDN, FAND
President Practicalories, Inc.
Winter Park, FL 


Dariush Mozaffarian, MD, Dr PH
Dean, Tufts Friedman School of Nutrition 
Science & Policy
Boston, MA


Nadine Pazder, MS, RDN, LDN, FAND
Chair of Delegates
Florida Academy of  Nutrition and Dietetics
Largo, FL


Denise Pickett-Bernard, PhD, RDN, LDN,
IFNCP
Assistant Dean
Department of Nutrition
Life University
Marietta, GA 


Angela Poff, PhD
Research Associate
Department of Molecular Pharmacology and 
Physiology
University of South Florida
Tampa FL


Dee Pratt, RDN, LDN
President, Dietitian Associates, Inc,
Cordova, TN


Joey Quinlan, MSH, RD, LDN, CSG, FAND
System Clinical Nutrition Manager 
Florida Hospital
Orlando, FL


Alissa Rumsey, MS, RD, CDN, CSCS
CEO & Founder
Alissa Rumsey Nutrition & Wellness
New York, NY


Joshua Seth
Peak Performance Speaker and Mentalist
St. Petersburg, FL


Stephen Shiver
Partner, The Advocacy Group at Cardenas 
Partners
Tallahassee, FL


Ruth Toiba, PhD, RDN, LDN
President, Diabetes Counselor
Dr. Ruth Diabetes Watchers
Davie, FL


Mary Wagner, MD
Director, Pediatric Sleep Program
Co-Director, Sleep Medicine Fellowship 
Training Program
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL


Katie Williams, MPH
Program Manager
Healthiest Weight Florida
Tallahassee, FL


Jimin Yang, PhD, RD
Research Faculty
Health Informatics Institute
University of South Florida
Tampa, FL
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FL FANS -  July 15-18, 2017 - Harbor Beach Marriott Resort, Ft. Lauderdale


“Nick” Name  __________________  email ________________________________________
(your first name as you wish it to appear on your name badge)


Last Name ___________ First___________ Initial __ Credentials ______________________


AND Member # __________ Florida License # ______________Daytime Phone __________


Employment/School ___________________________ Position/Title____________________


Employment Address _______________________ City _____________State ___ Zip ______


Home Address  ____________________________ City _____________ State ___ Zip ______


EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION FEES 
Accepted only if postmarked or received on or before May 31st.


Academy Members      0  Full Meeting $309   0 Saturday $99     0 Sunday $160    0 Monday $160   0 Tuesday $99
Non-Members       0  Full Meeting $618  0 Saturday $198   0 Sunday $320    0 Monday $320   0 Tuesday $198 
 
Retired       0 $60 (Same price for one day or full meeting) 


Student 
Member        0 $75 (Same price for one day or full meeting)


*Student        0 $150 (Same price for one day or full meeting)
Non-Member


*Guest        0 $100 (Same price for one day or full meeting)
                           
Special Events on Saturday have extra fees


Ethics        0 AND Member $20   0 Non-Member $40
Medical Errors      0 AND Member $40   0 Non-Member $80


Preconvention       0 AND Member $119   0 Non-Member $238   
Workshop                          
           Sub Total   $____________
 p Confirmed Volunteer     p District President or FAND Committee Chair     
               Total           $____________ 
  
   p FAND Committee Member         
                 


 *If you are a volunteer, a committee chair or member then you CANNOT register 
 online. You must print the pdf, fill it out and send back to our office via email, fax or mail. 
  
p I plan to attend the Saturday Members’ Reception (Limit 350)
 p My registered guest plans to attend


p I plan to attend the Sunday Annual Member Empowerment Breakfast (Limit 250) In order to receive a 
        ticket, we must have your credit information,which will be charged $25.00 ONLY if you do not attend the
        breakfast.


p I plan to attend the Monday Advocacy Breakfast (Limit 300) 


p I plan to attend the Student Reception
 p My registered guest plans to attend


p I plan to attend the Tuesday Networking Session (Limit 350)







SPECIAL EVENTS
                   
     SATURDAY                                                                                                        EARLY BIRD
        Member/Non-member
     Ethics                                                                      $ 20/$40     $ ______


     Medical Errors                                                                                           $ 40/80      $ ______    


     Pre Convention Workshop               $119/238     $ ______


   p  I would like to add $5 for Scholarship                                                            $ ______
                     
                         Registration Fee                                                         $ ______            
                   
   Guest Fee                       $100     $ ______


   TOTAL ENCLOSED                                                            $ ______


REFUND POLICY
Requests for refunds must be postmarked on or before June 9, 2017. Registration will be refunded less a $35.00 
processing fee.  NO REFUNDS AFTER June 9, 2017


DO NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA
   Date Received ___________________Date Processed _________________   
   Amount  ______________________ Check Number  __________________
   Credit Card AP # __________________________ PO # _________________


METHOD OF PAYMENT
p I’ve enclosed a check or money order. Checks must have your name preprinted on them. Returned checks   
        are subject to a service charge of $30.00


p VISA p MasterCard p Discover p AMEX
_____________________________________________
Print exact name on card
____________________________________________________
Signature   
___________________ _____________ ________
Account Number  Expiration Date            CSC #


PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE
 FAND Annual Symposium Fund


MAILING ADDRESS
  Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
 P. O. Box 12608
 Tallahassee, FL   32317-2608
 
 FAX (850) 386-7918 - Phone (850) 386-8850
 ccrisp@eatrightflorida.org 
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 Headquarters                       Phone   Mailing
        2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102           850-386-8850                   P.O. Box 12608
        Tallahassee, FL  3230                      Fax    Tallahassee, FL   32317
 Website                  850-386-7918                   Email
	 www.eatrightflorida.org	 	 	 	 	 	 	 info@eatrightflorida.org


MEMORANDUM


To:	 	 Speakers	for	the	2017	Florida	Food	and	Nutrition	Symposium


From:	 	 Christine	A.	Stapell,	MS,	RDN,	LDN
	 	 FAND	Executive	Director


RE:	 	 Hotel	Reservations,	Travel	Policy	for	Speakers,	Handouts,	W-9


Date:	 	 April	2017


Thank	you,	once	again,	for	agreeing	to	speak	at	the	2017	Florida	Food	and	Nutrition	Symposium.
Attached	is	the	preliminary	program	that	was	sent	to	over	5000	dietitians/nutritionists.	Please	
review	the	program	for	your	session	and	faculty	information	and	notify	me	with	any	changes	you	
would	like	to	make	for	the	final	program.	I	will	need	your	changes	by	May	9,	2017.


Remember,	you	are	responsible	for	making	your	hotel	reservations.	Hotel	reservation	information	
is	included	in	the	program.	Be	sure	to	identify	yourself	with	the	Florida	Academy	of	Nutrition	and	
Dietetics	to	receive	our	special	rate.	Completion	of	the	symposium	registration	form	is	not	neces-
sary,	unless	you	wish	to	attend	the	entire	symposium.	If	you	plan	to	attend	only	on	the	day	of	your	
presentation,	that	day	is	complimentary,	and	you	may	attend	any	sessions	you	wish	that	day,	as	well	
as	visit	the	exhibits.


Also	attached	is	the	FAND	Travel	Policy	for	Speakers,	please	review	the	policy	carefully.	Your	trav-
el,	hotel	for	one	(1)	night	and	meals	for	one	(1)	day	are	reimburseable	expenses,	unless	specified	
otherwise	in	your	contract.	If	you	are	flying,	plan	to	fly	into	Fort	Lauderdale-Hollywood	International	
Airport.	The	airport	is	approximately	18	minutes	away	from	the	hotel;	a	taxi	will	cost	approximately	
$25.00.	Hertz	Rental	is	on	property	and	can	be	reached	at	954-828-1887.	We	appreciate	you	travel-
ing	as	economically	as	possible.


Please	complete	and	return	the	W9	form	by	May	9,	2017.		Remember,	handouts	for	your	session	
MUST	also	be	received	by	FAND	headquarters	by	May	9,	2017.


You	will	be	notified	in	June	regarding	your	presentation	room	assignment	and	the	person	who	will	
be	introducing	you.	If	you		have	questions	concerning	the	symposium,	please	do	not	hesitate	to	con-
tact	me.	We	look	forward	to	having	you	with	us	and	to	a	very	exciting	and	successful	symposium.





SPEAKER LETTER 2.pdf



From: student@eatrightflorida.org [mailto:student@eatrightflorida.ORG]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 12:45 PM 

 To: info@eatrightgeorgia.org 

 Subject: FL FANS Speaker Information

 

 

Dear Florida FANS Speaker,

 

 

Attached is information regarding your presentation at the 2017 Florida Food and Nutrition

Symposium as well as the Preliminary Program for your review.

 

 

Christine

 

 

Christine Stapell, MS, RDN, LDN

 

Executive Director, Florida Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

 

2834 Remington Green Circle, Suite 102

 

PO Box 12608 (32317-2608)

 

Tallahassee, FL  32308

 

850 386 8850

 

Fax 850 386 7918

 
www.eatrightflorida.org

 

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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2081. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>

To: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

Cc: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Babjak, Patricia

<pbabjak@eatright.org>, Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

evelyncrayton64 <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, Kay Wolf

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>, Dianne

Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>, 'Aida Miles-school <miles081@umn.edu>,

michelelites@sbcglobal.net <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, Tracey Bates <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

don.bradley@duke.edu <don.bradley@duke.edu>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Manju

Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 16:37:58

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png
image001.jpg
image002.png

Well said!  She will be missed and impossible to replace.   

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 2:45 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my
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sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; ' craytef@aces.edu'; '

craytef@charter.net'; ' jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; ' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; '

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; ' Tammy.randall@case.edu'; ' brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; ' dwbradley51@gmail.com'; ' don.bradley@duke.edu'; '

steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!
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Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be
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retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat
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Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2082. NOW AVAILABLE: The Updated Gold Standard in Food and Nutrition

From: eatrightSTORE <eatrightstore@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 15:59:26

Subject: NOW AVAILABLE: The Updated Gold Standard in Food and Nutrition

Attachment:

NOW AVAILABLE: The Updated Gold Standard in Food and Nutrition 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? View it in your browser.

 

Connect with Us:

 

 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Complete Food &Nutrition Guide, Fifth Edition 
 Roberta Larson Duyff, MS, RDN, FAND, CFCS

 

The Complete Food &Nutrition Guide is the ultimate resource for communicating nutrition to

clients, consumers, students, and more. The latest edition has been updated to reflect the 2015-

2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans, current Academy positions, and the most up-to-date and

authoritative public health guidelines. 

  

At over 800 pages, the Complete Food &Nutrition Guide, Fifth Edition, is more comprehensive

than ever. This edition addresses nutrition issues of today and tomorrow for the public and health

professionals alike, including topics such as:

 

Organic vs. conventional 

New Nutrition Facts labeling 

Plant-based eating 

Food allergies and intolerances 

Gut health 

And so much more! 

Price: $30.00 

  

Get your copy of this essential resource at the eatrightSTORE today.

 

This product email was sent to you from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 If you prefer not to receive future product emails, simply follow this link to unsubscribe. 

  

You are currently subscribed as: DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us
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Headquarters | Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 South Riverside Plaza | Suite 2190 | Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

  

Copyright Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 2017. All Rights Reserved.
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2083. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 15:31:03

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

Good thinking about the dinner in May.  I do not think that would go over well.  If it was next year, it

would have been great to celebrate us both!!! That sounds great to do it at FNCE if we can find a

time.  I am so glad she will continue to consult.  We need her help for awhile.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 3:05 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

I think the timing of her decision may have been in part due to election results. She sent me

pictures of the new house she and her husband bought in a 50+ retirement community! I am using

Bob Blancotto's consultation money to keep her in a consultation role. She's coming to FNCE so I

thought we could do a celebration dinner then. Am sensitive to doing it at year end celebration for

President in May.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:56 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thanks, I meant it from the bottom of my heart.  I am so sad, for so many reasons.  Jenn will

someday be able to fill her shoes, but it will take awhile.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:55 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Very, very nice, Donna! It will make her cry and smile.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:44 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story
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too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; ' craytef@aces.edu'; '

craytef@charter.net'; ' jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; ' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; '

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; ' Tammy.randall@case.edu'; ' brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; ' dwbradley51@gmail.com'; ' don.bradley@duke.edu'; '

steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  
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My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

<image001.jpg>

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi
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For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 
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Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image002.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2084. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Dianne Polly <diannepolly@gmail.com>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Cc: Lucille Beseler <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, evelyncrayton64

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>,

Kay Wolf <Kay_Wolf@columbus.rr.com>, Linda Farr <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Aida Miles-school <miles081@umn.edu>, Hope Barkoukis

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com, Tracey Bates

<traceybatesrd@gmail.com>, Ragalie-Carr, Jean <jean.ragalie-

carr@dairy.org>, Don Bradley <dwbradley51@gmail.com>,

don.bradley@duke.edu <don.bradley@duke.edu>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, Marcy Kyle <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, Manju

Karkare <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, Marty Yadrick

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>, Executive Team Mailbox

<ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>, Susan

Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>,

Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>, Susan Brantley

<brantley.susan@gmail.com>, Denice Ferko-Adams

<deniceferkoadams@gmail.com>, Jojo Dantone <jojo@nutritioned.com>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 15:16:00

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image002.png

If people say half the nice things about me when I leave this world, I will be more than euphoric. 

Mary Pat has been my friend, colleague, confidante, reality checker and political guru since my

internship days (a few years ago) in Chicago!  As I wrote to her a few minutes ago.  No, no, no tell

me it aint so!  

Mary Pat you will be missed and I wish you the best in the next chapter of newly married and

blissful life! 

Dianne 
 

On Tue, Apr 18, 2017 at 12:56 PM, Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org> wrote:  

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.
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Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak
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Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!

 
 
 
 
 
 

--  

Dianne K. Polly, JD, RDN, LDN 

Executive Director, 

Shelby County Education Foundation 

901-335-6106 
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2085. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 15:08:02

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

I think the timing of her decision may have been in part due to election results. She sent me

pictures of the new house she and her husband bought in a 50+ retirement community! I am using

Bob Blancotto's consultation money to keep her in a consultation role. She's coming to FNCE so I

thought we could do a celebration dinner then. Am sensitive to doing it at year end celebration for

President in May.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:56 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

Thanks, I meant it from the bottom of my heart.  I am so sad, for so many reasons.  Jenn will

someday be able to fill her shoes, but it will take awhile.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:55 PM  

To: Donna Martin  
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Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Very, very nice, Donna! It will make her cry and smile.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:44 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393
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fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; ' craytef@aces.edu'; '

craytef@charter.net'; ' jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; ' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; '

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; ' Tammy.randall@case.edu'; ' brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; ' dwbradley51@gmail.com'; ' don.bradley@duke.edu'; '

steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960
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From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.
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In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image002.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2086. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:59:13

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

Thanks, I meant it from the bottom of my heart.  I am so sad, for so many reasons.  Jenn will

someday be able to fill her shoes, but it will take awhile.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:55 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Very, very nice, Donna! It will make her cry and smile.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:44 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen
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to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; ' craytef@aces.edu'; '

craytef@charter.net'; ' jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; ' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; '

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; ' Tammy.randall@case.edu'; ' brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; ' dwbradley51@gmail.com'; ' don.bradley@duke.edu'; '

steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 
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Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

<image001.jpg>

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <
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mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 
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Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 

<image002.png>

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2087. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:58:04

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Very, very nice, Donna! It will make her cry and smile.  

Pat  

 

Patricia M. Babjak 

Chief Executive Officer 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190  

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312-899-4856 |  pbabjak@eatright.org |  www.eatright.org
 
On Apr 18, 2017, at 1:44 PM, Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us> wrote:  
 

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education
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789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; ' craytef@aces.edu'; '

craytef@charter.net'; ' jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; ' Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; ' michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'; '

DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; ' Tammy.randall@case.edu'; ' brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; ' dwbradley51@gmail.com'; ' don.bradley@duke.edu'; '

steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes ( milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness
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The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960
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From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret <

MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school' <

miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis' <

Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; '

brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <

jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu' <

don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle' <

bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick' <

myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire <

mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns <

Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi <

mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 
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Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org
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DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2088. Public Policy Weekly News

From: ndep@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:50:38

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 
 

April 18, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

April Public Policy Forum – Join Today! 

Treat and Reduce Obesity Act Co-sponsors! 

Reducing Global Food Insecurity Webinar 

New Report on State-Impact of Public Health Funding 

New Funding Announcement for Diabetes Prevention Efforts 

Action Alert Update – Reports Posted to COI! 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates Set PPCs and PALs – Register Today! 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

Dates to Remember – Events for April through June in One Location! 

April Public Policy Forum 

 Join the open forum to hear about the "Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the

Public Comment Process" The April Public Policy Forum will be held Today, April 18, 2017 from

2 – 3 p.m. (Eastern Time).  

 

Register for the April Public Policy Open Forum. All DPG, MIG and Public Policy Panel leaders

should attend (please make sure at least one person from your DPG or affiliate participates).

 

 

Treat and Reduce Obesity Act Co-sponsors 

 The Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 (S. 830 and H.R. 1953) introduced last week with the

bipartisan support of Senators Bill Cassidy (La.) and Tom Carper (Del.) and Representatives Erik

Paulsen (Minn.) and Ron Kind (Wis.) has 6 Senate and 22 House co-sponsors.

 

 

The Senate co-sponsors are Senators Shelley Moore Capito (W.V.), Christopher Coons (Del.),

Chuck Grassley (Iowa), Martin Heinrich (N.M.) and Lisa Murkowski (Alaska). The House co-

sponsors are Representatives Earl Blumenauer (Ore.), Suzanne Bonamici (Ore.), Susan Brooks

(Ind.), Tony Cardenas (N.M.), Steve Cohen (Tenn.), Peter DeFazio (Ore.), Brett Guthrie (Ky.),

Denny Heck (Wash.), Lynn Jenkins (Kan.), John Lewis (Ga.), Ted Lieu (Calif.), Ben Ray Lujan
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(N.M.), Jim McGovern (Mass.), Grace Napolitano (Calif.), Bill Pascrell (N.J.), Mark Pocan (Wis.)

David Roe (Tenn.), Peter Roskins (Ill.), John Shimkus (Ill.), Scott Tipton (Colo.) and David Young

(Iowa).

 

 
Take action now to encourage your senators and representatives to sponsor this important
initiative to expand professional opportunities for our members!

 

Reducing Global Food Insecurity Webinar 

 Join the Academy, along with our partners at Society for Nutrition Education &Behavior (SNEB)

and the American Public Health Association for an upcoming webinar on “Efforts to Reduce Global

Food Insecurity: Perspectives from the United States and the United Nations”. The webinar will

introduce the Global Food Security Act of 2016 and expand on America’s current efforts to help

promote food security around the world. Speakers will provide perspectives from the U.S. Agency

for International Development and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to

explain the current situation of global nutrition issues and progress made to alleviate global

concerns such as hunger, chronic health issues, and mortality. Suggestions will be discussed on

how nutrition and global health professionals can pitch in to reduce global food insecurity. The

webinar will be held on Thursday, May 4, at 9 a.m. (Eastern Time), and participants will receive 1

CPE.

 

New Report on State-Impact of Public Health Funding 

 Academy partner Trust For America’s Health has released a new report, A Funding Crisis for

Public Health and Safety: State-by-State Public Health Funding and Key Health Facts, 2017. The

report found that core funding for disease prevention and health promotion programs has declined

by around $580 million federally and has remained flat in states since 2010 (adjusting for inflation).

The annual review demonstrates that cuts to federal funds have not been offset by increases to

state and local funding. The Academy continues to advocate for the importance of investing in

public health, and this report is a great tool to use for Academy members.

 

New Funding Announcement for Diabetes Prevention Efforts 

 The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has released a Funding Opportunity Announcement last

week to promote scaling and sustaining the National Diabetes Prevention Program in underserved

areas. Applications must be submitted by June 12th. More information available here.

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 will remain open. We need your assistance to increase member

action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics. Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the

Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75
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and H. Res. 161). Please take action now!

 

Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 4/18/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

43

 

57

 

Congress Contacted

 

96%

 

99%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

8,544

 

22,463

 

Members participating

 

3.4%

 

8%

 
 
The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts will
be posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports are located in the April 2017 subtopic
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located in the Participation topic on the community of interest.

 

The Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of members

posted in the 2017 April subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy

Coordinator COI. We will continue to provide this type of information for affiliate presidents and

PPCs to use, but ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for

public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage members to

send letters to Congress.

 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates for PPCs and PALs 

 Below you will find the dates for the three PPW Boot Camp webinars for Affiliate PPCs and

DPG/MIG PALs. Specific registration information will be sent next week. Participants will receive 1

CPEU for each session. All webinars will be recorded. The PPCs and the PALs are required to

participate in the boot camp sessions or view the recording.

 

PPW 2017  

PPCs and PALs Training Dates

 

PPW Boot Camp Topics

 

Wednesday, April 19

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, April 26

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 3

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

  

All webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest

the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2016 topic folder. Additional information

will be available next week.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, April 19 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1 for PPCs and PALs:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, April 26 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Register Here

 

Monday, May 1, 2017

 

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Quarterly Advocacy Hill Day 

Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care

 

Washington, D.C.
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Registration Closed

 

Wednesday, May 3 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here
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Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

Sunday, June 25 – Monday, June 26, 2017

 

Public Policy Workshop

 

Washington, D.C.

 
Register

 

 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Teresa 

 Teresa A. Nece, MS, RDN, LD, SNS 

 Director, Grassroots Advocacy 

 The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 460 

 Washington, D.C. 20036 

 Phone: 800.877.1600 Ext. 6022 

 Fax: 202.775.8284 

 Email: tnece@eatright.org
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2089. Automatic reply: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:47:32

Subject: Automatic reply: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment:

Thank you for contacting me. I will be out of the office April 16-22.

 

If you need immediate assistance please contact Paulina Weeden at pweeden@eatright.org

 

I will follow up with you when I return.  Have a great day! 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi 

  

Mary Pat Raimondi, MS RD 

 Vice President, Strategic Policy and Partnerships 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 1120 Connecticut Avenue NW- Suite 460 

 Washington, DC 20036 

 312-899-1731
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2090. Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, Patricia Babjak

<PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>,

'evelyncrayton64' <evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'Kay Wolf'

<Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne

Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>,

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <michelelites@sbcglobal.net>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, peark02@outlook.com <peark02@outlook.com>,

'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Manju Karkare'

<manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>, Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>,

'Marty Yadrick' <myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:47:10

Subject: Re: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

It is going to be impossible to replace Mary Pat.  In DC Mary Pat is the known as the "advocacy

whisperer". She has everyone's ear and everyone will listen to Mary Pat, when they will not listen

to any other person from any other organization.  If you need a contact to get information on a bill,

she knows who to go to.  If you need an expert witness, she has one.  If you need to know how the

wind is blowing on a bill, she knows.  If you need a co-sponsor for a bill, she knows who to go to. 

Need to know the staffer for a particular office, she knows them and probably knows their life story

too!!!!!  Need suggestions on how to get a piece of legislation off the ground, contact Mary Pat. 

She is everywhere and she knows everything.   My heart is breaking to lose her for not only my

sake, but for the Academy's sake and for the future of nutrition in the country.  She has big shoes

to fill and she is going to be missed by so many allied health organizations, who she so graciously

helps, so that we all can further the agenda of better health for all Americans.  

I am happy for her, but sad for the Academy.  Congratulations, Mary Pat for a job well done.  You

leave a wonderful legacy behind.  One to be very proud of.  I know I am proud to call you friend

and thank you for all the support you have given me over the years.  I wish you the best and

please do not change your phone number!!!
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Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 2:13 PM  

To: Patricia Babjak; 'Lucille Beseler'; Donna Martin; 'evelyncrayton64'; 'craytef@aces.edu';

'craytef@charter.net'; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf'; 'Linda Farr'; 'Dianne Polly'; ''Aida Miles-

school'; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis';

'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'; 'brantley.susan@gmail.com';

'Tracey Bates'; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu';

'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'; 'Manju Karkare';

ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com); 'Marty Yadrick';

k.w.concannon@gmail.com  

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox; Mary Gregoire; Chris Reidy; Susan Burns; Sharon McCauley; Mary

Pat Raimondi  

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi 

 

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!

 

Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director
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Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu';

'brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and
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enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  
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www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2091. RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Garner, Margaret <MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>

To: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>, 'Lucille Beseler'

<lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu' <'craytef@aces.edu'>,

'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com'

<'jojo@nutritioned.com'>, 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda

Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>, 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida

Miles-school' <miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'

<'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>, 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'

<'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:16:02

Subject: RE: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image001.jpg
image002.png

Oh noooo.  This is so sad for the Academy and the profession.  She has been a star without

question. Appreciation, gratitude and respect by all who know her, and  of the highest level both

professionally and interpersonally characterize her as both a volunteer and professional staff.  

 

My very best to Mary Pat in her next chapter!
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Margaret

 

 

Margaret P. Garner, MS, RDN, LD, CIC, FAND

 

Executive Director

 

Student Health Center &Pharmacy

 

Assoc. Prof. Family Medicine

 

Director, Health Promotion &Wellness

 

The University of Alabama

 

205-348-7960

 

 

From: Patricia Babjak [mailto:PBABJAK@eatright.org]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>; DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us; 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>; 'craytef@aces.edu'; 'craytef@charter.net'; Garner, Margaret

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>; 'jojo@nutritioned.com'; 'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>;

'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>; 'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>; ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>; 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'; 'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'; 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>; 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'; 'Tammy.randall@case.edu';

'brantley.susan@gmail.com'; 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>; 'Ragalie-Carr, Jean'

<jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>; 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'; 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>; 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'; peark02@outlook.com; 'Marcy Kyle'

<bkyle@roadrunner.com>; 'Manju Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>; ksauer@ksu.edu; Milton

Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com) <milton.stokes@monsanto.com>; 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>; k.w.concannon@gmail.com 

 Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>; Mary Gregoire

<mgregoire@eatright.org>; Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>; Susan Burns

<Sburns@eatright.org>; Sharon McCauley <smccauley@eatright.org>; Mary Pat Raimondi

<mraimondi@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

 

 

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be
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retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in

providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat
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Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 

 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2092. RE: S. Res 75:Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics.

From: Linda Pennington <lpennington@dietitianassociates.com>

To: 'Lorri Holzberg' <lorri@irvingholzberg.com>, 'Glasgow, Michael'

<MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov>

Cc: 'Lauren Au' <au.lauren@gmail.com>, 'Jeanne Blankenship'

<jblankenship@eatright.org>, 'Mary Pat Raimondi' <mraimondi@eatright.org>,

'Christine Rhone' <crhone@eatright.org>, 'Nadine Braunstein'

<nadinebraunstein@aol.com>, 'Sarah Mott' <sarahmottrd@gmail.com>, 'Clare

Miller' <clarehmiller@hotmail.com>, 'Krista Yoder Latortue'

<Krista.yoder.latortue@gmail.com>, 'Carol Brunzell'

<cbrunze1@fairview.org>, 'Jennifer Folliard' <JFolliard@eatright.org>,

'Stefanie Reinehart' <swinston@eatright.org>, 'Pepin Tuma'

<ptuma@eatright.org>, 'Mark Rifkin' <mrifkin@eatright.org>, 'Debra King'

<DLKingRD@gmail.com>, 'Susan Scott' <scsnutr@comcast.net>, 'Donna

Martin' <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>

Hidden

recipients:

dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 14:08:54

Subject: RE: S. Res 75:Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics.

Attachment:

Also, done! 

 

Linda

 

From: Lorri Holzberg [mailto:lorri@irvingholzberg.com]  

Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 9:49 AM 

To: Glasgow, Michael 

Cc: Lauren Au; Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine Braunstein;

Sarah Mott; Clare Miller; Krista Yoder Latortue; Carol Brunzell; Linda Pennington; Jennifer

Folliard; Stefanie Reinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Debra King; Susan Scott; Donna Martin;

Linda Farr 

Subject: Re: S. Res 75:Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics.

 

Thank you, Mike. 

 

Lorri Holzberg
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iPad 
 
On Apr 17, 2017, at 6:20 AM, Glasgow, Michael <MGlasgow@waukeshacounty.gov> wrote:

Done!

 

Mike

From: Lauren Au <au.lauren@gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 3:45 PM 

To: Lorri Holzberg 

Cc: Jeanne Blankenship; Mary Pat Raimondi; Christine Rhone; Nadine Braunstein; Sarah Mott;

Clare Miller; Krista Yoder Latortue; Carol Brunzell; Linda Pennington; Jennifer Folliard; Stefanie

Reinehart; Pepin Tuma; Mark Rifkin; Glasgow, Michael; Debra King; Susan Scott; Donna Martin;

Linda Farr 

Subject: Re: FW: S. Res 75:Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics. 

 

Done! 

 

On Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 9:52 AM, Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> wrote:

FYI,

Here is the letter I sent to my CA Senators for co-sponsoring S. Res 75 – different # from the H.R.

161.  

 

Lorri

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011
650-384-6154 – home
650-868-7359 - mobile

 

 

 

From: Lorri Holzberg <lorri@irvingholzberg.com> 

Date: Thursday, April 13, 2017 at 9:51 AM 

To: <nathan_barankin@harris.senate.gov> 

Subject: S. Res 75:Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics.
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Senator Kamala Harris c/o Nathan Barankin

 

Dear Senator Harris, 

 

As your California constituent and a member leader for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,

I am asking for your support to celebrate the Academy’s Centennial.  Please co-sponsor 

S. Res. 75, a bi-partisan resolution recognizing the 100th anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition

and Dietetics.  

 

Our Academy (then known as the American Dietetic Association) was founded in Cleveland, Ohio

in 1917, by a visionary group of members, dedicated to helping the government 

improve the public's health and nutrition during World War I.  One hundred years later, I am proud

to share that the Academy remains strongly connected to our origins: 

committed to helping solve the greatest food and nutrition challenges of the day through the

transformational power of nutrition.

Because of our Ohio birthplace, Senator Rob Portman has introduced the resolution as the lead

sponsor with Senator Sherrod Brown (Ohio) as the first co-sponsor. 

 

The easiest way to be a co-sponsor to S. Res 75 is to contact the office of Senator Rob Portman.

 

Thank you for your support. I welcome your questions! 

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Lorri Holzberg, MA, RDN 

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS

Chair, Legislative &Public Policy Committee 2017

CA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION &DIETETICS 

Vice President Public Policy 2016-2018

Past President 2010-2011
650-384-6154 – home
650-868-7359 – mobile

 

1330 University Dr. #27

Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Confidentiality Notice: Waukesha County is subject to Wisconsin’s Public Records Law. However,

if the information in this e-mail is confidential, it may not be subject to disclosure under the Public

Records Law or other applicable law. This e-mail is intended for the specific delivery to and use by

the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this e-mail in error, you are notified

that any disclosure, copying, distribution and use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited.

Please reply to the sender immediately if you have received the e-mail in error, and delete the

original and any copy from your computer. Thank you. 
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2093. Mary Pat Raimondi

From: Patricia Babjak <PBABJAK@eatright.org>

To: 'Lucille Beseler' <lbeseler_fnc@bellsouth.net>, DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

<DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>, 'evelyncrayton64'

<evelyncrayton64@gmail.com>, 'craytef@aces.edu' <'craytef@aces.edu'>,

'craytef@charter.net' <'craytef@charter.net'>, 'Garner, Margaret'

<MGarner@cchs.ua.edu>, 'jojo@nutritioned.com' <'jojo@nutritioned.com'>,

'Kay Wolf' <Kay_Wolf@Columbus.rr.com>, 'Linda Farr' <linda.farr@me.com>,

'Dianne Polly' <diannepolly@gmail.com>, ''Aida Miles-school'

<miles081@umn.edu>, 'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org' <'Michele.D.Lites@kp.org'>,

'michelelites@sbcglobal.net' <'michelelites@sbcglobal.net'>, 'Hope Barkoukis'

<Hope.Barkoukis@case.edu>, 'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'

<'DeniceFerkoAdams@gmail.com'>, 'Tammy.randall@case.edu'

<'Tammy.randall@case.edu'>, 'brantley.susan@gmail.com'

<'brantley.susan@gmail.com'>, 'Tracey Bates' <traceybatesrd@gmail.com>,

'Ragalie-Carr, Jean' <jean.ragalie-carr@dairy.org>, 'dwbradley51@gmail.com'

<'dwbradley51@gmail.com'>, 'don.bradley@duke.edu'

<don.bradley@duke.edu>, 'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'

<'steve.miranda44@gmail.com'>, peark02@outlook.com

<peark02@outlook.com>, 'Marcy Kyle' <bkyle@roadrunner.com>, 'Manju

Karkare' <manjukarkare@gmail.com>, ksauer@ksu.edu <ksauer@ksu.edu>,

Milton Stokes (milton.stokes@monsanto.com)

<milton.stokes@monsanto.com>, 'Marty Yadrick'

<myadrick@computrition.com>, k.w.concannon@gmail.com

<k.w.concannon@gmail.com>

Cc: Executive Team Mailbox <ExecutiveTeamMailbox@eatright.org>, Mary

Gregoire <mgregoire@eatright.org>, Chris Reidy <CREIDY@eatright.org>,

Susan Burns <Sburns@eatright.org>, Sharon McCauley

<smccauley@eatright.org>, Mary Pat Raimondi <mraimondi@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:59:30

Subject: Mary Pat Raimondi

Attachment: image002.png

For more than 40 years, Mary Pat Raimondi has been synonymous with dedication, skill and

leadership in the Academy and the dietetics profession. Mary Pat has announced that she will be

retiring from the Academy effective May 31. It goes without saying that her leadership and

encouragement will be missed.

 

 

Since she joined the Academy in 1975, Mary Pat has tirelessly and creatively devoted herself to

improving the health of all Americans and advancing the role of registered dietitian nutritionists in
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providing top-quality health care. As a member, Mary Pat applied her unique talents and

enthusiasm to leadership positions including chair of the Legislative and Public Policy Committee,

president of the Minnesota Dietetic Association, a representative of Minnesota in the House of

Delegates, and as an HOD Director on the Academy’s Board. 

 

Mary Pat worked for many years with nutrition programs and reducing hunger nationally and in her

community as program director for health and nutrition programs at the University of Minnesota. In

addition to community work, she served as a marketing director for Novartis Nutrition. She is a

past member of the Board of Directors of Hunger Solutions Minnesota, Second Harvest Heartland

and the National Association of Nutrition and Aging Services Programs. She received the Hunger

and Environmental Nutrition DPG’s Award of Excellence and served on the Academy’s

Sustainable Food System Task Force.

 

 

In 2010, I was able to convince Mary Pat to bring her unique combination of skills to the

Academy’s Headquarters Team, joining our Policy Initiatives and Advocacy group in Washington,

D.C., as vice president for strategic policy and partnerships. For the past seven years in this

critical position, she has devoted herself to propelling our profession forward. She has worked with

members of Congress, the White House and policy making agencies throughout the federal

government, ensuring that the Academy and registered dietitian nutritionists are included in

legislation, programs and decision making roles that secure the health of the public.

 

 

Our successes in the nation’s capital have been many, they have been significant and they will be

lasting, thanks to Mary Pat’s contributions. She has agreed to serve as a consultant to assist in the

transition. Our hearts are sad to say farewell to such an important and amazing colleague, but we

are happy for Mary Pat as she begins the next chapter of her remarkable life. 

 

Mary Pat embodies the best of our Academy and our profession, both of which are better off

because of her service. Please join me in thanking Mary Pat and warmly wishing her all the best

on her retirement. 

 

Best regards, 

Pat

 

Patricia M. Babjak

 

Chief Executive Officer 

 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics 

 120 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 2190 

 Chicago, Illinois 60606-6995 

 Phone: 312/899-4856 
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 Email: pbabjak@eatright.org  

www.eatright.org | www.eatrightPRO.org | www.eatrightSTORE.org

 
DONATE today in recognition of this major milestone and support our Second Century Initiative!
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2094. WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

From: Academy IT Department <messenger@webex.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:19:02

Subject: WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

Attachment: WebEx_Meeting.ics

Hello, Academy IT Department invites you to join this WebEx meeting.  Finance and Audit

Committee Meeting Wednesday, April 26, 2017 8:00 am  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago,

GMT-05:00)  |  3 hrs 30 mins Meeting number: 745 028 628 Meeting password: Dietetics  Add to

Calendar When it's time, join the meeting.  Join by phoneCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbersConference Code: 943 178 7218  Can't join the meeting?

 IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information

sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining

this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being

recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Microsoft Corporation//Outlook 10.0 MIMEDIR//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REQUEST
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:Central Time
BEGIN:STANDARD
DTSTART:20151101T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=1SU;BYMONTH=11
TZOFFSETFROM:-0500
TZOFFSETTO:-0600
TZNAME:Standard Time
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
DTSTART:20150301T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=2SU;BYMONTH=3
TZOFFSETFROM:-0600
TZOFFSETTO:-0500
TZNAME:Daylight Savings Time
END:DAYLIGHT
END:VTIMEZONE
BEGIN:VEVENT
ATTENDEE;CN="";ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:MAILTO:dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
ORGANIZER;CN="Academy IT Department":MAILTO:itoperations@eatright.org
DTSTART;TZID="Central Time":20170426T080000
DTEND;TZID="Central Time":20170426T113000
LOCATION:https://eatright.webex.com/eatright
TRANSP:OPAQUE
SEQUENCE:1492535775
UID:f70b45a8-defa-4999-baac-18d42357a398
DTSTAMP:20170426T130000Z
DESCRIPTION:\n\n\nJOIN WEBEX MEETING\nhttps://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m9f1374d0fd6b2a354ffacb49f80f3715\nMeeting number: 745 028 628\nMeeting password: Dietetics\n\n\nJOIN BY PHONE\nCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US)\nShow global numbers:\nhttps://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218\nConference Code: 943 178 7218\n\n\n\nCan't join the meeting?\nhttps://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412\n\nIMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.\n
X-ALT-DESC;FMTTYPE=text/html:	<FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="ARIAL">		<a href="https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m9f1374d0fd6b2a354ffacb49f80f3715"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Join WebEx meeting</FONT></a>			<table>				<tr>					<td>						<FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting number: 745 028 628</FONT>					</td>				</tr>			</table>						<table><tr><td><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting password:</FONT></td><td><FONT SIZE="2"  COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Dietetics</FONT></td></tr></table>		</FONT><FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR></FONT><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="Segoe UI"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Join by phone</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Call-in toll-free number:&nbsp;1-866-477-4564  (US)</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI"><a href="https://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218"><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Segoe UI">Show global numbers</FONT></a></FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Conference Code:&nbsp;943 178 7218</FONT>&nbsp; <BR></FONT><BR>	&nbsp;<BR>	<a href="https://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412">	<FONT SIZE="1" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Can't join the meeting?</FONT></a>	&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT COLOR="#A0A0A0" size="1" FACE="arial">IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.</FONT></FONT>
SUMMARY:Finance and Audit Committee Meeting
PRIORITY:5
CLASS:PUBLIC
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR


WebEx_Meeting.ics



2095. WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

From: Academy IT Department <messenger@webex.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:18:20

Subject: WebEx meeting invitation: Finance and Audit Committee Meeting

Attachment: WebEx_Meeting.ics

Hello, Academy IT Department invites you to join this WebEx meeting.  Finance and Audit

Committee Meeting Tuesday, April 25, 2017 8:00 am  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-

05:00)  |  3 hrs 30 mins Meeting number: 746 118 700 Meeting password: Dietetics  Add to

Calendar When it's time, join the meeting.  Join by phoneCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-

4564  (US) Show global numbersConference Code: 943 178 7218  Can't join the meeting?

 IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information

sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining

this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being

recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Microsoft Corporation//Outlook 10.0 MIMEDIR//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REQUEST
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:Central Time
BEGIN:STANDARD
DTSTART:20151101T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=1SU;BYMONTH=11
TZOFFSETFROM:-0500
TZOFFSETTO:-0600
TZNAME:Standard Time
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
DTSTART:20150301T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=2SU;BYMONTH=3
TZOFFSETFROM:-0600
TZOFFSETTO:-0500
TZNAME:Daylight Savings Time
END:DAYLIGHT
END:VTIMEZONE
BEGIN:VEVENT
ATTENDEE;CN="";ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:MAILTO:dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
ORGANIZER;CN="Academy IT Department":MAILTO:itoperations@eatright.org
DTSTART;TZID="Central Time":20170425T080000
DTEND;TZID="Central Time":20170425T113000
LOCATION:https://eatright.webex.com/eatright
TRANSP:OPAQUE
SEQUENCE:1492535732
UID:482ffea1-9727-476a-9329-1a30d4644aca
DTSTAMP:20170425T130000Z
DESCRIPTION:\n\n\nJOIN WEBEX MEETING\nhttps://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=ma7b836f2c3635713ffc207c8fa73e6f3\nMeeting number: 746 118 700\nMeeting password: Dietetics\n\n\nJOIN BY PHONE\nCall-in toll-free number: 1-866-477-4564  (US)\nShow global numbers:\nhttps://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218\nConference Code: 943 178 7218\n\n\n\nCan't join the meeting?\nhttps://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412\n\nIMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.\n
X-ALT-DESC;FMTTYPE=text/html:	<FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="ARIAL">		<a href="https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=ma7b836f2c3635713ffc207c8fa73e6f3"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Join WebEx meeting</FONT></a>			<table>				<tr>					<td>						<FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting number: 746 118 700</FONT>					</td>				</tr>			</table>						<table><tr><td><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting password:</FONT></td><td><FONT SIZE="2"  COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Dietetics</FONT></td></tr></table>		</FONT><FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR></FONT><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="Segoe UI"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Join by phone</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Call-in toll-free number:&nbsp;1-866-477-4564  (US)</FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI"><a href="https://www.tcconline.com/offSite/OffSiteController.jpf?cc=9431787218"><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Segoe UI">Show global numbers</FONT></a></FONT>&nbsp; <BR><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="Segoe UI">Conference Code:&nbsp;943 178 7218</FONT>&nbsp; <BR></FONT><BR>	&nbsp;<BR>	<a href="https://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412">	<FONT SIZE="1" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Can't join the meeting?</FONT></a>	&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT COLOR="#A0A0A0" size="1" FACE="arial">IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.</FONT></FONT>
SUMMARY:Finance and Audit Committee Meeting
PRIORITY:5
CLASS:PUBLIC
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR


WebEx_Meeting.ics



2096. RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:03:24

Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Not a problem…

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:03 PM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

That is exactly right.  I am glad you are there to keep me straight!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day 

 

I think we were talking about the May 10 PPW session – here is the link -  Register Here 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:51 AM 
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 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

No,  You had just said yesterday on the phone call to make sure we registered, so I was trying to

do that!  Thanks!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:46 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day 

 

You have already registered.  We will be sending a follow-up email tomorrow.  

 

Do you need anything in particular?  Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

Teresa,  I hate to bother you, but can you send me the link to register for the May 1 Advocacy

Day?  Thanks, I looked for it and could not find it and realized the email you just sent said it was

closed.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2097. Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:02:49

Subject: Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

Attachment:

That is exactly right.  I am glad you are there to keep me straight!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:57 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day 

 

I think we were talking about the May 10 PPW session – here is the link -  Register Here 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:51 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

No,  You had just said yesterday on the phone call to make sure we registered, so I was trying to

do that!  Thanks!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND
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Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:46 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day 

 

You have already registered.  We will be sending a follow-up email tomorrow.  

 

Do you need anything in particular?  Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

Teresa,  I hate to bother you, but can you send me the link to register for the May 1 Advocacy

Day?  Thanks, I looked for it and could not find it and realized the email you just sent said it was

closed.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830
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work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2098. Registration approved for WebEx meeting: PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making

your Impact on Policy Makers

From: Teresa Nece <messenger@webex.com>

To: dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:02:20

Subject: Registration approved for WebEx meeting: PPW Session 1: What’s In It for

Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

Attachment: WebEx_Meeting.ics

Hi, Donna Martin, Your registration for this WebEx meeting has been approved.  PPW Session 1:

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers Wednesday, May 10, 2017 1:00

pm  |  Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-05:00)  |  1 hr Meeting number: 741 545 354 Meeting

password: 17PPW  Add to Calendar When it's time, join the meeting.   Can't join the meeting?

 IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information

sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining

this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being

recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Microsoft Corporation//Outlook 10.0 MIMEDIR//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REQUEST
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:Central Time
BEGIN:STANDARD
DTSTART:20151101T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=1SU;BYMONTH=11
TZOFFSETFROM:-0500
TZOFFSETTO:-0600
TZNAME:Standard Time
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
DTSTART:20150301T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;INTERVAL=1;BYDAY=2SU;BYMONTH=3
TZOFFSETFROM:-0600
TZOFFSETTO:-0500
TZNAME:Daylight Savings Time
END:DAYLIGHT
END:VTIMEZONE
BEGIN:VEVENT
ATTENDEE;CN="Donna Martin";ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:MAILTO:dmartin@burke.k12.ga.us
ORGANIZER;CN="Teresa Nece":MAILTO:tnece@eatright.org
DTSTART;TZID="Central Time":20170510T130000
DTEND;TZID="Central Time":20170510T140000
LOCATION:https://eatright.webex.com/eatright
TRANSP:OPAQUE
SEQUENCE:1492534773
UID:aaa13bf2-ffed-4d59-bd93-025d9a8006c8-SU=eatright
DTSTAMP:20170510T180000Z
DESCRIPTION:\n\n\nJOIN WEBEX MEETING\nhttps://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m876b974ce56a88e39f224821be6afc78\nMeeting number: 741 545 354\nMeeting password: 17PPW\n\n\n\nCan't join the meeting?\nhttps://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412\n\nIMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.\n
X-ALT-DESC;FMTTYPE=text/html:	<FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL"><FONT SIZE="4" FACE="ARIAL">		<a href="https://eatright.webex.com/eatright/j.php?MTID=m876b974ce56a88e39f224821be6afc78"><FONT SIZE="3" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Join WebEx meeting</FONT></a>			<table>				<tr>					<td>						<FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting number: 741 545 354</FONT>					</td>				</tr>			</table>						<table><tr><td><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">Meeting password:</FONT></td><td><FONT SIZE="2"  COLOR="#666666" FACE="arial">17PPW</FONT></td></tr></table>		</FONT><FONT SIZE="1" FACE="ARIAL">&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR></FONT>	&nbsp;<BR>	<a href="https://help.webex.com/docs/DOC-5412">	<FONT SIZE="1" COLOR="#00AFF9" FACE="Arial">Can't join the meeting?</FONT></a>	&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR><FONT COLOR="#A0A0A0" size="1" FACE="arial">IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please note that this WebEx service allows audio and other information sent during the session to be recorded, which may be discoverable in a legal matter. By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to being recorded, discuss your concerns with the host or do not join the session.</FONT></FONT>
SUMMARY:PPW Session 1: What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers
PRIORITY:5
CLASS:PUBLIC
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR
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2099. RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 13:00:04

Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day

Attachment:

I think we were talking about the May 10 PPW session – here is the link -  Register Here 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:51 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

No,  You had just said yesterday on the phone call to make sure we registered, so I was trying to

do that!  Thanks!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:46 PM 

 To: Donna Martin 

 Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day 

 

You have already registered.  We will be sending a follow-up email tomorrow.  

 

Do you need anything in particular?  Teresa
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From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

Teresa,  I hate to bother you, but can you send me the link to register for the May 1 Advocacy

Day?  Thanks, I looked for it and could not find it and realized the email you just sent said it was

closed.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2100. Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 12:50:34

Subject: Re: Link to register for Advocacy Day

Attachment:

No,  You had just said yesterday on the phone call to make sure we registered, so I was trying to

do that!  Thanks!!!

 

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655

 

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 12:46 PM  

To: Donna Martin  

Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day 

 

You have already registered.  We will be sending a follow-up email tomorrow.  

 

Do you need anything in particular?  Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Link to register for Advocacy Day
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Teresa,  I hate to bother you, but can you send me the link to register for the May 1 Advocacy

Day?  Thanks, I looked for it and could not find it and realized the email you just sent said it was

closed.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2101. RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day

From: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us <DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 12:49:39

Subject: RE: Link to register for Advocacy Day

Attachment:

You have already registered.  We will be sending a follow-up email tomorrow.  

 

Do you need anything in particular?  Teresa

 

 

From: Donna Martin [mailto:DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 11:42 AM 

 To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org> 

 Subject: Link to register for Advocacy Day

 

 

Teresa,  I hate to bother you, but can you send me the link to register for the May 1 Advocacy

Day?  Thanks, I looked for it and could not find it and realized the email you just sent said it was

closed.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2102. Link to register for Advocacy Day

From: Donna Martin <DMartin@burke.k12.ga.us>

To: Teresa Nece <TNece@eatright.org>

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 12:41:58

Subject: Link to register for Advocacy Day

Attachment:

Teresa,  I hate to bother you, but can you send me the link to register for the May 1 Advocacy

Day?  Thanks, I looked for it and could not find it and realized the email you just sent said it was

closed.  

Donna S. Martin, EdS, RDN, LD, SNS, FAND

 

Director, School Nutrition Program

 

Burke County Board of Education

 

789 Burke Veterans Parkway

 

Waynesboro, GA  30830

 

work - 706-554-5393

 

fax - 706-554-5655
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2103. Public Policy Weekly News

From: tnece@eatright.org

To: DMartin@Burke.k12.ga.us

Sent Date: Apr 18, 2017 12:40:34

Subject: Public Policy Weekly News

Attachment:

 

April 18, 2017

 

Public Policy Weekly News: 

April Public Policy Forum – Join Today! 

Treat and Reduce Obesity Act Co-sponsors! 

Reducing Global Food Insecurity Webinar 

New Report on State-Impact of Public Health Funding 

New Funding Announcement for Diabetes Prevention Efforts 

Action Alert Update – Reports Posted to COI! 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates Set PPCs and PALs – Register Today! 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

Dates to Remember – Events for April through June in One Location! 

April Public Policy Forum 

 Join the open forum to hear about the "Changing the Rules: Impacting Regulations through the

Public Comment Process" The April Public Policy Forum will be held Today, April 18, 2017 from

2 – 3 p.m. (Eastern Time).  

 

Register for the April Public Policy Open Forum. All DPG, MIG and Public Policy Panel leaders

should attend (please make sure at least one person from your DPG or affiliate participates).

 

 

Treat and Reduce Obesity Act Co-sponsors 

 The Treat and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 (S. 830 and H.R. 1953) introduced last week with the

bipartisan support of Senators Bill Cassidy (La.) and Tom Carper (Del.) and Representatives Erik

Paulsen (Minn.) and Ron Kind (Wis.) has 6 Senate and 22 House co-sponsors. 

 

 

The Senate co-sponsors are Senators Shelley Moore Capito (W.V.), Christopher Coons (Del.),

Chuck Grassley (Iowa), Martin Heinrich (N.M.) and Lisa Murkowski (Alaska).  The House co-

sponsors are Representatives Earl Blumenauer (Ore.), Suzanne Bonamici (Ore.), Susan Brooks

(Ind.), Tony Cardenas (N.M.), Steve Cohen (Tenn.), Peter DeFazio (Ore.), Brett Guthrie (Ky.),

Denny Heck (Wash.), Lynn Jenkins (Kan.), John Lewis (Ga.), Ted Lieu (Calif.), Ben Ray Lujan

(N.M.), Jim McGovern (Mass.), Grace Napolitano (Calif.), Bill Pascrell (N.J.), Mark Pocan (Wis.)
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David Roe (Tenn.), Peter Roskins (Ill.), John Shimkus (Ill.), Scott Tipton (Colo.) and David Young

(Iowa).  

 
Take action now to encourage your senators and representatives to sponsor this important
initiative to expand professional opportunities for our members!

 

Reducing Global Food Insecurity Webinar 

 Join the Academy, along with our partners at Society for Nutrition Education &Behavior (SNEB)

and the American Public Health Association for an upcoming webinar on “Efforts to Reduce Global

Food Insecurity: Perspectives from the United States and the United Nations”.  The webinar will

introduce the Global Food Security Act of 2016 and expand on America’s current efforts to help

promote food security around the world. Speakers will provide perspectives from the U.S. Agency

for International Development and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to

explain the current situation of global nutrition issues and progress made to alleviate global

concerns such as hunger, chronic health issues, and mortality. Suggestions will be discussed on

how nutrition and global health professionals can pitch in to reduce global food insecurity. The

webinar will be held on Thursday, May 4, at 9 a.m. (Eastern Time), and participants will receive 1

CPE.

 

New Report on State-Impact of Public Health Funding 

 Academy partner Trust For America’s Health has released a new report, A Funding Crisis for

Public Health and Safety: State-by-State Public Health Funding and Key Health Facts, 2017.  The

report found that core funding for disease prevention and health promotion programs has declined

by around $580 million federally and has remained flat in states since 2010 (adjusting for

inflation).  The annual review demonstrates that cuts to federal funds have not been offset by

increases to state and local funding. The Academy continues to advocate for the importance of

investing in public health, and this report is a great tool to use for Academy members.

 

New Funding Announcement for Diabetes Prevention Efforts 

 The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has released a Funding Opportunity Announcement last

week to promote scaling and sustaining the National Diabetes Prevention Program in underserved

areas. Applications must be submitted by June 12th. More information available here.

 

Action Alert Update

 

The action alerts for the Resolution Recognizing the Academy’s 100th Anniversary and the Treat

and Reduce Obesity Act of 2017 will remain open. We need your assistance to increase member

action alert participation for the Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of

Nutrition and Dietetics. Please contact your members of Congress and ask them to co-sponsor the

Resolution Recognizing 100th Anniversary of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (S. Res. 75

and H. Res. 161). Please take action now! 
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Here is a chart identifying the action alert statistics as of today:

 

Report as of 4/18/2017

 

Anniversary Resolution %

 

NEW TROA 2017 %

 

Date Opened

 

3/7/2017

 

2/21/2017

 

Number of Days Open

 

43

 

57

 

Congress Contacted

 

96%

 

99%

 

Number of Letters Sent

 

8,544

 

22,463

 

Members participating

 

3.4%

 

8%

 
 
The reports listing the number of Academy members who have responded to the action alerts will
be posted in the Public Policy Panel COI. The reports are located in the April 2017 subtopic
located in the Participation topic on the community of interest.
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The Public Policy Coordinators (PPCs) will find participation report listing the names of members

posted in the 2017 April subtopic located in the participation topic folder of the Public Policy

Coordinator COI. We will continue to provide this type of information for affiliate presidents and

PPCs to use, but ask that you don’t post names of members (yours or from another affiliate) for

public viewing. PPCs should review the action alert participation list and encourage members to

send letters to Congress.

 

Pre-PPW Webinar Training Dates for PPCs and PALs 

 Below you will find the dates for the three PPW Boot Camp webinars for Affiliate PPCs and

DPG/MIG PALs. Specific registration information will be sent next week. Participants will receive 1

CPEU for each session. All webinars will be recorded. The PPCs and the PALs are required to

participate in the boot camp sessions or view the recording.

 

PPW 2017  

PPCs and PALs Training Dates

 

PPW Boot Camp Topics

 

Wednesday, April 19

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, April 26

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 3

 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Boot Camp Session 3: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Webinar Series for All PPW 2017 Attendees – Mark Your Calendar Today!  

The dates for the four PPW webinars for PPW attendees. All PPW attendees are expected to

participate in the PPW Webinar Series. Participants will receive 1 CPEU for each session. 

  

All webinars will be recorded. The recordings will be posted to the PPW Community of Interest

the day following the session in the PPW Webinar Series 2016 topic folder. Additional information

will be available next week.

 

PPW 2017 Webinar Series for Attendees

 

PPW Webinar Topics

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)
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PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, June 7 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 5:  

Ready Set Charge!

 
Register Here

 

 

Dates to Remember 

 Please note the registration links are provided below for each event.

 

Wednesday, April 19 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 1 for PPCs and PALs:  

Leadership: Your Role and Responsibilities

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, April 26 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 2 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Preparing the Affiliate Policy Team for PPW

 
Register Here

 

Monday, May 1, 2017

 

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

 

Quarterly Advocacy Hill Day 

Nutrition and Prevention in Health Care

 

Washington, D.C.
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Registration Closed

 

Wednesday, May 3 

2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Boot Camp Session 3 for PPCs and PALs: 

 Final Preparations for Making Connections Work

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 10 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 1:  

What’s In It for Me? Making your Impact on Policy Makers

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 17 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 2: 

 Telling Your Story on Capitol Hill

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 24 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 3: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 1

 
Register Here

 

Wednesday, May 31 

 2 – 3 pm (Eastern Time)

 

PPW Session 4: 

 Academy Legislative Issue 2

 
Register Here
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